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Professor Sir John Dewhurst

Professor Sir John Dewhurst died on the 1st December
2006. Jack, as he was known to all his colleagues,
was a doyen amongst obstetricians and gynaecologists
of the twentieth century. His reputation was interna-
tionally renowned and he became a worldwide expert
in paediatric and adolescent gynaecology for which he
received due accolade. He was also an outstanding
teacher of obstetrics and gynaecology and as such this
textbook that he began in the 1970s is testament to his

dedication to the passing on of knowledge to others. In
1976 he became President of the Royal College of Obste-
tricians and Gynaecologists, a post he held for three years,
for which he was subsequently knighted. He retired in
1986 after a long and distinguished career but his legacy
lives on and he will be remembered by all who knew him
with great affection and professional respect.

d. keith edmonds

xi
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Preface to the Seventh Edition

As I write this Preface in 2006, the specialty of obstetrics
and gynaecology worldwide is going through a crisis
of recruitment. It seems to all the contributors to this
book a strange and sad time as the fascination of obstet-
rics and gynaecology remains unchallenged. Since the
6th edition, many advances have occurred and these
have led to improvements in healthcare throughout the
world. The efforts with regard to maternal and fetal health
and to the gynaecological care of women remains a tri-
umph of modern medicine. We hope that the reader will
enjoy being stimulated by the fascination and intellectual
stimulation that comes from the study of obstetrics and
gynaecology.

I wish to thank all the contributors who have submitted
chapters for the readers’ pleasure, to impart their knowl-
edge and to hopefully see this translated into high quality
clinical practice.

I would like to thank all of the contributors whose con-
tributions span the breadth of obstetrics and gynaecology
and we hope that these individual chapters will stimulate

the reader to a greater understanding and thereafter a
healthy appetite for more knowledge.

The obstetrics and gynaecology of the future will almost
certainly be different from the practice that has occurred
over the last 150 years and as the future beckons more
specialized individuals, a basic knowledge of obstetrics
and gynaecology will still underpin the training of young
doctors for the future. I hope this book will continue to
provide that wealth of knowledge and stimulate young
doctors to join the specialty and become contributors in
the future.

I would like to thank my secretary, Liz Manson, with-
out whom many of the contributors in this book would
have slept very soundly. Her incessant efforts to obtain
the chapters have been remarkable and I am indebted to
her. I would also like to thank Fiona Pattison at Blackwell
Publishing and the editorial team for their support in the
publication of this volume.

d. keith edmonds
2006

xii
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Preface to the First Edition

Our purpose in writing this book has been to produce a
comprehensive account of what the specialist in training
in obstetrics and gynaecology must know. Unfortunately
for him, he must now know a great deal, not only about
his own subject, but about certain aspects of closely allied
specialties such as endocrinology, biochemistry, cytoge-
netics, psychiatry, etc. Accordingly we have tried to offer
the postgraduate student not only an advanced textbook
in obstetrics and gynaecology but one which integrates
the relevant aspects of other subjects which nowadays
impinge more and more on the clinical field.

To achieve this aim within, we hope, a reasonable
compass we have assumed some basic knowledge which
the reader will have assimilated throughout his medical
training, and we have taken matters on from there. Fun-
damental facts not in question are stated as briefly as is
compatible with accuracy and clarity, and discussion is
then devoted to more advanced aspects. We acknowledge
that it is not possible even in this way to provide all the
detail some readers may wish, so an appropriate bibliog-
raphy is provided with each chapter. Wherever possible
we have tried to give a positive opinion and our reasons
for holding it, but to discuss nonetheless other important
views; this we believe to be more helpful than a complete
account of all possible opinions which may be held. We
have chosen moreover to lay emphasis on fundamental
aspects of the natural and the disease processes which
are discussed; we believe concentration on these basic
physiological and pathological features to be important to
the proper training of a specialist. Clinical matters are, of
course, dealt with in detail too, whenever theoretical dis-
cussion of them is rewarding. There are, however, some
clinical aspects which cannot, at specialist level, be consid-
ered in theory with real benefit; examples of these are how
to palpate a pregnant woman’s abdomen and how to apply
obstetric forceps. In general these matters are considered
very briefly or perhaps not at all; this is not a book on how

things are done, but on how correct treatment is chosen,
what advantages one choice has over another, what com-
plications are to be expected, etc. Practical matters, we
believe, are better learnt in practice and with occasional
reference to specialized textbooks devoted solely to them.

A word may be helpful about the manner in which the
book is set out. We would willingly have followed the
advice given to Alice when about to testify at the trial of
the Knave of Hearts in Wonderland, ’Begin at the begin-
ning, keep on until you come to the end and then stop’.
But this advice is difficult to follow when attempting to
find the beginning of complex subjects such as those to
which this book is devoted. Does the beginning lie with
fertilization; or with the events which lead up to it; or with
the genital organs upon the correct function of which any
pregnancy must depend; or does it lie somewhere else?
And which direction must we follow then? The disorders
of reproduction do not lie in a separate compartment from
genital tract disease, but each is clearly associated with
the other for at least part of a woman’s life. Although we
have attempted to integrate obstetrics with gynaecology
and with their associated specialties, some separation is
essential in writing about them, and the plan we have fol-
lowed is broadly this—we begin with the female child in
utero, follow her through childhood to puberty, through
adolescence to maturity, through pregnancy to mother-
hood, through her reproductive years to the climacteric
and into old age. Some events have had to be taken out
of order, however, although reiteration has been avoided
by indicating to the reader where in the book are to be
found other sections dealing with different aspects of any
subject under consideration. We hope that our efforts will
provide a coherent, integrated account of the field we have
attempted to cover which will be to the satisfaction of our
readers.

sir john dewhurst
1972

xiii
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Chapter 1: Clinical anatomy of the
pelvis and reproductive tract
Alan Farthing

Introduction

This chapter aims to summarize the important aspects of
the anatomy of the abdomen and the pelvis, which should
be known to the Obstetric or Gynaecological specialist.
Many of the investigations and treatments we order on a
daily basis require good anatomical knowledge in order
to be properly understood.

Surface anatomy

The anterior abdominal wall can be divided into four
quadrants by lines passing horizontally and vertically
through the umbilicus (Fig. 1.1). In the upper abdomen
is the epigastrium, which is the area just inferior to the
xiphisternum, and in the lower abdomen lie the right and
left iliac fossae and the hypogastrium.

The cutaneous nerve supply of the anterior abdominal
wall arises from the anterior rami of the lower thoracic
and lumbar vertebrae. The dermatomes of significant

Fig. 1.1 The abdomen can be divided into quadrants.

structures on the anterior abdominal wall are:
T7 xiphisternum
T10 umbilicus
L1 symphysis pubis
The blood supply is via the superior epigastric (branch
of the internal thoracic artery) and the inferior epigas-
tric (branch of the external iliac artery) vessels. During
laparoscopy, the inferior epigastric vessels can be seen
between the peritoneum and rectus muscle on the anterior
abdominal wall and commence their journey superiorly
from approximately two thirds of the way along the
inguinal ligament closer to the symphysis pubis. Care
needs to be taken to avoid them while using acces-
sory trochars during laparoscopy and to ensure that they
are identified when making a Maylard incision of the
abdominal wall.

The anterior abdominal wall

Beneath the skin and the fat of the superficial anterior
abdominal wall lies a sheath and combination of mus-
cles including the rectus abdominus, external and internal
oblique and tranversalis muscles (Fig. 1.2). Where these
muscles coalesce in the midline, the linea alba is formed.
Pyramidalis muscle is present in almost all women orig-
inating on the anterior surface of the pubis and inserting
into the linea alba. The exact configuration of the muscles
encountered by the surgeon depends on exactly where any
incision is made.

The umbilicus

The umbilicus is essentially a scar made from the remnants
of the umbilical cord. It is situated in the linea alba and in a
variable position depending on the obesity of the patient.
However the base of the umbilicus is always the thinnest
part of the anterior abdominal wall and is the common-
est site of insertion of the primary port in laparoscopy.
The urachus is the remains of the allantois from the fetus
and runs from the apex of the bladder to the umbilicus.

1
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2 Chapter 1

Rectus muscle

External oblique
aponeurosis

Tendinous
intersections

Superficial
fascia

Skin

Fascia transversalis

Extraperitoneal fat

Peritoneum

Pubis

Transversus aponeurosis

Posterior layer of internal
oblique aponeurosis

Anterior layer of internal
oblique aponeurosis

Fig. 1.2 The layers of the anterior abdominal wall in tranverse
section.

Inferior vena cava

Aorta

Palmers point

Fig. 1.3 The umbilicus in relation to the underlying vasculature
in a thin patient.

Occasionally this can remain patent in newborns. In early
embryological life, the vitelline duct also runs through the
umbilicus from the developing midgut. Although the duct
is severed long before delivery, a remnant of this structure
is found in2%of thepopulationasaMeckelsdiverticulum.

The aorta divides into the common iliac arteries approx-
imately 1–2 cm below the umbilicus in most slim women
(Fig. 1.3). The common iliac veins combine to form the
inferior vena cava just below this and all these structures

are a potential hazard for the laparoscopist inserting ports
at the umbilicus.

Epithelium of the genital tract

The anterior abdominal wall including the vulva, vagina
and perineal areas are lined with squamous epithelium.
The epithelium lining the endocervix and uterine cavity
is columnar and the squamocolumnar junction usually
arises at the ectocervix in women of reproductive age.
This is an important site as it is the area from which cervi-
cal intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) and eventually cervical
malignancy arises. The bladder is lined by transitional
epithelium which becomes columnar. The anal verge is
still squamous epithelium but this changes to columnar
immediately inside the anus and into the rectum.

The genital tract, from the vagina, through the uterus
and out through the fallopian tubes into the peritoneal
cavity, is an open passage. This is an essential route for
the traversing of sperm in the process of fertilization but
unfortunately it also allows the transport of pathologic
organisms which may result in ascending infection.

The peritoneum

The peritoneum is a thin serous membrane which lines the
inside of the pelvic and abdominal cavities. In simplistic
terms it is probably best to imagine a pelvis containing
the bladder, uterus and rectum (Fig. 1.4) and note that
the peritoneum is a layer placed over these organs in a
single sheet. This complete layer is then pierced by both
the fallopian tubes and the ovaries on each side. Poste-
riorly the rectum also pierces the peritoneum connecting
to the sigmoid colon and the area between the posterior
surface of the uterus and its supporting ligaments and
the rectum is called the Pouch of Douglas. This particu-
lar area is important in gynaecology as the place where
gravity dependent fluid collects. As a result this is where
blood is found in ectopic pregnancies, pus in infections
and endometriosis which has been caused by retrograde
menstruation (Sampsons theory).

Vulva

The vulva is the area of the perineum including the Mons
pubis, labia majora and minora and the opening into both
the vagina and urethra (Fig. 1.5). The labia majora are
areas of skin with underlying fat pads which bound the
vagina. Medial to these are the labia minora which consist
of vascular tissue which reacts to the stimulation of sexual
arousal.Anteriorly theycome together to formtheprepuce
of the clitoris and posteriorly they form the forchette.
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Fig. 1.4 Transverse view of the pelvic
organs.
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Fig. 1.5 Surface anatomy of the vulva.
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The hymen is a fold of vaginal mucosa at the entrance
to this organ. It usually has a small opening in virgins
and is only seen as an irregular remnant in sexually active
women.

To each side of the introitus are the ducts of the vestibu-
lar glands commonly known as Bartholin’s glands which
produce much of the lubrication at sexual intercourse.

The vulval blood supply comes from the pudendal
artery and lymphatic drainage is through the inguinal
lymph nodes. The nerve supply comes mostly from the
pudendal nerve and pelvic plexus with branches of the
perineal nerves and posterior cutaneous nerve of the thigh
important in the posterior region.

The clitoris

The clitoris corresponds to the male penis consisting of
the same three masses of erectile tissue (Fig. 1.6). The bulb

of the vestibule is attached to the underlying urogenital
diaphragm and split into two because of the presence
of the vagina. The right and left crura become the cor-
pora cavernosa and are covered by the ischiocavernosus
muscles.

Bony pelvis

The bony pelvis consists of two hip bones (consisting of
the ileum and ischium) which are joined together by the
sacrum posteriorly and the symphysis pubis anteriorly
(Figs. 1.7 and 1.8). In addition, the coccyx lies on the infe-
rior aspect of the sacrum. A plane drawn between the
sacral promontory and the superior aspect of the symph-
ysis pubis marks the pelvic inlet and a similar plane drawn
from the tip of S5 to the inferior aspect of the symphysis
pubis marks the pelvic outlet.
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Clinically the ischial spine is important as it can be felt
vaginally and progress in labour can be measured using
it as a landmark. Additionally it is an insertion point of
the sacrospinous ligament which also attaches to the lower
lateral part of the sacrum. Together with the sacrotuberous
ligament and the bony pelvis, it forms the borders of the
greater sciatic foramen (through which the sciatic nerve
passes) and the lesser sciatic foramen (through which the
pudenal nerve enters the pelvis).

The sacrum and ilium are joined by the very strong
sacroiliac joint. This is a synovial joint and is supported
by the posterior and interosseous sacroiliac ligaments. The
symphysis pubis is a cartilaginous joint with a fibrocarti-
laginous disc separating the two bones which are firmly
bound together by the supporting ligaments. There should
be virtually no movement of this joint.

Pelvic floor (Figs. 1.9 and 1.10)

The obturator internus muscle sits on the medial side of
the ischial bone and, together with the body of the pubis,
forms a wall that supports the origins of the pelvic floor.
The pelvic floor itself is a sling of various muscles which
are pierced by the urethra, the vagina and the anal canal.
Posterior to the vagina these muscles form the perineal
body. The puborectalis muscle forms a sling around the
junction of the anus and rectum and posterior to the anus,
these fibres are made up by the pubococcygeus which
forms the anococcygeal body in the midline (Fig. 1.9). The
collection of muscles is variously referred to as the pelvic
diaphragm or levator ani muscles (Fig. 1.10). These mus-
cles support the pelvic organs, holding them in position
and resisting the forces created when the intraperitoneal
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urogenital diaphragm

Bartholin’s gland
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Fascia of obturator internus
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Anococcygeal body
Fig. 1.6 The deeper vulval tissues.
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Fig. 1.7 Bony pelvis.
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Fig. 1.8 Bony pelvis.
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Fig. 1.9 Pelvic floor muscles.
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Fig. 1.10 Transverse view of the pelvic
floor muscles.
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Fig. 1.11 MRI of the pelvis.

pressure is raised as in coughing or straining. The nerve
supply is from the fourth sacral nerve and pudendal
nerve.

Pelvic organs (Fig. 1.11)

Vagina

The vagina is a distensible muscular tube which passes
from the introitus to the cervix. It pierces the pelvic floor
and then lies flat on its posterior surface using it as sup-
port. It is approximately 8 cm long and the anterior and
posterior walls oppose each other. Anatomical text books
can give a confusing impression when showing this struc-
ture as an open tube with a lumen. However, on imaging,
the normal vagina should not be distended and does not
contain air. Projecting into the top of the vagina is the uter-
ine cervix. The areas of the vagina which border the cervix
are referred to as the fornices and are labelled as anterior,
posterior, right or left.

The vaginal wall consists of outer and inner circular lay-
ers of muscles which cannot be distinguished from each
other. The epithelium contains no glands but is rich in
glycogen in the premenopausal woman. The normal com-
mensal, Doderleins bacillus, breaks down this glycogen to
create an acid environment.

Uterus

The uterus is approximately the size and shape of a pear
with a central cavity and thick muscular walls (Fig. 1.12).

The serosal surface is the closely applied peritoneum
beneath which is the myometrium which is a smooth mus-
cle supported by connective tissue. The myometrium is
made up of three layers of muscle, external, intermediate
and internal layers. Clinically this is important as fibroids
leave the layers intact and removal through a superficial
incision leaves the three layers intact. The three layers
run in complimentary directions which encourage vascu-
lar occlusion during contraction, an important aspect of
menstrual blood loss and postpartum haemostasis. The
mucous membrane overlying the myometrium to line the
cavity is the endometrium. Glands of the endometrium
pierce the myometrium and a single layer of columnar
epithelium on the surface changes cyclically in response
to the menstrual cycle.

The uterus consists of a fundus superiorly, a body, an
isthmus (internal os) and inferiorly the cervix (external
os). The cervix is a cylindrical structure which is mus-
cular in its upper portions but this gives way to fibrous
connective tissue as the cervix sits at the top of the
vagina. The cervix is lined by columnar epithelium, which
secretes alkaline mucus neutralizing the effects of vaginal
acidity.

The cervix and uterus do not always sit in the same plane
and when the uterine body rotates anteriorly it is referred
to as anteflexed and posteriorly as retroflexed. The axis
of the entire uterus can be anteverted or retroverted in
relation to the axis of the vagina (Fig. 1.13).

The uterus is supported by the muscles of the pelvic
floor together with three supporting condensations of
connective tissue. The pubocervical ligaments run from
the cervix anteriorly to the pubis, the cardinal liga-
ments pass laterally from the cervix and upper vagina
to the lateral pelvic side walls and the uterosacral liga-
ments from the cervix and upper vagina to the sacrum.
These uterosacral ligaments can be clearly seen poste-
rior to the uterus in the Pouch of Douglas and are
a common site for superficial and deep infiltrating
endometriosis.

The uterine blood supply is derived mainly from the
uterine artery, a branch of the anterior division of the inter-
nal iliac artery. An anastamosis occurs with the blood sup-
ply delivered through the ovarian ligament and derived
direct from the ovarian artery.

The round ligament is the remains of the gubernacu-
lum and extends from the uterus laterally to the pelvic
side wall and then into the inguinal canal before pass-
ing down into the labia majora. It holds the uterus in
anteversion, although it is a highly distensible struc-
ture in pregnancy. It is usually the first structure
divided at hysterectomy allowing the surgeon to open
the overlying folds of peritoneum known as the broad
ligament.
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Fig. 1.12 Uterus and fallopian tubes.
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Fallopian tubes

The fallopian tubes are delicate tubular structures which
carry the ovum or sperm between the ovary and uter-
ine cavity. The tubes are divided into named regions,
most medially the cornu and interstial portion within the
uterine wall, then the isthmus followed by the infundibu-
lum, ampulla and finally fimbrial ends. They are lined
by columnar epithelium and cilia which together with the
peristaltic action of the surrounding smooth muscle propel
the fertilized ovum towards the uterine cavity. The blood
supply of the fallopian tubes arises from both the uter-
ine and ovarian arteries through the mesosalpinx which is
covered by peritoneum.

Ovaries

The ovaries vary in size depending on age and their func-
tion. They are approximately 2 × 4 cm2 with the long
axis running vertically and are attached to the posterior
leaf of the broad ligament by the mesovarium. In addi-
tion they are fixed in position by the ovarian ligament (to
the uterus medially) and the infundibulopelvic ligament
which contains the ovarian blood supply direct from the
aorta. Venous drainage is to the ovarian veins which drain
direct into the inferior vena cava on the right and into the
renal vein on the left. The aortic nerve plexus also accom-
panies the ovary in its descent from around the level of the
first lumbar vertebra.

The lateral pelvic side wall is covered by peritoneum
which is folded to form the ovarian fossa. Pathological
adhesions around the ovary will often cause it to be

A

B C

Fig. 1.13 The axis of the uterus in relation to the vagina.

fixed into the ovarian fossa causing cyclical pain or
dyspareunia.

The ovary is not covered by peritoneum but is sur-
rounded by a thin membranous capsule, the tunica albug-
inea, which in turn is covered by the germinal epithelium.

Bladder

The urinary bladder is situated immediately behind the
pubic bone and anterior to the uterine cervix and upper
vagina. It has a strong muscular wall consisting of three
layers of interlacing fibres which are known together as
the detrusor muscles (Fig. 1.14). The trigone is the only
smooth part of the bladder as it is fixed to the underly-
ing muscle. At the superior margins of the trigone lie the
ureteric openings and at the inferior aspect the urethra.
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Fig. 1.14 The bladder.

An interureteric ridge can often be visualized horizon-
tally between the ureters at cystoscopy and is useful for
orientation.

The rest of the bladder is highly distensible ensuring
that as it is expanded the pressure of its contents remains
the same.

The bladder receives its blood supply from the supe-
rior and inferior vesical arteries which originate from the
internal iliac artery. The nerve supply is from the inferior
hypogastric plexus. Sympathetic nerves arise in the first
and second lumbar ganglia and the parasympathetic sup-
ply from the splanchnic nerves of the second, third and
fourth sacral nerves.

URETHRA

The urethra is approximately 4 cm long in the female adult
starting at the internal meatus of the bladder and passing
through the pelvic floor to the vestibule. The epithelium is
squamous near the external meatus and changes to tran-
sitional epithelium about two thirds of the way to the
bladder. The deeper tissue is muscular and this maintains
the urethral tone. There are no anatomical sphincters but
the muscle fibres of the bladder at the internal meatus act
as an ‘internal sphincter’ and thepelvicfloorasavoluntary
external sphincter.

URETERS

The ureters run from the renal hilum to the trigone of the
bladder and are approximately 30 cm in length. They enter
the pelvis by passing over the common iliac bifurcation at
the pelvic brim. They then pass along the lateral pelvic
side wall before passing anteriorly and medially under
the uterine artery as it originates from the internal iliac
artery and into the base of the bladder. The ureter comes
close to the ovarian artery and vein and can be adherent
to these vessels or the overlying ovary in pathological

cases. By passing close to the uterine artery it can be mis-
takenly clamped and divided as a rare complication of
hysterectomy.

The ureters are muscular tubes lined by transitional
epithelium. The blood supply varies during its course
but small vessels along the surface of the ureter require
careful preservation when dissecting it free from other
structures.

Rectum

The rectum is approximately 12 cm in length and starts at
the level of S3 as a continuation of the sigmoid colon. The
puborectalis part of the pelvic floor forms a sling around
the lower end at the junction with the anal canal. The rec-
tum is commonly depicted in anatomic drawing as being
dilated, causing the other pelvic organs to be pushed for-
ward. This is because the original drawings were taken
from cadavers but in the live patient the rectum is often
empty allowing the other structures to lie supported on
the pelvic floor.

The mucosa of the rectum is columnar and this is sur-
rounded by inner circular and outer longitudinal fibres
of smooth muscle. The serosal surface is covered by
peritoneum.

The blood supply is from the superior rectal artery from
the inferior mesenteric artery, and the middle and infe-
rior rectal arteries arise from the posterior division of the
internal iliac artery. The nerve supply is from the inferior
hypogastric plexus and ensures the rectum is sensitive to
stretch only.

Conclusion

A clear knowledge of anatomy is required for many
gynaecological diagnoses and certainly for surgery.
Many clinicians do not gain a full understanding of
pelvic anatomy until they start operating and then
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rarely refer back to anatomical textbooks. The advent
of more sophisticated pelvic floor surgery and
especially minimal access surgery has modified the
skills required of a gynaecological surgeon which
necessitates the need for greater practical anatomical
knowledge.

Further reading

Shah Farthing & Richardson Lennard (2003) The Interactive
Pelvis & Perineum: Female. Primal Pitures Ltd,
www.primalpictures.com

Snell R. Clinical Anatomy for Medical Students. London: Little
Brown & Co.
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Chapter 2: Maternal physiology
Fiona Broughton-Pipkin

The physiological changes of pregnancy are strongly
proactive, not reactive, with the luteal phase of every ovu-
latorymenstrual cycle ‘rehearsing’ for pregnancy [1].Most
pregnancy-driven changes are qualitatively in place by
the end of the first trimester, only maturing in magnitude
thereafter. This chapter gives a brief overview of themajor
changes.

The cardiovascular system

There is a significant fall in total peripheral resistance by
6 weeks gestation to a nadir of ∼40% by mid-gestation,
resulting in a fall in afterload. This is ‘perceived’ as circu-
latory underfilling, which activates the renin-angiotensin-
aldosterone system and allows the necessary expansion
of the plasma volume (PV; Fig. 2.1) [2,3]. By the late third
trimester, the PV has increased from its baseline by about

RAS activation 

UNa ALD
(−)

PROG    
PV

(+)
TPR

CO

Symp NS↑ BP HR

Fig. 2.1 Flow chart of the probable sequence of initial
cardiovascular activation. ALD, aldosterone; BP, systemic
arterial blood pressure; CO, cardiac output; HR, heart rate;
PROG, progesterone; PV, plasma volume; RAS,
renin-angiotensin system; Symp NS, sympathetic nervous
system; TPR, total peripheral resistance; UNa, urinary sodium
excretion.

50% inafirst pregnancyand60% ina secondor subsequent
pregnancy. The bigger the expansion is, the bigger, on
average, thebirthweightof thebaby. The total extracellular
fluid volume rises by about 16% by term, so the percent-
age rise in PV is disproportionate to thewhole. Theplasma
osmolality falls by ∼10 mOsm/kg as water is retained.

The heart rate rises synchronously, by 10–15 b.p.m., so
the cardiac output begins to rise [4]. There is probably a
fall in baroreflex sensitivity as pregnancy progresses and
heart rate variability falls. Stroke volume rises a little later
in the first trimester. These two factors push the cardiac
output up by 35–40%in a first pregnancy, and ∼50% in
later pregnancies; it can rise by a further third in labour
(Fig. 2.2). Table 2.1 summarizes the percentage changes in
some cardiovascular variables during pregnancy.

Measuring systemic arterial blood pressure in preg-
nancy is notoriously difficult, but there is now broad
consensus that Korotkoff 5 should be used with auscul-
tatory techniques [5]. However measured, there is a small
fall in systolic and a greater fall in diastolic blood pressure
during the first half of pregnancy resulting in an increased
pulse pressure. The blood pressure then rises steadily and,
even in normotensive women, there is some late over-
shoot of non-pregnant values. Supine hypotension occurs
in ∼8% of women in late gestation.

The pressor response to angiotensin II (ANG II) is
reduced in normal pregnancy but is unchanged to nora-
drenaline. The reduced sensitivity to ANG II presumably
protects against the potentially pressor levels of ANG II
found in normal pregnancy and is associated with lower
receptor density; plasma noradrenaline is not increased in
normal pregnancy. Pregnancy does not alter the response
of intramyometrial arteries to avarietyof vasoconstrictors.
Nitric oxide may modulate myogenic tone and flow-
mediated responses in the resistance vasculature of the
uterine circulation in normal pregnancy.

The venous pressure in the lower circulation rises for
both mechanical and hydrodynamic reasons. The pul-
monary circulation is able to absorb high rates of flow
without an increase in pressure; so pressure in the right

10
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Fig. 2.2 Major haemodynamic changes
associated with normal human pregnancy.
The marked augmentation of cardiac
output results from asynchronous increases
in both heart rate (HR) and stroke volume
(SV). Despite the increases in cardiac
output, blood pressure (BP) decreases for
most of pregnancy. This implies a very
substantial reduction in total peripheral
vascular resistance (TPVR).
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Table 2.1 Percentage change in some cardiovascular variables
during pregnancy

First Second Third
trimester trimester trimester

Heart rate (bpm) +11 +13 +16
Stroke volume (ml) +31 +29 +27
Cardiac output (l/min) +45 +47 +48
Systolic BP (mmHg) −1 +1 +6
Diastolic BP (mmHg) −6 −3 +7
MPAP (mmHg) +5 +5 +5
Total peripheral resistance −27 −27 −29
(resistance units)

BP, systemicblookpressure;MPAP,meanpulmonaryarterypressure.
Data are derived from studies in which pre-conception values were
determined. The mean values shown are those at the end of each
trimester, and are thus not necessarily the maxima. Note that most
changes are nearmaximal by the end of the first trimester. (Data from
Robson et al., 1991.)

ventricle and the pulmonary arteries and capillaries does
not change. Pulmonary resistance falls in early pregnancy
and does not change thereafter. There is progressive ven-
odilatation and rises in venous distensibility and capaci-
tance throughout a normal pregnancy, possibly because of
increased local nitric oxide synthesis.

The respiratory system

Tidal volume rises by ∼30% in early pregnancy to 40–50%
above non-pregnant values by term, with a fall in
expiratory reserve and residual volume (Fig. 2.3) [6]. Nei-
ther FEV1 nor peak expiratory flow rate are affected by

pregnancy, even in women with asthma. The rise in tidal
volume is largely driven by progesterone, which appears
to decrease the threshold and increase the sensitivity of
the medulla oblongata to carbon dioxide. Respiratory rate
does not change, so the minute ventilation rises by a
similar amount. Thisoverbreathingalsobeginsbefore con-
ception; the Pco2 is lowest in early gestation. Progesterone
also increases erythrocyte [carbonic anhydrase], which
will also lower Pco2 . Carbon dioxide production rises
sharply during the third trimester, as fetal metabolism
increases. The fall in maternal Pco2 allows more efficient
placental transfer of carbon dioxide from the fetus, which
has a Pco2 of around 55 mmHg (7.3 kPa). The fall in Pco2

results in a fall in plasma bicarbonate concentration (to
∼18–22mmol/l by comparisonwith 24–28mmol/l)which
contributes to the fall in plasma osmolality; the peripheral
venous pH rises slightly (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.4).

The increased alveolar ventilation results in a much
smaller proportional rise in Po2 , from around 96.7
to 101.8 mmHg (12.9–13.6 kPa). This increase is
offset by the rightward shift of the maternal oxy-
haemoglobin dissociation curve caused by an increase
in 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (2,3-DPG) in the erythrocytes.
This facilitates oxygen unloading to the fetus, which
has both a much lower Po2 (25–30 mmHg; 3.3–4.0 kPa)
and a marked leftwards shift of the oxyhaemoglobin
dissociation curve, due to the lower sensitivity of fetal
haemoglobin to 2,3-DPG.

There is an increase of ∼16% in oxygen consumption
by term, due to increasing maternal and fetal demands.
Since the increase in oxygen-carrying capacity of the blood
(see ‘Haematology’, p. 12) is ∼18%, there is actually a
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Fig. 2.3 Alterations in lung volumes
associated with normal human pregnancy. In
general terms, inspiratory reserve and tidal
volumes increase at the expense of
expiratory reserve and residual volumes.

Table 2.2 The influence of pregnancy on some respiratory
variables

Non-pregnant Pregnant – term

Po2 mmHg (kPa) 93 (12.5) 102 (13.6)
O2 consumption ml/min 200 250
Pco2 mmHg (kPa) 35–40 (4.7–5.3) 30 (4.0)
Venous pH 7.35 7.38

PCO2
[HCO3

− ]

Hyperventilation 

Plasma [Na+] 

Chemoreceptor sensitization

 
Plasma osmolality

PROG

Fig. 2.4 Flow chart of the effects of over-breathing. HCO3,
bicarbonate; Na, sodium; Pco2 , carbon dioxide tension; PROG,
progesterone.

fall in arterio-venous oxygen difference. Pulmonary blood
flow, of course, rises in parallel with cardiac output and
enhances gas transfer.

Pregnancy places greater demands on the cardiovascu-
lar than the respiratory system [7]. This is shown in the
response to moderate exercise (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3 Although the increases in resting cardiac output and
minute ventilation are of the same order of magnitude in
pregnancy, there is less spare capacity for increases in cardiac
output on moderate exercise than for increases in respiration

Resting Exercise

Cardiac +33% (4.5–6 l/min) +167% (up to 12 l/min)
output

Minute +40% 7.5–10.5 l/min +1000% (up to ∼80 l/min)
ventilation

Haematology

The circulating red cell mass increases by 20–30% during
pregnancy, with rises in both cell number and size. It rises
more in women with multiple pregnancies, and substan-
tially more with iron supplementation (∼29% compared
with 17%). Serum iron concentration falls, the absorption
of iron from the gut rises and iron-binding capacity rises
in a normal pregnancy, since there is increased synthesis
of the β1-globulin, transferrin. Plasma folate concentra-
tion halves by term, because of greater renal clearance,
although red cell folate concentrations fall less. Even now,
only ∼20% of fertile women in the UK have adequate iron
reserves for a pregnancy and ∼40% have virtually no iron
stores. Evenrelativelymildmaternal anaemia is associated
with increased placental:birthweight ratios and decreased
birthweight. However, inappropriate supplementation
can itself be associated with pregnancy problems [8].
Erythropoietin rises in pregnancy, more if iron supple-
mentation is not taken (55% compared with 25%) but the
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changes in red cell mass antedate this; human placental
lactogen may stimulate haematopoiesis.

Pro rata, the plasma volume increasesmore than the red
cellmass, which leads to a fall in the various concentration
measures which include the plasma volume, such as the
haematocrit, the haemoglobin concentration and the red
cell count. The fall in packed cell volume from ∼36% in
early pregnancy to ∼32% in the third trimester is a sign of
normal plasma volume expansion.

The total white cell count rises, mainly because
of increased polymorphonuclear leucocytes. Neutrophil
numbers rise with oestrogen concentrations and peak at
∼33 weeks stabilizing after that until labour and the early
puerperium, when they rise sharply. Their phagocytic
function increases during gestation. T and B lymphocyte
counts do not change but their function is suppressed,
making pregnant women more susceptible to viral infec-
tions, malaria and leprosy. The uterine natural killer cells
express receptors that recognize the otherwise anomalous
combination of human lymphocyte antigens (HLA-C, -E
and -G) expressed by the invasive cytotrophoblasts. This
is likely to be central to the maternal recognition of the
conceptus [9].

Platelet countandplateletvolumeare largelyunchanged
in most pregnant women, although their survival is
reduced. Platelet reactivity is increased in the second
and third trimesters and does not return to normal until
∼12 weeks after delivery.

Coagulation

Continuing low-grade coagulopathy is a feature of nor-
mal pregnancy [10]. Several of the potent procoagulatory
factors rise from at least the end of the first trimester
(Fig. 2.5). For example, Factors VII, VIII and X all rise
and absolute plasmafibrinogen doubles, while antithrom-
bin III, an inhibitor of coagulation, falls. The erythrocyte
sedimentation rate rises early in pregnancy due to the
increase in fibrinogen and other physiological changes.
Protein C, which inactivates Factors V and VIII, is proba-
bly unchanged in pregnancy, but concentrations of Protein
S, one of its co-factors, fall during the first two trimesters.
An estimated 5–10% of the total circulating fibrinogen is
consumed during placental separation, and thromboem-
bolism is the main cause of maternal death in the UK.
Plasmafibrinolytic activity is decreased during pregnancy
and labour, but returns to non-pregnant values within
an hour of delivery of the placenta, suggesting strongly
that the control of fibrinolysis during pregnancy is signifi-
cantly affected by placentally derivedmediators. Table 2.4
summarizes changes in some coagulation and fibrinolytic
variables during pregnancy.
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Fig. 2.5 Alterations in the coagulation pathways associated
with human pregnancy. Factors which increase during normal
pregnancy are printed in bold type.

Table 2.4 Percentage changes in some coagulation (upper) and
fibrinolytic variables and fibronectin levels are expressed from
postpartum data in the same women

First Second Third
trimester trimester trimester

PAI-1 (mg/ml) −10 +68 +183
PAI-2 (mg/ml) +732 +1804 +6554
t-PA (mg/ml) −24 −19 +633
Protein C (% activity) −12 +10 +9
AT III (% activity) −21 −14 −10
TAT III +362 +638 +785
Fibronection (mg/l) +3 −12 +53

PAI-1 and PAI-2, plasminogen activator inhibitors 1 and 2; t-PA,
tissue plasminogen activator antigen; AT III, antithrombin III; TAT
III, thrombin-antithrombin III complex.
Themeanvalues shownare thoseat theendof each trimester, andare
thus not necessarily the maxima. Note the very large rises in PAI-2
(placental typePAI) andTAI III complexes in thefirst trimester. (Data
from Halligan et al. 1994)

The renal system

The kidneys increase in size in pregnancy mainly because
renal parenchymal volume rises by about 70% with
marked dilatation of the calyces, renal pelvis and ureters
in most women [11]. Ureteric tone does not decrease, but
bladder tone does. The effective renal plasma flow (RPF)
is increased by at least 6 weeks gestation and rises to some
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Fig. 2.6 The changes in renal function during pregnancy are
largely complete by the end of the first trimester, and are thus
pro-active, not reactive to the demands of pregnancy. The
filtration fraction falls during the first trimester, but begins to
return to non-pregnant levels during the third trimester. With
permission from [11].

80% by mid-pregnancy falling thereafter to ∼65% above
non-pregnant values (Fig. 2.6). This increase is propor-
tionally greater than the increase in cardiac output, pre-
sumably reflecting specific vasodilatation, probably via
the increased renal prostacyclin synthesis. The glomeru-
lar filtration rate (GFR) also increases, by ∼45% by the 9th
week, only rising thereafter by another 5–10%, but this is
largely maintained to term, so the filtration fraction falls
during the first trimester, is stable during the second, and
rises towards non-pregnant values thereafter. Thesemajor
increments do not, however, exhaust the renal reserve.
This differential changes in ERPF and GFR in late preg-
nancy suggest a mechanism acting preferentially at the
efferent arterioles, possibly angiotensin II.

The filtered load of metabolites therefore increases
markedly, and reabsorptivemechanisms frequentlydonot
keep up (e.g. glucose and aminoacids; see below). These
changes have profound effects on the concentration of
certain plasma metabolites and electrolytes and ‘Normal’
laboratory reference ranges may thus be inappropriate in
pregnancy. For example, plasma creatinine falls signifi-
cantly by the 4th week of gestation and continues to fall to
mid-pregnancy, to below 50 mmol/l, but creatinine clear-
ance begins to fall during the last couple of months of
pregnancy, so plasma creatinine rises again.

Total body water rises by about 20% during preg-
nancy (∼8.5 l) with a very sharp fall in plasma osmolality
between weeks 4–6 after conception, possibly through the
actions of hCG. The volume-sensing arginine vasopressin
(AVP) release mechanisms evidently adjust as pregnancy

progresses. As well as water present in the fetus, amniotic
fluid, placenta and maternal tissues, there is also oedema
fluid and increased hydration of the connective tissue
ground substance with laxity and swelling of connective
tissue.

The pregnant woman accumulates some 950 mmol
sodium in the face of high circulating progesterone con-
centrations which competes with aldosterone at the distal
tubule. The potentially natriuretic prostacyclin also rises
markedly, with a small rise in atrial natriuretic pep-
tide (ANP). This stimulates the renin-angiotensin system
(RAS) with increased synthesis and release of aldosterone
from the first trimester. The raised plasma prolactin con-
centration may also contribute to sodium retention. It is
assumed that glomerulotubular balance must also change
in pregnancy, to allow the sodium retention which actu-
ally occurs. There is a fall of some 4–5 mmol/l in plasma
sodium by term, but plasma chloride does not change.
Curiously, some 350 mmol potassium is also retained
during pregnancy, in the face of the much-increased
GFR, substantially raised aldosterone concentrations and
a relatively alkaline urine. Renal tubular potassium reab-
sorption evidently adjusts appropriately to the increased
filtered potassium load.

Serumuric acid concentration falls by about a quarter in
early pregnancy, with an increase in its fractional excretion
secondary to a decrease in net tubular reabsorption. The
kidney excretes a progressively smaller proportion of the
filtered uric acid, so a rise in serumuric acid concentration
during the second half of pregnancy is normal. A similar
pattern is seen in relation to urea, which is also partly
reabsorbed in the nephron.

Glucose excretionmay rise 10-fold as the greater filtered
load exceeds the proximal tubular Tmax for glucose (∼1.6–
1.9 mmol/min). If the urine of pregnant women is tested
sufficiently often, glycosuria will be detected in 50% of
them. The excretion of most amino acids increases, which
is curious since these are used by the fetus as the building
blocks from which it synthesises protein. The pattern of
excretion is not constant and differs between individual
amino acids. Excretion of the water-soluble vitamins is
also increased. The mechanism for all these is inadequate
tubular reabsorption in the face of a 50% rise in GFR.

Urinary calciumexcretion is also two to threefold higher
in normal pregnancy than in the non-pregnant woman,
even though tubular reabsorption is enhanced, presum-
ably under the influence of the increased concentrations
of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D. To counter this, intestinal
absorption doubles by 24 weeks, after which it stabilizes.
Renal bicarbonate reabsorption and hydrogen ion excre-
tion appear to be unaltered during pregnancy. Pregnant
women can acidify their urine, but in pregnancy it is
mildly alkaline.
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Fig. 2.7 Responses in normal pregnant women
to a 50 g oral glucose load during early and late
pregnancy. During early pregnancy there is a
normal plasma insulin response with a relative
reduction in plasma glucose concentrations
compared to the non-pregnant state. In
contrast, during late pregnancy plasma
glucose concentrations reach higher levels after
a delay, despite a considerably enhanced
plasma insulin response, a pattern which could
be explained by relative resistance to insulin.
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Both total protein and albumin excretion rise during
pregnancy, up to at least 36 weeks, due to the increased
GFRand changes in both glomerular and tubular function.
Thus in late pregnancy, an upper limit of normal of 200mg
total protein excretion/24 h collection is accepted. The
assessment of proteinuria in pregnancy using dipsticks
has been shown to give highly variable data.

The gastrointestinal system

Taste often alters very early in pregnancy. The whole
intestinal tract has decreased motility during the first two
trimesters, with increased absorption of water and salt,
tending to increase constipation. Heartburn is common
from the increased intragastric pressure. Hepatic synthe-
sis of albumin, plasma globulin and fibrinogen increases,
the latter two sufficiently to give increased plasma con-
centrations despite the increase in plasma volume. Total
hepatic synthesis of globulin increases under oestrogen
stimulation, so the hormone-binding globulins rise. There
is decreased hepatic extraction of circulating amino acids.

The gallbladder increases in size and empties more
slowly during pregnancy but the secretion of bile is
unchanged. Cholestasis is almost physiological in preg-
nancy and may be associated with generalized pruritus
but only rarely produces jaundice. The cholestasis can also
occur in users of oral contraceptives and postmenopausal
hormone replacement.

Carbohydrates/insulin resistance

Pregnancy is hyperlipidaemic and glucosuric. Although
neither the absorption of glucose from the gut nor the half-
life of insulin seems to change and the insulin response is
well-maintained, by 6–12 weeks gestation, fasting plasma

glucose concentrations fall by 0.11mmol/l, and by the end
of the first trimester the increase in blood glucose follow-
inga carbohydrate load is less thanoutsidepregnancy [12].
This increased sensitivity stimulates glycogen synthesis
and storage, deposition of fat and transport of amino acids
into cells. The uptake of amino acids by themother for glu-
coneogenesismayalso be enhanced.Aftermid-pregnancy,
resistance to the action of insulin develops progressively
andplasmaglucose concentrations rise, though remaining
below non-pregnant levels (Fig. 2.7). Glucose crosses the
placenta readily and the fetus uses glucose as its primary
energy substrate, so this rise is presumably beneficial to
the fetus. Fetal and maternal glucose concentrations are
significantly correlated.

The insulin resistance is presumably largely endocrine-
driven, possibly via increased cortisol or hPL. Leptin has
been implicated in altered insulin sensitivity outside preg-
nancy, but appears not to play a role during gestation,
while concentrations of glucagons and the catecholamines
are unaltered.

Lipids

Total plasma cholesterol falls early in pregnancy, reach-
ing its lowest point at 6–8 weeks, but then rises to
term. There is a striking increase in circulating free fatty
acids and complex lipids in pregnancy, with ∼threefold
increases in triglycerides and a 50% increase in very
low density lipoprotein (VLDL) cholesterol by 36 weeks
[13]. High density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol is also
increased. Birthweight and placental weight are directly
related to maternal VLDL triglyceride levels at term. The
hyperlipidaemia of normal pregnancy is not atherogenic
because the pattern of increase is not that of atherogenesis,
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although pregnancy can unmask pathological hyperlipi-
daemia.

Lipids undergo peroxidation in all tissues as part of nor-
mal cellular function. Excess production of lipid can result
in oxidative stresswithdamage to the cellmembrane. Dur-
ing normal pregnancy, increases in plasma lipid peroxides
appear by the second trimester in step with the general
rise in lipids and may taper off later in gestation [14]. As
the peroxide levels rise so do those of vitamin E and some
other antioxidants: this rise is proportionately greater than
that of peroxides so physiological activities are protected.
Lipidperoxidation is also active in the placenta, increasing
with gestation. Since the placenta contains high concen-
trations of unsaturated fats under conditions of low Po2 ,
antioxidants such as vitaminA, the carotenoids and provi-
tamin A carotenoids are required to protect both mother
and fetus from free radical activity Early in pregnancy fat
is deposited but from mid-pregnancy it is used as a source
of energy, mainly by themother so that glucose is available
for the growing fetus [15]. The absorption of fat from the
intestine is not directly altered during pregnancy. The hor-
mone leptin acts as a sensor alerting the brain to the extent
of body fat stores and rises threefold during pregnancy. It
may regulate maternal energy balance.

Endocrine systems

Theplacenta is apowerhouseof hormoneproduction from
the beginning of gestation and challenges the mother’s
autonomy.

Placental hormones

Human chorionic gonadotrophin is the signal for preg-
nancy, but indirect effects, such as oestrogen-driven
increased hepatic synthesis of the binding globulins for
hormones such as thyroxine, corticosteroids and the sex
steroids also affect themother’s endocrinological function.
The fetoplacental unit synthesizes very large amounts of
oestrogens and progesterone, both probably being con-
cerned with uterine growth and quiescence and with
mammary gland development.

The hypothalamus and pituitary gland

The pituitary gland increases in weight by 30% in first
pregnancies and by 50% subsequently. The number of
lactotrophs is increased and plasma prolactin begins to
rise within a few days of conception and by term may
be 10–20 times as high as in the non-pregnant woman;
the secretion of other anterior pituitary hormones is
unchanged or reduced. Human chorionic gonadotrophin
(hCG) and thegonadotrophins share a commonα-subunit,

and the rapidly rising hCG suppresses secretion of both
follicle-stimulating hormone and luteinizing hormone,
thus inhibiting ovarian follicle development by a blunting
of response to gonadotrophin-releasing hormone (GnRH).
Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) secretion responds
normally to hypothalamic thyrotropin-releasing hormone
(TRH; also synthesized in the placenta). Adrenocorti-
cotropic hormone (ACTH) concentrations rise during
pregnancy, partly because of placental synthesis of ACTH
and of a corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH) and do
not respond to normal control mechanisms.

The adrenal gland

Both the plasma total and the unbound cortisol and other
corticosteroid concentrations rise inpregnancy fromabout
the end of the first trimester. Concentrations of cortisol-
binding globulin double. Excess glucocorticoid exposure
in utero appears to inhibit fetal growth in both animals
and humans. However, the normal placenta synthesizes
a pregnancy-specific 11b-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase,
which inhibits transfer of maternal cortisol. The marked
rise in secretion of the mineralocorticoid aldosterone in
pregnancy has already been mentioned. Synthesis of the
weaker mineralocorticoid 11-deoxycorticosterone is also
increased by the 8th week of pregnancy, and actually
increases proportionally more than any other cortical
steroid, possibly due to placental synthesis.

The measurement of plasma catecholamines has inher-
ent difficulties, but there is now broad consensus that
plasma catecholamine concentrations fall from the first to
the third trimesters. There is some blunting of the rise in
noradrenaline (reflecting mainly sympathetic nerve activ-
ity) seen on standing and isometric exercise in pregnancy,
but the adrenaline response (predominantly adrenal) is
unaltered [16].

The thyroid gland

hCGmay suppress thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) in
early pregnancy because they share a common α-subunit.
The thyroid remains normally responsive to stimulation
by TSH and suppression by tri-iodothyronine (T3). There
is a threefold rise in the thyroid’s clearance of iodine,
allowing the absolute iodine uptake to remain within the
non-pregnant range. Thyroid-binding globulin concentra-
tions double during pregnancy, but other thyroid-binding
proteins do not increase. Overall, free plasma T3 and thy-
roxine (T4) concentrations remain at the same levels as
outside pregnancy (although total levels are raised) and
most pregnant women are euthyroid. Free T4 may fall in
late gestation [17].
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Calcitonin, another thyroid hormone, rises during the
first trimester, peaks in the second and falls thereafter,
although the changes are not large. It may contribute to
the regulation of 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D.

The parathyroid glands and calcium metabolism

Calcium homeostasis changes markedly [18,19]. Maternal
total plasma calcium concentration falls, because albu-
min concentration falls, but unbound ionized calcium
concentration is unchanged. Synthesis of 1,25 dihydrox-
ycholecalciferol increases, promoting enhanced gastroin-
testinal calcium absorption. Parathyroid hormone (PTH)
regulates the synthesis of 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D in
the proximal convoluted tubule. There is a fall in intact
PTH during pregnancy but a doubling of 1,25 dihydroxy-
vitamin D; placentally synthesized PTH-related protein is
also present in the maternal circulation.

Renal hormones

The RAS is activated from very early pregnancy
(see ‘The cardiovascular system’, p. 10). Synthesis
of erythropoietin appears to be stimulated by hCG;
its concentration rises from the first trimester, peak-
ing in mid-gestation and falling somewhat there-
after. Prostacyclin is a potent vasodilator, synthe-
sized mainly in the kidney. Concentrations begin to
rise rapidly by 8–10 weeks gestation, being fourfold
higher than non-pregnant values by the end of the first
trimester.

The pancreas

The size of the islets of Langerhans and the number of
β-cells increase during pregnancy, as does the number of
receptor sites for insulin. The functions of the pancreas in
pregnancy were considered above.

Conclusion

This chapter attempts to outline the physiology of normal
pregnancy. The changes mostly begin very early indeed,
and itmay be that two of themajor problems of pregnancy,
intrauterinegrowthretardationandpre-eclampsia, are ini-
tiated even before the woman knows that she is pregnant.
Better understanding of themechanisms of very early nor-
mal pregnancy adaptation may help us to understand the
abnormal.
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Chapter 3: The placenta and fetal
membranes
Berthold Huppertz and John C.P. Kingdom

The placenta

The placenta was already recognized and venerated by
the early Egyptians, while it was the Greek physician
Diogenes of Apollonia (ca. 480 bc) who first ascribed the
function of fetal nutrition to the organ. Aristotle (384–
322 bc) described that the fetus is fully enclosed within the
chorion membranes; and it was only during the Renais-
sance that the term placenta, the word derived from
the Latin root meaning a flat “cake”, was introduced by
Realdus Columbus in 1559.

Structural characteristic of the human
placenta

Tissue interactions [1,2]

On the gross anatomic level, a placenta can be classified
according to whether the physical interactions between
fetal and maternal tissues are restricted to specific sites or
are covering the whole surface of the chorionic sac and the
inner uterine surface. On this level, the human placenta is
classified to be a discoidal placenta, confining interactions
to a more or less circular area (Fig. 3.1a).

Tissue interdigitations [1,2]

The next level of classification is based on the interdigi-
tations between maternal and fetal tissues. In the human
placenta, maternal and fetal tissues are arranged in such
a way that there are three-dimensional tree-like structures
called villous trees of fetal tissues that float in a lake of
maternal blood. Like the knots and branches of a tree, the
fetal tissues repeatedly branch into smaller and slender
villi (Fig. 3.1b).

Tissue interactions [1,2]

On the level of interactions between uterine and fetal tis-
sues, the human displays an invasive type of implantation
and placentation. The uterine epithelium is penetrated

and invasion of maternal tissues results in erosion into
maternal vessels. This type of placentation is termed hemo-
chorial and is characterized by the bathing of placental villi
with covering trophoblast directly by the mother’s blood
(Fig. 3.1c).

Vascular arrangement [1,2]

It is not just the thickness and exact histological nature
of the placental barrier that defines the rate of diffusional
exchange. Another important determinant is the direction
of the blood flows of mother and fetus in relation to each
other. The vascular arrangement of the human placenta
cannot be clearly defined due to the branching of the vil-
lous trees into all directions and a respective maternal
blood flow somehow bypassing these branches. There-
fore, this unpredictable and variable flow pattern has been
termed multivillous flow (Fig. 3.1d).

Macroscopic features of the term placenta
Measures [1,2]

The placenta at term displays a round disc-like appear-
ance with the insertion of the umbilical cord in a slightly
eccentric position on the fetal side of the placenta. The
average measures of a delivered placenta at term are a
diameter of 22 cm, a central thickness of 2.5 cm, and a
weight of 450–500 g. One has to keep in mind, though,
that these data may vary considerably due to the mode of
delivery, especially content versus loss ofmaternal and/or
fetal blood.

Tissue arrangements [1,2]

On the fetal side of the placenta, the avascular amnion
covers the chorionic plate. Underneath the amnion, chori-
onic vessels continue with those of the umbilical cord
and are arranged in a star-like pattern. At the other
end, these vessels continue with those of the villous

19
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic representation of the
structural characteristics of the human
placenta. (a) The human placenta displays a
discoidal shape. (b) The materno-fetal
interdigitations are arranged in villous trees
bathing in maternal blood that floats through
the intervillous space. (c) The hemochorial type
of placentation results in a materno-fetal
barrier composed of villous trophoblast in
direct contact with maternal blood. (d) Fetal
and maternal blood flows are arranged in a
multivillous flow. Abbreviations: CT,
cytotrophoblast; FC, fetal capillary; FEn, fetal
endothelium; FEr, fetal eryrocyte; MC,
mesenchymal cells; MEr, maternal erythrocyte;
ST, syncytiotrophoblast.

trees where the capillary system between arteries and
veins is located. The villous trees originate from the chori-
onic plate and float in a lake of maternal blood. On the
maternal side of the placenta, the basal plate is located
(see Fig. 3.1b). It is an artificial surface generated by
the separation of the placenta from the uterine wall dur-
ing delivery. The basal plate is a colourful mixture of
fetal trophoblast and maternal decidua cells, which are
embedded in trophoblast-secreted matrix-type fibrinoid,
decidual extracellular matrices, and fibrin-type fibrinoid.
At the placental margin, chorionic plate and basal plate

fuse with each other, thereby closing the intervillous space
and generating the fetal membranes or chorion laeve.

Placental development
Trophoblast lineage [3,4]

At the transition between morula and blastocyst, the tro-
phoblast lineage is the first to differentiate from the inner
cell mass, the embryoblast (Fig. 3.2). Only after attachment
of the blastocyst to the endometrial epithelium, further
differentiation of the trophoblast occurs. Exact knowledge
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Fig. 3.2 During implantation of the blastocyst, trophoblast cells
in direct contact with maternal tissues syncytially fuse and give
rise to the syncytiotrophoblast. Only this multinucleated tissue
is able to penetrate the uterine epithelium and implant the
developing embryo.

of the processes in the human is still lacking, but it is
anticipated that at this stage the first syncytial fusion of
trophoblast cells takes place. Fusion of those trophoblast
cells in direct contact with maternal tissues generates the
very first syncytiotrophoblast and only this layer is able to
penetrate the endometrial epithelium (Fig. 3.2).

Prelacunar stage [1,2]

At day 7–8 postconception, the blastocyst has completely
crossed the epithelium and is embedded within the
endometrium. The developing embryo is completely sur-
rounded by the growing placenta, which at that stage
consists of the two fundamental subtypes of the tro-
phoblast. The multinucleated syncytiotrophoblast is in
direct contact with maternal tissues, while the mononu-
cleated cytotrophoblast as the stem cell layer of the
trophoblast is directed towards the embryo.

All of the differentiation and developmental stages of
the placenta described so far take place before fluid-filled
spaces within the syncytiotrophoblast can be detected.
This is why this stage is termed prelacunar stage.

Lacunar stage [1,2]

At day 8–9 postconception, the syncytiotrophoblast gen-
erates a number of fluid-filled spaces within its mass.
These spaces flow together forming larger lacunae (lacunar
stage) and are finally separated by parts of the syncytiotro-
phoblast (trabeculae) that cross the syncytialmass fromthe
embryonic to the maternal side.

The development of the lacunar system leads to the
subdivision of the placenta into its three compartments.
1 the embryonically oriented part of the trophoblast will
develop into the chorionic plate,
2 the lacunae will become the intervillous space,
3 while the trabeculae will become the anchoring villi,
4 with the growing branches developing into floating villi,
5 finally, the maternally oriented part of the trophoblast
will develop into the basal plate.
At the end of this stage, at day 12 postconception, the
process of implantation is completed. The developing
embryo with its surrounding extraembryonic tissues is
totally embedded in theendometriumand the syncytiotro-
phoblast surrounds the whole surface of the conceptus.
Mesenchymal cells derived from the embryo spread over
the inner surface of the trophoblast, thus generating a
new combination of trophoblast and mesoderm, termed
chorion.

Early villous stage [1,2]

Startingonday12postconception, proliferationof cytotro-
phoblast pushes trophoblast cells to penetrate into the
syncytial trabeculae, reaching the maternal side of the
syncytiotrophoblast by day 14. Further proliferation of
trophoblast cells inside the trabeculae (day 13) stretches
the trabeculae resulting in the development of syncytial
side branches filled with cytotrophoblast cells (primary
villi).

Shortly after, the mesenchymal cells from the extraem-
bryonic mesoderm too follow the cytotrophoblast and
penetrate the trabeculae and the primary villi, thus gen-
erating secondary villi. At this stage there is always a
complete cytotrophoblast layer between the penetrating
mesenchyme and syncytiotrophoblast.

Around day 20–21, vascularization (development of
new vessels from hemangioblastic precursor cells) within
the villous mesenchyme gives rise to the formation of
the first placental vessels (tertiary villi). Only later, the
connection to the fetal vessel system will be established.

The villi are organized in villous trees that cluster
together into a series of spherical units known as lob-
ules or placentones. Each placentone originates from the
chorionic plate by a thick villous trunk stemming from a
trabecula. Continuous branching of the main trunk results
in daughter villi mostly freely ending in the intervillous
space [5,6].

Trophoblast cell columns [1,2]

Duringpenetrationof the syncytial trabeculae, the cytotro-
phoblast cells reach the maternal endometrial tissues
while the following mesenchymal cells do not penetrate
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Umbilical
cord

Uterine epithelium

Embryo

AmnionChorion

Endometrium

Spiral artery

Villous trees

Intervillous
space

Placenta

Trophoblastic cell column
Interstitial trophoblast
Intramural/endovacular trophoblast

Fig. 3.3 Schematic representation of the developing embryo and its surrounding tissues at about 8–10 weeks of pregnancy. The
amnionic cavity with the embryo inside is marked off by the amnion that has already contacted the chorion. From the chorion,
villous trees protrude into the intervillous space where some villi have direct contact with the basal plate (anchoring villi). At these
sites trophoblastic cell columns are the source for all extravillous trophoblast cells invading maternal tissues. Interstitial trophoblast
cells derived from these columns invade the endometrium and myometrium, while a subset of these cells penetrates the spiral
arteries first as intramural and then as endovascular trophoblast cells. Onset of maternal blood flow into the placenta starts in the
upper regions of the placenta (the abembryonic pole) where development is slightly delayed. The local high concentrations of oxygen
contribute to the regression of villi at the abembryonic pole.

to the tips of the trabeculae. At the tips multiple lay-
ers of cytotrophoblast cells are developing, referred to as
trophoblastic cell columns (Fig. 3.3). Only those cytotro-
phoblast cells remain as proliferative stem cells that are
in direct contact with the basement membrane separating
trophoblast from mesenchyme of the anchoring villi.

Subtypes of extravillous trophoblast [1,2,7–9]

The formation of cell columns does not result in a com-
plete trophoblastic shell but rather in separated columns
from which extravillous trophoblast cells invade maternal
uterine tissues (Fig. 3.3). These cells migrate as inter-
stitial trophoblast into the endometrial stroma, while a
subset of the interstitial trophoblast further penetrates the
wall of the uterine spiral arteries (intramural trophoblast),
finally reaching the vessels’ lumen (endovascular tro-
phoblast) (Fig. 3.3). Some of the interstitial trophoblast cells
fuse and generate the multinucleated trophoblast giant cells
(Fig. 3.4) at the boundary between the endometrium and
myometrium.

Plugging of spiral arteries

The invasion of extravillous trophoblast cells is the ulti-
mate means to transform maternal vessels into large-bore

conduits to enable adequate supply of oxygen and nutri-
ents to the placenta [1,2,10–12]. However, free transfer
of maternal blood to the intervillous space is only estab-
lished at the end of the first trimester of pregnancy [13,14].
Before the free transfer of maternal blood can occur, the
extent of invasion and thus the number of endovascular
trophoblast is so great that the trophoblast cells aggregate
within the vessels’ lumen and plug the distal segments of
the spiral arteries (Fig. 3.3). Hence, before 10–12 weeks of
gestation, the intervillous space contains mostly glandu-
lar secretion products together with a plasma filtrate that
is free of maternal blood cells (Fig. 3.3) [13,14].

The reason for such a paradoxical plugging of already
eroded and transformed arteries may be as follows: lack of
bloodcells keeps theplacenta and the fetus in a lowoxygen
environment of less than 20 mmHg in the first trimester of
pregnancy. This low oxygen environment may be neces-
sary to prevent the formation of free radicals that affect
the growing fetus in this critical stage of tissue and organ
development [15–17].

Onset of maternal blood flow [13,14]

At the end of the first trimester the trophoblastic plugs
become pervious and maternal blood cells enter the
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Trophoblast differentiation and subtypes
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Fig. 3.4 Trophoblast differentiation and subtypes. The
trophoblast lineage is the first to develop at the blastocyst stage.
From this stage onwards, further differentiation leads to the
generation of the syncytiotrophoblast and subsequently into the
two main trophoblast types of placental villi, villous
cytotrophoblast and villous syncytiotrophoblast. The
trophoblast cells that start to invade maternal tissues are termed
extravillous trophoblast with its respective subtypes.

intervillous space establishing the first arterial blood flow
to the placenta. The inflow starts in those upper parts of
the placenta that are closer to the endometrial epithelium
(Fig. 3.3). These sites are characterized by a slight delay in
development since the deeper parts have been the first to
develop directly after implantation (Fig. 3.3). Therefore, at
these upper sites the plugs inside the vessels contain fewer
cells, enabling blood cells to penetrate the plugs earlier,
and blood flow starts first at these sites. Here the placental
villi degenerate in larger parts and the chorion becomes
secondarily smooth. The regression leads to the formation
of the fetal membrane or chorion laeve. The remaining part
of the placenta develops into the chorion frondosum, the
definitive disc-shaped placenta.

Basic structure of villi
Villous trophoblast [1,2]

The branches of the syncytial trabeculae are the forerun-
ners of the placental villi. Throughout gestation the syncy-
tial cover remains and forms the placental barrier between

the maternal blood floating in the intervillous space and
the fetal vessels within the mesenchymal villous core.

Cytotrophoblast [1,2]

The layer of the mononucleated cytotrophoblast cells is the
basal layer of villous trophoblast and located underneath
the multinucleated syncytiotrophoblast (see Fig. 3.1c).
These stem cells rest on a basement membrane, main-
taining their proliferative activity throughout gestation.
Hence, the total number of villous cytotrophoblast cells
continuously increases during pregnancy, from about 1 ×
109 at 13–16 weeks to about 6 × 109 at 37–41 weeks of
gestation.

During gestation, cytotrophoblast cells are prevented
from coming into direct contact with maternal blood.
Damaged areas of syncytiotrophoblast are filled with
fibrin-type fibrinoid (a blood clot product) to cover the
exposed cytotrophoblast cells and to separate them and to
keep them from coming into direct contact with maternal
blood [18].

Syncytiotrophoblast [1,2]

The syncytiotrophoblast is a multinucleated layer without
lateral cell borders, hence there is a single syncytiotro-
phoblast covering all villi of a single placenta. Microvilli
on its apical surface provide amplification of the sur-
face (sevenfold) and are in direct contact to the maternal
blood floating within the intervillous space (see Fig. 3.1c).
Growth and maintenance of the syncytiotrophoblast is
completely dependent on the fusion with the underly-
ing cytotrophoblast, since syncytial nuclei do not display
transcriptional activity.

Within the syncytiotrophoblast the incorporated nuclei
first exhibit a large and ovoid shape, while during mat-
uration they become smaller and denser. Finally, they
display envelope convolution, increased packing density
and increased heterochromatinization [19,20].

Syncytial fusion by far exceeds the needs for growth
since the syncytiotrophoblast needs steady input for the
maintenance of its functional and structural integrity.
Consequently, the nuclei that are incorporated into the
syncytium are accumulated and packed into protrusions
of the apical membrane. These syncytial knots are then
extruded into the maternal circulation [21].

Trophoblast turnover [1,2,21–23]

Like every epithelium, the villous trophoblast displays a
continuous turnover comprising:
1 proliferation of cytotrophoblast stem cells,
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2 differentiation of post-proliferative daughter cells (2–
3 days),
3 syncytial fusion of these cells with the overlying syncy-
tiotrophoblast,
4 further differentiation and maturation within the syn-
cytiotrophoblast (3–4 weeks),
5 aging and late apoptosis at specific sites of the syncy-
tiotrophoblast, and finally
6 packing of old material into syncytial knots and extru-
sion of membrane-sealed corpuscles into the maternal
circulation.

Trophoblast release

Throughout gestation, syncytial knots are released into the
maternal circulation [21–27] and are mostly lodged in the
capillary bed of the lung. Hence, they can be found in
uterine vein blood but not in arterial blood of a pregnant
woman. It has been estimated that in late gestation up to
150,000 such corpuscles or 2–3 g of trophoblast material
enter the maternal circulation each day [1,21].

Current knowledge places the multinucleated syncy-
tial knots as products generated by apoptotic mechanisms
[23]. As such, they are surrounded by a tightly sealed
plasma membrane not releasing any content into the
maternal blood. Hence, induction of an inflammatory
response of the mother is not a normal feature of preg-
nancy. However, during placental pathologies with a
disturbed trophoblast turnover such as pre-eclampsia the
release of syncytiotrophoblast material is altered to a more
non-apoptotic release. This necrotic or aponecrotic release
of material could easily induce the endothelial damage
typical of pre-eclampsia [21–23,25–27].

Villous stroma [1,2]

The stromal villous core comprises the population of fixed
connective tissue cells including:
1 mesenchymal cells and fibroblasts in different stages of
differentiation up to myofibroblasts [28,29],
2 placental macrophages (Hofbauer cells) and
3 placental vesselswith smoothmuscle cells and endothe-
lial cells.

Oxygen as regulator of villous development

There is an increasing recognition of the role oxidative
stress inside the placenta plays in the pathophysiology
of pregnancy disorders ranging from miscarriage to pre-
eclampsia [1,13,15–17,30–32]. During the first trimester,
villous trophoblast is well adapted to low oxygen; and
it appears that trophoblast is more susceptible to raised
oxygen rather than low oxygen [23,30,32]. Hence, during

the first trimester if the upper side of the placenta is oxy-
genated by the onset of maternal blood flow, villi display
increased evidence of oxidative stress, become avascular
andfinally regress. Thesephysiological changes at the abe-
mbryonic pole result in the formation of the chorion laeve
(Fig. 3.3).

If such early onset of maternal blood flow and con-
sequently early onset of oxygenation occurs inside the
whole placenta damage to the placenta itself will result.
The most severe cases are missed miscarriages, while less
severe cases may continue but may lead to pathologies
such as pre-eclampsia and intrauterine growth restriction
(IUGR) [13,17]. It becomesmore andmore clear that in pre-
eclampsia increased oxidative stress is evident; and recent
data point to hyperoxic changes or to the occurrence of
fluctuating oxygen concentrations [23,30].

Fetal membranes [1,2,33–35]

Fluid accumulation within the amnionic cavity, that is,
between embryo and chorionic sac leads to a complete
separation of embryo and surrounding extraembryonic
tissues, only leaving the developing umbilical cord as the
connection between placenta and embryo. The amnionic
mesenchyme comes into direct contact with the chori-
onic mesoderm lining the inner surface of the chorionic
sac. Both tissue layers do not fuse, and it remains that
amnion and chorion can easily slide against each other.
As described above, it is only at the implantation pole that
the definitive placenta develops. Due to regression of villi,
most of the surface of the chorionic sac (about 70%) devel-
ops in such a way that the early chorionic plate, together
with the amnion, remnants of villi and the early basal plate
fuse and form a multilayered compact structure termed
the chorion laeve or fetal membranes.

Layers of the chorion laeve

The layers of the chorion laeve from the fetal to the
maternal side are as follows (Fig. 3.5):
1 Amnionic epithelium. It is a single cuboideal epithelium
secreting and resorbing the amnionic fluid and involved
in removal of carbon dioxide and pH regulation.
2 Amnionic mesoderm. It is a thin layer of connective tissue
separated from the amnionic epithelium by a basement
membrane.
3 Chorionic mesoderm. This second layer of connective tis-
sue is separated from the amnionic mesoderm by slender,
fluid-filled clefts. It is continuous with the connective
tissue of the chorionic plate.
4 Extravillous trophoblast of the fetalmembranes.This specific
type of extravillous tropohblast does not display invasive
properties and is separated from the chorionic mesoderm
by another basement membrane.
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Amnionic epithelium
(resting on a basement membrane)

Amnionic mesoderm
(separated from the amnionic
mesoderm by slender, fluid-
filled clefts)

Chorionic mesoderm
(separated from extravillous
trophoblast by a basement
membrane)

Extravillous trophoblast
(embedded in self-secreted
matrix-type fibrinoid)

Decidua capsularis
(decidualized endometrial stroma)

Fig. 3.5 Layers of the fetal membranes. The amnionic
epithelium is a simple epithelium that secretes and resorbs the
amnionic fluid. The two layers of connective tissues (amnionic
and chorionic mesoderm) are separated by fluid-filled clefts.
The extravillous trophoblast of the fetal membranes displays a
non-invasive phenotype and is embedded in a self-secreted
matrix, termed matrix-type fibrinoid. Finally, on the maternal
side the fetal membranes are covered by capsular decidua of
maternal origin.

5 Capsular decidua. This layer of maternal cells is directly
attached to the extravillous trophoblast. At the end of
the implantation process, the decidua closes again over
the developing embryo, generating the capsular decidua.
During the early second trimester, the capsular decidua
fuses with the opposite wall of the uterus causing obliter-
ation of the uterine cavity.

Characteristics [1,2]

After separation from the uterine wall, the fetal mem-
branes have a mean thickness of about 200–300 µm at
term. The presence of the decidua capsularis on the outer
surface of the fetal membranes after delivery indicates
that separation of the membranes takes place in between
maternal tissues rather than along the materno-fetal inter-
face. Due to the absence of vascular structures inside the
chorionic as well as amnionic mesoderm, all paraplacen-
tal exchanges between fetal membranes and fetus have to
pass the amnionic fluid.

Ultrasound [36–45]

Using ultrasound just a few days after the expected men-
strual period a gestational sac with a diameter of 2–3 mm

can be detected within the uterine endometrium. Devel-
opmental changes in the structure and organization of the
placenta and membranes can be seen by ultrasound [40].
Minor anatomical variations, such as cysts and lakes, can
readily be distinguished from lesions that destroy func-
tioning villous tissue, such as infarcts and intervillous
thrombi. Small placentas typically have eccentric cords,
due to chorionic regression, and can have progressive
parenchymal lesions – these features are typical in early-
onset IUGR [41]. Placental location and cord insertion
are relevant to document. Pathological placental inva-
sion (placenta acreta or percreta) may be suspected by
ultrasound, and can be confirmed by magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI).

Doppler ultrasound

Pulsed and colour Doppler ultrasound are valuable tech-
niques for placental assessment. Umbilical cord flow can
be seen at 7–8 weeks, though end-diastolic flow (EDF) is
not establisheduntil 14weeks. Early-onset IUGRpregnan-
cies may be characterized by absent EDF in the umbilical
arteries [41], associated with small malformed placen-
tas, and defective angiogenesis in the gas-exchanging
terminal placental villi [42].Amajor role for Doppler ultra-
sound in placental assessment is to determine maternal
flow in the uterine arteries. This screening test is per-
formed either at the 18–20-week anatomical ultrasound
or at a separate 22-week visit [43]. Integration of placen-
tal ultrasound, uterine artery Doppler and first + second
trimester biochemistry screening tests (PAPP-A, hCG and
AFP) is an effective way of screening for serious placental
insufficiency syndromes before threatening fetal viability,
thereby directing care to a high-risk pregnancy unit [44].

Colour power Doppler

Colour power angiography (CPA) is an extended appli-
cation in Doppler ultrasound and velocimetry. CPA can
be used to map out the vasculature within the placenta
when combined with three-dimensional reconstruction
(Fig. 3.6). This technique is able to identify red blood cells
in small vessels with a diameter of more than 200 µm [45].
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Further reading

For further reading on
structural characteristics of the placenta, see [1] or [2];
the definition of fibrinoid, see [18];
trophoblast and its changes during pre-eclampsia, see [23];
a detailed descriptions on pathologies of the macroscopic

features of the placenta, see [1];
the classification of villi and the types of villi, see [1];
stereological parameters of the growing placenta, see [20];
syncytial fusion and the involvement of apoptosis, see [22]

and [23];
the impact of oxygen on placental development and

placental-related disorders of pregnancy, see [16];
the composition and characteristics of fetal membranes, see [35];
rupture of fetal membranes, see [34];
placental assessment by ultrasound, see [37];
placental Doppler, see [40,43,44];
developmental placental pathology, see [1,37].
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Chapter 4: Normal fetal growth
Jason Gardosi

Developments in ultrasound imaging techniques and
analysis of large databases have improved our under-
standingofnormal fetal growthandmaturation. Itsunder-
standing is of immediate relevance for the assessment of
fetal well-being at any stage of pregnancy.

Length of pregnancy

In any large database, the distribution of the length of
pregnancy is skewed because babies are more likely to
be born preterm than post-term and at a wider range of
gestations into the early preterm period. Thus neither the
mean nor median, but the modal value is used to denote
the typical length of pregnancy.

Starting from the time of conception, this typical length
of gestation and the fetal age at the end of pregnancy
is 266 days or 38 weeks (= conceptual age). In most
(but by no means all) cases conception occurs in mid-
cycle and thus 2 weeks are added to denote menstrual
age. By convention, gestational age is also expressed in
this manner: the formulae used for dating pregnancies
by ultrasound, to determine the length of pregnancy at
any point and the expected date of delivery (EDD), also
add a standard 2 weeks to derive ‘gestational age’. The
typical length of pregnancy is 280 days or 40.0 weeks;
term is conventionally denoted as 37–42weeks, pretermas
<37.0 weeks and post-term >42.0 weeks. However, these
cut-offs may be varied for the purpose of looking at spe-
cific issues. For example, prematurity <34 weeks denotes
babies that are more likely to require some form of spe-
cial care; and limits of >290 days or even >287 days (41.0
weeks) have been used to study the effects of post-term
pregnancy.

Determination of gestational age

Accurate dating of pregnancy is important for a number
of reasons, each of them constituting milestones which
are more important than the prediction of the actual EDD
itself:
1 Antenatal screening. Values for serum tests for chromo-
somal abnormalities (e.g. Down’s syndrome), PAPP-A,

HCG or oestriol are strongly related to gestational age
and may give false readings if the ‘dates’ are wrong. This
can result in missing that a pregnancy is at risk, or in
providing false positives and in unnecessary, invasive
diagnostic procedures such as chorionic villous sampling
or amniocentesis.
2 Estimating fetal viability at extreme prematurity. Between
say 23 and 28 weeks, the chance of a baby’s survival is
heavily dependent on the gestational age [1] and inaccu-
rate dates may lead to wrong advice to the parents and
inappropriate management.
3 Post-term pregnancy. Prolonged gestation is associated
with a rise in perinatal morbidity and mortality. The rea-
sons for this are not well understood, but it has become
established practice to offer mothers induction of labour
in pregnancies that go beyond 290–294 days.

Before the advent of ultrasound, the menstrual age was
used to determine gestational dates and the EDD. How-
ever, dating bymenstrual history has several problems [2].
First the last menstrual period (LMP) may not be accu-
rately remembered in a substantial proportion of cases.
Second, dating by LMP assumes that conception occurred
in mid-cycle, whereas it may have occurred earlier or
(more likely) later. If the usual length of a woman’s cycle
tended to be longer, say 35 instead of 28 days, then an
adjustment needs to be made by adding 7 days to the
EDD. This is often not done, but even if it is, it rep-
resents an imprecise science as the actual length of the
follicular phase at the beginning of that pregnancy is
not known.

Dating by ultrasound has made the determination of
gestational age more precise. The ultrasound scan dat-
ing can be done on the basis of the fetal crown rump
length (CRL), which is reliable between 7 and 12 weeks,
or in the second trimester, between say 15 and 22 weeks,
by the bi-parietal diameter (BPD) or the head circumfer-
ence (HC). There are few studies which have compared
whether first or second trimester measurement is more
accurate in routinepractice. Between 13 and15weeks, dat-
ing by ultrasound can be less accurate, as the fetus flexes,

28
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Fig. 4.1 Frequency distribution of
gestational age at birth in n = 24, 524
pregnancies in Nottingham 1988–1995,
which had a record of the last menstrual
period (LMP) and an ultrasound dating
scan. The graph shows a general left shift
associated with ultrasound dates.
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makingCRLdifficult, while itmaybe too early for accurate
measurements of the head (BPD or HC).

Ultrasound measurement can also have error, but this
error is smaller than that of the LMP. Based on stud-
ies from pregnancies achieved with assisted reproduction
techniques, that is, where the exact date of conceptionwas
known, the error of routine scan dating by ultrasound
was normally distributed and had a standard deviation
of ±4, which means a 95% confidence interval of −8 to
+8 days [3]. In contrast, LMP dating error is heavily
skewed towardsoverestimationof the truegestational age,
with a 95% confidence interval of −9 to +27 days [4].

One manifestation of such a tendency of overestima-
tion is thatmanypregnancieswhich are post-termbyLMP
dates and considered in need for induction of labour are
in fact not post-term if ultrasound dates are used. About
three-quarters of ‘post-term’ (>294 days) pregnancies by
LMP are not post-term by ultrasound (11.3 to 3.6%) [5].
This would suggest that many ‘post-term’ pregnancies in
clinical practice as well as in studies in the literature prior
to routine dating by ultrasoundwere in fact not post-term
but mis-dated (Fig. 4.1).

As an ultrasound scan is performed in most pregnan-
cies in the UK at some stage in the first half of pregnancy,
it is now recommended that gestation dates should pref-
erentially be determined by ultrasound [2]. Inmany units,
practices and protocols have sprung upwhereby the LMP
is used unless it has a discrepancy of greater than 7, 10 or
14 days from the dates by ultrasound. However, this is not
based on any evidence; in fact, even within 14, 10 or even
7-day cut-offs, scan dates are known to be more accurate
thanLMPdates inpredicting theactualdateofdelivery [5].

Small for gestational age and intrauterine
growth restriction

The traditional method of denoting a small baby as being
below 2500 g, or 1500 g, does not distinguish between
smallness due to short gestation and smallness due to
intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR).

The terms small for gestational age (SGA), average for
gestational age (AGA) and large for gestational age (LGA)
are therefore preferred, which adjust the limit for the aver-
age at the respective gestational age. Traditionally, the 10th
and 90th centiles respectively are used, although the 5th
and 95th, or the 3rd and 97th (equivalent to ±2 standard
deviations) can also be applied. However, SGA is not syn-
onymous with IUGR as it includes pathological as well as
constitutional smallness.

Increasingly, it has become apparent that birthweight
and fetal growth vary with a number of factors, apart
from gestational age. These factors can be physiological
(constitutional) or pathological.

Physiological factors include birth order (parity), mater-
nal characteristics such as height, weight and ethnic origin
and fetal gender [6]. Coefficients have been derived to
allow for the normal birthweight ranges to be adjusted,
from which then growth curves can be drawn (see
below) [7].

Pathological factors affecting growth include smoking,
alcohol, social class and deprivation, multiple pregnancy,
andpregnancy complications such as placental failure and
related underlying conditions associated with hyperten-
sive diseases in pregnancy, antepartum haemorrhage and
diabetes (see Chapter 27). However, such variables should
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Fig. 4.2 Ultrasound versus birth weight
standard at 32 weeks gestation. The line
shows ultrasound weight estimations
derived from pregnancies which have
proceeded to normal term delivery. The
curve is characterized by a relatively
narrow, normal distribution. The
histogram shows birth weights of
babies born at this same, preterm
gestation in dataset of approximately
40,000 cases in the Midlands. The
distribution shows a lower median, a
wider range and negative skewness.

not be adjusted for, as the standard should reflect the opti-
mal growth potential of the fetus. For example, it is well
established that maternal smoking adversely affects fetal
growth; however, the standard or norm should not be
adjusted downwards if a mother smokes, but it should
be ‘optimized’ as if the mother did not smoke, to allow
better detection of the fetus that is affected.

In practice, well-dated birthweight databaseswith suffi-
cient details aboutmaternal characteristics and pregnancy
outcome are used to derive the coefficients needed to
adjust for constitutional variation.

Fetal weight gain

In the first half of pregnancy, the fetus develops its organ
systems and grows mainly by cell division. In the second
half, most growth occurs by increase in cell size.

Determination of what is ‘normal’ is essential for the
identification of abnormal growth in day-to-day clinical
practice. Imaging techniques have allowed us to get a bet-
ter understanding of normal fetal growth. They include
two-dimensional and three-dimensional ultrasound as
well as assessment of Doppler flow (see Chapter 19).

Previously, ‘normal growth’ was inferred from birth-
weight curves which showed wide ranges especially at
early (preterm) gestations and flattening of the curve
at term. A marked terminal flattening of birthweight
curves is evident in some birthweight standards still in
widespread use [8]. However, this is an artefact due to
misdating, because LMPerror ismore likely to over- rather
than underestimate true gestational age (Fig. 4.1). Many
birthweights end up being plotted at later gestations than
they should be, producing the erroneous impression of a
flattening of fetal growth at term.

Birthweight curves also tend to show a depression or
negative skewness atpretermgestations. This is associated
with the known fact that many preterm births, includ-
ing those following spontaneous onset of labour, are of
babies whose growth was restricted in utero [9,10]. In con-
trast, ultrasound curves based on fetuses which continue
growthuntil normal termdelivery showno such skewness
(Fig. 4.2).

In utero growth of the fetus is assessed by fetal biom-
etry, including measurements of the head, abdomen and
the femur. The results can be plotted on separate charts to
checkwhether thegrowth iswithinnormal limits.Alterna-
tively, the measurements can be used to calculate and plot
estimated fetal weight (EFW), which is now considered
to be a more appropriate method to monitor fetal growth
during pregnancy [11].

In fact, longitudinal ultrasound studies have shown that
variation and the normal range of fetal weight is con-
stant throughout pregnancy, at about 10–11%, and that
growth continues until birthwithout any slowing [7,12,13]
(Fig. 4.3).

The dynamics of growth in normal pregnancy can be
studied by converting the weight-for-gestation curve into
a ‘proportionality’ curve, where term weight in normal
pregnancies is equated to 100%. As Fig. 4.4 shows, half of
this weight should be expected to be reached at 31 weeks,
and a third and two thirds should be reached by 28 and
31 weeks, respectively.

Such proportionality curves can be used to project back-
wards the predicted, individually adjusted birthweight
endpoint. These constitutional variables can result in an
infinite number of combinations, which require calcula-
tion by computer software (such as GROW – Gestation
Related OptimalWeight software – www.gestation.net) to
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Fig. 4.3 Fetal growth curves derived from
longitudinal ultrasound scans of normal
pregnancies, showing a normal
distribution and no flattening at term.
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Fig. 4.4 ‘Proportionality’ fetal growth curve. The line represents
an equation derived from an in utero weight curve, transformed
into a % term weight versus gestation curve for any predicted
term (280 day) birthweight point.
% weight = 299.1 − 31.85 GA+1.094 GA2 − 0.01055 GA3.

produce individually adjusted or ‘customized’ norms for
fetal growth in each pregnancy (Fig. 4.5).

Thus ‘normal’ growth is not an ‘average’ for the
population, but one that defines the optimal growth that

a fetus can achieve, that is, the ‘growth potential’ of
each baby.

A number of studies have shown that standards for
normal birthweight and growth adjusted for constitu-
tional variation are better than local population norms to
separate physiological and pathological smallness. Cus-
tomized standards improve detection of pathologically
small babies [14,15]. Smallness defined by customized
standardswerealsomore stronglyassociatedwithadverse
pregnancy outcomes such as stillbirth, neonatal death
or low Apgar scores [16] and were more closely linked
with a number of pathological indicators such as abnor-
mal antenatal Doppler, caesarean section for fetal distress,
admission to the neonatal unit and prolonged hospital
stay [17].

Significantly, each of these studies showed that babies
that are considered small only by the (unadjusted) pop-
ulation method do not have an increased risk of adverse
pregnancy outcome. In the general population, up to a
third of babies are false positively small when general
rather than individually adjusted norms for fetal growth
are used, which can result in many unnecessary investi-
gations and parental anxiety. Conversely, about a third of
babies who should be suspected to be at risk are missed.
In population subgroups such as minority ethnic groups,
application of an unadjusted population standard results
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Fig. 4.5 Two examples of customized fetal growth curves, using GROW.exe version 5.11 (www.gestation.net). The charts can be used
to calculate previous baby weights and ultrasound estimated fetal weight(s) in the current pregnancy. Serial fundal height
measurements can also be plotted. The graphs are adjusted to predict the optimal curve for each pregnancy, based on the variables
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steeper. The pregnancy details entered are shown on the top left, together with the (computer-) calculated body mass index (BMI).
The horizontal axis shows the day and month of each gestation week, calculated by the software on the basis of the EDD.
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in even more false positives and false negatives. The
individual or customized method to determine normal
fetal growth is recommended by guidelines of the Royal
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists [18].

In summary, thanks to imaging techniques suchasultra-
sound, normal fetal maturation and growth can be better
defined. Fetal growth is subject to constitutional variation
which needs to be adjusted for. Such adjustment results
in better definition of normal growth, and improved
identification of the fetus whose growth is pathologically
affected.
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Chapter 5: Pre-conception counselling
Andrew McCarthy

Prepregnancy care

Traditionally obstetric care has been focused on ensuring
a ‘healthy’ baby was delivered alive, free of the effects of
hypoxic ischaemic damage and of perinatal infection. It is
an intimidating prospect to consider that in the next few
decades, obstetric caremayhave toassumegreater respon-
sibilities that can shape the lifelong risk of acquireddisease
for the individual neonate rather than simply immediate
neonatal morbidity. It is in this context that prepregnancy
care currently takes place.

Specific pre-conception counselling arises in a number
of different environments. For doctors in primary care
it will be dominated by the low-risk woman for whom
advice on diet and access to care will be most important.
The quality of this advice may have the potential to sig-
nificantly affect public health. In a hospital setting, it will
mostly involve women with specific complications seek-
ing advice on the potential for successful pregnancy and
implications for background medical conditions.

Age

Questions often arise as to the advisability of pregnancy
at certain ages. Advanced maternal age is associated with
increased risks ofpre-eclampsia, gestational diabetes, inci-
dental medical problems, aneuploidy and miscarriage.
While this may sound overwhelming, and translates into
increased maternal mortality [1], the vast majority of
mothers in their forties will deliver satisfactorily and
should not be deterred from conceiving unless there are
specific issues for concern. Often concern about ane-
uploidy and miscarriage has a greater influence than
maternal disease.

There are occasions when it is advisable to conceive
at a younger age than planned, that is, in the pres-
ence of mild renal failure a satisfactory outcome may
be anticipated, whereas a delay with consequent loss of
renal function may result in a very-high-risk pregnancy.
The natural history of background medical conditions

must be considered when advising on optimal age for
conception.

Diet and weight

There is little that the well-motivated woman can do
to affect pregnancy outcome that is based on evidence,
but weight has a clear impact on pregnancy outcome,
that is, low body mass index (BMI) is associated with
intrauterine growth retardation, high BMI with increased
fetal weight, possibly greater risks of neural tube defects
[2], gestational diabetes, risk of dystocia and shoulder
dystocia, anaesthetic complications and other associated
morbidity [3,4].

Maternal obesity is increasingly common, with
increased calorie intake and increased fat intake. The
potential implications of this change on developmental
programming are huge, with subsequent increased risk of
ischaemic heart disease, hypertension and type II diabetes
in adult life [5,6]. There is also the potential for this to be
amplified between generations specifically with reference
to insulin resistance. The concept of functional deficit in
response to adverse intrauterine stimuli must be extended
to other stimuli such as medication or toxicology where
structural deficits have attractedmost attention in thepast.

Folic acid is important in relation to risk of neural tube
disorders. Some studies have suggested that a higher folic
acid intake is associated with a lower risk of neural tube
defect. This has been addressed in two ways. In the first
instance some countries have fortified foods to increase
folic acid content. These programmes have met with some
success [7]. The alternative strategy is to advise women
of childbearing age to take folic acid supplementation by
way of tablets [8]. This clearly has the disadvantage that
vulnerable women may never receive the message, com-
pliance may be poor and offers no protection to unplanned
pregnancies. There is also some evidence suggesting risk
of other structural anomalies, that is, cardiac or cran-
iofacial abnormalities, may also be reduced by folate
supplementation [9].

34
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Table 5.1 Issues that arise when counselling in a low-risk setting

Issue Aims

Diet Achieve normal BMI
Balanced diet

Vitamin supplementation Folic acid 400 mg daily (unless fortified food policy in place) 5 mg for high-risk mothers
Lifestyle factors Avoid excessive caffeine intake [11]

Reduce alcohol intake as much as possible
Stop smoking

Review past medical history Identify potential problems
Achieve good control of chronic disease
Review medications

Review family history Identify potential problems, e.g. thrombosis and diabetes
Genetic disorders Specialist genetic counselling
Review obstetric history Previous pre-eclampsia or other preterm delivery: offer specialist advice
Check smear history Ensure abnormal cytology appropriately treated
Reduce risk of viral disease Check rubella immunity (varicella, hepatitis B and HIV are normally checked antenatally)

Infants of diabetic mothers are at increased risks of con-
genital abnormality, though it is not clear that all such
abnormalities can be related to HbA1c levels [9,10]. This
raises some doubt about the relationship to hypergly-
caemia, though small elevations in HbA1c still increase
risk of abnormality. It is known that infants of diabetic
mothers are at increased risk of neural tube defects. There
is concern that hyperglycaemia in non-diabetic women is
predicted by high BMI, and that this is associated with
increased risk of neural tube defects.

Excessive retinoic acid exposure in early pregnancy can
also disrupt development, that is, craniofacial and CNS
abnormalitieshavebeendescribedwith isotretinoinwhich
is used to treat acne [9]. Increased vitaminAintake in early
pregnancy has been shown to increase risks of neural tube
and heart defects. It is clear that there is a relationship
between dietary intake and gene expression in the fetus
which influences early development.

Pre-conceptual counselling in the low-risk
setting

The issues that must be addressed in a pre-conceptual
review in a low-risk setting are outlined in Table 5.1.

Rubella immunity must be checked. Most women in
developed countries will be immune, and therefore par-
ticular care must be taken to screen immigrant groups.
HIV and hepatitis are not normally checked other than in
women undergoing fertility treatment or in immunocom-
promised groups, though a case can be made for such a
check prior to conception. Hepatitis C and varicella may
be checked selectively.

It is worth enquiring about the health of the male part-
ner. Smoking cessation programmes are more available
nowand therehasbeen concernabout the smoking inmale

partner and miscarriage risk [12]. Regardless of this risk,
it would be a clear advantage for the father to not smoke
and the incentive of a healthy environment for the child
may help smoking cessation. Occasionally fathers are on
medication which may have implications for fertility and
review of such medication may be worthwhile.

Counselling for women with medical
disorders

Women with serious medical disorders require specific
care and counselling prior to pregnancy. The aim is to
provide seamless care from chronic disease state to early
conception to delivery and back to long-term care. This
has not been achieved within many traditional patterns
of care. The aims of prepregnancy care in this context are
outlined in Table 5.2.

It is important forwomenwith certainmedicalproblems
that consideration is given to first trimester complications.
Womenwithbleedingdisorderswill needadmissionplans
in the event of miscarriage or ectopic pregnancy and
clear plans for ultrasound assessment of pregnancy to try
and prevent emergency admission. Hyperemesis can have
more profound implications for women with diabetes
making control at a critical time difficult to achieve and
for women on maintenance medication such as steroids
or other immunosuppressive treatment. Thromboembolic
disorders can pose very specific risks in the first trimester
as vomiting and hyperemesis can predispose to increased
risks of thrombosis. Threshold for admission and assess-
ment needs to be adjusted accordingly.

Medications should be prescribed pre-conceptually that
are in general safe in the first trimester [13]. Some medi-
cations are important for long-term well-being and physi-
cians may be reluctant to stop them to await conception.
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Table 5.2 Issues that need to be considered when giving
pre-conceptual advice to women with background medical
conditions

Trimester Plan

First Clear contact arrangements with medical team
Medications consistent with safe use in pregnancy
Or clear plan to change treatment in first trimester
Clear plan in the event of first trimester
complications

Second Appropriate medication
High-quality anomaly scanning as appropriate
Availability of perinatal care for late second
trimester delivery, i.e. 25–28 weeks

Third Appropriate medical and surgical backup
Puerperium Clear plan for disease flares or incidental

complications
Smooth transition to optimal treatment to meet
long-term healthcare needs

Conceptionmayonlybeachievedafterunpredictableperi-
ods of time and many will choose to leave women with
hypertension or renal compromise on angiotensin con-
verting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, with a view to cessation
of treatment as early as possible in the first trimester [14].
The same arguments may apply to warfarin treatment in
women at high risk of thromboembolism. It is clear that
seamless care with medical clinics is necessary for such
treatment plans and well-informed patients.

The importance of good control in the diabetic mother
has been covered in Chapter 27. Prior to pregnancy
assessment of co-morbidities such as retinal disease, renal
function and blood pressure control all aid a smooth tran-
sition into pregnancy. The cause of renal compromise is
best addressed prior to pregnancy, and in the presence of
nephrotic syndrome a plan for thromboprophylaxis needs
to be instituted.

Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a specific genetic condition
where appropriate dietary treatment can influence disease
expression. This will have implications for an infant of
an affected mother. Mothers with rare conditions of this
nature tend to be well informed and to have ready access
to specialist advice.

Conditions in which pregnancy is
contraindicated

There are some medical conditions in which pregnancy is
contraindicated. There is a general reluctance to instruct
women not to get pregnant as ultimately it is their deci-
sion. In the presence of pulmonary hypertension with up
to a 50% risk of mortality it is reasonable to give explicit
advice against conception and advise on contraception

Table 5.3 Drugs known to be teratogenic [13]

Drug Vulnerable period Harm

Warfarin First trimester Warfarin embryopathy
(abnormal cartilage
and bone formation)

Second and third Fetal cerebral haemorrhage
Warfarin microcephaly

ACE Inhibitors Probably all Fetal renal dysgenesis
trimesters

Statins [15] Uncertain CNS and limb defects
(evidence mainly
relates to first
trimester)

Antiepileptic First trimester Neural tube defects,
drugs [13,16] oral clefts, cardiac defects

Valproate [17] Probably second Developmental delay
and third

Tetracycline Second and third Staining of dentition
Retinoids First +? Multiple defects described

*This list is not exhaustive. Excellent reviews are available to guide
clinicians and there are now many websites that offer continuously
updated advice on risks of teratogenicity and the limitations of the
advice that may be offered. www.uspharmacist.com

accordingly. Some other cardiac conditions may carry sim-
ilar advice and contraception for this high-risk group may
warrant specialist input. Respiratory compromise may
mean that pregnancy is contraindicated. It will usually be
clear that severe compromise is present in such patients
as evidenced by their background medical condition such
as cystic fibrosis or their limited exercise tolerance. A spe-
cialist opinion should always be sought before informing
a patient that pregnancy is contraindicated. In the pres-
ence of certain cancers such as breast cancer, the focus will
be more on ensuring a specific disease-free interval prior
to conception. In the presence of renal compromise, the
advice may be that pregnancy is better attempted sooner
rather than later, that is, that conception occurs in mild
to moderate renal failure rather than severe renal fail-
ure with advancing maternal age. Previous breakthrough
thromboses in high-riskwomenmaymean that pregnancy
should not be considered. Clinical scenarios as described
above are excellent opportunities to review contracep-
tive needs and to ensure that reliable methods, which are
appropriate to the medical conditions involved, are being
used.

Known teratogens

Most drugs are safe to use in pregnancy. When offer-
ing pre-conceptual care, medications must be reviewed
to ensure that there are no inappropriate risks of terato-
genicity. In certain clinical situations some risk must be
taken, that is, with antiepileptic drugs (Table 5.3).
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Table 5.4 Medications for which a washout period may be
required

Medication Clinical use Concerns

Bisphosphanates Osteoporosis Very long tissue
half-life

Very limited data
Methotrexate [18] Rheumatoid Known potential teratogen

arthritis But reassuring data
available for certain
treatment regimes

Maintain high dose of
folic acid

Leflunemide Rheumatoid Known teratogen
arthritis

There have been major advances in drug therapy for
womenwith rheumaticdisease. Thismay result inpatients
presenting to obstetricians on medication which the obste-
trician may not be familiar with. In such situations the
doctor must seek expert advice. Some of these medica-
tions require a substantial washout period to minimize
risk of teratogenicity. This can result in a recurrence of
morbidity from the underlying disease, such that most
patients would wish to be forewarned, and have a clear
plan for assisted conception in the absence of spontaneous
pregnancy (Table 5.4).

It is clear that there is a paucity of data in relation to
the potential for functional deficits following treatment
in pregnancy, that is, is there a renal deficit as a result
of stopping ACE inhibitors at 6–7 weeks gestation? Or
are there subtle immunological sequelae from the use of
immunosuppressive treatment regimes in rheumatologi-
cal disorders? Such putative functional deficits must be
weighed against the need for long-term cardiovascular
protection and protection against lupus flares. Nonethe-
less every effort must be made to gather long-term data
on the offspring of mothers treated during pregnancy
to gather this information. The duration of follow-up
required makes this a difficult task, but one which is likely
to become more important as healthcare improves, society
becomes richer, more drug treatment becomes available
and side effects of treatment become less well tolerated.

Psychiatric disease

Psychiatric disease also warrants good quality prepreg-
nancycareandcounselling. Thereareoften concernsabout
transmission of mental illness to children, and risks of
destabilizing mental illness. The estimate is that there is a
10–15%riskof schizophreniaormanicdepressive illness in
offspring. Risks of instability and potential plans for with-
drawing medication must be discussed thoroughly with

the professional most involved in long-term management
of such patients, that is, commonly the psychiatrist and
general practitioner.

Obstetric complications

Obstetric concerns may also lead to advice to avoid
pregnancy, that is, previous recurrent post-partum haem-
orrhage or multiple uterine scars with risk of placenta
accreta. Women with prior histories of early onset or
severe pre-eclampsia or preterm delivery may warrant
prepregnancy counselling. Recurrence risks and treat-
ment plans have been addressed in Chapters 13 and 18.
Women may come for counselling following a previous
traumatic delivery. Such visits are usually very valuable
in helping women come to terms with adverse events in
previous pregnancies, offering explanations for previous
management plans and making clear plans for subse-
quent pregnancies. It is not uncommon for women to
choose not to conceive following particularly traumatic
deliveries, as they perceive that they will necessarily be
exposed to the same stress with subsequent pregnancies.
The extent to which such situations arise has not been suf-
ficiently formally studied. Onevisit for counselling in such
circumstances can be very rewarding.

Organizational issues

The need for a smooth transition into pregnancy has been
emphasized above. It is also clear that a similar smooth
transition must take place after delivery. The puerperium
is a very-high-risk time for cardiac patients and is also
the time when considerable loss of renal function can
occur in women with renal disease. Bleeding disorders
can cause major morbidity in the puerperium and optimal
control of insulin regimes can help the breastfeeding dia-
betic mother. Prompt treatment of flares of immunological
problems can prevent major problems in the puerperium.
It is frequently the case that traditional obstetric care
becomes complacent once delivery has taken place. It is
vitally important that good communication between spe-
cialist and obstetric teams takes place after delivery and
that senior input continues for such patients. Plans for this
transition must be put in place when care is handed over
in early pregnancy.
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Chapter 6: Antenatal care
Timothy G. Overton

Introduction

The care of pregnant women presents a unique challenge
to modern medicine. Most women will progress through
pregnancy in an uncomplicated fashion and deliver a
healthy infant requiring little medical or midwifery inter-
vention. Unfortunately, a significant number will have
medical problems which will complicate their pregnancy
or develop such serious conditions that the lives of both
themselves and their unborn child will be threatened. In
1928, a pregnant woman faced a 1 in 290 chance of dying
from an obstetric complication related to the pregnancy;
the most recent Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and
ChildHealthput this figure at 1 in 19,020 [1]. Undoubtedly,
good antenatal care has made a significant contribution
to this reduction. The current challenge of antenatal care
is to identify those women who will require specialist
support and helpwhile allowing uncomplicated pregnan-
cies to progress with minimal interference. The antenatal
period also allows the opportunity for women, especially
those in their first pregnancy, to receive information froma
variety of health-care professionals regarding pregnancy,
childbirth and parenthood.

Aims of antenatal care
Antenatal education

PROVISION OF INFORMATION

Women and their husbands/partners have the right to be
involved in all decisions regarding their antenatal care.
They need to be able to make informed decisions con-
cerning where they will be seen, who will undertake their
care, which screening tests to have and where they plan
to give birth. Women must have access to evidence-based
information in a format that they can understand. Current
evidence suggests that insufficient written information is
available especially at the beginning of pregnancy and
that information provided can be misleading or inaccu-
rate. ‘The Pregnancy Book’ [2] provides information on
the developing fetus, antenatal care and classes, rights

and benefits as well as a list of useful organizations. Many
leaflets have been produced by theMidwives Information
and Resource Service (MIDIRS) helping women to make
informed objective decisions during pregnancy. Written
information is particularly important to help women
understand the purpose of screening tests and the options
that are available and to advise on lifestyle considerations
including dietary recommendations. Available informa-
tion needs to be provided at the first contact and must
take into account cultural and language barriers. Local
services should endeavour to provide information that
is understandable to those whose first language is not
English and to those with physical, cognitive and sensory
disabilities. Translators will be required in clinics with an
ethnic mix.

Couples shouldalsobeoffered theopportunity toattend
antenatal classes. Ideally such classes shoulddiscussphys-
iological and psychological changes during pregnancy,
fetal development, labour and childbirth and how to care
for the newborn baby. Evidence shows a greater acqui-
sition of knowledge in women who have attended such
classes compared with those that have not.

LIFESTYLE CONCERNS

At an early stage in the pregnancywomen require lifestyle
advice, including information on diet and food, work dur-
ing pregnancy and social aspects, for example, smoking,
alcohol, exercise and sexual activity.

Women should be advised of the benefits of eating a bal-
anced diet such as plenty of fruit and vegetables, starchy
foods such as pasta, bread, rice and potatoes, protein, fibre
and dairy foods. They should be informed of foods that
could put their fetus at risk. Listeriosis is caused by the
bacterium Listeria monocytogenes which can present with
a mild, flu-like illness but is associated with miscarriage,
stillbirth and severe illness in the newborn. Contaminated
food is the usual source including unpasteurized milk,
ripened soft cheeses and pate. Toxoplasmosis contracted
through contact with infected cat litter, or undercooked

39
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meat can lead to permanent neurological and visual prob-
lems in the newborn if the mother contracts the infection
during pregnancy. (Salmonella food poisoning has not
been shown to have adverse fetal effects.) To reduce
the risk, pregnant women should be advised to thor-
oughly wash all fruits and vegetables before eating and
to cook well all meats including ready-prepared chilled
meats. Written information from the Food Standards
Agency – ‘Eating While you are Pregnant’ can also be
helpful. Women who have not had a baby with spina
bifida, should be advised to take folic acid, 400 mg/day,
from pre-conception until 12 weeks of gestation to reduce
the chance of fetal neural tube defects (NTDs). A recent
study has failed to show the efficacy of this strategy in
analysing population incidence of NTD. This is suggested
to relate to inadequate pre-conceptual taking of folate
and/or poor compliance. Suggestions of adding folate
to certain foods, for example, flour to ensure popula-
tion compliance remain debatable. Current evidence does
not support routine iron supplementation for all pregnant
women and can be associated with some unpleasant side
effects such as constipation. However, any woman who
shows evidence of iron deficiency must be encouraged to
take iron therapy prior to the onset of labour or any excess
blood loss at delivery will increase maternal morbidity.
The intake of vitamin A (liver and liver products) should
be limited in pregnancy to approximately 700 mg/day
because of fetal teratogenicity.

Because alcohol passes freely across the placenta,
women should be advised not to drink excessively dur-
ing pregnancy. Current evidence suggests that there is no
harm in drinking 1–2 units of alcohol per week. Binge
drinking and continuous heavy drinking causes the fetal
alcohol syndrome, characterized by low birthweight, a
specific facies, and intellectual andbehavioural difficulties
later in life.

Approximately 27% of women are smokers at the time
of birth of their baby. Smoking is significantly associated
with a number of adverse outcomes in pregnancy includ-
ing an increased risk of perinatal mortality, placental
abruption, preterm delivery, preterm premature rupture
of the membranes, placenta praevia, low birthweight,
etc. While there is evidence to suggest that smoking
may decrease the incidence of pre-eclampsia this must
be balanced against the far greater number of negative
associations. Although there is mixed evidence for the
effectiveness of smoking cessation programmes, women
should be encouraged to partake. Pregnant women who
are unable to stop smoking should be informed of the ben-
efits of reducing the number of cigarettes they smoke. A
50% reduction can significantly reduce the fetal nicotine
concentration and is associated with an increase in the
birthweight.

Women who use recreational drugs must be advised
to stop or be directed to rehabilitation programmes. Evi-
dence shows adverse effects on the fetus and its subse-
quent development.

Continuing moderate exercise in pregnancy or regular
sexual intercourse does not appear to be associated with
any adverse outcomes. Certain physical activity should
be avoided such as contact sports which may cause unex-
pected abdominal trauma. Scuba diving should also be
avoided because of the risk of fetal decompression disease
and an increased risk of birth defects.

Physically demanding work, particularly those jobs
with prolonged periods of standing may be associated
with poorer outcomes such as pretermbirth, hypertension
and pre-eclampsia and small-for-gestational-age babies
but the evidence is weak and employment per se has not
been associatedwith increased risks in pregnancy.Women
require information regarding their employment rights in
pregnancy and health-care professionals need to be aware
of the current legislation.

Help for the socially disadvantaged and single mothers
must be organized and ideally a one-to-one midwife allo-
cated to support thesewomen. Themidwife shouldbeable
to liaise with other social services to ensure the best envi-
ronment for the mother and her newborn child. Similar
individual help is needed for pregnant teenagers andmid-
wife programmes need to provide appropriate support for
these vulnerable mothers.

Common symptoms in pregnancy

It is common for pregnant women to experience unpleas-
ant symptoms in pregnancy caused by the normal physi-
ological changes. However, these symptoms can be quite
debilitating and lead to anxiety. It is important that health-
care professionals are aware of such symptoms, can advise
appropriate treatment and know when to initiate further
investigations.

Extreme tiredness is one of the first symptoms of
pregnancy and affects almost all women. It lasts for
approximately 12–14 weeks then resolves in the majority.

Nausea and vomiting in pregnancy is one of the com-
monest early symptoms. While it is thought that this
may be caused by rising levels of human chorionic
gonalotropin (hCG) the evidence for this is conflicting.
Hyperemesis gavidarum, where fluid and electrolyte
imbalance and nutritional deficiency occur, is far less
common complicating approximately 3.5/1000 deliver-
ies. Nausea and vomiting in pregnancy varies in severity
but usually presents within 8 weeks of the last menstrual
period. Cessation of symptoms is reported by most by
about 16 weeks. Various non-medical treatments have
been advocated including ginger, vitamins B6 and B12,
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and P6 acupressure. There is evidence for the effectiveness
of each of these but concerns about the safety of vitamin
B6 (pyridoxine) remains and there is limited data on the
safety of vitamin B12 (cyanocobalamin).

Constipation complicates approximately one-third of
pregnancies usually decreasing in severity with advanc-
ing gestation. It is thought to be related in part to poor
dietary fibre intake and reduction in gut motility caused
by rising levels of progesterone. Diet modification with
bran and wheat fibre supplementation helps, as well as
increasing daily fluid intake.

Heartburn is also a common symptom inpregnancy, but
unlike constipation, occurs more frequently as the preg-
nancy progresses. It is estimated to complicate one-fifth of
pregnancies in the first trimester rising to three quarters
by the third trimester. It is due to the increasing pressure
caused by the enlarging uterus combined with the hor-
monal changes that lead to gastro-oesophageal reflux. It is
important to distinguish this symptom from the epigastric
pain associated with pre-eclampsia which will usually be
associated with hypertension and proteinuria. Symptoms
can be improved by simple lifestyle modifications such
as maintaining an upright posture especially after meals,
lying propped up in bed, eating small frequent meals and
avoiding fatty foods. Antacids (especially Gaviscon®), H2
receptor antagonists and proton-pump inhibitors are all
effective, although it is recommended that the latter be
used only when other treatments have failed because of
its unproven safety in pregnancy.

Haemorrhoids are experienced by 1 in 10 women in
the last trimester of pregnancy. There is little evidence
for either the beneficial effects of topical creams in preg-
nancy or indeed their safety. Diet modification may help
and in extreme circumstances surgical treatment consid-
ered although this is unusual since the haemorrhoids often
resolve after delivery.

Varicose veins occur frequently in pregnancy. They do
not causeharmandwhile compression stockingsmayhelp
symptoms they unfortunately do not prevent varicose
veins from appearing.

The nature of physiological vaginal discharge changes
in pregnancy. If, however, it becomes itchy, malodorous
or is associated with pain on micturition, it may be due to
an underlying infection such as trichomoniasis, bacterial
vaginosis or candidiasis. Appropriate investigations and
treatment should be instigated.

Screening for maternal complications

ANAEMIA

Maternal iron requirements increase in pregnancy because
of the demands of the developing fetus, the formation of

the placenta and the increase in thematernal red cellmass.
With an increase in the maternal plasma volume of up
to 50% there is a physiological drop in the haemoglobin
(Hb) concentration during pregnancy. It is generally rec-
ommended that anHb level below 11 g/dl up to 12weeks’
gestation or less than 10.5 g/dl at 28 weeks signifies
anaemia and warrants further investigation. A low Hb
(8.5–10.5 g/dl)may be associatedwith preterm labour and
low birthweight. Routine screening should be performed
at the booking visit and at 28 weeks gestation. While there
are many causes of anaemia including thalassaemia and
sickle cell disease, iron deficiency remains the commonest.
Serum ferritin is the best way of assessing maternal iron
stores and if found to be low iron supplementation should
be considered. Routine iron supplementation in women
with a normal Hb in pregnancy has not been shown to
improve maternal or fetal outcome and is currently not
recommended.

BLOOD GROUPS

Identifying the maternal blood group and screening for
the presence of atypical antibodies is important in the
prevention of haemolytic disease, particularly from rhe-
sus alloimmunization. Routine antibody screening should
take place at booking in all women and again at 28 weeks’
gestation in thosewho did not have antibodies at booking.
Detection of atypical antibodies should prompt referral
to a specialist fetal medicine unit. In the UK, 15% of
women are RhD negative and should be offered anti-D
prophylaxis after potentially sensitizing events (such as
amniocentesis or antepartumhaemorrhage) and routinely
at 28 and 34 weeks’ gestation [3].

INFECTION

Maternal blood should be taken early in pregnancy and
with consent screened for hepatitis B, HIV, rubella and
syphilis. Identification of women who are hepatitis B car-
riers can lead to a 95% reduction in mother to infant
transmission following postnatal administration of vac-
cine and immunoglobulin to the baby. Women who are
HIV positive can be offered treatment with antiretroviral
drugs which, when combined with delivery by Caesarean
section and avoidance of breast feeding, can reduce the
maternal transmission rates from approximately 25 to 1%
[4]. Such women need to be managed by appropriate
specialist teams. Rubella screening aims to detect those
women who are susceptible to the virus allowing post-
natal vaccination toprotect futurepregnancies.Allwomen
who are rubella non-immunemust be counselled to avoid
contact with any infected person and if inadvertently she
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does, she must report the event to her midwife or doc-
tor. Serial antibody levelswill determinewhether infection
has occurred. Vaccination during pregnancy is contraindi-
cated because the vaccine may be teratogenic. Although
the incidence of infectious syphilis is low, there have
been a number of recent outbreaks in England andWales.
Untreated syphilis is associated with congenital syphilis,
neonatal death, stillbirth and preterm delivery. Following
positive screening for syphilis, testing of a second speci-
men is required for confirmation. Interpretation of results
can be difficult and referral to specialist genitourinary
medicine clinics is recommended. Current evidence does
not support the routine screening for cytomegalovirus,
hepatitis C or toxoplasmosis.

Asymptomatic bacteriuria occurs in approximately 2–
5% of pregnant women and when untreated is associ-
atedwith pyelonephritis and preterm labour.Appropriate
treatment will reduce the risk of preterm birth. Screening
should be offered early in pregnancy by midstream urine
culture.

HYPERTENSIVE DISEASE

Chronic hypertension pre-dates pregnancy or appears in
the first 20 weeks whereas pregnancy-induced hyperten-
siondevelops in the pregnancy, resolves after delivery and
is not associated with proteinuria. Pre-eclampsia defines
hypertension that is associatedwith proteinuria occurring
after 20 weeks and resolving after birth. Pre-eclampsia
occurs in 2–10% of pregnancies and is associated with
both maternal and neonatal morbidity and mortality [5].
Risk factors include nulliparity, age of 40 years and above,
family history of pre-eclampsia, history of pre-eclampsia
in a prior pregnancy, a body mass index greater than 35,
multiple pregnancy and pre-existing diabetes or hyper-
tension. Hypertension is often an early sign that pre-dates
the development of seriousmaternal and fetal disease and
should be assessed regularly in pregnancy. There is lit-
tle evidence as to how frequently blood pressure should
be checked and so it is important to identify risk fac-
tors for pre-eclampsia early in pregnancy. In the absence
of these, blood pressure and urine analysis for protein
should be measured at each routine antenatal visit and
mothers should be warned of the advanced symptoms of
pre-eclampsia (frontalheadache, epigastricpain, vomiting
and visual disturbances).

GESTATIONAL DIABETES

Currently there is little agreement as to the definition of
gestational diabetes, whether we should routinely screen
for it and how to diagnose andmanage it. Accordingly, the
National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) recently

recommended that routine screening for gestational dia-
betes should not be offered [3].

PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESS

The importance of psychiatric conditions related to preg-
nancy was highlighted in the most recent Confidential
Enquiry into Maternal and Child Health [1]. At booking,
details of a significant history of psychiatric illness should
be established and at-risk women referred for specialist
psychiatric assessment during the pregnancy.

PLACENTA PRAEVIA

In approximately 1.5% of women the placenta will cover
the os on the 20-week scan but by delivery, only 0.14%will
have placenta praevia. Only thosewomenwhose placenta
covers the os in the second trimester should be offered a
scan at 36 weeks to check the position. If this is not clear
on transabdominal scan, a transvaginal scan should be
performed.

Screening for fetal complications

CONFIRMATION OF FETAL VIABILITY

All women should be offered a ‘dating’ scan. This is best
performed between 10 and 13 weeks’ gestation and the
crown–rump length measured when the fetus is in a neu-
tral position (i.e. not curledupor hyperextended). Current
evidence shows that the estimated day of delivery pre-
dicted by ultrasound at this gestationwill reduce the need
for induction of labour at 41 weeks when compared with
the due date predicted by the last menstrual period. In
addition, a dating scan will improve the reliability of
serum screening forDown’s syndrome, diagnosemultiple
pregnancy and allow accurate determination of chorion-
icity and diagnose up to 80% of major fetal abnormalities.
Women who present after 14 weeks’ gestation should be
offered a dating scan by ultrasound assessment of the
biparietal diameter or head circumference.

SCREENING FOR DOWN’S SYNDROME

Current recommendations from the National Screening
Committee and the National Institute for Clinical Excel-
lence advocate thatDown’s screeningprogrammes should
detect 60% of affected cases for a 5% false positive rate.
By 2007 the detection rate should be 75% for a 3% false
positive rate. These performance measures should be age
standardizedandbasedona cut-off of 1/250at term.There
are numerous screening strategies operational in the UK
at the present time using either first trimester ultrasound
markers (nuchal translucency) ormaternal serummarkers
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(alpha-fetoprotein, oestriol, free-beta hCG, inhibin-A and
pregnancy associated plasma protein A) in either the first
or second trimester. Some programmes use a combina-
tion of both serum and ultrasound markers. To achieve
the 2007 targets, it is likely that combination screening
will be required. Because screening for Down’s syndrome
is a complex issue, health-care professionals must have
a clear understanding of the options available to their
patients. Unbiased, evidence-based information must be
given to the woman at the beginning of the pregnancy so
that she has time to consider whether to opt for screen-
ing and the opportunity to clarify any areas of confusion
before the deadline for the test passes. Following a ‘screen
positive’ result the woman needs careful counselling to
explain the test result does not mean the fetus has Down’s
syndrome and to explain the options for further testing by
either chorionvillus samplingor amniocentesis.Apositive
screen test does not mean further testing is mandatory.
Likewise, a woman with a ‘screen negative’ result must
understand the fetusmay still haveDown’s syndrome (see
‘Fetal medicine in clinical practice’).

SCREENING FOR STRUCTURAL ABNORMALITIES

The identification of fetal structural abnormalities allows
the opportunity for in utero therapy, planning for delivery,
for example, when the fetus has major congenital heart
disease, parental preparation and the option of termina-
tion of pregnancy should a severe problem be diagnosed.
Major structural anomalies are present in about 3% of
fetuses screened at 20 weeks’ gestation. Detection rates
vary depending on the system examined, skill of the
operator, time allowed for the scan andquality of theultra-
sound equipment. Follow-up data is important to audit
the quality of the service. Women must appreciate the
limitations of such scans. Local detection rates of vari-
ous anomalies such as spina bifida, heart disease, facial
clefting and the like should be made available. Written
information should be given towomen early in pregnancy
explaining thenature andpurpose of such scans highlight-
ing conditions that are not detected such as cerebral palsy
and many genetic conditions. It is important to appreci-
ate that the fetal anomaly scan is a screening test which
women should opt for rather than have as a routine part of
antenatal care without appropriate counselling (see ‘Fetal
medicine in clinical practice’).

SCREENING FOR FETAL WELL-BEING

Each antenatal clinic attendance allows the opportunity
to screen for fetal well-being. Auscultation for the fetal
heart will confirm that the fetus is alive and can usu-
ally be detected from about 14 weeks of gestation. While

hearing the fetal heart may be reassuring there is no evi-
dence of a clinical or predictive value. Likewise there is
no evidence to support the use of routine cardiotocog-
raphy in uncomplicated pregnancies. Physical examina-
tion of the abdomen by inspection and palpation will
identify approximately 30% of small-for-gestational-age
fetuses [6]. Measurement of the symphysio-fundal height
in centimetres starting at the uterine fundus and end-
ing on the fixed point of the symphysis pubis has a
sensitivity and specificity of approximately 27 and 88%,
respectively, although serial measurements may improve
accuracy. Customizedgrowthchartsmakeadjustments for
maternal height, weight, ethnicity and parity. Their use
increases the antenatal detection of small-for-gestational-
age fetuses and result in fewer unnecessary hospital
admissions. While the evidence for the benefits of plotting
serial symphysio-fundal height measurements is limited,
it is recommended that women are offered estimation of
fetal size at each antenatal visit andwhen there is concern,
referred for formal ultrasound assessment. Traditionally,
women have been advised to note the frequency of fetal
movements in the third trimester. Although the evidence
does not support formal counting of fetal movements to
reduce the incidence of late fetal death, womenwhonotice
a reduction of fetal movements should contact their local
hospital for further advice.

Organization of antenatal care

Antenatal care has been traditionally provided by a com-
bination of general practitioners, community midwives
and hospital midwives and obstetricians. The balance has
depended on the perceived normality of the pregnancy at
booking.However, pregnancyandchildbirth is to a certain
extent an unpredictable process. The frequency of antena-
tal visits and appropriate carer must be planned carefully
allowing the opportunity for early detection of problems
without becoming over-intrusive.

Who should provide the antenatal care?

A meta-analysis comparing pregnancy outcome in two
groups of low-riskwomen, onewith community-led ante-
natal care (midwife and general practitioner) and the
other with hospital-led care did not show any differences
in terms of preterm birth, Caesarean section, anaemia,
antepartum haemorrhage, urinary tract infections and
perinatal mortality. The first group had a lower rate
of pregnancy-induced hypertension and pre-eclampsia
which could reflect a lower incidence or lower detection
[7]. Clear referral pathways need to be developed, how-
ever, that allow appropriate referral to specialists when
either fetal or maternal problems are detected.
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There is little evidence regarding women’s views on
who should provide antenatal care. Unfortunately, care
is usually provided by a number of different professionals
often in different settings. Studies evaluating the impact
of continuity of care do not generally separate the ante-
natal period from labour. The studies consistently show
thatwith fewer caregiverswomen are better informed and
prepared for labour, attend more antenatal classes, have
fewer antenatal admissions to hospital and have higher
satisfaction rates. Differences in clinical end-points such
as Caesarean section rates, post-partum haemorrhage,
admission to the neonatal unit and perinatal mortality
are generally insignificant [3]. While it would appear
advantageous for women to be seen by the same midwife
throughout pregnancy and childbirth there are practical
and economic considerations that need to be taken into
account. Nevertheless, where possible, care should be
provided by a small group of professionals.

Documentation of antenatal care

The antenatal record needs to document clearly the care
the woman has received from all those involved. It will
also serve as a legal document, a source of useful informa-
tion for the woman and a mechanism of communication
between different health-care professionals. There is now
good evidence that women should be allowed to carry
their own notes. Women feel more in control of their preg-
nancy and do not lose the notes any more often than the
hospital! In addition, useful information will be avail-
able to clinicians should the women require emergency
care while away from home. Many areas of the UK are
endeavouring to work towards a standard format for the
records. This would be of benefit to those women who
move between hospitals so that the caregivers would
automatically be familiar with the style of the notes. If we
are to move to an electronic patient record, there must be
general agreement in a minimum data set and a standard
antenatal record would be a step in this direction.

Frequency and timing of antenatal visits

There had been little change in how frequently women
are seen in pregnancy for the last 50 years. In 2003, the
National Institute for Clinical Excellence produced a clin-
ical guideline entitled ‘Antenatal care; routine care for
the healthy pregnant woman’ [3]. This document recog-
nized the large amount of information that needs to be
discussed at the beginning of pregnancy particularly with
regard to screening tests. The first appointment needs to
be early in pregnancy, certainly before 12 weeks if pos-
sible. This initial appointment should be regarded as an
opportunity for imparting general information about the

Table 6.1 Factors indicating the need for additional specialist
care in pregnancy

Conditions such as hypertension, cardiac or renal disease,
endocrine, psychiatric or haematological disorders, epilepsy,
diabetes, autoimmune disease, cancer or HIV

Factors that make the woman vulnerable such as those
who lack social support

Age 40 years and older or 18 years and younger
BMI greater than or equal to 35 or less than 18
Previous Caesarean section
Severe pre-eclampsia or eclampsia
Previous pre-eclampsia or eclampsia
Three or more miscarriages
Previous preterm birth or midtrimester loss
Previous psychiatric illness or puerperal psychosis
Previous neonatal or stillbirth
Previous baby with congenital anomaly
Previous small-for-gestational or large-for-gestation aged baby
Family history of genetic disorder

(By kind permission of the National Collaborating Centre for
Women’s and Children’s Health)

pregnancy such as diet, smoking, folic acid supplemen-
tation etc. A crucial aim is to identify those women who
will require additional care in the pregnancy (Table 6.1).
A urine test should be sent for bacteriological screen and
a booking for ultrasound arranged. Sufficient time should
be set aside for an impartial discussion of the screening
tests available including those for anaemia, red-cell anti-
bodies, syphilis, HIV hepatitis and rubella. Because of
the complexity of Down’s syndrome, this too should be
discussed in detail and supplemented with written infor-
mation. Ideally another follow-up appointment should be
arranged before the screening tests need to be performed
to allow further questions and arrange a time for the tests
following maternal consent.

The next appointment needs to be around 16 weeks
gestation to discuss the results of the screening tests. In
addition, information about antenatal classes should be
given and a plan of action made for the timing and fre-
quency of future antenatal visits includingwho should see
the woman. As with each antenatal visit, the blood pres-
sure should be measured and the urine tested for protein.
The 20-week anomaly scan should also be discussed and
arranged and women should understand its limitations.

At each visit the symphysio-fundal height is plotted,
the blood pressure measured and the urine tested for pro-
tein. At 28 weeks’ gestation, blood should be taken for
haemoglobin estimation and atypical red-cell antibodies.
Anti-D prophylaxis should be offered to women who are
rhesusnegative.Afollow-upappointment at 32weekswill
allow the opportunity to discuss these results. A second
dose of anti-D should be offered at 34 weeks. At 36 weeks,
the position of the baby needs to be checked and if there
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is uncertainty, an ultrasound scan arranged to exclude
breech presentation. If a breech is confirmed, external-
cephalic version should be considered. If placenta praevia
had been noted at 20weeks a follow-up scan at 36weeks is
needed. Forwomenwhohavenot given birth by 41weeks,
both a membrane sweep and induction of labour should
be discussed and offered.
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Chapter 7: Normal labour
A.A. Calder

Of all the experiences of the human condition, birth surely
represents the most important. Human society places
great importance upon it: for social, not to mention legal,
reasons knowledge of our birth date is a lifelong require-
ment. Muchmore important than its timing is the need for
our birth to release us towards independent existencewith
the fullest possible endowment for physical and intellec-
tual development. Despite its enormous importance it is
doubtful if any of us can recollect any of this experience.

In contrast, few, if any, women can forget their birth-
giving experiences; yet the imperative that the offspring
should complete the birth process unscathed applies
almost equally to the mother. The spectrum of maternal
experiences of childbirth extends from exhilarated, ful-
filled and enriched mothers, to those women who are
permanently crippled physically or emotionally and even,
still all too commonly, those who pay for the experience
with their lives. Safe motherhood is a wholly reason-
able expectation but one which still ranks too low in the
priorities of male-dominated political arenas.

Amidst the complexity and sophistication that is mod-
ern obstetrics it is important to remind ourselves of the
simple objective of every pregnancy, namely the delivery
of a healthy baby to a healthy mother. The fullest possi-
ble understanding of the birth process, its perturbations
and appropriate management policies is central to that
objective.

Physiology of the birth process

Traditional teaching of the mechanisms of labour has
focused on the three participants:
1 The powers.
2 The passages.
3 The passenger.
Itwouldbedifficult to improveon this approachbutbefore
addressing these in detail it is first necessary to consider
the pregnancy phase. The labour phase represents a frac-
tion (perhaps only 1/1000th) of the total time between
conception and birth. For the preceding 999 parts it is
imperative that the mother is not in labour, thus ensuring
that the offspring grows and develops to the appropriate

extent before birth. The fetus then undergoes a complex
process ofmaturation. Hitherto dependent almost entirely
on the placenta via its umbilical lifeline for nutritional, res-
piratory and excretory functions, not to mention a host of
other regulatory processes, the fetus must be prepared for
its adaptation to extrauterine life bymaturational changes
in several key organ systems, notably the lungs. These
processes probably occupy several weeks at the end of
pregnancy.

For successful reproduction the uterus must display
two fundamental qualities. It must first receive and nur-
ture the pregnancy, and it must then launch the finished
product into the world. In these two roles it must dis-
play diametrically opposite properties and to do so it
has two components, very different in both structure
and function – the corpus uteri and the cervix uteri. The
corpus is almost entirely composed of smooth muscle –
the myometrium. This must remain quiescent through
almost the entire course of pregnancy before performing
its contractile heroics during labour. In contrast, the cervix
contains little muscle, consisting largely of connective tis-
sue whose principal component is collagen. The collagen
in the cervical stroma must retain the cervix in a firmly
closed condition throughout pregnancy and then be capa-
ble of yielding during labour to allow passage of the fetus
to delivery. Just as fetal maturation is a gradual process,
so too is the ‘maturation’ which concerns the corpus and
the cervix, and it seems clear that the complex endocrine
and other changes which ‘mature’ both the fetus and the
uterus are, in normal conditions, intimately linked.

While labour proper is generally a process lasting a few
hours, its onset, far from being sudden, is the culmina-
tion of a gradual process which has been evolving over
several weeks. This development phase of preparation for
parturition has been suitably entitled prelabour [1].

Prelabour and labour: hormonal and
immunological mechanisms

The multitude of biological substances which interact in
the control of the human birth process seem to increase
almost daily. To cataloguemore than 60 such factorsmight

46
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Table 7.1 A far from comprehensive list of substances and
categories of substances which are known to participate in the
birth process

Actin Lipocortin
Adenylate cyclase Lipopolysaccharide
Adhesion molecules Lipoxygenase
(ICAM, VCAM, etc.) Magnesium

Adrenaline Matrix metalloproteinases
Bradykinin Monocyte chemotactic protein-1
Calcium Myosin
Calmodulin Myosin light chain kinase
Chemokines Neutrophil elastase
Chondroitin sulphate Nitric oxide
Collagen Noradrenaline
Collagenases Oestrogens
Connexin 43 Oxytocin
Corticotrophin (ACTH) Oxytocinase
Corticotrophin-releasing factor Phosphatases
Cortisol Phosphodiesterase
cAMP Phospholipases
cGMP Platelet-activating factor
Cyclo-oxygenase-1 Potassium
Cyclo-oxygenase-2 Progesterone
Cytokines Prostacyclin
Dehydroepiandrosterone sulphate Prostaglandin dehydrogenase
Dermatan sulphate Prostaglandin E2
Endothelins Prostaglandin F2α
Glycosaminoglycans Proteoglycans
G proteins Relaxin
Gravidin Sodium
Inositol trisphosphate Substance P
IL-8 Sulphatase
Leukotrienes Surfactant

Vasopressin

Those shown in italic are discussed in detail in the text

seem extravagant, yet such a list can readily be made
(Table 7.1). A detailed description of the precise inter-
active roles of these factors is beyond the scope of this
chapter. Discussion ismainly restricted to the roles of those
shown in italic type in Table 7.1, since these are of special
importance, both to the natural process and to its clini-
cal manipulations. This description is inevitably a gross
oversimplification of a hugely complex process, but one
which may afford the clinician the appropriate insights
withwhich tomanage theproblemsof labouranddelivery.

KEY SUBSTANCES

Everyday clinical experience, not least from the effective
use of natural substances or drugs which interfere with
their function, suggests that the following may deserve
special prominence: progesterone, calcium, oxytocin and
prostaglandins (especially PGE2 and PGF2α). Less obvi-
ously, to these may be added: connexin 43, cortisol,
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Fig. 7.1 Schematic diagram of uterine contractility quantitation
through the course of labour and delivery (from [2]).

cyclic adenosinemonophosphate (AMP), prostacyclin, the
prostaglandin-degrading enzyme prostaglandin dehy-
drogenase, and various cytokines and chemokines,
notably interleukin 8 (IL-8, the neutrophil attractant and
activating peptide) and monocyte chemotactic peptide
(MCP-1).

TRANSITION FROM PREGNANCY TO LABOUR

The classical studies of Caldeyro-Barcia [2] demonstrate
the gradual ‘coming to the boil‘ ofmyometrial contractility
during ‘prelabour’ which occupies the last seventh or so
of pregnancy (Fig. 7.1). Although the parameter shown on
the vertical axis is Caldeyro’s Montevideo unit whereby
he quantifies uterine contractility as the product of the
frequency and amplitude of contractions, the same figure
pattern could be used, simply by altering the labelling, to
illustrate a host of other events. These include the con-
centrations of myometrial gap junctions, those elements
consisting of the protein connexin 43 which allow the
spread of action potentials between smooth muscle cells
by intercellular transmissionof ions therebyallowing indi-
vidual myometrial fibres to change from a disorganized
rabble into a disciplined regiment marching to the same
drum beat in labour. Equally the factor in question might
be the myometrial sensitivity to oxytocin or the concen-
tration of various receptors in the myometrium. Nor does
the recipe for this broth contain only myometrial ingre-
dients. To these can be added fetal endocrine changes
(which may carry responsibility for initiating the process)
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as well as a contribution from the cervix. The numerical
expression of cervical ripening, the Bishop score, also fits
Caldeyro’s diagram during prelabour and labour almost
perfectly.

ACTIVATION OF THE MYOMETRIUM

The individual myometrial fibre contracts when the two
filaments actin and myosin combine by phosphorylation
by the enzyme myosin light chain kinase to form acti-
nomyosin. This reaction requires increased availability
of intracellular calcium, released from stores within the
cell (mainly in the sarcoplasmic reticulum) which may be
provoked by oxytocin or PGF2α or both via the second
messenger inositol trisphosphate. Additionally, extracel-
lular calciummay be transported intomyometrial cells via
calcium channels.

Conversely, contractility of the myometrial cell may be
inhibited by progesterone and by the intracellular avail-
ability of cAMP, a mechanism which the use of β mimetic
agents as tocolytics seeks to exploit.

RIPENING OF THE CERVIX

The substance most closely associated by clinicians with
cervical ripening is PGE2 and this probably reflects a key
biological role for this compound. Softening of the cervix
entails not only degradation of stromal collagen, but also
changes in the proteoglycan complexes andwater content
of the ground substance, which may be likened to glue or
cement binding individual collagen fibrils into the rigid
bundleswhich confer on the tissue its tensile strength. The
process of cervical ripening remains improperly under-
stood, but recent studies of a number of inflammatory
mediators, notably IL-8 andMCP-1have focusedattention
on neutrophils and monocytes recruited from the circula-
tion as likely factors in the process. Neutrophils are a rich
source of collagenases and neutrophil elastase as well as
matrix metalloproteinase enzymes which play a crucial
role in the breakdown of cervical collagen. One attractive
hypothesis [3] implicates PGE2 as mainly responsible for
vasodilatation of cervical capillaries and increasing their
permeability to circulatingneutrophilswhichare captured
by surface adhesionmolecules anddrawn into the cervical
stroma under the chemoattractant influence of IL-8. This
chemokine is also responsible for stimulating theirdegran-
ulation within the tissues to release these collagenolytic
enzymes. Monocytes are also recruited into the cervix by
MCP-1 and might potentially play a unifying role as a
source of both PGE2 and IL-8. Both IL-8 and MCP-1 may
prove in time to be effective agents in the pharmacological
orchestration of cervical ripening.

INTEGRATION OF CONTROL PATHWAYS

Studies in humans, subhuman primates, domestic species
(notably sheep), rodents, and especially guinea pigs have
allowed concepts to be elaborated to explain the biolog-
ical control of human parturition. As emphasized above,
the transition from pregnancymaintenance to birth devel-
ops gradually during a month or more of ‘prelabour’.
From early naïve concepts which credited the mother
as responsible for initiating labour by producing oxy-
tocin from her posterior pituitary, the hypothesis has
gradually been developed whereby the control is ini-
tiated and largely vested within the fetoplacental unit
(Fig. 7.2). The key component appears to be the fetal brain
whose influence is exerted on fetoplacental endocrinology
via the hypothalamopituitary-adrenoplacental axis. Acti-
vation of corticotrophin (adrenocorticotrophic hormone
or ACTH) stimulates adrenal production of (1) cortisol
which brings about maturation of the fetal lungs with
the generation of pulmonary surfactant; and (2) dehy-
droepiandrosterone sulphate. The latter, a key precursor
of placental oestradiol production, ordains a shift in the
oestrogen to progesterone ratio in favour of oestrogen
and provokes an endocrine dialogue between fetus, pla-
centa, membranes and uterus (Fig. 7.3). Cortisol promotes
maturation of the fetal lungs and this, together with
similar events in the fetal kidneys, may modify the con-
tent of the amniotic fluid and thereby activate the fetal
membranes (amnion and chorion), particularly in respect
of prostaglandin synthesis. By means of such biological
changes in the fetal components – fetus, placenta, amniotic
fluid and the membranes – a new dialogue is created with
the uterine (maternal) tissues which envelop them – the
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Fig. 7.2 The fetoplacental unit and the intrauterine and uterine
structures with which it interacts.
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Fig. 7.3 Scheme of the principal biochemical factors
participating in the control of human labour.

decidua, myometrium and cervix – producing a positive
cascade of interactions among prostaglandins, cytokines
and oxytocin.

PROSTAGLANDINS – ESSENTIAL REGULATORS OF
PARTURITION

Only one small group of compounds involved in labour,
the prostaglandins, appear to play an essential command
role. It is probably no exaggeration to state that without
prostaglandins labour is impossible, whereas when they
appear in abundance labour is irresistible. PGF2α appears
to be the principal prostaglandin generating contractil-
ity of the myometrium, while PGE2 is more important
in the process of cervical ripening. The main sources of
these prostanoids within the uterus are, respectively, the
decidua and the amnion. Conveniently placed in inti-
mate contact between these structures lies the chorion,
a rich source of the prostaglandin-degrading enzyme
15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase (PGDH). Acti-
vation of uterine prostaglandins in labour is vested in
the inducible isoform of cyclo-oxygenase, COX-2, and
it seems likely that the high capacity of the chorion to
metabolize prostaglandins represents a defence mecha-
nism against the early and inappropriate production of
prostaglandins before the scheduled time. The influences
which may bring about this precocious production of
prostaglandins include trauma, haemorrhage and (most
importantly) infection, now recognized as a major fac-
tor in initiating many premature deliveries. The chorion
may thus be regarded as a biological metabolic barrier
rather like blotting paper designed tomop up unwelcome
prostaglandins.

CERVICAL EFFACEMENT – THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL
DELIVERY

As is emphasized below, effacement of the cervix is
an essential prerequisite to its dilatation and one which
depends on the softening and ripening of its connective
tissue.Attention has focused on the apparent obstacle pre-
sented by the chorion to PGE2 derived from the amnion. It
must be conceded that the PGE2 required in cervical ripen-
ing might be synthesized within the cervical stroma itself,
but an alternative and attractive hypothesis lies in the pos-
sibility that a selective loss of PGDHactivity in that area of
chorion overlying the cervix might afford access of PGE2
from the amnion and amniotic fluid to the precise part
of the cervix where it is most required, namely the inter-
nal cervical os. Support for such a concept comes from
the clinical observation that loss of the fetal membranes
from that key site following either their spontaneous or
their artificial rupture adversely prejudices the prospects
of successful delivery. Recently we have provided evi-
dence that the areaof fetalmembranesoverlying the cervix
changes fromexhibiting the highest activity of PGDHdur-
ing pregnancy to the lowest during labour ([4]; Fig. 7.4).
Naturemay thushaveprovidedamechanismwhereby the
long firm cervix is progressively softened and shortened
from the top downwards during the process of ‘taking
up’ or effacement. Beginning just below the fibromuscu-
lar junction (Fig. 7.5) the softened tissue at the internal
os is progressively transported outwards around the fetal
presenting part and the ‘fore-waters’ thereby bringing the
lower portions of the cervix into intimate contact with that
fetal membrane source of PGE2.

SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF CLINICAL LABOUR

Clinical labour, as opposed to prelabour, is considered to
begin with the onset of regular painful uterine contrac-
tions. The events of prelabour should have set everything
in place for a comparatively short birth process, but not
all labours will follow a straightforward course. In its sim-
plest terms, labour consists of the muscle of the uterine
corpus progressively stretching the cervix over the fetal
head by means of rhythmic contraction and retraction.
This process is usefully compared to pulling on a woollen
jumperwith a tight polo neck, where the action of the arms
represent the contractions of the myometrium, while the
changes in the neck of the garment replicate effacement
and dilatation of the cervix. This analogy can be carried
further with the observation that just as the first attempt
at pulling on the garment is generally the most difficult,
so too is the first labour. Furthermore, appropriate flexion
of the head to present the cranial vertex to the neck of the
garment, or the womb, is just as important for the wearer
as it is for the fetus.
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prostaglandin dehydrogenase in different
areas of the fetal membranes between late
pregnancy and established labour
(from [4]).
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Fig. 7.5 Shape change in the cervix with the approach of labour (FMJ = fibromuscular junction).

Effacement is thus a vital forerunner to dilatation. The
uneffaced cervix cannot dilate although this is less abso-
lute in parous women than in nulliparous. Early stages of
dilatation appear before the parous cervix is fully effaced.

PARTOGRAPHY

The simplest partogram plots dilatation of the cervix in
centimetres against time in hours. This concept was intro-
duced by Friedman in New York in 1954. ‘The graphic
analysis of labour’ [5] was the first of a series of clas-
sical contributions whereby the science of partography
was established, to become the cornerstone of clinical
evaluation of progress in labour. Figure 7.6 shows the
Friedman curve of cervimetric progress in normal labour.
The sigmoid nature of Friedman’s curve is a source of
some interest. The gradual rise in the latent phase (0–3 cm
dilatation) is followedby the steepslopeof theactivephase
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Fig. 7.6 The classic ‘sigmoid’ curve of progress of cervical
dilatation during labour (after [5]).
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(4–9 cm) and then a short less steep curve to full dilatation.
Although the intensity of uterine contractions may rise
during the course of labour, there is no evidence of any sig-
nificant surge coinciding with the change from the latent
to the active phase. Rather the slow rate of cervimetric
progress in latent labour has more to do with the evolu-
tion of effective uterine contractility and the completion of
cervical effacement. The steepening of the rate of progress
after 3 cm dilatation is also partly explained by improved
alignment of the traction force of the myometrium on the
cervixas the latterbegins to turnaround thecontoursof the
advancingpresentingpartwhich also begins to ‘wedge’ its
way into the dilating os. By the same token the final decel-
eration phase reflects mechanical factors, the slowing rate
of the final centimetre of dilatation being explained on the
basis that the dilating head has farther to travel down the
birth canal to stretch the cervix to full dilation as thewidest
part of the fetal head passes through; in addition, the cer-
vical tissue has to be moved further by the myometrium
to reach that configuration.

The duration of the phases of Friedman’s original curve
is now viewed with some scepticism: a latent phase of
more than 10 h seems as excessive as an active phase of less
than 2 h seems unduly short. Later studies have modified
these initial estimates such that the latent phase might be
expected to last between 3 and 8 h and the active between
2 and 6 h depending on parity and other factors including
thedistinctionbetween spontaneous and induced labours.
Of special importance in respect of the latent phase, how-
ever, is the almost insurmountable difficulty of defining
when it starts. As has already been emphasized, labour
evolves as the culmination of weeks of prelabour and
the borderline between the two is impossible to define
precisely.

The second sentence of Friedman’s first paper reads: ‘Of
the major observable events that occur during labour, i.e.
the force, frequency and duration of uterine contractility,
descent of the presenting fetal part, and cervical efface-
ment and dilatation, only the last named was selected for
detailed study because it seemed to parallel overall progress
best’ [emphasis added]. While one might argue that this
parameter is in some circumstances not the best mirror
of progress (e.g. when cervical dilatation continues in a
labour obstructed by cephalopelvic disproportion) and
that ultimately the best measure is descent of the fetus
through the birth canal, cervimetry has become accepted
as the first measure of progress because it is simple to
comprehend, easy to measure, reproducible and subject
to little observer error. Later partograms have in some
aspects been simplified, while in others they have become
more sophisticated (Figs 7.7 and 7.8). The issue of rate of
cervimetric progress can be reduced to a target of 1 cm/h
(always recognizing that first labours may be expected to
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Fig. 7.7 The partogram with ‘alert’ and ‘action’ lines proposed
by Philpott and Castle [6,7].

take longer). Conversely, a useful additional component
to the partogram is a record of descent of the presenting
part, since that represents the ultimate measure of labour
progress.

The refinements of partography suggested by Philpott
and Castle [6,7] some 25 years ago not only added alert
lines and action lines to the graph with material advan-
tages for clinical management, they also displayed the
descent of the presenting part (see Fig. 7.7). The measure
of descent is usually made at the same time as that of
dilatation during a vaginal examination and is based on
recording the level of the presenting part relative to the
level of the ischial spines (the station). It should not be
forgotten, however, that in circumstances of caput forma-
tion and moulding of the fetal head such an observation
may exaggerate progress. The simple and often neglected
assessment of how much fetal head (usually expressed
as fifths) can be felt above the pelvic brim by abdominal
examination may in the final analysis represent a more
valid and reliable measure of progress.

PROGRESS IN LABOUR

The modern approach to labour, and the clinical impera-
tive of ensuring its adequacy, has been influenced by the
work of O’Driscoll and colleagues at the National Mater-
nity Hospital in Dublin. Much of this issue is addressed
in Chapter 22 of O’Driscoll and Meagher [8] which in its
entirety represents one of the most significant milestones
in modern obstetrics.

Poor progress in labour can be attributed to faults in the
powers, the passages or the passenger (P). Faults in the
powers should be considered first. Uterine contractions
may be hypotonic or incoordinate. Clinical assessment of
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PRIMIGRAVID LABOUR RECORD
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Fig. 7.8 The simple partogram favoured by
the National Maternity Hospital, Dublin.

this is subjective and unreliable; external tocography may
assist somewhat; internal tocography using an intrauter-
ine pressure sensor may be best but has never really
progressed beyond a research tool. In general, if poor uter-
ine action is suspected steps should be taken to improve it.
If the fetal membranes are still intact they should be rup-
tured, but ideally only if the cervix is fully effaced and at
least 3 cm dilated. Intravenous oxytocin is the cornerstone
of therapy and this issue is addressed in the next chapter.

There is evidence that primary dysfunctional labour may
be associated with deficient production of PGF2α [9] but
to date no studies have supported the clinical use of this
agent to correct such problems, perhaps because it causes
unpleasant side effects.

Faults in the passages may come from distortion in the
maternal bony pelvis by disease, damage or deformity.
There is little that can be done to overcome these, and
unless they present only marginal difficulty, delivery by
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Caesarean section is usually required. The soft tissues of
the birth canal – cervix, vagina, perineum, and so on –
may, if rigid, obstruct progress.

The passenger may be uncooperative by being exces-
sively large, in the wrong position or presentation, or in
the wrong attitude, notably with a deflexed head.

If these problemsprove insurmountable thenCaesarean
section is necessary, but in most labours where progress is
slow it is appropriate to take steps to maximize the qual-
ity of uterine contractility, an expedient which may often
overcomeminorproblemsof thepassagesor thepassenger
or both.

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION OF NORMAL
LABOUR

The first imperative in the conduct of labour is to deter-
mine whether labour has in fact started. The accurate
diagnosis of labour is essential because so much depends
on defining starting points. The diagnosis is often diffi-
cult, notably when preterm (see Chapter 21) and reliance
on observing contractions is not enough by itself. A pro-
gressive change in the cervix over a fewhourswill confirm
established labour, and so a vaginal examination at the
time of admission to the labour ward is important to
establish a baseline.

The partogram should be started ‘provisionally’ unless
the initial assessment indicates that labour is unlikely. The
mother’s vital signs should be recorded and this should
be repeated at intervals, pulse and blood pressure at least
every hour and temperature every 3 h. Abnormal record-
ings require that the frequency of these observations be
increased. The mother should be encouraged to empty
her bladder regularly and her urine should be tested on
each occasion for the presence of ketones, sugar, protein
and blood.

It is important to establish when painful regular con-
tractions began and what their frequency has been since.
A graphic record should thus be made of the apparent
strength, frequency and, if possible, the duration of the
contractions.

FETAL MEMBRANES

Particular attention should be paid to the condition of
the fetal membranes. If the history suggests that they
have ruptured before admission it is important to look
for confirmatory evidence of this especially during the
initial vaginal examination. Adequate clear liquor drain-
ing is generally a reassuring sign that the fetus is in good
condition to withstand the rigours of labour. In contrast
scanty or absent liquor when it is fairly certain that the
membranes have ruptured or have been ruptured should

occasion concern and prompt steps to establish more
clearly the conditionof the fetus, suchas cardiotocography
and, if feasible, blood gas estimation.

It is important to note the presence of blood or meco-
nium in the liquor. The possibility that the blood may be
fetal in origin should always be considered and appro-
priate diagnostic steps taken. The presence of meconium
staining should lead to similar responses in clarifying the
fetal condition as should the apparent absence of liquor.

The timing of amniotomy is critical. Some mothers
resent the assumption that the membranes should always
be ruptured when it becomes feasible to do so, a practice
of which many obstetricians and midwives can be guilty.
Mothers who crave ‘natural childbirth’ may see this as
clinical interference and theirwish to have themembranes
left intact should be respected unless there is a clear ben-
efit to be argued in favour of their rupture. Although
Theobald is remembered for his dictum ‘intactmembranes
are the biggest single hindrance to progress in labour’,
if the labour is progressing well, and the mother and
offspring seem well, there is no compelling requirement
for amniotomy. Nevertheless there would seem to be
an optimum time for amniotomy during the course of
spontaneous labour. This lies at the point of transition
from latent to active labour when the contractions are
well in train and the cervix is fully effaced and dilated
3–4 cm. Earlier amniotomy may be counterproductive,
but if performed around this point then the subsequent
labour is likely to be more efficient. Furthermore, fetal
surveillance is enhanced by the opportunity to examine
the amniotic fluid directly for meconium or blood stain-
ing and by applying a fetal scalp electrode if desired. In
addition, although the quality and strength of contrac-
tions may be improved there is no persuasive evidence
that labour is any more painful. Indeed requirements
for analgesia are likely to be reduced partly because the
increased efficiency of labour is reflected in its shorter
duration.

PAIN RELIEF

We have come a long way in the century and a half since
James Young Simpson discovered the analgesic effects
of chloroform and applied them in the first significant
attempts to relieve the anguish of labouring women in
1847. A wide variety of analgesic options have been pro-
vided for labouring women; a detailed account of their
advantages and disadvantages will not be offered here.
The benefits of pain relief in labour, however, extend far
beyond mere humanitarian ones, and it should be clearly
recognized that appropriate pain relief may improve the
general course and success of labour. Obstetricians may
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still argue about whether epidural analgesia can on occa-
sion lead to increased need for other interventions such
as operative delivery, or may even adversely influence the
progress of labour, but there seems little doubt concerning
its overall benefits.

A THREE-POINT SCHEME FOR LABOUR SUPERVISION

Failure to reach the simple objective of intrapartum care –
ensuring the delivery of a healthy baby to a healthy ful-
filled mother – results in unhappiness, complaints and
litigation, andmay even lead to death or damage of moth-
ers or babies. Opportunities for failure are numerous and
varied.

The proposals with which this chapter concludes are
designed to avoid these problems and are based on the
following concerns:
1 Problems when they arise often do so from the neglect
of simple basic principles.
2 Lines of communication, responsibility and authority
need to be clearly defined.
3 Meticulous record keeping is essential, including
the need for the author of the record to be easily
identified.

With this in mind, the three fundamental requirements
in labour are to ensure that: (1) the mother is well; (2) the
fetus is in good condition; and (3) the labour is progress-
ing. It is imperative to identifywho is the leadprofessional
in the care of each and every labour. This is likely to be a
qualified midwife in most normal labours, but might be
anobstetriciandependingon theparticular circumstances.
In tune with the broad philosophy which has evolved
in the latter half of the twentieth century that labour is
a journey whose duration and progress should be care-
fully observed andmanaged, the three issues listed above
should be addressed at regular intervals and recorded in
a disciplined fashion, perhaps every hour. Thus at these
intervals (and perhaps at longer intervals by amore senior
midwife or obstetrician if indicated) the lead carer should
formally pose the questions: (1) Is the mother well? (2) Is
the fetus in good condition? (3) Is the labour progressing?
The answer to each will be either ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘unclear’.
If the answer to all three is ‘yes’, no special investigation
is called for. If the answer to any is unclear, steps must be
taken to clarify it. Where the answer to a question is ‘no’,
steps are required to rectify the problem.

Examples of problems for the mother include distress
from pain, ketosis, hypertension or bleeding. Possible
trouble for the fetus would most commonly be fetal heart
abnormalities, meconium staining or bleeding. Finally,
failure to progress in labour demands early recognition
and, where possible, correction.
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Fig. 7.9 Scheme for expanded partogram. For each of Mother
(M), Fetus (F) and Progress (P) the observer records Satisfactory
(s) or Unclear (u) or Poor (p) at each recording interval.
Whenever an entry is either u or p a number is entered against
PROBLEM/ACTION which relates to an entry in the expanded
text, e.g. (1) Progress in labour seems poor, head still 4/5
palpable contractions irregular. Registrar review requested.
Signed: A Smith, midwifery sister. (2) V.E. shows cervix 3 cm
dilated vertex at 0–3, some caput. Amniotomy performed,
moderate clear liquor. Signed: C Jones, obstetric registrar.
(3) Slight meconium staining of liquor. Continuous fetal
monitoring begun. Signed: P White, SHO in obstetrics.

The record of answers to these three recurring ques-
tions could readily be entered on the partogram. Most
hospital partograms contain a large section on which
to plot the blood pressure and pulse, most of which is
largely wasted space. A simple redesign of the partogram
to include a requirement to record the above scheme of
answers (Fig. 7.9) could constitute a significant advance in
intrapartum care.
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Chapter 8: Fetal monitoring during
labour
James A. Low

What is the problem?

The objective of fetal monitoring during labour is
the prediction and diagnosis of fetal asphyxia before
fetal/newborn morbidity with particular reference to
brain damage has occurred.

Fetal asphyxia is defined as ‘a condition of impaired
blood gas exchange leading, if it persists, to progressive
hypoxemia and hypercapnia’ [1]. The operative term in
this definition is ‘progressive’. Hypoxemia and hypercap-
nia as an event during labour may occur in a transient
fashion with physiological but no pathological signifi-
cance. Fetal asphyxia of pathological significance during
labour requires progressive hypoxemia with a significant
metabolic acidosis.

Thus the diagnosis of fetal asphyxia requires a blood gas
and acid–base assessment. In respect to intrapartum fetal
asphyxia, the threshold at delivery beyondwhich cerebral
dysfunction or brain damage may occur is an umbilical
artery base deficit greater than 12 mmol/l.

Relationship of fetal asphyxia to brain damage

During the last 50 years, asphyxia has been examined in
the research laboratory using a number of different animal
models. These studies have confirmed that fetal asphyxia
of a particular degree and duration may cause brain dam-
age. However, the striking feature of all these studies is
that in spite of a uniform single exposure to asphyxia
many fetuses have no brain damage, some will have
brain damage and a few fetal deaths will occur. The out-
come is influenced by the fetal response to asphyxia. Fetal
cardiovascular compensation with an increase of arterial
pressure, centralization of cardiac output and increased
cerebral blood flow will maintain cerebral oxygen con-
sumption in spite of the hypoxemia. However if the
asphyxia continues, a pointwill be reachedwhen fetal car-
diovascular decompensation reverses this process leading
to cerebral hypoxia and, if sustained, brain damage. Vari-
ability of this fetal cardiovascular response is an important

Fetal asphyxia
degree duration recurrent

Fetal cardiovascular compensation

Brain
damage

No brain
damage

Infection

Fig. 8.1 The outcome, i.e. no brain damage/brain damage is a
result of the characteristics of the fetal asphyxia and the quality
of the fetal cardiovascular compensation.

factor in the differing outcome in these laboratory
studies.

Our understanding of the relationship between fetal
asphyxia and brain damage has been based on these stud-
ies in the research laboratory. It has become evident that
the relationship between fetal asphyxia and brain dam-
age is complex and may be influenced by a number of
factors including: maturity of the fetus; degree, duration
and nature of the asphyxia and the quality of the fetal
cardiovascular response (Fig. 8.1).

The clinical introduction of microelectrode blood gas
systems provided the opportunity to examine these mea-
sures in all pregnancies at delivery without risk to the
fetus and newborn. Umbilical vein and artery blood gas
and acid–basemeasures at delivery represent valuable ref-
erence points of asphyxia during labour. The umbilical
vein reflects the effectiveness of maternal fetal blood gas
exchange while the umbilical artery reflects the acid–base
status of the fetus. Reference data for these measures in
the umbilical vein and artery for 21,744 deliveries in our
centre are presented in Table 8.1.

Recognizing the importance of these measures, recent
studies have emphasized the need for quality data to pro-
vide thebasis for interpretation [2]. Severalprocedural and
technical errors may occur during umbilical cord blood
sampling and subsequent blood gas analysis. Optimal

56
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Table 8.1 Mean blood gas and acid–base
measures for 21,744 deliveries

Umbilical vein Umbilical artery

Mean SD Mean SD

pH 7.340 0.07 7.248 0.069
pco2 40.4 7.7 54.5 9.7
po2 27.2 6.1 15.1 5.1
BD 3.0 2.7 6.8 3.2

BD, base deficit.

interpretation requires a paired sample from both umbili-
cal vein andartery.Asingle sample from theumbilical vein
will define venous metabolic state but cannot rule out an
arterial metabolic acidosis. During sampling, two aliquots
may be drawn from the umbilical vein. Such a procedu-
ral error is implied when the vein–artery pH difference
is less than 0.02. The accuracy of the calculated measures
of metabolic acidosis is dependent upon the quality of the
pHand pco2 estimations. The accuracy of the pco2 estima-
tion should be questioned when the pco2 value is outside
the physiological range or the pco2 artery–vein difference
is a negative value or less than 4 mgHg. In these circum-
stances, the interpretation should be limited to pH alone.

An umbilical artery blood measure of metabolic acido-
sis is the best indicator of tissue oxygen debt experienced
by the fetus. Recent studies have suggested an increased
risk to the fetus begins when the umbilical artery base
deficit exceeds the mean [3]. In a study to determine the
threshold for significant morbidity, moderate and severe
newborn complications occurred only in the fetuses with
anumbilical arterybasedeficit>12mmol/l. The incidence
of moderate and severe complications with an umbilical
artery base deficit 12–16 mmol/l was 10% [4]. There is
a progression of frequency of such complications with
increasing metabolic acidosis with a 40% incidence of
moderate and severe complications when the umbilical
artery base deficit was >16 mmol/l.

The objective of clinical studies since the introduction
of microelectrode blood gas systems has been to deter-
mine if the concepts emerging fromthe research laboratory
are relevant to the human fetus. The findings are con-
sistent with the contention that a fetus may experience
asphyxia without morbidity; however, the occurrence of
fetal asphyxia of a particular degree and duration may
cause cerebral dysfunction in the newborn [5,6] and in
some cases brain damage accounting for handicap in
surviving children [7,8].

Prevalence of intrapartum fetal asphyxia

The classification of fetal asphyxia in the research labora-
tory is based upon continuousmeasures of the degree and

Table 8.2 Prevalence of intrapartum fetal asphyxia

Rate per 1000 live births

Fetal asphyxia Preterm Term

Prevalence 73 25
Mild 38 21
Moderate/severe 35 4

duration of the asphyxia and the quality of the fetal car-
diovascular response. Sincemostmeasures obtained in the
laboratory are not available in the clinical setting, the clin-
ical classification of asphyxia as mild, moderate or severe
is based on the presence of metabolic acidosis to con-
firm the occurrence of asphyxiawithmeasures of neonatal
encephalopathy and other organ system complications to
express the severity of the asphyxia [9].

Clinical studies in recent years have provided insight
into the prevalence of mild, moderate and severe fetal
asphyxia during the intrapartum period. The prevalence
and severity of fetal asphyxia at delivery in preterm and
term pregnancies at delivery is outlined in Table 8.2.

There is no evidenceof an associationbetweenmild fetal
asphyxia and major deficits while long-term follow-up
has demonstrated no association with minor disabilities
later in childhood [10]. These findings suggest that mild
fetal asphyxia represents awindow of opportunity in clin-
ical management when a diagnosis of fetal asphyxia can
be confirmed and if necessary intervention initiated to
prevent cerebral dysfunction anddeficits in these children.

Although the prevalence of intrapartum fetal asphyxia
as determined at delivery has been established the dura-
tion andnature of the asphyxia inmost cases is not known.
Since the duration and nature of the asphyxia cannot be
determined it is not known when the asphyxia identified
at delivery began before the onset of labour and how often
the asphyxia identified at delivery represents the last in a
series of asphyxial exposures that may have begun before
the onset of labour.

Prediction and diagnosis of fetal asphyxia

The diagnosis of fetal asphyxia requires a blood gas and
acid–base assessment. A reliable method to provide a con-
tinuous recording of fetal acid–base status in the clinical
setting is not yet available. At the present time a diag-
nosis can be confirmed by means of periodic fetal blood
sampling during labour or at delivery for a blood gas and
acid–base assessment. Thus, the requirements are criteria
to identify the fetus at risk for fetal asphyxia to justify the
intervention for fetal blood sampling particularly during
labour for a fetal blood gas and acid–base assessment.

The clinical paradigm that has beenwidelyused to iden-
tify the fetus at risk of asphyxia combines clinical risk
scoring with fetal heart rate surveillance. This has not
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resolved the problem due to shortfalls of each element of
the paradigm that have become evident with increasing
clinical experience.

CLINICAL RISK SCORING

The limitations of clinical risk scoring have been demon-
strated in several studies. In our experience, 23–40% of
fetal asphyxia occurred inpregnancieswith no clinical risk
factors [11,12]. The term ‘low risk’ based on clinical mark-
ers cannot be applied in regard to fetal asphyxia during
labour.

In those cases inwhich clinical risk factorswere present,
a wide range of clinical complications determined risk
with no single risk factor demonstrating a strong asso-
ciation with intrapartum fetal asphyxia. The positive
predictive value for both antepartumand intrapartumrisk
factors for intrapartum fetal asphyxia was 3%. Thus clin-
ical risk scoring has a major problem with false positive
prediction of intrapartum fetal asphyxia.
Electronic fetal heart rate monitoring

The publication by Edward Hon in 1958 [13] reflects the
beginning of the expectation that electronic fetal heart rate
monitoring (EFM) would be useful in the prediction of
intrapartum fetal asphyxia.

Observations during the 1960s and 1970s supported the
contention that EFM could be a useful screening test for
the prediction of intrapartum fetal asphyxia. Our clini-
cal experience paralleled that of other investigators in this
field with anecdotal examples of an association between
abnormal fetal heart rate patterns and fetal asphyxia with
a range of outcomes. Laboratory studies demonstrated
a relationship between fetal heart rate behaviour and
fetal hypoxemia and metabolic acidosis. Late decelera-
tions have been shown to occurwhen fetal oxygen tension
decreases below a critical level. The interval between the
onset of the contraction and the onset of the deceleration
reflects the time necessary for fetal oxygen tension to fall
below this threshold [14,15]. Late decelerations due to
fetal hypoxemia in a previously normoxic fetus are due
to chemoreceptor initiated reflexbradycardiawhich canbe
blocked by atropine, while in previously hypoxic fetuses
the bradycardia is presumably due to a direct effect upon
the myocardium [16]. Based on such reports the use of
EFM expanded rapidly in the 1970s.

The evaluation of EFM as a screening test

There are two requirements for a screening test. The clin-
ical problem must justify intervention. Intrapartum fetal
asphyxia is important and in selected circumstances jus-
tifies intervention. The benefits of the test must outweigh
the harm. It was recognized in the late 1970s that this had
not been determined.

The introduction of EFM was associated with a reduc-
tion in the number of intrapartum fetal deaths [17]. How-
ever, intrapartum fetal deaths continue to be reported
in studies of perinatal mortality. In the UK Confidential
Enquiry into stillbirths and death in infancy, 9% of all
deaths between 20 and 44 weeks of gestation were related
to labour and, of the normally formed babies weigh-
ing at least 2500 g, 4.3% could be linked to intrapartum
events [18].

Well-designed, randomized, controlled trials are pro-
posed as a means of providing a measure of the true risks
and benefits of a medical intervention. There have been
no randomized clinical trials to compare no fetal heart rate
surveillancewith intermittent fetal heart rate auscultation.
Nine randomized clinical trials, three with electronic fetal
monitoring alone and six with electronic fetal monitoring
with scalp sampling, have been analysed in the Cochrane
Pregnancy andChild BirthData Base [19,20]. The random-
ized clinical trials comparing intermittent auscultation
and continuous EFM have not provided consistent evi-
dence that EFM was associated with a decrease of fetal
and newborn morbidity. The randomized clinical trials
have made an important contribution, confirming the
occurrence of false positive interpretation of electronic
fetal heart rate recording with unnecessary interventions.
These studieshavedemonstrated that electronic fetal heart
rate monitoring in relation to intermittent auscultation
has been associatedwith increased incidence of Caesarean
section for fetal distress and dystocia, increased operative
delivery and general anaesthesia. It must be recognized
that these outcomes are not due to the method of fetal
heart rate surveillance but are a result of inappropriate
interpretation of the fetal heart rate data.

Clinical management guidelines for EFM

Faced with the available evidence, national organiza-
tions began to prepare consensus papers in regard to
fetal surveillance during labour. Examples of the most
recent clinical guidelines include: ACOG Technical Bul-
letin Number 207, 1995 in United States [21]; SOGC
Clinical Practice Guideline Number 112, 2001 in Canada
[22]; and RCOG Evidence-based Clinical Guideline Num-
ber 8, 2001 in the United Kingdom [23]. These guidelines
prepared by recognized experts in the field endeavoured
to reflect the best evidence available at that time.

What is missing from all the current guidelines is a spe-
cific algorithm for the interpretation of fetal heart rate
patterns. The ACOG and the SOGC guidelines classify
fetal heart rate patterns as reassuring and non-reassuring.
Detailed criteria and time are not noted. TheRoyalCollege
Evidence-basedGuidelines have defined traces as normal,
suspicious andpathological. Noguidelines haveprovided
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data as to the sensitivity, specificity and predictive value
of the patterns as defined.

This issue was addressed by an NIH research-planning
workshop in 1997 [24]. The specific purpose of the work-
shop was to develop standardized and unambiguous
definitions of fetal heart rate tracings for future research.
Although all members of the workshop were of the opin-
ion that EFM was of value, there was no consensus
regarding strict guidelines for clinical management using
fetal heart rate (FHR)patterns. Theposition expressedwas
that many fetuses have FHR tracings that are intermedi-
ate between two extremes, that is, normal and patterns so
severe that the fetus is at risk ofmorbidity ormortality. The
workshop concluded that evidence-based algorithms for
management awaits further research. This view has been
recently expressed again [25].

An FHR algorithm to predict fetal asphyxia
Interpretation of the FHR record

Two issues important in the interpretation of an FHR
record are the classification of FHR variables and inter-
observer reliability in the visual interpretation of these
variables.

Many definitions of the individual FHR variables, base-
line FHR, baseline FHR variability, accelerations and
decelerations have been provided. Agood example is pro-
vided in the RCOG Evidence-based Clinical Guideline
Number 8. However differences of classification criteria
remain, particularly for decelerations. In the classification
of late decelerations, some clinicians have given first pri-
ority to the timing of the nadir of the deceleration, whereas
others have emphasized the waveform. In the interpreta-
tion of the waveform, both the onset to the nadir [26] and
the residual component of the waveform have been exam-
ined [27]. Until a consensus is developed, criteria should
be clearly defined and consistently used.

Althoughprogress is beingmade in the computer-based
interpretation of FHR records, with few exceptions, clin-
ical records are read visually. The limited inter-observer
reliability for the interpretation of FHR variables has been
well documented [28]. Our experience has demonstrated
the following good-to-fair inter-observer Kappa values:
baseline FHR, 0.70; baseline FHR variability, 0.55; FHR
accelerations, 0.57; variable decelerations, 0.46 and late
and prolonged decelerations, 0.57. Scoring FHR patterns
over time can offset this limited inter-observer reliability
of individual FHR variables. The record should be scored
in 10 min epochs (cycles). Determination of the pattern
requires careful scoring of a number of cycles that in most
cases can be achieved with six cycles representing 1 h of
the FHR record. Our experience has been a high degree

of inter-observer reliability in the classification of FHR
patterns in 1 h of recording [29].

An FHR algorithm to predict fetal asphyxia

We have addressed this question. Amatched case control
study was conducted in term pregnancies to demonstrate
that a threshold of FHR patterns can be defined and that
intermediate patterns of FHR can be determined for intra-
partum fetal asphyxia [29]. The FHR records were scored
for each FHR variable for six 10-min cycles in each hour.

FHR variables with an independent association with
fetal asphyxia (i.e. umbilical artery base deficit greater
than 16 mmol/l at delivery) in this study were absent
as well as minimal baseline variability and late and pro-
longed decelerations. Three FHR patterns were defined
based on the presence of these four FHR variables in six
10-min cycles in 1 h. The patterns proposed as an algo-
rithm for the interpretation of electronic FHR records are
outlined in Table 8.3.

A number of relevant observations emerged from this
study. The sensitivity of predictive and potentially predic-
tive FHR patterns was good identifying 75% of the cases
with fetal asphyxia. In the 25% of cases not identified,
the fetal asphyxia was mild. The positive predictive value
of a predictive FHR pattern that occurred in 17% of the
cases was very good. However, in these cases the fetal
asphyxia was already moderate or severe. The positive
predictive value of potentially predictive FHR patterns,
10 and 5% respectively, was very poor. These potentially
predictive patterns accounted for over 50% of the fetal
asphyxia ranging from mild to moderate in degree.

The potentially predictive patterns unless clarified by
supplementary tests represent a dilemma for the clini-
cian. The pattern can be ignored and in ten cases, fetal
asphyxia will not be present in nine; however, in one case,
fetal asphyxia accounting for at least 50% of asphyxia will
be present and continue. On the other hand, the pattern
can serve as an indication for intervention leading to an
unnecessary intervention in nine out of ten cases.

Table 8.3 Predictive and potentially predictive fetal heart
rate patterns for intrapartum fetal asphyxia

Baseline Decelerations
variability late/prolonged
(cycles/h) (cycles/h)

Predictive Absent ≥ 1 + ≥ 2
Potentially
predictive
#1 Minimal ≥ 2 + ≥2
#2 Minimal ≥ 2 or ≥2
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Can an algorithm of predictive FHR patterns prevent
moderate/severe fetal asphyxia

Although there is no Grade 1 definitive evidence that the
benefits of EFMoutweigh the harm, our experiencewould
support the contention that this EFM algorithm used as
a screening test can make a difference in the outcome of
some cases.

The benefits of EFM as a screening test in the prediction
andpreventionof intrapartumfetal asphyxiaderived from
a decade of experiencewas examined in term and preterm
pregnancies [30,31]. A predictive or potentially predictive
FHR pattern was present in most cases. Intervention and
delivery occurred in 98 of the 166 term pregnancies and 21
of the 24 preterm pregnancies. A predictive or potentially
predictive FHRpatternwas the indication for intervention
in most cases.

This assessment paradigm did not prevent all cases of
moderate or severe fetal asphyxia. However in some cases,
prediction and diagnosis leading to intervention during
the first or second stage of labour likely prevented the
progression of mild to moderate or severe asphyxia and
limited the severity of moderate asphyxia.

Supplementary assessments

The predictive value of vibroacoustic stimulation with an
acceleration response as a means of ruling out fetal aci-
dosis has been equivocal [32,33]. A number of trials of
amnioinfusion, particularly in the presence of oligohy-
dramnios, have demonstrated a beneficial effect, reducing
variable decelerations and the rate ofCaesarean section for
fetal distress [34,35].

The assessment of the fetal electrocardiographic (ECG)
waveform is an attractive option since the signal can be
obtained from the same fetal scalp electrode used for
recording the FHR. Laboratory studies have examined
the effect of hypoxemia and acidosis on the ST segment.
In studies of acute hypoxemia, the ratio of the T-wave
height to QRS height increased [36], although this asso-
ciation has not been a consistent finding [37]. Preliminary
clinical observations suggested caution in the interpre-
tation of ST waveforms [38]. The recent development of
higher order FHR analysis has provided monitoring sys-
tems that can add automated fetal electrocardiographic
ST segment analysis to the standard FHR and uterine con-
traction informationwhich have been applied in a number
of clinical trials. Meta-analysis of two randomized clinical
trials of FHR assessmentwith the support of STwaveform
analysis has shown that the number of babies born with
metabolic acidosis at delivery could be reduced in con-
junction with a reduction of operative deliveries for fetal
distress [39]. Subsequent reports indicate some limitations

of the sensitivity of STwaveform analysis in the identifica-
tion of fetal asphyxia with a significant metabolic acidosis
[40,41].

Fetal pulse oximetry was introduced to provide a
non-invasive measure of oxygen saturation to improve
intrapartum assessment during labour. However, the
randomized clinical trials have not provided convinc-
ing evidence that this supplementary test will reduce
unnecessary intervention [42,43].

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) has been developed
as a means of continuous, non-invasive real time mea-
surement of change in fetal cerebral oxygenation and
hemodynamics during labour. Preliminary reports of the
application of this technology for fetal assessment during
labour have been published [44,45].

Although these supplementary tests provide additional
information, further research remains to be done before
the role of these tests in clinical practice canbedetermined.

Current challenges in fetal monitoring

There are a number of issues that must be considered if
the current paradigms are to be effective in the prediction
and diagnosis of intrapartum fetal asphyxia.

The first issue is to acknowledge the diversity of fetal
asphyxia. Fetal asphyxia is not either on or off but rather
simulates a dimmer switch that may vary in duration and
degree. This may range from mild hypoxemia beginning
in the antepartum period as demonstrated in cordocen-
tesis studies to acute near total fetal asphyxia associated
witha sentinel event suchas auterine ruptureorprolapsed
cord. Fetal asphyxia may occur in either a continuous or
intermittent fashion, features that may relate to the effect
of uterine contractions during labour on utero-placental
blood flow. On the other hand, there is a correspond-
ing range in the effectiveness of the fetal cardiovascular
compensation that serves as the defence mechanism pro-
tecting the fetal brain, a response that may be confounded
by the concurrent presence of intrauterine infection and
cytokines.

In the development of clinical management protocols,
it is important to remember that fetal surveillance can-
not prevent fetal asphyxia or brain damage due to fetal
asphyxia that occurs before fetal surveillance begins. The
objective of fetal monitoring is the prediction of mild
fetal asphyxia and prevention of progression to moderate
or severe fetal asphyxia with newborn cerebral dysfunc-
tion and brain damage. The window of opportunity for
the prediction and diagnosis of mild fetal asphyxia will
vary widely in relation to the diversity of fetal asphyxia.
The determination of the duration of this window in
the individual clinical situation is difficult because of the
limited information available in respect to the duration,
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degree and nature of the asphyxia and the quality of
the fetal cardiovascular response. This makes the defini-
tion of a ‘decision-delivery time’ in clinical management
protocols difficult.

At present the primary screening test available for
the prediction of the fetus at risk for fetal asphyxia is
EFM. The second and most important issue is the lack
of a detailed algorithm for the interpretation of FHR
patterns with appropriate recommendations for manage-
ment.Although theFHRalgorithmoutlined in thispresen-
tation requires further testing in clinical trials it highlights
the difficulties facing the clinician at the present time.

If an algorithm such as this is to be used the FHR record
must be continuously scored to identify predictive and
particularly potentially predictive patterns. A predictive
pattern is an indication for intervention. If the objec-
tive to prevent moderate and severe asphyxia is to be
achieved, the clinician cannot wait for a predictive FHR
pattern atwhich point the fetal asphyxia is usually already
moderate or severe. The key to the problem is the inter-
mediate patterns expressed by the potentially predictive
patterns in this algorithm that accounts for 50% of the fetal
asphyxia. Potentially predictive patterns require supple-
mentary assessments because of the associated high false
positive rate. A blood gas and acid–base assessment is
required to confirm the diagnosis.

The final issue is a fetal surveillance protocol for ‘low-
risk obstetric patients’ who account for approximately
25% of fetal asphyxia. Current guidelines advocate the
use of intermittent auscultation in the surveillance of
the ‘low-risk obstetric patient’ even though there are no
randomized clinical trials to support thebenefit of this pro-
cedure. If the goal of prevention of fetal asphyxia is to be
achieved, the intermediate potentially predictive patterns
must be identified. This requires the early recognition of
minimal baseline variability and late or prolonged decel-
erations by auscultation. Even in a continuously recorded
FHR record, the inter-observer reliability for the discrim-
ination between moderate and minimal baseline FHR
variability and between variable and late decelerations is
low. It is not realistic to anticipate that intermittent auscul-
tation caneffectivelydetermineFHRpatterns in six 10-min
cycles over 1 h to identify the onset of potentially pre-
dictive patterns. It is counter intuitive to anticipate that
current fetal assessment protocols for ‘low-risk obstetric
patients’ are effective.
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Chapter 9: Analgesia and anaesthesia
John A. Crowhurst

Pain

The distress and pain women often endure while they are struggling
through a difficult labour are beyond description, and seem to be
more than human nature would be able to bear under any other
circumstances.
Medical men may oppose for a time the superinduction of anaes-

thesia in parturition, but our patients will force the use of it upon
the profession. The whole question is, even now, one merely of time.

These statements by James Young Simpson in 1847 [1] are
still most pertinent, as they encapsulate today’s widely
held view of both parturients and most perinatal care-
providers. Firstly because most of today’s labouring
women do not want to suffer severe pain, and more
importantly they know that it is no longer necessary
to do so.

Pain is defined by the International Association for the
Study of Pain as: ‘An unpleasant, subjective, sensory &
emotional experience associated with real or potential tis-
sue damage, or described in terms of such damage.’ In
colloquial terms, ‘Pain is what hurts’, and is an unneces-
sary accompaniment to most labours. Severe pain is com-
mon, affecting some 60–70% of nulliparous and 35–40%
of multiparous labours. So many factors may contribute
to pain in labour that a specific aetiological diagnosis of
the causes of such pain is difficult, but ALL causes of pain
must be considered, and investigated, before analgesia is
administered. While contraction pain, cervical dilatation
and second stage labour pain have obvious physiologi-
cal causes, the basis of severe pain in any individual may
be due to obstructed labour; fetal position; extreme anx-
iety; uterine hyperstimulation; uterine rupture or extant
pathology, such as fibromyata or other tumours; haemor-
rhoids, adhesions or scarring from previous surgery, and
so on.

The effects of severe pain are principally a sympathetic
autonomic response and include exhaustion, dehydra-
tion, misery, raised heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen
and glucose consumption, decreased blood flow and oxy-
gen to placenta and fetus, hyperventilation and cramps.

Obviously in many individuals such effects are undesir-
able and in some may even be life-threatening.

While many authors distinguish between physiological
and pathological pain of any kind, in the individual, if
severe enough to exceed that person’s threshold of toler-
ance, it results in the sympathetically mediated responses
listed above. In such circumstances, pain relief should
be readily available. Most women desire to be in con-
trol when they are in labour, but many cannot achieve
this if/when they cannot cope with severe pain. For most
women, theduration, nature and severity of pain in labour
is unpredictable. Thus it is prudent to advise all expectant
mothers to keep an open mind about pain and its relief,
and to understand the advantages and disadvantages,
benefits and risks of all techniques of analgesia available.
In at-risk pregnancies, be they due to fetal, obstetric or
maternal factors, analgesia or anaesthesia is almost always
required, and frequently recommended. If such risk fac-
tors increase the hazards of any anaesthetic procedure,
consultation with an anaesthetist during the pregnancy
is prudent.

Obstetric analgesia and anaesthesia

The ideal analgesic technique in labour should:
1 Provide rapid, effective and safepain relief for all stages.
2 Not compromise maternal vital physiology or normal
activity.
3 Not compromise fetal vital physiology or well-being.
4 Not hamper the normal processes of labour.
5 Be flexible enough to convert to anaesthesia for urgent
operative delivery or other intervention, e.g. manual
removal of placenta.
Meeting such an ideal would leave the mother awake,
alert, comfortable and able to void, bear down, and, if
desired, even ambulate throughout labour. Unfortunately
such ideals are rarely met in medicine, but for the past
twenty or so years the development of low-dose neu-
raxial anaesthesia and analgesia (epidural and combined
spinal-epidural (CSE)) has all but achieved these.

63
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There are two strategies for obstetric analgesia:
1 Reduction of theperception of pain, i.e. reduction of the
brain’s perception of, and the body’s andmind’s response
to, pain – i.e. reduce the effects of pain.
2 Reduction of the transmission of pain, i.e. reduction of
the ability of the nerves to conduct pain.
Three methods of implementing these strategies are
possible:
1 Psychological techniques, such as a positive attitude, pre-
natal education, conditioning (physical and mental relax-
ation) and hypnosis are helpful to many women for mild
and moderately severe pain.
2 Physical methods includemassage, relaxation techniques
and transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS),
but like the psychological techniques listed above, they
often fail when pain exceeds one’s threshold of tolerance.
3 Pharmacological techniquesmay be systemic or regional/
local.
Systemic drugs are as effective as they are for trauma,
post-operative or other severe pain situations, but in the
parturient they may have the disadvantage of affecting
uteroplacental blood flow and the fetus, either directly
or indirectly. Nevertheless, some gaseous drugs such
as nitrous oxide and sevoflurane have extremely rapid
action, elimination andminimalmetabolism and accumu-
lation, which properties make them ideal for intermittent
use, ‘with contractions’. As with all systemic, centrally-
acting drugs, however, side effects such as vertigo, nausea
and drowsiness limit their efficacy.

Parenterally administered analgesics have been popu-
lar in obstetrics for many decades, but the same caveats
apply. Older opiates such as morphine and pethidine
(meperidine) are difficult to titrate to effect; are usually
given intramuscularly, resulting in variable absorption
and efficacy, and with prolonged, or poorly timed use,
accumulate in the fetus and affect fetal well-being and
neonatal cardiorespiratory physiology. This is particularly
true of pethidine and its primary metabolite, norpethi-
dine, when pethidine is used throughout a long labour.
However, two opioids – Fentanyl and Remifentanil –
which are potent, short acting and rapidly redistributed
and metabolized are most efficacious and safe if given
in accordance with approved guidelines and monitoring.
Small intravenous boluses of fentanyl (20–25mcg) may be
given in the second stage of labour to alleviate pain and
assist the mother to cooperate. This is particularly use-
ful when a spontaneous delivery is imminent and there is
no indication for epidural or other anaesthesia. Neonatal
depression is uncommon, but if it does occur it is readily
reversed with a single dose of naloxone into the umbilical
cord vein.

Ketamine is a potent non-opioid analgesic, which, in
small intermittent intravenous doses (3–5 mg), is useful

too for short-term, late-second-stage analgesia in selected
patients.

Both fentanyl and remifentanil can be self-administered
by patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) devices. Remifen-
tanil in particular holds much promise in this context, but
there have been few controlled trials to date. Most anaes-
thetists would recommend a PCA regime with either of
these agents when neuraxial analgesia is contraindicated,
provided that attending midwives have been trained in
supervising this type of analgesia.
Regional, most commonly neuraxial, analgesia has dra-

matically changed medical and public attitudes to obstet-
ric anaesthesia and pain relief since the 1980s. Although
lumbar epidurals have been the benchmark neuraxial
technique since the late 1960s, the classic observations
of Wang [2] and Behar [3], that demonstrated the spinal
actions of neuraxial opioids, opened a remarkable chapter
of development of epidural and spinal blockade. When
intraspinal opioids are combined with local anaesthetics
(LAs), their action is synergistic, enabling lower dose of
both drugs to be used to provide neural blockade of vary-
ing intensity [4]. These techniques, still widely referred to
as ‘epidurals’, include continuous subarachnoid (spinal)
anaesthesia (CSA), epidurals, and particularly low-dose
CSE are most suitable for labour analgesia in the vast
majority of parturients and are quickly and reliably con-
vertible to anaesthesia for operative delivery or other
obstetric or surgical interventions [4]. CSE, and less com-
monly CSA, have largely replaced the use of ‘single-shot’
spinal anaesthesia for operative delivery in most obstetric
units in the UK [5,6]. Similarly, low-dose CSE is rapidly
becoming the preferred choice of neuraxial analgesia for
labour [7].

Caudal epidural block, while useful for some gynaeco-
logical procedures, is now rarely used in obstetrics, and is
not recommended. Trans-vaginal pudendal block is occa-
sionally used for a ‘lift-out’ forceps or ventouse delivery,
but the failure rate is high (30%), LA dose is high, which
may cause acute toxicity and there is a risk of injection into
the fetal head.

In the rare situations when the obstetrician is the sole
operator or does not have expert anaesthesia services
available, a low-dose single shot spinal anaesthetic at
L3–4 or L4–5 is arguably the best anaesthesia for operative
vaginal delivery or repair of vaginal/perineal trauma.

The most common type of CSE used for analgesia is
theneedle-through-needle technique illustrated inFig. 9.1.
The procedure comprises a low-dose intrathecal injec-
tion of LA, usually bupivacaine (2–2.5 mg) plus fen-
tanyl (15–25 mcg), followed by insertion of an epidural
catheter which is used for ongoing analgesia or anaes-
thesia if required. For anaesthesia the subarachnoid dose
is increased appropriately. Compared with single-shot
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Fig. 9.1 Needle-through-needle CSE technique.

Table 9.1 Low-dose CSE compared with epidural and S-S
spinal

S-S spinal∗ Epidural CSE

Onset of action (min) Fast (1–5) Slow (10–20) Fast (1–5)
Median pain 0 0–3 0
score 60–90 min

Total drugs dose Low High Low
Observable leg 100 5–50 0–40
weakness (%)†

Postdural puncture 1–2 0.3–1.0 0.2–0.7
headache (%)

Hypotension (%)† 20–80 5–10 5–10
Failure (i.e. GA is 1.7–6.0 2–6 0.3–0.7
required) (%)†

Pruritus (%)† 50–80 20–80 20–80
Duration (min) 60–240 ∞ ∞

Source: Modified from Paech M (2003) Anesth Clin North Am 21,
1–17.
∗ Single-shot spinal anaesthesia dose = 2 − 3x subarachnoid dose
of CSE.
† These side effects are dose dependent with epidural and CSE.
High ranges associated with full anaesthesia doses.

spinal anaesthesia, a subarachnoid dose of 50% or less
will provide surgical anaesthesia for Caesarean delivery
in >70% cases [6,7]. In the remainder, the epidural is
‘topped-up’ to establish the required level of block.

The advantages of this CSE technique compared with
epidural injection alone are listed in Table 9.1. Foremost
are the rapidity of onset, the markedly reduced failure
rate and the reduced density of motor block in the legs,
which, with low dose, can be fine-tuned to permit normal
ambulation in >90% of labouring women [8,9].

Ambulation in labour has not been shown to signifi-
cantly affect the mode of delivery, but the ‘lighter’ degree
of blockade and the ability to ambulate have been shown
to provide much greater satisfaction and ‘control’ [9–11].
To permit safe ambulation, all delivery unit staff must be
appropriately trained and certain conditions must be met
(Table 9.2). Despite many studies, the only definitive test

Table 9.2 Requirements for safe ‘walking epidurals’ in labour

Cooperative, understanding parturient
Presenting part of fetus engaged and well applied to cervix
Minimal or no motor and proprioceptive block
No postural hypotension
Continuous fetal monitoring (CTG), when indicated
Suitable conditions: good epidural catheter fixation; attending
midwife; disconnect (bung) IV line; no shoes; safe, even floor
without cables, steps, mats, etc.

to assess a mother’s ability to ambulate is to allow her
to judge her own ability. This should be done in stages,
firstly monitoring blood pressure and vital signs, includ-
ing Cardiotocograph (CTG) when sitting on the bedside,
then standing. When walking or moving about her room,
no mother should be left unattended.

Disadvantages of CSE include a slightly more complex
technique, but this is easily mastered, and the dural punc-
ture made by the fine gauge, atraumatic spinal needle,
which is not significantly different from when epidurals
alone are used. Hypotension is uncommonwith low-dose
epidural orCSEand is easilymonitored and corrected [12].
The fact remains, however, that neuraxial blockade is an
invasive technique with the potential for serious, though
fortunately rare, morbidity.

The true incidence of traumatic neuropathy, infections,
such as epidural abscess and meningitis is unknown with
estimates between 1 in 5000 to 1 in 15,000 [13,14]. These
complications can beminimized, if not prevented entirely,
with careful attention to skilled technique. Peripheral
nerve injuries due to labour and delivery are far more
common and have been reported as frequently as almost
1% (96 in 10,000) in a population of women receiving all
kinds of analgesia [15]. Such neuropraxias almost always
recover within a year.

Spinal epidural haematoma (SEH) is a very significant
risk in patients with a coagulopathy or who are receiving
thromboprophylactic therapy. Following the introduc-
tion of low molecular weight heparins (LMWHs), many
cases of SEH were reported, especially in the United
States, where LMWH doses were 1.5 times that used
in Europe and elsewhere. Clear communication between
anaesthetist andobstetrician, and strict guidelinesmust be
observedwhenneuraxial block and anticoagulant therapy
are used together.

While neuraxial anaesthesia is themost commonly used
procedure for operative delivery, it is not appropriate for
all women. There are several important contraindications,
see Table 9.3.

Apart from pain, there are many obstetric indications
for neuraxial block in labour. In these cases – breech and
othermalpresentations; previous operative delivery; large
fetus; multiple pregnancy – it is generally agreed that such
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Table 9.3 Contraindications to neuraxial blockade

Absolute Patient refusal
Raised intracranial pressure
Infection: systemic and localized
Uncorrected hypovolaemia

Relative Coagulopathy, anticoagulant therapy
Spinal/neurological pathology, abnormality
Some complex cardiovascular and other conditions
Inadequately skilled management team
Urgency (Degree of urgency)

mothers should have a neuraxial block administered dur-
ing labour, so that if the need for intervention arises, the
epidural catheter can be quickly ‘topped-up’ to provide
appropriate anaesthesia.

For instrumental delivery, where maternal ‘powers’ are
required, the top-up block can be tailored to provide sen-
sory blockade of sacral dermatomes and up to the T10
level, while retainingmotor power in the abdominal mus-
cles. Bearing down can then be instituted in time with
contractions.

For abdominal delivery, the epidural is topped-up
with dosage sufficient to provide relaxation of abdominal
muscles, and a sensory block of dermatomes to T4.

Onedisadvantageofneuraxial anaesthesia for operative
delivery is that the anaesthesia does not provide tocolysis,
although this can be achieved with intravenous glyceryl
trinitrate or other drugs, (see ‘Acute tocolysis’, p. 67)
Because severe pain increases sympathetic tone with a
resultant rise in blood pressure, oxygen consumption and
redistributionof cardiac output resulting in reducedutero-
placental perfusion, many at-risk parturients can benefit
from optimal analgesia during labour. Pre-eclampsia and
other hypertensive states, and other cardio-respiratory
disorders are thereforegood indications forneuraxial anal-
gesia in labour, even if severe pain is absent. In high-risk
patients, neuraxial anaesthesia for surgery or operative
delivery is often the technique of choice. Low-dose CSE
can provide marked haemodynamic stability in parturi-
ents with severe aortic or mitral stenosis; obstructive
cardiomyopathy and pulmonary hypertension delivered
by elective Caesarean section [16]. Such patients require
expert team management, beginning early in the preg-
nancy. Becausematernal and fetalmorbidity andmortality
is high in such cases, early consultation with a cardiolo-
gist and an anaesthetist is imperative so that management
plans can be agreed to, both for ongoing monitoring
and care, and for elective or emergency delivery. Any
anaesthesia in such patients is potentially hazardous, and
because neuraxial techniques may fail, a back-up strategy
must be planned for, with all appropriate facilities and
carers.

Informed consent for anaesthetic
procedures

Through the 1990s, in developed countries, the number of
women receiving an anaesthetic procedure in association
with a pregnancy increased to more than 60% [17] in line
with the increasingpopularityof, anddemand for, neurax-
ial analgesia – oldermothers, obesity, increasedCaesarean
delivery rates, in vitro fertilization procedures and the like.

Because ALL expectant mothers may require analgesia
or anaesthesia it is imperative that appropriate informa-
tion on all aspects of pain, analgesia and anaesthesia is
given to all women in the antenatal period. When anx-
iety, fear or refusal is expressed, a consultation with
an obstetric anaesthetist should be arranged during the
pregnancy. Such pre-education is mandatory to prevent
difficulties in obtaining informed consent when the anal-
gesia or anaesthesia is required or requested, especially in
urgent or emergency situations and when the mother is
experiencing severe pain [18].

General anaesthesia

‘If we could induce anaesthesia without loss of consciousness,
most would regard it as a even greater advance’, remarked
James Young Simpson soon after a maternal anaesthetic
death in the early days of chloroform anaesthesia in 1847
[1]. In 2000, The National Sentinel Caesarean Section
Audit reported that general anaesthesia (GA) was used in
less than 30% of Caesarean deliveries, and most of these
were emergencies [19]. At Queen Charlotte’s Hospital,
London, GAisused for only 5%of allCaesareandeliveries.
Moreover GA remains the anaesthesia of choice for failed
neuraxial blocks; situations when regional anaesthesia is
contraindicated and other surgery in pregnancy and the
puerperium – see also below. Indeed the ‘greater advance’
prophesied by Simpson can be seen in the marked reduc-
tion in maternal mortality as neuraxial anaesthesia has
superceded GA during the past 50 years. GA in preg-
nancy is considered far more hazardous than for the
normal population, with airway difficulties, failed intu-
bation, pulmonary aspiration of gastric contents and their
sequelae accounting for the majority of deaths. How-
ever, the triennialConfidentialMaternalMortalityReports
since 1952 repeatedly suggested that most of the direct
anaesthetic deaths attributed to GA, whatever the cause,
could have been prevented with better communication
between obstetricians and anaesthetists. As stated above,
ALL gravidae are potential candidates for anaesthesia,
and this is often required in an emergency. As expectant
mothers are a ‘captive’ population attending for regular
antenatal care and review, it is imperative that anaesthetic
risk factors be identified, and an appropriate anaesthetic
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Table 9.4 Principal anaesthetic risk factors

Patient refusal of analgesic/anaesthetic procedures
Previous complications or adverse reactions to anaesthesia
Proven sensitivity or allergy to anaesthetic drugs
Severe medical disorders
Anticoagulant therapy or risk of coagulopathy
Thrombocytopaenia
Airway abnormalities
Obesity
Spinal abnormalities or previous spinal surgery
Intervertebral disc prolapse
Neurological disease
(Some) complex obstetric and/or fetal situations
Planned operative delivery or other surgery in pregnancy

consultation arranged early in the pregnancy. ‘At-risk’
gravidae should include all those with such risk factors,
even though there may be no perceived obstetric, fetal
or medical complications. Major anaesthetic risk factors
are listed in Table 9.4, but this list is not comprehensive.
Clinical judgement should always govern the need for
antenatal anaesthesia consultation in many cases.

BecauseALLparturients are at riskofpulmonaryaspira-
tion of gastric contents, prophylactic antacid and/or H-2
blocking premedication is standard practice before both
regional and GA.

General anaesthesia is usually used for emergencies and
for surgerywhenneuraxial block is contraindicated. How-
ever, in many labours, the likelihood for operative or
assisted delivery can be anticipated, and an urgent GA
avoided by having neuraxial analgesia already in situ,
which can be used to induce anaesthesia quickly when
required.

Many anaesthetists will recommend a combination of
general and neuraxial anaesthesia for Caesarean hysterec-
tomy and other complicated surgery, enabling the mother
to be awake for the delivery, and then receive GA for
the remainder of the operation. The epidural catheter is
then used for post-operative analgesia. Similarly for fetal
surgery, or other surgery during pregnancy, combinedGA
and block is frequently used. Such combination provides
optimal tocolysis with volatile anaesthetic agents such as
isoflurane.

Modern GA drugs do not increase the risk of uterine
atony post-delivery, but uterine tone should bemonitored
closely andappropriate oxytocics administered as needed.

Acute tocolysis

Tocolytic drugs are discussed elsewhere, but during oper-
ative delivery and fetal surgery the anaesthetist may be
required to provide acute tocolysis. Arguably, volatile
anaesthetic drugs are the most effective acute tocolytics,

but by definition they induce unconsciousness and thus
general anaesthesia. Intravenous alternatives are avail-
able, and can be used with regional anaesthesia, but they
mustbeusedwith cautionandappropriatemonitoring lest
cardiovascular collapse occur.As outlined above, GA, and
optimal tocolysis are often preferred for complex surgery
involvinguterinemanipulations, and somemultiple preg-
nancy deliveries, for example, conjoined ormonoamniotic
twins.

In summary, modern obstetrics includes anaesthetic
procedures for most parturients. Close cooperation, con-
sultation and planning, minimal use of general anaes-
thesia, especially in emergency situations have markedly
reduced maternal and perinatal mortality and morbid-
ity, and will continue to do so. All expectant mothers
may require analgesia or anaesthesia, so risk factors must
be sought and acted upon antenatally to maintain the
impressive record of safety of anaesthesia in obstetrics.
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Chapter 10: Puerperium and lactation
D. Keith Edmonds

The puerperium is a period that lasts from delivery of the
placenta till 6–12 weeks after delivery. It is a time of enor-
mous importance to the mother and her baby and yet it
is an aspect of maternity care that has received relatively
less attention than pregnancy and delivery. During the
puerperium the pelvic organs return to the non-gravid
state, the metabolic changes of pregnancy are reversed
and lactation is established. In the absence of breastfeed-
ing, the reproductive cycle may start again within a few
weeks. The puerperium is a time which is steeped in
cultural customs and rituals in many different countries
and indeed many of the medical recommendations about
the puerperium have developed as adaptations of socially
acceptable traditions rather than science.

The puerperium is also a time of psychological adjust-
ment and while most mothers’ enjoyment of the arrival of
a newborn baby is obvious the transition to becoming a
responsible parent and the anxiety about a child’s welfare
will influence the mothers’ ability to cope. These anxi-
eties may be compounded if she is tired after her labour
or if she has any medical complications. However, the
majority of women are subjected to another problem that
new mothers find very difficult to cope with and this is
the plethora of well-meaning but conflicting advice from
doctors, midwives, relatives and friends. Here again, the
cultural influences may be at conflict with the mother’s
own beliefs. It is extremely important that an atmosphere
be created whereby a mother can learn to handle her baby
with confidence, and here the influence of midwifery and
obstetric staff plays an important role in trying to estab-
lish what will be an important part of their lives. In caring
for a woman during the early puerperium, the role of the
obstetrician and midwife is to monitor the physiological
changes of thepuerperium, todiagnose and treat anypost-
natal complications, to establish infant feeding, to give
the mother emotional support and to advise about con-
traception and other measures which will contribute to
continuing health. It is important to bear in mind that
maternal death may still occur in the puerperium and
hence its importance cannot be understated.

Physiology of the puerperium

Thereare twomajorphysiological events thatoccurduring
the puerperium. The first is the establishment of lactation
and the second is the return of the physiological changes
of pregnancy to the non-pregnant state. During the first
2weeks after childbirth, the changes in theorgans arequite
rapid but some take 6–12 weeks to complete.

The uterus

The crudeweight of thepregnantuterus at term is approxi-
mately 1000 g and theweight of the non-pregnant uterus is
between 50 and 100 g. By 6 weeks post-partum, the uterus
has returned to its normal size and from a clinical perspec-
tive, the uterine fundus is no longer palpable abdominally
by 10 days post-partum. The cervix itself is very flaccid
after delivery but within a few days returns to its original
state. The placental site in the first 3 days after delivery is
infiltrated with granulocytes and mononuclear cells and
this reaction extends into the endometrium and the super-
ficial myometrium. By the seventh day there is evidence
of the regeneration of endometrial glands and by day 16
post-partum the endometrium is fully restored. Decidual
necrosis begins on the first day and by the seventh day a
well-demarcated zone exists between necrotic and viable
tissue. The presence of mononuclear cells and lympho-
cytes persists for about 10 days and it is presumed that
this acts as some form of antibacterial barrier. Haemosta-
sis immediately after a birth is accomplished by arterial
smooth muscle contraction and compression of vessels
by the uterine muscle. The vessels in the placental site
are characterized during the first 8 days by thrombo-
sis, hyalinization and obliterative fibrinoid endarteritis.
Immediately post delivery, bleeding lasts for several hours
and then rapidly diminishes to a red-brown discharge by
the third or fourth day post-partum. This vaginal dis-
charge is known as lochia and after the third or fourth
day the discharge becomes mucopurulent and sometimes
malodorous. This is known as the lochia serosa and it

69
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has a mean duration of 22–27 days. However, 10–15% of
womenwill have lochia serosa for at least 6 weeks [1]. Not
infrequently, there is a sudden but transient increase in
uterine bleeding between 7 and 14 days post-partum. This
corresponds to the shedding of the slough over the pla-
cental site and as myometrial vessels are still at this stage
larger than normal it accounts for the dramatic bleeding
that can occur with this phenomenon. However, it is self-
limiting and subsides within 1–2 h. A new endometrium
will grow from the basal layers of the decidua but this is
influenced by the method of infant feeding. If lactation
is suppressed, the uterine cavity may be covered by new
endometrium within 3–4 weeks, but if lactation is estab-
lished, endometrial growth may be suppressed for many
months.

Ovarian function

Womenwho breastfeed their infants will be amenorrhoeic
for long periods of time, often until the child is weaned.
However, in non-lactating women, ovulation may occur
as early as 27 days after delivery although the mean time
is approximately 70–75 days. Among those women who
are breastfeeding, the mean time to ovulation is 6 months.
Menstruation resumes by 12 weeks post-partum in 70%
of women who are not lactating and the mean time to
the first menstruation is 7–9 weeks. The risk of ovula-
tion within the first 6 months post-partum in women
exclusively breastfeeding is between 1 and 5% [2]. The
hormonal basis of puerperial ovulation suppression in lac-
tating women appears to be the persistence of elevated
serum prolactin levels. Prolactin levels fall to the nor-
mal range by the third week post-partum in non-lactating
womenbut remain elevated to the sixthweekpost-partum
in lactating women.

Cardiovascular and coagulation system

Changes take place in the cardiovascular and coagula-
tion systemswhichhavepractical and clinical implications
and these are summarized in Table 10.1. Although both
heart rate and cardiac output fall in the early puerperium
there may be an early rise in stroke volume and together
with the rise in blood pressure due to increased periph-
eral resistance it is a time of high risk for mothers with
cardiac disease. Such mothers require extra supervision
at this time (see Chapter 26). Although it is assumed that
by 6 weeks the woman’s body has changed physiologi-
cally back to the non-pregnant state, it can be seen from
Table 10.1 that cardiac output may remain elevated for up
to 24 weeks post-natally. During the immediate post-natal
period, fibrinolytic activity is increased for 1–4 days before
it returns to normal by 1 week. Platelet counts are normal

Table 10.1 Changes in the cardiovascular and coagulation
systems during the puerperium

Early puerperium Late puerperium

Cardiovascular
Heart rate Fall – 14% by 48 h Normal by 2 weeks
Stroke volume Rise over 48 h Normal by 2 weeks
Cardiac output Remains elevated and Normal by 24 weeks

then falls over 48 h
Blood pressure Rises over 4 days Normal by 6 weeks
Plasma volume Initial increase and Progressive decline

then fall in first week

Coagulation
Fibrinogen Rise in first week Normal by 6 weeks
Clotting factors Most remain elevated Normal by 3 weeks
Platelet count Fall and then rise Normal by 6 weeks
Fibrinolysis Rapid reversal of Normal by 3 weeks

pregnancy inhibition
of tissue plasminogen
activator

Adapted from Dunlop [29].

during pregnancy but there is a sharp rise in platelets after
delivery, making it a time of high risk for thromboembolic
disease [3].

Urinary tract

During the first few days the bladder and urethra may
show evidence of mild trauma sustained at delivery
although these changes are usually associated with local-
ized oedema. These are transient and do not remain in
evidence for long. The changes that occur in the urinary
tract during pregnancy disappear in a similar manner
to other involutional changes and within 2–3 weeks the
hydroureter and pelvic dilatation in the kidney are almost
eliminated and completely return to normal by 6–8 weeks
post-partum.

Weight loss

There is an immediate loss of 4.5–6 kg following birth
due to the placenta, amniotic fluid and blood loss that
occurs at delivery. By 6weekspost-partum, 28%ofwomen
will have returned to their pre-pregnancy weight and in
those women who did not have excessive weight gain in
pregnancy, they should have returned to their normal pre-
pregnancyweight by 6months post-partum.Womenwith
excessive weight gain in pregnancy (>15 kg) are likely to
find that at 6months they still have net gain of 5 kg, which
may persist indefinitely [4]. Breastfeeding has no effect
on post-partum weight loss unless lactation continues for
6 months [5] and diet and exercise have no effect on the
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growth of infants who are being breastfed andwomen can
therefore be encouraged to return to normal activity and
to regain their weight even though they are lactating [6].

Thyroid function

Thyroid volume increases by approximately 30% during
pregnancy and this returns to normal over a 12-week
period. Thyroxine and triiodothyronine return to normal
within 4 weeks post-partum.

Hair loss

Hair growth slows in the puerperium and women will
often experience hair loss as temporarily more hair is lost
than regrown. This is a transient phenomenon but it is
important forwomen to realize that thismay take between
6 months and a year to return to normal.

Management of puerperium

Themorbidity associatedwith the puerperium is underes-
timated and an important review (Table 10.2) shows that
after childbirth mothers have high levels of post-partum
problems. Thirty-one per cent of women felt that they had
major problems for up to 8weekspost-partum. In trying to
reduce the impact of this morbidity there are a number of
principleswhich need to be applied in planning post-natal
care. These include:
1 Continuity of care. An ideal pattern of care is one that
offers continuity from the antenatal period through child-
birth and into the puerperium involving the smallest team
of health professionalswithwhich themother can identify.
2 Mother/infant bonding. It is now well established that
mothers and their partners should be able to hold and
touch their babies as soon as possible after delivery. Good

Table 10.2 Proportion of mothers having major, intermediate
and minor morbidity after childbirth

In hospital (0–5 days) At home (up to 8 weeks)
n = 1249 n = 1116
Percentage Percentage
of women 95% CI of women 95% CI

Minor 67 64–69 74 71–77
Intermediate 60 58–63 48 46–57
Major 25 22–27 31 29–34

From Glazener et al. [15].
Minor problems: tiredness, backache, constipation, piles,
headache. Intermediate: perineal pain, breast problems, tearful-
ness/depression. Major: hypertension, vaginal discharge, abnormal
bleeding, stitch breakdown, voiding difficulties/incontinence,
urinary infection, side effects of epidural.

post-natal facilities which allow rooming in, privacy and
the opportunity for close contact play an important part in
helping parents to have a good experience of childbirth.
3 Flexible discharge policies. The optimumduration of post-
natal stay varies with the needs of the individual mother
and her baby. Some mothers will elect to have a home
confinement, some will elect to have early discharge at
6 h post-natally and others may have greater needs, par-
ticularly those who have had complicated deliveries and
those who wish to establish breastfeeding before going
home. The current pressure on maternity services in the
Westernworldmeans that any length of stay in hospital to
respond to maternal needs as opposed to medical neces-
sityhasmeant that this flexibilityhasbeen curtailed.While
this has not had an impact on successful breastfeeding, the
psychological morbidity may have increased.
4 Emotional and physical support. Mothers require help and
support after childbirth and this may come from her part-
ner, relatives and friends. Good professional support is
also important and good communication between hospi-
tal staff, community midwives, the general practitioner
and health visitor is essential.

Routine observations

During the patient’s stay in hospital, she will be asked if
she has any complaints and regular checks are made of
her pulse, temperature, blood pressure, fundal height and
lochia. The perineum should be inspected daily if there
has been any trauma and the episiotomy or other wounds
checked for signs of infection. It is also important that uri-
nary output is satisfactory and that the bladder is being
emptied completely. These observations are necessary to
give the earliest warning of any possible complications.

Ambulation in the puerperium

It is now well established that early mobilization after
childbirth is extremely important. Once the mother has
recovered from the physical rigours of her labour, she
should be encouraged tomobilize as soon as possible. The
physiotherapist has an important role to play in returning
the patient to normal health during the puerperium and
limb exercises will be particularly important to encour-
age venous flow in the leg veins of any mother who has
been immobilized in bed for any reason. Exercises to the
abdominal and pelvic floor muscles are most valuable in
restoring normal tone which may have been lost during
pregnancy.

Complications of the puerperium

Serious and sometimes fatal complications may arise dur-
ing the puerperium. The most serious complications are
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Table 10.3 Deaths from pulmonary embolism reported by
Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and Child Health

Total
Triennium deaths Rate/100,000 Post-natal Rate/100,000

1985–87 30 1.3 13 0.6
1988–90 24 1.0 11 0.5
1991–93 30 1.3 17 0.7
1994–96 46 2.1 25 1.1
1997–99 31 1.5 13 0.6
2000–02 25 1.3 16 0.8

thromboembolism, infection and haemorrhage, as well as
mental disorders and breast problems.

Thrombosis and embolism

The Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and Child Health
2000–2002 [7] shows that pulmonary embolism is still a
major cause of death in the puerperium. Of a total of 25
deaths that occurred in the triennium, 16 occurred in the
post-natal period. Table 10.3 illustrates how the rate of pul-
monary embolism as a cause of death has remained static
since 1985. The report identifies that there are three major
areas that give rise to this increased risk of pulmonary
embolism. These were increased maternal age, a family
history of thromboembolism and obesity with its asso-
ciated lack of mobility. Of the 16 deaths that occurred,
7 occurred within 7 days of delivery and 6 in the sub-
sequent 2 weeks. The other 3 deaths occurred after this
time. Currently, the use of prophylactic, subcutaneous,
lowmolecular weight heparin as prophylaxis in the puer-
perium is given only towomenwho are having Caesarean
sections but attention should be given to this increased
risk group for prophylactic heparin in the puerperium
following vaginal delivery.

Puerperal infection

Puerperal pyrexia may have several causes but it is an
important clinical sign which merits careful investigation.
Infection may occur in several sites and each needs to be
investigated in the presence of elevated temperature.

Genital tract infection

Genital tract infection continues to present a life-
threatening problem to women and Table 10.4 shows the
risk of puerperal sepsis and maternal death over the last
17 years. The most virulent organism is beta-haemolytic
streptococcus but more commonly Chalmydia, Escherichia
coli and other gram negative bacteria will be the infec-
tive agents. Table 10.5 summarizes the main causes of
post-natal pyrexia. Early diagnosis and treatment are

Table 10.4 Deaths from puerperal sepsis as reported in
Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and Child Health

Total
Triennium deaths Rate/million Post-natal Rate/million

1985–87 9 4 2 0.9
1988–90 17 7.2 4 1.7
1991–93 15 6.5 4 1.7
1994–96 16 7.3 11 5.0
1997–99 18 8.5 4 1.9
2000–02 13 6.5 5 2.5

Table 10.5 Risk factors for
post-natal depression

Unmarried
Under age 20
Brought up by single parent
Poor parental support in childhood
Poor relationship with partner
Socially disadvantaged
Poor achievement educationally
Low self-esteem
Previous emotional problems
Previous depressive illness

imperative if the long-term sequelae are to be avoided. Of
importance in the five deaths that occurred between 2000
and 2002, four out of the five became ill in the community
and it is important that healthcare professionals who are
caring for women after discharge from hospital should be
aware of the dangers of puerperal sepsis and the need for
early treatment.

Urinary tract infection

This is a common infection in the puerperium following
the not infrequent use of catheterization during labour.
Some women will also develop urinary retention and
require indwelling catheters. E. coli is the commonest
pathogen and again early treatment is advised.

Respiratory infection

These are nowseen less commonlyduring thepuerperium
as fewer women have a general anaesthetic for delivery.
However, chest symptoms may be a sign of pulmonary
embolism and in all women who present with any chest
problems a possible diagnosis of pulmonary embolism
should be considered.

Other causes

Any surgical wound should be examined for evidence
of infection and this is obviously important following
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Caesarean section. Wound infection may manifest itself
as a reddened, tender area, deep to the incision, which
may be surrounded by induration. Treatment will depend
on the extent and severity of the infection. If the infection
is well localized it may discharge spontaneously or if an
abscess has formed thismay require incision anddrainage.
The use of broad spectrum antibiotics will be required
and bacteriological specimens should be sent for exami-
nation. It is occasionally necessary to re-suture wounds
after infection but often wounds will granulate from the
base and heal spontaneously. The legs should always be
inspected if a puerperal pyrexia is present because of the
risk of thrombophlebitis and it may also be a sign of deep
venous thrombosis. The breasts should be examined for
signs of breast infection; breast abscess formation is very
unusual until after the fourteenth post-natal day.

Urinary complications

Other than infection, urinary retention is the common-
est complication following delivery especially if there has
been any trauma to the urethra or oedema round the blad-
der neck. A painful episiotomy may make it very difficult
for women to spontaneously micturate and retention of
urine may occur. Following epidural anaesthesia, there
may be temporary interruption of the normal sensory
stimuli for bladder function and over-distension of the
bladder may occur. It is extremely important that, in the
immediate post-natal period, urinary retention is avoided
as over-distension may lead to an atonic bladder, which
is then unable to empty spontaneously. If the bladder is
distended, it is usually palpable abdominally but if this
is not the case or the clinician is uncertain of the abdomi-
nal findings, an ultrasound scan should be performed to
determine the volume of urine retained in the bladder. The
treatment of urinary retention is to leave an indwelling
catheter on continuous drainage for 48 h. The patient can
be ambulant during this time and after the bladder has
been continuously emptied, the catheter can be removed
and then the volumes of urine passed can be monitored.
If there is any suspicion that further retention is occur-
ring, then a suprapubic catheter should be inserted so that
the bladder can undergo a further period of continuous
drainage and then intermittent clamping of the catheter
can be instituted until normal bladder function returns.

Incontinence of urine

Urinary incontinence will occur in many women imme-
diately following delivery and approximately 15% of
women will have urinary incontinence which persists
for 3 months after birth [8]. However, a recent study
by Glazener et al. [9] showed that three quarters of

women with urinary incontinence 3 months after child-
birth still have this 6 years later. Urinary incontinence
is more frequently seen following instrumental deliv-
ery and least frequently seen after elective Caesarean
section. Urinary fistulae are uncommon in obstetric prac-
tice today although direct injury from the obstetric forceps
may occasionally occur. Complications to the ureter are
most commonly seen at a complicated Caesarean section
when ureteric injury may either result in a ureteric fistula
or ureteric occlusion. Women with this type of urinary
problem should not be managed by obstetricians but
should be referred to a urological colleague for surgical
management.

Incontinence of faeces

It is now recognized that 35% of women undergoing
their first vaginal delivery develop anal sphincter injury
[10,11]. Approximately 10% will still have anal symptoms
of urgency or incontinence at 3 months post-natal. Again,
in the 6-year follow-up study by Glazener et al. [9], there
was no improvement in this anal incontinence rate over
time and at 6 years the faecal incontinence rate actually
increased to 13%. The aetiology of this type of anal sphinc-
ter trauma is complex in the same way as the mechanisms
thatmaintain continence are complex. Instrumental deliv-
ery is a recognized cause of trauma and randomized trials
suggest that the use of the vacuum extractor is associated
with less perineal trauma than forceps delivery [12,13].
In looking at the incidence of anal incontinence, forceps
delivery gave a 32% incidence versus 16% for vacuum
extraction. The incidence of third and fourth degree tears
varies enormously from centre to centre suggesting the
clinical ability to recognize this type of trauma may vary.
In those women who have a recognized anal sphincter
rupture, 37% continue to have anal incontinence despite
primary sphincter repair [14].

Secondary post-partum haemorrhage

Delayed post-partum bleeding occurs in 1–2% of patients.
It occurs most frequently between 8 and 14 days post-
partum and in the majority of these cases it is due to
sloughing of the placental site. However, if this bleeding
is not self-limiting, further investigation will be required.
Ultrasound examination of the uterine cavity will usu-
ally determine whether there is a significant amount of
retained products although it can be at times difficult to
distinguish between blood clot and retained placental tis-
sue. Suction evacuation of the uterus is the treatment of
choice and if this is required, it is imperative that antibiotic
cover is given. If curettage is not required immediately to
arrest bleeding, it is best to start antibiotics at least 12 h
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beforehand. This will reduce the risk of endometritis lead-
ing to uterine synechae. A combination of metronidazole
and augmentin can be used in those patients who have
endometritis without retained products of conception. In
those that do have retained products who require curet-
tage, intravenous antibiotics in the form of metronidazole
and a cephalosporin or clindomycin are the antibiotics of
choice. Great care must be taken at the time of curettage
as the infected uterus is soft and easy to perforate. Rarely,
these measures do not result in cessation of the bleeding
and in life-threatening circumstances embolization of the
uterine arteries may be effective in controlling the bleed-
ing, as may the use of uterine tamponade using a Foley
catheter balloon.

Puerperal psychological disorders

Mild pyschological and transient depression is extremely
common in the few days post-partum. This transient state
of tearfulness, anxiety, irritation and restlessness has been
variously described as ‘the blues’ and it may occur in
up to 70% of women. It is usually resolved by day 10
post-natally and is probably associated with disruptive
sleep patterns and the adaptation and anxiety of having
a newborn baby. The changes in steroid hormone levels
that occur immediately following delivery are not corre-
lated with this transient depressive state and because it is
transient no therapy is needed. Post-partum depression
occurs in approximately 8–15% of women and this disor-
der may vary in severity frommild to suicidal depression
[15]. The signs and symptoms of post-natal depression are
not different from those of depression in non-pregnant
women and there are a number of antenatal factors that
increase the risk of major post-partum depression. These
are outlined in Table 10.5. There is a high incidence of
recurrence of post-partumdepression in subsequent preg-
nancies (around 50%). Mode of delivery has not been
associated with an increased risk of post-partum depres-
sion but early recognition of this condition is extremely
important. When diagnosed early and treated the prog-
nosis is extremely good, although symptoms may persist
for up to a year. Unfortunately, there may be delays in
the diagnosis as this type of depression occurs most com-
monly when the mother has returned home and is in the
community. Aworrying trend over the last few years has
been that suicide is now the leading cause of maternal
mortality. In the Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and
Child Health 2000–2002 [7], there were a total of 30 deaths
in the post-natal period in relation to psychiatric disor-
ders. These 30deathswere the result of suicidebyhanging,
jumping from a height, cutting of the throat or overdose.
It is therefore obvious that patients at risk must be identi-
fied in the antenatal period and communication between

the hospital, obstetrician, midwife, GP, healthcare worker
and the psychiatric liaison services must be improved if
we are to reduce the level of suicide.

Post-natal psychosis

Approximately 0.1% of women post-partum may exhibit
some signs of psychosis. Post-partum psychosis is usually
characterized by an increased degree of anxiety, a com-
bination of mania and depression, suicidal thoughts, an
expression of delusion and a wish to self-harm or to harm
the baby. Women manifesting signs of post-partum psy-
chosis should be referred immediately to a psychiatrist
and transferred to a mother and baby unit where they can
be appropriately cared for as 5%of thesewomenmay com-
mit suicide and the infanticide rate is also 5% if they are
not treated.

Counselling of patients after perinatal
death

When a woman and her family experience a loss associ-
ated with pregnancy, special attention must be given to
the grieving that they are going to undergo. Mourning
is an extremely important part of coping and the clinical
signs and symptoms of grief are important to recognize
so that the healthcare workers can be sympathetic to this
grieving process. These symptoms include sleeplessness,
fatigue, poor eating habits, preoccupation with pictures
of the baby, feelings of guilt, hostility and anger and
a general disruption in the normal pattern of daily life.
Unless the clinicians are aware of these changes, misun-
derstanding may occur and the ability to help the process
of grieving will be lost. These families require a sympa-
thetic person so that they have the opportunity to express
and discuss their feelings in an open way. The establish-
ment of identified individualswho are trained to dealwith
perinatal death is extremely important and centres should
have doctors, midwives and counsellors available to help
the grieving families. It is also extremely important that
trained individuals are able to help the family with the
legal and administrative processes that are needed in asso-
ciation with the death so that they are not overburdened
with these which will then interfere with their ability to
grieve. Counselling and support for these families may
need to go on for many weeks or months after the event
and appropriate staff must be available to help them.

Drugs during lactation

Drugs which are taken by a breastfeeding mother may
pass to the child and it is important to consider whether
particular drugs will have any effect on the fetus. This
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Table 10.6 Comparison of the constituents of
human and cow’s milk

Constituent Human milk Cow’s milk

Energy (kcal/100 ml) 75 66
Protein (g/100 ml) 1.1 3.5
Fat (g/100 ml) 4.5 3.7
Lactose (g/100 ml) 6.8 4.9
Sodium (mmol/l) 7 2.2

is often a difficult problem and the reader is referred to
Shehata et al. [16] on Drugs in Pregnancy.

Infant feeding

The major physiological event of the puerperium is the
establishment of lactation. Some mothers in developed
countries still reject breastfeeding in favour of artificial
feeding but there is increasing evidence of the important
short-and long-term benefits of breastfeeding.

Advantages of breastfeeding

NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS OF BREAST MILK

Humanmilk isnot a constant substancebecause colostrum
differs from mature milk and the milk of the early puer-
perium differs from the milk of late lactation. Indeed,
the content of milk varies at differing stages of the same
feed. Nevertheless, the approximate concentrations of
human milk and cow’s milk show substantial differences
(Table 10.6) with human milk having less protein but
more fat and lactose. A number of specific components
also differ between human milk and formulae, such as
the long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids, which have
importantneurodevelopmental consequences for thebaby
[17]. There is nodoubt that breastmilk is the ideal nutrition
for the human baby.

PROTECTION AGAINST INFECTION

One of the most important secondary functions of breast-
feeding is to protect the infant against infection. This is
particularly important in developing countries where it
has been estimated that in each year there are 500 mil-
lion cases of diarrhoea in infants and children and about
20 million of these are fatal. The extent to which breast-
feeding protects against infection in infants in developed
countries, however, has been a matter of dispute. In a
study from Dundee, Scotland, it was found that babies
who had been breastfed for at least 3 months had greatly
reduced incidences of vomiting and diarrhoea compared
with babies who were either bottlefed from birth or com-
pletely weaned within a short time of delivery [18]. This

study also found that the protection against gastrointesti-
nal illness in breastfed babies persisted beyond the period
of breastfeeding itself and, in the developed country set-
ting at least, wasnot underminedby the early introduction
of at least some supplements. There was a smaller pro-
tection against respiratory tract infections but not against
other illnesses.

Anumber ofmechanisms contribute to the anti-infective
properties of breast milk. Breast milk contains lactofer-
rin which binds iron, and because E. coli requires iron
for growth, the multiplication of this organism is inhib-
ited. Breastfeeding also encourages colonization of the gut
by non-pathogenic flora which will competitively inhibit
pathogenic strains. In addition, there are bacteriocidal
enzymes, such as lysozyme, present in breast milk, which
will contribute to its protective effect.

The most specific anti-infective mechanism, how-
ever, is an immunological one. If a mother ingests a
pathogen which she has previously encountered, the gut-
associated lymphoid tissue situated in the Peyer’s patches
of the small intestine will respond by producing spe-
cific immunoglobulinA, which is transferred to the breast
milk via the thoracic duct (Fig. 10.1). This immunoglob-
ulin, which is present in large amounts in breast milk,
is not absorbed from the infant’s gastrointestinal tract
but remains in the gut to attach to the specific offend-
ing pathogen against which it is directed. In this way
the breastfed infant is given protection from the endemic
infections in the environment against which the mother
will already have immunity. Breast milk contains living
cells, such as polymorphs, lymphocytes and plasma cells
and although their functions are not yet fully understood
they may also be active against invading pathogens.

BREASTFEEDING AND NEUROLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

A number of studies have shown positive associations
between breastfeeding and improved childhood cognitive
functions, such as increased intelligence quotient, which
persist even after allowing for potential confounding vari-
ables. For example, one study found that, at 2 years
of age, babies who had been breastfed for more than
4monthshada9.1point advantage in theBayley score [19].
Other studies have shown similar but smaller benefits
and preterm babies also have improved neurological
development if exposed to breast milk [20,21].

Themechanism for the improved neurological develop-
ment isnot fullyunderstoodbut thepresenceof long-chain
ω-3 fatty acids in breast milk, particularly docosohexanoic
acid,maybe important; the compositionof the infant brain
is sensitive to dietary intake but the relationship between
the biochemical composition of brain lipid and cogni-
tive function is not yet known. Nevertheless, the possible
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Fig. 10.1 Pathways involved in the secretion of
immunoglobulin A in breast milk by the enteromammary
circulation. (Courtesy of Professor R.V. Short, Melbourne,
Australia.)

beneficial effect of breastfeeding on cognitive function is
a topic of great potential importance.

BREASTFEEDING AND ATOPIC ILLNESS

There are a number of reports that show lower incidences
of atopic illness such as eczema and asthma in breastfed
babies. This effect is particularly important when there is
a family history of atopic illnesses [22]. When the atopic
illness is present, it is commonly associated with raised
levels of immunoglobulin E, especially cow’smilk protein.

Oddy et al. [22] suggest that, apart from a positive fam-
ily history, the most important predisposing factor for
atopic illness is the early introduction of weaning foods.
The protective effect of breastfeeding against atopic ill-
ness, therefore, may be secondary, rather than primary,

because breastfeeding mothers tend to introduce supple-
ments at a later stage. Nevertheless, motherswith a family
history of atopic illness should be informed of the advan-
tages of breastfeeding and of the dangers of introducing
supplements too quickly.

BREASTFEEDING AND DISEASE IN LATER LIFE

Breastfeeding may be associated with reduced juvenile-
onset diabetes mellitus [23] and neoplastic disease in
childhood [24]. It is possible that some of these benefits
are related to the avoidance of cow’smilk during early life
rather than to breastfeeding per se, for example, it is pos-
sible that early exposure to bovine serum albumin could
trigger an autoimmune process leading to juvenile-onset
diabetes. Breast milk is a particularly important ingredi-
ent in the diet of preterm infants as it appears to help in
the prevention of necrotizing enterocolitis among these
particularly vulnerable babies.

BREASTFEEDING AND BREAST CANCER

There is an epidemic of breast cancer among women of
developed countries in the Western world. A number of
recent studies have shown a reduced risk of breast can-
cer among women who have breastfed their babies [25].
Because breastfeeding appears to have no effect on the
incidence of postmenopausal breast cancer, its overall
protective effect will be relatively small but the protec-
tion offered by lactation still represents an important
advantage against a much feared and common disease.

BREASTFEEDING AND FERTILITY

The natural contraceptive effect of breastfeeding has
received scant attention in the Western world because it
is not a reliable method of family planning in all cases.
Nevertheless, on a population basis, the antifertility effect
of breastfeeding is large and of major importance in the
developingworld. It has to be remembered that themajor-
ity of women in the developing world do not use artificial
contraception and rely on natural checks to their fertil-
ity. By far the most important of these natural checks
is the inhibition of fertility by breastfeeding. In many
developing countries mothers breastfeed for 2 years or
more, with the effect that their babies are spaced at about
3-yearly intervals. In the developing world, more preg-
nancies are still prevented by breastfeeding than by all
other methods of family planning combined. The cur-
rent decline in breastfeeding in the developing world is
a cause for great concern because, without a sharp rise in
contraceptive usage, the loss of its antifertility effect will
aggravate the population increase in these countries.
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BREASTFEEDING AND OBESITY

Artificially fed children have twice the risk of child-
hood obesity in comparison to breastfed children [26].
Breastfed childrenhavea significantly reducedbloodpres-
sure [27]. These children have a significantly reduced
chance of being obese as adults and dying prematurely
from cardiovascular disease.

MECHANISMS OF LACTATIONAL AMENORRHOEA

The mechanisms of lactational amenorrhoea are complex
and incompletely understood. The key event is a suckling-
induced change in the hypothalamic sensitivity to the
feedback effects of ovarian steroids. During lactation, the
hypothalamus becomes more sensitive to the negative
feedback effects and less sensitive to the positive feed-
back effects of oestrogen. This means that if the pituitary
secretes enough follicle-stimulatinghormoneand luteiniz-
ing hormone to initiate the development of an ovarian
follicle, the consequent oestrogen secretion will inhibit
gonadotrophin production and the follicle will fail to
mature. During lactation there is inhibition of the normal
pulsatile release of luteinizing hormone from the anterior
pituitary gland which is consistent with this explanation.

From a clinical standpoint, the major factor is the fre-
quency and duration of the suckling stimulus although
other factors such as maternal weight and diet may be
important confounding factors. If supplementary food is
introduced rapidly at an early stage, the suckling stimulus
will fall and early ovulation and a return to fertility will
be the consequence.

Trends in infant feeding in the UK

Because of the many advantages of breastfeeding, it is
important that mothers are given accurate information
and encouraged to breastfeed successfully whenever pos-
sible. Conversely, mothers who choose to bottle feed
should be given proper instructions on best practice and
to be supported in their decision.

In the UK, about 69% of mothers overall start to
breastfeed but many discontinue after a short time. The
prevalence of breastfeeding in the UK in 2002 is shown
in Table 10.7 and the figures have shown no significant
change over the previous 10 years, although a small
increase in breastfeeding at birth is noted. Factors which
are associated with higher breastfeeding prevalence are
higher social class, primiparity, older age of mother and
place of residence (mothers in the south of the country
have a higher prevalence).

In attempting to improve these disappointing low
rates of successful breastfeeding, it is important that

Table 10.7 Prevalence of breastfeeding from
birth until 9 months from 1985–2000

1985 1990 1995 2000

Birth 63 62 66 69
6 weeks 41 42 42 42
4 months 26 28 27 28
6 months 23 22 21 21
9 months 14 14 14 13

health professionals should understand the physiology of
lactation.

Physiology of lactation

At puberty, the milk ducts which lead from the nip-
ple to the secretory alveoli are stimulated by oestrogen
to sprout, branch and form glandular tissue buds from
which milk-secreting glands will develop (Fig. 10.2). Dur-
ing pregnancy, this breast tissue is further stimulated so
that pre-existing alveolar-lobular structures hypertrophy
andnewones are formed.At the same timemilk-collecting
ducts also undergo branching and proliferation. Both
oestrogen and progesterone are necessary for mammary
development inpregnancybutprolactin, growthhormone
and adrenal steroids may also be involved. During preg-
nancy only minimal amounts of milk are formed in the
breast despite high levels of the lactogenic hormones, pro-
lactin and placental lactogen. This is because the actions
of these lactogenic hormones are inhibited by the secre-
tion of high levels of oestrogen and progesterone from the
placenta and it is not until after delivery that copious milk
production is induced.

Adipose tissue

Interlobular
connective tissue

Areola

Nipple

Mammary ducts

Mammary gland lobules

Pectoral
muscles

Fig. 10.2 Structure of the lactating breast.
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Fig. 10.3 Pathway of prolactin release from the anterior
pituitary gland.

Milk production

Two similar, but independent, mechanisms are involved
in the establishment of successful lactation (lactogene-
sis); the first mechanism causes the release of prolactin
which acts upon the glandular cells of the breast to stim-
ulate milk secretion (Fig. 10.3) and the second induces
the release of oxytocin which acts upon the myoepithe-
lial cells of the breast to induce the milk ejection reflex
(Fig. 10.4). Although these two mechanisms are similar,
in that they can both be activated by suckling, they are
mediated through two entirely different neuroendocrino-
logical pathways. As can be seen in Figs 10.3 and 10.4, the
key event in lactogenesis is suckling and the sensitivity of
the breast accommodates itself to this important activity.
During pregnancy the skin of the areola is relatively insen-
sitive to tactile stimuli but becomes much more sensitive
immediately after delivery. This is an ingenious physio-
logical adaptation which ensures that there is an adequate
stream of afferent neurological stimuli from the nipple to
the hypothalamus to initiate and maintain the release of
prolactin and oxytocin, both of which are required for
successful lactation.

Milk-ejection reflex

Successful breastfeeding depends as much upon effective
milk transfer from the breast to the baby as upon adequate

Milk-ejection reflex

PVN

AP

Oxytocin
(in blood)

Neural
arc

Milk
ejection

Suckling

Sensory
input

Fig. 10.4 Pathway of oxytocin release from the posterior
pituitary gland.

milk secretion. The milk-ejection reflex is mediated by the
release of oxytocin from the posterior pituitary gland (see
Fig. 10.4). Oxytocin causes contraction of the sensitive
myoepithelial cells which are situated around the milk-
secreting glands and also dilates the ducts by acting upon
the muscle cells which lie longitudinally in the duct walls.
Contraction of these cells, therefore, has the dual effect of
expelling milk from the glands and of encouraging free
flow of milk along dilated ducts. This is recognized by the
mother as the milk ‘let-down’ and she may be aware of
milk being ejected from the opposite breast fromwhich the
baby is suckling. In contrast to prolactin, which is secreted
only in response to suckling, oxytocin can be released in
response to sensory inputs such as the mother seeing the
baby or hearing its cry. Oxytocin has a very short half-
life in the circulation and is released from the posterior
pituitary in a pulsatile manner. As shown in Fig. 10.5 the
highest levels of oxytocinmaybe releasedprior to suckling
in response to the baby’s cry, while prolactin is released
only after suckling commences. The milk-ejection reflex is
readily inhibited by emotional stress and this may explain
whymaternal anxiety frequently leads to a failure of lacta-
tion. Successful breastfeeding depends upon engendering
confidence in the mother and ensuring correct fixing and
suckling at the breast.
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Fig. 10.5 Pattern of oxytocin release in response to the infant’s
cry (C) and to suckling (S). Redrawn from McNeilly et al. (1982)
with permission.

Another factor is of potential physiological importance
as an inhibitor of breast milk. If the milk is not effec-
tively stripped from the breast at each feed thiswill inhibit
lactopoiesis and lead to a fall in milk production.

Volumes of breast milk

During the first 24 h of the puerperium, the human breast
usually secretes small volumes of milk but with regular
suckling, milk volumes steadily increase and, by the sixth
day of the puerperium, an average volume of 500 ml will
be taken by the baby. Once lactation is fully established,
an average daily milk volume is about 800 ml. In well-
established lactation, it is possible to sustain a baby on
breast milk alone for 4–6 months.

Management of breastfeeding

Despite the fact that it is a physiological event, many
women experience difficulties in establishing breastfeed-
ing. The greatest asset that a nursing mother can have is
the support of an experienced and sympathetic counsel-
lor. This counsellor may be a midwife, a health visitor or
a lay person but the creation of a relaxed and confident
environment is vital for successful breastfeeding. Babies
are individuals, so there is no simple strategy that works
in every case; mothers should be encouraged to learn to
respond to their own babies but all too oftenwell-meaning
but dogmatic and conflicting advice is given. The best
approach is to give mothers all of the options and let them
make their own decisions; theywill soon learn by trial and
error what is best for their own babies. As an important
stimulus to the promotion of effective breastfeeding, the

Table 10.8 Ten steps to successful breastfeeding

1. Have a written breastfeeding policy
2. Train all staff
3. Inform all pregnant women about the benefits and

management of breastfeeding
4. Help mothers to initiate breastfeeding within 30 min of birth
5. Show mothers how to breastfeed
6. Foster the establishment of breastfeeding support groups
7. Practice 24 h rooming in
8. Encourage breastfeeding on demand
9. Give newborn infants no other food or drink, unless

medically indicated
10. Use no artificial teats

From UNICEF UK Baby Friendly Initiative 2004 [30].

concept of ‘baby-friendly hospitals’ has been developed
with breastfeeding being an important part of that assess-
ment. The ‘baby-friendly’ initiative has adopted the 10
successful steps to breastfeeding as its central strategy and
these are outlined inTable 10.8. Support for the breastfeed-
ing mother is both an art and a science and the reader
is referred to some of the detailed texts on the subject
(e.g. [28]).
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The transition to the extrauterine life

Lungs

Expansion of the lungs at birth presents a considerable
challenge to the newborn infant. In fetal life, lung liquid
is actively secreted into the alveolar space and the lung is
a fluid-filled organ. During term labour lung liquid pro-
duction ceases, high fetal blood concentrations of thyroid
hormone, adrenaline and corticosteroids cause the direc-
tion of fluid flow to be permanently reversed, preparing
the air spaces for air breathing. Themajority of lung liquid
is absorbed into the pulmonary lymphatics and capillaries
with a small amount squeezed out of the lungs as a result
of high vaginal pressure during the second stage of labour.

In response to anumber of stimuli followingbirthwhich
include the change in environmental temperature, audio-
visual, proprioceptive changes, touch and physiological
hypoxia which occurs when the umbilical cord is clamped
a healthy term baby usually takes the first breath within
60 s. The first breaths must generate high pressure within
the lungs to overcome several factors, such as the sur-
face tension at the air–liquid interface of collapsed alveoli,
the high flow resistance and inertia of fluid in the air-
ways and the elastic recoil and compliance of the lungs
and chest wall. Therefore initial respiratory effort results
in both large inspiratory breaths which create high neg-
ative pressures (20 cmH20) within the lungs and forced
active expiration producing pressure ranging from 20–
100 cmH2O. Replacement of lung liquid by air is largely
accomplished within a few minutes of birth although this
may be delayed if the delivery occurs before the onset of
labour or the respiratory drive is compromised by such
factors as prematurity, surfactant deficiency, perinatal
hypoxia and general anaesthesia.

Once expanded, lung compliance is much improved
and the pressure required for normal tidal breathing is
only about 5 cmH2O. Failure to reabsorb lung liquid may
produce transient tachypnoea in a term baby.

Expanded alveoli must be prevented from collaps-
ing again and this depends on the surfactant system.

Surfactant, a complex mixture of mainly phospholipids,
with smaller amounts of neutral lipids and proteins is pro-
duced by type II alveolar cells. These cells can be identified
from about 24 weeks gestation. However, surfactant pro-
duction is limited until much later in gestation. It is the
phospholipids notably dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine
(DPPC)which forms amonolayer at the alveolar air–tissue
interface thereby significantly reducing surface tension
and preventing alveolar collapse. The four surfactant-
associated proteins SP-A, SP-B, SP-C, and SP-D each have
essential roles; SP-B and C aid spreading, adsorption and
recycling of the phospholipids, SP-A has a dual role in
improving surfactant function and with SP-D is part of
the innate host defence mechanism against infection.

Surfactant production and release increases during the
latter part of pregnancy under control of hormones such
as corticosteroids and thyroid hormone. Maturation of the
surfactant system can be stimulated by numerous agents
including maternal glucocorticoids. Babies born preterm
may fail to clear lung liquid or produce surfactant so that
pulmonary compliance remains low and the high neg-
ative intrathoracic pressures required for lung inflation
during the first breath persist. These infants develop respi-
ratory distress and may require ventilation and surfactant
replacement.

The heart and circulation

In the fetus, oxygenated blood from the placenta is pref-
erentially streamed through the ductus venosus to the
right atrium and across the foramen ovale into the left
atrium. Here it mixes with the small quantity of pul-
monary venous blood, then passes to the left ventricle
from where it is pumped into the aortic root and to the
cerebral and coronary circulations.

A small proportion of inferior vena cava blood enters
the right atrium and mixes with the poorly oxygenated
blood returning through the superior vena cava, pass-
ing to the right ventricle and pulmonary artery. In the
fetus, pulmonaryvascular resistance is extremelyhighand
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very little blood passes from the pulmonary artery into
the lungs. Most blood passes though the patent ductus
arteriosus to the aorta and supplies the lower body and
placenta.

The fetal pattern of circulation is dependent on high
pulmonary vascular resistance, the presence of the patent
ductus arteriosus and the low-resistance placental com-
ponent of the systemic circulation. At birth, expansion of
the lung and the onset of air breathing increase the local
oxygen concentrationwithin the lungswhich causes adra-
matic fall in pulmonary vascular resistance, effected by
a complex series of vasoactive mediators which include
prostaglandins and nitric oxide.

The fall in pulmonary resistance allows pulmonary
artery pressure to decrease, and thus right atrial pressure
falls below left atrial pressure, so stopping the flow of
blood from right to left atrium, and promoting mechan-
ical closure of the foramen ovale. This process is aided
by the increase in systemic vascular resistance (and thus
left heart pressures) caused by clamping of the umbilical
cord with the sudden loss of the low-resistance placental
circulation.

Increased oxygenation of arterial blood induces closure
of the arterial and venous ducts, largely by inhibition of
the dilator prostaglandins PGE2 and PGI2. This system
may be immature in the preterm infant and the ductus
arteriosus may not close.

Lung expansion and oxygenation are thus essential to
the circulatory changes at birth, allowing both a fall in pul-
monary vascular resistance and the closure of the ductus
arteriosus. Situations of impaired respiratory function are
frequently associated with pulmonary hypertension lead-
ing to a physiological right to left shunt and exacerbation
of hypoxaemia. This is evident in respiratory distress syn-
drome when the pulmonary artery pressure is high, and
in conditions such as meconium aspiration or diaphrag-
matic hernia persistence of the fetal circulatory pattern is
the major clinical problem.

Haemoglobin

In the term infant, the haemoglobin concentration is high,
between 16 and 18 g/dl. Of this 80% is fetal haemoglobin
(HbF). HbF has a lower affinity for 2,3-diphosphoglycerite
which shifts the haemoglobin–oxygen dissociation curve
to the left, leading to maximum oxygen transfer at lower
pO2 levels. The proportion of HbF falls gradually dur-
ing the months after birth and by six months only 5%
haemoglobin is HbF.

The relatively high total haemoglobin concentration
also declines after birth. Haemoglobin is removed through
the formation of bilirubin which is removed by the liver;
hepatic immaturity frequently leads to jaundice in the

normal newborn infant. Excessive haemolysis or liver
impairment can lead to levels of unconjugated bilirubin
sufficiently high to cause neurological damage.

Feeding and nutrition

Human breast milk is the preferred nutrition source for
both term and preterm babies; it is associated with a sig-
nificant reduction in both morbidity and mortality. Every
effort should bemade to encourage amother to breastfeed.
There are few genuine contraindications to breastfeed-
ing; these include some rare inborn errors of metabolism
in the baby such as galactosaemia. It is not the practice
in the UK to encourage HIV-positive mothers to breast-
feed; however, this is not the case in developing countries.
Breastfeeding is generally safe for the baby if the mother
requires medication; rarely breastfeeding is absolutely
contraindicated. Examples of drugswhich require caution
are given in Table 11.1. When prescribing for a breastfeed-
ing mother it is wise to check that the drug prescribed
is safe. Information can be found in the British National
Formulary; if a contraindication, caution or a potential
problem is identified, the advice of the local paediatric
pharmacist or local drug information centre should be
sought. Often alternative drugs can be prescribed and
breastfeeding continued. Information is also available via
websites such as www.ukmi.nhs.uk.

Human breast milk is a complex bioactive fluid that
alters in composition over time. Colostrum has a greater
concentration of protein and minerals than mature milk
andprovides a largenumberof active substances andcells.
Term colostrums contains approximately 3 million cells
per ml, of which about 50% are polymorpholeucocytes,
40% macrophages, 5% lymphocytes and the remain-
der epithelial cells. Colostrum also contains antibodies,
humoral factors, growth factors and interleukins.

Table 11.1 Drugs and breastfeeding

Breastfeeding contraindicated
Cytotoxics, ergotamine, immunosuppressants, lithium,
phenindione, chloramphenicol, tetracyclines

Example of drugs to be used with caution during breastfeeding
Antiarrhythmic Amiodarone
Antibiotic Metronidazole
Anticonvulsant Gabapentin, levetiracetam,

oxcarbazepine, phenobarbital,
phenytoin, pregabalin, primidone,
topiramate, vigabatrin

Antidepressant Doxepin, selective serotonin re-uptake
inhibitors (SSRI)

Antihypertensive Betablockers
Anxiolytic Benzodiazepines, buspirone
Radioisotopes
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The majority of the immunoglobin (Ig) in milk is secre-
tory IgA, with specific antibodies against antigens rec-
ognized by the mothers’ intestinal mucosa which protect
against the extrauterine environment. However, most cir-
culating immunoglobulin in the human infant is acquired
transplacentally.

Healthy term infants feeding on demand usually suckle
2 to 4 hourly. On the first day of life they require about
40 ml/kg of milk, and some 20–30 ml/kg more each day
until they take approximately 150 ml/kg per day by the
end of the first week. Infants weighing 1.5–2.0 kg need
approximately 60 ml/kg, again increasing to 150 ml/kg
per day after 1 week. Feeding infants smaller than 1.5 kg
often requires specialized practices such as gavage or
parenteral feeds.

Body composition, fluids and electrolyte metabolism

Table 11.2 shows the average body composition of appro-
priatelygrown infants atdifferentgestational ages. During
pregnancy total body water declines from 94% in the
first trimester to about 70% at term. Extracellular fluid
decreases from 65% body weight at 26 weeks to 40% at
term. Administration of intravenous fluids to a mother or
Caesarean section increases the infant’s body water after
birth.

Following birth, an abrupt contraction of the extracel-
lular compartment occurs; term infants lose about 5% and
preterm infants 10–15% of bodyweight by diuresis during
the first 5 days. This important adjustment to extrauter-
ine life is interrupted by stress which causes secretion of
anti-diuretic hormone; infants with respiratory problems
show little weight loss until the lung condition improves.
However, infantswho are sick frommany causesmay also
show excessive weight loss and loss of more than 10% in
a term infant is cause for concern.

The glomerular filtration rate is low in newborn infants
and only reaches mature levels by the end of the first year.
Thus infants initially require little water, and 40–60 ml/kg
per 24 h is adequate. Infants have a concomitant obliga-
tory sodium loss and do not require dietary sodium until
weight loss is complete. In a sick or preterm infant, fluid
and electrolyte administration must be carried out with
great care as well as frequent measuring of weight and
blood electrolyte concentrations.

Table 11.2 Infantile body compositions

Gestational age (weeks) 22 26 29 40
Weight (g) 500 1000 1500 3500
Water (g) 433 850 1240 2380
Fat (g) 6 23 60 525

Temperature control

The placenta is a heat exchanger which transfers heat gen-
erated by metabolism from fetus to mother. After birth the
newborn infant functions as a homeotherm, maintaining
deepbody temperature at 37◦C.Heat control places a large
demand on neonatal metabolism and physiology because
a large surface area to volume ratio and wet skin make the
newborn baby vulnerable to excessive heat loss.

Newborn infants have a specialized organ for heat
production: brown adipose tissue, which allows non-
shivering thermogenesis. Catecholamines are released in
response to cold, stimulating oxidative phosphorylation
in these cells, where uncoupling energy metabolism from
ATP generation allows chemical energy to be converted
into heat. Non-shivering thermogenesis is impaired in the
first few hours of life in sick infants and after maternal
sedative administration.

Despite this, the newborn infant has a limited capacity
to maintain core temperature. At environmental tempera-
tures below 32◦C non-shivering thermogenesis increases
oxygen consumption and maintains core temperature.
However, at environmental temperatures below24◦Cheat
production is inadequate and the body temperature will
fall. It is therefore important to ensure the environmen-
tal temperature in delivery rooms and theatre is 20◦C for
a term baby and at least 23◦C if a preterm delivery is
expected to prevent initial hypothermia.

Preterm infants are at particular risk of hypothermia
because of lack of brown fat, small energy reserves, high
evaporative heat loss through immature skin and a higher
surface area to volume ratio. Sickness places extreme
demands on the infant’s homeothermic capacity and an
unstable core temperature frequently accompanies severe
illness. While a healthy term infant can be adequately
cared for bydressing andwrapping inwarmblankets, sick
or preterm infants require incubators or radiant heaters to
maintain a normal core temperature.

Resuscitation of the newborn
Assessment and simple resuscitation at birth

Most infants born at term and without specific indicators
of high risk during pregnancy do not need resuscitation.
Almost all those who do can be resuscitated by simple
methods using bag and mask ventilation. A small number
of term infants and the many extremely preterm infants
require resuscitation involving endotracheal intubation.
Thus, while having equipment for resuscitation ready, the
first task of the attendant is todecidewhether resuscitation
is required or not.

Assignment of American Pediatric Gross Assessment
Record (APGAR) scores as described in Table 11.3 can
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Table 11.3 Clinical evaluation of the newborn infant (Apgar scoring method)

Sign 0 1 2

Heart rate Absent Slow (below 100 beats/min) Over 100 beats/min
Respiratory effort Absent Weak Good; strong cry
Muscle tone Limp Some flexion of extremities Active motion; extremities well flexed
Reflex irritability
(response to stimulation
of sole of foot)

No response Grimace Cry

Colour Blue; pale Body pink; extremities blue Completely pink

The Apgar score is obtained by assigning the value of 0, 1 or 2 to each of five signs and summing the result.

be helpful. These scores are conventionally determined
at 1 and 5 min and describe cardiorespiratory and neuro-
logical depression. There are many causes of depression
at birth, and low Apgar scores are neither evidence of
birth asphyxia, nor, except in extreme circumstances,
a guide to neurological prognosis. Nevertheless, a low
Apgar score signifies a problem that needs explanation
and management.

It is helpful to commence a time clock at the moment of
delivery and some attendants aspirate the nasal passages
immediately after delivery to remove fluid and debris
from the pharynx and exclude choanal atresia, although
many believed this to be excessive for low-risk births.

In an infant who breathes immediately on delivery, it
takes minutes for the cerebral oxygenation concentration
to reach normal extrauterine levels and there is no reason
to believe that a short period of apnoea at birth causes
significant injury. At least three quarters of normal term
infants breathe within a minute of delivery and most of
the rest have breathed before 3 min. The low-risk new-
born can thus be safely given immediately to the mother,
while drying with a warm towel, which should then be
discarded, and the baby then covered in dry warm tow-
els to allow skin-to-skin contact with the mother. The
infant can then be observed, and failure to breath by 30 s
should persuade the attendant that resuscitation might
be needed. Initially drying, or blowing cold air or oxy-
gen over the face may stimulate respiration. If this fails
then resuscitation is appropriate. In many units preterm
babies are placed directly in plastic bagswithout drying. If
the bag covers the whole baby except the face better ther-
mal control is achieved and hypothermia, which is known
to significantly increase mortality and morbidity, can be
prevented.

In infants who have taken a first breath, mask venti-
lation is highly effective provided the right equipment is
used. The mask must be soft so as to form a seal around
the airway. Pressurized air or oxygen is provided either
by a compressible bag or an interruptible pressurized

gas source; both should have a valve which releases
pressure at 30 cm of water. After the airway has been ade-
quately cleared by suction, the mask is positioned over
the nose and mouth with the baby lying prone and the
bag squeezed (or gas provided) to deliver several long
inspiratory breaths followed by regular ventilation at a
rate of 30–40 breaths/min. In many cases ventilating with
air is as effective as using oxygen. This technique requires
practice and obstetricians and midwives should maintain
their skills, if necessary, using an appropriate resuscitation
dummy.

The best guide to successful resuscitation is the baby’s
heartbeat. This can be determined in most cases by feeling
theumbilical cordor the femoral pulsation, or canbeheard
through a stethoscope over the chest. A heart rate above
120 usually signifies adequate oxygenation, but a heart
rate below this implies a need for more effective therapy.
The heart rate provides a more immediate and accurate
guide to the baby’s state than respiratory effort or skin
colour and, especially for the occasional or inexperienced
resuscitator, is the best short-term measure of success or
failure.

The Resuscitation Council UK course in Neonatal Life
Support (NLS) teaches and assesses basic neonatal resus-
citation practice (www.resus.org.uk).

Advanced life support

If mask ventilation fails to produce an adequate heart rate
check again for evidence of upper airway obstruction and
aspirate the nasal passages and nasopharynx. Meconium
present in the trachea should have been aspirated under
direct vision using a laryngoscope before ventilation, but
this may need repeating. If clearing of the airway and
reventilation fails to produce a normal heart rate, endotra-
cheal intubation is required. This technique is not difficult
but requires practice and carries a considerable danger in
inexperienced hands: the endotracheal tube will enter the
oesophagus easily and significantly inhibit ventilation. If
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an infant does not rapidly improve after attempted endo-
tracheal intubation, there is presumptive evidence of the
tube being in the oesophagus. It should be removed and
intubation repeated. If there is doubt it may be safer to
concentrate on bag and mask ventilation while awaiting
skilled assistance.

Once the endotracheal tube is placed, auscultate the
chest over both lungs to ascertain that breath sounds
are equal. Inequality implies that the tube has been
inserted too far and entered one lung, but could also sug-
gest major problems such as pneumothorax or congenital
diaphragmatic hernia.

Endotracheal intubation secures access for mechanical
ventilation. Initial ventilation should include an inspira-
tory time of approximately 1 s to distend collapsed alveoli,
and peak pressures sufficient to visibly move the chest.
Once the alveoli are expanded less pressure is required.
Thus the first breaths may require peak pressures of 30 cm
of water or more in term babies, whereas after this it is
usually possible to ventilate the lungs with pressures of
approximately half this, and a respiratory time of 0.5 s at
a rate of 40 breaths/min. If there is evidence or presump-
tion of surfactant deficiency, exogenous surfactant should
be administered early.

Effective ventilation is enough to resuscitate most
infants and only rarely is cardiac massage or the admin-
istration of blood because of bleeding required. On very
rare occasions, endotracheal adrenaline may need to be
administered for persistent bradycardia and if this fails
intravenous adrenaline may be given. It is no longer good
practice to administer sodium bicarbonate intravenously
to infants unless blood gases are measured or circulatory
failure is very prolonged.

Most low-risk infants who require resuscitation can be
extubatedwithin a fewminutes and can usually be nursed
by their mothers as long as (1) there is no specific problem
such as meconium aspiration, prematurity or a history
of infection and (2) adequate observation can be main-
tained. Infants who cannot be extubated successfully in
this time or who continue to have respiratory problems
require admission to a neonatal unit.

Admission to neonatal units

Approximately 8–10% of births require admission to a
neonatal unit; however, a much small number (2–3%)
require neonatal intensive care. The criteria for admis-
sion vary between units but should include the following:
(1) birth weight less than 1.8 kg or gestational age below
34 weeks, as these infants rarely feed from the nipple and
have difficulty controlling their temperature or (2) proven
or suspected illness, such as respiratory distress, cardiac
disease, fits or sepsis.

Unnecessary admission of infants to neonatal units can
strain resources and put the infant at risk of nosocomial
disease, as well as interrupting bonding and frightening
parents. Adequate transitional care facilities are essential
to avoid misuse of neonatal care.

Examination of the newborn infant

Apreliminary examination ismade in the delivery room to
establish that the baby does not have a major abnormality
suchas spinabifidaand the full examination at a later time.
In this way bonding and the initiation of breastfeeding are
not interrupted.

A full examination should be carried out on every baby
in the presence of the mother before discharge from hos-
pital. Ideally it should take place 24–48 h after birth;
however, if discharged before this the examination should
still beundertaken. It is thenadvisable to examine thebaby
again during the firstweek of life.Any trainedpractitioner
can carry out the newborn examination. A history should
be taken including maternal obstetric and family history
to identify problems in the baby that will require further
management or follow up.

During examination one relies heavily on observational
skills. Note abnormalities of posture and asymmetry of
facial or limb movements. Evidence of jaundice, poly-
cythaemia, anaemia or rashes is noted and choanal atresia
excluded.

A systematic search for congenital abnormalities can be
rapidly performed by examining along the midline and
then passing to the limbs. Startingwith the head, the facial
features should be noted and thought given to dysmor-
phic syndromes. The palate needs to be examined visually
to exclude a clef palate or bifid uvula which signifies a
sub-mucus cleft. The eyes must be examined by ophthal-
moscopy to exclude cataracts: in a normal eye the red
reflex is immediately obvious. Eyemovementsmay not be
fully coordinated in the first week of life and momentary
strabismus is common.

Examination should be made of (1) the back of the
neck and the spine for skin lesions suggesting spinal dys-
raphism; (2) the anus; (3) the genitalia; (4) the femoral
pulses; (5) hips; (6) the abdomen; and (7) the chest for
examination of the cardiovascular and respiratory system
(chest). Then the limbs are examined: digits need to be
counted and palmar and planter creases examined; the
ankles should be examined for talipes.

Examination of the cardiovascular system includes not
only auscultation of the heart but also palpation of all
pulses and the liver.Murmurs are not necessarily evidence
of cardiac abnormalities, whereas major heart disease can
occur in infantswithnormalheart sounds. Important signs
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of cardiac disease include cyanosis, tachypnoea, recession
and absent or high-volume pulses.

Respiratory problems also present with cyanosis, reces-
sion or tachypnoea, but these two problems can be
separated by echocardiography. If this is unavailable a
hyperoxia test may be used in which an infant is given
100%oxygen tobreathe for 10–20minanda sample of arte-
rial blood taken from the right arm. Assuming ventilation
is adequate, a baby with lung disease will normally have
an oxygen tension exceeding 20 kPa whereas in a baby
with cyanotic heart disease it normally remains below
15 kPa. The test is now more frequently undertaken with
pulse oximetry substituted for arterial blood gasmeasure-
ment; however, this is prone to error. As the hyperoxia test
is not infallible echocardiography is preferred.

Examination of the hip ismandatory to exclude congen-
ital dislocation. The infant lies supine, a femur is held in
either hand and the hips fully abducted until the femurs
lie parallel to the bed. If this cannot be achieved by gentle
pressure, the hip is probably dislocated and ultrasound
examination is required. The pelvis is then held firmly by
one hand while the other grasps the femur in a vertical
position, applying pressure downwards and outwards. If
the hip is unstable, this will allow the head of the femur
to leave the acetabulum. The examiner then abducts the
femur, which rides forwards and inwards as it re-enters
the acetabular cup producing a low pitched clunk: this
signifies a dislocatable hip. High-pitched clicks can also
occur because of ligamental laxity. It iswise to obtainultra-
sound examinations of all suspect hips, in infants born
after breech delivery and in those with a family history of
congenital dislocation.

A great deal can be learnt about an infant’s neuro-
logical status by observation and assessing posture and
tone. A normal term infant when left supine will adopt
a position in which the limbs are flexed and adducted.
If lifted and held prone the baby will momentary hold
its head extended before dropping it forward, with the
spine adopting a smooth curvature. Reflexes can also be
helpful signs of normality. To elicit the Moro reflex gen-
tle but abrupt neck extension is allowed by moving the
head, and this results in sudden extension and abduction
of the limbs followed by slower adduction and flexion.
Slow rotational movement of the head will also elicit dolls
eye movement in which the point of gaze remains rela-
tively fixed despite the movement. If the cheek is touched
gently, a rooting responsewill be elicited inwhich thebaby
turns his head slightly towards the stimulus and gives a
unilateral grimace. Sucking is avaluableneurological sign,
and babies who suck well and effectively rarely have a
severe encephalopathy.

A complete examination includes measurement and
plotting on standard charts of weight and head

circumference; this forms the basis of developmental
surveillance in following years. It should also be ascer-
tained that the infant has passed meconium and urine
within 24 h of birth.

The examiner should be prepared to answer maternal
questions and discuss the merits of BCG and hepatitis
B vaccination, and routine screening tests if appropriate.
Universal newborn hearing screening has recently been
introduced in the United Kingdom. Universal biochem-
ical screening for phenylketonuria and hypothyroidism
during the newborn period is well established. In addi-
tion, galactosaemia, cystic fibrosis, haemoglobinopathies
and various aminoacidopathies are screened for in some
parts of the United Kingdom.

Disorders in the newborn period
Preterm birth

Infants born significantly before term usually require
neonatal care until around the expected date of deliv-
ery. Following the introduction of surfactant coupledwith
the widespread use of antenatal corticosteroids in the
mid-90s mortality rates for these infants fell significantly
although in the smallest the risks of death remained high
(Fig. 11.1). Rates in the twenty-first century remain simi-
lar to those shown. Mortality in extremely preterm babies
can be significantly reduced if hypothermia is prevented
at birth; this is only possible if the delivery room is main-
tained at an appropriate temperature. Most survivors do
not suffer long-term disability, but in infants of less than
28 weeks gestation some 20% suffer neurodevelopmental
impairment.

The stress on parents and family of having a baby who
undergoes intensive care can be immense. They have to
suffer prolonged uncertainly about the infant’s survival
as well as a loss of control over their baby’s and their own
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lives. Careful preparation of parents, with visits to the
intensive care unit and meetings with unit staff may help,
but the difficulties for families in this situation should not
be underestimated.

Respiratory disorders

Abnormal breathing is a common presentation of many
illnesses in the newborn period. Intermittent or periodic
breathing is common and not usually significant. How-
ever, a respiratory rate persistently above 60 breaths/min
needs further investigation, as do periods of apnoea last-
ing more than a few seconds, especially if associated with
cyanosis and bradycardia.

Tachypnoea with recession and nasal flaring is fre-
quently the presentation of respiratory or cardiac disor-
ders, while apnoea may be the presentation of a great
many disorders such as septicaemia, meningitis, gastroin-
testinal obstruction or heart disease.

SURFACTANT DEFICIENCY

The respiratory distress syndrome caused by inadequate
surfactant production is mainly a disease of the preterm
infant. However, it can occur in term infants, particu-
larly those of diabetic mothers or after caesarean section
without labour.

Affected infantsmay requiremechanical ventilation and
intensive care. The classical clinical presentation is an
infant with tachypnoea, subcostal and intercostal reces-
sion and nasal flaringwhich becomes progressivelyworse
over the first 60 h after birth, and a chest X-ray showing a
ground glass appearance with air bronchograms. It can be
associated with pneumothorax, bronchopulmonary dys-
plasia (BPD) and intracerebral haemorrhage although in
more mature infants it normally resolves without seque-
lae. The combined use of antenatal corticosteroids and
surfactant modify the illness, improving survival and
reducing the rates of complication such as pneumotho-
rax and intracerebral haemorrhage but have little effect
on reducing the incidence of BPD.

CONGENITAL PNEUMONIA

Congenital pneumonia is a relatively common problem
associated with a variety of microorganisms. The infant
presents with respiratory distress and a chest X-ray shows
patchy inconsistent shadowing. Treatment is with antibi-
otics and intensive care as required.

MECONIUM ASPIRATION

Inhalation of meconium before or during delivery can be
an extremely severe problem if pulmonary hypertension

with reduced lung perfusion and severe hypoxaemia
develop. Meconium may block large and/or small air-
ways and lead to a ventilatory deficit. Although meco-
nium aspiration may be apparent at birth, severe disease
may present an hour or more later and it is important
that babies suspected of having aspirated are carefully
observed.

Treatment of meconium aspiration complicated pul-
monary hypertension requires expert intensive care.
Early surfactant administration may be beneficial, high-
frequency oscillatory ventilation and the administration
of nitric oxide reduce mortality. When other measures
fail extracorporeal membrane oxygenation should be
considered.

TRANSIENT TACHYPNOEA OF THE NEWBORN

Transient tachypnoea of the newborn is due to delayed
reabsorption of lung liquid which leads to a moderate
degree of intracostal recession and tachypnoea. In the
preterm infant this can lead to marked respiratory dis-
tress, but in a term baby needing high inspired oxygen
concentrations other causes of respiratory distress should
be excluded.

BRONCHOPULMONARY DYSPLASIA

This is a chronic condition affecting up to 50% of infants
born at 26weeks or less. Prematuredelivery, pre- andpost-
natal inflammation and infection, ventilation, oxygen and
poor nutrition are among themany factors contributing to
the development and persistence of BPD. The underlying
problem is an arrest in alveolar and peripheral vascular
development. The severity is variable ranging from the
need for supplementary oxygen for several weeks to pro-
longed respiratory supportwith aventilator or continuous
positive airways pressure and death. A small proportion
of babies are discharged home on supplementary oxygen;
most outgrow the need by 12 months of age. All babies
born prematurely have an increased risk of respiratory ill-
ness within the first few years of life. This is increased in
the groupwith BPD and respiratory problemsmay persist
into adult life.

Cardiac disorders

Some form of congenital heart disease affects between 7
and 9 per 1000 live births of whom approximately one
quarter will present in the newborn period. Fetal anomaly
ultrasound can detect many lesions; antenatally, however,
some are more difficult to diagnose (see Chapter 17).
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Cardiac disease in the newborn baby presents in five
main ways:

CYANOSIS DUE TO REDUCED PULMONARY
BLOOD FLOW

The commonest causes are transposition of the great arter-
ies (TGA), right to left shunts such as Tetralogy of Fallot
and pulmonary or tricuspid atresia. Administration of
100% oxygen fails to increase arterial saturation and a
chest X-ray may show oligaemia. Tachypneoa may occur;
however, respiratory distress is often not a prominent
feature of the presentation whereas cyanosis may be pro-
found. A measurement of blood gases is mandatory both
to the diagnosis and as a measure of the baby’s condition:
metabolic acidosis is an ominous sign. For those present-
ing in the neonatal period immediate treatment is required
to prevent the ductus arterious from closing with transfer
to a specialist paediatric cardiac centre.

CARDIORESPIRATORY DISTRESS DUE TO INCREASED
PULMONARY BLOOD FLOW

Left to right shunting though septal defects with a con-
sequent increase in pulmonary blood flow decreases the
compliance of the lung leading to chest recession and
tachypnoea. The homeostatic response to this shunt is
fluid retention, leading to congestive cardiac failure with
a large liver and oedema. Infants with large left to right
shunts are not particularly hypoxaemic except when car-
diac failure is severe. The commonest cause of large
left to right shunts are large ventricular septal defect,
atrioventricular septaldefects andpatentductus arterious.

CYANOSIS AND CARDIORESPIRATORY DISTRESS

Infants inwhommixing between systemic andpulmonary
circulations is impaired can present with breathlessness
and cyanosis. Complex conditions such as transposition
of the great arteries may lead to this presentation.

SHOCK SYNDROME DUE TO LOW CARDIAC OUTPUT

The clinical picture of shock is a desperately ill infant with
generalized pallor, cyanosis, cool peripheries and weak or
absent pulses. Breathing is laboured or gasping, and the
infant is hypotonic. Neonatal shock is usually due tomajor
sepsis, significant blood loss or major interruption to the
circulation such as hypoplastic left heart syndrome, severe
coarctation of the aorta or complex cardiac defects. Shock
can also be part of the later natural history of other cardiac
defects. Causes of significant blood loss in the newborn
baby are given in Table 11.4.

Table 11.4 Blood loss in newborn infants

Before and
during
delivery

Fetomaternal transfusion
Fetofetal transfusion in twins
Rupture of umbilical cord vessels

Abnormal vessels – varices, aneurysm or
vasa praevia

Normal vessels – precipitate delivery
Rupture of placental vessels

Placenta praevia (abruptio placenta)
After delivery External blood loss

Cord stump
Gastrointestinal – haematemesis and
melaena

Skin injury – bruising and incisions
Internal blood loss

Cephalohaematoma
Suboponeurotic haemorrhage
Intraventricular, subarachnoid and
subdural

Liver or spleen – rupture and subcapsular

THE ASYMPTOMATIC MURMUR

Murmurs are common in newborn infants and are fre-
quently innocent. A low-amplitude-ejection systolic mur-
mur is audible in some 60% of normal newborn infants.
It is normally best heard over the pulmonary area and
may be due to a ductus arterious that has not fully closed
or a pulmonary artery branch flow murmur which dis-
appears before 6 months of age. Innocent murmurs are
systolic, short, localized and may change. Infants may
develop murmurs when unwell, because of increased car-
diac output or reopening of the ductus arterious. Other
causes of asymptomatic murmurs in the newborn period
include septal defects, aortic or pulmonary stenosis and
Tetralogy of Fallot. A thorough search for other signs of
cardiac disease should be made and an expert opinion
arranged where appropriate. It is important to remem-
ber that the mention of a heart murmur can strike panic
into even the calmest of parents and the situation needs
to be handled with great tact. Rapid definitive diagno-
sis by echocardiography is the mainstay of successful
management.

Neurological disorders

NEONATAL ENCEPHALOPATHY

Neonatal encephalopathy can be caused by hypoxia
ischaemia due to birth asphyxia but also by other condi-
tions including metabolic disorders and infections. These
conditions should be excluded before a confident diag-
nosis of hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy due to birth
asphyxia can be accepted.
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Table 11.5 Classification of severity of hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy in the term newborn

Severity of encephalopathy

Clinical features Mild Moderate Severe

Level of consciousness Hyperalert Lethargic Stuporous, comatose
Muscle tone Normal Mild hypotonia Flaccid
Seizures None Common Interactable
Intracranial pressure Normal Normal Elevated
Primitive reflexes

Suck
Moro

Weak
Strong

Weak or absent
Weak

Absent
Absent

Autonomic function Generalized
sympathetic activity

Generalized parasympathetic activity Both systems depressed

EEG findings Normal (awake) Early: low-voltage delta and theta Early: periodic pattern and suppression
Later: periodic pattern, seizures Later: generalized suppression

Duration <24 h 2–14 days Weeks

Data from Sarnat and Sarnat (1976), source from Roberton’s Textbook of Neonatology 2005.

Hypoxia-ischaemia followed by resuscitation may lead
to apparent recovery followed by inexorable deteriora-
tion beginning 6–8 h later and ending in severe cerebral
injury. Consequently, it is frequently difficult to determine
the prognosis soon after birth on clinical grounds alone.
However, if asphyxia is severe or happened some time
before delivery the infant will not develop spontaneous
breathing; therefore, if despite advance life support there
is no sign of spontaneous breathing 20 min after birth the
outcome is extremely poor.

Hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy is graded clinically
using clinical signs. A frequently used grading system –
that of Sarnat and Sarnat – is given in Table 11.5. Infants
with grade 1 encephalopathy have a very good prognosis
whereas infants with Grade 3 almost all die or are severely
impaired. About half the infants with Grade 2 have severe
neurodevelopmental impairment. Unfortunately a large
number of infants at risk fall into Grade 2, limiting the
utility of the system.

If asphyxia is suspected, further investigation is
required, preferably by paediatricians specialized in
neonatal neurology and with access to sophisticated
equipment such as electrophysiology, magnetic resonance
imaging or magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Diagnosis
and an accurate guide to prognosis can then be obtained.

CEREBRAL PALSY

Cerebral palsy is a non-progressive brain syndromewhich
may not be apparent until after the first year of life and
which cannot be confidently diagnosed at birth. Popu-
lation based studies have shown that about 20% of all
cases of cerebral palsy are due to birth asphyxia in the
term infant, approximately one third are associated with

preterm birth, and the remainder have no obvious fetal or
perinatal antecedent.

CONVULSIONS

Convulsions occurring just after delivery in term infants
may be due to hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy,
metabolic disorders, infections, hypoglycaemia, hypocal-
caemia, hypomagnesaemia or pyridoxine deficiency.
Many otherwise idiopathic fits are caused by focal cere-
bral infarction, which have a much better prognosis than
generalized hypoxic ischaemic injury but are difficult to
diagnose without magnetic resonance imaging.

BRAIN INJURY IN PRETERM INFANTS

Preterm infants are at high risk of cerebral injury and
approximately 10%of infants bornpretermdevelop signif-
icant neurodevelopmental impairment and another 10%
have minor neurological lesions: two classical lesions
which occur in preterm infants.

First, intracerebral haemorrhagemayaffect only theger-
minal layers or ventricles in which case the prognosis is
good; however, haemorrhage into the brain parenchyma
is caused by haemorrhagic infarction and this is associated
with neurodevelopmental impairment.

Second, in periventricular leucomalacia there is a gen-
eral loss of white matter, sometimes with cavitation.
Whereas haemorrhagic parenchymal infarctions can be
usually seen by cerebral ultrasonography, periventricu-
lar leucomalacia is difficult to see and is probably under
diagnosed. Both these conditions seem to be becoming
less common than a more subtle loss of cerebral matter;
this may present as dilated cerebral ventricles on cerebral
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ultrasonography but is often only apparent with mag-
netic resonance imaging. The aetiology of this condition is
poorly understood, the extremely preterm infant seems to
be most at risk. The usefulness of cerebral ultrasonogra-
phy alone to predict neurological prognosis in extremely
preterm infants is therefore limited.

The more mature preterm infants with normal ultra-
sound scans at discharge from intensive care have a
very lowriskof neurodevelopmental impairmentwhereas
those with definable loss of brain tissue from what-
ever cause have a greater than 50% chance of long-term
impairment.

BRACHIAL PLEXUS INJURY

Brachial plexus injury occurs in 0.4–2.5 per 1000 live
births. The commonest type, Erb’s palsy, involves C5 and
6 nerve roots. The incidence has not declined over the
past few decades; however, the prognosis for recovery,
has improved with full recovery expected in the majority
of babies with Erb’s palsy. Injury to the brachial plexus
results in the characteristic waiters tip position, a fracture
to the clavical may also be present. Careful neurological
examination is needed to determine the level of the lesion
as this affects the prognosis for recovery of function; an
associated Horner’s syndrome is a bad prognostic sign.

Effects of maternal drug ingestion

Infantsofmotherswho takedrugs suchasopiates, cocaine,
amphetamines, barbiturates, benzodiazepines and some
othermedical drugsmaydevelop awithdrawal syndrome
with irritability, poor feeding, apnoea and fits. The babies
of mothers who have high alcohol or nicotine intake may
also exhibit withdrawal. Wherever possible the mother
and baby should be kept together; in many cases breast-
feeding in not contraindicated. If a history of maternal
drug abuse was known antenatally a plan of manage-
ment can be agreed before birth and a referral to the social
work team may be appropriate. Management of a baby
at risk of drug withdrawal involves careful observation
and skillednursing. Ifwithdrawal is severe treatmentwith
opiates may be required. Naloxone should never be given
to infants at risk of opiate withdrawal as it can provoke
convulsions. Many labour wards no longer stock nalox-
one for fear it will be given inadvertently to an infant of a
substance-abusing mother.

Jaundice

Jaundice beginning in the first 24 h after birth is patholog-
ical. It is usually unconjugated and the commonest causes
are haemolytic anaemia or infection. Jaundice beginning

on days 2–5 is commonly physiological, but unconjugated
hyperbilirubinaemia may have many causes including
haemolytic disease, ABO incompatability and G-6-PD
deficiency.

Guidelines for the management of neonatal jaundice
are derived from the belief that bilirubin levels greater
than 340 mmol/l in term infants can cause deafness and
kernicterus. This is based on data established when ker-
nicterus due to severe rhesus disease was common but
it has not been demonstrated that 340 mmol/l is the criti-
cal level for nervous system injury in other conditions. It is
generally believed that in preterm infants critical levels are
lower than this, especially if the infants have intercurrent
illness, while at term higher concentrations may be toler-
ated without neurological deficit provided the infant does
not have additional pathology such as infection or acido-
sis. Many authorities now advocate a more relaxed view
of neonatal jaundice in a well, term infant, but haemolytic
jaundice and jaundice in the sick or preterm infant should
always be treated aggressively. Failure to control bilirubin
levels by phototherapy should lead to urgent exchange
transfusion.

Conjugated hyperbilirubinaemia signifies liver disease
and requires urgent specialist investigation. These infants
maybeat riskof complications suchas significant bleeding
and neurological damage.

Hypoglycaemia

Blood glucose concentration is only one measure avail-
able of metabolic fuel and in term infants who are able
to produce and utilize ketones, it is not easy to define an
unequivocal level at which the baby is at risk of the neu-
rological sequelae of hypoglycaemia. Authorities differ,
but a pragmatic solution is to consider term infants with
two consecutive blood glucose levels below 2 mmol/l or a
single bloodglucose level below1mmol/l in need of inter-
vention. The blood glucose must be measured using an
accurate device as commercial test strips are not adequate
for making the diagnosis of hypoglycaemia.

Conditions commonly associated with transient low
blood glucose are hypothermia, infection, prematurity,
intrauterine growth retardation and maternal diabetes.
Some infants develop transient hyperinsulinaemia, par-
ticularly infants of diabetic mothers with poor antena-
tal control or those with severe rhesus disease. Rare
causes include the Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome and
metabolic defects such as cortisol deficiency, galac-
tosaemia and other enzyme defects of glycogenolysis,
gluconeogenesis or fatty acid β oxidation. Preterm infants
are much less able to mount a ketotic response and
hypoglycaemia should be treated promptly.
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Treatment is initially to give calories in the form of
milk or as intravenous glucose infusion. Rapid bolus injec-
tions of concentrated glucose solutions (20–50%) are not
recommended. If hypoglycaemia persists investigations,
including insulin measurements, are required.

Infections

Newborn infants are particularly prone to perinatal infec-
tion; risk factors include low-birthweight infants, pro-
longed rupturedmembranes, maternal fever or chorioam-
nionitis. Iatrogenic infection is problematic for those
undergoing intensive care; the presence of indwelling
cannulae, central venous lines and invasive mechanical
ventilation increase the risk. Organisms responsible for
later neonatal infection frequently come from the skin or
gut. Breastfeeding helps promote normal gut flora and
reduces the risk of acquired neonatal infections. Adher-
ence to good hand-washing practices by all staff, parents
and visitors can significantly reduce the risk of acquired
infection.

SEPTICAEMIA

The signs of systemic sepsis are non-specific. Infants may
present with apnoea, bradycardia or cyanotic episodes;
poor feeding is a common association. They may be
lethargic and hypotonic and they are hyper or hypother-
mic. Sepsis frequently presents as a metabolic acidosis or
shock andoccasionally causespetechial skin rashor severe
jaundice.

Organismswhich commonly cause infection in the new-
born period are group B streptococci, and gram-negatives
such as Escherichia coli or Klebsiella. The prolonged use
or multiple changes of antibiotics in the antenatal period
may increase the risk of infectionwith resistant organisms.
Rapid treatment with antibiotics, immediate resuscitation
and, frequently, mechanical ventilation is required. Inves-
tigations include chest X-ray, blood cultures, urine culture,
and examination and culture of the placenta. A lum-
bar puncture is performed once the baby is stable and
will tolerate the procedure. The mortality of infants who
develop septicaemia in the neonatal period is high with
a significant number of survivors developing subsequent
impairment.

GROUP B STREPTOCOCCUS INFECTION

Mortality due to maternal colonization by Group B strep-
tococcus (GBS) is reduced by antibiotic therapy to the
mother during labour and early treatment of infants with
evidence of infection. About 2% of infants of colonized
mothers develop infections, and 70% of these manifest

risk factors at birth such as preterm labour, prolonged
rupture of the membranes or meconium stained liquor.
Urgent antibiotic therapy is indicated for these infants.
Well infants shown by surface cultures to be colonized,
do not require treatment. Recurrent GBS infection can
occur but more commonly GBS infection can occur later
in infancy when meningitis is the presenting problem.

MENINGITIS

Signs of meningitis in newborn infants are non-specific
with a bulging fontanelle; opisthotonos and seizures occur
late in the disease. Meningitis usually presents as sep-
ticaemia and can be complicated by cerebral oedema,
cerebral infarction, brain abscess or deafness. Common
causal organisms are GBS and E. coli. Listeria monocyto-
genes is a rare cause of perinatal infection in the United
Kingdom.

URINARY TRACT INFECTION

Urinary tract infectionsmaypresent as jaundice, vomiting,
poor feeding or septicaemia. Themain cause is believed to
be spread of blood-borne organisms to the kidney during
septicaemia. Further investigation is essential as 35–50%
are associated with urinary tract abnormalities such as
vesico-ureteric reflux or ureterocele. Breastfeeding offers
a significant degree of protection.

EYE INFECTION

The majority of sticky eyes are not infected but are due
to a blocked nasolacrimal duct. In the absence of conjunc-
tival redness or swelling investigation for infection and
treatment with topical antibiotics is not required. Simple
measures such as cleaning with boiled water and lacrimal
duct massage suffice with symptoms usually resolving in
3–6months. Neonatal conjunctivitis can be caused by such
organisms as Staphylococcus aureus, Chlamydia trachomatis,
Haemophlus influenzae, Streptococcus pneumoniae and Neis-
seria gonorrhoeae. Gonococcal ophthalmia usually presents
within 24 h of deliverywith profuse purulent conjunctival
discharge and immediate diagnosis and treatment (sys-
temic and topical) is required to prevent damage to the
cornea.

Chlamydial ophthalmia which is now among the com-
monest causes of neonatal conjunctivitis presents between
5 and 12 days postnatal age; some babies infected as
neonates will develop chlamydial pneumonia later in
infancy. Corneal scarring is rare; 14 days systemic and
topical treatment is required. The identification of either
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N. gonorrhoeae or chlamydia in the baby requires referral
of mother and her sexual partner for investigation and
treatment.

SKIN INFECTION

Simple hygienic methods such as bathing, hand washing
and routine umbilical cord care can prevent many skin
infections. The infant’s skin is vulnerable to infection by
Staphylococci, which usually leads to small pustules or
lesions but can also cause scalded skin syndrome with
severe exfoliation. Staphylococcal infections should there-
fore be treated with antibiotics after appropriate cultures
have been taken. Streptococci can also cause skin infection
and both may cause systemic illness.

Infection of the umbilical cord is commonly limited to
periumbilical redness with a small amount of discharge.
The presence of oedema indicating cellulitis can occasion-
ally lead to complications such as spreading cellulites of
the abdominal wall, fasciitis and septicaemia and requires
treatment with systemic antibiotics.

Candidiasis usually presents after the first week of
life with napkin dermatitis with or without oral thrush.
Topical and oral treatment is required to prevent the
candidiasis returning as the gut is colonized with can-
didia. Maternal nipple candidial infection can occur in
breastfeeding mothers.

TUBERCULOSIS

Tuberculosis is a re-emergent disease and many hospitals
now offer Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) immunization
to newborn infants. Infants born to mothers infected with
active tuberculosis should be vaccinated with isoniazid-
resistantBCGvaccine andkeptwith themotherwhile both
receive treatment with appropriate drugs. Breastfeeding
should be encouraged. Expert advice on drug therapy is
advisable as patterns of antibiotic susceptibility change
over time.

TETANUS

Neonatal tetanus due to infection of the umbilical stump
by Clostridium tetanii is the result of poor hygiene and is a
distressing and severe conditionwith extremely highmor-
tality. Opisthotonus and muscle spasms of the jaw and
limbs are presenting features and can appear very rapidly
after birth. Prevention centres on maternal vaccination
during pregnancy and education to improve hygiene and
change of local cultural practices.

Gastrointestinal disorders

OESOPHAGEAL ATRESIA OR TRACHEO-OESOPHAGEAL
FISTULA

These conditions should be suspected when there is poly-
hydramnios or excessive mucous from the mouth at birth.
The baby may show rapid onset of respiratory stress and
cyanosis particularly after the first feed. X-ray confirms
the diagnosis, the naso- or orogastric tube does not pass
into the stomach. A large bore nasogastric tube should
be placed in the oesophageal pouch, constant suction
and regular aspiration help prevent aspiration pneumo-
nia. Associated congenital anomalies occur in 50% or
more of infants. Surgery involves division of the fistula
and oesophageal repair; if primary anastomosis is not
possible lengthened procedures are required before later
oesophageal repair. Common long-term complications
are gastro-oesophageal reflux and anastomotic stricture
formation both of which may require further surgical
treatment and long-term medication. Survival is usu-
ally determined by the severity of associated congenital
anomalies and not the defect itself.

DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA

Herniation of the abdominal contents into the hemithorax
leads to severe respiratory difficulties with persistent pul-
monaryhypertension.Most cases presentwith respiratory
distress and cyanosis at birth. Essential earlymanagement
is the passage of a large bore nasogastric tube into the
stomach to prevent gaseous distension, ventilation and
rapid transfer to intensive care. All these infants require
tertiary level intensive care, with access to sophisticated
mechanical ventilation and modern vasodilator therapy
such as nitric oxide. Surgery is delayed until the infant’s
respiratory status has been stabilized. Survival depends
on the degree of underlying pulmonary hypoplasia and
the presence of associated congenital anomalies such as
cardiac defects. Long-term complications include persis-
tent gastro-oesophageal reflux and respiratory problem;
neurodevelopmental problems can develop if neonatal
hypoxia was severe.

ABDOMINAL WALL DEFECTS

Exopmhalos, in which part or all of the intestine and
abdominal organs are in a peritoneal sack outside the
abdomen, should be differentiated from gastroschisis
where a congenital defect of the abdominal wall allows
herniation of the abdominal contents without a peritoneal
sac. The former is frequently associated with other con-
genital defects, while the latter is not. Urgent surgery is
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Table 11.6 Frequently asked questions

Answers

Is milk from the newborn infant’s breast normal? Normal in boys and girls
Is vaginal bleeding in girls normal? Normal
What causes persistent sticky eye after culture and
treatment of infection?

Blocked nasolacrimal duct. Will recanulate
spontaneously – does not need probing

How often should a baby feed ‘on demand’? Usually about 2–4 h, but 6 h is not uncommon
in healthy infants

My baby is squinting. Is this normal? Yes, in the first week after birth
Is my breastfed baby getting enough milk? If the baby is gaining weight properly, yes

required if the amniotic sac has broken and for gastroschi-
sis; immediate management is to wrap the abdominal
contents in a plastic wrapper taking care not to twist
the bowel and disrupt its vascular supply. This should
help prevent hypovalaemia due to fluid loss from the
exposed bowel. A large bore nasogastric tube is passed
and the baby’s circulatory status constantly assessed.
Hypovalaemia or excessive nasogastric output should be
treated with 20 ml/kg 0.9% sodium chloride bolus intra-
venous infusions. The risk of hypothermia is high unless
good thermal management is present from birth. Primary
repair is not always possible if the abdominal cavity is not
large enough to accommodate all the contents; a silomade
of sterile prosthetic material is attached to the abdominal
wall and the contents gradually reduced over 7–10 days.
Outcomes are worse for those requiring silo treatment as
infected complications are high. The long-term outcome
for most with exopmhalos is determined by the presence
of associated congenital anomalies. In gastroschisis 90%
or more now survive. However, their postnatal course is
often protracted and parenteral nutrition may be required
for several weeks with its risks and complications. In
addition bowel atresias and necrotizing enterocolitis may
develop.

INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION

High intestinal obstructionsusuallypresentwithvomiting
whichmaybebile stained, and this ominous signdemands
urgent investigation. Plain X-ray film of the abdomen can
confirm the presence of obstruction by showing a lack of
air in the lower gut or a sign such as the ‘double bubble’
of duodenal atresia. Hypertropic pyloric stenosis does not
usually present until 2–6 weeks of age.

Lower intestinal obstruction usually presents as failure
to pass meconium within 24 h followed by abdominal
distension with or without vomiting. Causes include Hir-
shprung’s disease, meconium ileus due to cystic fibrosis,

low bowel atresia or hypoplasia and imperforate anus.
Ameconium plug can sometimes mimic obstruction espe-
cially in preterm infants.

NEONATAL NECROTIZING ENTEROCOLITIS

Thispoorlyunderstood inflammatory condition isprimar-
ily a conditionofpreterminfants and thosewith congenital
heart disease. It presents as an acute abdomen in the days
or weeks after birth and varies in severity from mild to
fatal. Diagnosis is clinical, aided by characteristic X-ray
changes such as air in the bowel wall or biliary tree. Treat-
ment is conservative with cessation of enteral feeding and
with antibiotics or surgery.

Common queries from parents

Many minor alterations to physiology cause alarm to par-
ents. Some common questions and responses to them are
outlined in Table 11.6 and in the absence of disease, reas-
surance is all that is required. It is wise to read your unit’s
breastfeeding policy so as not to contradict the advice
given by midwives and lactation consultants.
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Chapter 12: Spontaneous miscarriage
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Definition

The commonest early pregnancy complication of spon-
taneous miscarriage occurs in approximately 15–20% of
all pregnancies, as recorded by hospital episode statis-
tics. The actual figure, from community based assessment,
may be up to 30%, as many cases remain unreported
to hospital [1]. The great majority occur early before
12 weeks gestation, while mid trimester loss, between 12
and 24 weeks, occurs less frequently and constitutes <3%
of all pregnancy outcomes.

The clinical assessment of every pregnancy loss history
demands clarification of pregnancy loss type and accurate
classification, whenever possible. The traditional group-
ing of all pregnancy losses prior to 24 weeks as ‘abortion’
may have had pragmatic origins, but it is poor in terms
of definition and makes little sense. Increasing knowl-
edge about early pregnancy development, with the more
widespread availability of serumBetaHCG (human chori-
onic gonadotrophin) measurement, the advent of high
resolution ultrasound and a clearer description of gesta-
tional age at pregnancy lossmake for amore sophisticated
assessment of miscarriage history. The advent of these
important information milestones has neither been fully
realized nor incorporated into clinical event description
for mainstream article publication.

The emergence of the Early Pregnancy Unit (EPU) in
many hospitals has addressed the need for a dedicated
clinical area for the diagnosis of miscarriage and patient
support at a distressing time [2]. With the establishment of
an EPU network, it becomes more important that a stan-
dardized diagnostic classification system be employed for
accurate and reproducible reporting of ultrasound find-
ings and clinical outcomes so that direct comparisons
between units can be readily made and understood for
both research and audit purposes.

The most recent Confidential Enquiry into Maternal
Deaths conclusively demonstrates that mortality from
ectopic pregnancy has not declined and is still on the
increase compared to rates described 10 years ago [3]. As

the EPU represents the most likely point of ectopic preg-
nancy diagnosis, the importance of standardized report-
ing of very early pregnancy changes requires a robust
approach following recent recommendations [4].

Diagnosis
Role of ultrasound

The first demonstration of an intrauterine pregnancy by
means of transvaginal ultrasound was reported in 1967
[5]. Major improvements in ultrasound resolution since
thenhave revolutionized theassessment andmanagement
of early pregnancy problems. For instance, longitudi-
nal study of early pregnancy development can be made
in terms of viability and growth in the same patient
(Table 12.1).

Ultrasound plays a major role in maternal reassurance,
where fetal cardiac activity is seen and is pivotal in the
assessment of early pregnancy complications, such as
vaginal bleeding [6]. However, there are limits to ultra-
sound resolution of normal early pregnancydevelopment.
Expert advice concludes that the diagnosis of an empty
gestation sac can only be made when the mean gestation
sac diameter is greater than 20 mm (Fig. 12.1), and that
the crown–rump length must be 6 mm or greater before
one can say for certain that fetal heart activity is absent
(Fig. 12.2). If measurements are below these thresholds a
repeat transvaginal ultrasound examination after at least
a week should be offered [7]. Ultrasound features such
as a sac that is much smaller than expected from a cer-
tain last menstrual period; a sac that is low in the uterus
or the presence of fetal bradycardia are strongly sugges-
tive but not diagnostic of impending miscarriage [8]. In
addition, the possibility of incorrect dates should always
be remembered by the alert clinician. Wherever possible,
the term ‘missed abortion’ should be replaced by ‘delayed
miscarriage’ [9].

As ultrasound findings are not diagnostic in a signif-
icant number of women with early pregnancy failure,
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Table 12.1 Ultrasound features in early pregnancy

Gestational Anatomical
age landmarks Comments

4 weeks
2 days

Eccentrically placed
gestational sac
GSD 2–3 mm

5th week Double decidual sign
(DDS)

Results from
approximation of
d.capsularis and
d.vera

5th week GSD 5 mm
Yolk sac (YS)

Confirms intrauterine
pregnancy (IUP)

6th week GSD 10 mm
Embryo 2–3 mm
Cardiac activity

7th week GSD 20 mm
Head and trunk
distinguishable

GSD > 20 mm
If no yolk sac
poor prognosis

8th week GSD 25 mm
Limb buds
Midgut herniation
Rhomboncephalon

9th week Choroid plexus, spine
limbs

10th week Cardiac chambers,
Stomach, bladder
Skeletal ossification

11th week Gut returning
Most structures
identified

Association of Early Pregnancy Units Guidelines
(www.earlypregnancy.org.uk).

Fig. 12.1 An empty gestations sac with mean sac diameter
31.7 mm. The sac has an irregular contour and internal
structures are seen within the sac.

Fig. 12.2 This fetus was inert when scanned, it is very flexed
and has a maximum crown–rump length of 16.7 mm. No fetal
heart activity could be demonstrated. The findings are in
keeping with a silent miscarriage.

manyunits nowmeasure various biochemical parameters,
which are used within the context of diagnostic models
to predict pregnancy outcome [10]. Similar models have
been designed to predict the success of expectantmanage-
ment of failing pregnancies both intrauterine and ectopic.
To use this approach effectively one requires access to the
results of biochemical parameters within 24–48 h. This is
feasible for HCG and in some cases progesterone, but not
at present for inhibin A and insulin growth factor bind-
ing protein 1, which at present can only be recommended
within a research setting.

The impact of a diagnosis of a miscarriage should not
be underestimated. The RCOG recommends ‘Early intra-
uterine death should be regarded as of equal significance
to fetal death occurring at a later stage.’ It is therefore
important thatwithin anareawhere earlypregnancy scans
are performed, there is a quiet room for counselling, and
staff working within this setting should have training in
the emotional aspects of early pregnancy loss.

Classification

There has been a plea to classify pregnancy losses accord-
ing to the gestation at which they occur and detail the
event, for example, intrauterine fetal death at 8 weeks
gestation (Table 12.2). In this way, possible pathophys-
iological mechanisms may be postulated and studied.
Historically, clinicians have grouped all pregnancy losses
that occur at a gestation prior to theoretical viability under
the umbrella of ‘abortion’.

Between 1 and 2% of fertile women will experi-
ence recurring miscarriage (RM) [11]. Recently, among
researchers in the field of RM, it has been recognized that
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Table 12.2 Revised nomenclature of early pregnancy events

Avoid Prefer

Egg Oocyte
Fetus Ultrasound based definition to

include fetal heart activity and/or
crown–rump length >10 mm

Embryo Absence of fetus definition
Spontaneous abortion Spontaneous miscarriage
Early pregnancy loss Pregnancy loss of <12 weeks gestation
Recurrent abortion/

Habitual abortion
Recurrent miscarriage consisting of
three early consecutive losses or two
late pregnancy losses

Medical abortion Termination of pregnancy
Menstrual abortion
Preclinical abortion

Biochemical pregnancy loss

Early embryonic
demise

Anembryonic
pregnancy

Empty sac

Missed abortion Delayed pregnancy loss
Embryonic death Fetal loss
Late abortion Late pregnancy loss between 12 and

24 weeks gestation
Hydatidiform mole/

partial mole/
molar pregnancy

Gestational trophoblastic disease
(complete or partial)

Preclinical embryo
loss

Biochemical pregnancy loss

Heterotopic
pregnancy

Intrauterine plus Ectopic pregnancy
(e.g. tubal, cervical, ovarian,
abdominal)

Trophoblast
regression

Biochemical pregnancy loss

Threatened abortion Bleeding in early pregnancy
Pregnancy test Serum/urine level of human

chorionic gonadotrophin (HCG)
No identifiable
pregnancy on
ultrasound with
positive blood/urine
HCG

Pregnancy of unknown location (PUL)

Words NEVER used: Abortion, habitual, preclinical.

the classification of pregnancy loss is more complex as
the developing pregnancy undergoes various important
stages, and different pathology at the time of pregnancy
loss is exhibited at these different stages. As the major-
ity of RM cases following investigation are classified as
idiopathic, it is generally accepted that within the idio-
pathic group there is considerable heterogeneity and it
is unlikely that one single pathological mechanism can
be attributed to their RM history. Furthermore, there is
considerable debate about cause and association as the
exact pathophysiological mechanisms have not been elu-
cidated. Current research is directed at theories related to

implantation, trophoblast invasion and placentation, as
well as factors which may be embryopathic.

Modern classification of pregnancy loss type

The revision of early pregnancy nomenclature is both
desirable and essential in raising the standard of report-
ing. To improve the accuracy of observational studies it
is desirable to present a clear and consistent description
of the pregnancy event that is universally understood by
the clinician. It is essential to have a clear classification
of pregnancy loss type to differentiate between fetal (late)
or empty sac (early) loss events (Table 12.3). For random-
ized controlled treatment trial reports, there is a strong
argument for mandatory karyotyping of all pregnancy
losses where supportive pharmacologic intervention is
employed. This is because a false treatment ‘failure’ may
be ascribed to a lethal trisomy or triploid karyotype.
Recent data testify to significant observations that are
observed when these karyotype outcome measures are
included [12–16].

It is understandable that a modernized classification
systemcannot answer every clinical scenario but the adop-
tion of revised terminology is a better way forward than
persisting with an antiquated description that precedes
the universal use of transvaginal ultrasound findings or
serum HCG levels.

Management of miscarriage
Surgical evacuation

If a woman in the earlier months is labouring under aflooding, no
obvious danger attending, the less you actively interfere the better.
If the womans life is in jeopardy practice more vigorous may be
required

Since the nineteenth century, surgical evacuation of the
uterus has been the standard treatment offered by gynae-
cologists to those requiring treatment following first-
trimester miscarriage. This approach was based on an
assumption that retained tissue increase the risk of infec-
tion and haemorrhage. However, surgical evacuation was
introduced at a time when high rates of retained products
and infection with ensuing morbidity and mortality were
likely to be due to the high numbers of illegal terminations
of pregnancy and the absence of any antibioticmedication.

The incidence of septic miscarriage has dramatically
fallen in the United Kingdom following the introduction
of the 1967 abortion act.

Surgical evacuation remains the treatment of choice if
bleeding is excessive; vital signs are unstable or infected
tissue is retained. Fewer than 10% of women experiencing
a miscarriage fall within these categories [17]. However,
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Table 12.3 Pregnancy loss classification

Typical gestation Fetal heart
Type of loss (weeks) activity Principal ultrasound finding Beta HCG level

Biochemical loss <6 Never Unknown location Low then fall
Early pregnancy loss 6–8 Never Empty sac Initial rise then fall
Late pregnancy loss >10 Lost Crown–rump length and fetal

heart activity identified
Rise then static or fall

many women when offered treatment options will still
choose surgical evacuation as it offers an immediate ter-
mination of the pregnancy and allowswomen to schedule
treatment around work and childcare commitments.

If surgical evacuation is to be used, suction curettage
is the method of choice as this is associated with fewer
complications [18]. Serious complications including uter-
ine perforation, cervical tears, intrauterine adhesions and
haemorrhage should be included on all patient informa-
tion leaflets and clearly statedon all surgical consent forms
prior to operation. In all cases where surgical evacuation
is the treatment option consideration should be given to
the use of a cervical priming agent.

Over the past decade alternative management options
(expectant and medical) have been developed and many
women prefer the option of a treatment without the
attendant risks associated with a surgical procedure.

EXPECTANT MANAGEMENT

Expectant management often results in absorption of
retained tissue with little associated bleeding. For those
women managed in general practice expectant manage-
ment has long been the treatment of choice.

It is likely that at least 74% of non-viable pregnancies
would miscarry successfully without intervention [19].
Observational and controlled trials of expectant manage-
ment of miscarriage show wide variations in reported
efficacy. Factors affecting the success rate were the type of
miscarriage, duration of follow-up and whether clinical
or ultrasound features were used for review. The clini-
cal dilemma is therefore which patients are suitable for
expectant management.

When ultrasound assessment of the uterine cavity is
suggestive of retained products with an antero-posterior
diameter of 15 mm or less genuine retained products
are less likely to be confirmed histologically, hence such
cases are best managed expectantly. These women are
said to have suffered a complete miscarriage. One study
showed that 98% of women treated expectantly following
a scan report of complete miscarriage had an uneventful
recovery [20].

A non-randomized study [21] provided detailed infor-
mation about short-term complications. Women with

completemiscarriageweremanaged expectantly, whereas
those showing retained products of conception on ultra-
sonography were treated surgically. Short-term complica-
tions occurred in 3% of those managed expectantly and
6% after surgery. The latter group suffered complications
of uterine perforation, cervical laceration and in one case
hysterectomy.

Nielsen and Hahlin [22] published the first random-
ized controlled trial which compared expectant manage-
ment with surgical evacuation. The inclusion criteria were
women with either inevitable or incomplete abortion and
they reported similar success rates and complications
in both groups. Further large-scale observational data
demonstrated spontaneous resolution in 91% for incom-
pletemiscarriage, 76% for fetal loss and 66% for empty sac
pregnancy loss among 1096 consecutive patients treated
conservatively [23]. A similar outcomewas confirmed in a
patient choice study of 545 women using continued ultra-
sound surveillance [24] Completed miscarriage rates are
higher in those patients who have bleeding at the time of
diagnosis [25] and those who have detectable intervillous
pulsatile blood flow on scan [26].

This data suggests that expectant management is the
treatment of choice for complete miscarriage and a valid
option for the management of incomplete miscarriage.
Success rates for silent miscarriages are lower.

MEDICAL MANAGEMENT

Several pharmacologic agents, capable of inducing abor-
tion, have become available in the last 20 years. Med-
ical termination of pregnancy is now well recognized
as an effective treatment option. It was thus a logical
progression to use these drugs in the management of
miscarriage.

Mifepristone blocks the progesterone receptors, revers-
ing the influence of progesterone during pregnancy. As
a result, there is an influx of leukocyte and red cells into
the decidua followed by the release of prostaglandins and
cytokines [27]. Addition of a synthetic prostaglandin E1
analogue results in powerful contractions, which supple-
ment those induced by the withdrawal of progesterone.
This process closely mimics events in a spontaneous
miscarriage.
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The use of medical management in cases of incomplete
miscarriage may show no great benefit over conservative
management [28]. However, in the management of silent
miscarriage there is a significant advantage. One random-
ized clinical trial demonstrated 80% success with vaginal
misoprostol compared to 16% in the placebo arm [29].

The two commonly used prostaglandin analogues are
gemeprost and misoprostol. As misoprostol is cheaper,
does not require refrigeration and can be given in different
dosages by different routes, it is the most commonly used
in recent published studies. Research seems to indicate
that although oral or sublingual misoprostol is effec-
tive, the vaginal route of administration appears to give
maximum efficacy with least side effects. An increase in
misoprostol dosage appears to achieve a slightly higher
success rate but with an increased risk of side effects
(mainly gastrointestinal).

Mifepristonemaybe used to induce cervical change and
is usually given orally, followed 36–48 h later by one of the
prostaglandin analogues. Mifepristone has been given in
doses ranging from 200 mg to 600 mg; however, studies
have demonstrated that the lower dosage has similar effi-
cacy butwith a significant reduction in side effects, mainly
nausea and vomiting [30].

The selectionofwomenwith silentmiscarriage basedon
gestation and initial B-HCG levelmay increase the success
of medical treatment [31]. Although some centres offer
medical management as an outpatient procedure, in most
studies a significant number of women require parenteral
analgesia [32].

The treatment option should take into account the
patient’s symptoms, type of miscarriage, volume of
retained tissue and patient choice. A patient choice study
reported treatment preferences for future miscarriage in
womenwith amiscarriage randomized to either expectant
or surgical management [33]. Womenwhowere managed
according to their own treatment choice held onto their
initial treatment preference (expectant versus surgical 84
and 88%, respectively). In patients who have no strong
preference impartial advice on success rates and potential
risks should be given and the patient allowed to make her
own decision.

At present we do not have any specific investiga-
tion which will help predict which miscarriages can be
successfully treated by either the medical or expectant
route.

It is very important whichever treatment option is cho-
sen that the psychological impact of miscarriage on the
patient is not overlooked. It is impossible to provide all
womenwhomiscarrywith counselling appointments due
to the high frequency with which pregnancy loss occurs.
It is, however, important that they have contact details
for the hospital and also information on local or national

support groups such as the ‘MiscarriageAssociation’. The
development of EPUs has helped address some of the
patient’s needs and it is essential that they are staffed by
personnel who are knowledgeable and dedicated to the
field of early pregnancy care.
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Chapter 13: Recurrent miscarriage
Raj Rai

Recurrent miscarriage (RM), the accepted definition of
which is three or more consecutive miscarriages, is rel-
atively uncommon – affecting about 1 to 2% of couples
who conceive. Three strands of evidence support the con-
tention that RM is a distinct clinical entity rather than one
which occurs purely by chance alone. First, the observed
incidence of RM is significantly higher than that expected
by chance alone (0.4%); second, a woman’s risk of mis-
carriage is directly related to the outcome of her previous
pregnancies [1]; and third, in contrast to sporadic mis-
carriage, women with RM tend to lose pregnancies with
a normal chromosome complement, suggesting the pres-
ence of a persistent underlying cause for pregnancy loss
among these women [2,3].

Despite major advances in our understanding of the
aetiology of RM over the last 20 years, even after com-
prehensive investigation, no cause for pregnancy failure
is identified in approximately 50% of couples. This has led
to the situation where women with RM have been, and
continue to be, subjected to investigations and treatments
basedonanecdotal evidence, historical beliefs and theper-
sonal prejudices of their clinicians [4]. This chapter aims
to provide a comprehensive, evidence-based approach to
the investigation and treatment of RM while at the same
time highlighting new avenues of research.

Aetiology
Genetic

PARENTAL CHROMOSOME ABNORMALITIES

On the basis of conventional Geisma banding techniques,
a parental structural chromosome abnormality is identi-
fied in between 3 and 5% of couples with RM. The most
commonabnormality is a balanced or reciprocal transloca-
tion. While carriers of a balanced reciprocal translocation
are phenotypically normal, abnormal segregation atmeio-
sis leads to between 50 and 70% of their gametes and
hence embryos being unbalanced. Twice as many females
compared with males are identified as carrying a struc-
tural chromosome abnormality. This is most likely due

Table 13.1 Contemporary investigative screen for recurrent
miscarriage

Male and female parental blood karyotypes
Lupus anticoagulant
IgG and IgM anticardiolipin antibodies
Factor V genotype
Factor II genotype
Activated protein C resistance
Pelvic ultrasound to determine ovarian morphology and
uterine anatomy

Early follicular phase FSH
Insulin resistance status

to structural abnormalities among males being associated
with sterility. While translocations have been reported for
all chromosomes in a variety of combinations, the clinical
miscarriage rates and subsequent pregnancy outcome for
different abnormalities have not been reported.

Until recently, little active treatment could be offered
to those with a parental karyotype abnormality other
than referral to a genetic counsellor for informed advice
regarding the prognosis for a future pregnancy. This has
changed with the introduction of in vitro fertilization
(IVF) and pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD), in
which fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) is used to
infer the genetic status of an embryo from a single cell
biopsied three days after fertilization. However, before
embarking on this treatment avenue it should be rec-
ognized that the live birth rate/cycle for those with a
reciprocal translocation undergoing PGD is lower than
would be hoped – between 29%/oocyte retrieval rising
to 38%/embryo transfer [5]. This has to be compared to
the live birth rate among thosewith a reciprocal transloca-
tion who persevere with spontaneous conception where
the chance of a successful pregnancy, even after three
miscarriages, is between 50 and 65% [6] (Table 13.1).

FETAL ANEUPLOIDY

Aneuploidy (trisomy or monosomy) is the most com-
monly identified chromosome abnormality in humans

100
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and fetal aneuploidy is the single most common cause of
miscarriage.Approximately 30%of allmiscarriages are tri-
somic and a further 10% are due to either sex-chromosome
monosomy or polyploidy.

The incidence of fetal trisomy rises with increasing age
of the mother, whereas sex-chromosome monosomy and
polyploidy do not. The hypothesis of a ‘limited oocyte
pool’ inwhich theeffect of age isdue toa relative scarcityof
oocytes at optimal stages ofmaturationhas been advanced
[7]. In support of this hypothesis, women who have lost
at least one trisomic fetus have been reported to have a
diminished ovarian reserve and to enter the menopause
at an earlier age compared to those with no such
history [8].

It is possible that some women with RM are more prone
to hetero-trisomy (recurrence of a different trisomy subse-
quent to a trisomic pregnancy). Rubio et al. [9], using FISH
to screen the embryos of couples with RM undergoing
IVF, reported a significantly higher incidence of abnor-
mal embryos (70%) comparedwith anagematched control
group with no history of RM.

ENDOCRINOPATHIES

Many cases of RM have been thought to be secondary to
an underlying endocrine defect. However, the search for
such a defect has proven elusive.

Interest has traditionally centred on the concept of defi-
cient secretion of progesterone by the corpus luteum lead-
ing to early miscarriage. This has come to be termed the
luteal phase defect which has been reported to be present
in between 23 and 60% of women with RM. The diagnosis
of a luteal phase defect is based on luteal phase pro-
gesterone levels and endometrial biopsies in non-fertile
cycles. This is not reliable as there is low concordance
between endocrine and histological variables in consec-
utive cycles. Moreover, pre-conceptual hormone profiles
are similar among pregnancies that are successful and
those that end in miscarriage [10].

Historically, progestational agents have been used from
early post-conception in an attempt to prevent miscar-
riage. This practice is not supported by the results of two
meta-analyses of the use of progesterone to reduce the
miscarriage rate amongwomenwith sporadicmiscarriage
[11,12]. It should be noted, however, that a subgroup anal-
ysis among women with unexplained first trimester RM
suggests that progesterone use in the first trimester may
be of benefit.

Well-controlled diabetes is not a risk factor for RM.
While the prevalence of thyroid auto-antibodies are
increased among women with RM, the prospective live-
birth rate among women with RM who have thyroid

antibodies is similar to that of thosewho do not have these
antibodies [13].

Of more interest is the relationship between polycys-
tic ovaries (PCO), the various endocrinopathies associated
with the polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) and RM.

The prevalence of PCO, using established ultrasound
criteria, is significantly higher among women with RM
(40%) compared to those with an uncomplicated repro-
ductive history. It has previously been thought that
hypersecretion of luteinizing hormone (LH) is causal of
pregnancy loss both among women undergoing assisted
conception and those conceiving spontaneously. This is
no longer held to be the case. A prospective randomized
study reported that suppression of endogenous LH fol-
lowed by ovulation induction did not decrease themiscar-
riage rate [14]. As important, women who hypersecreted
LH and who did not have their endogenous LH sup-
pressed had an excellent live birth rate in later untreated
pregnancies.

Attention is now focused on the relationship between
PCOS, insulin resistance and pregnancy loss. Impair-
ment of insulin metabolism is a prominent feature of the
syndrome and appears to play a keypathogenetic role pre-
cipitating the cascade of other disorders associated with
PCOS. Insulin resistance has been reported to be asso-
ciated with a higher rate of miscarriage among women
with PCOS undergoing ovulation induction compared
to those not insulin resistant. Recent studies report that
the insulin-sensitizing agents, such as metformin, reduce
hyperinsulinemia, reverse the endocrinopathy of PCOS
and normalize endocrine, metabolic and reproductive
function. Retrospective studies report that metformin use
during pregnancy is associated with a significant reduc-
tion in the miscarriage rate among women with PCOS
[15]. This effect of metformin, however, remains to be
tested in a large prospective placebo-controlled study of a
well-defined cohort of women with RM.

ANTIPHOSPHOLIPID SYNDROME

Over the last decade the antiphospholipid syndrome
(APS), also known more recently as Hughes Syndrome,
has emerged as the most important treatable cause of RM.

Antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) are a family of
approximately 20 auto-antibodies directed against neg-
atively charged phospholipids-binding proteins. Of this
family of antibodies, only the lupus anticoagulant (LA)
and the anticardiolipin antibodies (aCL) have been shown
to be of reproductive significance. The reproductive crite-
ria for the diagnosis of APS are shown in Table 13.2 [16].

Prevalence studies have reported that 15% of women
with RM have persistently positive tests for either LA
and/or aCL and hence have a diagnosis of APS [17]. In
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Table 13.2 Contemporary reproductive criteria for the
diagnosis of antiphospholipid syndrome

One or more unexplained deaths of a morphologically normal
fetus at or after the 10th week of gestation

One or more premature births of a morphologically normal
fetus before 34 weeks gestation

Three or more consecutive unexplained miscarriages before the
10th week of gestation

After Wilson et al. (1999) Arthritis Rheum. 42, 1309–11.
Together with persistently positive tests for either lupus anticoagu-
lant and/or IgG/IgM anticardiolipin antibodies.

Prednisolone + aspirin
vs heparin + aspirin

Prednisolone + aspirin
vs aspirin or placebo

Aspirin vs
placebo or usual
care

Aspirin + heparin
vs aspirin

0    1.0      1      2       3        4

Odds ratio

54% increase in LB rate

Fig. 13.1 Meta-analysis of treatments for aPL-associated
pregnancy loss. After [21].

future untreated pregnancies, women with APS have a
miscarriage rate as high as 90% [18]. The majority of mis-
carriages occur in the first trimester of pregnancy after the
establishment of fetal cardiac activity.

Pregnancy failure associated withAPS has traditionally
been ascribed to thrombosis of the uteroplacental vascu-
lature. Indeed, placental thrombosis and infarction are
seen in phospholipid pregnancies but these findings are
neither universal nor specific to aPL pregnancy losses.
Not withstanding this, two randomized studies which
used aspirin in combination with heparin as thrombo-
prophylactic agents reported a significant increase in the
live birth rate from 40% with aspirin alone to 70% with
aspirin together with heparin [19,20]. These results have
been confirmed in a meta-analysis (Fig. 13.1) [21].

More recently, advances in our understanding of early
pregnancy development and of aPL biology have chal-
lenged the primacy of thrombosis as the underlying
pathology of pregnancy loss in APS. In vitro studies
report that aPL (1) impair signal transductionmechanisms
controlling endometrial cell decidualization; (2) increase
trophoblast apoptosis; (3) decrease trophoblast fusion and
(4) impair trophoblast invasion (Fig. 13.2) [22]. Inter-
estingly, the effects of aPL on trophoblast function are
reversed, at least in vitro, by lowmolecularweightheparin.
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Fig. 13.2 Antiphospholipid antibodies impair extra-villous
trophoblast invasion. This is restored by unfractionated heparin.
RM, recurrent miscarriage; aPL, antiphospholipid antibodies.

THROMBOPHILIC DEFECTS

Pregnancy is a hypercoaguable state secondary to both an
increase in the levels of certain coagulation factors and a
simultaneous decrease in both the levels of anticoagulant
proteins and fibrinolysis. The evolutionary advantage of
this response is to counteract the inherent instability asso-
ciated with haemochorial placentation. The hypothesis
has been advanced that some cases of recurrent miscar-
riage and later pregnancy complications are due to an
exaggeratedhaemostatic responseduringpregnancy lead-
ing to thrombosis of the uteroplacental vasculature and
subsequent fetal demise. This hypothesis is supported by
both histological data reporting that microthrombi are a
common finding in the placental vasculature of women
with recurrent miscarriage and by prospective studies
reporting an increasedprevalence of thrombophilic abnor-
malities among women with recurrent miscarriage.

The first prevalence studies of coagulation abnormali-
ties among women with a history of adverse pregnancy
outcome appeared in the mid-1990s. Since this time,
numerous publications have reported the prevalence of
individual coagulation defects among women with recur-
rent miscarriage to be either similar to or increased when
compared with controls. As far as the genetic throm-
bophilic defects are concerned, two meta-analyses report
that only maternal carriage of either the Factor V (Leiden)
G1691Aor the Factor II (prothrombin)G20210Amutations
are associated with RM (Fig. 13.3) [23,24].

Analagous to concepts on aPL-associated pregnancy
failure, we have escaped from the restrictive con-
cept of pregnancy loss associated with thrombophilic
defects being due to thrombosis to now emphasizing
the non-coagulant actions of thrombin. Thrombin has an
important role in cell signalling (acting via protease acti-
vating receptors). Excess thrombin generation, as seen
in hypercoaguable states, impairs decidualization of the
endometrium and increases trophoblast apoptosis.
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Fig. 13.3 Survival plot of the outcome of untreated pregnancies
among women with recurrent miscarriage who carry the Factor
V Leiden mutation and those with a Normal Factor V genotype.

Immune dysfunction

IMMUNE RESPONSE IN PREGNANCY

Traditionally, pregnancy from an immunological perspec-
tive, has been viewed as a conflict between the semi-
allogenic fetus and the mother in which fetal survival
is dependent on suppression of the maternal immune
response. However, it is clear that while lymphocyte func-
tiondoes indeedchangeduringpregnancy, there is nogen-
eralized suppression of the maternal immune response.
Indeed, the concept of immunization of the mother, for
example with paternal white blood cells, in order that she
maymount aprotective immune response toprevent rejec-
tion of the genetically dissimilar fetus has been refuted by
randomized therapeutic studies [25].

Contemporary concepts in reproductive immunology
now emphasize the co-operative nature of the interaction
between individual cells and molecules of the immune
system and the fetus in governing pregnancy outcome.
In particular, interest is currently focused on the relation-
ship between Natural Killer (NK) cells and reproductive
failure.

Natural Killer cells are lymphocytes which are part of
the innate immune system. The NK cells may be divided
into those found in peripheral blood and those present in
the uterine decidua. There are important phenotypic and
functional differences betweenNK cells present at the two
sites. Unlike peripheral blood NK cells, uterine NK cells
have little killing ability. Micro-array analysis combined
with flow cytometric and RT-PCR studies have demon-
strated that the phenotype of uNK cells is different from
that of NK cells in peripheral blood [26]. Hence, it may be
erroneous to extrapolate data examining peripheral blood
NK cells to implantation failure and RM.

While some have advocated the use of glucocoritcoids
as adjuvant therapy in women with raised peripheral NK
cell levels, there is no evidence base to support this.

Indeed, glucocorticoids themselves during pregnancy
are associated with an increased risk of preterm delivery
secondary to rupture of membranes and the development
of pre-eclampsia and gestational diabetes [27]. Impor-
tantly, glucocorticoid receptors are present in the stromal
compartment of the endometrium thus suggesting they
play an important role in decidualization. The effect
of exogenous glucocorticoid therapy on the endometrial
gene expression profile during decidualization has not
been examined.

The cytokine response at the maternal–fetal interface is
also the subject of current investigation. This responsemay
be broadly divided into being either a predominantly Th-1
type response (characterized by the production of inter-
leukin 2, interferon-γ and tumour necrosis factor-β) or a
Th-2 type response (characterized by the production of
interleukins −4, −6 and −10). It has been suggested that
normal pregnancy is the result of a Th-2 type cytokine
response which allows the production of blocking anti-
bodies to mask fetal trophoblast antigens from immuno-
logical recognition by a maternal Th-1 cell-mediated
cytotoxic response [28]. In contrast, women who recur-
rently miscarry tend to produce a predominantly Th-1
type response both in the period of embryonic implanta-
tion and during pregnancy [29]. Immuno-modulation of
the cytokine response during early pregnancy represents
an important future avenue of research for therapeutic
trials.

Structural uterine abnormalities

The prevalence and reproductive implications of uter-
ine anomalies in the general population have not been
clearly established. Hence, it is difficult to assess the
contribution that congenital uterine anomalies make to
RM. The prevalence of uterine anomalies among women
with RM has been reported to range between 1.8% and
37.6% [30]. This wide range reflects the differences in
criteria and techniques used for diagnosis and the fact
that available studies have included women with two,
three or more miscarriages at both early and late stages
of pregnancy. A recent retrospective review of repro-
ductive performance in patients with untreated uterine
anomalies has suggested that these women experience
high rates of miscarriage and preterm delivery [31]. Open
uterine surgery is associated with post-operative infertil-
ity and carries a significant risk of uterine scar rupture
during pregnancy. These complications are less likely
to occur after hysteroscopic surgery but no random-
ized trial assessing the benefits of surgical correction of
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uterine abnormalities on pregnancy outcome has been
performed.

Management of unexplained recurrent
miscarriage

Asignificant number of couples investigated for recurrent
miscarriage will have no cause identified to account for
their pregnancy losses. While this is a frustrating situation
for both patient and clinician, the prospective live-birth
rate of women who are aPL negative is good [32]. The
main determinants of future pregnancy outcome are the
maternal age and the number of previousmiscarriages she
has had (Figs 13.4 and 13.5). Awoman less than 38 years of
age who has had less than five consecutive first trimester
miscarriages and who is aPL negative has a 65% chance
of her next pregnancy being successful with supportive
care alone. While the scientific basis for the benefit of
supportive care in early pregnancy remains to be eluci-
dated, it is possible that elevated stress hormones (e.g.
cathecholamines and cortisol) may be able to reduce fetal
vascularization and oxygen supply and thereby induce
miscarriage.
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Chapter 14: Ectopic pregnancy
Davor Jurkovic

Introduction

First descriptions of ectopic pregnancy in England date
back to 1731 when Gifford described implantation of a
pregnancy outside the uterine cavity. Charles Meigs pro-
vided particularly vivid descriptions of severe cases of
ectopic pregnancy in the mid-nineteenth century, when
ectopic pregnancywas considered to be a rare, but univer-
sally fatal condition. With the improvements in surgical
techniques at the turn of the twentieth century ectopic
pregnancy became curable [1]. However, it was still
considered a very serious problem with high mortality
rates. This perception has changed only recently with
the increased ability to establish the diagnosis of ectopic
pregnancy non-invasively in women with minimal clini-
cal symptoms.Although there has been amassive increase
in the incidence of ectopic pregnancy in recent years, the
mortality of the disease has been static [2]. Therefore the
main challenge in modern clinical practice is to identify
and treat as early as possible cases of ectopic pregnancy
with the potential to cause serious morbidity and death,
and at the same time to minimize interventions in those
destined to be resolved without causing any harm.

Epidemiology and aetiology

Over the past 30 years the incidence of ectopic pregnancy
has dramatically increased in most industrialized coun-
tries. The incidenceof ectopicpregnancymaybeexpressed
in various ways, for example, number of births, number
of pregnancies or number of women of reproductive age
may be used as a denominator. Due to difficulties in regis-
tering all pregnancies, the number ofwomen aged 15–44 is
oftenusedas thedenominatorwhencomparing thefigures
fromdifferent populations. The reported annual incidence
rates vary between 100 and 175 per 100,000 women aged
between 15 and 44 [3]. In recent years a stabilization or
even decline of ectopic rates has been noted in some coun-
tries such as Sweden and Finland [4]. The incidence in the
United Kingdom has changed little in the last decade with
9.6 ectopics per 1000 pregnancies in 1991–1993 and 11.0
per 1000 pregnancies in 2000–2002 [2].

The perceived increase in the incidence of ectopic preg-
nancymaybedue to anumber of factors. The increasemay
be a true reflection of the larger number of cases in the pop-
ulation or a result of the improved sensitivity of diagnostic
tests for ectopicpregnancy. In thepast a significantnumber
of ectopic pregnancies may have resolved spontaneously
without being detected, which is less likely to occur in
modern clinical practice. Therefore the increased inci-
dence of ectopic pregnancy rate may be partly explained
by the increased effectiveness of screening.

Anumberof factorshavebeen identified,which increase
individual risk of ectopic implantation. An association
between increased maternal age and ectopic pregnancy
has been well documented in the past. The incidence of
ectopic pregnancy is three times higher in women aged
35–44 in comparison to those in the age group 15–24 [5,6].
In recent years the age at first conception has increased,
which may have contributed to the increased incidence.

The observed increase in incidence of ectopic pregnancy
could also be attributed to an increase in risk factors such
as sexually transmitted infections. A recent meta-analysis
showed that the odds of having an ectopic pregnancy
are significantly higher in women with history of pelvic
infection, multiple partners and early age of intercourse.
Odds were particularly high in women with history of
chlamydia infection [7]. Another study from Sweden also
supports an association between ectopic pregnancy and
preceding infection by chlamydia. These data showed that
a surge in the incidence of ectopic pregnancy was pre-
cededbya similar peak in the incidence of acute salpingitis
15 years earlier [8]. It has also been found that the reduc-
tion in the rate of chlamydia infection due to screening
and treatment leads to concomitant decline in the inci-
dence of ectopic pregnancy [4]. However, the findings
from epidemiological studies may have been confounded
by other factors and they should be interpreted with cau-
tion. It is possible that the temporal association between
the incidence of chlamydia infection and ectopic preg-
nancy may actually be due to the changes in screening
policies for chlamydia and continuous improvement of
diagnosticmethods for the detection of ectopic pregnancy.

106
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Table 14.1 Risk factors for ectopic pregnancy

History of previous ectopic pregnancy
(IUCD) or sterilization failure
Pelvic inflammatory disease
Chlamydia infection
Early age of intercourse and multiple partners
History of infertility
Previous pelvic surgery
Increased maternal age
Cigarette smoking
Strenuous physical exercise
In utero DES exposure

All methods of contraception are effective in reducing
both the number of intrauterine and extrauterine preg-
nancies. However, when pregnancies occur as a result
of contraceptive failure the risk of ectopic pregnancy is
significantly increased in women who fall pregnant after
tubal sterilization or while using the intrauterine contra-
ceptive device (IUCD), but not in women conceiving due
to the failure of oral hormonal contraception or barrier
methods [9].

Other factors associatedwith an increased riskof ectopic
pregnancy are previous pelvic surgery, history of infertil-
ity, in utero diethylstilbestrol (DES) exposure, strenuous
physical exercise andcigarette smoking. The riskof ectopic
pregnancy among black women and other ethnic minori-
ties is 1.6 times higher than the risk among white women
in the United States [5].

In women with previous ectopic pregnancy the risk of
recurrent ectopic pregnancy is 12–18%. The future risk
increases further with every successive occurrence [10,11]
(Table 14.1).

Mortality

Ectopic pregnancy remains an important cause of mater-
nal mortality worldwide. Figures from the United States
show that the incidence of ectopic pregnancy increased
fourfold between 1972 and 1987. At the same time the
mortality has decreased nearly sixfold from 19.6/10000
to 3.4/10000 cases. However, the absolute number of
deaths has decreased by less than half from 47 to 30 cases
per year [12]. In the United Kingdom both the number
of ectopics and the number of deaths have been static
in the last 12 years with the mortality rate at 0.4/1000
pregnancies [2]. This trend has been maintained despite
a massive expansion in the services available to women
with suspected early pregnancy complications over the
last decade. A possible explanation is that women with
the most serious forms of ectopic pregnancies, such as
interstitial ectopics, are typically asymptomatic until sud-
den rupture accompanied by a massive internal bleeding

occurs. The lack of early warning signs prevents women
seeking the semi-elective services available to them.

Pathophysiology

Any abnormality in tubal morphology or function may
lead to ectopic pregnancy. In normal pregnancy the egg is
fertilized in the Fallopian tube, and then it is transported
into the uterus. It is believed that the most important
cause of ectopic pregnancy is damage to the tubalmucosa,
which could obstruct the embryo transport due to scar-
ring. The other possibility is that a small defect in the
mucosa attracts implantation in the Fallopian tube [13].
The mucosal damage may be caused by infection or surgi-
cal trauma. However, evidence of tubal damage is lacking
in many cases of ectopic pregnancy. In these women the
cause of ectopic pregnancy may be a dysfunction in the
tubal smooth muscle activity. In general, oestrogens stim-
ulate tubal myoelectrial activity and progesterone has an
inhibitory effect. An altered oestrogen/progesterone ratio
may affect tubal motility in different ways. Abnormally
high oestrogen levelsmay cause tubal spasm, which could
block transport of the embryo towards the uterine cavity.
This may be an explanation for increased rates of ectopics
following ovarian hyperstimulation and post-coital oral
contraception. Conversely, pharmacological doses of pro-
gesterone in women using progesterone-only contracep-
tion could cause complete tubal relaxation leading to
retention of the fertilized egg within the tube [14].

Embryonic abnormalities have also been studied in an
attempt to explain occurrence of ectopics in the absence
of tubal pathology and although the majority of tubal
pregnancies are non-viable, the incidence of chromoso-
mal defects is no higher than in samples obtained from
intrauterine pregnancies [15].

Clinical presentation

The clinical presentation of ectopic pregnancy is very vari-
able and reflects the biological potential of pregnancy to
develop beyond a very early stage. This in turn is largely
determined by the location of pregnancy within the tube.
In general, more proximal implantation to the uterine
cavity shows more advanced development. Ampullary
ectopics, which represent 70% of all tubal ectopics, rarely
develop beyond a very early stage and clinical symptoms
of tubal abortion may be present as early as 5 weeks ges-
tation. On the other hand one third of interstitial tubal
ectopics develop in a similar way to healthy intrauterine
pregnancies with evidence of a live embryo on ultrasound
examination. These pregnancies tend to be clinically silent
until sudden rupture occurs [16].

Most ectopic pregnancies represent a formof early preg-
nancy failure and the first symptom is usually brown
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vaginal discharge, which starts soon after themissedmen-
strual period. However, the amount of bleedingvaries and
in some women it can be quite heavy. Passage of a decid-
ual cast may sometimes lead to an erroneous diagnosis of
miscarriage.Abdominal pain is usually a late feature in the
clinical presentation of ectopic pregnancy. The localization
of pain is not specific and it is not unusual for women to
complain of pain on the side contralateral to the ectopic.
Some women may complain of period-like pain or upper
abdominal discomfort. The pain is usually caused by tubal
miscarriage and bleeding through the fimbrial end of the
tube into the peritoneal cavity. The pain varies in intensity
and does not necessarily reflect the volume of blood lost
inside the abdominal cavity.

About 10–20% of ectopic pregnancies present without
bleeding [17]. In a significant proportion of these cases
a viable embryo is detected on ultrasound scan, which
increases the risk of rupture. Pain associated with rup-
ture tends to be more intense, with signs of peritonism on
abdominal palpation. Severe rupture sometimes presents
with nausea, vomiting and diarrhoea, which may resem-
ble a gastrointestinal disorder. This confusing picture
may cause a delay in the diagnosis of ectopic pregnan-
cies. Indeed this misdiagnosis was made in more than a
third of women who have died from ectopic pregnancy
in the United Kingdom since 1998 [2]. Significant intra-
abdominal bleeding, however, can be recognized by the
typical signs of haemorrhagic shock, which include pallor,
tachycardia, hypotension and oliguria.

Women with suspected early pregnancy complications
have traditionally been subjected to vaginal examination
including speculum and bimanual palpation. Speculum
examinationhas very little value in thedetection of ectopic
pregnancy. It may help to diagnose miscarriage by the
visualization of the products of conception within the
cervix or vagina. Although this reduces the chance of
an ectopic, it does not eliminate the possibility of a
heterotopic pregnancy.

Palpation of pelvic organs is also of limited diagnostic
value. Most ectopic pregnancies are very small and they
cannot be felt on palpation. The assessment of the uterine
size is rarely helpful and cervical excitation is not a specific
sign of an ectopic [18]. Internal examination is unpleasant
for pregnant woman and is often uncomfortable even in
those with normal intrauterine pregnancies. One could
also argue that the application of significant pressure on
a tube swollen with an ectopic pregnancy during such an
examination could facilitate tubal rupture and complicate
the further management of ectopic pregnancy.

In modern clinical practice where ultrasound diagnos-
tic facilities are readily available, vaginal examination in
women with suspected ectopic pregnancy is of little value
and it should not be routinely employed.

Fig. 14.1 A laproscopic view of an isthmic tubal ectopic
pregnancy with bleeding from the fimbrial end of the tube.
(Courtesy of Dr E. Saridogan, University College Hospital,
London)

Diagnosis
Surgery

Traditionally thediagnosis of ectopicpregnancywasmade
at surgery and then confirmedonhistological examination
following salpingectomy. At laparoscopy an unruptured
ectopic pregnancy typically presents as a well-defined
swelling in the Fallopian tube [19] (Fig. 14.1). The diag-
nosis may be difficult in the presence of extensive pelvic
adhesions, which impair the visualization of the tubes.
Anecdotal cases of false positive and false negative laparo-
scopic findings have been reported, but no formal assess-
ment of the accuracy of laparoscopy in the diagnosis of
ectopicpregnancyhasbeenpublished so far. Someauthors
have advocated the use of dilatation and curettage in the
diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy. The presence of chorionic
villi helps to provide some reassurance since the incidence
of heterotopic pregnancy is relatively low, but as men-
tionedpreviously it does not exclude an ectopic. However,
the majority of women with absent villi on curettage do
not have ectopic pregnancies on subsequent laparoscopies
and therefore the diagnostic value of curettage is very
limited [20].

Ultrasound

With the advent of diagnostic ultrasound and the increas-
ing use of conservative treatment, the diagnosis of ectopic
pregnancy is increasingly made without the help of
surgery. The sensitivity of ultrasound examination in the
diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy depends on the quality
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Fig. 14.2 An ultrasound image of a tubal ectopic gestational sac
left of the uterus, which contained a live embryo and a yolk sac.

of ultrasound equipment and the experience and skill
of the operator. With the use of transabdominal ultra-
sound, direct visualization of ectopic pregnancy is rarely
possible. The only value of transabdominal ultrasound
is therefore the detection of an intrauterine pregnancy in
women with a clinical suspicion of ectopic. Even the diag-
nosis of intrauterine pregnancy is difficult to make with
confidence until 6 to 7 weeks’ gestation. In addition, it
is almost impossible to differentiate between interstitial
ectopics and intrauterine pregnancies on transabdominal
scan. For these reasons transabdominal ultrasound should
not be routinely used in women with a clinical suspicion
of ectopic pregnancy.

Transvaginal scanning provides much clearer images of
pelvic structures in comparison to transabdominal scan-
ning. By using the transvaginal approach it is possible to
palpate pelvic organs under visual control, which enables
assessment of their mobility and helps to establish the
source of pelvic pain. Gentle pressure applied with the
tip of the probe may be used to see whether the suspected
tubal ectopic moves separately from the ovary. This ‘slid-
ing organs sign’ helps to avoid false positive diagnosis
of ectopic pregnancy in women with a prominent corpus
luteum on ultrasound scan [21]. In experienced hands,
transvaginal ultrasound will detect 75–80% of clinically
significant tubal ectopic at the initial examination [22].
The remaining 20–25% can be detected on follow-up visits
and ultrasound should rarely fail to visualize an ectopic
pre-operatively.

The morphology of ectopic pregnancy can be classified
into five categories: gestational sac with a live embryo
(Fig. 14.2), sac with an embryo but no heart rate, sac con-
taining a yolk sac, an empty gestational sac and solid tubal

Table 14.2 Differential diagnosis between early intrauterine
gestational sac and pseudosac

Early gestational sac Pseudosac

Location Below the midline
echo buried into the
endometrium

Along the cavity line,
between endometrial
layers

Shape Steady, usually round May change during
scan, usually ovoid

Borders Double ring Single layer
Colour flow
pattern

High peripheral flow Avascular

swelling. The first threemorphological types are very spe-
cific and enable a conclusive diagnosis of an ectopic to be
made. The potential for false positive diagnosis is higher
when the sac is empty or in cases with an inhomogeneous
tubal swelling [23].

The presence of free fluid in the pouch of Douglas is a
frequent finding inwomenwith normal intrauterine preg-
nancies and it should not be used to diagnose an ectopic.
However, the presence of blood clots is important and is a
common finding in ruptured ectopics. Blood clots appear
hyperechoic and irregular on the scan and they may be
mistaken for bowel loops. Checking for the presence of
peristalsis helps in the differential diagnosis.

In women with ectopic pregnancies bleeding within the
uterine cavity may resemble an early intrauterine preg-
nancy (‘pseudosac’). The distinction between a pseudosac
and a true gestational sac may be difficult on transab-
dominal scan. Therefore in all women at risk of ectopic
pregnancy and an empty sac on transabdominal scan a
transvaginal scan should be performed in order to dif-
ferentiate between the two using the criteria listed in
Table 14.2 (Figs 14.3 and 14.4).

In women with intrauterine pregnancy on the scan a
possibility of heterotopic pregnancy should be excluded.
This is particularly the case inwomenwho conceived after
stimulation of ovulation or IVF (in vitro fertilization). In
symptomatic women with spontaneous pregnancies it is
helpful to examine the number of corpora lutea. If more
than one corpus is present, a concomitant ectopic needs to
be excluded.

Biochemical measurements

SERUM HUMAN CHORIONIC GONADOTROPIN

Serum human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) measure-
ments have traditionally been used as a secondary inves-
tigation in women with suspected ectopic pregnancy in
whom ultrasound examination has failed to identify an
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Gestational sac

Decidua

Fig. 14.3 A longitudinal section through the uterus showing a
normal early intrauterine pregnancy at 5 weeks’ gestation. The
sac is surrounded by a well-defined layer of trophoblast tissue
and thick decidua.

Decidua

Fluid within
uterine cavity

Fig. 14.4 Uterine cavity distended with fluid resembling an
intrauterine pregnancy (‘pseudosac’) in a woman with a tubal
ectopic pregnancy.

intrauterine or ectopic pregnancy. With the use of transab-
dominal ultrasound, a normal pregnancy could be seen in
most cases when serum hCG exceeded 6500 IU/l (Third
International Reference 75/537, World Health Organiza-
tion) [24]. With the transvaginal ultrasound this threshold
can be lowered to 1000 IU/l [25]. These observations
have helped to introduce the concept of ‘discriminatory
hCG zone’ above which a normal intrauterine pregnancy
should be detectable on ultrasound scan. However, the
concept of discriminatory zone is often misinterpreted in
clinical practice. There are many clinicians who assume
that in the absence of a visible intrauterine pregnancy on

ultrasound scan, serum hCG reading below a predefined
level equals normal intrauterine pregnancy and that the
reading above that level is diagnostic of an ectopic [26].
This is clearly not the case as hCG levels are often high
in the aftermath of a complete miscarriage because of its
long clearance half time of 24–36 h. It has also been shown
that more than 50% of ectopics, which are detectable on
the scan, present with hCG levels <1000 IU/l [27]. In
view of this, the concept of discriminatory zone is of
limited value in clinical practice and it is only useful in
assessing asymptomaticwomenwith uncertainmenstrual
dates.

Abnormally slow rise in serum hCG has also been used
to diagnose ectopic pregnancy. In normal early pregnancy
the hCG doubling time is 1.4 days before 5 weeks’ ges-
tation and 2.4 days from then until the seventh week of
gestation. Aprolonged hCG doubling time is an indicator
of an abnormal pregnancy. However, it cannot discrimi-
nate between intrauterinemiscarriages and ectopics. It has
also been shown that in about 10% of ectopic pregnancies
serum hCG increases at a normal rate [28].

The use of hCG to select patients for expectant, medi-
cal and surgical management of ectopic pregnancy and to
assess the efficacy of treatment at follow-up visits will be
discussed later.

PROGESTERONE

The progesterone production from corpus luteum is
dependent on the slope of hCG increase in early preg-
nancy. The half-life of progesterone clearance is only 2 h
compared to 24–36 h for serumhCG [29].As a result serum
progesterone levels will respond quickly to any decrease
in hCG production. The progesterone measurement can
thereforebeusedas abioassayof earlypregnancyviability.
Serum progesterone <20 nmol/l reflects fast decreasing
hCG levels and can be used to diagnose spontaneously
resolving pregnancies with a sensitivity of 94% and speci-
ficity of 91% [27]. Progesterone levels >60 nmol/ indicate
a normal increase in hCG levels, but those between 20
and 60 are strongly associatedwith abnormal pregnancies.
In clinical practice serum progesterone measurements are
particularly useful in women with a non-diagnostic ultra-
sound scan. Although the majority of these women have
failed intrauterine pregnancies, they are usually followed
up with serial hCG measurement because of the fear of
missing potentially significant ectopic pregnancies. The
routine measurement of serum progesterone can reliably
diagnose pregnancies in regression and can reduce by
50–60% the need for follow-up scans and serial hCG mea-
surements in pregnant women with non-diagnostic scan
findings [27,29].
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Management
Surgery

Surgery has been traditionally used both for the diag-
nosis and treatment of ectopic pregnancy. In the second
half of the twentieth century laparoscopy was mostly
used as a diagnostic tool and open surgery was used to
treat ectopic pregnancy. With recent advances in operative
laparoscopy, the minimally invasive approach has also
become accepted as the method of choice to treat most
tubal ectopic pregnancies. There are important advan-
tages of laparoscopic over open surgery which include
less post-operative pain, shorter hospital stay and faster
resumption of social activity [30]. However, the future
reproductive outcomes following laparoscopic or open
surgery are not significantly different.Although the rate of
recurrent ectopic is slightly lower following laparoscopic
surgery, the rates of subsequent intrauterine pregnancies
appear to be similar [31].

It remains unclear whether laparoscopic salpingotomy
with tubal conservation offers any advantage over salp-
ingectomy. Laparoscopic salpingotomy is usually a longer
operation, with a higher risk of intraoperative and post-
operative bleeding. In addition there is a 10–15% risk
of persistent trophoblast following salpingotomy, which
may require further surgical or medical treatment. How-
ever, data from observational studies indicate that tubal
conservation results in slightly higher rates of subsequent
intrauterine pregnancies [32]. Until this finding is tested
in a prospective randomized trail the choice between
removal of the tube and tubal conservation should be
made depending on the circumstances in each individual
case. At present there is a consensus that tubal conser-
vation should be attempted if a woman desires further
pregnancies and there is evidence of contralateral tubal
damage at laparoscopy. In the presence of a healthy con-
tralateral tube salpingectomy may be performed with the
patient’s consent [31].

Medical management

Medical management of ectopic pregnancy has grown in
popularity in recent years following several observational
studies which reported success rates with a single dose
systemic methotrexate in excess of 90% [33]. However, the
diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy was based in many cases
on monitoring the dynamics of serum hCG and proges-
terone, rather than on direct visualization of ectopic on
ultrasound scan or at laparoscopy. It is therefore possible
that in a significant number of cases intrauterine miscar-
riages were misdiagnosed as ectopics, contributing to the
high success rates. Nevertheless there are some obvious
attractions of medical treatment such as the possibility

Table 14.3 Selection criteria for conservative management of
ectopic pregnancy

Minimal clinical symptoms
Certain ultrasound diagnosis of ectopic
No evidence of embryonic cardiac activity
Size <5 cm
No evidence of haematoperitoneum on ultrasound scan
Low serum hCG (methotrexate <3000 IU/l; expectant
<1500 IU/l)

to manage patients on an outpatient basis and avoidance
of surgery. However, due to the need for prolonged fol-
low up and increased failure rate in women presenting
with higher initial hCG measurements, medical treat-
ment is only cost effective in ectopics with serum hCG
<1500 IU [34].

Selection criteria for treatment with methotrexate are
usually strict and they are listed in Table 14.3. Two ran-
domized trials which compared methotrexate to surgery
showed that only one third of all tubal ectopics satis-
fied these criteria and were suitable for medical treatment
with the success rates between 65 and 82% [35,36]. The
overall contribution of methotrexate to successful treat-
ment of tubal ectopic was between 23 and 30% while
all other women required surgery. The other problem
with methotrexate is the risk of tubal rupture and blood
transfusion, which occurred significantly more often in
women receiving methotrexate compared to those who
had surgery, this emphasizes the need for a very close
follow up [35]. There is also a risk of side effects such
as gastritis, stomatitis, alopecia, headaches, nausea and
vomiting. Disturbances in hepatic and renal function and
leukopenia or thrombocytopaenia may also occur.

In view of this, the overall role of methotrexate in the
management of ectopic pregnancy is limited, but itmay be
offered on an individual basis to highlymotivatedwomen
with small unruptured ectopics and a serum hCG level
of 1500–3000 IU/l, who are likely to comply with well-
organized follow-up.

Expectant management

Expectant management has important advantages over
medical treatment as it follows the natural history of the
disease and is free from serious side effects of methotrex-
ate. The progress of ectopic pregnancy is easier to mon-
itor as serum hCG measurements accurately reflect tro-
phoblastic activity of the ectopic pregnancy, with rising
levels indicating an increased risk of rupture. This is dif-
ferent from medical treatment, which is characterized by
an initial rise in serum hCG following administration of
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methotrexate in caseswith both successful and unsuccess-
ful outcomes. Therefore with medical treatment it is often
impossible tobe confident about theprobabilityof success-
ful treatment for up to a week following injection, which
increases the risk of adverse outcomes in comparison to
expectant management.

Expectant management requires prolonged follow-up
and it may cause anxiety to both women and their carers.
However, the main limiting factor in the use of expec-
tant management is the relatively high failure rate and
the inability to identify with accuracy the cases that are
likely to fail expectant management. To minimize the
risk of failure many authors have used very strict selec-
tion criteria for expectant management such as the initial
hCG <250 IU [37]. The use of strict selection criteria has
resulted in relatively high success rates of expectant man-
agement sometimes reaching 70–80% [38,39]. However,
only a small minority of ectopics was considered suit-
able for expectant management resulting in a low overall
contribution to successful management of tubal ectopic
of only between 7 and 25%. Recent studies showed that
by using more liberal selection criteria for expectant man-
agement up to 40% of all tubal ectopics may resolve
spontaneously on expectant treatment [40]. This obser-
vation also reflects the increased sensitivity of modern
ultrasound equipment, which enables detection of very
small ectopics (Fig. 14.5). It is very likely that a large pro-
portion of these small ectopics were undiagnosed in the
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Fig. 14.5 Relative frequencies of different morphological types
of ectopic pregnancies detected on ultrasound scan in the last
two decades. The proportion of more severe forms such as live
ectopics and well-formed gestational sacs is decreasing, while
the proportion of mild forms such as small solid ectopics is
increasing. This finding reflects the ability of modern
equipment to detect tubal ectopics, rather than the change in the
nature of the condition.

past and treated as early intrauterine miscarriages. How-
ever, the sensitivity of equipment will probably improve
further in the future and it is imperative for modern prac-
tice to continue efforts to refine the selection criteria for
expectant management of tubal ectopics.

According to the current literature the success of expec-
tant management may be determined by the serum hCG
levels at the initial presentation. In general, if hCG is less
than 1500 IU and the ectopic pregnancy is clearly visible
on ultrasound scan the success of expectant management
is 60–70% [40]. The addition of the serum progesterone
andmorphological features of ectopics onultrasound scan
enable further refinement in the prediction of the likely
success of expectant management.

Long-term fertility outcomes in women treated expec-
tantly are similar to those treated by conservative surgery
or medically. Several authors examined reproductive
outcomes in women with ectopic pregnancies follow-
ing successful expectant management compared to those
who required surgery. They found no significant differ-
ences in the ipsilateral tubal patency rates and the rates
of subsequent intrauterine and extrauterine pregnancies
[41]. Therefore the main advantage of expectant manage-
ment is avoidance of any intervention, rather than an
improvement in the reproductive outcomes.

Fertility after ectopic pregnancy

Intrauterine pregnancy rates following ectopic pregnancy
range between 50 and 70% [41]. Recurrent ectopic preg-
nancies occur in 6–16% of women with previous history
of ectopics [42] and these women should be offered early
scans in all future pregnancies to detect recurrent ectopics
before complications can occur.

Non-tubal ectopics
Interstitial ectopics

The implantation of the conceptus in the proximal portion
of the Fallopian tube, which is within the muscular wall
of the uterus, is called an interstitial pregnancy. The inci-
dence of interstitial ectopic is 1 in 2500–5000 live births
and it accounts for 2–6% of all ectopic pregnancies [43].
Risk factors predisposing to an interstitial pregnancy are
the same as those for tubal ectopics and include previous
ectopic pregnancy (40.6%), assisted reproduction treat-
ment (37.5%) and sexually transmitted infections (25%)
[44].Auniquepredisposing factor to interstitial pregnancy
is previous ipsilateral salpingectomy.

The maternal morbidity associated with interstitial
pregnancy is still high, and the maternal mortality rate
of this form of ectopic pregnancy is about 2–2.5% [2].
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Interstitial pregnancy remains the most difficult type
of ectopic pregnancies to diagnose pre-operatively. This
is partly due to lack of any symptoms prior to sudden
rupture. In modern clinical practice the diagnosis of inter-
stitial pregnancy should be made non-invasively using
transvaginal ultrasound. The diagnosis is based on the
visualization of the interstitial tube adjoining the lateral
aspect of the uterine cavity and the gestational sac, and the
presence of a continuous myometrial layer surrounding
the chorionic sac [45] (Figs 14.6 and 14.7).

Ruptured interstitial pregnancy usually presents dra-
matically with severe intra-abdominal bleeding, which
requires urgent surgery. Haemostasis can usually be
achieved by removing the pregnancy tissue and suturing
the rupture site. However, in cases of extreme bleeding a
cornual resection or in rare cases a hysterectomy may be
necessary to arrest the bleeding.

Gestational sac

Inteerstitial tube Endometrium

Myometrium

Fig. 14.6 Schematic illustration of interstitial pregnancy.

Gestational sac

Uterine
cavity

Interstitial tube

Fig. 14.7 An oblique section through the uterus showing an
empty uterine cavity and the interstitial portion of the tube
adjoining the cavity and an ectopic sac. The sac is completely
surrounded by a myometrial mantle, which is typical of
interstitial pregnancy.

Unruptured interstitial pregnancy <12 weeks in size
can be managed conservatively. Medical treatment with
methotrexate should be given to all women with ris-
ing serum hCG on follow-up visit. Good results have
been reported with both systemic and local methotrexate
[46,47]. However, in viable interstitial pregnancies local
injection under ultrasound guidance is preferable as it
enables fetocide to be carried out at the same time, which
increases the success rate of medical treatment. Small
interstitial pregnancies with declining serum hCG levels
can be managed expectantly without any intervention.

Apart from the side effects of methotrexate, the main
disadvantage of conservative treatment is the time taken
for the pregnancy to be fully absorbed and in larger
pregnancies this may take up to a year.

Pregnancies located below the internal os – cervical
and Caesarean scar ectopics

Cervical pregnancy is defined as the implantation of the
conceptuswithin the cervix, below the level of the internal
os. Caesarean scarpregnancy is anovel entity, which refers
to a pregnancy implanted into a deficient uterine scar fol-
lowing previous lower segment Caesarean section [48].
Prior to the introduction of high resolution transvaginal
scanning, the distinction between cervical and Caesarean
section scar pregnancies was not possible. In older litera-
ture 33%of ‘cervical’ pregnancies occurred inwomenwith
a history of previous Caesarean section, which indicates
that scar pregnancies probably account for a significant
number of ectopics below the level of the internal os [49].

The common characteristic of both cervical and Cae-
sarean scar pregnancies is their implantation into myome-
trial defects following previous intrauterine surgery
(Fig. 14.8). In case of cervical pregnancy the implantation

Uterine cavity

Gestational sac

Myometrial
defect

Fig. 14.8 A 7 weeks’ Caesarean scar pregnancy with the
gestational sac herniating into the myometrial defect.
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is usually into the false passage which occurred dur-
ing previous attempts at cervical dilatation. As a result
of myometrial involvement surgical evacuation of cervi-
cal or Caesarean ectopics often results in serious haem-
orrhage. The bleeding tends to be more severe with
increasing gestation. Pregnancies below the internal os
are often viable and it is not unusual for Caesarean
ectopics to progress to full term. In these cases women
usually develop placenta praevia/accreta, which is often
complicated by severe post-partum haemorrhage and
peri-partum hysterectomy [50].

An attempt to remove cervical or Caesarean section
pregnancy is likely to cause severe vaginal bleeding and
hysterectomy rates of 40% have been described when
a D&C was attempted without pre-operative diagnosis
of cervical pregnancy [51]. Various additional methods
directed at reducing the bleeding from the implanta-
tion site have been used in conjunction with D&C. They
include: insertion of a Foley catheter into the cervix, intrac-
ervical vasopressin injection, cervical Shirodkar cerclage,
transvaginal ligation of the cervical branches of uterine
arteries or angiographic uterine artery embolization. The
use of any of these methods in adjunction with D&C
reduces the risk of hysterectomy to <5% (Fig. 14.9).

Similar to other types of ectopic pregnancy medical
treatment with methotrexate or expectant management
can be used in smaller non-viable cervical pregnancies.
Although conservative management is successful in some
cases, it is associated with prolonged vaginal bleeding
which may last for many months and there is also a risk
of infection and sepsis. For these reasons surgery should
be used in preference for cervical/Caesarean scar ectopic
except in very small cases on non-viable pregnancies
which can be managed expectantly [52].

Cervix

Uterine
cavity

Myometrial defect

Fig. 14.9 An anterior myometrial defect is clearly visible
following evacuation of a Caesarean pregnancy.

The risk of recurrence of cervical/Caesarean ectopic is
low, and provided the next pregnancy is located normally
within the uterine cavity, it is likely to be uncomplicated.

Ovarian pregnancy

Ovarian pregnancy is defined as the implantation of the
conceptus on the surface of the ovary or inside the ovary,
away from the fallopian tubes. There are no direct risk
factors associated with primary ovarian pregnancy. The
role of IUCD as a direct risk factor for ovarian pregnancy
is unclear [53]. The role of pelvic inflammatory disease
and assisted reproduction as predisposing factors is also
not clear. Chance might also have played a role in some
cases, as recurrent cases of ovarian pregnancy have rarely
been reported.

The diagnosis of ovarian pregnancy is rarely achieved
pre-operatively; hence most women are treated surgi-
cally as the diagnosis is reached only at operation [54].
On ultrasound scan a small ovarian pregnancy can be
seen implanted into the ovary next to the corpus luteum
Fig. 14.10.

Laparoscopy has emerged as the gold standard method
for the management of most ovarian pregnancies. The
technique of laparoscopic removal depends on the size
and location of the pregnancy within the ovary, as well as
the patients’ haemodynamic status. Conservative laparo-
scopic surgery involves ovarian resection or aspiration of
thepregnancy combinedwith coagulationof the implanta-
tion site using a thermocoagulator [55]. However, in cases
with profuse intraoperative bleeding an oophorectomy
or salpingo-oophorectomy may be necessary to achieve
haemostasis.

Gestational sac

Corpus luteum

Fig. 14.10 A case of ovarian pregnancy diagnosed on
ultrasound scan. The gestational sac with a distinctive
trophoblastic ring is seen lateral to a cystic corpus luteum.
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Abdominal pregnancy

Abdominal pregnancy is a rarity that only a few
gynaecologists will encounter during their professional
career. Most abdominal pregnancies are the result of re-
implantation of ruptured undiagnosed tubal ectopic preg-
nancies. With the increasing accuracy of first-trimester
transvaginal scanning it is likely the prevalence of
advanced abdominal pregnancy will decrease even fur-
ther in the future. The clinical and ultrasound features
of an early abdominal pregnancy are very similar to
tubal ectopic pregnancies. However, viable abdominal
pregnancies, which progress beyond the first trimester,
are typically missed on routine transabdominal scanning.
Abdominal pregnancy should be suspected in women
with persistent abdominal pain later in pregnancy and
in those who complain of painful fetal movements. In
abdominal pregnancy it is often difficult to obtain clear
images of the fetus due to overlying bowel loops, there
is often evidence of oligohydramnios and early intrauter-
ine growth resriction (IUGR). Perinatal mortality is high
(>40%) and the incidence of fetal malformations is also
increased [56].

In women with a clinical suspicion of abdominal preg-
nancy a transvaginal scan should be performed to assess
the uterus and establish the continuity between the cervi-
cal canal, uterine cavity and gestational sac. If pregnancy
is clearly outside the uterine cavity the differential diag-
nosis includes abdominal pregnancy and pregnancy in an
atretic non-communicating cornu of a unicornuate uterus.
The visualization of both interstitial portions of the tubes
favours the diagnosis of abdominal pregnancy.

Treatment of abdominal pregnancy is surgical. The tim-
ing of the intervention depends on clinical signs and
patient’s symptoms. In advanced abdominal pregnancies
accompanied by normal fetal development diagnosed in
the late second trimester termination of pregnancymay be
delayed for a few weeks until the fetus reaches viability.
At surgery the gestational sac should be opened carefully
avoiding disruption of the placenta. The fetus should be
removed, the cord cut short and the placenta should be left
in situ [57].Any attempt to remove the placentamay result
in massive uncontrollable haemorrhage. Adjuvant treat-
ment with methotrexate is not necessary and the residual
placental tissue will absorb slowly over a period of many
months, sometimes a few years. The placental tissue left
in situ may become infected leading to the formation of a
pelvic abscess, which may require drainage.
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Chapter 15: Trophoblast disease
Philip Savage and Michael Seckl

Introduction

The abnormal proliferation of gestational trophoblast tis-
sue forms a spectrum of diseases from the usually benign
partial hydatidiformmole through to thehighlymalignant
choriocarcinoma and placental site trophoblast tumours.
The biology, diagnosis and therapy of these diseases, com-
bined with their psychological impact, makes trophoblast
disease an extremely important and interesting area of
gynaecological and oncology care. Despite the rarity of
these illnesses, patients generally have very successful
outcomes with overall cure rates in excess of 95%. Using
the treatments that havebeen established for over 20years,
the majority of trophoblast patients including those with
advanced metastatic disease can be treated with a high
expectation of cure with minimal long-term toxicity.

With the effectiveness of the current medical therapies,
the main developments in trophoblast disease manage-
ment in theUKarenowaimedat improving the supportive
care. These areas include strategies for ensuring human
chorionic gonadotrophin (hCG) monitoring after molar
pregnancies, improvements in pathology reporting and
maintaining clinical awareness for the early diagnosis of
choriocarcinoma and placental site tumours.

Since 1973 the UK has had centralized surveillance,
follow-up and treatment facilities and much of the con-
tent of this chapter is based on the experience from the
National Trophoblast Tumour Centre at Charing Cross
Hospital (CXH) in London.

Classification

The World Health Organization classification divides tro-
phoblast disease into the premalignant partial and com-
plete hydatidiform moles and the malignant disorders
of invasive mole, choriocarcinoma and placental site
tumours.

While there are some geographical and racial varia-
tions, with perhaps a higher incidence in Africa and Asia,
the widely varying standards in the frequency and accu-
racy of pathology reporting makes comparisons difficult.
However, the reported incidence of molar pregnancies in

Europe and North America is in the order of 0.2–1.5 per
1000 live births although these figures are also of limited
accuracy [1].

The relative risk of hydatidiformmole is highest in preg-
nancies at the extremes of the reproductive age groupwith
amodestly increased incidence in teenagers (1.3-fold)but a
10-fold increased relative risk in those aged40andover [2].

Historically the incidence of partial and completemolar
pregnancies have been reported as approximately 3:1000
and 1:1000, respectively; however, this situation may
well represent an over diagnosis of partial mole (PM).
Nearly 40% of partial moles referred for expert review are
reclassified as either complete moles (CMs) or non-molar
pathologies [3].

Premalignant pathology and presentation
Partial mole

Thegenetic origins of thedifferent types ofmolarpregnan-
cies are demonstrated in Fig. 15.1. PMs are triploid with
two sets of paternal and one set ofmaternal chromosomes.
Macroscopically PM often resembles the normal products
of conception with an embryo initially present which usu-
ally dies by week 8–9. The histology shows less swelling
of the chorionic villi than in complete mole and there are
usually only focal changes.As a result the diagnosis of PM
can often be missed after a miscarriage or termination.

The clinical presentation of PM is most frequently via
irregular bleeding or by detection on routine ultrasound.
The obstetric management is by suction evacuation and
these patients should all be followed up by serial hCG
measurement.

Fortunately PM rarely moves onto malignant disease
with generally only one or two cases of malignant disease
seen per year at CXHwith an overall risk of 0.5% requiring
chemotherapy after a PM [4].

Complete mole

In the majority of CMs all of the genetic material is male
in origin and results from the fertilization of an ‘empty’
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Fig. 15.1 Genetic formation of hydatidiform moles.

oocyte lacking maternal DNA. The chromosome count is
most commonly 46XX, which results from one sperm that
duplicates its DNA, or less frequently 46XX or 46XY from
the presence of two different sperms. On rare occasions
CM can be biparental in origin and this type is associated
with a high risk of further molar pregnancies.

The clinical diagnosis of CM is most often as a result
of bleeding, a large for date uterus or an abnormal ultra-
sound. Macroscopically there is no visible foetal material
although microscopically some embryonic cells can be
present. The histology shows the characteristic oedema-
tous villous stroma; however, the textbook ‘bunch of
grapes’ appearance is only seen in the second trimester
and as most cases are diagnosed earlier, this is now rarely
seen. In Plate 15.1 (facing p. 562) the typical macroscopic
appearances of a CM are shown. The obstetric manage-
ment is by suction evacuation followed by serial hCG
measurement and surveillance registration. In contrast to
PM,CMmore frequentlyproceeds to invasivediseasewith
8–20% of patients requiring chemotherapy.

REGISTRATION AND SURVEILLANCE

The majority of patients with molar pregancies will prove
to have no requirement for further treatment beyond

evacuation. The residual trophoblast tissuewill fail to pro-
liferate and as the cells stop growing and their numbers
reduce the hCG levels fall back to normal. However, at
present there is no effective prognostic system that allows
distinction between the patients who after evacuationwill
develop invasive disease and the majority who will not.
As a result all molar pregnancy patients should be regis-
tered for an hCG follow-up system. The use of this system
allows the early identification of patients whose disease
is continuing to proliferate, while also allowing the care-
ful watch of patients with more slowly falling hCG, so
producing minimization of unneccessary chemotherapy.

Analysis of the natural history of the illness in this
surveillance phase has allowed the development of a set
of guidelines that are employed to select out the patients
most at risk of developingmalignant disease. As shown in
Table 15.1, these rules help to distinguish patients whose
disease is either clearly progressing, destined to fail to
remit spontaneously or those who are getting significant
symptoms and so would benefit from early treatment.

Thepostmolarpregnancypatients fromthe surveillance
service who go on to require treatment have a cure rate
approaching 100% and nearly always fall into the low-risk
treatment group. Overall from the 1400 patients registered
annually we give chemotherapy to approximately 8%.
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Table 15.1 Post molar pregnancy surveillance patients

Indications for chemotherapy
1 Raised hCG level 6 months after evacuation (even if falling)
2 hCG plateau in three consecutive serum samples
3 hCG >20,000 IU/l more than 4 weeks after evacuation
4 Rising hCG in two consecutive serum samples
5 Pulmonary, vulval or vaginal mets unless the hCG level is
falling
6 Heavy PV bleeding or GI/intraperitoneal bleeding
7 Histological evidence of choriocarcinoma
8 Brain, liver, GI mets or lung metastases >2 cm on CXR

Malignant pathology and presentation
Invasive mole (chorioadenoma destruens)

Invasive mole nearly always arises from a CM and is
characterized by invasion of the myometrium, which
can lead to perforation of the uterus. Microscopically
invasive mole has a similarly benign histological appear-
ance as CM but is characterized by the ability to invade
in to the myometrium and local structures if untreated.
Fortunately the incidence of invasive mole has fallen sub-
stantially with the introduction of routine ultrasound, the
early evacuation of CMs and effective hCG surveillance.

Choriocarcinoma

Choriocarcinoma is histologically and clinically overtly
malignant and presents the most frequent emergency
medical problems in the management of trophoblast dis-
ease. The diagnosis most frequently follows a CM [50%],
when the patients are usually in a surveillance pro-
gramme but can also arise in unsupervised patients after
a non-molar abortion [25%] or term pregnancy [25%]. The
clinical presentation of choriocarcinoma can be from the
disease locally in the uterus leading to bleeding, or from
distant metastases that can cause a wide variety of symp-
toms with the lungs, central nervous system and liver the
most frequent sites of distant disease.

The cases of choriocarcinoma presenting with symp-
toms from distant metastases can be diagnostically chal-
lenging. However, the combination of the gynaecology
history and elevated serum hCG usually makes the diag-
nosis clear and so avoid biopsy which can be hazardous
due to the risk of haemorrhage.

On the occasions that pathology is available the char-
acteristic findings show the structure of the villous
trophoblast but sheets of syncytiotrophoblast or cytotro-
phoblast cells, haemorrhage, necrosis and intravascular
growth are common. The genetic profile of choriocarci-
noma is a rangeofgross abnormalitieswithout any specific
characteristic patterns.

Placental site trophoblast tumour

Placental site trophoblast tumours (PSTTs)were originally
described in 1976 [5] and are the least common type of
gestational trophoblast disease forming less than 2% of all
cases. PSTT most commonly follows a normal pregnancy
but can also occur after a non-molar abortion or a complete
molar pregnancy, and very rarely following a PM.

In contrast to themore common types of trophoblast dis-
ease which characteristically present fairly soon after the
indexpregnancy, in PSTT the average interval between the
prior pregnancy and presentation is 3.4 years. The most
frequent presentation is bleeding following amenorrhea
and the hCG level, while elevated, is characteristically
lower for the volume of disease than in the other types
of gestational trophoblastic tumour (GTT). The tumour is
diploid and arises from the non-villous trophoblast and
thepathology is characterizedby intermediate trophoblas-
tic cells with vacuolated cytoplasm, the expression of
placental alkaline phosphotase (PLAP) rather than hCG
and the absence of cytotrophoblast and villi.

The clinical presentation of PSTT can range from slow
growing disease limited to the uterus to more rapidly
growing metastatic disease that is similar in behaviour to
choriocarcinoma.

The role of hCG in trophoblast disease diagnosis
and management

Produced predominantly by the syncytiotrophoblast cells,
hCG is a glycosylated heterodimer protein consisting of
the alpha and beta units held together non-covalently.
However, in malignant disease a number of variants
can occur including hyperglycosylated hCG, nicked hCG,
hCG missing the beta subunit C terminal peptide and the
free beta subunit. With the exception of a few atypical
cases of PSTT, hCG is constitutively expressed by malig-
nant trophoblast cells. Themeasurement of hCGallows an
estimation of the tumour bulk, forms an important part of
the assessment of the patient’s disease risk and provides
a simple method to follow the response to treatment. The
hCG level can be measured by a variety of immunoas-
says but at present there is no internationally standardized
assay and the various commercially available kits used in
different hospitals can vary in their ability to detect dif-
ferent portions of partially degraded hCG molecules and
so can give divergent results and occasional false nega-
tives [6]. Fortunately the hCG assay used at CXH has been
demonstrated to recognize all forms of hCG and can be
used as reference test in difficult cases.

In the absence of tumour hCG production the serum
half-life of hCG is 24–36 h; however, in the clinical situa-
tion total hCG levels characteristically show slower falls
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Table 15.2 FIGO scoring system

Scores 0 1 2 4

Age <40 ≥40 – –
Antecedent pregnancy Mole Abortion Term –
Months from index pregnancy <4 4–6 7–13 ≥13
Pre-treatment hCG <1000 1000–10,000 1000–100,000 >100,000
Largest tumour size <3 cm 3–5 cm ≥5 cm –
Site of mets Lung Spleen, kidney Gastro-intestinal Brain, liver
Number of mets – 1–4 5–8 >8
Previous chemotherapy – – Single agent Two or more drugs

as the tumour cells continue to produce some hCG as their
number decreases with treatment.

Hyperglycosylated hCG

There is increasing evidence that the hyperglycosylated
form of hCG, also known as invasive trophoblast anti-
gen (ITA) may be an early and powerful indicator of
the risk of disease progression. At present this test is
not routinely available but when available assessment of
hyperglycosylated hCG could be a helpful assay partic-
ularly in determining the course and potential need for
treatment of patientswith persistent low levels of hCG [7].

Prognostic factors and treatment groups

Data from the early days of chemotherapy treatment for
trophoblastdisease showclearly that there is a relationship
between the level of elevation of hCG at presentation, the
presence of distant metastases and the reducing chances
of cure with single-agent chemotherapy. This relationship
and the impact on treatment choice and cure rate were
first codified by the Bagshawe scoring system published
in 1976 [8]. Subsequently there have been a number of
revisions and parallel systems introduced that are broadly
similar to this original. In Table 15.2 the revised 2000
FIGO prognostic score table is shown. From assessment
of these parameters, an estimate of the risk category can
be obtained and patients offered initial treatment either
with single-agent chemotherapy if their score is 6 or less or
multiagent combination chemotherapy for scores of seven
and over [9].

Low-risk disease management

Our standard treatment and the most widely used for
patients with low-risk trophoblast disease is methotrexate
given intramuscularlywith oral folinic acid rescue follow-
ing the schedule shown in Table 15.3a. The first course of
treatment is administered in hospital with the subsequent

Table 15.3a Methotrexate/folinic acid
treatment schedule

Day 1 Methotrexate 50 mg im at noon
Day 2 Folinic acid 30 mg po at 6 p.m.
Day 3 Methotrexate 50 mg im at noon
Day 4 Folinic acid 30 mg po at 6 p.m.
Day 5 Methotrexate 50 mg im at noon
Day 6 Folinic acid 30 mg po at 6 p.m.
Day 7 Methotrexate 50 mg im at noon
Day 8 Folinic acid 30 mg po at 6 p.m.

courses administered at home. However, patients with an
hCG of >10,000 iµ/ml often stay in for 3 weeks as they
have a higher risk of bleeding, particularly as the tumour
shrinks rapidly with the initial chemotherapy. Bleeding
usually responds well to bed rest and less than 1% of our
low-risk patients have required emergency interventions
such as vaginal packing, embolization or hysterectomy.

The low-risk chemotherapy treatment is usually well
tolerated without much major toxicity. Methotrexate does
not cause alopecia or significant nausea and myelosup-
pression is extremely rare. Of the side effects that do occur,
the most frequent problems are from pleural inflamma-
tion, mucositis and mild elevation of liver function tests.
For the low-risk patients with lung metastases visible on
their chest X-rays, our policy is to add CNS prophylaxis
with intrathecal methotrexate administration to minimize
the risk of development of CNS disease.

The data shows that 67% of the low-risk group patients
will be successfully treated with methotrexate and we
monitor their disease response by twice weekly serum
hCGmeasurement. Following normalization of the serum
hCG level it is usual to continue treatment for another
3 cycles (6 weeks) to ensure eradication of any residual
disease that is below the level of serological detection [10].

Patientswhohavean inadequate response tomethotrex-
ate therapy as shown by an hCG plateau or rise have
their treatment changed to second line therapy. For this
we have used either single-agent actinomycin-D, given
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Table 15.3b EMA/CO chemotherapy

Week 1
Day 1 Actinomycin-D 0.5 mg iv

Etoposide 100 mg/m2 iv
Methotrexate 300 mg/m2 iv

Day 2 Actinomycin-D 0.5 mg iv
Etoposide 100 mg/m2 iv
Folinic acid 15 mg po 12 hourly × 4 doses
Starting 24 h after commencing methotrexate

Week 2
Day 8 Vincristine 1.4 mg/m2 (max 2 mg)

Cyclophosphamide 600 mg/m2

at 0.5 mg for days 1–5 every 2 weeks if their hCG is
below100 iµ/l, or etoposide, methotrexate, actinomycind,
cyclophoshamide, vincristine (EMA/CO) combination
chemotherapy (Table 15.3b) if the hCG is above 100 iµ/l.
More recently, with the aim of minimizing exposure to
combination cytotoxicity, we have revised our hCG cut-
off point from 100 iµ/l to 300 iµ/l. An individual example
of the pattern of hCG levels during the course of man-
agement is shown in Fig. 15.2. This demonstrates the
rise in hCG that lead to the introduction of methotrexate
chemotherapy; following this the hCG initially fell rapidly
but after two cycles appeared to plateau. The introduction
of second line treatment with EMA/CO chemotherapy
lead to a rapid fall in the hCG to normal and the discontin-
uation of chemotherapy after 6 weeks further treatment.
Overall the survival in this group is nearly 100% and
the sequential introduction of additional chemotherapy as
necessary minimizes the potential long-term carcinogenic
risks of excess treatment.

High-risk disease management

Historical data from before the introduction of multiagent
chemotherapy schedules demonstrated that only 31% of
the high-risk patients would be cured with single-agent
therapy [11]. The introduction of combination chemother-
apy treatments in the 1970s transformed this situation and
our recent series shows a cure rate for high risk patients
of 86% using EMA/CO chemotherapy [12,13]. This com-
bination delivers a dose intense treatment with the five
chemotherapy agents, delivered in two groups 1 week
apart as shown inTable15.3b. This approach to chemother-
apy, rather than the more usual 3 or 4 weekly cycles
used in other malignancies, appears to be the most effec-
tive approach to this rapidly proliferating malignancy.
However, these drugs are fairly myelosuppressive and
G-CSF (granulocyte stimulating factor) support is fre-
quently helpful. Fortunately serious or life-threatening

toxicity is rare and the majority of patients tolerate treat-
ment without any major problems. As in the low-risk
situation, treatment is continued for 6 weeks after the nor-
malization of the hCG. In selected patients the dose of
etoposide can be reduced after the hCG falls to normal,
to contain the total dose exposure and so minimize the
potential risk of developing secondary malignancies.

Of the high-risk patients treated with EMA/CO,
approximately 17% develop resistance to this combina-
tion and require a change to second line drug treatment.
In this situation we generally use the etoposide, cis-
platin (EP)/EMA regimen as shown in Table 15.3c which
incorporates cisplatin and a further dose of etoposide
replacing the vincristine and cyclophosphamide. This
treatment combined with surgery mostly to the uterus for
defined areas of drug resistant disease, produces a cure
rate approaching 90% in this relatively small group of
patients [14].

With the aim of minimizing short-term infective risks
and that of long-term bone toxicity we avoid the rou-
tine use of dexamethasone in the antiemetics, as this
can be associated with both pneumocystis infection and
avascular necrosis of the femoral head.

Approximately 4% of patients presenting with tro-
phoblast disease have cerebral metastases at the time of
diagnosis. In contrast to most other malignancies where
cerebral metastases are associated with a very poor prog-
nosis, trophoblast patientswithCNSdisease can routinely
be cured of their disease. Treatment may include an ini-
tial surgical resection if the disease is superficial and
then chemotherapywithmodified EMA/CO containing a
higher dose of methotrexate which enhances penetration
into the CNS. This treatment, combined with intrathecal
methotrexate administration, has produced a cure rate of
86% for patients with CNS disease whowere fit enough at
presentation to commence effective treatment [15].

The management of placental site trophoblast
disease

The original description of placental site trophoblast dis-
ease suggested a relatively benign malignancy. However,
further data demonstrated that this is a malignancy that
can often metastasize but can be cured with effective
therapy.

The management depends on careful staging. When
the disease is limited to the uterus curative treatment
can be achieved with hysterectomy alone. For patients
with disseminated disease we recommend treatment with
EP/EMAchemotherapy, which is continued for 6–8weeks
after the normalization of the hCG level. Following suc-
cessful chemotherapy treatment we usually recommend
hysterectomy. Our data for patients with PSTT treated
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Fig. 15.2 An individual example of the pattern of hCG levels during the course of management.

Table 15.3c EP/EMA chemotherapy

Week 1
Day 1 Actinomycin-D 0.5 mg iv

Etoposide 100 mg/m2 iv
Methotrexate 300 mg/m2 iv

Day 2 Folinic acid 15 mg po 12 hourly × 4 doses
Starting 24 h after commencing methotrexate

Week 2
Day 8 Etoposide 150 mg/m2 iv

Cisplatin 75 mg/m2 iv

between 1975 and 2001 demonstrates a 100% cure rate for
those presenting within 4 years of the antecedent preg-
nancy, but a poorer prognosis for those presenting after a
longer interval [16].

RISK OF RELAPSE AND LATE TREATMENT
COMPLICATIONS

For the majority of patients with trophoblast disease who
achieve a serological remission the outlook is very bright
in terms of future risks of relapse, the possibility of fur-
ther pregnancy and only modest long-term health risks
from the chemotherapy exposure. Once the hCG has

fallen to normal, the risk of relapse is less than 5% for
patients treated with the low-risk protocols and only 3%
for patients treated with the high-risk EMA/CO regi-
men. Generally these recurrences occur within the first
12months after treatment butmay occurmany years later.
Even in this situation trophoblast disease retains the possi-
bility of cure, with further chemotherapy and on occasion
surgery to sites of disease often providing satisfactory
outcomes.

Subsequent fertility

Following either low- or high-risk chemotherapy treat-
ment, fertility is usually maintained and regular menstru-
ation restarts 2–6 months after the end of chemotherapy.
However chemotherapy treatment does bring the average
age of the menopause forward, by approximately 1 year
for those treated with methotrexate and 3 years for those
treated with EMA/CO [17].

We normally recommend that for 12 months after treat-
ment further pregnancy is avoided to minimize any ter-
atogenic effects on developing oocytes and to minimize
the possible confusion from the rising hCG between a
new pregnancy and disease relapse. The modest impact
on future fertility is reflected in the data demonstrating
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that 83% of women wishing to conceive after chemother-
apy treatment have been able to have at least one live
birth. Despite the frequent long exposure to cytotoxic
chemotherapy in the high-risk group there does not
appear to be any significant increase in fetal abnormalities.

Many patients after experiencing one molar pregnancy
andparticularly thosewho require chemotherapy are anx-
ious of the problem occurring again in any subsequent
pregnancy. While the data suggest that the risk of a fur-
ther molar pregnancy is about 10-fold higher than in the
normal population this only equates to an approximate
1 in 70 risk [18]. This risk appears to be independent of
chemotherapy exposure, being similar for those patients
who required chemotherapy and those where the molar
pregnancy was cured by evacuation alone.

Long-term toxicities

With the prolonged follow-up data available from tro-
phoblast disease patients treated from the 1970s onwards,
it is clear that the exposure to combination chemotherapy
carries some long-term health risks. Data from a study of
1377 patients treated at CXH show that those receiving
combination chemotherapy have enhanced risks of devel-
oping a second malignancy. From our series of patients
the overall relative risk (rr) was increased 1.5-fold and
is particularly marked for myeloid leukaemia (rr 16.6),
colon cancer (rr 4.6), breast cancer (rr 5.8) and melanoma
(rr 3.41) malignancies [19]. This database is being updated
and as the cohorts of treated patients get older, these risks
may further increase. In contrast the patients treated with
single-agentmethotrexate do not appear to have increased
risks of second malignancies.

This long-term health concern from the use of com-
bination chemotherapy reinforces the benefits from
surveillance, allowing treatment to be commenced with
single-agent methotrexate while the patient falls within
the low-risk group.

Personal and psychological issues

Despite the very high cure rates and the low long-term
toxicity fromchemotherapy treatment, it is perhapsunsur-
prising that the diagnosis of a molar pregnancy and
particularly treatment with chemotherapy can result in a
number of psychological sequelae. The areas that lead to
stress in the short term are the loss of the pregnancy, the
impact of the ‘cancer’ diagnosis, the treatment process and
thedelayof futurepregnancy. During chemotherapy treat-
ment issues regarding potential side effects, emotional
problems and fertility concerns are frequent. Other studies
have shown that the concerns can remain for many years,
with feelings regarding the wish for more children, a lack

of control of fertility and an ongoingmourning for the lost
pregnancy still frequently reported 5–10 years after treat-
ment [20]. Additionally issues regarding self-esteem, and
loss of sexual desire can be troublesome for many years
after treatment; however, overall marital happiness does
not seem to be impaired for trophoblast patients and their
partners [21]. A number of surveys have demonstrated
the wish of many patients to have more support through
counselling and support at diagnosis and continuing even
after treatment, and the recognition of this need must be
addressed at centres and in the community subsequently.
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Chapter 16: Prenatal diagnosis and
genetics
Sailesh Kumar

Introduction

The main purpose of any prenatal screening or diagnostic
test is, first, the identification of fetuses at risk of serious
structural, genetic, metabolic or haematologic abnormal-
ities before the application of a confirmatory diagnostic
test. The difference between screening anddiagnostic tests
is that the former are designed to have high sensitivity but
may also have a high false positive rate. In contrast, diag-
nostic tests are highly accurate onwhichmanagement and
clinical decisions can bemade. Screening tests are safe and
applicable either universally or to low risk populations
whereas diagnostic testsmay involve invasive procedures
and only applicable to a high risk group or those with a
positive screen result.

It is nowpossible to diagnose a range of conditions ante-
natally that previously could only bedetectable after birth.
This has allowed parents the ability to make much more
informed choices about the pregnancy than was hitherto
possible. Parents have a myriad of reasons as to why they
want prenatal diagnosis. In some instances, it is because of
a previously affected child or a family history of a serious
genetic condition, in others a raised risk on a screening
test may be the impetus to seek a definite result. What-
ever their reason, prenatal diagnosis for the vast majority
of conditions will require a fetal sample and hence carry a
risk of fetal loss. This chapter will concentrate on some of
the developments and techniques currently available for
prenatal diagnosis and the implications of these advances
on clinical practice.

Advances in molecular genetics

There are three methods for finding genes contributing
to complex diseases: candidate gene screening, linkage
mapping, and association (case-control) studies. Candi-
date gene screening relies on selecting potential disease-
causing genes, for example, genes causing inherited forms
of disease and sequencing these genes in patients with
complex diseases. Linkage mapping follows the segrega-
tion of chromosomal regions marked by random genetic

variants in families with complex diseases, in search of
regions that co-segregate with the disease trait. Finally,
case-control association studies look for differences in the
frequencies of common genetic variants between ethni-
cally matched cases and controls to find variants that are
strongly associated with the disease. The eventual goal
of each method is to identify either definite mutations
with a strong causal relation to the disease or polymorphic
variants which have a weak causal link to the disease.

An extremelywide range of techniques is now available
for the diagnosis of genetic disorders, a review of which
is beyond the scope of this chapter. The Human Genome
Project showed that the current genome sequence contains
approximately 2.85 billionnucleotides interruptedbyonly
341 gaps and seems to encode only 20,000–25,000 protein-
coding genes [1]. If only 5% of these genes have diagnostic
significance, approximately 1200 gene-based tests should
be available. No single laboratory will be able to offer the
breadth of these testing requirements and close liaison
with a clinical genetics unit is imperative to ensure that
samples are sent to the appropriate laboratory.

Invasive fetal tests

In the majority of instances, amniocentesis and chorionic
villous sampling (CVS) are performed to obtain a fetal
sample for analysis. It is estimated that around 5% of
the pregnant population (approximately 30,000 women
per year in the UK) could be offered a choice of inva-
sive prenatal diagnostic tests. Amniocentesis is the most
common invasive prenatal diagnostic procedure under-
taken in the UK. Most amniocenteses are performed to
obtain amniotic fluid for karyotyping and the majority are
undertaken from 15 completed weeks (15 + 0) onwards.
Amniocentesis prior to 15 completed weeks of gestation
is referred to as ‘early’. Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)
is usually performed between 10 and 13 weeks of gesta-
tion and involves aspiration of placental tissue rather than
amniotic fluid. CVS can be performed either transabdom-
inally or the transcervically. It is usually performed after
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A B

Fig. 16.1 1st trimester fetas with increased nuchal edema.

nuchal translucency screening (Fig. 16.1) which identifies
fetus at risk for Down syndrome.

The best estimate of miscarriage risk associated with
amniocentesis comes from the study by Tabor et al in
1986 [2]. This study randomised 4606 low-riskwomen and
showed that the amniocentesis grouphada loss ratewhich
exceeded the control group by 1%; a figure which is often
quoted in pretest counseling. Several more recent studies
suggest that procedure related loss rates of around 0.5%
are achievable [3,4]. There areno studies that compareCVS
with no testing but randomised trials comparing CVS (by
any route) with second trimester amniocentesis showed
an excess pregnancy loss rate of 3% [5]. Other forms of
invasive fetal testing include fetal blood sampling, fetal
skin andmuscle biopsy. The risk of an uncomplicated fetal
blood sampling is between 1–3%, however, if the fetus is
hydropic, the risk may be as high as 20% [6]. Once a fetal
sample is obtained, chromosomal or non-chromosomal
testing can begin.

Cytogenetics

Although karyotyping remains the gold standard of chro-
mosome analysis and is still the most frequently used
genetic method in prenatal diagnosis, the most impor-
tant advance in cytogenetics has been the development
of fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) technology
and quantitative fluorescent polymerase chain reaction
techniques (QF-PCR).

Full karyotype analysis takes approximately two weeks
from amniotic fluid or chorionic villi (Fig. 16.2). Samples
are cultured until sufficient dividing cells are harvested
and the metaphase chromosomes spread onto microscope
slides. These chromosomes are then banded by enzyme
digestion and finally analysed under the microscope. In

addition to detecting numerical chromosomal abnormal-
ities (aneuploidies), this method also detects structural
rearrangements and abnormalities where the size of the
aberration is greater than 3Mb.Asimilar technique is used
for fetal blood although a much more rapid result can be
obtained (within 48hours) as cultured lymphocytesdivide
much more quickly than amniocytes.

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)

The FISH technique is based on the discovery that labelled
ribosomal ribonucleic acid (RNA) hybridises to acrocen-
tric chromosomes (i.e. chromosomes that have a non-
centrally located centromere, and therefore unequal chro-
mosome arms) [7,8]. It involves a fluorescently labelled
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) probe being hybridised to
genomic DNA sequences and can be used to study a spe-
cific site on a chromosome. These specific probes can be
hybridized not only to metaphase chromosomes but also
incorporated directly onto fixed interphase nuclei of non-
mitotic cells [9] (Fig. 16.3). Four main classes of FISH
probes are now available: repetitive-sequence probes,
whole genomic DNA probes, locus specific probes and
chromosome specific painting probes [9]. FISH signals are
visualised by fluorescencemicroscopy using a light source
that illuminates the fluorescently labelled specimens.

Conventional high-resolution chromosome banding
techniques can result in up to 1000 bands per genome;
however, even at such high resolution, deletions, dupli-
cations or translocations are difficult to detect. FISH,
however, can be used to determine the origin of marker
chromosomes and to confirm numerical and structural
anomalies. FISH probes can detect regions as small as
0.5 kb on metaphase chromosomes in contrast to only
much larger regions (2–3Mb) using conventional banding
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Fig. 16.2 Aneuploidy screening using FISH.

A B

Fig. 16.3 Chorionic villi obtained after CVS.

techniques. The increased resolution provided by FISH
is particularly suited to the study of microdeletion syn-
dromes (e.g. Prader-Willi and Miller-Dieker) because the
size of the DNA region that has been deleted is often very
small.

Quantitative fluorescent polymerase chain reaction
(QF-PCR)

Polymerase chain reaction is a rapid and reliable method
for the detection of chromosome copy number by the

amplification of highly polymorphic chromosome specific
short tandem repeats (STR). Afluorochrome incorporated
into the products of amplification permits visualization
and quantification using an automated DNA scanner.
Two fluorescence peaks with a ratio of 1:1 will be pro-
duced for each chromosome specific STR from normal
euploid fetuses. Samples from trisomic fetuses will usu-
ally demonstrate either three peaks with a ratio of 1:1:1
(trisomic triallelic) or two peaks with a ratio of 2:1 (tri-
somic diallelic). The advantage of QF-PCR over FISH is
its cost effectiveness especially when large numbers are
processed. In addition, less material is required, bloody
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specimens may be successfully analysed and it is less
time-consuming and less labour-intensive. The introduc-
tion of both techniques now enable rapid exclusion of the
common trisomies (13, 18 and 21) giving reassurance to
the majority of patients and allowing earlier management
decisions to be made in the case of abnormal results [10].

The introduction of rapid testing of all prenatal sam-
ples has raised the issue of necessity for full karyotype
analysis and reporting of these samples. The majority of
women who undergo invasive testing do so because they
have been identified as high risk by a particular screening
method. Full karyotype analysismay detect abnormalities
of unknown significance (small ‘marker’ chromosomes,
balanced chromosome rearrangements, or regions of vari-
ability) which may be inherited and thus of minimal, if
any, significance. These findings often cause counselling
difficulties and raise ethical issues for patients both in how
to interpret and choose between termination of pregnancy
or ongoing anxiety for the rest of the pregnancy. Overall,
around 0.07 – 0.14%of pregnancies karyotypedwill have a
clinically significant chromosome abnormality thatwould
not be detected by rapid testing [11,12] and this needs to be
considered by those performing prenatal testing in their
pre-test counselling of patients.

Non-invasive prenatal diagnosis: fetal cells
and cell-free fetal DNA

This remains the holy grail of prenatal diagnosis. Because
invasive fetal testing carries risks to both mother and
fetus alternative non-invasive methods are being actively
explored. It is now abundantly clear that intact fetal cells
and cell-free nucleic acid are present in the maternal
circulation and are ideal targets for diagnosis.

One approach is the isolation of intact fetal cells from
the maternal circulation. Several cell types have been iso-
lated – nucleated red blood cells (NRBC), CD34 positive
hematopoietic progenitors and trophoblasts. Although
these cell types have been unequivocally proven to be
present in the maternal circulation, each bears a signifi-
cant disadvantage, rendering their application in clinical
testing currently very problematic: NRBCs cannot be
expanded in culture, thereby ruling out metaphase chro-
mosome analysis, an essential component of prenatal
diagnosis. CD34 positive cells do posses the potential for
in vitro proliferation, however, they have been found to
persist in the maternal circulation after delivery, thereby
complicating diagnosis in consecutive pregnancies. Tro-
phoblasts are not consistently detected in the maternal
circulation. Moreover, due to the lack of a definitive fetal
cell marker and a reliable sorting method, consistent and
reliable fetal cell identification of any of these cell types is
at the present time challenging.

Once fetal cells are isolated from maternal blood, there
are sensitive new techniques that can be applied for
genetic analysis. The major limitation in applying these
techniques clinically (in addition to the specific prob-
lems detailed above) is the generally low number of fetal
cells found in thematernal circulation (approximately one
fetal cell per ml of maternal blood) [13]. The sensitivity
of aneuploidy detection through analysis of intact fetal
cells in maternal blood approaches 75% in some reports,
with a false-positive rate estimated between 0.6 and
4.1% [14,15].

In 1997, Lo et al. [16] demonstrated the presence of large
amounts of cell-free fetal DNA in plasma and serum from
pregnant women. This same group also showed that there
was rapid drop in fetal DNAlevels in thematernal circula-
tion after delivery with undetectable levels of circulating
DNAtwohours post partum [17]. Considerablymore fetal
DNAis present in the cell-free fraction ofmaternal plasma
and serum compared with fetal DNA extracted from the
cellular fraction of maternal blood [18]. The predominant
source of fetal DNA in the maternal circulation appears to
be the placenta [19]. Levels of fetal DNA increase with
gestation with a significant rise in the last 8 weeks of
pregnancy [20].

Unlike nucleated fetal cells in maternal blood, which
usually requires the use of sophisticated cell enrichment
techniques, fetal DNAanalysis has the advantage of being
reliably processed and easily performed for a large num-
ber of samples. The main problem precluding its more
widespread application at present appears to be the lack
of availability of uniquely fetal gene sequences that iden-
tify and/or measure the presence of fetal DNA in both
male and female fetuses.

In general, the clinical applications of fetal DNA mea-
surement in maternal plasma and serum have focused
on the measurement of fetal DNA sequences and the
detection (presence or absence) of uniquely fetal gene
sequences [21].

Gender detection

In one study [22], fetal gender was correctly predicted by
fetal DNA from maternal plasma samples taken between
10and13weekswith100%sensitivity.As the identification
of male fetal DNAsequences is relatively easy, one poten-
tial application is the non-invasive identification of male
fetuses at risk for an X-linked condition. Fetal sexing in
early pregnancy therefore could be the first step to identify
fetuses that are at risk and would require invasive testing
for confirmation of the diagnosis [23] or in caseswhere the
fetal sex affects clinical management such as in the use of
corticosteroid therapy for congenital adrenal hyperplasia
in those carrying female but not male fetuses [24].
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Non-invasive diagnosis of aneuploidy

Using real-time PCR, one group [25] demonstrated a 2-
fold increase in fetal DNAlevels for trisomy 21, compared
with euploid cases. Subsequent studies have supported
these observations on confirmed trisomy 21, but not on
trisomy 18 [26], suggesting that different fetal growth and
placental abnormalities result in different levels of fetal
DNAin thematernal circulation.Analysis of storedmater-
nal serumsamples has also showna1.8-fold increase in the
amount of fetal DNA levels in trisomy positive pregnan-
cies as compared with gestational age-matched controls.
Taken together, these findings suggest the possible use
of fetal DNA as an additional screening analyte. Another
novel application of fetal DNAanalysis is in the investiga-
tion of pregnancies at risk for aneuploidy due to a parental
balanced translocation [27].

Pre-eclampsia

In pre-eclampsia, there is an almost five fold increase in
fetal DNA in the maternal circulation compared with con-
trols [28,29]. Inwomendestined to developpre-eclampsia,
fetal DNA is noted to be elevated before the disease
becomes symptomatic [30]. A two stage rise is noted in
these patients. Raised levels of fetal DNA were detected
as early as 17 weeks gestation followed by a second rise
approximately 3 weeks before the onset of symptoms
[31]. This phenomenon may allow both screening for the
disease, as well as indicating impending pre-eclampsia.
However, this test is not yet in routine clinical practice as
it requires further validation.

Monogenic disorders

Perhaps one of the most important application of fetal
DNA in maternal plasma is the non-invasive genotyping
of the fetus in pregnancies complicated by red cell alloim-
munisation. Non-invasive fetal Rh-D genotypingwas first
reported in 1998 [20] and since 2001, the International
Blood Group Reference Laboratory (IBGRL) in Bristol has
offered fetal Rh-D typing using cell free fetal DNA in
maternal plasma, to obstetricians caring for alloimmu-
nised women. This has significantly reduced the number
of invasive procedures carried out in theUK for fetal Rh-D
genotyping [32]. More recently, the IBGRLhas also started
offering fetal Rh-c and Kell genotyping using the same
technique.

Other genetic disorders such as myotonic dystrophy
[33], achondroplasia [34] and cystic fibrosis [35] have all
been diagnosed using fetal DNA in maternal plasma. In
addition, Hong Kong investigators [36], using fetal DNA
to exclude or confirm the presence of the paternally inher-
ited mutant allele in beta-thalassaemia major, have been

able to identify at-risk fetuses who then need invasive
testing.

A major limitation of using DNA in maternal blood
is the fact that the mother and fetus share, on average,
half of their genomic DNA sequences. Thus, it is only
possible to detect uniquely fetal DNA sequences that are
paternally inherited. Novel approaches, such as using
gender-independent polymorphisms, epigeneticmarkers,
or circulatingmRNAsequences, will eventually allow this
technology to be applied to female fetuses. Comparative
genome hybridization and microchip assays may make it
possible that amplified fetal nucleic acids will ultimately
permit a non-invasive fetal genome scan as part of routine
prenatal screening.

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis

The first reports of preimplantation genetic diagnosis
(PGD) were published almost 15 years ago [37,38]. The
main purpose of PGD is to perform genetic testing before
pregnancy and in order to avoid the termination of preg-
nancywhich is amajor limitation of conventional prenatal
diagnosis. To date more than 7000 PGD have been per-
formedwith the birth of almost 1000 healthy children. The
list of disorders towhich PGDhas been applied nownum-
bermore than 100with themost frequent ones being cystic
fibrosis and haemoglobin disorders (see review by Kuliev
andVerlinsky) [39]. PGD is an attractive option for couples
carrying translocations because of their poor reproductive
outcome. There is a four fold reduction of spontaneous
abortions in women undergoing PGD compared to those
not undertaking PGD [40,41].

PGD is currently performed either by testing oocytes for
maternally derived genetic abnormalities, or by genetic
analysis of single cells removed from preimplantation
embryos, so only unaffected embryos may be transferred
back to the uterus ensuring the establishment of an unaf-
fected pregnancy [42]. Each of these approaches has
advantages and disadvantages and is applied depending
on the clinical circumstances.

Embryo biopsy is performed as early as the 6–8-cell
stage, or at blastocyst, allowing testing for bothmaternally
and paternally derived genetic abnormalities. Despite
reduction in embryo cell number, which may have an
influence on the embryo viability, embryo biopsy is the
method of choice for paternally derived dominant condi-
tions and translocations, as well as for gender determina-
tion and HLA typing. In contrast, oocyte testing is used
for maternally derived genetic abnormalities and is per-
formedby removing thefirst and secondpolar bodies (PB1
and PB2) from oocytes, representing the by-products of
meiosis I (PB1) and meiosis II (PB2), respectively. Whilst
oocyte testing does not give information on gender or
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paternal mutations, it may be the method of choice for
PGD of recessive conditions andmaternally derived dom-
inant mutations and translocations. Because over 90% of
chromosomal errors originate from maternal meiosis, this
approach is of special value for PGD of age-related ane-
uploidies. It is also of particular importance due to the
relatively high rate of mosaicism at the cleavage stage,
which is the major limitation of blastomere based tests for
chromosomal disorders.

PGD may now be applied to any genetic disease
presently diagnosed by prenatal diagnosis and also for
those not conventionally tested prenatally, such as late
onset and complex disorders and the pre-selection of unaf-
fected and HLA matched embryos. However, PGD is not
an option that is applicable tomost couples contemplating
assisted reproduction and like any other technique has its
place in a select group of patients.

Conclusion

Much of the advance in prenatal diagnosis has come
from major breakthroughs in molecular techniques which
have greatly enhanced our knowledge of many genetic
diseases and thus allowed the development of precise
diagnostic tests for these conditions. However, hand in
handwith the immense possibilities these new techniques
offer, come problems that are not so easily resolved. For
example, quality assurance and standards have to be
rigorously set and consistently achieved in every labora-
tory involved in genetic testing. Often this is difficult to
achieve because of the lack of universally accepted quality
assurance programmes.

Ethical dilemmashavearisen surrounding the screening
and identification of genetic markers responsible with late
onset conditions. Is it appropriate to offer or perform pre-
natal diagnosis when it is known that the condition only
develops late in life (e.g. Huntington’s disease)? The abuse
of prenatal tests is a very real issue that will challenge
society both ethically and legally in a multitude of ways.
The practising obstetrician will have to be aware of some
of the issues in order to manage affected patients appro-
priately. In the future, current arguments about the best
Down syndrome screening test will seem very simplistic
and probably very naïve indeed.
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Chapter 17: Fetal medicine in clinical
practice
R.C. Wimalasundera

Introduction

Historically, fetal medicine has been limited by the inac-
cessibility of the human fetus in the uterus. Advances
in the last three decades in imaging techniques such as
ultrasound andMRI as well as cytogenetics and intrauter-
ine surgical techniques mean that we can now accurately
diagnose and offer curative or ameliorative treatments for
many conditions thatwere previously only treatable in the
neonatal period.

Referrals for specialist fetal medical assessments are
usually based on women falling into a high-risk cate-
gory either on routine antenatal screening for Down’s
syndrome or a structural anomaly or on her own medi-
cal or family history such as a known genetic syndrome or
because of a previously affected pregnancy/child. Once a
referral has been made then the underlying principles of
fetal medicine are broadly categorized into either prevent-
ing ‘wrongful birth’ or prevention of perinatal mortality
and post-natal disability. These are achieved by accu-
rate diagnosis of the fetal anomaly, a multidisciplinary
approach to decisions on management and counselling
of parents. Management options would include conser-
vative management, offering a termination of pregnancy
where appropriate, antenatal therapeutic interventions
and decisions on timing, mode and place of delivery.

However, the practical aspects of fetal medicine are far
from the simplistic pathway outlined earlier. Although
in some cases the diagnosis may be clear from the initial
detailed imaging or invasive karyotyping, in many cases
the diagnosis is uncertain either because of poor images,
fetal position or the complex nature of an anomaly. Even
if a diagnosis is made the detailed natural history of many
fetal conditions are unknown or the lesions may evolve
during the pregnancy such that the prognosis will change
as the pregnancy progresses.

The aim of this chapter is to discuss some of the practi-
cal aspects of fetal medicine in terms of being able tomake
accurate diagnosis and deciding on management options
such as which pregnancies should be offered a termina-
tion of pregnancy andwhich shouldbe offered therapeutic
interventions in utero or simply monitored until delivery

when post-natal intervention would be most appropriate
and finally decisions on the timing, mode and place of
delivery.

Diagnosis of fetal anomaly

The impact of fetal medicine practice is obviously directly
influenced by the detection of fetal anomalies in the gen-
eral population and therefore referred for an opinion.
Women who are at high risk of a fetal anomaly are usu-
ally referred directly to a fetal medicine unit, but within
a low-risk population detection of an anomaly is based
on antenatal screening programmes. These are primarily
based on screening for Down’s syndrome, blood group
antibody screening and second trimester anomaly scan
screening.

The National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE[1])
guidelines on antenatal care in the UK stipulate that all
women should be offered a dating scan between 10 and
16weeksaswell as some formof screening forDown’s syn-
drome either based on first or second trimester screening
or a combination of both.

Down’s syndrome screening

The screening procedures offered currently in the UK are
listed here. Each consists of a risk assessment based on
maternal age and a scan performed in the first trimester or
ablood test in thefirst or second trimester or a combination
of scans and blood test.

Triple test

Early second trimester (14–20 completed weeks) test is
based on themeasurement of α-fetoprotein, unconjugated
oestriol (uE3) and hCG (either total hCG or free β-hCG)
together with maternal age.

Nuchal translucency scan

A first trimester (11–13 weeks) test is based on the
measurement of the fold of skin on the back of the
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fetal neck (Nuchal translucency (NT)) together with the
maternal age.

Quadruple test

Early second trimester (14–21 weeks) test is based on the
measurement of α-fetoprotein, uE3, free β-hCG (or total
hCG) and inhibin-A together with maternal age.

Combined test

Late first trimester (10–13 weeks) test is based on com-
bining NT measurement with free β-hCG, pregnancy
associated plasma protein-A (PAPP-A) and maternal age.

Integrated test

This is the integration of different screeningmarkers mea-
sured at different stages of pregnancy into a single test
result. Unless otherwise qualified, ’Integrated test’ refers
to the integration of NT measurement and PAPP-A in the
first trimester with serum α-fetoprotein, β-hCG and uE3
in the second.

The NICE Guideline –Antenatal Care, Routine Care for
theHealthy PregnantWoman [1] stated that byApril 2007,
pregnant women should be offered screening for Down’s
Syndrome with a test which provides a detection rate of
>75%and a false-positive rate of<3%. These performance
measures should be age-standardized and based on cut-
off of 1 in 250 at term. These guidelines were based on
the SURUSS report [2], which was a multicentre study of
nearly 50,000 singleton pregnancies in women where the
most effective, safe and cost-effectivemethod of screening
forDown’s syndromeusingNT,maternal serumandurine
markers in the first and second trimester of pregnancy
and maternal age in various combinations were analysed.
The authors concluded that the Integrated test was the
best performing with the highest detection and lowest
false-positive rates at any given risk cut-off (Table 17.1).
Subsequently the National Screening Committee Model
of Best Practice in the UK also concluded that the Inte-
grated test resulted in the lowest loss rate of unaffected
fetuses (Table 17.2).

Table 17.1 Data from the SURUSS [2] study of screening
performance with a constant early second trimester risk
cut-off of 1:250

Screening test Detection rate (%) False-positive rate (%)

Triple test 81 6.9
Quadruple test 84 5.7
Combined test 83 5
Integrated test 90 2.8

Ultrasound screening for fetal anomalies

Routine first trimester dating scanning has a number of
benefits – (1) it is more accurate at assessing gestational
age than menstrual periods, and therefore reduces the
rates of induction of labour for post-term pregnancies
(2) detects multiple pregnancies early in pregnancy and
(3) can detect some major structural anomalies such as
anencephaly. However a more detailed, although limited,
anomaly scan is incorporated into a NT scan such as the
shape of the fetal skull, presence of nose, hands and feet
and presence of stomach and bladder. Therefore, instiga-
tion of Down’s syndrome screening strategies such as the
Combined or Integrated testwhich involve anNT scan are
likely to not only increase the detection of aneuploidy but
also major structural anomalies and particularly cardiac
defects earlier in gestation.

In the UK there is a policy of routine second trimester
ultrasound screening for fetal anomalies [1]. However,
detection of fetal anomalies varies considerably depend-
ing on the anomaly being screened for as well as the
gestation at screening, the skill of the operator and the
quality of the equipment used.Asystematic reviewof rou-
tine ultrasound [3] screening for fetal anomalies included
96,633babiesbetween1996and1998. Theoverall detection
rate was 44.7% with detection being considerably higher
<24 weeks (41.3%) than >24 weeks (18.6%) (Table 17.3).
In the UK although the detection rates appear to be higher
there is a considerable geographic variation. Chitty et al.
[4] reported an overall detection rate of 74% in an inner
London unit, whereas Boyd et al. [5] reported a detection
rate of 50% in Oxford.

The detection of cardiac anomalies is of particular inter-
est. Early prenatal detection of congenital heart disease
(CHD) has increased due to advances in ultrasound reso-
lution and the incorporation of at least a 4-chamber cardiac
view in the routine anomaly scan, which is now accepted
as standard in the UK. There is, however, regional vari-
ation in antenatal detection of CHD, with those obstetric
centres close to cardiac units faring better than those sit-
uated in more remote areas. There also appears to be
a discrepancy between countries, which reflect different
obstetric practice; for example, the policy of universal
anomaly scanning between 20 and 22 weeks in the UK
compared with targeted anomaly scanning in the USA.

The risk of aneuploidy varies as to the structural
anomaly detected and it would be outside the scope of
this chapter to detail the risk for each structural anomaly.
However, cardiac anomalies are the commonest type of
structural anomalies detected in fetal life and at birth
with a frequency of 8:1000 and Table 17.4 illustrates the
variation in risk of aneuploidy with the various cardiac
defects [6].
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Table 17.2 Outcome in 100,000 women screened with a constant detection rate of
75% (derived from SURUSS report [2])

Unaffected No. of Down’s
women syndrome
referred No. of Down’s No. of diagnosed per
for CVS or syndrome unaffected unaffected

Test amnio diagnosed fetuses lost fetuses lost

Triple 4200 152 30 5.1
Quadruple 2500 152 18 8.5
Combined 2300 152 17 9
Integrated 300 152 2 76.3

Assuming an 80% acceptance rate of amnio/CVS and 0.9% loss rate from the procedure.

Table 17.3 Percentage of fetal anomalies
detected by routine second trimester
ultrasound screening according to
anatomical systems (Bricker et al. [3])

Anatomical systems Detected (%)

Central nervous system 76
Urinary tract 67
Pulmonary 50
Gastrointestinal 42
Skeletal 24
Cardiac 17

Mid-trimester ultrasound markers

Soft-tissue markers are signs that can be detected on a
second trimester anomaly scan that in themselves are not
structural defects but have anassociationwith aneuploidy,
and therefore their presence increases the risk of ane-
uploidy. Markers include nuchal skin oedema, short
femoral or humeral length measurements, choroid plexus
cysts, bilateral renal pelvic dilatation, echogenic fetal
bowel and hyperechogenic foci (‘golf balls’) in the fetal
heart. Early publications reporting increased prevalence
of these markers in Down fetuses compared to euploid
fetuses were used to derive increased risks for trisomy 21.
However, ameta-analysis of 56 studies by Smith-Bindmen
et al. [7] found sensitivities for individualmarkers in isola-
tion of only 1–16% (Table 17.5), whereas the sensitivity of
multiple markers in association with structural anomalies
was 69%. Most of themarkers in isolation had low relative
risks (positive predictive values or likelihood ratios of 3–7
only). Indeed, it is now known that choroid plexus cysts
in isolation, which are found in 0.65% of normal fetuses,
do not increase the risk of Down’s syndrome [7].

Based on thismeta-analysis only the presence of a thick-
ened nuchal fold or echogenic bowel in isolation would
significantly increase the risk of aneuploidy. However,

the presence of any of the other soft markers would
alert the person performing the scan to perform a thor-
ough check for other features of aneuploidy. If indeed
more than one soft marker or any structural anomaly is
detected this would significantly increase the risk of aneu-
ploidyandwarrant further counselling regarding invasive
karyotyping.

However, Nicolaides et al. [8] suggested that based on
the analysis of two of the largest published studies on soft
markers and trisomy 21, each soft marker has a positive
likelihood ratio (PLR) that its presence is associated with
trisomy 21 and a negative likelihood ratio (NLR) that its
absence is associated with a normal karyotype. Therefore
an individual’s risk of trisomy 21 before a second trimester
scan, based on age or Down’s syndrome screening, can be
adjusted more accurately by multiplying by the PLR of an
individual soft marker if it were detected on the scan and
by the NLR of the soft makers not detected on the scan
(Table 17.6). For example, a woman with a serum triple
test risk of trisomy 21 of 1:1000 has an anomaly scanwhich
shows the presence of an echogenic intracardiac foci (PLR:
6.41) and a short femur (PLR: 7.94), but nomajor structural
defects (NLR: 0.79), no nuchal fold thickening (NLR: 0.67),
no short humerus (NLR: 0.68), no hydronephrosis (NLR:
0.85) and no echogenic bowel (NLR: 0.87). The combined
likelihood ratio is 6.41× 7.94× 0.79× 0.67 × 0.68× 0.85×
0.87 = 13.5. Thereforebasedon this calculation thewoman
would be counselled that her risk of trisomy 21 would be
increased from 1:1000 to 1:74 (13.5 × 1/1000) and offered
invasive karyotyping.

Invasive prenatal diagnosis

Once a woman has been given a high risk of aneuploidy
based on aDown screening, a structural anomaly detected
on scan or because of her previous history an obstetrician
wouldnormally counsel thewomenon theoptionsof inva-
sive karyotyping. This counselling should be based on the
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Table 17.4 Meta-analysis performed by Wimalasundera et al. [6]

Overall
aneuploidy

Cardiac anomaly rate (%) T 21 (%) T18 (%) T 13 (%) 45XO (%) Other (%) 22q11 deletion

AVSD 46 79 13 8
VSD 46 43 45 2 4 6 10–17
TOF 31 43 29 7 21 6–30
CoA 33 18 24 24 12 22
CAT 19 25 75 10
IAAb 17–50
APVS 20
HLHS 7 56 22 11 11
DORV 21 10 40 20 30 1
Mitral atresia 18
UVH 15
PS/PA+ IVS 5
Tricuspid atresia 7 50 50
TVD 4
Aortic stenosis 5
ASD 17
TGA 0
cTGA 0
Tumours 0
Cardiomyopathy 0
Cardiosplenic syndromes 0
DIV 0

Data expressed as overall rate of aneuploidy (%) for individual congenital cardiac defects.
AVSD, atrioventricular septal defect; VSD, ventricular septal defect; TOF, Tetralogy of Fallot; CoA, Coarctation of the aorta;
CAT, commonarterial trunk;APVS, absent pulmonaryvalve syndrome; HLHS, hypoplastic left heart syndrome; DORV,double
outlet right ventricle; UVH, univentricular heart; PS/PA+ IVS, pulmonary stenosis/pulmonary atresia with intact ventricular
septum; TVD, tricuspid valve dysplasia; ASD, atrial septal defect; TGA, transposition of the great arteries; cTGA, corrected
transposition of the great arteries; DIV, double inlet ventricle; IAAb, interrupted aortic arch type B.

Table 17.5 Test performance for mid-trimester
ultrasonic markers as isolated findings to predict
trisomy 21, based on a meta-analysis of 56 studies [20]

Positive
Sensitivity likelihood

Marker (%) ratio (%)

Thickened nuchal fold 4 17
Choroid plexus cyst 1 1
Short femur length 16 2.7
Short humeral length 9 7.5
Echogenic bowel 4 6.1
Echogenic intracardiac focus 11 2.8
Renal pyelectasis 2 1.9

risk of aneuploidy, the voluntary nature of the test, the
option of no testing, the technique of the proposed test,
the procedure-related loss rate and other common com-
plications associated with the test, the timing of the result
and the possible management options depending on the

Table 17.6 Data published by Nicolaides [8] on the positive
and negative likelihood ratios for trisomy 21 when isolated
soft-tissue markers and major defects are detected in the
second trimester

Soft marker Positive LR Negative LR LR isolated

Nuchal fold 53 0.67 9.8
Major defect 33 0.79 5.2
Echogenic bowel 21 0.87 3.0
Short femur 8 0.62 1.6
Short humerus 23 0.68 4.1
Hydronephrosis 6.8 0.85 1.0
Echogenic foci 6.4 0.75 1.1

result of the test. This decision to balance the potential risk
of the loss of an unaffected fetus against that of having an
affected child is a very difficult and traumatic one and it is
important that the parents are not rushed into a premature
decision.
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Amniocentesis

Amniocentesis should be performed after 15 weeks when
the uterus is an abdominal organ and the proportion of
fluid needed to be removed (15–10 ml) is relatively small
compared to the overall liquor volume at this gestation
(150–250 ml).

The procedure is performed under aseptic conditions
under continuous ultrasound guidance. Best practice is
for the operator to introduce a gauge 22–20 needle percu-
taneously while he or she is continuously scanning using
the free hand. The needle is preferably introduced into
a cord free pool of liquor avoiding the placenta. Once in
place the inner stylet of the needle is withdrawn and an
initial 2 ml of amniotic fluid is withdrawn by an assistant
and discarded to avoid maternal contamination. Then a
further 15–20 ml is removed using a 10–20 ml syringe.
A few operators use a needle guide attached to the trans-
ducer, but this has the disadvantage of being less flexible
if the needle needs to be realigned.

There is clearly a learning curve with any invasive
procedure. Studies have demonstrated the significance
of operator experience in terms of both failed attempts
and miscarriage rates. Earlier studies had suggested that
the difference in miscarriage rates in operators perform-
ing over 50 cases per year (0.3%) was considerably lower
than ones performing less than 10 cases per year (3.7%)
[9]. Amniocentesis is therefore not a routine procedure
and it is recommended by the Royal College of Obstetri-
cians andGynaecologists (RGOG) that it is onlyperformed
by adequately trained individuals with at least 50–100
supervised procedures and 50 procedures per annum to
maintain their skills. In general only two needle inser-
tions should be attempted and if these fail then thewoman
should be referred to a tertiary level fetalmedicine unit for
repeat attempts.

The miscarriage rate for amniocentesis is generally
quoted as 1:100 (1%) and is based on the single random-
ized controlled trial of second trimester amniocentesis by
Tabor et al. [10] in Denmark in 1986. He demonstrated that
the women randomized to not have amniocentesis had a
miscarriage rate of 0.7% compared to 1.7% in the group
who had an amniocentesis and therefore suggested that
amniocentesis increased the background miscarriage rate
by 1%.More recent uncontrolled series suggest lowermis-
carriage rates of 0.5%, but it is important that each tertiary
level fetalmedicine unit should audit their ownamniocen-
tesis and chorionic villus sampling (CVS) outcomes andbe
able to quote an individual miscarriage rate for the unit.

Leakage of amniotic fluidvaginally following an amnio-
centesis is relatively common occurring in up to 2%
but is almost always self-limiting and associated with a
normal outcome. Post-amniocentesis chorioamnionitis is

also rare occurring in <1.5/1000. However, if signs of
chorioamnionitis should be apparent following a recent
amniocentesis a repeat amniocentesis with gram staining
and culture of the amniotic fluid should be undertaken. If
infection is confirmed immediate emptying of the uterine
cavity is needed to prevent maternal septicaemia.

Cytogenetic analysis

Amniotic fluid will contain fetal skin, urogenital and pul-
monary epithelial cells and cells from the extra-embryonic
membranes. The cells are first concentrated by centrifug-
ing and are cultured for 7–10 days with the result of the
karyotype being available in 14–15 days. Culture failure
occurs in about 0.5% and can be minimized by taking an
adequate volume of fluid and limiting the delay from the
sample being taken and sent to the laboratory. There is also
the possibility of in vitro mitotic abnormalities occurring
as a result of the culture process and therefore multiple
cultures are performed for each amniocentesis. Only if a
mosaicismor karyotypic anomaly occurs inmore than one
culture is it likely tobeof clinical significance andwill need
further investigation. This occurs in 0.1–0.2% of samples
and may require confirmation on fetal blood sampling.

More recently chromosome-specific probes and fluores-
cence in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques have been
developed to detect numerical aberrations in interphase
as well as, non-dividing cells, eliminating the need for
prolonged cell culture. Most cytogenetic laboratories will
now offer rapid prenatal diagnosis of amniotic fluid using
either, fluorescence-based probes for short-tandem-repeat
(STR) markers on chromosomes 21, 13 and 18 and poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of these STRs
[11], or FISH and fluorescence-labelled DNA probes for
chromosomes 21, 18 and 13 [12]. This allows identification
of the three commonest chromosomal anomalies within 3
working days.

Chorionic villus sampling

CVS involves sampling of placental tissue rather than
amniotic fluid and can be performed between 11 and
14 weeks. There are two routes used for CVS either
transabdominal which is now the preferred option or the
transcervical route if the former is not possible.

The transabdominal route was developed in the late
1980s and involves a similar technique to that of second
trimester amniocentesis. There are various techniques for
performing CVS and as there are no studies comparing
techniques, the operators should use one that they are
most familiar with. Nevertheless, the technique preferred
by the author is as follows. It is an aseptic single oper-
ator technique, under continuous ultrasound guidance
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where the operator performs the ultrasound scan and the
needling. A 20-gauge needle is inserted percutaneously
directly into the placenta being careful not to enter the
amniotic sac. The stylet of the needle is removed by an
assistant and a 20-ml syringe with 5 ml of heparinized
saline is attached to the needle. Negative pressure is then
applied to the syringe and the needle moved backwards
and forwards in the placenta a few times to suction placen-
tal tissue within the needle. While the negative pressure is
maintained the needle is thenwithdrawn and the contents
syringed into a sterile container.

The older transcervical approach was developed in the
early 1980s. This is now used rarely when the placenta is
low and posterior and is not approachable directly by the
transabdominal route. This is a 2-operator technique with
the patient in the lithotomy position. While one operator
scans transabdominally with the transducer in the mid-
line, the other operator attaches a tenaculum to the cervix
and inserts a 2-mmCVS forceps through the cervix into the
placenta under ultrasound guidance and takes a sample.

Meta-analysis of the randomized trials of transcervical
CVS yields an excess loss rate in the CVS group of 3.7%
compared to mid-trimester amniocentesis [13]. One study
reported a significantly lower miscarriage of transabdom-
inal CVS compared to the transcervical [14], which is then
comparable to that after amniocentesis. The transabdom-
inal approach is preferred, not just because it may be
associated with a lower miscarriage risk, but also because
it avoids putting the women through an uncomfortable
procedure in the lithotomy position.

It is now recommended that CVS is not performed
before 10 weeks because of the reported association of
early CVS and isolated fetal limb disruption and oro-
mandibular hypoplasia. However, large series of CVS
performed after 10 weeks do not show any increase in the
rate of limb defects [15].

Cytogenetic analysis of the CVS sample is similar to that
of amniocentesis. However, placental karyotype may not
be exactly the same as the fetus, especially if there has
been a post-zygotic non-disjunctive event after cells des-
tined to become theplacenta have separated off from those
giving rise to the fetus. Confined placental mosaicism
occurs in around 1% of chorionic villus samples and will
require reanalysis with a second trimester amniocentesis.
Mosaicism is only confirmed in the fetus in about 10% of
cases.

Multiple pregnancies

Invasive prenatal diagnosis should only be performed in
multiple pregnancies by a specialist in a tertiary level fetal
medicine unit who has experience in performing selective
termination of pregnancy if required. The uterine contents

need to be mapped thoroughly before the procedure is
undertaken to ensure that separate samples are taken from
each fetus and that each twin can be identified accurately
at a later stage. Detailed mapping involves identification
of chorionicity, location of individual placental sites and
cord insertions, plane of the dividing septum in three
dimensions and identifying fetal sex.

Amniocentesis is the preferred option in most units
because of the relatively high risk of cross contamination
of chorionic tissue with CVS in dichorionic twins (2–6%),
leading to false-positive or false-negative results. How-
ever, CVS is appropriate in a monochorionic pregnancy if
the operator is sure of the chorionicity. Most clinicians use
two separate puncture sites when performing amniocen-
tesis again to limit the risk of cross contamination although
there are serieswith single entry techniques traversing the
placental membranes and low complication rates.

There are no randomized trials to indicate procedure-
related loss rates in twins. Background loss rates, however,
are appreciably higher. Recent series suggest that total
fetal loss rates in twins after amniocentesis (3.5–4.0%) or
CVS (2–4%) may not be much higher than background
rates. A case-control study of 202 twins undergoing mid-
trimester amniocentesis reported a loss rate only 0.3%
higher than in control twins [16].

Fetal blood sampling

The availability of rapid karyotypic diagnosis with both
CVS and amniocentesis and their considerably easier util-
ity has resulted in fetal blood sampling (FBS) now rarely
being used to assess karyotype. It is now almost exclu-
sivelyused for theassessmentof fetal anaemiaor infection.
It is performed under sterile conditions with continuous
ultrasound guidance. Again a single operator usually per-
forms the ultrasound and needle insertion. A 20-gauge
needle is inserted into the placental cord insertion or intra-
fetally into the intrahepatic vein, with colour Doppler
mapping of the vessels. There are significantly greater
risksofFBS thanwithamniocentesis orCVS.These include
fetal bradycardia, haemorrhage, cord haematoma or tam-
ponade and fetal death. Sampling from the intrahepatic
cord appears to be safer than the placental cord insertion
or free loops of cord. There needs to be immediate access to
laboratory facilities for analysis of the fetal blood. Because
of the significantly higher density of nucleated cells in an
FBS a full karyotype culture of lymphocytes should be
available within 48 h.

Management options

Following a diagnosis of fetal abnormality, the women
should be referred for appropriate counselling regarding
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the nature of the abnormality, the possibility of therapy,
and the probable outcome for the child. Further con-
sultation with the relevant paediatric specialist may be
indicated, especially where post-natal interventions are
contemplated or where there is a major risk of serious
handicap. Counselling should address the certainty of the
diagnosis, the possible association with other anomalies
and the associated risk of aneuploidy or other serious
undiagnosed genetic syndromes. They also need to be
advised of the prognosis for the fetus including peri-
natal morbidity including the risk of intrauterine death,
the post-natal morbidity associated with the findings and
the life expectancy for the child. Finally, they need to
be counselled as to whether any curative or ameliorating
procedures can be offered in the neonatal period, whether
early delivery andwhatmode of deliverymay be required
and if any procedure could be offered while the fetus is
in utero.

Termination of pregnancy

Although some conditions are amenable to fetal treatment,
neonatal correction or surgery in infancy, for chromoso-
mal anomalies and many structural abnormalities there is
no treatment and the management issues are essentially
limited to termination versus continuation of pregnancy.
Unless the abnormality is trivial, termination of preg-
nancy is amanagement option that should be discussed in
parental counselling. TheRCOGReport on Termination of
Pregnancy for Fetal Abnormality [17] advises that where
abortion falls within the grounds specified in theAbortion
Act of 1967, doctors ‘must advise the woman that she has
this option. They must ensure she understands the nature
of the fetal abnormality, and the probable outcome of the
pregnancy, whether it continues to term or is aborted.
The woman is then able to decide whether she wishes to
have an abortion and to give her informed consent.’

In England and Wales, termination of pregnancy is
allowed under Clause E of the 1967 Abortion Act where
two medical practitioners acting in good faith certify that
‘there is a substantial risk that if the child were born it
would suffer from such physical or mental abnormalities
as to be seriously handicapped’. This has been the main
Clause under which termination is offered in most fetal
medicine centres. Termination can also be offered under
ClauseCof theActwhere ‘the pregnancyhas not exceeded
its 24thweek and the continuance of the pregnancywould
involve risk, greater than if the pregnancy were termi-
nated, of injury to the physical or mental health of the
pregnant woman or any existing children of her family.’
This is the clause under which more than 90% of ter-
minations in England and Wales are performed. Where
practitioners have difficulty justifying termination prior

to 24 weeks for fetal abnormality, which they do not nec-
essarily consider ‘severe’ (ClauseE), termination is instead
then frequently offered under Clause C.

Termination of pregnancy in later pregnancy is largely
confined to referral centres both because of the need for
an expert opinion on fetal diagnosis and prognosis and
becauseof theneed for feticidebefore it is born. This is usu-
ally achieved by ultrasound-guided intracardiac injection
of potassium chloride, which is recommended for all ter-
minations after 21 weeks and 6 days’ gestation. These are
skilled procedures usually restricted to fetalmedicine spe-
cialists and fetal asystole must be confirmed at least 5 min
post-procedure and then checked again onultrasoundhalf
an hour later.

It must be stressed that as Clause E is relatively vague
and ‘substantial’ and ‘significantly’ are not clearly defined,
the decision to offer a termination of pregnancy for a fetal
anomaly is usually basedona consensusdecisionof amul-
tidisciplinary team and not by the fetalmedicine specialist
alone.

Continuation of pregnancy

Once aneuploidy has been excluded, many isolated struc-
tural anomalies are best corrected in the term neonate
or indeed later in life. These include conditions such as
duodenal/jejunal atresia, omphalocele, gastroschisis, uni-
lateral renal problems, ovarian cysts, cleft lip and palate
and most cardiac anomalies. This list is by no means
exhaustive. Under these circumstances the parents need
to be counselled on the morbidity and mortality for cor-
rective surgery. Detection of these anomalies, however,
allows for appropriate perinatal management of the preg-
nancy to beundertaken. Thiswill involve antenatal review
and counselling with the appropriate paediatric specialist
such as the surgeon, urologist, cardiologist and cardiac
surgeons. It also allows for the timing and mode of deliv-
ery to be discussed as well as the location such as delivery
in a tertiary level unit where the neonatal surgery is to
be performed. Indeed these same principles apply even
when the fetus has a non-lethal chromosomal anomaly
such as trisomy 21 and the parents wish to continue the
pregnancy. However, conditions such as trisomy 18 and
13 which have almost no chance of long-term survival are
usually not offered surgical correction as this would not
influence survival and the parents need to be counselled
of this.

Parentswhodecide to continuewith a pregnancywhere
the prognosis is universally fatal such as anencephaly
or trisomy 18 need to be supported in their decision by
all staff concerned in their care. However, they need
to be counselled regarding the high risk of intrauterine
death and if they should reach term, management of
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the labour needs to be discussed. The parents should
be given the option of no monitoring in labour to avoid
delivery by Caesarean section, which would not improve
neonatal survival and would significantly increase mater-
nal morbidity. Neonatal resuscitation with an option of
no active resuscitation also needs to be discussed by the
neonatologist and carefully detailed in the notes.

With most structural anomalies Caesarean section does
not improve outcome compared with a vaginal deliv-
ery. Nonetheless there are some conditions preferably
delivered by Caesarean section. This primarily applies
to conditions where the neonate is likely to need imme-
diate surgery such as duodenal atresia or gastroschisis
and organization of neonatologist, paediatric surgeons
and paediatric anaesthetist is easier when the delivery
is planned. With some conditions a Caesarean section
may be the only option because of unstable lie or dys-
tocia as with a large sacrococcygeal teratoma, massive
intra-abdominal masses and severe macrocephaly.

Fetal therapy in utero

However, there are now a number of conditions where
in utero therapymay be offered in specialist fetal medicine
units. This has only been possible due to recent advances
in imaging as well as ultrasound-guided or fetoscopic
techniques. The goal of fetal surgery is to interrupt the
in utero progression of an otherwise treatable condition
and improve perinatal outcome in the neonate. However,
it must be stated that many of the techniques of fetal
surgery have not been tested in randomized control stud-
ies and until they have been, the ability to treat in utero
may not necessarily be the best option for the mother or
fetus. It is also important that these new techniques are
tested against current conservative management and not
historical data, as neonatal care and post-natal outcomes
have improved dramatically over the last two decades as
demonstrated by the data on management of congenital
diaphragmatic hernias [18]. Belowaredetailed someof the
conditions that have been treated in utero and a summary
of the evidence for treatment.

Red cell and platelet alloimmunization

Intrauterine therapy for fetal anaemia and thrombocy-
topaenia by intravascular fetal transfusion was probably
the first major success story in fetal medicine. There have
been two recent advances which have revolutionized the
management of fetal anaemia. First, the development of
PCR techniques to identify fetal Rh genotype from free-
fetal DNA in the maternal serum [19]. Rh D status of the
fetus can now be accurately determined non-invasively in
Rh D negative women and is now a routine test offered

by the International Blood Group Reference Laboratory
(IBGRL) to alloimmunized women in the UK. This has
significantly reduced the number of invasive procedures
required for genotyping for Rh D in the UK. In the study
by Finning et al. [20] only 7 out of 230 cases could not
have their Rh status confirmed using this technique. Cur-
rently the IBGRL are also offering genotyping for Rhc and
Kell using a similar technique as these can both cause fetal
haemolytic anaemia.

The second major advance is in the abandonment of
invasive amniocentesis for detecting OD�450 in amni-
otic fluid as a surrogate for fetal haemolysis, in favour
of non-invasive monitoring for fetal anaemia by using
fetal middle cerebral artery Doppler velocimetry. Mari
et al. [21] demonstrated using a cut of 1.5 multiples of the
median (MOM) that the middle cerebral artery Doppler
peak systolic velocity (MCA PSV) could be used with a
sensitivity of 100% and false positive rate of 12% to detect
fetal anaemia (Plate 17.1, facing p. 562).

Current practice is to perform maternal sera fetal Rh D
genotyping in all Rh D negative alloimmunized women.
In womenwho have a RhD positive fetusmaternal serum
titres of Rh D antibodies are monitored and the patient
referred for weekly MCA PSV monitoring using ultra-
soundoncematernal serum levels reach 4 IU/ml or if there
has been a previously affected child. If the MCA PSV is
above 1.5 [21] a FBS under continuous ultrasound guid-
ance is performed with immediate access to fetal blood
analysis. If the fetus is anaemic it is transfusedusingmater-
nally cross-matched O Rh negative, cytomegalovirus
negative, irradiated, concentrated (haematocrit 70–90%)
blood.WeeklyMCAPSVmonitoring is continued and fur-
ther FBS is performed if indicated on MCA PSV or at a
3–5 week interval to assess the rate of fall of haemoglobin.
Women who have been transfused are usually delivered
electively at 37–38 weeks and the neonate should go onto
double phototherapy post-natally.

Fetal alloimmune thrombocytopaenia is caused by
maternal sensitization to the human platelet antigens
(HPA) and can lead to devastating intracranial haemor-
rhage in 10–20% of affected pregnancies. The diagnosis is
usually made following the birth of a previously affected
child. Previous management was based on frequent FBS
and platelet transfusion, with the timing based on the ges-
tation and severity of a previously affected pregnancy.
However, the risk to the fetus of repeated FBS are con-
siderable with a procedure-related loss rate per procedure
of 1.2% and up to 8.4% per pregnancy. More recently a
European collaborative study concluded that the start of
treatment can be stratified on the basis of sibling history
and that maternal intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG)
treatment should be the first-line treatment of choice
thereby delaying and limiting the number of invasive
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procedures as theprocedure-related complication ratewas
high [22].

Twin–twin transfusion syndrome

Twin–twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) is discussed in
more detail elsewhere. It affects 15% of monochorionic
pregnancies andhistoricallyhasperinatalmortalities ofup
to 80% if untreated. Recent advances inmanagement such
as amnioreduction, septostomy, laser ablation of placental
vessels or selective reduction using bipolar cord occlusion
has significantly improved perinatal survival such that
between 60 and 79% of affected pregnancies have at least
one fetus survivingwith the various techniques. However,
a recent randomizedcontrol trial of placental laser ablation
versus amnioreduction/septostomy demonstrated that as
comparedwith the amnioreduction group, the laser group
had a higher likelihood of survival of at least one twin to
28 days of age (76 versus 56%; relative risk of the death of
both fetuses, 0.63; 95% confidence interval, 0.25–0.93; p =
0.009) and 6 months of age (p = 0.002). Infants in the laser
group also had a lower incidence of cystic periventricu-
lar leukomalacia (6 versus 14%, p = 0.02) and were more
likely to be free of neurologic complications at 6months of
age (52 versus 31%, p = 0.003) [23]. The authors suggested
that endoscopic laser coagulation of anastomoses is amore
effective first-line treatment than serial amnioreduction
for severe twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome diagnosed
before 26 weeks of gestation. However, it remains unclear
what the most appropriate management for early stage
disease should be and randomized trial in this group is
awaited.

Multifetal pregnancy reduction

Multifetal pregnancy reduction (MFPR) has been used
over the last 15–20 years to reduce high-order multiple
pregnancies in the late first trimester, usually to twins,
with the perinatal outcome of reduced twins approaching
that of spontaneous twins. A finishing number of 2 has
becomestandardpractice, as theperinatal outcomeof twin
pregnancies is considered acceptable and as two fetuses
still leave an option of selective feticide if discordant fetal
abnormalities manifest later on ultrasound scan.

Expansion of the technique has been associated with
a progressive fall in miscarriage rates due to a combi-
nation of better resolution ultrasound and the learning
curve of fetal medicine specialists performing the tech-
nique. The procedure is performed by an intracardiac
injection of strong potassium chloride solution (1.5 g in
10 ml) into the targeted fetus under ultrasound guidance
using a 20-gauge needle. Because of a lower miscarriage

rate (5.4 versus 12%) the transabdominal approach has
almost entirely replaced the transvaginal technique.

MFPR is performed between 11 and 14 weeks for three
reasons. First, the risk of spontaneous reduction or ‘van-
ishing twin’ has by then passed and second, a limited
anomaly scan can be performed to detect gross structural
anomalies and features of aneuploidy to guide selection
of the fetus(es) for reduction. Finally, screening for ane-
uploidy using NT can also be performed prior to MFPR
again to guide selection if the NT measurements are dis-
cordant. To minimize the risk of ascending infection, if
there are no structural anomalies and the NT risk of ane-
uploidy is low, the fetus furthest away from the cervix is
normally selected for reduction.

The literature remains relatively evenly divided as to
whether MFPR in triplets improves outcome compared
with unreduced triplets. A meta-analysis of studies of
triplets reduced to twins and expectantly managed [24]
show that the pregnancy loss rate <24 weeks for triplets
reduced to twins appeared lower than that of unreduced
triplets butwasnot statistically significant (5.7 versus 7.5%
respectively, Odds Ratio (OR) 0.74 [0.54–1.03]; p = 0.09).
However, the extreme preterm delivery rate <28 weeks
was significantly lower for the reduced group (4 versus
10%, OR 0.37 [0.2–0.5]; p < 0.0001) as was the rate of
preterm delivery <32 weeks (9 versus 24%; OR 0.32 [0.25–
0.42]; p < 0.0001) and the perinatal mortality (43/1000
live births versus 110/1000; OR 0.37 [0.3–0.5]; p < 0.0001)
compared with unreduced triplets, although there was no
difference in the take-home baby rate (92 versus 87%; OR
0.7 [0.4–1.2]; p = 0.23).

Although expectantmanagement of trichorionic triplets
has improved significantly in the last two decades the
evidence suggests that reduction to dichorionic twins sig-
nificantly reduces the risk of preterm delivery and low
birthweight infants without a significant increase in the
risk of miscarriage. Therefore, parents of trichorionic
triplets need to have balanced counselling early in preg-
nancy where clear facts are presented and time given for
them to make an informed decision based on their indi-
vidual moral and religious values and fully supported in
any decision they make.

Fetal in utero surgical interventions

In utero fetal surgery for structural anomalies that can
interfere with organ development may allow normal
development to take place and therefore improve peri-
natal outcome. However, there are a number of major
factors that need to be considered before fetal surgery can
be offered. First, appropriate patient selection is essential,
the condition needs to have been detected early enough to
intervene before irreversible damage has already occurred
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and the maternal risks of anaesthesia and surgery which
may involve hysterotomy needs to be considered as well
as the risks of preterm labour and fetal demise during the
procedure. Finally, the evidence that the intervention is of
benefit to the fetus needs to be discussed with the parents.

Spina bifida

Open neural tube defects are characterized by exposure
of the meninges and neural tissue to the amniotic fluid.
Although it had previously been assumed that the spinal
cord was intrinsically defective, it is becoming more evi-
dent that secondary destruction of the spinal tissue occurs
due to exposure to the amniotic fluid or direct trauma
from fetal movements. This led to the development of
techniques foropenhysterotomyrepair ofmyleomeningo-
celes. Bruner et al. [25] published outcome on the first 178
cases of intrauterine surgery for spina bifida performed
in their centre since 1997, with post-natal follow-up data
on 116 cases. This data suggest that among fetuses who
underwent operation in utero for spina bifida, fetuses with
a ventricular size of<14mmat the time of surgery, fetuses
who had surgery at ≤25 weeks of gestation and fetuses
with defects that were located at ≤ L4 were less likely to
require ventriculoperitoneal shunting for hydrocephalus
during the first year of life.

Notwithstanding this, there is still considerable mater-
nal and fetal morbidity and mortality associated with the
procedure. This is primarily due to the general anaesthesia
andhysterotomy required for theprocedurewith its inher-
ently high risk of preterm labour. Currently the National
Institute of Health (NIH) in the USA are undertaking a
multicentre prospective randomized controlled study on
in utero repair called the Management of Myelomeningo-
cele Study (MOMS: www.spinabifidamoms.com). The
study plans to recruit 200 patients between 19 and
25 weeks gestation, who will be randomized into conser-
vativemanagement with post-natal repair or fetal surgery
at three tertiary fetal surgical units in the USA. The
primary outcome measures will be death and need for
ventriculoperitoneal shunts by 1 year of age. This study
began in 2003 and has as yet not completed recruitment.
Until this study has been published there is an informal
embargo on other centres outside the NIH study perform-
ing intrauterine surgery for spina bifida and until this
study is published in utero repair cannot be recommended.

Congenital diaphragmatic hernia

Although congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) is a
simple anatomical defect to correct post-natally, the peri-
natal mortality has historically been high (58%) because of
the pulmonary hypoplasia and the resulting pulmonary

hypertension already established in fetal life. Open hys-
terotomy and surgical repair of the CDH proved to be
very unsuccessful and was abandoned early. A number
of techniques have been developed for the in utero man-
agement of CDH. These were primarily based on animal
studies that showed that occlusion of the fetal trachea
could improve pulmonary development by accumulation
of pulmonary secretions. This led to the development and
clinical use of reversible techniques for fetal tracheal occlu-
sion. This could be achieved either by open hysterotomy
and direct application of a removable external metal clip
on the trachea or endoscopic neck dissection and tracheal
clip applicationandmore recentlyby theuseof endoscopic
bronchoscopy and placement of a tracheal balloon, which
can be deflated in utero or at the time of delivery.

However, a randomized trial performed by Harrison
et al. [18] whose group had previously published most
of the data on in utero therapy, comparing standard
post-natal management with that of endoscopic tracheal
occlusion demonstrated that there was no benefit in
either neonatal morbidity or mortality of in utero surgery.
Probably the most significant finding of this study was
that the conservatively managed group had a surprising
high survival rate (75% compared with an expected 37%
from historical data) and reflected the improvement in
neonatal management of pulmonary hypoplasia and pul-
monary hypertension. Following the publication of this
study, in utero fetal therapy for CDH cannot currently be
recommended.

Sacrococcygeal teratoma

Sacrococcygeal teratomas (SCT) are teratomaswhich arise
from the presacral space and can grow to massive propor-
tions leading to high-output cardiac failure with perinatal
mortality in nearly 50%. The Rationale for in utero therapy
was to occlude the vascular flow to the teratomaand there-
fore reverse the vascular steal and high-output cardiac
failure. Although intrauterine surgical procedures such as
cyst aspiration, amnioreduction and open debulking have
been tried the perinatal mortality and obstetric compli-
cation rates remain high [26]. Other minimally invasive
techniques such as ultrasound-guided radio frequency
ablation of the SCT vasculature appear promising but
require further evaluation.

Congenital cystic adenomatous
malformation

Congenital cystic adenomatous malformation (CCAM) is
a space occupying cystic lesion of the lungs that can lead
to cardiac failure by causing mediastinal shift leading to
cardiac and vascular compression. Fetuses that develop
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hydrops with CCAM have a very poor prognosis which
can be improved by in utero open hysterotomy and resec-
tion of the CCAM with improved survival (60%) [27].
However, less invasive procedures such as cyst aspira-
tion or cyst shunting may also be considered before open
hysterotomy.

Stenosis of semilumnar valves

Congenital heart disease with pulmonary or aortic
stenosis/atresia can lead to progressive hypoplasia of the
affected ventricle and a functional univentricular heart.
In utero valvuloplasty can allow forward flow across the
valve, therefore permitting growth of the affected ventri-
cle and the potential for biventricular repair post-natally.
Once again although the few case series published are
promising [28,29] further studies are awaited to support
its use.

Lower urinary tract obstruction

Lower urinary tract obstruction (LUTO) is a heterogenous
condition that affects 1:5000–8000 newborns. The aetiol-
ogy can vary depending on the fetal sex with posterior
urethral valves being most common in male infants and
urethral atresia being more common in females. Com-
plete obstruction of the lower urinary tract can lead to
massive distension of the bladder and back pressure on
the kidneys leading to destruction of the renal cortex as
well as the resultant oligo/anhydramnios causing pul-
monary hypoplasia and limb deformities. The rationale
for in utero therapy is to alleviate the obstruction and
therefore prevent bladder and renal damage and restore
liquor volume to allow pulmonary development. Care-
ful patient selection is crucial and involves serial bladder
aspiration and analysis of urinary electrolytes to confirm
normal renal function, as well as confirmation of kary-
otype and exclusion of other major structural anomalies
on detailed ultrasound scan.

Current management options include vesico-ureteric
shunting or fetal cystoscopy. Vesico-ureteric shunting
involves ultrasound-guided insertion of a pig-tail shunt
between the fetal bladder and the amniotic cavity. How-
ever, there appears to be considerable complications
related to shunting and survival remains poor with con-
siderable post-natal morbidity with the majority requir-
ing bladder augmentation post-natally. Fetal cystoscopy
seems to be more promising. Direct visualization and
exploration of the fetal bladder allows the presence of pos-
terior urethral valves to be identified and even disrupted
using laser or gentle saline pressure injections. Once again
the data for its use is based on small case series and further
studies are needed to support its use.

Medical interventions and stem cell therapy

Medical intervention in utero for certain fetal conditions
havebeen successful. Treatment of fetal congenital adrenal
hypoplasia (CAH) with maternal dexamethasone was the
first inborn error of metabolism to be successfully treated
in utero. Currently CVS and the use of molecular mark-
ers can be used to diagnose CAH in at-risk fetuses and
steroid treatment started as early as possible to prevent
masculinization of female fetuses [30].

Fetal heart block due to maternal anti-Ro and anti-La
antibodies have also been treated antenatally. Maternal
anti-Ro and anti-La antibodies can lead to varying degrees
of fetal heart block. If a complete heart block should occur
with a fetal ventricular rate of <55 bpm this usually leads
to hydrops and a very poor prognosis. As the damage to
the fetal cardiac conduction tissue is immune mediated,
maternal administration of high-dose steroids have been
tried with varying degrees of success in a number of case
reports [31]. However, there are considerable maternal
and fetal complications of using such high-dose steroids
such as maternal diabetes, intrauterine growth restriction
and fetal and maternal Cushing’s disease. More recent
studies on the use of IVIG as a blocking antibody have
shownmore promising results but again larger controlled
studies are needed [32].

The use of stem cells for in utero therapy is purely exper-
imental at this stage but the results are encouraging. Gene
therapy has been developed for use in osteogenesis imper-
fecta [33] and in theory at least could be used in utero in
an affected fetus; although this is as yet to be reported on.
Another promising area is in the use of gene therapy for
cystic fibrosis which has already been successful in animal
models [34]. It is likely that the major advances in the next
twodecadeswill be in the field of stem cell in utero therapy.

Conclusion

The basic principles of practice in fetal medicine are based
around the identification of high-risk pregnancies, accu-
rate diagnosis of fetal anomalies using invasive prenatal
diagnostic techniques and detailed imaging and a multi-
disciplinaryapproach to counsellingofparents. This coun-
selling will be centred on the accuracy of the diagnosis,
prognosis for the fetus and neonate and the possibility of
in utero therapy. Many conditions such as aneuploidy are
not amenable to treatment and many others are best man-
aged in the neonatal period. However, recent advances
in in utero therapy have made in utero treatment for some
conditionspossible. Nevertheless, despite thegreat strides
forward and initial euphoria, many fetal therapeutic inter-
ventions have not be shown to improve outcome and
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cannot nowbe recommended. Others have yet to be tested
in controlled trials and remain anecdotal case series.

Notwithstanding this, continuedadvances inminimally
invasive techniques, in utero imaging and suppression of
preterm labour may allow development of therapeutic
techniques for awider range of conditions. This will likely
be coupledwith advances in stem cell research and in utero
gene therapy. However, it must be accepted that any new
technique as well as older established techniques need
to be exposed first to the rigors of good quality research
before they can be accepted as standard practice.
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Chapter 18: Obstetric emergencies
Sara Paterson-Brown

Introduction

The variety of emergencies which can present to the obste-
trician is vast and includes acute medical and surgical as
well as obstetric conditions. Many such emergencies can
be preceded by warning signs in women with risk factors
and rapid recognition and response is crucial in optimiz-
ing outcome. A sound understanding of the pathologies
involved and the principles of their treatment should help
the obstetrician to build up a reliable, reproducible and
robust systematic approach to recognizing and manag-
ing these life-threatening conditions. This chapter will
address how to minimize the risks and consequences of
such emergencies as well as how to manage them in the
acute situation.

General principles for minimizing the risk
of an emergency occurring
Promote good antenatal health

Good general health and a supportive home environment
promote good health during pregnancy. The Confidential
Enquiry intoMaternal andChildHealth (CEMACH):Why
Mothers Die 2000–2002 [1] reminds us of the increased
risks not only of those with pre-existing disease, but also
of the socially excluded, the obese, and those abusing sub-
stances. Good antenatal care is paramount in promoting
health: women should be screened for a variety of risk
factors and any problem that is identified should be acted
upon [2]. Weknowfromthe confidential enquiries over the
years that we sometimes fail to recognize, communicate
or act on risk factors which are apparent in the antena-
tal period. This makes it imperative, when considering
intrapartum care, to review a woman’s antenatal health to
identify any such risks, and pay heed to any instructions
made in the antenatal period.

Organized intrapartum care

The senior sister in charge and the senior obstetrician
on the delivery suite should work together as a team to

co-ordinate clinical activity. The skills required to coordi-
nateworkloadandstaffingaremultiple andoftenacquired
over years; but if you recognize calm and control in those
you work with, take a moment or two to try to define
what they are doing differently and try to emulate these
features:
• Keep your mind open to all the activity going on.
• Try to coordinate activity so that things happen in
sequence and not all at the same time.
• Listen to your midwives’ and doctors’ concerns and
address them;
• Prioritize according to risk (triage – see below).
• Get simple things done quickly, as once resolved they
relieve staff.
• Do not defer decisions unnecessarily (work just
builds up).
• Give each woman a carer with the appropriate skills to
match the complexity of the clinical problem.
• Recognize if a doctor or midwife is out of their depth
support them and encourage them to call for help.
• Regularly revisit women with risk factors to check the
situation is not deteriorating (do not assume you will be
called).

Triage

The principles behind effective triage have hinged on
the ABC approach to prioritizing casualties according to
whether they have an airway (A) problem (which can lead
to death within minutes if left untreated), through dif-
ficulties with breathing (B) to circulatory disorders (C).
Although this can also be useful in obstetrics it doesn’t
always address the fact that there are two patients, the
mother and the baby which may sometimes be a dilemma.
Indeed there is little written about obstetric triage [3,4] and
how to fit the fetus (F) into the equation. Clearly it is not as
easy asABCF and emergency care to save a baby may take
priority over a less than life-threatening maternal condi-
tion. However, in most societies, a mother’s life is given
priority over that of an unborn baby and most importantly

145
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the fetus is best treated by adequate, rapid and effective
resuscitation or stabilization of the mother anyway [5].

General principles for minimizing adverse
consequences resulting from an emergency

If risk factors have been identified preparations can be
made to deal with the anticipated problem and staff
should be informed, briefed and their roles defined. It
is not uncommon that when such problems are antici-
pated, everything goes smoothly; this does not mean that
staff are overcautious; it means they did their job well.
Sadly, events donot always turn outwell or anunexpected
emergency occurs, and in such situations there are some
features of general care which are important.

Communication and teamworking

In any emergency multiple workers will become involved
which can produce problems in itself:
• some staff may not know each other;
• no one knows what anyone else is doing;
• activity can become disordered and inefficient;
• basic important treatment can be forgotten.
Therefore
• someone needs to take the lead role and coordinate
activity in a systematic way such that staff work together
as a team;
• the skills of any unknown staff need to be clarified;
• roles need to be allocated which match the skills of the
staff concerned;
• specific tasks need to be given to designated people to
avoid duplications and omissions;
• when someone is asked to do something it is worth
checking that they understand and are happy with what
is being asked of them;
• someone needs to document timings and actions;
• someone needs to talk to the patient (and her partner)
even if only briefly to keep them calm and informed and
help them feel confident and supported.
Although the most senior obstetrician present is likely to
become the team leader, this is not always either necessary
or appropriate and an anaesthetist or senior midwife may
take the lead in some emergencies. Senior personnel need
to talk to each other and interchange roles as is dictated by
the needs of the clinical scenario. In all situations the team
leader should keep a cool head and deal with problems
logically and efficiently as this will help keep others calm
and will promote a cohesive team.

Documentation

This has been mentioned briefly above, but in all emer-
gencies it helps to have someone looking at the clock,
holding paper and pen. They can and should be spoken to

as things are happening so that they document the impor-
tant facts – otherwise if, as is often the case, this person
is fairly junior, they may not know or understand exactly
what is going on and therefore fail to document key activ-
ity. Once the emergency is over notes should be written
carefully and comprehensively and signed legibly: this is
the best time to account for what has happened and any
relevant diagnosis, follow-up care plan and prognosis for
future pregnancies should be spelt out clearly at this stage
whenever possible.

Risk management

After the emergency is over, recounting and analysing
eventswith staff ishugelyappreciatedandvery important:
this is usually multidisciplinary but will sometimes be in
small groups. Health-care assistants and porters may need
this support tooandshouldnot be forgotten. If thingswent
well everyone should be congratulated, and if some things
were less than perfect, discussing why the difficulties were
encounteredandwhatmightmakethingseasier/workbet-
ter another time is often helpful. This is a time for positive
critical reflection: any negative feedback can wait.

Emergency training

With the reduced duration of junior doctors’ training com-
bined with the dramatic cuts in their working hours, it
is unsurprising that their clinical experience of obstetric
emergencies is much less than that of their predecessors.
They rely increasingly on formal training which can be
gained locally toanextentbut tends tobe supplementedby
regionalornationalcourses,afewofwhicharelistedbelow:

ALSO–Advanced life support inobstetrics –This course
is aimed at midwives, obstetric senior house officers
(SHOs) and junior specialist registrars (SpRs) and deals
with the main obstetric emergencies in a structured sys-
tematic fashion. Candidates should gain a sound under-
standing of the problems and the structured approaches
in how to manage them (http://www.also.org.uk).

MOET – Managing obstetric emergencies and trauma –
This course is organized for a more senior and multidis-
ciplinary groups, for example, obstetric consultant and
senior SpRs (Post-Membership of Royal College of Obste-
tricians and Gynaecologists (MRCOG) and at least year 3),
anaesthetic consultant and senior SpRs, and senior acci-
dent and emergency doctors. These courses also include
midwives (as ‘observers’ as they arenot formally assessed)
who receive the same training during the course and their
presence emphasizes and promotes the team approach,
which is so important in the obstetric emergency. This
course deals with more advanced and complex aspects
of emergency obstetrics (http://www.moet.org.uk).
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MOSES – Multidisciplinary Obstetric Simulated Emer-
gency Scenarios – This course focuses on emergency
behaviour and teamworking dynamics as they apply
to the obstetric patient, rather than training on knowl-
edge or techniques. It involves midwives, anaes-
thetists and obstetricians who often attend together from
the same department. This course is very different
from, but complements MOET or ALSO (blsimcentre@
bartsandthelondon.nhs.uk).

Althoughacuteobstetric emergency training courses are
now well established, their formal evaluation is limited
[6] and they are certainly no substitute for clinical expo-
sure or indeed for ongoing local training. Most units are
now incorporatingmultidisciplinary emergencydrills and
scenarios within their teaching programmes. These serve
not only to improve knowledge and teamwork, but can
also be invaluable aids to identifying problems within the
system [7,8].

Collapse

Collapse as it presents to the obstetrician can be due to
a variety of causes, including innocent vasovagal faint

through to cardiac arrest, but the initial assessment and
management of the patient is remarkably similar and
requires a systematic disciplined ABC approach (airway,
breathing, circulation) combined with lateral tilting of the
pregnantpatient tominimize aortocaval compression. The
essential steps of how to approach the apparently lifeless
patient are summarized in Fig. 18.1 and aim to make the
crucial diagnosis of cardiac arrest (as opposed to reduced
consciousness due to another cause) so that cardiopul-
monary resuscitation can be commenced early. Most other
conditions require basic resuscitation with attention to the
airway and breathing combined with intravenous access
and circulatory support while the cause of the problem is
diagnosed and then treated (Table 18.1).

Cardiac arrest (Fig. 18.1)

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is not only difficult
to administer but is particularly inefficient in the pregnant
patient due to:
• difficulties in performing CPR on a tilted patient;
• increased oxygen requirement in pregnancy (20%
increase in resting oxygen consumption);

Commence cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR):
Cycle = 2 inflation breaths followed by 30 cardiac
compressions (rate 100/min)
Continue this until help arrives and advanced life
support can be administered 

Continue rescue breathing

Approaching and treating the apparently lifeless patient

Call for help and approach patient safely
Check responsiveness by talking and touch and tilt her towards the left using a wedge 

Place on her side and
continue assessment:

see Table 18.1

Place on her side and
continue assessment

10 breaths per minute
Recheck for pulse after each
10 inflations

Make arrangements for emergency Caesarean
section aiming to deliver in 5 min if no
response to CPR

Responsive Unresponsive

Open airway + assess for breathing and 
circulation for 10 seconds

– Head tilt and chin lift
Assess for 10 seconds

– Look listen and feel for breathing
– Feel carotid pulse for 10 seconds

Circulation but no
breathing

Breathing

No pulse

Fig. 18.1 Basic life support [9].
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Table 18.1 Causes, features and initial treatment of collapse in the obstetric patient (distinguishing features in bold)

(alphabetical
order) Cause/risk factors Specific clinical features

Specific treatment points: all need
ABC + lateral tilt if undelivered

Adrenal
insufficiency

Inadequate or absent steroid cover in
someone previously taking steroids

Drug history
Hypotensive collapse
Metabolic imbalance

Supportive with IV fluids (check
electrolytes especially sodium may
be low)

Hydrocortisone (200 mg IV stat)
check BM – may need glucose

Amniotic fluid
embolism [13]

Uterine tachysystole
Syntocinon hyperstimulation
Previous uterine surgery
Multiparity
Polyhydramnios

Restless, shortness of breath
and cyanosis

Vaginal bleeding follows
within 30 min due to
disseminated intravascular
coagulation [15]

O2 + ventilate
Deliver the baby ASAP
Hydrocortisone (200 mg IV stat)
∗(aminophylline, diuretics,
adrenaline morphine)

Anaphylaxis
[12,14]

Drug administration, e.g. antibiotics,
voltarol, anaesthetic agents,
haemocell Latex

History of drugs/latex
Rash
Stridor
Oedema

Adrenaline∗ (1 ml of 1 in 10,000 IV
repeated as needed) with IV fluids

Hydrocortisone (200 mg IV stat)
Chlorpheniramine (20 mg IV)

Aspiration
(Mendelson’s
syndrome)

Inhalation after vomiting/passive
regurgitation (reduced
consciousness with unprotected
airway)

Shortness of breath,
restlessness cyanosis

Bronchospasm

O2 + ventilate
∗(aminophylline, steroids, diuretics
and antibiotics)

Bacteraemic shock Overwhelming sepsis due to esp.
Gram negative rods or strep. B

Hypotensive
Warm/fever/blotchy

Replenish circulation, systems
support Antibiotics IV (e.g.
Imipenem)

Cardiogenic shock Congenital or acquired disease
Cardiomyopathy

History
Restless SOB/chest pain

Sit up
O2 + frusemide

Eclampsia Associated with cerebrovascular
events or pulmonary oedema or
Mg toxicity

Hypertensive
Proteinuria

Magnesium sulphate
(antidote = calcium gluconate)

Control blood pressure with
hypotensives

Hyperglycaemia Diabetes Hyperventilation and
ketosis

IV fluids, Insulin (and potassium)

Hypoglycaemia Diabetes, Addison’s hypopituitary,
hypothyroid

Sweating/clammy
loss of consciousness

IV glucose

Intracerebral bleed a-v malformation Fits, CNS signs and neck
stiffness

Supportive

Massive PE Usually deep pelvic thrombosis Restless/cyanosis elevated
JVP

Lie down + O2 IV
fluids + anticoagulate

Neurogenic Vasovagal (uterine inversion) Vaginal examination IV fluids ± atropine/reduce uterine
inversion

Oligaemic [16] Haemorrhage (can be concealed) Tachycardia, pale and cold Restore circulation and treat
Pneumo: tho-
rax/mediastinum

Previous history of labour/pushing Chest pain SOB Aspirate/drain

∗These treatments should be undertaken under anaesthetic supervision on high dependancy unit (HDU)/intensive care unit (ITU).

• decreased chest compliance due to splinting of the
diaphragm (20% decrease in functional residual capacity);
• reduced venous return due to caval compression lim-
iting cardiac output from chest compressions (stroke
volume 30% at term compared to non-pregnant state);
• risk of gastric regurgitation and aspiration (relaxation
of cardiac sphincter).
For these reasons it is considered appropriate to empty
the uterus to aid maternal survival by performing a

perimortem Caesarean section if CPR performed with lat-
eral tilt is ineffective after 5 min [5,10]. To achieve this the
obstetricianat suchanarrest should thereforebepreparing
for Caesarean section almost immediately. It is reiter-
ated that the point of emptying the uterus is to aid in
the resuscitation of the mother and is not for fetal rea-
sons. Fetal viability issues should not delay this procedure
which is worthwhile when the pregnancy is of suffi-
cient size to compromise resuscitation: as a guide, if the
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uterus has reached the level of the umbilicus it should be
considered.

To perform a perimortem Caesarean section rapidly
the skin incision should be that with which the operator
is most familiar, and the uterine incision will be influ-
enced by the gestation of the pregnancy. These details
matter little compared to the pressing need to evacuate
the uterus and render the mother more receptive to life-
saving resuscitation techniques. A large Caesarean section
pack is unnecessary and in extremis all the obstetrician
needs is a scalpel to commence the procedure while other
instruments are being collected.

It is stressed again that this is not done for fetal reasons
but there is no doubt that fetal viability is more likely the
more quickly the baby is delivered: 70% survive intact if
delivered within 5 min, falling to 13% after 10 min [11].

To detail the management of each possible condition
which can cause maternal collapse is beyond the scope
of this chapter, but Table 18.1 summarizes the different
possibilities and those features specific to them in terms of
risk factors, clinically distinguishing features and specific
points of treatment. More detailed accounts are referenced
for further reading [12–16], but a few summary points are
highlighted here.

Airway problems

The airway of an obstetric patient is more vulnerable than
in the non-pregnant state: not only is there more likely
to be swelling and oedema, but the progestogenic effects
which reduce gastric emptying and relax the cardiac
sphincter increase the chance of regurgitation and subse-
quent aspiration of gastric contents. For these reasons the
management of any obstetric patient with reduced con-
sciousness requires careful attention to maintaining and
protecting the airway and this should involve an anaes-
thetist. In simple circumstances she shouldat thevery least
be nursed on her side, and a jaw thrust and chin lift can aid
in bringing the tongue forward to open the airway. Severe
laryngeal oedema due to pre-eclampsia or anaphylaxis are
examples of situations which can critically compromise
the airway in the obstetric patient, and in these circum-
stances an anaesthetist is needed extremely urgently to
establish and maintain a protected airway (usually by a
cuffed endotracheal tube).

Breathing problems

If the airway is patent but breathing is laboured or con-
sciousness impaired then supplementary oxygen is vital.
This should be given by face mask with a reservoir bag,

and the oxygen should be turned up to maximum at the
wall in the emergency situation. Restlessness and confu-
sion are signs of hypoxaemia and can precede collapse
and therefore shouldbe takenextremely seriously. Oxygen
saturation should be measured in air by a pulse oximeter
and arterial blood taken for gas analysis if there is any
concern, and results of these should be reviewed with the
anaesthetist on duty.

Circulatory problems

Circulatory problems can be due to cardiac disease (where
the resulting pathology is usually pulmonary oedema
and low output failure), inadequate venous return with
resultant low output failure (massive pulmonary embo-
lus) or an under-filled circulation (hypovolaemia – due
to haemorrhage or sepsis). Early intravenous access with
large bore cannulae is vital, but then treatment needs to
be specific to the cause. Cardiac failure patients do not
require (and indeed may be killed by) volume expan-
sion, but are helped by sitting up and diuretics. On the
other hand, a woman with a pulmonary embolus or who
is hypovolaemic needs volume expansion and to be laid
flat. Distinguishing between these conditions is vital as
the management of each would clearly be dangerous to
the other. Fluid replacement strategies remain controver-
sial [17] but crystalloids and colloids both have a place in
obstetric resuscitation, with crystalloids being the first line
therapy. The use of albumen in the critically ill is contro-
versial [18] and is currently the subject of a large double
blind randomized controlled trial [19].

Haemorrhage

Obstetric haemorrhage is one of the most common causes
of major maternal morbidity and mortality [1,20,21] and
the most recent triennial report raises the unhappy truth
that these deaths have increased (from 7 in 1997–1999 to 17
in 2000–2002) due to a rise in post-partum haemorrhages
(CEMACH). The confidential enquiries into maternal
deaths in the UK have highlighted repeatedly the impor-
tance of clear local procedures and policies to trigger rapid
and appropriate responses which should be rehearsed
regularly. Furthermore there should be senior input in
high-risk cases and women at high risk of bleeding should
be delivered in centres equipped for blood transfusion [1].

Clinical care should concentrate on identifying risk fac-
tors for haemorrhage to enable preparations and avoiding
action to be taken: but, once massive haemorrhage occurs
management should follow a logical sequence of diagnos-
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If shocked

Get IV access

Call for help and initiate resuscitation:

Pathway of care

Large antepartum haemorrhage
Pallor, tachycardia, shock

pain may be absent
bleeding may be concealed

Left lateral tilt
Check airway and give 100% oxygen by mask / bag

Concealed bleeding (placental abruption or intra-abdominal bleed) is painful,
while revealed bleeding from placenta praevia, cervix or lower genital tract

can be painless

 2 Intravenous  lines (14G)  and take blood for full blood count, clotting and crossmatch 6 units

Give warmed  crystalloid (0.9%
saline) and colloid as rapidly as
needed  while awaiting blood

Once available give warmed blood as
much and as rapidly as needed
Ideally crossmatched (takes 1 h)

Blood type specific (takes 15 min)
O−ve (immediate)

Intensive monitoring throughout and 
keep the patient warm

Urinary catheter (hourly measurements)
Pulse, BP, temp and oxygen saturation
Consider a central venous pressure
line (hazardous if disseminated
intravascular coagulopathy)
Monitor for clotting disorders (and treat)

Listen for fetal heart
sounds

If no heartsounds confirm fetal
death with ultrasound and
exclude placenta praevia

If bleeding continues

If alive consider
immediate delivery 

Placenta praevia
Major abruption
Ruptured uterus

No Placenta
praevia

Caesarean section
under GA

Induce
labour 

Watch for the PPH
which is inevitable

 If clotting disorder present give
warmed fresh blood, FFP,

cryoprecipitate.
Platelets are rarely needed

Fig. 18.2 Large antepartum haemorrhage (APH).

tic and therapeutic options as illustrated in Figs 18.2 and
18.3. A few additional points are made below as warning
hints:
• In the case of antepartum haemorrhage: if it is due
to severe abruption with an accompanying bradycardia

the urgency of delivery is clear, and a decision to deliv-
ery interval of 20 min or less is associated with reduced
neonatal adverse outcome [22].
• ‘Heavy lochia’ or ‘she’s trickling’ descriptions are mis-
leading and should be avoided. If the loss is considered
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Get IV access

If shocked:

Intensive monitoring throughout and 
keep the patient warm

Pathway of  care

Large postpartun haemorrhage
Pallor, tachycardia, shock

bleeding can be concealed
bradycardia can be present

Treatment aims at contracting the uterus

Rub up the uterus ± bimanual compression
Syntometrine (oxytocin 5iu/ergometrine 0.5mg) IM

Then if needed:
• IV infusion Syntocinon (40 iu in 500 ml 0.9% saline over 4 – 6 h*)
• Carboprost (250mgs IM can be repeated every 15 mins. Max  2 mg)
• Misoprostol 800 mgs (4 pessaries) into the uterus*

(*unlicensed in this dose or for this use) 

If still bleeding

Hydrostatic balloon vaginally
inflated with 300–500 ml
water

If still bleeding

Take to theatre and perform a laparotomy
Can press on aorta and wait for surgical help
Uterine artery ligation
Compression of uterus using B-Lynch brace sutures
Hysterectomy (subtotal)
Embolization

Call for help and initiate resuscitation:
Check airway and give 100% oxygen by mask / bag

2 IV lines (14G) and take blood for FBC, clotting and crossmatch 6 units

 Give warmed crystalloid (0.9%
saline) and colloid as rapidly as
needed while awaiting blood

Once available give warmed blood as
much and as rapidly as needed

Ideally crossmatched (takes 1 hour)
Blood type specific (take 15 minutes)

O−ve (immediate)

Urinary catheter (hourly)
Pulse, BP, temp and oxygen saturation
Consider a CVP line (hazardous if DIC)
Monitor for clotting disorders (and treat)

Is the uterus contracted? 

Take to theatre and do examination under
anaesthesia
If retained products: remove + antibiotics
If genital tract trauma: repair ± vaginal pack
If  uterine inversion: reduce
If none of these: laparotomy and repair

No
Yes

 If clotting disorder present give
warmed fresh blood, fresh frozen

plasma, cryoprecipitate.
Platelets are rarely needed

Fig. 18.3 Large post-partum haemorrhage (PPH).

above the norm the woman should be reviewed and the
problem addressed.
• Continued vaginal bleeding with a contracted uterus is
either due to retained placenta/membrane/clot or due to
traumaandneeds tobemanagedactivelywhile thepatient
is stable.
• Hypotension is a very late sign and tachycardia, periph-
eral perfusion, skin colour and urine output should be
noted.
• If the lower segment of the uterus or the cervix fills up
with bloodor clot it can cause vagal stimulationproducing
a bradycardia – this can mislead when there is no visi-

ble vaginal bleeding and a vaginal examination should be
done.
• Bleeding can be concealed.

– Arisinguterine fundus indicates increasing clot in the
uterus due to uterine atony.
– intra-abdominal bleeding–massive volumes of blood
canbeaccommodatedwithin theperitoneal cavitywith-
out affecting girth measurements which are unhelpful
and can be falsely reassuring.
– the uterus which is not central but shifted to one side
may suggest a broad ligament haematoma

• Petichiae suggest DIC [15].
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Anterior view with the uterus
opened as with CS
Tie ends once uterus squeezed

Posterior view

This was first reported
using No.1 chronic catgut
suture but Vicryl is an alternative
(do not use Polydioxanone 
absordable suture (PDS) 
or prolene)

1 6 4 3

52

Fig. 18.4 B-Lynch ‘brace’ suture for treatment of bleeding due to uterine atony, but some uterine tone is needed.

Commence basic life
support (see Fig.18.1)

Call for help and approach patient safely
Turn her onto her side and try to stop her hurting herself during the fit

Seizures due to eclampsia are usually self-limiting

Fits need to be brought
under control to enable
adequate oxygenation

and ventilation

Place on her side
Administer oxygen by face mask
Auscultate chest (vs aspiration)

Gain intravenous access and send off
bloods for investigation

Administer magnesium sulphate
Control blood pressure

Assess fetus
Make plans for delivery once

stabilized

An anaesthetist is needed urgently
Open and protect airway

Establish intravenous access
4g loading dose magnesium intravenously over 15 min

This can be repeated (2 or 4 g depending on BMI)

Fitting persists

Most fits will stop spontaneously 
Open airway + check breathing
Check circulation (see Fig.18.1)

Circulation
present and
breathing 

Fit stops spontaneously

No breathing
or pulse

Diazepam or thiopentone will be needed
Both sedate and require an anaesthetist to intubate
and protect the airway and to ventilate
Blood pressure control should be established
Once stable, if antenatal needs delivery by CS
If fits recur general anaesthesia with muscle
relaxation is then needed 

If fits still persist 

Fig. 18.5 Eclampsia.
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Life-saving measures and advanced
techniques for massive postpartum
haemorrhage
Aortic compression

If bleeding is out of control and the anaesthetist needs
to stabilize the patient, it is worth trying aortic compres-
sion while waiting for senior or specialist help to arrive.
In the woman who has delivered vaginally tilt the uterus
forward and press a closed fist down onto the abdomen
just below the umbilicus. If the abdomen is already open,
sweep the small bowel mesentery up towards the liver
and compress the aorta. The effect is dramatic and can be
life-saving.

Uterine packing

This is useful for placental bed bleeding but can also be
used with uterine atony when there is an element of uter-
ine tone present. The technique is not new, but rather
than using a gauze pack an inflatable balloon has the
advantageof beingquick andexpandable. Variousballoon
catheters have been reported for this technique including
the Sengstaken-Blakemore, but the urological Rusch bal-
loon catheter is cheaper and effective [23]. The balloon
of a normal urinary catheter itself is not suitable as its
capacity is far too small. The volume needed is very indi-
vidually dependent and the key is to insert the balloon
catheter and gently fill it up while keeping the uterus as

Uterine relaxation helps

Pathway of care: uterine inversion

Presents with shock / haemorrhage

Assess:  Airway – maintain as level of consciousness requires

The main features of uterine inversion are shock out of proportion to blood loss
and a bradycardia due to increased vagal tone. An urgent vaginal examination
will reveal a mass in the vagina and the normally obvious post-partum uterus
cannot be felt above the symphysis

              Breathing   – Give 100% O2 by face mask or bag and mask, if needed
              Circulation – Shock. Usually severe

• Insert wide bore IV cannulae x 2 (14G)
• Send blood for FBC, 4 units X match, clotting
• Give warmed crystalloid IV as rapidly as possible
• Atropine 600 µg IV if heart rate <60/minute
• Establish monitoring of pulse, BP, urine output (via catheter)
• Establish adequate analgesia and call for senior help if available
• If syntocinon is running stop it

Get 2 l of warmed normal saline
and attach the giving set onto
a silastic ventouse cup
Prime the system then place the
ventouse in the vagina
Run in the fluid under gravity
from a height of 2 m maintaining
a seal manually at the introitus
The reduction is usually achieved
in 5–10 min

Hydrostatic replacement:

If fails (<3%) requires laparotomy

• 250 µg of terbutaline  
subcutaneously or

• two sprays of glycerol
trinitrate sublingually or

• glycerol trinitrate (iv) or
• general anaesthetic

 may be needed

Unsuccessful

Successful

Once reduced, maintain 
hand in uterine cavity until 
a firm contraction occurs, 
and IV oxytocin is being 
given. Then remove the 
placenta and explore the 
cavity gently for trauma

Attempt manual replacement as soon as possible:
gently push the fundus back through the cervix 
If the placenta is still attached leave it so 

Fig. 18.6 Uterine inversion.
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Anticipate: warning signs of pending rupture include:
•  Cardiotocograph abnormalities (fetal blood sample rarely if ever indicated with scarred uterus)
•  Failure of cervical effacement or dilatation despite regular uterine activity
•  Scar pain or vaginal bleeding

Avoid:
•  Actively look for warning signs and act on them
•  Do not hyperstimulate a scarred uterus (or any other uterus)

Uterine rupture
Presents with fetal bradycardia

maternal shock
haemorrhage (often concealed)

Symptoms and signs which may be present:
•  Abdominal pain changes from intermittent to continuous
•  Vaginal bleeding and/or shoulder tip pain
•  Fetal heart abnormal on Cardiotocograph and uterine contraction trace changes
•  Abdominal palpation may reveal high presenting part and obvious fetal
    parts
•  Post-partum bleeding with apparently contracted uterus

Differential diagnosis: when presenting antenatally:
•   Spontaneous intra-abdominal bleed from ruptured vessel (usually
    splenic)

Pathway of care uterine rupture

Emergency care: Airway and breathing — Give 100% O2 by face mask
Circulation —

•  Insert 2 wide bore IV cannulae (14G)
•  Send blood for FBC, 4 units crossmatch, clotting
•  Give warmed crystalloid IV as rapidly as possible
•  Establish monitoring of pulse, BP, urine output (via catheter)

Obtain consent for laparotomy and hysterectomy
Perform laparotomy under anaesthesia
Incision: depends on why rupture is suspected

Allows uterine exposure and
Caesarean section, and then
allows adequate exploratory
laparotomy to identify other
pathology

Midline incision:  

Trauma involved or pathology
uncertain?

Rupture during labour
Surgery:

• Uterine repair where
possible
• Hysterectomy (usually
subtotal) is indicated if
haemorrhage persists
• Prophylactic antibiotics
should be given

Transfer to theatre:

Low transverse incision
Adequate for delivery and
uterine repair, but
inadequate if other
pathology suspected

Fig. 18.7 Uterine rupture.

contracted as possible. As a rough guide approximately
300–500 ml or so is usually required, and as the balloon is
blown up resistance is met and bleeding is seen to reduce.
Once bleeding is controlled the balloon is usually left in for
approximately 24 h and then, again an advantage over the
traditional uterine pack, it can be deflated in stages. What-
ever is used to pack the uterus, antibiotic cover should
be given for the procedure and until the pack/balloon is
removed; and similarly the bladder shouldbe catheterized
until the pack is removed.

Brace suture

The B-Lynch brace suture, first described in 1997 [24]
can avoid hysterectomy in cases of bleeding from uterine
atony. It aims to exert longitudinal lateral compression
to the uterus combined with a tamponade effect and is
performed by means of one long suture placed as illus-
trated in Fig. 18.4. The key to this technique is to check
the theory that it might work by exteriorizing the uterus
and compressing it (bleeding should be controlled) before
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Yes—posterior shoulder in sacral hollow: continue 
with manoeuvres to get anterior shoulder into pelvis

Deliver in a well-staffed unit with staff well
rehearsed in shoulder dystocia drills
Have the obstetric specialist registrar in
attendance
Have the neonatologist and anaesthetist
immediately to hand if needed
Prepare for an active third stage (vs PPH)

Anterior shoulder not 
in pelvis but wedged

Shoulder dystocia
Describes difficulty delivering the shoulders

Is due to a problem at the pelvic inlet  

Mechanism of shoulder dystocia and how to overcome it

Cause:        Anterior shoulder of the baby is wedged above the pubic symphysis
                   Posterior shoulder is usually in the pelvis
Diagnosis:  Failure of head to restitute
                   Turtles sign
                   If still unrecognized then difficulty delivering the shoulders ensues

McRoberts position
Suprapubic pressure
….and moderate traction
If fails:
Episiotomy to allow access posteriorly
Woods screw manoeuvre: feel posterior shoulder 
and try to rotate it into oblique (anterior shoulder 
may then enter pelvis) or further allowing delivery of 
posterior shoulder first (don’t twist the neck)
If fails, try to deliver posterior arm
Insert a hand alongside posterior arm and bring it 
down by pressure on axilla then cubital fossa 
sweeping arm across baby’s chest
If fails:
Can attempt manoeuvres again, but as a last resort 
symphysiotomy, rarely, can have a place

above symphysis 
pubis— notice time:
Do not pull or 
apply fundal 
pressure
Check posterior 
shoulder is in sacral 
hollow

Anterior shoulder 
in pelvis: 
encourage mother 
to bear down with 
contraction and 
apply moderate 
traction to deliver 
the baby

No—posterior shoulder 
has not entered pelvis 
either (extremely rare):
This is when to attempt 
Zavanelli—
Go to theatre
General anaesthesia
Uterine relaxation
Caesarean section

Be prepared for 
post-partum haemorrhage 
and actively manage the 
third stage
Take care to inspect for 
and repair any trauma 
which has occurred

Once recognized (preferably before 
any traction applied)
Call for help
Feel for anterior shoulder

Anticipated difficulty with shoulders after 
recognizing risk factors

Need for operative vaginal delivery

Macrosomia
Maternal diabetes/obesity/excess weight gain
Post-dates pregnancy
Dystocia (esp. with no malposition in first stage labour)
Prolonged second stage

Anticipated difficulty with shoulders after 
recognizing risk factors

Need for operative vaginal delivery

Macrosomia
Maternal diabetes/obesity/excess weight gain
Post-dates pregnancy
Dystocia (esp. with no malposition in first stage labour)
Prolonged second stage

Fig. 18.8 Shoulder dystocia.

continuing. Since its first description there have been
many reports of its successful use [25] but there have
been modifications suggested [26] which have confused
the understanding of the principles behind it, and some
of these have been associated with problems [27–29].

Intervention radiology

Arterial embolization is increasingly reported in the
management of post-partum haemorrhage [30–32]. It is

especially effective in achieving haemostasis in cases of
genital tract trauma where surgical control has failed
or is inaccessible. It can, however, also help in more
non-specific haemorrhage such as uterine atony, when
the internal iliacs or their tributaries can be embolized.
Developing links with, and knowing contact details of,
an intervention radiology department in advance of the
emergency scenario makes the urgent referral easier. It
has been suggested that morbidity is better if embolization
is carried out before rather than after hysterectomy [33],
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Yes—baby alive
No—fetal heartYes—fully dilated

Yes—fetal heart rate OK

No—fetal heart rate is abnormal

No—fetal heart rate stays abnormal

Avoid where possible

Cord prolapse
Relieve compression while preparing for rapid safe delivery

•   do not perform an amniotomy in labour if the head is not fixed in the
     pelvis  
•   if doing a stabilizing induction make sure the uterus is contracting and
     the head entering the pelvis before breaking the membranes

Pathway of care prolapsed cord

Left lateral
100% oxygen by face mask
Replace cord in vagina but avoid handling cord as much as possible
Discontinue oxytocin if present

Assess fetal viability
Fetal heart on

pinard/Doppler or CTG 

Is cervix fully dilated?
Is baby cephalic? Await spontaneous

delivery
Consider ventouse
or forceps if easy

delivery anticipated

Relieve pressure on the cord
a) knee elbow / left lateral with
Trendelenberg
b) manual elevation of presenting part
c) catheterize and fill the bladder with
500 ml of normal saline then clamp
catheter

Does fetal heart improve? 

Prepare for emergency caesarean 
section (urgency grade I) 
remembering to unclamp catheter and 
drain bladder before surgery

Is fetal heart rate normal?

Make arrangements for emergency
Caesarean section (urgency grade II)

Remember to unclamp
catheter and drain bladder
before surgery

No—not fully dilated or 
vaginal delivery deemed 

inappropriate or 
unsuccessful

Fig. 18.9 Cord prolapse.

but this will clearly depend on local facilities and
arrangements and the stability of the patient. Emboliza-
tion cannot be carried out if the internal iliac arteries
have been tied off; and this technique, which so threat-
ens trauma to the internal iliac vein, should rarely be
attempted by the obstetrician.

Cell salvage

This technique of contemporary peri-operative autolo-
gous blood salvage and retransfusion for use in obstetrics

has recenty been approved by NICE [34]. It has an excel-
lent safety record, is acceptable to Jehovah’s witnesses
and avoids the risks associated with homologous blood
transfusion [35,36]. With the impending blood shortages
and the risk of post-transfusion infection, it is likely to be
adopted in an increasing number of obstetric units.

Activated factor VIIa

The use of this novel, prohaemostatic agent has potential
for treating severe obstetric haemorrhage [37]. Its use is
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limited topatientswith complicated coagulationdisorders
and should only be considered in life-threatening
bleeding.

Obstetric causes of collapse

Eclampsia can present with collapse due to the fitting and
post-ictal phase of the disease, an intracerebral catas-
trophe, magnesium toxicity or pulmonary oedema. The
principles of treatment are as for any collapse but, in addi-
tion, blood pressure control, magnesium sulphate and
strict fluid balance to avoid fluid overload provide the
basis of good care. If the patient is antenatal, then the
mother must be stabilized before delivery – this is dealt
with in the chapter on hypertensive disorders of preg-
nancy – but a summary flow chart of acute management
of this condition is shown in Fig. 18.5.
Uterine inversion and uterine rupture can both contribute

to maternal collapse as listed in Table 18.1 and their man-
agement is illustrated in Fig. 18.6 and 18.7. It is worth
noting that 18 of the 42 cases of uterine rupture in the
confidential inquiry into still births and deaths in infancy
(CESDI) report had a laparotomy before a diagnosis was
made [38]. Signs canbesubtle and fetalheart abnormalities
in the presence of a uterine scar should be taken extremely
seriously and rarely, if ever, justify fetal blood sampling.
Similarly, a multiparous patient with secondary arrest
should arouse suspicion and syntocinon augmentation
should only be decided after careful clinical assessment
of the patient by a senior obstetrician.

Emergency obstetric deliveries

Most emergency operative deliveries (Caesarean section,
instrumental delivery, breech and twin deliveries and
interventions for fetal distress) together with neonatal
resuscitation are mentioned in the relevant chapters, but
the management of shoulder dystocia and cord prolapse
are indicated in Fig. 18.8 and 18.9 and mentioned here.
Shoulder dystocia is a very serious obstetric emergency.

The flow chart in Fig. 18.8 highlights the processes and
sequences of its management, but additional points to
add are:
• Stay calm – do not panic – think logically.
• Always remember that the problem is at the pelvic brim
and pulling on the baby or pushing down on the fundus
are both unhelpful and dangerous.
• Time is deceptive (try to glance at a clock or get someone
to note timings).
• There remains a place for symphysiotomy which can be
life-saving [39,40].
• Careful and precise documentation is essential after the
event.

Cord prolapse

Figure 18.9 highlights the main features of this emergency:
the principles of treatment are as follows:
• Handle the cord as little as possible.
• If an operative vaginal delivery is proposed it should be
simple and achieved quickly – if it is not it should not be
attempted.
• If there is no fetal bradycardia, there is time to adminis-
ter a regional block with the patient lying on her side and
this may be appropriate.
• If the bladder has been filled up with saline remember
to empty it before surgery.

Summary

Good antenatal care, anticipating possible problems and
preparing for them, and running a well-coordinated deliv-
ery suite are the mainstays of coping with obstetric
emergencies. Training and drills helps to focus on team-
work and a supportive system to reduce adverse con-
sequences from them. Keep things simple and focus on
the problem to hand. The ABC principle is a good one
for dealing with any ill patient, but is particularly useful
in the apparently lifeless patient and those who require
resuscitation, although it is crucial to remember to apply
lateral tilt in anyone still pregnant. In any obstetric emer-
gency keep the basic pathology in your mind: why has this
happened, where is the problem, and what can be done
about it?
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Chapter 19: Disorders of fetal growth
and assessment of fetal well-being
G.C.S. Smith and C.C. Lees

Introduction

Defining disorders of growth requires relating a given
achieved growth to an expected growth. In the case of
fetal growth, three further levels of complexity arise. First,
growth is determined in part by gestational age and an
apparent growthdisordermay reflect an inaccurate assess-
ment of gestational age. Second, even if gestational age
is known accurately, the size of the fetus can only be
assessed indirectly by ultrasound. Third, even accepting
these limitations, fetal measurements are typically related
to a population-based norm. Deviation from normal may
arise from parental determinants of growth, such as race
and stature. The primary interest in assessing fetal growth
is to avoid the complications associated with a fetus
that is poorly grown due to uteroplacental insufficiency.
The most important consequence of fetal compromise is
perinatal death, principally antepartum stillbirth.

Endocrine regulation of fetal growth

Fetal growth is critically regulated by the insulin-like
growth factors (IGFs). There are two IGFs, numbered I
and II. There are two main receptors for the IGFs, num-
bered 1 and 2. The type-1 IGF receptor mediates most
of the major biological effects of IGF-I and IGF-II and it
binds the two growth factors with similar affinity. The
type-2 IGF receptor appearsmainly to be involved in clear-
ance of IGF-II. Mice lacking IGF-I, IGF-II or the type-1 IGF
receptor are growth restricted at birth. Mice lacking the
type-2 receptor are large at birth. Following birth, IGF lev-
els are stimulated by growth hormone (GH). However, in
fetal life, levels of the IGFs appear largely independent
of GH and are stimulated by human placental lactogen.
The effects of IGFs are influenced by six distinct IGF bind-
ing proteins (IGFBP). Binding of IGF to an IGFBP may
decrease or enhance its physiological effect. A number
of IGFBP proteases exist, such as pregnancy associated
plasma protein A (PAPP-A), a protease for IGFBP-4 and
IGFBP-5. Many associations have been described between

cord blood, amniotic fluid and maternal serum levels of
components of the IGF system and fetal growth.

Placental regulation of fetal growth

The placenta is clearly crucial for fetal growth as it pro-
vides all the substrates for fetal growth and performs
gaseous exchange in fetal life. Some of the associations
between IGF system proteins and eventual birth weight
are placentally derived components, such as PAPP-A,
as IGFs are also important in controlling placentation.
A number of tests of placental function demonstrate asso-
ciations with eventual fetal growth (see p. 162). A view
emerged that many complications of pregnancy associ-
ated with poor placental function may be due to failure
of the so-called ‘second wave’ of trophoblast invasion in
the second trimester. However, more recent studies have
suggested that trophoblast invasion takes place as a con-
tinuous process during the first half of pregnancy. The
process of implantation and early placentation may be
crucial in determining fetal growth disorder and there are
associations between both the size of the fetus in the first
trimester of pregnancy and maternal levels of PAPP-Aand
the eventual birth weight of the baby (Fig. 19.1).

Genomic imprinting and fetal growth

Key genes of the IGF system are imprinted. Genomic
imprinting is the selective inactivation of a gene in the
conceptus in relation to whether it is the maternal or
paternal copy. This is referred to as an epigenetic pro-
cess as it alters the code for expression of genes without
changing the actual genome. Genomic imprinting is pri-
marily a feature of placental mammals and is thought to
be important in controlling the conflict of the paternal
interest in fathering large offspring and the maternal inter-
est of dividing resources equally among all her offspring.
Imprinted genes may act in balancing these conflicting
interests at all stages of development. In fetal life, this is
primarily manifested in the control of fetal growth. The
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No. of infants
Weight <2500 g 8 14 33 44 53 24
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Fig. 19.1 First trimester measurements and eventual
birthweight. (a) Relationship between observed and expected
crown–rump length and the incidence of low birthweight. From
Smith GCS et al. 1998 NEJM 339, 1817–22. (b) Relationship
between first trimester levels of PAPP-A and eventual
birthweight at term. Line with circles 41 weeks, straight line
40 weeks, broken line 39 weeks and line with stars 38 weeks.
From Smith GCS et al. (2002) Nature 417, 916.

key role of the placental IGF system is underlined by
the fact that IGF-II, a stimulator of placental invasion, is
paternally imprinted and the type-2 IGF receptor, which
degrades IGF-II, is maternally imprinted. The importance
of imprinting in the regulation of human fetal growth
is illustrated by a number of genetic conditions which
are manifestations of aberrant expression of imprinted
genes. These can result in fetal overgrowth (e.g. Beckwith-
Wiedemann syndrome) or intrauterine growth restriction
(e.g. Silver-Russell syndrome).

Table 19.1 Epidemiological associations with intrauterine
growth restriction

Primarily genetic Primarily
environmental

Mixed/genetic
environmental

Infant sex Parity Maternal height
Paternal height Gestational weight

gain
Maternal
pre-pregnancy
weight

Race Illness Paternal weight
Maternal birth
weight

Drug use (alcohol,
tobacco, other)

Previous IUGR

Definition of fetal growth disorder

Fetal growth disorder is strictly defined as the failure of a
fetus to grow according to its genetic potential. In practice
this is never knownand fetal growth isdefinedon thebasis
of the expected dimensions of the infant in relation to its
gestational age.At birth, these measurements can be made
directly. In fetal life, ultrasound is employed (see p. 164).
Defining whether a given value of a continuous variable
is normal, whether weight or an ultrasonic measurement,
involves identifying a value which is thought to be the
limit of the normal range. Often, measurements which are
within two standard deviations of the mean are regarded
as normal: this includes approximately 95% of the popula-
tion. It follows that approximately 2.5% of the population
will be regarded as small and 2.5% large, assuming a nor-
mal distribution. In practice, due to error in estimating
gestational age, inaccuracy in weight estimation, and vari-
ation in true genetic potential, there will be no cut off that
correctly separates normal and abnormal. In practice, if
the threshold is set at an extremly low value, most of the
fetuses less than that level will be growth restricted. As the
threshold increases, the proportion which is truly growth
restricted will decrease. The converse follows for identi-
fying large infants. In practice, three percentile thresholds
are commonly employed: less than the 3rd, less than the
5th, and less than the 10th percentile and the equiva-
lent upper limits used for large infants. Fetuses outside
the given threshold are called small for gestational age
(SGA) or large for gestational age (LGA), as appropri-
ate, and those within the range are called appropriate for
gestational age (AGA). The terms SGA and intrauterine
growth restriction (IUGR) are often used interchangeably
although they are clearly not synonymous.

Epidemiology of fetal growth disorder

The epidemiological associations with delivering an SGA
infant are tabulated (Table 19.1). These can be classified
as primarily genetic, environmental or mixed genetic and
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environmental, although clearly the distinctions are not
absolute. Similar factors will be involved in determin-
ing a large fetus, although the associations will clearly be
reversed. Fetal growth may also be affected by patholog-
ical processes. These in turn can be classified as maternal
disease, abnormalities of the placenta and fetal disease.
Maternal cardiovascular and connective tissue disease
are particularly associated with poor growth. Conversely
maternal diabetes and obesity are common causes of a
large infant. Placental causes of growth restriction include
confined placental mosaicism but more commonly poor
growth is associated with biochemical and ultrasonic tests
which suggest poor placental function but do not estab-
lish the cause of the dysfunction. Intrinsic fetal causes of
poor growth include chromosomal abnormalities (in par-
ticular aneuploidy) non-chromosomal syndromes (such
as Cornelia de Lange syndrome) and congenital infec-
tion. Careful elucidation of history, structural andDoppler
assessment of the placenta and fetus and other appro-
priate investigations will help clarify whether a growth
abnormality is pathological.

Physiological fetal response to adverse
intrauterine environment

In cases where a fetus is poorly grown due to an adverse
intrauterine environment, it adapts to survive the chal-
lenge. The primary purpose of these adaptations is to
maintain oxygen supply to the key organs, namely, the
brain, heart and adrenals. These reflexes are stimulated
by the peripheral arterial chemoreceptors. Unlike the
child or adult, chemoreceptor stimulation inhibits breath-
ing movements in the fetus. These adaptive responses
underliemanyof the biophysical assessments of fetalwell-
being. The responses and the biophysical measurements
are listed in Table 19.2.

Consequences of fetal growth disorder

The most common single cause of perinatal death is unex-
plained antepartum stillbirth. Analysis of these events
suggests that poor fetal growth is the major single deter-
minant of these deaths. Moreover, antepartum stillbirth

Table 19.2 Physiological basis for biophysical assessment of the poorly grown fetus

Association with adverse
Organ Normal state environment Biophysical measurement

Fetal placenta Low resistance
circulation

Poor placental development
results in high resistance

Doppler velocimetry of umbilical arteries
demonstrates increased resistance

Fetal body Moderately high
resistance circulation

Peripheral arterial
chemoreceptors stimulate
vasoconstriction in non-vital
organs

Doppler velocimetry of descending aorta
demonstrates high resistance. The descending
aorta also supplies the umbilical arteries and
increased resistance in the fetal side of the
placenta also contributes

Maternal placenta Low resistance
circulation

Poor placental development
results in high resistance

Doppler velocimetry of the uterine artery
demonstrates high resistance flow and
notching: predictive of IUGR, abruption and
stillbirth

Cerebro-vascular
circulation

High resistance Peripheral arterial
chemoreceptors stimulate
vasodilation to maintain brain
oxygen supply

Doppler velocimetry of middle cerebral artery
demonstrates reduced resistance

Kidney Adequate blood flow
and urine output

Increased vasopressin and
reduced blood flow reduces
urine output

Decreased liquor volume

Thorax Breathing movements
prepare for birth

Peripheral arterial
chemoreceptors inhibit
breathing movements

Decreased fetal breathing movements

Heart Low central venous
pressure

Central venous pressure rises as
heart fails when fetus fails to
compensate for adverse
intrauterine environment

High resistance flow in the ductus venosus,
absent or reversed flow during atrial systole,
pulsatile flow in umbilical vein

CNS Stimulation of fetal
movement in cycles
of activity

Fetal movements inhibited to
reduce oxygen consumption by
non-vital organs

Decreased or absent fetal movements
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Fig. 19.2 Association between birthweight percentile and the
risk of sudden infant death syndrome. Redrawn from Smith
GCS et al. (2004) NEJM 351, 978–86.

of structurally normal fetuses is also associated with
abruption and pre-eclampsia. Both these outcomes are
associated with IUGR. Poor growth is also associated with
perinatal death due to prematurity. It has been shown
that growth restriction in early pregnancy is associated
with an increased risk of spontaneous preterm birth.
Labour appears to be initiated by the activation of the
fetal hypothalamo-pituitary adrenal axis. In sheep, the
effector hormone from the adrenal is cortisol, whereas in
primates and – it is assumed – in the human, it is likely
to be androgenic precursors of oestrogen. The effect in
both species is stimulation of labour. Therefore, sponta-
neouspretermdeliverymaybeaphysiologically indicated
response to a poor environment. Poor growth is also
directly related to prematurity in the context of elective
delivery for suspected fetal compromise. Poor fetal growth
is also associated with increased morbidity and mortality
in infancy. For example, the risk of sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS) varies inversely with the birth weight
percentile (Fig. 19.2). It is thought that the susceptibility
of the adult to a range of diseases may also be affected by
IUGR (the Barker hypothesis). The basis for this is asso-
ciations between birth weight and birth proportions and
the rates of disease in later life. These associations are not
particularly strong, however, with a relative risk of death
from ischaemic heart disease (IHD) of approximately 1.7
across the range of birth weights. Interestingly, the mother
who delivers a low birth weight infant has a much higher
relative risk of IHD, suggesting a genetic component. Nev-
ertheless, animal models appear to confirm associations
between intrauterine stress and later cardiovascular and
metabolic function.

Investigation and management of fetal
growth disorder

The challenge of perinatal care is to distinguish those
fetuses that are small but healthy (‘constitutionally small’)

from those with pathologically reduced growth. In
practice, fetal growth disorders are rare as an isolated find-
ingbefore 24weeks and routine assessment of fetal growth
is therefore normally performed only after 24 weeks.
While fetal size may be assessed both clinically and by
ultrasound, fetal growth may only be ascertained by serial
assessments.

The concept of symmetric and asymmetric IUGR have
been taken to describe early onset (chromosomal/genetic)
and later onset (uteroplacental) IUGR respectively. Thus
poor fetal growth before 24 weeks is more commonly
associated with genetic and chromosomal abnormalities
or fetal infection whereas after 24 weeks fetal growth
is determined to a far greater extent by maternal influ-
ences and uteroplacental function. As ultrasound tech-
niques have advanced, it has become clear that the
symmetric/asymmetric IUGR is somewhat of an over-
simplification. The growth restriction thought to be inher-
ent to chromosomal and genetic conditions may in fact be
mediated by uteroplacental insufficiency; hence severely
growth restricted trisomy 18 babies in the third trimester
frequently exhibit asymmetrical growth restriction with
abnormal uteroplacental and fetal Doppler. Conversely,
ultrasound assessment of fetuses with severe early onset
uteroplacental insufficiency often reveals symmetrically
reduced abdominal and head measurements.

Prediction of fetal growth restriction

The epidemiological factors described above might be
used to identify fetuses which are likely to have growth
abnormalities allowing an increased level of surveil-
lance. However, although many statistical associations are
described, few of these are particularly strong. Therefore,
although a study may show that a woman with a body
mass indexof 17has an increased risk of delivering anSGA
infant, themajority of thesewomenwoulddeliver anAGA
infant. Most adverse pregnancyoutcomes occur towomen
with no identified risk factors. These statements can be
expressed in terms of screening: maternal history has low
sensitivity and low positive predictive value in detecting
fetal growth disorder. Biochemical prediction of IUGR has
been investigated primarily using analytes measured in
the first or second trimesters in the context of Down’s
screening programmes. While low first trimester PAPP-
A levels are associated with low birthweight, studies of
first and second trimester AFP, hCG and inhibin-A have
shown a less consistent picture. None of these biochemi-
cal analytes has sufficient predictive value to be useful in
a clinical context.

Uterine artery Doppler allows indirect assessment of
downstream resistance in the arteries, arterioles and cap-
illaries of the maternal side of the placenta. It is a quick,
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Fig. 19.3 Assessment of uterine artery Doppler. (a) Normal
uterine artery Doppler flow velocity waveform. (b) Abnormal
uterine artery Doppler flow velocity waveform.

simple and non-invasive technique which involves the
placement, using colour Doppler ultrasound, of a sample
gate over the uterine artery just distal to its origin from
the internal iliac artery. Pulsed wave (PW) Doppler is then
applied, and a flow velocity waveform is obtained from
which resistance indices such as resistance index, pulsatil-
ity index (PI) and A/B or S/D ratios can be derived. Low-
resistance waveforms indicate good trophoblast invasion
to the spiral arterioles, whereas high-resistance wave-
forms (characterized by low levels of end-diastolic flow
and notches) indicate abnormal placentation (Fig. 19.3).
The higher the uterine artery PI, the higher the risk
of severe adverse outcome due to abnormal placenta-
tion (Fig. 19.4). Large studies with good reproducibility
reported since the late 1990s have suggested its potential
utility as a screening tool from as early as 12 weeks to,
optimally, 24 weeks in predicting both pre-eclampsia and
fetal growth restriction.

Although the sensitivity of uterine Doppler is poor for
growth restriction at any gestation, it becomes better for
the more severe and early onset forms. For example,
its sensitivity in predicting IUGR<10th centile requiring
delivery before 34 weeks is around 80%, for a 5% screen
positive rate in an unselected population. It is, however,
less reliable at predicting IUGR in twins and if performed
earlier in gestation. It has not become a feature of routine
antenatal care as controversy still exists over its utility in
screening low risk populations, although concerns over
reproducibility have now been largely overcome.

Clinical assessment of fetal growth

Clinical examination is most commonly by symphysis–
fundal height (SFH) measurement, and SFH assessment
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Fig. 19.4 Likelihood ratio for severe adverse outcome (vertical
axis) relating to mean pulsatility index (horizontal axis).
Smokers are represented by a thick black line (to left),
non-smokers by a thin line. From Lees et al. (2001) Obstet
Gynecol 98(3), 369–73.

has traditionally been performed from 24 weeks gestation
onwards by measuring the distance from the mother’s
pubic symphysis to the uterine fundus, and successive
measurements recorded in the woman’s notes or on a
chart. TheSFHmeasurementafter 24weekshasbeen taken
to be equal in centimetres to the week of gestation ± 2 cm
to 36 weeks, and 3 cms from 36–42 weeks. The problems
associated with SFH measurement are poor intra and inter
observer reproducibility and those inherent to the tech-
nique.As it relies on assessment of the height of theuterine
fundus as a proxy measure of fetal growth, it can, there-
fore, take no account of confoundingmaternal factors such
as height, weight andphysical build, anduterine–fetal fac-
tors such as fibroids, poly or oligohydramnios, multiple
pregnancy and fetal lie. Two large retrospective studies in
the 1980s suggested that reduced SFH measurements cor-
rectly identified only 25–50% of fetuses whose birthweight
was <10th centile.

Ultrasound biometry

Ultrasound is the most sensitive method of assessing fetal
growth. It is important to note that while a single ultra-
soundmeasurementmaygivean indicationofwhether the
fetal abdominal circumference or estimated fetal weight
is above or below a pre-defined centile, this does not
in itself diagnose a fetal growth abnormality. Abnor-
mal fetal growth can only be ascertained by successive
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measurements, usually of the abdominal circumference,
plotted either manually or by specialized software on a
centile chart.

Growth parameters, primarily biparietal diameter
(BPD), head circumference (HC), femur length (FL) and
abdominal circumference (AC), are plotted on charts
which delineate the normal range of growth within a pop-
ulation. In an attempt to refine identification of true IUGR,
ultrasound growth charts that adjust for baseline mater-
nal and fetal characteristics have been devised. They also
allow the differentiation between fetuses that are small,
but have normal growth rate (hence might have been
mis-labelled ‘growth restricted’ using normal population
centile charts) from those whose growth was originally
within the normal range but has fallen below a given
centile.

Fetal arterial and venous Doppler

The decision to deliver a small for gestational age infant
is based on a combination of investigations. Fetal arte-
rial and venous Doppler assessment has shown itself to
be useful and reproducible in tracking the cardiovascular
responses tohypoxia andacidaemia in the fetuses compro-
mised through uteroplacental insufficiency. Fetal vessels
most commonly assessed are the umbilical and middle
cerebral arteries, thoracic aorta and the ductus venosus.
Meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials has shown
that in high-risk pregnancies, umbilical artery Doppler
improves perinatal outcome. It remains unclear why this
should be as on this study no consistent management plan
was followed.

As the feto-placental unit becomes more hypoxic, the
umbilical artery Doppler resistance increases as does that
of the thoracic aorta (Fig. 19.5); there is a concomitant fall in
middle cerebral artery resistance known as centralization
or ‘brain sparing’. Later venous changes can be observed
with PW Doppler of the ductus venosus; as acidaemia and
impaired contractility of the heart supervene the bipha-
sic waveform becomes abnormal with an exaggerated ‘a’
wave – sometimes reaching or falling below the baseline,
indicating ‘back pressure’ during atrial contraction (dias-
tole) (Fig. 19.6). This finding in the ductus venosus, often
mirrored by increased pulsatility in the umbilical vein, is
an ominous and usually pre-terminal event.

Cardiotocography and biophysical
assessment

The most reproducible method of assessing the fetal heart
rate (FHR) is by computerized FHR analysis; several soft-
ware packages exist which allow storage, comparison

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 19.5 Assessment of umbilical artery Doppler. (a) Normal
umbilical artery Doppler flow velocity waveform, (b) absent
end-diastolic flow, (c) reversed end-diastolic flow.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 19.6 Assessment of ductus venosus Doppler. (a) Normal
waveform, (b) reduced ‘a’ wave to baseline, (c) reversed
‘a’ wave.
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and print out of successive traces. Chronic uteroplacen-
tal insufficiency may lead to hypoxia and in severe cases
to acidaemia. The short-term variation (STV) in FHR,
assessed by computerized analysis, is the best indica-
tor of fetal compromise in this context. STV increases
with gestational age; the 2.5th centile is approximately
4.4 ms at 26 weeks and 6 ms at 34 weeks. It is very
rare for there to be fetal acidaemia at values above these
whereas reduced STV correlates well with fetal hypoxia
and metabolic acidaemia. Successive recordings of an
‘at risk’ growth restricted fetus over days or weeks will
often show a gradual reduction in STV in parallel with
other findings such as reduced amniotic fluid, reduced
fetal movements and raised umbilical artery resistance
with centralization of blood flow. Spontaneous deceler-
ations seen on cardiotocography (CTG) are a relatively
late finding and usually coincide with reduced STV on
computerized recordings. Unprovoked CTG decelera-
tions are related to the occurrence of fetal hypoxemia and
acidaemia.

Other elements of the biophysical profile (BPP) such
as fetal tone, movements and amniotic fluid should be
reported on alongside fetal growth, Doppler findings,
maternal condition and CTG at every ultrasound scan of a
potentially compromised fetus. In UK and European prac-
tice, a formal biophysical score is however rarely used to
dictate management and delivery timing.

Timing of delivery

The optimal timing of delivery in hypoxic, growth
restricted fetuses is simply not known. There have
been no randomized studies that give an indication
as to which method of fetal assessment to use and
when to deliver. The Growth Restriction Intervention
Trial (GRIT) reported on over 500 compromised babies
where the timing of delivery was in doubt. This demon-
strated a non-significant trend towards better long-term

outcome when delivery was delayed among infants
recruited between 24 and 30 weeks, but not at later
gestations. The risk of fetal hypoxaemia and acidaemia
(hence possible intrauterine death) must be weighed
against the complications arising from prematurity. There
is considerable geographical variation in practice: in
North America the biophysical profile usually deter-
mines delivery timing whereas in Europe this deci-
sion is usually made on a combination of CTG and
Doppler findings. The inconsistency reflects the lack
of very strong evidence favouring one method over
another.

There is a general consensus that reversed umbilical
artery Doppler end-diastolic flow (EDF) after 32 weeks of
gestation, and absent EDF after 34 weeks is an indication
for immediate delivery. However, reversed umbilical EDF
at 26, or even 28 weeks is not necessarily an indication
for delivery as in earlier gestation these Doppler findings
may follow a more chronic course. An assessment of all
Doppler and biophysical parameters is most informative
before making a decision for delivery.
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Chapter 20: Multiple pregnancy
Nicholas M. Fisk

With the decline in perinatal morbidity and mortality
from other causes, multiple pregnancy nowwarrants spe-
cial attention from obstetricians. First, they are common,
having increased in incidence by 50% in developed coun-
tries over the last two decades. Second, they make a
disproportionate contribution to perinatal morbidity and
mortality, well in excess of that due to multiplication
of singleton risks by fetal number. Next, almost every
maternal and obstetric problem occurs more frequently in
multiples. Finally, there are a number of intrapartum con-
siderations, including manipulations no longer practised
in singletons. Whereas previously maternal management
was stressed, the modern approach to managing multiple
pregnancy focuses on recognizing fetal risk as stratified
by chorionicity, monitoring fetal growth and well-being
by ultrasound and reducing risks of preterm delivery.
Recognizing the specialized nature of multiple pregnancy
management, the RCOG Study Group on Multiple Preg-
nancy has recommended that, like for diabetes, multiple
pregnancies be managed within any one hospital by a
single consultant-led multidisciplinary team [1].

Incidence

The considerable geographical and temporal variation in
twinning incidence reflects factors influencing dizygotic
or non-identical twinning, which results from multiple
ovulation. Twinning occurs in from 4/1000 births in Japan
to 54/1000 in Nigeria, and is common in older moth-
ers, presumably due to their rising follicle-stimulating
harmone (FSH) levels. Familial predisposition to mul-
tiple ovulation can be demonstrated ultrasonically [2],
although a gene has yet to be identified. In contrast,
monozygous or identical twinning, which results from
early cleavage division of a single blastocyst, occurs with
a constant incidence of 3.9/1000.

Since 1980, the twinning rate in the UK has risen from
9.8 to 14.7/1000maternitieswhile the triplet rate increased
from0.14 to 0.45 in 1998, before falling to 0.2/1000 last year

(Fig. 20.1). The increase has been largely due to assisted
reproductive technologies (ART), both ovulation induc-
tion by anti-oestrogens or gonadotrophins and assisted
conception by in vitro fertilization (IVF). Avoidance of
iatrogenicmultiple pregnancy is a clinical and societal pri-
ority. Thus the recent fall in triplet incidence is welcome,
reflecting both judicious monitoring of induced ovula-
tion and proscription of three embryo transfers, which
has reduced the triplet, but not the take-home baby, rate
[3]. Attention is now turning to the prevention of twins,
with single embryo transfer and a subsequent cryopreser-
vation cycle achieving the same pregnancy rate as two
embryo transfers [4]. It is increasingly recognized thatART
increases the incidence ofmonozygous (MZ) twinning 2–6
fold, particularly two blastocyst transfer.

Perinatal wastage

Perinatal mortality in twins is nearly four times higher
and in triplets six times higher than in singletons. Cere-
bral palsy is nearly three times more common in twins,
andmore than 10 times as common in triplets as in single-
tons. Thesefigures areper baby, whereas themore relevant
figure in counselling parents is the chance of theirmultiple
pregnancy producing any one baby with these complica-
tions. Thus a twin pregnancy has eight times and a triplet
pregnancy nearly 50 times the chance of a singleton of
producing a baby with cerebral palsy [5–7]. This high
perinatal wastage is largely attributable to the increased
chance overall of prematurity and intrauterine growth
restriction and of complications specific tomonochorionic
twins.

Chorionicity and zygosity

Two thirds of twins are dizygous (DZ) and one third MZ.
However, chorionicity, not zygosity, mediates the degree
of perinatal risk in any individual multiple pregnancy.
Perinatal mortality is 2–3 times higher in monochorionic

166
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Fig. 20.1 UK data showing temporal
trend since 1985 in incidence of twin
(solid line, left y axis) and triplet
pregnancies (dashed line, right y
axis)/1000 maternities (Source: UK Office
National Statistics).
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Fig. 20.2 Relationship between zygosity and chorionicity, with relative frequencies.

(MC) compared to dichorionic (DC) twins [8,9]. Morbid-
ity seems similarly related, with MC twins having an
increased chance of antenatally acquired cerebral lesions
and of long-term handicap [10,11]. This excess morbidity
and mortality is attributed to transfusional complications
mediated via placental vascular anastomoses connecting
the circulations in almost all MC twins.

The relationship between zygosity and chorionicity is
shown in Fig. 20.2. Whereas all DZ pregnancies are DC,
MZ pregnancies assume one of three placental configura-
tions. Splitting within three days of fertilization results in
separate DC placentae, which as with dizygous DC pla-
centae may or may not come to lie adjacent to each other
to appear fused. Splitting after formation of the inner cell
mass at four days results in a single MC diamniotic pla-

centaandsplittingafter 7days inMCmonoamniotic twins.
About 20% of all twins are MC.

Ultrasonic determination of chorionicity

Chorionicity can be determined on ultrasound with 100%
accuracy in the first trimester, by counting the constituent
layers of the dividing membranes. Thick chorion is obvi-
ous in a DC intertwin septum, while the tissue paper
thin amnion is normally resolved separately from the
chorion in the first trimester (Fig. 20.3). A simple method
involves inspecting the placental base of the membrane
which has a thick ‘lambda’ shape if DC, or a thin ‘T’
shape if MC. Finally, a single extra-embryonic coelom
with two yolk sacs confirms MC diamniotic placentation,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 20.3 First trimester chorionicity determination. (a) A thick
intertwin septum, with each twin’s amnion (arrows) identified
separately from the chorion, indicating dichorionicity. (b) A thin
intertwin septum, which diverges (arrows) into a single
extra-embryonic coelom, indicating the absence of intervening
chorion and thus monochorionicity (reproduced with
permission from [1]).

whereas a single coelom with a single yolk sac and no
dividing septum indicates monoamnionicity. In the mid-
trimester, after the thinned chorion leave has fused with
the amnion, chorionicity determination is only 80–90%
accurate. Qualitative interpretation as thick (DC) or thin
(MC) appears as accurate as septalmeasurement [12]. Dis-
cordant external genitalia indicate dizygosity and thus
dichorionicity and separate placentae dichorionicity, as
does demonstration of a tongue of placental tissue within
the base of the septum known as the ‘twin peak’ sign.
In contrast a thin septum in concordant-sex twins with
a single placental mass suggests MC. Demonstration by
colour Doppler of a functional artery-to-artery anastomo-
sis is more challenging but provides definitive proof of
monochorionicity.

Chorionicity should be determined on ultrasound in
all multiple pregnancies [13]. This is because chorionic-
ity is relevant to: (1) counselling parents about perinatal

risks; (2) counsellingparents about their riskof genetic and
structural abnormality; (3) invasive testing and manage-
mentofdiscordant abnormality; (4) feasibilityofmultifetal
pregnancy reduction; (5) risk of sequelae in the presence of
fetal compromise; (6) early detection and management of
twin–twin transfusion syndrome. It should be done at the
first ultrasound, as it is most accurate in the first trimester;
fortunately all ART pregnancies have an early scan, as do
the increasing number undergoing nuchal screening.

Zygosity determination

MC twins by definition are MZ, while discordant sex
twins are DZ. In the remaining 50%, zygosity cannot be
determined without DNA fingerprinting, which is rarely
indicated in utero. Zygosity studies on cord blood are no
longer offered routinely, as the babies can be tested any
time in childhood. Not only are parents often curious, but
knowledge of zygosity influences the twins rearing, sense
of identity, genetic risk and their transplantation compati-
bility. Rarely there may be indications for zygosity testing
in utero on invasively collected fetal tissue, such as deduc-
ing genetic risk or excluding contamination at prenatal
diagnosis or demonstrating dichorionicity in the presence
of fetal compromise.

Miscarriage

Twins have a high incidence of spontaneous early preg-
nancy loss, one study suggesting 12% of human concep-
tions start off as twins [14]. Studies of ultrasoundor abortal
pathology indicate that twins are found twice as com-
monly in the first trimester as at birth. First trimester
resorption of one previously ultrasonically viable twin
knownas the ‘vanishing twin’phenomenon is estimated to
occur in over 20%of twins [15]. Spontaneousfirst trimester
loss of oneormore fetuses inhigh-ordermultiple pregnan-
cies is common, with nearly 40% of pregnancies in which
three sacs are seen in early pregnancy delivering twins.
When one twin dies in utero in the mid-trimester, a fetus
papyraceus, its squashed paper-like remains may be found
among the placenta after delivery.

Prenatal diagnosis
Structural anomalies

Zygosity determines the risk of abnormality and chori-
onicity what can be done if one is present. Zygosity
can be deduced definitively in cases of monochorionicity
(=MZ) or discordant external genitalia (=DZ) while in DC
concordant-sex twins, the chance of dizygosity is 75–80%.
MZ twins have a 50% increase in structural abnormali-
ties per baby, which are sought at the routine anomaly
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scan at 20 weeks. In particular they have twice the fre-
quency of congenital heart disease, and thus a fourfold
increase per pregnancy, so that fetal echocardiography is
recommended [16].

Aneuploidy

WomenwithDZ twins canbe counselled that the chance of
their pregnancy producing a childwithDown’s syndrome
is theoretically double their age-related risk, whereas
women with MZ twins simply have their age-related risk
that both twins will be aneuploid. Nevertheless, there is
some evidence that Down’s syndrome may occur less fre-
quently in twins [17,18]. Serum screening is inapplicable
in multiple pregnancy, because aberrant placental or fetal
hepatic hormone production in an affected twin ismasked
by normal levels from the unaffected co-twin. In contrast,
nuchal translucency, although rarely used in isolation any
more in singletons because of its high false positive rate, is
readily applicable as a fetally-specific marker. Because the
background rate of increased neckfolds is doubled in MC
twins, the average of the twins’ measurements is used to
avoid high false positive rates [19].

Invasive procedures

Invasive procedures in twins are complex and should only
be performed in fetal medicine centres. Great care is taken
to avoid mislabelling and misidentification of an affected
twin. While this may be facilitated in the presence of
discordant gender or structural abnormality, it is good
practice always to map the topography in terms of loca-
tion within the uterus, placental site, cord insertion and
plane of the dividing septum. This is a prerequisite for
interpretation of discordant results and for selective feti-
cide. Ideally the operator doing the diagnostic procedure
should also undertake any selective feticide to minimize
uncertainty and obviate any need for confirmatory inva-
sive testing. In structurally concordantMC twins, only one
needs sampling for prenatal diagnosis, but the operator
should be certain of this on first trimester scanning. With
this exception, it is important to ensure that both fetuses
are sampled separately. With amniocentesis this is best
achieved by two separate ultrasound-guided procedures
as far awayaspossible fromthedividing septum, although
there are series using single-entry techniques with low
rates of complications. With fetal blood sampling, the
intrahepatic vein can be sampled to avoid confusing the
cord origins. Most operators consider chronic villus sam-
ple (CVS) contraindicated in DC twins, because of a 1–5%
rate of contamination [20,21], and thus potential for false
positive and negative results through inadvertently sam-
pling the same twin twice. Otherwise DNAfingerprinting

and/or confirmatory amniocentesis may be necessary in
DC twins with concordant-sex karyotypes at CVS.

Miscarriage rates after amniocentesis in twins seem
higher than in singletons [22], although the lack of ran-
domized trials or large cohorts preclude estimation of the
procedure-related risk.

Selective feticide in DC twins discordant for fetal abnor-
mality by injection of intracardiac KCL is associated with
a 7% loss rate in the international registry, withmarginally
lower rates if the procedure is done before than after
13 weeks [23]. The same technique in MC twins leads to
death of the healthy twin due to agonal exsanguination
along vascular anastomoses. To obviate this, a variety of
cord occlusion techniques have recently been developed
to render selective termination in MC twins now feasible.

Maternal responses

All thenormalphysiological adaptations suchas increased
cardiac output, glomerular filtration rate and renal blood
flow are increased in multiple pregnancy. Red cell mass
increases approximately 300 ml more than in single-
tons, but because this is disproportionately less than the
one third increase in plasma volume, haemoglobin val-
ues fall. Iron stores are diminished in 40% of women
with twins, so that routine haematinic supplementation
is recommended, particularly given the increased risk of
post-partum haemorrhage and Caesarean section.

Hyperemesis gravidarum is more likely and severe
cases may respond to steroid therapy or odansetron. All
the minor complications of pregnancy such as backache,
oedema, varicose veins, reflux, haemorrhoids etc. are
also increased, both as a result of the physical effects
of greater uterine size and also of greater placental hor-
mone production. Gestational diabetes is increased in
most studies.

Pre-eclampsia is two to three times more common in
multiple than singleton pregnancies and likely to be more
severe [24]. There is no good evidence that it is increased in
MC compared to DC pregnancies. Unlike other high-risk
groups, uterine arteryDoppler screening has low sensitiv-
ity. Management is based on standard principles, save that
the risks of iatrogenic prematurity with delivery apply to
two fetuses.

After delivery, the difficulties coping with the demand
of two or more babies are considerable, with depres-
sion, stress and relationship difficulties more common in
mothers of multiples than singletons [25]. Given the high
perinatal wastage in multiple pregnancy, there is often
the added burden in the post-natal period of coping with
bereavement. Antenatal classes dedicated to multiples
have a role in preparing parents not just for differences in
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antenatal care and delivery, but also for the extra demands
of breast feeding and coping.

Intrauterine growth restriction

Ultrasound is the primary tool for monitoring growth in
multiple pregnancies for two reasons. First, they are at
high risk of intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR), with
25% of twins being small for gestational age at birth. In
most cases IUGR will be discordant affecting one twin
only. Second, abdominal palpation and symphysis–fundal
height measurement are unreliable as indices of individ-
ual fetal growth as, instead, they reflect total intrauterine
growth.

There is no agreement on the ideal frequency of ultra-
sound examinations in twins, but a conservative policy
for detecting IUGR in DC twins is four weekly scanning
from 24 weeks, with further scans and/or Doppler mea-
surements as indicated. MC twins should be scanned at
fortnightly intervals from 16 weeks, both to allow early
diagnosis and thus treatment of twin–twin transfusion
syndrome, and to pre-empt intrauterine death from IUGR
through timely delivery (or pre-emptive cord occlusion
prior to viability) to protect the healthy co-twin.

There is controversy as towhether singleton or twin bio-
metric charts should be used. The former seems the more
logical, as twins are at high risk of IUGR with attendant
morbidity, and separate charts are not used for other high-
risk groups, such as pre-eclamptics or diabetics. Further,
increasing emphasis is placed on growth profile and fetal
condition (liquor volume, umbilical Doppler). Many use
percentage discordancy in estimated fetal weight (=100*
[EFWlarger − EFWsmaller] EFWlarger) as an index of
discordant IUGR. Discordancy >25–30% has some pre-
dictive value in MC twins for poor outcome in twin–twin
transfusion syndrome (TTTS) and for fetal death [26],
whereas in DC twins, it is controversial whether or not
it denotes poorer outcome independent of the degree of
IUGR [27,28].

The standard principle of management in IUGR (i.e.
deliver when the risks of continued intrauterine outweigh
those of extra-uterine existence) needs modification in
twin pregnancy to account for the risks to both fetuses.
Thus whereas cessation in fetal growth with preterminal
Doppler studies might warrant delivery at 25 weeks with
a singleton fetus, discordant IUGR with this picture in
DC twins might better be managed by allowing the IUGR
fetus to die in utero, sparing the healthy fetus the risks of
iatrogenic prematurity.

In MC twins the decision-making is more complex. On
the one hand, latency (absent end diastolic frequencies
in the umbilical artery) may persist weeks longer without
decompensation than inDC twins [29]. On the other hand,

delivery or pre-emptive cord occlusion must be instituted
before any intrauterine death to protect the co-twin from
acute transfusional sequelae. Such balancing of risks is
always difficult and decision making should occur in
concert with the parents and neonatal paediatricians.

Preterm labour

This is the major cause of neonatal death in multiple preg-
nancy. The median gestational ages at delivery in twins
and triplets of 37 and 34 weeks, respectively, are not so
much a concern in terms of survival, as the proportion
delivering less than<30weeks (c. 7 and15%, respectively).
Although plurality substantially increases the chance of
preterm delivery, once in the neonatal unit an individ-
ual baby’s prognosis is the same or better than gestational
age- and weight-matched singletons [28]. Parents should
be informed of the symptoms and signs of threatened
preterm labour and the advisability of early presentation.
Management of preterm labour in multiple pregnancies
differs little from that of singletons, other than the con-
sequences of prematurity affecting a greater number of
babies. The following discussion concentrates on those
aspects, which pertain especially to multiple pregnancy.

Prevention

Preterm labour in multiple pregnancy, as with polyhy-
dramnios, is attributed touterine over-distension.Accord-
ingly, there are no specific preventative measures aside
from fetal reduction in high-order multiples, as discussed
pp. 173–174.

Although hospitalization for bed rest has been prac-
tised in the past, there is little evidence to support its use.
Indeed, meta-analysis of six randomized controlled tri-
als suggests that bed rest in twins increases the chance of
preterm delivery [30]. With the exception of progesterone,
prophylactic tocolytics are of no benefit in singletons, and
thus it is not surprising that randomized trials similarly
report no clear benefit in twins [31]. There was no reduc-
tion in preterm birth or related outcomes in the only trial
of 17-hydroxyprogesterone caproate in twins [32].

Prediction

Cervical length on transvaginal ultrasound is shorter and
the risk of preterm labour higher than in singletons, so
the cut off for identifying those at risk or preterm delivery
before 32–34weeks is set higher at 20–25mm [33]. Cervical
length of 20 mm is found in 8% of twins at 23 weeks but
40% of those delivering spontaneously <32 weeks. Meta-
analysis of studies in asymptomatic twin pregnancies
shows that a cervical length of <25 mm at 20–24 weeks
increases the pre-test probability of delivery before
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34 weeks from 19 to 48%, whereas a negative test reduces
it only slightly to 14% [34]. Although useful for identify-
ing those at risk, screening remains controversial because
of the lack of evidence that cerclage improves outcome in
twin pregnancies with a short cervix [35]; indeed, the only
randomized trial showed a doubling in preterm birth.

Management

β2 mimetics are no longer used for tocolysis, given their
cardiovascular side effects and in particular pulmonary
oedema for which multiple pregnancy was a risk factor.

Although atosiban and nifedipine seem equally effec-
tive in delaying preterm labour [36], there is increasing
concern in twin pregnancies about the adverse cardio-
vascular effects of nifedipine. Nine of the 14 reported
cases of pulmonary oedema associated with tocolytic cal-
cium channel blockers were in twins; therefore nifedipine
should not be used in multiple pregnancies [37].

Glucocorticoids should be used inmultiple pregnancies
at risk of delivery < 34–36 weeks in the next 7–14 days.
Meta-analysis of randomized trials in multiple pregnan-
cies suggests a trend towards reduced respiratory distress
syndrome, although as with other subgroups this falls
short of significance (OR 0.72, 95% CI 0.35–1.68) [38]. This
could be due to small numbers or to sub-therapeutic drug
levels in twin pregnancies. Consistentwith this, retrospec-
tive studies suggest that multiple pregnancy attenuates
the beneficial effect of antenatal steroids. The possibil-
ity that a larger dose is required remains to be tested.
Repeated prophylactic steroids are not recommended.
First, retrospective data show that fortnightly steroids
from 24 weeks did not reduce the incidence of respira-
tory problems in twins [39]. Second, there is concern that
thesemay impair fetal growth and/or brain development.
Finally, they may prevent indicated courses working, as
only the first course has been shown to be beneficial.

Complications of monochorionic twinning

MC twinning is a congenital abnormality of the placenta
whereby the twins’ circulations communicate via placen-
tal vascular anastomoses. These occur in almost all MC
placentae. Large bidirectional superficial artery–artery or
vein–vein anastomoses compensate for any haemody-
namic imbalance set up by smaller deep uni-directional
arteriovenous anastomoses. Intertwin transfusion is thus
a normal event but, when unbalanced, may result in a
number of complications.

Acute transfusion

When one MC twin dies in utero, there is an empiric
25% risk of ischaemic, neurological or renal lesions in

the survivor [40]. The mechanism is now known to be
acute transfusion from the healthy twin’s circulation into
the hypotensive dying twin’s circulation. There is also
a comparable risk of the initially healthy twin exsan-
guinating into the dying twin’s circulation, resulting in
double intrauterine death. These risks appear greater in
the presence of an arterio-arterial anastomosis [41,42].

Unlike DC twins discordant for fetal compromise,
where the risks of intrauterine demise in one are balanced
against those of iatrogenic prematurity in the other, deliv-
ery needs to be expedited inMC twins discordant for fetal
compromise, not only to prevent intrauterine death in the
compromised twin but also to prevent sequelae in the
co-twin. Where this occurs prior to viability ultrasound-
guidedbipolar cordocclusion is analternative toexpectant
management, whereby the dying twin’s cord is intention-
ally blocked prior to its demise to protect the co-twin from
acute transfusional sequelae.

If one twin is found dead in utero, delivery is rarely
indicated except near term. Insteadmiddle cerebral artery
Doppler helps identify surviving fetuses with anaemia
[43], and they should all undergo neuro-imaging by MR
or ultrasound to exclude transfusional brain injury. If
abnormal, handicap is likelyand terminationofpregnancy
maybe offered where allowed, even in late pregnancy.

Twin–twin transfusion syndrome

Chronic TTTS occurs in 15% of MC twins and is respon-
sible for 15–20% of perinatal death in twins. The patho-
physiology involves chronic net shunting of blood from
the donor to recipient twin. The donor becomes growth
restricted, oliguric and develops anhydramnios (’stuck
twin’) and the recipient becomes polyuric with polyhy-
dramnios and can go on to develop cardiac sequelae and
hydrops. TTTSusually presents in themid- but sometimes
the third trimester, with gross discordance in amniotic
fluid volume, with polyhydramnios in the recipient’s and
oligohydramnios in the donor’s sac. The usual placen-
tal configuration comprises unbalanced deep artery to
vein anastomoses with absent or inadequate compensa-
tion along superficial anastomoses [44]. Thus Doppler
detection of a compensatory artery-to-artery anastomosis
antenatally substantially reduces the chance of developing
TTTS, andwhere it doesdevelop, predicts better prognosis
[42,45].

Untreated, perinatal loss rates in the mid-trimester
exceed 80%, with survivors at risk both of neurological
morbidity acquired in uteroor at birth andof cerebral palsy.
Perinatal mortality rates have fallen to around 50% over
the last decade due to a range of treatments comprising
serial amnioreduction, septostomy, fetoscopic laser abla-
tion of placental anastomoses (Plate 20.1, facing p. 562)
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and cord occlusion. The recent randomized trial of endo-
scopic laser versus serial amnioreduction demonstrated
that laser therapy as first line treatment was associated
with better outcome, more pregnancies having at least
one survivor to 6 months of age (76 versus 51%) along
with fewer short-term neurological sequelae [46]. These
results are confirmed in a systematic view that included
observational studies [47]. Notwithstanding this, overall
outcomes are far fromperfect, in that two thirds of affected
pregnancies still result in a dead or brain injured baby
[48]. The current management dilemma concerns early
stage disease [47], of which there were few patients in
the randomized trial. Because TTTS resolves in 20–30%
of stage I–II cases treated with a single amnioreduction,
because perinatal survivals in the randomized amniore-
duction/septostomy trial and the amnioreduction registry
[49] were empirically better than in the laser trial [50], and
because laser could still be used in those that progress,
there remains a role for test amnioreduction in early stage
disease. This requires evaluation as amnioreduction may
rarely lead to septal detachment, which can impede the
technical success of a subsequent laser procedure.

Twin reversed arterial perfusion sequence

This rare condition (1:35,000 pregnancies) arises in MC
twinswith twocords linkedbya largearterio-arterial anas-
tomosis such thatflowfromone, the ‘pump twin,’ supplies
the other, the ‘perfused’ twin, in a retrograde fashion. The
term ’twin reversed arterial perfusion’ (TRAP) sequence
is preferred to the older ‘acardiac monster’, so named as
reversed deoxygenated arterial supply is associated with
only rudimentary development of upper body structures
such as the heart, face and arms. Perinatal mortality in
the pump twin is up to 55%, due to polyhydramnios and
cardiac failure [51]. Although polyhydramnios may be
alleviated by amnioreduction or sulindac therapy, defini-
tive treatment requires occlusion of the perfused twin’s
cord, which can now be achieved by a variety of feto-
scopic or ultrasound-guided techniques. Techniques such
as radiofrequency ablation and interstitial laser which
occlude intrafetal rather than cord vessels give the best
results, with a pump twin survival rate of > 80% [52].

Monoamniotic twins

One per cent of identical twins lie in the same sac, so
that they almost all develop cord entanglement in the first
trimester [53]. Their high perinatal mortality rate of up to
30–50% is attributed to cord accidents both at delivery and
in the last half of pregnancy [54]. Perinatal mortality has
fallen in recent series to 10–25% due to elective preterm
delivery, mandatory Caesarean section and intensive fetal

monitoring [55,56]. Prophylactic maternal sulindac ther-
apy to reduce fetal urine output and thus amniotic fluid
volume has been successfully used in over 20 cases in our
centre to split the twins’ excessive movements through
relative oligohydramnios and thus reduce the risk of cord
tautening [57].

Monoamniotic placenta are characterized by a high
frequency of large artery to artery anastomoses, which
explains why they rarely get TTTS and also why single
intrauterine death frequently progresses to double fetal
death.

Delivery
Timing

The antepartum stillbirth rate in twins exceeds that of sin-
gletons, both per fetus and, in particular, per pregnancy.
Thus while awaiting the results of a randomized trial in
progress [58], it seems prudent to recommend elective
delivery at 37–38 weeks when neonatal morbidity is low-
est. The large rise in stillbirths seen in population data at
38 weeks is artifactual, reflecting gestational age at deliv-
ery not at intrauterine death. There is an argument for
delivering MC twins earlier, based on their high rate of
unexplained death rate in utero and the desire to avoid the
consequences of fetal death to its co-twin. Twins are not a
contraindication to induction [59].

Vaginal delivery

Mode of delivery has traditionally been decided on the
presentation of the first twin (cephalic in 70%, breech
in 30%), and fetal growth and well-being. Caesarean
section has been advised where the first twin is breech,
based on extrapolation from the term breech trial, and the
desire to avoid the rare interlocking with head entrap-
ment of a presenting breech above a second cephalic
twin. The presentation of the second twin is of little rel-
evance until after the birth of the first. Parturients with
a previous Caesarean section are probably best deliv-
ered by repeat Caesarean, because of greater risks of scar
dehiscence/rupture due both to uterine distension and to
intrauterine manipulation of the second twin.

For vaginal delivery, continuous cardiotocography
(CTG) of both twins is facilitated by use of a dual chan-
nel recorder and/or a combination of internal and external
electrodes.An intravenous line is sited, antacids given and
blood drawn for cross matching, in view of the increased
incidence of Caesarean section and post-partum haemor-
rhage. Augmentation may be used as in singletons. An
epidural is strongly advised in case internal manipula-
tion of the second twin is needed; if one is not sited, an
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Fig. 20.4 Internal podalic version. Left: cephalic presentation;
grasping both feet. Right: Downward traction on feet. Upward
pressure on head. Cephalic presentation converted to footling
breech.

Table 20.1 Comparison of external cephalic version with
internal podalic version in pooled data from four
observational studies

External Internal
cephalic podalic
version version
N = 118 N = 164 p value

Successful vaginal delivery 45% 97% <0.001
Caesarean section for second
twin

38% 3% <0.001

Fetal distress 18% 1% <0.001

After [61].

anaesthetist will be required at delivery in case general
anaesthesia is required.

The delivery of the first twin proceeds as for a single-
ton. Its cord is clamped to prevent haemorrhage from the
second twin along any placental anastomoses. An experi-
enced obstetrician discerns the presentation of the second
twin, either by abdominal and vaginal examination or
increasingly by transabdominal ultrasound. Oblique or
transverse lies are then converted to longitudinal. The
membranes shouldbe left intact to facilitate version. Exter-
nal cephalic version may be used to manipulate the fetal
head over the pelvic inlet. However, internal podalic ver-
sion (Fig. 20.4) and breech extraction is preferred as the
primary procedure as observational studies (Table 20.1)
show that it is associated with a higher chance of success
and lower rate of fetal distress. One or preferably both
feet are grasped and brought down into the vagina fol-
lowed by assisted breech delivery with contractions and
maternal effort.

Although historical series suggested that the risk to
the second twin increased the greater the delay until its

delivery, intervals of >30 min are acceptable providing
the CTG is satisfactory and the presenting part is descend-
ing. Uterine inertia with a longitudinal-lying second twin
is corrected by oxytocin infusion. Fetal distress can be
managed by ventouse delivery even if the head is high or
breech extraction if podalic. The already stretched vaginal
tissues after birth of the first twin allow these procedures
in circumstanceswhere theyarenormally contraindicated.
Caesarean section for a second twin is rarely indicated
for disproportion, usually only where the second twin is
unexpectedly much bigger than the first, and is associ-
ated with an increased complication rate compounding
the complications of vaginal and abdominal delivery [60].
An oxytocin infusion is given prophylactically in the third
stage.

Caesarean section

There is an increasing trend to Caesarean sectionwith 59%
of twins nowdelivered abdominally in theUK. Essentially
the risks of vaginal delivery are increased in twins com-
pared to singletons, as are the risks of Caesarean section
[61]. A large international randomized trial is underway
to resolve the optimal mode of delivery in twins. In the
interim, it seems reasonable to offer women Caesarean
sectionwhere otherwise suitable for vaginal delivery. This
is based on (1) a high intrapartum section rate in twins,
with evidence from other trials suggesting that mater-
nal morbidity from elective section is comparable where
the emergency rate exceeds one in three and (2) increas-
ing recognition that the second twin has a chance of
intrapartum-related death some five-fold higher than first
twin or singletons [62]. Because the latter risk is not seen
afterCaesareandelivery, Smith et al. used Scottish national
data to estimate that one death would be prevented every
264 Caesarean sections [63].

High order multiples

Perinatal risk increases exponentiallywith increasing fetal
number. Most high-order multiple pregnancies are the
result of ART and thus should be preventable with closer
monitoring of follicular response and stricter controls on
IVF.Although triplet rates have fallen in several Northern
European countries including the UK, there is still much
work to be done in proscribing three embryo transfers in
other settings.

Every woman with a high-order multiple pregnancy
should be counselled about the risk of continuing the
pregnancy, the likelymanagement and theoffer ofmultife-
tal pregnancy reduction (MFPR). In addition to mortality
rates, parents are informed of the mean gestational age at
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Table 20.2 Principles of management of multiple pregnancy

Twins High-order multiples

Routine chorionicity determination As for twins
Offer multifetal pregnancy reduction
Manage in comprehensive tertiary perinatal
centre with fetal medicine service

Down screening based on nuchal translucency & chorionicity As for twins
Counselling regarding perinatal risks, agree management plan As for twins
Haematinic supplementation As for twins
Refer to fetal medicine centre for invasive procedures As for twins
Anomaly scan and, if MC, fetal echocardiography As for twins
Consider screening for cervical length Cervical length scan 20–24 weeks

Consider prophylactic progesterone
Ultrasound for growth/well-being (2 weekly if MC, 4 weekly DC) 2 weekly scans
Refer to fetal medicine centre if complications in MC As for twins
Hospitalization for clinical indications As for twins
Early detection and management of preterm labour As for twins
Offer vaginal if presenting twin cephalic and fetal condition adequate Deliver by Caesarean section
Continuous dual CTG monitoring, and epidural in labour
Internal podalic version for non-longitudinal second twin
Prophylactic oxytocin infusion in 3rd stage As for twins

delivery of 33–34 and 31 weeks for triplets and quadru-
plets, respectively, and more importantly of the chance of
delivering <28 weeks (5–10%, and 20–25% respectively)
with attendant gestation-specific risks of long-term hand-
icap. MFPR is done by intrathoracic KCl injection under
ultrasound guidance. It is usually done at 11–13 weeks to
allow prior nuchal translucency screening. Fetal number
is reduced usually to two, because the outcome of twins
is considered acceptable, and in case a structural mal-
formation is shown on later scans. International registry
data andmeta-analysis of observational series suggest that
the outcome after reduction approaches but never quite
reaches that of spontaneous twins [64–66]. There is now
general consensus that MFPR should be recommended
for quadruplets and higher multiples. The situation with
triplets has been more controversial with many consider-
ing this a social issue for parents. However, pooling of the
available series suggests that the overall miscarriage rate
is no higher and may even be lower in triplets reduced
to twins compared to those left intact, with the chance of
taking home at least one healthy baby higher in reduced
compared to non-reduced triplets [64].

High-order multiple pregnancies should be managed
in tertiary perinatal centres with a fetal medicine service.
Management is along standard lines for twins, but with
greater emphasis on preventing preterm delivery and on
monitoring fetal growth and condition (Table 20.2). Pro-
phylactic progesterone should be considered. Although
there have been successful reports of triplets and even
quadruplets being delivered vaginally, it is safer to deliver

high-order multiples abdominally. This obviates difficul-
ties with electronic fetal monitoring, avoids unrecognized
hypoxia especially given the high incidence of IUGR, and
prevents birth trauma frommanipulative delivery of very
preterm non-presenting fetuses. Given the high incidence
of preterm labour in the mid-trimester, the option after
delivery of the presenting fetus of conservative manage-
ment with passive retention of residual fetuses to prolong
their gestational age at delivery should be considered [67].
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Chapter 21: Preterm labour
Phillip Bennett

Epidemiology

Definitions

Preterm birth is defined as delivery of a baby before 37
completed weeks of pregnancy. Legally, in the United
Kingdom, the 1992 Amendment to the Infant Life Preser-
vation Act, defined the limit of viability as 24 weeks.
A small number of infants born at 23 weeks will, however,
survive. Mortality and morbidity in preterm babies born
after 32 weeks gestation is similar to that of babies born
at term. The risk of neonatal mortality of survival with
handicap becomes significant in ‘Very Preterm Infants’
defined as those born between 28 and 32 weeks but is
most significant in ‘Extremely Preterm Infants’ defined as
those born before 28 weeks. In modern obstetric practice
assessment of gestational age is based both upon the date
of the last menstrual period and ultrasound fetal biom-
etry. In the past, however, assessment of gestational age
was not always accurate and paediatric statistics may be
based upon birthweight rather than gestational age data.
‘Low Birthweight’ is defined as less than 2.25 kg, ‘Very
Low Birthweight’ as less than 1.5 kg and ‘Extremely Low
Birthweight’ as less than 1 kg. Using these definitions to
describe outcome data leads to blurring of the distinc-
tion between preterm babies and small for gestational
age babies, particularly in the low birthweight category
and also fails to differentiate the normally grown preterm
neonate from the neonate who is both preterm and small
for gestational age (Table 21.1).

Incidence

The incidence of preterm birth in the developed world
is between 7 and 12%. There has been a small grad-
ual rise in the incidence of preterm birth associated with
assisted reproduction causing multiple pregnancy and an
increased tendency to obstetric intervention. The rate of
preterm birth prior to 32 weeks has remained relatively
stable at 1–2%. About one quarter of preterm births are
elective deliveries, usually for pre-eclampsia, intrauterine

growth restriction, or maternal disease. The remainder
are due to preterm labour and delivery. The incidence of
spontaneous preterm labour is at its lowest in women in
their 20s. The risk is increased in teenagers and in women
over 30. There is a higher incidence of preterm labour in
first pregnancies. Higherparity alone is not a risk factor for
preterm labour. Indeed there is a progressively lower risk
with each successive term birth. Marital status, cigarette
smoking, environmental stress, poor nutrition and use of
alcohol, coffee and street drugs (especially cocaine) have
all been linked to an increased risk of preterm birth. Many
of these factors are, however, interlinked andare all factors
associated with social disadvantage.

There does appear to be an association between race
and a risk of preterm delivery. In the United Kingdom the
risk of preterm birth is 6% in white Europeans but 10%
in Africans or Afro-Caribbeans but it is also difficult to
differentiate genetic variation from social deprivation. In
studiesofpopulationswhereblackandwhitewomenhave
similar life styles, levels of income and access to medical
care (for example in US Army personnel) preterm deliv-
ery rates show a less marked ethnic variation. The recent
identification of specific genetic polymorphisms which
increase the risk of preterm labour does suggest, however,
that theremay be genetic aswell as environmental factors,
which explains the increased risk of preterm labour in cer-
tain ethnic populations. Intervention studies have shown
that antenatal smoking cessation programmes reduce the
risk of pretermbirth but there is no evidence currently that
other interventions such as increased frequency of ante-
natal care, dietary advice or an increase in social support
reduce the risk.

Neonatal outcomes after preterm birth

Survival rates for preterm babies have improved steadily
over the past two decades due to the introduction of
surfactant therapy, improvements in neonatal respira-
tory management and more widespread use of antenatal
steroids. While the number of babies above 24 weeks who
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Table 21.1

Survival percent
Gestational Weight: Weight: Weight: Survival without major
age 50th centile 10th centile 90th centile (%) morbidity

23 600 450 970 6 2
24 700 550 1180 15 5
25 790 620 1250 45 15
26 880 700 1350 60 20
27 960 780 1450 75 50
28 1080 820 1600 85 60
29 1220 940 1720 90 80
30 1400 1050 1900 93 85
31 1600 1180 2100 96 90
32 1760 1300 2300 97 92
33 1980 1480 2500 97 95
34 2200 1650 2700 98 97

survive has increased there has been no improvement in
survival at the lower limits of viability below 23 weeks.
The Epicure study [1] reported mortality rates of 100, 90
and 80% for preterm infants admitted to theNeonatalUnit
at 21, 22 and 23 weeks gestation, respectively. Improved
survival for very preterm infants has been associatedwith
an increase in the proportion of children with cerebral
palsy who were born preterm. Neonatal mortality rises
gradually between 32 and 28 weeks from 2 to 8% and then
more dramatically and exponentially to 80% at 23 weeks.

In the past surfactant deficiency leading to neona-
tal respiratory distress syndrome was the major cause
of morbidity and mortality in preterm infants. Alveolar
surfactant production begins at 30–32 weeks gestation.
Therefore preterm infants born prior to 30 weeks are
at highest risk. The impact of respiratory distress syn-
drome upon neonatal morbidity and mortality has been
dramatically reduced in the past two decades through
use of antenatal corticosteroids and exogenous surfactant
replacement. The risk of chronic lung disease, defined
as a need for ventilation or oxygen supplementation at
36 weeks after conception, has continued to rise, however,
because of the increased survival of extremely preterm
infants. The fetal and neonatal brain is especially suscep-
tible to injury between 20 and 32 weeks post-conception.
The greatest risk of long-term neural developmental prob-
lems is in infants born before 28 weeks or at birth weights
of less than 1 kg. The Epicure study showed that in
infants born before 26 weeks gestation approximately
half had some disability at 30 months and approximately
one quarter had severe disability (Figs 21.1 and 21.2).
Cerebral palsy may be related to periventricular haem-
orrhage, post-haemorrhagic hydrocephalus and periven-
tricular leukomalacia. Hypoxic ischaemia is a major risk
factor for neonatal cerebral damage. However, there is

Died (2%)

No data (1%)

No disability (49%)

Other disability (25%)

Severe disability (23%)

Fig. 21.1 Outcomes for surviving infants born before 26 weeks’
gestation when assessed at 30 months. Adapted from Wood NS
et al. N Engl J Med. (2000) 10; 343(6): 378–4 and Colvin M et al.
(2004) Br Med J 329, 1390–3.
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Fig. 21.2 The innerplay of causes of the ‘preterm labour
syndrome’.

growing evidence for a strong link between chorionam-
nionitis, fetal inflammation and the risk of periventricular
leukomalacia.

The risk of visual impairment due to retinopathy of
prematurity is inversely related to gestational age and
directly related to the concentration and duration of
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oxygen treatment. Despite improvements in the manage-
ment of oxygen therapy,most infants bornbefore 28weeks
gestation will develop some form of retinopathy. The risk
of retinopathy of prematurity rises dramatically from less
than 10% at 26 weeks to above 50% in infants born at
24 weeks. About 3% infants born before 28 weeks ges-
tation will require a hearing aid and 50% will be found
to have learning difficulties at school requiring additional
educational support.

The endocrinology and biochemistry of
labour

To effectively predict and prevent labour requires a good
understanding of the endocrinology and biochemistry
underlying theonset of labour inhumans, bothat termand
preterm. Unfortunately our understanding of the mecha-
nisms leading to the onset of human labour is incomplete,
in part because themechanisms indifferent species appear
to have evolved differently making the direct extrapo-
lation of data from animal models to the human not
necessarily valid.

Labour as an inflammatory process

Throughout pregnancy the uterine cervix needs to remain
firm and closed while the body of the uterus grows by
hypertrophy and hyperplasia but without significant fun-
dally dominant contractions. For labour to be successful
the cervix is converted into a soft and pliable structure
that can efface and dilate and the uterus becomes a pow-
erful contractile organ. There is no single endocrinological
or biochemical switch in the human which changes the
uterus from its no-labour state to its labour state. The
onset of labour is a gradual process which begins several
weeks before delivery itselfwith changes in the lower pole
of the uterus which cause cervical ripening and efface-
ment. The onset of clinically identifiable contractions is
a relatively late event in this process. Cervical ripening
occurs through breakdown of collagen, changes in pro-
teoglycan concentrations and an increase inwater content.
The lower segment of the uterus also stretches and relaxes
and behaves physiologically more like the cervix than the
contractile upper segment of the uterus. These changes
in the lower segment of the uterus are associated with
an increase in the production of inflammatory cytokines,
particularly interleukins-1, -6 and -8 and prostaglandins
from the overlying fetalmembranes anddecidua and from
the cervix itself. Cervical ripening is associated with an
influx of inflammatory cells into the cervix which release
matrix metalloproteins which contribute to the anatomi-
cal changes associated with ripening. The later increase in
fundally dominant contractility in the upper segment of

the uterus is associated with an increase in the expres-
sion of receptors for oxytocin and prostaglandins, in
gap-junction proteins which mediate electrical connectiv-
ity between myocytes, and in more complex changes in
the intracellular signalling pathways which increase the
contractility of the myocytes.

The roles of progesterone, corticotrophin releasing
hormone and oxytocin

In many species progesterone is thought to play an
important role in suppressing the onset of labour. Pro-
gesterone has a generally anti-inflammatory actionwithin
the uterus. The biochemical events associated with cervi-
cal ripening and the onset of labour are similar to those
seen at sites of inflammation. In some species the onset
of labour is heralded by withdrawal of progesterone. So,
for example, in the rodent prostaglandinmediated regres-
sion of the corpus luteum leads to a fall in progesterone
concentrations immediately prior to the onset of labour.
In the sheep increased production of cortisol from the
fetal adrenal signals fetal maturation and induces pla-
cental 17-alpha hydroxylase which increases synthesis of
oestrogen at the expense of progesterone, again leading
to progesterone withdrawal prior to the onset of labour.
There is no systemic withdrawal of progesterone in the
human prior to labour although there is an increase in the
expression of genes formerly repressed by progesterone,
which has led to the hypothesis of a ‘functional proges-
teronewithdrawal’mediated by changes in the expression
of progesterone receptors or of cofactors needed for the
function of the progesterone receptor. Another hypothesis
is that inflammatory events seen within the uterus at the
time of labour are associatedwith increased activity of the
transcription factor nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kappa B)
(which is a transcription factor strongly associated with
inflammation in other contexts such as asthma, inflam-
matory bowel disease or arthritis). NF-kappa B is known
to repress the function of the progesterone receptor and
so could mediate ‘functional progesterone withdrawal’.
Although in the mouse progesterone concentrations fall
due to luteolysis just prior to labour, there is still sufficient
circulating progesterone to activate progesterone recep-
tors. In themouse it appears that the final event leading to
parturition is the increased production of surfactant pro-
tein A from the fetal lung which stimulates the activity
of NF-kappa B within the uterus leading to an influx of
inflammatory cells, an increase in inflammatory cytokine
synthesis and depression of the residual function of the
progesterone receptor. It is an attractive hypothesis that
pulmonary maturation in the human may also signal the
final phase of the onset of labour but there is at present no
direct evidence that thismechanism applies in the human.
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Circulating levels of corticotrophin releasing hormone
(CRH), synthesized in the placenta, increase progressively
throughout pregnancy and especially during the weeks
prior to the onset of labour. CRH binding protein con-
centrations fall with advancing gestational age such that,
approximately 3 weeks prior to the onset of labour the
concentration of CRH exceeds that of its binding protein.
Unlike CRH in the hypothalamus, placental CRH is up
regulated by cortisol. Several studies have linked placen-
tal production of CRH with the timing of birth and have
demonstrated that a premature rise in CRH is associated
with preterm delivery.

In the monkey uterine contractions occur only at night.
In the days preceding labour and delivery there are noc-
turnal non-fundally dominant contractions which have
been termed ‘contractures’. The conversion from contrac-
tures to contractions is mediated by an increase in the
production of oxytocin from the maternal posterior pitu-
itarygland. In themonkey, therefore, while the fetusmight
signal its general readiness to be born through increased
cortisol production from the adrenal, the precise timing of
birth is signalled by themother. This may be amechanism
of defence against predatorswhich ensures that delivery is
always at night. Contrary to the experience ofmany obste-
tricians, this phenomenon does not apply to the human.
There is no increase in the production of oxytocin asso-
ciated with the onset or progression of either preterm or
term labour. There is, however, an increase in the expres-
sion of oxytocin receptors within the uterus and there is
local production of oxytocin in the uterus, decidua and
fetal membranes. Although oxytocin probably does not
play an important role in the precise timing of parturition
in the human, an increase in the density of oxytocin recep-
tors suggests that oxytocin does play a role in mediating
contractility.

The causes of preterm labour

Preterm labour is not a single disease entity but is a
symptom or a syndrome which may have one or more
of a number of causes (Fig. 21.3). Preterm labour has
been linked to cervical incompetence, abnormalities of
haemostasis, infection within the uterus, placental abrup-
tion or decidual haemorrhage, fetal or maternal stress
and multiple pregnancy. In some cases several of these
factors may act together to increase the likelihood of
preterm delivery or to affect the gestational age at which
preterm delivery occurs. So, for example, twin pregnan-
cies deliver at 36 weeks. Multiple pregnancy probably
leads to preterm delivery through at least two mecha-
nisms. Over-distensionof theuterus leads toprematureup
regulation of contraction associatedproteins andof factors
which mediate cervical ripening, all of which have been

0.47
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0.96

Delivery within 24 hours

Delivery within 48 hours

Delivery within 7 days

RDS

IVH

NEC
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Perinatal death

0.1 10

1.22

1

0.73

Fig. 21.3 Meta-analysis of the effect of tocolytic administration
upon preterm delivery and neonatal outcomes. Adapted from
Gyetvai K et al. Obstet Gynecol. 1999 94(5 Pt 2): 869–77.

shown tobe sensitive tomechanical stretch.Multiple preg-
nancy is associated with multiple placentas and therefore
with an earlier rise in placental CRH concentrations in the
circulation. A preterm delivery in twins at 28 weeks will
not be due simply to the multiple pregnancy and must
have another aetiology associated with it, for example,
infection or cervical weakness. Had the same pregnancy
been a singleton pregnancy it is probable that the preterm
delivery would have occurred at a later gestational age.

Cervical function

With improved survival at early gestational ages, there is
nowoverlapbetween second trimesterpregnancy loss and
early pretermdelivery. Historically cervical incompetence
was diagnosed in women who experienced persistent,
often rapid and painless, late second trimester pregnancy
loss. More recently the concept of cervical competence
as a continuum has evolved. It is probable that cervical
length (Table 21.2) and strength together with the quality
of the cervicalmucus contribute towards the cervix’s func-
tion, both to retain the pregnancy within the uterus and
to exclude potential bacterial pathogens from ascending
from the vagina. Numerous studies have demonstrated a
strong relationship between cervical length and the risk
of preterm delivery. The cervix may be damaged (or com-
pletely removed) by surgery in the treatment of cervical
cancer or rarely, during a difficult instrumental vaginal
delivery or Caesarean section at full dilatation. There are
also associations between diethylstilbestrol exposure in
utero anddevelopmental anomalies in the genital tract and
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Table 21.2 Survival rates and birth centiles at
gestational ages between 23 and 34 weeks

Risk of PTL

Cervical Before Between
length 20 weeks (mm) 20 and 24 weeks (mm)

15 62 56
20 28 30
22 20 15
25 12 9
27 10 6
30 6 4.6

cervical weakness. A short or partially dilated cervix may
allow bacteria to ascend into the lower pole of the uterus
where, acting through the toll-like receptors of the innate
immune system, they stimulate activation of NF-kappa B,
the production of inflammatory cytokines, prostaglandins
and inflammatory response. This then leads to cervi-
cal ripening and shortening which in turn decreases the
ability of the cervix to act as either amechanical or amicro-
biological barrier and so, ultimately, the development of
either localized or generalized chorionamnionitis and to
preterm delivery. A short or weak cervix may therefore
contribute to preterm delivery not only by leading to sim-
ple second trimester miscarriage but also by contributing
to a risk of ascending infection leading to a more classical
spontaneous preterm labour.

Genital tract infection

There is a strong correlation between infection within the
uterus and the onset of spontaneous preterm labour. As
discussed above, infectionwithin theuterus has thepoten-
tial to activate all of the biochemical pathways ultimately
leading to cervical ripening and uterine contractions.
A scenario has been described above where it is cervical
weakness or shortness which is the primary factor leading
to a riskof ascendingbacterial infection. However, it is also
possible that with a high number of virulent pathogens
in the vagina, bacteria may gain access to the lower pole
of theuterus throughanormally functioning cervix, where
they activate inflammatory mediators leading to cervical
ripening and shortening. Bacteria may also gain access
to the amniotic cavity through haematogenous spread or
by introduction at the time of invasive procedures. Fol-
lowing preterm delivery histological chorionamnionitis is
usually more common and severe at the site of membrane
rupture than elsewhere. In virtually all cases of congenital
pneumonia, inflammation of the fetal membranes is also

Table 21.3 Identification of bacterial vaginosis (BV)

Nugent’s criteria
Scoring system. BV diagnosed if Score >7
Zero = No morphotypes per oil-immersion field
1+ = Less than one morphotype per oil-immersion field
2+ = One to four morphotypes per oil-immersion field
3+ = Five to 30 morphotypes per oil-immersion field
4+ = More than 30 morphotypes per oil-immersion field

Large Small gram-variable Curved
gram-positive or gram-negative gram-variable

Score rods∗ rods† rods‡

0 4+ 0+ 0
1 3+ 1+ 1–2+
2 2+ 2+ 3–4+
3 1+ 3+
4 0+ 4+
∗ Lactobacillus acidophilus
† Gardnerella vaginalis andbacteroides species (small gram-variable
or gram-negative rods)
‡ Mobiluncus species (curved gram-variable rods)

Spiegel’s criteria
Normal: Gram stain shows a predominance of Lactobacillus
acidophilus (3+ or 4+), with or without Gardnerella vaginalis

Bacterial vaginosis: Gram stain shows mixed flora
(gram-positive, gram-negative or gram-variable bacteria) and
absent or decreased L. acidophilus (zero to 2+)
L. acidophilus (large gram-positive bacilli)
G. vaginalis (small gram-variable rods)

Scoring for each of the above bacterial morphotypes
0 = No morphotypes per oil-immersion field
1+ = Less than one morphotype per oil-immersion field
2+ = One to five morphotypes per oil-immersion field
3+ = Six to 30 morphotypes per oil-immersion field
4+ = More than 30 morphotypes per oil-immersion field

Amsel’s diagnostic criteria
Thin, homogeneous discharge
Positive “whiff” test
“Clue cells” present on microscopy (highly significant
criterion)

Vaginal pH > 4.5
Three of four criteria must be met

Gas-liquid chromatography
Succinate to lactate ratio >4

present. The bacterial species identified in the majority
of cases of congenital infections is usually also found in
the maternal lower genital tract. Following twin preterm
delivery, chorionamnionitis ismore commonand severe in
the presenting twin than in the second twin. These factors
all suggest that ascending infection from the lower genital
tract is the commonest mechanism for chorionamnionitis
(Table 21.3).
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Romero, Mazor et al. [2] have proposed a four stage
sequence in chorionamnionitis which consists of
1 overgrowth of potential pathogens in the vagina or
cervix possibly associated with bacterial vaginosis;
2 presence of the organisms in the uterine cavity, particu-
larly in the decidua of the lower segment;
3 a localized inflammatory reaction leading to deciduitis,
chorionitis and the extension through the amnion into the
amniotic cavity;
4 infection of the fetus itself by aspiration and swal-
lowing of infected amniotic fluid. The most common
microbial isolates from the amniotic cavity of women in
preterm labour are ureaplasma, urealiticum, fusibacteria
and micoplasma hominis.
More than 50% of patients in preterm labour will have
more than one microorganism isolated from the amniotic
cavity. Microorganisms can be identified in the fetal mem-
branes of the majority of women delivering both preterm
and at term. It is probable that some cases of spontaneous
preterm delivery are due to the generation of an excessive
inflammatory response and to a lesser degree, of bacte-
rial invasion of the amniotic cavity. So, for example, it has
recently been demonstrated that bacterial vaginosis (see
below) may be a greater risk factor for preterm labour in
women who carry a high secretory form of the tumour
necrosis factor alpha gene.

Haemorrhage

Placental abruption may lead to the onset of preterm
labour. This is thought to be through release of throm-
binwhich stimulatesmyometrial contractions by protease
activated receptors but independently of prostaglandin
synthesis. This may explain the clinical impression that
preterm labour associatedwith chorionamnionitis is often
rapid whereas that associated with placental abruption is
less so because in placental abruption there is no preripen-
ing of the uterine cervix. Generation of thrombinmay also
play a role in preterm labour associated with chorionam-
nionitis when it is released as a consequence of decidual
haemorrhage.

Fetal and maternal stress

There is evidence that both fetal and maternal stress may
be risk factors for preterm labour. Fetal stress may arise
in association with abnormal placentation and growth
restriction. Maternal stress could be due to environmental
factors. In both cases it is postulated that over secretion
of cortisol leads to upregulation of CRH production in the
placenta.

Prediction of preterm labour

In many cases of preterm labour obstetric management
consists principally of attempting to suppress contrac-
tions in women who are already in established labour.
As will be discussed in greater detail, this strategy is
essentially ineffective. It is probable that in the future
obstetric strategies to reduce perinatalmorbidity andmor-
tality associatedwith preterm labourwill involve the early
identification of women at risk and the use of prophy-
lactic therapies. Attempts have been made to devise risk
scoring systems based on socio-demographic characteris-
tics, anthropomorphic characteristics, past history, patient
behaviour and habits and factors in the current pregnancy.
Noneof these systemshas been found tohavepositivepre-
dictive values or sensitivities which make them clinically
useful. Most systems rely heavily on past obstetric his-
tory and are therefore irrelevant to women having their
first baby. At the present time there are no screening tests
which are routinely applied to gravid womenwho are not
at high risk for preterm labour.

Past obstetric history

Women at high risk of preterm labour will initially be
detected based upon past obstetric history. (Table 21.4)
Having had a single previous preterm delivery increases
the risk of preterm delivery in a subsequent pregnancy
four times when compared to a woman whose previ-
ous delivery was at term. Interestingly a past obstetric
history which consists of a term delivery followed by a
preterm delivery confers a higher risk of preterm deliv-
ery in the third pregnancy than a past obstetric history
that consists of a preterm delivery followed by a term
delivery. This may be because the latter group contains
a disproportionate number of women whose preterm
delivery was for ‘non-recurring’ causes such as placen-
tal abruption, whereas in the former group some cases
of preterm delivery following the term delivery may be

Table 21.4 Effect of past obstetric history upon
relative risk of preterm delivery. Adapted from
Hoffman HJ and Bakketeig LS. Clin Obstet
Gynecol. (1984) 27(3): 539–52

First delivery Second delivery RR of PTL

Term 1
Preterm 4
Term Term 0.5
Preterm Term 1.3
Term Preterm 2.5
Preterm Preterm 6.5
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due to damage to the cervix during the original term
delivery.

Bacterial vaginosis

The principle organism in normal vaginal flora is lac-
tic bacillus, a bacterium which produces lactic acid from
glycogenand leads to anacidpH invaginal secretions. The
combination of large numbers of lactobacilli and the low
pH is a protective mechanism against colonization with
potential pathogens. Many important potential pathogens
can be found in the vagina of healthy women. However,
in normal healthy pregnancies the numbers of lactobacilli
increase as pregnancy progresses. Bacterial vaginosis is
an abnormality of the normal vaginal flora character-
ized by a reduced number of lactobacilli, a higher pH
and increased numbers of potential pathogens including
Gardenerella vaginalis, bacteroides, Escherichia coli, group B
streptococcus and the anaerobes peptostreptococcus, bac-
teroides and Mycoplasma hominis. Since the presence of
large numbers of lactobacilli and a low vaginal pH are
important mechanisms to protect against the growth of
potential pathogenic organisms, bacterial vaginosis rep-
resents a risk factor for preterm delivery. Diagnosis of
bacterial vaginosis can be made on gram staining of vagi-
nal fluid, by gas–liquid chromatography of vaginal fluid
or on clinical grounds based upon a high vaginal pH, a
fishy odour in a thin homogenous vaginal discharge and
the presence of clue cells in the discharge on a wet mount.
There is no significant difference in the ability of each
of these diagnostic tests to predict preterm birth. Stud-
ies of the risk of preterm labour associated with bacterial
vaginosis have reportedwidely varying results. However,
it appears that, overall, bacterial vaginosis approximately
doubles the risk of preterm delivery.

Although there is evidence that bacterial vaginosis is
a risk factor for preterm delivery, it is less clear that
treating bacterial vaginosis with antibiotics is beneficial.
This may in part be because various studies of bacte-
rial vaginosis have used different antibiotics in different
regimens and at different times. However, it may also
reflect the fact that antibiotics may not necessarily result
in the re-establishment of normal bacterial flora. The two
antibiotics commonly used in the treatment of bacterial
vaginosis are metronidazole administered orally or clin-
damycin which may be given either orally or vaginally.
Clindamycin may have advantages over metronidazole
since it has better activity against anaerobic bacteria,
Mycoplasma hominis and Urea urealyticum which are
often associated with bacterial vaginosis. The current evi-
dence is that screening of pregnantwomenwhoare at high
risk for preterm delivery based upon their past obstet-
ric history or other factors and treatment of bacterial

vaginosis (BV) can be justified but there is not currently
strong evidence to recommend the routine screening and
treatment of the general obstetric population.

Ultrasound measurement of cervical length

There is nowgood evidence that transvaginal sonographic
measurement of cervical length can be used to predict
the risk of preterm labour in both low- and high-risk
pregnancies and in women who are symptomatic. Trans-
abdominal measurement of cervical length is unreliable
because of the need for a full bladder which may com-
press the cervix leading to anoverestimate of its length and
because it is more difficult to obtain adequate views of the
cervix with this technique. Two strategies are currently
in common use – either serial measurement of cervical
length throughout the second and early third trimester of
pregnancy or a singlemeasurement of cervical length usu-
ally at the time of the routine ultrasound between 18 and
22weeks.At anygivengestational age there is adirect rela-
tionship between cervical length and the risk of preterm
delivery. So, for example, a cervical length of 15 mm or
less at 20–24 weeks predicts a 50% risk of preterm deliv-
ery prior to 34 weeks in a low-risk population. In multiple
pregnancies the risk of preterm labour is higher, at any
given cervical length than in a singleton pregnancy with
the same cervical length. A large number of studies have
examined the relationship between gestational age, cervi-
cal length and the risk of preterm delivery (see table and
review by Honest et al. 2002). It appears that it is abso-
lute cervical length rather than the presence or absence
of funnelling which is the principle predictor of sponta-
neous preterm birth. If a screening strategy using a single
ultrasound measurement of cervical length is used, then
assessment between 21 and 24 weeks gestation appears
to be better than assessment prior to 20 weeks gestation
in predicting the risk of preterm labour. It is arguable,
however, that identification of a risk of preterm labour
as late as 23 weeks may be too late for any potential pro-
phylactic therapies to be effective. Serial measurement of
cervical length is more costly but appears to be superior
to a single measurement in assessing the risk of preterm
delivery.

On the continent of Europe it is common practice to
perform a vaginal assessment of cervical length at each
antenatal consultation. However, multicentre trials have
shown that this policy is of no benefit in predicting the risk
of preterm delivery.

Prevention of preterm delivery

In primigravid women with no other significant risk fac-
tors for preterm delivery there is no effective method
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for the prediction of preterm labour and therefore man-
agement can only be instituted at the time of acute
presentation with contractions. It is possible, however,
to identify a subgroup of women as being at risk of
preterm delivery based upon their past obstetric history,
the presence of abnormalities of the genital tract and
the use of screening tests such as measurement of cer-
vical length and detection of fetal fibronectin in vaginal
secretions. At the present time there is no prophylactic
therapy which has been demonstrated to be unequivo-
cally beneficial in preventing the onset of preterm labour
in a high-risk population. There is no evidence that oral
beta-sympathomimetic drugs reduce the risk of preterm
delivery and their use has generally been abandoned in
UK obstetric practice. Commonly used therapies include
cervical cerclage, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
and more recently progesterone.

Cervical cerclage

As discussed earlier, cervical competence is not a dis-
creet entity but should be considered to be a continuum.
Abnormalities of cervical function may be a major factor
or a minor contributor to the biochemical and mechani-
cal events that lead to preterm delivery. There is probably
considerable overlap between the mechanisms of second
trimester pregnancy loss and early preterm delivery. It is
clear that in women whose history strongly suggests cer-
vical weakness, for example, those with a past history
of cervical surgery or those with recurrent episodes of
rapid relatively painless second trimester fetal loss, cer-
vical cerclage will significantly improve the prospects for
success in subsequent pregnancies. Where the aetiology
of previous second trimester pregnancy losses or preterm
deliveries points less clearly to an obvious role for cervi-
cal weakness, then whether to insert a cervical cerclage is
largely a matter for individual clinical judgement. A short
cervix prior to pregnancy or in early pregnancy, relatively
rapid or painless early preterm deliveries, an absence of
symptoms of dysmenorrhoea, all point to the possibil-
ity that cervical dysfunction may contribute to preterm
delivery. An association between preterm delivery and
chorionamnionitis does not necessarily discount a cervical
problem since, as discussed earlier, there is an interplay
between cervical function and genital tract microbiol-
ogy which means that, even in cases where cervical
function is undoubtedly abnormal, there is likely to be
a degree of chorionamnionitis associated with preterm
delivery. Preterm deliveries which are beyond 32 weeks
or which are associated with major placental abruption,
fetal growth restriction or pre-eclampsia are less likely to
have a cervical element in their aetiology.

There have been few studies of the benefit of cervical
cerclage in reducing the risk of preterm delivery partly
because the views of obstetricians in this area are polar-
ized and it has been difficult to persuade clinicians to
randomize their patients into trials. The Royal College
of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists/Medical Research
Council (RCOG/MRC) trial showed that cervical cer-
clage does reduce the risk of preterm delivery but that 25
patients would need to receive a cerclage for it to benefit
one patient. Although it was previously widely believed
that cervical cerclage increased the risk of genital tract
infection, there is not good evidence for this. Nevertheless
there are clearly risks associated with the actual insertion
of cervical cerclage and there has, therefore, been inter-
est in trying to more precisely target cervical cerclage.
There have been several studies in which women previ-
ously defined as at high risk of preterm delivery have
had serial ultrasound measurements of cervical length
performed with cerclage being performed when cervical
length reaches a predetermined cut off. The Cipract study
randomized women found to have a cervical length of
25 mm or less before 27 weeks to either cervical cerclage
and bed rest or bed rest alone. This study showed a signif-
icant benefit of cerclage in reducing the preterm delivery
rate and improving neonatal morbidity. Rust et al. (2005)
randomly assigned 138womenwhose cervical lengthwas
less than 25mmbetween 16 and 24weeks to cerclage or no
cerclage and showed no benefit of cerclage. However, in
this study there was a delay in the introduction of cerclage
to allow the results of amniocentesis to be obtained and a
higher incidence of placental abruption.

More recently To et al. (2004) randomized 255 women
from a low-risk population whose cervical length was
found to be 15 mm or less at a single ultrasound exam-
ination at 22–24 weeks to either cerclage or no cerclage
and found that although strategy identified a group of
women who were at high risk of early preterm birth, cer-
vical cerclage did not reduce that risk. The screening event
in this study was, however, relatively late in pregnancy.
The study therefore inevitably excluded any women hav-
ing a late second trimester pregnancy loss or very early
preterm delivery and the failure of cervical cerclage to
be beneficial may have been due to the fact that those
womenwho had the potential to benefit from cerclage had
already developed biochemical and mechanical changes
in the lower pole of the uterus which made their preterm
delivery inevitable.

If ultrasound indicated cervical cerclage is to be used
the appropriate threshold has not yet been established.
Groom et al. have shown that the presence of visible fetal
membranes at the timeof cervical cerclage is a strongprog-
nostic indicator for the risk of preterm delivery. Visible
fetalmembranes are never seen at a cervical length greater
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than 15 mm. The threshold for cervical cerclage should
therefore probably be greater than 15 mmwhich may also
explain the lack of positive findings in the large study of To
et al. Given the fact that the data on ultrasound indicated
cervical cerclage is currently limited and variable in its
conclusions further evaluation of this strategy is required
before it is used widely in routine clinical practice.

Emergency ‘rescue’ cerclage

Rescue cervical cerclagemaybeperformedwhenawoman
is admitted with silent cervical dilatation and bulging of
the membranes into the vagina but without the onset
of uterine contractions. Characteristically such women
present with slight vaginal bleeding, a watery vaginal
discharge, or vague pelvic or vaginal pain. One small
prospective-non-randomized study has suggested that
rescue cervical cerclage improves birth weight and is not
associated with a significant increase in the frequency
of chorionamnionitis, maternal morbidity or perinatal
mortality. The median pregnancy prolongation following
emergency cervical cerclage is approximately 7 weeks.
Whether antibiotics are beneficial in such cases has not
been established.

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

The central role for prostaglandins and inflammatory
cytokines in the aetiology of preterm labour suggests that
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) may be
beneficial in preventing preterm delivery. NSAIDs work
largely by inhibition of the cyclo-oxygenase enzymes
which catalyse the synthesis of prostaglandins. However,
various NSAIDs also have other mechanisms of action
including effects on intracellular signalling pathways and
on transcription factors including NF-kappa B. There are
twomajor isoformsat the cyclo-oxygenase enzyme termed
COX-1 and COX-2. COX-1 is constitutively expressed
in the majority of cells whereas COX-2 is inducible and
catalyses the synthesis of prostaglandins at the sites of
inflammation. COX-2 is the principle cyclo-oxygenase
associatedwith the increased prostaglandin synthesis that
occurs at the time of labour. NSAIDs may be divided
into three classes. Those that are non-selective, those that
are selective for COX-2 but still have some action against
COX-1 and those that are specific for COX-2.

While there are several studies of the use of NSAIDs
in the acute management of preterm labour, there are
few good randomized trials of their use as prophylaxis.
NSAIDs are associated with significant fetal side effects,
in particular oligohydramnios and constriction of the duc-
tus arteriosus. Oligohydramnios occurs in up to 30% of

fetuses exposed to indomethacin. The effect is dose depen-
dent and may occur with both short-term and long-term
exposure. Discontinuation of therapy usually results in a
rapid turn of normal fetal urine output and resolution of
the oligohydramnios.

Constriction of the ductus arteriosus occurs in up to 50%
of fetuses exposed to indomethacin at gestational ages
greater than 32 weeks. There is a relationship between
dose and duration of therapy and gestational age. Ductal
constriction is seen less commonly below 32 weeks and
rarely below 28 weeks. Long-term indomethacin therapy,
particularly after 32 weeks is therefore associated with a
significant risk of neonatal pulmonary hypertension.

It has been suggested that the use of NSAIDs which
are selective or specific for COX-2 might be associated
with a lower risk of fetal side effects. However, Nime-
sulide which is approximately 100-fold more effective in
inhibition of COX-2 thanCOX-1 is nevertheless associated
with an incidence of fetal oligohydramnios similar to that
seen in fetuses exposed to indomethacin and there have
been isolated case reports of fetal renal failure. Recently
Groom et al. (2005) reported a study of the use of the
COX-2 specific NSAID Rofecoxib used prophylactically
in a cohort of women at high-risk of preterm delivery,
although Rofecoxib was also associated with less effect on
fetal renal function and the ductus arteriosus than is seen
with indomethacin or Nimesulide. Unfortunately the risk
of preterm delivery prior to 32 weeks was not reduced by
Rofecoxib therapy and, once Rofecoxib was discontinued
at 32 weeks, the rate of preterm delivery then increased
in the Rofecoxib exposed patients. At the present time
therefore there isnogoodevidence thatNSAIDconferben-
efit when used as prophylaxis for preterm labour. They
are associated with a significant risk of potentially life-
threatening side effects. If NSAIDs such as indomethacin
are tobeused, for example, as short-term therapies in asso-
ciation with cervical cerclage, then it is essential that there
should be ultrasound surveillance of fetal urine produc-
tion or amniotic fluid index and of the ductus arteriosus
and that therapy should be stoppedwhen fetal side effects
become evident.

Progesterone

Progesterone is thought to inhibit the production of
proinflammatory cytokines andprostaglandinswithin the
uterus and to inhibit myometrial contractility. Although
a meta-analysis by Kierse et al. in 1990 suggested that
progesterone may be beneficial in reducing the risk of
preterm delivery, it was not until the publication of two
trials in 2003 that there was more widespread interest in
the possibility that progesterone may be used as a pro-
phylactic treatment in women at high risk of preterm
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delivery. In 2003, Da Fonseca et al. reported that women
who were at high risk of preterm delivery and were ran-
domized to receive a 100-mg vaginal suppository daily
between 24 and 33 weeks had a lower rate of preterm
delivery (13.8% at 37 weeks, 2.8% before 34 weeks) ver-
sus the placebo group (28% before 37 weeks, 18.6% before
34 weeks). In a similar study Mies et al. used weekly
injections of 17 α hydroxyprogesterone capruate (250 mg)
between 16 and 36 weeks which reduced the preterm
delivery rate from 55 to 36% before 37 weeks and 19 to
11%before 32weeks. In this study the neonates ofmothers
treated with progesterone also had lower rates of necro-
tizing enterocolitis, intraventricular haemorrhage and the
need for supplemental oxygen. There are now a number
of randomized controlled trials being conducted in vari-
ous countries and, ideally, patients at high risk of preterm
labour should be enrolled in one of these studies. How-
ever, theweight of both basic science and clinical evidence
currently points towards progesterone being potentially
beneficial in women at high risk of preterm delivery and
there appear to be few, if any side effects.

Management of acute preterm labour
Diagnosis

There is little evidence to suggest that use of tocolytic
drugs, intended to suppress uterine contractions, con-
fers any real benefit in cases of preterm labour. There
is, however, good evidence that the antenatal adminis-
tration of corticosteroids, Olexa- or betamethazonem, to
the mother and in utero transfer from a peripheral unit
to a hospital with neonatal intensive care facilities signif-
icantly improves the outcome for the preterm neonate. It
is therefore essential that a diagnosis of preterm labour
should not be overlooked. It is usual to define the onset of
labour at term as being when regular uterine contractions
lead to cervical change or dilatation. To leave a woman
with preterm contractions without either administering
steroids or arranging an in utero transfer until there is cer-
vical dilatation may be disadvantageous to the neonate.
Preterm labour is therefore generally diagnosed solely on
the basis of the presence of uncomfortable or painful regu-
lar uterine contractions.All of the placebo-controlled trials
of tocolytic drugs show a very high placebo response rate.
From these it can be concluded that of womenwho attract
a diagnosis of preterm labour sufficient to lead to them
being treated with tocolytic drugs, some 60% will remain
undelivered after 48h and close to 50%will deliver at term.
Tocolytic drugs may be potentially harmful or expen-
sive. Unnecessary in utero transfer consumes healthcare
resources and there is growing concern about the possible
long-term side effects of exposure of the fetus to high-dose
corticosteroid therapy. It is therefore highly desirable that

obstetricians should have some form of test which can dif-
ferentiate the woman genuinely in preterm labour from
the woman with preterm contractions who will not go on
to deliver preterm. Tests based upon the spectrum of elec-
trical activity in the uterus currently are in development
and are yielding encouraging results. At present, how-
ever, the two tests best able to differentiate true from false
preterm labour are transvaginal measurement of cervical
length and detection of fetal fibronectin in the vagina. In
the United Kingdom the lack of availability of a transvagi-
nal ultrasound machine on the Labour Ward and of an
appropriately qualified or experienced clinician to per-
form the ultrasound together with the ready availability
of bedside testing for fetal fibronectin means that fetal
fibronectin testing is probably the optimal diagnostic test.

Fetal fibronectin testing

Fetalfibronectin is aglycoproteinpresent inamnioticfluid,
placenta and the extra cellular substance of the decidua.
Its synthesis and release is increased by the mechanical
and inflammatory events which occur prior to the onset of
labour. Fetal fibronectinmaynormally be detected in vagi-
nal secretions up to 20 weeks gestation (at which time the
amnion and chorion become fused) and is then normally
undetectable until about 36 weeks gestation.

The presence of fibronectin in vaginal secretions
between 20 and 36 weeks may be used to predict a
risk of preterm labour. Fibronectin testing may be used
to assess risk in asymptomatic women at high risk of
preterm labour. However, it is in distinguishing ‘true’
from ‘false’ preterm labour in symptomatic women that
fibronectin testing is probably of most value. While a
positive fibronectin test in a symptomatic woman only
predicts a risk of preterm delivery within the next 7 days
for approximately 40%, a negative fetal fibronectin test
reduces the risk to less than 1%. This is a level of risk at
which it would be reasonable to withhold in utero transfer
and treatment.

Acute tocolysis: sympathomimetics

Themaximumbenefit to thepretermneonate fromantena-
tal corticosteroid administration is from24h to 7days after
the first dose of the course (Fig. 21.5). In utero transfer has
also been shown to improve neonatal morbidity andmor-
tality and clearly timewouldbe required tomove amother
in preterm labour from one hospital to another. Suppres-
sion of uterine contractions may therefore be an obvious
solution to the problem of preterm labour. With the intro-
duction of beta-sympethomitotics into obstetric practice in
the 1970s accompanied by small clinical trials which sug-
gested great efficacy in inhibiting preterm contractions,
most obstetricians developed the impression that tocolysis
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with ritodrine or salbutamol was an effective therapy for
acute preterm labour. This impression was strengthened
because of the very highplacebo response rate.Moremod-
ern studies have shown that ritodrine will delay preterm
delivery in aminority of patients for 24 and 48hbut that its
use is not associatedwith any improvement of anymarker
of neonatal morbidity or in neonatal mortality rates.
Ritodrine and salbutamol are associated with significant,
potentially life-threatening maternal side effects (particu-
larly if given in combination with corticosteroids) which
include fluid overload, pulmonary oedema, myocardial
ischaemia, hyperglycaemia and hypocalcaemia. Numer-
ousmaternal deaths have been reported inwhich tocolysis
using sympathomimetic drugs has played a role. Sym-
pathomimetic as tocolytics are now rarely used in the
United Kingdom and, since safer, although not necessar-
ily more effective tocolytic drugs are now available, their
use should now be completely abandoned.

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

The NSAID most widely studied as an acute tocolytic
is indomethacin. Randomized placebo-controlled stud-
ies suggest that indomethacin may significantly delay
preterm delivery for 24 and 48 h and for 7 days. How-
ever, the total number of women enrolled in all of the
three randomized placebo-controlled trials is only 90. As
discussed above, indomethacin has a major effect upon
fetal renal function and upon the fetal cardiovascular
system, in particular on the fetal ductus arteriosus. Use
of indomethacin for tocolysis has also been associated
with higher incidences of necrotizing enterocolitis, intra-
ventricular haemorrhage and abnormalities in neonatal
haemostasis. In experimental animals the combination of
a COX-2 specific NSAID and a tocolytic (either a calcium
channel blocker or an oxytocin antagonist) appears to be
superior to the use of a tocolytic alone. However, this
type of combination therapy has not yet been properly
evaluated in the human. At present there is no evidence
that indomethacin or any other NSAID has any advan-
tage as a first line tocolytic over calcium channel blockers
or oxytocin antagonists, each of which has a much better
maternal and fetal side-effect profile.

Magnesium sulphate

Prior to the 1980s magnesium sulphate was widely used
in the United States in the intrapartum management of
pre-eclampsia and eclampsia and the clinical impres-
sion that magnesium sulphate made induction of labour
more difficult led to its evaluation as a tocolytic agent.
With the withdrawal of sympathomimetic drugs from the

American market and the failure of atosiban, an oxy-
tocin antagonist, to obtain FDA approval, there are no
licensed tocolytic drugs available for the American obste-
trician to use and magnesium sulphate is therefore in
common use (Fig. 21.6). However, randomized placebo-
controlled trials of magnesium sulphate show no signifi-
cant short-term delay of delivery, increase in birthweight
or difference in perinatal mortality when compared to
placebo. Studies where magnesium has been compared to
sympathomimetics have suggested equal efficacy. These
two apparently contradictory findings can probably be
explained by the lack of power of the studies to detect
a significance difference between drugs with little or no
efficacy but a high placebo response rate.

Oxytocin antagonists

Although there is no good evidence for an increase in
circulating concentrations of oxytocin in either term or
preterm labour, both term and preterm labour are asso-
ciated with an increase in the expression of the oxytocin
receptor in the myometrium and oxytocin is synthesized
within the uterus itself, in both the myometrium and the
decidua. This has led to the exploration of drugs which
antagonize the oxytocin receptor as tocolytics. At the time
of writing no specific oxytocin antagonist is available for
clinical use. However atosiban, which is principally an
Arginine vasopressin (AVP) receptor antagonists but also
binds theoxytocin receptorat appropriate therapeutic con-
centrations, has a European licence for the treatment of
preterm labour. Atosiban has been the subject of both
placebocomparison trials andcomparisonswith sympath-
omimetic drugs. The placebo-controlled trials undertaken
in theUSAwere, to a certain extent, flawed in that random-
ization at early gestational ages was skewed resulting in
an increase in neonatal deaths among very preterm babies
whose mothers were treated with atosiban. The primary
outcome of the placebo-controlled trial (which was the
time between the initiation of treatment and therapeutic
failure defined as either preterm delivery or the need for
an alternate tocolytic) showed that atosiban was no better
thanplacebo. Therewere, however, statistically significant
differences in the number of women who remained unde-
livered and did not require an alternative tocolytic at the
specific 24 and 48 h and 7 day time points. As with all pre-
vious trials of tocolytic drugs, this trial was complicated
by a very high placebo response rate. Analysis of the data
shows that at, for example, 48 h, although 70% of women
randomized to receive atosiban appeared to respond to it,
in reality themajority of these represent placebo responses
and that in fact only 11% had a genuine clinical response.
This represents one quarter of those women who were
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Fig. 21.4 Analysis of the 48 hours outcome data from the placebo controlled trial of atosiban (Romero et al, Am J Obstet Gynecol
(2000) 182(5): 1173–83). Of all patients allocated to atosiban treatment only 11% showed a genuine clinical response, which represents
one quarter of those with the potential to benefit.

genuinely in preterm labour and had a potential to have a
genuine clinical response (Fig. 21.4).

Trials comparingatosibanwith sympathomimeticdrugs
showed equal clinical efficacy to beta-sympathomimetics
but with atosiban having a dramatically improved mater-
nal side-effect profile. The clinical response rate to either
atosiban or sympathomimetic drugs in those trials was,
however, so high (over 90%) that it is probable that the
majority of patients enrolled in the study were not gen-
uinely in preterm labour. Neither the placebo-controlled
trial nor the sympathomimetic comparison trials demon-
strated any improvement in any aspect of neonatal mor-
bidity or in neonatal mortality associated with the use of
atosiban.

Calcium channel blockers

The central role of calcium in the biochemistry of myome-
trial contractions led to the exploration of the use of
calcium channel blockers, specifically nifedipine, as a
tocolytic drug. Because there has been no interest from
the pharmaceutical industry in promoting nifedipine for
this indication, there have only been small, locally funded
comparison trials of nifedipine versus sympathomimetics.
There are no placebo-controlled trials of nifedipine as a
tocolytic. Meta-analysis of the sympathomimetic compar-
ison trials suggest that nifedipine may be superior in its
ability to delay delivery and is associatedwith a reduction
in the rate of respiratory distress syndrome and intraven-
tricular haemorrhage in preterm neonates, although not
with any improvement in perinatalmortality. It is unlikely
that there will ever be any large-scale placebo-controlled
trials of nifedipine or any large trials comparingnifedipine
with atosiban. There has been one study which indirectly
compared atosiban with nifedipine by taking advantage
of the fact that each had been compared with sympa-
thomimetic drugs. This study suggested that nifedipine
is superior to atosiban in delaying delivery and, unlike

Undelivered
at 48 hours

Risk of RDS

0.1 101

0.55

1.2

Atosiban

4 trials

β-sympathomimetics Nifedipine

9 trials

Indirect
comparison

Nifedipine
superior

Fig. 21.5 Indirect comparison for Atbosiban with Nifedipine in
the acute management of preterm labour. Adapted from
Coomarasamy A et al. BJOG. 2003 110(12): 1045–9.

atosiban, is associated with a reduction in the risk of
respiratory distress syndrome (Fig. 21.5).

At the present time the obstetrician has a choice between
atosiban and nifedipine and it is probably reasonable, in
our current state of knowledge, not touse tocolytic therapy
at all. More specific oxytocin antagonists are in develop-
ment, as are drugs which target other receptors, such as
prostaglandin receptors. It is probable that the disappoint-
ing results of tocolytics in trials to date may be because
of poor trial design and, in particular, the high placebo
response rates. In future trials which are able to target
tocolytic drugs more specifically at women genuinely in
preterm labour, for example, by taking advantage of fetal
fibronectin testing,maymoreproperlydefine thepotential
value of tocolytic therapy.

Corticosteroid therapy

The potential for antenatally administered corticosteroids
to accelerate lung maturity was discovered by Liggens
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Fig. 21.6 Meta-analysis of the effect of antenatal corticosteroid
administration upon neonatal outcomes, Adapted from Roberts
D and Dalziel S. Cochrane Database Syst Rev. 2006 CD004454.

by experiments in which preterm labour was induced in
sheep by injection of corticosteroids (Fig. 21.6). A large
number of randomized trials took place during the 1970s
and 1980s which, taken together, have shown that a single
course of either betamethasone or dexamethasone admin-
istered to pregnant women between 24 and 34 weeks
gestation up to 7 days before preterm delivery has a sig-
nificant effect upon neonatal morbidity and mortality.
Although the paediatric use of surfactant has had a major
impact upon the incidence and consequence of respiratory
distress syndrome, nevertheless antenatal corticosteroid
therapy is still associated with a reduction in neonatal
mortality principally due to a significant reduction in
RDS and intraventricular haemorrhage rates. Antenatal
corticosteroids have a receptor mediator effect on all of
the components of the surfactant system in type-2 pneu-
mocytes. They also, however, have effects on structural
development of the lungs and lead to accelerated mat-
uration of the fetal intestine and have effects upon the
myocardium and on catecholamine responsiveness which
may explain the reduced incidences of necrotizing ento-
colitis and intraventricularhaemorrhage seen in extremely
preterm infants that appear to be independent of the effect
upon RDS.

The dramatic effects of a single course of corticosteroids
unfortunately led in the past to the routine prescription of
multiple courses of steroids, often at weekly intervals, in
women deemed to be at risk of preterm delivery, espe-
cially those with multiple pregnancies. Recent concern
about the long-termconsequences of recurrent exposure to
high dose steroids suggesting adverse effects on develop-
ment and behaviour has generally led to an abandonment
of this policy. Both dexamethasone and betamethasone
have been explored in randomized trials with each having
similar effects on RDS rates. Studies in France suggested
that betamethasone reduced the incidence of periventric-
ular leukomalacia whereas dexamethasone had no such
protective effect. However this may be explained by the

presence of sulphating agents used as preservatives in
French preparations of dexamethasone. It is probably the
case that either steroid will be suitable, provided that the
preparation is non-sulphated.

Antibiotics

Meta-analysis of the use of antibiotics in symptomatic
preterm labour is dominated by the ORACLE trials. These
show that administration of antibiotics to the mother do
not delay delivery or improve any aspect of neonatal mor-
bidity or mortality. The only positive health benefit is a
reduction in maternal infection rates.

Conduct of preterm delivery

Rates of neonatal morbidity and mortality are higher in
babies transferred ex utero to neonatal intensive care units
when compared to those born in the tertiary referral cen-
tre. Every effort should therefore be made to transfer a
woman to an obstetric unit linked to a neonatal intensive
care unit prior to a preterm delivery. The introduction of
fetal fibronectin testingmay reduce the numbers of unnec-
essary in utero transferswhich currently take place. Except
at the extremes of prematurity there should be continuous
electronic fetal heart rate monitoring once preterm labour
is clearly established. There is no evidence for a benefit of
routine delivery by Caesarean section where the presen-
tation is cephalic. However, hypoxia is a major risk factor
for the development of periventricular leukomalacia and
there should therefore be a relatively low threshold for
delivery by Caesarean section in the presence of abnor-
mal fetal heart rate patterns. The preterm delivery of a
breech continues to be an obstetric dilemma. Although
it is now established that elective Caesarean section is
preferable for the term breech, it has proved impossible to
undertake randomized trials of Caesarean section for the
pretermbreech. Onepotential disadvantageofplanning to
deliver the preterm breech (or indeed the cephalic presen-
tation preterm) by ‘elective’ Caesarean section is the high
incidence of ‘threatened’ preterm labour which does not
lead to preterm delivery. An aggressive policy of deliver-
ing preterm babies by Caesarean section has the potential
to lead to iatrogenic preterm deliveries. At the other end
of the spectrum, Caesarean section preterm where the
breech is already in the vagina, may be more traumatic
than a vaginal delivery. At the present time, until further
evidence becomes available, the mode of delivery of the
preterm breech will need to be made on a case by case
basis by the obstetrician at the time. There is no evidence
for the old practice of elective forceps delivery to protect
the fetal head during preterm delivery and episiotomy is
rarely required.
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Preterm prelabour rupture of membranes

Preterm prelabour rupture of membranes (PPROM)
occurs in approximately 2% of all pregnancies and
accounts for up to one third of preterm deliveries. The
most frequent consequence of PPROM is preterm deliv-
ery with some 50% cases delivering within a week, 75%
within 2 weeks and 85% within a month. There appears
to be an inverse relationship between gestational age and
latency with a shorter interval between membrane rup-
ture and preterm labour at later gestational ages. As with
preterm labour, postnatal survival following PPROM is
directly related to gestational age at delivery and birth-
weight. However, there is the additional complication that
where PPROM occurs prior to 23 weeks gestation there
may be neonatal pulmonary hyperplasia leading to an
increased risk of neonatal death, even if delivery occurs
at gestational ages at which the outcome would usually
be good. The risk of pulmonary hyperplasia following
PPROM is approximately 50% at 19 weeks falling to about
10% at 25 weeks. The retention of amniotic fluid within
the uterus is associated with better outcome. A pool of
amniotic fluid greater than 2 cm is associated with a low
incidence of pulmonary hypoplasia.

Once PPROM has been confirmed, through history,
identification of the pool of liquor in the vagina and of
oligohydramnios on ultrasonography, the management is
a balance between the risks of prematurity if delivery is
encouraged versus the risks ofmaternal and fetal infection
if there is conservative management. The ORACLE study
showed that the use of erythromycin improves neonatal
morbidity and is associated with a longer latency period
while coamoxiclav increased the risk of necrotizing ente-
rocolitis and should therefore be avoided. Management
of PPROM continues to be controversial. However, many
obstetricians will institute conservative management in
pretermpremature rupture ofmembranes before 34weeks
andwould induce labour relatively early inwomenwhose
membrane rupture occurs subsequent to 37 weeks. There
is currently no good evidence as to what ideal manage-
ment should be between 34 and 37 weeks.

Conservative management should include clinical
surveillance for signs of chorionamnionitis including reg-
ular recording ofmaternal temperature and heart rate and
cardiotocography. A rising white cell count or a rising
C-reactive protein (CRP) level may indicate the develop-
ment of chorionamnionitis. Neither of these are highly
specific, however, andmany cases of histologically proven
chorionamnionitis are associated with normal white cell
counts andCRP concentrations. Lower genital tract swabs
are routinely taken in women with PPROM. Positive cul-
tures for potential pathogens do not correlate well with
the risk of chorionamnionitis. However, they are useful

in determining the causative organisms once chorionam-
nionitis develops and in directing antibiotic therapy for
both the mother and the preterm neonate.

Experiments have been performed in which amnio-
infusion has been used in PPROM in an attempt to reduce
the risk of pulmonary hyperplasia and/or orthopaedic
abnormalities. Unfortunately the literature contains only
a few case reports. In the majority of cases it is likely that
fluid infused into the amniotic cavity will simply leak
out. If it is retained then it is probable that the amni-
otic fluid would reaccumulate in any case because of fetal
urine production. The onset of regular contractions and
the establishment of preterm labour in cases of PPROM
may be the first evidence of chorionaminonitis. The poten-
tial benefits of tocolytic drugs do not apply in themajority
of cases of PPROM since there is usually time for admin-
istration of corticosteroids and in utero transfer before the
onset of preterm labour itself. The few studies of the use of
tocolysis in pregnancies complicated by PPROM show no
improvement in perinatal outcome and suggest that long-
term tocolysis may be associated with an increase in the
risk of maternal and fetal infection.
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Chapter 22: Prolonged pregnancy
Patricia Crowley

Pregnancies of 294 days duration or more are defined
as ‘prolonged’, ‘post-dates’, or ‘post-term’ [1]. Prolonged
pregnancy is associated with an increase in perinatal mor-
tality and morbidity in pregnancies which appear to be
otherwise lowrisk. This chapterwill showthatmanyof the
perinatal risks previously attributed to prolonged preg-
nancy increase in a continuous rather than a ‘threshold’
manner. Discussions about issues relating to prolonged
pregnancy and interventions to prevent it often take place
at 41 weeks’ gestation. To cater for these clinical and
epidemiological realities, the scope of this chapter has
been expanded beyond the strict definition of prolonged
pregnancy.

Epidemiology of prolonged pregnancy

An accurate estimation of the ‘natural’ incidence of pro-
longed pregnancy would require meticulous early preg-
nancy dating, universal follow-up of all pregnancies and
an absence of obstetric intervention.

The 14% prolonged pregnancy rate quoted for the
Hawaiian island Kauai [2] may be regarded as informa-
tive because of low rates of obstetric intervention and full
follow-up, but lacks correction for dates errors. Boyce et al.
[3] showed that reliance on menstrual dates gave an inci-
dence of prolonged pregnancy of 10.7%, whereas the use
of basal body temperature charts gave a much lower rate
of 4.7%. In Britain, the fall in incidence of prolonged preg-
nancy from 11.5% in 1958 [4] to 4.4% in 1970 [5] illustrates
the effect of the rise in rates of induction of labour from 13
to 26% over the same period.

Smith [6] studied 1514 healthy pregnant women in
whom the discrepancy between the menstrual dates and
those based on first trimester crown–rump length (CRL)
was less than −1 to +1 days. The duration of pregnancy
was estimated, using time-to-event analysis; non-elective
delivery was taken to be the event while elective delivery
was taken tobe censoring. Themedian time tonon-elective
delivery was 283 days from the last menstrual period. The
life-table graph published in this study gives an incidence
of prolonged pregnancy of about 6%.

The use of ultrasound to establish gestational age low-
ers the incidence of prolonged pregnancy. Eik-Nes et al. [7]
showed that adjustment of dates following measurement
of the biparietal diameter at 17 weeks’ gestation led to an
incidence of prolonged pregnancy to 3.9%. Subsequently,
several randomized trials of routine versus selective sec-
ond trimester ultrasound have shown that routine second
trimesterbiometry reduces thenumberofpregnancies that
are classified as prolonged [8]. Bukowski et al. [9] studied
3588women undergoing first trimester ultrasound as part
of the multicentre First and Second Trimester Evaluation
for Aneuploidy Trial (The FASTER Trial). Gestational age
determination using the CRLas opposed to last menstrual
period (LMP) reduced the apparent incidence of pregnan-
cies greater than 41 weeks’ gestation from 22.1 to 8.2%,
P < 0.001).

An analysis of 171,527 births in residents of the North-
east Thames in 1989–1991 gave an incidence of 6.2% for
prolonged pregnancy [10].

Prolonged pregnancy is increased in first pregnancies,
but is not related tomaternal age and themedian duration
of pregnancy is 2 days longer in nulliparae comparedwith
multiparae. Women with a body mass index of greater
than 30 are at increased risk of prolongedpregnancy (odds
ratio 1.4 (1.2–1.7)).

Aetiology of prolonged pregnancy

It is likely that the majority of prolonged pregnancies rep-
resent theupper range of a normal distribution. The effects
of anencephaly and of placental sulphatase deficiency on
thedurationare interesting examples of extremepost-term
pregnancy but are unhelpful in elucidating the aetiology
of the majority of cases of prolonged pregnancy.

There may be a genetic factor regulating the onset of
labour. Prolonged pregnancy tends to repeat itself. Analy-
sis of data from theNorwegian Birth Registry showed that
a woman delivering post-term in her first pregnancy had
a relative risk of a second post-term pregnancy of 2.2 and
a woman with two post-term pregnancies had a 3.2-fold
relative risk of a third post-term pregnancy [11]. Swedish
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Medical Birth Registry data confirm these results and also
indicate a tendency for daughters of mothers who deliver
post-term to have prolonged pregnancies [12] but over-
all these factors account for only a small proportion of
the overall population attributable risk for post-termpreg-
nancy. Male fetuses may be associated with a higher risk
of prolonged pregnancy.

Low vaginal levels of fetal fibronectin at 39 weeks are
predictive of an increased likelihood of post-term preg-
nancy [13]. Ramanathan et al. [14] showed how transvagi-
nal measurement of cervical length at 37 weeks predicts
both prolonged pregnancy and failed induction. These
observations suggest that a defect or delay in the remod-
elling of the cervix that takes place prior to successful
initiation of labour, may cause prolonged pregnancy and
may also be associatedwith some of the apparent increase
in dystocia associated with prolonged pregnancy.

Prolonged pregnancy could result from variations in
the corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH) system dur-
ing pregnancy, such as an alteration in the number
or expression of myometrial receptor subtypes, altered
signal-transduction mechanisms or increase in the capac-
ity ofCRHbindinghormoneprotein to bindand inactivate
CRH. Prospective, longitudinal studies have shown that
women destined to deliver preterm tend to have a more
rapid exponential rise in CRH in mid-pregnancy while
women who go on to deliver post-term babies have a
slower rate of rise [15]. Efforts currently directed towards
researching the initiation of labour preterm may lead
to greater understanding of the aetiology of post-term
pregnancy.

Risks associated with prolonged pregnancy

Perinatal mortality

Tables 22.1 and 22.2 summarize some of the epidemio-
logical studies that attempt to compare perinatal mor-
tality rates of babies delivered at 42 weeks or over with
those delivered between 37 weeks and 41 weeks and
6 days.

The methodological problems are considerable. There
maybe errors or biases in recordingof information relating
to gestational age. Womenwith uncertain dates have been
repeatedly shown to be at increased risk of perinatal mor-
tality [16,17]. Their inclusion may inflate the apparent
perinatal risks of prolonged pregnancy. Older studies of
perinatal outcome in post-term pregnancy showed that
about 25% of the excess mortality risk in post-term preg-
nancy relates to congenital malformations [18]. Of the
studies quoted in Tables 22.1 and 22.2 only that by Smith
[19] specifies that cases of lethal congenital malformation
have been excluded from the analysis. Hilder et al. [20]
re-analysed the data presented in their 1998 [10] study
after correcting for congenital malformation, showing
that the outcomes presented were not biased by fetuses
with congenital malformation being preferentially repre-
sented among post-term pregnancies. Another potential
bias is the interval between intrauterine death and deliv-
ery.Afetus that dies inutero at 41weeks and is delivered at
42 weeks will be counted as a perinatal death at 42 weeks’
gestation.

Yudkin et al. [21] questioned the validity of using peri-
natal mortality rates as a means of relating outcome to
gestational age, arguing that the population at risk of
intrauterine fetal death at a given gestational age is the
population of fetuses in utero at that gestational week and
not those delivered at that week. However, the popula-
tion at risk of intrapartum and neonatal complications
such as cord prolapse or meconium aspiration syndrome
is clearly the population of babies delivered at that week
of pregnancy [19]. These issues are clearly explained by
Smith [19], who related the perinatal risks at each gesta-
tionalweek to the appropriate denominators.Antepartum
deaths were related to the number of ongoing pregnan-
cies, intrapartum deaths to all births at that gestational
age, excluding antepartum stillbirths and neonatal deaths
were related to the number of live births. Yudkin et al. [21]
expressed the prospective risk of stillbirth for the next fort-
night of the pregnancy; Hilder et al. [10] expressed the risk
as a rate over the next week; Cotzias et al. [22] generated
considerable controversy [20,23], by expressing the risk of

Table 22.1 Perinatal mortality rates term versus post-term pregnancies

Authors Source Outcome 37–41 [86] 42 Weeks and over

Campbell et al. [25] 444,241 births Norway 1978–87 Relative risk of perinatal death 1 1.30 (1.13–1.50)
Fabre et al. [86] 547,923 births Spain 1980–92 Stillbirth rate 3.3 3.6

Early neonatal mortality rate 1.7 2.8
Perinatal mortality rate 4.9 6.4

Olesen et al. [87] 78,033 prolonged pregnancies Adjusted odds ratio – stillbirth 1 1.24 (0.93–1.66)
Danish birth register 1978–93 Adjusted odds ratio – neonatal death 1 1.60 (1.07–2.37)
5% sample of deliveries at term Adjusted odds ratio – perinatal death 1 1.36 (1.08–1.72)
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Table 22.2 Perinatal outcomes by week of gestation, 37–43 weeks

Author Source Outcome 38–39 39–40 40–41 41–42 42–43 43 and more

Bakketeig &
Bergsjo [11]

157,577 births
Sweden 1977–78

Perinatal mortality
rate

7.2 3.1 2.3 2.4 3 4

Ingemarsson &
Kallen [24]

914,702 births
Sweden 1982–91

Stillbirth rate in
nulliparae

2.72 1.53 1.23 1.86 2.26

Neonatal mortality
rate nulliparae

0.62 0.54 0.54 0.9 1.03

Stillbirth rate in
multiparae

2.1 1.42 1.35 1.4 1.51

Neonatal mortality
rate multiparae

0.55 0.45 0.53 0.5 0.86

Divon et al. [88] 181,524 singleton
pregnancies.

Odds ratio for fetal
death

1 1.5 1.8 2.9

Reliable dates,
40 weeks or more

Sweden 1987–92

Hilder et al. [10] 171,527 births Stillbirth rate 3.8 2.2 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1
London 1989–91 Infant mortality rate 4.7 3.2 2.7 2 4.1 3.7

Stillbirth rate per 1000
OP∗

0.56 0.57 0.86 1.27 1.55 2.12

Infant mortality rate
per 1000 OP

0.7 0.83 1.57 1.48 3.29 3.71

Caughey & Musci
[89]

Hospital based
California 1992–2002

fetal death rate per
1000 OP

0.36 0.4 0.26 0.92 3.47

45 673 births after
37 weeks

Smith [19] 700, 878 births in
Scotland

1985–96

Cumulative
probability of
antepartum

0.0008 0.0013 0.0022 0.0034 0.0053 0.0115

Stillbirth
Multiple births and
congenital
anomalies excluded

Estimated probability
of intrapartum &
neonatal death

0.0006 0.0005 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0008

∗ Ongoing pregnancies

prospective stillbirth for the remainder of the pregnancy.
This is a counter-intuitive concept for most obstetricians,
whereas many find the concept of the prospective risk of
stillbirth over the comingweek an accessible concept, par-
ticularly in pregnancies of 40–42 weeks’ gestation. (‘If this
woman remains undelivered in the next seven days, what
is the chance of a fetal death occurring in utero?’).

The outcomes presented in Table 22.1 compare preg-
nancies fulfilling the epidemiological definition of pro-
longed pregnancy with those delivered at ‘term’. In
modern obstetric practice, women with epidemiological
and obstetric risk factors are more likely to be deliv-
ered before 42 weeks. Women with twin pregnancies,
pre-eclampsia, diagnosed intrauterine growth restriction,
antepartum haemorrhage, previous perinatal death are
likely to be over-represented in the 37–41week population

andunder-represented among those delivered at 42weeks
and later.

Table 22.2 addresses the argument that the duration of
pregnancy is a continuum and that perinatal risks are
unlikely to alter abruptly on day 294 of a pregnancy.
Outcomes are presented by week of gestational age from
37 weeks up to and including 43 weeks’ gestation. Out-
come statistics are presented in a variety of forms as
discussed above.

Both tables show that prolonged pregnancy is associ-
ated with an increased risk of perinatal death. However,
there is no consistency between studies as to the timing
of that increased risk from fetal death before labour, to
antepartum death to early neonatal death or even infant
mortality. The studies summarized in Table 22.1 suggest
that an increased risk of neonatal death is the main source
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of the increased perinatal risk. However, Table 22.2 shows
that when pregnancies ending at 42 weeks are compared
with those delivered at 41 weeks, every adverse outcome
is increased with the exception of the ‘estimated proba-
bility of intrapartum and neonatal death’ from the Smith
study [19]. When pregnancies ending at 41weeks are com-
paredwith those ending at 40weeks, this outcome is again
unchanged, as is the neonatal mortality rate in multiparae
in the Ingemarsson and Kallen [24] series and the infant
mortality rate in the Hilder [10] series. All other outcomes
deteriorate from 40 weeks to 41 weeks and again from
41 weeks to 42 weeks.

Effect of parity and birthweight

The series presented by Ingemarsson and Kallen [24]
shows that the increasing risks of adverse outcome asso-
ciated with advancing gestation age are more marked in
nulliparae than in multiparae (Table 22.2). In an analysis
of 181,524 singleton pregnancies with reliable dates deliv-
ered at 40weeks or later in Swedenbetween1 January 1987
and 31 December 1992, birthweight of 2 standard devi-
ations or more below the mean for gestational age was
associated with a significantly increased odds ratios for
both fetal (odds ratios ranging from 7.1 to 10.0) and neona-
tal death (odds ratios from 3.4 to 9.4) [24]. The Norwegian
cohort reported by Campbell et al. [25] also showed that
small-for-gestational age babies were more vulnerable to
the risks of prolonged pregnancy. In their series, babies
weighing less than the 10th centile had a 5.68 (95% CI
4.37–7.38) relative risk of perinatal death at 42 weeks’ ges-
tation or later comparedwith babies between the 10th and
90th centile at the same gestational age. In this series,
birthweight above the 90th centile was associated with
the lowest relative risk of perinatal death (0.51; 95% CI
0.26–1.0).

Prolonged pregnancy and home birth

There is a lack of good quality epidemiological evidence
on the outcome of post-term pregnancy when delivery
occurs at home. Bastian et al. [26] used multiple meth-
ods of case identification and follow-up to assemble a
population-based cohort of 7002 home births inAustralia.
Fifty perinatal deaths occurred, giving a perinatal mor-
tality rate of 7.1 per 1000. Seven of 44 (15%) of perinatal
deaths inwomenwith aknowngestational ageoccurred in
womenwhowere42weekspregnantormore.Astudycon-
ducted among Native Americans, examining an increase
in perinatal mortality in home births attended by mid-
wives comparedwith those attended by doctors identified
post-dates pregnancies, breech deliveries and twins as the

source of the difference inmortality rates between the two
groups [27].

Perinatal morbidity

Epidemiological studies identify birth after 41 weeks or
after 42 weeks as a risk factor for a variety of adverse
neonatal outcomes. Caughey et al. [28] conducted a ret-
rospective, cohort study of all low-risk, term, cephalic,
and singleton births that were delivered at the University
of California, San Francisco, between 1976 and 2001. The
incidence of adverse neonatalmortality outcomes at 40, 41
and 42 weeks’ gestation was examined in a multivariate
analysis and compared with the rates in pregnancies that
were delivered at 39 weeks of gestation, after controlling
for maternal demographics, length of labour, induction,
mode of delivery, and birth weight (except macrosomia).
Compared with the outcome at 39 weeks’ gestation, the
relative risk of meconium aspiration increased signifi-
cantly from 2.18 at 40 weeks to 3.35 at 41 weeks and 4.09
(95% CI 2.07–8.08) at 42 weeks. A composite outcome of
‘severe neonatal complications’ including skull fracture
and brachial plexus injuries, neonatal seizures, intracra-
nial haemorrhage, neonatal sepsis, meconium aspiration
syndrome, and respiratory distress syndrome, increased
from a relative risk of 1.47 at 40 weeks to 2.04 at 41 weeks
to 2.37 (95% CI 1.63–3.49) at 42 weeks.

A strong association between neonatal seizures and
delivery at 41 weeks’ gestation or more has been iden-
tified in previous case control studies. Minchom et al. [29]
found that delivery after 41 weeks’ gestation was associ-
ated with an odds ratio of 2.7 (95% CI 1.6–4.8). Curtis et al.
[30] studied 89 babies with early neonatal seizures deliv-
ered after 42 weeks’ gestation in Dublin. Twenty-seven
were delivered after 42 weeks’ gestation compared with 6
of 89 controls (odds ratio 4.73; 95% CI 2.22–10.05).

Cerebral palsy

Neonatal encephalopathy may be followed by the devel-
opment of cerebral palsy, while other cases of cerebral
palsy may occur following a clinically normal neona-
tal period. It is accepted that the presence of neonatal
encephalopathy indicates that a neurological insult has
taken place during labour or the early neonatal period,
while its absence is thought to indicate an insult at some
earlier time in pregnancy [31]. Gaffney et al. [32] examined
the obstetric background of 141 children from the Oxford
Cerebral Palsy Register. Forty-one children whose cere-
bral palsywas precededbyneonatal encephalopathywere
compared with 100 who had not suffered from neonatal
encephalopathy. The babies with neonatal encephalopa-
thy were more likely to have been delivered at 42 weeks’
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gestation or more (odds ratio 3.5; 95% CI 1–12.1). Babies
born at 42 weeks or more to nulliparous women were at
particular risk of this sequence of events (odds ratio 11.0;
95% CI 1.2–102.5).

Other complications of labour

Dystocia, shoulder dystocia and obstetric trauma are all
increased in post-term pregnancy [25]. Here, the risks
increase with increasing fetal weight, but gestational age
remains a risk factor independent of birthweight. In a
case-matched study of 285 women with uncomplicated
singleton post-term pregnancy and spontaneous onset
of labour and 855 women with uncomplicated singleton
term pregnancy, Luckas et al. [33] showed that Caesarean
section was significantly more common in women with
post-term pregnancy (relative risk = 1.90, 95% CI =
1.29–2.85). The increase was equally distributed between
Caesarean sections performed for failure to progress in
labour (RR = 0.74, 95% CI = 1.02–3.04) and fetal distress
(RR = 2.00, 95%CI = 1.14–3.61). This finding is consistent
with the hypothesis that some cases of prolonged preg-
nancy are associated with a defect in the physiology of
labour, in addition to any increase in risk of fetal hypoxia.
However, the possibility of bias in management arising
out of the knowledge that a pregnancy is post-term can-
not be excluded as a factor in the increase in Caesarean
section rates.

Antenatal tests in prolonged pregnancies

The evidence of increased perinatalmortality andmorbid-
ity in prolonged pregnancy compared with delivery at 39
or 40 weeks’ gestation inevitably leads to the conclusion
that some cases of prolonged pregnancy should be pre-
vented by earlier delivery. It would seem logical to use
screening tests to identify pregnancies that are destined to
have an adverse outcome and to intervene selectively in
these pregnancies.

The ideal test of fetal well-being in prolonged preg-
nancy would allow identification of all fetuses at risk of
adverse outcome, at a stage where delivery would result
in a universally good outcome. Pregnancies testing ‘neg-
ative’ in this test would be safe in utero for an interval of
a few days until either delivery or a repeat test occurred
and would eventually deliver with a good outcome. At
present, no method of monitoring post-term pregnancy
is backed up by strong evidence of effectiveness. There
is some observational evidence that some pregnancies at
riskof adverseoutcomecanbe identified, but less evidence
that prediction of the adverse outcome confers prevention.

Ultrasound assessment of amniotic fluid

Ultrasoundmonitoring of amniotic fluid volumewas first
described in 1980 when a subjective classification of ‘nor-
mal’, ‘reduced’ or ‘absent’ amniotic fluid was described,
based on the presence or absence of echo-free space
between the fetal limbs and the fetal trunk or the uter-
ine wall [34]. To test the value of the classification, 150
patients with pregnancies of 42 weeks or more duration
underwent ultrasound examination in the 48 h prior to
delivery. The patients classified as having ‘reduced’ or
‘absent’ amniotic fluid had a statistically significant excess
incidence of meconium stained liquor, fetal acidosis, and
birth asphyxia and meconium aspiration. Manning et al.
[35] described a semiquantitative method based on the
largest vertical pool of amniotic fluid and used a 1-cm
pool depth as the cut-off for intervention in a population
of babies with suspected growth retardation. This was
subsequently modified to 2 cm to improve detection of
the growth retarded infant [36]. Crowley et al. [37] found
an increase in adverse outcomes in post-term pregnan-
cies where the maximum pool depth was less than 3 cm.
Fischer et al. [38] found that a maximum vertical pool
of less than 2.7 cm was the best predictor of abnormal
perinatal outcome.

Phelan [39] described the ‘amniotic fluid index’, which
is the sum of the maximum pool depth in four quadrants.
Fischer et al. [38] found that maximum pool depth per-
formed better than amniotic index in predicting adverse
outcomes in post-term pregnancies. Alfirevic [40] ran-
domly allocated women with post-term pregnancy to
monitoring using eithermaximumpool depth or amniotic
fluid index (AFI). Both groups underwent computerized
fetal heart rate monitoring every 3 days in addition to
amniotic fluid measurements. The threshold for interven-
tion was a maximum pool depth of less than 1.8 cm or an
AFI of less than 7.3 cm. These figures had been identified
as the 3rd centiles for the local population. The number of
women found to have an abnormal AFI was significantly
higher than the number found to have an abnormal maxi-
mum pool depth and more women underwent induction
of labour in the AFI arm of the trial. There were no peri-
natal deaths and no statistically significant differences in
perinatal outcome between the two groups.

Morris et al. [41] performed an observational study of
1584 pregnant women at or beyond 40 weeks’ gestation
in Oxford. Women underwent measurement of amniotic
fluid, using both the single deepest pool and AFI. The
results of these ultrasoundmeasurements were concealed
from caregivers. These authors agreed with Alfirevic et al.
[40] that more women ‘test positive’ usingAFI with single
deepestpool. Onehundredand twenty-fivewomen (7.9%)
had anAFI of less than 5 cm in contrast to 22women (1.4%)
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who had single deepest pool less than 2 cm. Therewere no
perinatal deaths. There were seven cases of severe perina-
tal morbidity – an incidence of 0.44%. Two of these had an
AFI of <5 cm and four had anAFI of less than 6 cm. None
of the seven cases had a deepest pool measurement of less
than 2 cm.

Locatelli et al. [42] conducted a similar study, but mea-
sured AFI twice weekly from 40 weeks until delivery.
A composite adverse outcome of fetal death, 5 min Apgar
<7, umbilical artery pH of <7, Caesarean section for
fetal distress, occurred in 19.8% of those with an AFI
of <5 compared with 10.7% of those with an AFI of >5
(P = 0.001).

These studies of amniotic fluid after 40 weeks sug-
gest some association between reduction in volume and
adverse outcome, but overall it performs with a poor sen-
sitivity and specificity. There is no evidence to suggest that
it can be relied on as a means of monitoring pregnancies
after 41 weeks’ gestation. In a meta-analysis of studies on
the relationship of amniotic fluid with adverse fetal out-
come, Chauhan et al. [43] concluded that there was some
association between oligohydramnios and an increased
risk of Caesarean section for non-reassuring fetal heart
rate patterns and low Apgar scores; however, the data
relating to neonatal acidosis were insufficient. The decline
in confidence in ultrasound assessment of amniotic fluid
volume is compounded by studieswhich show apoor cor-
relation between ultrasoundAFI and actual amniotic fluid
volumes measured by dye dilution studies [44,45].

Biophysical profile

Observational studies indicate that low biophysical scores
identify babies at higher risk of adverse outcome [46].
However, evidence of ability to predict adverse outcome
must not be interpreted as proof of the ability to prevent
these outcomes.

A systematic review of four trials, comparing biophys-
ical profile scoring (BPS) with other forms of antepartum
fetal monitoring, yields insufficient data to show that
the biophysical profile is better than any other form of
fetal monitoring [47]. Only one of these randomized
controlled trials deals specifically with prolonged preg-
nancy [40]. This trial compares monitoring of prolonged
pregnancyusing amodifiedbiophysical profile score (con-
sistingof computerizedcardiotocography,AFI and the rest
of the components of the conventional biophysical pro-
file) with simple monitoring using cardiotocography and
measurement of amniotic fluid depth [40]. The more com-
plex method of monitoring post-term pregnancy is more
likely to yield an abnormal result, but does not improve
pregnancy outcome as evidenced by umbilical cord pH.

An observational study of biophysical profile scoring
in the management of prolonged pregnancy showed that
the 32/293 women who had abnormal biophysical pro-
files had significantly higher rates of neonatal morbidity,
Caesarean section for fetal distress and meconium aspira-
tion than the women with reassuring biophysical profiles
[48]. A further observational study of 131 prolonged preg-
nancies showed that a normal biophysical profile score
was highly predictive of normal outcome, but an abnor-
mal test had only a 14% predictive value of poor neonatal
outcome [49].

Cardiotocography

Antenatal cardiotocography (CTG) has been widely used
for more than 20 years to monitor moderate- to high-risk
pregnancies. Observational studies have reported very
low rates of perinatal loss in high-risk pregnancies mon-
itored in this way [50,51]. Four randomized controlled
trials comparing CTG with other methods of antepartum
fetal monitoring were the subject of a Cochrane review
[52]. Women with post-term pregnancy were included in
these trials. On the basis of the information presented in
this review, the antenatal CTG has no significant effect
on perinatal outcome or on interventions such as elective
delivery. Miyazaki and Miyazaki [53] reported a series of
125 women with post-term pregnancies where a reactive
CTGwas recorded within 1 week of delivery. Ten adverse
outcomes were reported from this group – four antepar-
tum deaths, one neonatal death, one case of neonatal
encephalopathy and four cases of fetal distress on admis-
sion in early labour. The poor performance of antenatal
CTG in this series and in the randomized trials may relate
to errors in interpretation or excessive intervals between
tests. Numerical analysis using computerized calculations
of the baseline rate and variability may reduce the poten-
tial for human error [54]. Weiner et al. [55] compared the
value of antenatal testing with computerized CTG, con-
ventional CTG, Biophysical Profile Scores and Umbilical
ArteryDoppler. Three hundred and thirty-seven pregnant
women who were delivered after 41 weeks’ gestation and
who had 610 antenatal tests were included in this study.
Ten of 12 fetuses with reduced fetal heart rate variation
on computerized CTG had a trial of labour. Nine of these
10 fetuses had fetal distress during labour. Seven of the
12 fetuses with reduced fetal heart rate variation were aci-
dotic at delivery (umbilical artery pH< 7.2). Overall, there
were 10 acidotic fetuses at delivery in the study group.
Only two of them had an umbilical systolic/diastolic ratio
>95th percentile, three had an amniotic fluid index ≤5,
and five had fetal heart rate decelerations before labour.
Fetuses who demonstrated an abnormal intrapartum fetal
heart rate tracing or who were acidotic at delivery had a
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Table 22.3 Randomized trials of routine versus selective induction at 41–42 weeks’ gestation

Gestation at
Trial Size trial entry Method of induction Method of fetal surveillance Perinatal deaths

Augensen et al. [90] 409 290 Oxytocin and amniotomy CTG 0
Bergsjo et al. [74] 188 284 Membrane sweep, oxytocin, Fetal movement, ultrasound, 1 in induction arm

amniotomy urinary oestriol 2 in selective arm
Cardozo et al. [75] 363 290 PGE2, oxytocin, amniotomy Fetal movement, CTG 1 in selective arm

1 in induction arm
Chanrachakul &
Herabutya [91]

249 290 Amniotomy and oxytocin CTG, AFI 0

Dyson et al. [72] 302 287 PGE2, oxytocin, amniotomy CTG, AFI 1 in selective arm
Hannah et al. [70] 3407 287 PGE2, oxytocin, amniotomy Fetal movement, CTG, AFI 2 in selective arm
Heden et al. [92] 238 295 Amniotomy, oxytocin CTG, AFI 0
Henry et al. [73] 112 290 Amniotomy and oxytocin Amnioscopy 2 in selective arm
Herabutya et al. [93] 108 294 PGE2, oxytocin CTG 1 in selective arm
James et al. [94] 74 287 Extra-amniotic saline if

Bishop score <5;
membrane sweep,
amniotomy and
oxytocin

Fetal movement, BPS 0

Katz et al. [71] 156 294 Amniotomy, oxytocin Fetal movement, amnioscopy 1 in each arm
oxytocin challenge

Martin et al. [95] 22 287 Laminaria, oxytocin CTG, AFI 0
NICHD [96] 440 287 CTG, oxytocin, amniotomy CTG, AFI 0
Roach & Rogers [97] 201 294 PGE2 CTG, AFI 0
Suikkari et al. [98] 119 290 Amniotomy, oxytocin CTG, human placental

lactogen, oestriol. AFI
0

Witter & Weitz [99] 200 287 Oxytocin, amniotomy Oestriol, oxytocin challenge 0

significantly higher rate of reduced fetal heart rate varia-
tion or decelerations before labour. The authors conclude
that computerized CTGmay improve fetal surveillance in
post-term pregnancy. The obvious criticism of this study
is the ‘circular argument’ of using an antepartum CTG
abnormality to predict an intrapartum CTG abnormality.

Fetal movement counting

This is yet another test used commonly in the supervision
of post-termpregnancies (see Table 22.3) that is not backed
up by firm evidence of efficacy. Two randomized trials
have addressed the question of whether clinical actions
taken on the basis of fetal movement improve fetal out-
come [56,57]. The larger of these trials involvedover 68,000
women [57]. These trials collectively provide evidence
that routine formal fetal movement counting does not
reduce the incidenceof intrauterine fetaldeath in latepreg-
nancy. Routine counting results in more frequent reports
of diminished fetal activity, with a greater use of other
techniques of fetal assessment, more frequent admission
tohospital andan increased rate of electivedelivery. Itmay
be that fetal movement counting in post-term pregnancy
will performmore effectively than it does in low-risk preg-
nancies. Women will be required to pay extra attention to

fetal movements for less than 1 week in the majority of
cases and will usually be attending at intervals of 3 days
for other tests.

Doppler velocimetry

Two studies of umbilical artery Doppler velocimetry
[58,59] in prolonged pregnancy indicate that it is of no
benefit. In a small observational study comparing the pre-
dictive values of CTG, AFI, biophysical profile scoring
and the ratio of middle cerebral artery (MCA) Doppler to
umbilical artery Doppler, Devine et al. [60] found that the
MCA Doppler to umbilical artery Doppler ratio was the
best predictor of ‘adverse outcome’ in this study, defined
by meconium aspiration syndrome or Caesarean section
for fetal distress or fetal acidosis.

Evidence-based management of
prolonged pregnancy

Ultrasound to establish accurate gestational age

The first step towards managing prolonged pregnancy is
to reduce the number of cases of prolonged pregnancy by
providing ultrasound verification of gestational age for all
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pregnancies. A systematic review shows that routine sec-
ond trimester ultrasound reduces the number of cases of
prolonged pregnancy [8]. A recent randomized controlled
trial of first versus second trimester ultrasound showed a
lower rate of post-term pregnancy in pregnancies dated
by first trimester ultrasound [61]. A secondary analysis of
data from the FASTER Trial showed that first trimester
ultrasound determination of gestational age by crown–
rump length as opposed to LMP reduces the apparent
incidence of pregnancies greater than 41 weeks from 22.1
to 8.2% [9].

Induction of labour for prolonged pregnancy

Obstetricians have responded in various ways to the
apparently increased perinatal mortality and morbid-
ity associated with prolonged pregnancy. Management
options include induction at term to prevent pregnan-
cies reaching 42 weeks, routine induction at 42 weeks or
shortly before and selective induction at 42 weeks in cases
identified by tests as being at risk of adverse outcome.
Fortunately, the benefits and hazards of some of these
strategies have been evaluated in randomized controlled
trials. Randomizedorquasi-randomtrials comparingelec-
tive induction at term versus expectant management, and
elective induction after 41 weeks versus monitoring of
post-term pregnancies were identified using the search
strategy described by the Cochrane Pregnancy and Child-
birth Group and formed the basis of a systematic review
of management options in post-term pregnancy [62]. The
main outcomes of interest are those already identified
in the analysis of post-term pregnancy risks – perinatal
mortality, neonatal encephalopathy, meconium stained
amniotic fluid, Caesarean section. In addition, evidence
was sought relating to the effect of the various man-
agement options on maternal satisfaction. Subsequently,
Sanchez-Ramos et al. [63] published a systematic review
of randomized trials comparing induction of labour with
expectant management in pregnancies of 41 weeks gesta-
tion and more.

Induction at or before 40 weeks

Pre-emptive induction of labour, where women with
uncomplicated pregnancies were routinely offered induc-
tion at or before 40 weeks, was practised in some obstetric
units in some countries in the 1970s. Six randomized trials
compare a policy of ‘routine’ induction at 39weeks [64,65],
or 40 weeks [66–69], with either ‘expectant’ management
of an indefinite duration or expectant management until
42 weeks’ gestation. These trials reveal no evidence of any
major benefit or risk to ‘routine’ induction at 40 weeks.
Two perinatal deaths of normally formed babies occurred

in the expectant arm of these trials and none in the induc-
tion arm. Obviously, this is not a significant difference.
There was no effect on Caesarean section (odds ratio
0.60 95% CI 0.35–1.03), instrumental delivery or use of
analgesia in labour. Not surprisingly, given the relation-
ship between gestational age and meconium staining of
the amniotic fluid in labour, induction around 40 weeks
reduces the incidence of meconium staining in labour
(odds ratio 0.50 (0.31–0.86). Unfortunately, the authors
of these trials did not address the important question of
women’s views of induction of labour at this stage of
pregnancy. The authors of these trials missed a golden
opportunity in failing to measure women’s satisfaction
with their care. ‘Routine’ induction of labour at 40 weeks
would no longer be considered a realistic option for the
prevention of post-term pregnancy. The number of induc-
tions at 40 weeks required to prevent an adverse outcome
at 41 or 42 weeks would be excessive and intervention at
this level would be unlikely to be welcomed by women,
obstetricians or midwives.

Induction of labour at 41 weeks

Sixteen randomized trials comparing ‘routine’ induction
of labour at a specified gestational age with a policy of
selective induction of labour in response to an abnormal
antepartum test are summarized in Table 22.3.

These trials form the basis of a systematic review by
Sanchez-Ramos et al. [63]. Twelve of them had been pre-
viously included in the Cochrane Review by Crowley
[62]. One trial is larger than all others and contributes
considerable weight to both meta-analyses [70].

Both meta-analyses adopt an inclusive approach and
include trials of variable size and quality. The gestational
age at trial entryvaries from287days to 294daysgestation.
A variety of methods of antepartum fetal testing are used
to supervise pregnancies in the expectant arm of the trials.

Perinatal mortality

Even the largest trial [70] has insufficient statistical
power to detect a significant reduction in the perinatal
mortality rate. To have an 80% chance of detecting a 50%
reduction in a perinatal mortality rate of 3 per 1000, a
sample size of 16,000 is required. Table 22.3 records the
13 perinatal deaths that occurred in the randomized tri-
als, 3 among 3159 women allocated to induction and
10 among 3067 women allocated to selective induction.
One normally formed baby, among those allocated to
induction [71], died from asphyxia following emergency
Caesarean section for meconium stained amniotic fluid
and prolonged bradycardia 2 h following induction of
labour. The other two deaths among those allocated to
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routine induction occurred in babies with lethal congen-
ital anomalies. Three further deaths occurred in babies
with anomalies among those allocated to selective induc-
tion. The other seven deaths occurred in normally formed
babies. Two deaths in the Canadian Post-term Preg-
nancy Trial [70] occurred despite adherence to the mon-
itoring protocol of daily movement counting and three
times weekly CTG and ultrasound assessment of amni-
otic fluid volume. These babieswere both small, weighing
2600 g and 3175 g. In the Dyson trial [72], a neonatal death
from meconium aspiration occurred in a 43-week baby
delivered for acute fetal bradycardia following sponta-
neous labour. Fetal heart rate monitoring and ultrasound
assessment of amniotic fluid had been reassuring 48 h
before the spontaneous onset of labour. One of the deaths
in the Henry [73] trial was attributed to gestational dia-
betes. The second occurred due to meconium aspiration
in a woman who refused induction following detection of
meconium at amnioscopy. The deaths in the Bergsjo [74]
and the Cardozo [75] trials were due to pneumonia and
abruptio placentae, respectively.

The authors of the systematic reviews adopt a different
approach to the inclusionofperinataldeaths inbabieswith
fetal abnormalities. These are excluded in the Cochrane
review [62] and included by Sanchez-Ramos [63]. Thus,
the Cochrane systematic review shows that induction of
labour is associated with an significant reduction in peri-
natal mortality in normally formed babies (odds ratio
0.23; 95%CI0.06–0.90), while Sanchez-Ramosconfirms the
reduction in the risk of perinatal death (0.9 versus 0.33%)
but with the 95% confidence intervals for the odds ratio of
0.41 crossing unity (95% CI of 0.14–1.28).

Other perinatal outcomes

Both systematic reviews report a significant reduction in
the incidence of meconium stained amniotic fluid but this
does not affect the rate of meconium aspiration (0.82; 95%
CI 0.49–1.37) [62]. There is no effect on fetal heart rate
abnormalities during labour. The odds ratio for neona-
tal jaundice 3.39 (95% CI 1.42–8.09), based on the small
number of trials that reported this outcome, indicate that
it is increased by induction. The systematic reviews do
not show any beneficial or hazardous effects on Apgar
scores, neonatal intensive care admission or neonatal
encephalopathy.

Effect of induction of labour on risk of
Caesarean section

Sanchez-Ramos et al. [63] report that induction of labour is
associatedwith a reduction of the rate ofCaesarean section
(odds ratio 0.88; 95% CI 0.78–0.99). Crowley reported

a similar outcome, but interpreted it as evidence that a
policy of ‘routine’ induction of labour does not increase
the likelihood of Caesarean section. She believed that a
postrandomization bias in the Hannah trial may have
weighted the results towards a spurious reduction in risk
of Caesarean section. Women in the expectant arm of the
Hannah trial who required induction because of abnor-
mal antenatal tests were denied vaginal prostaglandins
whereas those allocated to ‘routine’ inductionwere treated
with prostaglandin E2 (PGE2). This could potentially lead
to an increase in dystocia or failed induction in those
denied prostaglandins. However, this does not account
for the 8.3% rate of Caesarean section for fetal distress
in the selective induction arm of the Hannah trial com-
pared to 5.7% in the routine induction arm. The effect of
a policy of induction of labour on reducing the rate of
Caesarean section for fetal distress is consistent across the
trials reviewed. No significant heterogeneitywas detected
by Sanchez-Ramos et al. [63]. These authors also per-
formed funnel plots, which were symmetric, indicating
no evidence of publications bias.

Because the reduced rate of Caesarean section asso-
ciated with induction of labour is contrary to a tradi-
tionally held view among obstetricians that induction of
labour increases the likelihood of delivery by Caesarean
section, a number of secondary analyses were carried
out by Crowley [62]. These showed that induction of
labour for post-term pregnancy does not increase the Cae-
sarean section rate, irrespective of parity, cervical ripeness,
method of induction or ambient Caesarean section rates.

Women’s views of induction for post-term
pregnancy

Regrettably, randomized trials give little information on
women’s views of induction versus conservativemanage-
ment. Only one trial assessed maternal satisfaction with
induction of labour [75]. These authors showed that sat-
isfaction was related to the eventual outcome of labour
and delivery, rather than to the mode of onset of labour.
Women’s views are likely to be influenced by the local
culture, by the attitude of their caregivers and by practi-
cal considerations such as the duration of paid maternity
leave. Few obstetricians, midwives or childbirth educa-
tors are capable of giving women unbiased information
about the risks of post-term pregnancy and the benefits
and hazards of induction of labour. In a prospective ques-
tionnaire study of women’s attitudes towards induction
of labour for post-term pregnancy Roberts and Young [76]
found that, despite a stated obstetric preference for con-
servative management, only 45% of women at 37 weeks’
gestation were agreeable to conservative management
if undelivered by 41 weeks. Of those undelivered by
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41weeks gestation 31% still desired conservativemanage-
ment. This significant decreasewasunaffectedbyparity or
certainty of gestational age. In a subsequent study, Roberts
et al. [77] offered women a choice between induction and
conservativemanagement at 42weeks. Forty-five per cent
of women opted for conservative management.

Clinical guidelines for management of
prolonged pregnancy

Following the publication of theCanadianPost-termPreg-
nancy Trial [70] and the Cochrane Review on Post-term
Pregnancy Management [64] the Society of Obstetricians
and Gynaecologists of Canada issued a clinical practice
guideline [78] recommending that:
1 After 41weeks’gestation, if thedatesare certain,women
should be offered elective delivery.
2 If the cervix is unfavourable, cervical ripening should
be undertaken.
3 If expectant management is chosen, assessment of fetal
health should be initiated.

The Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists
(RCOG) issued a clinical guideline on induction of labour
in 2001, which included recommendations on manage-
ment of prolonged pregnancy [79]. These recommenda-
tions were:
• An ultrasound to confirm gestation should be offered
prior to 20 weeks, as this reduces the need for induction
for perceived post-term pregnancy.
• Women with uncomplicated pregnancies should be
offered induction of labour beyond 41 weeks.
• From42weeks, womenwhodecline induction of labour
should be offered increased antenatalmonitoring, consist-
ing of a twice weekly CTG and ultrasound estimation of
maximum amniotic pool depth.

TheAmerican College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
Practice Guidelines [80] are at considerable variance with
those issued by RCOG and SOGC.

Level A recommendations

• Womenwithpost-termpregnancieswhohaveunfavour-
able cervices can either undergo labour induction or be
managed expectantly.
• Prostaglandin can be used in post-term pregnancies to
promote cervical ripening and induce labour.
• Delivery should be effected if there is evidence of fetal
compromise or oligohydramnios.

Level C recommendations

• Despite a lack of evidence that monitoring improves
perinatal outcome, it is reasonable to initiate antenatal

surveillance of post-term pregnancies between 41 weeks
and 42 weeks’ of gestation because of evidence that peri-
natal morbidity and mortality increase as gestational age
advances.
• Many practitioners use twice weekly testing with some
evaluationof amnioticfluidvolumebeginningat 41weeks’
of gestation. A non-stress test and amniotic fluid volume
(amodified biophysical profile (BPP)) should be adequate.
• Many authorities recommend prompt delivery in a
post-term patient with a favourable cervix and no other
complications.

The SOGC guidelines provoked an impassioned response
[81]. The authors challenged the evidence of increased
morbidity and mortality as pregnancy advances and the
evidence from the randomized trials that induction of
labour post-termdoes not increaseCaesarean section rates
and may reduce perinatal mortality rates. In particular,
theywere concerned that the recommendation fromSOGC
and RCOG that induction should be ‘offered’ at 41 weeks’
gestation would be interpreted as a policy of mandatory
induction at 41 weeks’ gestation.

Practical management of prolonged
pregnancy

The RCOG recommendations are an excellent guide to
practice. Every effort should be made to ensure that dates
are as accurate as possible. When the woman reaches
41 weeks she should meet with a consultant obstetrician.
Women have a right to be informed of the small increase
in risk associated with continuing the pregnancy after
41 weeks. Thornton and Lilford [82] showed that preg-
nant women are much more risk averse than are their
caregivers. Following a vaginal examination, induction of
labour should be offered on a date after 41 weeks that is
acceptable to both the woman’s wishes and the hospital
resources. The vaginal examination could be accompa-
nied by sweeping of the membranes, provided women
are warned about the discomfort associated with this and
are agreeable to proceed. Membrane sweeping reduces
the need for ‘formal’ induction of labour [83]. The vaginal
examination allows the obstetrician to inform the woman
of the likely ease and success of induction of labour. For
women who have previously delivered vaginally and for
women with a favourable cervix, induction of labour
is unlikely to be a difficult process. Women who wish
to avoid induction of labour should be supported but
should be made aware of the lack of reliability of antena-
tal tests and the lack of evidence that avoiding induction
of labour reduces the risk of Caesarean section. As induc-
tion of labour with prostaglandins is associated with an
increased risk of uterine scar dehiscence compared with a
spontaneous onset of labour [84], women who have had a
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previous Caesarean section, especially thosewith no vagi-
nal deliveries require carefully individualized manage-
ment at 41 weeks’ gestation.
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Chapter 23: Induction and
augmentation of labour
G. Justus Hofmeyr

Introduction

The culmination of normal pregnancy involves three
stages: prelabour, cervical ripening and labour. These
occur as a continuum rather than as isolated events [1].
Endogenous prostaglandins play a part in all these pro-
cesses [2]. Interventions to artificially ripen the cervix,
induce uterine contractions and augment labour once it
is in progress also lack distinct boundaries. This chapter
will briefly discuss reasons for these interventions and
methods which may be used.

Labour induction and augmentation may be a source
of conflict and distress. For most health workers they are
seen as routine, technical procedures. For many women,
they have emotive connotations, evoking a sense of per-
sonal inadequacy and eroded self-esteem. It is important
for health workers to approach the question of labour
induction with sensitivity, and to involve women in the
decision-making process.

Labour induction is one of the most frequent medical
procedures in pregnant women. It is a major interven-
tion in the normal course of pregnancy, with the potential
to set in motion a cascade of interventions, particularly
Caesarean section. However, with modern methods of
labour induction, this risk appears to have diminished.

When should labour be induced?

Thedecision to induce labour is amatter of rather complex
clinical judgement. It usually constitutes a choice between
three options: allowing the pregnancy to continue, induc-
ing labour or performing elective Caesarean section. The
decision takes into account a number of factors.
• Anticipated benefits to the mother, such as improving a
medical condition which is caused or aggravated by preg-
nancy, including pre-eclampsia, placental abruption and
certain respiratory, hepatic and cardiac disorders; reliev-
ing discomfort, such as from multiple pregnancy, poly-
hydramnios or spontaneous symphysiotomy; allowing
essential treatment to be commenced, such as for cervi-
cal cancer; relieving emotional distress after intrauterine
death; or alleviating anxiety about the baby’s well-being.

• Estimated risks to the mother, such as increased
pain and need for analgesia, uterine hyperstimulation,
Caesarean section, infection, complications of the proce-
dures, post-partum haemorrhage, uterine rupture (very
rarely), anxiety if the induction is protracted or unsuccess-
ful, and loss of self-esteem because of perceived failure to
give birth normally.
• Anticipated benefits to the baby, such as improved
growth and development when intrauterine growth is
suboptimal, and reduced risk of intrauterine death from
complications such as diabetes, prolonged pregnancy
(beyond 41 weeks), amnionitis, prelabour ruptured mem-
branes, rhesus immunization, fetal compromise and
cholestasis of pregnancy.
• Estimated risks to the baby, such as prematurity and
compromise from uterine hyperstimulation.

Several factors influence the decision.
• The condition of the mother.
• The condition of the baby.
• The gestational age of the baby, and level of cer-
tainty about the baby’s age. When fetal lung maturity
is uncertain, amniocentesis may be performed to assess
markers for lung maturity such as the alcohol ‘shake’ test,
lecithin/sphingomyelin ratio and phosphatidyl glycerol
level.
• Previous Caesarean section.
• The preference of the mother.
• The likelihood that induction of labour will be efficient
and vaginal delivery successful.
The last factor is in part dependent on the state of the
uterine cervix, which is related to the imminence of
spontaneous labour.

The ‘ripeness’ of the uterine cervix

The process of softening, shortening and partial dilation
of the cervix usually takes place in the days or weeks
prior to the onset of labour, but the timing of this pro-
cess is variable. An unfavourable or ‘unripe’ cervix is one
which has undergone minimal change and is more resis-
tant to attempts at inductionof labour. In thefirst trimester,
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Table 23.1 Modified ‘Bishop’ cervical score

Score 0 1 2 3

Cervical dilation
(cm)

0 1–2 3–4 5+

Cervical length
(cm)

3 2 1 <1

Station of the
presenting part or
more

−3 −2 −1, 0 +1

Consistency Firm Moderate Soft
Position Posterior Midposition Anterior

50% of the dry weight of the cervix is tightly aligned
collagen, 20% smooth muscle and the rest is ground
substance composed of elastin and glycosaminoglycans
(Chondroitin, dermatan sulphate and hyaluronidase) [3].
During pregnancy, hyaluronidase increases from 6 to 33%,
whereas dermatan and chondroitin, which bind collagen
more tightly, decrease. Collagenase and elastase enzymes
increase, as do the vascularity and water content.

A standardized method of semiquantitative clinical
scoring of the cervix was described by Bishop in 1964
[4], and has since been modified (see Table 23.1). A score
of 6 or more predicts the likelihood of successful induc-
tion of labour. A score of 5 or less is regarded as being
unfavourable for induction of labour, and use of artificial
rupture of the amniotic sac and/or oxytocin infusion are
unlikely to be successful. More recently, measurement of
fibronectin in cervicovaginal secretions has been used to
predict the imminence of labour, with variable success.

Royal College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists guidelines

Guidelines developed by the Royal College of Obste-
tricians and Gynaecologists [5] recommend offering an
ultrasound scan before 20 weeks to confirm the gesta-
tional age; membrane ‘sweeping’ after 40 weeks; routine
labour induction after 41weeks; if declined, fetal monitor-
ing from 42weekswith induction of labour recommended
if the monitoring is abnormal. In the case of pregnancy
complications, membrane sweeping or labour induction
is offered at the appropriate gestation.

Methods of induction of labour with a
favourable cervix [6]

The more favourable the cervix the greater the likelihood
of efficient labour induction, irrespective of the method
chosen. Artificial rupture of the membranes (amniotomy)
using a toothed forceps or purpose-designed plastic hook,
is a simple method of labour induction. Depending on the

urgency of the labour induction, oxytocin infusion may
be started with the amniotomy or may be used only if
progress after amniotomy is inadequate. Because of the
considerable variability in sensitivity of the myometrium
to oxytocin, oxytocin is administered as a variable dose
infusion, titrated against uterine contractions. A typical
dosage schedule would be 1 mU/min, doubling the rate
of infusionevery20–30minuntil adequateuterine contrac-
tions are achieved or a rate of 32mU/min is reached. Once
labour is established the infusion rate may be progres-
sively reduced, as the myometrial sensitivity increases, to
a rate of about 7mU/min. Amniotomy should be avoided
if the woman is not known to be free of infections such as
HIV and hepatitis, inwhich case oxytocin infusionmay be
used with intact membranes.

Because amniotomy and/or oxytocin infusion tend
to be ineffective when the cervix is unfavourable, it
is customary to use amniotomy and/or oxytocin infu-
sion for labour induction with favourable cervix and
prostaglandins when the cervix is unfavourable. How-
ever, prostaglandins may equally be usedwhen the cervix
is favourable and in fact several trials (with rather small
numbers) have shown various prostaglandins, including
misoprostol, to be more efficient than oxytocin infusion
for labour inductionwith favourable cervix andassociated
with greater satisfaction in the women.

Methods of induction of labour with an
unfavourable cervix

Themainstay of induction of labourwith an unfavourable
cervix is the use of exogenous prostaglandins [7] or meth-
ods to stimulate the release of endogenous prostaglandins
to ‘ripen’ the cervix and induce contractions.

Prostaglandins for labour induction

Labour induction with prostaglandin F2 alpha was
introduced in the 1960s. Subsequently, formulations of
prostaglandin E2 (PGE2, dinoprostone) were developed
which largely replaced the use of F2 alpha. The most
common route of administration is vaginal, and tablets,
suppositories, gels and pessaries have been developed.
A randomized comparison found similar effectiveness for
a 10-mg PGE2 sustained release vaginal insert compared
with 3 mg PGE2 vaginal tablets twice at a 6-h interval. In
seven out of eight women with uterine hyperstimulation,
removal of the vaginal insert was sufficient to normal-
ize uterine activity. In the PGE2 tablet group eight out
of nine with uterine hyperstimulation required medical
treatment.

A wide variety of dosages and dosing intervals are in
use. A limiting factor for the use of prostaglandin E2
preparations in many countries has been the cost.
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The Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecolo-
gists recommend vaginal prostaglandins for the initia-
tion of cervical ripening or labour induction for both
unfavourable and favourable cervices [8]. PGE2 tablets
(3 mg 6–8 hourly to a maximum dose of 6 mg) are recom-
mended in preference to PGE2 gel (2 mg for nulliparous
women with modified Bishop cervical score <4, 1 mg for
all others, repeated 6 hourly to a maximum dose of 4 mg).

In the case of ruptured membranes, intravenous oxy-
tocin is recommended as an alternative initiating agent, as
detailed in p. The effectiveness of oxytocin is optimized
with ruptured membranes. If oxytocin is used after PGE2,
6 h should elapse after the last vaginal dose of PGE2 to
reduce the risk of uterine hyperstimulation.

Comparison of methods of induction of
labour

Because vaginal PGE2 is widely recognized and accepted
as a standard method of labour induction, alternative
methods which are less well established will be compared
with PGE2 as the ‘gold standard’. Particular attention
will be paid to misoprostol because of the controversy
surrounding its use and the volume of recent research.

Comparisons of alternative methods are most reliably
based on the results of randomized clinical trials. To
manage the complexity of several hundred reported ran-
domized trials comparing multiple combinations of 25
methods of labour induction, the Pregnancy and Child-
birth Group of the Cochrane Collaboration, in collabora-
tion with the Clinical Effectiveness Support Unit, Royal
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, developed
a strategy to review well-defined clusters of comparisons
in a series of systematic reviews using standardized out-
comes and clinical subgroups [9]. For the purposes of this
chapter, data comparing PGE2 administered vaginally (as
the ‘gold standard’) with any other method have been
extracted from these reviews (Table 23.2).

Aproblem fundamental to these comparisons is that one
methodmay appear to bemore effective than another sim-
ply because a large dosage has been used. What is most
relevant is the relationship between effectiveness and the
incidence of uterine hyperstimulation (with the attendant
risks of fetal compromise and uterine rupture), for each
method. In the last columnof Table 23.2, the relative risk of
failed deliverywithin 24 h ismultiplied by the relative risk
of uterine hyperstimulation with fetal heart rate changes.
The result serves as a rough indication of efficiency (rela-
tionship between effectiveness and hyperstimulation) for
each method, relative to PGE2 as the ‘gold standard’. On
thebasis of thismethod, the efficiencyofmechanicalmeth-
ods appears better, vaginal misoprostol worse and oral
misoprostol and oxytocin with amniotomy similar to that

of PGE2. There were too few data on vaginal PGF2-alpha
for comment.

Intracervical prostaglandins

PGE2 may be administered into the cervical canal, in
smaller dosages than those used vaginally, with the objec-
tive of optimizing the local effect on the cervix. Admin-
istration is somewhat more cumbersome and no clear
advantages over vaginal administration have emerged.

Intravenous oxytocin alone

Traditionally, the use of oxytocin has been accompanied
by amniotomy. In countries with high HIV prevalence,
amniotomy is avoided in women not known to be free of
HIV infection. However, oxytocin without amniotomy is
significantly less effective than vaginal PGE2 for labour
induction in women with unfavourable cervices.

Amniotomy

Rupturing the amniotic membranes through the cervix
has been documented as a method of labour induction for
over 200 years. A rise in prostaglandin metabolites with a
relationship to the induction–delivery interval following
artificial rupture of membranes has been demonstrated.
This method has the advantage that the use of exogenous
uterine stimulants, with the risk of uterine hyperstimula-
tion, is avoided, and the amniotic fluid may be observed.
However, the procedure may be uncomfortable and it
gives rise to the possibility of ascending infection. Pro-
longed rupture of the membranes may increase the risk
of fetal infections including HIV, and the procedure itself
might place the fetus at increased risk of HIV if the skin
of the presenting part is scratched. With an unfavourable
cervix, amniotomy is often not technically possible.

Intravenous oxytocin with amniotomy

The combination of intravenous oxytocin and amniotomy
is commonly used in women with favourable cervices.

Misoprostol

Misoprostol, an orally active, stable prostaglandin E1
analogue, has entered clinical use inObstetrics andGynae-
cology on a wide scale without having been registered for
such use [10].

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecolo-
gists’ Guidelines for induction of labour recommend that
misoprostol 25 µg 3- to 6- hourly is effective for induction
of labour (level A evidence), and 50 µg 6-hourly may be
appropriate in some situations, though increased risk of
complications has been reported (level B evidence).
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Table 23.2 Various methods of labour induction compared with PGE2 administered vaginally as the ‘gold standard’, extracted
from the respective systematic reviews in the Cochrane Library

Outcomes: relative risk (RR) (95% confidence interval) [n]

Method
compared with
PGE2

Vaginal
delivery not
achieved
within 24 h

Uterine
hyperstimulation
with fetal heart
rate changes Caesarean section

Serious
neonatal
morbidity
or perinatal
death

Serious
maternal
morbidity or
death

Efficacy (RR for
vaginal delivery
in 24 h × RR for
uterine
hyperstimulation)

Intravenous
oxytocin

1.9 (1.4–2.4)
[360]

0.35 (0.04–3.3) [767] 1.1 (0.95–1.3) [4649] 3.0 (0.3–29)
[3084]

1.1 (0.15–7.6)
[275]

0.7 (0.56–7.9)

Amniotomy No events [260] 1.2 (0.38–3.8) [260]
Intravenous
oxytocin with
amniotomy

0.9 (0.46–1.8)
[42]

0.81 (0.45–1.5) [739] 1.06 (0.79–1.4) [1140] 1.00 (0.07–15)
[612]

No events
[378]

0.73 (0.21–2.7)

Vaginal
misoprostol

0.80 (0.73–0.87)
[2906]

2.0 (1.5–2.8) [3121] 0.97 (0.86–1.1) [3484] 6.0 (0.25–146)
[360]

1.6 (1.1–2.4)

Vaginal PG
F2-alpha

0.51 (0.05–5.4)
[75]

1.0 (0.07–14) [106] 1.0 (0.47–2.2) [107] 0.51 (0.0035–76)

Oral misoprostol 1.2 (0.94–1.5)
[691]

0.87 (0.49–1.6) [929] 0.90 (0.70–1.2) [959] No events
[267]

No events
[962]

1.04 (0.46–2.4)

Mechanical
methods

1.7 (1.2–2.5)
[109]

0.14 (0.04–0.53) [484] 1.2 (0.94–1.6) [786] No events
[88]

0.24 (0.045–1.3)

Membrane
sweeping

0.70 (0.44–1.1) [339]

Extra-amniotic
prostaglandins

1.26 (1.0–1.6)
[261]

No events [261] 0.89 (0.42–1.9) [142]

Oral
prostaglandins

0.69 (0.33–1.5) [63]

Oestrogens (with
amniotomy)

5.0 (0.25–100) [60] 0.88(0.36–2.11) [60]

Comparisons are expressed as relative risks (95% confidence intervals), [n]. Arelative risk below 1 indicates that the outcomewas less frequent
with the method being compared with PGE2.

Effectiveness of misoprostol

Inmost of thedosage regimensused,misoprostol is at least
as effective as conventional methods of labour induction.
In doses above 25 µg 4–6-hourly vaginally, misopros-
tol is associated with fewer failures to deliver vaginally
within 24 h than dinoprostone. The greater efficiency
of misoprostol has been related to more rapid cervical
ripening.

Oral versus vaginal route of administration of
misoprostol

Oral comparedwithvaginal administrationofmisoprostol
400 µg has a shorter time to peak serum level (34 versus
80 min) and produces a higher peak, but has far briefer
activity. This is reflected in more rapid and pronounced
initial increase but less persistence in uterine tonus with
the oral route. Because of the short duration of actionwith
the oral route, we have studied oral misoprostol 2-hourly
for labour induction, commencing with a dose of 20 µg,

increased if necessary to 40 µg after 2–3 doses. To admin-
ister such small doses, we dissolved 200µgmisoprostol in
200 m water, and shook well before each administration.
The solution was discarded after 12 h. In a multicentre
randomized trial in 695 women, we found this method to
be similar to vaginal dinoprostone 2 mg, repeated after
6 h, with respect to effectiveness, uterine hyperstimula-
tion, Caesarean section rates and perinatal outcome. For
consistency with commonly used dosages we have mod-
ified the dosage to 25µg 2-hourly, increased, if necessary,
in nulliparous women only to 50µg 2-hourly.

Systematic review of randomized trials comparing oral
with vaginal routes of administration has found the oral
route to be associated with slower labours but fewer
Caesarean sections.

Buccal or sublingual misoprostol

The sublingual route combines the shorter onset of the oral
routeand the longerdurationandgreaterbioavailabilityof
the vaginal route. The buccal route should be studiedwith
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caution as dosages may have to be reduced considerably
to be safe.

Rectal misoprostol

In one small study, similar efficacy for labour induction
was found when misoprostol was administered vaginally
or rectally.

Dosage of vaginal misoprostol

Systematic review of trials comparing lower dosages
(ranging from 25 µg 6-hourly to 50 µg 4-hourly) with
higher dosages of vaginal misoprostol showed that the
lower dosage regimens required more oxytocin use, had
similar rates of deliverywithin 24 h andCaesarean section
and were associated with significantly less uterine hyper-
stimulation. There is a strong case to be made for using a
small dose (e.g. 25 µg) [11], at least initially.

Complications of misoprostol

Areas of concern regarding safety relate mainly to uterine
hyperstimulation andpossible effects of this on themother
and baby.

Uterine hyperstimulation

Systematic review has found vaginal misoprostol in the
dosages used to be associated with more uterine hyper-
stimulation with non-reassuring fetal heart rate changes
than is PGE2. As misoprostol was also more potent as a
uterine stimulant in these trials, it is difficult to be sure
whether the difference is pharmacological or purely dose
related.

MECONIUM-STAINED LIQUOR

Meconium-stained liquor is significantly more common
with labour induction with misoprostol than with either
vaginal or intracervical PGE2. We have previously pos-
tulated that certain myometrial stimulants may cross the
placenta to stimulate fetal bowel smoothmuscle and cause
meconium passage. However, misoprostol and dinopros-
tone have similar stimulatory effects on rat ileum relative
to the myometrial effect [12]. An alternative explanation
for the increased meconium passed during misoprostol
induction of labour is that the resistance of misopros-
tol to placental 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase
enablesmoremisoprostol to enter the fetal circulation than
does PGE2.

PRECIPITATE DELIVERY

Precipitate delivery (labour < 2 h) has been described as a
complication ofmisoprostol. Most reviews and trials have
not documented the occurrence of precipitate delivery. In
fact ‘mean time to delivery’ is frequently given as a pri-
mary endpoint. Precipitate deliveries may contribute to
apparently favourable mean induction to delivery times,
without being identified as an unfavourable outcome. The
importance of precipitate delivery is that it may be a
marker for excessive uterine response to misoprostol and
risk of uterine rupture.

RUPTURE OF THE UNSCARRED UTERUS

There have been numerous reports of rupture of an
unscarred uterus following misoprostol labour induction,
including a maternal death within 7 h of labour induction
with one dose of misoprostol 50 µg vaginally in a healthy
woman with uneffaced cervix. Without a reliable basis of
comparison, it is unclear whether the risk of uterine rup-
ture followingmisoprostol induction is greater or less than
with other methods of labour induction.

WOMEN WITH PREVIOUS CAESAREAN SECTION

Several cases of rupture of uterine scars following miso-
prostol induction have been reported. A recent retro-
spective study found significantly more cases of uterine
rupture or dehiscence following cervical ripening with
misoprostol thanwhen oxytocin or prostaglandin E2were
used. Misoprostol should not be used in women with
uterine scars.

CAESAREAN SECTION

The relationship between misoprostol use and Caesarean
section is a complex one. The trend in randomized tri-
als has been an increase in Caesarean sections for fetal
heart rate abnormality and a reduction for poor progress
of labour, giving a reduction overall.

PERINATAL OUTCOME

Despite increases in uterine hyperstimulation, most
reviews and trials have shown no significant difference in
perinatal outcome followingmisoprostol labour induction
versus other methods.

POST-PARTUM HAEMORRHAGE

Increased post-partum haemorrhage was noted in a
retrospective study of misoprostol induction compared
with the general obstetric population (58/1037 versus
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394/11255) and in a randomized trial following labour
induction with vaginal misoprostol 50 µg versus 25 µg
4-hourly (9.8 versus 2.2%).

Conclusion

Misoprostol is a highly effective agent for labour induc-
tion. Complications remain a matter of concern, par-
ticularly uterine hyperstimulation, precipitate labour,
meconium-stained liquor, uterine rupture and post-
partumhaemorrhage. Theavailabledata suggest that risks
can be minimized with the use of small dosages and that
the starting dose should not exceed 25 µg vaginally or
orally. Limited evidence favours the oral over the vagi-
nal route. There is a need for large-scale randomized
trials comparing low-dosemisoprostol regimenswith con-
ventional methods to determine with more certainty the
relative rates of rare adverse outcomes.

Mechanical methods of labour induction,
including extra-amniotic Foley catheter

Mechanical methods of dilating the cervix are among the
oldest knownmethods of labour induction. The presumed
mechanism of action is physical stretching of the cervix
and release of endogenous prostaglandins as a result of
stimulationof the cervix and loweruterine segment. Place-
ment of an extra-amniotic balloon catheter such as a Foley
catheter or the ‘Atad’ double balloon catheter have been
associated with somewhat slower effect than PGE2, less
uterine hyperstimulationwith fetal heart rate changes and
fewer Caesarean sections. Compared with misoprostol
50 µg 4-hourly there were no differences in cervical ripen-
ing or labour induction success, fewer uterine contraction
abnormalities and less meconium-stained liquor.

Extra-amniotic saline infusion

The stimulatory effect of the extra-amniotic balloon
catheter may be enhanced by infusion of normal saline
into the extra-amniotic space at 50 ml/h. In a ran-
domized study, extra-amniotic saline infused through a
Foley catheter compared with vaginal misoprostol, 25 µg
4-hourly was associated with shorter time to delivery,
less frequent abnormal fetal heart rate tracings and less
frequent tachysystole. There were no differences in the
routes of delivery or neonatal outcomes. Oxytocin was
used when necessary in both groups.

The limited data from randomized trials suggest that
extra-amniotic saline infusion is an effective method of
labour induction and may be safer than methods using
exogenous uterine stimulants.

Membrane sweeping

Separating themembranes fromthe loweruterine segment
by a circularmotion of a finger inserted through the cervix
is a common procedure used to curtail pregnancy. It is
associated with an increase in circulating prostaglandins
and reduced formal labour inductions, but is uncomfort-
able and not possible when the cervix is closed or very
posterior.

Castor oil, bath, and/or enema

Castor oil, bath and enemawere a time-honouredmethod
of inducing labour. Only one randomized trial has evalu-
ated castor oil with inconclusive results. We have shown
an association between castor oil, a cathartic, and meco-
nium passage possibly by a direct effect on the fetal
bowel.

Other methods

For the following methods of labour induction, there
is insufficient evidence either of effectiveness or of
benefits over the methods outlined above: extra-
amnioticprostaglandins, intravenousprostaglandins, oral
prostaglandins, mifepristone, oestrogens, corticosteroids,
relaxin, hyaluronidase, acupuncture, breast stimulation,
sexual intercourse, and homoeopathic methods.

Induction of labour with previous
Caesarean section

In a retrospective study the rates of rupture of a
scarred uterus were: 2.5% for labours induced with
prostaglandins; 0.77% for other methods of labour
induction and 0.52% for spontaneous labour [13]. The
Committee on Obstetric Practice of the American Col-
lege of Obstetricians and Gynecologists have concluded
that the risk of uterine rupture during attempts at vagi-
nal birth after Caesarean section is substantially increased
with the use of various prostaglandin agents for the
induction of labour, and their use for this purpose is dis-
couraged [14]. On the basis of the evidence above relating
to uterine hyperstimulation, extra-amniotic saline infu-
sion (or amniotomy alone when the cervix is favourable)
may be the safest options for labour induction following
Caesarean section. However, there is no direct evidence to
substantiate this assumption.

Preterm labour induction

When labour is induced before term, the cervix is often
unfavourable. A recent case-control study found shorter
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labours and fewer cases of severe post-partum haem-
orrhage in preterm than term or post-term pregnancies
induced with PGE2 gel.

Augmentation of labour

Spontaneous labour is divided into a latent phase of vari-
able duration and an active phase during which rapid
dilation of the cervix takes place. The active phase on aver-
age commences when the cervix is 3 cm dilated and fully
effaced.

Augmentation of the latent phase of labour

The latent phase of labour may be difficult to diagnose
prospectively as late pregnancy painful contractions with
all theappearancesof true labourat times fail toprogress to
active labour. The decision to augment the latent phase of
labour, therefore, is more similar to that for labour induc-
tion than for augmentation of the active phase of labour.
The same attempts to balance potential benefits and risks
should be applied, also taking into account the distress
caused by ongoing uncertainty as to whether labour is or
is not commencing. The latent phase of labour is usually
augmented by amniotomy followed by oxytocin infusion
either simultaneously or if the response to amniotomy
alone is inadequate. For women not known to be free of
HIV infection, oxytocin alone or prostaglandins may be
used as for labour induction. Extra-amniotic saline infu-
sion may be used if the cervix is narrow enough to retain
the Foley catheter bulb.

Augmentation of the active phase of labour

The active phase of labour may be augmented routinely,
as in the ‘active management of labour’ introduced by
O’Driscoll and co-workers in the 1960s [15] or selectively
when labour progress is considered to be inadequate and
the cause thought to be inadequate uterine efficiency. The
active management of labour involved stringent criteria
for the diagnosis of labour, amniotomy, oxytocin infusion
and a commitment to the labouring woman of one-to-one
presenceof amemberof thehealth-care team, andanexpe-
dited delivery. Subsequent research has sought to isolate
the individual effects of these interventions.

Routine amniotomy is associated with reduced labour
duration (on average 1–2 h), use of oxytocin and low5-min
Apgar scores and a trend to increased Caesarean section.

The Cochrane systematic review of continuous support
for women during labour and birth found a reduction in
use of analgesia, operative delivery and dissatisfaction
with the experience of childbirth, and a non-significant

reduction in labour duration. Continuous support is
recommended for all women during labour.

The essential factor in the use of augmentation to treat
poor progress in labour is the diagnosis of ineffective uter-
ine activity. A common problem is to distinguish between
prolonged latent phase of labour and poor progress in the
active phase. This may be reduced by stringency in the
diagnosis of the active phase. Progress in the active phase
of labour is best monitored with a graphical representa-
tion of cervical dilation and descent of the presenting part
against time (thepartograph). Variousmodificationsof the
partograph have come into use. Typically, labour progress
is considered inadequatewhen cervical dilation is delayed
by 2 or 4 h beyond the expected rate (1 cm/h). If there is
no evidence of fetopelvic disproportion uterine activity
is assumed to be inadequate and the labour augmented.
In the event of uncertainty intrauterine pressure may be
monitored to assess uterine activity objectively. Contrac-
tions occurring every 3 min, lasting 45 s, and reaching
intrauterine pressures of 60–80 mmHg are considered
optimal. External assessment of uterine contractions by
palpation or with indirect tocography is useful for moni-
toring the duration and frequency of contractions, but not
the intensity.

Labour augmentation for women with previous Cae-
sarean section is controversial. For breech presentation,
poor progress in the active phase of labour is regarded
as a possible indicator of fetopelvic disproportion and
Caesarean section recommended rather than labour aug-
mentation.

When labour augmentation is decided upon, the usual
method used is amniotomy (once HIV infection has been
excluded) with or without oxytocin infusion as outlined
in p. for labour induction.

Conclusion

The most important consideration with respect to labour
induction is not how, butwhether labour induction should
be undertaken. Careful consideration must be given to
potential benefits and risks tomother andbaby, bothphys-
ical and emotional, as well as to the state of the uterine
cervix.When the cervix is unfavourable, oxytocin infusion
and/or artificial rupture of the membranes are less likely
to be effective in inducing labour. PGE2 administered
vaginally in various formulations is the usual method of
labour induction. Misoprostol is a less expensive method.
At dosages around 25 µg 4-hourly vaginally, both effec-
tiveness and side effects appear similar to PGE2. Oral
misoprostol may have advantages over the vaginal route
of administration.

Mechanical methods of labour induction stimulate the
cervix and lower uterine segment to release endogenous
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prostaglandins. Infusion of saline through an extra-
amniotic Foley catheter appears to be an effective
method of labour induction with low rate of uterine
hyperstimulation.

Several othermethodsof labour inductionhavenotbeen
adequately assessed by randomized trials to be able to be
advocated for general use.
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Chapter 24: Malpresentation,
malposition, cephalopelvic
disproportion and obstetric procedures
S. Arulkumaran

Malpresentation and malposition

Introduction and definitions

The lowest pole of the fetus that presents to the lower
uterine segment and the cervix is presentation. About
95% of fetuses at term present by the vertex in labour
and hence is called normal presentation. The vertex
is a diamond-shaped area defined by the two parietal
eminences, anterior fontanellel and posterior fontanel-
lel. When the presentation is other than the vertex,
that is, breech, brow, face or shoulder they are termed
malpresentations.

The definitive aetiology for malpresentations is not
known in the majority of cases. They may be associ-
ated with contracted pelvis, large baby, polyhydramnios,
multiple pregnancy, low-lying placenta, preterm labour,
anomalies of the fetus (neck tumours), uterus (congenital
or acquired, e.g. lower segment fibroids) or pelvis.
Position is defined by the relationship of the denomina-

tor of the presenting part to fixed points of the maternal
pelvis. The fixed points of the pelvis are the sacrum pos-
teriorly, sacro-iliac joint postero-laterally, ileo-pectineal
eminences antero-laterally and symphysis pubis anteri-
orly. The denominator is the most definable peripheral
point in the presenting part, for example, occiput in ver-
tex, mentum in face and sacrum in breech presentation.
Malposition is more applicable to cases of normal presen-
tation, that is, the vertex. The vertex presents itself in the
occipito-anterior (OA) – (right, left or direct OA) position
in about 90% of the cases in the late first stage of labour at
term and is called normal position. In these cases the head
is well flexed and presents the smallest anteroposterior
(suboccipito-bregmatic) and lateral (biparietal) diameters
(9.5 × 9.5 cm2) and the parietal eminences are at the same
level in the pelvis (synclitism). If the occiput lies in the
posterior half of the pelvis, then it is considered a malpo-
sition. They usually present with a slightly extended head
with a larger anteroposterior diameter (occipito-frontal)
of 11.5 cm (Fig. 24.1). They may also present with anterior
or posterior asynclitism (parietal eminence in the anterior
half of the pelvis and lower – anterior asynclitism and

Sub-occipito bregmatic

Occipito frontal

9.5 cm

11.5 cm

Fig. 24.1 Anteroposterior diameters of the vertex in the
well-flexed head (suboccipito-bregmatic – usually OA
positions) and slightly deflexed head (occipito-frontal – usually
occipito-posterior or transverse positions). (Reproduced from
the 1st edition of Dewhurst’s textbook of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology for Postgraduates.)

posterior – vice versa) when the saggital suture may be
shiftedmoreposteriorly or anteriorly (Fig. 24.2). Extension
of the head with asynclitism presents a larger diameter
and hence longer and difficult labours and more operative
deliveries.

A vast majority of cases with malposition correct them-
selves to normal position due to flexion of the head at
the atlanto-occipital joint and the occiput rotates forwards
with additional uterine contractions. This is due to the
thrust of the spinal column of the fetus on one side of
the oval-shaped head which lies on the medially down-
wards sloping pelvic floor musculature of the levator ani.
This natural mechanism of labour promotes spontaneous
vaginal deliveries.

213
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Asynolitism

The sagittal suture is lying behind
the symphysis pubis

Fig. 24.2 Posterior asynclitism of the vertex – posterior parietal
bone is prominent and the sagital suture is shifted much
anterior in the pelvis.

Malpresentation (breech, face, brow,
shoulder) in labour

Breech presentation

The incidence of breech varies according to the gestation
and is 40% at 20 weeks, 6–8% at 34 weeks and 3–4% by
term [1]. In most cases of breech there is no reason for
the fetus to present by the breech. However, it is useful
to look for factors that predispose to breech presentation
and ultrasound is useful in this respect. Bicornuate uterus,
uterine fibroid, low-lying placenta, multiple pregnancies,
polyhydramnios and oligohydramnios are known causes.
Rarely could breech presentation be due to congenital
malformation such as spina bifida or hydrocephaly.

Identification of breech presentation

The breech commonly presents with flexion at the hip
and extension at the knees (extended breech) followed by
the breech presenting with flexion at the hips and knees
(flexed or complete breech). At times one leg could be
flexed and the other extended (incomplete breech). Rarely
one or both feet may present (footling breech) and at times
itmaybekneepresentation (Fig. 24.3). Because of the inap-
propriate fit of the presenting part of the breech to the
pelvis, there is a greater chance of cord prolapse and it is
higher with footling presentation when it may be as high
as 10%. With careful palpation breech presentation is rec-
ognized in the antenatal period. Identification becomes
easier with increasing gestation and if the mother is mul-
tiparous or has a thin abdomen. The fetus would be in
the longitudinal lie with the head palpable as a spherical
hard mass in the upper pole. The head is usually to one or
the other side under the hypochondrium and is tender on
deep palpation. The breech which is broader is felt above
or within the pelvis. When the breech is extended there
is difficulty in identifying the head. It is easier in earlier
gestation as the head could be balloted. If the extended
breech is in the pelvis it may be difficult to distinguish
from a deeply engaged head. An ultrasound examination
or vaginal examination will help to identify the head that
is engaged. On auscultation with a stethoscope the fetal
heart is located above the umbilicus but with a Doptone
this may be deceptive as a transducer can pick up the fetal
heart rate (FHR) below the umbilicus.

Antenatal management

Increased perinatal mortality and morbidity with breech
presentation is well recognized. With routine prenatal

Flexed breech Footing presentation Extended (frank) breech

Fig. 24.3 Types of breech presentation.
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screening congenital malformation has become a rarer
cause leaving prematurity, birth asphyxia due to cord
accidents and trauma as the main cause of morbidity.
Although current literature recommends elective Caesar-
ian section (CS) for term breeches [2] training in assisted
vaginal delivery is needed as some mothers elect to have
assisted vaginal births. The study did not address deliv-
ery of those who come in established labour with a breech
presentation, preterm breeches or breech presentation in
multiple pregnancies. There is evidence to suggest that
breech presentation may signify an underlying pathol-
ogy and the mode of delivery may not influence the final
outcome [3]. However, the vast majority of cases do not
have significant abnormality and delivery as a cephalic
presentation or elective CS may reduce morbidity and
mortality associated with assisted breech delivery. Hence
external cephalic version, ECV, is offered after 36+ weeks
as the chance of spontaneous version of breech to cephalic
version after 37 weeks is estimated as 1 in 20 [1].

The couple needs adequate counselling of success rates
and complications and the details of the procedure. ECV
is contraindicated in those with placenta praevia, mul-
tiple pregnancies, history of antepartum haemorrhage,
intrauterine growth restriction and in those with pre-
eclampsia or hypertension. ECV is a relative contraindica-
tion for those with uterine scars.

ECVshouldonlybeperformed in a settingwhereurgent
CS is possible should there be evidence of fetal compro-
mise during or soon after ECV. It is done in the delivery
room after confirming by a scan that the fetus is still in
breech presentation and after making a note of the side
of the fetal back, type of breech presentation, fetal atti-
tude, position of the placenta and the quantity of amniotic
fluid. A cardiotocograph (CTG) done 20–30 min prior to
ECV should indicate the fetus is not hypoxic. Multiparity,
flexed breech presentation, adequate liquour volume and
breech mobile above the brim favour the chance of suc-
cess. Positioning themother in theTrendelenbergposition,
intravenous hydration prior to the process with the hope
of increasing amniotic fluid, use of vibro-acoustic stimu-
lation and uterine relaxation with a short-acting tocolytic
have been advocated to increase the success rates [4].
Forwards or backwards somersault is practised after dis-
engaging the breech and shifting it to the opposite side to
where the head is moved, followed by movement of the
head to the lower pole. The average success rate is about
60% in multiparous women, less than 40% in primiparous
women [5]. ECV has the potential risks of cord accidents,
prelabour rupture of membranes, feto-maternal transfu-
sion, placental separation and fetal compromise or death.
If the mother was Rhesus negative, anti-D should be pre-
scribed after the attempt of ECV and a Kleihauer-Betke
test carried out to determine the adequacy of the dose.

The CTG after ECV for 30–40 min should show a reactive
normal trace and no uterine irritability. There should be
no bleeding, leaking of amniotic fluid per vagina or uter-
ine tenderness prior to discharge. Those where ECV did
not succeed need counselling regards the options of an
elective CS or assisted vaginal breech delivery.

Intrapartum management

Careful selection of patients for assisted vaginal delivery
is essential to achieve optimal outcome. Frank and com-
plete breech with fetal weights <4000 g are favoured while
those with footling should be advised regarding increased
chance of cord prolapse. Pelvic adequacy should not be in
doubt and clinical estimation appears adequate with no
evidence to suggest that CT or X-ray pelvimetry increases
the chance of success. Spontaneous onset of labour is pre-
ferred. Induction of labour with breech should be only in
highly selected cases as CS may be a better option than
induction.

Mothers are advised to attend the delivery unit when
membranes rupture or with onset of painful contractions.
Cord presentation or prolapse should be excluded on
admission. The labour is conducted as for vertex presen-
tation. Rate of cervical dilatation and descent of the breech
and the FHR pattern are the key arbitrators to guide con-
duct of labour. If progress of labour was poor, adequacy of
uterine contractions should be evaluated. Limited period
of oxytocin augmentation could be of value and safe in
selected cases. If the progress is poor in the first few hours
of augmentation, it is better to opt for CS. The second stage
needs full cooperation from the mother and assistance;
hence epidural anaesthesia is recommended for pain relief
and for management of the second stage.

In most cases of breech presentation there is a ten-
dency for mothers to have early bearing down sensation
and hence cervical dilatation should be checked and the
mother encouraged to bear down only when the breech
has reached the perineal phase of the second stage. It is
important not to intervene early and to have the mother
in lithotomy only after the anterior buttock and anus of
the baby come into view over the mother’s perineum with
no retraction in between contractions. An episiotomy may
not be essential in multipara with a distensible perineum
but may be an advantage in a primigravida. This is done
with the regional block or with pudendal block and local
infiltration of the perineum.

Usually the fetus emerges in the sacro-lateral position.
The mother should be encouraged to bear down with uter-
ine contractions to deliver the fetus unassisted up to the
level of the umbilicus. Assistance for the breech should be
in the form of lateral manipulation with traction only for
delivery of the head. In cases with extended knees (frank
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(a) (b)

Fig. 24.4 Delivery of the extended legs by slight abduction of the thigh and flexion at the knees.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 24.5 Delivery of the arm by rotation of the body so that the
posterior shoulder, which was below the sacral promontory,
becomes anterior and below the pubic symphysis.

breech) the legs are deliveredby slight abduction at the hip
followed by flexion of the knees (Fig. 24.4). The body of
the fetus is ideally kept with the dorsum facing upwards.

When the scapulae become visible, if the arms are flexed
the forearms are delivered by sweeping it in front of the
fetal chest. If the arms are extended adduction and flex-
ion of the shoulder followed by extension at the elbow
helps to bring down the forearm and hand. In case this
was not possible, ‘Lovset manoeuvre’ is resorted to where
the posterior shoulder, which is below the level of the
sacral promontory, is brought anterior below the sym-
physis pubis by rotating the fetus clockwise by holding
the baby with the thumbs on the sacrum and index fin-
gers on the anterior superior iliac spines (Fig. 24.5). After
delivery of the shoulder which has come anterior the
fetus is turned in the anticlockwise direction to enable
descent of the opposite shoulder. After delivery of the
shoulder the dorsum of the fetus should face anterior
and on vaginal examination the chin should be facing the
sacrum.

The descent of the head in the pelvis is assisted by
the weight of the fetus which is gently supported till
the nape of the neck is seen under the symphysis pubis.
This signals that the head is low in the pelvis and could
be delivered by one of three methods (1) Swinging the
trunk towards the maternal abdomen till the mouth and
the nose of the fetus become visible; (2) Mauriceau–
Smellie Veit manoeuvre can be employed where two
fingers are pressed over the maxilla to flex the head and
delivery is accomplished by shoulder traction (Fig. 24.6);
(3) A Piper or Neville Barnes Forceps can be applied
from below while an assistant holds the baby just below
the horizontal and traction applied. Following any of
the three methods delivery of the fetal head is com-
pleted after suctioning the oro-pharynx followed by
nasopharynx and by ironing the perineum beyond the
forehead.
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Fig. 24.6 Delivery of the head by jaw flexion and shoulder traction.

Conclusion

Current evidence supports electiveCS for termbreechpre-
sentation. There is not enough evidence to recommend
the mode of delivery for preterm breeches. Morbidity and
mortality may be more influenced by the gestation and
estimated birthweight than the mode of delivery. Hence,
it is important to have detailed counselling with the par-
ents and consultation with the paediatricians in coming to
an informed decision about the mode of delivery.

Some mothers may prefer assisted vaginal breech deliv-
ery and there are others who may be admitted in advanced
labour. Their request and needs should be accommodated.
The needed skills should be acquired by assisting others,
practising assisted breech delivery at the time of CS and
on mannequins. Having someone with experience would
be more reassuring to the inexperienced accoucheur and
to the couple.

Brow presentation

In brow presentation the head is half extended and
presents to the pelvis with the largest anteroposterior
diameter (mento-vertical – 13 cm). The lower most part
of the head that is palpable on vaginal examination is the
foreheadbut it is termedas browbecause the orbital ridges
and the bridge of the nose are the most definable part of
the presentation. The incidence is rare and is about 1 in
1500–3000 deliveries.

The presentation may correct itself in labour by flex-
ion and present as a vertex or undergo further extension
and present as a face and may result in vaginal delivery.
Persistence of brow presentation in labour at term is not
compatible with vaginal delivery and necessitates a CS.
In early labour, preparations should be undertaken for
CS and time allowed to see whether flexion or extension

would take place. Failure to progress in the next few hours
in labour with the persistence of brow presentation is an
indication for CS and not for augmentation of labour with
oxytocin. In extreme prematurity the fetus may descend
as a brow and deliver as a brow or may convert to a face
or vertex after it reaches the pelvic floor. Although vaginal
delivery is possible in preterm fetuses there is a possibility
of spinal cord damage and a CS is preferred. Compli-
cations in labour include cord prolapse with membrane
rupture and rare incidence of uterine rupture in neglected
cases. In cases of intrauterine fetal death and in those with
lethal malformation in the extreme preterm period, where
injury to the fetus is not a concern, labour may be allowed
if there is good progress in anticipation of vaginal deliv-
ery. At term, destructive operations and vaginal delivery
may be possible for cases of fetal death or lethal anomaly
but CS is still preferred in the developed world for fear
of genital tract trauma in the hands of those who are not
familiar with these techniques.

Face presentation

Face presentation occurs in approximately 1:500 to 1000
deliveries. The general causes for malpresentations apply
for face presentation. There is a small chance of congeni-
tal abnormality such as anencephaly or thyroid goitre and
this need to be excluded by an ultrasound examination. In
the majority it is due to extension of the head in a normal
fetus. The possibility of face presentation can be suspected
on abdominal examination if the prominence of the head is
palpable more prominently at a higher level on the oppo-
site side of the fetal spine. In a thin woman a deep groove
may be palpable between the occiput and the back. Face
presentation is confirmed on vaginal examination when
the nose, eyes and the hard gum margins are palpated.
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Submento bregmatic

9.5 cm

Fig. 24.7 The anteroposterior submento-bregmatic diameter of
face presentation. (Reproduced from the 1st edition of
Dewhurst’s textbook of Obstetrics and Gynaecology for
Postgraduates.)

Difficulties may be encountered in recognizing the pre-
sentation when the membranes are intact especially if the
presenting part is high or in the presence of oedema due
to few hours of labour.

The mechanism of labour has some similarity to that
of the vertex. The transverse submento-bregmatic diam-
eter enters the pelvis. In the vast majority it rotates
forwards to be in the mento-anterior position with the
chin behind the symphysis pubis. The presenting lat-
eral (biparietal – 9.5 cm) and anteroposterior (submento-
bregmatic – 9.5 cm) diameters are conducive for vaginal
delivery (Fig. 24.7). Descent is possible posteriorly in the
pelviswhen theposition ismento-anterior becauseof large
space in the lateral sacral area.

The head is born with the chin emerging under the
pubic arch followed by the forehead over the perineum.
If the face rotates to a mento-posterior position, although
the diameters are the same as mento-anterior, the lateral
dimensions of the frontal bones are large and do not per-
mit descent behind the narrow retropubic arch and hence
a CS is advisable.

Even with favourable mento-lateral or anterior position
if there is failure to progress the safer option for the fetus is
CS in the first stage. In late second stage of labour with the
faceat theoutlet inmento-anterioror lateralpositionoutlet
forceps delivery can be carried out by skilled personal if
spontaneous delivery is not forthcoming.

Shoulder presentation

In multiparous women with singleton pregnancies shoul-
der presentation is more common without any cause due
to the laxity of the uterus. However, there are known asso-
ciations and they are preterm, congenital fetal or uterine
malformation, fibroids, placenta praevia and polyhy-
dramnios. The incidence at term is about 1:400. Transverse
lie with shoulder presentation in the antenatal period cor-
rects itself to longitudinal liewith theonsetof labourdue to
increased muscular tone of the uterus. Should rupture of

membranes take place with the fetus in the transverse lie,
cordprolapse, shoulderpresentation andarmprolapse are
likely possibilities with progressive cervical dilatation.

In early labour with the membranes intact, one could
wait in anticipation of spontaneous or assisted correction
to longitudinal lie while making all the preparation for CS.
If the membranes rupture and the fetus is still in the trans-
verse lie, CS should be performed to avoid injury to the
fetus or the uterus. In cases where the diagnosis is made
late the fetus may be impacted in the transverse lie and
safe delivery may be only possible by a CS with a midline
vertical incision. It may be possible to deliver the fetus
through a lower segment transverse incision with acute
uterine relaxation using a short acting drug (e.g. 0.25 mg
terbutaline in 5 cc saline given IV over 5 min) [6]. Follow-
ing this treatment if the uterus does not contract despite
oxytocics, a small dose of beta blocker such as Propra-
nolol 1 mg IV may be needed to contract the uterus and to
avoid post-partum haemorrhage [7]. Labour and sponta-
neous vaginal delivery is possible in extreme preterm and
macerated fetuses.

Cephalopelvic disproportion

The diagnosis of cephalopelvic disproportion is usually
retrospective after a well-conducted trial of labour. In the
first stage of labour, failure of cervical dilatation despite
good contractions, increasing caput and moulding, CTG
changes suggestive of head compression and appearance
of fresh meconium may suggest the possibility of dispro-
portion. Traditionallyoneviews the failure toprogressdue
to problems with the passage, passenger and power. If the
cervix does not dilate satisfactorily (<0.3 cm/h) with 6–8 h
of oxytocin augmentation, one should exclude the issues
related to power and search for issues related to the pas-
sage or passenger. Obvious problems with the passenger
such as hydrocephalus, large baby or brow presentation
should have been picked up prior to augmentation. Simi-
larly congenitally small pelvis or deformed pelvis due to
accident should be known earlier. The shape of the pelvis
influences the labour outcome and rarely may it be due
to an android or platypelloid pelvis (Fig. 24.8). More
common is the relative disproportion caused by different
degrees of deflexion or asynclitism of the head presenting
a larger diameter. Adequate contractions for 6–8 h may
help in flexion, correction of asynclitism and moulding
resulting in a smaller diameter of the head. In addition it
helps to maximize the pelvic ‘give’ by more separation of
the symphysis pubis. These dynamic changes may result
in progress of labour and delivery.

In the second stage of labour, failure of descent of the
head with increasing caput and moulding in the pres-
ence of good contractions may indicate disproportion. If
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Gynaecoid pelvis Platypelloid pelvis Android pelvis

Fig. 24.8 Different pelvic shapes in xxx that influences outcome of labour. (Reproduced from the 1st edition of Dewhurst’s textbook
of Obstetrics and Gynaecology for Postgraduates.)

there is no progress with spontaneous contractions which
are assessed to be inadequate, oxytocin augmentation
may be tried for a period of 1 h. If the head is reason-
ably low that an instrumental delivery is possible then
the woman may be encouraged to bear down. Failure of
descent indicates disproportion. If this is due to malposi-
tion or asynclitism and the station is below spines it may
be possible to deliver by forceps or ventouse. Failure to
progress due to cephalopelvic disproportion in the first
stage and in the second stage when the station is high,
delivery is accomplished by CS.

Instrumental vaginal deliveries

The incidence of instrumental vaginal deliveries (IVD)
varies from 6 to 12% and depends on the institution and
the population. Commonest indications are delay in the
second stage of labour, poor maternal effort and fetal dis-
tress including cord prolapse in the second stage of labour.
Maternal indications include severe cardiac, respiratory
or hypertensive disease or intracranial pathology where
bearing down effort may be detrimental for her health.

Prolonged second stage may be due to inadequate uter-
ine contractions, poor expulsive efforts by the mother,
minor disproportion or malposition. The incidence of IVD
is slightly more with the use of epidural analgesia and this
may be due to inadequate uterine activity secondary to
abolition of Ferguson’s reflex due to the absence of reflex
release of oxytocin due to stretching of the upper vagina
[8]. Inadequate uterine activity in these women may be
improved by oxytocin infusion to reduce IVD [9].

Certain prerequisites need to be fulfilled prior to per-
formingan instrumental vaginaldelivery. The conditionof
the mother and the fetus and the clinical situation should
be considered carefully. The medical personal should
introduce themselves to the woman and her partner and
explain the reason for IVD. Assessment should be with a

chaperone. The findings and the plan of action and the
procedure that is to follow should be explained. Verbal
or written consent should be taken based on the protocol
after explaining the indication, advantages and disadvan-
tages which should be recorded. It is a distressing time for
the mother and her partner and sensitive explanation and
counselling is needed.

General examination should include condition of the
mother, pain relief and hydration. Analgesia in the form of
pudendal block and local perineal infiltration (20 ml of 1%
plain lignocaine) may be adequate for low forceps or
ventouse deliveries. For midcavity instrumental deliver-
ies an epidural and for a trial of instrumental delivery,
spinal anaesthesia may be more suitable. Fetal condition
should be evaluated based on clinical information and
the degree of normality or otherwise of the auscultation
or cardiotocographic findings. In cases of cord prolapse,
antepartum bleeding or prolonged deceleration there is
some urgency to deliver and actions should proceed with
a brisk speed.

Abdominal examination is important to assess the size
of the fetus, the fifth of head palpable and the adequacy
of uterine contractions. Oxytocin infusion should be con-
sidered if uterine contractions are inadequate (less than
four in ten minutes each lasting >40 s) in the absence of
signs of fetal compromise. Bladder should not be palpable
suggesting that it is empty. If not, it should be emptied by
catheterization. If the fetus is felt to be large (depends on
the size of the mother but should be considered large if the
estimate suggests it to be >4.5 kg) extra caution need to
be taken to avoid prolonged period of traction and to be
prepared for possible shoulder dystocia.

Vaginal examination should confirm the cervix to be
fully dilated with absent membranes. The colour and
quantity of amniotic fluid should be noted. The pre-
sentation should be vertex. Excess caput (soft tissue
swelling) or moulding may suggest the possibility of some
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disproportion. Overlapping of skull bones and inability to
reduce it with gentle pressure is considered as moulding
+++; ++ indicates overlapping of the bones that can be
reduced by gentle digital pressure and + indicates meet-
ing of the bones without any overlap. The position (e.g.
left occipito-anterior (LOA) or occipito-transverse (LOT))
and station which is the leading bony part of the skull in
relation to ischial spines should be identified. Ideally the
station should be below spines with descent of the head
with contraction and bearing down effort.

In three dimensional terms, the female pelvis accommo-
dates the fetal head at term. Therefore when the head is
0/5’th palpable above the pelvic brim the leading part of
the head should be below the ischial spines. In an obese
mother and in those with occipito-posterior positions, pal-
pationof thefifths above thebrimmaybedifficult andmay
be deceptive. If (1/5)th or (0/5)th of the head was palpa-
ble above the brim but on vaginal examination the head
was above spines then the small amount of head palpated
may have been the fetal chin and the vertex may be in
occipito-posterior position. IVD should not be attempted
when the head is more than (1/5)th palpable and/or when
the station is above spines.

The station and position will determine whether to pro-
ceed with IVD and the type of instrument to be used.
The position is determined by palpating for the suture
lines, posterior fontanelle and occiput. The inverted Y
shaped suture lines or overlapping of parietal bones over
the occipital bone help to identify the posterior fontanelle.
The posterior fontanelle is small and the caput and mould-
ing may make identification difficult. Anterior fontanelle
is easily identified as a soft diamond-shaped depression
recognized at the junction of the two parietal bones with
the two frontal bones. If anterior fontanelle is felt easily
around the centre of the pelvis it indicates the possibil-
ity of a deflexed head. In a well-flexed head the anterior
fontanelle is likely to face the side wall of the pelvis. It
is useful to confirm the position by palpating and flick-
ing the fetal ear. The finger has to be moved from the
direction of the occiput for the ear to flick. Palpation of
the ear also indicates that the largest diameter of the head
(i.e. the biparietal eminences) has descended below the
midcavity. The sagittal suture should cut the pelvis into
halves. If the sagittal suture is far posterior or anterior
there is asynclitism and it suggests the reason for the delay
and should warn the possible difficulties with IVD. The
degree of descent and rotation of the head with contrac-
tion and bearing down effort should give some idea about
the possibility of successful IVD.

IVD can be performed with the mother in the dorsal
position and the legs flexed and abducted or in the left
lateral position, but it is much easier when the mother
is placed in lithotomy with the buttocks just beyond the

edge of the bed. The adequacy of pain relief should be
checked. The procedure should be done under antiseptic
and aseptic conditions. The vulva and perineum should
be cleansed and the bladder catheterized if necessary.

The pain relief needed may be judged by the station of
the head. Regional anaesthesia in the form of epidural or
spinal anaesthesia is preferred for mid cavity IVD, that is,
when the head is engaged but the station is above +2 cm
but below the ischial spines [10]. If the vertex is beyond
+2 cm but not reached the pelvic floor it would be termed
low cavity IVD and regional or pudendal block anaesthesia
with local infiltration of the perineum may be adequate.
Outlet IVD is carried out when the head is on the perineum
with the scalp visible without any separation of the labia.
In this situation the vertex would have reached the pelvic
floor and would be in the direct, right or left occipito-
anterior position needing no rotation or slight rotation of
less than 45◦. Pudendal block anaesthesia and local infil-
tration of perineum is generally adequate although some
may prefer regional anaesthesia.

It ispreferable todeliverbyCS if thehead is above ischial
spines. When vertex is below the spines, IVD is possible
and different types of forceps and vacuum could be used
depending on the position and station of the vertex. In
order to make comparison of outcome, there are sugges-
tions to use the terminology of the specific station and the
position (i.e. right occipito-transverse (ROT) at +2 or left
occipito-posterior (LOP) at +3) at the time of instrumen-
tation, instead of the broad categories of mid, low and
outlet IVD [10].

Choice of instruments – forceps/ventouse

Different forceps and vacuum devices are used for IVD.
The choice of forceps or vacuum instrument should
depend on the operators experience, station and position
of the vertex. Hence the assessment of the station and the
position of the vertex are of great importance. For occipito-
anterior positions in the mid- or low cavity or low direct
occipito-posterior positions (to deliver as face to pubis) the
Neville Barnes with or without axis traction handle or the
Simpson’s forceps can be used. Wrigley’s forceps is ideal
for outlet deliveries. If the position is occipito-lateral or
posterior a Keilland’s forceps is needed to achieve rota-
tion without inflicting trauma to the fetus or the maternal
passages. Vacuum devices such as silk, silastic or metal
cup with the suction tubing arising from the dorsum of
the cup, that is, anterior cup can be used for an occipito-
anterior position.Aposteriormetal cupor rigidplastic cup
with the suction tubing coming to the lateral side of the
cup is needed for an occipito-posterior or lateral position
so that the cup can be manipulated between the head and
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Fig. 24.9 Biparietal-bimalar application offers uniform grip on the two sides. The sagittal suture bisects the shank which is over the
flexion point – about 3 cm anterior to the occiput. Not more than a finger can be inserted between the heel of the blade and the head.

the vaginal wall to reach the flexion point that is 3 cm in
front of the occiput on the sagittal suture.

Forceps delivery

Most forceps have a pair of fenestrated blades with a
cephalic and pelvic curve between the heel and toes (at
the distal end) of the blades. The heel continues as a shank
which ends in the handle. The handles of the two blades
sit together so that they could be held by one hand and are
kept in place by a lock on the shank. The cephalic curve
is constructed to grasp the fetal head – with the toes of
the blades over the maxilla or malar eminences while the
length of the blade grasps the sides of the head from the
malar area along the side of the head in front of the ear
and the parietal bones in front of the occiput. This bimalar-
biparietal application exerts uniformpressure on thehead.
In this position the shank is over the flexion point and
thus allowing the correct direction of pull. If the posterior
fontanelle is further backwards the blades can be slightly
disengaged, lifted upwards and locked so that the down-
ward pull will cause the flexion. The pelvic curve fits the
pelvis and is minimal in those forceps used for rotation as
in cases with malposition, for example, Kielland’s forceps.

Prior to application of forceps the blades should be
assembled to check whether they fit together as a pair. The
handle which lies on the left hand is the left blade and in
cases of direct or LOApositions, it is insertedfirst negotiat-
ing the pelvic and cephalic curve with a curved movement
of thebladebetween the fetalheadand theoperator’shand
kept along the left vaginal wall. The right blade is held
by the right hand and is applied between the left hand
that protects the vagina and the head by negotiating the
cephalic and pelvic curve. If the blades were applied cor-
rectly, the handles should lie horizontally and lock easily.
The three ESSENTIALpoints of, sagittal suture in the mid-
line (i.e. no asynclitism), occiput 3 to 4 cm above the shank
(i.e. traction will be along the flexion point) and not more

than one finger space between the head and the heel of
the blade (i.e. optimal application with uniform pressure
on the head from beyond the malar to the parietal area)
should be checked prior to traction (Fig. 24.9). Traction is
in the direction of the pelvic curve and is synchronized
with contractions and maternal bearing-down efforts. An
episiotomy is usually needed when the head is crowning
at the vulva. The direction of traction is upwards as the
head is born by extension.

KEILLAND’S FORCEPS

Before Keilland’s forceps are used, it is essential to identify
abdominally the side of the baby’s back and the occiput
on vaginal examination. The forceps are applied with the
‘knobs’ facing towards the baby’s occiput. The anterior or
posterior blade may be applied first directly depending
on the preference of the obstetrician. The anterior blade
can be positioned by direct, reverse or classical and wan-
dering method. In the wandering method the anterior
blade is placed over the face and then moved to lie on the
side of the fetal head. The posterior blade can be applied
directly. The blades are locked and asynclitism corrected
by sliding the shanks on each other till the sliding locks
come to the same level. If there is no asynclitism the sagit-
tal suture of the fetus will lie equidistant from the two
blades of the forceps. If the blades cannot be locked eas-
ily the application of the forceps should be checked and
reapplied.

An abnormal position (e.g. occipito-transverse) is cor-
rected by rotating the handles of the forceps blades
towards the baby’s back and then directing the fetal
occiput to the anterior position to emerge underneath the
symphysis pubis. When the application is correct with the
shank 2–3 cm below the occiput the head is flexed with
the traction. An excessive twisting force should not be
used. Rotational forceps and vacuum deliveries for mal-
position are best done by an experienced person or under
supervision.
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COMPLICATIONS OF FORCEPS

Forceps have been used with less frequency due to a
greater incidence of maternal vaginal and perineal lacer-
ations including 3rd and 4th degree tears compared with
vacuumdeliveries. Transient facial and scalp abrasions are
notuncommonbut clears in a fewdays. Paralysis of theVII
nerve is rare and it usually resolves within days or weeks.
Cephalhaematomas and fracture of the skull are rare and
depressed fracture may need elevation by surgery.

Ventouse delivery

Ventouse or vacuum delivery is an alternative for for-
ceps delivery for similar indications in the second stage
of labour. The conditions that need to be satisfied for any
instrumental delivery need to be checked prior to appli-
cation. The cups come in different sizes and are usually 4,
5 or 6 cm in diameter. The cup is applied over the flexion
point which is 3–4 cm in front of the occiput on the mid-
line indicated by sagittal suture [11]. It is halfway between
the two parietal eminences and hence promotes flexion to
permit the minimal diameters for the vertex to descend
through the pelvis. Application over the flexion point is
a flexing median application (Fig. 24.10a). At this site the
anterior margin of the cup is 3–4 cm behind the posterior
margin of the anterior fontanelle along the sagittal suture.
If the position is close to the occiput but not on the midline
it is called flexing paramedian application (Fig. 24.10b). If
it is in the midline but closer to the anterior fontanelle it is
deflexing median (Fig. 24.10c) and if it is off the midline it
is deflexing paramedian application (Fig. 24.10d). Deflex-
ing applications expose larger diameters especially if they
are paramedian applications.

It is important for the accoucheur to identify the posi-
tion of the head and to know whether the head is asynclitic
so that the cup can be applied correctly over the flexion
point. A specially designed cup is needed for occipito-
lateral or posterior positions. The tubing should emerge
from the lateral aspect of the cup (posterior metal cup) or
through a groove in the cup (e.g. Posterior rigid plastic
cup – Omni cup) allowing the cup to be inserted and
moved between the vaginal wall and the head to reach

the flexion point [12]. Soft silk, plastic or anterior metal
cup where the tubing comes from the centre of the cup is
suitable for application when the head is in the occipito-
anterior position as the flexion point is within reach when
the labia are parted and the cup is advanced on to the
head. These cups are not suitable for occipito-posterior
or lateral positions as the lateral vaginal wall would not
permit the central stem or suction tubing on the dorsum
of the cup for the cup to be shifted to the occiput. Once
the cup is placed firmly on the fetal scalp vacuum is cre-
ated by a hand-held pump or a mechanical pump up to
0.2 bars or 150 mmHg or 0.2 kg/cm2 negative pressure.
The positioning in relation to the sagittal suture and the
posterior fontanelle should be checked and inclusion of
the vaginal or cervical tissue excluded. The vacuum is
increased to 0.7–0.8 bars or 500–600 mmHg or 08. kg/cm2

prior to commencement of traction with uterine contrac-
tions and bearing down effort. There is no need to create
the vacuum in steps of 0.2 bar every few minutes or for the
release of the vacuum in between traction efforts. The trac-
tion needs to be applied in a direction to cause flexion of
the head and for it to descend along the axis of the pelvis.
Descent of the head with flexion promotes auto-rotation
of the head to a favourable occipito-anterior position from
the occipito-lateral or posterior position.

Ventouse deliveries in proportion to forceps deliveries
have increased over the last decade due to evidence sug-
gesting less perineal trauma including third degree tears
[13]. The soft tissue sucked into the cup remains as an
elevated circular ‘bump’ called ‘chignon’. This soft tissue
swelling settles in the next 2–3 days. Neonatal injuries are
scalp abrasions, retinal haemorrhages, haematoma con-
fined to one of the skull bones, neonatal jaundice and
rarely subgaleal haemorrhage which could cause severe
morbidity and mortality [14]. There is also an increased
incidence of neonatal jaundice. Follow-up studies of those
who had low outlet instrumental deliveries have shown
normal physical and neurological outcome [15].

It is not used in very preterm (<34 weeks) babies and
those fetuses with possible haemorrhagic tendencies for
fear of causing subgaleal haemorrhage and morbidity
or mortality. Application of the ventouse prior to full

a b c d

Fig. 24.10 Possible placement of the vacuum
cup – most favourable to unfavourable (a) to (d);
(a) flexing median; (b) flexing paramedian; (c)
deflexing median; (d) deflexing paramedian.
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dilatation but after 7–8 cm dilated in multiparous women
has been practiced by experienced personal but should
be treated with caution. In those with cardiac, respira-
tory or neurological disease where maternal expulsive
efforts may cause compromise, forceps may be better than
vacuum delivery.

Trial of instrumental delivery

At times it is difficult to assess whether instrumental deliv-
ery could be carried out safely or to opt for a CS. If fetal
distress is present, CS may be a better option, as further
delay may compromise the baby. Trial of instrumental
delivery shouldbedone in the theatreundergoodepidural
or spinal anaesthesia and with the theatre team, anaes-
thetist and paediatrician present. The intent is to abandon
IVDshould there be anydifficulty and toproceed to imme-
diate CS. This should have been explicitly explained to the
mother and her partner and appropriate consent obtained
prior to the procedure, which should be undertaken by a
senior person.

Caesarean section

Delivery of the baby by an abdominal and uterine incision
known as Caesarean section (CS) is increasingly used for
safe delivery for fetal or maternal reasons either electively
or as an emergency. A small proportion is contributed by
maternal request for non-medical reasons [16] or by mon-
etary incentives [17]. Advent of blood transfusion with
minimal incidence of cross reactions, improved anaesthe-
sia, aseptic and antiseptic techniques and the invention
of antibiotics have made it a safe procedure. Depending
on the population and the facilities available the incidence
varies between 10 and 25% in most developed countries.

INDICATIONS FOR CS

Based on the timing of CS at the time of decision mak-
ing, the indications are grouped under one of four
categories [18].

Category 1 or emergency CS – There is an immedi-
ate threat to the mother or the fetus. Ideally the CS
should be done within the next 30 min. Some exam-
ples are; abruption, cord prolapse, scar rupture, scalp
blood pH < 7.20 and prolonged FHR deceleration < 80
beats/min.

Category 2 or urgent CS – There is maternal or fetal
compromise but was not immediately life threaten-
ing. Here the delivery should be completed within
60–75 min and cases with FHR abnormalities are those
of concern.

Category 3 or scheduled CS – The mother needed early
deliverybut therewasnomaternal or fetal compromise.
There may be concern that continuation of pregnancy
is likely to affect the mother or fetus in hours or days
to come. This group has a wide range of indications.
It may be a case of failure to progress where the CS
is planned within the next hour or two or it may be
a case of growth-restricted fetus in the preterm period
with absent end diastolic flow but a normal CTG or a
case with pre-eclampsia where the liver or renal func-
tion tests are gradually deteriorating where the CS is
planned for within hours to days. The timing of the CS
would vary but some plan should be in place to deliver
before further deterioration occurs.

Category 4 or elective CS – The delivery is timed to
suit the mother and staff. These are cases where there is
an indication for CS but there is no urgency and exam-
ples include placenta praevia with no active bleeding;
malpresentations, (e.g. brow, breech); history of pre-
vious hysterotomy or vertical incision CS; past history
of repair of vesico-vaginal or recto-vaginal fistulae or
stress incontinence; HIV infection.

Placenta accreta is more common with anterior placenta
praevia in women with a scar. This may result in massive
haemorrhage and rarely the need for a hysterectomy and
hence consent and preparations should be appropriate.
Placement of intra-arterial catheters for embolization of
uterine arteries at the time of CS should be considered
where facilities exist.

Elective CS is generally done around 39 weeks as the
incidence of tachypnoea of the newborn is much less after
this gestation. However, the medical or obstetric condi-
tion determines the gestation at which the elective CS is
planned – the main principle being to carry out the CS
as late as possible in gestation without compromising the
maternal or fetal health.

TYPES OF CAESAREAN SECTION

The CS is described based on the type of incision on the
uterus.

Lower uterine segment incision

Lower segment CS involves a horizontal incision on the
lower segment after reflecting the visceral peritoneum.
This is the commonest CS procedure. The abdomen is
opened by a low midline, paramedian and more com-
monly by a Pfannenstiel (suprapubic horizontal) incision
and the peritoneal cavity opened. The bladder is reflected
from the lower segment and a transverse incision is made
on the lower uterine segment care being taken not to
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injure the fetus. The presenting part is delivered through
the lower segment. Aforceps can be used to assist delivery
in a cephalic presentation.

Traditionally the loweruterine segmentmuscle is closed
in two layers followed by closure of the visceral peri-
toneum. The merits of single versus two layer closure
of the muscle and closure versus non-closure of the vis-
ceral peritoneum is currently being investigated by the
‘Caesarian section surgical techniques (CAESAR)’ ran-
domized controlled study. Lower segment CS (LSCS) is
the commonest procedure because it is easier to incise the
lower segment, deliver the fetus from the point of incision
and to approximate the layers because of the thin muscle
layers compared with the upper segment. In addition the
peritoneal layer can be closed and was thought to provide
an advantage against infection. The blood loss and infec-
tion rate is much less with LSCS compared with an upper
segment CS.

The uterine cavity should be cleaned not to leave any
retained tissue. It should be made sure that the cervical os
is open to allow drainage of blood. Closure of the uterine
wound is followed by peritoneal toilet when any blood or
liquor in the abdomen and pelvis is removed using suc-
tion or gauze swabs on a sponge holder. The opportunity
is taken at this stage to inspect the ovaries and tubes. Pro-
phylactic antibiotics and low molecular weight heparin
against thromboembolism shall be routinely administered
intra-operatively by the anaesthetists. If the mother is
Rhesus negative and the baby is Rhesus positive, a dose
of anti-D should be given and a Kleihauer-Betke test per-
formed to determine the adequacy of the dose of Anti-D.
Care of themother shouldbe similar to that after anymajor
abdominal surgery.

Midline vertical incision

Themidlinevertical incision couldbe in the lowerorupper
segment of theuterus. Commonly it starts in the lower seg-
ment as a small buttonhole incision till the uterine cavity is
reachedand is extendedupwards. Becauseof thedifficulty
in making the incision, increased blood loss, inadequate
approximation at closure, increased post-operative mor-
bidity and inability to offer a trial of vaginal delivery in
the next pregnancy due to possible higher incidence of
scar rupture, the midline incision is reserved for specific
indications.

A midline approach is used when the lower segment
approach is difficult because of fibroids or anterior pla-
centa praevia with large vessels in the lower segment.
Other indications are preterm breech with poorly formed
lower segment, impacted transverse lie with ruptured
membranes or transverse lie with a congenital anomaly
of the uterus. An extreme example is a perimortem CS.

In special circumstances a lower or upper segment (or
spanning both segments) vertical or an inverted T incision
is made.

COMPLICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH CS

Morbidity and mortality associated with the procedure
cannot be totally avoided. The common complications are
haemorrhage, anaesthesia-related complication and infec-
tion. Prophylactic antibiotics are administered to reduce
the incidence of infection. Occasionally there is injury to
bowel, bladder, ureters or the fetus. Thromboembolism
is rare but could be fatal and hence pre-, intra- and
post-operative precautions should be taken to avoid it.
Intra operatively pneumatic inflatable boots are used for
the legs and prophylactic dose of heparin is adminis-
tered. Post-operatively the use of heparin, graded elastic
stockings, mobilization and chest and leg physiotherapy
are advocated to reduce the incidence of deep venous
thrombosis (DVT).

Late complications of wound infection and secondary
haemorrhage are not that uncommon. Vesico- or uretero-
vaginal fistulae due to visceral injury are extremely rare.

Anaesthetic complications are extremely rare due to
the availability of experienced anaesthetists and most
CS being performed under regional anaesthesia. Women
may rarely complain of light general anaesthesia caus-
ing awareness which goes unnoticed by the anaesthetists
as the women are paralysed. Other problems include
vomiting on induction and post-operative lung atelectasis
following general anaesthesia. Aspiration of gastric con-
tents leads to Mendelson’s syndrome which is a dreaded
complication of general anaesthesia that can result in
maternal mortality. To reduce such an event gastric con-
tents are neutralized with 20 ml of 0.3 Sodium citrate and
gastric emptying promoted with Metoclopramide 10 mg
IV. For elective CS, Ranitidine 150 mg, an H2 agonist is
administered 2 h before surgery. In those who had a meal
recently or who had opiates pre-operative emptying of the
stomach is advocated to minimize risk of post-operative
aspiration.

Caesarean hysterectomy is needed for uncontrollable
post-partum haemorrhage, placenta accreta or uterine
rupture and for cervical malignant disease as part of
planned treatment. Maternal mortality is extremely low
and is usually related to the reason for which a CS is done
or due to anaesthetic or haemorrhagic complications and
is estimated to be less than 0.33 per 1000.

Episiotomy and perineal lacerations

Perineal lacerations may occur with normal or instrumen-
tal vaginal delivery. Vulval and anterior vaginal tears do
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occur with vaginal delivery but posterior vaginal tear
associated with perineal injury is more common and
occurs with the delivery of the head and at times with
the shoulders. Perineal tears are classified based on the
involvement of the perineum.

First degree tear involves the skin only while the second
degree involves the perineal muscle. Injury to anal sphinc-
ter is classifiedas thirddegree tear and is subdividedbased
on thedegree of involvement. If less thanhalf the thickness
of the external anal sphincter is involved it is categorized
as 3a and it becomes 3b if it is a full thickness involve-
ment and 3c when the internal sphincter gets involved.
When the tear damages the sphincter and involves the
anal epithelium it is called fourth degree tear.

EPISIOTOMY

Episiotomy is an intentional surgical incision of the per-
ineum after informed consent with the aim of increasing
the soft tissue outlet dimensions to help with childbirth.
It is not advocated for every delivery and the rate of epi-
siotomy depends on the philosophy and judgement of the
caregiver.

Episiotomy is advocatedwhenanterior tearswithbleed-
ing or multiple perineal tears appear. When there is fetal
distress it is carried out to expedite delivery. It facilitates
instrumental vaginal deliveries although the need for an
episiotomy is less with ventouse deliveries and a disten-
sible perineum. If the delivery process is delayed and it is
thought to be due to a rigid perineum an episiotomy may
facilitate delivery. Whenever there are vaginal manipula-
tions needed such as in some assisted breech deliveries
and in cases of shoulder dystocia an episiotomy may be
useful. Those women who had a previous pelvic floor or
perineal surgery may also benefit by an episiotomy.

In the USA, a midline episiotomy starting from the
fourchette for a few centimetres towards the anus is pop-
ular while a mediolateral episiotomy starting from the
fourchette going laterally to 45◦ is carried out in the
UK. A sharp scissors is used to make a single incision
about 3–6 cm depending on the size of the perineum. The
depth involves the superficial perineal muscles like a sec-
ond degree tear. If episiotomy is performed with normal
vaginal delivery then local perineal infiltration may be
adequate. In cases of instrumental vaginal delivery the
woman may have epidural or spinal anaesthesia. What-
ever anaesthesia is used it is important to check whether
she could feel the pain prior to the incision and if needed
additional local infiltration should be used.

Although midline episiotomies are associated with min-
imal bleeding, easier to repair, has less painpost repair and
heals well compared with the mediolateral episiotomy it
is associated with more 3rd and 4th degree tears because
of the straight easy extension into the anus.

Appreciable blood loss is not uncommon with
episiotomy and is avoided by performing the episiotomy
when the head crowns. Early incision increases blood loss
and immediate repair after delivery will help to minimize
blood loss.

PERINEAL REPAIR

The adequacy of pain relief should be rechecked prior to
starting the repair which is made easy with good light and
optimal exposure. The exposure and difficulty with seeing
the edges of the vaginal skin due to bleeding from above
can be overcome by placing a tampon or vaginal swab
with a tail that comes outside the introitus. Care should be
exercised to remove this tampon or swab after completion
of the repair. The vagina is very vascular and the descend-
ing branches attached to the vaginal skin might retract
and hence the apex of the tear or episiotomy should be
secured by a suture above the apex to stop any bleeding.
The suture is then threaded down at half to 1 cm intervals
taking each vaginal wall in turn with a continuous locking
sutureusinga synthetic suturematerial like ‘vicryl rapide’.
This helps in haemostasis and prevents vaginal shorten-
ing. The distance between sutures in the medial side may
be longer compared with the lateral vaginal wall to bring
about good approximation so that at the fourchette the
hymenal membrane and the junction of the pink vaginal
skin to pigmented outer skin margin at the introitus meet
as it was before the tear or the episiotomy.

The perineal muscles can be approximated by continu-
ous or interrupted sutures. The perineal skin is approx-
imated by subcuticular suture as it is associated with
less pain and heals well. Continuous, loose non-locking
sutures to approximate perineal muscles and subcuticu-
lar structure has been found to be a suitable method with
less pain and no need for removal of sutures [19]. A vagi-
nal examination should confirm good approximation of
the cut edges and good haemostasis. A rectal examination
is not always necessary but helps to exclude accidental
suture involvement of the rectum.

Before cleaning and placing a pad against the vagina
an instrument, needle and swabs count should be carried
out. Detailed documentation should include estimated
blood loss and post repair care should include suffi-
cient instructions for pain relief including appropriate
analgesics.

Although rare, episiotomy and perineal tears may be
complicated by bleeding, pain and haematoma formation
necessitating additional medical or surgical intervention
within hours of repair. Late complications include infec-
tion, breaking down of the repair, pain, scarring, dyspare-
unia and rarely fistula formation. Endometriosis of the
scar is exceptional but should be entertained if a woman
complains of cyclical pain at the site of the episiotomy.
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THIRD AND FOURTH DEGREE TEARS

Careful examination will reveal the extent of damage as
to whether it is 3 a, b, c or 4th degree tear. Once recog-
nized as 3rd or 4th degree the repair has to be done in the
operating theatre with good lighting, experienced assis-
tance, appropriate instruments and under anaesthesia to
relax the sphincter muscle as dissection and mobiliza-
tion of the muscle is necessary. Anal epithelial tears are
repaired with 3/0 vicryl rapid sutures and the knots are
placed on the side of the lumen. 3/0 PDS suture with a
round bodied needle is used for repair of the muscle. End
to end or overlapping method can be used as shown in
Fig. 24.11a,b [20].

Post-operative care is important and is managed with
laxative, stool softener and antibiotic. The symptoms may
persist and the repair may not be always successful with
a risk of incontinence of faeces and flatus. Where facilities
permit patients should have follow-up to evaluate their
symptoms and if necessary to do suitable investigations
such as endo-anal ultrasonograpy or anal manometry
studies. If symptoms persist repair by an experienced
colorectal surgeon may need to be considered.
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Chapter 25: Hypertensive disorders
Andrew Shennan

Introduction

Hypertension in pregnancy is a significant management
problem for every obstetrician. In a minority of cases it
is associated with proteinuria, and this usually indicates
a multisystem disease, also known as pre-eclampsia. It
is this syndrome that is associated with increased mor-
bidity and mortality to both mother and baby. However,
hypertension alone may be the first signs of pre-eclampsia
and therefore cannot be presumed innocent. In addition it
is increasingly recognized that chronic hypertension has
associated perinatal problems.

Incidence, classification and definition

Pregnant women with hypertension can be broadly
divided into one of three categories: chronic hyperten-
sion, non-proteinuric hypertension (sometimes known as
pregnancy-induced hypertension) or pre-eclampsia. To
distinguish between these is clinically useful as manage-
ment and likely prognosis are disparate. In the United
Kingdom fewer than ten women will die each year from
pre-eclampsia [1] but this remains a relatively common
cause of death in pregnany in the developed world. Only
about one in two thousand women will have an eclamp-
tic convulsion but the associated maternal mortality is 2%
[2]. Eclampsia itself is not usually life threatening, but is
associated with severe disease, and women will usually
die from an unrelated complication of pre-eclampsia. Of
all maternal deaths, fewer then half are associated with
eclampsia. It has been estimated by the World Health
Organization (WHO) that worldwide approximately
60,000 women will die each year from pre-eclampsia.

Hypertension in pregnancy is common occurring in
approximately one in five women after 20 weeks’ gesta-
tion. However, only a small minority of these have serious
disease associated with morbidity. Concern about adverse
effects results in intensive surveillance of a large number
of women; as a result almost a quarter of antenatal admis-
sionsarea result ofmonitoringandmanagingwomenwith

hypertension. Obstetric day units help reduce the need for
inpatient management. As the cause and onset of the dis-
ease is unpredictable, frequent assessment of women with
pregnancy-induced hypertension remains the mainstay of
safe clinical practice.

As delivery is the only cure for pre-eclampsia, it is the
commonest cause of iatrogenic prematurity accounting
for 15% of all premature births and approximately one
in five very low birthweight infants (<1500 g) [3]. Size
at birth is related to future health [4] and therefore pre-
eclampsia may result in future adult disease for the baby.
This includes an increased risk of hypertension and dia-
betes when they become adults. Maternal disease and fetal
involvement do not always correlate, for example, in those
women who have Eclampsia; at term they often have nor-
mal weight [2]. There is, however, a clear relationship
between persistently raised blood pressure and morbidity
and mortality; still-birth rates are higher at any gestation
when the maternal diastolic pressure is equal to or greater
than 95 mmHg [5].

In an average UK population the incidence of pre-
eclampsia occurs in less than 1 in 20 women. In a prim-
igravida population in Ireland the incidence was as low
as 2% [6]. It is generally recognized that non-proteinuric
hypertension occurs in at least three times as many people.
Some studies from the United States have demonstrated
the prevalence of pre-eclampsia to be nearer 10%, possibly
related to the high-risk status population studied.

The key signs of pre-eclampsia are hypertension and
proteinuria and these are used to define the disease. These
are responses to end-organ damage and they are not
always the most important nor fundamental aspects of the
syndrome, but are used as they are easy to measure. For
pragmatic reasons the threshold of abnormality of blood
pressure andproteinuria is not high in order to avoidmiss-
ing ‘at risk’ cases. The International Society for the Study
of Hypertension in Pregnancy (ISSHP) uses the term ges-
tational hypertension when women have previously been
normotensive (Table 25.1). This definition is based on the
original recommendations of Davey and MacGillvray [7].
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Table 25.1 A summary of the ISSHP classification

A. Gestational hypertension and/or proteinuria
developing during pregnancy, labour or the
puerperium in a previously normotensive
non-proteinuric woman
1. Gestational hypertension (without proteinuria)
2. Gestational proteinuria (without hypertension)
3. Gestational proteinuric hypertension

(pre-eclampsia)
B. Chronic hypertension (before the 20th week of

pregnancy) and chronic renal disease (proteinuria
before the 20th week of pregnancy)
1. Chronic hypertension (without proteinuria)
2. Chronic renal disease (proteinuria with or

without hypertension)
3. Chronic hypertension with superimposed

pre-eclampsia (new onset proteinuria)
C. Unclassified hypertension and/or proteinuria
D. Eclampsia

Definitions:
Hypertension in pregnancy:
A. Diastolic BP ≥ 110 mmHg on any one occasion OR
B. Diastolic BP ≥ 90 mmHg on 2 or more consecutive

occasions ≥4 h apart
Proteinuria in pregnancy:
A. One 24 h collection with total protein excretion

≥300 mg per 24 h OR
B. Two ‘clean-catch – midstream’ or catheter specimens

of urine collected ≥4 h apart with ≥2 + on reagent
strip

Pathophysiology

Pre-eclampsia has been known as ‘The Disease of Theo-
ries’, as the exact course of events that lead to the clinical
syndrome have not been elucidated. However, there is
an increasing understanding of these events. It is known
that pre-eclampsia is fundamentally related to poor tro-
phoblast invasion in the myometrium and this results in
maternal spiral arteries being hampered in their normal
physiological vasodilatation [8]. The maternal syndrome
of pre-eclampsia must be related to additional factors
as inadequate trophoblast invasion is also seen in preg-
nancies complicated by fetal growth restriction without
maternal disease. It is clear that impaired intervillous
blood flow results in inadequate perfusion and ischaemia
in the secondhalf ofpregnancy. Thisprobably results in the
production of reactive oxygen species. Once the normal
endogenous antioxidants are overwhelmed, a condition of
oxidative stress exists. This is probably fundamental to the
clinical syndrome of pre-eclampsia. Either through oxida-
tive stress or other vasoactive substances being released
from the placenta, activation of the vascular endothelium
occurs [9]. The vascular endothelium is known to sup-
ply all organ systems and this explains the widespread

Table 25.2 Risk factors for pre-eclampsia at antenatal booking

Relative risk Confidence intervals

Antiphospholipid
syndrome

9.72 4.34–21.75

Previous history of
pre-eclampsia

7.19 5.83–8.83

Pre-existing diabetes 3.56 2.54–4.99
Multiple pregnancy 2.93 2.04–4.21
Nulliparity 2.91 1.28–6.61
Family history 2.90 1.70–4.93
Raised BMI

(a) before pregnancy 2.47 1.66–3.67
(b) at booking 1.55 1.28–1.88

Age over 40 1.96 1.34–2.87
Raised diastolic blood
pressure (>80 mmHg)

1.38 1.01–1.87

aspects of the syndrome. Markers of endothelial damage
are frequently raised. In addition there is abnormality in
lipid profiles, such that triglycerides and free fatty acids
are roughly doubled. There is an increase in lipid peroxi-
dation both systemically and in the placenta suggesting
that oxidative stress is fundamentally involved in the
endothelial cell damage.

Management

Identifying those at risk: clinical risk factors

Although most women who get pre-eclampsia do not
have risk factors, a significant proportion (>1 in 3) will.
Taking a careful history will allow risk assessment. The
National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE) antenatal
guidelines suggests this is an important part of clini-
cal management and recommends that at first contact a
woman’s level of risk for pre-eclampsia should be evalu-
ated so that aplan forher subsequent schedule of antenatal
appointments can be formulated. These guidelines have
indicated the following as risk factors for developing pre-
eclampsia; nulliparity, age 40 or older, a family history of
pre-eclampsia (e.g. pre-eclampsia in a mother or sister), a
prior history of pre-eclampsia, a body mass index (BMI)
at or above 35 at first contact, a multiple pregnancy or pre-
existing vascular disease (e.g., hypertension or Diabetes)
[10]. A recent systematic review has quantified some of
these risks at the booking visit [11] (Table 25.2).

As family history in a first degree relative is strongly
related to pre-eclampsia, this illustrates the significant
genetic influence. Exposure to the paternal antigen via
either the fetus or the partner does have an influence
suggesting an immunological element to the disease pro-
cess. Pre-eclampsia is more common in first pregnancies
and even miscarriages or termination of pregnancy will
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provide some reduction in risk [12]. Non-barrier methods
of contraception and increased duration of sexual cohab-
itation have been reported to reduce risk [13,14]. Both
teenage mothers and pregnancies conceived by donor
insemination increase the risk [15]. If pregnant by a part-
nerwhohaspreviously fathered an affectedpregnancy the
woman has nearly double the risk of pre-eclampsia [16].
These clinical observations are probably related to expo-
sure to paternal antigens. Underlying medical diseases
particularly those involving the cardiovascular system
increase the risk of pre-eclampsia suggesting that mater-
nal susceptibility is an important factor in response to the
placental aetiology [17,18]. This includes glucose intoler-
ance either in a form of gestational or established diabetes.
Obesity is an independent risk factor for pre-eclampsia.
Placental size may be important, as molar pregnancies are
a rare cause of pre-eclampsia occurring prior to 20 weeks
gestation. Pregnancies complicated by hydrops fetalis
(mirror syndrome) or trisomy chromosomal component
also have an increased risk. Previous pre-eclampsia is
a strong risk factor, particularly if early onset; approxi-
mately one out of five women who have required delivery
before 37 weeks will have a recurrence.

Identifying those at risk: investigations

Tests to predict pre-eclampsia can be broadly divided into
biophysical and biochemical. The most promising bio-
physical test is that of uterine artery Doppler. This is
a relatively quick and inexpensive test that can be per-
formed at a similar time to the anomaly scan. It has the
advantage of identifying poor placental perfusion, which
is fundamental to the disease process. There is a relatively
high resistant circulation with a notch apparent in the
uterine artery Doppler (Fig. 25.1).

As change to a normal low-resistant circulation can be
delayed the later the test is performed the better its predic-
tive value. Approximately one in five women who have
an abnormal Doppler at 20 weeks’ gestation will develop
pre-eclampsia [19]. At 24 weeks’ gestation the prediction

value is greater. Identifying women at risk will allow
increase in surveillance and use of prophylactic thera-
pies can be considered. If adequate preventative measures
become available then these screening test will become
increasingly important. However, the value of using such
biophysical tests, in terms of improving outcome, has as
yet not been established, and NICE do not recommend
their use in low-risk women [10]. Doppler measurements
are used more commonly in high-risk women, although
the likelihood ratios are lower, and positive tests in both
high- and low-risk women give similar absolute risks or
positive predictive values, approximately 20%.

Other biophysical tests, such as the measure of blood
pressure do have a predictive value when measured in
early pregnancy [11]. Even within a normal blood pressure
range the level of blood pressure is related to risk. How-
ever, this is seriously confounded by the poor technique in
measuring blood pressure. Attempts have been made to
improve this by using automated blood pressure measure-
ment but at the moment these remain largely ineffective
as they use an oscillometric technique to measure blood
pressure which is inaccurate in pre-eclampsia [20]. Other
biophysical test such as isometrics exercise testing and the
“roll over test” have very poor predictive value and have
to become established in clinical practice. The angiotensin
II sensitivity tests involve assessing blood pressure
response to infusing the vasoconstrictor angiotensin II
but this was also not clinically practical both due to
poor prediction and being a time consuming and costly
investigation [21].

Numerous haematological and biochemical markers
have been used to both predict and evaluate pre-
eclampsia. The simple measurements of haemoglobin and
haematocrit have a weak association with the develop-
ment of pre-eclampsia as does plasma volume. In women
who have chronic hypertension the measure of uric acid
and platelets can help in determining those who get
superimposed pre-eclampsia; again they lack sensitiv-
ity and specificity. Second trimester human chorionic
gonadotropin and maternal serum alpha feto protein is

(a)

Abnormal (high resistance and notch) Normal (low resistance)

(b)

Fig. 25.1 A comparison of normal and abnormal fetal velocity waveforms.
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associated with a twofold increase of pre-eclampsia. This
is probably related to the disease process at the utero-
placental interface. The predictor value again is not large
enough to be clinically practicable. Endothelial activation
does occur in pre-eclampsia and there are many markers
that are increased that are related to endothelial dam-
age. Some will increase prior to clinical manifestations
of the disease but almost invariably there is overlap in
women who are subsequently normal and those who
have serious disease, again limiting the clinical useful-
ness. Investigation such as urinary excretion of calcium,
microalbuminuria and prostacyclin metabolites have all
been investigated. Combinations of markers may improve
predictive values and future work is likely to consider
combining endothelial and placental markers to develop
algorithms that can be introduced in a practical way. How-
ever, until prophylactic measures that are clinically useful
are introduced these tests will remain largely investiga-
tory. Table shows markers that have been investigated
in early pregnancy and how they change in relation to
subsequent pre-eclampsia [22].

Prophylactic therapies

The key to modern management of pre-eclampsia is close
surveillance and timely delivery prior to serious conse-
quences. In an ideal world preventing the manifestation
of the disease would be far more preferable. Aspirin, cal-
cium, and antioxidants have all been investigated, with
some evidence of success. Fish oils, magnesium and even
rhubarb [23] have shown less promise.

Low-dose aspirin reverses the imbalance between the
vasoconstrictor thromboxane A2 and the vasodilator
prostacyclin, which is known to occur in pre-eclampsia.
There are 42 randomized controlled trials published in the
Cochrane collaboration demonstrating a 15% relative risk
reduction in pre-eclampsia when either aspirin or other
antiplatelet agents are given. There is a similar reduc-
tion (14%) in the risk of death to the baby as well as an
8% reduction in the risk of preterm delivery [24]. It is
generally accepted that aspirin should be considered in
high-risk women. Benefit is seen when the prevalence
of pre-eclampsia is only 7%, and one baby death can be
prevented for every 250 treated [25]. The evidence demon-
strates it is safe. There are ongoing investigations as to the
appropriate dose and timing as well as the population to
be targeted.

There are 10 trials in nearly 7000 women demonstrating
the beneficial role of calcium as pre-eclamptic prophy-
laxis and overall there is a significant reduction in the
incidence of pre-eclampsia [26]. However, this is largely
related to the success in trials in women with inadequate
calcium intake, and the benefit to the baby is not as clear as

O2•

Plasma membrane lipoprotein

Lipid peroxide • 

Ascorbate

Ascorbate •

Hydrophilic

α-tocopherol

α-tocopherol •

Lipophilic

Fig. 25.2 Synergy between vitamin C and E: postulated
mechanism for preventing oxidative stress damage.

aspirin. The WHO has recently completed a trial (results
awaited) to see whether supplementation in developed
countries is worthwhile. The investigations into the use of
fish oils containing N3 fatty acid known to inhibit platelet
thromboxaneA2 have not shown a significant reduction in
pre-eclampsia. As oxidative stress is known to be funda-
mental to the disease process one trial demonstrated that
vitamin C and E supplementation in the second trimester
of pregnancy may be beneficial, demonstrating more then
a 50% reduction when high-risk women were treated [27].
This involved 1000 mg vitamin C and 400 IU vitamin E,
which are known to act synergistically (Fig. 25.2); how-
ever, further studies which are currently ongoing need to
confirm this.

COMBINING PREDICTION AND PREVENTION

Atest does not have to be perfect to be a useful clinical tool.
Aspre-eclampsiahas a relatively lowprevalence, numbers
needed to treat to prevent one case can be dramatically
reduced when combining a relatively modest test in terms
of predictive powers (e.g. 20%) with treatment. Figure 25.3
demonstrates the relationship between predication and
relative risk reduction, in terms of the numbers needed
to treat [28].

Assessment of the mother

The threshold of hypertension and proteinuria are rel-
atively low to diagnose pre-eclampsia so the first key
aspect of management involves confirming the diagno-
sis to ensure that iatrogenic morbidity does not ensue.
Hypertension thatoccurs inearlypregnancy, that is, before
28 weeks’ gestation results in pre-eclampsia developing
in approximately 50% of women. In contrast women
who present at term with hypertension are unlikely to
develop pre-eclampsia (approximately a 10% risk). Care
in assessing both blood pressure and proteinuria can
improve assessment as false positive and negative tests
are commonplace.
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Fig. 25.3 Positive predictive value and relative risk
reduction (RRR) on numbers needed to treat.
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Digit preference (the practice of rounding the final digit
of blood pressure to zero) occurs in the vast majority of
antenatal measurements and simply taking care to avoid
this will limit inaccurate diagnoses. Using a standard
bladder in a sphygmomanometer cuff will systematically
undercuff 25% of an average antenatal population. Hav-
ing large cuffs available and using them will prevent the
overdiagnosis of hypertension [29]. Keeping the rate of
deflation to 2–3 mmHg will prevent overdiagnosing dias-
tolic hypertension, as will using Korotkoff 5, which is now
universally recommended for diagnosing diastolic hyper-
tension. Korotkoff 4 (the muffling of the sound) is less
reproducible, and randomized controlled trials confirmed
that it is safe to abandon it, except in those rare situations
when the blood pressure approaches zero [30,31]. Dip-
stick proteinuria is not only prone to false positive results
but also an equal prevalence of false negatives. Twenty-
four hour collections of urine are necessary to confirm the
diagnosis. New automated devices can be used to assess
proteinuria. They significantly improve predictive values
[32]. Protein/creatinine ratios can be used for immedi-
ate assessment as they are similar to the accuracy of 24-h
collections.

It is possible to have severe disease and normal blood
pressure or proteinuria. In a survey in women with
eclampsia, only just over half had a recent measurement
indicating both significant proteinuria and hypertension
[2]. The syndrome of pre-eclampsia is multisystemic, and
other organ involvement must be carefully considered,
including the placenta. Other signs of the disease have not
been included in the definition for pragmatic reasons, but
they are often equally important. A careful history should
also include whether women have symptoms such as
visual disturbance, headaches and epigastric pain. Some-
times nausea or even vomiting can be a presenting feature.
However, at least 50% of women even with severe dis-
ease will be asymptomatic [2]. When managing women,

particularly remote from term, involvement of all organ
systems must be carefully investigated.

Platelets are consumeddue to the endothelial activation.
A falling count, particularly to less than 100 × 109/l may
indicate a need to consider delivery. Counts above 50 are
likely to support haemostasis. An increasing haematocrit
or haemoglobin indicates hypovolaemia, which is char-
acteristic of severe disease. If labour is anticipated then
clotting abnormalities should be checked as pre-eclampsia
can cause disseminated intravascular coagulation. This is
important if regional anaesthesia is used, which is prefer-
able to general anaesthesia. Renal tubular function can
be assessed by measuring uric acid, which is a marker
of disease severity, although normal levels can occur in
severe disease. Acute fatty liver can result in spuriously
high levels of uric acid (along with high white cell count,
and low glucose). Urea and creatinine are associated with
late renal involvement and generally not useful as indi-
cators of disease severity. Liver transaminases should
be measured to indicate hepatocellular damage. Normal
ranges of transaminases are approximately 20% lower
than non-pregnant [33]. Subcapsular involvement of the
liver can occur, resulting in epigastric pain with normal
transaminase measurements. HELLP (Haemolysis, Ele-
vated Liver Enzymes, Low Platelets) syndrome occurs
when liver involvement is associated with haemolysis and
low platelets. This is a severe variant of pre-eclampsia.
When protein excretion exceeds 3 g in 24 h, the cir-
culating albumin is likely to fall (nephrotic syndrome)
and this increases the risk of pulmonary oedema. Lac-
tate dehydrogenase levels will increase in the presence of
haemolysis.

Antenatal corticosteroids should be given to enhance
fetal lung maturity, and are not contraindicated in
pre-eclampsia. Steroid therapy is also known to help
recovery from HELLP syndrome and has been used in
the post-partum period. Antenatal corticosteroids may
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actually improve biochemical markers in women with
pre-eclampsia. The treatment of blood pressure should
be reserved principally for severe hypertension, that is,
blood pressures over 170/110 mmHg. However, this does
require urgent therapy. Treatment of moderate hyperten-
sionmaybedetrimental to fetal growth [34], andmoderate
blood pressure should not be aggressively treated. Once
fetal lung maturity is likely to be adequate, delivery
should be considered, that is, after 32 weeks’ gestation.
Multiorgan involvement or fetal compromise would be
indications for delivery. Close inpatient supervision is oth-
erwise required and can be considered prior to 32 weeks’
gestation or when the benefit of conservative management
is judged tooutweighdelivery. Conservativemanagement
will reduce neonatal morbidity, without substantially
increasing maternal problems. Recent evidence suggests
that under 30 weeks neonatal morbidity is high, and con-
servative management is desirable [35]. However, at least
one third of women still need to be delivered for fetal
reasons under 34 weeks.

The inability to control hypertension, deteriorating liver
or renal function, progressive fall in platelet or albumin,
or neurological complications would be indications for
maternal delivery at any gestation.

Fetal assessment

Early onset pre-eclampsia is particularly involved with
placental insufficiency, and more than half of babies born
before 34 weeks will be growth restricted [35]. This also
explains why abruption is more common, occurring in
about 1 in 20 of these early onset cases. Fetal well-being
should always be carefully considered in all cases of
pre-eclampsia, and includes a symphyseal fundal height
assessment, as well as a general enquiry as to fetal move-
ments. At early gestations an ultrasound scan must be
performed to assess fetal growth, and should include
determination of the amniotic fluid index and umbili-
cal artery Doppler waveforms. A non-reactive CTG with
decelerations or a fetal condition that is deteriorating war-
rants delivery, as it is unlikely to improve with time and
may worsen with antihypertensive therapy.

Intrapartum care of pre-eclampsia

Many units have now developed a severe pre-eclampsia
protocol. Cases which require protocol determined man-
agement are often defined as those with severe hyperten-
sion (greater than 170/110 mmHg) or hypertension with
an additional complication such as headache, visual dis-
turbance, epigastric pain, clonus (more than three beats)
or a platelet count less than 100 or AST more than 50 IU
units per litre.

Table 25.3 Maternal mortality 1985–
2002: immediate hypertensive deaths

Intracerebral haemorrage 24 (37%)
Pulmonary (ARDS/oedema) 43 (35%)
Other 35 (28%)
Total 123

The confidential enquiry into maternal deaths demon-
strates that the two main reasons why women die are
cerebral haemorrhage or adult/acute respiratory distress
syndrome [1]. Table 25.3 demonstrates all data from these
causes since 1985, when data was made available from the
whole of the United Kingdom. The two most important
factors that contribute to these deaths are therefore severe
hypertension and fluid intake. The control of blood pres-
sure and fluid balance is therefore critical. In contrast to
pulmonary causes of death, in recent years, deaths related
to intracerebral haemorrhage have not been reduced, sug-
gesting control of blood pressure remains suboptimal
through poor monitoring and treatment (Fig. 25.4).

Blood pressure control

Blood pressure should be measured frequently (at least
every 15 min). Automated sphygmomanometers can be
used to facilitate this, or alternatively intra-arterial read-
ings can be assessed via a peripheral arterial pressure
transducer. As non-invasive measurements are obtained
principally by oscillometric blood pressure devices, which
underestimate blood pressure in pre-eclampsia [20,36],
significant changes in blood pressure should be confirmed
using mercury sphygmomanometry. Some devices are
now accurate, and only those specifically assessed for
accuracy in pre-eclampsia should be purchased in the
future [37]. On an individual patient basis the accu-
racy of any device used should be established against
an observer using standard sphygmomanometry, prefer-
ably with a mercury sphygmomanometer. Mean arterial
pressures (MAP) are generally used to guide manage-
ment in protocols. Antihypertensive therapy should be
instigated when the MAP is ≥125 mmHg, or urgently if
>140 mmHg as above this cerebral autoregulation of pres-
sure is not reliable. Either hydrallazine or labetalol can be
usedasafirst line treatment, although labetalol is favoured
[38]. As these are important emergency measures in pre-
venting stroke, clinicians involved in the management of
severe pre-eclampsia should be familiar with treatment
regimes. Some protocols advocate infusing a colloid to
protect the uteroplacental circulation if the baby is unde-
livered. This should be done with caution, and careful
consideration to the impact of the overall fluid manage-
ment, andpreferablyunder central venouspressure (CVP)
surveillance.
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Fig. 25.4 Maternal mortality 1985–2002: immediate
hypertensive deaths.
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Control of fluid balance

Strict monitoring of input and output is essential in the
sick pre-eclamptic patient. A combination of the reduced
intravascular volume, leaking capillaries and lowalbumin
make women prone to pulmonary oedema. Renal fail-
ure is a rare complication of pre-eclampsia but should be
considered when there has been inadequate transfusion
or profound hypotension following post-partum bleed-
ing, as there is reduced intravascular volume. Oliguria is
relatively common, and strict monitoring should be con-
sidered rather than aggressive blind fluid replacement.
Administration of intravenous fluid in the oliguric patient
must be done with caution. Most protocols will limit fluid
intake to approximately 1 ml/kg/h. CVP monitoring and
Foley catheter insertion should be used whenever possi-
ble. Repetitive fluid challenges should be avoided in the
absence of invasive monitoring. Should the CVP be high
(>8mmHg)withpersistent oliguria thenadopamine infu-
sion can be considered (1 µ/kg/min.) Haemodialysis or
haemofiltrationmaybenecessary if the creatinineorpotas-
sium rises. Close communication with a renal physician
should be sought. Administration of diuretics will only
temporarily improve urine output, and confounds the
reduced circulating volume. Frusimide should therefore
be reserved for treating pulmonary oedema. Pulmonary
artery catheterization should be considered in difficult
cases.

Anticonvulsant management

An eclamptic fit is usually self-limiting; however, anticon-
vulsive therapy should be given to abort it when possible.
Magnesium sulphate can be used to control such a fit (up
to 8 mg given by slow intravenous infusion). Diazepam
10 mg can also be used but its anticonvulsant properties
are short-lived as compared to its sedative properties. In
those women who have prolonged fitting a brain scan is
required to rule out an intracerebral bleed. Following an

eclamptic fit magnesium sulphate is the prophylaxis of
choice [39]. Magnesium sulphate has been demonstrated
to reduce cerebral ischaemia by acting as membrane stabi-
lizer and vasodilator and is superior to both diazepam and
phenytoin in preventing further fits. It is also associated
with a significant reduction in the need for maternal venti-
lationand intensive care admissions. Magnesiumsulphate
is given in a 2 g intravenous loading dose in an infu-
sion of 1 g/h. Some protocols suggest 2 g/h but efficacy
has been demonstrated at 1 g/h. It is renally excreted so
therefore in cases of oliguria or rising urea care must be
taken regarding toxicity and this is detected by absence
of patellar reflexes. Respiratory arrest and muscle paral-
ysis along with cardiac arrest can occur and an antidote
is 10 ml of 10% calcium gluconate. Even with severe pre-
eclampsia, eclamptic fits are rare and occur in less than 2%.
The Magpie trial evaluated giving magnesium sulphate
versus placebo in women with pre-eclampsia and there
was a significant reduction in fits in those women receiv-
ing treatment; magnesium sulphate will roughly halve
the incidence of eclampsia [40]. The evidence also sug-
gests that there are less maternal deaths but trials have
not been large enough to show that this is significantly
so. The threshold for giving magnesium sulphate to a pre-
eclamptic woman is uncertain but generally as the risk
increases the benefit favours therapy.

Anaesthetic management

Endotracheal intubation can cause severe hypertension
and general anaesthetic should be avoided [41]. Regional
blockade is therefore the anaesthesia of choice; prior to
insertionacoagulopathyshouldbeexcluded. Platelet level
of more than 80 × 109 are likely to ensure haemostasis
and most obstetric anaesthetists would be happy to per-
form this procedure under such circumstances. In women
who have a Caesarean section a low threshold for inva-
sive CVP monitoring is necessary. Careful management
of fluid particularly following post-partum haemorrhage
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is essential. Following delivery one in three eclamptic fits
will occur in the post-partum period most of these within
48 h [2]. Although eclampsia has been reported beyond
this time it is not usually associated with serious mor-
bidity and generally anticonvulsant prophylaxis can be
stopped within a 48-h period. Blood pressure should be
monitored carefully for at least 4 days following delivery
as the highest reading can occur at this time [42]. Quite
frequently it is necessary to give women antihypertensive
therapy at home and follow-up is recommend at 6 weeks.
Methyldopa has generally unwanted side effects and most
common antihypertensive therapies can be used.

Post-natal management

At the post-natal follow-up both blood pressure and urine
should be checked for underlying renal and cardiovascu-
lar abnormalities. It is now clear that women who had
pre-eclampsia have a doubling of subsequent ischaemic
heart disease probably related to underlying vascular
pathology. This risk is greater the more growth restricted
and premature her baby is. At the post-natal visit future
pregnancies should be discussed as well as the need for
screening for hypertension in later life.
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Chapter 26: Heart disease in pregnancy
Catherine Nelson-Piercy

Introduction

Although pregnancies complicated by heart disease are
rare in the UK, Europe and the developed world, car-
diac disease is now the leading cause of maternal death
in the UK (CEMACH) [1]. There were 44 indirect deaths
attributed to cardiac disease in 2000–2002, giving a death
rate of 2.2 per 100,000 maternities. The maternal mortal-
ity rate from cardiac disease has continued to rise since
the early 1980s. The major causes of cardiac deaths over
the last 10 years are cardiomyopathy (predominantly peri-
partum), myocardial infarction (predominantly coronary
artery dissection), dissection of the thoracic aorta and
pulmonary hypertension. In the UK, rheumatic heart dis-
ease is now extremely rare in women of childbearing age
and mostly confined to immigrants. There have been no
maternal deaths reported from rheumatic heart disease
since 1994.

Women with congenital heart disease, having under-
gone corrective or palliative surgery in childhood survive
into adulthood, are encountered more frequently. These
women may have complicated pregnancies. Women with
metal prosthetic valves face difficult decisions regarding
anticoagulation in pregnancy.

Because of significant physiological changes in preg-
nancy, symptoms such as palpitations and signs such
as an ejection systolic murmur are very common and
innocent findings. Not all women with significant heart
disease are able to meet these increased physiological
demands. The care of the pregnant and parturient woman
with heart disease requires a multidisciplinary approach,
involving obstetricians, cardiologists and anaesthetists,
preferably in a dedicated antenatal cardiac clinic. This
allows formulation of an agreed and documented man-
agementplanencompassingmanagementofbothplanned
and emergency delivery.

The most common and important cardiac conditions
encountered in pregnancy are discussed below.

Physiological adaptations to pregnancy,
labour and delivery

Blood volume starts to rise by the 5th week after concep-
tion secondary to oestrogen- and prostaglandin-induced
relaxation of smoothmuscle that increases the capacitance
of the venous bed. Plasma volume increases and red cell
mass rises, but to a lesser degree, thus explaining the
physiological anaemia of pregnancy. Relaxation of smooth
muscle on the arterial side results in a profound fall in sys-
temic vascular resistance and together with the increase
in blood volume, determines the early increase in cardiac
output. Blood pressure falls slightly but by term has usu-
ally returned to the prepregnancy value. The increased
cardiac output is achieved by an increase in stroke vol-
ume and a lesser increase in resting heart rate of 10–20
beats/min. By the end of the second trimester the blood
volume and stroke volume have risen by between 30 and
50%. This increase correlates with the size and weight of
the products of conception and is therefore considerably
greater inmultiplepregnancies as is the riskofheart failure
in heart disease [2].

Although there is no increase in pulmonary capillary
wedge pressure (PCWP), serum colloid osmotic pressure
is reduced. The colloid oncotic pressure–pulmonary cap-
illary wedge pressure gradient is reduced by 28%, making
pregnant women particularly susceptible to pulmonary
oedema. Pulmonary oedema will be precipitated if there
is either an increase in cardiac pre-load (such as infusion
of fluids), or increased pulmonary capillary permeability
(such as in pre-eclampsia), or both.

In late pregnancy in the supine position, pressure of
the gravid uterus on the inferior vena cava (IVC) causes a
reduction in venous return to the heart and a consequent
fall in stroke volume and cardiac output. Turning from the
lateral to the supine position may result in a 25% reduc-
tion in cardiac output. Pregnant women should therefore
be nursed in the left or right lateral position wherever
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possible. If the mother has to be kept on her back, the
pelvis should be rotated so that the uterus drops forward
and cardiac output as well as uteroplacental blood flow
is optimized. Reduced cardiac output is associated with
reduction in uterine blood flow and therefore in placental
perfusion; this can compromise the fetus.

Labour is associated with further increases in cardiac
output (15% in the first stage and 50% in the second
stage). Uterine contractions lead to auto transfusion of
300–500 ml of blood back into the circulation and the
sympathetic response to pain and anxiety further elevate
heart rate and blood pressure. Cardiac output is increased
more during contractions but also between contractions.
The rise in stroke volume with each contraction is attenu-
ated by good pain relief and further reduced by epidural
analgesia and the supine position. Epidural analgesia or
anaesthesia cause arterial vasodilatation anda fall in blood
pressure [3]. General anaesthesia is associated with a rise
in blood pressure and heart rate during induction but car-
diovascular stability thereafter. Prostaglandins given to
induce labour have little effect on haemodynamics but
ergometrine causes vasoconstriction and syntocinon can
cause vasodilation and fluid retention.

In the third stage up to a litre of blood may be returned
to the circulation due to the relief of inferior vena cava
obstruction and contraction of the uterus. The intratho-
racic and cardiac blood volume rise, cardiac output
increases by 60–80% followed by a rapid decline to pre-
labour values within about 1 hour of delivery. Transfer
of fluid from the extravascular space increases venous
return and stroke volume further. Those women with
cardiovascular compromise are therefore most at risk of
pulmonary oedema during the second stage of labour
and the immediate post-partum period. All the changes
revert quite rapidly during the first week andmore slowly
over the following 6 weeks, but even at a year; significant
changes still persist and are enhanced by a subsequent
pregnancy [4].

Normal findings on examination of the
cardiovascular system in pregnancy

These may include a loud first heart sound with exag-
gerated splitting of the second heart sound and a physio-
logical third heart sound at the apex. A systolic ejection
murmur at the left sternal edge is heard in nearly all
women and may be remarkably loud and be audible
all over the precordium. It varies with posture and if
unaccompanied by any other abnormality it reflects the
increased stroke output. Venous hums and mammary
souffles may be heard. Because of the peripheral vasodi-
latation thepulsemaybeboundingand in addition ectopic
beats are very common in pregnancy.

Cardiac investigations in pregnancy

The electrocardiographic (ECG) axis shifts superiorly in
late pregnancy due to a more horizontal position of the
heart. Small Q-waves and T-wave inversion in the right
precordial leads are not uncommon.Atrial andventricular
ectopics are both common.

The amount of radiation received by the fetus dur-
ing a maternal chest X-ray (CXR) is negligible and CXRs
should never be withheld if clinically indicated in preg-
nancy. Transthoracic echocardiogram is the investigation
of choice to exclude, confirm or monitor structural heart
disease in pregnancy. Transoesophageal echocardiograms
(TOE) are also safe with the usual precautions to avoid
aspiration. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and chest
computerized tomography (CT) are safe in pregnancy.
Routine investigation with electrophysiological studies
and angiography are normally postponed until after preg-
nancy but angiography should not be withheld in, for
example, acute coronary syndromes.

General considerations in pregnant women with
heart disease

The outcome and safety of pregnancy are related to the
• presence and severity of pulmonary hypertension
• presence of cyanosis
• haemodynamic significance of the lesion
• functional class as determined by the level of activ-
ity that leads to dyspnoea [New York Heart Association,
NYHA] [5].
Most women with pre-existing cardiac disease tolerate
pregnancy well if they are asymptomatic or only mildly
symptomatic (NewYork HeartAssociation class II or less)
before the pregnancy, but important exceptions are pul-
monary hypertension, Marfan’s syndrome with a dilated
aortic root and somewomenwithmitral or aortic stenosis.

Cardiac events such as stroke, arrhythmia, pulmonary
oedema and death complicating pregnancies in women
with structural heart disease, are predicted by [6]
• a prior cardiac event or arrhythmia
• NYHA classification > II
• cyanosis
• left ventricular ejection fraction <40%
• left heart obstruction (mitral valve area <2 cm2, aortic
valve area <1.5 cm2, aortic valve gradient (mean – non-
pregnant) >30 mmHg).
These features therefore also act as reasons to refer to
specialist centres for counselling and management of the
pregnancy.

Women with cyanosis (oxygen saturation <80–85%)
have an increased risk of intrauterine growth restriction,
fetal loss, and thromboembolism secondary to the reactive
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polycythaemia. Their chance of a live birth in one study
was less than 20% [7].

Women with the above risk factors for adverse cardiac
or obstetric events should be managed and counselled
by a multidisciplinary team including cardiologists with
expertise in pregnancy, obstetricians with expertise in car-
diac disease, fetal medicine specialists and paediatricians.
There should be early involvement of obstetric anaes-
thetists and a carefully documented plan for delivery.

Specific cardiac conditions

Congenital heart disease

Asymptomatic acyanotic womenwith simple defects usu-
ally tolerate pregnancy easily. Many defects will have
been treated surgically or by the interventional paedi-
atric cardiologist but others are first discovered during
pregnancy. Women with congenital heart disease are at
increased risk of having a baby with congenital heart dis-
ease, and should therefore be offered genetic counselling
if possible before pregnancy [8] and detailed scanning for
fetal cardiac anomalies with fetal echocardiography by
18–20 weeks’ gestation.

Acyanotic congenital heart disease

ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECT

After bicuspid aortic valve (which is much commoner in
males), secundum ASD (atrial septal defect) is the com-
monest congenital cardiac defect in adults. Paradoxical
embolism is rare and arrhythmias do not usually develop
until middle age. Mitral regurgitation caused by mitral
leaflet prolapse develops in up to 15% of uncorrected
ASDs. Pulmonary hypertension is rare.

No problems are anticipated during pregnancy but
acute blood loss is poorly tolerated. It can cause massive
increase in left-to-right shunting and a precipitous fall in
left ventricular output, blood pressure, coronary blood
flow and even cardiac arrest.

VENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT AND PATENT ARTERIAL
DUCT

Like regurgitant valve disease, these defects, which
increase the volume load of the left ventricle, are well
tolerated in pregnancy unless the defects are large and
complicated by pulmonary vascular disease.

PULMONARY STENOSIS

Pulmonary stenosis does not usually give rise to symp-
toms during pregnancy. But, when severe and causing

right ventricular failure, balloon pulmonary valvotomy
has been successfully carried out during pregnancy. The
procedure is best carried out during the second trimester
with maximal uterine shielding.

AORTIC STENOSIS

Left ventricular outflow tract obstruction at any level can
cause problems during pregnancy. Prepregnancy assess-
ment is the ideal. Significantobstruction results if theaortic
valve area is <1 cm2 or if the non-pregnant mean gradient
across the valve is >50mmHg. Indications that pregnancy
will be high risk include failure to achieve a normal rise in
blood pressure without the development of ST- or T-wave
changesduringexercise, impaired left ventricular function
and symptoms.

The ECG will normally show left ventricular hyper-
trophy and the Doppler transaortic valve velocity will
rise during pregnancy if the stroke volume increases in
a normal fashion. If the left ventricular systolic function is
impaired the left ventricle may not be capable of generat-
ing a high gradient across the valve so that a low gradient
may be falsely reassuring.

Any patient who develops angina, dyspnoea or rest-
ing tachycardia should be admitted to hospital for rest.
Administration of a β-adrenergic blocking drug will
increase diastolic coronary flow time and left ventricu-
lar filling with resultant improvement in angina and left
ventricular function. If despite these measures angina,
pulmonary congestion and left ventricular failure persist
or progress, balloon aortic valvotomy needs to be consid-
ered [9]. These valves are intrinsically not ideal and severe
aortic regurgitation may be created but, if successful, the
proceduremaybuy timeandallowcompletionof thepreg-
nancy. The procedure can also be carried out for relief of
discrete subaortic stenosis but with some risk of causing
mitral regurgitation.

COARCTATION OF THE AORTA

Most cases encountered will already have been surgically
corrected, although residual narrowing is not uncommon.
Aortic coarctation may first be diagnosed during preg-
nancy and should always be excluded when raised blood
pressure is recorded at booking.

Although the blood pressure can be lowered adequate
control cannotbemaintainedduringexercisewhichbrings
the risk of cerebral haemorrhage or aortic dissection. The
woman should therefore be advised to rest and avoid exer-
tion. The risk of dissection is increased in patients with
pre-existing aortic abnormality associated with coarcta-
tion, Marfan syndrome or other inherited disorders of
connective tissue.
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Hypertension should be aggressively treated and to
minimize the risk of rupture and dissection beta-blockers
are the ideal agents. Left ventricular failure is unlikely
in the absence of an associated stenotic bicuspid aortic
valve or endocardial fibro-elastosiswith impaired left ven-
tricular function. Normal delivery is usually possible,
although severe coarctation would indicate a shortened
second stage.

MARFAN SYNDROME

Eighty percent of Marfan patients have some cardiac
involvement most commonly mitral valve prolapse and
regurgitation. Pregnancy increases the risk of aortic rup-
ture or dissection usually in the third trimester or early
post-partum. Progressive aortic root dilation and an aor-
tic root dimension >4 cm are associated with increased
risk (10%). Women with aortic roots >4.6 cm should
be advised to delay pregnancy until after aortic root
repair or root replacement with resuspension of the aortic
valve [10].

Conversely, in women with minimal cardiac involve-
ment and an aortic root <4 cm pregnancy outcome is
usually good [11], although those with a family history
of aortic dissection or sudden death are also at increased
risk since in some families aortic root dissection occurs in
the absence of preliminary aortic dilatation.

Management should include counselling regarding the
dominant inheritance of the condition, monthly echocar-
diograms to assess the aortic root in those with cardiac
involvement and beta-blockers for those with hyperten-
sion or aortic root dilation. Vaginal delivery for those with
stable aortic root measurements is possible but elective
Caesarean section with regional anaesthesia if there is an
enlarged or dilating aortic root is recommended [11].

Cyanotic congenital heart disease

Cyanotic congenital heart disease in the adult is usually
associated either with pulmonary hypertension as in the
Eisenmenger syndrome, or with pulmonary stenosis as
in the tetralogy of Fallot. Patients with single ventricle,
transposition of the great arteries and complex pulmonary
atresias with systemic blood supply to the lungs may all
survive to adult life with or without previous palliative
surgery.

TETRALOGY OF FALLOT

The association of severe right ventricular outflow tract
obstructionwith a large subaortic ventricular septal defect

and overriding aorta causes right ventricular hyper-
trophy and right-to-left shunting with cyanosis. Preg-
nancy is tolerated well but fetal growth is poor with a
high rate of miscarriage, prematurity and small-for-dates
babies. The haematocrit tends to rise during pregnancy in
cyanosedwomenbecause systemic vasodilatation leads to
an increase in right-to-left shunting. Women with a rest-
ing arterial saturation of 85% or more, a haemoglobin
below 18 g and a haematocrit below 55% have a rea-
sonable chance of a successful outcome. The arterial
saturation falls markedly on effort so rest is prescribed
to optimize fetal growth but subcutaneous low molecu-
lar weight heparin (LMWH) should be given to prevent
venous thrombosis and paradoxical embolism.

Women who have had a previous surgical correction of
the tetralogy do well in pregnancy [12].

POST-OPERATIVE CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE

Survivors of neonatal palliative surgery for complex con-
genital heartdiseaseneed individual assessment. Echocar-
diography by a paediatric or adult congenital cardiologist
enables a detailed assessment to be made.

Following the Fontan operation for tricuspid atresia or
transposition with pulmonary stenosis, the right ventricle
is bypassed and the left ventricle provides the pump for
both the systemic andpulmonary circulations. Increases in
venous pressure can lead to hepatic congestion and gross
oedema but pregnancy can be successful.

EISENMENGER SYNDROME AND PULMONARY
HYPERTENSION

Pulmonary vascular disease whether secondary to a
reversed large left-to-right shunt such as a ventriculo-
septal defect (VSD), (Eisenmenger’s syndrome) or to lung
or connective tissue disease (e.g. scleroderma) or due to
primary pulmonary hypertension is extremely danger-
ous in pregnancy and women known to have significant
pulmonary vascular disease should be advised from an
early age to avoid pregnancy and be given appropriate
contraceptive advice. Maternal mortality is 40% [13].

The danger relates to fixed pulmonary vascular resis-
tance that cannot fall in response to pregnancy, and a
consequent inability to increase pulmonary blood flow
with refractory hypoxaemia. Pulmonary hypertension is
defined as a non-pregnant elevation of mean (not sys-
tolic) pulmonary artery pressure equal to or greater than
25mmHg at rest or 30mmHg on exercise in the absence of
a left-to-right shunt. Pulmonary artery systolic (not mean)
pressure is usually estimatedbyusingDopplerultrasound
to measure the regurgitant jet velocity across the tricuspid
valve. This should be considered a screening test. There is
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no agreed relation between the mean pulmonary pressure
and the estimated systolic pulmonary pressure. If the sys-
tolic pulmonary pressure estimated byDoppler is thought
to indicate pulmonary hypertension, a specialist cardiac
opinion is recommended. If there is pulmonary hyperten-
sion in the presence of a left-to-right shunt the diagnosis
of pulmonary vascular disease is particularly difficult and
further investigation including cardiac catheterization to
calculate pulmonary vascular resistance is likely to be nec-
essary. Pulmonary hypertension as defined by Doppler
studies may also occur in mitral stenosis and with large
left-to-right shunts that have not reversed. Women with
pulmonary hypertension who still have predominant left-
to-right shunts are at lesser risk and may do well during
pregnancy, but although such women may not have pul-
monary vascular disease and a fixed pulmonary vascular
resistance (PVR) (or this may not have been established
prior to pregnancy), they have the potential to develop it
and require very careful monitoring.

In the event of unplanned pregnancy a therapeutic
termination should be offered [13]. Elective termination
carries a 7% risk of mortality, hence the importance of
avoiding pregnancy if possible. If such advice is declined,
multidisciplinary care, elective admission for bed rest,
60% oxygen and thromboprophylaxis with LMWH are
recommended [14]. Fetal growth should be carefully
monitored.

Most fatalities occur during delivery or the first week
post-partum. There is no evidence that monitoring the
pulmonary artery pressure pre- or intrapartum improves
outcome, and indeed insertion of a pulmonary artery
catheter increases the risk of thrombosis, which may be
fatal in such women [15]. Vasodilators given to reduce
the pulmonary artery pressure will (with the exception
of inhaled nitric oxide and prostacyclin), inevitably result

in a concomitant lowering of the systemic pressure
exacerbating hypoxaemia.

There is no evidence that abdominal or vaginal delivery,
or regional versus general anaesthesia improve outcome
in pregnant women with pulmonary hypertension. Great
care must be taken to avoid systemic vasodilatation. The
patient should be returned to the intensive care unit (ITU)
after delivery. Oximetry, subcutaneous heparin and pas-
sive physiotherapy should be continued and mobilization
should proceed only slowly. Nebulized prostacycline can
be used to try to prevent pulmonary vasoconstriction.
When sudden deterioration occurs (usually in the post-
partum period) resuscitation is rarely successful and no
additional cause is found at autopsy although there may
be concomitant thromboembolism, hypovolaemia or pre-
eclampsia. Death is usually preceded by vagal slowing, a
fall in blood pressure and oxygen saturation followed by
ventricular fibrillation.

Acquired valve disease

MITRAL VALVE PROLAPSE

Floppy mitral valve may be sporadic or inherited as a
dominant condition in some familieswith variants ofMar-
fan syndrome. Pregnancy is well tolerated and antibiotic
prophylaxis is only required if there ismitral regurgitation.

Rheumatic heart disease

MITRAL STENOSIS

Worldwide, mitral stenosis remains the most common
potentially lethal pre-existing heart condition in preg-
nancy. There are many pitfalls because an asymptomatic
patient may deteriorate in pregnancy, mitral stenosis

Sinus tachycardia

Stroke volume falls

Left atrial pressure rises

Pulmonary oedema Dyspnoea settles

Left atrial pressure falls

Stroke volume rises

Fall in heart rate Beta-blockerExertion

Emotion

Mitral stenosis

Fig. 26.1 Mitral stenosis.
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may have increased in severity since a previous
uncomplicated pregnancy, stenosis can reoccur or worsen
after valvuloplasty or valvotomy and mitral stenosis that
may previously not have been recognized may be missed
during routine antenatal examination because the mur-
mur is diastolic and submammary.

Women may deteriorate secondary to tachycardia
(related to pain, anxiety, exercise or intercurrent infection),
arrhythmias or the increased cardiac output of pregnancy.
Sinus tachycardia at rest should prompt concern. Tachy-
cardia is the reflex response to failure to increase stroke
volume and it reduces the time for left atrial emptying
so that the stroke volume falls, the reflex sinus tachycar-
dia accelerates and the left atrial pressure climbs. This
creates a vicious circle of increasing heart rate and left
atrial pressure and can precipitate pulmonary oedema.
The anxiety caused by the dyspnoea increases the tachy-
cardia and exacerbates the problem (Fig. 26.1). Pulmonary
oedema may also be precipitated by increased volume
(such as occurs during the third stage of labour or fol-
lowing injudicious intravenous fluid therapy) [16]. The
risks are increasedwith severemitral stenosis (mitral valve
area <1 cm2), moderate or severe symptoms prior to
pregnancy, and in those diagnosed late in pregnancy [16].

The ECG inmitral stenosis shows left atrial Pwaves and
right axis deviation. TheCXR shows a small heart butwith
prominence of the left atrial appendage and left atrium
and pulmonary congestion or oedema. The diagnosis is
confirmed with transthoracic echocardiography.

Women with severe mitral stenosis should be advised
to delay pregnancy until after balloon, open or closed
mitral valvotomy, or if the valve is not amenable to valvo-
tomy, until after mitral valve replacement. Beta-blockers
decrease heart rate, increase diastolic filling time and
decrease the risk of pulmonary oedema [17] and should
be given in pregnancy to secure and maintain a heart rate
of under 90 beats/min. Diuretics should be commenced
or continued if indicated.

In the event of pulmonary oedema, the patient should
be sat up, oxygen should be given and the heart rate
slowed by relief of anxiety with diamorphine, and 20 mg
of intravenous frusemide administered. Digoxin should
only be used if atrial fibrillation occurs as it does not slow
the heart in sinus rhythm (because increased sympathetic
drive easily overcomes its mild vagotonic effect).

If medical therapy fails or for those with severe mitral
stenosis, balloon mitral valvotomy may be safely and suc-
cessfully used in pregnancy if the valve is suitable [16]
although this will require transfer to a hospital with major
cardiac facilities. Percutaneous balloon valvotomy carries
a risk ofmajor complications of about 1%, whereas for sur-
gical valvotomy the figures are: closed valvotomy – fetal
mortality 5–15%, maternal 3% and open valvotomy – fetal

mortality 15–33%, maternal 5%. If an open operation on
the mitral valve is going to be required, this should be
deferred until after delivery [18].

Women with mitral stenosis should avoid the supine
and lithotomypositions asmuchaspossible for labour and
delivery. Fluid overload must be avoided, and even in the
presence of oliguria, without significant blood loss, the
temptation to give intravenous colloid must be resisted.
Cautious epidural analgesia or anaesthesia are suitable for
the patient with mitral stenosis as is vaginal delivery but
limitation ofmaternal effortwith an instrumental delivery
may be indicated.

REGURGITANT VALVE DISEASE

Patients with regurgitant valve disease either mitral or
aortic tolerate pregnancy much better than patients with
valvular stenosis. The systemic vasodilatation in preg-
nancy reduces regurgitant flow as does tachycardia in
patients with aortic regurgitation. When the valve disease
is of rheumatic origin the advent of sudden atrial fibrilla-
tion may precipitate pulmonary oedema.

Mechanical heart valves

Most women with prosthetic heart valves have sufficient
cardiovascular reserve to accomplish pregnancy safely.
The optimal strategy for anticoagulation in women with
metal heart valve replacements in pregnancy is contro-
versial since the interests of the mother and the fetus are
in conflict. These women require life-long anticoagulation
and this must be continued in pregnancy because of the
increased risk of thrombosis.

If the international normalized ratio (INR) is meticu-
lously controlled maternal risks from warfarin are hardly,
if at all, increased. However, warfarin is associated with
warfarin embryopathy (chondrodysplasia punctata) if
given during the period of organogenesis (6 and 12 weeks
gestation) [19], and fetal intracerebral haemorrhage at
any time.

Overdosage results from a greater anticoagulant effect
on the fetus than on themother because the immature fetal
liver produces only low levels of vitamin K-dependent
clotting factors and maternal procoagulants do not cross
the placenta due to their large molecular size. Warfarin
also increases the risks of miscarriage and stillbirth [20].

The fetal risk from warfarin is dose dependent. For-
tunately, most women require less than 5 mg daily.
Women requiring more than this are at increased risk of
teratogenesis, miscarriage and stillbirth [21].

Heparin and lowmolecularweight heparin do not cross
the placenta and therefore are an attractive option. But
even in full anticoagulant doses, they are associated with
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an increased risk of valve thrombosis and embolic events
[19–22]. Heparins can also cause retroplacental haemor-
rhage so the risk of fetal loss is not eliminated. Further
disadvantages of unfractionated heparin include a need
forparenteral administration, powerful but short duration
of action, narrow therapeutic index, a steepdose–response
curve, increasing dose requirement during pregnancy and
lack of agreed optimal test or target for safe and effec-
tiveactivity. Overshootingwith incrementaldosagebrings
a risk of bleeding. High doses of unfractionated hep-
arin long term may also cause osteoporosis. LMWHs
have a better safety profile in pregnancy but the man-
ufacturers say they are specifically not recommended as
anticoagulants in patients with prosthetic heart valves.

There are three basic options for anticoagulation man-
agement

1 Continue warfarin throughout pregnancy, stopping
only for delivery. This is the safest option for the mother
[19,20].
2 Replace the warfarin with high-dose unfractionated
or low molecular weight heparin from 6 to 12 weeks’
gestation to avoid warfarin embryopathy.
3 Use high dose unfractionated or low molecular weight
heparin throughout pregnancy.

Which option is chosen will depend on several factors

1 The type of mechanical valve. The risk of thrombosis is
less with the newer bi-leaflet valves (e.g. carbomedics)
than with the first-generation ball and cage (e.g. Starr-
Edwards), or second-generation single tilting disc (e.g.
Bjork Shiley) valves.
2 The position of the valve replacement. Valves in the aortic
rather than the mitral position are associated with a lower
risk of thrombosis [23].
3 The number of mechanical valves. Two valves give a higher
risk of thrombosis.
4 The dose of warfarin required to maintain a therapeutic
INR.
5 Any previous history of embolic events.

If warfarin is used in pregnancy serial fetal scans are
indicated to detect severe embryopathy with stippled epi-
physes and intracerebral haemorrhage. Warfarin should
be discontinued and substituted for LMWH for 10 days
prior to delivery to allow clearance of warfarin from the
fetal circulation. For delivery itself LMWH therapy is
interrupted.

Conversion from LMWH back to warfarin should be
delayed for at least 3–5 days post-partum to minimize the
risk of obstetric haemorrhage.

In the event of bleeding or the need for urgent delivery
in a fully anticoagulatedpatient, warfarinmaybe reversed
with fresh frozenplasma (FFP) andvitaminK, andheparin
with protamine sulphate. Vitamin K should be avoided if

possible since it renders the woman extremely difficult to
anticoagulate with warfarin after delivery.

Thrombolytic treatment can be used for prosthetic valve
thrombosis during pregnancy, and although it may cause
embolism or bleeding or placental separation, the risks are
lower than those of cardiothoracic surgery.

Women with metal valve replacements all require
antibiotic endocarditis prophylaxis for delivery regardless
of the mode of delivery [24,25].

Coronary artery disease

Whenmyocardial infarctionoccurs inpregnancy it usually
develops without preceding angina because the underly-
ing cause is more likely to be due to non-atherosclerotic
conditions. Spontaneous coronary artery dissection and
coronary artery thrombosis are the commonest causes
[1,26] and sudden severe chest pain the usual manifes-
tation. Most occur during late pregnancy or peripartum
and affect the anterior wall of the heart.

Maternal death rate is 20%. Myocardial infarction has
been attributed to the administration of oxytocic agents.
Coronary thrombosis may be associated with drug abuse
from crack cocaine. Embolic occlusion should always be
considered and an embolic source such as mitral stenosis
or infective endocarditis sought.

The risk factors for ischaemic heart disease in preg-
nancy are the same as for the non-pregnant. The risk
is increased in multigravid women and in those who
smoke and women with diabetes, obesity, hypertension
and hypercholesterolaemia.

Management of acute myocardial infarction is as for the
non-pregnant woman.

Coronary angiography should be undertaken without
hesitation in order to define the pathology and determine
management. Intravenous and intracoronary thromboly-
sis and percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty
and stenting have all been successfully performed in
pregnancy. Both aspirin and beta-blockers are safe in
pregnancy. There are less data for clopidogrel and glyco-
protein IIb/IIIa inhibitors although there are case reports
of their successful use. Statins should be discontinued for
the duration of pregnancy as they are associated with an
increased risk of malformations [27].

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is an autosomal
dominant disease characterized by hypertrophy of the
undilated left ventricle in the absence of an abnormal
haemodynamic load and with underlying myocyte and
myofibrillar disarray. Family studies, now sometimes
aided by genetic identification of a responsible mutant
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gene, have indicated the broad spectrum of phenotypic
abnormality that exists not only between individuals at
different agesbutwithin families. Patient seriespreviously
described from specialist centres represented a highly
skewed population of high-risk patients referred because
of disabling symptoms or a malignant family history.
In the years before echocardiography only gross exam-
ples of the disorder could be identified but these patients
formed the basis of many of the published natural history
studies.

HCM is not infrequently first diagnosed in pregnancy
when a systolic murmur leads to an ECG and echocar-
diographic study. Most patients are asymptomatic and do
well. HCM used to be regarded as a rare disease with a
high risk of sudden death but is now recognized to be rel-
atively common, being found in 1 in 500 young adults in
a recent study and in most patients the disorder is benign.

Patients with HCM respond well to pregnancy by a
useful increase in their normally reduced left ventricu-
lar cavity size and stroke volume. The danger relates
to left ventricular outflow tract obstruction that may be
precipitated by hypotension or hypovolaemia. Symp-
toms of shortness of breath, chest pain, dizziness or
syncope indicate the need for a β-blocking drug [28].
Ventricular arrhythmias commoner in older patients are
uncommon in the young. Sudden death has only very
rarely been reported during pregnancy. It is most impor-
tant in all patients to avoid vasodilatation during labour
and delivery and regional anaesthesia/analgesia. Any
hypovolaemia will have the same effect and should be
rapidly and adequately corrected. It is most unusual to
find hypertrophy in the infants of mothers with HCM.

Peripartum cardiomyopathy

This pregnancy-specific condition is defined as the devel-
opment of cardiac failure between the last month of
pregnancy and 5 months post-partum, in the absence
of an identifiable cause or recognizable heart disease
prior to the last month of pregnancy, and left ventricu-
lar systolic dysfunction demonstrated by the following
echocardiographic criteria [29].
• Left ventricular ejection fraction <45%
• Fractional shortening <30%
• LVEDP (left ventriculae end diastolic dimension)
>2.7 cm/m2

Echocardiographyshowsdilatationwhichusually involves
all four chambers but is dominated by left ventricular
hypokinesia which may be global or most marked in a
particular territory.

The condition is rare but the true incidence is unknown
as mild cases undoubtedly go unrecognized. Recognized
risk factors include multiple pregnancy, hypertension (be

it pre-existing or related to pregnancy or pre-eclampsia),
multiparity, increased age, and Afro-Caribbean race.

Peripartum cardiomyopathy does not differ clinically
from dilated cardiomyopathy except in its temporal rela-
tionship to pregnancy. The severity varies from catas-
trophic to subclinical when it may be discovered only
fortuitously through echocardiography. Diagnosis should
be suspected in the peripartum patient with breathless-
ness, tachycardia or signs of heart failure. Fluid overload
is often amajor feature andmay be precipitated by the use
of syntocinon or by fluids given to maintain cardiac out-
put during spinal anaesthesia for delivery. TheCXRshows
an enlarged heart with pulmonary congestion or oedema
and often bilateral pleural effusions. Systemic embolism
from mural thrombus may herald the onset of ventricular
arrhythmias or precede the development of clinical heart
failure and pulmonary embolism may further complicate
the clinical picture.

The differential diagnosis includes pre-existing dilated
cardiomyopathy, pulmonary thromboembolism, amniotic
fluid embolism, myocardial infarction and β2 agonist
associated pulmonary oedema in patients who have
been given such an agent to postpone premature deliv-
ery. Echocardiography immediately implicates the left
ventricle and excludes pulmonary embolism as the
cause.

Management is as for other causes of heart failure with
oxygen, diuretics, vasodilators, and angiotensin convert-
ing enzyme (ACE) inhibitors if post-partum. Thrombo-
prophylaxis is imperative. The cautious addition of a
β-adrenergic blocking drug may be helpful if tachycar-
dia persists, particularly if the cardiac output is well
preserved. The most gravely ill patients will need intuba-
tion, ventilation andmonitoringwith use of inotropes and
sometimes temporary support froman intra-aortic balloon
pump or ventricular assist device. Heart transplantation
may be the only chance of survival in severe cases.

About 50% of women make a spontaneous and full
recovery. Most case fatalities occur close to presentation
and cardiomyopathy is the cause of almost a quarter of
maternal cardiac deaths [1]. Recent data show a 5-year
survival of 94% [30]. Patients should remain on an ACE
inhibitor for as long as left ventricular function remains
abnormal. Prognosis and recurrence depend on the nor-
malization of left ventricular size within 6 months of
delivery [31]. Those women with severe myocardial dys-
function, defined as LV end diastolic dimension ≥6 cm
and fractional shortening ≤21% are unlikely to regain
normal cardiac function on follow-up [32]. Those whose
LV function and size do not return to normal within 6
months and prior to a subsequent pregnancy are at sig-
nificant risk of worsening heart failure (50%) and death
(25%) or recurrent peripartum cardiomyopathy in the
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next pregnancy. They should therefore be advised against
pregnancy [31].

Arrhythmias

Atrial and ventricular premature complexes (VPC) are
common in pregnancy. Many pregnant women are symp-
tomatic from forceful heart beats that occur following a
compensatorypauseafter aVPC.Mostwomenwith symp-
tomatic episodes of dizziness, syncope, and palpitations
do not have arrhythmias [33].

A sinus tachycardia requires investigation for pos-
sible underlying pathology such as blood loss, infec-
tion, heart failure, thyrotoxicosis or pulmonary embolus.
The commonest arrhythmia encountered in pregnancy is
supraventricular tachycardia (SVT). First onset of SVT
(both accessory pathway-mediated and AV nodal re-
entrant) is rare in pregnancy but 22% of 63 women with
SVThadexacerbationof symptoms inpregnancy [34]. 50%
of SVTs do not respond to vagal manoeuvres.

Propranolol, verapamil and adenosine have Federal
Drugs Agency (FDA) approval for acute termination of
SVT.Adenosine has advantages over verapamil including
probable lack of placental transfer and may be safely used
in pregnancy for SVTs that do not respond to vagal stimu-
lation [35,36]. Flecanide is safe and is used in the treatment
of fetal tachycardias. Propafenone andamiodarone should
be avoided [37], the latter because of interferencewith fetal
thyroid function [38]. Temporary and permanent pacing,
cardioversion, and implantable defibrillators are also safe
in pregnancy [35].

Cardiac arrest

This should be managed according to the same protocols
as used in the non-pregnant. Pregnant women (espe-
cially those in advanced pregnancy) should be ‘wedged’
to relieve any obstruction to venous return from pressure
of the gravid uterus on the IVC. This can be most rapidly
achieved by turning the patient into the left lateral posi-
tion. If cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is required
then the pelvis can be tilted while keeping the torso flat to
allow external chest compressions. Emergency Caesarean
section may be required to aid maternal resuscitation.

Endocarditis prophylaxis

Infective endocarditis is rare in pregnancy but threatens
the life of both mother and child. Fatal cases of endocardi-
tis in pregnancy have occurred antenatally, rather than as
a consequence of infection acquired at the time of delivery
[1]. Treatment is essentially the same as outside pregnancy

Table 26.1 Stratification of cardiac conditions according to risk
of bacterial endocarditis

High-risk Prosthetic valves (metal, bioprosthetic
and homografts)

Endocarditis
prophylaxis
recommended

Previous bacterial endocarditis, Complex
cyanotic congenital heart disease
(Fallot’s, Transposition of great arteries)
Surgical systemic/pulmonary shunt

Moderate-risk Other congenital cardiac malformations,
Acquired valvular disease

Endocarditis
prophylaxis
recommended

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
Mitral valve prolapse with mitral
regurgitation

Negligible-risk Isolated secundum atrial septal defects,
Surgically repaired ASD, VSD, PDA

Endocarditis
prophylaxis not
recommended

Mitral valve prolapse without
regurgitation, Physiological heart
murmurs, Cardiac pacemakers

Adapted from [25].

withemergencyvalve replacement if indicated.Asalways,
the baby should be delivered if viable before the maternal
operation.

Antibioticprophylaxis ismandatory for thosewithpros-
thetic valves and for those with a previous episode of
endocarditis [25]. Many cardiologists recommend that
women with structural heart defects (e.g. VSD) also
receive prophylaxis. Recommendations of the American
Heart Association stratify cardiac conditions into high-,
moderate- andnegligible (not requiring antibiotic prophy-
laxis) risk [25] (Table 26.1).

The current UK recommendations (24) are amoxycillin
2 g i.v. plus gentamicin 120 mg i.v. at the onset of labour
or ruptured membranes or prior to Caesarean section, fol-
lowedby amoxycillin 500mgorally (or i.m/i.v. depending
on patient’s condition) 6 h later.

For women who are allergic to penicillin, vancomycin
1 g i.v. or teicoplanin 400 mg i.v. may be used instead of
amoxycillin [25].
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Chapter 27: Diabetes and endocrine
disease in pregnancy
Anne Dornhorst and Catherine Williamson

Introduction

Diabetes occurs in 2–5% of all UK pregnancies and its
prevalence is rising. Fortyyears ago themajorityofwomen
with diabetes attending an antenatal clinic had type 1 dia-
betes and were young, non-obese and of low parity. Today
the majority of women have type 2 diabetes, or gestational
diabetes (GDM), and are older, more obese and of higher
parity. These women also include a small proportion of
individuals diagnosed as having the rarer monogenetic or
mitochondrial forms of diabetes, who previously would
have been misclassified as having type 1 or 2 diabetes.

The prevalence of type 2 diabetes among women of
child-bearing years is predicted to increase due to current
trends in obesity and physical inactivity. Type 2 diabetes
must not be considered a less serious condition than type
1 diabetes as clinical experience over the last decade has
consistently shown that the perinatal mortality and mor-
bidity is higher among pregnancies associated with type
2 diabetes than type 1 diabetes [1].

The type of diabetes a woman has influences the obstet-
ric management from pre-conceptual counselling through
to post-natal care. As a generalization it is the degree
of maternal hyperglycaemia that dictates fetal outcome,
while it is the type of diabetes that influences maternal
outcome. The main characteristics of the different types
of diabetes encountered in obstetric practice are shown in
Table 27.1.

The general principles for the management of diabetic
pregnancies arediscussedbelow. Specific issues relating to
the screening and management of women with GDM are
briefly discussed. The neonatal complications of a diabetic
pregnancy and the long-term impact these pregnancies
have on the future health of the child are also briefly
considered.

General principles for the management of
diabetic pregnancies

When maternal diabetes precedes the pregnancy it is asso-
ciated with an increased risk of miscarriage, congenital

abnormalities, accelerated fetal growth, late stillbirth,
birth trauma, neonatal hypoglycaemia and long-term
health problems for the child. Gestational diabetes is asso-
ciated with those complications attributable to maternal
hyperglycaemia arising in the latter half of pregnancy.
The principal tenet for the management of all diabetic
pregnancies, from the time of conception through to the
time of delivery, is to strive for maternal euglycaemia.
The need for good glycaemic control is based on evi-
dence implicatinghyperglycaemiawithmaternal and fetal
complications, see Table 27.2. Although other maternal
metabolic disturbances do occur that may be detrimen-
tal to pregnancy, such as changes in lipid metabolism,
it is hyperglycaemia, not dyslipidaemia, that is partic-
ularly harmful to embryogenesis and it is glucose, not
fat, that is the fetal fuel substrate responsible for fetal
hyperinsulinaemia and accelerated fetal growth.

To achieve the level of glycaemic control required to
minimize complications associated with diabetic preg-
nancies, hospitals require a multidisciplinary diabetic
obstetric team working to local agreed guidelines that are
based on national and international agreed best practice.
The structured approach to the management of diabetic
pregnancies is discussed below, see Table 27.3.

Prior to pregnancy

PRECONCEPTION COUNSELLING

Whenwomenwithdiabetes attendapre-conception clinic,
pregnancy outcomes are improved. These clinics provide
an opportunity for glycaemic control to be intensively
managed, high-dose folic acid supplements prescribed
and information given on when to stop potentially harm-
ful drugs, such as Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers. Women can
also be assessed for diabetic complications, and aspirin or
heparin considered for those at risk of pre-eclampsia or
thrombophilia.

The importance for the best achievable glycaemic con-
trol prior to pregnancy is stressed by studies showing that

246
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Table 27.1 The types of diabetes encountered in obstetric practice

Type 1 diabetes Absolute insulin deficiency due to an autoimmune destruction of the pancreatic β-cell. Presents typically
under the age of 20 years old, only 10% have a first degree relative affected. Not associated with obesity.
Accounts for approximately 5% of all diabetes outside pregnancy.

Type 2 diabetes Relative insulin deficiency due to increased insulin resistance. Presents typically over the age of 20, and
>50% have a first degree relative affected. Associated with obesity. Accounts for approximately 90% of all
diabetes outside pregnancy.

Monogenetic
diabetes

MODY (Maturity Onset of Diabetes of the Young). Results from a single gene mutation causing defects in
pancreatic β-cell insulin secretion. Present from birth and typically diagnosed under the age of 20,
autosomal dominant with nearly 100% having a first degree relative affected. Not associated with obesity.
Accounts for approximately 2% of all diabetes outside pregnancy.

Mitochondrial
diabetes

Arises from a mutation in mitochondrial DNA leading to a defect in insulin secretion. Associated with a
number of other medical problems including neural sensory deafness, a tendency for stroke and lactic
acidosis. Diabetes develops at approximately 35 years of age and is maternally inherited. Not associated
with obesity. Accounts for approximately 1% of all diabetes outside pregnancy.

Secondary
diabetes

Diabetes due to other medical conditions, i.e. pancreatitis, cystic fibrosis, glucocorticoids and other drugs.
Accounts for approximately 2% of all diabetes outside pregnancy.

Table 27.2 The role of maternal hyperglycaemia on maternal and fetal complications

Influence of hyperglycaemia

1st trimester
Implantation Inhibits trophectoderm differentiation
Embryogenesis Increases oxidative stress affecting expression of critical genes essential for embryogenesis
Organogenesis Activates the diacylglycerol-protein kinase C cascade increasing congenital defects
Miscarriage Increases premature programmed cell death of key progenitor cells of the blastocyst

2nd trimester
Endocrine pancreas Stimulates fetal β-cells
Fetal growth Stimulates fetal hyperinsulinaemia that results in growth acceleration seen on ultrasound by 26 weeks

3rd trimester
Fetal growth A major fetal substrate and determinate for accelerated fetal growth
Adipose disposition Stimulates hyperinsulinaemia that promotes fat disposition including intra-abdominal fat
Lung maturation Stimulates hyperinsulinaemia that delays lung maturation by inhibiting surfactant proteins
Stillbirth Is associated with defects in placental maturation that increase the risk of fetal hypoxia

Delivery
Birth trauma By causing accelerated fetal growth there is an increased risk of shoulder dystocia predisposing to birth

trauma and asphyxia

Neonate
Hypoglycaemia Stimulates fetal hyperinsulinaemia that predisposes to neonatal hypoglycaemia
Hypocalcaemia Alters the placental expression of calbindin mRNA that affects calcium status at birth
Polycythaemia Stimulates fetal hyperinsulinaemia that enhances antepartum haemapoiesis as does fetal hypoxia
Cardiomyopathy Stimulates fetal hyperinsulinaemia that predisposes to hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

Adolescence/adulthood
Obesity Intrauterine exposure predisposes to the metabolic syndrome, independent of any genetic susceptibility
Type 2 diabetes Intrauterine exposure predisposes to type 2 diabetes, independent of any genetic susceptibility

when the HbA1c value, the measure of overall glycaemic
control, are within the normal range the risk of congenital
abnormalities approaches that of the non-diabetic popu-
lation. To achieve this level of control requires women
with type 1 diabetes, and many of those with type 2
diabetes, to have 4–5 insulin injections a day or an insulin
pump. A long-acting basal insulin is usually given at
night with a short-acting bolus insulin taken with each

meal. For women with type 2 diabetes previously on
oral hypoglycaemic agents switching to insulin remains
standard practice; however, certain oral hypoglycaemic
agents are now being prescribed to women with ges-
tational diabetic pregnancies [2] and pregnant women
with polycystic ovarian syndrome. While many women
with type 2 diabetes require multiple daily injections of
insulin others may achieve good glycaemic control using
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Table 27.3 A structured approach to the management of
diabetic pregnancies

Prior to pregnancy
Preconception counselling

1st trimester
Referral to a combined multidisciplinary diabetic obstetric
antenatal clinic

Dating scan
Screening for diabetic complications
Screening for non-diabetic co-morbidities
Assessment and optimization of glycaemia
Advice on hypoglycaemia prevention

2nd trimester
Optimization of glycaemic control
Screening for congenital abnormalities
Surveillance for medical obstetric complications
Assessment of fetal growth

3rd trimester
Optimization of glycaemic control
Assessment of fetal growth
Timing and mode of delivery

Delivery
Protocols for insulin during labour and delivery

Post-partum
Adjustment of insulin dosage
Breast feeding
Discussing contraception

a twice-daily mixture of a short- and long-acting insulin,
or alternatively a short-acting insulin three times a day
with meals.

1st trimester

REFERRAL TO A COMBINED MULTIDISCIPLINARY
DIABETIC OBSTETRIC ANTENATAL CLINIC

Pregnancy outcomes are improved when women with
diabetes attend a multidisciplinary diabetic obstetric ante-
natal clinic. This team should comprise of an obstetrician,
diabetologist, specialized midwife, diabetic nurse and
dietician who are jointly involved with the care of all preg-
nant diabetic women attending the hospital. Immediate
access to this combined clinic is essential as fetal organo-
genesis occurs within 12 weeks from conception and the
need to normalize maternal glycaemia at this time is there-
fore critical. Each woman needs to be seen or phoned by
the diabetic nurse on a weekly basis throughout the first
trimester, even if they need to be seen less frequently by
other members of the team.

DATING ULTRASOUND SCAN

As the majority of diabetic women have an elective deliv-
ery before term it is essential that the correct gestational

age of the pregnancy is known. Ideally a dating scan
should be performed within the first 10 weeks follow-
ing conception as this allows both the viability of the
pregnancy to be confirmed and an accurate gestational
age obtained. Relying on ultrasound scanning later in a
diabetic pregnancy is less accurate as either fetal growth
restriction or growth promotion may be present.

SCREENING FOR DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS

Diabetic micro- and macrovascular complications increase
with duration of diabetes. Many pregnant women with
type 1 diabetes will have been diabetic for over 20 years
and are likely to have, or have had, diabetic retinopathy.
Women with type 2 diabetes are more prone to diabetic
maculopathy that is less duration dependent than the
background and proliferative retinopathy seen in type 1
diabetes. When glycaemic control rapidly improves, as
may occur during the pre-conception period, retinopathy
can worsen. A dilated retinal examination each trimester
should be performed with referral to an ophthalmologist
if retinopathy is present.

Diabetic renal disease is more common in women with
type 1 than type 2 diabetes, and its frequency increases
with increasing duration of diabetes. Microalbuminuria
and proteinuria are indicators of diabetic renal involve-
ment and if present, and not attributable to a urinary
tract infection, a urinary creatinine ratio or 24 h urine
collection should be performed to quantify the degree of
proteinuria. A glomerular filtration rate (GFR) should be
calculated on women with a raised plasma creatinine. The
presence of proteinuria and or a reduced GFR is a sig-
nificant risk factor for nephrotic syndrome, hypertension,
pre-eclampsia, placental insufficiency, preterm delivery
and neonatal morbidity and mortality.

Diabetic neuropathy also increases with duration of dia-
betes and is therefore more common in women with type 1
diabetes. Autonomic neuropathy is particularly problem-
atic in pregnancy as it blunts the adrenergic and metabolic
response to hypoglycaemia potentially leading to life-
threatening episodes of hypoglycaemia. These are more
likely to occur during the first half of pregnancy before
maternal insulin resistance increases and helps minimize
this risk.

Autonomic neuropathy also causes gastroparesis that
increases the risk in early pregnancy of nausea and vom-
iting and may contribute to poor glycaemic control due to
the erratic food absorption of meals.

Diabetes is associated with premature cardiovascular
disease. By the age of 40 women with type 1 diabetes who
have been diabetic for more than 20 years are likely to
have coronary artery calcification and a degree of coro-
nary artery disease (CAD), independently of any other
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risk factors. Older women with type 2 diabetes are also
at increased risk of CAD. A previous history of CAD or
its diagnosis in pregnancy is associated with significant
maternal morbidity, see Chapter 26.

SCREENING FOR NON-DIABETIC CO-MORBIDITIES

Women with type 1 diabetes are more susceptible to other
autoimmune diseases. The prevalence of autoimmune
thyroid disease is sufficiently high to warrant all type 1
women, not known to have thyroid disease, to be screened
for it early in pregnancy. The other autoimmune diseases
associated with type 1 diabetes should only be screened
for if clinically indicated.

Women with type 2 diabetes are likely to have the other
components of the metabolic syndrome including obesity,
hypertension, dyslipidaemia and insulin resistance. Obe-
sity, independently of diabetes, is a risk factor for late
stillbirth, birth trauma and maternal complications post-
partum [3]. Thehypertriglyceridaemia associatedwith the
metabolic syndrome provides the fetus with glycerol and
fatty acids that can be utilized by the fetus as a fuel sub-
strate increasing the riskof accelerated fetal growth. Type2
diabetic women who are obese should receive appropri-
ate dietary management that should include advice to
minimize excessive weight gain.

ASSESSMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF GLYCAEMIA

The first HbA1c measurement taken in pregnancy pro-
vides a crude assessment of the risk of major congenital
malformations, with the risk increasing with increasing
HbA1c values. Keeping fasting glucose levels during the
critical period of organogenesis below 5.8 mmol/l and
postprandial glucose levels below 9.1 mmol/l has been
shown to decrease the fetal malformations rate in a large
Danish cohort of women with pregestational diabetes.
The background risk overall of congenital malformations
among diabetic pregnancies remains between 2 and 3
times that of non-diabetic pregnancies [4].

Normal physiological changes in pregnancy facilitate
thematernal–fetal transfer of glucose, especiallypostpran-
dially. When diabetes is present excess maternal glucose
is preferentially transferred across the placenta rather
than taken up in maternal muscle or fat. Circulating fetal
glucose from the 12th week can stimulate fetal insulin
secretion that functionsas an intrauterinegrowth factor. To
optimize maternal glycaemic control and minimize excess
maternal glucose transfer requires themaintenance of fast-
ing maternal plasma glucose levels below 6 mmol/l and
1 h postprandial levels below 8 mmol/l. This tight degree
of glycaemic control usually requires a highly flexible
insulin regime, best suited by giving multiple injections

of short- and long-insulin injections throughout the day
or an insulin pump. The newer quicker analogue insulins
arewell suited for targetingpostprandial glycaemia. How-
ever their long-term safety in pregnancy is still being
evaluatedas is theuseof the long-acting insulin analogues.

The adjustment of the insulin dose is based on frequent
daily blood glucose monitoring that should include a fast-
ing value, a 1-h postmeal value and a bedtime reading.
The skill in adjusting the insulin dose around individual
patients with varying lifestyles, durations or diabetes and
diabetic complications is considerable. There is no one for-
mula that is applicable for all type 1 or type 2 women, and
the precise insulin regime and dose needed has to be for-
mulated on an individual basis between the women, who
are often extremely adept in doing this, and the diabetic
team.

It is important to remind women with type 1 diabetes
never to stop their insulin if not eating because of nausea,
vomiting or for any other reason. Ketoacidosis develops
more quickly in pregnancy and at lower blood glucose lev-
els due to enhanced maternal lipolysis. All women with
type 1 diabetes should know how and when to test for
urinary ketones and to come to the hospital if they are
unwell with persistent ketoneurea. In type 2 diabetes there
is usually sufficient insulin to prevent ketoacidosis. How-
ever in pregnancy, due to the profound insulin resistance
and enhanced maternal lipolysis, this can occur espe-
cially in the presence of vomiting. Diabetic ketoacidosis
is associated with a high fetal loss.

ADVICE ON HYPOGLYCAEMIA PREVENTION

Maternal hypoglycaemia is frequent during early preg-
nancy in women taking insulin. Hypoglycaemia is not
by itself harmful to the fetus but can be life threatening
for the woman. During the last 15 years over half of all
UK maternal deaths reported in the Confidential Enquiry
into Maternal Deaths, among type 1 diabetic women
have been attributed to hypoglycaemia. Risk factors for
severehypoglycaemia are type 1diabetes of longduration,
poor hypoglycaemic awareness, autonomic neuropathy,
gastroparesis, renal impairment and sleeping alone. All
womenmust be awareof the riskof hypoglycaemia as they
intensify their insulin management. Individual advice on
the timing of meals and snacks to minimize hypogly-
caemia needs to be given and family members should
be instructed on how and when to administer glucagon.
Women should carry identification cards specifying that
theyare taking insulinandwhat todo if theybecomehypo-
glycaemic. Specific advice on driving should include the
need to perform a blood test before getting into a car and
not to drive if experiencing hypoglycaemic episodes with-
out warning signs. Outside pregnancy the use of the very
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short analogue insulins is associated with fewer severe
hypoglycaemic episodes, especially at night, and similar
advantages have been reported in pregnancy.

2nd trimester

OPTIMIZATION OF GLYCAEMIC CONTROL

By the start of the second trimester in non-diabetic preg-
nancies there is a fall in fasting glucose and a rise in
postprandial glucose values. By the middle of the second
trimester maternal insulin resistance starts to increase due
to high concentrations of circulating maternal fatty acids
and placental hormones. By term, in non-diabetic women,
insulin secretion has to increase 2–3 fold to control blood
glucose levels postprandially.

Women with diabetes who start pregnancy well-
controlled may not need to increase their overall insulin
dosage until after 20 weeks’ gestation, prior to this they
may actually need to reduce their insulin due to nausea
and decreased food intake. After this time insulin require-
ments begin to rise usually doubling or trebling by term.
The diabetic nurses should ensure that the women have
the knowledge and confidence to increase their insulin
in response to their glucose monitoring readings. As the
basal night time insulin is increased it may be necessary
to give half this dose in the morning to avoid nocturnal
hypoglycaemia.

Womenwith type 2diabetes are usually insulin resistant
prior to pregnancy. For those women taking oral hypo-
glycaemic agents during the first trimester by the second
trimester when insulin resistance increases further these
drugs are usually unable to secrete sufficient insulin to
achieve adequate glycaemic control. By the end of preg-
nancy daily insulin doses in women with type 2 diabetes
may exceed 300units aday. OutsidepregnancyMetformin
is frequently prescribed to individuals with type 2 dia-
betes as it has a beneficial effect on insulin resistance and
reduces the total insulin dose required. Although Met-
formin is not licensed for pregnancy, experience of its use
in treating both pregnant women with polycystic ovaries,
type 2 diabetes and GDM is increasing [5]. Today some
centres are prescribing Metformin in addition to insulin in
the management of obese type 2 diabetic women.

SCREENING FOR CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES

A detailed anomaly ultrasound scan should be offered
to all diabetic women between 18 and 20 weeks’ gesta-
tion to look for major congenital abnormalities. This scan
should specifically examine those structures most com-
monly affected in diabetic pregnancies, namely the spine,
skull, kidneys and heart.

Fetal echocardiography between 20 and 24 weeks’ ges-
tation should be offered to view the four chambers of the
heart together with the ventricular outflow tracts.

SCREENING FOR CHROMOSOMAL ANOMALIES

Chromosomal abnormalities such as Down’s syndrome
are not increased in women with diabetes. Calculating the
risk of a fetus with Down’s syndrome based on the stan-
dard formula of gestational age, the mother’s age, and
levels of unconjugated oestriol (uE3), alpha fetoprotein
(AFP) and human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) is less
accurate, as both plasma levels of AFP and uE3 are lower
in diabetic pregnancies. This also explains why the use of
AFP to screen for neural-tube defects is also inaccurate.

Surveillance for medical obstetric complications

Women with diabetes have an increased risk of hyperten-
sion in pregnancy, including pre-eclampsia. In addition to
serial clinicbloodpressuremeasurements andurineanaly-
sis for protein, uterine artery Doppler wave-form analysis
at 24 weeks may be helpful in identifying those women
most at risk.

ASSESSMENT OF FETAL GROWTH

Ultrasound scans for assessment for fetal growth usually
starts at the end of the second trimester and is repeated
thereafter every 4 weeks, or more frequently if needed.
Baseline measurement of fetal abdominal circumference at
26 weeks expressed as a percentile can be compared with
later scans to provide evidence for growth acceleration or
restriction. Measurement of liquor volume should also be
serially recorded, as polyhydramnios is more common in
diabetic pregnancies.

3rd trimester

OPTIMIZATION OF GLYCAEMIC CONTROL

During the third trimester maternal insulin resistance
continues to increase along with insulin requirements.
Achieving good glycaemic control tends to become eas-
ier as the insulin resistance protects women from severe
hypoglycaemic episodes.

When glucocorticoid steroids are required for lung mat-
uration insulin requirements over the next 72 h may need
to double. It is important if two 12 mg Beclomethasone
injections are required at 24-h intervals that the insulin
dose is either proactively increased or the women admit-
ted and an intravenous insulin sliding scale administered
over the 72 h which can be given in addition to her normal
insulin dose.
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ASSESSMENT OF FETAL GROWTH

Evidence on serial ultrasounds of a rising abdominal
circumference percentile in relation to the head circum-
ference or bi-parietal diameter is indicative of accelerated
fetal growth. This pattern of fetal growth is seen in
association with poor maternal control and fetal hyperin-
sulinaemia. It is the fetal insulin that promotes excessive
fat deposition within the abdomen and also stimulates
enlargement of the liver and heart. While the term ‘macro-
somia’ is widely used clinically and in the literature to
describe infants of diabetic mothers, the precise definition
of macrosomia remains poorly defined, with definitions
varying from an absolute birthweight of >4 kg, 4.5kg
or >5 kg to a percentile birthweight of >90%, 95% or
97.5%. As birthweight is dependent on gestational age,
sex, ethnic origin, parental height and maternal weight,
any definition based on absolute weight is best avoided.
With diabetes it is the pattern of fetal growth rather than
the absolute or percentile birthweight that is important.
The influence of maternal obesity alone accounts for many
of the infants of type 2 diabetic mothers having high
birthweights.

Serial ultrasounds can also help identify those women
who have an infant with fetal growth restriction or asym-
metrical growth restriction (poor increase in AC centile
growth compared with the head circumference). Such
growth patterns are indicative of utero-placental insuffi-
ciency and are frequently seen in Type 1 diabetic women
with renal impairment, vascular disease or hypertension.
If detected, serial biophysical tests on the fetus and reg-
ular maternal assessment of fetal movements should be
commenced because delivery may be necessary if they are
abnormal.

TIMING AND MODE OF DELIVERY

All pregnant women with diabetes should be made aware
early in pregnancy that it is potentially harmful to the
baby for the pregnancy to go beyond term. While women
should be encouraged to be actively involved in their
delivery plans they need to understand that the deci-
sion about the exact timing and mode of delivery is best
deferred to around 36 weeks’ gestation when a more
informed discussion can take place based on maternal and
fetal well-being.

The riskof lateunexpectedstillbirthamongwomenwith
diabetes is approximately fourfoldhigher than for thenon-
diabetic population [6] and it is for this reason that most
authorities advocate delivery between 38 and 39 weeks.
Induction at 38 weeks’ gestation in a nulliparous type 1
woman is often slow or unsuccessful. Caesarian section
following failed induction is therefore high among type 1
diabetic women and this contributes to the overall high

Caesarean rate, often >50% for many units. By contrast
women with type 2 diabetes are more likely to be mul-
tiparous and therefore induction of labour before term is
more likely to be successful.

The risk of birth trauma increases with increasing birth-
weight. The risk of shoulder dystocia is approximately
3% when the birthweight is between 4 and 4.5 kg, and
10–14% for a birthweight >4.5 kg. However, a Caesarean
section policy based purely on estimated birthweight by
ultrasound (4000 or 4500 g) would result in an unaccept-
able high rate. Planning delivery of a large baby of a
diabetic mother detected on ultrasound needs to include
maternal past obstetric history, her own size and personal
preference.

Delivery

PROTOCOLS FOR INSULIN DURING LABOUR AND
DELIVERY

Asmostwomenwithdiabeteswill begivenaday fordeliv-
ery, be it for induction or Caesarean section, there need
to be clear written guidelines for both the women and
the labour ward on how insulin requirements are man-
aged during labour. While there is not an absolute right
or wrong way to give insulin during this period it is usual
hospital policy to start an intravenous insulin sliding scale
with a 5% glucose insulin infusion during active labour
and during an operative delivery, and that is continued
after delivery until the mother starts taking meals. Dur-
ing this time hourly blood glucose monitoring should be
done. Once delivered the insulin dose must be halved, see
below.

As most pregnant women prior to delivery are taking a
night time long-actingbasal insulin andquick-actingbolus
insulin with their evening meal, women being admitted
for a planned induction should be encouraged to take their
normal insulin doses the night before. Once admitted they
should continue with their short-acting bolus insulin to
cover meals only switching to an intravenous insulin slid-
ing scale once in labour or a decision has been taken to
perform a Caesarean section.

Ideally elective Caesarean sections should be planned
for early morning, with the women instructed to take their
normal bolus insulin with their evening meal and two
thirds of their usual basal insulin the night before admis-
sion. Onceon thewardan intravenous insulin sliding scale
can be started, with the dose adjusted downwards straight
after delivery, p. 252.

Post-partum

Insulin requirements drop to prepregnancy values imme-
diately followingdeliveryof theplacenta. Forwomenwith
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type 1 diabetes they can recommence their prepregnancy
insulin regime as soon as they are eating and drinking nor-
mally. This dose of insulin should be clearly written in the
notes as part of the delivery plan. For women who have
type 2 diabetes previously on oral agents, these too can be
restated immediately following pregnancy.

Insulin is not excreted into breast milk and is consid-
ered completely safe for use during breastfeeding. Insulin
requirement often fall in mothers with type 1 diabetes who
breastfeed due to the small increase in metabolic rate that
occurs with lactation. The use of Metformin by breastfeed-
ing mothers is also considered safe, as very little of the
drug is excreted in breast milk. The sulphonylurea oral
agents are highlyprotein boundandas this binding is non-
ionic are unlikely to be displaced by other drugs and to
pass into breast milk. Theoretically the oral agents that are
secretagogues could cause neonatal hypoglycaemia, and
for this reason, metformin is favoured over the sulphony-
lurea drugs when an oral hypoglycaemic drug is needed
while breastfeeding. The post-partum period is also a time
when contraception advice should be offered.

SCREENING FOR AND THE MANAGEMENT OF
GESTATIONAL DIABETES

Gestational diabetes is glucose intolerance first recognized
in pregnancy. This definition includes women with previ-
ously undiagnosed diabetes at one end of the spectrum
and those with mild disturbances of glucose intolerance
resulting from the metabolic changes in late pregnancy at
the other end. There is no controversy that women with
undiagnosed diabetes should be as vigorously managed
in pregnancy as those women known to have diabetes
prior to pregnancy.As the background prevalence of undi-
agnosed type 2 diabetes increases the need to screen for
diabetes early in pregnancy will also increase. A much
smaller proportion of women of this age will be in the pre-
clinical stages of type 1 diabetes and they too may present
with GDM.

Internationally, there remains no agreement on how and
who to screen forGDM.Whiledifferent criteria exist across
Europe and the USAfor its diagnosis, there has been a gen-
eral trend tomove towards theWorldHealthOrganization
(WHO) criteria based on a 75-g oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT), see Table 27.4. The decision to screen for GDM
universally or to only target those women with recognized
risk factors, see Table 27.5, has also not been resolved.

There is considerable debate on the benefits to preg-
nancy outcome on identifying and treating all women
with lesser degrees of glucose intolerance, such as those
that fulfil the WHO criteria for impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT). An overall reduction in perinatal complications
among women actively treated for GDM has recently been

Table 27.4 World Health Organization (WHO) criteria for
glucose tolerance based on a 75 g oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT)

Fasting
plasma glucose 2 fasting h glucose

Normal glucose
tolerance

<7.0 mmol/l <7.8 mmol/l

Impaired glucose
tolerance

<7.0 mmol/l >7.8 <11.1 mmol/l

Diabetes∗ >7.0 mmol/l >11.1 mmol/l

∗Definition requires either the fasting or 2 h value to be met.

Table 27.5 Risk factors for gestational diabetes

Body mass index >30 kg/m2

Gestational diabetes in a previous pregnancy
Age: >25 years old
Family history of diabetes
Ethnicity – belonging to a non-white ethnic group
Previous delivery of a large baby
Previous stillbirth

demonstrated in an Australian randomized clinical trial
involving 1000 women with GDM [7]. These women were
diagnosed using the WHO criteria for IGT between 24
and 34 weeks’ gestation and were then randomized to
receive active intervention with diet, glucose monitoring
and insulin, if required, or to no active intervention. This
study also showed that the intervention group had a 10%
higher rate of induction of labour than those receiving
routine care; the Caesarean section rate, however, was
similar.

The exact threshold of maternal glycaemia, if there is
one, within the WHO range of IGT that warrants active
treatment has still to be defined and another large multi-
national study involving 25,000 unselected pregnancies
known as the HAPO (Hyperglycaemic Adverse Preg-
nancyOutcome)Studywill hopefullyprovide information
on this.

The glycaemic targets set for GDM in pregnancy should
be similar to those for all diabetic women, namely fasting
blood glucose below 6 mmol/l and postprandial glucose
of <8 mmol/l. While some women with GDM can be con-
trolled with diet and modest exercise alone, many require
insulin to reach these targets. The exact role for the use
of oral hypoglycaemic agents is controversial. Although
the newer sulphonylurea agents appear safe when given
after 15 weeks’ gestation [2] their use with or without
metformin is still felt by many to be less effective and flex-
ible than prescribing insulin. Certainly in those parts of
the world in which access to insulin is problematic, oral
hypoglycaemic agents provide an alternative therapeutic
option.
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Women identified as having GDM, who do not have
previously undiagnosed diabetes, usually revert to hav-
ing normal glucose tolerance post-partum. However, over
the subsequent 20 years the majority will develop type
2 diabetes. Lifestyle intervention that minimizes weight
gain and encourages physical activity has been shown to
halve the progression rate to diabetes over the subsequent
4–5 years. It is therefore important that women who have
GDM receive basic lifestyle advice post-partum and are
informed on the need to be screened annually for diabetes.

NEONATAL AND LONGER TERM CONSEQUENCES
OF A DIABETIC PREGNANCY

The neonate of the diabetic mother in addition to the
increased risk of congenital abnormalities is at increased
risk of a number of transient metabolic disturbances as
outlined in Table 27.2 [8]. The commonest of these is hypo-
glycaemia that is a consequence of persistent fetal hyper-
insulinaemia occurring after birth when the maternal
transfer of glucose has ceased. All of these metabolic con-
ditions are transient and all can be attributed to the over
exposure to maternal glucose and other fuel nutrients.

Recent studies on children of both type 1 and type 2 dia-
betic mothers have shown that there is an increased risk
of childhood obesity and metabolic disturbances in ado-
lescence including an increased risk of glucose intolerance
[9]. This risk increases amongchildrenofpoorly controlled
diabetic mothers. As young adults, children of diabetic
mothers have an increased risk of type 2 diabetes. The
emergence of diabetes in these children is at an earlier age
than that of their mother. Together these follow-up studies
are highly suggestive that maternal diabetes can influence
aspects of fetal metabolic programming, and stresses the
importance of achieving exemplary glycaemic control in
all diabetic pregnancies.

Endocrine disease

Thyroid disease is the commonest endocrine disorder in
pregnant women and this will therefore be considered in
more detail than other endocrinopathies. However, pitu-
itary, adrenal and parathyroid disease may have serious
consequences for the mother and fetus and these will also
be discussed.

Thyroid disease

THYROID FUNCTION IN NORMAL PREGNANCY

The thyroid hormones thyroxine (T4) and tri-iodothyro-
nine (T3) are synthesized within the thyroid follicles.

Table 27.6 Normal ranges for thyroid function
tests in pregnancy

FT4 FT3 TSH
Gestation (pmol/l) (pmol/l) (mU/l)

Non-pregnant 11–23 4–9 0–4
1st trimester 11–22 4–8 0–1.6
2nd trimester 11–19 4–7 0.1–1.18
3rd trimester 7–15 3–5 0.7–7.3

[22–24].

Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) stimulates synthe-
sis and release of T3 and T4, in addition to uptake of
iodide which is essential for thyroid hormone synthe-
sis. Although T4 is synthesized in greater quantities, it
is converted into the more potent T3 by deiodination in
peripheral tissues.

During normal pregnancy the circulating levels of thy-
roid binding globulin increase, and as a consequence total
T3 and T4 levels also increase. Therefore the free hormone
levels should be measured in pregnant women. TSH lev-
els should be interpreted with caution in the first trimester
as hCG has a weak stimulatory effect on the TSH receptor.
Table 27.6 summarizes the normal ranges for TSH, free T4
and free T3 in pregnancy.

The fetus cannot synthesize thyroxine and tri-
iodothyronine until the 10th week of gestation, and it is
therefore dependent upon transplacental transfer of the
maternal hormone. There is increased maternal synthe-
sis of thyroid hormones in the first trimester as a result
of transplacental passage and the high levels of thyroid
binding globulin, and this in turn results in an increased
maternal requirement for iodide. In areas of relative iodide
deficiency this may result in the development of maternal
hypothyroxinaemia and goitre.

HYPOTHYROIDISM

Hypothyroidism affects approximately 1% of pregnant
women. Providing thyroxine replacement therapy is ade-
quate, hypothyroidism is not associated with an adverse
pregnancy outcome for the mother or fetus. Older studies
demonstrated an association between poorly controlled
hypothyroidism and a variety of adverse outcomes,
including congenital abnormalities, hypertension, prema-
ture delivery, fetal growth restriction and post-partum
haemorrhage. These complicationshavenotbeen reported
inmore recent studies, although inadequate treatmentwas
associated with an increased risk of gestational hyper-
tension in a study of 68 women with overt hypothy-
roidism or subclinical hypothyroidism [10]. Furthermore,
a study that compared 404 women with subclinical
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hypothyroidism (i.e. raised TSH with normal FT4) with
16,894 controls demonstrated an association with placen-
tal abruption and premature delivery [11]. Overt hypothy-
roidism causes subfertility, and the presence of thyroid
autoantibodies, even if the mother is euthyroid, is asso-
ciated with an increased risk of miscarriage that was
quantified as having an odds ratio of 2.3 (95%CI, 1.8–2.95)
in a recent meta-analysis [12].

Severe hypothyroidism affects the subsequent intelli-
gence of the offspring of affected mothers. A study that
measured TSH levels in retrospectively collected midterm
serum screening samples identified a subgroup of women
with raised TSH and demonstrated that their children had
neurodevelopmental delay at the age of 7–9 [13]. Other
studies have also suggested that inadequately treated
hypothyroidism may affect the subsequent intelligence of
the offspring, and one recent study suggested that correc-
tionofhypothyroxinaemia in laterpregnancymayprevent
abnormal infant development [14].

Womenwithhypothyroidismshouldbegiven thyroxine
replacement at a dose that ensures their thyroid function
tests are normal with a FT4 at the upper end of the nor-
mal range appropriate for each trimester of pregnancy
(Table 27.6). The exception is for women who have had
a thyroidectomy for thyroid cancer as it is necessary to
suppress TSH secretion, and in whom the thyroxine dose
should be increased if required. Thyroxine absorption is
decreased by certain drugs including iron and calcium
supplements, thyroxine is best taken on an empty stomach
and 4 h apart from any iron or other supplements.

HYPERTHYROIDISM

Hyperthyroidism affects 1 in 500 pregnant women, 90%
of whom have Graves’ disease. Graves’ disease is caused
by TSH receptor stimulating antibodies. Women with
well-treated disease rarely have maternal complications
of pregnancy. However, the disease may remit during
the latter trimesters such that treatment may need to be
reduced or stopped. In the post-partum period the disease
may flare and require treatment with the same or higher
doses of antithyroid medication. Poorly controlled hyper-
thyroidism is associated with several pregnancy compli-
cations, including maternal thyrotoxic crisis, miscarriage,
gestational hypertension, pre-eclampsia and intrauterine
growth restriction [15,16]. The risk of these complications
is reduced if the disease is adequately controlled before
delivery.

The principal drugs used to treat hyperthyroidism
(propylthiouracil and carbimazole) inhibit thyroid hor-
mone synthesis. The early reports of an association
between carbimazole treatment and aplasia cutis in the
fetus have not been confirmed by subsequent studies, and

there is no other evidence that either drug is associated
with congenital abnormalities. However, a greater pro-
portion of carbimazole enters breast milk, and therefore
propylthiouracil is usually the drug of choice if a woman
is diagnosed as having hyperthyroidism for the first time
during pregnancy. Both drugs may rarely cause neutrope-
nia and agranulocytosis. Therefore patients should be
aware that symptoms of infection, particularly sore throat,
may be associated with bone marrow suppression and
they must have a neutrophil count checked immediately
should they occur. Once drug treatment has been com-
menced thyroid function tests should be carried out and
checked regularly.

Propylthiouracil and carbimazole both cross the pla-
centa. However, fetal hypothyroidism is rarely seen. TSH
receptor stimulating antibodies also cross the placenta
and may influence the fetal and neonatal thyroid sta-
tus. The potential consequences of transplacental passage
of thyroid stimulating antibodies (and the relevance of
concurrent administration of antithyroid medication) are
summarized in Fig. 27.1.

Women requiring antithyroid medication should not
be discouraged from breastfeeding. However, if they are
taking more than 15 mg carbimazole or 150 mg propy-
lthiouracil daily the infant should be reviewed and they
shouldbe encouraged to feedbefore taking themedication
and to take divided doses.

Thyrotoxic crisis, also called ‘thyroid storm’, is a medi-
cal emergency that can present with exaggerated features
of hyperthyroidism in addition to hyperpyrexia, conges-
tive cardiac failure, dysrhythmias and an altered mental
state. It may be precipitated by infection, abrupt cessa-
tion of treatment, surgery, labour or delivery and must be
treated immediately as it canbe life threatening. Treatment
involves administration of intravenous fluids, hydro-
cortisone, propranolol, oral iodine and carbimazole or
propylthiouracil.

POST-PARTUM THYROIDITIS

Post-partum thyroiditis is associated with the presence
of thyroid antiperoxidase antibodies. The quoted inci-
dence varies between 2 and 16%. It is characterized
by an initial hyperthyroid phase that classically occurs
1–3 months post-partum, followed by a hypothyroid
phase, which usually resolves by 12 months after delivery.
The hypothyroidism may require treatment with thyrox-
ine, but treatment should be stopped after 1 year as
many cases resolve. However, the likelihood of devel-
oping subsequent hypothyroidism in women who have
had post-partum thyroiditis is quoted at 5% per year,
so affected women should have their thyroid function
checked regularly.
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Fig. 27.1 Fetal and neonatal effects of
transplacental passage of TSH receptor stimulating
antibodies. Abbreviations: IUGR, intrauterine
growth restriction; CBZ, carbimazole; PTU,
propylthiouracil; TFT, thyroid function test.

Transplacental passage of TSH
receptor stimulating Ab 

Fetal thyrotoxicosis 
• Most common if mother not
  receiving antithyroid drugs
• Affects 10%
• Fetal tachycardia
• IUGR
• Goitre
• Accelerated bone maturation
• May cause fetal death  

Treatment
• Maternal antithyroid drugs
• ± maternal thyroxine if needed  

Neonatal thyrotoxicosis 
• Most common if mother is receiving anti
  thyroid drugs
• Symptoms occur after maternal anti-
  thyroid drugs have been cleared:

• 24–48 h postpartum for PTU
• 48–72 h postpartum for CBZ

Treatment
• Neonatal antithyroid drugs
• Treatment is required until maternal Ab
  are cleared
• Regular neonatal TFTs should be checked
• Without treatment mortality rate is 15%

Pituitary disease

The anterior pituitary secretes prolactin, growth hormone
(GH), adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH), follicle-
stimulating hormone (FSH), luteinizing hormone (LH)
and thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH).

PITUITARY TUMOURS

Prolactinomas

In normal pregnancy the pituitary gland increases in size
by 50–70% as a consequence of normal lactotroph hyper-
plasia, and therefore a tumour that did not cause pressure
effects in the non-pregnant state may do so during preg-
nancy. The most frequently seen pituitary tumours in
pregnant women are prolactinomas, although ACTH-
or GH-secreting tumours or non-functioning (i.e. non-
hormone secreting) tumours may also be seen. Common
symptoms that occur as a consequence of enlargement of
a pituitary tumour are headache and visual disturbance,
in particular bitemporal field loss. Rarely a woman may
develop pituitary apoplexy or diabetes insipidus.

Prolactinomas are subdivided according to their size.
Tumours that measure <10 mm in diameter are defined
as microprolactinomas and constitute the majority. In
non-pregnant patients, 5% of tumours are defined as
macroprolactinomas (>10 mm). Most women with micro-
prolactinomas can be reassured that they rarely enlarge
in pregnancy. It is not necessary to continue treatment
with dopamine agonists once a woman with a micropro-
lactinoma has conceived. Surveillance should include a

clinical assessment each trimester that comprises assess-
ment of the visual fields to confrontation and enquiry
for symptoms suggestive of pituitary enlargement. Serum
prolactin levels should not be checked as they increase
by as much as 10-fold by the 25th week of gestation.
Several studies have reported the frequency of symp-
tomatic enlargement of microprolactinomas in pregnancy
and when these data are combined, only 1.4% of 363
cases have symptoms of tumour enlargement [17]. In con-
trast, 26.2% of 84 women with macroprolactinomas had
symptomatic tumour enlargement, and in 19 cases this
resulted in treatment with a dopamine agonist or surgery.
Sixty-seven women with macroprolactinomas had been
treated with surgery or irradiation before pregnancy,
and only two of these cases had symptomatic tumour
enlargement [17].

Women with macroprolactinomas should continue to
take dopamine agonists throughout pregnancy and the
visual fields should be checked with formal perimetry on
a regular basis, that is, at least once each trimester and
more commonly if there are any concerns. Bromocriptine
was the first dopamine agonist to be used, but its use
is associated with relatively common side-effects, includ-
ing nausea, vomiting and postural hypotension. Therefore
cabergoline and quinagolide are now more commonly
used as they are better tolerated, and cabergoline has the
additional advantage of a longer half-life, allowing it to
be given once or twice weekly. The data that are avail-
able indicate that bromocriptine and cabergoline are not
associated with an increased risk of congenital abnormali-
ties or other adverse pregnancy outcomes. However, there
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are insufficient data about the outcomes of pregnancies in
which the mother was treated with quinagolide.

Women taking dopamine agonists are usually unable to
lactate. However, breastfeeding is not contraindicated in
women with microprolactinomas as it does not cause an
increase in the size of these pituitary tumours.

ACTH-secreting tumours

Cushing’s syndrome is caused by excess circulating cor-
tisol. Cushing’s syndrome in non-pregnant individuals is
most commonly caused by ACTH-secreting tumours (i.e.
Cushing’s disease), while adrenal tumours are the com-
monest cause in pregnant women, and 21% of the adrenal
tumours are malignant [18]. The predominance of adrenal
tumours may be explained by reduced fertility in women
with pituitary tumours. Cushing’s syndrome caused by
both pituitary and adrenal tumours will be considered in
this section as many of the features overlap.

Plasma levels of cortisol, ACTH and cortisol-binding
globulin are raised in pregnancy, as is the urinary free cor-
tisol. Therefore it is important to refer to normal ranges for
pregnancy when investigating the hypothalamo-pituitary
axis in a pregnant woman. A review of case reports of
maternal Cushing’s syndrome reported premature deliv-
ery in 12 of 23 cases, one spontaneous abortion and two
stillbirths [18]. A review of the management of Cushing’s
syndrome secondary to adrenal tumours demonstrated
that the fetal and neonatal outcome is better if the tumour
is removed during pregnancy rather than at completion of
pregnancy [19].

Untreated Cushing’s syndrome in pregnancy is associ-
ated with increased rates of maternal and fetal morbidity
and mortality, and in particular the incidence of dia-
betes mellitus and hypertension is high. Treatment of
Cushing’s syndrome is primarily surgical. There have
been reports of successful use of the medical agents
metyrapone, ketoconazole and aminogluthemide all of
which inhibit biosynthesis of cortisol, and of cyprohepta-
dine which suppresses corticotrophin-releasing hormone.
However, experience is limited due to the rarity of Cush-
ing’s syndrome in pregnancy.

Other pituitary tumours

GH-secreting tumours cause acromegaly which is asso-
ciated with impaired fertility, and therefore pregnancy
occurs rarely. Even in treated women there have been
very few reports of pregnancy. Women with acromegaly
usually have macroadenomas, and therefore the normal
stimulation of adjacent lactotrophs may result in symp-
toms consistent with tumour expansion in pregnancy. It
is therefore important to monitor the visual fields using

formal perimetry as for women with pituitary macroade-
nomas. Women have an increased risk of impaired glucose
tolerance, diabetes mellitus and hypertensive disease.
Treatment options include dopamine agonists to reduce
the size of adjacent lactotrophs, somatostatin analogues
or surgery. The somatostatin analogue octreotide has been
used in a small number of cases without adverse effects.

The most effective treatment for non-functioning
pituitary tumours is surgery (possibly followed by
radiotherapy).

DIABETES INSIPIDUS

Diabetes insipidus is caused by a deficiency of the pos-
terior pituitary hormone vasopressin. A subgroup of
affected women require an increased dose of desmo-
pressin as a consequence of placental synthesis of vaso-
pressinase. This may also explain why some cases present
de novo in pregnancy. Desmopressin is more effective than
vasopressin as it is more resistant to vasopressinase.

LYMPHOCYTIC HYPOPHYSITIS

Lymphocytic hypophysitis is an inflammatory disease
of the pituitary that occurs more commonly in women
and is associated with pregnancy. Approximately 60%
of cases present with hypopituitarism and 20% present
with diabetes insipidus [20]. It is important to distinguish
lymphocytic hypophysitis from a pituitary adenoma as
surgery may exacerbate hypopituitarism associated with
the former. Lymphocytic hypophysitis may resolve spon-
taneously and approximately 50% of cases respond to
corticosteroids, although the condition commonly recurs
following cessation of treatment.

SHEEHAN’S SYNDROME

The term Sheehan’s syndrome describes hypopituitarism
that presents in the late post-partum period, and which
is caused by haemorrhage and hypotension at the time
of delivery. The hypotension results in avascular necro-
sis which affects the anterior pituitary more commonly
than the posterior pituitary. Women most frequently
present with a failure of lactation and subsequent amenor-
rhoea, but they may have any feature of hypopituitarism
including the more subtle features of hypoadrenalism and
hypothyroidism.

Adrenal disease

ADRENAL TUMOURS

Adrenal tumours are rare in pregnancy. The com-
moner tumours secrete corticosteroids, catecholamines
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or aldosterone, causing Cushing’s syndrome, phaeochro-
mocytoma or Conn’s syndrome, respectively. Non-
functioning tumours may rarely occur. Cushing’s
syndrome is more commonly caused by adrenal tumours
in pregnant women as discussed above.

Phaeochromocytoma is rare but important to diagnose
because the maternal and fetal mortality has been quoted
as 50% if it is not treated adequately. The diagnosis
should be suspected in women with hypertension that
occurs in association with sweating, anxiety, headache
or palpitations. The clinical features may be paroxysmal
and some women have impaired glucose tolerance or
diabetes. The diagnosis is made with 24-h urinary cate-
cholamines which should be repeated several times if an
initial test is normal. Other investigations thatmaybeused
are plasma catecholamines or a pentolinium suppression
test, and there should be a low threshold for perform-
ing magnetic resonance imaging. Treatment should be
with an alpha-blocker, for example, phenoxybenzamine,
in the first instance followed by a beta-blocker, for exam-
ple, propranolol. Definitive treatment is surgical removal,
the timing of which is dictated by the gestational age
at diagnosis, the response to medical treatment and the
accessibility of the tumour.

CONN’S SYNDROME

Primary hyperaldosteronism, also called Conn’s syn-
drome, is characterized by hypertension in association
with low serum potassium, raised plasma aldosterone and
suppressed renin activity. The pregnancy-specific refer-
ence ranges for these hormones should be used. Conn’s
syndrome usually improves in pregnancy. However,
when symptomatic the hypertension may be treated with
conventional antihypertensives. Spironolactone should
not be used as this may cause feminization of the male
fetus. Surgery is also a treatment option.

HYPOADRENALISM

Hypoadrenalism may result from haemorrhagic destruc-
tion, for example, as a consequence of severe obstetric
haemorrhageor fromautoimmunedestruction (Addison’s
disease). It may present in an insidious manner with
symptoms of fatigue, hypotension, nausea, vomiting, and
ultimately with sepsis or circulatory collapse. Serum bio-
chemistry may reveal hyponatraemia and a serum cortisol
should be checked (ideally with a cortisol-binding globu-
lin and in liaison with an endocrinologist). If a diagnosis of
Addison’s disease is made, it should be remembered that
this commonly coexists with other autoimmune diseases,
and there should be a low threshold for screening for con-
ditions suchasperniciousanaemia, thyroiddiseaseor type

I diabetes. Glucocorticoid replacement is mandatory if the
hypoadrenalism is suspected although this can usually be
delayed until after the serum cortisol has been checked.
The glucocorticoid dose should be increased to cover the
stress of labour or intercurrent infections and the woman
should carry a steroid card and medicalert bracelet.

CONGENITAL ADRENAL HYPERPLASIA

The term congenital adrenal hyperplasia describes sev-
eral inborn errors of metabolism that affect glucocor-
ticoid and mineralocorticoid synthesis, the commonest
of which is 21-hydroxylase deficiency. They are asso-
ciated with reduced fertility, particularly if associated
with mineralocorticoid deficiency. Affected women who
manage to conceive have increased risks of hyperten-
sion and pre-eclampsia. The steroid requirement rarely
increases during pregnancy. However, the dose of gluco-
corticoids should be increased to cover labour. Women
should receive genetic counselling prior to conception to
discuss the merits of mutation screening in the partner (for
21-hydroxylase deficiency the carrier rate is 1 in 50) and
the risk of having an affected fetus.

PARATHYROID DISEASE

Hyperparathyroidism is associated with a raised parathy-
roid hormone and may be primary, secondary or ter-
tiary. Primary hyperparathyroidism is most commonly
caused by a parathyroid adenoma, and is associated with
hypercalcaemia and hypercalciuria. Secondary hyper-
parathyroidism is a normal physiological consequence
of chronic hypocalcaemia, for example, in association
with vitamin D deficiency or chronic renal failure. Ter-
tiary hyperparathyroidism occurs when a clone of cells
starts to function autonomously following long-standing
secondary hyperparathyroidism. Primary hyperparathy-
roidism is commoner in women and 25% of cases occur
in the childbearing years. Most pregnant women with
the disease are asymptomatic, although they may have
symptoms of hypercalcaemia including nephrolithiasis,
pancreatitis or altered mental state. The condition does,
however, have a high perinatal complication rate, with
fetal death reported as 27–31% of conservatively man-
aged pregnancies and neonatal tetany occurring in 50%
of neonates of untreated mothers [21]. The perinatal com-
plication rate is reduced considerably if the condition
is treated and for most cases the appropriate therapy
is surgical removal of the tumour, ideally in the first
trimester.

Vitamin D deficiency

Vitamin D deficiency may be nutritional or secondary to
a metabolic disease. Nutritional deficiency of vitamin D
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is particularly common in women of Asian and Somali
origin in the UK, and it can present with osteomalacia
and pathological fractures in pregnancy. Maternal vita-
min D deficiency is associated with neonatal morbidity
and impaired growth within the first year, and therefore
vitamin D supplementation is recommended in at-risk
groups. The WHO recommends 400 IU (10 µg) of vita-
min D daily during pregnancy and lactation. Outside
pregnancy, individuals with osteomalacia may be treated
with intramuscular (IM) injections of vitamin D, but at
present there are no data to indicate whether this form of
vitamin D administration is associated with any risk in
pregnancy. The authors suspect that IM treatment may be
appropriate forwomenwith resistant, symptomatic osteo-
malacia but do not recommend it as a routine treatment in
pregnant women.
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Chapter 28: Renal disease
John Davison

To provide care for women with underlying renal disease
contemplating pregnancy or those already pregnant, the
obstetrician must have up-to-date knowledge about preg-
nancy physiology, antenatal care and technology for fetal
surveillance as well as neonatology. Also it is essential
to appreciate the need for teamwork in a centre with all
the necessary facilities for dealingwith ‘high risk’ patients
and to strike a balance between ‘what the patient wants
to know’ and ‘what the clinician needs to know’. This
chapter focuses on chronic renal disease, women on dial-
ysis and kidney allograft recipients, aiming to provide
the busy clinician with ‘at a glance information’ for coun-
selling and the ‘clinical watchpoints’ necessary for timely
decision-making.

What the patient wants to know

Ideally, it should be couples who should be encouraged to
discuss all of the implications. The advicewill vary accord-
ing to the pathology and the clinical setting. Nevertheless,
the questions are straightforward:

Should I get pregnant?
Will my pregnancy be complicated?
Will I have a live and healthy baby?
Will I have problems after my pregnancy?

The answers should be equally straightforward and must
be based on fact, not on anecdote. Even if some of the
answers are not favourable, many women will choose to
go ahead for a pregnancy or with the pregnancy, in an
effort to re-establish a normal life in the face of chronic ill-
ness. In some cases this may bring them into conflict with
their medical advisers and indeed, some women do not
seek advice until already pregnant. This may lead to ethi-
cal dilemmas regarding clinicians’ duties of care towards
women who ignore advice. Attempts are being made to
differentiate ‘healthy’ and ‘pathological’ levels of assumed
risk and tounderstand thepsychologyofwomenwhopur-
sueparenthooddespite substantial risk to their ownhealth
and that of their unborn child.

What the clinician needs to know about
normal pregnancy

Glomerular filtration rate (GFR), measured as 24-h crea-
tinine clearance (Ccr), increases by 6–8 weeks’ gestation.
Serum creatinine (Scr) and urea (Surea), which average
70 µ mol/l and 5 mmol/l, respectively, in non-pregnant
women, decrease to mean values of 50 µmol/l and
3 mmol/l during pregnancy. At term a 15–20% GFR
decrement occurs, which affects Scr minimally.

An Scr of 80 µmol/l and urea of 6 mmol/l, which are
acceptable when non-pregnant, are suspect in pregnancy.
Caution is needed, however, when assessing kidney func-
tion by Scr alone, especially if some decline in GFR has
already accrued because creatinine is both filtered and
secreted, with the creatinine clearance:inulin clearance
(Ccr : Cinulin) ratio usually 1.1–1.2. With the progres-
sion of renal dysfunction a greater proportion of urinary
creatinine is via secretion with the clearance ratio attain-
ing 1.4–1.6 when Scr ≥ 125 µmol/l. Thus, GFR could be
considerably overestimated.

Prediction equations, such as the Cockcroft-Gault (CG)
Formula, which use Scr in relation to sex, age and weight
to calculate GFR are best avoided in pregnancy because of
changingbodyweight.Arelativelynewformula, theMod-
ification of Renal Disease 2 (MDRD2) equation excludes
weight but it has not yet been validated in pregnancy. Ide-
ally, therefore, evaluation of renal function in pregnancy
should be based on Ccr and not Scr. Furthermore, Scr lev-
els may increase up to 17 µmol/l shortly after ingestion
of cooked meat (because cooking converts preformed cre-
atine to creatinine), which has to be taken into account
when timing blood sampling during a 24-h Ccr test.

Innormalpregnancy24-hurinary totalproteinexcretion
(TPE) increases andup to 300mg (somewould say 500mg)
can be regarded as normal. So-called significant protein-
uria with TPE>300 mg/24 h may correlate with 30 mg/dl
in a ‘spot urine’ but given the problems with dipstick
testing, many still prefer a 24-h or some timed quantita-
tive determination. Use of ‘spot urine’ protein/creatinine
ratios ≥30 mg/µmol is, however, an alternative.

260
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What the clinician needs to know about
chronic renal disease

Consensus now is that provided non-pregnant renal func-
tion is only mildly compromised, proteinuria not in
the nephrotic range (3 g/24 h) and hypertension absent
or minimal, then obstetric outcome is usually success-
ful with little or no adverse effect on long-term renal
prognosis.

Renal dysfunction and the prospects for pregnancy
and afterwards

Awomanmay lose up to 50%of her renal function and still
maintain an Scr less than 130 µmol/l because of hyperfil-
tration by the remaining nephrons but if renal function is
more severely compromised then small further decreases
in GFR will cause Scr to increase markedly.

In women with renal disease the pathology may be
both biochemically and clinically silent. Most individu-
als remain symptom-free until their GFR declines to less
than 25% of normal, and many serum constituents are
frequently normal until a late stage of disease. Degrees
of functional impairment that do not cause symptoms
or appear to disrupt homoeostasis in non-pregnant indi-
viduals can, however, jeopardize pregnancy. Normal
pregnancy is rare when renal function declines such that
the non-pregnant Scr and Surea exceed 275 µmol/l and
10 µmol/l, respectively.

The basic question for awomanwith renal diseasemust
be: is pregnancy advisable? If it is, then the sooner she starts
to have her family the better, since in many cases renal
function will decline with time. Womenwith suspected or
known renal disease, not always counselled prior to preg-
nancy, may present already pregnant, as a ‘fait accompli’;
then the question must be: ‘does pregnancy continue?’

Obstetric and long-term renal prognoses differ in
women with different degrees of renal insufficiency,
and the prospects for pregnancy are best consid-
ered by categories of functional renal status prior to
pregnancy.

Women with normal or only mildly decreased prepreg-
nancy renal function (Scr < 125 µmol/l) usually have
a successful obstetric outcome, and pregnancy does not
appear to adversely affect the course of their disease.
There are exceptions with most strongly advising against
pregnancy in women with scleroderma and periarteritis
nodosa. A few express reservations when the underlying
renal disorder is lupus nephropathy, membranoprolif-
erative glomerulonephritis, and perhaps IgA and reflux
nephropathies.

Most women will augment GFR, but not as much
as in normal pregnant women. Increased proteinuria is
common, occurring in 50% of pregnancies (although this

is unusual in women with chronic pyelonephritis), and
exceeds the nephrotic range (3 g in 24 h) in 50% of
women. Perinatal outcome can be jeopardized by uncon-
trolled hypertension and for some when nephrotic range
proteinuria is already present in early pregnancy.

Outlooks aremore guardedwhen renal function ismod-
erately impaired (Scr125−−250 µmol/l) before pregnancy
and are very drastically curtailed with severe renal dys-
function (Scr > 250 µmol/l). Indeed, it is now apparent
that once Scr > 125 µmol/l the next significant ‘cut-offs’
from the clinical viewpoint are Scr > 180 µmol/l and
>220 µmol/l (see Table 28.1). These women do, however,
become pregnant and their awareness of progress in ante-
natal care and neonatal provision can encourage them to
anticipate good outcomes.

The literature has slowly increased in the last 10–
15 years and the messages are clear: hypertension is
common by term (50%) as is significant proteinuria (40%),
as well as deterioration in renal function (at times rapid
and substantial) and although the infant survival rates
are good (80–90%), rates of premature delivery (60%) and
fetal growth restriction (40%) underscore the very high
potential for obstetric complications in these women. Not
previously realized so clearlywere the facts that 30–50%of
womenwithmoderate insufficiency experience functional
lossmore rapidly thanwould be expected from the natural
course of their renal disease, plus poorly controlled hyper-
tension might be a harbinger of poor outcome. As alluded
to, once Scr>250 µmol/l there are big risks of unsuccess-
ful obstetric outcomeandaccelerated loss of renal function
and even terminating the pregnancy may not reverse the
decline.

Dialysis has been advocated prophylactically during
pregnancy to increase the chances of successful outcome
but ‘buying time’ for fetal maturation in this way is
independent of the inexorable declines in renal function
ultimately to endstage failure. As extreme prematurity
and disturbing, life-threatening maternal problems are
commonplace such additional health risks are difficult to
justify. Perhaps the aim should be to preserve what little
renal function remains and to achieve renal rehabilitation
via dialysis and transplantation, after which the ques-
tion of pregnancy can be considered if appropriate. Some
women, however, will be prepared to take a chance and
even seek assisted conception in the face of their infertil-
ity. As mentioned earlier, this pursuit of pregnancy and
the issues surrounding the clinician’s obligation to accede
to (or refute) care that poses a risk to the woman’s health
is generating much discussion.

Of utmost importance to all the current controversies is
that the literature that forms the basis of our views is pri-
marily retrospective with most patients described having
only mild dysfunction and women with severe disease
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Table 28.1 Chronic renal disease: functional status, prospects for pregnancy and afterwards

Loss of renal function(%)
Successful Renal failure

Complicated obstetric Persists within 1 year
Scr (µmol/l) pregnancy(%) outcome(%) In pregnancy post-partum post-partum(%)

<125 25 98 2 – –
>125 50 90 40 20 2
>180 90 75 65 40 25
>220 100 60 75 60 40

Scr non-pregnant serum creatinine. Estimates based on literature review (1990–2005) from 217
women in 269 pregnancies that attained at least 24 weeks’ gestation.

being limited in number. Confirmation of guidelines,
therefore, requires further adequate prospective trials.

Antenatal strategy and decision making

Patients should be seen at 2-week intervals until 32weeks’
gestation, after which assessment should be weekly.
Routine serial antenatal observations should be supple-
mented with
1 assessmentof renal functionby24-hcreatinine clearance
and protein excretion (see Chapter 25);
2 careful blood pressure monitoring for early detection of
hypertension and assessment of its severity;
3 early detection of pre-eclampsia;
4 biophysical/ultrasound surveillance of fetal size, devel-
opment, and well-being;
5 early detection of covert bacteriuria or confirmation of
urinary tract infection (UTI).
The crux of management is the balance between mater-
nal prognosis and fetal prognosis – the effect of pregnancy
on a particular disease and the effect of that disease on
pregnancy. The ‘clinical watchpoints’ specifically associ-
ated with particular renal diseases are summarized in
Table 28.2. The following guidelines apply to all clinical
situations.

RENAL FUNCTION

If renal function deteriorates significantly at any stage
of pregnancy, then reversible causes, such as UTI, sub-
tle dehydration, or electrolyte imbalance (occasionally
precipitated by inadvertent diuretic therapy) should be
sought. Near term, as in normal pregnancy, a decrease in
function of 15–20%, which affects Scr minimally, is permis-
sible. Failure to detect a reversible cause of a significant
decrement is grounds to end the pregnancy by elective
delivery. When proteinuria occurs and persists, but blood
pressure is normal and renal function preserved, preg-
nancy can be allowed to continue under closer scrutiny.

BLOOD PRESSURE

Blood pressure should be measured in the sitting posi-
tion with a cuff which is large enough for a particular
patient’s arm. Phases I and V of the Korotkoff sounds are
used. Hypertension is not a disease but one end of a con-
tinuous distribution of all individuals’ blood pressures.
The conventional dividing line for obstetric hypertension
is 140/90.

Most of the specific risks of hypertension in pregnancy
appear to be related to superimposed pre-eclampsia (see
Chapter 25). There is confusion about the true incidence of
superimposed pre-eclampsia in women with pre-existing
renaldisease. This is because thediagnosis cannot bemade
with certainty on clinical grounds alone; hypertension and
proteinuriamay bemanifestations of the underlying renal
disease. Treatment of mild hypertension (diastolic blood
pressure less than 95 mmHg in the second trimester or
less than 100 mmHg in the third) is not necessary dur-
ing normal pregnancy, butmanywould treat womenwith
underlying renal diseasemore aggressively, believing that
thispreserveskidney function.Mostpatients canbe taught
to take their own blood pressure, but there are still debates
about the accuracy of automated devices and the role of
ambulatory blood pressure measurements.

FETAL SURVEILLANCE AND TIMING OF DELIVERY

Serial assessment of fetalwell-being is essential since renal
disease can be associatedwith fetal growth restriction and,
when complications do arise, the judicious moment for
intervention can be assessed by fetal status. Current tech-
nology shouldminimize the incidence of intrauterine fetal
death aswell as neonatalmorbidity andmortality. Regard-
less of gestational age, most babies weighing >1500 g
survive better in a special care nursery than in a hostile
intrauterine environment. Planned preterm delivery may
be necessary if there are signs of impending intrauterine
fetal death, if renal function deteriorates substantially, if
uncontrollable hypertension supervenes, or if eclampsia
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Table 28.2 Chronic renal disease and pregnancy

Renal disease ‘Clinical watchpoints’

Chronic glomerulonephritis and
focal glomerular sclerosis (FGS)

Can be high blood pressure late in pregnancy but usually no adverse effect if renal function is
preserved and hypertension absent prepregnancy. Some disagree, believing coagulation
changes in pregnancy exacerbate disease, especially immunoglobulin A (IgA) nephropathy,
membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis, and FGS

IgA nephropathy Some cite risks of sudden escalating or uncontrolled hypertension and renal deterioration.
Most note good outcome when renal function is preserved

Chronic pyelonephritis (infectious
tubulointerstitial disease)

Bacteriuria in pregnancy and may lead to exacerbation

Reflux nephropathy Some have emphasized risks of sudden escalating hypertension and worsening of renal
function. Consensus now is that results are satisfactory when prepregnancy function is only
mildly affected and hypertension is absent. Vigilance for urinary tract infections is necessary

Urolithiasis Ureteral dilatation and stasis do not seem to affect natural history, but infections can be more
frequent. Stents have been successfully placed and sonograpically controlled ureterostomy
has been performed during gestation

Polycystic kidney disease Functional impairment and hypertension are usually minimal in childbearing years
Diabetic nephropathy No adverse effect on the renal lesion. Increased frequency of infections, oedema or

pre-eclampsia. Advanced nephropathy can be a problem
Human immunodeficiency virus
with associated nephropathy
(HIVAN)

Renal component can be nephrotic syndrome or severe impairment. Scanty literature but given
ravages of this epidemic then HIVAN should be considered when immuno-compromised
proteinuria occurs suddenly, especially in immuno-compromised patients.

Systemic lupus erythematosus Prognosis is most favourable if disease is in remission 6 months before conception. Some
increase steroid dosage immediately postpartum

Periarteritis nodosa Fetal prognosis is poor. Maternal death can occur. Therapeutic abortion should be considered
Scleroderma If onset during pregnancy, there can be rapid overall deterioration. Reactivation of quiescent

scleroderma can occur during pregnancy and post-partum
Previous urologic surgery Depending on original reason for surgery, there may be other malformations of the urogenital

tract. Urinary tract infection is common during pregnancy and renal function may undergo
reversible decrease. No significant obstructive problem, but Caesarean section might be
necessary for abnormal presentation or to avoid disruption of the continence mechanism if
artificial sphincters or neourethras are present

After nephrectomy, solitary and
pelvic kidneys

Pregnancy is well tolerated. Might be associated with other malformations of the urogenital
tract. Dystocia rarely occurs with a pelvic kidney

occurs. Clinicians are still searching for antenatal tests
that identify the fetus at risk of intrauterine hypoxia and
death. Ideally, such a test should not only be reliable but
performed easily and repeatedly.

ROLE OF RENAL BIOPSY IN PREGNANCY

Experience with renal biopsy in pregnancy is sparse,
mainly because clinical circumstances rarely justify the
risks. Biopsy is therefore usually deferred until after deliv-
ery. Reports of excessive bleeding and other complications
in pregnant women have led some to consider preg-
nancy as a relative contraindication to renal biopsy. When
renal biopsy is undertaken immediately after delivery in
women with well-controlled blood pressure and normal
coagulation indices, the morbidity is certainly similar to
that reported in non-pregnant patients.

The few generally agreed indications for antepartum
biopsy are as follows:

1 Sudden deterioration of renal function before 30 weeks’
gestation with no obvious cause. Certain forms of
rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis may respond to
aggressive treatment with steroid ‘pulses’, chemotherapy,
and/or perhaps plasma exchange, when diagnosed early.
2 Symptomatic nephrotic syndrome before 30 weeks’
gestation. While some might consider a therapeutic
trial of steroids in such cases, it is best to determine
whether the lesion is likely to respond to steroids, because
pregnancy is itself a hypercoagulable state prone to
deterioration by such treatment. On the other hand,
proteinuria alone, in a non-eclamptic pregnant woman
with well-preserved renal function and without gross
oedema and/or hypoalbuminaemia, suggests the need
for close monitoring and deferring biopsy until the
puerperium.
3 Presentation with active urinary sediment, proteinuria,
and borderline renal function in a woman not evaluated
in the past. This is a very controversial area and it could be
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argued that diagnosis of a collagendisorder such as sclero-
derma or periarteritis would be grounds for terminating
the pregnancy, or that classifying the type of lesion in a
womanwith lupus could determine the type and intensity
of therapy.

SPECIFIC RENAL DISEASES AND PREGNANCY

Table 28.2 lists specificdiseases associatedwithpregnancy,
the information having been derived from publications
over the past 10–15 years. To recap, the crucial balance
between obstetric outcome and long-term renal progno-
sis depends on prepregnancy renal functional status, the
absence or presence of hypertension (and its manage-
ment) and the renal lesion itself, as well as better fetal
surveillance, more timely delivery and ever improving
neonatal care.

LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF PREGNANCY IN WOMEN
WITH RENAL DISEASE

Pregnancydoes not cause deterioration or otherwise affect
rate of progression of disease beyond what might be
expected in the non-pregnant state, provided prepreg-
nancy kidney dysfunction was minimal or very well
controlled and hypertension is absent during pregnancy.
An important factor in long-term prognosis could be the
sclerotic effect that prolonged gestational renal vasodila-
tion might have in the residual (intact) glomeruli of the
kidneys of these women. The situation may be worse in a
single diseased kidney, where more sclerosis has usually
occurred within the fewer (intact) glomeruli. Although
the evidence in healthy women and those with mild renal
disease argues against hyperfiltration-induced damage in
pregnancy, there is little doubt that in some women with
moderate dysfunction there can be unpredicted, accel-
erated, and irreversible renal decline in pregnancy or
immediately afterwards (see Table 28.1).

What the clinician needs to know about
dialysis patients

Dialysis and the prospects for pregnancy and
afterwards

Despite reduced libido and relative infertility, women on
dialysis can conceive and must therefore use contracep-
tion if theywish to avoid pregnancy.Although conception
is not common (an incidence of 1 in 200 patients has
been quoted), its true frequency is unknown becausemost
pregnancies in dialysis patients probably end in early
spontaneous abortion. The high therapeutic abortion rate
in this group of patients, (although decreased from 40% in

the1990s tounder20%today), still suggests that thosewho
become pregnant do so inadvertently, probably because
they are unaware that pregnancy is possible.

Many authorities do not advise conception or contin-
uation of pregnancy if present when the woman has
severe renal insufficiency. Clinicians are reluctant to pub-
lish unsuccessful cases or those that end indisaster, but the
literature has expanded in recent years. Pregnancy poses
big risks for the mother who is prone to volume overload,
major exacerbations of her hypertension or superimposed
pre-eclampsia, with only a 40–50% chance of a successful
obstetric outcome.

Antenatal strategy and decision making

Women on dialysis, if they become pregnant, may present
for care in advanced pregnancy because it was not sus-
pected by either the patient or her doctors. Irregular
menstruation is common in dialysis patients and missed
periods are usually ignored. Urine pregnancy tests are
unreliable (even if there is anyurineavailable). Ultrasound
evaluation is needed to confirm and date pregnancy.

DIALYSIS POLICY

Some patients have gestational GFR increments despite
renal function being insufficient to sustain life without
dialysis. The planning of dialysis strategy has several
aims:
1 Maintain plasma Surea < 20 mmol/l (somewould argue
<15 mmol/l), as intrauterine fetal death is more likely if
values aremuch in excess of 20mmol/l. (Success has occa-
sionally been achieved despite levels of around 28mmol/l
for many weeks.) Invariably weekly dialysis is ≥20 h per
week with higher K, lower Ca and lower HCO3 dialysate.
Heparin can be used for anticoagulation.
2 Avoid hypotension during dialysis, which could be
damaging to the fetus. In late pregnancy the enlarging
uterus and the supineposturemayaggravate this situation
by decreasing venous return.
3 Ensure ‘tight’ control of blood pressure throughout
pregnancy.
4 Avoid rapid fluctuations in intravascular volume, by
limiting interdialysis weight gain to about 1 kg until late
pregnancy.
5 Scrutinize carefully for preterm labour, as dialysis and
uterine contractions are associated.
6 Watch serum calcium closely to avoid hypercalcaemia.
7 Pregnant womenwith endstage disease usually require
a 50% increase in hours and frequency of dialysis, a policy
which renders dietary management and control of weight
gain much easier.
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ANAEMIA

Dialysis patients are usually anaemic, invariably aggra-
vated further in pregnancy. Unnecessary blood sampling
should be avoided in the face of anaemia and lack of
venepuncture sites. The protocol for tests usually per-
formed in one’s own unit should be followed strictly,
with no more blood removed per venepuncture than is
absolutely necessary. Blood transfusion may be needed,
especially before delivery. Caution is necessary as trans-
fusion can exacerbate hypertension and impair the ability
to control circulatory overload, even with extra dialysis.
Fluctuations in blood volume can be minimized if packed
red cells are transfused during dialysis. Treatment of
anaemiawith rHuEpohasbeenused inpregnancywithout
ill effect, when requirements can be higher. The theoretical
risks of hypertension and thrombotic complications have
not been encountered, nor have adverse neonatal effects.

HYPERTENSION

Normotension prepregnancy is reassuring. Some patients
have abnormal lipid profiles and possibly accelerated
atherogenesis, so theoretically may not have the cardio-
vascular capacity required to tolerate pregnancy. Patients
with diabetic nephropathy who become pregnant are
those inwhom cardiovascular problems are themost wor-
risome. As a generalization, blood pressure tends to be
labile and hypertension is common, although control may
be possible by careful dialysis.

NUTRITION

Despite more frequent dialysis, an uncontrolled dietary
intake should be discouraged. A daily oral intake of
70 g protein, 1500 mg calcium, 50 mmol potassium,
and 80 mmol sodium is advised, with supplements of
dialysable vitamins and iron and folic acid supplements.
VitaminD supplements can bedifficult to judge inpatients
who have had parathyroidectomy. All this poses risks
for fetal nutrition as well as the impact of a uraemic
environment.

FETAL SURVEILLANCE AND TIMING OF DELIVERY

The same applies as with chronic renal disease. Preterm
labour is generally the rule and it may commence during
dialysis. Caesarean section should be necessary only for
obstetric reasons although it has been argued that elective
Caesarean section in all cases would minimize potential
problems during labour.

Peritoneal dialysis

Young women can be managed with this approach and
successful pregnancies havenowbeen reported.Although
anticoagulation and some of the fluid balance and volume
problems of haemodialysis are avoided, these women,
nevertheless, face the same problems of hypertension,
anaemia, placental abruption, term labour, and sudden
intrauterine death. Outcome is not dependent on mode of
dialysis (haemodialysis versus peritoneal) but there may
be more infertility in women receiving continuous ambu-
latory peritoneal dialysis (PD). It should be remembered
that peritonitis can be a severe complication of chronic
ambulatory PD, accounting for the majority of therapy
failures. This superimposed on pregnancy can present a
confusing diagnostic picture and management dilemmas.

What the clinician needs to know about
kidney allograft recipients

Transplantation and the prospects for pregnancy and
afterwards

Renal, endocrine, and sexual functions return rapidly
after transplantation and assisted conception techniques
are also available. About 1 in 50 women of childbearing
age with a functioning transplant become pregnant dur-
ing their remaining childbearing era. Of the conceptions,
about 25% do not go beyond the initial trimester because
of spontaneous or therapeutic abortion, but of those preg-
nancies in well women that do, 97% end successfully. In
early pregnancy there may be increased risk of ectopic
pregnancy because of pelvic adhesions following surgery,
PD, IUCD’s and pelvic inflammatory disease consequent
to immunosuppression. Diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy
may be delayed as irregular bleeding and pain may be
wrongly attributed to deteriorating renal function and the
presence of the pelvic allograft.

Allografting has even been performed with surgeons
unaware that the recipientwas in early pregnancy. Obstet-
ric success in such cases does not negate the importance
of contraception counselling for all renal failure patients
and the exclusion of pregnancy prior to the surgery.

A woman should be counselled from the time the var-
ious treatments for renal failure and the potential for
optimal rehabilitation are discussed. Couples who want
a child should be encouraged to discuss all of the impli-
cations, including the harsh realities of maternal survival
prospects. Individual centres have their own guidelines
(Tables 28.3 and 28.4). In most, a wait of 18 months to
2 years post-transplant is advised. By then, the patient
will have recovered from the surgery and any sequelae,
graft function will have stabilized, and immunosuppres-
sion will be at maintenance levels. Also, if function is well
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Table 28.3 Kidney allograft recipients: functional status, prospects for pregnancy and afterwards

Loss of renal function(%)
Successful Graft loss

Complicated obstetric Persists within 2 year
Scr (µmol/l) pregnancy(%) outcome(%) In pregnancy post-partum post-partum(%)

<125 30 97 15 <5 <5
>125 60 90 15 5 10
>160 90 80 30 20 60
>200 100 70 60 40 90

Scr non-pregnant serum creatinine. Estimates based on literature review (1988–2004) from 613 women in 849
pregnancies that attained at least 24 weeks’ gestation.

Table 28.4 Guidelines for prepregnancy counselling of renal
transplant recipients

Good general health for about 2 years after transplantation
Stature compatible with good obstetric outcome
No or minimal proteinuria
No hypertension∗
No evidence of graft rejection
No pelvicalyceal distension on recent ultrasonography or intra
venous urogram (IVU)

Stable graft function: Scr ≤ 180 µmol/l, preferably ≤ 125 µmol/l
Drug therapy at maintenance levels: prednisolone ≤15 mg/day,
azathioprine ≤2 mg/kg/day, cyclosporin ≤5 mg/kg/day and
tacrolimus ≤0.1–0.2 mg/kg/day. The experience with the
‘newer’ immunosuppression is minimal

∗Due to high incidence of hypertension in patients on calcineurin
inhibitors ‘well-controlled hypertension’ may be more appropriate.

maintained at 2 years, there is a high probability of allo-
graft survival at 5 years. As with chronic renal disease it
is preferable if prepregnancy Scr < 125 µmol/l as above
that level there can be more complications and problems.
Interestingly, the two significant higher ‘cut-offs’ are Scr
160 and 180 µmol/l, which are at a lower level than the
equivalent ‘cut-offs’ in chronic renal disease at 180 and
220 µmol/l.

Antenatal strategy and decision making

Management requires serial assessment of renal function,
early diagnosis and treatment of rejection, blood pressure
control, early diagnosis or prevention of anaemia, treat-
ment of any infection, and meticulous assessment of fetal
well-being (Table 28.5). As well as regular renal assess-
ments, liver function tests, plasma protein, and calcium
and phosphate should be checked at 6-weekly intervals.
Cytomegalovirus and herpes hominis virus status should
be checkedduringeach trimester andHIVshouldbedeter-
mined at the first attendance. Haematinics are needed if
the various haematological indices show deficiency.

Table 28.5 Kidney allografts and pregnancy:
‘Clinical watchpoints’ (ABC . . .)

Accurate dating/early diagnosis
Bacterial and viral infections
Co-morbid medical condition
Delivery decision
Effects of medication
Fetal surveillance
Graft function and rejection
Hypertension/nephropathy
Immunosuppression
Joint management at tertiary centre

ALLOGRAFT FUNCTION

The sustained increase in GFR characteristic of early nor-
mal pregnancy is evident in renal transplant recipients.
Immediate graft function after transplantation and the
better the prepregnancy GFR, the greater the increment
in pregnancy. Transient 20–25% reductions in GFR can
occur during the third trimester and do not usually repre-
sent adeteriorating situationwithpermanent impairment.
Significant renal functional impairment can, however,
develop in some patients during pregnancy, and this
may persist following delivery, invariably being related
to prepregnancy Scr (see Table 28.3). As a gradual decline
in function is common in non-pregnant patients anyway,
it is difficult to delineate the specific role of pregnancy.
Most agree that pregnancy does not compromise long-
term graft progression unless there was already graft
dysfunction prepregnancy.

Proteinuria occurs near term in 40% of patients but dis-
appears post-partum and, in the absence of hypertension,
is not significant except if it exceeds 1 g/24 h which by
some is considered to be a marker of suboptimal obstetric
outcome and/or later deterioration.

Whether or not calcineurin inhibitors are more nephro-
toxic in the pregnant compared to the non-pregnant
patient is not known. Certainly the literature indicates
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thatwith theadventof these immunosuppressorsprepreg-
nancy Scr levels are higher overall than in the azathio-
prine/steroids era.

TRANSPLANT REJECTION

Serious rejection episodes occur in 5%of pregnantwomen.
While this incidence is no greater than that seen in
non-pregnant individuals during a similar period, it is
unexpected because it has been assumed that the privi-
leged immunological status of pregnancy might benefit
the allograft. Rejection often occurs in the puerperiumand
may be due to a return to a normal immune state (despite
immunosuppression) or possibly a rebound effect from
the altered gestational immunoresponsiveness.

Chronic rejection with a progressive subclinical course
may be a problem in all recipients. Whether pregnancy
influences the course of subclinical rejection is unknown:
no factors consistently predictwhich patientswill develop
rejection during pregnancy. There may also be a non-
immune contribution to chronic graft failure due to
the damaging effect of hyperfiltration through remnant
nephrons, perhaps even exacerbated during pregnancy.
Important ‘clinical watchpoints’ are that rejection is dif-
ficult to diagnose, if any of the clinical hallmarks are
present – fever, oliguria, deteriorating renal function, renal
enlargement, and tenderness – then the diagnosis should
be considered. Ultrasound assessment may be helpful but
without renal biopsy, rejection cannot be distinguished
fromacutepyelonephritis, recurrent glomerulopathy, pos-
sibly severe pre-eclampsia, and even cyclosporin nephro-
toxicity and therefore renal biopsy is indicated before
embarking upon antirejection therapy.

IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE THERAPY

Immunosuppressive therapy is usually maintained at
prepregnancy levels. There are many encouraging Reg-
istry and single centre reports of (non-complicated) preg-
nancies in patients taking cyclosporine and tacrolimus
(FK506 or Prograf). Numerous adverse effects are
attributed to calcineurin inhibitors in non-pregnant
transplant recipients, including renal toxicity, hepatic
dysfunction, chronic hypertension, tremor, convulsions,
diabetogenic effects, hemolytic uremic syndrome, and
neoplasia. In pregnancy, some of thematernal adaptations
that normally occur may theoretically be blunted or abol-
ished by cyclosporine, especially plasma volume expan-
sion and renal hemodynamic augmentation. There is good
evidence to suggest that patients have more hypertension
and smaller babies.

Finally, newer agents such as mycophenolate (MMF/
CellCept), antithymocytic globulin, ATG (Atgam) and

orthodione , OKTS are being prescribed more frequently
for transplant recipients, but there is very little infor-
mation about these agents in pregnancy. Some of these
newer agents were originally considered to have a ‘rescue
role’ only in kidney and kidney–pancreas transplants but
nowadays they can be used as primary immunosuppre-
sive agents.

HYPERTENSION AND PRE-ECLAMPSIA

Hypertension, particularly before 28 weeks’ gestation, is
associated with adverse perinatal outcome. This may be
due to covert cardiovascular changes that accompany or
are aggravated by chronic hypertension. The appearance
of hypertension in the third trimester, its relationship to
deteriorating renal function, and the possibility of chronic
underlying pathology and pre-eclampsia is a diagnostic
problem. Pre-eclampsia is actually diagnosed clinically in
about 30% of pregnancies.

INFECTIONS

Throughout pregnancy patients should be monitored
carefully for bacterial and viral infection. Prophylactic
antibiotics must be given before any surgical procedure,
however trivial.

DIABETES MELLITUS

As the results of renal transplantation have improved in
those women whose renal failure was caused by juve-
nile onset diabetes mellitus, pregnancies are now being
reported in these women. Pregnancy complications occur
with at least twice the frequency seen in the non-diabetic
patient, and thismay be due to the presence of generalized
cardiovascular pathology, which is part of the ‘metabolic
risk factor syndrome’. Successful pregnancies have been
reported after combined pancreas–kidney allografts.

FETAL SURVEILLANCE AND TIMING OF DELIVERY

The points discussed under chronic renal disease are
equally applicable to renal transplant recipients (page…).
Pretermdelivery is common (45–60%)becauseof interven-
tion for obstetric reasons and the common occurrence of
preterm labour orpreterm rupture ofmembranes. Preterm
labour is commonly associated with poor renal func-
tion, but in some it has been postulated that long-term
immunosuppressionmay ‘weaken’ connective tissues and
contribute to the increased incidence of preterm rupture
of the membranes.

Vaginal delivery should be the aim; usually there are no
obstructive problems normechanical injury to the trans-
plant. Unless there are specific obstetric problems then
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Table 28.6 Neonatal problems in the newborn of kidney
allograft recipients

Preterm delivery or small for gestational age
Respiratory distress syndrome
Adrenocortical insufficiency
Septicaemia
Cytomegalovirus infection
Hepatitis B surface antigen carrier state
Depressed haematopoiesis
Lymphoid and thymic hypoplasia
Reduced lymphocyte passive haemagglutination assay
reactivity

Reduced T lymphocyte levels
Reduced immunoglobulin levels
Chromosome aberrations in leukocytes
Congenital abnormalities
Immunologic problems

spontaneous onset of labour can be awaited. During
labour careful monitoring of fluid balance, cardiovascular
status, and temperature ismandatory.Aseptic technique is
essential for every procedure. Surgical induction of labour
(by amniotomy) and episiotomy warrant antibiotic cover.
Pain relief can be conducted as for healthy women. Aug-
mentationof steroids shouldnotbeoverlooked. Caesarean
section should be undertaken for obstetric reasons only.

Post-delivery management issues (Table 28.6)

PAEDIATRIC MANAGEMENT

Over 50% of live borns have no neonatal problems.
Preterm delivery is common (45–60%), small for ges-
tational age babies are delivered in at least 20–30% of
pregnancies, and occasionally the two problems coexist.
Lower birthweights are seen in infants born to recipients
of less than 2 years post-transplant. The use of calcineurin
inhibitors can be associated with birthweight depression.

BREASTFEEDING

There are substantial benefits to breastfeeding. It could
be argued that because the baby has been exposed to
immunosuppressives and their metabolites in pregnancy,
breastfeeding should not be allowed. Little is known,
however, about the quantities of these drugs and their
metabolites in breast milk and whether the levels are
biologically trivial or substantial. For cyclosporin, lev-
els in breast milk are usually greater than those in a
simultaneously takenbloodsample. Until themanyuncer-
tainties are resolved, breastfeedingprobably shouldnot be
encouraged.

LONG-TERM ASSESSMENT

There are theoretical worries about in utero exposure
to immunosuppresives with eventual development of
malignant tumours in affected offspring, autoimmune
complications and abnormalities in the reproductive per-
formance in the next generation. Thus evaluation of the
immune system and paediatric follow-up are needed.
To date, information about general progress in early
childhood has been good.

Maternal follow-up after pregnancy

The ultimate measure of transplant success is the long-
term survival of the patient and the graft. As it is only
35 years since this procedure became widely employed
in the management of endstage renal failure, few long-
term data from sufficiently large series exist from which
to draw conclusions. Furthermore, the long-term results
for renal transplants relate to a period whenmany aspects
of management would be unacceptable by present-day
standards. Average survival figures of large numbers of
patients worldwide indicate that about 90% of recipients
of kidneys from related living donors are alive 5 years
after transplantation. With cadaver kidneys, the figure
is approximately 60%. If renal functionwas normal 2 years
after transplant, survival increased to about 80%. This is
why women are counselled to wait about 2 years before
considering a pregnancy even though a view is now
emerging that 1 year would be sufficient.

A major concern is that the mother may not survive
or remain well enough to rear the child she bears. Preg-
nancy occasionally and sometimes unpredictably causes
irreversible declines in renal function (Table 28.3). How-
ever, the consensus is that pregnancy has no effect on
graft function or survival. Also, repeated pregnancies
do not adversely affect graft function or fetal develop-
ment, provided that prepregnancy renal function is well
preserved and hypertension minimal and well controlled
(Table 28.4).

CONTRACEPTION

It is unwise to offer the option of sterilization at the time of
transplantation. Oral contraception cancauseor aggravate
hypertension, thromboembolism and subtle changes to
the immune system. This does not necessarily contraindi-
cate its usebut careful surveillance is essential. IUCDsmay
aggravatemenstrual problems, which in turnmayobscure
symptoms and signs of early pregnancy abnormalities,
such as threatened miscarriage or ectopic pregnancy. The
increased risk of chronic pelvic infection in immunosu-
pressed patients with IUCDs is a substantial problem.
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Indeed, as the insertion or replacement of a coil can be
associated with bacteraemia of vaginal origin, antibiotic
cover is essential at this time. Finally, the efficacy of the
intrauterine device is reduced in women taking immuno-
suppressive and anti-inflammatory agents but many still
request this method.

GYNAECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

There is a danger that symptoms secondary to genuine
pelvic pathology may be erroneously attributed to the
transplant, due to its location near the pelvis. Trans-
plant recipients receiving immunosuppressive therapy
have a malignancy rate estimated to be 100 times greater
than normal and the female genital tract is no excep-
tion. This association is probably related to factors such
as loss of immune surveillance, chronic immunosup-
pression allowing tumour proliferation and prolonged
antigenic stimulation of the reticuloendothelial system.
Regular gynaecological assessment is therefore essential
and any gynaecological management should be on con-
ventional lines, with the outcomeunlikely to be influenced
by stopping or reducing immunosuppression.
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Chapter 29: Haematological problems in
pregnancy
P. Clark, A.J. Thomson and I.A. Greer

Anaemia

A normochromic, normocytic anaemia may occur from
the 7–8th week of gestation, due to the physiological
increase in plasma volume that is relatively greater than
the increase in red cell mass. However, the haemoglobin
(Hb) should not fall to <11 g/dl in the first, or <10 g/dl
in the second and third trimesters [1,2]. More marked
anaemia may be due to iron, folate, or more rarely, vitamin
B12 deficiency or haemoglobinopathy.

Haematinic requirements

Pregnancy requires an iron intake of around 2.5 mg/day
throughout, with perhaps 3.0–7.5 mg/day required in the
third trimester. An average Western diet supplies around
250 µg/day of folate; however, requirements increase to
around 400 µg/day during pregnancy [3], with deficiency
most commonly due to lack of folate-rich vegetables such
as broccoli and peas, which is often linked to social depri-
vation. Folate deficiency is more common in multiple
pregnancy, frequent childbirth, and adolescent mothers.
The body stores around 3 mg of B12, with a daily dietary
requirement of 3µ g/day. The only B12 source is animal
foodstuffs; thus, vegetarians and vegans are most at risk
of dietary deficiency.

The effects of deficiency

The signs and symptoms of early deficiencies are non-
specific, including tiredness and features of any under-
lying cause (Table 29.1). Aside from anaemia, folate and
B12 deficiency are linked to neural tube defects [4,5]. The
effect of iron deficiency (before anaemia) on maternal and
fetal well-being is not fully understood, but mild defi-
ciency is linked to increased delivery bleeding, poor fetal
iron stores and an increased placenta:fetus weight ratio
[6]. Severe maternal iron deficiency is associated with pre-
mature delivery and low birthweight [1], although this
may relate to the underlying cause. Most subjects with
folate deficiency are identified incidentally due to a raised
red cell Mean Cell Volume (MCV), but folate deficiency

Table 29.1 Causes of iron, folate and B12 deficiency

Iron Diet Vegetarian/Vegan
Blood loss Menorrhagia

Peptic ulceration
Inflammatory bowel disease
Haemorrhoids
Varices
Aspirin
Anticoagulants
von Willebrands disease

Malabsorption Coeliac
Gastrectomy

Folate Dietary Alcoholism
Poverty
Adolescence

Malabsorption Gluten-induced enteropathy (Coeliac)
Increased use Chronic haemolysis

Congenital red cell disorders
Haemoglobinopathy
Myeloproliferative disorders

Loss Dialysis
Miscellaneous Anticonvulsants

B12 Dietary Vegans
Malabsorption Pernicious anaemia

Partial gastric resection
Ileal resection
Intestinal stagnant loop
Crohn’s disease
Tapeworms
Tropical sprue

Miscellaneous Folate deficiency

anaemia often coexists with iron deficiency and more
often presents at the end of pregnancy or in the early
puerperium. B12 deficiency can also result in a demyeli-
nating neuropathy, although mild maternal B12 deficiency
appears compatible with normal pregnancy [7].

Diagnosis of deficiency

As the MCV may increase with normal gestation, the
reduction in MCV usually seen in iron deficiency is not
reliable in pregnancy. Serum iron, Total Iron Binding
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Table 29.2 Differential diagnosis of a
raised MCV

B12 deficiency Pregnancy
Folate Deficiency Liver disease
Alcohol Myelodysplasia
Hypothyroidism Haemolysis

Capacity (TIBC), ferritin, serum transferrin receptor lev-
els and red cell-derived protoporphyrin can be used to
diagnose iron deficiency. However, normal pregnancy
leads to a progressive fall in serum iron, ferritin and
an increase in TIBC, free protoporphyrin and transfer-
rin receptor levels [8]. Thus, a number of parameters
may be required to diagnose mild deficiency, although
a markedly reduced serum ferritin (<12 ug/l) remains
diagnostic. Megaloblastic anaemia from B12 or folate defi-
ciency is suggested by an MCV >100 fl, with right-shifted
neutrophils on the blood film (Table 29.2). Serum folate
is sensitive to deficiency, but may be reduced with very
recent dietary folate lack and also reduces in pregnancy
[9]. Red cell folate levels are less affected by recent diet, but
may rise in otherwise normal pregnancy [10,11]. If neces-
sary, megaloblastic erythropoiesis can be demonstrated by
bone marrow examination. Serum B12 levels may fall by
30–50% during normal pregnancy, but this is probably not
a true tissuedeficiency [7]. Specific tests to diagnose intrin-
sic factor deficiency (from pernicious anaemia) involve
radioisotope exposure and are contraindicated in preg-
nancy, but plasma intrinsic factor antibodies, if present,
can point to a diagnosis of pernicious anaemia.

Prophylaxis

The Hb concentration is often used to screen for haema-
tinic deficiency, with an assessment at presentation and
again in the early third trimester. Whether routine iron
supplementation is warranted is not resolved, as it is not
clear whether the fetus benefits [1]. If required, supple-
mentation can be achieved with 30–60 mg of iron/day,
which produces few side effects. Side effects are mainly
seen with replacement (200 mg/day) therapy. Further-
more, supplementation of more than 200 mg/day will not
produce a supra-normal haemoglobin (Hb) or haematocrit
(HCT). To prevent neural tube defects, folic acid supple-
mentation (at 400µ g/day) is routinely given in the first
trimester. It should also be taken for 3 months prior to con-
ception in those planning pregnancy and a higher dose
is needed if there is a previous child with a neural tube
defect or a chronic red cell disorder. Such supplementation
is also of value with regard to prophylaxis of anaemia in
women with potential dietary deficiency. Folate should be
continued through pregnancy in women on antiepileptic

drugs that antagonize folate metabolism or in those with
likely dietary deficiency.

Treatment

The treatment of established iron deficiency is with
200 mg/day of elemental iron. This may lead to gas-
trointestinal upset, which can be dose or product related
and is usually ameliorated by either dose reduction
(100 mg/day), or a change in the preparation. Iron absorp-
tion is maximized when combined with ascorbic acid such
as taking the iron supplements with fresh orange juice or
a vitamin C preparation. Therapy failure occurs in mal-
absorption and when loss exceeds intake, but is most
commonly due to poor compliance. There are also liquid
oral iron preparations and parenteral therapy. Parenteral
therapy is useful in malabsorption and failed compliance,
but otherwise does not produce a faster response than oral
iron and side effects are common. Proven folate deficiency
anaemia should be treated with folic acid (5 mg/day).
In all such cases of anaemia, B12 deficiency must also be
excluded, as folate may improve the anaemia of B12 defi-
ciency, but exacerbate any associated neurological deteri-
oration [12]. In B12 deficiency, a single dose of 1000 µg of
intramuscular B12 should lead to a reticulocyte response
within 3–7 days. Weekly injections should be employed
until anaemia resolves and lifelong replacement is often
required.

The thalassaemias

The thalassaemias are a heterogeneous group of genetic
disorders of haemoglobin synthesis, named after the
haemoglobin that is deficient. Themutationmay result in a
reduced rate of production of the affected gene or result in
no chain synthesis at all (reviewed in [13]). The majority of
thalassaemias are inherited in a Mendelian recessive man-
ner. Given the diversity of genetic defects and the possibil-
ity of genetic combinations, thalassaemias, irrespective of
their molecular basis, are often classified by their clinical
effects into thalassaemia minor, thalassaemia intermedia
and thalassaemia major. In general, thalassaemia carriers
are often symptomless and fall into the minor category.
Intermediate levels are more severely affected and may
often have anaemia, although this does not require regu-
lar transfusion. In its major form, thalassaemia presents
with a lifelong transfusion dependency.

Alpha thalassaemia

Women with one or two out of four alpha gene deletions
are usually symptom free and have a normal pregnancy
outcome. With Hb H Disease, where three of the four
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alpha-globin genes are absent, there are variable clinical
features ranging from mild asymptomatic anaemia to
severe transfusion-dependent anaemia, with jaundice,
hepatosplenomegaly, growth restriction and bone abnor-
malities. Mild to moderate haemolysis is the predominant
feature. This is worsened by pregnancy; so prophylactic
folic acid (5 mg/day) is needed. Gallstones are not infre-
quent. Infections, drugs and fever may also worsen the
anaemia. A fetus affected by Hb Barts with no alpha chain
production (both parents carrying two alpha deletions on
the same chromosome) will develop hydrops, polyhy-
dramnios, and placentomegaly [14]. There is a high risk
of pre-eclampsia in the mother. The fetus is also at risk of
congenital abnormalities. Carriage of alpha thalassaemia
is associated with an MCV of less than 80 fl (often less
than 70 fl), a mean corpuscular haemoglobin (MCH) of
less than 27 pg, with, very often, no evidence of anaemia
and normal mean corpuscular haemoglobin concentration
(MCHC). If iron deficiency is excluded, then carriage of
thalassaemia should be suspected and the diagnosis con-
firmed with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and globin
gene analysis.

Beta thalassaemia

This condition is due to a defect in beta chain syn-
thesis caused by heterogeneous point mutations within
the beta-globin gene, with nearly 180 different muta-
tions associated with its phenotype. It interferes with
red cell maturation and increases red cell destruction
within the marrow and spleen. Major forms have lifelong
chronic dyserythropoietic anaemia with splenomegaly
and skeletal deformity. With inadequate transfusion pro-
found anaemia, marked skeletal deformity of the long
bones and skull, recurrent infections and death occurs.
With adequate transfusion anaemia is controlled but
transfusion-related iron overload will result in endocrine
abnormalities, pancreatic, hepatic and cardiac failure.
This results in failure of pubertal growth, delayed sex-
ual development and hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism
affecting fertility. Thus only a small number of success-
ful pregnancies are reported [15–17]. With significant left
ventricular dysfunction or arrhythmias pregnancy may be
best avoided. Serum ferritin reflects hepatic iron stores,
but does not relate well to cardiac deposition, although
MRI can now quantify cardiac iron deposition. When
pregnancy does occur Caesarean section is common for
cephalo-pelvic disproportion due to the small stature of
the mother and the fact that the unaffected fetus has
normal growth. Spinal abnormalities should be consid-
ered with neuraxial anaesthesia. With beta-thalassaemia
intermedia there is a reasonable pregnancy success rate
with well-controlled disease. Transfusion requirements

increasewith increasinggestationwith theaim tomaintain
Hb over 10 g/dl and thereby correct anaemia, suppress
hyperactive erythropoiesis and inhibit iron absorption.
Most often, chelating agents are discontinued on diagno-
sis of pregnancy, and restarted after delivery, but folic acid
supplements are required throughout pregnancy.

Beta-thalassaemia minor is usually symptom free, but
anaemia is common in pregnancy [18]. Carriers have nor-
mal / low Hb, low MCV and MCH but normal MCHC.
More severe anaemias may be encountered in those with
dietary deficiencies. Folic acid supplementation should be
prescribed (and oral iron, if ferritin low) throughout preg-
nancy. There is also possibly an increased risk of neural
tube defects.

Screening for thalassaemia

Population screening for haemoglobin disorders has been
practised for over 20 years. Carriers are reliably detected
by screening red cell indices, traditionally the MCV <83 fl,
but an MCH <27 pg is more reliable. Electrophoresis
is then used to make the diagnosis (increased HbF and
HbA2(3.5–7% in beta heterozygotes). If the haemoglobin
A2 percentage is within the normal range, and the MCH
is less than 25 pg, the woman should be investigated for
alpha thalassaemia trait [13]. Prenatal diagnosis (chorionic
villous sample (CVS), amniocentesis, fetal blood sample
(FBS)) is possible by a mutation specific polymerase chain
reaction (n.b. pre-implantation diagnosis is also possible)
and the diagnostic accuracy is high in specialist centres.

Sickle cell disease

Sickle cell disease varies in presentation from a lifelong
crippling haemolytic disorder (characterized by crises
caused by infection, aplasia, infarction and haemolysis),
to a diagnosis only made on a routine blood film exam-
ination. This variation may be due to the co-inheritance
of persistence of fetal haemoglobin. With repeated crises
bone deformity, osteomyelitis, renal failure, myocardial
infarction, leg ulceration, gallstones and cardiac failure
may develop. With repeated transfusions there is an
increased risk of blood borne infections and iron overload.
The outcome of pregnancy in mothers with sickling disor-
ders is heavily dependent upon the adequacy of maternal
health care [19]. In the USA, a maternal mortality rate
of 0.25–0.5% has been reported, with 99% of pregnan-
cies, which were viable after 28 weeks, resulting in a
live birth. Around half of the pregnancies are compli-
cated by at least one painful crisis and hospital admission
is often required. There is likely to be an increased risk
of pre-eclampsia and of a small-for-date baby, possibly
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through placental infarction [20]. In developing countries
the outcome of pregnancy with a major sickling disor-
der may be substantially worse with high maternal and
perinatal mortality.

Sickle cell trait results in no change to the haematolog-
ical indices. It is diagnosed by a positive sickle test and
the demonstration of both an HbA and HbS band on gel
electrophoresis.

Sickle cell disease is diagnosed by the presence of
anaemia, the presence of sickled red cells on the blood
film, blood film appearances of hyposplenism, a posi-
tive sickle test and the pattern of HbS and HbF, with
no HbA, on haemoglobin electrophoresis. The presence
of a microcytosis may suggest the co-inheritance of tha-
lassaemia, or the presence of iron deficiency. Higher
haemoglobin (11–13 g/dl) may indicate the presence of
haemoglobin C or co-inheritance of another haemoglobin
variant.

In all subjects with a major sickling disorder treatment
includes the prevention of infection. This is achieved
with prophylactic penicillin and the use of pneumococcal,
meningococcal and Haemophilus influenzae vaccinations
with antimalarial prophylaxis if appropriate. Themanage-
ment of a painful crisis involves adequate pain control,
treatment of any infection, maintenance of oxygena-
tion, hydration and thromboprophylaxis [21]. Regular
blood transfusion is not usually required. If, however,
haemoglobin is falling (indicating an increase in haemoly-
sis) and, especially, if there is evidence of a falling reticulo-
cyte count (indicating an impending aplastic phase), then
transfusion should be given. When transfusion is required
and the haemoglobin is already less then 5 g/dl, it may be
that a top-up transfusion to 12–14 g/dl will result in suffi-
cient dilution of the sickle cells to the desired target level
of <30% of the circulating red cells. When transfusion is
required at a higher haemoglobin level (8–10 g/dl), then a
partial exchange transfusion shouldbe carriedout (remov-
ing 500 ml by phlebotomy while transfusing two red cell
units). The mainstay of management of a pregnancy in
womenwith a severe sicklingdisorder, is folic acid supple-
mentation (throughout pregnancy), regular haemoglobin
estimations, regular monitoring of fetal growth and con-
siderationof theneed for transfusion. Randomizedstudies
have shown no benefit in prophylactic blood transfu-
sions in pregnancy, although there may be a reduction in
the frequency of vaso-occlusive events when prophylac-
tic transfusion has been used [22]. Transfusion should be
considered when there is an acute anaemia (Hb<5 g/dl),
pre-eclampsia, septicaemia, acute renal failure, acute chest
syndrome, recent cerebral ischaemia of arterial origin,
and when preparing for surgery. Multiple pregnancy will
require assessment for transfusion on a more regular
basis.

Haemolytic disease of the newborn

The Rh antigens on red cells result from the action of
two genes (RhD and RhC/RhE), leading to two haplo-
types (combining c or C, D or no D, e or E). Of these,
RhD is the most important in obstetrics. Around 15% of
Caucasians are RhD negative. If an RhD negative mother
carries an RhD positive child, the transplacental passage
of blood and immunoglobulin may result in the devel-
opment of maternal anti-RhD antibody that passes to the
fetus. Indeed, there is a one in six chance of maternal anti-
RhD formation in the absence of prophylaxis. Whether
the mother develops such antibodies depends upon the
amount of feto-maternal haemorrhage (FMH) and any
feto-maternal ABO mismatch (as natural maternal anti-
A or anti-B may clear fetal cells before immunization
occurs). Haemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN) most
often occurs in the second pregnancy, but occasionally
significant haemolysis occurs in thefirst (reviewed in [23]).

Antenatal diagnosis and monitoring

All women should have their blood group determined at
pregnancy presentation and again at 28–32 weeks gesta-
tion, with a further estimation between 34 and 36 weeks
also recommended [24]. In an RhD negative women, if
a potential sensitizing event occurs (Table 29.3), whether
she has circulating anti-RhD should be determined and
(if more than 20 weeks gestation or at delivery) an FMH
estimation carried out. At delivery, the ABO/RhD type of
the baby should be determined from a cord sample. If the
baby is RhD positive any anti-RhD on the fetal cells should
be detected by a direct antiglobulin test.

Anti-RhD detected early in pregnancy is more likely to
result in HDN than if detected for the first time later on.

Table 29.3 RhD sensitizing events

Antepartum haemorrhage
Abdominal trauma
Ectopic pregnancy
Fetal external version
Delivery

Invasive investigations Amniocentesis
Chorionic villous sampling
Fetal blood sampling
Embryo reduction
Shunt insertion

Fetal loss Intrauterine death
Stillbirth
Miscarriage with evacuation
Complete or incomplete
miscarriage >12/40

Therapeutic termination
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When any antibody associated with HDN is detected it
should be quantified. For RhD, this should be by auto-
mated methods and reported in international units, rather
than by manual titration [24]. In general, the absolute
value is not as important as a rising titre. In addition, it
is now possible to determine if the fetus is RhD positive
(as well as its Kell and c status) from fetal DNA obtained
from the maternal circulation [25,26]. Although this tech-
nique is in its infancy, a very high sensitivity has been
reported. Although most non-invasive methods are not
sufficiently sensitive, weekly velocimetry of the fetal mid-
dle cerebral arterymaybepredictive ofmoderate or severe
anaemia [27] andhasbegun to replace serial amniocentesis
to predict when fetal blood sampling is required.

Fetal presentation with HDN

Fetal presentation varies from mild anaemia to severe
anaemia with jaundice, oedema, cardiac failure, effusions
and pulmonary haemorrhage, neurological deficits and
kernicterus, which may result in stillbirth, neonatal death,
or complete resolution.

Intrauterine management

If fetal maturity permits, delivery of the fetus is indi-
cated when there is evidence of a high level of biliru-
bin in the amniotic fluid. When fetal immaturity does
not make delivery feasible, fetal transfusion (which has
reduced the perinatal mortality from 95 to 50%) should
be carried out and such transfusion is indicated when
the HCT is <25% (at 18–26 weeks gestation) or <30%
after 34 weeks. The blood used should be cross-matched
against maternal serum, with a haematocrit of 75–90% and
be both sero-negative for cytomegalovirus, and gamma-
irradiated. The aim is to increase the HCT to ∼45% and
further transfusions may be required every 1 to 3 weeks. In
some circumstances repeated maternal plasma exchange
or high-dose Intravenous Human Normal Immunoglob-
ulin (IVIgG) have been used, until fetal transfusion is
possible.

Prevention of HDN

Sensitization can be prevented by suppression of the
maternal immune response to the RhD antigen, by the
timely administration of a passive antibody [28–30]. Intra-
muscular anti-RhD should be administered to all RhD
negative women within 72 h of delivery and, if not, within
9–10 days [30]. The dose required should be determined
by the level of FMH. Given intramuscularly, 125 IU of anti-
RhD is sufficient to protect against 1 ml of RhD positive
red cells and in the UK, 250 IU is routinely given for any

potential sensitizing event before 20 weeks and 500 IU for
any event after 20 weeks. If a further sensitizing event
occurs >7 days after a prophylactic anti-RhD dose, a fur-
ther dose should be given. Routine post-delivery anti-RhD
immunoprophylaxis has markedly reduced fetal deaths;
however, cases of HDN (from other blood groups, unrec-
ognized sensitization in a previous pregnancy, red cell or
platelet transfusionand inadequate treatment, orunrecog-
nized potential sensitization) still occur. Indeed, unrecog-
nizedevents arenowthemost important causeofmaternal
sensitization in many developed countries. These may be
amenable to routine administration of anti-RhD to all RhD
negative women with no detectable anti-RhD antibodies
in the third trimester [31].

Non-RhD antibodies

At least 40 red cell antigens have been associated with
HDN, including Rhc, RhC, RhE, Kell, Duffy, MNS,
Lutheran, Kidd andU. After anti-RhD, antibodies against
c, Kell (K1) or E are the most frequently encountered anti-
bodies requiring treatment. The K1 antigen is found in 9%
of Caucasians (who are virtually all heterozygous) and
8–18% of pregnancies with detectable maternal anti-K1
result in aK1 positive fetus, with hydrops in ∼ 30% of such
cases. Management of such antibodies requires a com-
bination of ultrasound, paternal genotyping, fetal blood
sampling and intrauterine transfusion [32].

Thrombocytopaenia

Towards the end of pregnancy <5% of women have a
platelet count <150 × 109/l. This gestational thrombocy-
topaenia carries no significance, but requires exclusion of
other disorders (Table 29.4). If the platelet count is <100×
109/l, further investigations are required (Table 29.5).

Immune thrombocytopaenic purpura

ITP results in thrombocytopaenia from autoantibody-
mediated destruction of platelets. Such antibodies occur
idiopathically and also in association with other disorders
(Table 29.6). ITP most commonly presents as asymp-
tomatic maternal thrombocytopaenia, but transplacental
passage of antibodies can result in fetal thrombocytopae-
nia in 9–15% and intracerebral haemorrhage in 1.5% of
babies with affected mothers. The diagnosis of ITP in
pregnancy is by exclusion of other disorders [33].

TREATMENT

Spontaneous bleeding is unlikely with platelets >20 ×
109/l and monitoring of the patient and platelet count
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Table 29.4 Thrombocytopaenia in pregnancy

Spurious (i.e. clumping or poor sampling)
Gestational
Immune thrombocytopaenic purpura (ITP)
Heparin-induced thrombocytopaenia (HIT)
Post-transfusion purpura (PTP)
Acute fatty Liver of pregnancy
Pre-eclampsia (PET)/ HELLP syndrome
Thrombotic thrombocytopaenic purpura (TTP)/ Haemolytic
uraemic syndrome (HUS)

Disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC)
Drug induced thrombocytopenia
Systemic lupus erythematosis (SLE)/antiphospholipid
syndrome

Viral (HIV/EBV/CMV)
Congenital thrombocythemias/thrombocytopaenia
Hypersplenism
Type IIb von Willebrands disease
Marrow dysfunction/haematinic deficiency

Table 29.5 Investigation of thrombocytopaenia

Blood film to exclude platelet clumps, MAHA or other
haematological disorders

Coagulation screen (to include fibrinogen and D-dimer levels)
Renal and liver function tests
Antiphospholipid antibodies
Anti-DNA antibodies to exclude SLE (antinuclear antibody is
sufficient as a screening test)

Table 29.6 Causes of ITP

Idiopathic
Helicobacter pylori
SLE
Lymphoma/chronic lymphocytic leukaemia
HIV
Drugs

are often all that is required, with the aim often attain-
ing an adequate platelet count for delivery. Aspontaneous
vaginal delivery or Caesarean Section can take place when
platelets are >50× 109/l. If the woman wishes or requires
epidural or spinal anaesthesia then a platelet count of
>80 × 109/l is recommended [33].

When required, treatment with either oral corticos-
teroids or IVIgG produces 50–70% response rates. The
IVIgG response usually lasts 2–3 weeks and repeated
dosing may be required. Secondary treatments include
high-dose methylprednisolone or azathioprine, or a com-
bination of these therapies with IVIgG. Other treatments
(vinca alkaloids and cyclophosphamide) are not suitable
in pregnancy and splenectomy is also best avoided, but

Table 29.7 Causes of TTP/HUS

TTP Congenital
Pregnancy
Drugs (e.g. clopidogrel, ticlopidine, tacrolimus)
Combined contraceptive pill
Bone marrow transplant
SLE
Malignancy
HIV
E. coli-0157

HUS Pregnancy
Infection (cytotoxin producing E. coli or Shigella)
Drugs (e.g. cyclosporine, quinine, chemotherapy)

if essential, is best carried out between 13 and 20 weeks’
gestation.

ITP: THE MANAGEMENT OF DELIVERY

The baby’s platelet count cannot be reliably predicted
from any maternal features. Furthermore, fetal sam-
pling is hazardous or prone to spuriously low results.
Thus, procedures in labour and at delivery that pose an
additional bleeding risk should be avoided (fetal scalp
electrode, fetal blood sampling, ventouse and rotational
forceps). There is no evidence, however, that Caesarean
section is safer for the thrombocytopaenic fetus than an
uncomplicated vaginal delivery, as the nadir in platelets
is most often 24–48 h after delivery. A cord blood platelet
count should be determined in all babies and close moni-
toring is required over the next 2–5 days.

Thrombotic thrombocytopaenic purpura/haemolytic
uraemic syndrome

Thrombotic thrombocytopaenic purpura (TTP) and
Haemolytic Uraemic Syndrome (HUS) are character-
ized by thrombocytopaenia, microangiopathic haemolytic
anaemia (MAHA) and multiorgan failure. TTP is more
often associated with neurological abnormalities and non-
renal organ ischaemia, while patients with HUS have
predominantly renal manifestations and usually occurs
post-partum. HUS can also be associated with haemolysis,
elevated liver, enzymes, low platelets (HELLP) syndrome.
However, there is a significant crossover and it is often dif-
ficult to distinguish between the two [34–36]. TTP occurs
most often as an idiopathic single episode, although there
is a congenital form that may recur. Like HUS, it may also
occur secondary to other influences (Table 29.7).

Von Willebrand factor is, on release from the endothe-
lium, cleavedby themetalloprotease,ADAMTS-13, result-
ing in the correct balance of vWF multimers. TTP/HUS
is characterized by a failure of this cleavage. In TTP,
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this can be due to a congenital deficiency of ADAMTS-
13, but is more commonly due to an acquired autoan-
tibody. The resultant excess of circulating ultra-large
multimers leads to platelet aggregation and consump-
tion, leading to microvascular thrombosis. However, in
HUS, and in many cases of TTP, ADAMTS-13 is normal
and, indeed, a reduction in ADAMTS-13 is not specific
to TTP/HUS. Consequently, the exact mechanism is not
fully understood. However, the physiological coagulation
changes in pregnancy may predispose to the condition.

DIAGNOSIS

HUS typically presents post-partum with thrombocy-
topaenia, haemolysis, and renal failure. While TTP is a
classic pentad of fever, haemolysis, thrombocytopaenia,
CNS signs and renal dysfunction, all five are only present
in around 50% of cases. TTP, particularly recurrent TTP,
usually presents before 24 weeks of pregnancy. Routine
blood clotting tests are often normal in the early stages
of TTP/HUS, but as the disease progresses there may be
coagulation activation and DIC.

TREATMENT

With the exception of endotoxin-related HUS (where sup-
portive care is the main requirement) and congenital TTP,
it is unlikely that a clear distinction between the two
syndromes will be possible in the majority of pregnancy-
related cases. As a consequence, both are often considered
as a single syndrome when considering therapy, particu-
larly as there may be benefit in plasma exchange (PEX) in
non-toxin-related HUS [37].

The mainstay of treatment is PEX, which should be
instituted within 24 h of presentation and although the
optimal regime and fluid replacement is not certain, fresh
frozen plasma (FFP – virally inactivated if possible) is the
common standard, although cryosupernatant may be pre-
ferred. When exchange is not immediately available, FFP
alone may be beneficial and, indeed, may be sufficient in
congenital disease. Intravenous methylprednisolone and
aspirin (when platelets >50 × 109/l) are often added to
PEX therapy. However, platelet transfusions should be
avoided in TTP. If the patient deteriorates, or does not
respond, higher volume, or frequency of exchanges, or
different replacement fluid is recommended.

Venous thromboembolism

Venous thromboembolism (VTE), the leading direct cause
of maternal death occurs throughout pregnancy with an
estimated antenatal and post natal incidence of 6–12 and
3–7 per 10,000 maternities, respectively, with a higher rate
post-partum. The incidence of fatal pulmonary embolism

in pregnancy has fallen from the 1950s in the UK, largely
through a reduction in the number of women dying after
vaginal deliveries. There has been less impact on deaths in
the antenatal and intrapartum period and after Caesarean
section [38]. Gestational deep venous thrombosis (DVT)
usually occurs in the ileo-femoral veins (70 versus 9% in
the non-pregnant) and is therefore more likely to result in
pulmonary embolism (PE). Furthermore, it is also more
likely to occur in the left leg (85 versus 55% in the non-
pregnant), perhaps related to compression of the left iliac
vein by the right iliac artery.

Pathogenesis and risk factors

PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES IN PREGNANCY

VTE is up to 10 times more common in pregnancy than
in comparable non-pregnant subjects, which may relate
to the physiological changes in maternal circulation and
coagulation which occur in normal pregnancy as a prepa-
ration for delivery (Fig. 29.1). Anumber of clotting factors
increase, accompanied by a reduction in fibrinolysis and
the anticoagulant, protein S [39]. Furthermore, a substan-
tial reduction in venous blood flow (more marked in the
left common femoral vein than the right) occurs by the
end of the first trimester, reaching a nadir at 34–36 weeks,
returning to normal 6 weeks post-natally. The third factor
underlying most venous thrombosis is vascular damage
and trauma to the pelvic veins may occur during normal
vaginal delivery and particularly so during abdominal or
instrumental delivery [40].

RISK FACTORS FOR VTE IN PREGNANCY

A number of risk factors for pregnancy VTE are known
(Table 29.8) such as age over 35 years (1.216 versus
0.615 per 1000 maternities) and Caesarean (particularly
emergency) Section [41]. Around 50% of pregnancy VTE
have an identifiable underlying heritable thrombophilia
(Tables 29.8 and 29.9). In addition, acquired persistent

Virchow’s triad

Hypercoagulability Venous stasis Vascular damage

Increased von Williebrand factor
Increases in factors VII, IX, X, XII
Increased fibrinogen

Reduced protein S
Acquired protein C resistance
Impaired fibrinolytic activity

Fig. 29.1 The pathogenesis of pregnancy-associated VTE.
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Table 29.8 Risk factors for venous thromboembolism in
pregnancy

Age >35 years
Immobility
Obesity
Operative delivery
Pre-eclampsia
Parity >4
Surgical procedure in pregnancy or puerperium,
e.g. post-partum sterilization

Previous DVT
Thrombophilia

Congenital Antithromboin deficiency
Protein C deficiency
Protein S deficiency
Factor V Leiden
Prothrombin gene variant

Acquired Lupus anticoagulant
Anticardiolipin antibodies

Excessive blood loss
Paraplegia
Sickle cell disease
Inflammatory disorders and infection, e.g. inflammatory bowel
disease and urinary tract infection

Dehydration

Table 29.9 Prevalence rates of congenital thrombophilia in
Western populations

Thrombophilia Prevalence
(per 1000 population)

Antithrombin deficiency 2.5–5.5
Protein C deficiency 2.0–3.3
Factor V Leiden (heterozygosity) 20–70
Prothrombin 20210A (heterozygosity) 20

Antithrombin
Protein C
Protein S

Factor V Leiden
Prothrombin 20210A

Lupus anticoagulant
Anticardiolipin antibodies

Endogenous anticoagulant proteins

Abnormal procoagulant factors

Interfere with the endothelial cell wall

Fig. 29.2 Thrombophilia and risk of VTE.

antiphospholipid antibodies also increase pregnancy VTE
risk (Fig. 29.2). From case-control and cohort studies the
thrombotic risk is ∼1:450 in FVL heterozygotes, ∼1:200
in Prothrombin G20210A heterozygotes and ∼1:113 with
protein C deficiency. Hence, the absolute VTE risk is low
for most common thrombophilias. However, the absolute
risk is much higher with antithrombin deficiency (with a

Thrombophilia

Compromise feto-maternal circulation

Development of obstetric complications

Formation of placental microthrombi

Fig. 29.3 Proposed mechanism of thrombophilia-related
placental dysfunction.

VTE risk of 1:2.8 for type 1 and 1:42 for type 2 deficiency),
FVL homozygotes (9–16:100) and combined defects (e.g.
FVL/Porothrombin G20210A compound heterozygotes)
have a pregnancy VTE risk of 4.6:100) [42].

THROMBOPHILIA AND OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF
PREGNANCY

Maternalheritable thrombophilias are alsoassociatedwith
recurrent miscarriage, which is also a feature of antiphos-
pholipid syndrome, where adverse pregnancy outcomes
may be the result of poor placental perfusion due to
localized thrombosis or increased thrombin generation.
Antiphospholipid antibodies may also interfere with tro-
phoblast invasion and, in vitro, heparin has been shown
to ameliorate this effect. Low-dose aspirin and heparin is
used for women with recurrent miscarriage and antiphos-
pholipid syndrome [43]. The recently described associa-
tionsbetweenhereditable thrombophilias andmiscarriage
suggest that there may be a role for thromboprophy-
laxis in such cases. Thrombophilia may also result in
placental dysfunction in later pregnancy, manifesting as
growth restriction, pre-eclampsia, placental abruption
and intrauterine fetal death, perhaps related to reduced
placental perfusion, fibrin deposition and thrombus for-
mation inuterine vessels and intervillous spaces (Fig. 29.3)
[44]. In view of this, guidelines recommend thrombophilia
screening for those with a history of recurrent pregnancy
loss, second trimester miscarriage, intrauterine death, or
severe/recurrent pre-eclampsia [42]. There is, as yet, how-
ever, no conclusive data that antithrombotic therapy will
be beneficial, although some observational studies have
indicated a benefit of Low Molecular Weight Heparin
(LMWH) [45].

Thromboprophylaxis during pregnancy and the
puerperium

VTE risk assessment should occur throughout pregnancy
(and particularly pre- and post-delivery) since many
risk factors (Table 29.8) may only become apparent as
pregnancy advances and following delivery. Current
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guidelines recommend that if a previous VTE was associ-
ated with a temporary risk factor that is no longer present,
and the event was not pregnancy or ‘pill’ related and there
are no other risk factors, then antenatal thromboprophy-
laxis shouldnotbe routinely recommended [46]. However,
thromboprophylaxis with LMWH should be employed in
the puerperium. Antenatally, graduated elastic compres-
sion stockings or low-dose aspirin can also be used. In
contrast, women with recurrent VTE, or a previous VTE
and a family history of VTE (in a first-degree relative), or
additional risk factors including thrombophilia, or where
the previous event was idiopathic or pregnancy or ‘pill’
related should be offered antenatal LMWH thrombopro-
phylaxis.Aonce-daily regimeofLMWH(e.g. 40mgenoxa-
parin, 5000 IU dalteparin) is appropriate, starting from
their first presentation in pregnancy throughout the ante-
natal period and for at least 6 weeks post-partum. There
is a lack of evidence to guide asymptomatic inherited or
acquired thrombophilia management in pregnancy. These
women may qualify for antenatal or post-natal throm-
boprophylaxis, depending on the specific thrombophilia
and the presence of other risk factors. Women with pre-
vious VTE who are receiving long-term anticoagulant
therapy should change to LMWH by 6 weeks’ gestation to
avoid teratogenesis. These women should be considered
at very high risk of VTE and should receive ‘treatment’
doses of LMWH (e.g. enoxaparin 0.5–1 mg/kg/12 hourly
or dalteparin 50–100 IU/kg/12 hourly-based on early
pregnancy weight) throughout pregnancy.

Acute VTE in pregnancy – diagnosis and treatment

DIAGNOSIS

Features suggestive of DVT are common in normal preg-
nancy (Table 29.10), reflecting the physiological changes
of pregnancy. Indeed less than 10% of women presenting

Table 29.10 The symptoms and signs of VTE

DVT Leg pain or discomfort (especially the left leg)
Swelling
Tenderness
Increased temperature and oedema
Lower abdominal pain
Elevated white cell count

PE Dyspnoea
Collapse
Chest pain
Haemoptysis
Faintness
Raised JVP
Focal signs in the chest
Associated symptoms and signs of DVT

with suspected DVT in pregnancy have the diagnosis con-
firmed and <6% with suspected PE are treated after com-
pletion of diagnostic imaging [47]. However, as mortality
from untreated PE is high and clinical diagnosis of VTE
unreliable, diagnostic imaging should be performed when
VTE is suspected and anticoagulant treatment should
be commenced (unless strongly contraindicated) until
objective testing is concluded [48].

DVT

Real time/Duplex ultrasound is used to diagnose DVT.
A negative ultrasound result with a low level of clinical
suspicion should result in the discontinuation of antico-
agulation. With a negative ultrasound, but a high level
of clinical suspicion, anticoagulation should be contin-
ued and the ultrasound repeated in one week, or X-ray
venography considered. If repeat testing is negative,
anticoagulant treatment should be discontinued.

PE

If PE is suspected, ideally both ventilation/perfusion
(V/Q) lung scanning and bilateral duplex ultrasound leg
examinations should be performed (Table 29.11). When
V/Q interpretation is difficult, then alternative imaging
is warranted. This includes helical computerized tomog-
raphy (CT) or pulmonary angiography, or magnetic res-
onance imaging. Helical CT delivers an average fetal
radiation dose less than that with V/Q scanning (which is
negligible in the context of the risk of PE) [49]. However,
it is associated with radiation exposure to the woman’s

Table 29.11 Investigation of DVT and PE in pregnancy

Test results Management

V/Q scan reports a ‘medium’ or
‘high’ probability of PE

Anticoagulant treatment
should be continued

‘Low’ probability of PE on V/Q
scan but positive ultrasound
for DVT

Anticoagulant treatment
should be continued

V/Q scan reports a low risk of
PE and there are negative leg
ultrasound examinations

Anticoagulant treatment can
be discontinued

V/Q scan reports a low risk of
PE and there are negative leg
ultrasound examinations, yet
there is a high level of clinical
suspicion

Anticoagulant treatment
should continue with
repeat testing in one week
(V/Q scan and leg
ultrasound examination)

If the clinical probability of PE
is high, even if the V/Q scan
shows ‘low’ probability and
leg ultrasound examination is
negative

Alternative imaging
techniques should be
considered (see text)
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Table 29.12 Estimates of fetal radiation dose during
diagnostic tests for VTE

Chest X-ray <0.001 rad
Limited venography <0.05 rad
V/Q scan (depends on isotopes
used)

0.58 rad

Low-dose perfusion scanning
(omitting ventilation
scanning)

<0.012 rad

CT pulmonary angiography∗ 1st trimester <0.002 rad
2nd trimester <0.008 rad
3rd trimester <0.013 rad

After Ginsberg et al. [51] except (∗) from Winer-Muram et al., [49].

thorax of over 2.0 rad, with 1 rad increasing her lifetime
risk of breast cancer by 14% [50]. The radiation dose to the
fetus with a CXR (chest X-ray) is small (Table 29.12), and
this can safely be performed, principally to exclude other
disorders [51]. The ECG is, however, of limited value and
the interpretation of blood gases requires consideration
of normal pregnancy physiology. d-dimer estimation has
high negative predictive value as a screening test for VTE
in the non-pregnant. However, elevated levels are seen
during normal pregnancy [52]. Furthermore, even with a
high sensitivity d-dimer assay around 4% of VTE will be
missed. Thus, d-dimer results will not negate the need for
an objective diagnostic test.

TREATMENT OF VTE IN PREGNANCY

Studies in non-pregnant patients show that LMWH is
at least as safe and effective as unfractionated heparin
(UFH) in both the initial treatment and subsequent pre-
vention of recurrent VTE, but LMWH is preferable during
pregnancy in view of the ease of administration, better
bioavailability and safety (lower risk of heparin-induced
osteoporosis and thrombocytopaenia) [48]. Thus LMWH
is usually the treatment of choice in pregnancy. In the non-
pregnant acute VTE, LMWH is administered once daily
using a weight-adjusted dose, but as a decreased half-life
occurs in pregnancy, twice-daily regimens are preferred
(e.g. enoxaparin 1 mg/kg bid). Treatment with LMWHs
can be monitored by measuring peak anti-Xa activity (3 h
post-injection) with a therapeutic range of approximately
0.5–1.2 U/ml. However, for most patients such monitor-
ing is considered unnecessary, as reliable results are found
using a dose based on weight alone [53]. At extremes
of body weight there may be a place for such monitor-
ing. Treatment should be continued for at least 6 months
and until at least 6 weeks post-partum. If the woman
is still pregnant after 6 months treatment then there is

Table 29.13 The features of warfarin
embryopathy

Mid-facial, particularly nasal, hypoplasia
Stippled chondral calcification
Short proximal limbs
Short phalanges
Scoliosis

a case for reducing the dose to intermediate or prophy-
lactic level, but this requires an individual assessment
and consideration of continuing risk factors [54]. If UFH
is used this can be by either intravenous infusion, fol-
lowed by 6 months subcutaneous therapeutic LMWH, or
adjusted-dose subcutaneous UFH, or adjusted-dose sub-
cutaneous UFH or therapeutic LMWH for both initial and
long-term treatment. There is a case for IV UFH in mas-
sive life-threatening PE with haemodynamic compromise
(where thrombolytic therapy should also be considered).
With UFH a mid-interval activated partial thromboplastin
time (APTT) of 1.5–2.5 times control should be achieved.
However, APTT testing is often poorly performed and an
apparent heparin resistance in late pregnancy can lead to
unnecessarilyhighdoses. If awoman is treatedexclusively
with LMWH and has not previously been exposed to UFH
there is no need to monitor the platelet count; otherwise
this should be monitored after initiating treatment and at
regular intervals [55]. Warfarin, which should be avoided
antenatally, can be used post-partum.

RISKS OF ANTICOAGULANT THERAPY IN PREGNANCY

Both UFH and LMWH do not cross the placenta and are
not associated with teratogenicity or fetal bleeding. In con-
trast, warfarin crosses the placenta and, if taken between
6 and 12 weeks of gestation, causes an embryopathy in
approximately 6.4% of women, (Table 29.13), which can be
avoided by heparin substitution [47]. The risk of embry-
opathy may be higher with >5 mg warfarin/day. Warfarin
is also associated with fetal and neonatal haemorrhage.
With fetal liver immaturity, maternal therapeutic warfarin
(INR 2–3) is likely to result in excessive anticoagulation in
the fetus. Warfarin during the second and third trimesters
may also result in neurodevelopmental problems.

The maternal complications of anticoagulant therapy
include haemorrhage, osteoporosis, thrombocytopaenia
and allergy. With UFH, the rate of major bleeding in
pregnant patients is 2% which is similar to heparin and
warfarin when used for the treatment of DVT in the non-
pregnant. One of the potential advantages of LMWH
over UFH is an enhanced anti-Xa (antithrombotic):anti-IIa
(anticoagulant) ratio, resulting in a theoretically reduced
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bleeding risk. UFH causes a dose-dependent loss of can-
cellous bone and, if administered for more than one
month, symptomatic vertebral fractures occur in 2–3%,
with significant density reduction evident in >30% with
long-term therapy. LMWHs carry a much lower risk
of symptomatic osteoporosis than UFH [56]. Around
3% of non-pregnant patients receiving UFH develop
an idiosyncratic immune, IgG-mediated heparin-induced
thrombocytopaenia (HIT), which is frequently compli-
cated by extension of pre-existing VTE or new arterial
thrombosis. The HIT risk is substantially lower with
LMWH and considered negligible if LMWH is used exclu-
sively (see p. 279). This condition should be suspected if
platelets fall to <100 × 109/l (or to less than 50% of base-
line), 5–15 days after commencing heparin (or sooner with
recent heparin exposure). If ongoing anticoagulation is
needed in such patients then the heparinoid, danaparoid
sodium, is recommended. Routine platelet count monitor-
ing is not required in obstetric patients who have received
only LMWH, but if UFH (or LMWH after UFH) is used,
platelets should be monitored every 2–3 days from day 4
to day 14, or until heparin is stopped [56]. Allergy to both
UFH and LMWH usually take the form of itchy, erythe-
matous lesions at the injection sites. Changing preparation
or switching from a LMWH to UFH may help, although
cross-reactivity can occur.

Labour and delivery

Heparin treatment should be discontinued 24 h prior to
elective induction of labour or delivery by Caesarean
section. If spontaneous labour occurs, the woman should
not inject any further heparin until she has been assessed.
If there is a high risk of haemorrhage, intravenous UFH
should be employed (as prompt reversal occurs on discon-
tinuation or with protamine). Similarly, if the woman has
a very high risk of recurrent VTE (e.g. a VTE diagnosed
near term) then therapeutic intravenous UFH can be initi-
ated and discontinued 4 to 6 h prior to the expected time of
delivery. The risk of epidural or spinal haematoma during
neuraxial instrumentation in pregnant patients receiving
LMWH has not been clearly quantified, but precautions
are indicated (Table 29.14). Post-partum anticoagulants

Table 29.14 Heparin and neuraxial instrumentation

Wait 12 h after prophylactic dose LMWH before epidural
instrumentation

Wait 24 h after the last therapeutic dose (e.g. 1 mg/kg 12 h
enoxaparin) before epidural instrumentation

Wait 10–12 h from most recent LMWH injection before cannula
removal

No LMWH for at least 4 h after epidural catheter removal

(either heparin or warfarin) should be given for at least
6 weeks or until at least 6 months of anticoagulant ther-
apy has been completed. Heparin and warfarin can both
be used safely during breastfeeding.
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Chapter 30: Miscellaneous medical
disorders
Andrew McCarthy

Most medical conditions in this age group do not result
in serious morbidity, though many have the potential
to do so, that is, epilepsy, asthma and migraine. It is
important thatwomen receive good advice pre-pregnancy
about the potential impact of their medical condition and
enter pregnancy with appropriate confidence about rou-
tine medication or specific management plans to alter
treatment in the first trimester. This necessitates that they
have ready access to specialist help once they become
pregnant. Some compromise in effectiveness of medical
treatment for long-term conditions is potentially involved
and it is clearly appropriate that these issues will have
been addressedprior topregnancy, that is, anticoagulation
in high-risk patients or renal protection with angiotensin
converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors.

There are a variety of medical disorders which may
impact on a mother’s health during pregnancy and the
puerperium. These may be classified as those that are
incidental to the pregnancy and where no exacerbation
is expected as a result of pregnancy and those that are
clearly prone to exacerbation due to pregnancy. The lat-
ter are of greatest concern to obstetricians, but incidental
problems leading to seriousmorbidity also require careful
coordinated care and care pathways are often less robust
for these conditions.

General considerations

Mean age of childbearing has increased steadily in recent
years. This has the effect of increasing the chance of
a pregnancy being complicated by coincidental medical
conditions and increases the risk that such conditions can
impact on women’s health. In the United Kingdom [1]
the latest figure collected over the triennium 2000–2002
reveals 3% of deliveries are to women 40 years of age and
over. In some units 6% of women are 40 years and older.
This reflects a major shift, increasing risk of morbidity
from medical disorders, and may be a contributory factor
in the increasing indirect deaths in the triennial maternal
mortality enquiry.

Management of women with medical disorders is often
best coordinated within clinics with both obstetric and
medical opinions and midwifery input available. When
problems arise such clinics make outpatient management
much more convenient for the patient and facilitate good
communication between the relevantmedical teams. They
also serve as a focal point with which the woman may
make contact in early pregnancy when treatment changes
mayneed to take placewithout delay or in later pregnancy
if there are problems. The latest triennial enquiry empha-
sizes the importance of integrated care plans for women
with medical disorders, good communication between
specialties, and early and senior review and ensuring that
women with complications are managed in centres with
all relevant expertise.

Respiratory disorders

Women with respiratory disorders require careful assess-
ment when they present for antenatal care. For those
with a risk of respiratory compromise during pregnancy
or delivery, investigation with pulmonary functions tests
may be necessary or exclusion of associated pulmonary
vascular disease by echocardiography. An anaesthetic
opinion prior to the third trimester is valuable, includ-
ing for those with possible respiratory compromise due to
musculoskeletal problems.

Breathlessness canbeoneof themostdifficult symptoms
to interpret in pregnancy. Some increase in breathlessness
arises during the course of a normal pregnancy, and yet
the same complaint can be amanifestation of thromboem-
bolism, cardiac disease or deterioration of background
respiratory disease. Patients should have a careful clinical
assessment by history and examination. Oxygen satura-
tion, arterial blood gasses and chest X-rays may all help in
differentiating physiological breathlessness from serious
disease. Experienced medical opinion should be sought if
there is concern about underlying pathology.

Management of acute respiratory compromise may
require delivery. While the physiological adaptation to
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pregnancy is not critically dependent on any respiratory
change, in the presence of pathology the negative impact
of pregnancy including splinting of the diaphragm may
mean that delivery is an important part of the treatment
plan to ensure recovery. This may mandate Caesarean
delivery in difficult circumstances and in such circum-
stances experienced obstetric, medical and anaesthetic
input is required. Such patients may require general
anaesthesia and intensive care post-delivery.

Asthma

Asthma is the most common respiratory disorder affect-
ing 3% of women of childbearing age. Pregnancy has
a variable effect on asthma but for the vast majority of
women there is no impact whatsoever. The most com-
mon reason that their asthma symptoms deteriorate is
patients reducing their treatment because of a belief that
themedicationmaybeharmful.All commonlyusedmedi-
cations to control asthmaare safe inpregnancy.Allpatients
must be reassured that any flairs of their asthma must not
be ignored and that treatment with medication such as
steroids is safe both for themselves and for their fetus.
With regard to the effect of asthma on fetal outcome, there
is no evidence that there is any significant impact on fetal
growth or outcome. Any patient whose asthma seems to
be deteriorating, particularly in the third trimester, should
be seen by an obstetric physician for review. It is obviously
desirable that control of their asthma should be at its opti-
mum prior to the onset of labour. Patients presenting in
labour should be managed with an agreed protocol [2].
However, it is unusual for labour to be complicated by
attacks of asthma and this is probably due to the increased
secretion of cortisol during the process. However, attacks
of asthma during labour can be managed by conven-
tional treatment, such as inhaled beta-sympathomimetics.
Patients who have been on maintenance glucocorticoids,
for example, Prednisolone doses in excess of the equiv-
alent of 5 mg Prednisolone daily, require hydrocortisone
cover during labour. If an operative delivery is required,
epidural anaesthesia is preferable to general anaesthesia
but if a general anaesthetic is required, the anaesthetic care
is the sameas if the patientwasnot pregnant. Patientswith
severe asthma shouldbedelivered in centreswhere appro-
priate backup facilities and medical expertise is available.
Acute asthma is still a cause of maternal death and as such
must be taken extremely seriously.

Pneumonia

Pneumonia can be a life-threatening illness in a woman
of childbearing age. Acute pneumonia should be man-
aged by experienced physicians and imaging should not

be withheld if it is important to patient care. Most antibi-
otics are safe for the pregnant mother and it is important
to treat infection vigorously rather than exercise restraint
due to inappropriate fear ofmedication. Themanagement
objectives include prevention of respiratory compromise
where there is a need for delivery as this will then be
very high risk. It is also important to prevent the underly-
ing infection developing into septicaemia with associated
haemodynamic instability. Anaesthetic input is required
from an early stage where delivery may need to be con-
sidered. Patients who have pneumonia have an increased
risk of preterm labour, which presumably relates to the
pyrexia and prostaglandin release.

Varicella pneumonia is a particular cause for concern
for the pregnant woman requiring intravenous acyclovir.
It can occur in association with encephalitis and hepatitis.
Up to 10% of women affected by varicella will develop
pneumonia and will require admission for intravenous
treatment. There does not appear to be adverse sequelae
for the fetus from acyclovir and case fatality rates have
reduced to 1% or less with acyclovir treatment.

Tuberculosis

Pulmonary tuberculosis can present for the first time in
pregnancy and the obstetrician must have a high index
of suspicion when presented with symptoms of cough,
malaise or weight loss in high-risk groups. Most treat-
ment options appear to be safe including ethambutol,
rifampicin, isoniazid with pyridoxine and also pyrazi-
namide. Streptomycin carries risks of VIII nerve damage
and should be avoided. There is no conclusive evidence
that the outcome of pregnancy is adversely affected by
tuberculosis providing treatment is commenced in the
first half of pregnancy. After birth, the neonate should
be treated with prophylactic isoniazid for 3 months and
thereafter BCG vaccination should be given, although its
efficacy remains questionable.

Cystic fibrosis

Cystic fibrosis is not a common problem in pregnancy.
However, an increasing number of women with cystic
fibrosis are now surviving to an age where pregnancy
is an option. Pre-conception counselling is essential and
pulmonary function tests, echocardiography to exclude
pulmonary hypertension and arterial blood gases are all
essential in guiding the decision as towhether or not preg-
nancy is advisable. Chest infections during pregnancy
require prompt and expert treatment and any associ-
ated problems such as diabetes require strict attention.
The patient should be seen by an anaesthetist during
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pregnancy to assess pain relief and anaesthesia in labour
and this is preferably by epidural anaesthetic. Most
women with cystic fibrosis will have a good outcome to
their pregnancy [3].

Respiratory failure post-partum

Respiratory failure can arise for the first time in the
post-partum period. The differential diagnosis includes
adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), pulmonary
oedema secondary to pre-eclampsia or nephrotic syn-
drome, amniotic fluid embolism, pulmonary embolism,
infection and collapse and side effects of tocolysis. Often a
singlediagnosis is not reachedandcare is supportive. Care
must be taken to exclude undiagnosed cardiac disease or
peri-partum cardiomyopathy and protect the patient from
thromboembolic complications.ARDS is still a recognized
cause of maternal death.

Neurological conditions

Serious manifestations of neurological disease are fortu-
nately rare in pregnancy, though cerebral haemorrhage
remains a significant cause of maternal death. Epilepsy
and migraine are common causes of morbidity.

Epilepsy

Women of childbearing age who suffer from epilepsy and
are on maintenance therapy must have their treatment
reviewedandmonotherapy is recommended if at all possi-
ble. Antiepileptic drugs can cause teratogenicity and folic
acid 5 mg daily is generally prescribed in view of the rel-
ative folate deficiency of many mothers on antiepileptic
therapy. It is important that control of seizures is achieved
to minimize maternal morbidity (fits can be fatal) and
patients must be monitored during pregnancy to ensure
that dose adjustments are made as appropriate. Sodium
valproate is the major cause for concern in the second and
third trimesters in the light of data suggesting increased
educational needs in children exposed in utero [4,5]. All
patients should receive anomaly ultrasound assessment to
exclude specific abnormalities associated with their med-
ication. These are specifically orofacial clefts, neural tube
defects and craniofacial dysmorphism. Vitamin K is rec-
ommended to be given from 36weeks onwards to prevent
neonatal bleeding disorders. Epileptic seizures may occur
during labour andas suchmay confuse thediagnostic situ-
ation that includes eclampsia. Epileptic seizures should be
treated in these circumstances as they would be normally
and may be reduced with the use of epidural anaesthesia.
Post-partum drug doses may need to be adjusted if doses
have been increased during pregnancy. Specific advice

must be given to epileptic women about childcare, for
example, not bathing the baby on their own, and patient
organizations offer information leaflets for patients, which
are invaluable.

Migraine

Headaches are a common problem in pregnancy and
migraine sufferers may find their symptoms worsen dur-
ing the first trimester. Many patients may be using ergot
alkaloids to treat migraine prior to the onset of pregnancy
and they must be advised not to use these during preg-
nancy. Migrainesmay improve considerably in the second
and third trimesters [6] but inpatients inwhomcontinuing
problems exist, the strategies that are employed for pro-
phylaxis are low-dose aspirin, paracetamol and codeine as
pain relief and propranolol if attacks continue to be trou-
blesome despite these measures. If focal migraine occurs
as a new symptom in pregnancy an experienced opinion
to exclude serious underlying causes must be sought.

Cerebrovascular disease

Cerebral haemorrhage is a major cause of maternal mor-
bidity and mortality [1,7]. It can occur as a result of
uncontrolled hypertension or due to vascular malforma-
tions. Patients presenting with neurological symptoms in
association with pregnancy should be investigated in the
same way as they would be in the non-pregnant state.
Ischaemic strokes arise in pregnancy, but it is controversial
as to whether this is associated with an increased inci-
dence reflecting the coagulation changes of pregnancy.
Investigation of any underlying thrombophilic state can
be important and further thromboprophylaxis instigated.

In the maternal mortality triennial report published in
2004 [1], 17 out of 21 cases of intracranial haemorrhage
were due to subarachnoid haemorrhage but none of the
cases occurred during labour. In 7 of the 17 cases, an
aneurysm was identified.

Cerebral vein thrombosis (CVT)

Cerebral vein thrombosis is rare in pregnancy [7], and it
tends to present with a very severe headache and is most
commonly found post-partum in association with dehy-
dration. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is manda-
tory although computer tomography (CT) scanning is the
best method to detect acute intracerebral bleeding. The
treatment is still somewhat controversial but increasingly
anticoagulation is being used in spite of the history of
haemorrhage.
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Rheumatology

Antiphospholipid syndrome and systemic lupus
erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) has an adverse
effect on pregnancy outcome but it is significant that
better outcomes are achieved in those who conceive
when their condition is quiescent and worse for those
with unstable disease or flares. Much of the impaired
outcome can be explained as a result of secondary
antiphospholipid syndrome (APS), with increased risks
of intrauterine growth retardation, placental abruption
and pre-eclampsia. Careful monitoring of immunosup-
pressive treatment is requiredandassociated infectionand
flares must be treated promptly.

APS [8] is an acquired condition characterized by an
increased tendency to thrombosis, recurrent miscarriage,
impaired pregnancy outcome and thrombocytopaenia.
Laboratory tests to confirm the diagnosis include anticar-
diolipin antibody levels and lupus anticoagulant. These
tests must be positive on two consecutive occasions at
least 6 weeks apart. This is because transient positivity
can be found in association with viral illness. Treatment
in pregnancy involves anti-platelet therapy with low-
dose aspirin, and heparin. Autoantibodies to Ro and
La which can complicate such pregnancies can be asso-
ciated with congenital heart block and neonatal lupus
syndrome.

Rheumatoid arthritis

In the presence of mild rheumatoid arthritis, a temporary
improvement in the symptoms can arise during preg-
nancy, and this is presumed to be due to the steroidal
properties ofplacental hormones.Morewomenwithmod-
erate or severe disease are now willing to contemplate
pregnancy. This is as a result, at least to some extent, of
the increasing success of disease modifying drugs such
as methotrexate, leflunomide and tumour necrosis factor
(TNF) antagonists, but these must be withdrawn prior to
or early inpregnancy. Pregnancy canprovemore challeng-
ing in such cases andwill require careful supervisionwith
a rheumatologist or obstetric physician, and the involve-
ment of an anaesthetist prior to delivery. For those on
long-term steroid therapy, increased surveillance for ges-
tational diabetes is necessary. Some consideration needs
to be given to the extent of handicap which can arise from
moderate or severe rheumatoid. This can seriously impair
the ability of a mother to properly care for her newborn
child. Early referral toanoccupational therapist canensure
that the family is best prepared for any problems that may
arise.

Scleroderma

Scleroderma andmixed connective tissue disease can also
complicate pregnancy. Scleroderma/systemic sclerosis is
a high-risk condition in pregnancy and will often be
managed in very specialized units. Caution is required
in assessing the cardiopulmonary status of such women
when pregnancy is being planned. Hypertension and
renal involvement are also common and require care-
ful management. Mixed connective tissue disorders can
also present problems, akin to those with lupus or other
arthritic diseases.

Liver disorders

Liver disorders frequently complicate pregnancy, but for-
tunately rarely result in long-term morbidity. Cholestasis
of pregnancy is themost common liver condition affecting
pregnancy and it classically presents with an itch and con-
sequent lack of sleep in the third trimester. From an obstet-
ric viewpoint it is important to note that it is associated
with an increased risk of intrauterine death, classically
from 37 weeks’ gestation, an increased risk of meconium
passage and increased risk of preterm labour [9,10]. The
mechanism of intrauterine death is uncertain but is likely
to be related to a toxic effect on the fetus. Laboratory inves-
tigations include liver function tests and assay of serum
bile acids. It is currently uncertain whether the bile acids
themselves may be directly responsible for fetal demise.
Treatment strategies include timely delivery, cool aqueous
menthol cream to relieve itch, ursodeoxycholic acid and
vitamin K. Ursodeoxycholic acid is currently the main-
stay of treatment and is prescribed at doses commencing at
500mg twice daily andmay be increased to amaximumof
2 gdaily. This conditionhas a high likelihoodof recurrence
(approximately 80%). Somewomenwho present with this
condition will have underlying liver disease and this is
most likely to be noted with early onset disease or failure
of liver function to return to normal after delivery.

Acute fatty liver of pregnancy (AFLP) is a serious but
rare liver condition arising inpregnancywhich canbevery
non-specific at time of presentation. It is associated with
nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain and jaundice. Diag-
nosis is normally confirmed by a moderately elevated
aspartate amino transferase (AST), and no direct evidence
of pre-eclampsia. The diagnosis may be supported by
imaging suggestive of fatty change.Manifestations of liver
failure include coagulopathy, haemodynamic instability
andhypoglycaemia. Hypoglycaemia is a common feature,
especially in labour, and may be profound and requires
immediate correction. Serial assessment of blood clot-
ting is also important. Delivery must be achieved prior
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to the development of coagulation failure, where nec-
essary at the expense of fetal maturity. It is often not
possible to clearly distinguishAFLP from haemolysis, ele-
vated liver enzymes, low platelets (HELLP) syndrome or
pre-eclampsia.

Liver dysfunction in pregnancy can also be caused by
incidental viral or autoimmunehepatitis.Where it is unex-
plained, serology for acute hepatitis must be sent and
medical help requested. It is often difficult to determine
whether liver dysfunction is due to a pregnancy related
complication or incidental liver disease, and considera-
tion must be given to delivery when there is uncertainty.
Liver failure is rare in or after pregnancy. The more com-
mon causes include paracetamol overdose, viral hepatitis,
HELLP syndrome and acute fatty liver of pregnancy. Cor-
rect diagnosis is important as early referral to a liver unit
with a view to transplantation may be appropriate. Deliv-
erywill not affect the natural course of a viral hepatitis, but
is likely to be beneficial with the latter two diagnoses. The
issue of referral to specialist liver units most commonly
arises after delivery if liver function continues to deterio-
rate. Such decisions should be made in consultation with
a specialist unit.

Hyperemesis

Hyperemesis gravidarum is defined as vomiting in early
pregnancy sufficient to warrant hospital admission. Vom-
iting is clearly very common in early pregnancy, but some
women suffer disproportionately from it. This can occa-
sionally result in serious sequelae including severe dehy-
dration and increased risk of thromboembolism. Preg-
nancy outcome is generally unaffected, though there may
be an increased incidence of intrauterine growth restric-
tion (IUGR) where sustained vomiting results in maternal
weight loss. Treatment options include small light snacks,
intravenous rehydration and sometimes antiemetic treat-
ment. Promethazine and metoclopramide are commonly
used for this indication. There is uncertainty regarding
the effectiveness of anitemetics [11], and they are gener-
ally best avoided unless hydration is compromised. It is
important that B vitamins are replenished as Wernicke’s
encephalopathy canoccur. Corticosteroidsmayhavea role
in exceptional cases. Ondansetron may also have a role in
exceptional cases, but clear evidence of safety in the first
trimester is still awaited. Total parenteral nutritionmay be
required, but this is very rare. It is difficult to predict recur-
rence risks in a subsequent pregnancy, but some women
undoubtedly experience severe nausea and vomitingwith
every pregnancy.

It is very important that hyperemesis is regarded as
a diagnosis of exclusion. Serious underlying causes for
ongoing vomitingmust be sought such as CNS pathology,

gastrointestinal disease or surgical problems. Peptic ulcer-
ation is rare in pregnancy but can arise. It is sometimes
appropriate to consider endoscopy forwomenwithpersis-
tent vomiting or a trial of treatment. Gastro-oesophageal
reflux is a much more common problem. The diagnosis is
not usually in doubt and the condition can be treated with
antacids, sometimesmetoclopromide, H2 antagonists and
proton pump inhibitors.

Acute abdominal complications

Problems such as appendicitis, pancreatitis and chole-
cystitis can arise in pregnancy. They must be managed
aggressively to minimize any risk of associated peritoni-
tis which can result in premature labour and associated
sepsis. Diagnosis of such complications can be difficult
and requires an experienced opinion. It is generally rec-
ommended that early recourse to surgery for an acute
appendicitis is the best option to prevent the development
of peritonitis with possible serious sequelae, including
preterm delivery.

Inflammatory bowel disease can also complicate preg-
nancy. Pregnancy outcome is in general satisfactory,
though there may be some increased risk of preterm birth
and IUGR, particularly if there is active disease. It is in
general treated in the same way in pregnancy as in the
non-pregnant state, with steroids and sulphasalazine the
mainstays of treatment.

Supplementation of haematinics and vitamin D may
be required. Possible sequelae such as perineal and peri-
anal disease and intra-abdominal adhesions need to be
considered when discussing mode of delivery.

Dermatoses of pregnancy

There are a number of specific dermatological condi-
tions which arise in pregnancy only. The most common
is termed polymorphic eruption of pregnancy affecting
approximately 0.5% of pregnancies. This maculo-papular
rash presents on the abdomen and thighs with umbili-
cal sparing. It causes irritation and can be treated with
steroid cream if localized, or systemic steroids. Skinbiopsy
is sometimes necessary in pregnancy, typicallywhen there
is a relatively early presentation and significant maternal
symptoms. Polymorphic eruption tends to arise in the late
third trimester andnot to recur in subsequent pregnancies.

Pemphigoid gestationis in contrast is much rarer
(1/60,000 incidence) and commences around the umbili-
cus. It commences as pruritic papules and plaques which
develop into vesicles and bullae after a few weeks. It is
thought to be immunological in origin and is associated
with other autoimmune disorders. Severe cases should be
treated with systemic steroids. This rash can be slow to
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resolve after delivery and has a high risk of recurrence in
subsequent pregnancies, often at earlier gestations. This
condition appears to be associatedwith some fetal risk and
IUGR, and therefore fetal surveillance must be instituted.

Prurigo of pregnancy is another papular eruption affect-
ing extensor surfaces and the abdomen. It may be asso-
ciated with atopy and can be treated with antihistamines
and topical steroids. There are other dermatoseswhich can
arise specifically in pregnancy. Dermatological opinion
and biopsy tend to be reserved for those that are par-
ticularly disabling, or have failed to respond to topical
steroids.

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)

Routine antenatal testing for HIV is now the norm in
most developed countries. This appears to be most effec-
tive if an opt-out approach is taken. Infection with HIV
poses specific problems in pregnancy, and antiretroviral
treatment must be supervised by experienced physicians.
Infected women will be offered such treatment with the
aims of reducing vertical transmission and minimizing
disease progression [12]. Choice of antiretroviral treat-
ment will depend on clinical status, viral load and CD4
counts. There is no evidence of reproducible congeni-
tal abnormality with different antiretroviral agents, but
clearly some caution is required with newer agents and
treatment regimes until long-term follow-up data become
available. Risks of perinatal transmission are reduced by
Caesarean delivery, appropriate intrapartum antiretrovi-
ral treatment, avoidance of breastfeeding and treatment
for the neonate. These strategies have reduced mother to
child transmission to 2%.

Psychiatric disorders in the antenatal
period

It is increasingly clear that psychiatric problems can lead
to maternal mortality and very significant morbidity [1].
Reference to the latest maternal mortality report confirms
the major contribution psychiatric disease makes. Ante-
natal assessment must include an assessment of risk of
psychiatricmorbidity. This will involve review of any pre-
vious episodes of psychiatric care or social vulnerability.
Patients at risk of such problems are often poor attendees
for antenatal care and are disproportionately represented
in refugee or ethnic minority subgroups. Language and
culture are too often barriers to appropriate care. It is clear
that health-care workers need to be aware of these factors,
that systemsneed tobe inplace to ensure that suchpatients
can access appropriate antenatal care and that plans are
made to ensure provision of support in the puerperium.

Most psychotropic medication is relatively safe in preg-
nancy, with few overt congenital abnormalities described
in association. The exceptions include lithium, which
appears to be associated with an increased incidence of
Ebstein’s anomaly. This is a serious consideration for those
patients with bipolar disorders, where a balanced judge-
ment must be made reflecting psychiatric stability versus
a 5% risk of a potentially surgically correctable anomaly.
For many women suffering from anxiety disorders and
mild depression, psychotherapy and counselling may be
a better option than medication. Tricyclic antidepressants
such as imipramine or amytryptaline appear to be safe
in pregnancy, but there are arguments for reducing the
dose or stopping treatment completely prior to delivery in
view of the potential for anti-cholinergic side effects in the
neonate. Benzodiazepinesmaycarry some teratogenic risk
and are best avoided. It is reasonable for many women on
antidepressant medication at conception to have a trial off
treatment provided this is supported by their psychiatrist.

Manic depressive illness and schizophrenia both carry
substantial risks of relapse following delivery and care in
the initial post-partum phase, including reintroduction of
medication, must be planned in advance. Antipsychotic
medication in pregnancymay carry some risk to the fetus,
but this will often be outweighed by the need for stability.
It is important that decisions on long-term therapy during
pregnancy are made in consultation with a psychiatrist.

Substance abuse is another factor which can lead dis-
advantaged and vulnerable mothers to defaulting from
care. It is important to detect substance abuse as there are
specific programmes of care depending on the agent of
abuse.

Conclusion

This chapter has involved discussion ofmanymedical dis-
orderswhichmay affect pregnancy. It is easy to emphasize
the importance of these issues by referring to the chapter
on indirect deaths in the triennial enquiry into maternal
death (Tables 30.1 and 30.2). This does not do justice,
however, to the contribution that an interestedobstetrician

Table 30.1 Rate of
indirect maternal
death/100,000
maternities

1985–87 3.7
1988–90 3.9
1991–93 4.3
1994–96 6.1
1997–99 6.4
2000–02 7.8
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Table 30.2 Causes of indirect
maternal death 2000–02

Diseases of CNS 40
Subarachnoid haemorrhage 17
Intracranial haemorrhage 3
Cerebral thrombosis 4
Epilepsy 13
Other 3

Infectious disease 14
HIV 4
Other 10

Diseases of respiratory system 10
Asthma 5
Other 5

Endocrine disease 7
Diabetes 3
Other 4

Gastrointestinal disease 7
Blood disease 2
Circulatory disease 3
Renal disease 3
Unknown 4
Total 90

orphysician canmake inmanaging these conditions.Man-
aging these conditions well can lead to a woman having
far greater confidence during her pregnancy, avoidance of
unnecessary morbidity and avoidance of stillbirth associ-
ated withmedical conditions such as obstetric cholestasis.
Good quality antenatal care can also facilitate reduced dif-
ficulty in the puerperium, and avoidance of long-term
morbiditywhen it is difficult for women to attendmedical
appointments and routine patterns of referral often break
down.
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Chapter 31: Obstetric statistics
Jim G. Thornton

Introduction

Doctors do two main things; they diagnose and they treat
patients. To do both they need to count what they are
doing. We begin with the counting.

Counting

Everyone needs to count what they are doing. This tells
them what is going on, and lets them allocate resources
wisely and detect warning trends. To do this effectively
we need unambiguous definitions. This is not always easy.
The UK, like all other countries, has its own legal defini-
tions which sometimes differ from those in other countries
and also alter from time to time. The World Health Orga-
nization (WHO) tries to coordinate international statistics
by producing agreed definitions in its International Classi-
fication of Diseases (ICD) publications which are updated
at approximately 10 yearly intervals. Here are a few of
the more important definitions used in obstetric epidemi-
ology. This chapter uses the same definitions as the UK
Office of National Statistics (ONS) and consider some of
the difficulties that they cause statisticians.

Live birth

In the UK this is defined simply as ‘a child born alive’.
WHO says the same thing in more words – ‘the complete
expulsionor extraction from itsmother of aproduct of con-
ception, which after such separation, breathes or shows
any other evidence of life, such as the beating of the heart,
pulsation of the umbilical cord, or definite movement of
voluntary muscles, whether or not the umbilical cord has
been cut or the placenta is attached; each product of such a
birth is considered live born. Twins both born alive count
as two live births but a child who dies from asphyxia
caused by shoulder dystocia after delivery of the head but
before delivery of the body is not a live birth’.

There is no lower gestational age limit to the UK defini-
tion so a child of any gestational age which shows signs

of life should be registered. This can occasionally lead to
anomalies when for example a fetus of say 12 weeks is
noticed to have a heart beat for some minutes after it has
miscarried; although strictly a live birth, which should be
registered as such and counted in the birth statistics, this
offends against common sense.

The WHO does not interfere in national birth regis-
trations but recommends that births only be included in
national statistics if they weigh at least 500 g or have a ges-
tational age of at least 22 weeks, so the problem does not
arise. There were 639,721 live births registered in England
and Wales in 2004.

Stillbirth

The UK definition is wordy; ‘a child which has issued
forth from its mother after the 24th week of pregnancy
and which did not at any time after being completely
expelled from its mother breathe or show any other sign
of life.’ WHO uses the synonym ‘fetal death’ and defines
this as ‘death prior to the complete expulsion of extraction
from its mother of a product of conception, irrespec-
tive of the duration of pregnancy; the death is indicated
by the fact that after such separation the fetus does not
breathe or show any other evidence of life, such as beating
of the heart, pulsation of the umbilical cord, or defi-
nite movement of voluntary muscles’. Again such fetal
deaths should only be included in national statistics if
the weight was at least 500 g or the gestation at least
22 weeks.

The UK policy of including all fetuses delivered after
a certain time point also leads to anomalies. A fetus that
dies at 20 weeks but is delivered at 26 weeks should be
registered as a stillbirth. But what about a twin pregnancy
at 8 weeks in which one fetus dies at 12 weeks and at term
a minute nodule of presumed fetus papyraceous is identi-
fied by microscopic examination of the placenta? Strictly
this also should be registered as a stillbirth, but fortunately
common sense usually prevails.

289
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Birth

Once we have agreed what a live birth and a stillbirth are,
birth is easy. It is defined as ‘a live birth or a stillbirth’. Note
that pregnancies are not recorded systematically in the
UK, or most other countries, unless they end in live birth,
stillbirth or legal abortion. Spontaneous miscarriages are
rarely recorded at all, for the obvious reason that many
happen at home some of which may not be recognized for
what they are even by the mother.

Maternal deaths

WHO defines a maternal death as ‘the death of a woman
while pregnant or within 42 days of termination of preg-
nancy, irrespective of the duration and the site of the
pregnancy, from any cause related to or aggravated by
the pregnancy or its management, but not from accidental
or incidental causes’. Since some deaths caused by preg-
nancy can occur much later than 42 days WHO defines
late maternal death as those related to or aggravated by the
pregnancy between 42 days and 1 year after delivery. For
some purposes it may be useful to count all deaths among
women who are pregnant or recently delivered, so there is
alsoa categoryof pregnancy relateddeathswhich includesall
deaths from whatever cause during pregnancy or within
42 days of termination of pregnancy.

Finally maternal deaths are subdivided into direct deaths
arising from the pregnancy itself or its complications or
treatment, and indirect deaths from pre-existing disease
or disease unrelated to the pregnancy.

We express maternal deaths as the ratio of deaths to
100,000 live births, rather than as a rate per 100,000 preg-
nancies. The latter might seem more logical since many
maternal deaths occur in the absence of a live birth, but is
not possible because pregnancies are not registered. The
maternalmortality ratio in theUK, andmost similar devel-
oped countries is around 10 per 100,000 live births, while
in much ofAfrica and the developing world it lies between
500 and 1000 per 100,000. No other health statistic differs
so much between developed and developing countries.

In the UK more detailed causes of deaths are collected
in the long established triennial Confidential Enquiries
into Maternal Deaths (CEMD) and the more recent Con-
fidential Enquiries into Stillbirths and Deaths in Infancy
(CESDI). The value of these sorts of studies is repeatedly
shown. For example, it has recently been discovered that
many previously unrecognized pregnancy-related deaths
were probably suicides, making this the leading cause of
maternal death in the UK [1].

The reliability of statistics on some other areas of med-
ical activity is relatively poor and periodic national cen-
suses are required. For example, national statistics on

Caesarean delivery are not routinely collected in the UK
but the National Sentinel Caesarean SectionAudit filled in
many gaps.

Diagnosing

The single skill which most clearly differentiates doctors
from members of other clinical specialties is their expertise
in diagnosis. Only when we have made a diagnosis can we
apply effective treatment – if there is any.

Whenwefirstmeet apatientweare rarely, if ever, certain
of the diagnosis and we have to carry out tests. A ‘test’ in
this context is any item of information that can help us. It
includes items from the history, and observations from the
clinical examination, as well as such things as laboratory
blood tests and X-ray examinations.

Unfortunately tests are rarely perfect: some people with
a positive result will not have the disease, and conversely
some with a negative result will have it. This is why
interpretation may be difficult.

Before we can describe how good a test is, we need to
decide what outcome we wish it to predict. We call this the
‘reference standard’. Tests are applied to populations, and
for obstetricians the population is often pregnant women
so for them reference standards might include perinatal
death or Down’s syndrome or less important endpoints,
such as low birthweight or low Apgar scores. If our test
is only validated against such less important endpoints,
we must always remember that these are not what we are
really interested in.

Consider first a test that is either positive or negative
and a reference standard that is present or absent. Let us
imagine 100 pregnant women undergoing a test of fetal
condition. The test is designed to predict whether the baby
will live or die. If we apply the test to all 100 women and
wait to see what happens, we might get a result like this:

This is the information that a scientist will have after
completing research on a test. It is often called a 2 × 2
table. We can use such a table both to see how well the test
performs, and to see what the risk of bad outcome is, for
an individual with a particular result.

Test performance

By counting vertically in Fig. 31.1 we can see what propor-
tion of the babieswhodiddie (reference standardpositive)
were detected by the test (Fig. 31.2a). This is the sensi-
tivity or true positive rate (TPR). For this hypothetical
test it is 90%. We can also see how many of the babies
that lived were correctly predicted by the test (Fig. 31.2b).
This is the specificity or true negative rate (TNR). For our
hypothetical test it is 80%.
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1008020

66642Test −ve

341618Test +ve

Reference
standard −ve
Baby lives

Reference
standard +ve
Baby dies

Fig. 31.1 “Two by two” table of test results.

TPR 18/20
= 90%

1008020

66642Test −ve

341618Test +ve

Reference
Standard −ve
Baby lives

Reference
standard +ve
Baby dies

TNR 64/80
= 80%

1008020

66642Test −ve

341618Test +ve

Reference
Standard −ve
Baby lives

Reference
standard +ve
Baby dies

(a)

(b)

Fig. 31.2 (a) Sensitivity = True Positive Rate. (b)
Specificity = True Negative Rate.

These test characteristics do not vary with the preva-
lence of the disease and are thus a stable measure of test
performance. However they do vary with the cut-off value
at which we call a test ‘positive’ or ‘negative’. We will look
at both these effects below, but first let us look at the results
in another way, to predict an individual patient’s risk.

Predicting an individual patient’s risk

Sensitivity (TPR) and specificity (TNR) describe to the sci-
entist howwell the testworks, but they arenot ofmuchuse
to the doctor who knows the test result (positive or neg-
ative) and wants to know how likely it is that the patient
has the disease – or, in our example, that the baby will die.
To estimate this we read Fig. 31.1 horizontally rather than
vertically.

1008020

66642Test −ve

PVP 18/34
=53%

341618Test +ve

Reference
standard
−ve

Reference
standard
+ve

1008020

PVN
64/66
= 97%

642Test −ve

341618Test +ve

Reference
standard
−ve

Reference
standard
+ve

(a)

(b)

66

Fig. 31.3 (a) Predictive value positive. (b) Predictive value
negative.

First let us look at all the women with a positive result
(Fig. 31.3a). Eighteen of the 34 babies actually died, so the
predictive value of a positive result is 18 out of 34 or 53%.
Note that the predictive value positive is NOT the same as
the sensitivity (TPR), which we have already noted was
90%. (Although changing word order sometimes alters
meaning in English, predictive value positive is exactly the
same as positive predictive value.)

Of those who had a negative test (Fig. 31.3b), 64 out of
66 babies eventually survived. The predictive value of a
negative result is thus 64 out of 66 or 97%. Again this is
NOT the same as the specificity (TNR). We will see later
that thepredictivevalueof a test varieswith theprevalence
of the disease in the population.

The effect of varying the test cut-off point

So farwehave beendiscussing ‘dichotomous’ tests, that is,
tests that are simply either positive or negative. Most tests,
however, give a range of results from strongly positive to
strongly negative or, let us imagine for our test, a result
between 0 and 100. Figure 31.4a shows the distribution of
results for patients with and without disease, that is, ‘Ref-
erence standard’ positive and negative. If we take a cut-off
value of 40, and call higher values ‘positive’, and lower
‘negative’ we get the same test characteristics as before.

Imagine what would happen if we varied the cut-off.
The performance rates would change (Fig. 31.4b). We
could, for example, move the cut-off value right up to 75
so that all the results were negative. The false negative and
true negative rates would then both be 100%. If we moved
the cut-off down to a value of 5 so that all the results were
called positive the true and false positives would both be
100% (Fig. 31.4c).
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10%

80%
90%

100+ve

Reference standard

40

0

Test −ve

20% 100

Test +ve

75

0

100% 100%

Test −ve

Test +ve

Test −ve
5

0

100% 100%

75

75
70
65

60

55

50

45

40
35

30 25 20 1510 5

100FPR0
100

TPR

0 0

100

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

−ve

+ve

Reference standard

−ve

100+ve

Reference standard

−ve

Test +ve

Fig. 31.4 (a) The original cut off value of 4.0. (b) Varying the cut-off value: High – No false positives but sensitivity zero. (c) Varying
the cut-off value: Low – No false negatives but specificity zero. (d) Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve.

To see what is happening we can plot how the true and
false positive rates vary with the cut-off level (Fig. 31.4d).
We call the result a receiver operator characteristic or
ROC curve. Figure 31.5a–d shows the 2 × 2 tables for a
perfect and a useless test and their corresponding ROC
curves.

The name Receiver Operator Characteristic arose dur-
ing the Battle of Britain in 1940 when the German air force
regularly flew bombing raids over London and Southern
England. The British had just developed an early version

of RADAR which was only a moderately good test for
discriminating between reference standard positive – a
flight of bombers, and reference standard negative – a
flock of seagulls. The operators soon learned that by set-
ting their dials to be very sensitive they never missed any
incoming bombers but often called out their own pilots
unnecessarily to defend against seagulls. If they set the
dials to be more specific there were fewer false alarms but
occasionally they would fail to detect the bombers in time.
They called the discriminatory ability of each RADAR
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+ve

Test +ve

100

0

−ve

100

TPR

0

0 FPR 100

0

60

100

0

105

0

TPR

100

0 FPR 100

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Reference standard

+ve −ve

Reference standard

Test −ve

Fig. 31.5 (a) Useless test. (b) ROC curve – Useless test. (c) Perfect test. (d) ROC curve – Perfect test.

machine its ‘receiver operator characteristic’ (ROC) and
the name stuck.

THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT DISEASE PREVALENCE ON
THE INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

The predictive value of a test result varies with the disease
prevalence. As clinicians often say, ‘Common things are
common’.

Bayes theorem and likelihood ratios

Calculating the predictive value of a test result directly
from the 2 × 2 table as we did earlier, is only possible
if the patient in front of you comes from a population
with the same disease prevalence as that of the patients on
whom the test was originally developed. This is rarely the
case. Tests are frequently developed on high-risk patients
in teaching hospitals, and then applied to patients in a
low-risk practice. Occasionally the reverse may happen,
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FPR
= 20%

TPR
= 90%

1008020

66642Test −ve

341618Test +ve

Reference
standard
−ve

Reference
standard
+ve

the posterior odds of disease

the prior odds of disease

the likelihood ratio of a positive test result

29LR +ve

41Prior odds

Test −ve

PVP89Test +ve

Reference
standard
−ve

Reference
standard
+ve

the prior odds of disease 1:4 

1:4 X 9:2 = 9:8  Prior odds X likelihood ratio = posterior odds

the likelihood ratio of a positive test result 9:2

the posterior odds of disease 9:8 (The predictive
value positive expressed as odds)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 31.6 (a) Bayes’ theorem. (b) Bayes’ theorem (ratios
simplified).

if we apply a test to someone we already know to be at
particularly high risk.

Doctors need a way of calculating the predictive value
of a test from the information that they are likely to have
available, namely the prevalence of the disease in their
population and the test characteristics.

It can be done! We will change all our rates to odds for
the following section since this makes the mathematics
easier. A risk of 1 in 4 is the same as odds of 1:3. A risk of
90% is the same as odds of 90:10 or 9:1.

Let us return now to our original 2 × 2 table redrawn
to show the crucial information (Fig. 31.6a,b). These two
figures are identical except that in Fig. 31.6b the ratios have
been simplified (divided by their lowest common denomi-
nator). The top row gives us the information we need – the
predictive value positive. With a positive test the odds of
having the disease are 18:16 or 9:8 (or slightly better than
evens). The disease prevalence gives us the odds before
the test result, that is 20:80 or 1:4. We call these the prior
odds. What we need from the test is a single measure, the
diagnostic value, which changed the prior odds of 1:4 to
posterior odds of 9:8.

The answer is the ratio between the true positive rates
(90%) and the false positive rate (20%). This is called the
likelihood ratio of a positive result (LR +ve) because it is
the ratio between the likelihood of having a positive result

if the disease is present, against the likelihood of having
a positive result if the disease is absent. The LR +ve for
this test is thus 9:2. The relationship between these three
figures is:

Prior odds × likelihood ratio = posterior odds.

1 : 4 9 : 2 9 : 8
This is one of the most famous theorems in statistics,

named the Bayes Theorem after its author, the Reverend
Thomas Bayes. It comes in a number of different versions
but this one, the odds-likelihood ratio form, is the most
useful for doctors.

A dichotomous test (one that is either positive or neg-
ative) will have two likelihood ratios, one for a positive
result andone for a negative result. If the test has a range of
results the LR will vary also with the cut-off point chosen.
It is possible to plot ROC curves as likelihood ratios.

If the doctor knows the LR for the test result and the
prior odds, calculation of the individual patient’s risk is
easy. Here is an example.

Bayes and pregnancy tests; the Bayesian’s wife

My wife felt pregnant but had a negative pregnancy test. Her
doctor told her that 10% of pregnant women had a negative
result on first testing but she was still disappointed. I calcu-
lated the probabilities as follows. I asked her how sure she
had been that she was pregnant before the test and she said
95% certain. This gave prior odds of pregnancy of 19:1 which
I rounded to 20:1. I assumed that the false positive rate was
virtually nil so I got a LR for a negative test of 1:10 (likelihood
of a negative result given pregnancy = 10%: likelihood of
negative result given no pregnancy = 100%). This gave pos-
terior odds that she was in fact pregnant of 20:1 × l:10 = 2:1
and I converted this for her benefit into a probability of two
in three. This estimate cheered her up and a couple of weeks
later the pregnancy was confirmed. Adapted from [2].

Treating

Effective treatments

Some treatments such as insulin for diabetes, salpingec-
tomy for ruptured tubal pregnancy, or in vitro fertilization
for bilateral tubal blockage work so much better than the
alternatives, that no one doubted early reports of their
effectiveness. Few treatments, however, are so clear cut.
More commonly, disease definitions are hazy, the prog-
nosis is variable no matter what is done, and treatment
is only partially effective. How is the practising doctor to
choose?

The best way to measure the effectiveness of a treat-
ment is to compare a group of patients given the treatment
(the intervention or treatment group), with another group
not given it (the control group). If there is already an
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established treatment for the disease, the control group
will usually be given this treatment and the experimental
group the new treatment. If the two groups are otherwise
similar, and the treated patients have better outcomes, we
conclude that the treatment was effective.

Difficulties arise if the two groups were not really
comparable, or the play of chance misled us.

Bias

We call a systematic difference between the groups bias.
It cannot be eliminated simply by increasing the sample
size. There are many potential sources of bias.

If a new treatment is compared with treatments used
in the past, the comparison will be subject to bias if
other aspects of patient care are improving. Comparisons
between patients treated by different doctors or in differ-
ent hospitals are often biased. The doctor evaluating the
treatment is often an expert whose patients will do bet-
ter than those treated by other doctors. Conversely an
expert may be referred the more difficult cases, biasing
the results against the new treatment. Yet again, an expert
with special diagnostic skills may make the diagnosis in
milder cases, thus biasing results in favour of the new
treatment.

Even if the same doctor administers the treatment,
a non-randomized comparison of treatments may mis-
lead. For example, comparisons of women who under-
went amniotomy early in labour with those who did
not will be bedevilled by subtle differences between the
groups resulting from the reasons they underwent the
amniotomy.

In theory, ifweknowwhat factors influence theoutcome
of treatment, the cases and controls can be matched for
these factors to make the two groups similar. For example
cases of cancer can be matched for the stage of the dis-
ease. A staging procedure, however, may not cover all the
variation in say, spread of cancer. Two cancers may both
be at the same stage but one may be a lot faster growing
than the other. If the larger ones within each stage were
more likely to be in the control group, the trial would be
biased against the treatment. In practice we rarely know
about all the possible factors that might affect outcome.
An unknown factor can still bias results if it was unequally
distributed between groups.

Bias must have affected many non-randomized stud-
ies of the effect of hormone replacement therapy in the
1980s and 1990s. Even after adjustment for known risk
factors, such studies had suggested that hormone replace-
ment therapy reduced heart attack and strokes. However,
at least nine randomized controlled trials have now shown
that it increases both [3]. The earlier resultsmust havebeen
due to bias in unknown risk factors.

The only way to ensure that two groups of patients
are matched for unknown risk factors is to select them at
random. This means using the toss of a coin, random num-
ber tables, or other forms of computer-generated random
numbers, to select who gets the new treatment.

Allocation to treatment or placebo groups alternately,
by day of the week, or last digit of hospital number is
unsatisfactory since the doctors know the group alloca-
tion when they enter the trial, giving them scope for
entry bias. For example, a trial comparing oxytocin infu-
sion with prostaglandin pessary, as treatment for pregnant
women whose membranes ruptured before labour began,
used allocation by the final digit of the hospital num-
ber and got a biased result. The reason was that some
staff believed, rightly or wrongly, that prostaglandin was
the better treatment if the cervix was unripe. Women
with a soft open cervix were entered in the trial without
problems, but those with an unripe cervix were entered
only if the digit was even (allocation to prostaglandin).
If the final digit was odd the staff knew the alloca-
tion would be to oxytocin and some therefore did not
enter the patient into the trial at all. Instead they gave
prostaglandin anyway outside the trial. Thus, women
in the trial allocated to oxytocin had riper cervices.
Not surprisingly prostaglandin appeared to give worse
results.

Bias can also occur if patients are more likely to be
excluded from the trial in one group than the other. For
example, we might wish to compare two policies for deal-
ing with the membranes in labour; leave them intact or
rupture them. Women are allocated at random in early
labour –half tohave themembranes ruptured, andhalf left
intact. Some women allocated to the membrane rupture
group are likely to make slow progress and eventually get
themembranes ruptured anyway. Ifwe remove them from
analysiswewill bias results against themembrane rupture
policy, because we will be removing women with difficult
labours from the ‘leave intact’ group. The situation will be
even worse if some women in the ‘membrane rupture’
group labour so quickly that there is no time to artifi-
cially rupture the membranes. If we exclude them from
the ‘membrane rupture’ group we will again be biasing
results against rupture, by excluding the most favourable
cases from that group.

Weavoid theproblembyanalysing the trial by ‘intention
to treat’. This means comparing the two groups as chance
allocated them. It may seem strange to include the results
for some women who had the membranes left intact in
the ‘membrane rupture’ group and some women who had
them ruptured in the ‘leave intact’ group, but there is no
other way to avoid bias. Of course we must ensure that
compliance is high, if we really want to find out if a drug
or procedure can work.
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Biased assessment of outcome

Even if the twogroups of patients in a trial are exactly com-
parable, biasmaycreep in if the investigators recording the
outcomes know what treatment was received. For exam-
ple, it is widely believed that amniotomy causes neonatal
infection. If the doctors caring for the babies know that
the membranes were ruptured early in labour they might
do more tests for infection, and make the belief a self-
fulfilling prophecy. If the doctors are not told which group
the patient is in, they are said to be blinded, and their
assessment of outcome can not be influenced.

If thepatient believes that the treatment shehas received
works, that may also result in a self-fulfilling prophecy,
the placebo effect. Trials of many treatments for premen-
strual tension have shown high cure rates among patients
given inactive medicine. Usually the active treatment has
been no better, and investigators have concluded that the
treatment was ineffective. If no placebo had been used,
the treatment might have been wrongly given the credit
for the improvement. Patients are also said to be ‘blinded’
when they do not know which treatment they are receiv-
ing. A trial is said to be ‘double blind’ when neither the
patient nor the investigator knows which treatment is
being given.

Blinding is not always necessary. If the end point is
unambiguous – like death, or Caesarean section – blind-
ing at the stage of outcome assessment is unnecessary,
although it may still be necessary during the treatment
period. If blinding is not possible, but the outcome is sus-
ceptible to observer bias, it may be possible to eliminate it
by having independent observers make the assessment.

Statistical problems – avoiding being misled by the
play of chance

Random variation differs from bias in that increasing the
sample size will reduce it. There are two ways that the play
of chance can mislead.
1 We may think there is a difference, when all we saw was
chance variation. This is called a type 1, or alpha, error.
2 We may fail to realize that there is a real difference. This
is called a type 2, or beta, error.
A number of statistical tests have been used to avoid
making these errors.

TYPE 1 ERROR

The results of an experiment usually take the form of a
series of observations on a treatment and control group.
These may be continuous measures such as birthweights
or dichotomous variables such as death rates. We will
concentrate on dichotomous outcomes.

If the mortality rates are identical between treatment
and control groups we won’t be misled into a false belief
that the treatment was effective. The difficulty arises when
there is a difference and we want to know whether it
occurred by chance or was caused by the treatment. Most
statistical tests tell us how likely it was to occur by chance.
This is the familiarP-value. By conventionwe callP < 0.05
‘statistically significant’. This means that there was a less
than 5% chance that the difference we observed would
occur by chance if the treatments were equally effective.

Althoughhallowedby tradition, thismethodof present-
ing results simply tells us that we have not made a type
1 error. If P is greater than 0.05 we do not know whether
there really is no important difference, or whether our trial
was too small. Nor does the P value tell us the likely size
of any difference. Avery small and clinically unimportant
difference may be statistically highly significant if a large
study has been performed.

TYPE 2 ERROR

Here we are concerned with the probability that a trial has
failed to show a real effect, that is, a false negative result.
The size of effect that it would matter to miss is a clin-
ically meaningful effect – one that would cause doctors
to change treatment. The probability of a negative result
depends on the size of this minimum treatment effect we
wish to detect. A particular trial can exclude a large effect
more reliably than a small effect. We can measure the prob-
ability of failing to detect a particular size of effect. We
call this the type 2 or beta error. The inverse of the type 2
error, the probability that the trial will indeed detect this
size effect if it is really there is called the power of the
trial.

ODDS RATIOS AND THEIR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

A good way to look at treatment effects is to consider the
risks or ‘odds’ of the bad outcome after treatment versus
control therapy. The effect of the treatment is given in the
form of a relative risk (RR) or an odds ratio (OR).

An OR of 1 indicates that the treatment does not alter
the adverse outcome. An OR below 1 indicates that the
chances of adverse outcome are reduced by treatment. An
OR above 1 indicates that treatment increases these odds.
An OR of 0.5 indicates a halving of the odds and an OR of
2 a doubling.

The 95% confidence intervals (CI) can be calculated. An
OR of 0.5 with 95% CI ‘0.25–1’, indicates that we have
found a halving in the odds of the outcome and can be
95% confident that the true effect lies between an OR of
0.25 and 1.
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Review: Prophylactic corticosteroids for preterm birth
Comparison: 01 Corticosteroids versus placebo or no treatment
Outcome: 02 Neonatal death

Study

01 Neonatal death (all babies)
    AMSTERDAM 1980

AUCKLAND 1972

3/64 12/58 4.4 0.23 [0.08, 0.67]

0.58 [0.38, 0.89]

0.22 [0.04, 1.12]

0.26 [0.09, 0.77]

0.70 [0.34, 1.44]

0.82 [0.30, 2.24]

0.64 [0.22, 1.84]

0.54 [0.22, 1.33]

0.37 [0.10, 1.33]

0.22 [0.05, 0.91]

0.13 [0.00, 6.52]

0.77 [0.19, 3.15]

1.02 [0.37, 2.76]

0.94 [0.57, 1.56]

0.60 [0.48, 0.75]

0.23 [0.08, 0.67]

0.58 [0.38, 0.89]

0.22 [0.04, 1.12]

0.26 [0.00, 0.77]

0.70 [0.34, 1.44]

0.37 [0.10, 1.33]

0.22 [0.05, 0.91]

1.02 [0.37, 2.76]

0.51 [0.38, 0.68]

0.82 [0.30, 2.24]

0.64 [0.22, 1.84]

0.54 [0.22, 1.33]

0.13 [0.00, 6.52]

0.77 [0.19, 3.15]

0.94 [0.57, 1.56]

0.78 [0.54, 1.12]
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BLOCK 1977

DORAN 1980

GAMSU 1980

GARITE 1992

KARI 1994

MORALES 1986

MORRISON 1978

PAPAGEORGIOU 1979

PARSONS 1988

SCHMIDT 1984

TAUESCH 1979

US STEROID TRIAL

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events: 129 (Treatment), 204 (Control)
Test for heterogeneity chi-square =14.70 df=13 p=0.33 F=11.6%
Test for overall effect z=4.42 p=0.00001

02 Neonatal death in habies treatment before 1980
AMSTERDAM 1980

AUCKLAND 1972

BLOCK 1977

DORAN 1980

GAMSU 1980

MORRISON 1978

PAPAGEORGIOU 1979

TAUESCH 1979

Total events: 70 (Treatment), 132 (Control)
Test for heterogeneity chi-square= 9.20 df =7 p = 0.24 F = 23.9%
Test for overall effect z = 4.60 p< 0.00001

03 Neonatal death in babies treated after 1980
GARITE 1992

KARI 1994

MORALES 1986

PARSONS 1988

SCHMIDT 1984

US STEROID TRIAL

Subtotal (95% CI)
Total events: 59 (Treatment), 72 (Control)
Test for heterogeneity chi-square=2.12 df = 5 p=0.83 F= 0.0%
Test for overall effect z=1.33 p=0.2

Subtotal (95% CI)

Treatment
n/N

Control
n/N

Weight
(%)

Peto odds ratio
95% CI

Peto odds ratio
95% CI

Fig. 31.7 Systematic review of randomized trials of the effect of corticosteroids for preterm on neonatal death.

This corresponds to a P-value of 0.05 since the confi-
dence interval just includes 1. If the 95% CI fail to reach 1,
the P-value is less than 0.05, that is. it is significant. If the
95% CI includes 1 the P-value is greater than 0.05, that is,
the result is not statistically significant.

META-ANALYSIS

Type 2 errors are minimized by very large trials. Unfortu-
nately these are difficult and expensive to perform. One
solution is to combine the results of small and medium
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sized trials. The results can be conveniently presented
as ORs for each trial separately and then beneath them
the typical OR and CI for all the trials combined, the
meta-analysis.

Figure 31.7, a version of one of the most famous meta-
analysis graphs in obstetrics, is reproduced from the
Cochrane collaboration review of the effect of corticos-
teroids to prevent neonatal death from respiratory distress
syndrome after preterm labour. This type of graphical rep-
resentation of the results of all the randomized trials of a
particular intervention in a disease is now one of the most
popular ways to summarize and present the best evidence
of effectiveness.
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Chapter 32: Contraception
Anna Glasier

Introduction

Contraceptive prevalence in the UK in the early twenty-
first century is high. Only 2%of sexually active, potentially
fertile women not wishing to conceive, reported not using
a method of contraception in 2003/04 (Table 32.1) [1]. The
average age of first intercourse in theUK for bothmen and
women is 16 years, and the average age of first childbirth
is 27. Since the mean age of menopause is 51 and the total
fertility rate in the UK is 1.7, most women will need to
use contraception for more than 30 years. Contraceptive
choice varies with age, ethnicity, marital status, fertil-
ity intentions and education. In the UK in 2004 the oral
contraceptive pill was the most popular method (25% of
womenuse it)while thenextmostpopularmethodwas the
male condom (23%) (Table 32.1). Long-acting reversible
(LARC) methods of contraception (injectables, implants,
intrauterine devices and systems) are used by less than
10% of women. The National Institute for Clinical Excel-
lence (NICE) has recently produced guidance on LARC
including an analysis of cost-effectiveness.

Despite high contraceptive prevalence, unintended
pregnancy is common. In England and Wales the abor-
tion rate in 2003 was 17.5 per 1000 women of reproductive
age and 31.4 per 1000 for women aged 20–24. Not all unin-
tended pregnancies end in abortion. As many as 30% of
pregnancies which end in childbirth are unplanned when
they are conceived. Most couples in theUKuse contracep-
tive methods associated with relatively high failure rates
when used typically. Among women using a reversible
method, just under half are using oral contraception with
typical-use failure rates of 8% (Table 32.2). Well over half
are using a barrier method, periodic abstinence (natural
family planning) or withdrawal, with typical-use failure
rates of between 15% (male condom) and 32% (cap). Most
data suggest that true method failure accounts for fewer
than10%ofunintendedpregnancies, the rest arising either
because no method was used at the time of conception
(30–50%) or because the method was used inconsistently
or incorrectly.

Table 32.1 Current use of
contraception by women aged
16–49 in Great Britain

Current use of contraception %

Pill∗ 25∗∗
Progestogen-only 5∗∗
Combined pill 17∗∗

Male condom 23∗∗
Withdrawal 3∗∗
IUD 4∗∗
Injection/implant 3∗∗
NFP 1∗∗
Cap/diaphragm 1∗∗
Foams/gels 1∗∗
Hormonal IUS 1∗∗
Female condom 0∗∗
Emergency contraception 1∗∗
Total at least one method 52∗∗
Sterilized 11∗∗
Partner sterilized 12∗∗
Total at least one method 75∗∗

From Dawe and Rainford [1].
∗ Includes women who did not know
the type of pill used.
∗∗ Percentages sum to more than 100
as respondents could give more than
one answer.

Currently available reversible methods of contracep-
tion fall into two broad categories, hormonal and non-
hormonal. Certain issues are common to all methods.

Efficacy and effectiveness

The effectiveness of a method of contraception is
expressed by the failure rates associated with its use. The
rates in Table 32.2 are based onUS studies and estimate the
percentage of couples experiencing an unintended preg-
nancy during the first year of use of each method [2].
The effectiveness of a contraceptive depends on how it
works and how easy it is to use. If a method prevents

299
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Table 32.2 Effectiveness of contraceptive methods: percentage
of women experiencing an unintended pregnancy during the
first year of use and percentage continuing use at the end of the
first year (USA)

% Pregnant

Method Typical use Perfect use

No method 85 85
Spermicides 29 18
Withdrawal 27 4
Periodic abstinence 25
Calendar 9
Ovulation method 3
Sympto-thermal 2
Cap, parous women 32 26

nulliparous women 16 9
Diaphragm 16 6
Condom, female 21 5

male 15 2
Combined pill and minipill 8 0.3
Combined hormonal patch (Evra) 8 0.3
Combined hormonal ring
(NuvaRing)

8 0.3

DMPA (Depo-Provera) 3 0.3
IUD, copper T 0.8 0.6

LNG-IUS (Mirena) 0.1 0.1
Implant 0.05 0.05
Female sterilization 0.5 0.5
Male sterilization 0.15 0.10

From Trussell [2].

ovulation in every cycle in every woman it should have
an efficacy of 100%, since if there is no egg there can
be no conception. Only if a mistake is made, or if the
method is used inconsistently, will a pregnancy occur.
The contraceptive implant Implanon�, and combinedoral
contraceptive pill both inhibit ovulation. Pregnancy rates
for perfect use of the pill are around 1 in 1000; failures are
due to incomplete inhibition of ovulation among women
who metabolize the pill rapidly. However, if pills are
missed ovulation can occur and typical-use failure rates
are 8 per 100. In contrast Implanon� makes no demands
on compliance, use can only ever be perfect, and perfect-
use and typical-use failure rates are virtually the same.
For implants and intrauterine devices (IUDs) typical-use
failures occur because the provider has failed (the IUD
perforated the uterus or the womanwas already pregnant
when the implant was inserted, for example).

Pregnancy rates are still often described by the Pearl
Index, the number of unintended pregnancies divided
by the number of women years of exposure to the risk
of pregnancy while using the method. Most rates are
derived from clinical trials. There are some problems with
this. The longer a cohort of couples using a method of

contraception is followed, the lower the pregnancy rate
is likely to be since the cohort increasingly comprises of
couples unlikely to fall pregnant (because they are highly
motivated to avoid pregnancy, good at using the method
or subfertile). Furthermore, failure rates in clinical trials
are often underestimated because all of the months of use
of the method are taken into account when calculating
failure rates, regardless of whether or not intercourse has
occurred during that cycle. Additionally people who par-
ticipate in trials do not represent the general public and
compliance is atypically good. For long-actingmethods of
contraception such as IUDs and implants, pregnancy rates
with time (cumulative pregnancy rates) are reported.

Compliance/adherence/concordance

Many couples use contraception inconsistently and/or
incorrectly. Some methods are easier to use than oth-
ers. The IUD/IUS (intrauterine system) and implants are
inserted and removed by a health professional and are
entirely independent of compliance for efficacy. Depo-
Provera� lasts 12 weeks but correct use demands the
motivation and organizational skills required to attend a
clinic for repeat doses. Compliance with the oral contra-
ception is not easy. In one study, 47% of women reported
missing one or more pills and 22% two or more pills per
cycle [3]. In a study using electronic diaries to record com-
pliance, 63%ofwomenmissed one ormore pills in the first
cycle, and 74% in the second cycle of use [4]. Typical-use
failure rates are even higher with condoms, diaphragms,
withdrawal and natural family planning which rely on
correct use with every act of intercourse.

Discontinuation

In an international review of discontinuation rates, after
one year of use of hormonal contraception, rates var-
ied from 19% (for Norplant) to 62% (the combined pill).
Good data specific to the UK are lacking. Discontinua-
tion rates are higher for methods which do not require
removal by ahealth professional as is clear fromTable 32.3,
which shows the percentage of couples in the USA still
using each method at the end of 1 year [2]. In a US study
50% of women discontinued the pill during the first three
months of use [5]. Reasons for discontinuation are often
associated with perceived risks and real or perceived side
effects. The commonest reason for discontinuation is for
bleeding dysfunction. In a Swedish study of 656 women
followed for 10 years, between 28 and 35% of women
(depending on age) stopped taking the pill because of
fear of harmful side effects. Thirteen to seventeen per-
cent ofwomen stopped because ofmenstrual dysfunction,
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Table 32.3 Percentage of US women continuing using
each method at the end of the first year

% of women
Method continuing use at 1 year

No method
Spermicides 42
Withdrawal 43
Periodic abstinence 51
Cap

Parous women 46
Nulliparous women 57

Diaphragm 57
Condom

Female 49
Male 53

Combined pill and minipill 68
Evra patch 68
NuvaRing 68
Depo-Provera 56
Lunelle 56
IUD

Copper T 78
Mirena (LNG-IUS) 81

Implant 84
Female sterilization 100
Male sterilization 100

From Trussell [2].

15–20% because of weight gain and 14–21% because of
reported mood change [6].

Contraindications

Most contraceptive users are young and medically fit
and can use any available method safely. A few medi-
cal conditions, however, are associated with theoretical
increased health risks with certain contraceptives, either
because the method adversely affects the condition or
because the condition, or its treatment, affects the con-
traceptive. The combined pill, for example, may increase
the risk of a woman with diabetes developing cardiovas-
cular complications; some anticonvulsants interfere with
the efficacy of the combined pill. Since most trials of new
contraceptive methods deliberately exclude subjects with
serious medical conditions, there is little direct evidence
on which to base sound prescribing advice. In an attempt
to produce a set of international norms for providing con-
traception to women and men with a range of medical
conditions which may contraindicate one or more contra-
ceptive methods, the World Health Organization (WHO)
developed a system addressing medical eligibility crite-
ria (MEC) for contraceptive use [7]. Using evidence-based
systematic reviews, conditions are classified into one of
four categories. Category 1 includes conditions for which

there is no restriction for the use of the method while cat-
egory 4 includes conditions representing an unacceptable
health risk if the contraceptive method is used (absolutely
contraindicated). Classification of a condition as category
2 indicates that the method may generally be used but
that more careful follow-up is required. Category 3 con-
ditions are those for which the risks of the combined oral
contraceptive (COC)generally outweigh thebenefits (rela-
tively contraindicated). Provision of amethod to awoman
with a category 3 condition requires careful clinical judge-
ment since use of that method is not recommended
unless there is no acceptable alternative. The document is
available on the webwww.who.int/reproductive-health/
publications/mec/index.htm and a system is in place to
incorporate new data into the guideline as they become
available.

Health benefits of contraception

Most couples use contraception for over 30 years. Addi-
tional health benefits beyond pregnancy prevention offer
significant advantages and influence acceptability. In a
nationwide sample of 943 US women, satisfaction with
oral contraception was increased among women aware
of the non-contraceptive benefits of the pill [8]. The com-
monest benefit of hormonal methods is an improvement
in menstrual bleeding patterns including amenorrhoea
(which many women in the UK appreciate). Barrier
methods, particularly condoms, protect against sexually
transmitted infections, including cervical cancer. When
contraceptives are being used for their beneficial side
effects or in the management of a medical problem such
as menorrhagia, the risk–benefit ratio changes.

Hormonal contraception

Hormonal methods of contraception can be divided into
combined and progestogen-only methods.

Combined hormonal contraception

THE METHODS

Combined hormonal contraception can be administered
orally (the combined oral contraceptive pill, COCP), trans-
dermally (the contraceptive patch), systemically (com-
bined injectables) and via the vaginal route (the combined
contraceptive vaginal ring, CCVR). In 2005 only the pill
and the patch are marketed in the UK.

All methods contain both oestrogen – in the case of all
but one brand of pills, the patch and the ring, ethinylestra-
diol (EE) – and a progestogen (synthetic progesterone).
Although there are much less data available on the other
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delivery systems the mode of action, side effects and risks
are similar.

Oral

The dose of oestrogen in the combined oral contracep-
tive pill varies from 50 to 15 µg. Only one 50 µg pill
is marketed in the UK and it contains mestranol. Most
women now use the so-called low-dose pills containing
30–35 µg. Low-dose pills are potentially safer since the
cardiovascular risks of the pill are mainly due to oestro-
gen. Although the lowest-dose pill currently available
(15 µg ethinylestradiol) has the same efficacy as 30 µg
pills, cycle control is less effective andbreakthroughbleed-
ing more common. The progestogens used in currently
available pills fall broadly into three groups, first and
second generation progestins (e.g. norethindrone and lev-
onorgestrel respectively) and the third generation series
including gestodene, desogestrel and norgestimate. The
newest COCP in the UK (Yasmin�) contains a progesto-
genwith both anti-androgenic and anti-mineralocorticoid
activity (drospirenone). Dianette� is a drug containing
EE in combination with the anti-androgen cyproterone
acetate which is licensed for the treatment of severe acne
and hirsutism. It is contraceptive and has over the years
often been regarded as just another combinedpill. It is use-
ful for womenwith symptoms of hyperandrogenismwho
require contraception but should not be used routinely for
other women as it is associated with an increased risk of
venous thrombosis.

The pill is taken for 21 days followed by a 7-day break
whenwithdrawal bleeding usually occurs. Everyday (ED)
preparations, in which a placebo tablet is taken during the
pill free interval (PFI), may improve compliance but are
more expensive and not widely used in the UK. Com-
bined pills are available as monophasic preparations in
which every pill in the packet contains the same dose
of steroids and biphasic and triphasic preparations in
which the dose of both steroids changes once or twice
during the cycle. Phasic pills were introduced to reduce
the total dose of progestogens and in the belief that a reg-
imen which mimicked the normal cycle would produce
better cycle control. There is no evidence for this and
they are more expensive. Increasing number of women
run packets of pills together for three months (tricycling)
or more because they like the associated amenorrhoea.
This is particularly useful for women who experience
symptoms associated with the withdrawal bleed such as
dysmenorrhoea or menstrual migraine and for women
on enzyme-inducing drugs (such as some anticonvul-
sants) which theoretically reduce pill efficacy. In the
US an 84-day preparation of pills (Seasonale�) is now
marketed.

Transdermal

Onlyone contraceptivepatch is currently available, 20 cm2

in size, it delivers 20 µg EE and 150 µg/day norelge-
stromin (17-deacetyl norgestimate) daily. Each patch lasts
seven days, three patches are used consecutively with a
placebo patch or patch-free interval in week four when
withdrawal bleeding occurs. Contraceptive protection
lasts for up to ten days, allowing for errors in chang-
ing the patch. In a randomized trial comparing the patch
with a COCP, effectiveness was not significantly differ-
ent – the overall Pearl Index for the patch was 1.24/100
women years and for the COCwas 2.18 [9]. In a large non-
randomized trial four of the six pregnancies that occurred
were in women weighing over 90 kg, suggesting that effi-
cacy may be reduced among heavier women. After the
first few cycles of use bleeding patterns and side effects
are similar to those associated with the combined pill.
Self-reported ‘perfect use’was significantly betterwith the
patch (88%) thanwith thepill (78%) in the randomized trial
althoughwhether this is so with use outside a clinical trial
remains to be seen.

Vaginal

A combined contraceptive vaginal ring (Nuvaring�,
Organon) releasing15µgEEand120µgetonorgestrel/day
is now licensed in much of Europe. The ring is made of
soft ethylene-vinyl-acetate (EVA) copolymer, has an outer
diameter of 54mmand a cross-sectional diameter of 4mm.
Designed to last for 3 weeks, a 7-day ring-free interval is
associated with bleeding patterns which appear superior
to those associated with the OC (Oral Contraceptive). In a
comparisonwith a combined pill containing 30µg EE and
levonorgestrel 150 µg, the incidence of irregular bleeding
in theNuvaring� wassignificantly less (<5%versus38.8%
in each cycle). In all other respects, including efficacy, the
ring is no different from the pill; however, there may be
advantages in terms of demands on compliance.

Injectable

A once per month injectable contraceptive containing
25 mg medroxyprogesterone acetate and 5 mg oestradiol
cypionate (Lunelle� Pharmacia) is available in some parts
of the world including the USA. Injections are adminis-
tered intramuscularly every 28 days. Bleeding patterns
and efficacy are comparable with the COC. Bleeding
episodes can be anticipated 18–22 days after injection and
are induced by a decline in oestrogen concentrations to
50 pg/ml or less. Approximately 70% of women expe-
rience one bleeding episode per month, with only 4%
experiencing amenorrhoea over three treatment cycles.
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MODE OF ACTION

The principle mode of action of combined hormonal con-
traception (CHC) is the inhibition of ovulation. Oestrogen
inhibits pituitary FSH (Follicle-Stimulating Hormone),
suppressing the development of ovarian follicles, while
progestogen inhibits the development of the LH (Luteiniz-
ing Hormone) surge. Pills, patches and rings are all
administered for 21 days followed by a 7-day hormone-
free interval (HFI). In some women the 7-day interval is
long enough to allow follicle growth and 25% of pill users
have ultrasound evidence of follicles 10 mm in diameter
on the last day of the interval. If the interval is extended
beyond7days, these follicleswill continue todevelop and,
despite restarting contraception, ovulationmay occur. For
womenwho appear to have conceived as a result of a gen-
uinemethod failure but whowish to continue using CHC,
the HFI can be shortened to 4 days to ensure suppression
of follicular development.

Additional contraceptive properties include changes
in cervical mucus characteristics interfering with sperm
transport, a possible alteration in tubal motility, endome-
trial atrophy and impaired uterine receptivity.

EFFICACY

See Table 32.2

CONTRAINDICATIONS

The absolute contraindications (MEC category 4 condi-
tions) and relative (MEC category 3 conditions) to the
combined pill and patch are listed in Tables 32.5 and 32.4,
respectively.

RISKS AND SIDE EFFECTS

Minor side effects

Combined hormonal contraception affects almost every
system in the body. Contraceptive steroids are metabo-
lized by the liver and affect the metabolism of carbohy-
drates, lipids, plasma proteins, amino acids, vitamins and
clotting factors.

Manyof the reported side effects, particularly headache,
weight gain and loss of libido, are common amongwomen
not using hormonal contraception. Those likely to be
directly related to the contraceptive steroids include fluid
retention, nausea and vomiting, chloasma, mastalgia and
breast enlargement. All but chloasma (which gets worse
with time) improve within 3 to 6 months. A different
dose of oestrogen or type of progestogen or a different
delivery system may help if time alone does not solve

Table 32.4 WHO Medical Eligibility Criteria category 3
conditions (relative contraindications) for use of the
combined oral contraceptive pill

Multiple risk factors for arterial disease
Hypertension: systolic blood pressure 140–159 or diastolic
pressure 90–99 mmHg, or adequately treated to below
140/90 mmHg

Some known hyperlipidemias
Diabetes mellitus with vascular disease
Smoking, <15 cigarettes/day, and age ≥35
Obesity
Migraine, without aura, and ≥35
Breast cancer >5 years ago without recurrence
Breastfeeding until 6 months post-partum
Post-partum and not breastfeeding, until 21 days after
childbirth

Current or medically treated gallbladder disease
History of cholestasis related to combined oral
contraceptives

Mild cirrhosis
Taking rifampicin (rifampin) or certain anticonvulsants

From WHO [7].

Table 32.5 WHO Medical Eligibility Criteria category 4
conditions (absolute contraindications) for use of the combined
oral contraceptive pill

Breastfeeding <6 weeks post-partum
Smoking ≥15 cigarettes/day and age ≥35
Multiple risk factors for cardiovascular disease
Hypertension: systolic ≥160 or diastolic ≥100 mmHg
Hypertension with vascular disease
Current or history of deep-vein thrombosis/pulmonary
embolism

Major surgery with prolonged immobilization
Known thrombogenic mutations
Current or history of ischaemic heart disease
Current or history of stroke
Complicated valvular heart disease
Migraine with aura
Migraine without aura and age ≥35 (continuation)
Current breast cancer
Diabetes for ≥20 years or with severe vascular disease or with
severe nephropathy, retinopathy or neuropathy

Active viral hepatitis
Severe cirrhosis
Benign or malignant liver tumours

From WHO [7].

the problem. For women with persistent nausea on the
pill, the patch is indicated. Side effects (real or perceived)
often lead to discontinuation; 73% of British women of
all ages quote weight gain as being a disadvantage of
the pill.
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Serious side effects

Cardiovascular disease. The combined pill is extremely
safe. In a 25 year follow-up of 46,000 women in the UK the
overall risk of death from any condition was the same for
COC users and non-users [10]. Among current and recent
[within 10 years] users, the COC was associated with an
increased risk of death from only two conditions, cervical
cancer (RR 2.5) and cerebrovascular disease (RR 1.9).

CHC increases the tendency to thrombosis in both the
venous and arterial circulation. The adverse effect on clot-
ting is related to the dose of oestrogen and, for pills, lower
doses are theoretically associated with a reduced risk.

There is a three to fivefold increase in the risk of venous
thromboembolism (VTE) associatedwithCOCPusewhich
is apparently independent of the dose of oestrogen, cer-
tainly if it is <50 µg. The risk is unaffected by age,
smoking or duration of pill use, but is higher in obese
women (BMI >25 kg/m2) and in women with a history
of pregnancy-induced hypertension (PIH). Four studies
published in 1995 and 1996 demonstrated a differential
risk of VTE depending on the type of progestogen in the
pill. Combined pills containing either gestodene or deso-
gestrel were shown to have a roughly twofold increased
riskofVTEwhencomparedwithfirst or secondgeneration
combined pills. Although often attributed to confound-
ing or bias, there is some biological plausibility for this
differential risk. Regarded as second choice in the UK,
these pills should be prescribed only for women intol-
erant of other types of combined pill and prepared to
accept the increased riskofVTE.Whicheverprogestogen is
used, the absolute risk of VTE is small (15/100,000women
years for pill users compared with 5/100,000 for non-
users), andmuch less than that associatedwith pregnancy
(60/100,000 women years). The risk is greatest during the
first year of use of the COCP– perhaps due to the unmask-
ing of inherited thrombophilias such as Factor V Leiden
mutation. Screening for known thrombophilias is not cost
effective and, although asking about a family history of
VTE is routine when prescribing the pill, this too fails to
detect most women at risk of VTE.

Although non-oral routes of administration avoid the
first pass through the liver thereby theoretically having
less effect on clotting factors, in the absence of contrary
evidence, thepatch, ringandcombined injectablemethods
carry the same warning as the COCP.

Arterial disease is much less common but more serious.
It is related to age, and the risk is strongly influenced by
smoking. Pooled data from four large phase II clinical tri-
als suggest that the COCP has a negligible effect on blood
pressure [11]. The relationship between COCP use and
myocardial infarction (MI) is controversial. While there
is widespread agreement that there is an increased risk
of MI among women who smoke or have hypertension,

some studies have demonstrated an increased risk among
normotensive non-smokers while others have not [12,13].
In a recent meta-analysis of 23 studies, the adjusted odds
ratio (OR) of MI was 2.48 (95% CI; 1.91–3.22) for current
COCPusers compared to never users [14]. The risk among
past users was not significantly increased. The risk of MI
was significant for users of second, but not third, gener-
ation pills. There was also a dose response relationship
with EE, with pills containing 20µg EE associatedwith no
increase in risk. The risk of MI was significantly increased
by smoking (OR 9.3, 95% CI 3.89–22.23) compared with
non-smokers (many other studies have shown this) and
for women with a history of hypertension (OR 9.9, 95%
CI 1.83–53.53) and hypercholesterolemia (OR 2.08, 95% CI
1.5–2.9). The absolute risk of MI in women of reproduc-
tive age, even those with known risk factors, is however
extremely small.

Use of the COC increases the risk of ischaemic stroke
twofold; however, the risk of haemorrhagic stroke is
unchanged. Smoking and hypertension increase the risk
of stroke by three to ten times. However, stroke is also rare
in women of reproductive age.

The COC is also contraindicated in migraine with aura.
In a recent meta-analysis of 17 good-quality observa-
tional studies migraine was associated with a relative risk
of stroke of 2.16 (95% CI: 1.89–2.48) and users of oral
contraceptives had an eightfold increase in the risk of
stroke when compared with non-users [15]. Many peo-
ple incorrectly describe their headaches as migraine and
it is important therefore to take a detailed history before
refusing to prescribe the COC for someone with a history
of ‘migraine’.

Malignant disease
Breast cancer: Published data on CHC and breast cancer
aredifficult to interpret becausepill formulations, patterns
of reproduction (particularly age at first pregnancy and
family size), diet and average weight have changed with
time. A meta-analysis of 54 studies involving over 53,000
women with breast cancer and 100,000 control subjects
concluded that use of the COCP was associated with a
small increase in the risk of breast cancer. The increased
risk persists for 10 years after stopping the pill [16]. The
relative risk for current users was 1. 24; for 1–4 years
after stopping, 1.16; and for 5–9 years after stopping,
1.07. After 10 years the relative risk was the same as that
of non-users. Although the relative risk was higher for
women who started the pill at a young age, there was lit-
tle added effect from the duration of use, dose or type of
hormone. Ever-users were significantly less likely (RR 0.
88) to havemetastatic disease even if they had stopped the
pill more than 10 years earlier. Amore recent case control
study involving 8000 women including women over 35,
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suggested no increased risk of breast cancer (RR 1.0 95%
CI 0.8–1.3); however, the upper limit of the confidence
interval is in keeping with the much larger meta-analysis.
In the RCGP study no increase in the risk of death from
breast cancer was detected [10]. It has been suggested that
starting to use the pill may accelerate the appearance of
breast cancer in susceptible women. Alternatively women
using the pill might have their tumours diagnosed earlier
although it is difficult to explain why a tendency to earlier
diagnosis would persist for years after stopping. Abiolog-
ical effect of combined hormonal contraception remains a
possibility.

Cervical cancer: Data on the risk of cervical cancer among
pill users are also difficult to interpret since barrier meth-
ods confer some protection and any association identified
in epidemiological studies may be simply the result of
inadequate adjustment for sexual behaviour. In a recent
meta-analysis of 10 case control studies, women with per-
sistent infectionwith human papilloma virus (HPV) using
hormonal contraception (mainly combined) formore than
5 years had an increased relative risk of cervical can-
cer of 2.8. Hormonal contraceptive use for longer than
10 years increased the relative risk to 4.0. Thus, despite
concerns that sexual behaviour among women using dif-
ferent methods of contraception may be confounding,
evidence is mounting for a real association between the
use of CHC and cervical cancer. However, pill users are a
captive population for cervical screening.

Recent evidence has suggested an increased risk of ade-
nocarcinoma among long-term users but this is a rare
tumour.

Liver cancer: Benign hepatic adenoma is a rare conse-
quence of COC use.

Ovarian, endometrial and colon cancer: There is substan-
tial evidence that COCP use protects against ovarian and
endometrial cancer. There is a 50% reduction in the risk
of epithelial ovarian cancer after 5 years use of the COC.
The protective effect lasts for at least 10 years after pill
use stops. The effect may be related to the reduction in
the total number of ovulations, and therefore rupture of
the ovarian capsule, experienced in a lifetime. COCP use
also reduces the risk of endometrial cancer. The effect is
strongly related to the duration of use (20% reduction in
risk after 1 year, 50% after 4 years) and is sustained for
perhaps as long as 15 years after stopping the pill. There
is also some evidence to suggest that CHC may confer
protection against colon cancer.

PRACTICAL PRESCRIBING

WHO has recently updated their evidence-based guide-
line on how to use contraceptives – The Selected Practice

Recommendations for Contraceptive use [17]. Adapted
slightly by the FFPRHC [18] for UK practice, this docu-
mentgives adviceonpractical aspects ofuseof allmethods
of contraception.

The FFPRHC recommends a 30 µg EE containing pill
in combination with a second generation progestogen as
the pill of choice for new users on the grounds that such
pills are the safest and cheapest (all pill types appear to be
equally effective) [19].

Women should be carefully instructed as to how to use
the pill or patch and what to do when mistakes are made.
Many women choose or are advised to have a break from
using hormonal contraception for a few months. While
most cardiovascular risks decline when the method is
stopped, they recuras soonas it is restartedandunplanned
pregnancies commonly occur during such breaks. Most
women who stop the pill regain normal fertility within
3 months. Secondary amenorrhoea is almost always the
result of abnormalities present before the method was
started (such as polycystic ovarian syndrome) but regu-
lar withdrawal bleeds mask these conditions. There is no
evidence for any adverse effect on the fetus as a result of
past or current pill use.

Key points

• CHC is available in a range of delivery systems.
• The main action of CHC is to suppress ovulation.
• The length of the hormone-fnt free interval is crucial to
efficacy.
• The COC reduces the risk of ovarian and endometrial
cancer by 50%.
• CHC is contraindicated in women with arterial and
venous disease.
• Third generation progestogens may increase the risk of
venous thromboembolism.
• Current users of the COC have an increased risk of
breast cancer (RR 1.24).
• The perfect-use failure rate for the COC is 0.1/HWY, the
typical-use failure rate is 8 per 100.

PROGESTOGEN-ONLY CONTRACEPTION

Progestogen-only contraception (POC) avoids the side
effects of oestrogen. It is available in a wide variety of
delivery systems including oral, injectables, implants and
intrauterine systems (IUS). Implants and the IUS last for
3 and 5 years respectively. POC is much less commonly
used than combined hormonal contraception and there
are fewer data, particularly on the risks associated with
long-term use.
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THE METHODS

Oral

Anumber of types of progeotogen only pills (POP) (often
called mini-pills) are available in the UK. The older for-
mulations of POP contain a very low dose of second
generationprogestogenwhich inconsistently inhibits ovu-
lation. The newest POP (Cerazette�) contains the third
generation progestogen desogestrel at a dose sufficient to
inhibit ovulation in almost every cycle [20].

Injectable

Long-acting injections of norethisterone-enanthate (NET-
En) and depot medroxyprogesterone acetate (DMPA,
Depo-Provera�)are both highly effective. Depo-Provera�

is given by deep intramuscular injection, 150 mg every
12 weeks. NET-En is administered every 8 weeks (at least
initially). It is not licensed for long-term use in the UK
and has to be warmed before it can be drawn up into
the syringe. A new micronized preparation of DMPA is
likely to become available in 2007. Since it is a lower dose
(104 mg DMPA), it is administered subcutaneously and
can be self-administered.

Subdermal

The first contraceptive implant to become available was
Norplant� but this has not been marketed in the UK for
over 5 years. Implanon� is a single rod, containing 68 mg
3-keto-desogestrel (a metabolite of desogestrel) providing
contraception for 3 years. The initial release rate of 60–
70 µg/day falls gradually to around 25–30 µg/day at the
end of 3 years. Implanon� is preloaded into a sterile dis-
posable inserter and is inserted subdermally on the inner
aspect of the non-dominant arm above the elbow. It is
inserted and removed using local anaesthetic.

Intrauterine

The IUS (Mirena�) has a T-shaped plastic frame with
a reservoir on the vertical stem containing 52 mg lev-
onorgestrel (LNG) releasing 20 µg LNG/day for at least
5 years [21]. The IUS is inserted and removed using
the same procedures as for copper IUD insertion (see
Intrauterspine device, p.310) although the stem of the IUS
is bigger and difficulties with insertion may be experi-
enced particularly in women with a small uterus (such as
following prolonged use of DMPA). Mirena� is licensed
for the management of menorrhagia and is increasingly
being used to deliver the progestogen component of
hormone replacement therapy.

MECHANISM OF ACTION

All methods of POC have a number of mechanisms
of action. Depo-Provera� Implanon� and Cerazette�

inhibit ovulation. Lower-dose methods (older pill formu-
lations and Norplant�) inhibit ovulation only inconsis-
tently. All POC, regardless of the route of administration,
affect cervical mucus reducing sperm penetrability and
transport, and all (but particularly the LNG-IUS which
has little effect on ovarian activity but causes marked
endometrial atrophy) have an effect on the endometrium
compromising implantation if ovulation and fertilization
occur.

EFFICACY

Failure rates for the progestogen-onlymethods are shown
in Table 32.2. The older POPs (containing low doses of
second generation gestogens) have higher failure rates
than the combined pill. The reduced efficacy is due partly
to the fact that many women continue to ovulate, and
partly because the POP has a shorter half-life in the circu-
lation so that missing even just one pill may interfere with
contraceptive efficacy. The desogestrel-containing POP is
believed to have failure rates equivalent to those of the
COCPas ovulation is consistently inhibited. TheLNG-IUS
lasts for 5 years but there are data demonstrating contin-
ued effectiveness for up to 7 years. Although not licensed
beyond 5 years, extended use for up to 7 years may be dis-
cussed with older women who have amenorrhoea since
the risks of perforation, expulsion and infection are all
highest during the first few weeks after insertion (and
re-insertion). Implanon� is effective (and licensed) for
3 years; there are no data on use beyond this time.

INDICATIONS AND CONTRAINDICATIONS

POC is commonly prescribed for women in whom estro-
gen is absolutelyor relatively contraindicated, for example
womenwith cardiovascular disease, migraine, diabetes or
mild hypertension. In the UK, breastfeeding women are
advised to use POC since estrogen impairs milk produc-
tion. Contraindications (MECconditions 3)whichapply to
all progestogen-only methods are shown in Table 32.6. In
many countries regulatory authorities still insist on a long
list of contraindications which apply to the combined pill.

SIDE EFFECTS

Minor side effects

Bleeding disturbances. The commonest side effect and
cause for discontinuationof POC is anunacceptable bleed-
ing pattern. This includes amenorrhoea if women have
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Table 32.6 WHO Medical Eligibility Criteria category 3
conditions (relative contraindications) for use of
progestogen-only methods

Breastfeeding at less than 6 weeks post-partum (all methods)
Current deep-vein thrombosis (DVT) pulmonary embolism (all
methods)

Previous breast cancer with no evidence of disease for 5 years
(all methods)

Active viral hepatitis (all methods)
Benign hepatic adenoma (all methods)
Severe decompensated cirrhosis (all methods)
Benign hepatic adenoma (all methods)
Malignant hepatoma (all methods)
Current or history of ischaemic heart disease or stroke
(injections, starting or continuing; continuation of
progestogen-only pills or implants)

Migraine with aura (continuation of all progestogen-only
methods)

Unexplained vaginal bleeding (injections and implants)
Use of certain drugs: rifampicin (rifampin), griseofulvin,
phenytoin, carbamazine, barbiturates, primidone
(progestogen-only pills; implants)

Multiple risk factors for arterial cardiovascular disease
(injections only)

Systolic blood pressure >160 or diastolic >100 mmHg
(injections only)

Vascular disease (injections only)
Diabetes with nephropathy, other vascular disease or disease
duration of >20 years (injections only)

not been forewarned that it may happen or find that
they do not like it. Low-dose progestogen-only methods
(pills and implants) are associated with a high incidence
of irregular vaginal bleeding. This is due partly to their
effect on ovarian function. In the normal cycle ovulation
determines regular menstruation. Inconsistent ovulation
and fluctuating endogenous oestrogen production from
irregular follicle growth provide a recipe for irregular
bleeding. However, there is also evidence to suggest
that progestogen-only methods directly affect the vas-
culature of the endometrium increasing the chance of
bleeding. Bleeding patterns differ according to the dose
of progestogen and the route of administration.

Oral:Around 50%ofwomen using the classical POPs con-
tinue to ovulate and therefore they menstruate regularly.
Ten percent will experience complete suppression of fol-
licular development and will have amenorrhoea. The rest
will have inconsistent ovulation (often with a short luteal
phase), or follicular development only and will bleed
irregularly. Up to 20% of women using the desogestrel-
containing POP will experience amenorrhoea while the
rest are likely to have irregular bleeding since ovulation is
inhibited.

Injectable: The high dose of progestogen in Depo-
Provera� inhibits ovulation and by the end of 1 year of
use, 70% of women have either infrequent scanty vagi-
nal bleeding or amenorrhoea. Heavy prolonged bleeding
may be a problem in around 2% of women. The cause
is unknown and often leads to discontinuation of the
method.

Subdermal:Menstrual disturbance is the norm; up to 20%
of users experience amenorrhoea and almost all the rest
will have irregular, unpredictable bleeding. Heavy bleed-
ing is uncommon and measured blood loss is much less
than that experienced during a normal menstrual cycle.
Manywomendo not like the unpredictability of the bleed-
ing; even very light bleeding is unacceptable if it lasts
for days on end. Patterns do not become more regular
with time as the dose of progestogen remains sufficient to
inhibit ovulation for the full 3 years (unlike Norplant�).

Intrauterine: While women using the LNG-IUS continue
to develop ovarian follicles and ovulate, most have amen-
orrhoea or only very light occasional bleeding because the
presence of high concentrations of LNG in the uterine cav-
ity induces endometrial atrophy. However, it takes time
for atrophy to occur andmost women experience frequent
and often persistent spotting for 3 to 6 months after IUS
insertion. LNG-IUS users can be reassured that bleeding
patterns will improve with time.

Long-term use of both implants and the IUS (for which
upfront costs are high) is essential for cost-effectiveness,
and careful counselling about menstrual irregularities is
vital to avoid premature discontinuation.

Irregular bleeding in association with both Depo-
Provera� and Implanon� can be temporarily alleviated
by the administration of oestrogens (simply by adding the
combinedpill) but this is only suitable as a short-termsolu-
tion. Aspirin and vitamin E have both been shown to be
ineffective for this purpose.

Persistent follicles/follicular cysts. The effect of the low-
dose POCs on ovarian activity also results in a relatively
high incidence of functional ovarian cysts or, more accu-
rately, persistent follicles. It has been estimated that one
in five women using the POP will have a ’cyst’ demon-
strable by ultrasound, and they are common among IUS
users. Usually asymptomatic, persistent follicles can cause
abdominal pain or dyspareunia. Most will disappear with
menstruation and so treatment should be conservative.

Other ‘hormonal’ side effects. These include headache,
nausea, bloating, breast tenderness and weight and mood
change – all common in women not using hormonal con-
traception. They often settle with time but if not may be
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alleviated by changing to a different progestogen. Depo-
Provera�, however, is associated with weight gain and
womenmaygain asmuch as 16 kg after 2 years of use. Oily
skinand acne can be a problem particularly with the more
androgenic progestogens – LNG and NET. Some studies
have suggested an increased risk of ectopic pregnancy.
This has not been confirmed although methods of contra-
ception which do not prevent ovulation are more likely to
be associated with ectopic pregnancies than those which
prevent ovulation.

Delay in the resumption of fertility. Fertility returns rapidly
after stopping low-dose POC. It may take up to 1 year,
however, for normal fertility to return following cessation
ofDepo-Provera�. Womenoften complain of ’ feeling pre-
menstrual’ despite continuing amenorrhoea. They can be
assured that there is no permanent impairment of fertil-
ity but this delay makes Depo-Provera� an inappropriate
method for women wishing short-term contraception.

Sexually transmitted infection. Anumber of studies under-
taken in the late 1980s and early 1990s suggested that
the use of hormonal contraception may be associated
with an increased risk of chlamydia and gonorrhoea.
Hormonal contraceptive use is common and so are sex-
ually transmitted infections (STI). Most of the studies
have been cross-sectional in design, have used insensi-
tive tests for chlamydia infection and most have failed
to control for potential confounding factors such as sex-
ual behaviour. A study involving over 800 women in the
USA[22] suggested that the use of Depo-Provera� but not
of oral contraception was significantly associated with an
increased risk of chlamydia and gonorrhoea after adjust-
ing for other risk factors (HR forDepo-Provera 3.6; 1.6–8.5:
HR for the OC 1.5; 0.6–3.5). It has been suggested that
sinceDepo-Provera� causeshypo-oestrogenism, thinning
of thevaginal epitheliummay increase the riskof infection.
Further studies need to be done to determine whether the
link between and STIs is causal or merely related to sexual
behaviour.

Serious side effects

Because progestogen-only methods are much less widely
used than the combined pill, data on long-term risks
are sparse. Long-term (5 years) follow-up of over 16,000
women using Norplant reported no significant excess of
any health problems including cardiovascular disease and
neoplasia.

Cardiovascular disease. There is no evidence for an
increase in the risk of stroke, myocardial infarction or VTE
in association with POC. Any association between VTE

and progestogen used for the treatment of gynaecologi-
cal conditions such as anovulatory dysfunctional uterine
bleeding may be due to prescriber bias since the COC –
often the method of choice – is contraindicated in women
with known risk factors for VTE.

Malignant disease. Depo-Provera� confers a high degree
of protection against endometrial carcinoma but although
it should theoretically also protect against ovarian cancer
there are asyet nodata to support this. There arenodataon
risks of cervical cancer although it is thought that all hor-
monal contraception may play a promoting role. Recent
concern that the progestogen component ofHRTmay con-
tribute to the increased risk of breast cancer has raised
concerns about POC. The large meta-analysis on breast
cancer and hormonal contraception included a small per-
centage of POP (0.8%) and injectable (1.5%) users [16]. Use
of the POP within the last 5 years was associated with a
very small but statistically significant increase in relative
risk of breast cancer (1.17%). The same increase among
injectable-users was not, however, significant. For both
methods the relative risk had returned to normal 5 years
after stopping.

Bonemineral density. Complete inhibition of ovulation by
Depo-Provera� causes hypo-oestrogenism and amenor-
rhoea. Hypo-oestrogenism is associated with a reduction
in bonemineral density (BMD). It has been recognized for
some time that current use of Depo-Provera� is associ-
ated with a loss of BMD when compared with non-users.
This may be more of an issue with very young women
who have not yet achieved peak bone mass. Results of
cross-sectional studies are limited and inconsistent; how-
ever, two prospective studies have reported statistically
significant decreases in BMDover two years amongDepo-
Provera� users aged between 12 and 21 compared with
users of non-hormonal contraception [23,24]. While cur-
rent DMPA users in older age groups do seem to have
a decreased BMD compared with non-users, limited evi-
dence suggest that women who stop using DMPA before
the menopause can regain lost bone mass. There is, how-
ever, some concern about women over 40, who may
not recover normal BMD after stopping Depo-Provera�

before they inevitably losemore bonewhen they reach the
menopause. While the data on BMD across all age groups
is consistent, only one study has examined fracture risk
and thiswas amongwomenof amean age of 21. Therewas
no significant association between use of Depo-Provera�

and the risk of stress fractures after adjusting for base-
line BMD. In the UK the Committe on Safety of Medicines
(CSM) has very recently advised that
• In adolescents, Depo-Provera� may be used as first-
line contraception but only after other methods have been
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discussedwith the patient and considered to be unsuitable
or unacceptable.
• In women of all ages, careful re-evaluation of the risks
and benefits of treatment should be carried out in those
who wish to continue use for more than 2 years.
• In women with significant lifestyle and or medical risk
factors for osteoporosis, other methods of contraception
should be considered.

The CSMdoes not advise howwomenwhowish to con-
tinue Depo-Provera� should be evaluated after 2 years of
use. However, the Faculty of Family Planning and Repro-
ductive Healthcare in the UK cautions against using BMD
scans which are unlikely to help in the decision-making
process.

There are no sound data which demonstrate an
effect of low-dose progestogen-only methods on BMD.
Whether women who experience amenorrhoea while
using Implanon� or the POP are at any risk is unknown.

Key points

• POC is available in a wide range of delivery systems.
• The dose of progestogen determines the mode of action
and side effects.
• Irregular vaginal bleeding is a common reason for
discontinuation of low-dose POC which do not inhibit
ovarian activity completely.
• Despite normal ovarian activity the LNG-IUS is associ-
ated with amenorrhoea because of endometrial atrophy.
• Depo-Provera� inhibits ovarian activity completely
and most users have amenorrhoea.
• There are few data on long-term safety. Theoretically
POC are safer than CHC.
• POCdoesnot increase the riskof cardiovasculardisease.
• Depo-Provera� is associated with decreased BMD.
• Depo-Provera� may be associated with an increased
risk of some sexually transmitted infections.

Intrauterine device

Seven copper-containing intrauterine devices (IUD) are
currently available in theUK. Six have a plastic framewith
copper wire wound round the stem or copper sleeves on
the end of the arms. The amount of copper varies from 250
to 375mm2. One IUD is frameless (GyneFix�) and consists
of six copper beads on a nylon thread. A knot at the top
end of the thread is inserted into the fundal myometrium,
the top and bottom copper beads are crimped to hold the
string of beads in place. In all devices a tail protrudes
through the cervical canal into the upper part of the vagina
allowing easy removal. IUDs containing at least 300 mm2

of copper have the lowest failure rates. Devices contain-
ing 250 mm2 are licensed for 3 years, the T-Safe Cu 380A

for 8 years and the remainder for 5 years. The FFPRHC
advises that an IUD inserted at or after the age of 40 can
be retained until contraception is no longer required (i.e.
beyond the licensed duration) [25]. There are good data to
demonstrate efficacy up to 10 years for some devices and
since the risks of perforation, infection and expulsion are
all highest around the time of IUD insertion itmakes sense
to discuss prolonged continuation with the user.

Efficacy

In aWHO sponsored study of an IUD containing 380mm2

copper, the failure rate was 1 per 100 women in the
first year of use. Over 5 years of use, cumulative preg-
nancy rates for devices containing at least 300 mm2 are
around 2%.

Mechanism of action

IUDs stimulate a marked inflammatory reaction in the
uterus. The concentration ofmacrophages and leucocytes,
prostaglandins and various enzymes in both uterine and
tubal fluid increase significantly. It is thought that these
effects are toxic to both sperm and egg and interfere with
sperm transport. If a healthy fertilized egg reaches the
uterine cavity implantation is inhibited.

Contraindications

There are very fewwomen for whom a copper IUD is con-
traindicated. Ahistory ofmalignant trophoblastic disease,
endometrial cancer or pelvic TB and current STI or PID
(pelvic inflammatory disease) are the onlyWHOMEC cat-
egory 4 conditions. Women at risk of STI andwomenwith
HIV or AIDS can use a copper IUD but should be care-
fully counselled about safe sex and additional condom
use should be promoted. Unexplained vaginal bleeding
should be investigated before IUD insertion and a dis-
torted uterine cavity (due for example to fibroids) may
make insertion impossible.

Side effects

MENSTRUAL DISTURBANCE

The effect of the IUD – particularly the effect on local
prostaglandins – on the endometrium tends to cause
increasedmenstrual bleeding and dysmenorrhoea. Bleed-
ing can be both heavier and more prolonged particularly
during the first 3 to 6 months of use. In clinical trials up to
15%ofwomenwill discontinue for these reasons. Removal
rates for bleeding and pain are similar when the frameless
Gynefix� is compared with a framed device containing
380 mm2 copper.
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DYSMENORRHOEA

The presence of an IUD in the uterus is associated with an
increased incidence of dysmenorrhoea. There is no good
evidence that dysmenorrhoea is less amongwomen using
the frameless device.

ECTOPIC PREGNANCY

A meta-analysis of case control studies demonstrated no
increase in the risk of ectopic pregnancy among current
users, but the risk was increased among past users (OR
1.4; 95% CI 1.23–1.59) [26]. The absolute risk of any preg-
nancy is very lowamong IUDusers and the annual ectopic
pregnancy rate is 0.02per 100womenyears comparedwith
0.3–0.5 for women not using contraception.

PELVIC INFECTION

The risk of pelvic infection associated with IUD use has
been overestimated. A meta-analysis suggested that the
risk had halved during the 1980s [27]. Infection is most
likely to occur during the first 20 days following inser-
tion. Thereafter the risk of developing infection is not
significantly higher than that among women using no
contraception (<1.5 per 1000 women years). The risk
can be reduced by using aseptic techniques during inser-
tion and by restricting the method to women who do
not have multiple partners and whose partners do not
have multiple partners. Marital status and parity are
really irrelevant to the risk of PID. Screening for STI is
recommended prior to insertion in areas where the preva-
lence of infection is high and among individual women
with known risk behaviours (includingwomen under 25).
Pelvic actinomyscosis can rarely occur in association with
IUDuse.Actinomyscosis-likeorganisms (ALOs)are some-
times seen on smears but if the patient is symptom free the
IUD can be left and the smear repeated 6–12 months later.
If there are symptoms the IUD should be removed avoid-
ing contamination from the vagina and, after cutting off
the tails which will be contaminated, sent for culture.

Insertion and removal

An IUD can be inserted at any time in the cycle if it can
be reasonably certain the woman is not pregnant. Oth-
erwise insertion should be limited to the first 7 days of
the cycle. Post-partum insertion should be delayed until
4 weeks after childbirth for all women including breast-
feedingwomen.An IUDcan be inserted immediately after
spontaneous or therapeutic abortion although expulsion
rates may be higher in second trimester abortions. Unless
pregnancy is desired, removal should only be undertaken

in the late luteal phase or in the first 7 days of the cycle.
In menopausal women the IUD should be left in for one
year after the last menstrual period. If the IUD threads are
not visible or snap during removal it may be possible to
remove the devicewith a specially designed hook or a pair
of artery forceps.

PERFORATION

Perforation of the uterus may occur at the time of inser-
tion although it is often unnoticed. In large clinical trials it
occurs in 1.3 of every 1000 insertions. Routine follow-up
6 weeks after insertion allows perforations to be detected.
Absent threads should be investigated by ultrasound. At
this stage the IUD can often be retrieved laparoscopically;
left for months, local adhesion formation often necessi-
tates laparotomy. The length of the uterine cavity should
be measured using a sound and a tenaculum should be
used at insertion to reduce the risk of perforation.

EXPULSION

The risk of expulsion is around 1 in 20. It is most common
in the first 3months of use andusually occurs duringmen-
struation. Many clinicians advise that IUD users should
regularly check to feel the IUD strings to detect expulsion.
In reality this is often not easy to do and probably results
in more anxiety than it prevents unrecognized expulsion.

Key points

• The IUD is a very effective method of contraception,
lasting for at least 5 years, which can be used by unmar-
ried, nulliparous women.
• Devices containing less than 300 mm2 copper have
higher failure rates and should not be used routinely.
• If an IUD is inserted after age 40 it can be left in place
until contraception is no longer required.
• The commonest side effect (and commonest reason for
premature removal) is heavy bleeding.
• The risk of ectopic pregnancy is enormously reduced
compared with women using no contraception.
• The risk of pelvic infection has been overemphasized
and by 3 weeks after insertion is not increased. Women
with risk factors for STI should be screened before inser-
tion but the IUD is not contraindicated.

Emergency contraception

Emergency contraception (EC) is defined as any drug or
device used after intercourse to prevent pregnancy. One
marketed hormonal method (levonelle-2, LNG 1.5 mg
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taken as a single dose within 72 h of intercourse) is avail-
able in the UK. The Yuzpe regimen, a combination of
100µg ethinyloestradiol and 0.5mgLNG taken twicewith
the two doses separated by 12 h is no longermarketed, but
the same hormones are available in some brands of COC
if levonelle-2 is unavailable.

Mechanism of action

Levonorgestrel 1.5 mg (LNG-EC) inhibits or delays ovula-
tion if it is taken in the early to mid-follicular phase of the
cycle. The risk of pregnancy at this time is less than 20%.
Within 48 h of ovulation, when the risk of pregnancy is
around 30%, LNG-EC appears to be ineffective in inhibit-
ing ovulation. If ovulation does occur abnormalities of the
luteal phase are common but the effect of these on fertility
is unclear. There is no evidence that LNG-ED interferes
with implantation.

Efficacy

There has never been a placebo-controlled trial of EC effec-
tiveness and accurate estimates of efficacy are difficult to
make. Many women are unsure of the exact date of their
last menstrual period and most do not ovulate on exactly
the same day each cycle. The majority of women who
use emergency contraception are of unproven fertility and
many use it after an accident with a condom which may
not in fact have resulted in the leakage of seminal fluid.
The chance of conception following one act of intercourse
has been calculated to be around27%per cycle so that even
without emergency contraception over 70%ofwomenwill
not conceive. While it has been suggested that LNG-EC
may prevent as many as 90% of pregnancies, particularly
if it is used soon after intercourse, this figure is proba-
bly a huge overestimate. Beyond 72 h after intercourse,
given the likelymechanism of action, LNG-EC is even less
effective.

Side effects

LNG-EC is free from side effects. Subsequent menses nor-
mally occur at the expected time. Few data are available
on the safety of LNG-EC but the World Health Organi-
zation advises that there are no contraindications to its
use [7].There is no evidence that the regime is teratogenic
should it fail to prevent pregnancy.

The copper IUD (but not the LNG-IUS) is a highly effec-
tive emergency contraceptive with failure rates of less
than 1%. In the UK it is used for up to 5 days after the
estimated day of ovulation, which may be more than
5 days after intercourse. It is particularly appropriate
for women who wish to continue the IUD as a long-
term method of contraception. Most women requesting

emergency contraception are however young and nulli-
parous and it can sometimes be difficult to insert a device.
Simultaneous antibiotic treatment for chlamydia infection
is recommended for women at risk.

Use of emergency contraception

In 2003 6% of women of reproductive age had used emer-
gency contraception at least once in the past year. Among
women aged 16–17 that figure rose to 20%. A number of
studies suggest that around 11% of women presenting for
abortion in the UKused emergency contraception to try to
prevent the pregnancy. More than seven studies, under-
taken in a variety of countries and settings, and using
a variety of methods of emergency contraception, have
shown that advanced provision of EC (giving a supply
to be kept until needed) increases use. It also encourages
earlier use and, except in adolescents, does not lead to the
abandonment of more reliable methods of contraception.
Increased use of EC, however, has not as yet been shown
to reduce abortion rates.

Key points

• LNG-EC can be given within 72 h of unprotected
intercourse.
• LNG-EC inhibits ovulation if given early in the cycle
but not if given in the peri-ovulatory phase. There is no
evidence that it inhibits implantation.
• Efficacy of LNG-EC is uncertain and has probably been
exaggerated.
• Advanced provision of EC encourages use.
• A copper IUD can be inserted up to 5 days after
ovulation for post-coital use and is about 99% effective.

Sterilization

In Britain almost 50% of couples aged 35–44 are using
either male or female sterilization as their method of con-
traception. Vasectomy is safer, cheaper and performed
under local anaesthesia. The ability to check for efficacy
(with semen analysis) is a clear advantage when male is
compared with female sterilization. Male fertility, how-
ever, continues well beyond that of women and these
differences should be discussed during counselling. For
detailed evidence-based guidance on male and female
sterilization see the RCOG (Royal College of Obsteticians
and Gynaecologists) Clinical Guideline [28].

Female sterilization

Female sterilization usually involves blocking both Fal-
lopian tubes via laparotomy, mini-laparotomy, or more
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commonlyby laparoscopy. Bilateral salpingectomyorhys-
terectomy may be preferable when there is coexistent
gynaecological pathology. Mini-laparotomy and laparo-
scopic sterilization are probably equally safe and effective
although laparoscopy is quicker and associated with less
minormorbidity. Mini-laparotomy is preferredwhen ster-
ilization is performed immediately post-partumwhen the
uterus is large, the pelvis very vascular, and the risks of
laparoscopy increased. A variety of techniques exists for
occluding the tube; for laparoscopic sterilization Filshie
clips or rings should be the method of choice. The pre-
ferred method of tubal occlusion during laparotomy and
mini-laparotomy is the Pomeroy technique where a loop
of tube is tied and excised. Diathermy of the tubes is asso-
ciated with an increased risk of ectopic pregnancy and
is more difficult to reverse. Moreover there can be seri-
ous complications if adjoining structures (most commonly
bowel) are burnt. Rings are associatedwith a higher risk of
haemorrhage from, or avulsion of, the tube and because
of ischaemia of the loop caught in the ring cause much
more post-operative pain. The RCOG recommends topi-
cal application of local anaesthesia to the Fallopian tubes
whenever mechanical occlusive devices are being applied
(evenwhen general anaesthesia is used) since this reduces
post-operative pain. Clips destroy less length of tube than
rings but the higher failure rate in the USA study may
reflect the fact that clip placement is technically more dif-
ficult than the application of rings or diathermy. Filshie
clips are easier to apply than the Hulka Clemens variety
and allow occlusion of thicker tubes. Post-partum ster-
ilization using mechanical occlusion rather than partial
salpingectomy has a much higher failure rate.

A number of chemical agents have been tested for their
ability to occlude the Fallopian tube when instilled into
the tube either directly or transcervically via the uterus.
A quinacrine pellet (252 mg) is inserted into the uterine
cavity through a modified IUD inserter passed through
the cervix. Two insertions, 1 month apart, are made dur-
ing the follicular phase of the cycle. Inflammation and
fibrosis cause occlusion of the intramural segment of the
tube and a failure rate of 2.6% after 1 year of follow-up
is reported. The method is cheap and can easily be per-
formed by non-medical personnel. However, the safety
of quinacrine sterilization has not yet been determined
and morbidity appears to be higher than with surgical
procedures. Although widely used in some parts of Asia,
the technique has not been approved in any developed
country.

Anewmethod of female sterilization has become avail-
able in the US and some parts of Europe. It is being
provided in some areas of the UK, but is still under eval-
uation. The device, ESSURE� is an expanding spring
measuring 2 mm in diameter and 4 cm in length made

of titanium, stainless steel and nickel containing dacron
fibres. Using hysteroscopyunder local anaesthesia ormild
sedation in an outpatient setting, the device is inserted via
the cavity of the uterus into the proximal section of the
Fallopian tube. The device induces a local inflammatory
response and, eventually, fibrosis of the intramural tubal
lumen. A number of studies have evaluated the efficacy,
safety and acceptability of this procedure as an alternative
to laparoscopic tubal sterilization, which usually requires
general anaesthesia and hospitalization. Bilateral device
placement is achieved in between 85 and 95% of patients.
As yet follow-up is limited, but one trial from Australia
reported no pregnancies among 111 women followed-up
for 2 years.

EFFICACY

Aprospective studyof over 10,000women in theUSAcom-
pared the cumulative pregnancy rate 10 years after steril-
izationwith avariety ofdifferentmethods [29]. Theoverall
pregnancy rate after 10 years was 18.5/1000 procedures.
In this survey 33% of the pregnancies which occurred
(excluding luteal phase pregnancies) were ectopic and the
failure rate was higher among women sterilized before
the age of 28. The longest period of follow-up data avail-
able for the Filshie clip suggests a failure rate of 2–3/1000
procedures after 10 years. The RCOG recommends telling
women that the lifetime risk of failure is 1 in 200.

THE TIMING OF FEMALE STERILIZATION

Should sterilization be undertaken in association with
pregnancy, women should be made aware of the possi-
bility of regret and of potential increased failure rates.
The RCOG advised that consent for sterilization should
be obtained at least 1 week prior to Cesarean section if the
two procedures are to be combined. It is seldom possible
to arrange sterilization for a particular time of the cycle
and women should continue using their current method
of contraception until surgery. It is not necessary to stop
the combined pill before sterilization as the risk of throm-
boembolic complications is negligible. If an IUD is in situ
it should be removed at the time of sterilization, unless
the operation is being done at midcycle and intercourse
has taken place within the previous few days in which
case it can be removed after the next menstrual period.
The date of the last menstrual period should be checked
pre-operatively. The RCOG recommends a routine preg-
nancy test on the day of sterilization as this significantly
reduces the rate of undetected luteal phase pregnancies.
Dilatation and curettage (D&C) at the time of sterilization
is not usually performed. If it is intended as ameans to ter-
minate a luteal phase pregnancy it might be illegal unless
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the terms of theAbortionAct are beingmet. It may also be
ineffective since the blastocyst is tiny and may be missed.

IMMEDIATE COMPLICATIONS

1 Themortality from laparoscopic sterilization is less than
8 per 100,000 operations. The commonest cause of death
is anaesthesia.
2 Damage to major blood vessels, bowel or other inter-
nal organs may occur during the procedure and is usually
recognized at the time of operation.
3 Gas embolism.
4 Thromboembolic disease is rare, but more likely imme-
diately post-partum.
5 Wound infection.
It has been suggested that the operative complication rate
is higher when sterilization is done at the same time as
therapeutic abortion; however, the rate is less than that of
the two separate procedures added together, but there is
an increase in the failure rate.

LONG-TERM COMPLICATIONS

1 Menstrual disorders –Anumber of studies havedemon-
strated an increased incidence of gynaecological consulta-
tion andof hysterectomy following sterilizationdespite no
demonstrable change in menstrual blood loss. Changes in
menstrual bleeding patterns are inevitable with advanc-
ing age and after stopping the combined pill. Women
who have been sterilized may be more likely to seek
or accept hysterectomy as they are no longer capable of
childbearing.
2 Abdominal pain and dyspareunia may occur after ster-
ilization and are said to be more common after cautery.
Repeat laparoscopy usually fails to demonstrate any
pathology and the symptoms may sometimes be a mani-
festation of regret.
3 Psychological and psychosexual problems are rare and
when they do arise tend to do so in those who have had
problems before sterilization. Many studies report a better
mental state after sterilization.
4 Bowel obstruction from adhesions is a very rare compli-
cation.

Vasectomy

Division or occlusion of the vas deferens prevents the pas-
sage of sperm. Division alone is associated with a high
failure rate; it should be accompanied by fascial interpo-
sition or diathermy. The vas can be ligated or occluded
with clips or by diathermy; clips appear to be associ-
ated with a higher failure rate and are not recommended.
Percutaneous injection of sclerosing agents or occlusive

substances such as silicone is used in China. It has been
claimed that the silicone plug can be removed and the
vasectomy successfully reversed. No one method seems
to be more effective than any other but the ‘no scalpel
vasectomy,’ which obviates the need for a skin incision, is
associated with a reduced incidence of haemorrhage and
infection. No scalpel vasectomy is recommended in the
RCOG guidelines.

The success of the procedure is verified by the absence
of sperm from two consecutive samples of ejaculate col-
lected at least 4 weeks apart. Histological examination
of the excised portion of the vas is not necessary unless
there is doubt about their identity. The time taken for
azoospermia development depends on the frequency of
intercourse; it is estimated that some 20 ejaculations are
required and in the UK seminal fluid is usually examined
at 12 and 16weeks. Contraceptionmust be continueduntil
confirmation of two negative results has been received.

EFFICACY

Even after azoospermia has been confirmed there is a
failure rate of around 1 in 2000 procedures. In a small
number of men non-motile sperm persist after vasec-
tomy. No pregnancies have been reported when less than
10,000 non-motile sperm/ml are found in a fresh specimen
produced at least 7 months after the vasectomy.

IMMEDIATE COMPLICATIONS

Scrotal bruising occurs in almost everyone, haematoma
(1–2%) andwound infection (up to 5%) are commonminor
complications.

LATE COMPLICATIONS

1 The development of antisperm antibodies (thought to
be in response to leakage of sperm) occurs in most men
and appears to be harmless unless restoration of fertility
is desired.
2 Small inflammatory granulomata can form at the cut
ends of the vas – presumably also in response to leaked
sperm. Sperm granulomas may be painful and persistent
but can be effectively excised.
3 Chronic testicular pain of unknown cause can persist in
a very small number of men for years after a vasectomy.
4 Concerns have been raised in the past linking vasec-
tomy with an increased risk of atherosclerosis, testicular
cancer and other, mainly autoimmune, diseases. Several
large studies have failed to substantiate these concerns.
However, an increased riskofprostate cancerhas alsobeen
suggested. Only epidemiological evidence is available and
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Table 32.7 Points to cover when counselling for male or female
sterlization

The reason for the request – some women seek sterilization as a
cure for menstrual dysfunction, sexual problems or abdominal
pain

Age – people under 30 are more likely to regret the decision
Family size and the possibility of wanting children/more
children – couple with no children more likely to experience
regret

Previous and current contraception and any problems
experienced. Some women request sterilization because they
are unable to find any other acceptable method of
contraception. It is particularly important to discuss
long-acting methods which are equally effective but reversible

Which partner should be sterilized
The stability of the relationship and the possibility of its
breakdown

The quality of the couples’ sex life
The procedure
The failure rate
The risks and side effects
Reversibility
The practical arrangements, e.g. continued use of interim
contraception

there seems to be no biological plausibility for such a link,
but further research is required.

Counselling for sterilization

Most couples seeking sterilization have been thinking
about the operation for some considerable time. As many
as 10% of couples may regret being sterilized and 1%
request reversal. Couples sterilized at a young age, imme-
diately post-partumor after therapeutic abortion aremore
likely to experience regret. Achange of partner is the com-
monest reason for requesting reversal. As more than one
in three marriages end in divorce in the UK and many
couples now do not bother to get married, the stability of
the couples’ relationship as well as other factors (listed in
Table 32.7) should be explored during counselling.

Reversal of sterilization

Reversal of female sterilization involves laparotomy, does
not always work (microsurgical techniques are associated
with around 70% success), and carries a significant risk
of ectopic pregnancy (up to 5%). Reversal of vasectomy
is technically feasible in many cases with patency rates
of almost 90% being reported in some series. Pregnancy
rates are much less (up to 60%) perhaps as a result of the
presence of antisperm antibodies. Ovulation should be
confirmed and a normal semen analysis obtained before

reversal is undertaken. Reversal is unlikely to be available
on the NHS in most parts of the UK.

Key points

• Male and female sterilization are common in the UK.
• Female sterilization has a failure rate of 1 in 200 and
vasectomy 1 in 2000 after 10 years.
• Menstrual disorders are common after female steril-
ization but are related to cessation of other methods
of contraception (which affect menstrual bleeding) and
ageing and not to sterilization itself.
• It has been suggested that vasectomymay be associated
with an increased risk of prostate and testicular cancer but
neither has been proven.
• Counselling for sterilization is essential.
• Reversal of sterilization is not always successful.

Barrier methods

Barriermethodswork by preventing the passage of sperm
into the female genital tract.

Male and female condoms

The male condom remains one of the most popular meth-
ods of contraception in the UK, 27% of couples use it
as their main method (Table 32.1). Use increased signif-
icantly after the mid-1980s because of concern over the
spread of HIV and AIDS. The latex condom is cheap,
widely available over the counter and with the exception
of the occasional allergic reaction, is free from side effects.
Polyurethane condoms have not yet proved as effective
for contraception but offer an alternative for people with
latex sensitivity. Condoms are effective in preventing STI,
including HIV [30].

Spermicide alone is not recommended for prevention of
pregnancy as it is only moderately effective. Nonoxynol 9
(N-9) is a spermicidal product sold as a gel, cream, foam,
film or pessary for use with diaphragms or caps. Many
male condoms are lubricatedwithN-9. In response to data
suggesting that frequent use ofN-9might increase the risk
of HIV transmission, the WHO recommends that women
who have multiple daily acts of intercourse or who are
at high risk of HIV infection should not use N-9 (WHO
website). For women at low risk of HIV infection N-9 is
probably not unsafe. Since there is no evidence that lubri-
cating male condoms with N-9 improves efficacy, such
condoms should no longer be promoted.

The female condom is a polyurethane sheath the open
end of which is attached to a flexible polyurethane ring.
A removable ring inside the condom acts as an introducer
and helps keep the device inside the vagina. It comes in
one size with a non-spermicidal lubricant. It is designed
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for single use and is expensive. Failure rates are similar to
those of the male condom (Table 32.2). Designed primar-
ily with the prevention of sexually transmitted infections
in mind, the female condom has not become popular in
the UK.

Diaphragm and cervical cap

The diaphragm (and cap) is much less popular than male
condoms. Both must be fitted by a doctor or nurse and
do not confer the same degree of protection against STI
since the vaginal skin is not covered. Selecting the correct
size of diaphragm is similar to selecting the right size of
vaginal ring for the management of vaginal prolapse (a
skill which appears to be a closely guarded secret). On
vaginal examination with the middle finger in the poste-
rior fornix, the point at which the symphysis pubis abuts
the ulnar border of the index finger is noted. The distance
between that point and the tip of the middle finger is a
guide to the appropriate size of diaphragm. Latex allergy,
recurrent vaginal infections such as bacterial vaginosis or
candida and recurrent urinary tract infection (UTI) are the
only side effects.

Caps fit snugly over the cervix. They are very seldom
used. A new device developed in the USA has limited
availability in the UK (from Family Planning Sales Ltd,
£12.95 each). Femcap� is a silicone rubber device shaped
like an American sailor’s hat. The design was intended
to make the cap easier to fit, and less likely to slip, than
the traditional diaphragm. Since it is said to confer less
pressure on the surrounding vaginal walls it was also
supposed to reduce the risk ofUTI. In a randomizedmulti-
centre study comparing it with a traditional diaphragm,
the failure rate of Femcap� was almost double (1.96 times
that for diaphragm users). Although Femcap� users did
have a lower risk of UTI (odds ratio 0.6, 95% CI 0.4–1.0)
they were much more likely to find the device difficult
to insert and remove and much more likely to experience
dislodgement.

Key points

• Barrier methods all have high failure rates when used
typically.
• Condoms are obtainable over the counter so provision
is not dependent on a health professional.
• Diaphragms and caps must be fitted by a health profes-
sional.
• Male condoms reduce the risk of sexually transmitted
disease including HIV/AIDS.
• Spermicides should not be used alone and if used fre-
quently and in large quantities may increase the risk of
HIV transmission.

Fertility awareness methods/natural
family planning

Few couples in the UK use so-called natural methods
of family planning (NFP) although in some parts of the
world these methods are common. All involve the avoid-
ance of intercourse during the fertile period of the cycle
(periodic abstinence). Methods differ in the way in which
they recognize the fertile period. The simplest is the cal-
endar or rhythm method in which the woman calculates
the fertile period according to the length of her normal
menstrual cycle. The first day of the fertile period is cal-
culated as being the length of the woman’s shortest cycle
minus 20 days, and the last day of the fertile period is the
longest cycleminus 11days. If therefore cycle lengthvaries
from25–31days thepotential fertile period anddayswhen
intercourse should be avoided are days 5–20.

Other approaches use symptoms which reflect fluctu-
ating concentrations of circulating oestrogen and proges-
terone. Themucus or Billingsmethod relies on identifying
changes in the quantity and quality of cervical and vagi-
nal mucus. As circulating oestrogens increase with follicle
growth the mucus becomes clear and stretchy allowing
the passage of sperm. With ovulation, and in the pres-
ence of progesterone, mucus becomes opaque, sticky and
much less stretchy or disappears altogether. Intercourse
must stop when fertile-type mucus is identified and can
start again when infertile-type mucus is recognized. Pro-
gesterone secretion is also associated with a rise in basal
body temperature (BBT) of about 0.5◦C. The BBT method
is thus able to identify the end of the fertile period. Other
signs/symptoms suchas ovulationpain, positionof cervix
and degree of dilatation of the cervical os can be used
additionally to help define the fertile period.

Whatever method is used, many couples find it diffi-
cult always to abstain from intercourse during the fertile
period. Failure rates are high (Table 32.2) and most of the
failures are due to conscious rule breaking. Perfect use
of the mucus method is associated with a failure rate of
only 3.4%. In a study of the mucus method couples who
had completed their families had lower failure rates than
coupleswhowere usingNFPas amethod of birth spacing.

There is no evidence that pregnancies conceived with
ageing gametes (i.e. towards the end of the fertile period)
are associated with a higher risk of congenital malforma-
tions.

Lactational amenorrhoea method

Breastfeedingdelays the resumptionof fertility after child-
birth and the length of the delay is related to the frequency
and duration of breastfeeding episodes and the timing
of the introduction of food other than breast milk (e.g.
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solids). Prolonged breastfeeding can postpone ovulation,
and therefore the risk of pregnancy, for more than a year.
A woman who is fully or nearly fully breastfeeding and
who remains amenorrhoeic has less than a 2% chance of
pregnancy during the first 6 months after childbirth. The
lactational amenorrhoea method or LAM is an algorithm
which enables a woman to determine whether or not her
pattern of infant feeding combined with her pattern of
menstruation, confers effective contraception.

Prospective studies of LAM have demonstrated failure
rates of 0.5–0.6%. In developed countries where aver-
age durations of breastfeeding are short, and where few
women practice full or nearly full breastfeeding beyond
4 months post-partum, LAM is unlikely to be a prac-
tical method of contraception. In developing countries,
however, where women breastfeed for much longer, and
where modern methods of contraception may be expen-
sive and difficult to obtain, the potential to use LAM is
much greater.

Key points

• Periodic abstinenceusing avariety of fertility awareness
methods can prevent pregnancy but depends heavily on
compliance.
• LAM is associated with a 2% pregnancy rate.
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Chapter 33: Termination of pregnancy
Gillian Flett and Allan Templeton

Termination of pregnancy is one of the most commonly
practised gynaecological procedures in Great Britain. Sur-
gical abortion by vacuum aspiration or dilatation and
curettage was the method of choice from the 1960s. How-
ever, the late 1980s and 1990s saw exciting new devel-
opments in medical methods for early abortion and an
improvement of medical methods for midtrimester termi-
nation with the introduction of mifepristone, which has
been one of the most significant developments in fertility
control in recent years. The result has been an extension
of patient choice and a diversification in the provision
of abortion services. 186,000 terminations are performed
annually in England and Wales [1] and around 11,500 in
Scotland [2].Around 1 in 3Britishwomenwill have had an
abortion by the age of 45 [3]. In Britain, over 98% of abor-
tions are undertaken on the grounds that the pregnancy
threatens the mental or physical health of the woman or
her children [1,2]. It is these abortions which form the
focus for this chapter. A minority of abortions are under-
taken because of fetal abnormality and the special legal,
ethical and service issues relating to these merit separate
consideration.

The availability of NHS abortion provision varies con-
siderably and improving timely access to abortion services
is a major sexual health priority.

The law and abortion

The legal criteria surrounding abortion are specific to
the country of practice. The abortion legislation in Great
Britain is basedon the1967AbortionAct [4] as amendedby
the Human Fertilisation Embryology Act 1990 [5]. Before
an abortion can proceed, a certificate must be signed by
two medical practitioners authorizing the abortion and
this certificate requires to be retained for a period of at
least 3 years. A notification form, which is forwarded to
the Chief Medical Officer (CMO) for the relevant coun-
try, must be signed by the doctor taking responsibility
for the procedure, although with medical termination it is
frequently members of the nursing team who administer

the drugs which have been preprescribed by the doctor.
Most abortions are undertaken on the statutory grounds
C or D which state that the pregnancy has not exceeded
its 24th week and where continuance of the pregnancy
would involve risks greater than if the pregnancy were
terminated or injury to the physical ormental health of the
womenorof theexistingchildrenofher family (Table33.1).
It should be noted that theAbortionAct does not apply in
Northern Ireland. A judicial review clarify the legal basis
for providing terminations in situations to save the life of
the mother or to prevent grave permanent injury to her
physical or mental health. An appeal hearing on a judicial
review in 2004 directed consultation with profession-
als, relevant agencies and women to provide clarification
about state of current practice and provision of abortion
services. Findings from the consultationwill informdevel-
opment of guidance materials for professionals about the
provision of termination services in Northern Ireland.

Table 33.1 Statutory grounds for termination of pregnancy

A The continuance of the pregnancy would involve risk to
the life of the pregnant woman, greater than if the
pregnancy were terminated

B The termination is necessary to prevent grave permanent
injury to the physical or mental health of the pregnant
woman

C The pregnancy has not exceeded its 24th week and the
continuance of the pregnancy would involve risk,
greater than if the pregnancy were terminated, of injury
to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman

D The pregnancy has not exceeded its 24th week and the
continuance of the pregnancy would involve risk,
greater than if the pregnancy were terminated, or injury
to the physical or mental health of the existing child
(ren) of the family of the pregnant woman

E There is a substantial risk that if the child were born it
would suffer from such physical or mental
abnormalities as to be seriously handicapped

F To save the life of the pregnant woman
G To prevent grave permanent injury to the physical or

mental health of the pregnant woman
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Doctors looking after women requesting abortion care
should apply principles of good practice as described in
the General Medical Council (GMC) document – Duties
of a Doctor [6]. There is a conscientious objection clause
within the Abortion Act and the British Medical Associa-
tion (BMA) have produced a useful overview on the legal
and ethical position [7]. Where practitioners have a consci-
entious objection they shouldprovide advice andorganize
the first steps for arranging an abortion, where the request
meets the legal requirements, and this would usually
include prompt referral to another doctor as appropri-
ate. Doctors and nurses can refuse to take part in an
abortion but cannot refuse to take part in any emergency
treatment.

Before an abortion proceeds, a clinician will certainly
wish to be certain that all legal statute is fulfilled but it
is also important to be sure that a woman has consid-
ered all her options carefully and is sure of her decision
and gives informed consent. In recent years, sexual and
reproductive health services and abortion providers have
becomemore aware of the specific needs of youngwomen
and a competent young person can give her own consent,
although encouragement is given for the involvement of
parents.

Counselling and pre-assessment for
abortion

Gestation is a major determinant of options available for
terminating a pregnancy and a decision is usually reached
by thewoman in consultationwith hermedical carers and
pregnancy counsellors. The termination method chosen
has to be acceptable to thewoman aswell as being safe and
effective. Full guidelines on good practice for the care of
women requesting induced abortion have been published
by the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecolo-
gists (RCOG) [8]. Choice is an integral part of abortion
care and provision of information along with sensitive
counselling is essential to help the woman to select an
abortion method that is right for her and which will opti-
mize the abortion experience. Increasingly, women are
referred to dedicated abortion services offering care sep-
arately from other gynaecological patients but with the
full support of a gynaecological service should that be
required. There is strong evidence supporting a lower
risk of complications for abortions undertaken at earlier
gestations. Because of this, services need to be orga-
nized to offer arrangements which minimize unnecessary
delay.

At the pre-assessment consultation, counselling and
choice of procedure are likely to dominate, but it is also
an opportunity to screen for any pre-existingmedical con-
ditions which might require cross specialty liaison and,

despite the sensitivities of abortion, it is unusual for a
woman towithhold her permission for this to happen. For
serious medical conditions the risks of abortion are going
to be lower than the risks of a continued pregnancy. The
pre-assessment also provides an opportunity to enquire
about previous contraceptive methods and to plan for
intended use of contraception in the future. It is usual
to check the body mass index and blood pressure for all
patients and physical examination can be limited to aus-
cultation of chest and heart for patients opting for general
anaesthetic surgical termination. Although an idea of ges-
tational age would have been gained from the menstrual
history, it is well recognized that menstrual recall may be
inaccurate and bimanual examination is very limited for
assessing gestation. The greater accuracy of either abdom-
inal or vaginal ultrasound as relevant to the anticipated
gestation means that ultrasound is, in many centres, rou-
tine practice. Viability and pregnancy location can also be
confirmed. It is important that this scan is undertaken in
a sensitive setting and manner and the patient is advised
that it is not necessary for her to watch the ultrasound
examination in progress. A full blood count is recom-
mended to screen for anaemia and also acts as a baseline
for comparison should there be significant blood loss asso-
ciated with the termination. It is also a useful opportunity
to confirm immunity to rubella and to offer subsequent
immunization if not immune. All patients have blood
sent for confirmation of ABO and rhesus status with anti-
body screening. All unsensitized rhesus negative women
should be given anti-D prophylaxis. Some centres offer
testing for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hep-
atitis B and hepatitis C at this time, but unless a policy
for routine screening has been adopted and accepted, it
is recommended to undertake additional counselling and,
at the present time, such testing remains on a selective
basis. Cervical screening is not essential to abortion care
but again there is an opportunity to check that screening
is up to date and, where it is not, opportunistic cervical
screening can be offered, but it is important to ensure
that the result can be communicated to the woman and
appropriate action taken on any abnormal result.

Screening for genital tract infection is helpful to iden-
tify pathogens which increase the risk of post-abortion
infection and pelvic inflammatory disease, as well as the
long-term sequelae of tubal factor infertility and ectopic
pregnancy. The most important infecting organisms are
C. trachomatis andN. gonorrhoea. Bacterial vaginosis is also
associated with increased infection risk. Control group
data from trials of prophylactic antibiotics for abortion
suggests that infection complications occur in up to 1
in 10 termination cases. A full infection screen, includ-
ing for sexually transmitted infections (STI), allows the
opportunity for patient follow-up and partner notification
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and treatment to avoid reinfection. Prophylactic antibi-
otics at the time of abortion are advocated by some and
a meta-analysis by Sawaya et al. [9] showed a reduction
in risk for subsequent infective morbidity of around 50%.
However, that approach still leaves the women at-risk
fromreinfection fromanunrecognizedanduntreatedpart-
ner. A third, and possibly ideal strategy, with a ‘belt and
braces’ approach would provide a prophylactic regimen
effective against bacterial vaginosis and Chlamydia along
with a full vaginal STI screen [10]. Prophylaxis and a
‘screen and treat’ policy have been compared in a random-
ized trial which concluded that universal prophylaxis is at
least as effective as a policy of screen and treat in reduc-
ing the short-term infective complications of abortion and
could be provided at lower direct cost [11].

The RCOG Guideline Development Group in the UK
[8] recommended that all abortion services should adopt
a strategy to reduce post-abortion infective problems
and the very minimum recommendation is for antibi-
oticprophylaxis againstChlamydiaandbacterial vaginosis.
Metronidazole 1 gm rectally at the time of abortion with
1 gm oral Azithromycin post-procedure would be one
suitable regimen. Azithromycin seems to be increasingly
favoured over a 7-day course of doxycyclinewhere patient
compliance can be more problematic. However, the evi-
dence for specific prophylactic antibiotic regimes remains
limited.

Choosing the method of abortion

The determining factors in an individual woman’s choice
formedical or surgical abortionare complex. Somewomen
see the advantages of the surgical methods to be that
they are simple and quick and associated with a relatively
low risk of complication or failure. Medical methods are
often favoured because they appear more physiological,
like a miscarriage and avoid the need for uterine instru-
mentation and also share the advantages of low rates of
complication and failure. Some women feel that they lack
controlwhere a surgical procedure is undertaken, whereas
others specifically wish to remain unaware and have the
procedure undertaken by their clinician. In 1991, the anti-
progestogenmifepristonewas licensed for termination up
to 9weeks’ gestation and since then an extensive literature
has built up to support the safety, efficacy and accept-
ability of the medical regimen for early first trimester
abortion [12–15]. 1995 saw an extension of licence to
include pregnancies over 13 weeks’ gestation. At present,
the medical regimen is not licensed for use in women
over 9 and up to 13 weeks’ gestation and the majority of
abortions at these gestations remain surgical. There is ran-
domized trial evidence comparing medical and surgical
termination at 10–13 weeks’ gestation confirming that the

medical regimen is an effective alternative to surgerywith
high acceptability [16] and increasing numbers of units
now offer medical termination as an alternative choice at
these gestations. While ideally abortion services should
be able to offer a choice of recommended methods across
all the gestation bands, the minimum recommended by
the RCOG guideline is that a service should be able to
offer abortion by one of the recommended methods in a
particular gestation band (Fig. 33.1).

Clinical practice in three larger Scottish units indicates
that more than half of eligible women opt for medical
methods when given a choice at early gestations up to
9 weeks and Scottish abortion statistics reveal that over
50% of all terminations in Scotland are now performed
medically [2]. Medical abortion has been more patchy in
its introduction in England andWales and there continues
to be significant variation in its provision across Health
Authorities. Interestingly, the introduction of medical ter-
mination has not affected the overall abortion rate. That
women value choice of method appropriate to the gesta-
tion of their pregnancy has been confirmed from patient
surveys [17,18].

The RCOG guidelines recommend that conventional
suction termination should be avoided at very early gesta-
tions under 7 weeks because the procedure is three times
more likely to fail to remove the gestation sac than where
the termination is performed between 7 and 12weeks [19].
Althoughmedical terminationhasbeenadvocatedat these
very early gestations under 7 weeks, there is renewed
interest in manual vacuum aspiration (MVA) under local
anaesthetic using strict protocols to identify tissue and
track subsequent serum beta hCG levels. The selection
of medical or surgical method for later abortions beyond
15 weeks depends on the availability of health-care per-
sonnel who are trained and willing to participate in late
dilatation and evacuation (D + E). There are fewer abor-
tions at these gestations and they tend to be undertaken
within the specialist independent sector. It is the case that
as gestational age increases the safety of second trimester
surgical abortion depends highly on the operator’s skill
and experience. Clinics and clinicians usually set the lim-
its for operative care based on these considerations. It
should be noted that there has been no formal compari-
son in randomized trials between second trimester D + E
and the modern methods of medical midtrimester termi-
nation. Hysterotomy with its high associated morbidity
and mortality has disappeared from practice.

Day-case care is recognized as a cost-effective model of
service provision and a typical abortion service will be
able to manage 90% of its patients on a day-care basis.
Pre-existing medical problems, social factors, geograph-
ical distance and the possibility of a planned day case
subsequently requiring overnight stay because of surgical
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Fig. 33.1 Methods of abortion suitable at
different gestations.

Manual vacuum aspiration
(MVA)

Suction termination under local or
general anaesthetic

Specialist practitioner surgical abortion by
dilatation and evacuation (D+E)

Medical termination mifepristone + single
dose prostaglandin

Medical termination mifepristone and repeated
doses of prostaglandin

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 244

ormedical problemswill, of course, influence the day-care
rate. Those women undergoing a midtrimester procedure
in particular should be advised of the possible need for an
overnight stay.

Medical termination in the first trimester

The anti-progestogen mifepristone is used in combina-
tionwithprostaglandindoses to achievemedical abortion.
There are few contraindications to medical termination
and they include: suspected ectopic pregnancy, chronic
adrenal failure, long-term steroid use, haemorrhagic dis-
orders, treatment with anticoagulants, known allergy to
mifepristone or misoprostol, smokers over 35 with ECG
abnormalities and breastfeeding women. Medical abor-
tions require to be performed in hospitals or premises
registered for abortion. The patient attends briefly to
take the mifepristone dose and attends subsequently for
day-patient admission, usually 36 to 48 h later. It is cus-
tomary for legal reasons to supervise the swallowing of
the mifepristone tablets, but side effects are trivial and
the women can leave after 10 min. Women may bleed
slightly in the 48 h following the mifepristone dose and,
particularly at early gestations, a very small number may
miscarry. The route of prostaglandin administration and
regimensvary, but it is customary for thewomen to remain
under supervision for 4–6 h after prostaglandin adminis-
tration, duringwhich time themajority will have expelled
the pregnancy (Table 33.2). The nursing staff supervis-
ing the procedure confirm passage of the products. The
amount of bleeding can be variable, but is often similar

to a heavy period and increases with the gestation. It is
usual for women to have some lower abdominal cramp

Table 33.2 Medical methods

Up to 9 weeks (63 days) gestation
∗Mifepristone 200 mg orally followed 1–3 days later by
misoprostol 800 µg vaginally either by the woman or clinician

7–9 weeks (49–63 days) gestation
If abortion has not occurred 4 h after misoprostol
administration, a second dose of 400 µg misoprostol may be
administered vaginally or orally (depends upon bleeding or
preference)

Other licensed regimen
Mifepristone 600 mg orally followed 36–48 h later by
gemeprost 1 mg vaginally

9–13 weeks gestation
∗Mifepristone 200 mg orally followed 36–48 h later by
misoprostol 800 µg vaginally – a maximum of four further
doses of misoprostol 400 µg may be administered at 3 h
intervals, vaginally or orally depending on amount of
bleeding

Midtrimester (abortion (13–24 weeks gestation)
∗Mifepristone 200 mg orally, followed 36–48 h later by
misoprostol 800 mg vaginally then misoprostol 400 µg orally,
3 h intervals, to a maximum of four oral doses

Other licensed regimen
Mifepristone 600 mg orally, followed 36–48 h later by
gemeprost. 1 mg vaginally every 3 h, to a maximum of five
pessaries

∗These regimens are unlicensed.
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which will require administration of oral analgesia and
a minority (less than 5%) might require opiate analge-
sia. The length of gestation influences the efficacy and
complete abortion rate for the procedure, as well as com-
plications, but this is more of an issue at 9–13 weeks’
gestation. The risk of a continuing pregnancy, particu-
larly in the 9–13 week gestation band remains a problem,
and those units undertaking medical termination at these
gestations are careful in counselling women regarding
this. Where women pass only minimal or no products of
conception, ultrasoundshouldbe carriedout.Anunrecog-
nized ongoing pregnancy would be of particular concern
because of the risk of fetal abnormality associated with
misoprostol use.

Early medical abortion at gestations up to 9 weeks

Single agents have been abandoned in favour of com-
bined regimens with mifepristone plus prostaglandin.
The conventional prostaglandin analogue used for medi-
cal abortion is gemeprost, but a disadvantage is its cost
and the fact that it is unstable at room temperature.
The manufacturer’s summary of product characteristics
for mifepristone recommends a dose of 600 mg prior to
prostaglandin administration for early medical abortion.
ACochrane review concluded that the dose could be low-
ered to 200 mg without significantly decreasing efficacy
and a multicentre trial conducted by the World Health
Organization (WHO) has further assessed the effect of
reducing thedose ofMifepristone [20,21].Althoughgeme-
prost is the conventional prostaglandin analogue used for
abortion the alternative E1 analogue misoprostol is also
effective. Misoprostol is more effective if administered
vaginally rather than orally [22–24]. A large review of 2000
women undergoingmedical abortion up to 63 days’ gesta-
tion using mifepristone 200 mg followed by a single dose
ofmisoprostol 800µggivenvaginally achieved a complete
abortion rate of 97.5% [25]. It was noticed, however, that
efficacy significantly decreased at gestations greater than
or equal to 49 days. A subsequent large-case series has
shown that mifepristone in combination with two doses,
rather than a single dose of misoprostol abolishes this
gestation effect [26].

Medical abortion in the late first trimester
(9–13 weeks)

Data are accumulating for the high uptake, acceptabil-
ity and efficacy of medical termination at 9–13 weeks
and, although still unlicensed at these gestations, it is
likely to be offered as a choice for women undergoing
abortion inmanyunits.Arandomized trial [27] comparing

vacuum aspiration under general anaesthetic with med-
ical abortion using a regimen of mifepristone 200 mg
followed 36–48 h later by up to five doses of misopros-
tol showed that complete abortion rates for women not
requiring a second procedure were 94.6% in the medi-
cal group and 97.9% in the surgical group, which was
not a statistically significant difference. The same group
has subsequently reported a consecutive series of 1076
womenat 64–91daysof gestationmanagedusing the same
regimens. The complete abortion rate for the series was
95.8% with an ongoing pregnancy rate of 1.5% and a clear
gestation effect was apparent [28].

Midtrimester medical abortion

Midtrimester medical abortion with mifepristone fol-
lowed by prostaglandin has been shown to be safe and
effective with shorter induction to abortion intervals than
previous methods with prostaglandin alone or supple-
mented by oxytocin infusion. Again randomized trial
evidence supports use of a 200 mgmifepristone dose [29].
The induction abortion interval tends to be longer with
increasing gestation [30] and reported cumulative experi-
ence suggests that 97% of women abort successfully on
the day of treatment within five doses of misoprostol.
A second or third day of treatment may be required to
complete the termination medically and patients should
be forewarned of this possibility. Surgical evacuation of
theuterus isnot required routinely followingmidtrimester
medical abortion and should only be undertaken where
there is clinical evidence that the abortion is incomplete
and this is likely to be required in only about 8% of
cases [30].

Analgesia requirements

Abdominal pain is a common accompaniment to medical
abortion.Analgesia requirements havebeen reported tobe
higher for women of younger age, higher gestation and
longer-induction abortion interval, while women with a
previous live birth(s) are less likely to use analgesia [31]. In
a series of over 4000 women undergoingmedical abortion
up to22weeks’ gestation, 72%usedanalgesia, themajority
(97%) using oral analgesia and only 2.3% requiring intra-
muscular opiate [31]. The role of pre-emptive analgesia
use needs to be evaluated, although the RCOG Guide-
line Group took the view that requirements for analgesia
vary and there was no benefit for routine administration
of a prophylactic analgesic. However, it is important that
a range of oral and parenteral analgesics are available to
meet women’s needs.
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Surgical termination

Surgical termination is performed in either a hospital set-
ting or dedicated facility in a designated clinic. General
anaesthetic is standard practice in the UK, although use
of local anaesthetic, paracervical block, with or without
sedation, is increasingly being offered. Vacuum aspira-
tion is the standard procedure using a plastic cannula for
aspiration with complete avoidance of using sharp instru-
ments within the uterus, thereby minimizing the risk of
uterine damage. Suction termination may be safer under
local anaesthesia, but studies comparing the safety of local
and general anaesthesia have been observational or only
partially randomized.

Many clinicians avoid surgical termination under
7 weeks’ gestation because of the risk of failure to remove
the pregnancy. However, with the increased sensitivity of
pregnancy tests, many women now present at very early
gestations, shortly after a first period has beenmissed. For
thesewomen, it is not acceptable todefer the abortionuntil
a suitable gestation for surgery and their preferencemight
not necessarily be for medical termination or indeed, in
certain circumstances, there could be contraindications to
medical abortion. Suction terminations performed at less
than 7 weeks’ gestation are three times more likely to fail
to remove the gestation sac than those performed between
7 and 12 weeks [19].

The 1990s saw renewed interested inMVAwhich had its
origins back in the 1960s in relation to the practice of ‘men-
strual extraction’. MVA does take longer than electronic
vacuum procedures, especially as the gestation increases
towards 9 weeks. For MVA, uterine evacuation is accom-
plished using a 4, 5 or 6 mm flexible cannula attached to
a 50 cc manual vacuum syringe. MVA had largely been
abandoned after the legalization of abortion because of
its failure rate, but modern protocols relying on human
chorionic gonadodatrophin (hCG) assay, high-resolution
ultrasound pre- and post-procedure and careful immedi-
ate tissue inspection are effective. Although the technique
is well established in the USA, there is also renewed
interested in introducing these early surgical abortion
techniques in the UK. Creinin and Edwards report a con-
tinuing pregnancy rate of only 0.13% [32] but other series
have reported 2.3% rates [33] and certainly, if conventional
suction termination is the only method available within a
service, the RCOG guideline group recommendation is
to defer the procedure until the pregnancy has exceeded
7 weeks’ gestation. It should be noted that there is no
randomized trial evidence comparing MVAwith medical
termination at present.

Conventional suction termination is appropriate at 7–
15 weeks’ gestation although, possibly reflecting the
skills and experience of practitioners, many units adopt
medical abortion at gestations above 12–13 weeks.

Table 33.3 Cervical priming agents for surgical termination

∗Misoprostol 400 µg(2×200µg tablets) administered vaginally,
either by the woman or clinician, 3 h prior to surgery
Gemeprost 1 mg vaginally, 3 h prior to surgery
Mifepristone 600 mg orally 36–48 h prior to surgery

∗This regimen is unlicensed.

Cervical priming prior to surgical abortion reduces
the complications of cervical injury, uterine perforation,
haemorrhage and incomplete evacuation. Younger patient
age is a risk factor for cervical damage and increas-
ing gestation, particularly in multiparous women, is
associated with uterine perforation. Mifepristone and the
prostaglandin E1 analogues, gemeprost and misoprostol
are effective cervical priming agents (Table 33.3). In the
UK, gemeprost is the licensed preparation, although there
is evidence thatmisoprostol is an effective lower cost alter-
native. Mifepristone has also been shown to be an effective
priming agent [34]. Mifepristone has higher efficacy than
gemeprost and misoprostol when given 48 h ahead of
surgery, but mifepristone has the disadvantage of requir-
ing administration 36–48 h ahead of the abortion and there
could be problems with preoperative bleeding. Misopros-
tol remains themost popular priming agent in the UK and
the optimal time interval for administration is at least 3 h
before surgery [35]. More recent work suggests that the
sublingual route of administration is also effective for cer-
vical priming, but is associated with an increased rate of
gastrointestinal side effects.

Performing surgical abortion

Good technique is fundamental and aseptic technique
should be observed with careful and gentle instrumen-
tation to avoid injury to cervix or uterus. The operation
itself is straightforward with low complication rates but
skill and experience are important so that serious com-
plications are quickly recognized and remedied. Precise
techniques vary among operators. After confirming the
position, size and shape of the uterus by bimanual exam-
ination, it is usual to apply a volsellum or tenaculum to
the cervix and to dilate the cervix. The suction cannula
shouldbepositioned in themid toupper fundus andwhen
the operator is sure of correct placement, suction can be
turnedon. The cannula is gently rotated in aback and forth
motion withdrawing only as far as the internal os until
the flow of tissue and fluid has ceased and a gritty sen-
sation is felt as the cannula moves against the wall of the
contracted empty uterus. Sometimes sponge forceps may
be required to remove products from the cervical canal.
Sharp curettage should be avoided. Because of low rates
of haemorrhage, oxytocics are not routinely administered.
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The surgeon should ascertain that the major elements of
the pregnancy are removed and are in keeping with the
gestation of the pregnancy.

The risk of uterine perforation at the time of surgical
abortion is of the order of 1–4 in 1000 from reports of large
reviewed case series. Thepotential consequences resulting
from visceral damage are so serious that if a perforation is
suspected a laparoscopy should be undertaken as a mini-
mum to confirm whether or not there is a perforation and
certainly, where there is any possibility or suspicion of
bowel injury, formal surgical laparotomyshouldbeunder-
taken. The advantages of cervical priming in reducing the
risk of cervical injury have been outlined. Precise rates
are difficult to state because of the varying definitions of
cervical injury and variable data collection. Overall, the
rate of cervical injury is not thought to be greater than 1%
for first trimester vacuum aspiration [8]. Cervical injury is
more frequent and more serious with D+ E in the second
trimester. Failure to remove the pregnancy with ongo-
ing pregnancy is a recognized association with surgical
termination and the quoted failure rate is around 2.3 in
1,000 surgical abortions [19]. The rate is increased formul-
tiparous women, for abortions undertaken at less than
7 weeks’ gestation, where small cannula are used or in
the presence of a uterine anomaly or where the procedure
is undertaken by an inexperienced clinician.

Surgical abortion after the first trimester

Late D + E is practised extensively in the US and there
are skilled practitioners in England, the Netherlands,
France and parts of Australia. Otherwise, it is not widely
performed and, for example, in Scotland, midtrimester
terminations are almost exclusively undertaken using
modernmedical terminationmethods. D+Ehasnot found
favouramongNHSgynaecologists inEngland, but ismore
widelyusedby thenon-NHSproviders. Conventionalfirst
trimester surgical evacuation can be used up to 15 weeks
gestation, but thereafter specific techniques of cervical
preparation and special instruments need tobeused.More
modern methods of aggressive cervical preparation, cou-
pled with extensive clinical experience of the procedure,
have improved safety. The use of real-time ultrasound
scanning during the procedure can reduce the perforation
rate. A retrospective cohort study compared complication
rates of D+E and contemporarymethods ofmedical abor-
tion using misoprostol, but even excluding women in the
medical group who had surgical evacuation of retained
placental tissue, the complication rates were greater in
the medical termination group as opposed to D + E (22%
versus 4%) [36]. Historically, it was felt that D + E was
a risk factor for subsequent adverse pregnancy outcome

with pregnancy loss and preterm delivery. A recent ret-
rospective case analysis suggests that this is not the case
[37]. The procedure can really only be safely undertaken
by gynaecologists who have been trained specifically in
the technique and have an adequate clinical throughput
to maintain their skills.

Future directions

Studies from the USA have reported high efficacy and
acceptability of medical abortion in home settings and
home care is increasingly established in the USA. Evalua-
tion in the context of a randomized trial has not occurred.
A multicentre, questionnaire survey, sponsored by the
Family Planning Association to assess women’s views
on the home administration of misoprostol for medical
abortion indicated that there is acceptability and sup-
port for this approach [38]. Pilot work for home self-
administration of misoprostol at early gestations up to
56 days has also confirmed feasibility and acceptability in
aUKsetting [39] andalthough further research is required,
it is a development which could radically change the pro-
vision of abortion services and might have important cost
implications.

Complications and problems

Legal abortion in developed countries is extremely safe.
Sadly, illegal, unsafe abortion remains amajor contributor
to maternal mortality on a global basis. Complications do
increase with older age, multiparity and increasing ges-
tational age. Complications are usually categorized into
those which occur immediately at the time of the pro-
cedure and those which arise subsequently. Most of the
immediate complications have been discussed directly in
relation to the medical and surgical procedures. The most
common complication to occur following termination is
for the patient to present with problematic bleeding or
pain and it is important for retainedproducts and infection
to be excluded. Ultrasound is extremely useful in helping
to resolve the situation. Trials of prophylactic antibiotics
for abortion do suggest a reduction in infective compli-
cations. Major reviews have been undertaken regarding
subsequent risk for breast cancer after termination and the
conclusion goes against any causal relationship between
induced abortion and subsequent increased risk for breast
cancer [40,41].

Women often have concerns regarding their future
reproductive health. Evidence continues to confirm that
there is no proven association with subsequent ectopic
pregnancy, placenta previa or infertility. Published litera-
ture regarding an association with preterm birth has been
conflictingwith the earlier studies suggesting no effect but
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more recent studies showing a positive link [42,43]. Many
women report a sense of relief following abortion while
others report complex emotional feelings in the 2–3 weeks
immediately afterwards, although these subsequently set-
tle. Most services offer follow-up support counselling as
required. Some studies suggest higher rates of psychiatric
illness or self-harm among women who have previously
had an abortion, but interpretation needs to be careful
as the situation may reflect a continuation of pre-existing
conditions [42].

Post-abortion follow-up

First and foremost it is important to offer contraceptive
advice prior to discharge and to provide starter supplies
or initiate method immediately following termination.
Women should also be given a written account of the
symptoms which they could experience following abor-
tion and which would require urgent medical consulta-
tion.A24h telephonehelpline number should be available
if women have concerns about pain, bleeding or high
temperatures. Urgent emergencygynaecologyassessment
and admission needs to be available to back up abortion
services. It is usual practice to offer a 2-week follow-up
appointment with either the abortion service or the refer-
ring clinician. In practice manywomen seem to default on
this appointment.

The discharge letter on the day of termination should
contain sufficient information about the procedure to
allow another practitioner to deal with any complica-
tions. Counselling support should be available for any
womanwhowishes following termination and forwomen
who have a previous history of mental health problems.
Women who experience particular difficulty after termi-
nation are often those who have been ambivalent prior to
the procedure, who lack a supportive partner, who have a
previous mental health problem or who have held strong
opinions and considered abortion to be wrong.

Summary

Abortion is one of the most frequent but safest proce-
dures in modern medicine. Complications and failure
are not completely avoidable, but can be minimized
by careful attention to detail at the pre-screening visit
and with careful medical and surgical practice based on
the available published evidence and guidelines. It is
important that the gestation is accurately assessed. If
prophylactic antibiotics are not used, infection screen-
ing including for STIs should be undertaken. For sur-
gical procedures, sound aseptic techniques should be
employed. The clinicians involved should be experienced

and comfortable with the procedures which they per-
form. There should be a high index of suspicion for
possible complications and the patient must have good
access to clinical services for post-abortion advice and
management of complications. Abortion is a necessary
part of fertility control, but efforts aimed at improving
accessibility and availability of emergency contraception
and regular contraception should remain a sexual health
priority.
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Chapter 34: Normal and abnormal
development of the genital tract
D. Keith Edmonds

Sexual differentiation and its control are vital to the con-
tinuation of our species and for the gynaecologist an
understanding of the development of the genital organs is
clearly important. Our understanding of this process has
greatly increased in recent years and with it the under-
standing of normal and abnormal sexual development.
Following fertilization the normal embryo contains 46
chromosomes, including 22 autosomes derived from each
parent. The basis of mammalian development is that a
46XY embryo will develop as a male and a 46XX embryo
will differentiate into a female. It is, however, the pres-
ence or absence of the Y chromosome which determines
whether the undifferentiated gonad becomes a testis or an
ovary.
There are several genes involved in the formation of

the bipotential gonad and later the testis and the ovary. In
the conversion ofmesoderm to the bipotential gonadWT1
(Wilms’ tumour suppressor gene) and NR5A1 (nuclear
receptor 5 gene group A1) are the two most important.
It has been proven that the testis determining factor is
on chromosome Yp11.31 and this gene is termed the SRY
(sex-determining region of the Y chromosome). This gene
triggers testis formation from the indifferent gonad [1].
SRY is just one member of a family of genes which exist
within a homeobox known as HMG. This group of genes
have now become known as SOX genes and a number
of other genes as well as SRY have now been shown to
be associated with the differentiation of the gonad to a
testis. Mutations of SRY cause pure gonadal dysgenesis or
hermaphroditism. Male sex determination in the absence
of a Y chromosome results in XX sex reversed individu-
als. There are two main types, SRY positive XX males and
SRY negative XX males and the majority are SRY positive
with the SRY gene being located on the X chromosome
(Fig. 34.1).
Ovarian differentiation seems to be determined by the

presence of two X chromosomes and the ovarian determi-
nant is located on the short arm of the X chromosome and
this was discovered as a result of the absence of the short
arm results in an ovarian agenesis [2]. It is believed at the
present time that DAX1 is the gene which determines that

Fig. 34.1 Section of a 3.5 mm (28-day-old) human embryo
stained with alkaline phosphatase. The picture shows the
primitive gut, marked ‘G’, above which is the root of the
mesentery. Above this again on either side is the intermediate
mesoderm in which the genital organs develop. Germ cells are
stained black and seen on either side of the primitive gut.
Reproduced from [34] with permission.

the bipotential gonad will become an ovary. Other auto-
somal loci, as in the male, are certainly also involved in
ovarian development. The development of the Müllerian
and Wolffian structures must also be under genetic con-
trol and this is thought to be a polygenic multifactorial
inheritance, although autosomal recessive genes may also
be involved [3]. The influence of the differentiated gonad
on the development of other genital organs is thus fun-
damental and the presence of a testis will lead to male
genital organ development, but if the testes do not form

327
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Fig. 34.2 Diagrammatic representation of genital tract development. (a) Indifferent stage; (b) female development; (c) male
development.

the individual will develop female genital organswhether
ovaries are present or not.

Development of the genital organs

Most embryological accounts agree on the principles of
genital tract development, although some different views
are held on the development of the vagina.
The genital organs and those of the urinary tract arise

in the intermediate mesoderm on either side of the root of
the mesentery beneath the epithelium of the coelom. The
pronephros, a few transient excretory tubules in the cervi-
cal region, appears first but quickly degenerates. The duct,
which begins in association with the pronephros, persists
and extends caudally to open at the cloaca, connecting as
it does so with some of the tubules of the mesonephros
shortly to appear. The duct is called the mesonephric
(Wolffian) duct. The mesonephros itself, the second prim-
itive kidney, develops as a swelling bulging into the
dorsal wall of the coelom of the thoracic and upper lum-
bar regions. The mesonephros in the male persists in
part as the excretory portion of the male genital sys-
tem; in the female only a few vestiges survive (Fig. 34.2).
The genital ridge in which the gonad of each sex is to
develop is visible as a swelling on the medial aspect of
the mesonephros; the paramesonephric (Müllerian) duct
from which much of the female genital tract will develop
forms as an ingrowth of the coelomic epithelium on its lat-
eral aspect; the ingrowth forms a groove and then a tube
and sinks below the surface.

Uterus and fallopian tubes

The two paramesonephric ducts extend caudally until
they reach the urogenital sinus at about 9weeks’ gestation.

Fig. 34.3 Paired paramesonephric ducts protruding into the
urogenital sinus as the Müllerian tubercle at 9 weeks of
intrauterine life.

Theblindendsproject into theposteriorwall of the sinus to
become theMüllerian tubercle (Fig. 34.3).At the beginning
of the third month the Müllerian and Wolffian ducts and
mesonephric tubules are all present and capable of devel-
opment. From this point onwards in the female there is
degeneration of the Wolffian system and marked growth
of theMüllerian system. In themale the opposite occurs as
the result of production ofMüllerian-inhibitory substance
(MIS) produced by the fetal testis. The lower ends of the
Müllerian ducts come together in the midline, fuse and
develop into the uterus and the cervix. The cephalic ends
of theduct remain separate to form the fallopian tubes. The
thickmuscularwalls of theuterus and cervixdevelop from
proliferation of mesenchyme around the fused portion of
the ducts.

Vagina

At the point where the paramesonephric ducts protrude
their solid tips into the dorsal wall of the urogenital sinus
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as the Müllerian tubercle there is marked growth of tissue
from which the vagina will form, known as the vaginal
plate. This plate grows in all dimensions greatly increas-
ing the distance between the cervix and the urogenital
sinus, and later the central cells of this plate break down
to form the vaginal lumen. The complete canalization of
the vagina does not usually occur until around the 20th to
24th week of pregnancy and failure of complete canaliza-
tion may lead to a variety of septae, which cause outflow
tract obstruction in later years. The debate which contin-
ues surrounds the portion of the vagina which is formed
from the Müllerian ducts and that from the urogenital
sinus by the growth of the sinovaginal bulb. Some believe
that the upper four-fifths of the vagina is formed by the
Müllerian duct and the lower fifth by the urogenital sinus,
while others believe that the sinus upgrowth extends to
the cervixdisplacing theMüllerian component completely
the vagina thus derived wholly from the endoderm of the
urogenital sinus. It seems certain that some of the vagina
is derived from the urogenital sinus, but it is not certain
whether the Müllerian component is involved or not.

External genitalia

The primitive cloaca becomes divided by a transverse
septum into an anterior urogenital portion and a poste-
rior rectal portion. The urogenital portion of the cloacal
membrane breaks down shortly after division is complete
and this urogenital sinus develops into three portions
(Fig. 34.4). There is an external expanded phallic part, a
deeper narrow pelvic part between it and the region of
theMüllerian tubercle and avesicourethral part connected
superiorly to the allantois. Externally in this region the
genital tubercle forms a conical projection around the ante-
rior part of the cloacal membrane. Two pairs of swellings,
a medial part (genital folds) and a lateral pair (genital
swellings), are then formed by proliferation of mesoderm
around the endof the urogenital sinus. Development up to
this time (10 weeks, gestation) is the same in the male and
the female. Differentiation then occurs. The bladder and
urethra form from the vesicourethral portion of the uro-
genital sinus, and the vestibule from the pelvic and phallic
portions. The genital tubercle enlarges only slightly and
becomes the clitoris. The genital folds become the labia
minora and the genital swellings enlarge to become the
labia majora. In the male greater enlargement of the geni-
tal tubercle forms the penis and the genital folds fuse over
a deep groove formed between them to become the penile
part of the male urethra. The genital swellings enlarge,
fuse and form the scrotum.
The final stage of development of the clitoris or penis

and the formationof theanterior surfaceof thebladderand
anterior abdominalwall up to the umbilicus is the result of

the growth of mesoderm, extending ventrally around the
body wall on each side to unite in the midline anteriorly.

Gonads

The primitive gonad appears in embryos at around
5 weeks’ gestation. At this time coelomic epithelium
develops on the medial aspect of the urogenital ridge
and following proliferation leads to the establishment of
the gonadal ridge. Epithelial cords then grow into the
mesenchyme (primary sex cords) and the gonad now pos-
sesses an outer cortex and an inner medulla. In embryos
with an XX complement, the cortex differentiates to
become the ovary and the medulla regresses. The primor-
dial germ cells develop by the 4thweek in the endodermal
cells of the yolk sac and during the 5th week they migrate
along the dorsal mesentery of the hindgut to the gonadal
ridges, eventually becoming incorporated into the mes-
enchyme and the primary sex cords by the end of the 6th
gestational week.
The differentiation of the testis is evident at about

7 weeks by the disappearance of germ cells from the
peripheral zone and gradual differentiation of remaining
cells into fibroblasts, which form the tunica albuginea. The
deeper parts of the sex cords give rise to the rete testis
and the seminiferous and straight tubules. The first indi-
cation that the gonad will become an ovary is failure of
these testicular changes to appear. The sex cords below
the epithelium develop extensively with many primitive
germ cells evident in this active cellular zone (Fig. 34.5).
The epithelial cells in this layer are known as pregranu-
losa cells. The active growth phase then follows, involving
the pregranulosa cells and germ cells, which are now
very much reduced in size. This proliferation greatly
enlarges the bulk of the gonad and the next stage (by
20 weeks onwards) shows the primitive germ cells, now
known as oocytes, becoming surrounded by a ring of pre-
granulosa cells; stromal cells develop from the ovarian
mesenchyme later, surround the pregranulosa cells and
become known as granulosa cells and follicle formation
is complete (Fig. 34.6). An interesting feature of the for-
mation of follicles and the development of stroma is the
disintegration of those oocytes which do not succeed in
encircling themselveswith a capsule of pregranulosa cells.
The number of oocytes is greatest duringpregnancy and

thereafter declines. Baker [4] found that the total popula-
tion of germ cells rose from 600,000 at 2 months to a peak
of 7 million at 5 months. At birth the number falls to 2
million, of which half are atretic. After 28 weeks or so of
intrauterine life, follicular development can be seen at var-
ious stages and various sizes of follicles are also seen [5]
Figs 34.7 and 34.8.
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Fig. 34.4 Diagrammatic representation of
lower genital tract development. (a)
Indifferent stage; (b) female
development; (c) male development.

Fig. 34.5 Detail of immature ovary showing small epithelial
cells (pregranulosa cells) and larger germ cells.

Genital tract malformations

Numerous malformations of the genital tract have been
described, some of little clinical significance and others of
considerable importance. Although many attempts have
been made to explain malformation in terms of variation
of the normal development, it is doubtful if there is any
merit in this since malformations are by definition abnor-
mal, and many curious malformations may be seen, for
which variations of the normal development do not offer
a convincing explanation.

Fig. 34.6 A later ovary (31 weeks) showing a well-formed
primary follicle (top left) and a germ cell (centre right) which is
not yet completely surrounded by granulosa cells.

Uterine anomalies

ABSENCE OF THE UTERUS

The uterusmay be absent or of such rudimentary develop-
ment as to be incapable of function of any kind. This con-
dition is known as the Mayer-Rokitansky Kuster Hauser
syndrome (MRKH). This type of anomaly is usually found
when the vagina is absent also, the presenting symp-
tom being one of primary amenorrhoea. These patients
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Fig. 34.7 Numerous primary follicles and one showing early
development in the ovary of a child stillborn at 38 weeks.

Fig. 34.8 Ovary from a child stillborn at 41 weeks showing a
mature Graafian follicle, and a cystic follicle. Courtesy of the
Journal of Pathology and Bacteriology.

have a 46XX chromosome complement and normal ovar-
ian function. However, cases of absence of the uterus
with development of the lower part of the vagina end-
ing blindly and an absence or scanty appearance of pubic
hair must raise the suspicion of androgen insensitivity.
Unfortunately, no treatment is currently possible for such
uterine abnormalities and in those cases where the diag-
nosis is androgen insensitivity removal of any testicular
tissuemust beundertaken to avert long-termrisk ofmalig-
nant change. However, whether the patient is XY or XX
careful attention to psychological aspects of management
is an extremely important facet of care.

FUSION ANOMALIES

Fusion anomalies of various kinds are not uncommon
(Fig. 34.9) and may present clinically either in association

with pregnancy or not. The lesser degrees of fusion defects
are quite common, the cornual parts of the uterus remain-
ing separate, giving the organ a heart-shaped appearance
known as the bicornuate uterus. There is no evidence that
such minor degrees of fusion defects give rise to clinical
signs or symptoms. The presence of a septum extend-
ing over some or all of the uterine cavity, however, is
likely to give rise to clinical features. Such a septate or
subseptate uterus may be of normal external appearance
or of bicornuate outline. Clinically, it may present with
recurrent spontaneous abortion ormalpresentation.Aper-
sistent transverse lie of the fetus in late pregnancy may
suggest a uterine anomaly since the fetus tends to lie with
its head in one cornu and the breech in the other.
In more extreme forms of failure of fusion the clini-

cal features may be less, rather than more, marked. Two
almost separate uterine cavities with one cervix are proba-
bly less likely to be associated with abnormalities than are
the lesser degrees of fusion defect. Complete duplication
of the uterus and cervix (uterus didelphys), if associated
with a clinical problem, may prevent descent of the head
in late pregnancy, or obstruct labour by the non-pregnant
horn.
Rudimentary development of one hornmay give rise to

a very serious situation if a pregnancy is implanted there.
Rupture of the horn with profound bleeding may occur
as the pregnancy increases in size. The clinical picture will
resemble that of a ruptured ectopic pregnancywith thedif-
ference that the amenorrhoea will probably be measured
inmonths rather thanweeks, and shockmay be profound.
Apoorly developed or rudimentary horn may give rise to
dysmenorrhoea and pelvic pain if there is any obstruction
to communication between the horn and the main uterine
cavity or the vagina. Surgical removal of this rudimentary
horn is then indicated.

Vaginal anomalies

ABSENCE OF THE VAGINA

Absence of the vagina is generally associatedwith absence
of the uterus or a rudimentary uterus. This is known as
MRKH syndrome. Rarely the uterus may be present and
the vagina, or a large part of it, absent. In the more com-
mon circumstances of absence of both vagina and uterus
the patient will probably present between age 12 and
16 years with primary amenorrhoea. Secondary sexual
characteristics will be present as the ovaries are normally
developed and functional. This combination of normal
secondary sexual development and primary amenorrhoea
suggests an anatomical cause, such as an imperfect or
absent vagina, for the failure to menstruate. Inspection
of the vulva and abdominal examination will be required
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Fig. 34.9 Various fusion abnormalities of
the uterus and vagina. (a) Normal
appearance; (b) arcuate fundus with little
effect on the shape of the cavity; (c)
bicornuate uterus; (d) subseptate uterus
with normal outline; (e) rudimentary
horn; (f) uterus didelphys; (g) normal
uterus with partial vaginal septum.

to exclude the presence of any retained blood in the upper
part of the genital tract andwill delineate the abnormality.
Vulvaldevelopment isnormal, asmaybe seen inFig. 34.10.
The presumptive diagnosis of absent vagina can generally
be made without difficulty at first examination. A very
short vagina arising from androgen insensitivity may be
mistaken for simple absence; so in every case of appar-
ent vaginal absence a karyotype should be performed and
if chromosome analysis confirms an XY sex chromosome
complement the case should be managed appropriately.
All patientswith abnormalities of the lower genital tract

should have the renal tract investigated. Some 40% of
patients with lower genital tract abnormalities will be
found to have renal abnormalities, 15% of whom have an
absent kidney.All patients should have a renal ultrasound
performed to determine whether there is absence of a kid-
ney and if more detailed analysis of the urinary tract is
required this may be performed by intravenous urogra-
phy. It is extremely rare for laparoscopy to be required to
determine the abnormality and great care must be taken
when performing a laparoscopy in case a pelvic kidney
should exist because this may be injured with the trocar
or laparoscope at the time of entry. Once the diagnosis
is certain management may be divided into two sections,
the first devoted to psychological counselling and the sec-
ond aspect which involves the creation of a new vagina.
Occasionally, patients present having already attempted
intercourse and it may be that the sexual act is entirely
enjoyable at the time of presentation, such that no further

Fig. 34.10 Vulval appearances in a case of absence of the vagina.

therapy is required. It is very important to assess these
couples or the patients themselves with great care so that
appropriate therapy is applied at the correct time and it is
not mandatory that all patients should have vaginas cre-
ated. Circumstances determine whether or not this is a
wise procedure.
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COUNSELLING

The psychological problems that these patients manifest
are generally devastating and profound. The reaction by
both the patients and the parents varies considerably with
the age of the girl, but they are generally frightened and
confused and they express feelings of rejection and ‘feel-
ing like freaks’. They feel isolated and lonely and that
nobody could possibly understand their feelings. They
have concerns about sexual activity and fertility and also
manifest great difficulty in maintaining heterosexual rela-
tionships. Most mothers of these children express great
guilt andworry that they have been the perpetrator of this
abnormality through some fault in pregnancy and great
pressure may be put upon the gynaecologist to correct
the problem in order to return the girl to normal. It is
extremelydangerousand fraughtwith failure if anattempt
at treatment is made before the patient is ready. In general
these patients, if under the age of 17 years, do less well.
Management requires an integrated health-care team and
patients require continuing support and encouragement
if they are to achieve the aims necessary. Support groups
are invaluable and should be encouraged.

DIRECT THERAPY

The management of these cases is usually by non-surgical
methods initially and then if necessary a surgical approach
[6]. The technique of non-surgical treatment of the absent
vaginawas pioneered by Frank [7] and a review by Broad-
bent and Woolf [8] suggests a success rate of 90% with
appropriate patient selection. The largest series reported
in the world is of 242 patients with an 85% success [6].
The principle of the method is that the region which
the vagina should occupy is a potential space filled with
comparatively loose connective tissue which is capable
of considerable indentation. The patient is instructed to
use graduated glass dilators (Fig. 34.11) which are placed
against the introitus and the blind vagina and gentle pres-
sure is exerted in a posterior direction for approximately
10–20 min twice a day. Gradually the dilators will go
further and further into the space and the dilators may
be then increased in size and length until a ‘neovagina’
is created. In general, it takes between 8 and 10 weeks
of repeated use of vaginal dilators to achieve a satisfac-
tory result. The sexual satisfaction associated with this
non-surgical procedure far exceeds that of the operative
vaginoplasty [9].
In those patients who fail the non-surgical technique a

vaginoplastywill need to be performed.Anumber of tech-
niques have been used to create a vagina artificially, the
most widely used being that of McIndoe and Read [10].
In this procedure a cavity is created between the bladder

Fig. 34.11 Graduated glass dilators.

and bowel at the sitewhere the natural vaginawould have
been, and this cavity is then lined by a split-thickness skin
graft taken from the thigh and applied to the space on
a plastic mould. The anatomical result can be very suc-
cessful and remarkably good sexually. A review of 1311
reported cases gave a success rate of 92% [6]. However,
there are a number of difficulties and disadvantages of
this technique, not least the post-operative period, which
is painful and sometimes protracted. The graft does not
always take well and granulation may form over part
of the cavity giving rise to discharge. Pressure necrosis
between the mould and the urethra, bladder or rectum
may lead to fistula formation, but the most important dis-
advantage is the tendency for the vagina to contract unless
a dilator is worn or the vagina is used for intercourse reg-
ularly. It is therefore ideal to perform this procedure when
sexual intercourse is desired soon afterwards because the
procedure will fail if the patient does not maintain the
vagina with the use of dilators. A further disadvantage
of the use of split-thickness skin grafts is that the graft
donor site remains as visible evidence of the vaginal prob-
lem and most women prefer not to have any external
scarring.
In order to avoid the scar of the split-thickness skin

graft, amnion has been used to line the neovagina and the
results have been equally successful [11]. A recent review
of our own series of well over 100 cases of amnion vagino-
plasty have shown success rates of 85% satisfactory sexual
activity following surgery [12].
The operation of vulvovaginoplasty pioneered by

Williams [13] has some advantages as the procedure is
simple, quick and relatively comfortable for the patient.
The principle of the technique is the apposition of the
labia majora in front of the neovagina to create a pouch
intowhich the penismay be placed and sexual intercourse
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Fig. 34.12 Avagina constructed by the Williams
vulvovaginoplasty method.

achieved (Fig. 34.12). The disadvantages of this technique
are the unusual angle of the vagina, although this may
lead to maximum clitoral stimulation at intercourse, and
more importantly the destruction of the normal anatomy
in a patient who previously had normal external genitalia.
The psychological alteration in the external appearance
of the vulva may be disturbing to some patients who find
establishing relationships difficult in viewof the abnormal
anatomy.
A number of other techniques have been used to create

a neovagina including the use of bowel and skin flaps.
A procedure known as Vecchietti’s operation has been
popular in Europe for many years and this involves the
use of a small olive which is placed in the dimple of the
absent vagina. Laparoscopically wires can be brought out
through the abdominal wall and then pressure exerted
through a spring device, thereby creating a neovagina in a
way that mimics the technique of Frank. It does, however,
not rely on the woman herself using the dilators and after
7–9 days the olive is removed and the stretched vaginal
skin is further dilated with glass dilators. Again, a recent
review of the surgical techniques revealed success rates of
approximately 90% [6].

Fig. 34.13 An imperforate membrane occluding the vaginal
introitus in a case of haematocolpos. Note the hymen clearly
visible immediately distal to the membrane.

HAEMATOCOLPOS

An imperforate membrane may exist at the lower end of
the vagina, which is loosely referred to as the imperforate
hymen, although the hymen can usually be distinguished
separately (Fig. 34.13). These abnormalities of vertical
fusion are seldom recognized clinically until puberty
when retention of menstrual flow gives rise to the clini-
cal features of haematocolpos, although rarely they may
present in the newborn as a hydrocolpos. The features of
haematocolpos are predominantly abdominal pain, pri-
mary amenorrhoea and occasionally interference with
micturition. The patient is usually 14–15 years old, but
may be older, and a clear history may be given of regular
cyclical lower abdominal pain for several months previ-
ously. The patientmay also present as an acute emergency
if urinary obstruction develops. Examination reveals a
lower abdominal swelling, and per rectum a large bulging
mass in the vagina may be appreciated (Fig. 34.14). Vulval
inspection may reveal the imperforate membrane which
may or may not be bluish in colour depending upon its
thickness. Diagnosis may be more difficult if the vagina is
imperforate over some distance in its lower part or if there
is obstruction in one-half of a septate vagina.
Treatment may be relatively simple or rather complex.

If the membrane is thin, then a simple excision of the
membrane and release of the retained blood resolve the
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Fig. 34.14 (a) Diagrammatic view of haematocolpos. Note how
the blood collecting in the vagina presses against the urethra
and bladder base, ultimately causing retention of urine. (b)
Haematocolpos associated with absence of the lower portion of
the vagina. Note that the retained blood is now above the
bladder base and retention of urine is unlikely.

problem. Redundant portions of the membrane may be
removed but nothing more should be done at this time.
Fluid will then drain naturally over some days. Exam-
ination a few weeks later is desirable to ensure that no
pelvic mass remains which might also suggest haematos-
alpinx. In fact, haematosalpinx is most uncommon except
in cases of very long standing and associated with reten-
tion of blood in the upper vagina. On these rare occasions,
whenahaematosalpinx is discovered, laparotomy isdesir-
able, the distended tube being removed or preserved as
seems best. Haematometra scarcely seems to be a realistic
clinical entity, the thick uterine walls permitting com-
paratively little blood to collect therein. The subsequent
menstrual history and fertility of patientswho are success-
fully treated are probably not significantly different from
that of unaffectedwomen, although patients who develop
endometriosis may have some fertility problems.
When the obstruction is more extensive than a thin

membrane and a length of vagina is absent, diagnosis

andmanagement are less straightforwardand theultimate
interferencewith fertility is greater. Resection of the absent
segment and reconstruction of the vagina may be done by
either an end-to-end anastomosis of the vagina or a partial
vaginoplasty.
The combination of absence of most of the lower vagina

together with a functioning uterus presents a difficult
problem. The upper part of the vagina will collect men-
strual blood and a clinical picture similar in manyways to
haematocolpos will be seen. Urinary obstruction is rare,
however, since the retained blood lies above the level of
the bladder base (Fig. 34.14). Diagnosis is more difficult
and it may not be at all certain how much of the vagina is
absent or how extensive the surgery would need to be to
release the retainedfluid and recreate the normal anatomy.
Imaging may be by ultrasound or by the use of magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), and both these techniques may
be successful in determining the exact anatomical relation-
ships prior to surgery being performed. However, in the
clinical situation the surgical approach is rarely entirely
through the perineum and usually involves a laparo-
tomy to establish finally how best the anatomy can be
recreated.
Treatment is difficult and a dissection upwards is made

as in the McIndoe-Read procedure. The blood is released,
but its discharge for some time later may interfere with
the application for a mould and skin graft. If possible, the
upper and lower portions of the vagina should be brought
together and stitched so that the new vagina with its own
skin is created obviating the risk of contraction. However,
the upper fragment tends to retract upwards resulting in a
narrow area of constriction some way up the vagina, and
this results in subsequent dyspareunia.

LONGITUDINAL VAGINAL SEPTUM

A vaginal septum extending throughout all or part of a
vagina is not uncommon; such a septum lies in the sagittal
plain in themidline, although if one side of the vagina has
been used for coitus the septummay be displaced laterally
to such an extent that it may not be obvious at the time of
examination. The condition may be found in association
with a completely double uterus and cervix or with a sin-
gle uterus only. In obstetrics this septum may have some
importance if vaginal delivery is to be attempted. In these
circumstances the narrow hemivagina may be inadequate
to allowpassage of the fetus and serious tearsmay occur if
the septum is still intact at this time. It is therefore prudent
to arrange to remove the vaginal septum as a formal sur-
gical procedure whenever one is discovered, either before
or during pregnancy. The septum may occasionally be
associated with dyspareunia when similar management
is indicated.
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Fig. 34.15 Ectopic opening of the anus at the fourchette.

Occasionally, a double vagina may exist in which one
side is not patent, and a haematometra and haematocol-
pos may occur in a single side. Under these circumstances
the vaginal septummust be removed to allow drainage of
the obstructed genital tract and the results are in general
excellent.

Vulval anomalies

Rarely, anomalies in the development of bowel or blad-
der may give rise to considerable abnormality in the
appearance of the vulva. The anusmay open immediately
adjacent to the vulva or just within it (Fig. 34.15). Blad-
der exstrophy will give rise to a bifid clitoris and anterior
displacement of the vagina, in addition to bladder defor-
mities themselves. Further discussion of these complex
problems may be found in Edmonds [14].

Wolffian duct anomalies

Remnants of the lower part of the Wolffian duct may be
evident as vaginal cysts, or remnants of the upper part
as thin-walled cysts lying within the layers of the broad
ligament (paraovarian cysts). It is doubtful if the vaginal
cyst per se calls for surgical removal, although removal
is usually undertaken. The cysts may cause dyspareu-
nia and this is the most likely reason for their discovery
and surgical removal. Cysts situated at the upper end
of the vagina may be found to burrow deeply into the
region of the broad ligament and the base of the bladder
and should be approached surgically with considerable
caution. A painful and probably paraovarian cyst will
require surgical exploration and its precise nature will
be unknown until the abdomen is opened. Such cysts
normally come out easily from the broad ligament.

Fig. 34.16 An intravenous pyelogram in a patient with absence
of the vagina, showing a single kidney and a gross abnormality
of the course of the ureter.

Renal tract abnormalities

The association between congenital malformations of the
genital tract and those of the renal tract is mentioned
above. When a malformation of the genital organs of any
significant degree presents some investigation to confirm
or exclude a renal tract anomaly would be wise. An ultra-
sound scan can be arranged without any upset to the
patient andwill probably be sufficient in the first instance;
however, if any doubt arises, an intravenous pyelogram
may be performed. Lesions such as absence of a kidney, a
double renal element on both or one side, a double ureter
or a pelvic kidney (Fig. 34.16) may not call for immediate
treatment but may do so later; moreover, it is as well to
be aware of such abnormalities if the abdomen is to be
opened for exploration or treatment of the genital tract
lesion itself.

Ectopic ureter

One abnormality which apparently presents with gynae-
cological symptoms is the ectopic ureter (Fig. 34.17).
Aureter opening abnormally is usually an additional one,
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Fig. 34.17 An intravenous pyelogram in a child with an
imperforate vagina. Both ureters open ectopically into the
posterior urethra.

although sometimes a single one may be ectopic. The
commonest site of the opening is the vestibule, followed
closely by the urethra and then the vagina. Other sites
are less common. The main symptom is uncontrollable
wetness. The amount of moisture appearing at the vulva
may, however, be small and is sometimes mistaken for a
vaginal discharge. This confusion together with difficul-
ties in confirming the diagnosis of an ectopic ureter, even
when one is suspected, may lead to many patients being
investigated for years before the condition is recognized.
Diagnosis can sometimes be easy but is usually not so.
The orifice at the vestibule may be clearly visible but more
often careful search is necessary to locate it, if it can be seen
at all. Cystoscopy and urethroscopy may be necessary to
establish if normal ureteric openings exist in the bladder.
Radiological study may be helpful by indicating a double
element on one or both sides. Treatment will involve the
help of a urological surgeon, and partial nephrectomy and
ureterectomy or reimplantation of the ectopic ureter into
the bladder may be undertaken.

Intersex disorders

There are three factors which determine an individual’s
sexual development. These are the effect of the sex

chromosomes on the differentiation of the gonad, the
proper functioning of the differentiated testis and the
response of the end organ to this testicular function. The
testes carry out their intrauterine function by producing
two substances, testosterone and MIS.
Testosterone stimulates thedevelopment of theWolffian

duct, which differentiates into the internal male genitalia
and also to the masculinization of the cloaca. MIS inhibits
the development of the Müllerian structures which are
always present and capable of development. MIS is a gly-
coprotein produced by the Sertoli cells [15] and its action
seems to be mediated by the release of hyalunidase by
the Müllerian duct cells, and local destruction occurs.
There may also be inhibition of growth factor stimulation,
presumably through specific cell membrane-associated
receptors, as the regression is quite specific. MISmay have
unilateral action so that each testis appears to produce
the hormone, which results in regression of the Müllerian
structures on its own side. The sensitivity of Müllerian
structures to MIF is present only during the first 8 weeks
of gestation.
The manner in which testosterone, produced by devel-

oping testes, is utilized to bring about masculinization
of the cloaca is through conversion of testosterone to
dihydrotestosterone through the action of the enzyme
5α-reductase. Wolffian structures, however, are capa-
ble of utilizing testosterone directly and are therefore
independent of 5α-reductase activity. Thus, in those
patients with 5α-reductase deficiency abnormal develop-
ment of the external genitalia will occur and an intersex
state results. For effective utilization of both testosterone
and 5α-reductase it is necessary for the testosterone to
be bound to the receptors on the cell membranes and
ineffective binding of testosterone leads to abnormal
sexual differentiation in disorders known as androgen
insensitivity.
It is therefore evident that sexual development may be

abnormal in the following circumstances:
1 There may be sex chromosome abnormalities interfer-
ing with testicular differentiation; the only common one
is 46X/46XYmosaicism, giving rise to one of the forms of
gonadal dysgenesis.
2 Testes may be incapable of producing testosterone,
either because of complete failure of testicular differentia-
tion (anatomical testicular failure) or a biosynthetic defect
of testosterone production (enzymatic testicular failure).
3 The end organs may be incapable of utilizing testos-
terone because of 5α-reductase deficiency or because the
androgen receptor is abnormal and therefore testosterone
cannot bind to the cell wall (androgen insensitivity).
4 The production of Müllerian inhibitor may be defi-
cient, leading to the growth of Müllerian structures in an
otherwise normal male.
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5 In a genetic femalemasculinization of the external geni-
talia may result in cases of excessive androgen production
in utero, for example, congenital adrenal hyperplasia.
6 Rarely, in a genetic female, genes capable of producing
the H-Y antigen may be found on an autosome, leading to
the condition known as the 46XX male.
7 True hermaphroditism, i.e. the presence of testicular
and ovarian tissue in the same individual, may be present
and such patients are commonly genetically female with
mosaicism, though genetic male variants also exist.

Clinical presentation

The child with ambiguous genitalia may present in a
number of ways:
1 amasculinized female due to congenital adrenal hyper-
plasia (CAH) or androgen stimulation from another
source;
2 an undermasculinized male for one of the reasons
discussed above; or
3 a true hermaphrodite.
The masculinized female is usually caused by CAH; she
may be unable to retain salt and water and die within a
few weeks of birth from salt loss and dehydration if the
diagnosis is not made. An important generalization con-
cerns the age of presentation. If, as is usually the case,
the patient presents at birth with sexual ambiguity it is
important that full investigations be undertaken at once to
choose the appropriate sex of rearing. The reasons for this
are first, if the child has CAH she may die if not correctly
treated, and second, whatever the diagnosis, the orienta-
tion of the child in the chosen sex of rearing will be better
if she or he is placed in that gender role as soon as possible
after birth and is allowed to grow up in it without further
doubts about gender being expressed. Parents in these cir-
cumstances are extremely anxious to know the sex of their
child and the prognosis for the future, but it is wise not to
assign a gender role until all the information is available
as an attempt at a later stage to change the sex of rearing
may cause considerable psychological trauma. It is impor-
tant to understand that it is extremely difficult to establish
the correct diagnosis through superficial examination of
the external genitalia. It is important that thorough inves-
tigation be carried out with the swiftest possible means to
establish the correct diagnosis.

Presentation in the neonatal period

The first diagnosis to be confirmed or refuted is CAH.
It must be admitted that, if a testis can be palpated
with certainty, the likelihood of CAH is very small, but
it should still be formerly excluded by the appropriate
investigations.

CONGENITAL ADRENAL HYPERPLASIA

CAH is the most common cause of female intersex and
is an autosomal recessive disorder resulting in enzyme
deficiency related to the biosynthesis of cortisol and aldos-
terone. The commonest enzyme defect is 21-hydroxylase
deficiency which results in a failure of conversion of
17α-hydroxyprogesterone to desoxycortisol and also fail-
ure of conversion of progesterone to desoxycorticos-
terone (Fig. 34.18). Two other enzyme deficiencies are
recognized, although less common: 3β-hydroxysteroid
hydrogenase deficiency and 11β-hydroxylase deficiency.
In 21-hydroxylase deficiency, which accounts for 90%
of cases of CAH, the deficiency results in an increase
in progesterone and 17α-hydroxyprogesterone, which is
therefore converted to androstenedione and subsequently
to testosterone.
21-hydroxylase deficiency is an autosomal recessivedis-

order. Its relationship to human leucocyte antigen (HLA)
type was established by Dupont et al. [16], and this has
allowed mapping of the gene, which is located on the
short arm of chromosome 6 [17]. It is located between
HLA-B andHLA-DR, and subgroups ofHLA-B have been
closely linked to salt-losing CAH and HLA-BW51 with
the simple virilizing form. Studies by Donohoue et al. [18]
have shown that there are twohydroxylasegenes (21-OHA
and 21-OHB). Only 21-OHB is active and they both lie
between the fourth components of complements C4Aand
C4B. A variety of mutations have been reported, includ-
ing gene deletions of 21-OHB [19], gene conversions [18]
and pointmutations [20]. The incidence of 21-hydroxylase
deficiency is between 1 in 5000 and 1 in 15,000.
Affected females are born with enlargement of the cli-

toris and excessive fusion of the genital folds, which
obscure the vagina and urethra (Fig. 34.19), forming in the
process an artificial urogenital sinus which has a single
opening at some point on the perineum, usually near the
base of the clitoris, although sometimes along its ventral
surface and rarely at the tip. Thickeningandrugosityof the
labia majora are evident and they bear some resemblance
toa scrotum. There ismuchvariationof the thicknessof the
fused labial folds and in extreme cases they are very thick,
with narrowing of the lower part of the vagina (Fig. 34.20).
The uterus, fallopian tubes and vagina are always present
and the vagina opens at somepoint in the urogenital sinus;
inmore severe cases itmay be very difficult to identify this
opening precisely. These clinical changes of masculiniza-
tion are secondary to the elevated levels of androgens as
a result of the enzyme defect.
In some infants a dangerous salt-losing syndrome may

arise because of associated aldosterone deficiency and the
childmaydie ofwasting and vomitingwithin a fewweeks
of life if the diagnosis is not appreciated.
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Fig. 34.18 Diagram of the enzyme steps necessary to convert cholesterol through its various intermediate stages to aldosterone,
cortisol and testosterone. Note that 3β-dehydrogenase (labelled 2) is active at two places, as are 17-hydroxylase (labelled 3)
17,20-desmolase (labelled 4), 21-hydroxylase (labelled 6) and 11-hydroxylase (labelled 7).

Fig. 34.19 The external genitalia of a child with CAH. Note the
clitoral enlargement and the excessive fusion of labial folds
which have resulted in only a single opening on the perineum.

When an infant is born with ambiguous genitalia, man-
agement also includes counselling the parents. It is helpful
to reassure them that the child is healthy but there is
a developmental anomaly of the genitalia. If the initial

examination of the child fails to identify palpable gonads
it is most likely that the child is female and the parents
should be informed as such and the likelihood of CAH
may be raised. The diagnosis must then be made with as
much haste as possible to alleviate parental anxiety.
Investigation of a suspected case of CAH should

include:
1 karyotyping, which may be performed on cord blood
and results rapidly obtained;
2 measurement of 17α-hydroxyprogesterone in blood,
which will be elevated in 21-hydroxylase deficiency;
3 examination of electrolytes to check the possibility of
a salt-losing syndrome, and if the salt-losing state is
present, sodium and chloride may be low and potassium
raised; and
4 pelvic ultrasound to discover the presence of a uterus
and vagina. This is not only reassuring to the parents, but
highly indicative of the correct diagnosis.
The immediatemanagement of such a child should always
be undertaken by or in cooperation with the paediatri-
cian. Cortisol or one of its related synthetic compounds
must be given to suppress adrenocorticotrophic hormone
secretion. If the child is a salt loser then salt loss must
be very carefully controlled. For further management of
the endocrine disorder the reader is referred to standard
paediatric texts.
The surgical attention required for congenital adrenal

hyperplasia patients has become extremely complex in
recent years. In the past it has been standard practice to
carry out two corrective procedures. First, the reduction
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 34.20 Diagrammatic representation of clitoral enlargement and excessive fusion of labial folds to show (a) the different thickness
of the folds, (b) the narrowing of the vagina in the most marked cases, and (c) variations in the point at which the urogenital sinus
opens.

Fig. 34.21 Identification of the corpora cavernosa which are
excised following preservation of the nerve and blood supply to
the glans.

in the size of the clitoris if it is enlarged and, second, the
division of the fused labial folds to expose the urethra
and vagina beneath. Clitoral reductionwhich involves the
removal of the shaft of the clitoris with preservation of the
neurovascular bundle and the glands has been a standard
procedure carried out by paediatric urologists for the last
30 years and has usually been carried out soon after birth
or within the first few months of birth (Fig. 34.21). In col-
laboration with surgery to the labial folds, the fused labial
folds may be divided and exposed (Fig. 34.22). However,
these procedures have been carried out from a cosmetic
point of view and also for the intention of deciding the
gender of rearing and the physical reinforcement of that
gender selection. A number of ethical issues have arisen
in recent years challenging the practice of clitoral reduc-
tion. Minto et al. [21] reported that sexual function can
be compromised following clitoral surgery suggesting all
had sexual difficulty. While this study failed to address
other reasons for sexual satisfaction other than the phys-
ical ability, it raises the question as to whether or not a
surgical approach in early life is wise. Certainly, further

research is needed to ensure that the outcome for these
individuals is optimized and individualized.
The division of the fused labial folds is simple if they are

thin, when it may be performed at almost any age. How-
ever, in more complex cases, division at this early stage
may give an indifferent result and the operationmay need
to be repeated later when the patient is beyond puberty,
but surgery at this stage can be rather difficult. If the folds
are very thick and especially if the vagina is narrowed
more elaborate procedures will be required to open the
introital ring and achieve a functional vaginal result.
Careful supervision by the paediatrician will be

required throughout childhood such that normal men-
strual and fertility patterns can be established. Grant et al.
[22], in a review of menstrual and fertility patterns, indi-
cated that menarche is often delayed by up to 2 years. The
age ofmenarche is directly related to the hormonal control
of the disease, although menstrual irregularity, including
oligomenorrhoea and even amenorrhoea, may occur in
spite of good control [23]. Fertility is reduced to some
extent, although this seems to be a greater problem for
salt losers [24].

OTHER CAUSES OF MASCULINIZATION IN GENETIC
FEMALES

These cases of masculinized genetic females are now rare.
There are cases of androgen-secreting tumours that have
occurred in pregnancy, which have resulted in virilization
of the fetus, especially luteomy [25], polycystic ovaries [26]
and Krukenberg tumours [27]. The association between
the use of progestogens and masculinization of the fetus
is extremely rare.
It should be mentioned that the features of the genetic

female masculinized from other androgen sources are
not likely to be significantly different from those seen in
CAH as far as the degree of masculinization is concerned
(Fig. 34.23). There will, however, be no other metabolic
defect and no salt-losing syndromewill be recognized but
the management of such a case is to exclude CAH as the
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Fig. 34.22 Diagrammatic representation
of division of fused labial folds. Courtesy
of Dr R.R. Gordan and Bailliere Tindall.

Fig. 34.23 Considerable masculinization of the external
genitalia of a female child whose mother was treated with
methyltestosterone in early pregnancy.

cause of the ambiguity and, having done this, the infant
may be reared in her correct female role and surgical treat-
ment carried out as for CAH. If no source of androgen can
be identified, consideration must be given to the possi-
bility of the child being a 46XX true hermaphrodite and
if the degree of external masculinization is considerable
it would be wise to consider gonadal biopsy. Rarely, no
obvious androgenic source can be detected to explain the
masculinization of the genitalia.

Male intersex and true hermaphrodites

If masculinization of a genetic female from CAH exoge-
nous androgens has been excluded, which is done within
the 1st week of life, distinction must be made between
an undermasculinized male and a true hermaphrodite
with ovarian and testicular tissue. The distinction can be
made for certain only by laparotomy and gonadal biopsy.
Laparoscopic biopsy is not adequate for establishing the
nature of a gonad in an intersex child. The organ may be
an ovotestis and, unless a representative biopsy is taken
along the length of the gonad, it must be stressed that the
biopsy of the gonad is not undertaken to determine what
the sex of rearing should be. This decision is principally
made on the suitability of external genitalia for sexual life
in one or other gender role. It is necessary to know the
nature of the gonad, however, so that if gonadal tissue is
present which is inappropriate to the chosen gender role,
as it always will be in a true hermaphrodite and in a male
intersex being brought up as a female, gonadal tissue can
be removed. Various conditions present under the general
heading of male intersex and true hermaphroditism and
these will now be considered.

XY FEMALES

Faults in androgen production

In this group of patients androgen production may fail
from either anatomical or enzymatic testicular failure.

Anatomical testicular failure. Failure of normal testicular
differentiation and development may be the result of a
chromosome mosaicism affecting the sex chromosomes
or possibly associated with an abnormal isochromosome
[28], but usually the sex chromosomes appear to benormal
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and the condition is referred to as pure gonadal dysgene-
sis. Clinically suchcases showvariable featuresdepending
on how much testicular differentiation is present. Since
differentiation is often poor, most patients havemildmas-
culinizationornoneat all, and theuterus, tubesandvagina
are generally present [29]. The presence of the uterus in
this condition contrasts with the other forms of XY female
described below.
Management of this group of patients is concernedwith

the reconstruction of the external genitalia in the man-
ner described in previously and removal of the streak or
rudimentary gonad in view of their raised potential for
cancer. The degree of masculinization of such patients
is often minimal and, if it is limited to a minor degree
of clitoral enlargement with little or no fusion of the
genital folds, surgery need not be undertaken. The risk
of malignancy in the rudimentary testes is probably in
the order of 30% and gonadal removal during childhood
would be wise. Around the age of puberty replacement
oestrogen–progestogen therapy must be started to pro-
duce secondary sexual development and menstruation.

Enzymatic testicular failure Several metabolic steps are
necessary for the complete formation of testosterone from
cholesterol (Fig. 34.18). A number of biosynthetic defects
have been reported at each stage of the process. As a
result, clinical features are somewhat varied but since such
enzyme defects are generally incomplete there is external
genital ambiguity of varying degrees, the uterus, tubes
and upper vagina being absent since the production of
MIS by the testes is normal.
The decision on the sex of rearing will depend upon the

degree of masculinization of the external genitalia but the
female role is often the chosen one (Fig. 34.24). Surgical
management is as already described. The identification
of the precise enzyme defect can be difficult, but may
be approached through human chorionic gonadotrophin
stimulation of the gonads and measurement of various
androgens to determine where the enzyme block occurs.

END-ORGAN INSENSITIVITY

In this group of conditions the end organ may be insen-
sitive to androgen production because of 5α-reductase
deficiency or from partial androgen insensitivity.

5α-Reductase deficiency

As described above, normal masculinization of the exter-
nal genitalia requires the conversion of testosterone to
dihydrotestosterone by 5α-reductase. Although the Wolf-
fian structures respond directly to testosterone, in the
presence of 5α-reductase deficiency a male infant will

Fig. 34.24 Apatient with enzymatic testicular failure believed
to be due to 17-ketosteroid-reductase deficiency. Reproduced
from [35] with permission.

have poor masculinization of external genitalia but the
uterus, tubes and upper vagina will always be absent
sinceMIS production will be normal. As a rule, the degree
of genital masculinization is small or at worst moder-
ate and most children are initially placed in the female
role (Fig. 34.25). At puberty, however, the testes produce
increased amounts of testosterone and there is greater vir-
ilization, perhaps to an extent that the patient may wish
to change the gender role from female to male. Penis size
tends to remain barely adequate, however, and the female
gender role will often be a better one for such patients.
5α-Reductase deficiency is a familial disorder due to an
autosomal recessive gene, so that the evidence of other
similar affected members in the family often assists the
diagnosis. If there is no such history, precise diagnosis
may be attempted by human chorionic gonadotrophin
stimulation of the gonad for 3 days with measurement
of testosterone at the beginning and end of each test.
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Fig. 34.25 The external genitalia of a 10-year-old 46XY child
with 5α-reductase deficiency. Reproduced from [35] with
permission.

Androgen insensitivity. This syndrome is seen only in the
newborn if the enzyme defect giving rise to it is par-
tial. Presentation in later life is described in p. 344 When
patients in the partial form present at birth as of ambigu-
ous sex, the principles of management are those outlined
in p. 342 for 5α-reductase deficiency.

True hermaphrodites

True hermaphrodites are rare in Europe and the USA, but
in some countries, notably SouthAfrica, they appear to be
much more common. They present with varying degrees
of sexual ambiguity (Fig. 34.26) – maleness predominates
in some patients, femaleness in others. In the majority the
uterus and vagina are present. The karyotype inmost true
hermaphrodites is that of an apparently normal female
(46XX); this occurred in 58% of the 172 cases reviewed by
VanNiekerk [30] andVanNiekerk andRetief [31]. Thenext
most frequent karyotype was 46XX/XY which appeared
in 13%, followed by 46XY (11%) and 46XY/47XXY (6%)
with other mosaics accounting for 10%.
Distribution of the gonads is interesting in that the com-

monest combination is for an ovotestis to be present on
one side and an ovary on the other, with a testis on

(a)

(b)

Fig. 34.26 External genitalia in two true hermaphrodites. (a)
Behind a considerable degree of clitoral enlargement it is
possible to identify the urethra (not shown in the figure) and the
vagina, which is illustrated. (b) An equivalent amount of clitoral
enlargement, but the excessive fusion of labial folds has led to
only a single perineal opening and it is not possible to identify
the urethra and vagina separately.
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one side and an ovary on the other being almost as fre-
quent. Ovotestismaybebilateral or combinedwitha testis.
Diagnosis of true hermaphroditism can only be made by
gonadal biopsy to demonstrate that ovarian and testicular
tissue are both present. Sex of rearing is determined on the
functional capability of the external genitalia, after which
inappropriate organs are removed. In some cases itmay be
possible to identify the ovarian and testicular portions of
an ovotestis for certain and to remove only that partwhich
is unwanted. If this is not possible both must be removed.
If the patient then requires to be brought up in the gen-
der role for which there is no appropriate gonadal tissue
replacement hormone therapy at pubertywill be required.

Patients presenting after infancy

Doubt about an individual’s sex may arise for the first
time some years after birth, generally around puberty,
when some heterosexual feature may become evident or a
pre-existingminor featurebecomesmoreprofound. Some-
times an older patient is seen whose intersexual state had
been recognized at birth but not investigated. The investi-
gationof suchpatients follows thegeneralpatternoutlined
above and is different in only minor respects. If, for exam-
ple, a patient is seenwith late-onset CAHabout the time of
puberty, the likelihood of a salt-losing syndrome is mini-
mal and investigation of this aspect need not be intensive.
Management is different in one particular and very impor-
tant respect. Thepatient, ofnecessity, will have lived inone
or other sex role for some time and may have become so
well adjusted that no attempts should be made to change
this gender role. This aspect of thematter is best illustrated
by 46XY patients with androgen insensitivity discussed
next. Such patients have no masculinization of external
genitalia at all and in most instances are well-developed,
phenotypic females. To suggest that they should change
to the male role because they have male karyotypes and
intra-abdominal testes would be the height of folly.

Androgen insensitivity

The intersexual condition most likely to be evident for the
first time at or after puberty, but which may sometimes
be encountered earlier in childhood, is the condition of
androgen insensitivity. Thiswas formerly known as testic-
ular feminization. It will be evident from the discussion in
p. 337 that there are severalmechanismsbywhichapatient
who has testes may be feminized, so this term is no longer
appropriate. Since the basis of the condition is insensitiv-
ity to androgen, this term is a muchmore satisfactory one.
The clinical picture of complete androgen insensitivity is
remarkably uniform, although it now seems probable that
two distinct mechanisms of insensitivity are present.

Fig. 34.27 The external genitalia of a patient with androgen
insensitivity.

Most patients with androgen insensitivity present for
the first time after puberty when, despite normal breast
development, there is primary amenorrhoea. Further clin-
ical examination will reveal absent or scanty pubic and
axillary hair, a normal vulva (Fig. 34.27) but a short
blind vagina with no cervix palpable. If a laparoscopy or
laparotomy is performed, the uterus will be found to be
absent and the testes are generally to be found within the
abdomen in the inguinal canal or occasionally in the labia.
Examination of the karyotype will disclose a normal 46XY
male pattern.
Endocrine investigation reveals testosterone levels

within the normal male range. Oestrogen levels are gen-
erally within the range where normal male and normal
female values overlap. Luteinizing hormone values are
generally elevateddue, it is believed, to the insensitivity of
the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland to testosterone.
Follicle-stimulating hormone levels are more variable but
areusuallywithin thenormalmale rangeor slightly raised.
The aetiology of this condition may be due to complete

absence of the gene for the androgen receptor or due to
mutations or defects in the gene itself, leading to a receptor
that cannot function. Thus the condition may be complete
in those patients who have an absent androgen recep-
tor whereby no interpretation of testosterone can occur at
the cell membrane or in some cases, where the androgen
receptor mutation is not complete, some receptivity may
persist and, as a result of that, partial androgenizationmay
occur. In these cases it is known as partial androgen insen-
sitivity syndrome. Although most patients present some
time after puberty because of primary amenorrhoea, the
condition is occasionally seen in the child when a testis is
found to occupy a hernial sac or when the presence of the
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Fig. 34.28 The external appearance of a 46XY individual with
androgen insensitivity. Note the excellent breast development
and complete absence of pubic hair.

full blownsyndrome inanother sister leads to examination
of a younger one and the male karyotype is revealed.
Management of the patient with androgen insensitiv-

ity depends upon the age at which the patient is seen. If
seen after puberty when breast development is complete
(Fig. 34.28), whether or not to remove the testes is con-
sidered. It seems likely that such patients have a raised
potential for cancer, which is probably of the order of 5%
during their lives [32]. Most would agree that this risk
is sufficiently high to warrant gonadectomy and, there-
fore, this is advised. Discussion with the patient about
the nature of her gonads will depend on the individual
case. All patients should be informed of the nature of their
condition when it is felt appropriate, but this depends on
the maturity of the patient at the time of presentation.
These women whose gonads are removed will question
this procedure in the future. It is extremely important that

an appropriate explanation is given at the correct time. The
clinician should take great care to ensure that the explana-
tion given is correct and in appropriate language, so that
the patient can understand the nature of her condition.
It is important to emphasize that they are entirely female
in spite of their chromosomal make up. Counselling of
thesewomen is often required and they should be referred
to appropriate centres for management. None of these
women should be left following gonadectomy without
long-term follow-up and access to a specialist with an
interest in this area.
Following gonadectomy, hormone replacement therapy

with oestrogen should be given and this need not be cycli-
cal since the uterus is absent. If the patient is seen for the
first time in childhood and a diagnosis of complete andro-
gen insensitivity is made, it can confidently be stated that
feminization will occur at puberty and nothing need be
done until that time. If, however, there are heterosexual
features present it is very likely that masculinization will
occur to some extent at puberty. This will have a pro-
found psychological effect on the patient when she has
been brought up in the female role. In these circumstances
gonadectomy in childhood is wise, followed by induc-
tion of puberty with hormone replacement therapy at the
appropriate time (Fig. 34.29). Surgery is seldom necessary
in these women to elongate the vagina as it is usually
functional, but should elongation be required graduated
dilatation using Frank’s procedure is the treatment of
choice.

Other disorders encountered in the older patient

When thedisorders discussed in pp. 337–334 as presenting
at birth are seen in later life, certain differences in clinical
features of management must be emphasized. The patient
with CAH who has been reared as a female is unlikely
to have sufficient masculinization of the external genitalia
(Fig. 34.30) so reconstructive surgery is less commonlynec-
essary. Secondary sexual development is apt to be poor
or absent, but once the diagnosis has been made and the
condition controlled by cortisol, spontaneous secondary
sexual development should follow. If, however, a seri-
ous error has been made at birth because of an extreme
degree of masculinization, the child being placed in the
male role, management depends entirely upon the orien-
tation of the patient to the male sex. If this is good and the
phallus of a size judged suitable for intercourse, it may be
wiser to allow the patient to continue in that gender role.
It should be remembered, however, that if cortisol is used
to inhibit the excess adrenocorticotrophic hormone activ-
ity, the apparent male will probably begin to menstruate
so total hysterectomy and oophorectomy will be needed,
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Fig. 34.29 External genitalia of a 7-year-old 46XY child with a
degree of masculinization. Reproduced from [35] with
permission.

Fig. 34.30 External genital appearance of a 46XX individual
with CAH seen for the first time at the age of 16 years.

testosterone should be administered and, if appropriate, a
testicular prosthesis inserted.
Patients with 5α-reductase deficiency placed in the

female role but otherwise untreated are likely to havemale
type puberty and may wish to change sex. An extremely
difficult decisionmust then bemade since, as already indi-
cated, the phallic size is seldom sufficient for coitus. Many
patients wish to change their gender role nonetheless, and
this important psychological aspect of management must
be fully assessed in deciding what to do for the best.
Menstruation and/or breast development may occur at

puberty in a true hermaphrodite who has been thought to
be male. In such a case, the adjustment to masculinity is
likely to be good so mastectomy and hysterectomy with
the removal of the ovary will be indicated.
Two other conditions require brief mention, although

they are unlikely to be seen by the gynaecologist. Pheno-
typic males are rarely found to have a 46XX karyotype.
Wachtel and Bard [33] refer tomore than 80 cases reported
in the literature. Those who have been appropriately
examined have been shown to be H-Y antigen-positive
and there is little clinical ambiguity in this group, the exter-
nal genitalia being generally normal, although underde-
veloped, and hypospadias has been mentioned several
times.
Isolated deficiency of Müllerian inhibition has also

been reported but such cases do not present clinically as
examples of doubtful sex unless some unrelated surgical
procedure reveals the surprising presence of Müllerian
structures in an otherwise normal or near normal male.
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Chapter 35: The menstrual cycle
William L. Ledger

Introduction

The human female is monotocous. The complex and
highly regulated sequence of events that manifests as reg-
ular monthly menstruation exists to ensure that only one
oocyte is ovulated in any one cycle and that implantation
of an early embryo can arrest the process of endometrial
shedding and ensure its survival. Monthly menstruation
is an obvious marker that the various levels of interaction
between hypothalamus, pituitary, ovary and uterus are
functional. Interruption of this axis at any point leads to
disordered menses. Gynaecologists will frequently have
to investigate and treat such disorders. A clear under-
standing of the regulation of the normal cycle is therefore
necessary to guide rational management when things go
wrong.
Although termed the ‘menstrual cycle’, since menstrua-

tion is the obviousmonthly event during reproductive life,
thenormalmenstrual cycle ismostly a reflectionof ovarian
events. The selection and growth of the dominant folli-
cle leads to increasing concentrations of oestrogens in the
blood, stimulating endometrial growth. Later, following
the luteinizing hormone (LH) surge, ovarian oestrogens
andprogesterone from the corpus luteum induce endome-
trial secretory changes and the decline in luteal steroid
production in the absence of pregnancy leads to the onset
of menstruation. Hence a description of clinical relevance
of the menstrual cycle should focus on ovarian physiol-
ogy, while not overlooking events in the hypothalamus
and pituitary and at the level of the uterus.
The menstrual cycle is regulated at both endocrine and

paracrine levels. Endocrinologically, there are classical
feedback loops that modulate release of gonadotropin
hormones from the pituitary with the ovarian steroids
as the afferent arm. More recent studies have begun to
elaborate a complex series of paracrine processes that
operate within the tissues of the ovary and uterus to
impose local regulation.

Step one: ensuring monovulation

Folliculogenesis and the ‘Follicular Phase’

At birth, the human ovaries contain approximately
1,000,000 primordial follicles, arrested at prophase of the
firstmeiotic division. This number already reflects consid-
erable attrition from the maximum size of about 7,000,000
in the follicle ‘pool’ at 5 months of fetal life [1]. Further
depletion of the follicle pool will continue throughout
reproductive life, with regular escape of follicles from the
primordial ‘resting phase’ by re-entry into meiosis. The
process of ‘escape’ from the resting state is not depen-
dent on extra-ovarian influences: follicle depletion occurs
before and after menarche, during use of the oral con-
traceptive pill and during pregnancy and whether or
not regular menstruation occurs. The majority of follicles
will never develop beyond the pre-antral stage, travelling
instead towards atresia. Of the original pool of 7,000,000
primordial follicles, only about 400 will ever acquire
gonadotropin receptors and the possibility of ovulation.
This dramatic attrition defines the female arm of natural
selection, mirrored by the huge ‘wastage’ of spermatoge-
nesis in the male in which millions of sperm are produced
eachdayduring fertile lifewith only a tinyproportion ever
fertilizing an oocyte.
The early stages of follicle development in the human

are independent of gonadotropins. Studies using trans-
genic animal species have begun to elucidate the con-
tribution of locally acting intra-ovarian paracrine regula-
tors of primordial follicle development including growth
differentiation factor-9 (GDF-9), anti-Mullerian hormone
(AMH) and the Bax family of regulators of apoptosis
(Table 35.1).
Such studies are ofmore than theoretical interest: under-

standing the mechanisms regulating rate of entry into
the pool of growing follicles should help to explain
such common clinical problems as ‘idiopathic’ prema-
ture ovarian failure and early onset of menopause, as

348
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 35.1 The development of a follicle, from (a) primordial, (b) small antral and (c) pre-ovulatory stages. (a) The primordial follicle is
surrounded by a single layer of undifferentiated epithelial cells and is insensitive to gonadotropins. (b) The early antral follicle has
well-differentiated theca (immunostained brown) and granulosa cell layers surrounding the developing antral cavity with the
oocyte. (c) The pre-ovular follicle with the oocyte surrounded by the cumulus oophorus with well-differentiated granulosa and theca
cell layers.

Table 35.1 Specific gene ‘knockouts’ and their effects on
ovarian function in the mouse

Transgenic/mutant
mouse Ovarian phenotype

c-kit deficiency, Kit
ligand deficiency

Loss of germ cells (migration/
proliferation failure)

Zfx, Atm, Dazla
knockout

Loss of germ cells (proliferation
failure)

WT-1 knockout Failure of gonadal development
GDF-9 knockout Folliculogenesis arrest (primary stage)
IGF-1 knockout Folliculogenesis arrest (before antral

follicle stage)
Fsh-β knockout Folliculogenesis arrest (preantral

stage)
ER-knockout Failure to ovulate
Wnt-4 knockout Reduced germ cell number

masculinization

well as suggesting means of prolonging the reproductive
lifespan.
Once a developing follicle reaches the pre-antral stage

of development, further progression to the antral and pre-
ovulatory stages appear to be absolutely dependant upon
thepresenceof gonadotropins. The temporary elevation in
circulating concentration of follicle stimulating hormone
(FSH) seen in the early follicular phase of the ovarian cycle
allows a limited number of pre-antral follicles to reach this
stage of maturity, creating a ‘cohort’ of practically syn-
chronously developing follicles. However, only one ‘lead’
follicle will acquire significant aromatase enzyme activity
within its granulosa cells, leading to increased synthe-
sis and secretion of oestradiol from androgenic precursor.
The ‘two-cell, two gonadotropin’ hypothesis specifies the
need for both LH, to stimulate production of precursor
androgens, particularly androstenedione, by the theca cell
layer, with FSHdriving aromatization to oestradiolwithin
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FSH LH hCG

Fig. 35.2 Molecular structure of FSH, LH and hCG.
(Reproduced by kind permission of Dr Bernadette Mannaerts,
Organon Ltd.)

the adjacent granulosa cell layer [3]. FSH, LH and hCG
(human chorionic gonadotropin) are structurally similar,
sharing an identical alpha subunit. Their specificity lies in
structural differences in the beta subunit (Fig. 35.2). Hence
assays for these molecules use antibodies directed against
beta-subunit epitopes.
The necessity for both LH and FSH at this stage of

the cycle is demonstrated when exogenous gonadtrophin
replacement is given to patients with Kallmann’s
syndrome. These patients are unable to secrete gona-

dotropins into the circulation, but have normal ovarian
physiology. The results of a study of such a patient are
shown in Fig. 35.3. The patient had Kallmann’s syndrome
with anosmia, primary amenorrhoea and hypogonadal
hypogonadism. Ovulation induction was undertaken
using two different preparations of gonadotropin. Treat-
ment with both FSH and LH in the form of human
menopausal gonadotropins (HMG) induces both normal
follicle growth, monitored by transvaginal ultrasound
(bottom panel) and oestradiol secretion (top left panel),
leading to high luteal phase progesterone concentrations
after an artificial LH surge with hCG injection. This indi-
cates that successful ovulation and luteinization occurred.
In contrast, treatment with FSH in the absence of LH,
using a recombinant FSH preparation led to identical fol-
licle development on ultrasound but little elevation in
circulating oestradiol concentration in the phase of follic-
ular growth and no increase in progesterone after hCG
injection.
The pituitary secretes the gonadotropin hormones LH

and FSH in response to pulses of gonadotropin releas-
ing hormone (GnRH) from the hypothalamus, which
travel to the anterior pituitary via the hypothalamo-
hypophyseal portal tract. LH secretion appears to be
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Fig. 35.3 Effects of FSH alone and FSH and LH in combination on follicle development in a hypogonadotrophic patient with
Kallmann’s Syndrome. (Reproduced with kind permission from Dr Gillian Lockwood).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 35.4 Histological appearance of (a) late secretory and
(b) menstrual endometrium (see p. 354). (Courtesy of Professor
MWells, University of Sheffield.)

closely regulated by GnRH pulsatility, while secretion of
FSH is co-regulated by hypothalamic GnRH and other
factorswhich act directly on the pituitary, possibly includ-
ing the inhibins and activins. In the normal follicular
phase, GnRH pulse frequency is approximately once per
90 min. GnRH pulses are less frequent in the luteal phase,
occurring approximately once in 4 h.
Disorders that slow GnRH pulsatility, such as anorexia

nervosa, result in failure of secretion of pituitary
gonadotropins and a state of hypogonadal hypogo-
nadism with undetectable serum LH and FSH and
amenorrhoea.
Once the concentration of serum oestradiol begins

to rise in the mid-follicular phase, there is a rapid
suppression of pituitary FSH production by negative
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Fig. 35.5 The ‘threshold concept’ illustrating dependance of
advanced follicle growth and maturation on a rise in circulating
FSH concentration above an arbitrary threshold, with
subsequent suppression of FSH preventing multiple follicle
development. (Reproduced with kind permission from
‘Archives of Medical Research’, [5].)

feedback. Recent studies have suggested that suppres-
sion of pituitary FSH secretion in the follicular phase
might be co-mediated by rising serum concentrations
of inhibin B, a glycoprotein secreted by the granulosa
cells of the developing dominant follicle. It is per-
haps not surprising that a dual mechanism to control
follicular phase FSH secretion has evolved [4]. The
resulting decrease in circulating concentration of FSH
withdraws gonadotropin ‘drive’ from the remainder of
the growing cohort of follicles. The result is progression
to atresia for all but the dominant follicle, leading to
mono-ovulation.
The mechanism by which this selection of a single

dominant follicle occurs has beendescribed by the ‘thresh-
old’ concept, in which the rising concentration of FSH
exceeds the threshold and thereby opens a ‘window’
allowing one follicle to continue growth and develop-
ment. Suppression of FSH concentration then closes the
window, preventing growth of multiple mature follicles
(Fig. 35.5).
The threshold concept is useful in understanding

the pitfalls of ‘superovulation’, in which daily injec-
tions of high doses of FSH are given as part of in
vitro fertilization (IVF) treatment. The aim is to pro-
duce a cohort of eight or more mature follicles suit-
able for ultrasound guided oocyte retrieval. However,
if the follicle pool is small (e.g. if the patient is near-
ing menopause), then the yield of mature follicles will
be disappointing, while if the follicle pool is large (e.g.
if the patient has polycystic ovary syndrome), then
there is a danger of over-response with hyper-stimulation
syndrome.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 35.6 The histological appearances of the corpus luteum, showing (a) an active corpus luteum and (b) regression of the corpus
luteum with histiocyte infiltration. (Kindly provided by Professor MWells, University of Sheffield.)

Step two: ensuring maintenance of very
early pregnancy

The LH surge and ovulation

Final maturation of the oocyte only occurs after initiation
of the LH surge. This ensures that the oocyte is mature
and ready for fertilization when released from the follicle.
The LH surge represents a coordinated discharge of LH
from the gonadotroph cells of the anterior pituitary. This
occurs in response to the rapid rise in oestradiol during
the latter days of the follicular phase of the ovarian cycle.
Pulses of GnRH from the hypothalamus increase in both
magnitude and frequency, triggering the LH surge with a
rapid outpouring of LH and, to a lesser extent, FSH from
the anterior pituitary.
The LH surge is also preceded by a rise in serum

concentration of progesterone. The contribution of
this rise to the peri-ovulatory phase of the cycle
is unclear, but prevention of the pre-ovular rise in
serum progesterone concentration using the proges-
terone receptor antagonist mifepristone prevents effi-
cient ovulation. Compounds with effects similar to
mifepristone are being tested as possible contraceptive
agents, possibly acting both by inhibiting ovulation and
implantation.
The LH surge initiates final maturation of the oocyte

with completion of meiosis and extrusion of the first polar
body, which contains one of the two haploid sets of chro-
mosomes from the oocyte. The LH surge also induces an
inflammatory type reaction at the apex of the follicle adja-
cent to the outer surface of the ovarian cortex. A process
of new blood vessel formation, with associated release of

prostaglandins (PGs) and cytokines leads to rupture of the
follicle wall and ovulation about 38 h after the initiation
of the LH surge. A chemotactic effect of ovarian cytokines
draws the fimbria of the Fallopian tube to within close
proximity to the rupturing follicle. A thin mucus strand
seems to join themouth of the Fallopian tube to the ovular
follicle, forming a bridge for transit of the oocyte into the
tube.
The ‘empty’ follicle rapidly fills with blood and

the theca and granulosa cell layers of the follicle
wall luteinize, with formation of the corpus luteum
(Fig. 35.6). A rapid synthesis of progesterone, along
with oestradiol, follows. Concentrations of progesterone
in serum rise to above 25 nmol/l, one of the high-
est concentrations seen for any hormone in the circula-
tion. These concentrations rise still further if pregnancy
follows.

Endometrial development during the menstrual
cycle and early pregnancy

Progression through the follicular phase of the cycle is
characterized by appearance of increasing amounts of
oestradiol in the circulation. This acts on the basalis layer
of endometrium, which persists from cycle to cycle in con-
trast to themonthly sheddingof themore superficial layers
of endometrium. The new, proliferative endometrium
grows rapidly under the influence of oestradiol, in syn-
chrony with the growth and maturation of the oocyte
and its follicle. An organized architecture appears, with
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 35.7 The histological appearances of the endometrial cycle, showing proliferative, early secretory, mid-secretory phases
equivalent to the images a, b and c. (Kindly provided by Professor MWells, University of Sheffield.)

endometrial glands and stromal compartments, in prepa-
ration for the development of secretory endometrium
permissive of implantation following the LH surge,
luteinization of the ruptured follicle and formation of
the corpus luteum, with secretion of large amounts of
progesterone.
A key element in growth of healthy endometrium is

formation of new blood vessels (endometrial angiogen-
esis), which seems to occur by elongation and expansion
from pre-existing small vessels in the basalis. Endome-
trial angiogenesis can be divided into three stages, first
during menstruation to reform the vascular bed, sec-
ond, during the proliferative phase to develop endome-
trial vascular supply, and finally with spiral arteriole
growth and coiling with the aim of providing an ade-
quately vascularized site for implantation (Fig. 35.7) [6].
Therefore, in contrast to most vascular beds, which keep
a persistent structure throughout life, the endometrial
vascular network grows and regresses during each men-
strual cycle. Numerous angiogenic and angiostatic factors
have been identified in the human endometrium. Most

of these studies have focused on vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) and interleukins, which may be
directly responsive to changing concentrations of ovarian
steroids.
The development of a healthy secretory endometrium

is essential for implantation and successful development
of pregnancy. In the human, the oocyte is fertilized in the
ampullary portion of the Fallopian tube and then travels
to enter the uterus on day 3, at the morula stage of devel-
opment. The blastocyst, with distinct trophectoderm and
inner cell mass, forms on day 4. The blastocyst sheds the
zonapellucidaand thenadheres to the endometrial epithe-
lium, beginning the process of implantation. Implantation
is the first step in the interaction between the cells of the
blastocyst and endometrium, that is, between the mother
and the fetus. Hence this interaction is critical to suc-
cessful pregnancy, and a number of endometrial proteins
have been identified as potential regulators of blastocyst
development and implantation. These include endome-
trial integrins, glycosylated cell adhesion molecule 1
(GlyCAM-1) and osteopontin [7]. Continuous exposure
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of the endometrium to progesterone in early pregnancy
downregulates progesterone receptors in the epithelium,
a process which is associated with loss of the cell-surface
mucinMUC1and induction of secreted adhesionproteins.
‘Rescue’ of the corpus luteum by hCG secreted from the
trophoblast of the developing pregnancy is essential for
its continuance.
Interruption of progesterone synthesis and secretion

by the corpus luteum, for example, using the pro-
gesterone receptor antagonist mifepristone, is used
in clinical practice to induce termination of early
pregnancy. In contrast, ‘luteal phase support’ in the
form of hCG injection or injected or vaginal progesto-
gens is used to support IVF pregnancies, since normal
luteinization is interrupted by the GnRH agonist drugs
used to prevent premature LH surges and unwanted
ovulation.

Menstruation

Menstruation refers to the shedding of the superfi-
cial layers of the endometrium, with subsequent repair
in preparation for regrowth from the basalis layer.
Menstruation is initiated by a fall in circulating con-
centration of progesterone that follows luteal regres-
sion – failure of ‘rescue’ of the corpus luteum by an
implanted early pregnancy. Luteal progesterone syn-
thesis is dependent on LH from the pituitary gland.
During luteolysis, progesterone secretion falls despite
maintained serum concentrations of LH, since the corpus
luteum becomes less sensitive to gonadotrophic support
and becomes increasingly unable to maintain produc-
tion of progesterone. In contrast, in a conception cycle,
the increasing block to progesterone synthesis is over-
come by the rapidly increasing concentrations of hCG
which act on the corpus luteum through its LH recep-
tors.
In the immediate pre-menstrual phase, progesterone

withdrawal activates a complex series of intrauterine sig-
nals which include expression of chemotactic factors,
which draw leucocytes into the uterus, expression of
matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) enzymes, PGs and other
compounds that act on the uterine vessels and smooth
muscle. The ‘invasion’ of leucocytes and subsequent
expression of inflammatorymediators has led tomenstru-
ation being likened to an inflammatory event [8,9]. The
PGs of the E and F series are present in high concentrations
in the endometrium and their synthesis is regulated by
the ovarian steroids. Increased production of PGF2∞ pro-
duces the myometrial contractions and vasoconstriction
seen atmenstruation, while E series PGs increase pain and

oedema, andarevasodilatory. PGE2 alsoappears to induce
synthesis of the cytokine IL-8 (interleukin-8), another key
inflammatory and chemotacticmediator [10]. Pronounced
vasoconstriction in turn leads to localized tissue hypoxia,
further reinforcing releaseof inflammatorymediators. The
end result of this cascade of events is constriction of the
spiral arterioles with contraction of the uterine muscle,
leading to expulsion of the shed tissue (Fig. 35.4).
These studies have clear relevance to clinical man-

agement of menorrhagia and other menstrual disorders.
Inhibitors of PG synthesis are widely used in these condi-
tions, with good scientific basis. However, PG synthesis
is also an important component of ovulation, and use of
powerful inhibitors of PG synthesis, such as non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory agents, can lead to anovular cycles and
involuntary infertility.

Conclusion

Although complex, the endocrine and paracrine events
that regulate the normal ovarian and uterine cycles
are well understood. This chapter illustrates several
examples by which understanding of the basic phys-
iology of the cycle has led to scientifically based
therapeutics. Further exploration of these regulatory
mechanisms will produce new approaches to diag-
nosis and treatment for gynaecologists and their
patients.
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Chapter 36: The role of ultrasound in
gynaecology
Joanne Topping

Introduction

The introduction of ultrasound into medicine and specif-
ically into gynaecology has been an important develop-
ment in the diagnosis and management of many common
gynaecological disorders. Its use has revolutionized the
management of problems in early pregnancy, decreased
the need for more invasive procedures in postmenopausal
and dysfunctional uterine bleeding and allowed signif-
icant advances in the management of infertility with
ultrasound guided techniques in in vitro fertilization
(IVF). Ultrasound examination of the pelvis is one of the
most commonly used interventions in gynaecology at the
present time.

The impact of 3D real-time imaging in gynaecology has
yet to be fully investigated; this chapter will therefore
concentrate on 2D real-time imaging.

Knowledge of the basic principles of ultrasound allows
the operator to understand how the machine acquires an
image and this leads to appropriate use of the controls
to obtain the best possible image quality. It should also
ensure the operator understands that high levels of ultra-
sound can produce biological damage such as cavitation
and heating.

Ultrasound techniques

Ultrasound is so named because the sound waves are of
such a high frequency (above 20 kHz) that they cannot
be heard by the human ear. Higher frequency probes pro-
duce a narrower beam width; this allows better resolution
but poorer penetration and, therefore, should be used
for structures close to the probe. In gynaecology trans-
abdominal (TA) probes tend to range from 3 to 5 MHz and
transvaginal (TV) probes from 5 to 8.0 MHz.

The advantages and disadvantages of the TAversus TV
route of ultrasound scanning are well known and sum-
marized here (Table 36.1). Transvaginal ultrasound is the
method of choice for the assessment of problems in early
pregnancy and pelvic pain. Transabdominal scanning,

Table 36.1 Transabdominal versus transvaginal route of
ultrasound scanning

Advantages Disadvantages

Transabdominal ultrasound
Wide field of view
Non-invasive
Suitable for large masses
Suitable for all ages
Chaperone not required

Requires full bladder
Low probe frequency
therefore poorer resolution

Bowel gas may obscure view
Images affected by maternal
habitus

Transvaginal ultrasound
High probe frequency giving
increased resolution of pelvic
structures

Diagnosis of early pregnancy
viability approximately

1 week before TA scan
Empty bladder
Not dependant on habitus

Internal examination
Possible discomfort
Not suitable for all patients
Chaperone required

however, is the only technique available for examining
those women who are unable to tolerate a vaginal exami-
nation. It is also the technique of choice for assessing large
pelvic masses. Thus, it is important that any practitioner
performing ultrasound examinations is comfortable with
both approaches.

Transvaginal method

The bladder needs to be empty (even a small amount of
urine in the bladder can displace the pelvic organs), and
women should be asked to empty their bladder before the
examinationbegins.Asmall amount of gel is applied to the
transducer tip and the tip and shaft of the probe covered
with a non-spermicidal condom; apply a small amount of
lubricant gel to allow easy insertion of the probe. When
a transvaginal examination is being performed, palpation
can be used to modify the position of pelvic structures to
optimize the image quality.

356
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Transabdominal method

To perform a pelvic ultrasound using the abdominal route
requires the woman to have a full bladder, this pushes
the uterus out of the pelvis; acts as an acoustic window
and displaces bowel superiorly so preventing gas from
the bowel scattering the ultrasound beam. When perform-
ing longitudinal scans with TA approach, the bladder is
conventionally shown on the right of the image on the
ultrasound monitor.

The position and relationship of the female pelvic
organs varies considerably. The large size and central posi-
tion of the uterus allows it to be used as a landmark
for orientation. The uterine wall consists of three layers,
the parametrium, myometrium and endometrium. The
parametrium is highly echogenic and allows the uterus to
be clearly outlined on ultrasound. The myometrium is the
muscular layer of the uterus, which is normally homoge-
nous and echodense. The echogenicity of other structures,
for example, ovarian cysts are compared to that of the
myometrium.

The role of ultrasound

Ultrasound is an extension of the clinical examination in
gynaecology; it is unlikely that a woman with a normal
pelvic examination and negative ultrasound has a signifi-
cant gynaecological abnormality. Ultrasound should only
be used when there is a clinical question to be answered.
Incidental findings such as ovarian cysts are not uncom-
mon in asymptomatic women and if ultrasound findings
are taken in isolation they can be misleading.

Investigation of pelvic mass

Ultrasound is of paramount importance in evaluating a
suspected pelvis mass. It is particularly useful when the
mass is notwell definedorwhenpelvic examination is lim-
ited by discomfort or patient habitus. The assessment of a
pelvic mass is a good demonstration that neither the TAor
TV route of examination should be used at the exclusion
of the other; rather the two techniques are complimen-
tary. The TA route allows for assessment of large tumours
(beyond the rangeof thevaginalprobe), evaluationof their
relationship to other organs and assesses the presence of
ascites. Moredetailedmorphological assessment of amass
is better with transvaginal scan (TVS).

ENLARGED UTERUS

The commonest pathology seen on scanning the non-
pregnant uterus is the presence of uterine fibroids. The
vast majority lie within the myometrium, though some
can be pedunculated or lie within the broad ligament.

Fig. 36.1 Longitudinal section of a uterus, with a large posterior
wall subserosal fibroid, with characteristic shadowing.

Fig. 36.2 Transverse section of a uterus showing bilateral
intramural fibroids.

• Intramural – Within the myometrium without distort-
ing the endometrial cavity or serosal surface.
• Submucous – Distort the endometrial cavity.
• Subserous – Distort the serosal surface.
Ultrasound helps define the number and size of fibroids
and also their situation within the myometrium. In the
majority of patients with fibroids there are multiple
tumours. Ultrasound features of fibroids are that they
are well circumscribed lesions that appear hypoechoic
compared to the surrounding myometrium. They may
contain foci of calcification with characteristic shadowing
(Figs 36.1 and 36.2).
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If a fibroid is pedunculated it is sometimes difficult to
differentiate from a solid ovarian tumour. The demon-
stration of two normal ovaries or the use of Doppler to
demonstrate that the blood supply originates from the
uterus would identify the lesion as uterine in origin.

Ultrasounddiagnosis offibroids and their locationhelps
to determine the relationship to presenting symptoma-
tology, what treatment modalities are suitable and also
for monitoring treatment in cases where gonadotrophin-
releasing hormone (GnRH) analogues are used to shrink
fibroids.

Leiomyosarcomas are the malignant counterpart of
benign fibroids, and ultrasound can not reliably be used to
determine sarcomatous change, although a change within
the vascular pattern may be detected using Doppler.

OVARIAN CYSTS

The primary value of ultrasound in the management of
ovarian cysts is to differentiate between a physiological
cyst and a pathological cyst, and how likely it is that any
pathological tumour is malignant. Several studies have
concluded that ultrasound is the best imaging technique
for the assessment of ovarian cysts. The following infor-
mation should be gained from an ultrasound examination
of an ovarian tumour.
• The side of the lesion unilateral or bilateral.
• The size – three dimensions if possible.
• Consistency – cystic or solid (size and regularity of solid
components).
• Internal structures – unilocular, multilocular, complex.
Nature of septa thin/thick.
• Internal wall – smooth, irregular presence of papillary
projections, (solid projections into the cyst cavity from the
cyst wall >3 mm in height).
• Echogenicity – in comparison to myometrium.
It is suggested that certain ultrasound features can be
used to predict histological diagnosis [1]. Dermoid cysts
are a good example and they are easily recognized on
ultrasound owing to their fat and hair content. The most
characteristic feature is the presence of a ‘white ball’ in
the corner of the cyst (Fig. 36.3); this corresponds to hair
and sebum. Hair that is free within the cyst shows as long
echoic lines. There is often significant shadowing making
it difficult to assess accurately the size of the cyst.

Endometriomas tend to be unilocular and have an
echogenic ground glass appearance. Experienced gynae-
cological ultrasonographers can reliably differentiate
benign from malignant cysts and are probably better
at predicting malignancy than mathematical models [2].
Ultrasonic signs of malignancy include multilocular or
multiple cysts, thick or irregular septa or cyst walls, papil-
lary projections and the presence of solid components. [3]

Fig. 36.3 A dermoid cyst showing characteristic appearance of
hair and sebum as a “white ball”.

Fig. 36.4 A mucinous cystadenocarcinoma showing multiple
locules.

The more complex a tumour, that is, the more septa
and solid components it contains, the higher the risk of
malignancy. Granberg et al. 1989 [4] found the frequency
of malignancy in unilocular cysts to be 0.3% while in
multilocular solid cysts it was 73% (Figs 36.4 and 36.5).
ColourflowDopplerhasbeen shown tobeauseful adjunct
in assessing the possibility of malignancy in ovarian
tumours. The Doppler criteria for diagnosing malignancy
are not clearly defined; however, malignant tumours will
generally have lower blood flow impedance and higher
blood flow velocity. This is due to the paucity of smooth
muscle in the walls of blood vessels and the presence of
arterio-venous shunting.

Sonographic findings can be used in conjunction with
menopausal status/age and serum CA125 levels to give
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Fig. 36.5 The same cyst showing separate measuring 4.2 mm.

Fig. 36.6 A simple bilocular cyst, which is sonorlucent with
normal surrounding ovarian tissue.

score on the risk of malignancy index (RMI); this can be
used as a triage for suspected ovarian cancers.

Pelvic pain

It is very important to take a good history of the nature and
location of pelvic pain and determine by clinical exam-
ination what the likely differential diagnosis is prior to
performing an ultrasound examination. There are many
causes of pelvic pain and ultrasound findings taken in
isolation may be misleading. For example, the majority
of simple ovarian cysts are an incidental finding; how-
ever, ultrasound can help determine those patients in
whom surgical intervention is required. The commonest
pathologies in which ultrasound may be of use are cyst
accidents, pelvic infection and endometriosis.

Fig. 36.7 Ovarian cysts showing the differing appearances of a
haemorrhage. Figure 7 shows organised dot mimicking a solid
component.

Fig. 36.8 Ovarian cysts showing the differing appearances of a
haemorrhage. Figure 8 the typical “Spiders web” appearance.

OVARIAN CYSTS

Ovarian cysts are relatively common in women during
reproductive life. Ovarian cysts per se are not painful; how-
ever, a cyst accident be it haemorrhage, rupture or torsion
may lead to pelvic pain.

Haemorrhage within a cyst can have a variety of ultra-
sound appearances, depending on the size and organiza-
tion of the area of haemorrhage. Acute haemorrhage on
ultrasound may be seen as particulate fluid; as the clot
organizes there may be a hyperechoic area mimicking a
solid component within the cyst and as the clot resolves
it demonstrates a web of low-amplitude strands (Figs 36.6
and 36.7). A haemorrhagic corpus luteal cyst is a common
cause of pain in women of reproductive age, but resolves
spontaneously.
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Torsion of the adenexae tends to be more common when
there is a lesion within the adenexae – either an ovar-
ian cyst or hydrosalpinx. However, it may occur with
no associated pathology, and this is more common in
adolescents.

The features of torsion on ultrasound scan can be non-
specific. The diagnosis relies on comparison of the torted
ovarywith theopposite side. Theovaryappears congested
and oedematous; multiple small cysts may be seen at the
periphery of a markedly enlarged ovary. The most com-
mon torted cysts are dermoids and benign cyst adenomas.
Doppler may be of use by confirming the absence of blood
flow; however, this is not universal as torsion may be
incomplete or intermittent. Free fluid will be present in
about one-third of cases.

ENDOMETRIOSIS

Endometriosis while sometimes asymptomatic it is often
associated with chronic pelvic pain. Routine sonography
is unlikely to detect peritoneal endometriotic deposits.
Nodules in the pouch of Douglas may be visualized
using a transrectal approach. It is possible to demon-
strate endometriotic cysts (endometriomas) within the
ovary which have a typical appearance. The cyst tends
to be thick walled and the contents have a ‘ground glass’
appearance, the cyst being filled with homogenous hypoe-
choic low-level echoes. It is important to remember that
endometriotic cysts are bilateral in 30–50% of cases.

PELVIC INFLAMMATORY DISEASE

Acute pelvic infection is a clinical diagnosis, with a his-
tory of pelvic pain, vaginal discharge, pyrexia adenexal
tenderness and a raised white cell count. In early/mild
disease the uterine appearance on ultrasound is rather
non-specific with a decrease in endometrial reflectivity
and the presence of fluid in the cavity. Typical features
have been described if the adenexae are affected [4]. Anor-
mal fallopian tube is not usually visualized at ultrasound
examination. A pyosalpinx has a very typical appearance
of a thick-walled cystic ‘sausage’ shaped structure, with
the appearance of incomplete septa, correlating with kinks
or folds in the dilated tube. A lack of peristalsis allows
differentiation from a loop of bowel (Fig. 36.9). Swollen
mucosal folds protrude into the lumen giving the tube
a cogwheel appearance when visualized in cross section.
The appearance of a tube-ovarian abscess is very vari-
able from a unilocular thick-walled cyst resembling an
endometrioma to a multi-loculated solid mass; it is often
impossible to visualize any normal ovarian tissue.

A hydrosalpinx is a feature of chronic disease; this is
demonstrated as a dilated thin-walled tube containing

Fig. 36.9 A pyosalpinx with thickened walls.

anechoic fluid. One may see small hyperreflective nodules
representing the remnants of endosalpingeal folds (‘beads
on a string’).

Ultrasound assessment of abnormal uterine bleeding

POSTMENOPAUSAL BLEEDING

Transvaginal ultrasound offers an opportunity to indi-
vidualize the management of postmenopausal bleeding,
and decrease the need for invasive testing. There is good
evidence that women who present with postmenopausal
bleeding in whom a TV ultrasound has demonstrated an
endometrial thickness of ≤4 mm have a very small risk of
endometrial carcinoma [5].

Conventionally endometrial thickness is measured
with a longitudinal section of the uterus measuring the
endometrium at its thickest point. To ensure the view is
a true longitudinal representation, the entire length of the
cavity line should be visualized (Fig. 36.10). Measurement
of thickness includes both layers of the endometrium as
it can be difficult to identify the interface between the
anterior and posterior layers. If there is any fluid within
the uterine cavity the thickness of the fluid layer should
be subtracted from the endometrial thickness. Those
womenwithanendometrial thickness≥5mmshouldhave
endometrial sampling or hysteroscopy [6,7].

The appearance of the endometrium is important in
assessing the possibility of malignancy (Table 36.2). Evi-
dence of invasion into the myometrium is highly sugges-
tive of malignancy (Figs 36.11 and 36.12).

The role of ultrasound in the assessment of women
with abnormal pre- or peri-menopausal bleeding is not as
clearly defined. The endometrial thickness alters with the
different stagesof themenstrual cycle. Endometrialpolyps
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Table 36.2 Ultrasound features of abnormal endometrium

Endometrial cancer Endometrial hyperplasia
Endometrium thick and
echogenid

Uniformly thick and
echogenic

Endometrial/myometrial
border irregular

Midline echo lost

Invasion of myometrium may
be seen

Multiple cysts 1–2 mm
diameter

Thickness >15 mm in
postmenopausal woman
highly suggestive of
malignancy

Thickness >14 mm

Local areas of necrosis may be
seen

or submucous fibroids are the only causes of abnormal
bleeding that are likely to be demonstrated by ultrasound.

Abnormalities of the uterine cavity or the endometrium
such as an endometrial polyp may be more clearly demon-
strated using the technique of sonohysterography where
fluid is injected into theuterine cavity to outline structures.

Early pregnancy

Ultrasound is an essential diagnostic tool in the assess-
ment of early pregnancy complications. The gestational
sac is the first sonographic evidence of a pregnancy. With
TV sonography it is possible to visualize the gestation sac
from 32 to 34 days following the last menstrual period.
The sac at this stage measures 2–4 mm, is hypoechoic and
surrounded by a hyperechoic rim. It is typically located
in the upper part of the decidualized endometrium in an
eccentric position (Fig. 36.10). The yolk sac becomes vis-
ible in the 5th week and by the end of the 5th week the
embryo is seen. Initially the embryo appears as a bright
linear echo adjacent to the yolk sac; growth rate at this
stage is approximately 1 mm a day and by the time the
embryo has reached a CRL of >6 mm it can be seen sepa-
rately from the yolk sac (Fig. 36.13) and cardiac activity can
be seen. If TA scanning is used each of the landmarks are
seen approximately 1 week later. The use of ultrasound in
the diagnosis of miscarriage is covered in the management
of miscarriage.

Ectopic pregnancy

In conjunction with the use of serial beta human chorionic
gonadotrophin (βHCG) estimation the use of transvagi-
nal scanning facilitates a much earlier diagnosis of ectopic
pregnancy, thuspermitting theuseof laparoscopic surgery
or medical management. The absence of a gestation sac
is a primary factor in diagnosing an ectopic. All units

Fig. 36.10 A longitudinal section of the uterus showing normal
endometrium.

Fig. 36.11 Demonstrates the findings in abnormal
endometrium. Figure 11 shows endometrial thickness of
27.2 mm.

need to define at what level of BHCG with the ultrasound
machines they have available in their unit one can reliably
identify an intrauterine gestation sac. The appearance of
an ectopic mass is very variable; this is comprehensively
covered in Chapter 14.

Infertility

Ultrasoundhasmadesignificant improvement in themod-
ern management of infertility. It has a role in the initial
assessment of the infertile woman, in monitoring of treat-
ment cycles and the performance of ultrasound guided
procedures.
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Fig. 36.12 Demonstrates the findings in abnormal
endometrium. Figure 12 evidence of myometrial invasion.

Fig. 36.13 Appearance of a normal early pregnancy of 8 weeks 1
day gestation.

INITIAL ASSESSMENT

A TV ultrasound allows assessment of the uterus for any
obvious abnormalities or for the presence endometrial
polyps or submucous fibroids. With a skilled operator
hystero-contrast-sonography (HyCoSy) has comparable
results to hysterosalpingography (HSG). It should be con-
sidered in those women at low risk of tubal disease as it
has the advantage of being able to assess the ovaries at the
same time while avoiding the use of radiation. In this pro-
cedure TV ultrasound is performed with the instillation
of an echogenic contrast medium into the uterine cavity.
One of the limitations of HyCoSy is the difficulty in storing
information; images need to be recorded in real time.

Assessment of the ovaries is important especially in
women with oligomenorrhoea as one may find polycys-
tic ovaries which have a typical ultrasound appearance

Fig. 36.14 A polycystic ovary with numerous small peripheral
follicles and an echodensa stroma.

with the presence of 12 or more follicles measuring 2–
9mminoneor both ovaries andanovarianvolumegreater
than 10 ml. [8] (Fig. 36.12). An ultrasound appearance of
polycystic ovaries does not equate to a diagnosis of poly-
cystic ovarian syndrome. This diagnosis can only be made
if the patient is symptomatic. At present ultrasound is
not recommended as a tool for assessing ovulation (NICE
2004).

Ultrasound has a significant role in the monitoring of
women undergoing infertility treatment especially those
patients undergoing superovulation; there are details in
the chapter on IVF.

Screening for ovarian malignancy

Throughout this text we have stated that ultrasound
should only be used if a patient is symptomatic due to
the high incidence of incidental findings in asymptomatic
women. The one where this doesn’t apply is screening for
ovarian malignancy.

Malignant ovarian tumours are the most common cause
of gynaecological cancer related deaths in the Western
Europe; 4000 deaths occur every year in the UK from ovar-
ian cancer. Transvaginal ultrasound is fundamental to any
screening programme either as a single modality or in con-
junction with serum tumour markers. An ovarian volume
over 20 cm3 inpre-menopausalwomenand10 cm3 inpost-
menopausal women is considered abnormal. The use of
ultrasound screening for ovarian cancer is discussed in
Chapter 55.

With continuing advances in technology, it is unlikely
that the use of ultrasound as a diagnostic tool has reached
its full potential. Further advances are eagerly awaited by
most practitioners. However, one must always remember
that ultrasound is an adjunct to and not a replacement
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for a good clinical history and examination. The normal
appearance of pelvic organs alters throughout reproduc-
tive life under the influence of hormonal regulation. It can
also be influenced by exogenous hormones such as hor-
mone replacement theory (HRT) or the oral contraceptive
pill. This information is therefore required for accurate
interpretation of ultrasound images.
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Chapter 37: Gynaecological disorders of
childhood and adolescence
D. Keith Edmonds

Gynaecological problems in the prepubertal child and at
adolescence create great levels of anxiety in parents par-
ticularly, but fortunately very few of these disorders could
be considered common. However, when they do present
it is important that the clinician has an understanding so
that appropriate advice may be given to the patient and
management is frequently through simplemeans. Thedis-
orders fall into two groups, those related to prepuberty
and those of adolescence.

Prepubertal child

Vulvovaginitis

This is the only gynaecological disorder of childhood
which can be thought of as common. Its aetiology is based
on opportunistic bacteria colonizing the lower vagina
and inducingan inflammatory response.Atbirth thevulva
and vagina are well oestrogenized due to the intrauterine
exposure of the fetus to placental oestrogen. This oestro-
genization causes thickening of the vaginal epithelium,
which is entirely protective against any bacterial invasion.
However, within 2–3weeks of delivery the resultant hypo-
oestrogenic state leads to changes in the vulval skin, which
becomes thinner and the vagina epithelium also becomes
much thinner. The vulval fat pad disappears and the vagi-
nal entrance becomes unprotected. The vulval skin is thin,
sensitive and easily traumatizedby injury, irritation, infec-
tion or any allergic reaction that may ensue. The lack of
labial protection and the close apposition of the anusmean
that the vulva and lower vagina are constantly exposed to
faecal bacterial contamination. The hypo-oestrogenic state
in the vaginameans that there are no lactobacilli and there-
fore the vagina has a resulting pH of 7 making it an ideal
culture medium for low virulent organisms. The child-
hood problems of poor local hygiene compound the risk
of low-grade non-specific infection. Children also have the
habit of exploring their genitalia and in some cases mas-
turbating. This chronic habit may lead to vulvovaginitis,
which can prove extremely difficult to treat.

The possibility that vulvovaginitis may occur in child-
hood in those who have an impaired local host defence
deficiency remains a possibility and the lack of an innate
protective response from neutrophils.
The causes of vulvovaginitis in children are shown in

Table 37.1 The vast majority of cases are due to non-
specific bacterial contamination, although the other causes
should be remembered. Candidal infection in children is
extremely rare, although because it is a common cause
of vulvovaginitis in the adult it is a common misdiagno-
sis in children. Candida in children is usually associated
with diabetes mellitus or immunodeficiency and almost
entirely related to these two medical disorders. The pres-
ence of viral infections, for example, herpes simplex or
condyloma acuminata, should alert the clinician to the
possibility of sexual abuse. Vulval skin disease is not
uncommon in children, particularly atopic dermatitis in
those children who also have eczema. Referral to a der-
matologist is appropriate in these circumstances. Lichen
sclerosis is also seen in children and may cause persistent
vulval itching. The skin undergoes atrophy and fissuring
and is very susceptible to secondary infection.

Table 37.1 Causes of
vulvovaginitis in children

Bacterial
Non-specific – common
Specific – rare

Fungal – rare
Candida of vulva only

Viral — rare
Dermatitis
Atopic
Lichen sclerosis
Contact

Sexual abuse
Enuresis
Foreign body

364
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Sexual abuse in children may present with vaginal dis-
charge. Any child who has recurrent attacks of vaginal
discharge should alert the clinician to this possibility.
However, as non-specific bacterial infection is a common
problem in children the clinician must proceed with con-
siderable caution in raising the possibility of sexual abuse.
Only those bacterial infections related to venereal disease,
for example, gonorrhoea, may be cited as diagnostic of
sexual abuse.
It is important that the clinician remembers that many

girls suffer from urinary incontinence, particularly at
night, and this creation of a moist vulva allows secondary
irritation by bacteria leading to vulvovaginitis.

DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES

There are two aspects of the diagnosis in this condition in
children. The first is inspection of the vulva and vagina. It
is imperative that the clinician has good illumination, par-
ticularly if there is a history of the possibility of a foreign
body being in the vagina. It is usually possible to exam-
ine the vagina through the hymen using an otoscope. This
maywell allow the diagnosis of a foreign body to bemade.
The second aspect of diagnosis involves the taking of

bacteriological specimens. This can be extremely difficult
in a small child, as it is unlikely that the child will be
cooperative. Any object which touches the vulva causes
distress. The best way to take a bacteriological specimen
is to use a pipette, which is much less irritating than a cot-
ton wool swab. The pipette allows 1–2ml of normal saline
to be expelled into the lower part of the vagina, the tip
of the pipette having been passed through the hymenal
orifice. The fluid is then aspirated and sent for bacteriol-
ogy. If a diagnosis of pin worms is to be excluded, then
a piece of sticky tape over the anus early in the morning
before the child gets out of bed will reveal the presence
of eggs on microscopy. Results of bacteriological testing
in children with vulvovaginitis are extremely difficult to
interpret and while it is possible that specific organisms
may be identified and appropriate antibiotic treatment be
instigated, this is rarely the case.
The vast majority of children do not have a patholog-

ical organism. The primary treatment in this group is
advice aboutperineal hygiene.All parents of childrenwith
chronic vaginal disease are extremely worried that this
may cause long-term detrimental effects to their daugh-
ters, particularly in the fear of sexual dysfunction or
subsequent infertility. There is no evidence that this is
the case and therefore parents should be reassured that
this is a local problem only. Management of these chil-
dren is directed towards proper care of the perineum. The
child must be taught to clean her vulva, particularly after

defaecation from front to back, as this avoids the transfer
of enterobacteria to the vulval area. After micturition the
mother and child should be instructed to clean the vulva
completely and not to leave the vulval skin wet as this
damp, warm environment is an ideal culture surface for
bacteria that cause vulvovaginitis. The mother must also
be informed that vulval hygiene through daily washing
should be performed, but that the soap should be gentle
and not scented. Excessive washing of the vulva must be
avoided as this leads to recurrent exfoliation and vulval
dermatitis. During acute attacks of non-specific recurrent
vulvovaginitis, children often complain of burning during
micturition due to the passage of urine across the inflamed
vulva. The use of barrier creams in these circumstances
may be very useful.

Labial adhesions

Labial adhesions are usually an innocent finding and a
trivial problem, but its importance is that it is frequently
misdiagnosed as congenital absence of the vagina. The
physical signs of labial adhesions are easily recognized. In
the postdelivery hypo-oestrogenic state the labia minora
stick together in the midline, usually from posterior for-
wards until only a small opening is left anteriorly through
which urine is passed. Similar adhesions sometimes bind
down the clitoris. It may be difficult to distinguish the
opening at all. The vulva has the appearance of being flat,
and there arenonormal tissues beyond the clitoris evident.
However, a translucent, dark, vertical line in the mid-
line where the adhesions are thinnest can usually be seen,
and these appearances are quite different from congeni-
tal absence of the vagina. There are usually no symptoms
associated with this condition, although older children
may complain that there is some spraying when they pass
urine. The aetiology of the hypo-oestrogenic state means
that they are never seen at birth, and instead occur dur-
ing early childhood.As late childhood ensues and ovarian
activity begins there is spontaneous resolution of the prob-
lem. In the majority of cases no treatment is required and
the parents should be reassured that their daughters are
entirely normal. In those children in whom there are some
clinical problems local oestrogen cream can be applied for
about 2 weeks. There is usually complete resolution of
the labial adhesions. In some rare circumstances this will
not resolve the problem, but at the end of the oestrogen
therapy the midline is so thin that gentle separation of the
labiamaybeundertakenusing aprobe, and this procedure
causes no discomfort to the child. Application of a bland
barrier cream at this stage will prevent further adhesion
formation. Finally, in taking a history it is important to
establish that there has not been any trauma to the vulva
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as very rarely labial adhesions may be the result of sexual
abuse.

Puberty

Puberty is defined as the period of time during which
secondary sexual characteristics develop, menstruation
begins and the psychological outlook of the girl changes
as she develops a more adult aspect to herself. The
end result of puberty is the establishment of the fully
physically mature adult woman capable of reproductive
performance and fully psychologically developed as an
adult. The physical changes of puberty are divided into
five stages: breast growth, pubic hair growth, axillary hair
growth, the growth spurt and menarche. Breast devel-
opment, pubic hair and axillary hair development are
classified by the Tanner system into five stages. Tanner
stage 5 describes the mature breast, full pubic hair devel-
opment and the establishment of axillary hair. The growth
spurt in children occurs about 2 years earlier in girls than
boys and in most girls in the UK occurs around the age
of 11.5–12 years. Growth velocity at this stage reaches a
peak of 8 cm/year, but the production of oestrogen from
the ovary at this time eventually closes the epiphyses such
that final height is achieved at around the age of 14.5 years.
Menarche in girls in the UK is around 12.6 years, but the

onset ofmenstruation is influenced by a number of factors.
There is no doubt that this is genetically controlled, and
the release of gonadotrophin-releasing hormone (GnRH)
by the neurones in the arcuate nucleus of the hypotha-
lamus is controlled by central factors influencing DNA
within the cells. It is hypothesized that neurotransmitters,
endorphins, interleukins, leptin and other paracrine and
autocrine factors modulate the onset of puberty and new
data suggest that growth factors including transforming
growth factor alpha and epidermal growth factor appear
to play key roles in this regulatory process. The process
is linked to an increase in percentage body fat and this
percentage body fat is influenced by a number of exter-
nal factors, for example, socio-economic status, allowing
good nutrition or psychological problems to influence
bodyweight, for example, anorexia nervosa [1]. However,
there is little doubt that body fat is intimately involved in
the coordination of the onset of GnRH release.
Early menstrual cycles are in the majority anovula-

tory, and cycle length may vary for some considerable
years after menarche. It may take some 5–8 years before
menstrual cycle normality is established. Therefore, it is
again not uncommon that this primary dysmenorrhoea
often post-dates menarche. As the anovulatory state is
due to failure of luteinization of follicles and subsequent
ovulation the lack of production of progesterone means

Table 37.2 Causes of precocious
puberty

Idiopathic
Neurological
Cerebral tumours
Hydrocephalus
Postmeningitis
McCune-Albright syndrome

Ovarian tumours
Adrenal tumours
Gonadotrophin-secreting tumours
Exogenous oestrogen

that there is endometrial hyperplasia. In many girls their
menstrual loss can be very heavy.

Precocious puberty

Precocious puberty is defined as the onset of secondary
sexual characteristics prior to the age of 8 years. The
aetiology of this is varied, as seen in Table 37.2.
In the vast majority of girls the cause is unknown. This

idiopathic group constitutes 95% of all cases of precocious
puberty. It is likely that this is solely due to initiation of
the normal process of puberty at a premature age. As dis-
cussed in p., the onset is genetically predetermined. If this
genetic determinant is inappropriately timed then the nor-
mal process of puberty will occur whenever the initiation
occurs.
Some children with neurological disorders like cerebral

tumours, hydrocephalus or postmeningitis or encephali-
tis may have an early puberty due to activation of the
hypothalamus by the disease process. The mechanism
by which this occurs remains obscure; although in the
McCune-Albright syndrome, which is a disorder involv-
ing cystic bony change (polyostotic fibrous dysplasia),
there is also associated endocrine dysfunction particularly
of the hypothalamus and pituitary and in this condi-
tion precocious puberty is common. Various ovarian and
adrenal tumours may be hormone secreting thus induc-
ing secondary sexual characteristic changes, but these are
not truly pubertal and are reversible on removal of the
tumour. Cases of ingestionof exogenousoestrogenby chil-
dren have also been reported, and this will indeed result
in the onset of some menstrual loss in some children and
again must not be considered as true precocious puberty.

TREATMENT

In those cases of idiopathic precocious puberty the clin-
ician is faced with the problem of reversing the normal
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onset of puberty. There can be little doubt that the treat-
ment of choice is the use of GnRH analogues, which are
extremely effective at obliterating follicle-stimulating hor-
mone (FSH) production by the pituitary. By doing this, the
prepubertal state is re-establishedand the child can remain
on this therapy until aged about 11.5–12 years when the
therapycanbewithdrawnand thenormalonset ofpuberty
will ensue. Any breast or pubic hair development that has
occurredprior to thediagnosiswill usually be reversible as
the hypo-oestrogenic state prevents further growth and in
most cases this results in some resolution of early change.
However, if the secondary sexual characteristic changes
have been much greater and development is beyond
Tanner stage 3, little effect can be expected by this therapy
on the physical changes. Similar success can be achieved
with those children with neurological problems. Children
who are found to have ovarian or adrenal tumours or
gonadotrophin-secreting tumours should be treated sur-
gically and their problems will resolve. It is important for
the gynaecologistwho is presentedwith these problems to
remember that precocious puberty is socially undesirable
and social management of the case is essential. Very rarely
would a gynaecologist opt to treat a child with precocious
puberty without the help of a paediatrician. In fact, cases
of precociouspuberty arenowusuallymanagedmedically
by paediatric endocrinologists.

Adolescence

The adolescent gynaecological patient usually presents
with one of three disorders. First, there are those prob-
lems associated with the menstrual cycle and menstrual
dysfunction, dysmenorrhoea andpremenstrual syndrome
are the main group of disorders. Second, the patient may
present with primary amenorrhoea (see Chapter 38) and
third, is the problem of teenage hirsutism.

Menstrual problems

As can be seen in the description of puberty, menstrual
cycles are rarely established as normal ovulatory cycles
from the beginning of puberty. It can take many years
before the normal ovulatory menstrual cycle is estab-
lished. This phenomenon is extremely important for the
gynaecologist to understand, as the management of these
cases is usually without active treatment but by support
and understanding of the condition and the child.

Heavy menstruation

Faced with a mother and her daughter giving a story of
heavy menstrual loss, it is important that the clinician

takes an accurate history from the child if possible. This
is often difficult if the mother is present throughout and
it must be remembered that the perception of heavy men-
struation is often not reflected in studies that have looked
at actual menstrual loss. Normal menstrual loss should
not exceed 80 ml during a period, although in 5% of indi-
viduals it is heavier than this and causes no trouble. The
clinician is faced in these circumstances with attempting
to assess whether or not the child truly has menstrual loss
that is serious as amedical condition ormenstrual loss that
is irritating anddistressingwithout beingmedically harm-
ful. The best way to establish which of these is the case is
to measure the haemoglobin. If the haemoglobin level is
normal, that is, greater than 12 g/l, then an explanation
should be given to the mother and child of the normal
physiology of menstrual establishment that the manifes-
tation of the menstrual loss is normal and that it may take
some time for the cycle to be established. This condition
requires no active treatment. However, it is imperative
that the child is followed up at 6-monthly intervals until
the pattern of menstruation is established as reassurance
is the most important part of the management process of
these girls.
In those girls with haemoglobin levels between 10 and

12 g/l it is apparent that they are losing more blood at
menstruation than is desirable. Again, an explanation is
required so that the mother and daughter understand the
cause of the problem and the child should be administered
iron therapy to correct what will be mild iron deficiency
anaemia. In terms of management, menstrual loss needs
to be reduced and this may be achieved by using either
progestogens cyclically for 21 days in every 28-day cycle
or to use the combined oral contraceptive pill. It would
be unusual for either of these therapies to be unsuccess-
ful in controlling the menstrual loss. If they are used,
these therapies should be stopped on an annual basis
so that assessment may be made as to whether or not
the normal pattern of menstruation has been established
through maturation of the hypothalamopituitary-ovarian
access. Thereafter, the child requires no further medica-
tion. Again follow-up is essential if reassurance is to be
given appropriately.
Finally, in the child with a haemoglobin count of less

than 10 g/l, it is obvious that serious anaemia has resulted
from menstrual loss. This again requires an explanation
but more urgent attention from a medical point of view.
Progestogens are very much less likely to be effective in
this group and the oral contraceptive pill is by far the
treatment of choice. It may be given continuously for
a short period of time so that the anaemia can be cor-
rected using oral iron and then the pill may be used in
the normal way so that menstrual loss occurs monthly, if
desired.
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Any girl who continues to have menstrual loss which is
reported to be uncontrolled by these management strate-
gies should have an ultrasound scan performed to exclude
a uterine pathology. These pathologies are extremely
rare and the reader is referred to other texts for further
information.

Primary dysmenorrhoea

Primary dysmenorrhoea is defined as pain which begins
in association with menstrual bleeding. The management
of dysmenorrhoea in the teenager is no different from that
of the adult (see Chapter 34). Both the use of non-steroidal
anti-inflammatories and the oral contraceptive pill is per-
tinent in teenagers, but again failure of these medications
to control dysmenorrhoea should alert the clinician to the
possibility of uterine anomaly and ultrasound imaging of
the uterus should be performed to establish whether or
not an anomaly exists.

Premenstrual syndrome

This is a difficult problem in adolescence as the psy-
chological changes that are occurring during this time
of a woman’s life are often complex and stressful. It is
established that premenstrual syndrome is a stress-related
disorder. Therefore in teenage girls undergoing puberty
the stresses and emotional turbulence that are associated
with this, not surprisingly, may lead topremenstrual prob-
lems. These are very difficult to manage and are usually
not medically treated but addressed through the help of
psychologists if reassurance from the gynaecologist and
an understanding of the process to the mother is not
successful.

Hirsutism

Hair follicles cover the entire body and different types of
hair are found in different sites. Androgens affect some
areas of the humanbody and increase hair growth rate and
also the thickness of terminal hairs. Androgens are also
involved in sebum production and may cause this to be
excessive. In some women excessive hair growth may
occur on the arms, legs, abdomen, breasts and back such
that it constitutes the problem of hirsutism. This may also
be associated with acne, which may occur not only on the
face but on the chest and back.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

There are fourmajor groups of disorderswhichmay cause
hirsutism in adolescence (Table 37.3). Those androgenic
causes include congenital adrenal hyperplasia and its late

Table 37.3 Causes of hirsutism in
adolescents

Androgenic causes
Congenital adrenal hyperplasia

• Classic
• Late onset

Androgen-secreting tumours

Polycystic ovarian syndrome
Idiopathic
XY gonadal dysgenesis

onset variant and also androgen-secreting tumours. The
commonestgrouparewomenwithpolycystic ovarian syn-
drome and, while this is sometimes a difficult diagnosis
to make in adolescents, it by far constitutes the greatest
problem group. The diagnosis of XY gonadal dysgenesis
is something that should be borne inmindwhen consider-
inga childwithhirsutismbut a largepercentageofpatients
have idiopathic hirsutism. It is important to remember
that some girls will have a constitutional basis for their
hirsutism and familial body hair patterns should be borne
inmindwhen considering whether or not a young patient
does in fact have hirsutism. Treatments for hirsutism are
as in the adult and are covered in Chapter 47. In adoles-
cence themainstay of androgen excess treatment has been
the oral contraceptive pill and without doubt this remains
the main form of treatment. As the majority of these girls
have some ovarian dysfunction, be that polycystic ovar-
ian syndrome or an undefined problem, suppression of
ovarian activity is very effective at circulating androgen.
If this is insufficient to gain control of hair growth, then
the use of cyproterone acetate or spironolactone may be
considered.
In those patients who are not considered to have hir-

sutism due to a medical disorder, drug therapies may be
ineffective and supportive measures may be necessary for
cosmetic benefit. These include hair removal by shaving,
waxing or electrolysis to those areas which are particu-
larly cosmetically sensitive and also the use of bleaches to
change hair colour thereby gaining cosmetic benefit.
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Chapter 38: Primary amenorrhoea
D. Keith Edmonds

For the majority of pubertal girls menstruation is the final
result of a series of events, which result in sexual matu-
rity. Maturation of the hypothalamus through several
years of late childhood begins a cascade of events which
finally result in the establishment of the normal men-
strual cycle and menstruation. Amenorrhoea will result
when there is a failure of function in any of the organs
involved in this cascade. Management of patientswithpri-
mary amenorrhoea therefore demands a knowledge and
understanding of the embryology of female development
and the endocrinology of puberty, but also an ability to
assess an adolescent girl in her entirety. Details of embry-
ology and normal pubertal development can be found in
Chapter 34.

Definition

There is considerable difficulty in defining the term pri-
mary amenorrhoea, other than the obvious statement that
it is the failure to establish menstruation. The difficulty
of definition relates to the time frame in which this def-
inition is applied. To look at primary amenorrhoea as
an isolated event is misleading as it is part of the whole
development of puberty. Of the five changes that occur
at puberty, menstruation is but one and may normally
occur any time between ages 10 and 18 years. However, it
occurs in conjunction with the development of other sec-
ondary sexual characteristics. It is therefore more useful
to look upon secondary sexual development as the crite-
ria for investigation and management in association with
primary amenorrhoea. As a general rule, therefore, failure
of the development of any secondary sexual characteris-
tic by the age of 14 years should be investigated. In the
presence of secondary sexual characteristics, menstrua-
tion ought to occur within 2 years of the establishment of
this development. Failure to do so would warrant inves-
tigation. However, any child brought by its mother at
any stage because of concern over the failure to establish
either secondary sexual characteristics or menstruation
should be investigated at that time. There are usually

very good reasons why a mother will bring her daugh-
ter for investigation. This often relates to the fact that a
sibling completed her pubertal development at an earlier
age than the patient. While investigations may not lead to
a diagnosis of abnormality, the proof of normality is also
extremely important (Figs 38.1 and 38.2). It can be seen
therefore that the term primary amenorrhoea is really not
very meaningful in terms of definition, and a more useful
term would be delayed puberty. This term encompasses
the completion of the processes involved in reaching sex-
ual maturity and allows a much more pragmatic approach
to the management.

Normal puberty

Puberty is the time when one becomes functionally able
to reproduce. This includes both physical and psycholog-
ical development, but it is important to understand that
there is a wide range of ages between which these changes
take place. There are five changes that occur, known as the
secondary sexual characteristics. In girls these are breast,
pubic hair, axillary hair development, the growth spurt
and the onset of menstruation; only subsequently does
ovulation become established.

Breast growth is divided into five stages (Tanner clas-
sification; [1]) and it begins around 9 years of age, the
full development taking around 5 years. It is unusual
for no breast tissue to develop by 13 years of age. Pubic
hair occurs almost in parallel with breast development
and is also classified as five stages. Axillary hair only
has three stages and this development tends to occur
later at around the age of 13. The growth spurt occurs at
between 10 and 14 years and most girls will reach their
maximum height between these ages. The peak height
velocity occurs around 12.1 years [2]. Finally menstrua-
tion occurs in 95% of girls in the UK by the age of 13 years,
although delay in the remainder up to age 16 must be con-
sidered as normal [3]. There are many factors influencing
the age of menarche (see Chapter 37). All of the physical

369
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changes of puberty occur as a result of endocrine matu-
ration. During childhood gonadotrophin levels are low,
both in terms of pulse frequency and pulse amplitude but
finally the establishment of a mature hypothalamus and
gonadotrophin-releasing hormone (GnRH) release leads
to a normal endocrine environment [4]. This results in
ovarian stimulation and the production of oestradiol from
the follicles which begin to develop at around the age of

8.5 years [5]. This rise in oestrogen leads to secondary
sexual development of the breasts and the establishment
of menstruation. The secretion of androgen (primarily
dihydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and dihydroepiandros-
terone sulphate (DHEAS)) begins to rise at around the age
of 6 (adrenarche) and continues to rise until the age of
12 years. These seem to be the prime instigators of pubic
and axillary hair growth.
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Aetiology of primary amenorrhoea

From a clinical aspect it is probably best to classify the
aetiologies of primary amenorrhoea based on the presence
or absence of secondary sexual characteristics. This will
be used as the basis of a classification system (Table 38.1),
and finally there is a group of patients in whom there is
heterosexual development.

Table 38.1 Classification of primary amenorrhoea

Secondary sexual characteristics normal
Imperforate hymen
Transverse vaginal septum
Absent vagina and functioning uterus
Absent vagina and non-functioning uterus
XY female – androgen insensitivity
Resistant ovary syndrome
Constitutional delay

Secondary sexual characteristics absent
Normal stature

Hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism
Congenital

Isolated gonodotrophin-releasing hormone deficiency
Olfactogenital syndrome

Acquired
Weight loss/anorexia
Excessive exercise
Hyperprolactinaemia

Hypergonadotrophic hypogonadism
Gonadal agenesis
XX agenesis
XX or XY agenesis
Gonadal dysgenesis
Turner mosaic
Other X deletions or mosaics
XY enzymatic failure
Ovarian failure
Galactosaemia

Short stature
Hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism

Congenital
Hydrocephalus

Acquired
Trauma
Empty sella syndrome
Tumours
Hypergonadotrophic hypogonadism
Turner syndrome
Other X deletions or mosaics

Heterosexual development
Congenital adrenal hyperplasia
Androgen-secreting tumour
5α-Reductase deficiency
Partial androgen receptor deficiency
True hermaphrodite
Absent Müllerian inhibitor

Secondary sexual characteristics normal

IMPERFORATE HYMEN

The imperforate hymen may present at two ages of devel-
opment. It may present in early childhood when the infant
presents with a bulging hymen behind which is a muco-
cele, the vagina expanded by vaginal secretions of mucus.
This is easily released and does not subsequently cause
anyproblems followinghymenectomy. Itmayalsopresent
in later life when a pubertal girl complains of intermit-
tent abdominal pain, which is usually cyclical. The pain is
due to dysmenorrhoea associated with the accumulation
of menstrual blood within the vagina. The vagina’s very
distensible features allow quite large quantities of blood
to collect in some cases. This situation is known as haema-
tocolpos. It is very unusual for much blood to accumulate
within the uterus as the uterus is a muscular organ which
is difficult to distend. When some blood does accumu-
late within the cavity it is known as a haematometra. As
the mass enlarges there may be associated difficulty with
micturition and defaecation. Examination will reveal on
occasions an abdominal swelling and observation of the
introitus will display a tense bulging bluish membrane
which is the hymen.

TRANSVERSE VAGINAL SEPTUM

In circumstances where the vagina fails to cannulate the
upper and lower parts of the vagina are separate. These
girlspresentwith cyclical abdominalpaindue to thedevel-
opment of a haematocolpos, but the thickness of the
transverse vaginal septum means that the clinical appear-
ance is very different from that of an imperforate hymen.
Again, an abdominal mass may be palpable but inspection
of the vagina shows that it is blind ending and, although it
may be bulging, it is pink not blue. The hymenal remnants
are often seen separately. Transverse vaginal septum may
occur at three levels, known as a lower, middle or upper
third septum. If the space between the upper and lower
vagina is considerable, no introital swelling may be visible
and rectal examination may disclose a mass. The manage-
ment is very different from imperforate hymen and very
careful assessmentmust bemadebefore embarkingonany
management strategy.

ABSENT VAGINA AND THE FUNCTIONING UTERUS

This is a rare phenomenon when embryologically the
uterine body has developed normally, but there is fail-
ure of development of the cervix. This leads to failure
of the development of the upper vagina. The presenting
symptom is again cyclical abdominal pain, but there is
no pelvic mass to be found because there is no vagina
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to be distended. Although a small haematometra may
be present, retrograde menstruation occurs leading to the
development of endometriosis and in some patients pelvic
adhesions.

ABSENT VAGINA AND A NON-FUNCTIONING UTERUS

This is the secondmost common cause of primary amenor-
rhoea, second only to Turner syndrome. Secondary sexual
characteristics are normal as would be expected as ovar-
ian function is unaffected. Examination of the genital area
discloses normal female external genitalia but a blind
ending vaginal dimple which is usually not more than
1.5 cm in depth. This is known as the Meyer-Rokitansky-
Kuster-Hauser syndrome (or the MRKH syndrome) and
the uterine development is usually very rudimentary.
Often small uterine remnants (anlage) are found on the
lateral pelvic side walls. It is important to remember that
40% of these patients have renal anomalies, 15% of which
aremajor, for example, an absent kidney, and there are also
recognizable skeletal abnormalities inassociationwith this
syndrome [6].

XY FEMALE

There are a number of ways in which an individual may
have an XY karyotype and a female phenotype. These
are failure of testicular development, enzymatic failure of
the testis to produce androgen, particularly testosterone,
and androgenic receptor absence or failure of function. In
androgen insensitivity there is a structural abnormality
with the androgen receptor, due to abnormalities of the
androgen receptor gene, which results in a non-functional
receptor. This means that the masculinizing effect of
testosteroneduringnormal development is prevented and
patients are therefore phenotypically female with normal
breast development. This occurs because of peripheral
conversion of androgen to oestrogen and subsequent stim-
ulation of breast growth. Pubic hair is very scanty in these
patients as there is no androgen response in target tissues.
The vulva is normal and the vagina is usually short. The
uterus and tubes are absent in this particular version of
the XY female. The testes are usually found in the lower
abdomen, but occasionally may be found in hernial sacs in
childhood, which alerts the surgeon to the diagnosis [7].
Other versions of this syndrome are not associated with
secondary sexual development (see below).

RESISTANT OVARY SYNDROME

This is an extremely rare condition as a cause of pri-
mary amenorrhoea, but it has been described. There
are elevated levels of gonadotrophin in the presence of
apparently normal ovarian tissue; patients do have some

degree of secondary sexual characteristic development,
butneverproduceadequateamountsofoestrogen to result
in menstruation. It is believed that these women have
an absence or malfunction of follicle-stimulating hormone
(FSH) receptors in the ovarian follicles, and are unable to
respond properly to FSH.

CONSTITUTIONAL DELAY

There are, however, a number of girls in whom normal
secondary sexual characteristics exist. There is no anatom-
ical anomaly and endocrine investigations are all normal.
If serial sampling is carried out during a 24-h period
these young women are found to have immature pul-
satile release of GnRH. This is the sole reason for their
constitutional delay. These young women will eventu-
ally menstruate spontaneously as the maturation process
proceeds.

Secondary sexual characteristics absent (normal
height)

ISOLATED GNRH DEFICIENCY (THE OLFACTOGENITAL
SYNDROME, KALLMAN SYNDROME)

In this condition the hypothalamus lacks the ability
to produce GnRH and therefore there is a hypogo-
nadotrophic state. The pituitary gland is normal and
stimulation with exogenous GnRH leads to normal release
of gonadotrophins. This condition arises due to a malde-
velopment of neurones in the arcuate nucleus of the
hypothalamus. These neurones are derived embryologi-
cally from the olfactory bulb, and therefore some patients
mayalsohave failure ofdevelopment of the ability to smell
(anosmia). When this occurs it is known as Kallman syn-
drome. The genetic basis of Kallman syndrome is slowly
being discovered and so far two possibilities exist which
are either mutations of the X chromosome KAL1 gene
(encoding anosmin) or the fibroblast growth factor recep-
tor 1 gene (FGFR1), which both lead to agenesis of the
olfactory and GnRH-secreting neurones [8]. There may
well be other mutations and other genes involved which
still need to be discovered.

WEIGHT LOSS/ANOREXIA

Weight loss is more commonly associated with secondary
amenorrhoea than primary amenorrhoea, but unfortu-
nately it is increasingly apparent that young girls may
suffer from anorexia nervosa in the prepubertal state. This
leads to failure of the activation of the gene which initiates
GnRH release in the hypothalamus, and therefore a per-
sistent hypogonadotrophic state exists. The growth spurt
is not usually influenced by this, but secondary sexual
characteristics are absent.
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EXCESSIVE EXERCISE

Over recent years it has become increasingly recognized
that excessive exercise in pubertal children leads to a
decreased body fat content, without necessarily affecting
body mass. Development of muscle contributes to over-
all weight, and therefore weight alone cannot be used as
the parameter to discover whether or not there is an aeti-
ology for their amenorrhoea through this mechanism. A
number of examples of this exist including ballet dancers,
athletes and gymnasts. These girls fail to menstruate and
may actually develop frank anorexia nervosa.

HYPERPROLACTINAEMIA

This is an unusual cause of primary amenorrhoea and
much more commonly seen as a cause of secondary amen-
orrhoea. There may be a recognizable prolactinoma in the
pituitary, but often no apparent reason is seen. Imaging
may reveal an anomaly.

GONADAL AGENESIS

In this situation there is complete failure of development
of the gonad. These girls may be either 46XX or 46XY.
The 46XX pure gonadal dysgenesis is an autosomal reces-
sive disorder and other genes other than those located
on the X chromosome are involved. The location of these
genes remains unclear and in all these patients their geno-
type does not affect their phenotype, all of them being
female. In 46XY or 45X/46XY, when the absence of testic-
ular determining factor or its receptor are postulated as the
cause of the failure of differentiation of the gonad, there
is absence of testicular development. They, therefore, fail
to produce any androgen or Müllerian inhibitor. There-
fore Wolffian structures regress and Müllerian structures
persist and menstruation will occur when oestrogen is
administered. The external genitalia reflect normal female
phenotype. Height is normal as the growth spurt occurs at
the normal time. However, in those girls who are 46XY the
failure of production of androgen or oestrogen means that
their long bones do not undergo epiphyseal closure at the
normal time and therefore final height may be excessive.

OVARIAN FAILURE

These unfortunate girls have ovarian failure as a result
of either chemotherapy or radiotherapy for childhood
malignancy.

GALACTOSAEMIA

This inborn error of galactose metabolism is due to the
deficiency of galactose-1-phosphate uridyl transferase.

The aetiology of the association between this and hypog-
onadotrophic hypogonadism is still to be clarified but
these patients have galactose-1-phosphate uridyltrans-
ferase and this acute toxic syndrome causes ovarian
cellular destruction which is thought to be due to the
accumulation of galactose metabolites which may induce
programmed cell death (apoptosis).

GONADAL DYSGENESIS

The gonad is described as dysgenetic if it is abnormal
in its formation. This encompasses a spectrum of con-
ditions which vary with the degree of differentiation.
The commonest is Turner syndrome, which is a single
X chromosome giving 45X as the karyotype. The miss-
ing chromosome may be either X or Y. There are other
circumstances in which the gonadal dysgenesis may be
associated with a mosaic. Here two cell lines exist within
one individual, the most common being 45X/46XX. There
are other structural chromosomal anomalies associated
with gonadal dysgenesis known as deletions. If the dele-
tion involves the part of the long arm of the X chromosome
or the short arm then loss of this genetic material may
affect gonadal development. In Turner’s syndrome ovar-
ian development is normal until 20 weeks’ of gestation
and at this stage oocytes are found in the ovaries. How-
ever, further maturation is impaired and a massive atresia
occurs during the latter part of pregnancy. The ovaries in
most individuals consist solely of stroma and are unable
to produce oestrogen. There is a normal female phenotype
and internal genital development is also normal. The loss
of an X chromosome results in short stature as the genes
for height are on the short arm of the X chromosome. In
mosaicism the proportion of each cell line determines the
manifestation of the condition. The higher the percent-
age of 45X cells the more likely are the features of Turner
syndrome.

In XY individuals there may be a dysgenetic gonad
associated with enzymatic failure. In this situation testos-
terone fails to be produced. This is usually associated
with normal production of Müllerian inhibitor. There-
fore internal development leads to Müllerian atrophy, but
external development fails to masculinize due to the lack
of testosterone. Wolffian structures also fail to develop.
The external phenotype, therefore, is female with a short
vagina.

Secondary sexual characteristics absent (short
stature)

CONGENITAL INFECTION

The most common aetiology in this group is hydro-
cephalus, as a result of childhood or neonatal infection. It
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is believed that this aetiology damages the hypothalamus
and renders the GnRH-secreting neurones functionless,
thereby creating a hypogonadotrophic hypogonadic state.

TRAUMA

Trauma to the skull base may also damage the hypothala-
mus, and prevent GnRH secretion.

EMPTY SELLA SYNDROME

In this unusual condition the sella turcica is found to be
empty and there is congenital absence of the pituitary
gland or at least part of it leading to failure to produce
gonadotrophins. Thus secondary sexual characteristics do
not develop.

TUMOURS

A number of tumours have been described in the pitu-
itary which may lead to destruction of the gland. The most
common of which is craniopharyngioma. This is a tumour
which usually arises in childhood and results in destruc-
tion of the pituitary gland. These children present already
on maintenance therapy for other hormonal deficiencies
and are hypogonadotrophic.

TURNER SYNDROME

In pure Turner syndrome the chromosome complement
is 45X and here a syndrome of short stature and ovar-
ian failure lead to the typical features of this syndrome.
These children usually present in the teenage years, either
because of failure of development of secondary sexual
characteristics or more commonly referred from growth
clinics for induction of secondary sexual characteristics.
Attempts to improve height have proved difficult to
achieve.

Heterosexual development

CONGENITAL ADRENAL HYPERPLASIA

This anomaly occurs as a result of an enzyme deficiency in
the steroid pathway of the adrenal gland (see Chapter 34)
and children with this condition require steroid replace-
ment [9,10]. It is imperative that they have good control of
their congenital adrenal hyperplasia at puberty if they are
to go through the process of secondary sexual characteris-
tic development at the appropriate time. However, many
of these girls fail to comply with their steroid therapy and
they are therefore uncontrolled.As a result of that, they fail
to establish the normal process of puberty. It is therefore

quite common to find that puberty is delayed and steroid
control needs to be addressed [11,12].

ANDROGEN-SECRETING TUMOURS

These extremely rare situations arise when the ovary con-
tains an arrhenoblastoma. Here excessive production of
androgen results in virilization and removal of the tumour
resolves the problem.

5α-REDUCTASE DEFICIENCY

This form of XY female results from an enzyme defi-
ciency, which prevents the conversion of testosterone to
5-hydroxytestosterone, which is a necessary biochemical
step in the development of the external genitalia in the
male. The cloaca can only respond to this testosterone
derivative and not to testosterone itself. The external
genitalia are therefore female, but the internal genitalia
are normal male as Müllerian inhibitor secretion leads to
Müllerian agenesis. These patients are therefore amenor-
rhoeic.

TRUE HERMAPHRODITE

In this condition the child has the presence of both tes-
ticular and ovarian tissue. This may occur either in
isolation, such that there is an ovary and a testis in
the same individual, or the gonad may contain both
ovarian and testicular tissue. This leads to intersex prob-
lems at birth (see Chapter 34), and subsequently, if not
resolved at birth, amenorrhoea due to androgen produc-
tion at puberty, thereby preventing the development of the
normal menstrual cycle.

ABSENT MÜLLERIAN INHIBITOR

There is a rare condition in which an XY individual
may not produce Müllerian-inhibitory substance (MIS)
which means that the internal genitalia are female with
persistence of the Müllerian structures and also because
testosterone is produced the Wolffian structures also per-
sist. In this extremely rare syndrome there is dual internal
organ persistence.

Evaluation and management

Having understood the classification of these syndromes,
it becomes apparent that most of the conditions are rare
and constitutional delay without doubt is the most com-
mon diagnosis. However, as the rest of the diagnoses have
serious implications this diagnosis of constitutional delay
should only be made when all other syndromes have been
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excluded. It is important to record a full history and exam-
ination including most importantly the development of
secondary sexual characteristics and height. Secondary
sexual characteristics should be classified according to
the staging system of Tanner. Individuals can then be clas-
sified according to their secondary sexual characteristics.

Normal secondary sexual characteristics

The presence of normal secondary sexual characteristics
should alert the clinician to the concept that outflow tract
obstruction may be occurring. This is the most common
cause of primary amenorrhoea in the presence of normal
secondary sexual characteristics. It is thus appropriate to
carry out investigations to make this diagnosis. It is inap-
propriate to perform any physical pelvic examination on
these young adolescents and imaging techniques should
be used. It is simple to arrange for a pelvic ultrasound
to assess the pelvic anatomy, and only in rare circum-
stances where this cannot be delineated by ultrasound
should it be necessary to use magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) scanning. If
the uterus is absent the karyotype should be performed
and if this is 46XX then the Rokitansky syndrome is
the most likely diagnosis. If the chromosome comple-
ment is 46XY the patient is, by definition, an XY female.
If the uterus is present on ultrasound then there may
be an associated haematocolpos and haematometra and
appropriate reconstructive surgery should be carried out.
If the pelvic anatomy is normal then it is essential to
assess gonadotrophin and prolactin levels as this would
tend to indicate a hypothalamic cause for the amenor-
rhoea, so-called constitutional delay. In some conditions
the luteinizing hormone (LH) to FSH ratio may be ele-
vated, for example, polycystic ovaries, and if resistant
ovary syndrome is the diagnosis these gonadotrophin lev-
els will be elevated. Elevation of prolactin levels suggests a
prolactinoma.

MANAGEMENT

Patients with an absent uterus require special psycholog-
ical counselling and their care should be managed in a
centre able to offer the complete range of psychological
psychosexual and gynaecological expertise. These young
girls will have major problems with future sexual activity
and their infertility. They require very careful counselling.
At the appropriate time a vagina may be created either
non-surgically or surgically. In 85% of cases the use of
vaginal dilators is successful (see Chapter 37).

In girls who are found to have an XY karyotype, care-
ful counselling is necessary over the malignant potential
of their gonads, this being reported at around 30%. It is

thereforenecessary for them tohave their gonads removed
and this must be performed at a time when counselling is
complete. Sharing the information of the karyotype with
the patient should be entertained at that time when the
relationshipbetween the clinicianand thepatientwarrants
it. Not all women wish this information when they are
young, but if directly requested it should be shared with
them. At some stage it is probably best that all patients be
informed of their karyotype.

In outflow tract obstruction surgical management may
occur at various levels. The simplest form is an imper-
forate hymen and in this condition a cruciate incision
in the hymen allows drainage of the retained menstrual
blood. Transverse vaginal septae are much more diffi-
cult to deal with and require specialist reconstruction
to create a vagina which is subsequently functional (see
Chapter 37) [13].

If investigations suggest constitutional delay and sec-
ondary sexual characteristic development is complete,
there is no need to suggest any treatment other than
annual review. These young women very much appre-
ciate the opportunity to return for monitoring until such
times as their menstruation commences. In some circum-
stances it may be useful to promote a menstruation using
the oral contraceptive pill for one cycle to prove that
menstruation can occur and this can be extremely reas-
suring. If the diagnosis of a resistant ovary syndrome
is suspected, then diagnosis can really only be made by
ovarian biopsy and subsequent histology confirming or
illustrating the absence of oocytes. Finally, elevated pro-
lactin levels should provoke the clinician to perform an
imaging of the pituitary fossa, probably best done by
CT scan or MRI to determine the presence or absence
of a microadenoma and management subsequently with
bromocriptine.

Absence of secondary sexual characteristics

In this particular situation, it is extremely important to
make an assessment of the patient’s height. If the patient is
of normal height for age, measurement of gonadotrophin
will reveal levels that are either low or high. Low lev-
els of gonadotrophins confirm the diagnosis of hypogo-
nadotrophin hypogonadism, and elevated levels should
provoke the clinician to perform a karyotype. The 46XX
patient will have premature ovarian failure, the resis-
tant ovary syndrome or gonadal agenesis while the XY
female will have 46XYgonadal agenesis or testicular enzy-
matic failure. If stature is short gonadotrophin levels will
either be low, as associated with an intracranial lesion or
high which, following a karyotype, will almost certainly
indicate Turner syndrome or a Turner mosaic.
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MANAGEMENT

In patients with hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism treat-
ment should be towardsmanaging any avoidable problem
or in the isolated GnRH deficiency hormone replacement
therapy will need to be instituted to induce secondary
sexual characteristic development. These patients can be
informed that they are infertile and that ovulation induc-
tion in the future can be invoked using various fertility
regimes. Hormone replacement therapy is essential and
regimes exist for the induction of secondary sexual char-
acteristics over 3–5 years. Oestrogen should be used alone
for about 2 years, and then 2–3 years of gradual introduc-
tion of progestogens thereby establishing normal breast
growth over a time frame that is equivalent to normal.Any
attempt to accelerate breast growth by using higher doses
of oestrogen will result in abnormal breast growth and this
should be avoided at all costs. Patients with an XY dys-
genesis or enzymatic failure should have gonadectomies
performed to avoid malignancy.

It must always be remembered that any chronic med-
ical illness which prevents normal growth will result
in delayed onset of puberty and these causes must be
considered in any patient presenting in this way.
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Chapter 39: Polycystic ovary syndrome
and secondary amenorrhoea
Adam H. Balen

Introduction: defining polycystic ovary
syndrome and secondary amenorrhoea

In this chapter we shall first describe in detail our cur-
rent understanding of polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS),
which is a condition that presents with ovarian dysfunc-
tion and endocrine problems and is also associated with
hyperinsulinaemia and metabolic disease. The polycys-
tic ovary syndrome is a heterogeneous condition which
is defined by the presence of two out of the following
three criteria [1]: oligo- and/or anovulation [2], hyper-
androgenism (clinical and/or biochemical) [3], polycystic
ovaries, with the exclusion of other aetiologies. PCOS
therefore encompasses symptoms of menstrual cycle dis-
turbance and as such is the commonest cause of secondary
amenorrhoea. The second part of the chapter will discuss
the pathophysiology and management of other causes of
secondary amenorrhoea.
Amenorrhoea is the absence of menstruation, which

might be temporary or permanent. It may occur as a nor-
malphysiological conditionsuchasbeforepuberty, during
pregnancy, lactation or the menopause, or as a feature of
a systemic or gynaecological disorder. Primary amenor-
rhoea may be a result of congenital abnormalities in the
development of ovaries, genital tract or external genitalia
or a perturbation of the normal endocrinological events of
puberty (and these are described in Chapter 37). Further-
more, most of the causes of secondary amenorrhoea can
also cause primary amenorrhoea, if they occur before the
menarche.

Examination and investigation of patients with
PCOS and secondary amenorrhoea

A thorough history and a careful examination should
always be carried out before investigations are instigated –
looking particularly at stature and body form, signs of
endocrine disease, secondary sexual development and the
external genitalia. A history of secondary amenorrhoea
may be misleading, as the ‘periods’ may have been the
result of exogenous hormone administration in a patient

whowasbeing treatedwithhormone replacement therapy
(HRT) for primary amenorrhoea. In most cases, however,
a history of secondary amenorrhoea excludes congeni-
tal abnormalities. A family history of fertility problems,
autoimmunedisorders or prematuremenopausemay also
give clues to the aetiology.

EXCLUDE PREGNANCY

It is always important to exclude pregnancy in women of
any age and whereas some may think that this statement
superfluous, it is usual to see one or two patients a year
who are pregnant despite denying the possibility.

EXAMINATION

Measurement of height and weight should be done in
order to calculate a patient’s body mass index (BMI).
The normal range is 20–25 kg/m2, and a value above
or below this range may suggest a diagnosis of weight-
related amenorrhoea (which is a term usually applied to
underweight women).
Signs of hyperandrogenism (acne, hirsutism, balding

(alopecia)) are suggestive of the PCOS, although bio-
chemical screening helps to differentiate other causes of
androgen excess. It is important to distinguish between
hyperandrogenism and virilization, which is addition-
ally associated with high circulating androgen levels and
causes deepening of the voice, breast atrophy, increase in
muscle bulk and cliteromegaly (see Virilization p. 378).
A rapid onset of hirsutism suggests the presence of an
androgen secreting tumour of the ovary or adrenal gland.
Hirsutism can be graded and given a ‘Ferriman-Gallwey
Score’, by assessing the amount of hair in different parts of
the body (e.g. upper lip, chin, breasts, abdomen, arms and
legs). It is useful to monitor the progress of hirsutism, or
its response to treatment, by making serial records, either
using a chart or by taking photographs of affected areas of
the body.
A total testosterone is adequate for general screening

(Table 39.1). It is unnecessary to measure other androgens

377
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Table 39.1 Endocrine normal ranges

Follicle stimulating harmone
(FSH)∗

1–10 IU/l (early follicular)

Luteinizing hormone (LH)∗ 1–10 IU/l (early follicular)
Prolactin∗ <400 mIU/l

Thyroid stimulating hormone∗ 0.5–5.0 IU/l
Thyroxine (T4) 50–150 nmol/l
Free T4 9–22 pmol/l
Tri-iodothyronine (T3) 1.5–3.5 nmol/l
Free T3 4.3–8.6 pmol/l
Thyroid binding globulin (TBG) 7–17 mg/l

Testosterone (T)* 0.5–3.5 nmol/l
Sex hormone binding globulin
(SHBG)

16–120 nmol/l

Free androgen index ([T × 100] ÷
SHBG)

<5

Dihydrotestosterone 0.3–1 nmol/l
Androstenedione 2–10 nmol/l
Dehydroepiandrosterone
sulphate

3–10 µmol/l

Cortisol: 8 a.m. 140–700 nmol/l
midnight 0–140 nmol/l
24 h urinary <400 nmol/24h

Oestradiol 250–500 pmol/l
Oestrone 400–600 pmol/l
Progesterone (mid-luteal) >25 nmol/l to indicate

ovulation
17-hydroxyprogesterone 1–20 nmol/l

* Denotes those tests performed in routine screening of womenwith
amenorrhoea.

unless total testosterone is >5 nmol/l. Insulin suppresses
SHBG, resulting in a high free androgen index (FAI) in
the presence of a normal total T. The measurement of
SHBG is not required in routine practice andwill not affect
management.
One should be aware of the possibility of Cushing’s

syndrome in women with stigmata of the PCOS and
obesity as it is a disease of insidious onset and dire con-
sequences; additional clues are the presence of central
obesity, moon face, plethoric complexion, buffalo hump,
proximal myopathy, thin skin, bruising and abdominal
striae (which alone are a common finding in obese indi-
viduals).Acanthosis nigricans is a signofprofound insulin
resistance and is usually visible as hyperpigmented thick-
eningof the skin folds of the axilla andneck; it is associated
with PCOS and obesity (Fig. 39.1).

Virilization

Atestosterone concentration greater than 5 nmol/l should
be investigated to exclude androgen secreting tumours

Fig. 39.1 Acanthosis nigricans, as seen typically in the skin
folds (axilla, neck, elbow, vulva). Reproduced from Infertility in
Practice, 2nd edn., Balen & Jacobs, Churchill Livingstone 2003,
with permission.

of the ovary or adrenal gland, Cushing’s syndrome and
late-onset congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH). While
CAH often presents at birth with ambiguous genitalia
(see Chapter 34), partial 21-hydroxylase deficiency may
present in later life, usually in the teenage years with
signs and symptoms similar to PCOS. In such cases testos-
teronemay be elevated and the diagnosis confirmed by an
elevated serum concentration of 17-hydroxyprogesterone
(17-OHP); an abnormalACTHstimulation testmayalsobe
helpful (250 µg ACTH will cause an elevation of 17-OHP,
usually between 65 and 470 nmol/l).
In cases of Cushing’s syndrome a 24-h urinary free cor-

tisolwill be elevated (>700 nmol/24 h). The normal serum
concentration of cortisol is 140–700 nmol/l at 8 a.m. and
less than 140 nmol/l at midnight. A low-dose dexam-
ethasone suppression test (0.5 mg 6-hourly for 48 h) will
cause a suppression of serum cortisol by 48 h. A simpler
screening test is an overnight suppression test, using a
single midnight dose of dexamethasone 1 mg (2 mg if
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obese) and measuring the serum cortisol concentration
at 08.00 h when it should be less than 140 nmol/l. If
Cushing’s syndrome is confirmedahigh-dose dexametha-
sone suppression test (2 mg 6-hourly for 48 h) should
suppress serum cortisol by 48 h if there is a pituitary
ACTH-secreting adenoma (Cushing’s disease); failure of
suppression suggests an adrenal tumour or ectopic secre-
tion of ACTH – further tests and detailed imaging will
then be required.
The measurement of other serum androgen levels can

be helpful. Dehydroepiandrosterone sulphate (DHEAS)
is primarily a product of the adrenal androgen pathway
(normal range <10 µmol/l). If the serum androgen con-
centrations are elevated the possibility of an ovarian or
adrenal tumour should be excluded by ultrasound or CT
scans.
Amenorrhoeicwomenmighthavehyperprolactinaemia

and galactorrhoea. It is important, however, not to exam-
ine the breasts before taking blood as the serum prolactin
concentrationmay be falsely elevated. If there is suspicion
of a pituitary tumour, the patient’s visual fields should be
checked, as bitemporal hemianopia secondary to pressure
on the optic chiasm requires urgent attention. General,
vaginal, breast examinations and stress can all cause a
temporary elevation in serum prolactin concentration.
Thyroid disease is common and the thyroid gland

should be palpated and signs of hypothyroidism (dry
thin hair, proximal myopathy, myotonia, slow-relaxing
reflexes, mental slowness, bradycardia, etc.) or hyper-
thyroidism (goitre with bruit, tremor, weight loss, tachy-
cardia, hyperreflexia, exopthalmos, conjunctival oedema,
ophthalmoplegia, etc.) elicited.
A bimanual examination is inappropriate in a young

woman who has never been sexually active, and exami-
nation of the external genitalia of an adolescent should be
undertaken in the presence of the patient’s mother. Fur-
thermore, it may be more appropriate to defer this from
the first consultation to assure the patient’s confidence in
futuremanagement. A transabdominal ultrasound exami-
nation of the pelvis is an excellent non-invasivemethod of
obtainingvaluable information in thesepatients andwhile
an examination under anaesthetic is sometimes indicated
for cases of intersexwith primary amenorrhoea, it is rarely
required in cases of secondary amenorrhoea.

Endocrine investigations (Table 39.1)

A baseline assessment of the endocrine status should
includemeasurementof serumprolactinandgonadotropin
concentrations andanassessment of thyroid function. Pro-
lactin levels may be elevated in response to a number
of conditions, including stress, a recent breast exami-
nation, or even having a venepuncture. The elevation,

however, is moderate and transient. A more permanent,
but still moderate elevation (greater than 700 mIU/l) is
associated with hypothyroidism and is also a common
finding in women with PCOS, where prolactin levels up
to 2500 mIU/l have been reported [1]. PCOS may also
result in amenorrhoea, which can therefore create diag-
nostic difficulties, and hence appropriate management,
for thosewomenwithhyperprolactinaemiaandpolycystic
ovaries. Amenorrhoea in women with PCOS is secondary
to acyclical ovarian activity and continuous oestrogenpro-
duction. A positive response to a progestogen challenge
test (e.g. medroxyprogesterone acetate 10 mg daily for
5days), which inducesawithdrawalbleedwilldistinguish
patients with PCOS related hyperprolactinaemia from
thosewithpolycystic ovaries andunrelatedhyperprolacti-
naemia, because the latter causes oestrogendeficiency and
therefore failure to respond to the progestogen challenge.
A serum prolactin concentration of greater than 1500

mIU/l warrants further investigation. Computerized
tomography (CT) ormagnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of
the pituitary fossamay be used to exclude a hypothalamic
tumour, a non-functioning pituitary tumour compressing
the hypothalamus or aprolactinoma. Serumprolactin con-
centrations greater than 5000mIU/l are usually associated
with a macroprolactinomawhich by definition are greater
than 1 cm in diameter.
Thepatient’s oestrogen statusmaybe assessed clinically

by examination of the lower genital tract, or by means of
a progestogen challenge. Serum measurements of oestra-
diol are unhelpful as they vary considerably, even in a
patient with amenorrhoea. If the patient is well oestroge-
nized the endometriumwill be shed on withdrawal of the
progestogen.
Serum gonadotropin measurements help to distinguish

between cases of hypothalamic or pituitary failure and
gonadal failure. Elevated gonaotrophin concentrations
indicate a failure of negative feedback as a result of
primary ovarian failure. A serum follicle stimulating hor-
mone (FSH) concentration of greater than 15 IU/L that
is not associated with a preovulatory surge suggests
impending ovarian failure. FSH levels of greater than
40 IU/L are suggestive of irreversible ovarian failure. The
exact values vary according to individual assays, and so
local reference levels should be checked [2]. It is important
also to assess serum gonadotropin levels at baseline, that
is during the first 3 days of a menstrual period. In patients
with oligo/amenorrhoea it may be necessary to perform
two or more randommeasurements, although combining
assessment of endocrinology with an ultrasound scan on
the same day aids the diagnosis.
An elevated luteinizing hormone (LH) concentration,

when associated with a raised FSH concentration, is
indicative of ovarian failure. However, if LH is elevated
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alone (and is not attributable to the preovulatory LH
surge), this suggests PCOS. This may be confirmed by
a pelvic ultrasound scan. Rarely an elevated LH in a
phenotypic female may be due to androgen insensitiv-
ity syndrome (AIS), although this condition presents with
primary amenorrhoea.
Failure at the level of the hypothalamus or pitu-

itary is reflected by abnormally low levels of serum
gonadotropin concentrations, and gives rise to hypogo-
nadotrophic hypogonadism. Kallman’s syndrome is the
clinical findingof hyposmia and/or colour blindness asso-
ciated with hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism – usually
a cause of primary amenorrhoea. It is difficult to distin-
guish between hypothalamic and pituitary aetiology as
both respond to stimulation with gonadotropin releasing
hormone (GnRH).A skull X-ray should be performed and
CT or MRI if indicated.

Karyotype and other tests

Women with premature ovarian failure (under the age
of 40 years) may have a chromosomal abnormality (e.g.
Turner’s syndrome [45X, or 46XX/45X mosaic] or other
sex chromosome mosaicisms) (Plate 39.1 facing p. 562). A
number of genes have also been associated with familial
POF, but are not assessed in routine clinical practice. An
autoantibody screen should also be undertaken inwomen
with a premature menopause, although it can be difficult
to detect antiovarian antibodies many will have evidence
ofother autoantibodies (e.g. thyroid), which then indicates
the need for further surveillance.
A history of a recent endometrial curettage or

endometritis in apatientwithnormal genitalia andnormal
endocrinology, butwith absent or only a smallwithdrawal
bleed following a progestogen challenge, is suggestive
of Asherman’s syndrome. A hysterosalpingogram (HSG)
may be helpful and a hysteroscopy will confirm the
diagnosis (Fig. 39.2).
Measurement of bone mineral density (BMD) is indi-

cated in amenorrhoeic women who are oestrogen defi-
cient. Measurements of density are made in the lumbar
spine and femoral neck. The vertebral bone is more sensi-
tive to oestrogen deficiency and vertebral fractures tend to
occur in a younger age group (50–60 years) than fractures
at the femoral neck (70+ years). However, it should be
noted that crush fractures can spuriously increase themea-
suredBMD.AnX-rayof thedorsolumbar spine is therefore
often complimentary, particularly in patients who have
lost height.
Amenorrhoea may also have long-term metabolic and

physical consequences. In women with PCOS and pro-
longed amenorrhoea, there is a risk of endometrial
hyperplasia and adenocarcinoma. If, on resumption of

Fig. 39.2 Conventional X-ray HSG demonstrating Ashermann’s
syndrome, with intrauterine synechiae. There is no flow of
contrast through the right tube, although thickening of the
cornula end of the tube suggests the possibility of tubal spasm.
There is flow to the end of the left fallopian tube, although no
free spill into the peritoneal cavity. This raises the possibility of
sacculated adhesions around the fimbrial end of the tube.
Reproduced from Infertility in Practice, 2nd edn., Balen & Jacobs,
Churchill Livingstone 2003, with permission.

menstruation there is a history of persistent intermen-
strual bleeding or on ultrasound there is a postmenstrual
endometrial thickness of greater than 10 mm then an
endometrial biopsy is indicated.
Serum cholesterolmeasurements are important because

of the association of an increased risk of heart disease
in women with premature ovarian failure. Women with
PCOS [3], although not oestrogen deficient, may have a
subnormal HDL:total cholesterol ratio. This is a conse-
quenceof thehypersecretionof insulin that occurs inmany
women with PCOS, and may increase the lifetime risk of
heart disease.

Glucose tolerance

Women who are obese, and also many slim women with
PCOS, will have insulin resistance and elevated serum
concentrations of insulin (usually <30 mU/l fasting).
A 75 g oral glucose tolerance test (GTT) should be per-
formed in women with PCOS and a BMI > 30 kg/m2,
with an assessment of the fasting and 2-hour glucose con-
centration (Table 39.2). It has been suggested that South
Asianwomen should have an assessment of glucose toler-
ance if their BMI is greater than 25 kg/m2 because of the
greater risk of insulin resistance at a lower BMI than seen
in the Caucasian population.
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Table 39.2 Definitions of glucose tolerance after a 75 g
glucose tolerance test (GTT)

Impaired Impaired
Diabetes glucose fasting
mellitus tolerance (IGT) glycaemia

Fasting glucose
(mmol/l)

≥7.0 <7.0 ≥6.1 and <7.0

2 h glucose
(mmol/l)

≥11.1 ≥7.8 and ≤11.1 <7.8

Polycystic ovary syndrome

The polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is a heteroge-
neous collection of signs and symptoms that gathered
together form a spectrum of a disorder with a mild pre-
sentation in some, while in others a severe disturbance
of reproductive, endocrine and metabolic function. The
pathophysiology of the PCOS appears to be multifacto-
rial and polygenic. The definition of the syndrome has
been much debated. Key features include menstrual cycle
disturbance, hyperandrogenism and obesity. There are
many extra-ovarian aspects to the pathophysiology of
PCOS, yet ovarian dysfunction is central. At a recent joint
ESHRE/ASRM (European Society for Human Reproduc-
tion and Embryology/American Society for Reproductive
Medicine) consensus meeting a refined definition of the
PCOS was agreed: namely the presence of two out of
the following three criteria:
1 Oligo- and/or anovulation;
2 Hyperandrogenism (clinical and/or biochemical);
3 Polycystic ovaries (The Rotterdam ESHRE/ASRM-
sponsored PCOS consensus workshop group, 2004).
Other aetiologies of hyperandrogenism and menstrual
cycle disturbance should be excluded by appropriate
investigations, as described within this chapter. The mor-
phology of the polycystic ovary, has been redefined as
an ovary with 12 or more follicles measuring 2–9 mm in
diameter and increased ovarian volume (>10 cm3) [4] on
transvaginal ultrasound.
There is considerable heterogeneity of symptoms and

signs among women with PCOS and for an individual
these may change over time [1] (Table 39.3). The PCOS is
familial and various aspects of the syndrome may be dif-
ferentially inherited. The PCOs can exist without clinical
signs of the syndrome, whichmay then become expressed
in certain circumstances. There are anumber of factors that
affect expression of PCOS, for example, a gain in weight
is associated with a worsening of symptoms while weight
loss may ameliorate the endocrine and metabolic profile
and symptomatology [5].
Genetic studies have identified a link between PCOS

and disordered insulin metabolism, and indicate that the

syndrome may be the presentation of a complex genetic
trait disorder. The features of obesity, hyperinsulinaemia,
and hyperandrogenaemia which are commonly seen in
PCOS are also known to be factors which confer an
increased risk of cardiovascular disease and non-insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) [6]. There are
studies which indicate that women with PCOS have an
increased risk for these diseases which pose long-term
risks for health, and this evidence has prompted debate
as to the need for screening women for PCOS [7].
Various factors influence ovarian function and fertility

is adversely affected by an individual being overweight or
having elevated serum concentrations of LH. Strategies to
induce ovulation include weight loss, oral antioestrogens
(principally clomifene citrate), parenteral gonadotropin
therapy and laparoscopic ovarian surgery. There have
been no adequately powered randomized studies to deter-
mine which of these therapies provide the best overall
chance of an ongoing pregnancy. Women with PCOS are
at risk of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS) and
so ovulation induction has to be carefully monitored with
serial ultrasound scans. The realization of an association
between hyperinsulinaemia and PCOS has resulted in the
use of insulin lowering and sensitizing agents, such as
metformin, which appear to ameliorate the biochemical
profile and improve reproductive function.

Defining the polycystic ovary (Fig. 39.3)

Polycystic ovaries are commonly detected by ultrasound
or other forms of pelvic imaging, with estimates of the
prevalence in the general population being in the order of
20–33%[8,9].Although theultrasoundcriteria for thediag-
nosis of polycystic ovaries have not, until now, been uni-
versally agreed, the characteristic features are accepted as
being an increase in thenumber of follicles and the amount
of stroma as compared with normal ovaries, resulting in
an increase in ovarian volume. The ‘cysts’ are not cysts
in the sense that they do contain oocytes and indeed are
follicles whose development has been arrested. The actual
number of cysts may be of less relevance than the vol-
ume of ovarian stroma or of the ovary itself, which has
been shown to closely correlate with serum testosterone
concentrations [10].
At the recent ESHRE/ASRM consensus meeting a

refined definition of the PCOS was agreed, encompassing
a description of the morphology of the polycystic ovary.
According to the available literature, the criteria fulfilling
sufficient specificityandsensitivity todefine thepolycystic
ovary (PCO) are the presence of 12 or more follicles mea-
suring 2–9 mm in diameter and increased ovarian volume
(>10 cm3) [4]. If there is a follicle greater than 10 mm in
diameter, the scan should be repeated at a time of ovarian
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(a) (b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

Fig. 39.3 (a) Transabdominal ultrasound scan of a normal ovary. (b) Transabdominal ultrasound scan of a polycystic ovary.
(c) Transvaginal ultrasound scan of a polycystic ovary. (d) Transabdominal ultrasound scan of a multicystic ovary. (e) Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) of a pelvis, demonstrating two polycystic ovaries (closed arrows) and a hyperplastic endometrium (open
arrow). Reproduced from Infertility in Practice, 2nd edn., Balen & Jacobs, Churchill Livingstone 2003, with permission.
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quiescence to calculate volume and area. The presence of
a single polycystic ovary is sufficient to provide the diag-
nosis. The distribution of the follicles and the description
of the stroma are not required in the diagnosis. Increased
stromal echogenicity and stromal volume are specific to
PCO, but it has been shown that the measurement of
the ovarian volume (or area) is a good surrogate for the
quantification of the stroma in clinical practice. Awoman
having PCO in the absence of an ovulation disorder or
hyperandrogenism (‘asymptomatic PCO’) should not be
considered as having PCOS, although she may develop
symptoms over time, for example, if she gains weight.

Genetics of PCOS

The PCOS has long been noted to have a familial com-
ponent [11]. Genetic analysis has been hampered by the
lack of a universal definition for PCOS. Most of the cri-
teria used for diagnosing PCOS are continuous traits,
such as, degree of hirsutism, level of circulating andro-
gens, extent ofmenstrual irregularity, and ovarian volume
and morphology. To perform genetic analyses these con-
tinuous variables have to be transformed into nominal
variables. Family studies have revealed that about 50%
of first-degree relatives have PCOS suggesting a dom-
inant mode of inheritance [12]. Commonly first-degree
male relatives appear more likely to have premature bald-
ness and metabolic syndrome. As hyperandrogenism is
a key feature of PCOS it is logical to explore the critical
steps in steroidogenesis and potential enzyme dysfunc-
tion. Some studies have found an abnormality with the
cholesterol side chain cleavage gene (CYP11a), which is
the rate limiting step in steroidogenesis.
It has been hypothesized that polymorphisms in the

insulin receptor (INSR) gene that induce mild changes in
insulin receptor function may contribute to the develop-
ment of PCOS, as it is unlikely that a major mutation is
present given the wide variability of insulin resistance
in women with PCOS. The insulin gene variable num-
ber of tandem repeats (VNTR) minisatellite locus lies 5′-to
the insulin gene on chromosome 11p15.5, and regulates
the expression of the insulin gene. The class III allele of the
insulin VNTR gene is associated with anovulatory PCOS.
Further discussion of this complex area is beyond the

scope of this chapter and much research is being per-
formed to provide a more detailed account of the var-
ious genetic abnormalities that may be involved in the
pathogenesis of PCOS.

The pathophysiology of PCOS

Hypersecretion of androgens by the stromal theca cells of
the polycystic ovary leads not only to the cardinal clinical

manifestation of the syndrome, hyperandrogenism, but
is also one of the mechanisms whereby follicular growth
is inhibited with the resultant excess of immature folli-
cles. Hypersecretion of luteinizing hormone (LH) by the
pituitary – a result both of disordered ovarian-pituitary
feedback and exaggerated pulses of GnRH from the
hypothalamus – stimulates testosterone secretion by the
ovary. Furthermore, insulin is a potent stimulus for andro-
gen secretion by the ovary which, by way of a different
receptor for insulin, does not exhibit insulin resistance.
Insulin therefore amplifies the effect of LH, and addi-
tionally magnifies the degree of hyperandrogenism by
suppressing liver production of the main carrier protein
sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG), thus elevating the
‘free androgen index’. It is a combination of genetic abnor-
malities combined with environmental factors, such as
nutrition and body weight, which then affect expression
of the syndrome.

Racial differences in expression of PCOS

The highest reported prevalence of PCO has been 52%
among South Asian immigrants in Britain, of whom
49.1% had menstrual irregularity [13]. Rodin et al. [13]
demonstrated that South Asian women with PCO, had
a comparable degree of insulin resistance to controls with
established type 2 diabetesmellitus. Insulin resistance and
hyperinsulinaemia are common antecedents of type 2 dia-
betes, with a high prevalence in South Asians. Type 2
diabetes also has a familial basis, inherited as a com-
plex genetic trait that interactswith environmental factors,
chieflynutrition, commencing from fetal life. SouthAsians
with anovulatory PCOS have greater insulin resistance
and more severe symptoms of the syndrome than anovu-
latory white Caucasians with PCOS [14]. Furthermore,
women from South Asia, living in the UK appear to
express symptoms at an earlier age than their Caucasian
British counterparts.

Heterogeneity of PCOS

The findings of a large series of more than 1700 women
with polycystic ovaries detected by ultrasound scan, are
summarized in Table 39.4 [1]. All patients had at least
one symptom of the PCOs. Thirty-eight percent of the
women were overweight (BMI >25 kg/m2). Obesity was
significantly associated with an increased risk of hirsuit-
ism, menstrual cycle disturbance and an elevated serum
testosterone concentration. Obesity was also associated
with an increased rate of infertility and menstrual cycle
disturbance. Twenty-six percent of patients with primary
infertility and 14% of patients with secondary infertility
had a BMI of more than 30 kg/m2.
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Table 39.3 Signs and symptoms of polycystic ovary syndrome

Symptoms
Hyperandrogenism (acne, hirsutism, alopecia – not
virilization)
Menstrual disturbance
Infertility
Obesity
Sometimes: asymptomatic, with polycystic ovaries on
ultrasound scan

Serum endocrinology
↑ Fasting insulin (not routinely measured; insulin resistance or
impaired glucose tolerance assessed by GTT)

↑Androgens (testosterone and androstenedione)
↑ Luteinizing hormone (LH), usually normal follicle
stimulating hormone (FSH)

↑ Sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG), results in elevated
‘free androgen index’

↑ Oestradiol, oestrone (neither measured routinely as very
wide range of values)

↑ Prolactin

Possible late sequelae
Diabetes mellitus
Dyslipidaemia
Hypertension, cardiovascular disease
Endometrial carcinoma
Breast cancer

Table 39.4 Characteristics of 1741 women with
ultrasound-detected polycystic ovaries

Age (years) 31.5 (14–50)
Ovarian volume (cm3) 11.7 (4.6–22.3)
Uterine area (cm2) 27.5 (15.2–46.3)
Endometrium (mm) 7.5 (4.0–13.0)
BMI (kg/m2) [19–25]∗ 25.4 (19.0–38.6)
FSH IU/l [1–10]∗ 4.5 (1.4–7.5)
LH IU/l [1–10]∗ 10.9 (2.0–27.0)
Testosterone nmol/l [0.5–2.5]∗ 2.6 (1.1–4.8)
Prolactin [<350 mU/l]∗ 342 (87–917)

Mean and 5–95 percentiles (∗normal range).

Approximately 30% of the patients had a regular men-
strual cycle, 50% had oligomenorrhoea and 20% amenor-
rhoea. A rising serum concentration of testosterone was
associated with an increased risk of hirsuitism, infertility
and cycle disturbance. The rates of infertility and men-
strual cycle disturbance also increased with increasing
serumLH concentrations greater than 10 IU/L. The serum
LH concentration of those with primary infertility was
significantly higher than that of women with secondary
infertility and both were higher than the LH concentra-
tion of those with proven fertility. Ovarian morphology
appears to be the most sensitive marker of the PCOS,

compared to the classical endocrine features of raised
serumLHand testosterone, whichwere found in only 39.8
and 28.9% of patients, respectively, in this series [1].

Health consequences of polycystic ovary syndrome

Obesity and metabolic abnormalities are recognized risk
factors for the development of ischaemic heart disease
(IHD) in the general population, and these are also recog-
nized features of PCOS. The question is whether women
with PCOS are at an increased risk of IHD, and whether
this will occur at an earlier age than women with normal
ovaries. The basis for the idea that women with PCOS
are at greater risk for cardiovascular disease is that these
women are more insulin resistant than weight-matched
controls and that the metabolic disturbances associated
with insulin resistance are known to increase cardiovascu-
lar risk in other populations. Insulin resistance is defined
as a diminution in the biological responses to a given
level of insulin. In the presence of an adequate pancreatic
reserve, normal circulating glucose levels are maintained
at higher serum insulin concentrations. In the general
population cardiovascular risk factors include insulin
resistance, obesity, glucose intolerance, hypertension, and
dyslipidaemia.
There have been a large number of studies demonstrat-

ing the presence of insulin resistance and corresponding
hyperinsulinaemia in both obese and non-obese women
with PCOS [6]. Obese women with PCOS have con-
sistently been shown to be more insulin resistant than
weight-matched controls. It appears that obesity and
PCOShave an additive effect on the degree and severity of
the insulin resistance and subsequent hyperinsulinaemia
in this group of women. The insulin resistance causes
compensatory hypersecretion of insulin, particularly in
response to glucose, so euglycaemia is usuallymaintained
at the expense of hyperinsulinaemia. Insulin resistance is
restricted to the extra-splanchnic actions of insulin on glu-
cose dispersal. The liver is not affected (hence the fall in
SHBGandHDL), neither is the ovary (hence themenstrual
problems and hypersecretion of androgens) nor the skin,
hence the development of acanthosis nigricans. Women
withPCOSwhoare oligomenorrhoeic aremore likely to be
insulin resistant than those with regular cycles – irrespec-
tive of their BMI, with intermenstrual interval correlating
with the degree of insulin resistance [15].
Womenwith PCOShave a greater truncal abdominal fat

distribution as demonstrated by a higher waist:hip ratio.
The central distribution of fat is independent of BMI and
associated with higher plasma insulin and triglyceride
concentrations, and reduced HDL (high-density chole-
strol) concentrations. From a practical point of view, if
the measurement of waist circumference is greater than
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88 cm, there will be excess visceral fat and an increased
risk of metabolic problems.
Thus there is evidence that insulin resistance, central

obesity and hyperandrogenaemia have an adverse effect
on lipid metabolism, yet these are surrogate risk factors
for cardiovascular disease. However, Pierpoint et al. [16]
reported the mortality rate in 1028 women diagnosed as
having PCOS between 1930 and 1979.All thewomenwere
older than 45 years and 770 women had been treated
by wedge resection of the ovaries. Seven hundred and
eighty-six women were traced; the mean age at diag-
nosis was 26.4 years and average duration of follow-up
was 30 years. There were 59 deaths, of which 15 were
from circulatory disease. Of these 15 deaths, 13 were from
ischaemic heart disease. There were six deaths from dia-
betes as an underlying or contributory cause compared
with the expected 1.7 deaths. The standard mortality rate
both overall and for cardiovascular diseasewas not higher
in thewomenwithPCOScomparedwith thenationalmor-
tality rates in women, although the observed proportion
of women with diabetes as a contributory or underly-
ing factor leading to death was significantly higher than
expected (odds ratio 3.6, 95%CI 1.5–8.4). Thus despite sur-
rogate markers for cardiovascular disease, in this study,
no increased rate of death from CVS disease could be
demonstrated.

PCOS in younger women

The majority of studies which have identified the risk fac-
tors of obesity and insulin resistance inwomenwith PCOS
have investigated adult populations, commonly includ-
ing women who have presented to specialist endocrine
or reproductive clinics. However, PCOS has been identi-
fied in much younger populations [9], in which women
with increasing symptoms of PCOS, however, were found
to be more insulin resistant. These data emphasize the
need for long-term prospective studies of young women
with PCOS to clarify the natural history, and to determine
which women will be at risk of diabetes and cardiovas-
cular disease later in life. A study of women with PCOS
and a mean age of 39 years followed over a period of
6 years, found that 9% of those with normal glucose toler-
ance developed impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and 8%
developedNIDDM [17]. While 54% ofwomenwith IGT at
the start of the study had NIDDM at follow-up. The risks
of disease progression, not surprisingly, were greatest in
those who were overweight.

ENDOMETRIAL CANCER

Endometrial adenocarcinoma is the secondmost common
female genital malignancy but only 4% of cases occur in

women less than 40 years of age. The risk of developing
endometrial cancer has been shown to be adversely influ-
enced by a number of factors including obesity, long-term
use of unopposed oestrogens, nulliparity and infertil-
ity. Women with endometrial carcinoma have had fewer
births comparedwith controls and it has also been demon-
strated that infertility per se gives a relative risk of 2 [18].
Hypertension andType 2 diabetesmellitus have long been
linked to endometrial cancer, conditions that are now
known also to be associated with PCOS. The true risk
of endometrial carcinoma in women with clearly defined
PCOS, however, is difficult to ascertain [19].
Endometrial hyperplasia may be a precursor to adeno-

carcinoma, although the rate of progression is difficult
to predict. Although the degree of risk has not been
clearly defined, it is generally accepted that for women
with PCOS who experience amenorrhoea, or oligomen-
orrhoea, the induction of artificial withdrawal bleeds to
prevent endometrial hyperplasia is prudent management
(RCOGGuidelines). Indeed it is considered important that
womenwith PCOS shed their endometrium at least every
3months. For those with oligo-/amenorrhoea who do not
wish to use cyclical hormone therapy we recommend an
ultrasound scan to measure endometrial thickness and
morphology every 6–12 months (depending upon men-
strual history). An endometrial thickness greater than
10 mm in an amenorrhoeic woman warrants an artifi-
cially induced bleed, which should be followed by a
repeat ultrasound scan and endometrial biopsy if the
endometrium has not been shed.Another option is to con-
sider a progestogen secreting intrauterine system, such as
the Mirena IUS�.

BREAST CANCER

Obesity, hyperandrogenism, and infertility occur fre-
quently in PCOS, and are features known to be associ-
ated with the development of breast cancer. However,
studies examining the relationship between PCOS and
breast carcinomahavenot always identified a significantly
increased risk. The study by Coulam et al. [20] calculated
a relative risk of 1.5 (95% CI 0.75–2.55) for breast cancer
in their group of women with chronic anovulation which
was not statistically significant. After stratification by age,
however, the relative risk was found to be 3.6 (95% CI 1.2–
8.3) in the postmenopausal age group. Pierpoint et al. [16]
assessedmortality from the national registry of deaths and
standardizedmortality rates (SMR) calculated for patients
with PCOS compared with the normal population. The
average follow-up period was 30 years. The SMR for all
neoplasms was 0.91 (95% CI 0.60–1.32) and for breast can-
cer 1.48 (95% CI 0.79–2.54). In fact breast cancer was the
leading cause of death in this cohort.
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OVARIAN CANCER

In recent years there has been much debate about the risk
of ovarian cancer in women with infertility, particularly
in relation with the use of drugs to induce superovula-
tion for assisted conception procedures. Inherently the
risk of ovarian cancer appears to be increased in women
who have multiple ovulations – that is those who are
nulliparous (possibly because of infertility) with an early
menarche and late menopause. Thus it may be that induc-
ing multiple ovulations in women with infertility will
increase their risk – a notion that is by no means proven.
Women with PCOS who are oligo-/anovulatory might
therefore be expected to be at low risk of developing ovar-
ian cancer if it is lifetime number of ovulations rather than
pregnancies that is critical. Ovulation induction to correct
anovulatory infertility aims to induce unifollicular ovula-
tion and so in theory should raise the risk of awomanwith
PCOS to that of a normal ovulating woman. The polycys-
tic ovary, however, is notoriously sensitive to stimulation
and it is only in recent years with the development of
high-resolution transvaginalultrasonography that the rate
of unifollicular ovulation has attained acceptable levels.
There are a few studies which have addressed the pos-
sibility of an association between polycystic ovaries and
ovarian cancer. The results are conflicting, due to prob-
lems with the study designs. In the large UK study of
Pierpoint et al. [16], the standardized mortality rate for
ovarian cancer was 0.39 (95% CI 0.01–2.17).

Management of the polycystic ovary syndrome

OBESITY

The clinical management of a woman with PCOS should
be focused on her individual problems. Obesity wors-
ens both symptomatology and the endocrine profile and
so obese women (BMI >30 kg/m2) should therefore be
encouraged to lose weight. Weight loss improves the
endocrineprofile, the likelihoodofovulationandahealthy
pregnancy. Much has been written about diet and PCOS.
The right diet for an individual is one that is practical, sus-
tainable and compatible with her lifestyle. It is sensible to
keep carbohydrate content down and to avoid fatty foods.
It is often helpful to refer to a dietician. Anti-obesity drugs
mayhelpwithweight loss. Metformin has not been shown
to be valuable to aiding weight reduction.

MENSTRUAL IRREGULARITY

Amenorrhoeic women with PCOS are not oestrogen defi-
cient and are not at risk of osteoporosis. Indeed they are
oestrogen replete and at risk of endometrial hyperpla-
sia (see p. 385). The easiest way to control the menstrual

cycle is the use of a low-dose combined oral contraceptive
preparation (COCP). This will result in an artificial cycle
and regular shedding of the endometrium. An alternative
is a progestogen (such as medroxyprogesterone acetate
[Provera] or dydrogesterone [Duphaston]) for 12 days
every 1–3 months to induce a withdrawal bleed. It is also
important once again to encourage weight loss.

HYPERANDROGENISM AND HIRSUTISM

The bioavailability of testosterone is affected by the serum
concentration of SHBG. High levels of insulin lower the
production of SHBG and so increase the free fraction
of androgen. Elevated serum androgen concentrations
stimulate peripheral androgen receptors, resulting in an
increase in5alpha reductaseactivitydirectly increasing the
conversion of testosterone to the more potent metabolite,
dihydrotestosterone. Women with PCOS do not become
virilized (i.e. do not develop deepening of the voice,
increased muscle mass, breast atrophy or clitoromegaly).
Hirsutism is characterized by terminal hair growth in

a male pattern of distribution, including chin, upper lip,
chest, upper and lower back, upper and lower abdomen,
upper arm, thigh and buttocks. A standardized scoring
system, such as the modified Ferriman and Gallwey score
may be used to evaluate the degree of hirsutism before
and during treatments (Fig. 39.4). Many women attend
having already tried cosmetic techniques and so it may be
difficult to obtain a baseline assessment.
Drug therapies may take 6–9 months or longer before

any improvement of hirsutism is perceived. Physical treat-
ments including electrolysis, waxing and bleaching may
be helpful while waiting for medical treatments to work.
Electrolysis is time-consuming, painful and expensive and
should be performed by an expert practitioner. Regrowth
is not uncommon and there is no really permanent cos-
metic treatment. Laser and photothermolysis techniques
are more expensive but may have a longer duration of
effect. Comparative studies, however, have not been
performed. Repeated treatments are required for a near
permanent effect because only hair follicles in the grow-
ing phase are obliterated at each treatment. Hair growth
occurs in three cycles so 6–9 months of regular treatments
are typical.
Medical regimens should stop further progression of

hirsutism and decrease the rate of hair growth. Adequate
contraception is important in women of reproductive age
as transplacental passage of antiandrogens may disturb
the genital development of a male fetus. First line ther-
apyhas traditionally been thepreparationDianette, which
contains ethinyloestradiol (30 µg) in combination with
cyproterone acetate (2 mg). Addition of higher doses of
the synthetic progestogen cyproterone acetate (CPA, 50–
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Fig. 39.4 The Ferriman-Gallwey
Hirsutism Scoring System. The chart is
used both to provide an initial score, with
a scale of 0–3 at each of 12 points,
depending on severity, and for the
monitoring of progress with therapy.
Reproduced from Infertility in Practice,
2nd edn., Balen & Jacobs, Churchill
Livingstone 2003, with permission.
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100 mg) do not appear to confer additional benefit [21],
but are sometimes prescribed for the first 10 days of
each 21-day cycle for women who are particularly resis-
tant to treatment with Dianette alone. The effect on acne
and seborrhoea is usually evident within a couple of
months. Cyproterone acetate can rarely cause liver dam-
age and liver function should be checked regularly (after
6 months and then annually). Once symptom control has
been obtained it is advisable to switch to a combined
oral contraceptive pill containing a lower dose of ethinyl
oestradiol, because of concerns about increased risk of
thromboembolism with Dianette.
Spironolactone is a weak diuretic with antiandrogenic

properties andmay be used inwomen inwhom the COCP
is contraindicated at a daily dose of 25–100 mg. Drosperi-
none is a derivative of spironolactone and contained in
the newCOCP, Yasmin�, whichmay also be beneficial for
women with PCOS.
Other antiandrogens such as ketoconazole, finasteride

and flutamide have been tried, but are not widely used
in the UK for the treatment of hirsutism in women due to
their adverse side effects. Furthermore they are no more
effective than cyproterone acetate.

INFERTILITY

Improvement in lifestyle with a combination of exer-
cise and diet to achieve weight reduction is important

to improve the prospects of both spontaneous and drug-
induced ovulation. In addition, overweight women
with PCOS are at increased risk of obstetrical compli-
cations, including gestational diabetes mellitus and pre-
eclampsia. Ovulation can be induced with the antioestro-
gen clomifene citrate (50–100 mg) taken from days 2–6 of
a natural or artificially induced bleed. While clomifene is
successful in inducing ovulation in over 80% of women,
pregnancy only occurs in about 40%. Clomifene citrate
should only be prescribed in a setting where ultrasound
monitoring is available (and performed) to minimize the
10% risk of multiple pregnancy and to ensure that ovu-
lation is taking place [22,23]. A daily dose of more than
100 mg rarely confers any benefit and can cause thicken-
ing of the cervical mucus, which can impede passage of
sperm through the cervix. Once an ovulatory dose has
been reached, the cumulative conception rate continues to
increase for up to 10–12 cycles [22].
The therapeutic options for patients with anovulatory

infertility who are resistant to antioestrogens are either
parenteral gonadotropin therapy or laparoscopic ovarian
diathermy. Because the polycystic ovary is very sensi-
tive to stimulation by exogenous hormones, it is very
important to start with very low doses of gonadotropins
and follicular development must be carefully monitored
by ultrasound scans. The advent of transvaginal ultra-
sonography has enabled the multiple pregnancy rate to
be reduced to less than 5% because of its higher resolution
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Fig. 39.5 Cumulative conception rates over successive cycles in
normal women (triangle) and after ovulation induction in 103
women with anovulatory polycystic ovary syndrome (circle),
77 women with hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism (diamond)
and 20 patients with weight-related amenorrhoea (square).
While patients with weight-related amenorrhoea conceive
readily after ovulation induction we now believe that their
management should be weight gain before conception (see
text). From Balen et al. [24].

and clearer view of the developing follicles. Cumula-
tive conception and livebirth rates after 6 months may
be 62% and 54%, respectively, and after 12 months 73%
and 62%, respectively [24] (Fig. 39.5). Close monitoring
should enable treatment to be suspended if more than two
mature follicles develop, as the risk of multiple pregnancy
increases (Fig. 39.6).
Women with the polycystic ovary syndrome are also

at increased risk of developing the ovarian hyperstimula-
tion syndrome (OHSS). This occurs if too many follicles
(>10 mm) are stimulated and results in abdominal disten-
sion, discomfort, nausea, vomiting and sometimes diffi-
culty breathing. Themechanism for OHSS is thought to be
secondary to activation of the ovarian renin-angiotensin
pathway and excessive secretion of vascular epidermal
growth factor (VEGF). The ascites, pleural and pericardial
effusions exacerbate this serious condition and the resul-
tant haemoconcentration can lead to thromboembolism.
The situation worsens if a pregnancy has resulted from
the treatment as hCG from the placenta further stimu-
lates the ovaries. Hospitalization is sometimes necessary
for intravenous fluids and heparin to be given to prevent
dehydration and thromboembolism. Although the OHSS
is rare it is potentially fatal and should be avoidable with
appropriate monitoring of gonadotropin therapy.
Ovarian diathermy is free of the risks of multiple preg-

nancy and ovarian hyperstimulation and does not require

(a)

(b)

Fig. 39.6 (a) Transvaginal ultrasound scan of unifollicular
development in a polycystic ovary and (b) an overstimulated
polycystic ovary. Reproduced from Infertility in Practice, 2nd
edn., Balen & Jacobs, Churchill Livingstone 2003, with
permission.

intensive ultrasoundmonitoring (Plate 39.2, facing p. 562).
Laparoscopic ovarian diathermy has taken the place of
wedge resectionof theovaries (which resulted in extensive
peri-ovarian and tubal adhesions), and carries a reduced
risk of multiple pregnancy compared with gonadotropin
therapy in the treatment of clomiphine-insensitive PCOS.
A meta-analysis has shown that pregnancy rates are
greater with 6 months gonadotropin therapy compared
with 6 months after laparoscopic ovarian diathermy,
althoughby12months thepregnancy rates are similar [25].
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INSULIN-SENSITIZING AGENTS AND METFORMIN

A number of pharmacological agents have been used to
amplify the physiological effect of weight loss, notably
metformin. This biguanide inhibits the production of hep-
atic glucose and enhances the sensitivity of peripheral
tissue to insulin, thereby decreasing insulin secretion. It
has been shown that metformin ameliorates hyperandro-
genism and abnormalities of gonadotropin secretion in
womenwithPCOSand can restoremenstrual cyclicity and
fertility.
A Cochrane review has confirmed a beneficial effect of

metformin in improving rates of ovulation when com-
pared with placebo and also improving both rates of
ovulation and pregnancy when used with clomifene cit-
rate compared with clomifene citrate alone [26]. The data
indicate that serum concentrations of insulin and andro-
gens improve although, contrary to popular belief, body
weight does not fall.
Metformin therapy may be commenced after appropri-

ate screening and advice about diet, lifestyle and exercise
for anovulatory women with PCOS who have failed to
conceive. The usual dose is either 850mg bd or 500mg tds.
Baseline investigations should include an oral GTT, full
blood count (FBC), urea and electrolytes (U&E) and liver
function tests (LFTs). Side effects are predominantly gas-
trointestinal (anorexia, nausea, flatulence and diarrhoea)
and may be reduced by taking metformin just before food
and gradually increasing the dose from 850 mg nocte to
850 mg bd after 1 week. Metformin therapy is not thought
to cause lactic acidosis in non-diabetic women with PCOS
and normal renal and liver function. Metformin should be
discontinued for 3 days after iodine-containing contrast
medium has been given. Metformin is usually discon-
tinued in pregnancy although there is no evidence of
teratogenicity and preliminary reports from retrospective
studies of a reduced rate of gestational diabetes.
More studies are required to assess thepotential benefits

ofmetformin andother insulin-sensitizing agents on other
symptoms of the PCOS. All studies to date are of short
duration – at most 6 months and usually much shorter –
and there are no data on long-termuse and the potential to
reduce progression of impaired glucose tolerance to type 2
diabetes or ameliorate other long-term sequelae.

Key points

• PCOS is the commonest endocrine disorder in women
(prevalence 15–20%).
• PCOS runs in families and affects approximately 50% of
first-degree relatives.
• PCOS is a heterogeneous condition. Diagnosis is made
by two out of the following three criteria: (1) oligo- and/or

anovulation, (2) hyperandrogenism (clinical and/or bio-
chemical), (3) polycystic ovaries, with the exclusion of
other aetiologies.
• Management is symptom orientated.
• If obese, weight loss improves symptoms and
endocrinology and should be encouraged. A GTT should
be performed if the BMI is >30 kg/m2 (or >25 kg/m2

if Asian). Dietary advice and exercise are essential com-
ponents of a weight-reducing programme. Anti-obesity
drugs or surgery may be indicated.
• Menstrual cycle controlmay be achieved by cyclical oral
contraceptives or progestogens.
• Ovulation induction may be difficult and require pro-
gression through various treatments which should be
monitored carefully to prevent multiple pregnancy.
• Hyperandrogenism is usually managed with Dianette,
containing ethinyloestradiol in combination with cypro-
teroneacetate.AnewCOCP,Yasminmayalsobeof benefit.
Alternatives include spironolactone. Flutamide and finas-
teride are not routinely prescribed because of potential
adverse effects. Reliable contraception is required.
• Insulin-sensitizing agents (e.g. metformin) are show-
ing promise for ovulation induction but require further
long-term evaluation and should only be prescribed by
endocrinologists/reproductive endocrinologists. Weight
loss is not guaranteed.

Secondary amenorrhoea

Cessation of menstruation for 6 consecutive months in a
woman who has previously had regular periods, is the
usual criteria for investigation. However, some authori-
ties consider 3 or 4months amenorrhoea to bepathological
but here we enter the grey area between amenorrhoea and
oligomenorrhoea. Women with secondary amenorrhoea
must have a patent lower genital tract, an endometrium
that is responsive to ovarian hormone stimulation and
ovaries that have responded to pituitary gonadotropins.
Secondary amenorrhoea is best classified according to

its aetiological siteoforiginandcanbe subdivided intodis-
orders of the hypothalamic-pituitary-ovarian-uterine axis
and generalized systemic disease. The principal causes of
secondary amenorrhoea are outlined inTable 39.5. The fre-
quency with which these conditions present can be seen
in Table 39.6.

Management of secondary amenorrhoea

GENITAL TRACT ABNORMALITIES

Asherman’s syndrome

Asherman’s syndrome is a condition in which intrauter-
ine adhesions prevent normal growth of the endometrium
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Table 39.5 Classification of secondary amenorrhoea

Uterine causes Asherman’s syndrome
Cervical stenosis

Ovarian causes Polycystic ovary syndrome
Premature ovarian failure (genetic,
autoimmune, infective,
radio/chemotherapy)

Hypothalamic causes
(hypogonadotrophic
hypogonadism)

Weight loss
Exercise
Chronic illness
Psychological distress
Idiopathic

Pituitary causes Hyperprolactinaemia
Hypopituitarism Sheehan’s syndrome

Causes of
hypothalamic/
pituitary damage
(hypogonadism)

Tumours (craniopharyngiomas,
gliomas, germinomas, dermoid
cysts)
Cranial irradiation
Head injuries
Sarcoidosis
Tuberculosis

Systemic causes Chronic debilitating illness
Weight loss
Endocrine disorders (thyroid disease,
Cushing’s syndrome etc.)

Table 39.6 The aetiology of secondary
amenorrhoea in 570 patients attending an
endocrine clinic (Balen et al. 1993).

Polycystic ovary syndrome 36.9%
Premature ovarian failure 23.6%
Hyperprolactinaemia 16.9%
Weight-related amenorrhoea 9.8%
Hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism 5.9%
Hypopituitarism 4.4%
Exercise-related amenorrhoea 2.5%

[27]. This may be the result of a too vigorous endometrial
curettage affecting the basalis layer of the endometrium
or adhesions may follow an episode of endometritis. It
is thought that oestrogen deficiency increases the risk of
adhesion formation in breastfeeding women who require
a puerperial currettage for retained placental tissue. Typ-
ically amenorrhoea is not absolute, and it may be pos-
sible to induce a withdrawal bleed using a combined
oestrogen/progestagen preparation. Intrauterine adhe-
sions may be seen on a hysterosalpingogram (HSG)
(Fig. 39.2). Alternatively, hysteroscopic inspection of the
uterine cavity will confirm the diagnosis and enable treat-
ment by adhesiolysis. The adhesions bridge the anterior
and posterior walls of the uterine cavity and are usually
avascular, althoughmay contain vessels, muscle and even
endometrium. Following surgery, a 3-month course of
cyclical progesterone/oestrogen should be given. Some

clinicians insert a foley catheter into the uterine cavity for
7–10 days post-operatively [28], or an intrauterine contra-
ceptive device for 2–3 months [29], to prevent recurrence
of adhesions.
In a series of 292 infertile women who were thought

to have intrauterine adhesions, as detected by HSG, 46%
conceived without treatment but only 53% delivered a
live infant and 13% had placenta accreta [30]. It has been
suggested that the pregnancy rates after hysteroscopic
treatment of intrauterine adhesions depends upon the
degree of the initial problem [31] being 93% for mild and
57% for severe disease. The outcome of the pregnancy
would appear to depend upon the post-treatment contour
of the uterine cavity.

Cervical stenosis

Cervical stenosis is an occasional cause of secondary
amenorrhoea. It was relatively common following a tra-
ditional cone biopsy for the treatment of cervical intraep-
ithelial neoplasia. However, modern procedures such as
laser or loop diathermy have less post-operative cervical
complications [32]. Treatment for cervical stenosis consists
of careful cervical dilatation.

OVARIAN CAUSES OF SECONDARY AMENORRHOEA

Polycystic ovary syndrome

See earlier sections.

Premature ovarian failure. Ovarian failure by defini-
tion, is the cessation of periods accompanied by raised
gonadotropin level prior to the age of 40 years. It may
occur at any age. The exact incidence of this condition is
unknown as many cases go unrecognized, but estimates
vary between 1 and 5% of the female population. Studies
of amenorrhoeicwomen report the incidence of premature
ovarian failure to be between 10 and 36%.
Chromosomal abnormalities are common in women

with primary amenorrhoea. Hague et al. [33] found chro-
mosomal abnormalities in 70% of patients with primary
amenorrhoea and in 2–5% of women with secondary
amenorrhoea due to premature ovarian failure. Ovar-
ian failure occurring before puberty is usually due to a
chromosomal abnormality, or a childhood malignancy
that required chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Adolescents
who loose ovarian function soon after menarche, are
often found to have a Turner’s mosaic (46XX/45X) or
an X-chromosome trisomy (47, XXX) (also see Plate 39.1,
facing p. 562). There are some genetic anomalies that run
in familieswithpremature ovarian failure (POF), although
these are not assessed in routine clinical practice.
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Overall, themost common cause of POF is autoimmune
disease; with infection, previous surgery, chemo- and
radiotherapyalso contributingovarianautoantibodies can
be measured and have been found in up to 69% of cases
of POF. However, the assay is expensive and not readily
available inmostunits. It is therefore important to consider
other autoimmune disorders, and screen for autoantibod-
ies to the thyroid gland, gastric mucosa parietal cells and
adrenal gland if there is any clinical indication.
Prior to the absolute cessation of periods of true pre-

mature ovarian failure, some women experience an inter-
mittent return to menses, interspersed between variable
periods of amenorrhoea. Gonadotropin levels usually
remain moderately elevated during these spontaneous
cycles, with plasma FSH levels of 15–20 iµ/l. This occult
ovarian failure, or resistant ovary syndrome, is associated
with thepresence of primordial follicles on ovarian biopsy,
and pregnancies are sometimes achieved, although the
ovaries are usually resistant to exogenous gonadotropins
as they are to endogenous hormones. It is probable that
reports of pregnancy in women with POF represent cases
of fluctuating ovarian function rather than successes of
treatment [34].
It is, however, possible to achieve pregnancy by oocyte

donation, as part of in vitro fertilization treatment. Exper-
imental work in animals has succeeded in transplanting
primordial follicles into irradiated ovaries, with subse-
quent ovulation and normal pregnancy [35]. The prospect
of transplantation of cryopreserved ovarian tissue is com-
ing close to fruition in humans and should soon offer
the chance of fertility to women who have received
radiotherapy or chemotherapy.
The diagnosis and consequences of premature ovarian

failure require careful counselling of the patient. It may be
particularlydifficult for a youngwoman to accept theneed
to take oestrogen preparations that are clearly labelled as
being intended for older postmenopausal women, while
at the same time having to come to termswith the inability
to conceive naturally. The short- and long-term conse-
quences of ovarian failure and oestrogen deficiency are
similar to those occurring in the fifth and sixth decade.
However, the duration of the problem is much longer
and therefore hormone replacement therapy is advisable
to reduce the consequences of oestrogen deficiency in the
long term.
Younger women with premature loss of ovarian func-

tion have an increased risk of osteoporosis. A series of 200
amenorrhoeic women between the ages of 16–40 demon-
strated a mean reduction in bone mineral density of 15%
as compared with a control group and after correction for
body weight, smoking and exercise [36]. The degree of
bone loss was correlated with the duration of the amenor-
rhoea and the severity of the oestrogen deficiency rather

than the underlying diagnosis, and was worse in patients
with primary amenorrhoea comparedwith thosewith sec-
ondary amenorrhoea. A return to normal oestrogen status
may improve bonemass density, but bonemineral density
is unlikely to improve more than 5–10% and it probably
does not return to its normal value. However, it is not
certain if the radiological improvement seen will actually
reduce the riskof fracture, as remineralization is not equiv-
alent to the restrengthening of bone. Early diagnosis and
early correction of oestrogen status is therefore important.
Women with POF have an increased risk of cardio-

vascular disease. Oestrogens have been shown to have
beneficial effects on cardiovascular status inwomen. They
increase the levels of cardioprotective HDL but also total
triglyceride levels, while decreasing total cholesterol and
low-density lipoprotein (LDL) levels. The overall effect is
of cardiovascular protection.
The HRT preparations prescribed for menopausal

women are also preferred for young women. The reason
for this is that even modern low dose combined oral con-
traceptive (COC) preparations contain at least twice the
amount of oestrogen that is recommended for HRT, in
order to achieve a contraceptive suppressive effect on the
hypothalamic-pituitary axis. HRT also contains ‘natural’
oestrogens rather than the synthetic ethinyloestradiol that
is found in most COCs.

Pituitary causes of secondary amenorrhoea

Hyperprolactinaemia is the commonest pituitary cause
of amenorrhoea. There are many causes of a mildly ele-
vated serumprolactin concentration, including stress, and
a recent physical or breast examination. If the prolactin
concentration is greater than 1000 mµ/l then the test
should be repeated and if still elevated it is necessary to
image the pituitary fossa (CT or MRI scan). Hyperpro-
lactinaemia may result from a prolactin-secreting pitu-
itary adenoma, or from a non-functioning ‘disconnection’
tumour in the region of the hypothalamus or pituitary,
which disrupts the inhibitory influence of dopamine on
prolactin secretion. Large non-functioning tumours are
usually associated with serum prolactin concentrations of
less than 3000 mµ/l, while prolactin-secreting macroade-
nomas usually result in concentrations of 8000 mµ/l
or more. Other causes include hypothyroidism, poly-
cystic ovary syndrome (up to 2500 mU/l) and several
drugs (e.g. the dopaminergic antagonist phenothiazines,
domperidone and metoclopramide).
In women with amenorrhoea associated with hyper-

prolactinaemia the main symptoms are usually those of
oestrogen deficiency [37]. In contrast, when hyperpro-
lactinaemia is associated with PCOS, the syndrome is
characterized by adequate oestrogenization, polycystic
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ovaries on ultrasound scan and a withdrawal bleed in
response to a progestogen challenge test. Galactorrhoea
may be found in up to a third of hyperprolactinaemic
patients, although its appearance isneither correlatedwith
prolactin levels or with the presence of a tumour [38].
Approximately 5% of patients present with visual field
defects [39].
Aprolactin-secretingpituitarymicroadenoma is usually

associated with a moderately elevated prolactin (1500–
4000 mIU/L) and is unlikely to result in abnormalities on
a lateral skull X-ray. On the other hand, a macroadenoma,
associated with a prolactin greater than 5000–8000mIU/L
and by definition greater than 1 cm diameter, may cause
typical radiological changes – that is, an asymmetrically
enlarged pituitary fossa, with a double contour to its floor
and erosion of the clinoid processes. The CT and the MRI
scans now allow detailed examination of the extent of
the tumour and, in particular, identification of suprasellar
extension and compression of the opitic chiasm or inva-
sion of the cavernous sinuses. Prolactin is an excellent
tumour marker and so the higher the serum concentra-
tion the larger the size of the tumour expected on the
MRI scan. In contrast a large tumour on the scan with
only amoderately elevated serum prolactin concentration
(2–3000 mIU/L) suggests a non-functioning tumour with
‘disconnection’ from the hypothalamus (Fig. 39.7).
The management of hyperprolactinaemia centres

around the use of a dopamine agonist, of which
bromocriptine is the most widely used. Of course, if the
hyperprolactinaemia is drug induced stopping the rele-
vant preparation should be commended. This may not,
however, be appropriate if the cause is a psychotropic
medication, for example, a phenothiazine being used to
treat schizophrenia. In these cases it is reasonable to con-
tinue the drug andprescribe a lowdoseCOCprepartion to
counteract the symptoms of oestrogen deficiency. Serum
prolactin concentrationsmust then be carefullymonitored
to ensure that they do not rise further.
Most patients show a fall in prolactin levels within a

few days of commencing bromocriptine therapy and a
reduction of tumour volume within 6 weeks. Side effects
can be troublesome (nausea, vomiting, headache, postural
hypotension) and areminimized by commencing the ther-
apy at night for the first 3 days of treatment and taking the
tablets in the middle of a mouthful of food. Longer term
side effects include Raynauds, constipation, and psychi-
atric changes – especially aggression, which can occur at
the start of treatment.
Bromocriptine should be commenced at a dose of half

a tablet at night (1.25 mg) and increased gradually, every
5 days to 2.5 mg at night and then 1.25 mg in the morning
with 2.5 mg at night until the daily dose is 7.5 mg (in two
or three divided doses). The maintenance dose should be

Table 39.7 Drug therapy for hyperprolactinaemia

Bromocriptine 2.5–20 mg daily,
divided doses

Maintenance usually
5–7.5 mg/day

Cabergoline 0.25–1 mg twice
weekly

Maintenance usually
1 mg/day

the lowest that works and is often lower than that needed
initially to initiate a response.
Longer-acting preparations (e.g. twice weekly cabergo-

line) may be prescribed to those patients who develop
unacceptable side effects. Cabergoline generally appears
to bebetter tolerated andmore efficacious thanbromocrip-
tine but is currently not recommended for women trying
to conceive (Table 39.7).
Surgery, in the form of a transsphenoidal adenectomy, is

reserved for cases of drug resistance and failure to shrink
a macroadenoma or if there are intolerable side effects of
the drugs (themost common indication). Non-functioning
tumours should be removed surgically and are usually
detected by a combination of imaging and a serum pro-
lactin concentration of less than 3000 mµ/l. When the
prolactin level is between 3000 and 8000 mµ/l a trial of
bromocriptine is warranted and if the prolactin level falls
it can be assumed that the tumour is a prolactin-secreting
macroadenoma. Operative treatment is also required if
there is suprasellar extension of the tumour that has
not regressed during treatment with bromocriptine and
a pregnancy is desired. With the present day skills of
neurosurgeons in transsphenoidal surgery, it is seldom
necessary to resort to pituitary irradiation, which offers
no advantages and long-term surveillance is required to
detect consequent hypopituitarism (which is immediately
apparent if it occurs after surgery).
Women with a microprolactinoma who wish to con-

ceive can be reassured that they may stop bromocriptine
when pregnancy is diagnosed and require no further
monitoring, as the likelihood of significant tumour expan-
sion is very small (less than 2%). On the other hand, if
a patient with a macroprolactinoma is not treated with
bromocriptine the tumour has a 25% risk of expanding
during pregnancy. This risk is probably also present if the
tumour has been treated but has not shrunk, as assessed
by CT or MRI scan. The first line approach to treatment
of macroprolactinomas is therefore with bromocriptine
combined with barrier methods of contraception. In cases
with suprasellar expansion, follow-up CT (or MRI) scan
should be performed after 3months of treatment to ensure
tumour regression, before it is safe to embark upon
pregnancy. Bromocriptine can be discontinued during
pregnancy, although if symptoms suggestive of tumour
re-expansion occur anMRI scan should be performed and
if there is continuing suprasellar expansion it is necessary
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 39.7 (a) Pituitary microadenoma. Cranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). A coronal section T1-weighted spin echo sequence
after i.v. gadolinium. The normal pituitary gland is hyperintense (bright) while the tumour is seen as a 4-mm area of
non-enhancement (grey) in the right lobe of the pituitary, encroaching up to the right cavernous sinus. It is eroding the right side of
the sella floor (arrow). Pituitary macroadenoma. MRI scans of a pituitary macroadenoma before and after bromocriptine therapy: (b)
T1-weighted image post gadolinium enhancement demonstrating a macroadenoma with a large central cystic component (large
arrow). There is suprasellar extension with compression of the optic chiasm (small arrows). (c) After therapy the tumour has almost
completely resolved and there is tethering of the optic chiasm (arrow) to the floor of the sella. (d) Craniopharyngioma. Cranial MRI:
Coronal T1-weighted section after gadolinium enhancement. The tumour signals intensity on the T1 image and only part of the
periphery of the tumour enhances. The carotid arteries have a low signal intensity (black arrows) due to the rapid flow within them
and are deviated laterally and superiorly by the mass (C), which arises out of the pituitary fossa (P). Reproduced from Infertility in
Practice, 2nd edn., Balen & Jacobs, Churchill Livingstone 2003, with permission.
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to recommence bromocriptine therapy. These patients also
require expert assessment of their visual fields during
pregnancy [39].
If the serum prolactin is found to be elevated and the

patient has a regular menstrual cycle, no treatment is
necessary unless the cycle is anovulatory and fertility is
desired. Amenorrhoea is the ‘bioassay’ of prolactin excess
and should be corrected for its sequelae, rather than for
the serum level of prolactin.

Hypothalamic causes of secondary amenorrhoea

Hypothalamic causes of amenorrhoea may be either pri-
mary or secondary. Primary hypothalamic lesions include
craniopharyngiomas, germinomas, gliomas and dermoid
cysts. These hypothalamic lesions either disrupt the nor-
mal pathway of prolactin inhibitory factor (dopamine),
thus causing hyperprolactinaemia or compress or destroy
hypothalamic and pituitary tissue. Treatment is usually
surgical, with additional radiotherapy if required. Hor-
mone replacement therapy is required to mimic ovarian
function, and if the pituitary gland is damaged either by
the lesion or by the treatment, replacement thyroid and
adrenal hormones are required.
Secondary hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism may

result from systemic conditions including sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis as well as following head injury or cranial
irradiation. Sheehan’s syndrome, the result of profound
and prolonged hypotension on the sensitive pituitary
gland, enlarged by pregnancy, may also be a cause of
hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism in someone with a
history of a major obstetric haemorrhage [40]. It is essen-
tial to assess the pituitary function fully in all these
patients and then instigate the appropriate replacement
therapy. Ovulation may be induced with pulsatile sub-
cutaneous GnRH or human menopausal gonadotropins
(hMG). The administration of pulsatile GnRH provides
the most ‘physiological’ correction of infertility caused
by hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism and will result
in unifollicular ovulation, while hMG therapy requires
close monitoring to prevent multiple pregnancy. Puri-
fied or recombinant FSH preparations are not suitable
for women with hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism (or
pituitary hypogonadism) as these patients have absent
endogenous production of LH and so while follicular
growth may occur, oestrogen biosynthesis is impaired
[41]. Thus hMG, which contains FSH and LH activity, is
necessary for these patients.

Systemic disorders causing secondary amenorrhoea

Chronic disease may result in menstrual disorders as a
consequence of the general disease state, weight loss or

by the effect of the disease process on the hypothalamic-
pituitary axis. Furthermore, a chronic disease that leads
to immobility such as chronic obstructive airways dis-
ease, may increase the risk of amenorrhoea associated
osteoporosis.
Some diseases affect gonadal function directly. Women

with chronic renal failure have a discordantly elevated
LH [42], possibly as a consequence of impaired clearance
[43]. Prolactin is also elevated in these women, due to
failure of the normal inhibition by dopamine. Liver dis-
ease affects the level of circulating sex hormone binding
globulin, and thus hormone levels, thereby disrupting
the normal feedback mechanisms. Metabolism of various
hormones including testosterone, are also liver depen-
dent; both menstruation and fertility return after liver
transplantation [44].
Endocrine disorders such as thyrotoxicosis and Cush-

ing’s syndrome are commonly associated with gonadal
dysfunction [45]. Autoimmune endocrinopathies may
be associated with premature ovarian failure, because
of ovarian antibodies. Diabetes mellitus may result in
functional hypothalamic-pituitary amenorrhoea [46].
Management of thesepatients should concentrate on the

underlying systemic problem and on preventing compli-
cations of oestrogen deficiency. If fertility is required, it is
desirable to achieve maximal health and where possible
to discontinue teratogenic drugs.

Weight-related amenorrhoea

Weight can have profound effects on gonadotropin regu-
lation and release. Weight and eating disorders are also
common in women. A regular menstrual cycle will not
occur if the BMI is less than 19 kg/m2. Fat appears to be
critical to a normally functioning hypothalamic-pituitary-
gonadal axis. It is estimated that at least 22% of body
weight shouldbe fat tomaintainovulatory cycles [47]. This
level enables the extra ovarian aromatization of andro-
gens to oestrogens, and maintains appropriate feedback
control of the hypothalamic-pituitary-ovarian axis [48].
Therefore, girlswho are significantly underweight prior to
pubertymayhaveprimary amenorrhoea, while thosewho
are significantly underweight after puberty will have sec-
ondary amenorrhoea. The clinical presentation depends
upon the severity of the nutritional insult and its age of
onset. To cause amenorrhoea the loss must be 10–15%
of the women’s normal weight for height. Weight loss
may be due to a number of causes including self-induced
abstinence, starvation, illness and exercise.
Whatever the precipitating cause, the net result is

impairment of gonadotropin secretion. In severe weight
loss, oestrogen may be catabolized to the antioestrogen
2-hydroxy-oestrone, rather than to the usual oestradiol,
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which may further suppress gonadotropin secretion. This
pathway is enhancedbycigarette smoking.Weight-related
gonadotropin deficiency is more pronounced with LH
than FSH [49]. This and the reduction in pulsatility of
gonadotropin secretion may result in a ‘multicystic’ pat-
tern in the ovary. This appearance is typical of normal
puberty and is seen when there are several cysts (about
5–10 mm in diameter) together with a stroma of normal
density.
Anorexia nervosa is at the extreme end of a spectrum of

eating disorders and is invariably accompanied by men-
strual disturbance, and indeed may account for between
15 and 35% of patients with amenorrhoea. Women with
anorexianervosa shouldbemanaged in collaborationwith
a psychiatrist, and it is essential to encourage weight gain
as the main therapy.
An artificial cycle, may be induced with the COC.

However, this may corroborate in the denial of weight
loss being the underlying problem. Similarly, while it
is possible to induce ovulation with GnRH, or exoge-
nous gonadotropins, treatment of infertility in the signifi-
cantly underweight patient is associatedwith a significant
increase in intrauterine growth retardation and neona-
tal problems. Furthermore, since three quarters of the
cell divisions that occur during pregnancy do so during
the first trimester, it is essential that nutritional status
is optimized before conception. Low birthweight is also
now being related to an increased risk of cardiovascular
disease, diabetes PCOS in adult life [50].
Weight-related amenorrhoea may also have profound

long-termaffects onbonemineral density. The age of onset
of anorexia nervosa is important, as prolonged amenor-
rhoea before the normal age at which peak bone mass
is obtained (∼25 years) increases the likelihood of severe
osteoporosis.
Worldwide, involuntary starvation is the common-

est cause of reduced reproductive ability, resulting in
delayed pubertal growth and menarche in adolescents
[51] and infertility in adults. Acute malnutrition, as seen
in famine conditions and during and after the Second
World War has profound effects on fertility and fecun-
dity [48]. Ovulatory function usually returns quickly on
restoration of adequate nutrition. Chronic malnutrition,
common in developing countries has less profound effects
on fertility, but is associated with small and premature
babies.

PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS

Studies have failed to demonstrate a link between stress-
ful life events and amenorrhoea of greater than 2 months.
However, stress may lead to physical debility such as
weight loss which may then cause menstrual disturbance.

Exercise-related amenorrhoea

Menstrual disturbance is common in athletes undergoing
intensive training. Between 10 and 20% have oligomenor-
rhoea or amenorrhoea, compared with 5% in the general
population [52]. Amenorrhoea is more common in ath-
letes under 30 years and is particularly common inwomen
involved in the endurance events (such as long distance
running). Up to 50% of competitive runners training
80 miles per week may be amenorrhoeic [53].
Themain aetiological factors are weight and percentage

body fat content, but other factors have also been pos-
tulated. Physiological changes are consistent with those
associated with starvation and chronic illness.
Ballet dancers provide an interesting subgroup of

sportswomen, because their training begins at an early
age. They have been found to have a significant delay in
menarche (15.4 compared to 12.5 years) and a retardation
in pubertal development which parallels the intensity of
their training [54]. Menstrual irregularities are common
and up to 44% have secondary amenorrhoea [55]. In a sur-
vey of 75 dancers 61% were found to have stress fractures
and 24% had scoliosis; the risk of these pathological fea-
tures was increased if menarche was delayed or if there
were prolonged periods of amenorrhoea [55]. These find-
ings may be explained by delayed pubertal maturation
resulting in attainment of a greater than expected height
and a predisposition to scoliosis, as oestrogen is required
for epiphyseal closure.
Exercise-induced amenorrhoea has the potential to

cause severe long-termmorbidity, particularlywith regard
to osteoporosis. Studies on young ballet dancers have
shown that the amount of exercise undertaken by these
dancers does not compensate for these osteoporotic
changes [55]. Oestrogen is also important in the forma-
tion of collagen and soft tissue injuries are also common
indancers [56].Whereasmoderate exercisehasbeen found
to reduce the incidence of postmenopausal osteoporosis,
young athletes may be placing themselves at risk at an
age when the attainment of peak bone mass is impor-
tant for long-term skeletal strength. Appropriate advice
should be given, particularly regarding diet, and the use
of a cyclical oestrogen/progestogenpreparation shouldbe
considered.

Iatrogenic causes of amenorrhoea

There are many iatrogenic causes of amenorrhoea, which
may be either temporary or permanent. These include
malignant conditions that require either radiation to the
abdomen/pelvis or chemotherapy. Both these treatments
may result in permanent gonadal damage; the amount of
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damage being directly related to the age of the patient, the
cumulative dose and the patient’s prior menstrual status.
Gynaecological procedures such as oophorectomy, hys-

terectomy and endometrial resection inevitably result
in amenorrhoea. Hormone replacement should be pre-
scribed for these patients where appropriate. Hormone
therapy itself can be used to deliberately disrupt the men-
strual cycle. However, iatrogenic causes of ovarian quies-
cence have the same consequences of oestrogen deficiency
due to any other aetiology. Thus the use of GnRH ana-
logues in the treatment of oestrogen-dependent conditions
(e.g. precocious puberty, endometriosis, uterine fibroids)
results in a significant decrease in bone mineral density
in as little as 6 months. Although the demineralization
is reversible with the cessation of therapy, especially for
the treatment of benign conditions in young women who
are in the process of achieving their peak bone mass, the
concurrent use of an androgenic progestogen or oestrogen
‘add-back’ therapy may protect against bone loss.

Key points

• Secondary amenorrhoea is usually considered to be
amenorrhoea of 6 or more months duration during repro-
ductive years.
• Aetiology and treatment can be conveniently catago-
rized into hypothalamic, pituitary, ovarian, uterine causes
or systemic illness, which in essence causes secondary
hypothalamic amenorrhoea.
• Correct diagnosis is readily made if a logical protocol is
applied.
• The polycystic ovary syndrome is the commonest cause
and is the only major cause of amenorrhoea that is not
associated with oestrogen deficiency.
• The amenorrhoea of polycystic ovary syndrome should
be treated to either enhance fertility or prevent endome-
trial hyperplasia/adenocarcinoma.
• Oestrogen deficiency results in the long-term seque-
lae of osteoporosis and cardiovascular disease and so
the cause of amenorrhoea should be corrected early and
hormone replacement therapy administered if necessary.
• Fertility can be achieved either after ovulation induc-
tion or, in cases of premature ovarian failure with oocyte
donation/in vitro fertilization.
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Chapter 40: Menstrual problems:
menorrhagia and primary
dysmenorrhagia
Margaret C.P. Rees

Introduction

Menorrhagia and dysmenorrhoea form a significant part
of gynaecological work. This is not surprising since
women will each experience about 400 menstruations
between the menarche and the menopause. Menorrhagia
is the main presenting complaint in women referred to
gynaecologists and accounts for most hysterectomies and
nearly all endometrial ablative procedures.

Menorrhagia (heavy blood loss)

Menorrhagia comes from the Greek ’men’ meaning month
and ’rhegynai’ to rush out. It is a complaint of heavy
cyclical menstrual blood loss over several consecutive
cycles without any intermenstrual or post-coital bleed-
ing [1]. In objective terms it is a blood loss greater than
80 ml per period [2]. While various pathologies have
been implicated in menorrhagia, in 50% of cases of objec-
tive menorrhagia no pathology is found at hysterectomy
(Table 40.1).Although ’unexplained’menorrhagia is avery
appropriate term the label dysfunctional uterine bleeding

Table 40.1 Causes of menorrhagia

Uterine
Fibroids
Endometrial polyps
Endometriosis
Pelvic inflammatory disease

Systemic
Coagulation disorders
Von Willebrand’s disease
Idiopathic thrombocytopaenia purpura
Factor V, VII, X and XI deficiency
Hypothyroidism

Iatrogenic
Progestogen only contraceptives
Intrauterine contraceptive devices
Anticoagulants

which implies endocrine abnormalities is often given.
However, most cases of menorrhagia are associated with
regular ovulatory cycles and anovular cycles tend mainly
to occur soon after the menarche or in the perimenopause.

Presentation and assessment

Patients with menorrhagia commonly complain of
increased menstrual loss requiring more sanitary protec-
tion or the passage of clots and flooding. Assessment is
detailed in Table 40.2. Of note women find it very diffi-
cult to assess accurately the amount of blood loss. Thus,
in clinical practice only 40% of women complaining of
menorrhagia have measured losses greater than 80 ml
[3]. The alkaline haematin method is considered to be the
‘gold standard’ for measuring menstrual blood loss [2].
Here sanitary devices are soaked in 5% sodium hydroxide
to convert the blood to alkaline haematin whose opti-
cal density is then measured. Since it is not routinely
available various pictorial scoring systems have been pro-
posed but reliability is conflicting [3–5]. Furthermore

Table 40.2 Initial assessment

History
How long have periods been heavy
Is there flooding or passage of clots
How long do periods last and how often do they occur
Has there been any change
Is there any intermenstrual bleeding or post-coital bleeding
Is there pelvic pain or dyspareunia
What contraception is being used
Are cervical smears up to date (according to local screening
programmes)

Assessment
Undertake pelvic examination and cervical smear (according to
local screening programmes)

Haematology and biochemistry
Imaging
Endometrial sampling
Hysteroscopy

399
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recent technological changes in the manufacture of san-
itary towels mean that these pictorial methods need to
be revalidated. Measurement of total menstrual fluid by
means of a weighing technique has been described as suf-
ficiently accurate for clinical purposes, but needs further
evaluation [5].

Investigations

HAEMATOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY

Afull blood count should be performed in all women com-
plaining of menorrhagia, since it is a common cause for
anaemia [1]. Ferritin is not recommended routinely. Test-
ing for bleeding disorders should only be undertaken if
clinically indicated, for example, menorrhagia since the
menarche andahistory of bleeding after dental extractions
and childbirth [4,6]. Thyroid function tests should only
be undertaken if clinically indicated. No other endocrine
investigations are warranted.

IMAGING

Transvaginal sonography (TVS) is usually the first inves-
tigation. TVS measures endometrial thickness and diag-
noses polyps and leiomyomata with a sensitivity of 80%
and specificity of 69% [7]. It is well established that
endometrial thickness measured by TVS is indicative of
pathology in postmenopausal women. However, the exact
cut-off values for endometrial thickness measurement in
premenopausal women to predict endometrial neopla-
sia are subject to continuing debate. The British ‘RCOG
Guideline Development Group’ analysed a number of
studies and concluded that 10–12 mm was a reason-
able cut-off when using TVS, preferably undertaken in
the follicular phase, as a method prior to more inva-
sive procedures of endometrial assessment [5,8]. TVS
can be enhanced using sonohysterography or colour flow
Doppler but availability may be limited [9,10].

ENDOMETRIAL SAMPLING

The purpose of endometrial sampling in menorrhagia is
to exclude or diagnose endometrial cancer or hyperpla-
sia. Endometrial sampling is recommended in women
aged more than 40 years and those with increased risk of
endometrial malignancy. Significant risk factors for devel-
opment of an endometrial carcinoma are obesity, diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, chronic anovulation, nulliparity
with a history of infertility, a family history of endometrial
and colonic cancer and tamoxifen therapy [5]. In younger
women endometrial sampling can also be indicated if
abnormal bleeding does not resolve with medical treat-
ment. In polycystic ovary syndrome in which endometrial
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Fig. 40.1 Numbers of hysterectomies for menorrhagia between
1989/90 and 2002/3 in NHS Trusts in England. (Reid and Mukri
[12]). Reproduced with permission from the BMJ Publishing
Group.

hyperplasia is a common finding, endometrial assessment
may be necessary if abnormal bleeding is a presenting
symptom, or suspicious sonographic endometrial features
are observed [5,8].

The most common methods of endometrial sam-
pling are:
• Aspiration curettage (Pipelle, Vabra)
• Dilatation and curettage (D&C)
• Hysteroscopy
‘One-stop’ outpatient services based on initial TVS may
reduce the need for further procedures such as hys-
teroscopy [11].

Management

Management has changed over the past two decades with
the introduction in the mid-1980s of therapeutic endo-
scopic endometrial destructive procedures and in 1995 of
the levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine device in the UK.
The number of hysterectomies for menorrhagia have been
estimated to have fallen by 36% between 1989 and 2002/3
[6,12] (Fig. 40.1). Also an inverse social gradient in hys-
terectomy has been observed with surgery being inversely
related to social class and education, especially at younger
ages [7,13].

Drug therapy

The aims of therapy are to reduce blood loss, reduce
the risk of anaemia and improve quality of life. Medical
therapy is indicatedwhen there isnoobviouspelvic abnor-
mality and the woman wishes to retain her fertility. Since
menstrual loss, in the absence of pathology, does not
change markedly treatment is long term. Thus the drug
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Table 40.3 Non-hormonal
treatments for menorrhagia

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
Mefenamic acid
Meclofenamic acid
Naproxen
Ibuprofen
Flurbiprofen
Diclofenac

Antifibrinolytics
Tranexamic acid
Epsilon-amino caproic acid

Etamsylate

Table 40.4 Hormonal treatments
for menorrhagia

Progestogens
Norethisterone
Medroxyprogesterone acetate
Dydrogesterone

Intrauterine progestogens
Levonorgestrel IUS ( Mirena)
Progesterone IUS (Progestasert)

Combined oestrogen/ progestogens
Oral contraceptives
Hormone replacement therapy

Other
Danazol
Gestrinone
GnRH analogues

regimen chosen must be effective, have few or mild side
effects andmustbeacceptable to thepatient. It is important
to assess drug therapies in terms of reduction of mea-
sured menstrual blood loss because of the poor correlation
between objective and subjective assessment of menstrual
blood loss (see Presentation and Assessment, p. 399).

Medical therapies can be divided into two main classes:
non-hormonal and hormonal. The former includes non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and antifibrinolytics,
and the latter progestogens, oral contraceptives, hormone
replacement therapy, danazol, gestrinone and GnRH ana-
logues (Tables 40.3 and 40.4). Non-hormonal treatment is
taken during menstruation itself and should be a first line
in primary care using either mefenamic acid or tranexamic
acid; both can be used together, but there are no good
studies of the effect of the combination. Referral should be

considered if neither inhibitors of prostaglandin synthe-
sis or antifibrinolytic agents are effective after 3 months’
therapy [1].

NON-HORMONAL

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

The cyclooxygenase (COX) pathway with its two enzymes
cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1) and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-
2) represents one of the major routes for oxidative
metabolism of arachidonic acid to prostaglandins. The
demonstrated involvement of prostaglandins in the gen-
esis of menorrhagia points to cyclooxygenase inhibitors
as a potentially effective treatment. Cyclooxygenase
inhibitors, commonly referred to as non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), can be chemically classi-
fied into two main groups – COX-1 inhibitors: salicytes
(aspirin), indolacetic acid analogues (indometacin), aryl
proprionic acid derivates (naproxen, ibuprofen), fena-
mates (mefenamic acid, flufenamic acid, meclofenamic
acid) and COX-2 inhibitors: coxibs (celecoxib). Various
NSAIDs have been evaluated in a number of randomized
trials and have to date been limited to COX-1 inhibitors.
In a Cochrane review, five of seven randomized trials
showed that mean menstrual blood loss was less with
NSAIDs than with placebo, and two showed no differ-
ence [8,14]. Furthermore, there was no evidence that one
NSAID (naproxen or mefenamic acid) was superior to
the other. The fenamates (e.g. mefenamic acid) are the
most extensively studied NSAIDs. They have the unique
property to inhibit prostaglandin synthesis as well as to
bind to prostaglandin receptors, which, are significantly
increased in the uteri from women with menorrhagia [15].
Reductions in menstrual blood flow range from 22 to 46%
with this therapy. With regards to long-term therapy, a
follow-up of 12 to 15 months after commencing treatment
showed continuing efficacy of the NSAID mefenamic acid
[16]. Reduction of menstrual blood loss has also been
evaluated for other NSAIDs such as naproxen, ibupro-
fen, sodium diclofenac and flurbiprofen. The percentage
of blood loss reduction varied from 25 to 47% depending
on the agent and dosage used [15]. Furthermore, they are
also effective in women with a copper or non-hormonal
intrauterine contraceptive device. An additional benefi-
cial effect is that these drugs will also alleviate symptoms
from dysmenorrhoea.

Optimal doses and schedules are difficult to define.
Most studies, however, analysed regimens starting on the
first day of menstruation and continuing for 5 days or
until cessation of menstruation. Common side effects of
NSAIDs are gastrointestinal irritation and inhibition of
platelet aggregation. Specific inhibitors of COX-2 might
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also be effective in the treatment of menorrhagia, but
there is great uncertainty about the safety of this class of
drugs [17].

Antifibrinolytics

Plasminogen activator inhibitors have therefore been pro-
motedas a treatment formenorrhagiabecauseof increased
endometrial fibrinolytic activity in women with menor-
rhagia.

Tranexamic acid is a synthetic lysine derivate that exerts
its antifibrinolytic effect by reversibly blocking lysine
binding sites on plasminogen and thus preventing fib-
rin degradation [18]. Tranexamic acid 2 to 4.5 g/day for
4 to 7 days reduces menstrual blood flow by 34 to 59%
over two to three cycles. The effect is superior to placebo,
mefenamic acid, flurbiprofen, ethamsylate and oral luteal
phase norethisterone at clinically relevant dosages [9,19].
Antifibrinolytics are also effective in women with copper
or non-hormonal intrauterine devices [18,19]. Tranexamic
acid is usually well tolerated. Side effects are mainly
limited to mild gastrointestinal complaints. A Cochrane
review found no significant increase in reported events
with antifibrinolytic therapy in comparison to placebo
or other treatments [9,19]. Earlier theoretical concerns
about thromboembolism caused by antifibrinolytic action
of tranexamic acidhave been refutedby long-term studies.

Ethamsylate

Ethamsylate is thought to act by reducing capillary
fragility, though the precise mechanisms are uncertain.
Studies with objective MBL measurement using the cur-
rently recommended doses show that it is ineffective
[1,5,8].

HORMONAL TREATMENTS

Progestogens

The use of progestogens is based on the erroneous concept
that women with menorrhagia principally have anovula-
tory cycles and that a progestogen supplement is required.
Progestogens are a common prescription for women com-
plaining of menorrhagia. Oral, intrauterine and intramus-
cular depot injections are employed. The last are used
mainly for contraception and there is little information
regarding menorrhagia.

Oral administration. Traditionally administration was
in the luteal phase. However, studies with measured
menstrual loss with luteal administration for 7 days of
norethisterone 5 mg twice daily show either a decrease

or even an increase in flow [10,20]. However, norethis-
terone 5 mg three times daily from day 5–26 is effective
[21]. Side effects include weight gain, headache and
bloatedness.

Intrauterine administration. Intrauterine administration
especially of levonorgestrel (LNG) is very effective. There
are currently two progestogen-impregnated devices: the
Mirena� intra uterine system (IUS) (Schering, Germany),
which delivers 20 µg of LNG over 24 h for about 5 years
and theProgestasert� (AlzaPharmaceuticals, USA)which
releases about 65 µg of progesterone over 24 h for about
16 months. Other newer so-called frameless devices are
currently being evaluated.

The Mirena IUS (LNG-IUS) reduces menstrual blood
loss by up to 96 and 20% of women using the LNG-IUS
are reported to be amenorrheic after 1 year [11,22]. Over
a 3-year period 65% of women with an LNG-IUS con-
tinue to report improved menstrual bleeding. Apart from
lowering menstrual blood loss the LNG-IUS may alleviate
symptoms of dysmenorrhoea and reduce the incidence of
pelvic inflammatory disease. The LNG-IUS also provides
very effective contraception. Results are comparable with
endometrial resection [12,23] and it can be employed as an
alternative to hysterectomy [24].

The main adverse effects associated with LNG-IUS are
frequently occurring variable bleeding and spotting, par-
ticularly within the first few months of use. LNG-IUS is
also sometimes associated with the development of ovar-
ian cysts, but these are usually symptomless and show
a high rate of spontaneous resolution. When compared
with other medications and hysterectomy, the LNG-IUS is
much cheaper per menstrual cycle unless it is removed
before 5 years. The LNG-IUS showed similar efficacy
and patient satisfaction at much lower costs ($1530 for
IUS versus $4222 for hysterectomy) [24]. It also preserves
fertility while providing contraception and provides the
progestogen for systemic hormone replacement therapy
in perimenopausal women.

The Progestasert was the first hormonally impreg-
nated device but prospective randomized studies in men-
orrhagia are lacking. The main disadvantage of this
device is its association with an increased risk of ectopic
pregnancy.

Oestrogen/progestogen

From clinical experience oral contraceptine pills (OCPs)
are generally considered to be effective in themanagement
of dysfunctional menstrual bleeding. However, there are
fewavailabledata to support this observation [13,25]. Data
regarding hormone replacement therapy are scant.
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Androgens

Danazol. Danazol is an isoxazolderivativeof 17α-ethinyl-
testosterone which acts on the hypothalamic pituitary
axis as well as on the endometrium to produce atrophy.
Danazol reduces menstrual blood loss by up to 80% from
baseline. Higher doses of Danazol (≥200 mg/day) seem
to be more successful than low-dosage therapy [26]. Its
clinical use is limited by androgenic side effects which are
experienced by up to three quarters of patients.

Gestrinone. Gestrinone is a 19-testosterone derivative
whichhas anti-progestogenic, anti-oestrogenic andandro-
genic activity. In a placebo-controlled study it reduced
menstrual blood loss in 79% patients with objective men-
orrhagia [27]. However, it also has androgenic side effects.

Gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonists

Gonadotropin-releasinghormone (GnRH)agonists, admin-
istered continuously or in depot form, downregulate
expressionofGnRHreceptors, whichblocksgonadotropin
secretion from the anterior pituitary. This leads to ovarian
suppression. GnRH have been mainly used in fibroid-
associated bleeding [28]. Concerns about the long-term
effects of ovarian suppression such as osteoporosis gener-
ally limit use beyond 6 months even when add-back ther-
apy and oestrogen/progestogen hormone replacement
therapy is used in conjunction.

Anti-progestational agents

Mifepristone (RU-486) is a synthetic 19-norsteroid with
anti-progestogen activity that is known to inhibit ovu-
lation and to disrupt endometrial integrity. Systematic
review shows that it induces amenorrhoea and reduces
leiomyoma size [29]. However, a notable adverse effect
was development of endometrial hyperplasia.

Surgery

Surgery may be necessary to deal with pelvic abnormali-
ties such as polyps, fibroids, chronic pelvic inflammatory
disease or endometriotic masses. Operations should be
as conservative as possible in women who wish to retain
their fertility. Surgery includes removal of endometrial
polyps, endometrial destruction, myomectomy and ulti-
mately hysterectomy. Submucous fibroids or endometrial
polyps should be removed hysteroscopically.

HYSTERECTOMY

The three choices are abdominal (TAH), vaginal (VH)
or laparoscopically (LAVH) assisted with the first being

the most common [14,30]. The last has the potential for
short hospital stay (1 day or less) but currently is infre-
quently used in the UK [14,30]. Hysterectomy should only
be offered to women whose family is complete. Compli-
cations of hysterectomy are often underestimated. The
VALUE study in England and Wales is a recent assess-
ment of complications [14,30]. Unfortunately only 45%
of cases were reported. Overall operative complications
occurred in 3.5% with 9% getting a post-operative compli-
cation. The death rate at 6 weeks after surgery was 0.38
per 1000. Visceral damage occurred in 0.76% after TAH,
0.61%afterVHand1.13%afterLAVH.Significantbleeding
was found in 2.3% of TAH cases, 1.9% after VH and 4.2%
after LAVH. Following LAVH 1.5% of women returned to
theatre compared to 0.7% after TAH or VH.

In a study from the USA fever rate after TAH was
30% and 15% needed a blood transfusion [31]. Pyrexia
occurred in 15% after VH. Bowel injury occurred in 3/1000
women following abdominal hysterectomy and 6/1000
after vaginal hysterectomy. The urinary tract was dam-
aged in 3/1000 after abdominal hysterectomy but 14/1000
with the vaginal route. Mortality was 1/1000.

Long-term sequelae

Hysterectomy may or may not be accompanied by
oophorectomy and may be total or subtotal. Even if
the ovaries are conserved there are concerns that the
menopause may occur early. Other concerns include men-
talwell-being, psychosexualdysfunctionandurinary tract
and bowel symptoms.

Bilateral oophorectomy or surgical menopause results
in an immediate menopause which may be intensely
symptomatic. Hysterectomy without oophorectomy can
induce ovarian failure either in the immediate post-
operative period, where in some cases it may be tempo-
rary, or at a later stage where it may occur sooner than the
time of natural menopause, that is, 51. Early ovarian fail-
ure increases the risk of developing cardiovascular disease
and osteoporosis. The diagnosis of ovarian failure is more
difficult in the absence of menstrual function. Acase could
be made for annual follicle stimulating hormone (FSH)
estimation in women who have had a hysterectomy before
the age of 40.

There is currently a vogue for subtotal hysterectomy,
with the understanding that sexual function is better pre-
served than with total hysterectomy. The downside is that
cervical smears have to be continued. Also there may be
some endometrium in the cervical stump and this has
been reported in 7% of women [15,32]. This UK random-
ized trial found that neither subtotal nor total abdominal
hysterectomy adversely affected urinary, bowel or sex-
ual function at 12 months [15,32]. A Dutch study found
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that sexual pleasure improves after vaginal hysterectomy,
subtotal abdominal hysterectomy, and total abdominal
hysterectomy. The prevalence of one or more bothersome
sexual problems 6 months after vaginal hysterectomy,
subtotal abdominal hysterectomy, and total abdominal
hysterectomy was 43% (38/89), 41% (31/76), and 39%
(57/145), respectively [16,33].

In the late 1970s it was believed from retrospective stud-
ies that hysterectomy increased psychiatric morbidity but
was refuted by subsequent prospective studies. This has
been confirmed in a study of total versus subtotal hys-
terectomy [34]. All women showed an improvement in
psychological symptoms following both operations and
no difference was found between the two procedures.

ENDOMETRIAL ABLATION

There are two classes of methods with second genera-
tion not requiring hysteroscopic skills (Table 40.5). The
advantage of these methods is that hospital stay is much
shorter being 1 day rather than 5–6 for VH or TAH. Like
hysterectomy, these treatments should only be offered to
women who desire no further children. There are several
factors which affect clinical outcome. Women older than
45 years are more likely to become amenorrhoeic. Ade-
nomyosis has been associated with a higher failure rate
of first-generation techniques. The reported incidence of
intra-operative complications is relatively lowbeing about
1%. The most common complications are haemorrhage,
perforation, need for emergency surgery and absorption
of distending medium (radiofrequency-induced thermal
ablation, microwaves and thermal balloons do not use
a distending medium). The MISTLETOE study (Mini-
mally Invasive Surgical Technique-Laser, Endothermal
or Endoresection) showed that uterine perforation and
haemorrhage were more common with TCRE, and fluid
overload occurred more frequently with laser ablation.
While some of the variability in the rates of complications
canbe explainedby inherent differences between the treat-
ment modalities, there were also considerable differences
in training and supervision, as 52% of doctors using the

Table 40.5 Methods of endometrial ablation

First generation
Trans Cervical Resection of the Endometrium (TCRE)
Endometrial Laser Resection (ELA)
Roller Ball Endometrial Ablation (REA)

Second generation
Thermal Balloons (Thermachoice, Cavatherm)
Microwave Endometrial Ablation (MEA)
Circulating Hot Saline (Hydro therm Ablator)
Cryotherapy

resectoscope started out unsupervised in contrast to only
7% using laser. Most complications were encountered in
the first 100 cases undertaken by an individual surgeon
[17,35].

A concern is need for repeat surgery such as hysterec-
tomy. Reported rates vary being of the order of 21% at
6.5 years [36]. Systematic review has found few significant
differences between the outcomes of first- and second-
generation techniques including bleeding, satisfaction
and quality-of-life measures and repeat surgery rates.
Second-generation techniques had significantly shorter
operating and theatre times and there appear to be fewer
serious perioperative adverse effects [18,37].

While the likelihood of pregnancy after endometrial
ablation is low, the frequency has been reported to be
0.7%, with a variety of complications and adverse out-
comes for the fetus. Women who undergo this procedure
should therefore be advised to use effective contraception.

Decision aids

Increasing patient participation in treatment decision is
important in view of the wide choices available. Deci-
sion aids come in a variety of formats including leaflets,
audiotapes, decision boards, computer programs, videos,
websites, andstructured interviews. Thesewereexamined
in a randomized controlled trial with 2 years of follow-
up of 894 women [19,38]. Women were randomized to
the control group, information alone group (booklet and
video), or information plus interview group (interview).
Hysterectomy rates were lower for women in the inter-
view group (38%) (adjusted odds ratio [OR], than in the
control group (48%) and women who received the infor-
mation alone (48%). The interview group had lower mean
costs ($1566) than the control group ($2751) (mean dif-
ference, $1184; 95% CI, $684–$2110) and the information
group $2026 (mean difference, $461; 95% CI, $236–$696).
Thus, providing women with information alone did not
affect treatment choices; however, the addition of an
interview to clarify values and elicit preferences had a sig-
nificant effect on women’s management and resulted in
reduced costs.

Dysmenorrhoea

Derived from the Greek meaning difficult monthly flow,
the word dysmenorrhoea has come to mean painful men-
struation. Dysmenorrhoea can be classified as either pri-
mary or secondary. In the former type there is no pelvic
pathology while the latter implies underlying pathol-
ogy which leads to painful menstruation. This chapter
will deal with primary dysmenorrhoea since secondary
dysmenorrhoea is dealt with in chapters on disease states.
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Primary dysmenorrhoea

The prevalence of dysmenorrhoea is high. A Swedish
study found that 72% of 19-year-old women reported dys-
menorrhoea, nearly 40% regularly used medication for the
pain and 8% stayed absent from work or school at every
period [39]. According to an American study, 60% of men-
struating young women suffered from dysmenorrhoea
and 14% regularly missed school [40].

Primary dysmenorrhoea is associated with uterine
hypercontractility characterized by excessive amplitude
and frequency of contractions and a high ‘resting’ tone
between contractions. During contractions endometrial
blood flow is reduced and there seems to be a good
correlation between minimal blood flow and maximal
colicky pain, favouring the concept that ischaemia due
to hypercontractility causes primary dysmenorrhoea.
Prostaglandin and leukotriene levels are elevated in men-
strual fluid and uterine tissue of women with dysmenor-
rhoea as are systemic levels of vasopressin.

Presentation and assessment

In general primary dysmenorrhoea appears 6–12 months
after the menarche when ovulatory cycles begin to become
established. The early cycles after the menarche are usu-
ally anovular and tend to be painless. The pain usually
consists of lower abdominal cramps and backache and
there may be associated gastrointestinal disturbances such
as diarrhoea and vomiting. Symptoms occur predomi-
nantly during the first 2 days of menstruation.

The diagnosis of primary dysmenorrhoea is one of
exclusion (Table 40.6). If symptoms are typical of primary
dysmenorrhoea, a therapeutic trial may be embarked
on before considering any examination and investigation
especially in adolescents. If clinical evaluation raises sus-
picion of secondary dysmenorrhoea transvaginal sonog-
raphy (TVS) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or
laparoscopy should be considered. Similarly, if symptoms
of primary dysmenorrhoea are not alleviated with either

Table 40.6 Assessment

How long have periods been painful
Has there been any change
When does the pain occur
Is there pelvic pain at other times or dyspareunia
Is there flooding or passage of clots
How long do periods last and how often do they occur
Is there any intermenstrual bleeding or post-coital bleeding
Is there a history of infertility or pelvic inflammatory disease
What contraception is being used
Are cervical smears up to date ( according to local screening
programmes)

NSAIDs or the combined oral contraceptive pill or the
combination of the two, secondary causes of dysmenor-
rhoea need to be considered. Secondary dysmenorrhoea
should also be suspected if symptoms initially typical
of primary dysmenorrhoea worsen in duration (starting
premenstrually) and intensity.

Management

Women will usually seek medical advice when self-help
measures such as heat and over the counter NSAIDs have
failed [41]. The mainstays of treatment are NSAIDs and
the combined oral contraceptive pill, the latter especially
when fertility control is required.

NON-STEROIDAL ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUGS

Meta-analysis shows that COX-1 inhibitors such as mefe-
namic acid, naproxen, ibuprofen and aspirin are all
effective [20,21,42,43]. Ibuprofen is the preferred anal-
gesic because of its favourable efficacy and safety profiles
[20,42,44]. Commencing treatment before the onset of
menstruation appears to have no demonstrable advan-
tage over starting treatment when bleeding starts. This
observation is compatiblewith the short plasmahalf-life of
NSAIDs. The advantage of starting treatment at the onset
of menstruation is that it prevents the patient treating her-
self when she is unknowingly pregnant which would only
become apparent when a period is missed.

It is interesting to note that traditional healers have used
plants with significant COX-inhibitory activity to treat
menstrual pain [45].

THE COMBINED ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE PILL

Although commonly used, clinical trial evidence sup-
porting the efficacy of combined oral contraceptives in
primarydysmenorrhoea is limited. They are thought to act
by inhibiting ovulation and decreasing endometrial pro-
duction of prostaglandins and leukotrienes by inducing
endometrial atrophy and therefore reducing the amount
of endometrial tissue available to produce these mediators
[23,46,47]. However, most of the clinical trials were under-
taken with contraceptives with higher doses of hormones
than those currently used [23,46].

OTHER HORMONAL METHODS

Although primarily designed for parous women, the
LNG-IUS may be an effective treatment for nulliparous
women who have a contraindication to either NSAIDs
or the combined oral contraceptive. In women aged 25–
47 years, the frequency of menstrual pain decreased from
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60 to 29% after 36 months use of the device [48]. Other
alternatives include depot progestogens used for contra-
ception. Clinically theyare effective since they rendermost
women amenorrhoeic, but clinical trial data are scant. Of
some of the new progestogen only contraceptive pills (e.g.
75 mcg desogestrel) effectively inhibit ovulation and thus
probably relieve symptoms of dysmenorrhoea.

OTHER METHODS

A number of other pharmaceutical agents exist that alle-
viate the symptoms of dysmenorrhoea. An orally active
vasopressin receptor antagonist has been shown to be
effective [49].

Beta-adrenergic agonists and calcium channel blockers
can reduce uterine contractility and thus are potentially
effective but clinical trials have not been undertaken
[50,51]. Transdermal glyceryl trinitrate has also been eval-
uated [52]. A placebo-controlled trial found both placebo
and vitamin E are effective in relieving symptoms due to
primary dysmenorrhoea, but the effects of vitamin E are
moremarked [53].Arandomized control study found sup-
plementation with omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids
beneficial in the management of dysmenorrhoea in ado-
lescents [54]. The mode of action is presumed to involve
altered prostaglandin biosynthesis.
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Chapter 41: Premenstrual syndrome
P.M.S. O’Brien

Introduction

Premenstrual symptoms occur in most women. There may
have been evolutionary benefit for this in that intercourse
would have occurred more frequently at the time of ovu-
lation and less likely to once ovulation had passed when
the female becomes less receptive to the male. As with
all biological parameters there are extremes and so some
women have minimal or no symptoms (5–10%). A simi-
lar number have such extreme symptoms that there is a
major impact on their life, that of their family, their inter-
personal relationships and normal day to day functioning.
This extreme is premenstrual syndrome.

Definition

The terminology of premenstrual disorders is complex.
Premenstrual tension was the original medical term but
has now become the usual lay term; premenstrual syn-
drome (PMS) is the medical term most often used in
the United Kingdom. Premenstrual dysphoric disorder
(PMDD) is the extreme predominantly psychological end
of the PMS spectrum estimated to occur in 3–9% of
women [1] (Table 41.1). It is the term used increasingly
by psychiatrists in the United States. Strictly speaking
these are research and not clinical diagnostic criteria; it
should be noted that much recent research into aetiology
and treatment has been undertaken on women who ful-
fil the criteria for PMDD. Women designated as having
PMDD also fulfil criteria for PMS but not necessarily vice
versa. The term PMDD may become more established in
Europe.

The term premenstrual syndrome (PMS) is defined in
the Tenth Revision of the International Classification of Disease
(ICD-10) [2]. Awoman is considered to have premenstrual
syndrome if she complains of recurrent psychological or
somatic symptoms (or both), occurring specifically during
the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle and which resolve
in the follicular phase at least by the end of menstruation.

Table 41.1 DSM-IV research diagnostic criteria for PMDD
(1994)

A. In most menstrual cycles, five (or more) of the following
symptoms are present, with at least one of the symptoms being
either (1), (2), (3), or (4)

1 Markedly depressed mood, feelings of hopelessness, or
self-deprecating thoughts
2 Marked anxiety, tension, feeling of being ‘keyed up’ or
‘on edge’
3 Marked affective lability (e.g. feeling suddenly sad or
tearful or increased sensitivity to rejection)
4 Persistent and marked anger or irritability or increased
interpersonal conflicts
5 Subjective sense of difficulty in concentrating
6 Decreased interest in usual activities (e.g., work, school,
friends, hobbies)
7 Lethargy, easy fatigability, or marked lack of energy
8 Marked change in appetite, overeating, or specific food
cravings
9 Hypersomnia or insomnia

10 A sense of being overwhelmed or out of control
11 Other physical symptoms, such as breast tenderness or
swelling, headaches, joint or muscle pain, a sensation of
‘bloating’, weight gain

B. Interference with work, school, or social relationships
C. Symptoms of PMDD must be present for most of the time
during the last week of the luteal phase (premenses) and absent
during the week after menses
D. The disturbance cannot merely be an exacerbation of the
symptoms of another disorder
E. Confirmation by prospective daily ratings for two
consecutive menstrual cycles

Symptoms

A wide range of symptoms has been described but it is
their timing and severity that are most important, more so
than the specific character [3].

Depression, irritability, anxiety, tension, aggression,
inability to cope and feeling out of control are typi-
cal psychological symptoms. Bloatedness, mastalgia and
headache are classical physical symptoms.

408
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Fig. 41.1 A chart prospectively completed by a patient suffering with PMS. Note the cyclicity of symptoms, occurring mainly
premenstrually and the absence of symptoms in the follicular phase.

Because most normal women have some degree of
symptomatology in the days leading up to the period it is
considered that it is the severity of symptoms, namely that
they significantly disrupt normal functioning, that distin-
guishes those women with PMS from those with no more
than physiological premenstrual symptoms.

Diagnosis

There are no objective tests (physical, biochemical or
endocrine) to assist in making the diagnosis. Prospec-
tively completed specific symptom charts are required
(Fig. 41.1). This is partly because the retrospective report-
ing of symptoms is inaccurate and because significant
numbers of women who present with PMS have another
underlying problem such as the perimenopause, thyroid
disorder, migraine, chronic fatigue syndrome, irritable
bowel syndrome, seizures, anaemia, endometriosis, drug
or alcohol abuse, menstrual disorders as well as psychi-
atric disorders such as depression, bipolar illness, panic
disorder, personality disorder and anxiety disorder.

The confirmation of luteal phase timingwith the relief of
symptoms by the end of menstruation is diagnostic pro-
viding the symptoms are of such severity to impact on
the patient’s normal functioning. It is also important to
exclude patients who have a premenstrual exacerbation
(PME) of an underlying psychological disorder among
several others.

Validated assessment instruments include the calendar
of premenstrual experiences (COPE) (Fig. 41.1) and the
daily rating of severity of problems (DRSP) form.

PMS is characterized by a consistent pattern of absent
symptoms during the follicular phase of the cycle.

GnRH agonists in diagnosis

Theuseof the so-calledGnRHanalogue testmaybeof ben-
efit in clarifying the diagnosis. Although there are several
studies to demonstrate that this group of drugs success-
fully eradicates PMS symptoms it has never been proven
scientifically as a true test. It is used extensively by gynae-
cologists (off license and with due discussion with the
patient) for the purposes of removing the ovarian cycle
to determine which of a patient’s symptoms are clearly
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related to the endocrine cycle and which (i.e. those which
persist) are not. This is also a valuable way of demon-
strating whether symptoms or medical problems such as
premenstrual migraine, asthma and epilepsy are truly
related to the hormone cycle. If a woman was undergo-
ing a hysterectomy for a gynaecological indication, such
information may help the patient make the decision to
conserveor retainher ovaries. If anyPMSorotherpremen-
strual symptom is eradicated byGnRH, it is likely (though
not guaranteed) that she would also benefit from removal
of ovaries if the hysterectomy is being undertaken. This
information would be valuable in the final pre-operative
counselling.

Aetiology

Premenstrual syndrome is not due to a single factor.
Genetic, environmental, and psychological are important
factors in mood disorders as well as hormonal influence.

The principal cause of PMS is uncertain; it is strongly
considered that the cyclical endogenous progesterone pro-
duced in the luteal phase of the cycle is responsible
for symptoms in women who are unusually sensitive
to normal progesterone levels [4]. Indeed, no differ-
ences have been demonstrated in progesterone levels
between women with and without PMS [5]. It has been
hypothesized that the mechanism of this increased sen-
sitivity is related to an abnormal neuroendocrine factor
and most evidence points to a dysregulation of serotonin
metabolism [4].

Throughout reproductive life progesterone produc-
tion seems to have an influence on women’s physi-
cal/psychological health. Progesterone and its metabo-
lites such as allopregnanolone are produced by the ovary
and the adrenals, and also de novo in the brain. These
hormones themselves are neurosteroids that readily cross
the blood–brain barrier. Progesterone has a sedative effect
when administered.

Women have no PMS before puberty, during pregnancy
or after the menopause – these are times where ovarian
hormone cycling has not begun or has ceased.

Suppression of the ovarian endocrine cycle with dana-
zol, following administration of analogues of GnRH or by
bilateral oophorectomy results in the suppression of PMS
symptoms. Therefore, the hypothesis that ovarian steroids
have a role in the pathophysiology of the syndrome is
intuitively obvious.

Conversely, the use of progestagens in sequential hor-
mone replacement therapy (HRT) provokes cyclicity in the
negative mood and physical symptoms similar to those
seen in PMS.

Research, none of which is recent, into PMS has gen-
erated data which could support theories of progesterone

deficiency, oestrogen/progesterone imbalance or proges-
terone excess. However, the consensus is that serum
ovarian steroid concentrations are normal in thesewomen
and interactions of fluctuating levels of ovarian steroids or
their metabolites with neurotransmitter systems or recep-
tor imbalances in the brain are directly relevant to the
pathogenesis of PMS [6]. This is believed to renderwomen
more sensitive to physiological levels of progesterone.

Neurotransmitters

Oestrogen has clear effects on several neurotransmit-
ters, including serotonin, acetylcholine, noradrenaline
and dopamine. It cumulatively acts as an agonist on
serotonergic function by increasing the number of sero-
tonin receptors, serotonin (5-HT) postsynaptic respon-
siveness and neurotransmitter transport and uptake. It
also increases serotonin synthesis and boosts the levels of
the metabolite 5-hydroxy indole acetic acid (5-HIAA). It
is well known that the serotonergic system plays a sub-
stantial role in regulating mood, sleep, sexual activity,
appetite and cognitive ability. Serotonin is a major com-
ponent in the development of depression. Our knowledge
of the role of serotonin in depression has been extended
into PMS research [4] and several studies demonstrated
altered 5-HT metabolism in these patients. Blood lev-
els and platelet uptake of 5-HT have been found to be
low in PMDD patients, and acute depletion of trypto-
phan, the precursor of serotonin, aggravates symptoms of
PMS and PMDD. This hypothesis is supported indirectly
by the observation that serotonin-receptor concentrations
vary with changes in oestrogen and progesterone level.
The well-known selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRIs) Fluoxetine, Paroxetine, Citalopram and Sertraline,
have been shown to be extremely efficacious in treating
severe PMS and PMDD [6]. This gives additional, albeit
indirect, support to theory of involvement of serotonin in
PMS aetiology.

Vitamin B6 (pyridoxine) is a cofactor in the final step
in the synthesis of serotonin and dopamine from dietary
tryptophan.However, nodatahaveyetdemonstratedcon-
sistent abnormalities either of brain amine synthesis or
deficiency of cofactors such as vitamin B6.

Low activity of gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA) has
been reported in patients with depression, PMDD and
PMS. Oestrogen increases binding of GABA agonists and
the upregulation of GABA receptors. In addition to the
effect of SSRIs on the serotonergic system, they have
been shown to enhance GABA function, hence improv-
ing depressive symptoms. Investigations of the metabo-
lites of progesterone have shown that women with PMS
had lower levels of allopregnanolone in the luteal phase
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[7]. This provides another plausible theory, as allopreg-
nanolone has GABA-ergic activities and its deficiency can
induce symptoms similar to those experienced in PMS
(Fig. 41.2).

Treatment

Non–medical therapies

Claims, mainly unsubstantiated, have been made for
the supplementation of calcium, vitamin E, magnesium,
dietary change, vitamin B6, evening primrose oil, exer-
cise, yoga, acupuncture, psychotherapy and many more.
There is very little evidence that any of these treatments
for PMS are effective with the exception of exercise and
cognitive behavioural therapy.

Medical therapies

The management of PMS has, over the past few years,
become increasingly easy if somewhat more invasive
than these measures. First, it should be stated that there
is overwhelming evidence that progesterone pessaries
and oral progestagens are entirely ineffective [8]. Ironi-
cally, these are the only drugs in the United Kingdom
and Europe which have a pharmaceutical licence for
PMS. Remember that the proposed aetiology of PMS is
that normal post-ovulatory progesterone gives rise to
symptoms only in women who have increased sensi-
tivity to progesterone and this is likely to be due to
serotonin ‘deficiency’. Broadly speaking, then, treat-
ment should be achievable either by suppressing ovu-
lation and the endocrine cycle either pharmacologi-
cally or by surgery or it may be achieved by altering
the sensitivity to progesterone by elevating serotonin
levels.

SSRIs

The latter can be achieved using SSRIs [6]. Increasing sero-
tonin levels with SSRIs is clearly beneficial though none
of these drugs now has pharmaceutical license for the
management of PMS or PMDD. Fluoxetine 20 mg daily is
usually sufficient to improve symptoms in most women.
Side effects such as loss of libido may be partially avoided
by administering the drug only during the luteal phase.
Surprisingly the effect of the SSRIs is more instantaneous
for PMS symptoms than is the case for depression. SSRIs
are not licensed in the UK or Europe for PMS or PMDD.
In the US Fluoxetine is licensed for PMDD under the
name SARAFEMpossibly to avoid the stigma of the name
Prozac.

Cycle suppression

Suppression of the cycle can be achieved with Oestrogen
[9] Danazol [10], GnRH agonist analogues [11] or bilateral
oophorectomy [12]. Danazol, even at doses of 200 mg, is
particularly effective formost symptomsofPMSbut is lim-
itedby (anxieties of)masculinizing side effects. Side effects
are minimal during luteal phase only administration but
it is then effective only for breast symptoms [10].

GnRH agonist analogues (with and without
add back)

GnRH agonist analogues are extremely effective [11].
These are best administered by injected depot prepara-
tions (goserelin or leuprorelin) as compliance is virtually
guaranteed. Remember that as these are agonist analogues
missed nasal doses will result in incomplete suppression
and even re-stimulation of cycles. Without add back there
will usually be the distressing symptoms of menopause.
With add back therapy (particularly tibolone) the ana-
logues remain equally effective butmenopause symptoms
are eliminated [11]. It is difficult to know whether long-
term use of this combination is justified either medically
or economically. It is probably reasonable to use it in those
women approaching the menopause and in the medium
term in younger women.

Oophorectomy

Bilateral oophorectomy usually with hysterectomy is
almost always too invasive though is the only effective
cure for premenstrual syndrome [12]. When removal of
the ovaries is considered appropriate, it can be followed
by oestrogen replacement without of course the need for
cyclical progestagens. There is no logic why endome-
trial ablation should be effective; the studies which claim
that ablation is beneficial in PMS were designed for the
treatment of menorrhagia and so are not valid for PMS.

Any technique where the uterus is retained and oestro-
gen replacement is used will require progestagen to pro-
tect any remaining endometrium which may cause the
PMS to return in many women.

Oestradiol

Transdermal oestradiol (as patches or implants) sup-
presses the ovarian cycle effectively without inducing the
negative consequences of surgical or ‘medical oophorec-
tomy’ [9]. In the presence of an intact uterus it is necessary
to give progestogen to prevent endometrial hyperplasia –
this, which we have seen, reintroduces ‘PMS’ [13].
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Methods to avoid gestagen-induced PMS

Oestradiol treatment alone with regular endometrial biopsy.
This is more likely to be used in the United States but it is
rarely recommended in the United Kingdom – it is likely
to be associated with bleeding problems.
Continuous combined hormone replacement therapy. Stan-

dard preparations would not suppress ovulation and
would also increase the incidence of uterine bleeding.
The use of the continuous combined oral contraceptive
ought to be effective but this has not been adequately
researched.
Oestradiol in doses sufficient to suppress ovulation with

various other regimens
• Administering oestrogen and cyclical progesterone
combined with SSRI.
• The use of less androgenic progestogens.

• Administration of the progesterone at less frequent
intervals.
• Administer the progestogen by the intrauterine route
using levonorgestrel intrauterine system.
In this approach, oestrogen suppresses ovulation
and avoids menopausal symptoms. The intrauterine
progestogen provides endometrial protection without
achieving systemic levels that would act on the central
nervous system reintroducing the PMS symptoms. This
combination would have the added benefit of improv-
ing any menstrual problems and would provide con-
traception. There is only limited evidence that exists
for this combination – suppression of ovarian function
with oestrogen has clearly been shown to eliminate the
symptoms. The Mirena intrauterine system reduces the
incidence of endometrial hyperplasia. Large-scale studies

Suppression of ovulation <----                           � Enhance serotonin

Oestradiol
and Progestagen

Symptoms disrupt
normal functioning

Cyclical pattern of symptoms
Clear symptom-free week

after periods

Non-cyclilcal patterns of
symptoms

No symptom-free week

Symptoms of PMS
compatible and severe

enough for gynaecology
referral

SSRI
GnRH  

Severe
gestagen-induced

PMS

Diagnosis = PMS

Diagnosis of PMS depends on results of
prospective documentation of symptoms

Consider alternative diagnoses 
•    Underlying 

psychological disorder 
(depression, anxiety, 
personality disorder)

•    Impending menopause
•    Irritable bowel syndrome
•    Chronic fatigue 

•    Anaemia
syndrome

•    Thyroid disorder
•    Alcohol abuse
•    Personality disorder
•    Migraine
•    Other gynaecological 

disorders 

Investigate,
treat or refer

as appropriate 

Options:

� E2 only and endometrial 
     biopsies
� Change type of progestogen
     (21C)
� Infrequent progestogen (3
     monthly)
� E2 + gestagen + SSRI
� E2 + TAH-BSO

� E2 + levonorgestrel
     intrauterine system 

Effective but 
diminished

libido

Try luteal phase
only SSRI

Treatment
options

GnRH and
add back
tibolone

Effective but
menopauseal
side effects

Fig. 41.2 Algorithm for the diagnosis and management of PMS.
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are required to demonstrate the efficacy of this
combination as it has the potential to achieve all that
hysterectomy and bilateral oophorectomy achieve with-
out major surgery.

Conclusion

Suppression of the ovarian cycle eliminates PMS effec-
tively. This can be achieved by GnRH analogues with
add back tibolone. The scope for long-term therapy is,
however, limited. Oestrogen also suppresses ovulation
and eliminates PMS without menopausal side effects.
Intrauterine progestagen (as levonorgestrel IUS) avoids
re-stimulation of premenstrual syndrome at the same time
that it protects the endometrium; it reduces periods and
provides contraception.

SSRIs are the simplest andmost effective non-hormonal
approach to treatment. Some consider them to be first
line medical therapy. Some patients consider this form of
therapy to be stigmatized.

St John’s Wort has been shown to be effective as an
antidepressant and could possibly be tried as a self-help
measure in PMS though there is no valid evidence (it must
not be taken with SSRIs).

Cognitive behavioural therapy is effective but access to
clinical psychologists is extremely limited in the United
Kingdom.

Non-medical treatments areofdoubtedefficacybutusu-
ally are harmless. They can be tried before resorting to
medical therapy as there is no risk, except in severe cases
where patients may be delaying therapy.

Correct diagnosis is all important and those patients
without a symptom-free week probably have a continu-
ous underlying psychological problem. They should be
referred back to the general practitioner or, in severe cases,
referred on to a psychiatrist.

Themajority ofpatients canbe treated simplybygeneral
practitioners or by self-help (NAPS www.pms.org.uk).

Only themost severepatientswith clear-cutPMSrequir-
ing medical or surgical intervention should be referred
for secondary care management. Those with complex
psychological problems ought to be assessed by the psy-
chiatrist. Gynaecologists, preferably thosewith an interest

and expertise in the problem, should only be asked to
manage PMS patients when symptoms are severe enough
to justify endocrine or surgical intervention.
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Chapter 42: Pelvic infection
Jonathan D.C. Ross and Peter Stewart

Pelvic infection is common and usually results from sex-
ually transmitted pathogens ascending from the lower
to upper genital tract. Infection can also occur following
pelvic surgery, in the puerperium and after instrumenting
the uterus.

Epidemiology and risk factors

How common is pelvic inflammatory disease?

Pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) is amajor cause ofmor-
bidity in young women and it is becoming more common.
About 2% of young women in the UK give a history of
PID if asked, and about 1 in 50 consultations with general
practitionersmade by youngwomen relate to PID [1]. The
numberofwomen in theUKwithgonorrhoea andchlamy-
dia, both recognized as major causes of PID, have recently
increased dramatically and this is already reflected in a
rising prevalence of PID.

Who gets pelvic inflammatory disease?

The risk factors for PID strongly reflect those of any sex-
ually transmitted infection – young age, multiple sexual
partners, lack of condomuse, lower socio-economic status
and Black Caribbean/BlackAfrican ethnicity. What is less
certain is why some women with lower genital tract infec-
tion go on to develop upper genital tract disease – what
factors encourage infection to spread from the vagina or
cervix to the endometrium and fallopian tubes?

Cervical mucous provides an important barrier to
ascending infection. Young women, with anovulatory
cycles, have thinner cervical mucous and this, combined
with higher rates of cervical ectopy and riskier sexual
behaviour, may account for their high rates of PID. The
ability of the immune response to control and contain
infectionwill also determine the risk of upper genital tract
involvement. Part of that immune response is genetically
determined and an increased risk of PID is observed in
women of HLA sub-type A31, while women with HLA

DQA 0501 and DQB 0402 have lower rates of infertility
following a diagnosis of PID. It is also possible that certain
strains of bacteria are more likely to cause PID than others
but the evidence for this is limited, for example, serogroup
ANeisseria gonorrhoeae, serovar F Chlamydia trachomatis.

Differences in behaviour have been linked to the risk
of PID. A clear association can be seen between vaginal
douching and PID but more recent longitudinal studies
suggest that douchingdoes not causePID– rather itwould
appear that the vaginal discharge and menstrual irregu-
larities associated with PID may themselves lead to more
douching [2]. Women who smoke are at higher risk of
PID but it is unclear whether this is a marker for sexual
high-risk behaviour or a direct effect of smoking itself.

Many women with PID also have bacterial vaginosis
with an overgrowth of the normal commensual bacte-
ria in the vagina and loss of vaginal lactobacilli. These
same vaginal commensual bacteria are often isolated from
the upper genital tract raising the possibility that bacte-
rial vaginosis may lead to PID. Longitudinal studies do
not support a direct causal association, although women
who catch gonorrhoea or chlamydia infection are at higher
risk of PID if they also have pre-existing bacterial vagi-
nosis suggesting some synergy between the different
infections [3].

The cost of treating PID

The psychological and fiscal costs of pelvic inflammatory
disease are substantial. The uncertainty of the diagnosis
and difficulty in predicting the subsequent risk of infer-
tility, chronic pelvic pain or ectopic pregnancy add to the
anxiety associated with PID, and are in addition to the
feelings of blame, guilt and isolation that the diagnosis
of a sexually transmitted infection may instil. Most of the
monetary costs of PID arise from surgical interventions
to diagnose and treat the consequences of tubal damage,
and have been estimated at between £650 and £2000 per
case [4]. These costs will rise substantially with improved
availability of infertility treatments in the future.

414
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Table 42.1 Organisms associated with pelvic inflammatory
disease

Aerobic Anaerobic Viruses

Neisseria gonorrhoeae Bacteroides sp. Herpes
simplex

Chlamydia trachomatis Peptostreptococcus sp. Echovirus
Ureaplasma urealyticum Clostridium bifermentans Coxsackie
Mycoplasma genitalium Fusobacterium sp.
Gardnerella vaginalis
Strep. pyogenes
Coagulase negative
staphylococci

Escherichia coli
Haemophilus influenzae
Mycoplasma hominis
Strep. pneumoniae
Mycobacterium
tuberculosis

Microbiology

Pelvic inflammatory disease is a polymicrobial infection.
Gonorrhoea and chlamydia are the most frequently rec-
ognized pathogens but a wide variety of other bacteria
and viruses can also be isolated from the fallopian tubes
of women with PID (Table 42.1).

NEISSERIA GONORRHOEAE

Neisseria gonorrhoeae is a gram negative diplococcuswhich
means that when a sample of cervical discharge is spread
and fixed on a slide the bacteria can be seen onmicroscopy
as pairs of red kidney-shaped organisms, mostly sitting
within polymorphs. Gonorrhoea causes about 5% of PID
in the UK [5,6].

N. gonorrhoeae initially infects the cervix but ascends
to the upper genital tract in 10–20% of untreated cases.
Around half of women with gonorrhoea are asymp-
tomatic, but when symptoms are present the vaginal
discharge tends to be thick and purulent. Although iso-
lating gonorrhoea from the cervix supports a diagnosis of
PID, its absence in the lower genital tract cannot exclude
infection in the fallopian tubes or ovaries.

CHLAMYDIA TRACHOMATIS

Chlamydia trachomatis is anunusualbacteriumas it requires
ahost cell togrow(obligate intracellularorganism), behav-
ing in somewaysmore like a virus. To detect the organism
therefore, the optimal specimen needs to contain cells
and should be collected by gently rubbing against the
endocervix with a swab. The use of sensitive nucleic
acid amplification tests (NAAT) also allows the use of

other more accessible samples to detect chlamydia, for
example, vulval swabs (which the patient can take her-
self after appropriate instruction) or first pass urine. Light
microscopy is not useful since C. trachomatis is too small
to be seen.

Chlamydia, like gonorrhoea, initially infects the cervix
and sometimes also the urethra. It is the commonest iden-
tified cause of PID in the UK accounting for 30% of cases
[5] and causes a more chronic low-grade infection than
gonorrhoea. Over two thirds of women with chlamydial
infection are asymptomatic.

MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM

Evidence for the role of Mycoplasma genitalium in caus-
ing PID is growing. It has been isolated from the cervix,
endometrium and, in a single case, from the fallop-
ian tubes of women with PID [7]. Tubal factor infer-
tility is strongly associated with past infection with
M. genitalium and inoculation of the lower genital tract
with mycoplasma causes PID in female monkeys [8].
Unfortunately no reliable routine test for M. genitalium is
currently available.

ANAEROBES

Anaerobic bacteria are of particular importance in women
with severe PID, and can often be isolated from tubo-
ovarian abscesses. Their role in mild to moderate PID is
less clear. Bacteroides fragilis, peptostreptococci and peptococci
can all be isolated from the genital tract of women with
PID and the production of mucinases and sialidases by
anaerobic bacteria may break down cervical mucous, thus
facilitating the passage of other bacteria into the upper
genital tract.

ACTINOMYCES

Actinomyces israeli is occasionally detected in women with
an intrauterine contraceptive device (IUCD) in situ. If
there are no symptoms of vaginal discharge, intermen-
strual bleeding or pelvic pain then the woman should be
advised that neither treatment nor removal of the IUCD is
required, but she should be reviewed in 6 months or ear-
lier if symptoms develop. If symptoms are present then at
least a 2-weeks therapy with a penicillin, tetracycline or
macrolide antibiotic is indicated and the IUCD should be
removed.

MYCOBACTERIUM TUBERCULOSIS

Tuberculous PID is largely limited to patients from devel-
oping countries. Pelvic infection usually occurs secondary
to haematogenous spread from an extra genital source but
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occasionally Mycobacterium tuberculosis can be transmit-
ted sexually [9]. Usually it is not possible to detect the
organism in the lower genital tract and samples should be
obtained by uterine curettage or from the fallopian tubes
at laparoscopy to be sent for culture or nucleic acid test-
ing. Standard quadruple anti-tuberculous therapy with
isoniazid, rifampicin, ethambutol and pyrazinamide is
effective but surgical intervention may be required for
extensive disease.

VIRUSES

A number of viruses have been isolated from the upper
genital tract in women with PID (Table 42.1) but their role
in pathogenesis is unclear.

Clinical presentation

CLINICAL FEATURES

The clinical diagnosis of PID is based on the presence of
lower abdominal pain, usually bilateral, combined with
either adnexal tenderness or cervical excitation on vaginal
examination (Fig. 42.1). A comprehensive medical his-
tory andexamination includinganaccuratemenstrual and
sexual history may help to reach a diagnosis. A pelvic
examination is essential and a speculum examination is
necessary both to enable appropriate swabs to be taken
and also to exclude foreign bodies in the vagina such as
retained tampons. The poor specificity and associated low
positive predicative value of this approach (65–90%) is jus-
tified because a delay in antibiotic therapy of even a few
days leads to a large increase in the risk of impaired fer-
tility [10]. The risks of giving antibiotics to a woman who
turns out not to have PID are low, although important
differential diagnoses first need to be excluded.

Essential features
Lower abdominal pain (usually bilateral)

or
Adnexal tenderness

or
Cervical motion tenderness

Supporting features
Intermenstrual/abnormal bleeding

Postcoital bleeding
Increased/abnormal vaginal discharge

Deep dyspareunia
Vaginal discharge

Fever
Nausea/vomiting

Right upper abdominal pain and tenderness
Generalized peritonitis

Fig. 42.1 Clinical features of PID.

Other clinical features can support a diagnosis of PID
but are not essential before starting empirical therapy:
• intermenstrual or post coital bleeding – resulting from
endometritis and cervicitis
• deep dyspareunia
• abnormal vaginal discharge – indicating lower genital
tract infection
• fever – non-specific and usually only present in moder-
ate to severe PID
• nausea/vomiting –may occur in severe PID but is more
commonly associated with appendicitis.
PID caused by gonorrhoea presents more acutely and
is more severe compared to chlamydial PID [11]. It is
worth remembering that for every woman presenting
with clinical features of PID there are two others who are
asymptomatic.

Fitz-Hugh Curtis syndrome

Inflammation and infection of the liver capsule (peri-
hepatitis) affects 10–20% of women with gonococcal or
chlamydial PID and occasionally dominates the clinical
presentation. Patients complain of right upper abdominal
pain and have tenderness at the liver edge, occasionally
accompanied by a hepatic friction rub.

Differential diagnosis

The main differential diagnoses are given in Table 42.2.
The features which classically lead towards a diagno-
sis of PID are the typical ‘G string’ distribution of the

Table 42.2 Differential diagnosis of pelvic inflammatory
disease

Differential diagnosis Significant features

Ectopic pregnancy Menstrual history, initially
unilateral pain

Ovarian ‘accident’ Initially unilateral pain, often
mid-cycle

Appendicitis Gastrointestinal symptoms,
right sided pain

Irritable bowel syndrome Central or left sided pain, no
cervical excitation

Inflammatory bowel
disease, e.g. Crohns,
ulcerative colitis,
diverticular disease

Colicky central or left sided
abdominal pain, bowel
symptoms

Urinary tract infection Urinary symptoms +/− loin
pain (chlamydial infections
can present with urinary
symptoms)

Bowel torsion Central pain
Psychosomatic pain Usually inconsistent symptoms
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pain and bilateral tenderness on pelvic examination. In
bowel-related disorders the pain tends to be higher in the
abdomen and more central or to the left. Other conditions
tend togiveunilateral pain, at least at their onset. Themain
diagnoses to exclude are ectopic pregnancy and causes of
an acute abdomen which may require surgical interven-
tion, such as appendicitis and an ovarian ‘accident’ (e.g.
torsion or persistent bleeding from a ruptured cyst). If the
diagnosis is not clear then empirical treatmentwith antibi-
otics should be commenced, but the patient kept under
close observation to ensure that an alternative diagnosis
has not been missed.

Investigation

Rather like signs and symptoms, the investigations avail-
able to diagnose acute pelvic inflammatory disease lack
sensitivity. Blood tests such as a white cell count, ery-
throcyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein are all
relatively non-specific. They may be elevated in pelvic
inflammatory disease but in mild cases can be normal. In
particular a leukocytosis is often not seen in non-pyogenic
infections.

A pregnancy test, preferably measuring serum beta
HCG, is mandatory to exclude an ectopic pregnancy and
also the possibility of an ovarian accident associated with
a very early intrauterine pregnancy. This should always be
performed before commencing empirical antibiotic treat-
ment. In most hospitals this is available as an emergency
investigation. If it is not, a simple urinary pregnancy test
is almost as accurate.

Microbiological tests

The following microbiology tests should be offered to all
women presenting with possible PID (Fig. 42.2):
• endocervical swab for gonorrhoea culture – this should
be placed in transport medium (either Stuarts or Amies)

Endocervical swab for gonorrhoea culture
Endocervical swab for chlamydia NAAT

Microscopy for cervical pus cells (if available) 

Offer
Microscopy/culture for Trichomonas vaginalis

HIV antibody test
Syphilis serology

If positive or patient at
high risk for STI

Fig. 42.2 Microbiological testing in women with suspected PID.
(Abbreviations: NAAT, nucleic acid amplification test; STI,
sexually transmitted infections).

and arrive at the laboratory preferably within 6 h but
certainly within 24 h, otherwise viability is rapidly lost.
• endocervical swab for chlamydia nucleic acid amplifi-
cation testing (NAAT) – the alternative chlamydia culture
or enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (EIA) tests lack
sensitivity, although EIA is still in widespread use.
The detection of gonorrhoea or chlamydia at the cervix
greatly increases the likelihoodofPIDas the causeof lower
abdominal pain, but many women with PID also have a
negative infection screen from the lower genital tract.

A lack of polymorphs on a gram stained smear of cer-
vical discharge makes PID unlikely but their presence is
non-specific, that is, the absence of polymorphs has a good
negative predictive value but their presence has a poor
positive predictive value for PID [12].

Screening for other sexually transmitted infections
should be offered to women who test positive for gon-
orrhoea or chlamydia, and to those who are at higher risk
of infection, for example, two or more partners within the
past year, lack of condom use or previous history of a sex-
ually transmitted infection. An appropriate screen would
include:
• microscopy and/or culture for Trichomonas vaginalis –
the sample should be taken from the posterior fornix and
transported in Amies or Stuarts media arriving at the
laboratory within 6 h
• HIV antibody test
• syphilis serology.
If laparoscopyor laparotomy is performed then specimens
from the fallopian tube should also be sent requesting bac-
terial culture, including gonorrhoea. Chlamydia nucleic
acid amplification tests are not licensed for use for fal-
lopian tube samples and therefore require cautious inter-
pretation. Chlamydial culture can also be performed on
this sample but is less sensitive, requires specific transport
media and is not widely available.

Radiology investigations

Transvaginal ultrasoundof the pelvismaybeusefulwhere
there is diagnostic difficulty. There are no features, how-
ever, which are pathognomonic of acute PID. Free fluid in
the Pouch of Douglas is a common normal finding and
is therefore not helpful. Scanning may help to exclude
ectopic pregnancy, ovarian cysts or appendicitis and can
also identify dilated fallopian tubes or a tubal abscess.
More recent work with power Doppler has suggested that
inflamed and dilated tubes and tubal ovarian masses can
be diagnosed reasonably accurately. This investigation,
however, requires considerable expertise and may not be
readily available in an emergency setting. It therefore has
very little benefit to the routine diagnosis of PID. Mag-
netic resonance imaging can assist inmaking thediagnosis
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where there is difficulty, but is also not widely available
and certainly has not yet entered routine management.
Computerized tomography (CT) scanning in acute PID
may show obscuring of the pelvic fascial planes, thicken-
ing of the uterosacral ligaments and accumulation of fluid
in the tubes and endometrial canal. In the upper abdomen
it can provide evidence of peri-hepatitis. Enhancement of
thehepatic and splenic capsules on abdominalCT scanhas
been suggested as characteristic of the Fitz-Hugh-Curtis
syndrome but is of little value as a routine investigation.

Surgical investigation

For many years the definitive diagnostic procedure for
PID was considered to be laparoscopy and it probably
remains more sensitive than any other investigation cur-
rently available. Inmany cases therewill be clear evidence
of dilated, hyperaemic tubes with an inflammatory, fibri-
nous exudate covering the tubes and the fundus of the
uterus. In mild cases, however, intraluminal inflamma-
tion of the tubes may be missed and significant inter-
and intra-observer variation in reporting the appearance
of salpingitis at laparoscopy has been reported [13]. It
does enable swabs to be taken from the fimbrial ends
of the tubes, which may be more accurate than endocer-
vical swabs, but the principal benefit of laparoscopy is
to exclude other diagnoses. As an invasive procedure it
should be reserved for those cases where there is an ele-
ment of doubt as to the diagnosis of acute PID or in cases
where the patient fails to respond to antibiotics within
48–72 h.

There is no evidence to support the routine use of hys-
teroscopy or endometrial biopsy in the routine diagnosis
of acute PID. More invasive endoscopic techniques, such
as fallaposcopy, may be potentially dangerous and have
no place in management.

Histology and pathology

Thespreadof infection fromthecervix to theendometrium
leads to an acute, predominately polymorph medi-
ated endometritis [14]. Transcervical suction biopsy of
the endometrium allows assessment of the endometrial
inflammation which correlates well with salpingitis [14].
Unfortunately the usefulness of this approach to diag-
nose PID is limited by the risk of introducing infection
during the procedure, the time delay in fixing and stain-
ing the sample, and the uncertain significance of isolated
endometritis.

The inflammatory response seen in the fallopian tubes
depends on the underlying pathogen. Gonorrhoea infects
the non-ciliated epithelial cells but production of tumour

necrosis factor and gamma interferon soon lead to collat-
eral damage to the surrounding tissue and invasion of the
submucosa. The tissue damage associated with chlamy-
dia is mediated primarily by the immune response to the
infection occurring as a result of a delayed type hyper-
sensitivity reaction to one of the chlamydial heat shock
proteins. This is characterizedby a low-grade lymphocytic
response compared with the acute neutrophil response of
gonococcal salpingitis.

Recurrent infection with chlamydia causes further
immune stimulation possibly mediated by a cross reac-
tion between chlamydial and human heat shock pro-
teins 60 [15]. This exaggerated immune response following
re-exposure to chlamydia may explain the exponential
increase in the risk of tubal damage which occurs with
repeated infection.

Severe inflammation is associated with tubal occlu-
sion and the production of a tubo-ovarian abscess or
hydrosalpinx. Healing following acute inflammation may
produce chronic fibrosis with associated damage to the
ciliated epithelium, tubal blockage and pelvic adhesions.
Histologically this chronic damage produces lymphoid
follicles and a mononuclear cell infiltrate.

Treatment

Patients who are systemically unwell should be advised
to rest and be prescribed adequate analgesia. Regular
review to assess progress is required. If no improvement
is observed after 3 days of antibiotic therapy then alterna-
tive diagnoses should be considered. Most patients can be
managed as outpatients but those with severe symptoms,
such as an acute abdomen, will require inpatient care. If
the diagnosis is in doubt or if i.v. antibiotics are consid-
ered to be necessary then the patient should be admitted
to hospital.

ANTIMICROBIALS

Broad spectrum antibiotic cover to include gonorrhoea,
chlamydia and anaerobes is required. The optimal choice
of antibiotics may be affected by knowledge of local bac-
terial resistance patterns, severity of disease, cost and
patient convenience. Parenteral therapy should be con-
tinued until 24 h after clinical improvement and then
switched to oral.

Randomized controlled trail evidence is available to
support the use of the antibiotic regimens in Table 42.3
for outpatients and Table 42.4 for inpatients.

Quinolone resistance in gonorrhoea is common inmany
areas of the world and is rising in the UK. Ofloxacin
should therefore be avoided if there is clinical suspicion
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Table 42.3 Outpatient antibiotic regimens

Regimen 1∗ Regimen 2∗ Regimen 3

Ofloxacin
400 mg BD
plus

Ceftriaxone 250 mg i.m. stat
(or cefoxitin 2 g i.m. stat plus
probenecid 1 g

Moxifloxacin
400mg OD

Metronidazole
400 mg BD

orally stat)

plus
Doxycycline 100 mg BD
plus
Metronidazole 400 mg BD

BD, twice daily; i.m., intramuscularly; OD, once daily.
∗ To complete 14 days of therapy.

Table 42.4 Inpatient antibiotic regimens

Regimen 1 Regimen 2

i.v. cefoxitin 2 g QID i.v. clindamycin 900 mg TID
(or cefotetan 2 g BD) plus
plus i.v. gentamycin 2 mg/kg

loading dose
i.v. or oral doxycycline
100 mg BD

followed by 1.5mg/kg TID (a
single daily dose may also be
used)

followed by*
followed by*

oral doxycycline 100 mg BD
plus oral doxycycline 100 mg BD
metronidazole 400 mg BD plus

metronidazole 400 mg BD

Regimen 3 Regimen 4

i.v. ofloxacin 400 mg BD i.v. ciprofloxacin 200 mg BD
plus plus
i.v. metronidazole 500 mg
TID

i.v. or oral doxycycline 100 mg
BD

plus
followed by* i.v. metronidazole 500 mg TID
oral ofloxacin 400 mg BD followed by*
plus
oral metronidazole
400 mg BD

oral doxycycline 100 mg BD

plus
Metronidazole 400 mg BD

BD, twice daily; TID, three times daily; QID, four times daily; i.m.,
intramuscularly; i.v., intravenously.
∗ Parenteral therapy should be continued until 24 h after clinical
improvement.
Oral therapy to continue to complete 14 days of antibiotics in total.

of gonococcal PID, for example, clinically severe disease,
history of partnerwith gonorrhoea, sexual contact abroad.
Oralmetronidazole canbediscontinued in thosewithmild
to moderate PID if the patient is unable to tolerate it.

MANAGEMENT OF PARTNERS

PID is usually secondary to a sexually acquired infec-
tion so, unless the male partners are identified and either
screened for infection or treated empirically, the woman
with PID is at high risk of a recurrence. Current male
partners should be offered screening for gonorrhoea and
chlamydia, and attempts made to contact other partners
within the past 6 months, although the exact time period
will be influenced by the sexual history. If screening for
sexually acquired infections is not possible then antibi-
otic therapy effective against gonorrhoea and chlamy-
dia should be given empirically to the male partners
(Fig. 42.3; see British Association for Sexual Health and
HIV guidelines for up to date treatment recommenda-
tions – www.bashh.org). The patient and their partners
should be advised to avoid intercourse until they have
completed the treatment course.

Surgical interventions

Surgical intervention is rarely required as a treatment for
acute pelvic inflammatory disease. Most patients present
at an early enough stage of the disease for antibiotic
treatment to be fully effective. There may, however, be
an indication for laparoscopy or laparotomy to drain a
pelvic abscess if this is diagnosed on ultrasound scanning,
and does not appear to be resolving with conservative
antibiotic treatment. In these circumstancesmost surgeons
would prefer to perform a laparotomywhichwould allow
digital divisionof all adhesions andaccess to any loculated
areas of abscess formation. The decision as to whether or
not to carry out a salpingo oophorectomy in the presence
of a large tubo-ovarian abscess will obviously depend on
the patient’s age and her reproductive history. In most
circumstances, however, if the patient’s condition war-
rants a laparotomy, then removal of the damaged organs
may well be the preferred option. If at least one ovary is
retained then in vitro fertilization (IVF) treatment remains
a possibility if the patient wishes to achieve a pregnancy.

In cases of small abscesses or fluid collections in the
Pouch of Douglas ultrasound-guided aspiration is less
invasive and there is some evidence that it is as effective as
laparoscopy or laparotomy. The usual technique is to aspi-
rate the fluid transvaginally using transvaginal scanning.
Occasionally a surgeon may consider draining an abscess
in the Pouch of Douglas via the rectum, although this may
lead to chronic sinus formation.

On the rare occasion when pelvic actinomyces is sus-
pected, surgery should be avoided. The history is likely
to be more chronic than in acute pelvic inflammatory dis-
ease, there is usually clear clinical evidence of a pelvic
masswhichdoesnot appear tobeanabscessonultrasound
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Test for gonorrhoea and chlamydia

Give empirical therapy for gonorrhoea and chlamydia if testing is not available
(see www.bashh.org for current recommended therapies)

Advise to avoid intercourse until index patient and male partner have both completed
antibiotic therapy

Fig. 42.3 Management of male contacts of
women with PID.

scanning. There is also usually a history of recent use of an
IUCD. If surgery is performed, then there is a significant
risk of bowel damage.

Prognosis

The evidence quantifying the sequelae of PID is compli-
cated by the variable definitions and diagnostic criteria
used to identify the index episode of infection.

CHRONIC PELVIC PAIN

It is generally accepted that episodes of acute PID can
lead on to symptoms of chronic pelvic pain. The cause of
the chronic pelvic pain, however, remains controversial.
It may be that damaged tubes act as a nidus for recurrent
infections or itmaybedue to adhesions tetheringor encap-
sulating the pelvic organs. It is even possible that the pain
is due to altered behaviour of pelvic nerves damaged by
infection. There is also little evidence as to the incidence
of chronic pelvic pain resulting from single or multiple
episodes of acute PID. It can be as high as 33% after recur-
rent episodes [16] and may have a significant effect on a
patient’s future quality of life [17]. The precautionary use
of condoms after an episode of pelvic infection has been
found to reduce the risk of chronic pelvic pain developing.

SUBFERTILITY AND ECTOPIC PREGNANCY

There is clear, population based, epidemiological evi-
dence of the relationship between a finding of Chlamydia
trachomatis specific IgG antibodies and subsequent tubal
subfertility [18].

Some cohort studies have shown a rate of subsequent
involuntary infertility of up to 40% after a single episode
of PID [19]. Case controlled studies of patients who had
laparoscopically verified acute PID show a relative risk of
subsequent tubal subfertility of 7 for a single episode of
PID rising to 28.3 after three episodes. There is also a rela-
tionship between the risk of subfertility and the severity
of infection with a relative risk of 5.6 for severe infection
compared to mild infection [20].

More recent prospective studies (in clinically mild/
moderatedisease) have suggested thatwith effective treat-
ment infertility rates are not increased [16]. A delay in

antibiotic therapy, however, of even a few days may lead
to a large increase in the risk of impaired fertility [10].

There is also clear epidemiological evidence of a rela-
tionship between the risk of ectopic pregnancy and a
previous episode of PID. In laparoscopically proven cases
of PID the risk of an ectopic in the next index pregnancy
is six times greater than in controls [20]. The absolute risk
of ectopic pregnancy remains low, however, at 0.5–1%, at
least in women with mild to moderate disease [16].

Special circumstances

Pregnancy. Pelvic inflammatory disease associated with
an intrauterine pregnancy is extremely rare except in cases
of septic abortion. Cervicitis is commoner and associ-
ated with increased fetal and maternal morbidity. Treat-
ment regimes will depend upon the organisms isolated
while avoiding those antibioticswhichare contraindicated
in pregnancy, for example, tetracycline. Erythromycin
and amoxycillin are not known to be harmful in preg-
nancy. In cases of septic abortion the organisms are more
likely to be pyogenic than sexually transmitted. The use
of broad-spectrum antibiotics such as a third genera-
tion cephalosporin together with metronidazole to treat
anaerobic infections would be the regimen of choice.

Mild endometritis following surgical termination of
pregnancy is relatively common (≈ 1–2%) and needs to
be treated aggressively to ensure future fertility. If pre-
treatment screening for sexually transmitted infection has
been employed, it is very unusual to find a positive
result on repeat swabs. It is, however, prudent to treat
with a broad spectrum of antibiotics effective against both
Chlamydia and anaerobes, for example, ofloxacin plus
metronidazole, or moxifloxacin.

POST PELVIC SURGERY

Pelvic surgery such as hysterectomy is invariably asso-
ciated with a significant risk of post-operative infection
because it is virtually impossible to render the vagina
totally aseptic. Prophylactic antibiotics are usually used
during surgery, but post-operative pelvic infections, usu-
ally secondary to haematoma formation, are not uncom-
mon. Most infections are due to anaerobes and should be
treated with a regime which includes metronidazole or
co-amoxyclav.
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PELVIC INFECTION AND INTRAUTERINE
CONTRACEPTIVE DEVICES

An IUCD only increases the risk of developing PID in
the first few weeks after insertion and except for sub-
acute infections with actinomyces, there appears to be no
evidence of increased risk with the continuing use of an
IUCD. Routine screening for chlamydia, gonorrhoea and
bacterial vaginosis before insertion will therefore reduce
the risk of PID in those women requiring an IUCD. The
use of progesterone IUCDs has been associated with very
low rates of PID.

The randomized controlled trial evidence for whether
an IUCD should be left in situ or removed in women pre-
senting with PID is limited [21,22]. Removal of the IUCD
should be considered and may be associated with bet-
ter short-term clinical outcomes [21] but the decision to
remove the IUCD needs to be balanced against the risk of
pregnancy in those who have had otherwise unprotected
intercourse in the preceding 7 days. Hormonal emergency
contraception may be appropriate for some women in this
situation.

HIV

Women with HIV may have a more severe clinical pre-
sentation of PID, particularly in late stage HIV disease
associatedwith severe immunosuppression. No alteration
in therapy is required although caution is required to
check for any interactions between the PID treatment and
anti-retroviral medication.

Prevention

Chlamydia screening programme

Chlamydia is the commonest identified pathogen caus-
ing PID in the UK. Initial infection with chlamydia is
usually asymptomatic but, if identified, can be treated
simply and cheaply with antibiotics such as doxycycline
or azithromycin thus preventing the development of PID.
Screening young women for chlamydia is both feasible
and cost-effective [23], and a national screening pro-
gramme is now being rolled out across the UK targeting
men and women under the age of 25 (further informa-
tion is available at www.dh.gov.uk/PolicyAndGuidance/
HealthAndSocialCareTopics/SexualHealth).

Instrumentation of the uterus

There is a significant risk of introducing infection into the
upper genital tract when instrumenting the uterus, par-
ticularly in women at high risk of a sub-clinical cervical
chlamydial infection (e.g. under 25-year olds). The most

common indications for instrumenting the uterus are ther-
apeutic surgical termination of pregnancy, insertion of an
IUCD and investigations for subfertility. It is now consid-
ered mandatory to offer either a ‘screen and treat’ policy
or routine prophylaxis for all women undergoing such
management. In cases where a ‘screen and treat’ policy
is inappropriate, for example, insertion of an IUCD for
emergency contraception, it is essential to ensure ade-
quate prophylaxis and a single 1 g dose of azythromicin is
recommended.

Particular care needs to be taken in patients who
are on immunosuppressant treatment (e.g. renal trans-
plant patients) or in those who are immunocompromised
because of chemotherapy or HIV.

Contraception

Consistent use of barrier methods has been shown to
reduce the riskof recurrent episodesofpelvic infectionand
also the chronic sequelae of pelvic infection by between 30
and 60%.

All formsof hormonal contraception (e.g. combinedoral
contraceptive pill, progesterone-only pill, progesterone
injections and implants andMirena IUS) have been shown
to reduce the incidence of symptomatic pelvic inflamma-
torydisease compared to either theuse of a standard IUCD
or unprotected intercourse. This is presumed to be due to
the protective effect of the progestogens which decreases
the permeability of the cervical mucus both to sperm and
pathogens.

It may also have an effect through endometrial sup-
pression or a direct steroidal induced effect on the inflam-
matory response in the tubes. The beneficial effect of the
oral contraceptive pill (OCP) may, however, be limited to
PID which is symptomatic and caused by C. trachomatis
[24] and it has been suggested that hormonal contra-
ception may in fact simply be masking infection rather
than preventing it [24]. A very recent cohort study which
appeared to suggest that injectable progesterone contra-
ception increased the risk of PID was methodologically
flawed and hence may not be valid [25]. The true relation-
ship between hormonal contraception and PID therefore
still needs to be elucidated.
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Further reading

Some useful internet sites are listed as follows:
PID Treatment Guidelines – Royal College of Obstetrics and

Gynaecologists (www.rcog.org)
PID Treatment Guidelines – British Association for Sexual

Health and HIV (www.bashh.org)
Patient Information Leaflet for PID – Royal College of

Obstetrics and Gynaecologists (www.rcog.org)
UK Chlamydia Screening Programme – Department of Health

(www.dh.gov.uk)
Guideline on Screening and Testing for Sexually Transmitted

Infections – British Association for Sexual Health and HIV
(www.bashh.org)

Other relevant further reading includes:
Royal College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology guideline on the

Management of Acute Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
(www.rcog.org.uk)

PEACH study – one of the largest high quality PID treatment
studies [16]

The Prevention of Pelvic Infection – Allan Templeton [26]
Clinical Evidence – Pelvic Inflammatory Disease

(www.clinicalevidence.com)
Chlamydia trachomatis: summary and conclusions of CMO’s

Expert Advisory Group (http://www.dh.gov.uk/)
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Chapter 43: Chronic pelvic pain
R. William Stones

Epidemiology of chronic pelvic pain

Initial reports relied on estimates fromhospital series, nat-
urally unrepresentative of the general population. Some
population sample survey data are available: a US study
reported the responses of women interviewed by tele-
phone [1]. The age range of respondents was 18–50.
17,927 households were contacted, 5325 women agreed
to participate and of these 925 reported pelvic pain of
at least 6 months’ duration, including pain within the
past 3 months. Having excluded those pregnant or post-
menopausal and those with only cycle related pain, 773
out of 5263 (14.7%) were identified as suffering from
chronic pelvic pain (CPP). A British population survey
used a postal sample of 2016 women randomly selected
from the Oxfordshire Health Authority register of 141,400
women aged 18–49 [2]. Chronic pelvic pain was defined
as recurrent pain of at least 6 months’ duration, unrelated
to periods, intercourse or pregnancy. For the survey, a
‘case’ was defined as a woman with CPP in the previ-
ous 3 months and on this basis the prevalence was 483
out of 2016 (24.0%). In this survey CPP was statistically
associated both with dysmenorrhoea and dyspareunia.

Moving from the general population to those seen in
general practice, a picture of consulting patterns was
obtained using a national database study of UK general
practices [3]. Data relating to 284,162 women aged 12–70
who had a general practice contact in 1991 were analysed
to identify subsequent contacts over the following 5 years.
The monthly prevalence rate was 21.5 per 1000 and the
monthly incidence rate was 1.58 per 1000. These preva-
lence rates are comparable to those formigraine, back pain
and asthma in primary care. Older women had higher
monthly prevalence rates: for example, the rate was 18.2
per 1000 in the 15–20 year age group and 27.6 per 1000 in
women over 60 years of age. This association was thought
to be due to persistence of symptoms in older women, the
median duration of symptoms being 13.7 months in 13–
20 year olds and 20.2 months in women over the age of 60
[4]. It is clear that future population-based studies need to
include older women.

It is clear that many women with symptoms do not
seek care: among 483 women with CPP participating in
the Oxfordshire population study discussed above, 195
(40.4%) hadnot sought amedical consultation, 127 (26.3%)
reported a past consultation and 139 (28.8%) reported a
recent consultation for pain [5]. The US population-based
study discussed above also drew attention to the large
numbers of womenwho have troublesome symptoms but
do not seek medical attention: 75% of this sample had
not seen a health-care provider in the previous 3 months.
It might be thought that not seeking care would be an
indicator of milder symptoms and indeed in the US study
those who did seekmedical attention had higher pain and
lower general health scores than those who did not. How-
ever, among those not seeking help questionnaire scores
for pain and functional impairment were still substantial,
tending to suggest that there are barriers to care seeking,
whether organizational or socio-cultural.

Clinical assessment

For patients presenting with CPP the gynaecological his-
tory needs be sufficiently broad as to enable understand-
ing of the impact of symptoms. It is also useful to ascertain
at an early stage whether the patient is primarily in
search of symptom control, or of diagnosis, advice and
explanation. Sometimes thosewith long standing and dis-
abling symptoms are found to be reluctant to consider
symptomatic treatments out of fear that some damaging
disease processwill bemasked and overlooked. Table 43.1
presents a classification of causes of CPP that can be borne
in mind while undertaking the clinical assessment.

Pain history

The history needs to include the onset and duration of
symptoms, the location and radiation of pain, factors asso-
ciated with exacerbation and relief and the relationship
of pain to the menstrual cycle. Dysmenorrhoea may be a
separate or related symptom. Dyspareunia may include

423
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Table 43.1 Classification of causes of chronic pelvic pain

Inflammatory, infective: Chronic salpingitis
Inflammatory, non-infective: Endometriosis, Vulvodynia
with dermatosis
Mechanical: Uterine retroversion, Adhesions
Functional: Pelvic congestion, Irritable bowel syndrome
Neuropathic: Postsurgical, Dysesthetic vulvodynia, Vulval
vestibulodynia
Musculoskeletal: Pelvic floor myalgia, Abdominal and
pelvic trigger points, Postural muscle strain

pain during intercourse, but for many women a particu-
larly unpleasant symptom is post-coital pain and specific
enquiry should be made about this.

A number of validated pain assessment measures are
available for use in research and clinical practice, the
most convenient of which are the 10 cm visual ana-
logue scale, the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI), widely used
in British pain clinics, and the McGill Short Form Pain
Questionnaire. The McGill questionnaire is included in
the International Pelvic Pain Society’s assessment form,
available for downloading atwww.pelvicpain.org and the
BPI may be downloaded at www.mdanderson.org where
details of non-English versions may also be obtained.
Patient’s recall of pain symptoms over the previousmonth
seems to be adequate and it is probably unnecessary to
ask for a daily pain diary: 10 cm visual analogue scales for
‘usual’ and ‘most severe’ intensity of pain recalled over the
past 4 weeks correlated verywell withmean andmaximal
diary records [6].

Mood and impact on quality of life

It is important to identify coexisting mood disturbance.
While it is unlikely that depression is the cause of CPP, the
presence of disturbed mood makes it difficult for patients
to engage fully with pain management initiatives and
tackle associated lifestyle factors. The absence of laparo-
scopically visible pathology was not associated with a
higher probability of depression [7,8]. In these studies
no differences in mood-related symptoms were identi-
fied in womenwith CPPwith andwithout endometriosis.
Antidepressant therapy may be indicated to alleviate
depression, but sertraline was not effective for relief of
pelvic pain in a small but well-conducted randomized
trial [9].

With regard to symptom impact, while a validated
illness-specific instrument is not currently available,
enquiry about the effect of the pain onwork, leisure, sleep
and sexual relationships is appropriate. This can shed fur-
ther light on thepatient’spriorities for treatment.Ageneric
quality of life measure such as the SF-36 may be used

for monitoring outcomes but may be too cumbersome for
routine clinical use.

Sexual and physical abuse

Child sexual or physical abuse may be an antecedent
for CPP but many individuals have suffered such abuse
without this or other consequence in later life and the
research literature is beset with the problem of appropri-
ate comparison groups. Individual judgement is needed
about whether to ask directly about sexual or physical
abuse during a gynaecological consultation. Important
considerations are the setting and plans for follow-up and
support that are available to women following such dis-
closure. Sometimes such a history may be volunteered by
the patient unprompted, especially so during a follow-
up consultation when rapport has been established. Some
women may even find it easier to raise the subject with
an unfamiliar hospital specialist than with a general prac-
titioner with whom they have regular consultations for
other matters. It may be useful to incorporate questions
on abuse into a self-completion questionnaire, such as that
provided by the International Pelvic Pain Society, or in a
multidisciplinary clinic to address the topic during a con-
sultation with the nurse or psychologist. We have found
it appropriate not to include those items in the package of
questionnaires sent to patients for self-completion before
the initial consultation.

In a study from a tertiary referral multidisciplinary pain
clinic, 40% of those with CPP reported sexual abuse com-
pared to 5(17%) in each of two comparison groups. In
women with pelvic pain, abuse histories were evenly dis-
tributed among those with and without identified pelvic
pathology such as endometriosis, but somatization scores
were higher among thosewith identifiedpathology [10]. It
has been suggested that the potential link between sexual
abuse and pelvic pain might be that abuse is an observ-
able marker for childhood neglect in general [11] and
this might explain the association in some studies with
physical rather than sexual abuse [12].

Systems review

Many women with chronic abdominal or pelvic pain will
turn out to have irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) as their
primary problem. These patients do not have good out-
comes following (inappropriate) gynaecological referral
and investigation [13]. Therefore it is particularly impor-
tant that a detailed history is taken of bowel symptoms.
The ‘Rome II’ criteria for the clinical diagnosis of IBS in
those with chronic pain include at least two of:
• relief of pain with defecation
• change in the frequency of stool
• change in the appearance or form of stool.
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Abdominal bloating in association with acute exacerba-
tions of pain is indicative, but needs to be distinguished
from menstrual cycle-related bloating. While dyspareu-
nia is not likely to be due solely to IBS, bowel spasm may
account for the experience of those patients who describe
an interval between the end of intercourse and the onset
of acute pain associated with the urge to defecate and
abdominal distension [14].

Bladder symptoms also form an important part of the
systems review. Urinary frequency and urgency, but most
importantly exacerbation of pain associated with a full
bladder may indicate the presence of interstitial cystitis,
a neurogenic inflammatory condition of the bladder asso-
ciatedwith chronicpain.Aswith IBS, it hasbeen suggested
that a proportion of cases of CPP seen by gynaecologists
are in fact suffering from unrecognized interstitial cystitis
on the basis of potassium chloride sensitivity testing [15].

Physical examination

Observing the patient as she walks may give an indica-
tion of a musculoskeletal problem and examination of the
back is relevant in those giving a history of pain radiating
or originating there. The abdominal examination should
focus on distinguishing visceral from abdominal wall ten-
derness. ‘Trigger point’ tenderness elicited by palpation
with one finger will suggest a nerve entrapment, often
involving the ilioinguinal or iliohypogastric nerves. The
ilioinguinal nerve runs in relation to abdominal muscle
layers, initially superficial to transversus abdominus and
deep to internal oblique. It penetrates the belly of the inter-
nal oblique muscle to lie deep to the external oblique at a
point typically two centimetres medial to the iliac crest,
at which point it is susceptible to entrapment. A trigger
point is then evident at that site. As well as spontaneous
entrapment previous surgery such as appendicectomy or
awide Pfannensteil incisionmay be responsible. The diag-
nosis is confirmed after obtaining appropriate consent by
infiltration of local anaesthetic such as bupivicaine into
the tender area. Interestingly the duration of relief is often
much longer than the action of the local anaesthetic, per-
haps because surrounding muscles are made to relax and
are no longer pulling on the sensitive area.

‘Ovarian point’ tenderness has been described as a fea-
ture of pelvic congestion syndrome [16] but this sign is
problematic in patients with IBS who often have similar
abdominal tenderness. A general neurological examina-
tion is appropriate to exclude a systemic neuropathy or
demyelination and if abnormalities are present a neurol-
ogy opinion should be sought.

Vaginal examination should commence with a careful
inspection of the vulva and introitus, paying particular
attention to presence of erythema which might suggest

primary vulval vestibulitis [17]. More frequently, no ery-
thema is evident but a gentle touch with a cotton-tipped
swab in the area just external to the hymeneal ring elicits
intense sharp pain, even in patients who do not complain
of dyspareunia. This allodynia in the absence of visi-
ble erythema probably represents referred sensation from
painful areas higher in the pelvis but for somewomen rep-
resents the primary problem and can be termed ‘vestibu-
lodynia’. Vulval varices may indicate incompetence of
valves in the pelvic venous circulation; this subgroup of
patients may benefit from radiological assessment and
treatment.

Agentle onefingerdigital examination commenceswith
palpation of the pelvic floor muscles. Focal tenderness
may be present, indicating a primary musculoskeletal
problem that should prompt referral to a pelvic floor
physiotherapist for further assessment. As with vestibu-
lodynia pelvic muscle tenderness may be a residual sec-
ondary response to pain from other parts of the pelvis,
for example, a previous episode of pelvic infection. Fur-
ther digital examination may reveal nodularity in the
pouch of Douglas or restricted uterine mobility sugges-
tive of endometriosis. Adenomyosis may be suggested
by a bulky tender uterus. Uterine retroversion should
be noted although its relevance to dyspareunia is debat-
able. Adnexal rather than uterine tenderness may point
to pelvic congestion syndrome. In the UK clinic setting
pelvic tenderness alone isunlikely tobe specific for chronic
pelvic inflammatory disease although this diagnosis will
be part of the differential among populations where early
andappropriate antibiotic treatment for acutepelvic sepsis
is less readily available.

Investigations

Excluding the possibility of ongoing pelvic infection such
as Chlamydia by taking endocervical swabs is often useful
to allay anxiety. Ultrasound examination may be useful
in identifying uterine or adnexal pathology and has been
shown to be an effective means of providing reassurance
[18]. The presence of dilated veins may indicate pelvic
congestion [19] but a recent study using power Doppler
suggested that the primary value of sonography was to
identify the characteristicmulticystic ovarianmorphology
seen in this condition [20]. Transuterine venography is of
limited value in routine clinical practice but is technically
simpler than selective catheterization of the ovarian vein.
MRIprovides theopportunity to identifyadenomyosisbut
is not routinely indicated.

Laparoscopy is commonly undertaken as the primary
investigation for CPP. The aims are to give a diagnosis
but also to provide ‘one-stop’ treatment for endometriosis
and adhesions where these are identified. This approach
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is cost-effective for endometriosis treatment, as the
expense of a second procedure or hormonal treatment is
obviated [21]. The outcomes of this approach are not as
good as might be expected: confusion can arise from a
‘negative’ laparoscopy [22] and where pathology is iden-
tified it may be coincidental rather than causal, especially
in the case of adhesions. There is a lack of evidence for
laparoscopy as a factor improving outcome in hospital
referral populations with at least 6 months’ history of
pain [23,24]. It is therefore sensible to consider deferring
laparoscopy and focus on symptomatic treatment in the
first instance.

Pain mapping by laparoscopy under conscious seda-
tion can be a useful procedure, particularly where the
site of pain is unilateral, allowing comparison with a
‘control’ area, to assess the significance of adhesions, to
identify unrecognized occult inguinal or femoral hernias
and, in the negative sense, to identify individuals with a
generalized hyperalgesic chronic pain state for whom fur-
ther surgical intervention would be hazardous. The role
of this procedure remains to be clarified in the overall
context of pain assessment and management but reports
of experience are now available in the literature [25].
Typical operative technique includes sedation with mida-
zolam and fentanyl, infiltration of puncture sites with
bupivicaine, use of a 5-mm laparoscope via a subumbil-
ical puncture together with a fine suprapubic port for a
probe. The maximum gas pressure is reduced to around
10 mmHg to minimize discomfort in the upper abdomen.
Tenderness at specific sites is recordedon a 0–10 verbal rat-
ing scale. In this writer’s practice its application is limited
to the small subgroup of patients whose main priority is
to obtain a definitive explanation for their problem, rather
than symptom relief. Overall, after gaining initial experi-
ence following early positive reports, many clinicians no
longer consider pain mapping to be useful.

Specific treatments for CPP: evidence from
randomized trials

Limited randomized controlled trial (RCT) evidence is
available to guide treatment decisions in CPP. It is impor-
tant to be clear as towhether treatment is directed towards
an underlying condition such as adhesions or whether
pain itself is themain focus. While hormonal therapy aims
to achieve benefit in a non-specific manner by inhibit-
ing ovarian activity, based on the observation that many
patients with CPP experience resolution at the time of
themenopause, psychological approaches aim to enhance
coping skills and reduce pain-associated distress. Many
proven treatments for chronic neuropathic pain such as
low-dose tricyclic antidepressants and gabapentin are
equally relevant in CPP where there are neuropathic

features. With regard to specific approaches, systematic
review identified 14 randomized controlled trials relevant
to themanagement ofCPP, the interventions in 12 ofwhich
are of practical applicability [26].

Medical therapy

Progestogen (medroxy progesterone acetate (MPA)) was
effective after 4 months’ treatment as reflected in pain
scores (OR 2.64, 95% CI 1.33–5.25, n = 146) and a self-
rating scale (OR6.81, 95%CI 1.83–25.3, n = 44), but benefit
was not sustained 9 months post-treatment [27,28]. MPA
plus psychotherapy was effective in terms of pain scores
(OR 3.94, 95% CI 1.2–12.96, n = 43) but not the self-rating
scale at the end of treatment. Benefit was not sustained
post-treatment. Venography scores, symptom and exam-
ination scores, mood and sexual function were improved
to a greater extent 1 year after treatment with goserelin
compared to progestogen [29].

No improvement in pain scores was seen in women
taking sertraline compared to placebo. The SF-36 sub-
scale ‘Health perception’ showed a small improvement in
the sertraline arm, while the ‘Role functioning-emotional’
subscale showed a large fall in the sertraline arm [9].

Multidisciplinary management

Counselling supported by ultrasound scanning [18] was
effectiveboth in termsofpain scores (OR6.77, 95%CI2.83–
16.19, n = 90) and mood. The use of a multidisciplinary
approach [23] led to a positive outcome in a self-rating
scale (OR 4.15, 95% CI 1.91–8.99, n = 106) and daily activ-
ity but not in pain scores. In British pain clinics, women
withCPP rated the intensity of their pain similarly to those
with other types of chronic pain. The pattern of interven-
tions used for this group showed less recourse to nerve
blocks among those with CPP. Access to clinical psychol-
ogy input was sadly lacking among all groups of patients
(Fig. 43.1, [30]).

Surgical treatment

The outcome in women undergoing adhesiolysis was not
different to that in women who did not undergo surgery
on any outcome measure (OR 1.54, 95% CI 0.81–2.93,
n = 148). However, the small subgroup with severe adhe-
sions did show a significant benefit for surgery (OR for
self-rating scale 16.59, 95% CI 2.16–127.2, n = 15). Adhesi-
olysis was performed via laparotomy in one study [31]
in contrast with a laparoscopic approach [32]. The lat-
ter study also included some men. Thus, there is still
uncertainty about theplaceof adhesiolysis amongpatients
presenting to gynaecologists and conclusion of this review
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PACS 1998–2001. Treatment modalities used for
all pain (n=40958) and for pelvic pain (n=472)
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Fig. 43.1 Treatments used in UK pain clinics for patients with
chronic pain (all causes) and women with CPP (from [30]
reproduced with permission).

is that there is ‘noevidenceofbenefit’ rather than ‘evidence
of no benefit’.

Static magnetic therapy

The effects of wearing small magnets as therapy for CPP
versus placebowere assessed [33]. No difference was seen
following 2 weeks’ treatment but some significant dif-
ferences appeared at 4 weeks as assessed by the Pain
Disability Index and the Clinical Global Impression Scale
but not the McGill Pain Questionnaire. Analysed in terms
of weighted mean differences the differences were non-
significant and there was a substantial dropout rate. It
is not clear whether this modality justifies further explo-
ration. A clear mechanistic basis appears to be lacking,
but another substantial study did show benefit for mag-
netic therapy indiabetic neuropathic foot pain, whichmay
indicate some detectable actions of magnetic fields at the
neuronal cellular level, such as modifying the abnormal
discharge of damaged C fibre afferents [34].

Photographic reinforcement

Photographic reinforcement after surgery, that is, showing
patients pictures of the findings, does not appear to have
any beneficial effect [35]. Unfortunately the intervention
group had a trend for greater pain intensity compared to
controls at baseline which may have confounded a possi-
ble beneficial effect of photographic reinforcement. More-
over, 233 women were entered into the trial compared to
the target of 450, so the final comparisons were somewhat
different to those originally planned. This study is impor-
tant indemonstratinghowawell-intentioned intervention

reinforcingpatient’s knowledgeof their conditionmaynot
have the intended beneficial impact.

Writing therapy

The aim of this intervention was to allow patients to iden-
tify and express throughwriting the thoughts and feelings
associated with their pain, as a means of reducing their
impact [36]. The main effects of writing about the stress of
pelvic pain were limited: weightedmean differences (95%
CI) on the various sub-categories of McGill pain question-
naire were: sensory pain 0.07 (−0.31to 0.45), affective pain
−0.12 (−0.42 to 0.18) and evaluation pain −1.16 (−1.96 to
−0.36). Women with higher baseline ambivalence about
emotional expression appeared to respond more posi-
tively to this intervention, thus showing a subgroup who
may benefit specifically from this type of psychological
approach.

Treatment dilemmas

Women may seek hysterectomy and oophorectomy as a
solution to long-standing CPP. The evidence from obser-
vational studies is encouraging [37] but this is naturally a
treatment of last resort. Where the underlying condition
is neuropathic then there is a real possibility of making
things worse. It is unclear whether a previous response
to Gonadotrophin–releasing hormone (GnRH) agonist
therapy fully predicts a positive response to oophorec-
tomy, given the complexities of the influences of ovarian
hormones on nociception.

Recently there has been a resurgence of interest in pelvic
congestion as a cause of CPP pain owing to increased
experience in North America of radiological emboliza-
tion of pelvic ‘varices’. There are issues of case definition
and most studies have incomplete clinical documentation
[38] but a recent comparative study indicates that this
approach may have potential [39]. Radiological appear-
ances of the ovarian veins before and after treatment are
shown in Fig. 43.2a and b.

Manywomen seek complementary or alternative thera-
pies for CPP. At present there is limited research evidence
on which to base recommendations for specific treat-
ments. Acupuncture has a place in the management of
chronic pain in general, and there is supportive evidence
for benefit in dysmenorrhoea [40]. Most importantly in
this writer’s view, many patients will appreciate a broad
consideration of physical conditions, lifestyle factors,
psychological stresses and advice on means of dealing
with thoughts and feelings as part of a consultation for
CPP, whether in ‘conventional’ or ‘complementary’ clinic
settings.
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(a) (b)

Post-embolization

Fig. 43.2 (a) Right ovarian venogram showing parallel veins and venules over the sacral wing. (b) Post-embolization with several
distal coils (not shown) and a single mid-vein embolization coil. A local sclerosant 0.5% Sodium Tetradecyl sulphate (Fibrovein) is
mixed with air to form a mousse and injected through the catheter to reflux into small parallel venules and occlude these as well.
Images courtesy of Dr Nigel Hacking.

Conclusion

To provide useful advice to women with CPP empha-
sis on careful clinical method is critical: a full history
including details of symptoms from all relevant organs,
a physical examination that aims to localize tenderness
so as to narrow down the diagnostic options and deploy-
ment of relevant investigations. Not all patients require
laparoscopy, the findings of which can sometimes con-
fuse rather than aid diagnosis through the presence of
coincidental findings. There are some therapeutic inter-
ventions backed up by randomized trial evidence, but
most importantly clinicians need to match their advice to
the aspirations and circumstances of each patient.
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Chapter 44: Endometriosis
Stephen Kennedy and Philippe Koninckx

Endometriosis is usually defined as the presence of
endometrial-like tissue, that is, glands and stroma, out-
side the uterus. The most commonly affected sites are
the pelvic organs and peritoneum, although other parts
of the body such as the lungs are occasionally affected.
The disease varies from a few, small lesions on other-
wise normal pelvic organs to solid infiltrating masses and
ovarian endometriotic cysts (endometriomas) – oftenwith
extensivefibrosis and adhesion formation causingmarked
distortionofpelvic anatomy. Endometriosis shouldbe sus-
pected inwomenwith subfertility, severe dysmenorrhoea,
deep dyspareunia and chronic pelvic pain. However,
many affected women are asymptomatic in which case
the diagnosis is only made when the pelvis is inspected
for an unrelated reason, for example sterilization.

Prevalence

The prevalence is estimated to be 8–10% in women in the
reproductive years [1], although the precise rate in the
general population is unknown because the pelvis has to
be inspected at surgery to make a definitive diagnosis.
In symptomatic women, the reported rates vary from 2
to 100% (Table 44.1) for which several explanations exist:
(1) ‘subtle’ (e.g. small, non-coloured) peritoneal lesions
were not recognized before 1985, leading to an apparent
increased prevalence since then; (2) recognition increases
with the surgeon’s experience and interest in endometrio-
sis; (3) the indication for laparoscopy influences how
meticulously the pelvis is inspected, and (4) histological
confirmation (close to 100% for deep lesions and at best
60% for subtle lesions) is not always obtained or reported.
Whatever the true prevalence, it remains possible that the
most commonmanifestation – subtle endometriosis –may
not be a disease entity at all [2].

Classification systems

Several systems have been devised to classify disease
severity. The most widely used is one developed by the
American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM),

in which points are allocated for endometriotic lesions,
periovarian adhesions and pouch of Douglas obliteration
(Fig. 44.1) [3]. The total score is then used to describe the
disease as minimal (Stage 1), mild (Stage 2), moderate
(Stage 3) or severe (Stage 4). This system was designed
to assist in the prognosis and management of patients
undergoing surgery for subfertility. Deeply infiltrating
endometriosis (DIE), amajor cause of pelvic pain and dys-
pareunia, is typically assigned a low score (Stage 1 or 2)
becauseonlyvisible lesions contribute; this partly explains
why there is little correlation between the total score and
pain severity. Clearly, a better, more validated method to
classify disease severity is needed, which can differentiate
between typical lesions and DIE.

Aetiology

Implantation of viable endometrial cells and metaplasia
of one tissue type into another are both reasonable expla-
nations for the occurrence of endometriosis. However,
neither theory can account for all aspects of the disease,
which could mean that several mechanisms are involved
or simply that the theories are inadequate. Both assume
that endometriotic tissue consists of ‘normal’ cells but
they fail to explain why development and progression
occur only in some women. In contrast, the endometriotic
disease theory [4] considers subtle lesions due to inter-
mittent implantation to be a normal, physiological event.
If these cells are transformed because of a genetic insult,
they progress to typical, cystic and deep lesions, con-
sisting of ‘abnormal’ cells. An alternative explanation is
that endometriosis is a heterogeneous not a single dis-
ease and the different types, which are considered here,
result fromdifferent disease processes eachwith their own
aetiology [5].

Peritoneal endometriosis

Peritoneal endometriosis comprises superficial lesions
scattered over the peritoneal, serosal and ovarian surfaces.

430
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Table 44.1 Prevalence rates at laparoscopy for different indications

Number of Number of Number with % with % with Stage I-II
studies patients disease disease (range) disease (range)

Pelvic pain 15 2400 688 24.5 (4.5–62.0) 69.9 (61.0–100)
Infertility 32 14,971 2812 19.6 (2.1–78.0) 65.6 (16.3–95.0)
Sterilisation 13 10,634 499 4.1 (0.7–43.0) 91.7 (20.0–100)

From [1].

Fig. 44.1 ASRM classification system [3].
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American Society for Reproductive Medicine: revised classification of
endometriosis

Patient’s name Date
Stage I (minimal) 1–5
Stage II (mild) 6–15 Laparoscopy Laparotomy Photography
Stage III (moderate)16–40 Recommended treatment
Stage IV (severe) >40
Total Prognosis

*If the fimbriated end of the fallopian tube is completely enclosed change the point
assignment to 16.
Denote appearance of superficial implant types as red [(R), red, mid-pink,
flamelike, vesicular blobs, clear vesicles], white  [(W) specifications, peritoneal
defects, yellow-brown], or black [(B) black, hemosiderm deposits, black]. Denote 
percent of total described as R           % and B          %. Total should equal 100%. 

These were typically described as ‘powder-burn’ or ‘gun-
shot’ deposits until atypical or subtle lesionswere rec-
ognized, including red implants, polypoid lesions, and
serous or clear vesicles. It remains unclear, however,
whether these subtle lesions are functionally active forms
of early disease, or whether they are transient physio-
logical events without any clinical significance. Subtle
lesions can easily be explained by Sampson’s theory of

retrograde menstruation. Menstrual effluent containing
viable cells is transported into the peritoneal cavity in
a retrograde direction along the fallopian tubes and the
refluxed endometrium then implants onto the surface
of exposed tissues, principally the peritoneum. How-
ever, most women do not develop endometriosis even
though retrograde menstruation occurs commonly, for
which there are several explanations. First, the amount
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of menstrual effluent transported may be important as
higher prevalence rates occur in women with increased
menstrual exposure due to: (1) obstructed outflow asso-
ciated with Müllerian anomalies and (2) short menstrual
cycles, increased duration of bleeding and decreased par-
ity [1]. Second, the expression of factors such as cell
adhesion molecules, proteolytic enzymes and cytokines
affecting the adherence, implantation and proliferation
of tissue within the peritoneal cavity may differ between
women, as may clearance of endometrial cells from the
pelvis. Thus, defects in the immunological mechanisms
responsible for the clearance of menstrual effluent from
the peritoneal cavity (e.g. natural killer cell activity) may
increase the likelihood of endometrial cells implanting.
However, it is unclear whether such abnormalities are
truly a cause or a result of the disease. Last, changes in
systemic humoral immunity (altered B cell function and
antibody production) have been implicated, and women
with endometriosis have a higher prevalence of autoim-
mune diseases, for example, rheumatoid arthritis and
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).

Ovarian endometriomas

Several variants on the implantation andmetaplasia theo-
ries have been proposed to account for ovarian endometri-
omas. It has been suggested that superficial lesions on
the ovarian cortex become inverted and invaginated, and
that endometriomas are derived from functional ovarian
cysts or metaplasia of the coelomic epithelium covering
the ovary. Endometriomas have features in common with
neoplasia such as clonal proliferation, which is consis-
tent with the endometriosis disease theory, and they are
associated with sub-types of ovarian malignancy, such as
endometrioid and clear cell carcinoma. Genetic alterations
in endometriotic tissue are reported in loss of heterozy-
gosity (LOH) studies, particularly involving chromosomal
regions containing known or putative tumour suppres-
sor genes (TSGs) implicated in ovarian cancer. These data
suggest that endometriomas are benign tumours although
recently researchers have questioned whether endometri-
omas are trulymonoclonal andwhether they demonstrate
LOH at TSG loci.

Deeply infiltrating disease

Several hypotheses explain the aetiology of DIE nodules
which extend >5 mm beneath the peritoneum and may
involve the uterosacral ligaments, vagina, bowel, bladder
and ureters. Donnez et al. suggested these are a form of
adenomyosis arising inMüllerian rests in the rectovaginal
septum [6]. Koninckx and Martin described three macro-
scopic types [7]. Type I (conical lesions with the largest

Infiltration Retraction Adenomyosis externa

Fig. 44.2 Types of deeply infiltrating endometriosis [7].

area exposed to the peritoneal cavity) result from infil-
tration of superficial disease; they should be considered a
formof typical endometriosis (Fig. 44.2). However, Type II
infiltrating lesions with bowel retracted around and over
the nodule and Type III lesions, which often occur in an
otherwise normal pelvis, are morphologically like ade-
nomyosis with mainly fibromuscular and little glandular
tissue. The same applies to infiltrating lesions of the sig-
moid (Type IV). Type I lesions, like typical ones, can be
multifocal, but Type II and III are invariably singular: in
a series of over 1000 cases, fewer than 50 women had
nodules infiltrating both the rectum and sigmoid.

Disease risk factors

Risk factors include age, increased peripheral body fat,
and greater exposure to menstruation (i.e. short cycles,
long duration of flow and reduced parity), whereas smok-
ing, exercise, and oral contraceptive use (current and
recent) may be protective [1]. There is no evidence, how-
ever, that the natural history of the disease can be influ-
enced by controlling these factors. Genetic predisposition
is likely as endometriosis occurs 6–9 times more com-
monly in the 1st degree relatives of affectedwomen than in
controls, and in an analysis of>3000Australian twinpairs,
51% of the variance of the latent liability to the diseasewas
attributable to additive genetic influences [8]. Disease her-
itability is also apparent in non-human primates, which
develop the disease spontaneously. These data imply that
endometriosis is inherited as a complex genetic trait like
diabetes or asthma, which means that a number of genes
interact with each other to confer disease susceptibility
but the phenotype probably emerges only in the presence
of environmental risk factors. Recently, a genome-wide
linkage study in 1176 affected sister pair families has iden-
tified a significant susceptibility locus for endometriosis
on chromosome 10q26 and another region of suggestive
linkage on chromosome 20p13 [9].
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Endometriosis-associated pain symptoms

Severe dysmenorrhoea, deep dyspareunia, chronic pelvic
pain, ovulation pain, cyclical or perimenstrual symp-
toms – often bowel or bladder related, causing dyschezia
or dysuria – with or without abnormal bleeding, and
chronic fatigue have all been associated with endometrio-
sis. However, the predictive value of any one symptom or
set of symptoms is uncertain as each canhaveother causes,
and many affected women are asymptomatic. There is lit-
tle correlation between disease stage and the type, nature
and severity of pain symptoms, perhaps because the
current classification systems are inadequate. However,
endometriomas andDIE are clearly associatedwith severe
pain, although some affected women are pain free; in the
case of DIE, symptom severity is related to the depth of
infiltration. Typical peritoneal lesions probably cause pain
as symptoms are relieved by surgery; whether this applies
to subtle lesions remains unclear. The suggested causes
for the pain include peritoneal inflammation, activation
of nociceptors, tissue damage and nerve irritation with
deep infiltration. Pain symptoms are usually assessed in
clinical trials using a four-point Verbal Rating Scale for
three symptoms (dysmenorrhoea, dyspareunia and pelvic
pain), and two signs (pelvic tenderness and induration).
Increasingly, however, health-related quality of life is also
being measured as traditional outcomemeasures may not
adequately assess what the patient considers important.
The only patient-generated, disease-specific tool is the
EndometriosisHealth Profile-30 (EHP-30), a 30-itemques-
tionnaire which covers five dimensions: pain, control and
powerlessness, emotional well-being, social support and
self-image [10].

Endometriosis-associated subfertility

Whether endometriosis causes subfertility or not is also
controversial. It is generally accepted that endometriomas
cause infertility because severe anatomical distortionmust
interfere with oocyte pick up. A causal relationship with
minimal–milddisease (particularly subtle lesions) ismuch
less certain. Numerous mechanisms have been proposed,
including abnormal folliculogenesis, anovulation, luteal
insufficiency, luteinized unruptured follicle syndrome,
recurrent miscarriage, decreased sperm survival, altered
immunity, intraperitoneal inflammation and endometrial
dysfunction. However, all these functional disturbances
can occur in subfertile women without endometriosis,
which suggests that finding disease during investigation
for subfertility may be coincidental.

Diagnosis

History and clinical examination

Making adiagnosis on the basis of symptoms alone is diffi-
cult as the presentation is so variable and other conditions
such as irritable bowel syndrome and pelvic inflamma-
tory mimic the disease. Consequently, there is often a
delay of several years between symptom onset and a
definitive diagnosis at laparoscopy. Finding pelvic ten-
derness, a fixed retroverted uterus, tender uterosacral
ligaments or enlarged ovaries on examination is sugges-
tiveof endometriosis, although thefindings canbenormal.
The diagnosis is likely if deeply infiltrating nodules are
found on the uterosacral ligaments or in the pouch of
Douglas, and is confirmed if visible lesions are seen in
the vagina or on the cervix. Such nodules are most reli-
ably detected when the examination is performed during
menstruation [11].

Non-invasive tests

Compared to laparoscopy, trans-vaginal ultrasound is a
useful tool to diagnose and exclude ovarian endometri-
omas but it has no value for peritoneal disease [12].
Although, it has been claimed that MRI has >90% sen-
sitivity and specificity for endometriomas, a recent sys-
tematic review failed to find the supporting evidence
(unpublished data). CA-125 measurement has no value
as a diagnostic tool for minimal–mild endometriosis [13].
Serum levels are generally elevated in women with DIE
and endometriomas but the test is rarely used in prac-
tice because clinical examination and ultrasound usually
suffice.

Laparoscopy

Laparoscopy is the gold standard for diagnostic purposes,
unless disease is visible in the vagina or elsewhere. His-
tological confirmation of at least one peritoneal lesion
is ideal, and mandatory if DIE or a >3 cm diameter
endometrioma is present. The entire pelvis should be
inspected systematically, and good practice is to docu-
ment in detail the type, location and extent of all lesions
and adhesions. Ideally, the findings should be recorded
on video or DVD. Depending upon the severity of disease
found, best practice is to remove/ablate endometriosis at
the same time, provided that adequate consent has been
obtained.

General treatment issues

Patient participation in the decision-making process is
essential as multiple options exist and endometriosis is
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Table 44.2 Factors influencing
choice of treatment

Woman’s age
Fertility status
Nature of symptoms
Severity of disease
Previous treatments
Priorities and attitudes
Resource implications
Costs + side-effect profile
Risks of treatment
Other subfertility factors
Intended duration of treatment
Best available evidence

Table 44.3 Treatment aims

What are you treating (disease, symptoms or both)?
Why are you treating?
Possible reasons to treat

Improve natural fertility
Enhance chances of success at ART
Pain relief as an alternative to surgery
Pain relief while awaiting surgery
Adjunct to surgery
Prophylaxis against disease occurrence
Symptom recurrence

potentially a chronic problem. Choosing which treatment
to havewill depend upon a number of factors (Table 44.2).

Summarizing how these factors influence decisionmak-
ing is difficult because each patient is different and the
decisions are often complex. However, some general prin-
ciples apply. For example, a woman in her late 40s with
debilitating pain and severe disease who has completed
her family can be offered a hysterectomy and bilateral
salpingo-oophorectomy provided that all the endometri-
otic tissue is removed at the same time. On the other hand,
a young nulliparous woman with a similar presentation
will want as much normal tissue as possible conserved if
she opts for surgery.

Treatment aims

The treatment aims should be agreed with the patient
(Table 44.3). For surgery, the intended benefits and the
major risks and complications should be explained and
documented on the consent form. When medical treat-
ment is initiated, ideal practice would be to document in
the notes, or in a letter to the patient, what options were
discussed; why the decision to treat was made, as well as
the treatment aims and side effects or risks.

Non-hormonal treatment for pain relief

Clinicians and self-help groups recognize that some
women control their symptomswith analgesics or alterna-
tive therapies including Chinese herbal remedies, dietary
manipulation, acupuncture and vitamin or mineral sup-
plements. Although these measures can improve quality
of life and relieve symptoms, it is inadvisable to make
specific recommendations in the absence of evidence to
support their effectiveness.

Hormonal treatments

Hormonal treatments have traditionally attempted to
mimic pregnancy or the menopause, based upon the clin-
ical impression that the disease regresses during these
physiological states. The treatments currently available –
combined oral contraceptives (COCs), progestagens,
danazol, gestrinone and gonadotrophin-releasing hor-
mone (GnRH) agonists – have been extensively reviewed.
Despitedifferentmodesof action, theyall appear to induce
atrophyanddecidualizationofperitoneal deposits by sup-
pressing ovarian function. Peritoneal lesions decrease in
size during therapy but reappear rapidly following ther-
apy; DIE responds in a similarmanner (unpublisheddata).
Endometriomas rarely decrease in size and adhesions will
be unaffected.

Pain relief

All the hormonal treatments above (with the excep-
tion of dydrogesterone given in the luteal phase) relieve
endometriosis-associated pain. However, using the total
amount of pain (dysmenorrhoea, non-menstrual pain and
dyspareunia) as the primary outcome measure inevitably
produces a favourable result as all hormonal treatments
abolish menstruation; the effects on non-menstrual pain
and dyspareunia are variable. When taken for 6 months,
the drugs are equally effective [14–17], but their side effect
(Table 44.4) and cost profiles differ. These analyses include
one RCT comparing a COC taken conventionally against
a GnRH agonist: the COC was less effective in relieving
dysmenorrhoea but there were no significant differences
between the treatments in the relief of dyspareunia or non-
menstrual pain [18]. It is important to emphasize that
a 30% placebo effect is common in endometriosis stud-
ies; hence the need for placebo-controlled randomized
controlled trials (RCTs).

Theduration ofGnRHagonist use is limited by the asso-
ciated loss in bone density – up to 6% in the first 6 months,
although the loss is restored almost completely 2 years
after stopping treatment. The hypo-oestrogenic symp-
toms can be alleviated and bone loss prevented, without
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Table 44.4 Side effects and complications of danazol and
GnRH agonists

Danazol GnRH agonists

Side effects Weight gain (1–5 kg) Hot flushes
Bloating Night sweats
Increased body hair Headaches
Acne and oily skin Vaginal dryness
Deep voice
(irreversible)

Irritability

Decreased breast size Insomnia
Muscle cramps Decreased libido
Headaches Palpitations
Hot flushes Joint stiffness
Limb tingling
Decreased libido
Menstrual spotting

Complications Liver tumours
(long-term use)

Bone loss

Adverse effect on
lipids

‘Flare’ effect
(starting treatment
in follicular phase)

loss of efficacy, by using ‘add-back therapy’ in the form
of oestrogens, progestagens or tibolone. How long this
regimen can safely be continued is unclear, but there is
evidence to suggest that bone density can be maintained
over 2 years with add-back [19]. However, careful con-
sideration should be given to the use of GnRH agonists
with add-back in womenwhomay not have reached their
maximum bone density [20]. It has also been suggested
that the local release of progestagens may be beneficial:
in a recently published RCT comparing a GnRH ago-
nist and the levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine system
(IUS), both treatments were equally effective at relieving
endometriosis-associated pain [21].

Subfertility

Hormonal treatment for subfertility associated with
minimal–mild endometriosis does not improve the
chances of natural conception [22]. The odds ratio for
pregnancy following ovulation suppression for 6 months
with danazol, medroxyprogesterone acetate, or GnRH
agonists versus placebo or no treatment was 0.74 (95%
CI 0.48–1.15) (Fig. 44.3). Clearly treatment can do more
harm than good because of the lost opportunity to con-
ceive. In more advanced disease, there is no evidence of
an effect on natural conception, but theremay be a role for
hormonal treatment as an adjunct to assisted conception.
There are a few studies suggesting that prolonged down-
regulation with a GnRH agonist prior to IVF in women
with moderate–severe disease might improve pregnancy
rates. There are no systematic reviews on this topic, but

it is nevertheless recommended that such treatment be
discussed with patients [20].

Surgical treatment

The goal of surgery is to eliminate all visible peritoneal
lesions, endometriomas, DIE and associated adhesions
and to restore normal anatomy. Since depth of infiltration
is difficult to judge, excision or vaporization is preferable
for typical lesions. Excision is the preferred method for
endometriomas since recurrence rates following marsu-
pialization and focal treatment are much higher. It is con-
troversial whether conservative discoid resection or resec-
tion anastamosis of larger DIE lesions should be offered.
Laparoscopy should be used as it decreasesmorbidity and
the duration of hospitalization, and therefore cost, com-
pared to laparotomy. Whether laparoscopy also reduces
post-operative adhesions is less clear. If local expertise
is lacking, then referral to a specialized centre with the
necessary expertise to offer all available treatments in
a multidisciplinary context, including advanced laparo-
scopic surgery and laparotomy, is strongly recommended.
This particularly applies if DIE or severe endometriosis is
suspected or has been diagnosed. Lesions can be removed
by surgical excision with scissors, ultracision or laser –
CO2 or potassium-titanyl-phosphate (KTP).

Pain relief

Ablation of lesions plus laparoscopic uterine nerve
ablation (LUNA) in minimal–moderate disease reduces
endometriosis-associated pain at 6 months compared to
diagnostic laparoscopy; the smallest effect is seen in
patients with minimal disease [23]. However, there is
no evidence that LUNA is a necessary component, as
LUNAby itself has no effect on dysmenorrhoea associated
with endometriosis [24]. No RCTs have been conducted to
assess thevalueof surgery for endometriomasorDIE since
thesewould be difficult studies to conduct ethically. How-
ever, a number of retrospective studies demonstrate that
approximately 80% of women with severe symptoms are
pain free following surgery – a figure that clearly exceeds
any likely placebo effect.

Subfertility

A recent Cochrane review concluded that ablation of
lesions plus adhesiolysis in minimal–mild endometrio-
sis enhances fertility significantly better than diagnos-
tic laparoscopy alone (OR 1.64, 95% CI 1.05–2.57) [25].
Two relevant RCTs were identified (Fig. 44.4): the larger
showed an increased chance of pregnancy and ongoing
pregnancy rate after 20 weeks but the smaller one failed
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Fig. 44.3 Cochrane review showing clinical pregnancy rates in studies comparing ovulation suppression and placebo [22].

to show benefit. The findings are nevertheless contro-
versial because the patients were seemingly not blinded
to whether they were treated or not in the larger study.
Moreover, the cumulative pregnancy rate of approxi-
mately 30% in the treated group is comparable to previ-
ously reported rates in womenwith typical endometriosis
treated expectantly.

No RCTs have been conducted to determine whether
surgery for moderate–severe disease improves pregnancy
rates. However, three studies show an apparent inverse
correlation between endometriosis stage and the sponta-
neous cumulative pregnancy rate after surgery, although
statistical significance was only reached in one study [20].

Ovarian endometriomas

Laparoscopic cystectomy for endometriomas is preferable
to coagulation or laser vaporization with regard to recur-
rence of cysts and symptoms and subsequent spontaneous
pregnancy in womenwhowere previously subfertile [26].
If an endometrioma ≥4 cm in diameter is present before
IVF, cystectomy is specifically recommended to confirm
the diagnosis histologically; reduce the risk of infection
following egg retrieval; improve access to follicles and
possibly improve the ovarian response to gonadotrophins
[20]. When the endometrioma is large, the remaining
ovarian capsule is so thin that excision and coagulation
will almost invariably remove or destroy a large part of
the normal ovarian tissue. Therefore, a two-step proce-
dure (marsupialization and rinsing followed by 3 months
GnRH agonist therapy and then repeat surgery) should
be considered if fertility is to be conserved; otherwise an
oophorectomyshouldbeconsideredas it is technically eas-
ier. Fertility patients should be counselled about the risks

of reduced ovarian function after endometrioma excision
and the loss of an ovary.

Surgery for DIE

If there is clinical evidence of DIE, the possibility of
ureteric, bladder and bowel involvement should be con-
sidered pre-operatively to determine the best manage-
ment. Surgery needs to be performed as safely as possible
and by the most appropriate surgeons because it may be
necessary to resect part of the bladder or ureter, as well
as bowel wall. Occasionally, more extensive bowel resec-
tion (e.g. the rectum and/or sigmoid) is needed. Such
operations require a team of experienced surgeons rather
than a single surgeon. Therefore, pre-operative assess-
ment is important as it aims to predict as accurately as
possible which specialities should be available to avoid
leaving disease behind and unnecessary complications.
The idealwork-up should comprise an intravenous pyelo-
gram (IVP) to detect ureteric strictures and hydronephro-
sis and a contrast enema to diagnose extensive narrowing
at the level of the rectum or sigmoid (an indication for
bowel resection). Pre-operative ureteric stenting is advis-
able if a patient with bladder symptoms is found to have
a vesico-uterine nodule on ultrasound. Whether ultra-
sound/CT/MR imaging should be routinely performed is
unclear, although in less experienced centres the findings
will influence the decision to refer to a tertiary centre. How
radical surgery should be performed is also controver-
sial. If a general principle of removing all endometriosis
is adopted, then bowel resection with 2 cm safety margins
should be considered as small endometriotic foci can be
found up to 2 cm from a bowel lesion. A conservative dis-
coid resection, however, is preferable formostpatients as it
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Fig. 44.4 Cochrane review showing ongoing pregnancy or live birth rates in controls and women undergoing laparoscopic
surgery [25].

is associatedwith fewer complications. Moreover, a recur-
rence rate of only 1% casts doubt on the need to remove
large segments of bowel.

Post-operative hormonal treatment

Compared to surgery alone or surgery plus placebo, post-
operative hormonal treatment does not produce a signif-
icant reduction in pain recurrence at 12 or 24 months,
and has no effect on disease recurrence; similarly, it has
no effect on pregnancy rates [27]. Prescribing hormone
replacement therapy (HRT) after bilateral oophorectomy
is advisable in young women but the ideal regimen
is unclear. Adding a progestagen after hysterectomy is
unnecessary but should theoretically protect against the
unopposed action of oestrogen on any residual disease –
causing reactivation or, in rare circumstances, malignant
transformation. This theoretical benefit must be balanced
against the risk of recurrent disease which is remarkably
small and the increase in breast cancer risk reported to
be associated with both tibolone and combined oestrogen
and progestagen HRT.

Assisted reproduction

In women with minimal–mild endometriosis and patent
fallopian tubes, treatment with intrauterine insemination
(IUI) along with ovarian stimulation improves fertility,
but it is uncertain whether unstimulated IUI is effective.
In vitro fertilization (IVF) is appropriate treatment for all
disease severities, especially if tubal function is compro-
mised or there are other problems such as male factor
subfertility [20]. However, a systematic review (Fig. 44.5)
showed that IVFpregnancy rates are lower inpatientswith
endometriosis than in those with tubal subfertility [28],
even though endometriosis does not appear adversely
to affect pregnancy rates in some large databases (e.g.

Society of Assisted Reproductive Technologies (SART)
andHuman Fertilization and EmbryoAuthority (HFEA)).
A poorly addressed issue is whether surgery should be
considered before IVF in women with endometriomas to
prevent complications (see p. 436). In the case of DIE,
surgery beforehand is advisable as oocyte retrieval can
be very painful and there is an increased risk of bowel
perforation because of associated adhesions.

Alternative management protocols

Is it necessary to perform a laparoscopy in all cases of sus-
pected endometriosis? The recommendation in the RCOG
Guideline is ‘If a woman is not trying to conceive and
there is no evidence of a pelvicmass on examination, there
may be a role for a therapeutic trial of a COC (monthly
or tricycling) or a progestagen to treat pain symptoms
suggestive of endometriosis without performing a diag-
nostic laparoscopy first’. Although, the recommendation
reflects the commonpractice of using aCOC in thisway, or
even continuously, there is no evidence that one method
is better than any other, or that any COCs are better than
others.

Subsequently, two management protocols along simi-
lar lines have been produced by North American authors
[29,30]. Olive and Pritts [30] recommend the use of a non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) or COC in the
first instance and, if unsuccessful, operative laparoscopy
or a therapeutic trial of a GnRH agonist plus add-back
can be offered. Operative laparoscopy can also be per-
formed if the GnRH agonist fails to relieve symptoms.
The recommendations of Gambone et al. [29] are similar:
first-line treatment with a NSAID or COC, or both, based
upon the nature of the pain, any contraindications and
the need for contraception. If first-line treatment fails, the
options are operative laparoscopy or a therapeutic trial of
danazol, a progestagen or a GnRH agonist with add-back
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Fig. 44.5 Unadjusted meta-analysis of odds of pregnancy in endometriosis patients vs controls with tubal subfertility [28].

for 2 months, continuing for 6 months if successful. Both
protocols acknowledge the value of continuing onmainte-
nance therapy if adequate pain relief is achieved with one
or a combination of drugs. It should be acknowledged,
however, that these protocols have been at least partially
inspired by cost considerations and, perhaps, by the real-
ization that not all women with endometriosis-associated
pain have access to adequate surgical treatment.

Chronic pelvic pain

The role of endometriosis in chronic pelvic pain remains
controversial and difficult to quantify. In this chapter the
management protocols for chronic pelvic pain are out-
lined and it is extremely important that patients who have
endometriosis-related chronic pelvic pain are recognized
as suffering with irritable bowel syndrome. The use of the
holistic approach to these patients can be extremely effec-
tive in relieving some of their pelvic pain and improving
their quality of life. This relates to improved diet, fluid
intake, avoidance of constipation and exercise. There is
also increasingevidence that self-management courses can
be very effective in helping these women cope with their
long-term problems of pain.
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Chapter 45: Infertility
Siladitya Bhattacharya

Introduction

Infertility causes great distress to many couples, causing-
increasing numbers of them to seek specialist fertility care.
Most of those presenting with childlessness have reduced
fertility, rather than absolute sterility, and many are likely
to conceive spontaneously. In the absence of a robust evi-
dence base, treatment has been largely intuitive, often
dictated by tradition and personal preference. In addition,
rapid progress in assisted reproduction has encouraged
the incorporation of novel techniques into routine clinical
practice without rigorous prior evaluation.

Epidemiology

In the general population, conception is expected to occur
in 84% of women within 12 months and in 92% within 24
months (te Velde et al. 2000). Infertility is defined as the
inability to conceive after one to two years of unprotected
intercourse (Hull et al. 1985). Data from population-based
studies suggest that 10–15% of couples in the Western
world experience infertility (Templeton et al. 1990; Evers,
2003). Half of them (8%) will subsequently conceive with-
out the need for specialist advice and treatment. Of the
remaining 8%who require input from fertility clinics, half
(4%) comprise couples with primary infertility (no history
of a previous pregnancy) while the other half have sec-
ondary infertility (difficulties in conceiving after an initial
pregnancy).

By convention, infertility is commonly divided into
five major categories (Table 45.1) on the basis of aetio-
pathology, results of investigations and prognosis. The
proportion of couples in each group varies from popu-
lation to population depending on environmental factors
and referral patterns. In general terms, the likelihood
of spontaneous live birth in infertile couples is strongly
influenced by female age, duration of infertility, previous
pregnancies, and cause of infertility (Table 45.2). Unex-
plained infertility has the best outcome. A couple with
primary unexplained infertility of 2 years duration where

Table 45.1 Diagnostic categories in infertility

Primary (%) Secondary (%)

Anovulation 20 15
Male 25 20
Tubal 15 40
Endometriosis 10 5
Unexplained 30 20

Adapted from: Templeton et al. Management of
infertility for the MRCOG and beyond, 2000.

Table 45.2 Factors affecting the chance of live birth
in infertile couples

Relative hazard of live birth
Variable (95% confidence interval)

Previous pregnancy 1.83 (1.24–2.69)
Infertility <3 years 1.68 (1.14–2.48)
Female age <30 years 1.50 (1.05–2.16)
Male factor 0.47 (0.27–0.81)
Endometriosis 0.39 (0.18–0.85)
Tubal defect 0.50 (0.40–0.63)

∗ P < 0.01
Adapted from: Collins et al. 1995.

the femalepartner is aged28years can expect a cumulative
live-birth rate of 36%over the next 12months (Collins et al.
1995). Previous pregnancy, shorter duration of infertility
and age below 30 years all enhance a woman’s chances of
live birth, while male factor problems, tubal disease and
endometriosis halve them.

Diagnostic categories in infertility

Although single aetiologies may occur, some of these cat-
egories (e.g. anovulation and male factor) may coexist,
and this will need to be taken into account when planning
investigations or treatment.

440
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Table 45.3 Classification of disorders of ovulation *

Hormone
Group Site of lesion concentration

Hypogonadotrophic Central Low FSH∗
Hypo-oestrogenic Normal prolactin
Normoprolactinaemic Low oestradiol
WHO type I
Normogonadotrophic Hypothalamic

pituitary
Normal FSH

Normo-oestrogenic Ovarian axis Normal oestradiol
Normoprolactinaemic Normal prolactin
WHO type II
Hypergonadotrophic Ovarian failure High FSH
Hyper-oestrogenic Low oestradiol
Normoprolactinaemic Normal prolactin
WHO type III
Hyperprolactinaemic Central Low FSH

Low oestradiol
High prolactin

∗ FSH, follicle stimulating hormone.
Adapted from: Templeton et al. (2000) Management of infertility for
theMRCOGand beyond. RCOG, Press London ISBN1-900364-29-8.

Ovulatory disorders

Absence of ovulation (anovulation) or infrequent ovu-
lation (oligo-ovulation) is seen in a fifth of all women
presentingwith infertility. Types of anovulatory infertility
can be further classified as shown in Table 45.3.

HYPOTHALAMUS AND PITUITARY
(HYPOGONADOTROPHIC HYPOGONADISM)
(WHO TYPE I)

Abnormalities of gonadotrophin releasing hormone
(GnRH) agonist secretion are associated with very low
levels of oestradiol, follicle stimulating hormone (FSH)
and luteinizing hormone (LH). Kallman’s Syndrome is a
congenital cause of anovulation characterized by isolated
gonadotrophin deficiency and anosmia. Acquired causes
include pituitary tumours, pituitary necrosis (Sheehan’s
syndrome), stress and excessive weight loss or exercise.
Clinical examination of the visual fields and imaging of
the pituitary fossa are indicated when a space occupying
pituitary lesion is suspected.

NORMOGONADOTROPHIC HYPOGONADISM

The majority of women with normogodatotrophic anovu-
lation have polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS). Other
causes include congenital adrenal hyperplasia, adrenal
tumours and androgen producing ovarian tumours.
The last three conditions present with coexistent hir-
sutism and requiremore detailed investigations including

Table 45.4 PCOS – the revised 2003 diagnostic criteria

Diagnosis of PCOS includes the presence of two out of the
three listed below:

1. Oligo- and/or anovulation
2. Clinical and/or biochemical signs of hyperandrogenism∗
3. Polycystic ovaries†

And the absence of other endocrine causes:
Congenital adrenal hyperplasia
Androgen secreting tumours
Cushings syndrome
Hyperprolactinaemia
Thyroid dysfunction

∗ Clinical indicators of hyperandrogenism are hirsutism, acne and
androgenic alopecia. The elevation of free testosterone and/or free
testosterone (free androgen) index (FAI) are the biochemical indica-
tors of PCOS. Somewomenwith PCOSmay have isolated elevations
in dehydroepiandrosteronesulphate (DHEAS).
† The definition of polycystic appearing ovaries on scan includes the
presence of 12 or more follicles in each ovary measuring 2–9 mm
in diameter, and increased ovarian volume (>10 ml). The ovarian
volume is calculated using the formula (0.5 × length × width ×
thickness). The distribution of follicles is not included in the defini-
tion and only one ovary fitting the description is sufficient for the
diagnosis.

Adapted from: The Rotterdam ESHRE/ASRM-sponsored PCOS
Consensus Workshop Group, 2004.

serum testosterone, dehydroepiandrostenedione sulphate
(DHEAS) and 17 hydroxy progesterone.

Polycystic ovary syndrome

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) accounts for over 75%
of allwomenwithanovulation (Adams et al. 1986). Clinical
features are heterogeneous and can vary in the same indi-
vidual over time. Women with PCOS may present with
anovulatory infertility, menstrual irregularities (usually
oligoamenorrhoea/amenorrhoea), hirsutism and obesity.
The currently accepted criteria for the diagnosis of PCOS
are shown in Table 45.4 (see Chapter 39).

HYPERGONADOTROPHIC HYPOGONADISM
(WHO TYPE III)

Amenorrhoea with elevated serum FSH and low or unde-
tectable oestrogen levels signify ovarian failure. Known
causes include Turners Syndrome (XO), Turner mosaic
(XO, XX, XX) gonadal dysgenesis, autoimmune disorders,
irradiation or chemotherapy. In many cases the cause is
unknown. Turner’s syndrome is characterized by a kary-
otype of 45 (XO) and phenotypic abnormalities including
short stature, webbing of the neck, shield chest and cubi-
tus valgus. By puberty the gonads can be identified as
‘streak’ ovaries with no functioning follicles by the age
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of puberty. In Turner mosaics, (45X/46XX) spontaneous
ovulation and menstruation may occur.

HYPERPROLACTINAEMIA

Increased levels of prolactin interfere with normal pul-
satile secretion of GnRH, resulting in anovulation, amen-
orrhoea and occasionally galactorrhoea associated with
low FSH and oestradiol levels. Hyperprolactinaemia is
a feature of prolactin producing pituitary adenomas or
tumours blocking inhibitory control of the hypothalamus.
Other causes include primary hypothyroidism, chronic
renal failure, and drugs such as the combined oral pill,
dopamine depleting agents (reserpine, methyldopa) and
dopamine receptor inhibiting agents (metoclopramide
and phenothiazines).

Male factor infertility

The male partner is directly responsible for 25% of cases
of infertility and is thought to play a contributory role
in another 25%. Male factor infertility implies a lack
of sufficient numbers of competent sperm, resulting in
failure to fertilize the normal ovum. The World Health
Organization (WHO) has proposed a set of criteria for
normal semen parameters (Table 45.5). This is useful as
a point of reference for results from different laboratories.
A list of underlying factors responsible for male infertility
compiled by the WHO is shown in Table 45.6. This classi-
fication needs to be updated in the light of recent scientific
advances, especially in thegenetic causesofdefective sper-
matogenesis. Some of the common causes are discussed
below.

Table 45.5 Reference values for semen analysis

Parameter Normal value

Volume 2.0 ml or more
PH 7.2–7.8
Sperm concentration 20 × 106/ml or more
Motility 50% or more with progressive

motility (Grade a or b)∗
Morphology 15–30%†

Viability 75% or more live
White blood cells Fewer than 1 × 106/ml

∗ Grade a: rapid progressive motility; Grade b: slow or slug-
gish motility.
† Currently being reassessed byWHO. In the interim the pro-
portion of normal forms accepted by laboratories in the UK
is either the earlier WHO limit of 30 or 15% based on strict
morphological criteria.

Adapted from: World Health Organization, 1999.

IDIOPATHIC IMPAIRMENT OF SEMEN QUALITY

In the majority of cases of male infertility the cause of
impaired semen parameters is unknown. Azoospermia
(absence of sperm) or significant oligozoospermia (sperm
concentration <20 million per ml) may be associated
with small soft testes and raised FSH levels. Histolog-
ical changes within the tubules, such as the absence
or reduced number of germ cells may be patchy and
non-specific.

Asthenozoospermia implies impaired motility (less
than 50%). Absent or very poor motility in sperm may
be caused by structural abnormalities such as the absence
of dynein arms, radial spokes or nexin bridges and dys-
plasia of the fibrous sheath. Similar defects are seenwithin
respiratory cilia in the Immotile Cilia Syndrome compris-
ing respiratory infection, sinusitis and bronchiectasis. The
presence of situs inversus in thesemen leads to a diagnosis
of Kartgener’s Syndrome.

Teratozoospermia is the termused to describe abnormal
sperm morphology on microscopy. Although the assess-
ment is inevitably subjective, observance of strict criteria
can lead to a degree of consistency of reporting, at least
within each laboratory. Morphology is believed to reflect
maturity and functional integrity of sperm and has been
related to acrosomal defects and sperm motility.

Table 45.6 Causes of male infertility

Cause Prevalence (%)

No demonstrable cause 12.6
Varicocoele 11.2
Idiopathic oligozoospermia 11.2
Accessory gland infection 6.9
Idiopathic teratozoospermia 5.9
Idiopathic asthenozoospermia 3.9
Isolated seminal plasma abnormalities 3.5
Suspected immunological infertility 3.0
Congenital abnormalities 1.7
Systemic diseases 1.4
Sexual inadequacy 1.3
Obstructive azoospermia 0.9
Idiopathic necrozoospermia 0.8
Ejaculatory inadequacy 0.7
Hyperprolactinaemia 0.6
Iatrogenic causes 0.5
Karyotype abnormalities 0.1
Partial obstruction to ejaculatory duct 0.1
Retrograde ejaculation 0.1
Immotile cilia syndrome <0.1
Pituitary lesions <0.1
Gonadotrophin deficiency <0.1

Adapted from: Rowe et al. 1993.
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VARICOCELE

A varicocele is a group of dilated veins in the pampini-
form plexus of the spermatic cord. On examination, it is
visible as a tangle of distended blood vessels in the scro-
tum.Usually left sided, varicocelesdevelopatpubertyand
affect 15% of otherwise healthy men (Evers and Collins,
2003). Observational data (WHO, 1992) have suggested
that clinically detectable varicoceles are present in 12% of
normal men and 25% of men with semen abnormalities.
Spermatogenesis is believed to be prejudiced by impaired
vascular drainage from the testis due to increased scro-
tal temperature, hypoxia, raised testicular pressure and
reflux of adrenal metabolites (Evers and Collins, 2003).
However, the presence of varicoceles in fertile men with
normal sperm counts has led some workers to question
the presence of a causal association.

GENETIC CAUSES

Chromosomal abnormalities have been detected in 2.1–
8.9% of men attending infertility clinics and are related
to the severity of the male factor problem. Azoosper-
mia is associated with karyotypic abnormalities in 15% of
cases, of which 90% are 47XXY (Klinefelter’s Syndrome).
Structural abnormalities of the Y chromosome, such as
deletion of the distal fluorescent heterochromatin, may
also be responsible for impaired spermatogenesis. Dele-
tions affecting a family of genes on theYchromosomehave
been found in 10% cases of non-obstructive azoospermia
and some cases of severe oligozoospermia.Microdeletions
have been found in three non-overlapping regions of the
Y chromosome, AZF a-b-c. The commonest abnormality
reported in the literature is a microdeletion in the AZFc
region encompassing the DAZ gene (Hargreave, 2000).

CRYPTORCHIDISM

Undescended testes which remain untreated at 2 years of
birth are likely to be histologically abnormal. Delay in sur-
gical correction is associated with reduced fertility and a
4 to 10-fold increase in the risk of testicular cancer.

ORCHITIS

Symptomatic orchitis complicates 27–30% of cases of
mumps in males. In 17% orchitis is bilateral and causes
atrophy of the seminiferous tubules. Fertility is affected if
bilateral orchitis occurs after puberty.

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Toxic effects of radiation, drugs, and chemicals can affect
the rapidly dividing germ cells which are the precursors
of spermatozoa.Anumber of heavymetals, chemicals and

Table 45.7 Therapeutic drugs interfering with male infertility

Drug Action

Cancer
chemotherapy

Alkylating agents cause irreversible damage

Hormone
treatment

High-dose corticosteroids, androgens,
anti-androgens, oestrogens and LHRH
agonist

Cimetidine May competitively inhibit androgen effect on
the receptor

Sulphasalazine Can cause impairment of sperm quality by
direct toxicity

Spironolactone Antagonizes the action of androgen in some
tissues

Nitrofurantoin May cause impairment of sperm quality by
direct toxicity

Niradozole May cause temporary depression of
spermatogenesis

Colchicine Cause depression of fertility by direct toxicity
to spermatogenesis

Adapted from: Rowe et al. 1993.

pesticides have been associated with deranged spermato-
genesis. Tobacco, cannabis, alcohol and lifestyle factors
such as wearing tight underwear have also been linked
with male infertility. Evidence regarding some of these
associations is conflicting.

LATROGENIC

A number of commonly used drugs can impair semen
quality. They are listed in Table 45.7, along with their
mechanisms of action.

GENITAL TRACT OBSTRUCTION

Azoospermia in the presence of normal testicular vol-
ume and normal FSH suggests the possibility of geni-
tal tract obstruction. Previous vasectomy and congenital
abnormalities are the principal causes, although infec-
tions such as tuberculosis and gonorrhoea predominate in
some parts of the world. Congenital causes of obstruction
of the male genital tract include agenesis or malforma-
tions of the Wolfian ducts affecting the epididymis and
seminal vesicles. Congenital bilateral absence of the vas
deferens (CBAVD) occurs in 2% of cases of obstructive
azoospermiaand is commonlyassociatedwithcysticfibro-
sis (Hargreave 2000). Young’s Syndrome is characterized
by obstruction at the junction of the caput and the body of
the epididymis, chronic lung infection and bronchiectasis.

MALE ACCESSORY GLAND INFECTION

Infections caused by gram negative enterococci, chlamy-
dia, and gonococcus can present with urethral discharge,
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painful ejaculation, dysuria, haematospermia, tenderness
of the epididymis and prostate. Confirmation is by semen
culture, urethral swabs and the presence of more than 1
million polymorphonuclear leucocytes per ml of semen.
The role of subclinical infection in thegenesis ofmale infer-
tility is unclear and there is little consensus on appropriate
criteria for diagnosis.

HYPOGONADOTROPHIC HYPOGONADISM

Hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism is a rare condition
caused by congenital or acquired hypothalamic and pitu-
itary failure. Where the condition is congenital, evidence
of androgen deficiency usually leads to a diagnosis at
puberty. A complete absence of GnRH results in absence
of secondary sexual characteristics and total testicular
failure. Many affected men have anosmia (Kallman’s syn-
drome). Manifestations are less profound inmenwith par-
tial deficiency. A diagnosis of hypogonadotrophic hypog-
onadism is confirmed by low or undetectable levels of
gonadotrophins (LH and FSH) and testosterone. Trauma,
tumours or chronic inflammation can cause adult onset
hypothalamic hypogonadism presenting with infertility.

COITAL DYSFUNCTION

Infertility in the male can be due to problems with inter-
course. Causes of coital dysfunction in men are shown in
Table 45.8.

Table 45.8 Coital dysfunction

Problem Cause

Ejaculatory failure Spinal cord injury
Medical disorders:

Diabetes mellitus
Multiple sclerosis
Chronic renal failure

Erectile or ejaculatory
problems

Depression
Alcohol abuse
Medication:

Adrenergic blocking agents
Antihypertensives
Psychotropic agents

Psychosexual
Loss of libido Hyperprolactinaemia
Retrograde
ejaculation

Transurethral prostatectomy
Retroperitoneal lymph node
dissection

Neuropathy:
Diabetic
Injury to lumbar sympathetic nerves
Damage to bladder neck

Adapted from: Templeton et al. Management of infertility for the
MRCOG and beyond RCOG, 2000.

IMMUNOLOGICAL CAUSES

Antisperm antibodies are detected in one in six men
attending infertility clinics. They are IgG or IgA isotypes
and may be present in serum, seminal fluid or bound
to various sites on the spermatozoa. Risk factors for the
development of antisperm antibodies include reversal of
vasectomy, prior infection such as epididymitis, sexu-
ally transmitted diseases and orchitis. Their effect on
infertility is unclear. It is believed that antisperm anti-
bodies can affect with sperm motility, cause acrosomal
reaction abnormalities and inhibit zona pellucida bind-
ing. Antisperm antibodies are also present in fertile men
and current techniques do not allow a meaningful way of
separating different epitopes (Paradisi et al. 1995).

Tubal factor infertility

Tubal disease accounts for 15–20% of cases of primary
infertility and approximately 40% of secondary infertility.
It represents the aftermath of pelvic infection or surgery
resulting in tissue damage, scarring and adhesion forma-
tion. This can affect tubal function and result in either
partial or total tubal occlusion. As the distal portion of the
tube is commonly affected, fluid can accumulate within
the tubes causing a hydrosalpinx. Functional competence
of the fallopian tubes implies not just patency but also
the integrity of the mucosal lining or the endosalpinx. As
any damage to the fallopian tubes tends to be irreversible
correction can be difficult. Due to current limitations in
investigating tubal function it is only possible to assess
the macroscopic appearance and patency of the fallopian
tubes.

INFECTION

The principal cause of tubal disease is pelvic inflamma-
tory disease (PID) which may occur spontaneously or as
a complication of miscarriage, puerperium, intrauterine
instrumentation and pelvic surgery. A single episode of
PID carries up to 10% risk of future tubal factor infer-
tility. The risk is aggravated by further infections due to
Chlamydia trachomatis or Neisseria gonorrhoeae. Chlamydia
is now the most common sexually transmitted disease
(STD) in Europe and responsible for at least 50% of iden-
tifiable cases of PID. Due to its silent nature, most affected
women give no prior history of chlamydia infection,
although threequarters of themhaveanti-chlamydial anti-
bodies in their serum. Factors associated with chlamydia
infection contribute to an increased risk of tubal disease.
These include multiple sexual partners, young age at first
intercourse, poor socio-economic status, heavy alcohol
consumption and cigarette smoking. Opinion on previous
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termination of pregnancy is divided; some recent publica-
tions claim that there is no added increase in risk once
other factors had been adjusted for.

SURGERY

Lower abdominal surgery is a risk factor for tubal infertil-
ity. Most abdominal and pelvic surgery causes adhesions.
Gynaecological surgery, appendicectomy, bowel resection
and urological operations are all thought to increase the
risk of subsequent tubal disease.

OTHER CAUSES

The role of intrauterine contraceptive devices (IUCDs) in
the aetiology of tubal disease is controversial. In the 1980s
a number of studies reported an increased risk of PID in
womenwho used IUCDs as compared to non-users. More
recent data suggest that IUCD users, who are at low risk
of sexually transmitted infections, face no added risks of
PID. Congenital abnormalities are uncommon causes of
tubal pathology and are associated with developmental
anomalies of the urinary system. Endometriosis, cornual
fibroids or polyps can cause cornual block or tubal dis-
tortion. Another relatively rare cause, salpingitis isthmica
nodosa, described as nodular thickening of the proximal
part of the fallopian tube is of unknown aetiology.

Endometriosis

Endometriosis is characterized by the presence of uterine
endometrial tissue outside the cavity of the uterus. The
common sites are the pelvic peritoneum, ovaries and rec-
tovaginal septum. The prevalence of pelvic endometriosis
in women with infertility has been shown to be 21%
(Mahmood and Templeton, 1991).

The link between endometriosis and infertility has
been demonstrated in some, but not all studies on this
subject. Women with endometriosis undergoing assisted
reproduction face a relatively poor outcome. A system-
atic review suggests that pregnancy rates are halved in
comparison with women with tubal infertility (Barhart
et al. 2002.). Data from in vitro fertilization (IVF) pro-
grammes also suggest diminished ovarian reserve, poor
oocyte and embryo quality and impaired implantation in
advanced endometriosis (Brosens, 2004). Peritoneal fluid
from women with endometriosis containing high levels
of cytokines, growth factors and activated macrophages
has been shown to be toxic to sperm function and embryo
survival (Guidice and Kao, 2004). In addition, there is
increasing evidence to support the theory that abnor-
mal eutopic endometriummay contribute to implantation
failure (Guidice and Kao, 2004), see Table 45.9.

Table 45.9 Theories on the pathogenesis of endometriosis

Retrograde menstruation/transplantation
Coelomic metaplasia
Altered cellular immunity
Metastasis
Genetic basis
Environmental basis
Multifactorial mode of inheritance with interactions between
specific genes and the environment

Adapted from: [Guidice and Kao, 2004.].

Unexplained infertility

Unexplained infertility is diagnosed where routine inves-
tigations including semen analyses, tubal evaluation and
tests of ovulationyieldnormal results. Intrinsicdifferences
within populations and variations in investigation proto-
cols have led to a wide range in the reported prevalence of
unexplained infertility, but most clinics now report inci-
dences of 20–30%. Failure of routine tests to detect any
obvious contributory factors has led clinicians to specu-
late about numerous factors contributing to a diagnosis of
unexplained infertility (Table 45.10). Although of interest
to researchers, their practical relevance has been dimin-
ished by the growing role of assisted reproduction, which
bypasses most of the possible contributory factors.

Investigations of infertility

When to investigate

Couples should be seen when a fertility problem is per-
ceived to exist. This first consultation can be in primary
care anddoes not necessarily require referral to a specialist
clinic. Exclusion of any obvious medical factors, explana-
tion about normal patterns of conception and advice about
lifestyle measures may be sufficient in many cases. Refer-
ral to a fertility clinic should take into account the ageof the
female partner and duration of infertility. In the absence
of any known reproductive pathology, couples who have
been trying for 1–2 years should be investigated and seen
in a dedicated fertility clinic. Earlier intervention is indi-
cated in the presence of specific high-risk factors in either
partner. In themale, this couldbeahistoryof azoospermia,
testicular surgery, vasectomy or coital failure. Reasons
for early referral in a woman include oligoamenorrhoea,
known endocrine conditions affecting ovulation, history
of tubal disease, endometriosis or salpingectomy. Access-
ing fertility care is a joint decision for couples who should
be encouraged to attend together. Proposed investigations
and treatment shouldbe explainedbyadequateverbal and
written information. At all times, consideration should be
given to the social and psychological needs of couples.
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Table 45.10 Contributory factors to unexplained infertility

Luteal phase
deficiency

Presumed defects in folliculogenesis
and luteal function due to
abnormalities of gonadotrophin
secretion, defects of endometrial
steroid receptors and abnormalities
of luteal rescue

Luteinized
unruptured follicle
(LUF) syndrome

Diagnosed by serial ultrasound scans.
There is a lack of uniformity of
ultrasonic criteria for defining this
syndrome

Hyperprolactinaemia High levels of prolactin may be
associated with deficient luteal
function

Endometriosis Mild endometriosis without gross
distortion of pelvic anatomy has
traditionally been linked to
unexplained infertility and treated in
a similar way

Subclinical pregnancy
loss

The prevalence of this condition has
been shown to be no different from
that in the general population

Anatomical
abnormalities

Tubocornual polyps and other subtle
anatomical aberrations are of little
relevance in the causation of
unexplained infertility and their
treatment seems to have minimal
effect

Occult infection Impaired tubal function due to
previous infection has been
suggested as a factor. There is no
evidence to support the empirical use
of antibiotics in unexplained
infertility

Sperm dysfunction It is likely that cases of unexplained
infertility are associated with subtle
disorders of sperm function as well
as sperm–mucus and sperm–oocyte
interaction which can only be
exposed by IVF

Immunological causes Antiphospholipid antibodies,
including antibodies to any one of
five to seven phospholipid antigens
have been linked with infertility

Psychological factors Proof of a direct correlation between
objectively defined stress levels and
unexplained infertility is unavailable

Adapted from: Templeton et al. Management of infertility for the
MRCOG and beyond, 2000.

History

A detailed history should be elicited from both partners.
This should include questions about the duration of infer-
tility, general health, pastmedical and surgical history and
specific questions about sexual history (Table 45.10). Both
partners should be examined as shown in Table 45.11.

Investigations

Diagnostic tests in infertility act as screening tools to
detect those who need further investigations, to identify
the cause of infertility and to make a prognosis. When
planning investigations it is important to question the rel-
evance of the proposed test to subsequent clinical decision
making. It is also important to be aware of the limita-
tions of some of the commonly used tests and balance
the risks versus potential benefits. Figure 45.1 summa-
rizes the approach to the investigations for an infertile
couple.

Initial investigations

MALE

Semen analysis remains the most commonly performed
investigation in the male. To adjust for fluctuations in
semen parameters, a minimum of two samples 4 weeks
apart should be analysed. Samples should be collected
after a period of 2–7 days of abstinence. There is some
debate about the predictive value of the routine semen
analysis. WHO reference values for semen quality have
been based on populations of fertile men and can act as
a guide (WHO, 2000). Large laboratories may have their
own population-based normal ranges (Table 45.12). The
standard semen analysis has a sensitivity of 89.6%, that is,
it is able to detect 9 out of 10 men with a genuine prob-
lem. It is not, however, a particularly specific test and a
single sample analysis will falsely identify 10% of men as
abnormal. Repeating the test reduces this chance to 2%.

FEMALE

Anormal menstrual cycle is suggestive of ovulation. Con-
firmation of ovulation is usually obtained by means of a
mid-luteal serumprogesterone level in excess of 30 nmol/l
7 days before the onset of menstruation (day 21 of a
28 day cycle). In addition to tests of ovulation, a rubella
screen should be performed on each woman. There is lit-
tle evidence that routine use of temperature charts and LH
detection kits improves clinical outcome. There is no justi-
fication for routine assessment of FSH, LH, prolactin and
thyroid function in ovulatory women.

Further investigations of female infertility

INVESTIGATIONS FOR ANOVULATION

Where the cycle length is either longer or shorter than
28 days a single day-21 progesterone level may be insuffi-
cient to pinpoint ovulation and serial progesterone checks
may be needed (progesterone tracking). For example, in
a 28–35 day cycle progesterone tracking could be started
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Table 45.11 History taking in an infertile couple

General
information

Duration of infertility
Nature of infertility (primary or secondary)

Male
Fertility
history

Evidence of previous fertility with past
partners

Previous investigations or treatment for
infertility

Medical Sexually transmitted diseases
Epidydimitis
Mumps orchiditis
Testicular maldescent
Chronic disease or medication
Drug/alcohol abuse
Recurrent urinary tract infection (UTI)
Surgical
Testicular torsion
Orchidopexy
Testicular injury
Vasectomy and vasectomy reversal

Occupational Exposure to toxins
Sexual Decreased libido

Impotence
Anejaculation, premature ejaculation

Female
Fertility Fertility in previous relationships

Time to previous conceptions
Previous fertility investigations or treatments
Length and type of previous contraceptive use

Menstrual
history

Cyclicity
Amenorrhoea
Dysmenorrhoea
Heavy menstrual bleeding
Intermenstrual bleeding

Obstetric
history

Previous pregnancy
Miscarriage, termination of pregnancy, ectopic
pregnancy

Medical
history

Chronic illnesses (diabetes, hypertension,
renal disease)

Known endocrine disorders, e.g.
hypothyroidism, PCOS

Previous STD’s, e.g. Chlamydia
Known endometriosis
Galactorrhoea
Cervical smear history
Current medication including folate
supplements

Surgical
history

Tubal surgery including salpingectomy and
salpingostomy

Ovarian surgery
Pelvic surgery for endometriosis
Previous laparoscopy
Appendicectomy

Sexual history Coital frequency and timing

from day 21 and continued weekly until the next period
begins. Where periods are either very irregular or absent
it may be impractical (and irrelevant) to estimate proges-
terone levels. Instead, additional biochemical investiga-
tions are indicated to establish a possible endocrine cause
of oligo/anovulation (Fig. 45.2). These include early follic-
ular phase FSH and LH, prolactin, TSH, and where PCOS
is suspected, serum testosterone androstenedione and
SHBG. Where an adrenal cause is to be excluded, DHEA
and DHEAS, 17–OH progesterone need to be checked.
FSH and LH levels should be checked in the early fol-
licular phase (days 1–3) in order to avoid the normal
midcycle surge which can lead to abnormally high val-
ues. Where accurate timing of the test is impossible (as in
amenorrhoeicwomen), a serum sample can be obtained at
any time and the results interpreted with reference to the
following period.

TUBAL PATENCY TESTING

Once preliminary investigations suggest that a woman
is ovulating and semen parameters are satisfactory, the
next step should be assessment of tubal status. Tubal
disease implies tubal block and pelvic adhesions due to
infection, endometriosis orprevious surgery. Laparoscopy
and chromotubation (lap and dye) is the investigation
of choice as it is able to demonstrate tubal patency as

Table 45.12 Examination of the infertile couple

Female Male

General
examination

Height, weight, body
mass index (BMI)

Height, weight,
BMI

Blood pressure Blood pressure
Fat and hair distribution
Acne and galactorrhoea

Local
examination

Abdominal examination Groin
Scars Hernia
Abdominal masses

Pelvic Genitalia
Inspection of external
genitalia

Presence, location
and volume of
testesSpeculum examination:

vaginal assessment –
vaginal septa, infections

Epididymitis

Cervix – ectopy, polyps
Vasa deferentia
Varicocoele

Accessibility of cervix for
insemination

Penis for any
structural
abnormalities,
e.g. hypospadias

Bimanual palpation of
uterus: size, shape,
position, mobility.
Presence of adnexal
masses and tenderness
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Initial investigations
Semen analysis

Midluteal progesterone or progesterone tracking
Rubella screen

Anovulation

Basal (day 1–3)
FSH, LH
Prolactin
Thyroid stimulating
hormone
Testosterone
Androstenedione
DHEAS
Sex hormone
binding globulin
Oestradiol

Normal semen analyses
Ovulation confirmed

Tubal evaluation
By Hysterosalpingogram or

Lap and dye

Abnormal semen
analysis (male factor)

Tubal disease

Azoospermia
FSH
Karyotype
Cystic fibrosis
screening in
CBAVD
Vasography

Unexplained
infertility

Endometriosis

Hypogonadotrophic
hypogonadism
WHO I

Normogonadotrophic
WHO II

Hypergonadotrophic
Ovarian failure
WHO III

Hyperprolactinaemia

Mild
male
factor

Fig. 45.1 Investigation of infertility.

well as assess the pelvis for the presence of endometrio-
sis and adhesions. Hysterosalpingogram (HSG) which
involves a pelvic X-ray following the injection of a radio
opaque iodine-based dye through the cervix is less inva-
sive and can be helpful in cases where laparoscopy is
contraindicated/hazardous or in women at low risk of
pelvic pathology (Evers, 2002).

As a test of tubal obstruction, HSG has a sensitivity of
0.65 (95% CI 0.50–0.78) and a specificity of 0.83 (95% CI
of 0.77–0.88) (Swart et al. 1995). This suggests that it is
a reliable indicator of tubal patency but poor at identify-
ing cases of tubal occlusion. Ameta-analysis of 23 studies
has found that the discriminative capacity of chlamydial
antibody testingusingenzyme-linked immunofluorescent
assay is comparable to HSG in the diagnosis of tubal
pathology (Mol et al. 1997). The use of ultrasound along
with injectionof a sonoreflective contrastmediumthrough
the cervix (HyCosy) has been described, but is yet to
become part of standard care in most centres. Preliminary

studies comparing itwith lap anddye orHSGhave shown
good concordance (Dijkman et al. 2000). Further research
is needed to ascertain the value of endoscopic tests such
as fertiloscopy and falloposcopy. Routine assessment of
tubal status is debatable in situations where knowledge of
tubal patency is unlikely to change the proposed manage-
ment plan – such as severe male factor infertility where
intracytoplasmic sperm injection is indicated.

HYSTEROSCOPY AND PELVIC ULTRASOUND SCAN

Uterine pathology such as adhesions, polyps and submu-
cous leiomyomas and septae have been found in 10–15%
ofwomen seeking fertility treatment. It is unclearwhether
hysteroscopy should be considered a routine investiga-
tion in infertile couples in addition to laparoscopy orHSG.
While a causal relationship between uterine fibroids and
infertility has been established (Donnez and Jadoul, 2002),
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Baseline (day 1–3 FSH, LH)
Serum prolactin

Raised prolactin Raised FSH/LH Low FSH/LH Normal FSH/LH

Pituitary imaging
Karyotype

autoantibody
BMI

Pituitary imaging

BMI, ultra sound scan of
ovaries

Serum androgens, SHBG
If required DHEA, DHEAS,

17–OH progesterone 

Fig. 45.2 Investigations for anovulation.

theeffectivenessof surgical treatmentofuterineabnormal-
ities to enhance pregnancy rate is unproven. Transvaginal
pelvic ultrasound (TVS) enables pelvic structures to be
visualized and provides more information than a biman-
ual examination. It can identify endometrioma, ovarian
cysts, polycystic ovaries, fibroids and hydrosalpinges.
However, the routine use of this investigation in women
without a history of pelvic pathology has yet to be
established.

POST-COITAL TEST

The role of the post-coital test (PCT) to detect the presence
of motile sperm is the subject of ongoing debate. It is use-
ful in predicting spontaneous conception in coupleswith a
short durationof infertility (<3years)where female causes
of infertility have been excluded (Glazener et al. 2000).
A systematic review of observational studies has failed to
confirm the predictive power of this test. A randomized
trial on 444 women has failed to demonstrate any advan-
tages of routine PCT in terms of cumulative pregnancy
rates. Intervention rates were higher in women subjected
to the investigation (Oei et al. 1998).

OVARIAN RESERVE

Women have a finite number of primordial ovarian folli-
cles, which show an age related decline. Tests for ovarian
reserve have been used to predict ovarian response to
stimulation as part of fertility treatment. Observational
studies have demonstrated an association between fac-
tors such as day-3 FSH, serum inhibin and antral follicle
count, and subsequent ovarian response to stimulation.
Currently available tests of ovarian reserve do not possess

adequate levels of sensitivity or specificity to justify their
routine use in all women with infertility.

ENDOMETRIAL BIOPSY

The role of endometrial biopsy is not established in routine
practice. While useful in cases where endometrial pathol-
ogy is suspected on the basis of menstrual dysfunction,
women should not be offered an endometrial biopsy to
evaluate the luteal phase. There is no evidence that medi-
cal treatment of luteal phase defects improves pregnancy
rates (Balasch et al. 1992).

SCREENING FOR CHLAMYDIA

Screening for chlamydia trachomatis can reduce the inci-
dence of PID in women at increased risk of chlamydia
(Scholes et al. 1996). Uterine instrumentation under-
taken as part of investigation or treatment may reactivate
upper genital tract infection. Hence women scheduled
to undergo uterine instrumentation should be offered
screening for chlamydia trachomatis.

Further investigations of male infertility

Other tests may be considered if the semen analysis is
abnormal or if the history and clinical examination are
suggestive.

ENDOCRINE TESTS

In men with azoospermia serum FSH levels help to differ-
entiate between obstructive and non-obstructive causes.
Normal levels are indicative of obstructive azoospermia
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Table 45.13 Methods for sperm retrieval

Type of
Procedure azoospermia Comments

Percutaneous
epididymal sperm
aspiration (PESA)

Obstructive Outpatient, under
local anaesthetic

Testicular sperm
aspiration (TESA)

Non-obstructive Outpatient, under
local anaesthetic

Testicular sperm
extraction (TESE)

Non-obstructive Under general
anaesthetic

Microsurgical sperm
extraction (MESA)

Obstructive Under general
anaesthetic

where surgical sperm retrieval may be considered while
elevated levels are suggestive of failure of spermatoge-
nesis (Table 45.13). In rare cases undetectable levels of
FSH can be suggestive of hypogonadotrophic hypogo-
nadism where treatment with exogenous FSH may be
effective. Testosterone and LH measurements are helpful
in the assessment of men where androgen deficiency is
suspected or where there is a need to exclude sex steroid
abuseor steroid secreting tumoursof the testesor adrenals.
As men with hyperprolactinaemia have sexual dysfunc-
tion, it is necessary to exclude elevated prolactin levels in
men with loss of libido and impotence. Persistently ele-
vated prolactin levels warrant further investigations such
as imaging of the pituitary gland.

CHROMOSOMAL AND GENETIC STUDIES

Men with azoospermia or severe oligozoospermia should
undergo chromosomal analysis. A cystic fibrosis screen
should be performed for men with CBAVDwhich is asso-
ciated with defects in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR) gene.

MICROBIOLOGY OF SEMEN

The significance of asymptomatic infection of the male
genital tract as demonstrated by white blood cells in the
ejaculate is unclear. Semen culture is indicated in men
with microscopic evidence of infection. Male partners of
women with chlamydia infection should be screened.

IMAGING OF THE MALE GENITAL TRACT

Anumber of techniques have been used for imaging varic-
oceles. Doubts about the justification of routine treatment
for varicoceles have diminished the enthusiasm for these
investigations. Although expensive, retrograde venogra-
phy is the gold standard. Other tests include ultrasound

and Doppler, radionucleotide angiography and thermog-
raphy. Scrotal ultrasound scans are helpful if testicular
tumours are suspected. In obstructive lesions of the male
genital tract, vasography can be used to detect the site of
obstruction. This is of limited clinical use with the advent
of surgical sperm extraction and intracytoplasmic sperm
injection.

IN VITRO TESTS OF SPERM FUNCTION

Introduction of assisted reproduction techniques such as
IVF and ICSI has reduced the significance and clinical rel-
evance of in vitro tests of sperm function including tests of
acrosomereaction, zonabindingand thezona freehamster
egg penetration test (Table 45.14).

TESTICULAR BIOPSY

Testicular biopsy has been used in the past as a diag-
nostic tool to differentiate between obstructive and non-
obstructive azoospermia. There is limited scope for theuse
of this invasive technique whose benefits are outweighed
by potential risks such as reduction of testicular mass,
devascularization, fibrosis and autoimmune response.

ANTISPERM ANTIBODIES

Tests for antisperm antibodies are not routine. The pres-
ence of sperm agglutination should alert the laboratory
to the potential presence of antisperm antibodies. Subse-
quent tests to be done on a fresh sample should include
MAR (mixed agglutinin reaction) and the immunobead
test.

MAR involves incubating semen with red blood cells
coated with non-specific antibody to IgA or IgG (anti-IgA
or anti-IgG). Spermwith antisperm antibodieswill adhere
to treated red blood cells.

The immunobead test relies onmicron-sizedpolyacrylic
beads with covalently bound albumin IgA and IgG anti-
bodies. Binding of spermwith antisperm antibodies to the
beads allows detection of the presence as well as the site
of antibodies.

Treatment of infertility

All couples trying for a pregnancy will benefit from some
general advice such as cessation of smoking and limiting
alcohol intake. Pre-treatment counselling should include
advice about general lifestylemeasures including the need
to achieve an optimum BMI. This will involve weight loss
in women with a BMI of over 30, but may require some
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Table 45.14 Techniques used in assisted reproduction and their outcomes

Technique Major indications Outcome

Intrauterine insemination
(IUI)

Unexplained infertility
Mild male factor infertility

SO/IUI : 13% pregnancy rate per cycle∗
IUI alone: pregnancy rate per woman 24%†

In vitro fertilization or
intracytoplasmic sperm
injection (IVF or ICSI)

Prolonged infertility (see below) Live-birth rate per cycle started 22%‡

Live-birth rate per cycle started 28%§

In vitro fertilization (IVF) Tubal disease
Intractable pathology
Failed primary treatment

Pregnancy rate per oocyte recovery 25%∗
Live-birth rate per oocyte recovery 34%§

Intracytoplasmic sperm
injection (ICSI)

Severe oligozoospermia in the male
Failed fertilization with IVF

Pregnancy rate per oocyte recovery 26%∗
Live-birth rate per oocyte recovery 32%§

Donor insemination (DI) Azoospermia
Infectious disease in the male partner
Prevent transmission of genetic conditions

Pregnancy rate per cycle 16%∗
Live-birth rate per cycle 11%‡

Oocyte donation (OD) Absent or non-functioning ovaries
Prevent transmission of genetic conditions
Repeated poor response with IVF treatment

Live-birth rate per transfer 50%§

∗ Nyboe Anderson et al. 2005.
† Goverde et al. 2000.
‡ Human Fertilization and Embryology Authority, 2005.
§ US Department of health and Human Services, Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, 2004.

women with weight-related amenorrhoea and anovula-
tion to gain weight. Periconceptual dietary supplementa-
tion of folate has been shown to reduce the risk of neural
tubedefects (OR0.28, 95%CI 0.13–0.58) and adaily dose of
0.4 mg is recommended for all women (National Collabo-
rating Centre for Women’s and Children’s Health (NICE)
guideline, 2004). The investigation of couples with infer-
tilitywill result in a number of diagnostic categories – each
with its own management pathway (Fig. 45.3). Details of
management for each group are discussed below. Regard-
less of the diagnosis, prolonged infertility refractory to
conventional treatment is treated by in vitro fertilization.

Anovulation

Women should be made aware of potential risks of multi-
ple pregnancy and ovarian hyperstimulation. Male factor
problems and tubal pathology should be excluded. In the
absence of a history suggestive of tubal disease it may be
reasonable to defer formal tubal patency tests for three
cycles to allow less invasive treatment options such as
clomifene to be used.

WHO TYPE I

In women with weight loss associated amenorrhoea,
treatment should be deferred until a target BMI of 20

kg/m2 is reached. The most physiological treatment of
WHO type I anovulation or hypothalamic amenorrhoea is
with pulsatile administration of GnRH agonists adminis-
tered through a portable battery-operated pump (Filicori
et al. 1994). Observational studies suggest that cumulative
pregnancy rates of 80–90% over 12 cycles of treatment can
be achieved bymeans of GnRHa at a dose of 15–20µg sub-
cutaneously or 2.5–5 µg intravenously. The intravenous
route requires lower doses of GnRH, maintains a better
physiological hormonal profile and provides higher rates
of ovulation. Monitoring is performed by means of serum
oestrogen and pelvic ultrasound. Luteal phase support
is provided by means of human chorionic gonadotriphin
(hCG) injections. Despite high success rates and a reduced
risk of multiples, GnRH pumps may be unpopular with
some women due to concerns about inconvenience and
pump failure.

WHO TYPE II (PCOS)

Weight loss and dietary measures

Weight loss should be the first line of treatment in obese
women with anovulation due to PCOS. Central obesity
and high BMI are important predisposing factors for
insulin resistance, hyperinsulinaemia and hyperandroge-
naemia. Effective treatment of obesity can reverse these
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Fig. 45.3 Treatment of infertility.

effects and facilitate the effects of ovulation induction
agents. In obesewomenwithPCOSa loss of 5–10%ofbody
weight may be enough to restore reproductive function in
55–100% women within 6 months (Clark et al. 1995).

Clomifene citrate

Clomifene citrate is anorally active synthetic non-steroidal
compound with oestrogenic as well as anti-oestrogenic
properties, which has traditionally been the treatment of
choice in women with anovulatory PCOS. It displaces
oestrogen from its receptors in the hypothalamic-pituitary
axis, reduces the negative feedback effect of oestrogen and
encourages GnRH secretion. It is administered in an ini-
tial daily dose of 50 mg on days 2–6 of a spontaneous or
induced menstrual period. The dose can be increased by
50 mg per day till ovulation is achieved, up to a max-
imum of 150 mg per day. Couples are advised to have
intercourse every other day from day 9 of the cycle for at

least one week. A course of 6 to 12 cycles can be used in
womenwho respond to thedrug. It is necessary tomonitor
follicular response, at least in the first cycle of treatment,
with TV scans to minimize the risk of multiple pregnancy.
Mid-luteal progesterone levels are checked in each cycle.
Ovulation is expected to occur in 80% and pregnancy in
35–40% women on clomifene (Imani et al. 2002). Approxi-
mately 20–25% of women show no response to clomifene
citrate and are considered to be resistant.

Adverse reactions

Anti-oestrogenic effects include thickening of cervical
mucus andhot flushes in 10%ofwomen. Other side effects
include abdominal distension (2%), abdominal pain, nau-
sea, vomiting, headache, breast tenderness and reversible
hair loss. Clomifene has a mydriatic action that can result
in blurred vision and scotomas in 1.5% of women. These
changes are reversible. Significant ovarian enlargement
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Table 45.15 Classification of OHSS

Ultrasound
Severity Clinical findings picture

Mild Abdominal bloating with some
pain

Ovaries less
than 8 cm

Moderate Nausea, vomiting and increased
abdominal discomfort

Ovarian size
8–12 cm

Evidence of ascites
Severe Clinical ascites ± hydrothorax

with hypovolemia, oliguria (with
normal serum creatinine),
haemoconcentration (>45%),
leucocytosis (>15, 000/ml) and
liver dysfunction

Ovaries over
12 cm

Ascites

Critical Tense ascites, haematocrit >55%,
leucocytosis > 25, 000/ml,
oliguria (with raised serum
creatinine), renal failure,
thromboembolic complications
Adult Respiratory Distress
Syndrome may be seen

Ovaries over
12 cm

Gross ascites

Adapted from: RCOG Guideline no 5, 1995.

occurs in 5% but ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome
(OHSS) is rare (<1%). The multiple pregnancy rate asso-
ciated with clomifene is 7–10%. Most multiples are twins.
A putative link with ovarian cancer has been described in
women receiving more than 12 cycles of clomifene.

Tamoxifen

Tamoxifen has a structure similar to clomifene. The rec-
ommended dose is 20–40 mg per day from day 3, for
5days. Pregnancy rateswith tamoxifen are similar to those
obtained with clomifene (OR 1.00 95% CI 0.48, 2.09) (Beck
et al. 2005) and it may have a less potent anti-oestrogenic
action on cervical mucus.

Gonadotrophins

Treatment with gonadotrophins is contemplated when
women either do not respond to clomifene or fail to con-
ceive after 6–12 ovulatory cycles. Preparations in common
use include recombinant FSH or purified urinary human
menopausal gonadotrophinwhich contains FSHaswell as
LH. Gonadotrophin regimens include a standard step-up
protocol, chronic low-dose step-up protocol and step-
down protocol. Acceptable cumulative conception rates
have been achievedwith standard step-up treatment start-
ing with a dose of 150 IU/day. Due to the increased
sensitivity of the PCO to gonadotrophins, this regimen
carries a 34% risk of multiple pregnancy and 4.6% risk
of OHSS (Homburg, 2003). Therefore a low-dose FSH

Table 45.16 Risk factors for OHSS

Women under 30 years
Low BMI
PCOS
Use of GnRH agonists in combination with gonadotrophins
Use of exogenous hCG either as ovulatory trigger or luteal
support

Endogenous surge of hCG due to pregnancy
Many small and intermediate follicles (<14 mm)
High E2 level (>9000 pmol/l)
Rapid increase in oestradiol levels (more than 75% increase
from previous day)

Large number of oocytes (>20) collected in IVF/ICSI cycles

Adapted from: Whelan and Vlahos, 2000.

regimen is usually used to reduce the risk of multiple
follicular development (Homburg, 2003). A low starting
dose of 75 IU is administered for 14 days, followed by
small incremental dose increases, whennecessary, at inter-
vals of not less than 7 days, until follicular development
is initiated (Homburg, 2003). This dose is then continued
until 1–2 leading follicles>17–18mm are identified. Com-
pared to the conventional regimen, the low-dose step-up
regimen has been shown to yield slightly better preg-
nancy rates (40 versus 24%) while reducing the incidence
of OHSS and multiple pregnancies. Unifollicular ovula-
tion occurs in 74% of cases (Homburg, 2003). A systematic
review (Nugent et al. 2005) found no significant difference
between human menopausal gonadotrophin (HMG) and
urinary FSH in terms of pregnancy rate per cycle (0.89,
95% CI 0.53–1.49). Similarly no differences in pregnancy
rates have been found between the use of recombinant
FSH and urinary FSH (Homburg, 2003). In women with
PCOS treatment with gonadotrophins results in cumu-
lative pregnancy rates of 40–50%, a miscarriage rate of
between 25% and 30% and a 1–2% risk of serious OHSS
(Tables 45.15 and 45.16).

GnRH analogues in ovulation induction

GnRH agonists have been used in conjunction with
gonadotrophins to achieve pituitary downregulation and
to facilitate cycle control. There are fewdata to support the
routine use of this practice. A systematic review of three
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) failed to reveal any
added benefit associated with the use of GnRH agonists
along with gonadotrophins in terms of pregnancy rates
(OR 1.50; 95% CI 0.72–3.12) (Hughes et al. 2000).

Metformin

The strong association between anovulation and insulin
resistance/hyperinsulinaemia has led to speculation that
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lowering insulin levels would lead to improvement in the
clinical andmetabolic profile ofwomenwith PCOS.While
this could be achieved by weight loss alone, an insulin
sensitizing agent like metformin was felt to be particu-
larly suitable. Metformin is an oral biguanide, which has
been used for the treatment of hyperglycaemia inmaturity
onset diabetics but which does not lower glucose levels
in euglycaemic subjects. Its actions include decrease in
insulin levels, lowering of circulating total and free andro-
gen levels and improvement in the clinical sequelae of
hyperandrogenism. A systematic review (Lord et al. 2003)
has shown that metformin is more effective in achiev-
ing ovulation in women with PCOS in comparison with
a placebo (OR 3.88, 95% CI 2.25–6.69). In combination
with clomifene, it is more effective than clomifene alone
in achieving ovulation (OR 4.41, 95% CI 2.37–8.22) as well
as pregnancy (OR 4.40, 95% CI 1.96–9.85). Metformin has
been shown to have a beneficial effect on fasting insulin,
blood pressure, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol but
evidence of any effect on body mass ratio or waist/hip
ratio is lacking. It is associated with a higher incidence of
nausea, vomiting and other gastrointestinal disturbances
and can cause lactic acidosis in patients with deranged
renal function. The evidence regarding the safety and effi-
cacy of metformin has been encouraging so far (Homburg
2003). It remains to be proven whether metformin will
emerge as the drug of choice in all infertile women with
PCOS. Metformin is currently unlicensed for use in PCOS
and although preliminary data suggest that the drug is
safe in pregnancy (and may even decrease miscarriage
rates), (Homburg, 2003) more data on efficacy and safety
from randomized trials are awaited. Other serum insulin
lowering compounds, like the glitazones (rosiglitazone
and pioglitazone) and d-chiro-inositol are currently under
investigation.

Laparoscopic ovarian drilling

Laparoscopic ovariandrilling (LOD)bydiathermyor laser
is a further treatment option for women with anovulation
associated with PCOS. The procedure appears to be more
successful in women who are slim and have high LH lev-
els; the mechanism for its effect is unknown. A unipolar
coagulating current is used to deliver four punctures to a
depthof 4mmineachovary.ACochrane review (Farquhar
et al. 2000) showed that ongoing cumulative pregnancy
rates following LOD were similar to those obtained with
3–6 cycles of gonadotrophins (OR 1.27, 95% CI 0.77, 1.98).
Multiple pregnancies were reduced in women treated by
ovarian drilling (OR 0.16, 95% CI 0.03, 0.98). The princi-
pal advantages of ovarian drilling include monofollicular
ovulation resulting in fewer multiple pregnancy rates.

Aromatase inhibitors

Aromatase inhibitors have been used as alternatives to
clomifene in view of their lack of anti-oestrogenic effects.
They suppress oestrogen production and mimic the cen-
tral reduction of negative feedback by ovarian oestrogen.
Data from early trials confirm the effectiveness of Letro-
zole, the most commonly used agent (Homburg 2003).
Evidence from larger trials is awaited.

WHO TYPE III

Egg donation may be the only option for patients with
ovarian failure. This is discussed in greater detail later in
the chapter on assisted reproduction (Chapter 46).

HYPERPROLACTINAEMIA

Prolactin secretion is regulated by the tonic inhibitory con-
trol of dopamine. Bromocriptine, which has a dopamine
like action, is effective in hyperprolactinaemia. It shrinks
80% of macroadenomas, and can help to normalize pro-
lactin values in 80–90% and restore ovulation in 70–80% of
women. Long-term treatment with bromocriptine results
in pregnancy rates of 35–70% per woman. Due to its short
half-life, bromocriptine needs to be administered two to
three times a day. Side effects including nausea, headache,
vertigo, postural hypotension, fatigue anddrowsiness can
be minimized by initiating treatment with a low dose of
bromocriptine (1.25 mg) at bedtime with a snack, and
gradually increasing up to 2.5 mg three times a day with
food over 2 to 3 weeks. Cabergoline and Quinogolide
are newer dopamine agonists which have recently been
licensed for treatment of hyperprolactinaemia. Fewer side
effects and longer half-lives allow a once daily dose for
quinogolide and a twice weekly dose for Cabergoline.
Data from two randomized controlled trials have shown
cabergoline to be more effective than bromocriptine in
restoring normoprolactinaemia and ovulation.

Treatment of hyperprolactinaemia is mainlymedical. In
rare cases surgerymay be considered inwomenwith pitu-
itary tumours who despite normalization of prolactin lev-
els do not showadequate tumour shrinkage.Alternatively
it may be considered in patients with large macroade-
nomas who are intolerant or resistant to drug treatment.
Despite the invasive nature of surgery, its effects are mod-
est. Post surgery, prolactin values return to normal in 50%
of microadenomas and 10–15% of macroadenomas.

Management of male factor infertility

General measures should include advice about stopping
smoking and reducing alcohol consumption. Where a
specific cause is identified, targeted treatment should be
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considered. In the majority of cases no cause for abnormal
semen parameters can be identified, and assisted repro-
duction offers the only option for men to have their own
genetic offspring.

INTRAUTERINE INSEMINATION

Intrauterine insemination (IUI) using washed sperm may
be considered in caseswhere semenparameters showmild
or moderate abnormalities. A systematic review (Cohlen
et al. 2000) found that compared with timed intercourse,
IUI resulted in increased pregnancy rates, both in natu-
ral cycles (OR 2.5, 95% CI 1.6– 3.9) and stimulated cycles
(OR 2.2, 95%CI 1.4–3.6). Nodifferencewas foundbetween
stimulated and unstimulated cycles (OR 1.8, 95% CI 0.98–
3.3). As stimulated cycles are associated with a risk of
multiple pregnancy, it may be prudent to consider IUI in a
natural cycle in these cases. The evidence in favour of IUI
has to be interpreted in the context of the overall prognosis
formale infertility, which is poor, in the absence of assisted
reproduction. Thus, although that IUI increases the rela-
tive odds of pregnancy, the absolute chances of conception
remain low.

IVF/ICSI

Where semen parameters are poor, it may be appro-
priate to consider IVF treatment straightaway. In men
with grossly reduced sperm concentrations (below 5 mil-
lion/ml) ICSI is the treatment of choice. Obstructive
azoospermia, in the presence of normal testicular volume
and FSH levels can be treated by surgical sperm retrieval
followed by ICSI. The prognosis for non-obstructive
azoospermia associated with small atrophied testes and
high FSH levels in poor and donor insemination (DI) may
need to be considered.

DONOR INSEMINATION

Where surgical sperm retrieval is not possible, or when
ICSI is not feasible, insemination of thawed frozen donor
spermmay be considered. Donors are screened for hered-
itary conditions and blood-borne viruses. Tubal patency
will need to be documented in the female partner and
ovulation induction considered where cycles are irregu-
lar. Where ovulation has been demonstrated, monitoring
of LH in blood or urine is carried out to time insemination
approximately hours after ovulation. IUI has been shown
to be more effective than intra-cervical insemination (ICI)
in terms of pregnancy rates (OR 2.4, 95% CI 1.5–3.8)
(Goldberg et al. 1999). Use of controlled ovarian stimula-
tion has been used in women undergoing donor insem-
ination leading to a higher incidence of multiple birth

and should be avoided. Data from national donor insem-
ination programmes suggest that the live-birth rate per
cycle of DI is 10.3–11.6%. Cumulative pregnancy rates
show little increase after the sixth cycle of treatment and
women should therefore be offered other treatment such
as IVF using donor sperm thereafter.

Conventional treatment for male infertility

GONADOTROPHINS

Hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism responds to gonado-
trophin treatment although this has yet to be evaluated in
the context of RCTs. Data fromuncontrolled observational
studies report that administration of FSH and hCG is well
tolerated and effective in achieving an acceptable sperm
count in 80% of men. Pulsatile GnRH may be as effective
as hCG and hMG in improving sperm production in these
situations.

SURGICAL TREATMENT

Data on success rates after surgical procedures for post-
infective block, including epididymovasotomy, are lim-
ited. Observational studies have described a post-surgical
patency rate of 52%andapregnancy rate of 38%.Asystem-
atic review based on seven RCTs found no evidence that
surgical repair of varicoceles improved pregnancy rates in
couples with male or unexplained infertility (RR 1.01 95%
CI 0.73–1.40) (Evers, 2002).

EJACULATORY FAILURE

Sildenafil is an effective treatment in men with erec-
tile dysfunction (Burls et al. 2001). Medical treatment
of an ejaculation has included the use of alpha-agonists
like imipramine and pseudoephedrine or parasympath-
omimetic drugs such as neostigmine. The former are less
successful than the latter (19 versus 51%) (Kamischke and
Nieschlag, 1999). Medical treatment of retrograde ejac-
ulation has relied on measures to increase sympathetic
stimulation of the bladder and decrease parasympathetic
stimulation, but no clear difference in effectiveness has
been found between alpha-agonists and anticholinergic
drugs in this context. Sperm recovery from urine has
been used successfully in some cases of retrograde ejac-
ulation. Electro ejaculation may be considered in others,
especially in men with neurological impairment. In the
absence of other options, surgical spermretrieval followed
by IVF/ICSI may be considered.

Other interventions in male factor infertility

Gonadotrophins have no role in enhancing pregnancy
rates in men with idiopathic oligozoospermia. Other
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interventions which have been shown to be ineffective
include anti-oestrogens (clomifene and tamoxifen), andro-
gens, bromocriptine and kinin enhancing drugs. Antiox-
idants (Vitamins C and E and glutathione) can improve
semen parameters in men, but in the absence of data on
more definitive outcomes such as pregnancy or live-birth
rates, their use cannot yet be recommended. Mast cell
blockers have shown some initial promise in men with
severe oligizoospermia (NationalCollaboratingCentre for
Women’s and Children’s Health (NICE) guideline, 2004).

Treatment of tubal factor infertility

The majority of women with moderate to severe tubal
damage are unlikely to conceive spontaneously and IVF is
generally acceptedas the treatmentof choice in these cases.
In the absence of randomized trials, evidence to support
this strategy ismainly derived fromobservational studies.

A number of techniques for surgical reconstruction of
damaged or occluded tubes have been described. Higher
pregnancy rates have been reported inwomenwhounder-
went tubal surgery than in those who did not (29 versus
12%) over a period of 3 years (Wu and Gocial, 1988). The
success of surgical treatment depends on the extent of
tubal damage, age of the woman, experience and train-
ing of the operator and availability of suitable equipment.
Surgery has been shown to be effective inminor ormoder-
ate tubal damage, but of no benefit to women with severe
tubal disease (Akande et al. 2004). Data from a case series
have suggested that pregnancy rates following surgical
treatment of proximal occlusion, mild distal block and
flimsy adhesions are comparable to those after IVF. How-
ever, greater access to assisted reproduction in recent years
has significantly reduced the role of tubal surgery in these
cases.

Uncontrolled data indicate that approximately 50% of
women with proximal tubal block can achieve a term
pregnancy after microsurgical tubocornual anastomosis
(Maranna andQuagliarello, 1988). Proximal tubal obstruc-
tion can be treated by tubal catheterization or cannu-
lation under radiological or hysteroscopic guidance. In
the absence of any direct comparisons between the two
approaches, data from observational studies suggest a
higher pregnancy rate (49 versus 21%) with the latter.
Tubal cannulation can lead to tubal perforation in 2–5% of
cases and ectopic pregnancy is 3–9% (Honore et al. 1999).

Endometriosis

In the absence of sufficient evidence from randomized tri-
als, the treatment of endometriosis is mainly reliant on
results of observational studies. The options are expectant

management, medical treatment, surgical treatment, con-
ventional fertility and assisted reproduction.

EXPECTANT MANAGEMENT (NO TREATMENT)

The presence of endometriosis has been shown to compro-
mise the chance of spontaneous pregnancy (Collins et al.
1995). The prognosis is also related to the severity of the
disease as staged by the revisedAmerican Fertility Society
Guidelines. As with unexplained infertility, initial treat-
ment of minimal and mild endometriosis may involve a
period of expectant management.

MEDICAL TREATMENT

Pharmacological agents used for the treatment of
endometriosis include the following: combined oral con-
traceptives, progestogens, danazol, gestrinone and GnRH
analogues. Treatment with ovulation suppression agents
hasnotbeenshownto improvepregnancy rates in compar-
ison with either no treatment (OR 0.74 95% CI 0.48–1.15)
(Hughes et al. 2003), or danazol (OR 1.3, 95% CI 0.97–1.76)
(Harrison and Barry-Kinsella, 2000). A subsequent trial
comparing medroxyprogesterone acetate with placebo
failed to showanybenefits associatedwith thedrug.Many
of the drugs used to suppress ovulation have undesirable
side effects such as weight gain, hot flushes and bone loss.
Thus, current evidence does not support the use of med-
ical treatment in infertility associated endometriosis. The
role ofmedical treatment as an adjunct to surgery is uncer-
tain. Two RCTs compared the use of post-operative GnRH
withexpectant treatment and foundnodifferences inpreg-
nancy rates. Similar outcomes were found following the
use of post-operative danazol or naferelin nasal spray in
comparisonwith expectant treatment orplacebo (National
Collaborating Centre for Women’s and Children’s Health
(NICE) guideline, 2004), see Chapter 44.

SURGICAL TREATMENT

Despite the association between early stage endometrio-
sis and infertility, it is unclear whether there is a
causal relation. A meta-analysis of two RCTs (Jacobson
et al. 2002) showed that laparoscopic surgical treatment
of minimal and mild endometriosis increased ongoing
pregnancy/live-birth rates (OR 1.64, 95% CI 1.05–2.57).
Although the individual trials have conflicting outcomes,
the results are dominated by the larger trial (Marcoux et al.
1997)whose results suggest that eightwomenwould need
toundergo laparoscopic surgery to achieveonepregnancy.
The potential benefit of this intervention has to be bal-
anced against the added risks and costs of surgery in these
women.
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Anatomical distortion of the pelvis secondary to mod-
erate and severe endometriosis can be corrected by
surgery. A systematic review of observational studies of
surgical treatment (Adamson et al. 1993) supports the
role of surgery. The effectiveness of alternative routes
(laparotomy versus laparoscopy), nature of surgery (excision
versus ablation of endometriotic deposits) and the role of co-
interventions in the form of assisted reproduction remain
to be explored further. Data from an observational study
(Paulson et al. 1991) suggest pregnancy rates of 81%
after laparoscopy, 84% after laparotomy and 54% follow-
ing medical treatment. Any benefits should be balanced
against the risks of anaesthesia and surgical complica-
tions. Cohort studies of womenwithmoderate and severe
endometriosis indicate that pregnancy rates are better
following laparoscopic surgery (54–66%) as opposed to
laparotomy (36–45%) (National Collaborating Centre for
Women’s and Children’s Health (NICE) guideline, 2004).

Routine use of post-operative medical treatment with
GnRHagonists (naferelin, goserelin, luprolide) or danazol
is not recommended (National Collaborating Centre for
Women’s and Children’s Health (NICE) guideline, 2004).
There is some uncertainty about the best treatment for
endometrioma; a single trial has reported higher cumu-
lative pregnancy rates at 2 years following laparoscopic
cystectomy in comparison with drainage and coagula-
tion (Beretta et al. 1998). More clinical trials are needed
to evaluate existing and new surgical interventions in
terms of effectiveness and safety. There are concerns
that widespread excision or ablation of endometriotic tis-
sue could damage healthy ovarian cortex and lead to
diminished ovarian reserve (Guidice and Kao, 2004).

INTRAUTERINE INSEMINATION

Controlled ovarian hyperstimulation along with IUI
has been used to treat women with minimal or mild
endometriosis where the fallopian tubes are patent. A
meta-analysis of results from two trials shows that stim-
ulated IUI improved live-birth rates (RR 2.3 95% CI
1.1–4.6) (National Collaborating Centre for Women’s and
Children’s Health (NICE) guideline, 2004).

IN VITRO FERTILIZATION

Although widely used in this context, the role of IVF in
endometriosis has not been subjected to any form of rig-
orous evaluation. SeeChapter 46 onassisted reproduction.

Unexplained infertility

In the absence of a specific diagnosis, any form of treat-
ment for unexplained infertility is speculative. While

planning treatment, the likelihood of a spontaneous preg-
nancy must be taken into account, as even relatively inva-
sive assisted reproduction techniques offer fairly modest
pregnancy rates. Aperiod of 3 years of unexplained infer-
tility is generally accepted as a minimum duration before
active intervention is considered. The decision to initiate
treatment also needs to take the woman’s age into con-
sideration. Successful communication with the couple is
vital at this point and the importance of detailed discus-
sion, supported, where necessary, by written information
sheets, cannot be overstated. Many couples feel frustrated
by the apparent refusal to accede to their request for early
treatment and need careful counselling.

EMPIRICAL CLOMIFENE

Clomifene citrate has been shown to increase the num-
ber of follicles produced per cycle, thus increasing the
odds of a fertilized embryo reaching the uterine cavity.
Its use in unexplained infertility is still open to debate.
A meta-analysis has demonstrated a statistically signifi-
cant benefit following the use of clomifene in unexplained
infertility (Hughes et al. 2000). The combined odds ratio
(OR) for clinical pregnancy per patient was 2.37 (CI 1.43–
3.94). The small sample sizes of the trials included in this
review inevitably means that the present conclusions are
likely to be affected by the outcome of future studies.
Traditionally, clomifene has been viewed as an inexpen-
sive and relatively innocuous drug and its empirical use
preferred by many to the more invasive assisted repro-
duction techniques. Concerns about clomifene induced
multiple pregnancy and inability to rule out a potential
link with ovarian cancer underline the need to weigh the
risk–benefit ratio carefully. The approach to the use of
clomifene in unexplained infertility differs from that in
anovulatory women. A starting dose of 50 mg is used
and a day-12 scan performed to assess ovarian follicular
response. If the ovarian response is very brisk, the dose
should be cut down to 25 mg. The aim is to achieve no
more than two preovulatory follicles over 17 mm.

INTRAUTERINE INSEMINATION WITH OR WITHOUT
SUPEROVULATION

Intrauterine insemination in natural (unstimulated) cycles
as well as in combination with superovulation (SO/IUI)
have been used to treat unexplained infertility. Neither
treatment has been evaluated in comparison with expec-
tant management. IUI with SO is the more commonly
used intervention. Data to support its effectiveness come
from a systematic review showing that gonadotrophins
along with IUI led to higher pregnancy rates compared
to gonadotrophins along with timed intercourse (OR 2.37,
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95% CI 1.43–3.90) (Hughes 1997). A single randomized
trial (Goverde et al. 2000) showed that pregnancy rates in
women treated by IUI alone were comparable to those in
women treated by SO/IUI or IVF. A much larger multi-
centre American trial (Guzick et al. 1999) found SO/IUI to
bemore effective than IUI alone in terms of live-birth rates
(OR1.7, 95%CI 1.2–2.6) but associatedwith anappreciably
higher risk of multiple pregnancy. IUI in an unstimu-
lated cycle thus offers the safer option, while SO/IUI
may enhance success rates at the cost of a higher multiple
pregnancy rate.

Conclusion

The key to effective management of infertility is an appre-
ciation of the likelihood of spontaneous pregnancy in a
couple. This is done by means of a systematic diagnostic
workup which can identify the nature of infertility and
allow the merits of individual treatments to be balanced
against potential risks. Adoption of an evidence-based
approach in fertility care has led to a re-evaluation of
many of the traditional practices and identified evidence
of potential benefit as well as harm. Where there is insuf-
ficient evidence of effect, an individualized treatment
strategy based on the best available evidence and the
preferences of the couple is necessary. The availability
of assisted reproduction techniques has revolutionized
the outlook for many couples with refractory infertility.
The challenge now is to improve treatment success while
minimizing risks. In the face of rapidly evolving new tech-
nology, it is important to ensure that new techniques are
subjected to adequate evaluation before being absorbed
into routine clinical practice.
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Chapter 46: Assisted reproduction
Geoffrey Trew

Introduction

Assistedconception is the facilitationofnatural conception
by some form of scientific intervention. It has been avail-
able for many years, but one of the first recorded and
possibly best known instances of assisted conception was
that performed by the eminent surgeon, John Hunter, in
London in 1785. The husband, in this infertile couple,
had hypospadias and artificial insemination of ejaculated
sperm was performed on the wife. This resulted in a
successful pregnancy and subsequent birth. This basic
assisted conception continued until scientific techniques
improved in the middle of the twentieth century. The
advent of improved techniques, particularly in the form
of ovulation induction and controlled ovarian stimulation,
has allowed the successful treatment of the anovulatory
female. The purification and use of human menopausal
gonadotrophins (hMG’s) in the 1960s led to multiple fol-
licular development allowing in vitro fertilization (IVF).
Over the last 40 years there have been dramatic improve-
ments in the treatment of both the infertile female as well
as themale. There is nowa full panoply of techniqueswith
acronyms ranging from the more well known such as IUI,
IVF, ICSI and PGD, through to ones that have nowbecome
more esoteric due to lack of success rates such as DOT,
PROST and even DIPI (Table 46.1). With these advances it
is possible to treat the vast majority of subfertile men and
womensuccessfully andgive themthe child they sodesire.

Investigations prior to assisted conception

Even though the diagnosis may have been made and the
most appropriate form of treatment decided upon there
are a fewessential investigations that shouldbeperformed
prior to any form of assisted conception. These will not
only ensure the best results when the assisted conception
is performed, but also reduce the chance of any diagnosis
being missed before multiple cycles are embarked upon
with the subsequent emotional and financial cost to the
patient if they are unsuccessful.

Table 46.1

Acronym Definition

IVF In vitro fertilization
IUI Intrauterine insemination
ICSI Intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection
PGD Preimplantation genetic diagnosis
PGS Preimplantation genetic screening
DOT Direct oocyte transfer
PROST Pro-nuclear stage transfer
DIPI Direct intraperitoneal insemination
MESA Microepididymal sperm aspiration
PESA Percutaneous epididymal sperm aspiration
TESE Testicular sperm extraction
GIFT Gamete intrafallopian transfer

Female

An early follicular phase follicle- stimulating hormone
(FSH) level is essential in all formsof assisted conception to
ensure the patient has normal ovarian reserve. Most forms
of assisted conception, excluding egg donation, require
normal FSH levels to have any significant chance of suc-
cess. Some forms of assisted conception, particularly IUI
or IVF, can be used in circumstances of reduced ovarian
function, but subsequent live birth rates are correspond-
ingly reduced. If the patient has irregular periods, then
prolactin, thyroid function and, if appropriate, testos-
terone and sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG) levels
should also be performed.

If the patient is undergoing a licensed form of assisted
conception under the 1990 Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Act, then both the male and female partner
have to be screened for Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C and HIV.
It is generally thought to be good practice that even in
forms of assisted conception, such as IUI, which is not
covered by the 1990 Act, both partners are also similarly
screened. If either partner is positive for the above con-
ditions this does not preclude them from being treated
but unless specific embryo cryopreservation facilities are
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available embryo freezing of surplus embryos cannot be
performed. This is due to the theoretical risk of cross
infectivity between the patients’ embryos and unaffected
embryos from other patients.

ULTRASOUND

Virtually all ultrasound scanning in assisted conception is
performed transvaginally. The initial scan assesses several
areas: (1) The ovarian morphology: if there are underly-
ing polycystic ovaries, they may be hyper-responsive to
stimulationwith gonadotrophins (see p.461); (2) The pres-
ence of ovarian cysts: and if present suitable treatment
arranged; (3) Many centres now also measure the ovar-
ian volumes as well as the antral follicle count as these are
also used in the dose calculation of FSH for the stimulation
phase of IVF; (4) The ovaries are assessed for accessibility,
not just for the monitoring itself but also if transvaginal
oocyte retrieval (TVOR) is planned, to ensure that this
can be performed without undue difficulty. Sometimes
in patients who have abdominal adhesions (either from
iatrogenic causes, previous pelvic inflammatory disease
(PID) or endometriosis) then gentle abdominal pressure
can be applied during the screening ultrasound to ensure
that the ovary can be moved down to a more accessible
position for egg collection; (5) The uterus is also assessed
for the presence of abnormalities such as uterine fibroids,
to make sure the endometrium appears normal and there
are no other abnormalities; (6) The rest of the pelvis is
also screened in a systematic fashion to exclude other
pathology.

UTERINE CAVITY AND TUBAL PATENCY

Both the uterine cavity and the fallopian tubes should be
examined prior to all forms of assisted conception. For
techniques such as IUI, where either one or both fallopian
tubes are required to be patent, it is obvious why both the
cavityand the tubes shouldbechecked. Lessobviously, the
fallopian tubes require inspection for techniques such as
IVF, even though they arenot required for the actual proce-
dure.Weknow fromgradeAevidence [1] that thepresence
of hydrosalpinges can significantly reduce the implanta-
tion rate due to reflux of the hydrosalpingeal fluid into
the uterine cavity (see p.461). The integrity of the uterine
cavity should be evaluated as various forms of pathology
ranging from intrauterine adhesions, congenital abnor-
malities such as large septate uterus, submucus fibroids
and intrauterine polyps can all significantly reduce the
implantation rate and hence the subsequent live birth rate,
from all forms of assisted conception. If a significant prob-
lem is noted in the uterine cavity, this would normally
be corrected prior to the assisted conception cycles being

performed. The uterine cavity and the fallopian tubes can
be investigated by the following means.

HYSTEROSALPINGOGRAPHY

Hysterosalpingography (HSG) has been used for many
decadesbuthada reputation forbeingpainful.Withnewer
techniques and inparticular the advent of suction caps and
small balloon catheters, the need for unnecessary trauma
is obviated. It allows assessment of both the uterine cav-
ity and the fallopian tubes and it is an extremely useful
screening test that can be performed with a high degree
of accuracy without the need for a general anaesthetic.
It is recommended that chlamydial screening should be
performed beforehand, preferably as part of the initial
work up of the female partner, and antibiotic cover for
the procedure should be used.

HYSTERO-CONTRAST SONOGRAPHY

There have been several ultrasound techniques devel-
oped to try and assess tubal patency, the most commonly
used one being Echovist. This is an echogenic fluid
instilled inside the uterine cavity and down the fallopian
tubes, which can be tracked by ultrasound. This can be a
good method for assessing tubal patency, but due to the
high echogenicity of the fluid, it can sometimes miss the
uterine cavity lesions such as intrauterine adhesions and
subtle distortions by submucus fibroids [2].

LAPAROSCOPY AND HYSTEROSCOPY

These are commonly performed infertility investigations
particularly if the patient has other presenting complaints,
particularly pelvic pain.

If the screening test such as hysterosalpingogram has
been performed and an intrauterine lesion found, then
hysteroscopy would also be performed and if the diag-
nosis confirmed the lesion then removed. For example if
there are intrauterine adhesions, these can be divided hys-
teroscopically, or a submucus fibroid can be resected by
transcervical resection of this fibroid.

Male partner

Acomprehensive semen analysis should be performed on
all males referred for assisted conception to ascertain the
most appropriate technique suitable for the patient. Most
assisted conceptionunitsnot only lookat thenormalWHO
sperm criteria, but also do some form of sperm function
test to assess the best way to use the sperm – gener-
ally IVF if the parameters are good and intra-cytoplasmic
sperm injection (ICSI) if there is a severe problem. The
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presence of other problems such as anti-sperm antibodies
within the ejaculate are also ascertained and if present fur-
ther samples can be obtained with the patient ejaculating
directly into culture medium to try and lessen the impact
of these antibodies on sperm function. This can sometimes
mean that a sample severely affected by anti-sperm anti-
bodies only deemed suitable for IVF, can sometimes be
‘upgraded’ to techniques such as IUI if ejaculation into
medium is performed.

Important coexistent pathologies

There are several other coexistent pathologies that can
significantly reduce the successful outcome of assisted
conception or increase the complication rate from it.

UTERINE FIBROIDS

Uterine fibroids are very commonly picked up by
transvaginal scanningof the infertilewoman. It has always
been difficult to ascertain the causality of these fibroids
pertaining to the patient’s infertile status. The presence
of fibroids does not necessarily mean there is a direct
causative link between the fibroids and infertility. On
the other hand there are a number of reported case
series where removal of fibroids resulted in subsequent
improved conception rates between 30 and 80% [3]. It was
previously thought thatfibroidsonly significantly reduced
implantation rates if the uterine cavity was distorted.
There are two series looking at the affect on implantation
in IVF cycles of fibroids in other locations. In the first of
these, Eldar-Geva [4] showed that intramural fibroids sig-
nificantly reduced implantation rates and this was then
also confirmed by Hart et al. [5]. Both of these studies con-
firmed the impact of fibroids that do not distort the uterine
cavity but this appears to be only for fibroids above 3 cm
in size. Therefore, any patientwho has fibroids larger than
3 cm, and in particular who have recurrent implantation
failures, should be considered for myomectomy prior to
further assisted conception.Although theredoes appear to
be an impact on thepresence of these fibroidswith implan-
tation rates, Surrey et al. [3] in a randomized trial have
failed to demonstrate improved live birth rates.

HYDROSALPINGES

There have been several studies that have shown the
adverse effect of hydrosalpinges on IVF outcome. Indeed
three randomized controlled trials were included in the
Cochrane review [6] to see if salpingectomy would be
useful for patients with hydrosalpinges prior to undergo-
ing IVF. Surgical treatment of these hydrosalpinges versus
non-surgical treatment increased the odds of live birth
plus ongoing pregnancy (OR 2.13, 95% CI 1.24–3.65) and

of pregnancy (OR 1.75, 95% CI 1.07–2.86). It has now
been shown that removal of these diseased tubes by salp-
ingectomy prior to IVF leads to implantation rates as
would be expected in patients unaffected with hydrosalp-
inges. Whether these hydrosalpinges should be removed
or drained by distal salpingostomy will depend on sev-
eral factors including thedegreeof tubaldamage.Whether
they are to be removed prior to a first cycle of IVF, before
the ovarian response is known, or after a first cycle is
alsounknown.Mostpractitionerswould individualize the
treatment of hydrosalpinges and take all other variable
parameters into consideration ranging from anymale fac-
tor present through to degree of tubal disease, as well
as the known ovarian function of the patient prior to
removing them.

POLYCYSTIC OVARIES

Polycystic ovaries as seen by ultrasound are an extremely
common finding in women of child bearing age and can
occur in∼20%of patients. Patientswith polycystic ovaries
can be more difficult to stimulate with gonadotrophins
either for IUI or IVF. Initially there can be a degree of
resistance at lower doses but then a very narrow thera-
peutic window before the patient overstimulates and this
can quite often lead to cycle cancellation. In view of the
severe complications resulting from ovarian hyperstim-
ulation syndrome (OHSS), one should always start on a
low dose and then build it up in small increments until
the appropriate therapeutic window is achieved. Some
have advocated the use of laparoscopic ovarian drilling
to try and improve this therapeutic window, as well as the
pre-cycle treatment of all insulin sensitizing agents such
as Metformin. The use of both of these modalities is yet
to be fully assessed in prospective randomized controlled
studies with IVF patients.

ENDOMETRIOTIC CYSTS

Endometriosis is a common coexistent pathology in
patients undergoing assisted conception. Whereas there
has been no suggestion in improvement of assisted con-
ception cycles by treating peritoneal endometriosis, there
can be a benefit to treating large endometrioma prior
to the IVF. It is thought this may benefit the cycle in
several ways including the ovarian response itself and
overall number of eggs obtained (particularly in the ovary
containing the endometrioma). The second concern with
ovarian endometriomas is that these can be inadvertently
punctured during TVOR and there is a significant increase
in ovarian abscess formation if this occurs. Pre-cycle
drainage by needle aspiration can also give a signifi-
cant rate of ovarian abscesses and this is generally not
advised. If the ovarian endometrioma is felt to be a
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significant size that may adversely affect the cycle out-
come or the chance of inadvertent needling then it is
better that these are surgically treated prior to the initi-
ation of the cycle itself. Prolonged down-regulation with
gonadotrophin-releasing hormone (GnRH) analogues can
shrink the cysts but can also make it harder to stimulate
the ovaries as well.

SMOKING

Patients should be advised to stop smoking as smok-
ing significantly reduces the effectiveness of all forms of
assisted conception.

OBESITY

It is recommended that apatient shouldhave a (BodyMass
Index) BMI of between 19 and 30, as outside this range
success rates of assisted conception are reduced. We also
know that if the BMI is above 30, not only are success rates
lower, but miscarriage rates higher and complications
such as OHSS are also increased. It is therefore recom-
mended that the female partner should be encouraged to
lose weight.

Types of assisted conception

There are many types of assisted conception available
in the modern unit. These range from less invasive pro-
cedures such as IUI through to the widely known IVF,
with or without ICSI. The use of other procedures such
as gamete intra fallopian transfer (GIFT) has reduced
due to the improving success rates of IVF. Other tech-
niques associated with assisted conception cycles such as
preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) and preimplan-
tation genetic screening (PGS) are also performed in a few
specialized centres.

Intrauterine insemination

Intrauterine insemination (IUI) is where a prepared sam-
ple of sperm (normally produced by masturbation) is
inseminated into the uterine cavity at the appropriate time
of thepatient’smenstrual cycle.Approximately twoweeks
later a pregnancy test is performed to see if the cycle has
been successful.

PROTOCOLS

IUI can be performed in a natural cycle, with Clomid
alone, with Clomid and then FSH injection or purely with
FSH. If any form of ovulation induction has been used
it is also quite common to use a single human chorionic

gonadotrophin (hCG) injection approximately 36 hours
prior to the insemination to ensure optimal timing with
ovulation.

MONITORING

Although for unstimulated cycles it is possible just to do
urinary LH monitoring by home dipstick methods, this
does not to give the best success rates. If any formof ovula-
tion induction has been used, then it is recommended that
more accurate monitoring is performed. This is normally
performed by transvaginal ultrasound and has benefits of
not only deciding the best time to give the dose of hCGand
hence the timingof the insemination, but also to ensure the
ovulation induction ishaving thedesiredeffect; that is, one
(or at most two) developing follicle over 18mm. If there is
over response from the ovaries, then this can be detected
by the ultrasound, the cycle cancelled and the patient
advised against having unprotected intercourse due to the
increased risk of higher order multiple pregnancies.

Success rates increase from unstimulated IUI through
to stimulation with Clomid and FSH. The overall success
rate, aswith any subfertile couple, dependonmultiple fac-
tors, most importantly female age andwith IUI the quality
of the sperm. Though IUI can be used for mild male fac-
tor problems, it is not recommended for anything more
severe. Success rates of around 5% per cycle have been
quoted for unstimulated IUI going up to 8 to 10% for stim-
ulation with Clomid and then generally accepted levels of
between 12 and 18%per cyclewhenFSH is used in the pro-
tocol. Although success rates of 35% have been quoted in
literature, these tend to be highly selective series and not
necessarily representative of a general casemix of patients
across a wider age range [7].

COMPLICATIONS

The main complication of IUI occurs when FSH has been
used and this is higher order multiple births. Most centres
would expect a twinning rate of between 10 and 15% and a
triplet rate of less than 1%. If the triplet rate is higher than
1%, and inparticular if there are evenhigher numbers than
this, then this is normally due to inadequate monitoring
and inadequate numbers of cycles being cancelled when
an over response of the ovaries has been seen.

Although ovarian hyperstimulation can occur, partic-
ularly in the protocols where FSH is used, this would
normally be mild to moderate at most, and it is very
unusual to get a case of severe hyperstimulation in IUI
cycles. If this happens it tends to be when an inappropri-
ate starting dose of FSH has been used and again when
inadequate monitoring has been performed.

The patient should also be warned about the possibil-
ity of ectopic pregnancies, and most clinics would offer
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an early ultrasound scan in the patients who have had a
positive pregnancy test, at between 6 to 7weeks gestation.

ADVANTAGES

IUI is relatively a simple technique that is cost-effective
and can be offered by both secondary and tertiary fertility
centres. It is not as invasive as IVF and allows fertiliza-
tion to occur within the fallopian tubes and therefore is
generally acceptable to most religious groups.

DISADVANTAGES

The success rates are lower than those with IVF and if the
cycle fails less information is obtained than with an IVF
cycle – particularly pertaining to possible egg or subse-
quent embryo quality. It also requires at least one healthy
fallopian tube and reasonable sperm parameters. If moni-
toring is suboptimal then there canbe a significant increase
in higher order multiple birth with the expected sequelae
of these.

INDICATIONS

• Unexplained infertility
• Mild male Factor
• Ejaculatory problems
• Cervical problems
• Ovulatory disorders
• Mild endometriosis
• To optimize the use of donor sperm

In vitro fertilization

IVF iswhere themature oocyte is surgically removed from
the ovary and then fertilized with sperm in the labora-
tory. The world’s first successful IVF baby was delivered
by Patrick Steptoe in 1978 after a number of years col-
laborating with Robert Edwards. Over the last 25 years
the success rates and types of IVF have greatly improved
and at present there are well over 2 million babies born
throughout the world by this technique.

INDICATIONS

• Severe tubal disease – tubal blockages
• Severe endometriosis
• Moderate male factor
• Unexplained infertility
• Unsuccessful IUI

PROTOCOLS

Initially simple forms of ovulation induction using
Clomid and humanmenopausal gonadotrophins (hMG’s)

were used. Over the last 20 years protocols have been
refined and these are now broken down into three main
categories.
1 Natural Cycle
2 Long protocol – Agonist cycles
3 Short protocol – Antagonist cycles
Although there are other short protocols using agonists,
these are now less used due to poorer success rates.

AGONIST CYCLES

Long protocols are still at present the most widely used
protocols throughout the world. They involve the use of
a GnRH agonist which can be taken either on a daily
basis nasally (e.g. Buserelin, Nafarelin) or daily subcu-
taneous injection (e.g. Buserelin, Leuprorelin) or in a
depo preparation (Goserelin Leuprorelin). The agonist is
given continuously and initially increases the production
of gonadotrophins (FSHandLH) from the pituitary gland.
If this continuous administration is maintained then the
so-called down-regulation effect on the GnRH receptors
is achieved. This causes a fall of LH and FSH levels and
with this a reduction in stimulation of the ovary, follicu-
logenesis is suppressed and blood oestradiol levels fall to
menopausal levels within 3 weeks. As long as the ago-
nists are continued then the ovary is suppressed unless
exogenous gonadotrophins are given.

The start of agonist administration can either be onday2
of the menstrual cycle or, more commonly, day 21.

The rationale behind using these long protocols is to
create a temporary menopause from which the ovaries
can then be stimulated by the daily use of FSH/hMG
injections.

In a mid-luteal start, (normally around day 21) the
patient is reviewed when her period starts approximately
7–10 days after the agonist is initiated. A scan and often
a blood oestradiol level are performed to ensure the
patient is adequately suppressed. If this is the case then
the gonadotrophins are started the following day and
continued until an adequate ovarian response is gained.

Early follicular, or day 2, can also beusedand thepatient
bought back for their scan and blood test to see if they
are suppressed on average 2 weeks later. As in the luteal
start, if adequate suppression is obtained, then exoge-
nous gonadotrophins are started and then continued until
satisfactory ovarian response is obtained.

ANTAGONIST PROTOCOLS

Antagonists (Ganirelix and Cetrorelix) have been in use
for the last 5 years. The antagonist has an almost imme-
diate effect on the pituitary and does not need the several
days to achievemenopausal levels of the pituitary derived
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gonadotrophins that agonists do. Therefore the patient is
prevented from having a premature LH surge and ovu-
lating spontaneously within an hour of the start of the
antagonist. A daily dose of 0.25 mg is normally given and
there is also a 3 mg dose of Cetrorelix which can last for
several days. The drugs are given subcutaneously and are
started either on a fixed day of FSH stimulation (normally
on the 5th day) or when the lead follicle is a certain size by
ultrasoundmonitoring (normally 14mm). The antagonists
are continued alongside the gonadotrophin stimulation
until an adequate response is achieved and then stopped
prior to the hCG injection.

The benefits of antagonists versus agonists are:
• No menopausal side effects
• No cyst formation from the initial gonadotrophin surge
• Shorter cycle duration
• Less gonadotrophin requiredper cycle – therefore lower
drug costs

MONITORING

It is essential that adequate monitoring is performed
during stimulation of the ovaries with exogenous
gonadotrophins. Serial transvaginal ultrasounds to assess
the follicular growth should be used and a decreasing
amount of units continue to use serial oestradiol levels
to add to the information obtained from the ultrasound.
The use of serial oestradiol can be useful is some patient
groups, particularly if a under or over response is antic-
ipated. An under response can sometimes be anticipated
in the older patient or the patient with previously raised
FSH levels. An over response can sometimes be antici-
pated if there has been a previous over response or if the
patient has got a polycystic ovarian morphology on her
initial diagnostic ultrasound. There seems to be no value
in routine oestradiol monitoring.

Monitoring during the stimulatory phase allows the
dose to be increased or decreased, if appropriate, as well
as to allow for the timing of the hCG injection.

hCG INJECTION

This is used to induce finalmaturation of the oocytes prior
to the oocyte retrieval. 10,000 units of urinary hCG is
generally used although in patients with an over response
this can be decreased down to 5000 units. With the recent
introduction of recombinant hCG given, the usual dose is
150 µg given subcutaneously.

hCG should be given when either one or two lead folli-
cles have reached 18mm. The injection is normally given
around midnight to allow for oocyte retrieval approx-
imately 34 hours later prior to physiological ovulation
occurring. If the hCG injection is incorrectly administered

then either very few or no eggs are obtained at the egg
collection itself.

OOCYTE RETRIEVAL

Originally, this was done laparoscopically but with the
advent of real-time ultrasound this allowed a less inva-
sive oocyte retrieval by ultrasound directed needling of
the ovaries. Smaller and better quality ultrasound probes,
particularly with the advent of transvaginal (TV) scan-
ning, has allowed both the monitoring of the ovary
during stimulation and the actual retrieval itself to be
done transvaginally. Virtually all oocyte retrievals at
present are performed by this TV ultrasound directed
route. The laparoscopic route is still occasionally used
if the ovaries are inaccessible transvaginally. This can
occasionally occur in frozen pelvises or when the ovaries
have been moved out of the pelvis prior to pelvic
irradiation.

Transvaginal egg (oocyte) retrievals (TVORs) can be
performed under general anaesthesia or, more com-
monly these days, local anaesthesia and some form
of intravenous sedation. The procedure generally takes
20–30 min, depending on how many follicles are present.
A single use disposable needle is inserted under ultra-
sound control directly into the follicles of one ovary and
the fluid aspirated and given directly to the embryologist.
If the egg is not found after all the fluid has been aspi-
rated, then the follicle is flushed and re-aspirated to try
and find the egg, as well as using gentle needle agitation
(Fig. 46.1). After all the follicles have been exhausted from
one ovary, the needle is then withdrawn and re-inserted
under ultrasound control into the other ovary and the pro-
cess repeated. After the ultrasound probe is removed, the
vaginal vault is checked for bleeding and although bleed-
ing is usually not a problem, occasionally an absorbable
suture has to be inserted under direct vision for a specific
bleeding point. Most patients go home a few hours after
the procedure has finished.

EMBRYO TRANSFER

Eggs are fertilized either by routine insemination with a
concentration of approximately 100,000 normally motile
sperm per ml or by ICSI (see p.467). They are incubated in
a commercially prepared culturemediumunder strict lab-
oratory conditions. Not only is the temperature carefully
controlled within the incubators but also the gas content
and pH.

Most embryos are transferred at day 2 post egg collec-
tion. More embryos are now being transferred on day 5, at
theblastocyst stage.Approximately 55 to 60%of allmature
eggs fertilize normally and then these are graded by the
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Fig. 46.1 Human oocyte with cumulus cells.

Fig. 46.2 Human Embryo 2 pro-nuclear (PN) stage day 1 –
normal fertilization.

embryologist on day 2, prior to transfer (Fig. 46.2). At
present the guidelines from the Humam Fertilization and
Embryology Authority (HFEA) state that only 2 embryos
should be transferred in people under the age of 40, unless
exceptional circumstances are present, but over the age
of 40 then three embryos can be transferred. In other
countries in the world there is less regulation; in the USA,
it would not be unusual for between 3 up to 5 embryos
to be transferred, depending on the age of the patient.
On the other hand in some Scandinavian countries, if the
patient is 35 years old or younger, then they are moving
towards elective single embryo transfer to reduce the inci-
dence of twins or triplets. Although this would have a
slight effect on success rates, the other normal embryos are

frozen andhence if a cycle is unsuccessful, then the patient
can undergo repeated single embryo transfers from frozen
embryo replacement cycles.

The benefits of a day 2 transfer are that a single stage
culture medium can be used and also that the majority
of normal embryos survive to this stage. After two or
three embryos have been replaced, there may be surplus
embryos of a satisfactory quality that are suitable for cry-
opreservation. The potential downside of a day 2 transfer
is that in a normal menstrual cycle, the day 2 embryo
is still in the fallopian tube and not in the uterine cav-
ity. The grading system utilized by the embryologist is
not totally accurate and therefore it can sometimes be dif-
ficult to judge the best two embryos out of potentially
6 or 7 to transfer fresh. The benefit for a day 5, or blas-
tocyst, transfer is that the embryo has been replacedwhen
it would physiologically be in the uterine cavity and this
may have some benefits regarding certain growth fac-
tors which can improve embryo development. Blastocyst
transfer also allows better selection of the embryos as the
majority of abnormal embryos perish between day 2 and
day 5 (Figs 46.3–46.6). However, even in the best cycles
there are quite often only 2 or sometimes 3 blastocysts left
after 5 days of culture. The downside of blastocyst transfer
is that it requires a 2 stage culture medium as the blasto-
cyst metabolic requirements change after day 2 and that
there are generallyno embryos left over thatwouldbe suit-
able for freezing. The other potential downside is in some
patients all of the embryos may perish before day 5 and
hence the patient may have nothing to transfer at all. It is
for this last reason that themajority of centres will only do
a blastocyst transfer if the patient has five or more good
quality embryos. Embryo transfer is performed without
any anaesthetic and aCuscoe’s speculum is generally used
to visualize the cervix. The cervix is cleaned carefully and
a sterile, single use, embryo transfer catheter carefully
inserted through the cervical canal. Where in the uterine
cavity the embryos are replaced is a topic of great debate,
but it is not uncommon for people to place them in the
mid-cavity portion and generally to stop insertion of the
catheter before it hits the funduswhere it could potentially
cause some slight trauma and bleeding. Embryo transfer
should be performed under ultrasound guidance as this
allowsmoreaccurateplacementof the embryos in theuter-
ine cavity and has been shown to significantly improve
success rates [8]. After the outer sheath has been inserted
in the correct location, an inner catheter containing the
embryos is inserted into the outer sheath. When it is in
the correct position a very small aliquot of fluid is used to
emit the embryos from the end of the catheter. The inner
catheter is then removed and handed back to the embry-
ologists who check to make sure there are no retained
embryos in this inner catheter. If the catheter is clear then
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Fig. 46.3 4 cell stage – day 2.

Fig. 46.4 8 cell stage – day 3.

the outer sheath is gently withdrawn and the speculum
removed.

Although there is no chance that the embryos can ‘fall
out’, many patients are not surprisingly very cautious at
this stage and quite often are allowed to rest in a supine
position for anywhere up to 2 hours before being allowed
to leave the hospital. There has been no evidence that
has shown that leaving the patients in a supine position
increases pregnancy rates, but it certainly does help the
patients psychologically.

LUTEAL PHASE SUPPORT

With modern assisted conception utilizing either agonist
or antagonist protocols some form of luteal phase support

Fig. 46.5 Morula – day 4.

Fig. 46.6 Blastocyst – day 5.

(LPS) is generally thought necessary. Although natural
cycle IVF does not need this, supraovulation may impair
normal corpus luteal function and the use of LPS has been
shown to improve success rates [9]. The use of LPS with
antagonist cycles is more debatable, but pregnancy rates
without it are generally thought to be significantly lower
[10]. LPS is broadly divided into two types, first the use
of luteolytic preparations, such as hCG and second, the
use of progestogens or progesterone. hCG is given by
a subcuticular injection in small aliquots that stimulates
the patient’s own ovaries to produce more progesterone.
It has been shown to be equally efficacious as proges-
terone but does require an injection and also increases
the risk of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome in some
patients.
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The use of progesterones ismore common and these can
be given as tablets, injections or vaginal pessaries/rectal
suppositories. Intravaginal or rectal use of progesterone
achieves extremely good tissue levels very rapidly. It
is known that LPS should be given for a minimum of
2 weeks, but some clinics routinely use up to 12 weeks
or even later but there is no evidence that continuing it
beyond 2 weeks significantly improves pregnancy rates.
The minimum dose required is 200 mg of the cyclogest a
daybut themost commonlyprescribeddose is 400–800mg
a day.

PREGNANCY TEST

The wait between the embryos being replaced and the
pregnancy test is the most psychologically stressful time
for the majority of patients. Some patients start bleeding
prior to the pregnancy test, (although it is not unusual for
the progesterone to delay this bleeding) even if they are
not pregnant. Generally pregnancy tests are performed
around 12 days from the embryo transfer and can either
be performed at home with a urinary pregnancy test or at
the clinic with a serum pregnancy test. Ahome pregnancy
test is obviously more convenient, but unfortunately only
has sensitivity down to 50 IU. If the pregnancy test is pos-
itive and in the normal range, then it is usual to offer the
patient a transvaginal scan 2 to 3weeks later to ensure that
the pregnancy is intrauterine and also to assess its viabil-
ity. If the initial hCG level is low, then this is often repeated
48 h later to assess the rise, and it if it is suboptimal, then
the possibility of an ectopic pregnancy or miscarriage has
to be considered.

RESULTS

Themost important factor by far when assessing the preg-
nancy outcomes of IVF cycles is female age (see Table 46.2
withmost recentdata fromTheCentre forDiseaseControl,
USA). Male age in comparison has very little impact. The
aetiologyof the infertility alsohas a significant effect as can
be seen from Table 46.3. The 2 factors that patients have
under their own control that can adversely affect preg-
nancy results are smoking and obesity (see NICE guide-
lines). Laboratory conditions have gradually improved
along with transfer techniques which have resulted in an
increase in overall results over the last 6 years (Table 46.4).

Intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection

Intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) is where indi-
vidual morphologically normal sperm are immobilized
and injected into a mature oocyte that has had its sur-
rounded cumulus and corona cells removed. An inverted

microscope with a heated stage and micromanipulating
equipment (Fig. 46.7) is used. The oocyte is carefully posi-
tioned using a holding pipette under gentle suction, a
very sharp glass injecting pipette is slowly inserted to
rupture the oolemma and the immobilized sperm injected
into the oocyte with a very small volume of the medium.
The injecting pipette is then carefully removed and the
oocyte incubated under the usual stringent laboratory
conditions.

INDICATIONS

• Severe male factor including azoospermia and subse-
quent surgical sperm retrieval, either by MESA, TESE,
PESA etc.
• Severe oligo-asthenoterato-zoospermia.
• Poor or total non-fertilization from previous IVF cycles.
• Preimplantation Genetic diagnosis cycles.

Most IVF units would have approximately 40 to 60%
of their total IVF cycles using ICSI. Studies have been
performed to see whether ICSI improves pregnancy rates
with normal sperm parameters but there has not been any
improvement shown by the routine use of ICSI [11].

RESULTS

Pregnancy rates of 36.5% per transfer are reported [12]
with live birth rates of 30.4% per transfer based on over
28,800 cycles.

SAFETY

ICSI has been in clinical use since 1991 and all the results
of the follow-up studies are generally reassuring. The cur-
rent recommendations are that any male who has sperm
parameters that require ICSI should be offered screen-
ing for karyotype as well as cystic fibrosis screening.
Some centres also advocate the use of Y chromosome
microdeletion screening, although this is not routinely
offered. Cystic fibrosis screening is essential in cases of
azoospermia, particularly if it is related to the condition of
congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens, as a sig-
nificant proportion of these patients will be carriers of the
cystic fibrosismutations. Being a carrier does not preclude
them being treated as a couple, but the female partner is
then offered screening, and if she also is found to be a car-
rier, then they should be referred for consideration of IVF –
ICSI with PGS.

If all the above results are normal, then the patients
shouldbe counselled carefully that there is a slight increase
in genetic abnormalities of the offspring. Most of these
abnormalities are thought to be minor and the major
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Table 46.2 (a) Live births per transfer and singleton live births per transfer for assisted
reproductive technology procedures performed among women who used freshly fertilized
embryos from their own eggs, by patient’s age—United States, 2002. (b) Live Births per Transfer
for ART Cycles Using Fresh Embryos from Own and Donor Eggs, by ART Patient’s Age, 2002
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congenital malformation rate is generally thought to be
similar to that of the general population.

Gamete intrafallopian tube transfer

Gamete intrafallopian tube transfer (GIFT) was first
used around 1984 and here the eggs are collected
laparoscopically, identified by the embryologist and then
placed back in the fallopian tube, again laparoscopically,
with a small aliquot of specially prepared highly motile
sperm. The use of GIFT reached a peak in the early 1990s
and has been diminishing since then.

ADVANTAGES

GIFTwas initially developed to increase the availability of
assisted conception due to the scarcity of suitable labora-
tory facilities and embryological skills. Since the eggs did
not have to be cultured outside the body then few of the
usual laboratory facilities were needed. Also it appears to
be very physiologically sound as both the egg and sperm
are in the appropriate place at the appropriate time. The
embryo travels physiologically down into the uterine cav-
ity and hence there is no disruption of the endometrial
environment – as there is with normal embryo transfer
from IVF.
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Table 46.3 Live birth rates for assisted reproductive technology (ART) transfer procedures performed among patients who used
freshly fertilized embryos from their own eggs, by patient age and selected patient ad treatment factors—United States, 2002

Patient age (yrs)

<35 Live births 35–37 Live births 38–40 Live births 41–42 Live births >42 Live births
per transfer per transfer per transfer per transfer per transfer
procedure (%) procedure (%) procedure (%) procedure (%) procedure (%)

Total 43.0 37.1 26.4 14.7 6.6

Patient factors
Diagnosis

Tubal factor 43.4∗ 37.2 28.3 14.5∗ 6.4
Ovulatory dysfunction 45.0 40.5 27.3 15.3 6.3
Diminished ovarian reserve 35.7 29.2 21.7 16.5 7.1
Endometriosis 43.9 37.4 31.6 20.3 7.0
Uterine factor 37.2 30.0 24.7 19.4 6.7
Male factor 45.2 39.2 28.2 15.4 4.4
Other causes 40.9 40.1 28.3 16.9 6.3
Unexplained cause 43.1 39.6 28.6 15.3 8.6
Multiple factors, female only 41.0 32.7 23.5 12.7 6.7
Multiple factors, female and male 40.9 35.7 23.9 12.1 5.9

Number of previous ART procedures
0 45.2∗ 39.2∗ 28.1∗ 15.1 6.1
≥1 39.4 34.8 24.9 14.3 7.0

Number of previous births
0 41.6∗ 35.6∗ 25.2∗ 14.0 6.4
≥1 48.5 40.3 28.7 15.9 7.0

Treatment factors
Method of embryo fertilization and
transfer†

IVF-ET without ICSI 45.3∗ 39.9∗ 28.2∗ 17.2∗ 8.2∗
IVF-ET with ICSI among couples
diagnosed with male factor infertility

43.2 37.1 25.9 12.6 5.1

IVF-ET with ICSI among couples not
diagnosed with male factor infertility

39.5 33.6 24.5 13.6 5.5

Number of days of embryo culture§

3 41.9∗ 36.8∗ 25.7∗ 14.5∗ 6.3∗
5 49.7 42.7 35.1 20.9 14.8

Number of embryos transferred
1 20.8∗ 14.6∗ 10.4∗ 3.5∗ 1.0∗
2 46.3 37.7 23.3 10.4 5.0
3 43.6 39.6 28.9 13.5 5.9
4 39.0 38.4 29.9 16.6 8.4
≥5 39.2 38.1 28.1 21.8 10.2

Extra embryo(s) available and
cryopreserved
Yes 50.4∗ 46.7∗ 38.1∗ 24.4∗ 15.3∗
No 37.5 32.9 23.8 13.7 6.2

Use of gestational carrier
Yes 49.2 43.7 27.8 24.2∗ 11.1
No 42.9 37.0 26.4 14.6 6.6

∗P < 0.05; chi-square to test for variations in live birth rates across patient and treatment factor categories within each age group.
†IVF-ET = in vitro fertilization with transcervical embryo transfer, and ICSI = intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection. ART procedures including
GIFT, ZIFT, and a combination of IVF with or without ICSI and either GIFT or ZIFT were not included because each of these accounted for a
limited proportion of procedures.
§Limited to 3 and 5 days to embryo culture. ART procedures including 1, 2, 4 and 6 days to embryo culture were not included because each of
these accounted for a limited proportion of procedures.
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Table 46.4 Live births per Transfer, by Type of ART Procedure,
1996, 2001, and 2002
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DISADVANTAGES

It is more invasive than IVF as a laparoscope is used to
replace the embryos and sperm through the fimbrial end
of the fallopian tube. The eggs are generally collected by
transvaginal egg collection as it has been shown that more
eggs are obtained by this route. As part of good clini-
cal practice, only a limited number of eggs are replaced,
even though it is not known whether these will fertil-
ize normally by the sperm that is added. Therefore less
information is obtained thanwithan IVFcycle.At least one
fallopian tube should be healthy. Normal sperm parame-
ters are also optimal, although GIFT can be used in cases
of mild male factor disease.

The place of GIFT in the third millennium is often
debated and its routine use is now very limited. Most

Fig. 46.7 ICSI Micromanipulator.
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European centres would only use it in cases where IVF is
not allowed for religious reasons. Since conception occurs
within the body, GIFT is often acceptable even though
IVF is not. In some cases of totally unexplained infertil-
ity, where there has been repeated IUI and IVF failures,
GIFT may also have a small place.

SUCCESS RATES

These vary enormously depending on patient selection,
but success rates in appropriate circumstances can be 30%
live birth per transfer [12]. Apart from a few advocates
the use of GIFT in most large clinics accounts for less than
0.5% of all their assisted reproductive technology (ART)
cycles.

Frozen embryo replacement cycle

Thefirst pregnancy resulting froma frozenhumanembryo
was in 1985 and since then the use of frozen cycles has
increased dramatically. Freezing surplus morphologically
normal embryos allows the use of those embryos which
otherwise may have been wasted. It therefore gives dou-
ble benefit from one fresh cycle and significantly adds
the cumulative conception rate per cycle when surplus
embryos are frozen. Normally embryos are frozen on day
2 after the selected ones have been replaced fresh, but can
be frozen anytime from day 1 through to day 5 if excess
blastocysts are obtained. The use of day 1 freezing is nor-
mally confined to elective freezing of all embryos when
there is a high risk of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome
occurring. At day 2 any morphologically normal embryos
of suitable quality are selected and through specific cry-
opreservation protocols are frozen and stored in liquid
nitrogen in specially monitored tanks. The success rates
of day 1 and day 2 embryos are cited as 20.4% live birth
rate per transfer [12]. The success rates of frozen blastocyst
cycles are still suboptimal although a lot of work is going
on at present to try and improve the cryoprotectants used
as well as the actual programmes for preserving them.

TRANSFER OF FROZEN EMBRYOS

There are 2 main ways to transfer frozen embryos; first,
replace them in a spontaneous menstrual cycle or, second,
suppress the patient’s own menstrual cycle with GnRH
agonists and then supplement with oestrogen to thicken
the endometrium prior to embryo replacement.

NATURAL CYCLE

The patient has to have regular menstrual cycles for this
to be a feasible option and the patient’s cycle is then

monitored by serial ultrasound scan as well as hormone
profiling, including oestradiol and LH measurement. As
long as there are no adverse factors noted on these mea-
surements, the embryos are thawed and replaced approx-
imately 3 days after the LH surge has been detected.
Approximately two thirds of all frozen embryos survive
the thaw process, and depending on the age of the patient,
two or three embryos are replaced. No luteal phase sup-
port is required as the ovaries are not down-regulated,
and sufficient natural progesterone is produced from the
patient’s own corpus luteum.

SUPPRESSED CYCLES

The majority of FERCs are with suppressed cycles as this
gives better control and better results. A GnRH agonist is
used to suppress the patient’s menstrual cycle and is nor-
mally started on day 21. If the patient is menopausal then
this is not required and only oestrogen supplementation
is used. After adequate suppression has been achieved
then hormone supplementation in the form of oestrogen
is used. This is generally an increasing regime with either
tablets or patches until sufficient endometrial thickness
has been achieved. The embryos are replaced in a simi-
lar fashion to IVF and, due to ovarian suppression, LPS is
required. If the patient is pregnant this is continued up to
approximately 12 weeks of pregnancy.

Virtually all IVF units should have a frozen embryo
replacement programme and it is not only generally
accepted as a safe and effective means of treatment but
also one that is cost beneficial, maximizing the use of the
patient’s fresh cycle.

Egg donation

Oocyte donation is where a donor oocyte obtained from
a fresh IVF cycle from a suitable screened donor is fertil-
izedwith the recipient’s partner’s sperm and the fertilized
embryo replaced in the patient, the recipient. The first suc-
cessful pregnancy from an egg donation cyclewas in 1983.

PROCEDURE

Unfertilized mature oocytes are obtained from a donor
who in the UK should be a maximum of 35 years old,
healthy and preferably of known fertility. The donor is
screened for Hepatitis B, C and HIV as well as for appro-
priate genetic diseases. It is generally recommended that
both the donor and recipient undergo counselling with
regard to the implications of egg donation and the possi-
ble outcome. A routine IVF cycle is then performed and
depending on the sperm parameters of the male partner
of the recipient, the eggs fertilized either routinely or with
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ICSI. The resultant embryos can be replaced fresh or in a
frozen cycle.

The recipient is prepared in a similar way to FERCs – if
themenstrual cycle is regular the embryos can be replaced
in a natural cycle (although this is unusual as recipients
rarely have normal menstrual cycles). More often than
not, they are replaced as in a suppressed FERC with the
use of oestrogen to get an optimum endometrium for
implantation.

INDICATIONS

• Ovarian failure – either premature or physiological.
• Patients with very poor ovarian function where previ-
ous IVF has repeatedly failed.
• Patients over the age of 45 and with severe male factor
disease necessitating ICSI.
• Patientswithhereditary genetic diseasewhereusing the
patients own gametes is not advisable.

BENEFITS

The recipient adopts the success rate corresponding to the
ageof thedonor. Therefore success rateswith eggdonation
are generally high. Any resultant offspring have the aneu-
ploidy rates of the age of the donor as well. Therefore for
a patient who is over the age of 40, the success rates are
far greater and the risks of genetic disease, such as Downs
Syndrome, significantly lower.

PROBLEMS

The main problem with oocyte donation is obtaining
eggs. In the UK it is illegal at present to pay donors for
their eggs and they are only allowed to be compensated
minimally for their time and inconvenience. Since 1 April
2005 anonymity for the donors has also been repealed and
any resultant offspring can trace their geneticmother from
the age of 18. Not surprisingly, there is therefore a great
paucity of suitable egg donors in the UK and most pro-
grammes at present rely on altruistic donors bought in
by the recipients themselves. These are generally either
family members or friends.

Egg share programmes can be used where a person
requiring IVF for their own personal reasons agrees to
donate half their eggs to an unknown recipient in lieu of
having a reduced cost for their own IVF cycle. The use
of egg share programmes has diminished since 1 April
2005, again because of this lack of anonymity to the
donor.

Elsewhere in the world, particularly in the United
States, donors are paid and therefore there tends not

to be a lack of donors, but cycle costs are considerably
higher.

Surrogacy

Surrogacy is used when a patient’s uterus is either absent
or unable to maintain a pregnancy, and a surrogate uterus
is used to carry the pregnancy. Generally this procedure is
used where a young patient has lost her uterus to cancer
or to uncontrollable bleeding, e.g. post-partum haemor-
rhage or following a difficult myomectomy. The patient’s
own eggs are obtained as in an IVF cycle, fertilized by
her partner’s sperm and the resultant embryos replaced
within the surrogate.

Counselling is obligatory for both the patients and the
surrogate, and generally surrogates are women who have
already had children themselves and are recruited either
by the patients or through an organization such as COTS
(Childlessness Overcome Through Surrogacy).

Surrogacy is legal in the UK and the surrogate can be
compensated for time lost away from employment during
the pregnancy. However, the child’s legal mother is the
woman who delivers the child and therefore the patient
and the husband have to undergo formal adoption proce-
dures to become the legal parents of their genetic offspring
which the surrogate has delivered.

Egg freezing

Egg freezing is where eggs are obtained from an IVF
cycle, but rather than being fertilized with sperm, are
left unfertilized and then frozen for future use. Unfortu-
nately, unfertilized eggs do not survive the freeze/thaw
process anywhere near as well as an embryo due to the
large size of the unfertilized eggs and the high water con-
tent. This causes problems during the freezing process as
ice crystals can formwithin the egg, disrupting thedelicate
structures which can result in its demise when thawed.
(Once an oocyte is fertilized the resultant cells are consid-
erably smaller and therefore the problem of ice formation
within these cells is significantly lower.) Success rates of
egg freezing programmes at the moment give a per cycle
pregnancy rate of approximately 2%. This will hopefully
be significantly improvedas cryoprotectants andprotocols
for freezing and thawing improve as research progresses
in this difficult field.

INDICATIONS

• Fertility preservation, prior to chemotherapy or radio-
therapy where the patient has not got a male partner.
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• ‘Social’ egg freezing in professional women to try
and preserve fertility, related to age related decreases in
ovarian function.

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is where one or
twocells (blastomeres) are removed from the embryoprior
to replacement in an IVF cycle. These are tested for specific
genetic diseases and only unaffected embryos replaced.
This was first used to try and diagnose either single gene
defects or sex related disease. The first successful preg-
nancy was in 1990 in a couple who were both carriers
of the Delta F508 Cystic Fibrosis gene, who already had
an affected child [13]. This technique can now been used
whenever there is a suitable probe for a single gene defect,
or indeed any technique which could identify the gene
sequence that gives rise to the particular disease.

INDICATIONS

• Single gene defects such as Cystic Fibrosis, Lesch-
Nyham or Familial Polyposis Coli
• Sex linked disorders such as haemophilia or Duchenne
muscular dystrophy

PROCEDURE

The embryos are obtained as with any routine IVF proce-
dure, although generally ICSI is nowused tominimize the
potential for genetic contamination. The zona pellucida of
the embryo is then opened either by using acid-tyrodes
or using special lasers, and one or two blastomeres gently
teased out of the embryo for the specific test itself. If it is a
specific single gene defect, the embryos are tested by some
form of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) whereas if it is
for sexing the embryo, this is normally done byfluorescent
in situ hybridization (FISH). Depending on the method of
testing, the unaffected (or specific sex) embryos are then
replaced either on day 2 or day 3 post collection.

Preimplantation genetic screening

Preimplantation genetic screening (PGS) is used to screen
embryos for common aneuploidies by techniques such as
FISH. Initially five chromosomeswere screened (13, 18, 21,
x and y) and nowmore commonly seven and colour FISH
is used (13, 16, 18, 21, 22, x and y). As techniques progress
then more chromosomes can be looked at, although there
can be a problem with error rates, as you have to rehy-
bridize the blastomere. The way forward is likely to be

techniques that can look at the whole 23 pairs of chromo-
somes, such as whole genomic amplification and the use
of gene chip technology.

INDICATIONS

At present the recommended indications for PGS are:
• Recurrent miscarriages
• Recurrent IVF failures
• Patients over the age of 37 undergoing IVF
• Previous aneuploid pregnancy

BENEFITS

If these techniques are shown to be clinically successful,
then the obvious benefits would be improvement in over-
all IVF success rates, reduction in miscarriage rates and a
reduction in terminations of pregnancies for aneuploidies
such as Downs Syndrome.

PROBLEMS

At present there is not a robust enough evidence base to
recommend PGS and more research needs to be done.
Most importantly the use of techniques that can screen
more of the chromosomes will be developed to make PGS
more likely to be clinically beneficial. Surprisingly, the
safety aspects so far appear to be very reassuring and even
thoughpotentially a quarter of the embryo is removed this
does not seem to impact on the overall implantation rate
and health of the offspring. Again, longer-term follow-
up is required to prove conclusively the safety of these
techniques.

They are also relatively expensive and require dedicated
laboratory facilities, particularly if specificgenedefects are
looked for.

Surgical sperm retrieval

In cases where there is either azoospermia or necro-
zoospermia surgical sperm retrieval can be performed
to obtain sperm directly from either the epididymus
(microepididymal sperm aspiration – MESA) or directly
from the testis (Testicular Sperm Extraction – TESE) or
(Percutaneous Epididymal Sperm Aspiration – PESA). A
biopsy should always be taken from each testis and sent
off to histopathology, as carcinoma in situ can be found in
approximately 1% of subfertile men.

These techniques can be performed either under local
anaesthetic or under a light general anaesthetic. The
patient shouldbe screened for cysticfibrosis andkaryotyp-
ing prior to the procedure. There are major chromosomal
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abnormalities in just over 2% of infertile men, which is
3 times the normal instance. In the case of azoospermia
this rises to over 15%. If semen results are in the normal
range, then chromosomal abnormalities are significantly
lower. An FSH level is also beneficial in so far as if this
is in the normal range, then the chance of getting usable
spermatozoa is much higher (around 90% if the testicu-
lar volumes are normal) whereas if the FSH is markedly
raised then the chance is significantly lower. (Less than
10% if the testicular volumes are reduced.)

Any sperm obtained through these techniques is then
cryopreserved for future use. The sperm can be used
fresh if the operation is timed to coincide with the oocyte
retrieval on the female side. ICSI has to be used in all cases
of surgical sperm retrieval as there is not enough motile
sperm for normal fertilization.

Donor sperm

If there is no usable sperm obtained either from surgical
sperm retrieval or from ejaculation, then the use of donor
sperm is generally offered. Donor sperm is obtained by
masturbation from healthy screened donors. All donor
sperm in the UK has to be stored for 6 months, and then
the donor screened again. Sperm can then only be released
for use after both sets of screening have been found to be
negative.

INDICATIONS

• Azoospermia
• Carriers of Severe Genetic Disease
• Lesbian/single women

USE

Donor sperm used to be inseminated around the cervix
using an unprepared specimen around what was thought
to be the fertile time. Now a prepared sample of sperm
is used and inseminated directly into the uterine cavity
as part of an intrauterine insemination (IUI) programme.
The patient has the usual screening tests including a
test of tubal patency, and then as long as the menstrual
cycle is regular, the cycle is monitored and then at the
appropriate time, around ovulation, the prepared sam-
ple is inseminated directly into the cavity. If the patient
has irregular cycles or unstimulated IUI has been unsuc-
cessful, then stimulated IUI can be performed and suc-
cess rates are generally higher. If the fallopian tubes are
severely damaged or blocked, then the donor sperm has
to be utilized with techniques such as IVF. Success rates
are almost entirely dependant on the age of the patient
herself.

Complications of assisted conception

Multiple births

The most common complication of assisted conception is
that ofmultiple births. Of all the patients that have become
pregnant through IVF programmes, approximately 25%
have twins when 2 or 3 embryos are transferred. Triplet
rates vary depending on the percentage of embryo trans-
fers that are three embryos or more. In the UK the
maximumof 3 embryos can be transferred, but only under
exceptional circumstances or if the patient is 40 years old
or greater. The majority of embryo transfers in the UK
at present are two embryo transfers. Even with a twin
pregnancy, the risk of cerebral palsy is up to 8 times
greater than that of a singleton pregnancy. In triplet preg-
nancies, the rate can be as high as 47 times greater. The
offspring also are at risk of all the other multiple sequelae
of prematurity [14].

To try and reduce the rate of multiple births, the HFEA
has made strong recommendations that only 2 embryos
are transferred.As success rates across theworld improve,
then there is more of amove towards single embryo trans-
fers, whichwill reduce the twin rate tomonozygotic twins
only. Indeed in some Scandinavian countries, if the patient
is 35 years old or under then elective single embryo trans-
fer is the only route allowed. One embryo is transferred
fresh and all the other embryos are frozen, and then the
patient undergoes repeated single embryo transfer until
she gets the desired outcome, or all the embryos are used
up. This is certainly the way forward, but to persuade
patients themselves that this is suitable is more difficult as
at present many patients see the desired outcome as being
twins.

Ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome

Ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHHS) can occur
in any IVF cycle, but usually is only mild to moderate.
Severe OHHS can be life threatening and should happen
in less than 2% of cases. It generally occurs in specific
at-risk groups, in particular in young patients who have
polycystic ovaries. In these situations the starting dose
of gonadotrophins should be lowered to take account of
the increased sensitivity of the polycystic ovaries. Even in
the best centres with the adequate monitoring there can
be a surprisingly brisk ovarian response and the ovaries
can hyperstimulate. In these situations several options are
available. The cycle can be abandoned and then re-started
at a lower dose or the eggs collected, fertilized and then
all the embryos electively frozen as severe hyperstimu-
lation tends to be most severe in patients who become
pregnant from a fresh transfer. Lastly, if the risks have
been fully considered and thought still acceptable, then
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the embryos can be transferred and the patient very care-
fully monitored. If she then goes on to develop severe
hyperstimulation, she has to be admitted to hospital, her
fluid balance managed very carefully and in particular
her plasma protein levels monitored and human albu-
min solution given if they drop significantly. If the patient
develops tense ascites then these can be drained on a
daily basis, but not more than 1 litre should be drained in
multiple aliquots as this often gives great relief, increases
urinary output but does not drop the patient’s protein lev-
els too abruptly. If the patient develops pleural effusions,
these also can be tapped, although generally draining the
ascites helps these as well. Due to the increased risk of
thrombo-embolitic disease, patients also should be given
thrombo-prophylaxis in the form of antithrombotic stock-
ings and low molecular weight heparin daily. Generally
the condition is self-limiting but the patient should be
kept in hospital and closely monitored until the OHSS
has resolved. The condition does not appear to adversely
effect the fetus and generally they go on to have successful
pregnancies. In rare occasions where the situation is dete-
riorating and thepatient’s life is at risk, the pregnancymay
need to be terminated, although fortunately this is rarely
needed.

Ectopic pregnancies

Ectopic pregnancies can occur with any of the assisted
reproductive techniques. This is not only in patients with
tubal disease, but any patient undergoing any form of
assisted conception is at a greater risk. In IVF programmes
the generally accepted rate is between 2 and 5%, even
though the embryos are transferred directly into the uter-
ine cavity. This may be due to uterine contractions and it
is probable that embryos move into the fallopian tubes at
some stage but return to the uterine cavity in the major-
ity of cases. Tubal contractions also facilitate transfer of the
embryo towards theuterine cavity as itwould in anyphys-
iological situation. It is for these reasons that all patients
whohavebecomepregnantbyassisted conception, should
be followed up by quantitative Beta hCG levels, and then
most importantly offered an early scan to ensure that the
pregnancy is intrauterine. If the pregnancy is found to
be extra-uterine, then the full range of treatment options
should be discussed with the patient.

With the increasing amount of salpingectomies per-
formed for hydrosalpinges, it is hoped that the incidence
of ectopic pregnancies with IVF will reduce.

TVOR complications

There are always accepted risks of complications from
ultrasound-guided oocyte retrievals, and these can range

from infection of the ovaries causing ovarian abscess,
through to damage to the bowel. These are generally
quoted at 1% or less, and all patients should be counselled
about them prior to starting their treatment.
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Chapter 47: Menopause and the
postmenopausal woman
Nick Panay

Introduction

We live in an era when the population is ageing; at the
time ofwritingmore than 30%ofwomen are aged 50 years
of age or over. Maintenance of peri- and postmenopausal
health is therefore of paramount importance if we are to
minimize the economic impact on society in this and future
millennia. The recent adverse media on hormone replace-
ment therapy (HRT), still the most effective treatment
available for the alleviation of menopausal symptoms,
could therefore not have come at a worse time. The con-
troversy surrounding the pros and cons of HRT has left
menopausal women, health professionals and society in
general, confused as to how best to deal with both the
short- and long-term sequelae of the menopause. The
immediate symptoms, often debilitating and the long-
term sequelae such as osteoporosis, still need to be dealt
with, andwill take on ever increasing importance because
of our ageing society.

Menopause demographics

Two hundred years ago only 30% ofwomen lived through
a menopause; now, more than 90% will. Thus, the
menopause transition and postmenopause is very much
a condition of the 20th and 21st centuries. Life expectancy
is now 82 years of age for a woman living in the UK. The
majority ofwomen can therefore expect to live over a third
of their lives in a menopausal state (Fig. 47.1).
Unfortunately, many of these postmenopausal women

will have a progressively declining quality of life. Opti-
mization of menopause health care should produce a rect-
angularization of society where postmenopausal women
remain at the peak of health.

Menopause physiology

The menopause, from the Greek ‘Menos’ (month) and
‘Pausis’ (cessation) is defined as the last menstrual period.
The diagnosis can only be made retrospectively after
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Fig. 47.1 Female life expectancy. From Cope 1976.

a minimum of 1 year’s amenorrhoea. Although the
menopause occurs at an average age of 51, the physio-
logical changes which result in the final menstrual period
(FMP) can start 10 years prior to this. Hormonal changes
continue long after the FMP. This episode of dynamic neu-
roendocrine change is characterized by ‘the climacteric’
from the Greek ‘Klimax’ ladder, that is, the climb to the
menopause. It may be associated with distressing clinical
problems such as reduced fertility, menstrual irregularity
and vasomotor symptoms. The intermediate sequelae of
these changes are typically seen in the skin and urogenital
tract and in the long term, in skeletal and cardiovascular
pathology.

The declining oocyte pool

A newborn female infant has over a million oocytes; the
oocyte cohort shrinks throughout life such that there are
only a few thousand oocytes left as a woman enters her
forties and few or none in the postmenopause. It is the
depletion of oocytes which eventually leads to the cessa-
tion of menstruation, the cardinal sign of the menopause.
There are two landmarks in the ovarian failure process.
First, there is a marked decline in fertility with no cycle

479
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dysfunction. Subsequently, cycle changes become notice-
able as the follicular phase shortens and luteal phase
dysfunction occurs.

Compensated and decompensated failure

Initially, the ovarian failure is compensated by gonado-
trophin levels starting to rise, in somewomen from the age
of 30years. During this time there is evidence for a reduced
number of gonadotrophin receptors in perimenopausal
ovaries and Inhibin production from granulosa cells falls
leading to a reduced Inhibin : FSH ratio. Decompensated
failure then occurs due to the critical decline in the oocyte
pool leading to further rises in follicle stimulating hor-
mone (FSH) (10 to 20-fold); Luteinizing hormone (LH)
rises only three fold due to its shorter half-life. Oestrogen
levels drop due to a reduction in follicle number and qual-
itative effect on granulosa cell ageing. There is permanent
cessation of progesterone production. Studies have shown
that the decline in Inhibin B is progressive and not supe-
rior to FSH as a predictor of the FMP [1]. However, the
early follicular phase drop is more readily detectable than
FSH as an initial predictor of reduced ovarian reserve and
menstrual irregularity.

Other hormonal changes

Both adrenal and ovarian androgen levels start to decline,
from as early as 20 years of age through to the per-
imenopause stabilizing by the time of the FMP. Some
testosterone continues to be produced by ovarian theca
cells. The drop in androgen levels is particularly profound
in premature ovarian failure, spontaneous or iatrogenic.
Oestrogen therapycan increase sexhormonebindingglob-
ulin levels which leads to further falls in free androgen
levels. The main postmenopausal oestrogen is oestrone
which is producedmainly inperipheral adipose tissue and
the postmenopausal ovary by aromatization of adrenal
androstenedione. The somatotrophic axis becomes less
active with ageing leading to insulin resistance and a rise
in central adiposity. This in turn leads to the change in
body shape from the female gynaecoid shape to the male
android shape, itself an independent risk factor for coro-
nary heart disease. There are a number of factors involved
in perimenopausal weight gain including genetic predis-
position, socio-economic influences, reduction in caloric
need and expenditure, reduced lean body mass and a
reduction in resting basal metabolic rate.

The menstrual cycle

Anovulatory cycles become progressively common. If
three ormoremenstruations aremissedwithin a 12-month

period it is likely that the menopause transition will
be completed within 4 years. There can be continued
oestrogen production in the absence of progesterone lead-
ing to endometrial proliferation, hyperplasia and at its
extreme carcinoma. As a result, menstruation can become
heavy, prolonged and unpredictable with intermenstrual
bleeding (Fig. 47.2).

Prediction of ovarian reserve

The classic study of the Hutterite population who do
not use contraception showed that fertility rates rapidly
decrease over the age of 35 years due to reduced
oocyte numbers, poor oocyte quality, reduced fertiliza-
tion and implantation rates, reduced coital frequency and
increased chromosomal anomalies. The success of oocyte
donation in in vitro fertilization (IVF) treatment suggests
that the endometrium remains healthy and receptive.
Ovarian reserve and response to gonadotrophin stimu-
lation can now be predicted by two methods; first, by
estimation of early follicular phase FSH levels or Inhibin B
and second by ultrasonographic measurement of ovarian
volume.
An FSH level of >30 is regarded as being diagnos-

tic of the menopause but can be misleading as levels
can fluctuate if ovarian activity resumes as often does
in the climacteric. Work is currently being conducted to
develop an accurate predictive model for the menopause
by combining FSH and Inhibin with anti-Mullerian hor-
mone (AMH). There has been a great deal of publicity
recently that follicular reserve can be predicted by mea-
surement of ovarian volume [2]. The original work in fact
took place over 10 years ago; a nomogram was produced
from measurement in over 2000 normally cycling women
where the mean volume was estimated to be 3.57 cm3 [3].
Further work is required to confirm the predictive value
of this model but it is conceivable that a model could
be developed which would combine both hormonal and
sonographic measurements.

Premature ovarian failure

Premature ovarian failure is said to have occurred when
menstruation ceases before the age of 40 years and early
menopause before the age of 45 years. Although there are
many causes of early ovarian failure, the main cause is
spontaneous or idiopathic. The main identified genetic
causes are Turner’s syndrome and Fragile X. Recently,
forkhead genes (FOX03A defect) have been discovered
which lead to early follicular activation and thus prema-
ture depletion of the follicle pool. Other causes include
FSH receptor polymorphisms, where follicles are present
but unable to respond due to the loss of the FSH receptor.
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Fig. 47.2 Endometrial effects of perimenopause: (a) Normal cycle; (b) Unopposed oestrogen effect. From Kumar RJ (ed.) (2002)
Blaustein’s pathology of the female genital tract, 5th edn. New York: Springer.

The proportion ofwomenwith iatrogenic premature ovar-
ian failure is growing as increasing numbers of women
survive leukaemias, lymphomas and gynaecological can-
cers due to improved surgical techniques, radiotherapy
and chemotherapeutic regimens.

Consequences of the menopause

Immediate

Seventy percent of Caucasians andAfro-Caribbeans suffer
from hot flushes and sweats, the commonest menopausal
symptoms. This compares to 10–20% of Japanese and Chi-
nese women and may reflect cultural differences or may
be diet related (e.g. isoflavone consumption in Asia). Hot
flushes are thought to arise due to loss of oestrogenic
induced opioid activity in the hypothalamus leading to
thermo-dysregulation. It is thought that noradrenaline
and serotonin mediate this activity; hence the rationale
for using the alpha agonist clonidine and the selective
serotonin and noradrenaline reuptake inhibitor (SNRI)
venlafaxine as alternatives to HRT. Obese women are pro-
tected from these symptoms due to their production of
largeamountsof oestroneand their lowsexhormonebind-
ing globulin levels which leaves more of the free active
hormone.
Other typical immediatemenopausal symptoms include

insomnia, anxiety, irritability, memory loss, tiredness and
poor concentration. Mood disturbances can occur due to
fluctuation in hormone levels leading to perimenopausal

depression. Falling oestrogen levels are thought to lead to
similar falls in neurotransmitter levels such as serotonin
which trigger these symptoms [4,5].Womenwhohave suf-
fered from post-natal depression and premenstrual syn-
dromeappear tobeparticularlypredisposed todepression
in the perimenopause. Stabilization of hormone levels, for
example, with transedermal oestradiol appears to be par-
ticularly effective in ameliorating these symptoms. The
effect ofmenopause on cognitive function is unclear; some
studies suggest a reduction in cognitive ability during
the menopause transition, for example mathematical or
visuo-spatial taskswhich can be improvedwith oestrogen
replacement but larger randomized studies are required to
confirm these findings.
The menopause transition can also be associated with

a significant reduction in sexuality and libido. This is not
only because of decreased vaginal lubrication leading to
dyspareunia but also due to the reduction in androgen
levels discussed earlier. In fact, there are more andro-
gen receptors in the female forebrain than in the male
which modulate for psychosexual parameters. The drop
in androgens is particularly profound inwomenwhohave
undergone early menopause or premature ovarian failure
either spontaneously or due to iatrogenic intervention.

Intermediate

Oestrogen deficiency leads to the rapid loss of collagen
which contributes to the generalized atrophy that occurs
after the menopause. In the genital tract this is manifested
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bydyspareunia andvaginal bleeding from fragile atrophic
skin. There is loss of rugations and occasionally steno-
sis. In the lower urinary tract, atrophy of the urethral
epithelium occurs with decreased sensitivity of urethral
smooth muscle and decreased amount of collagen in peri-
urethral collagen. All this results in dysuria, urgency
and frequency, commonly termed the urethral syndrome.
More generalized changes are seen in the older woman as
increased bruising and thin translucent skin which is vul-
nerable to trauma and infection. A similar loss of collagen
from ligaments and joints may cause many of the gen-
eralized aches and pains so common in postmenopausal
women.

Long term

Osteoporosis, cardiovascular disease and dementia are
three long-term health problems which have been linked
to the menopause.

OSTEOPOROSIS

Osteoporosis, or osteopenia, is a disorder of the bone
matrix resulting in a reduction of bone strength to the
extent that there is a significant increased risk of frac-
ture. These fractures cause considerable morbidity in the
elderly requiring prolonged hospital care and difficulties
in remobilization. The economic consequences are also
considerable: in the UK osteoporosis causes more than
150,000 fractures each year with an estimated cost of £1.75
billionper annumin theUKand$5billion in theUSA.With
an ageing population and a real increase in the incidence
of osteoporosis, this figure will rapidly rise.
Osteoporosis is predominantly a disease ofwomenwho

achieve a lower peak bone mass than men and are then
subjected to an accelerated loss of bone density following
the menopause. The hypoestrogenic state leads to activa-
tion of the bone remodelling units with an excess of bone
resorption relative to formation (Fig. 47.3) [6]. Women lose
50% of their skeleton by the age of 70 years, but men only
lose 25% by the age of 90 years. The strength of bone is
decreased to such an extent that by 70 years of age, 50%
of women will have sustained at least one osteoporotic
fracture.
Although the process of bone remodelling or its con-

trol has not yet been fully elucidated there is, at present,
sufficient information available to conclude that ovarian
steroids (oestrogens, androgens, progesterone) play an
essential role in skeletal homeostasis. The mechanism of
action of sex steroids on the skeleton is still not entirely
clear, but it has traditionally included indirect effects on
systemic hormones that regulate calcium balance and a
direct receptor-mediated action. More recently, changes
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Fig. 47.3 Bone mass and turnover. From [6].

in cytokine productionwithin the bonemarrow, as well as
pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic effects in the osteoblas-
tic cells, have been proposed as new perspectives on the
cellular and molecular mechanisms by which sex steroids
influence adult bone homeostasis. Other factors influ-
encing the predisposition to osteoporosis include genetic
and racial predisposition, for example, Afro-Caribbean
womenare less susceptible to osteoporosis, use of corticos-
teroids and any factor which predisposes to a hypoestro-
genic state including premenopausal amenorrhoea, low
weight, smoking and premature ovarian failure. There
are several genetic polymorphismswhichmay predispose
to osteoporosis including the vitamin D and oestrogen
receptor genes, the collagen 1A1 gene and genes for vari-
ous cytokines including interleukin 6 and tumour growth
factor-β.

CARDIOVASCULAR

Women are protected against cardiovascular disease
before the menopause, after which the incidence rapidly
increases reaching a similar frequency tomen by the age of
70 years [7]. Surveys of menopausal women have shown
that their perceived risk is that 4% will develop heart dis-
ease and 46% breast cancer whereas in reality 50% will
develop heart disease and 4% breast cancer.
The protective effect of oestrogen in premenopausal

women is thought to be mediated by an increase in
high density lipoprotein (HDL) and a decrease in low
density lipoprotein (LDL), nitric oxide mediated vasodi-
latation leading to increased myocardial blood flow,
an antioxidant effect on endothelial cells and a direct
effect on the aorta decreasing atheroma. Cross-sectional
and prospective observational studies have shown that
women going through themenopause transition have ele-
vation of cholesterol, triglyceride and LDL levels and a
reduction in HDL2 levels. A 9-year prospective study of
438Australianwomen lookedat the risk factors forwomen
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aged 45–55 years having a coronary event. Significant
risk factors included a high body mass index (BMI) (p <

0.001) and a decrease in oestradiol levels (p < 0.001)
[8]. A recent study showed that oestrogen status was
an independent predictor of atherosclerotic plaque area
after controlling for age, hypertension, diabetes, etc. [9].
Even normally cycling premenopausal women appear to
have an increased cardiovascular disease risk if they have
reduced ovarian reserve. Women with a day 3 FSH >

7 IU/l compared to those with a day 3 FSH < 7 IU/l were
found to have significantly higher lipid levels, for example
cholesterol (p < 0.001) and LDL (p < 0.019) [10].

CNS

Oestrogen also appears to have a direct effect on the
vasculature of the central nervous system and promotes
neuronal growth and neurotransmission. Studies have
demonstrated that oestrogen may improve cerebral per-
fusion and cognition in women. In the long term this may
prevent diseases with a vascular aetiology such as vascu-
lar dementia andAlzheimer’s as the vasculature is clearly
involved in this. In addition to the effect on vasculature in
Alzheimer’s disease, oestrogen may also intervene at the
level of amyloid precursor protein. The failure to show
benefit for dementia in older populations, and possibly an
increased riskwithHRT in some studies (Women’sHealth
Initiative Memory Study [11]), may reflect the predomi-
nance of the pro-thrombotic effect of oestrogen in this age
group (see ‘HRT’).

Patient assessment

Thediagnosis of themenopause canusuallybeascertained
from a characteristic history of the vasomotor symptoms
of hot flushes and night sweats and prolonged episodes
of amenorrhoea. Measurement of plasma hormone lev-
els in patients with classical symptoms are unnecessary,
expensive, time consuming and of little clinical signif-
icance. However, in the young patient or in a woman
after hysterectomy, where the diagnosis is more difficult
and the metabolic implications are serious, measurement
of FSH levels may be helpful, in which case repeated
measurements of 15 IU/L or above may be regarded as
climacteric. In patients still menstruating, persistent hot
flushes and night sweats are suggestive of the climacteric,
but in those patients with psychological symptoms the
diagnosis may be more difficult even with an elaborate
psychiatric history. In such cases it may be justified to
give a trial of oestrogen therapy andmonitor the response
before discounting a hormonal aetiology.
After the diagnosis has been established, investigations

should be no more than the annual screening which is

normally applicable to middle-aged women. This should
include assessment of weight, blood pressure and rou-
tine cervical cytology. Fasting lipid profile estimationmay
be useful in women with risk factors not only from a
general screening point but also if the patient is contem-
plating starting HRT. A reanalysis of the data from the
Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) study (see ‘HRT con-
troversy’) in which women with abnormal baseline lipids
were excluded found no excess risk of cardiovascular dis-
ease [12]. If abnormal lipids are detected these should
be corrected by diet and statins, if appropriate on an
individual basis, before HRT is commenced.
Routine breast palpation and pelvic examination is

unnecessary; these need only be performed if clinically
indicated. Mammography should be performed as part
of the national screening programme every 3 years unless
more frequent examinations are clinically indicated. How-
ever, if a woman chooses to use HRT beyond the current
age of breast screening cessation (65 years), mammo-
graphic screening should also continue. In women over
45 years of age it is best to arrange screening before start-
ing oestrogen therapy to identify patientswith sub-clinical
disease. Endometrial biopsy is not a necessary prerequi-
site to treatment with HRT unless there are symptoms
of postmenopausal bleeding or irregular perimenopausal
bleeding. In the few cases where an underlying malig-
nancy is present, bleeding will be irregular after start-
ing treatment, indicating the need for immediate further
investigation.
The best currently available measurement of osteo-

porosis risk is dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA)
measurement of the lumbar spine and hip. Other assess-
ment techniques such as peripheral X-ray screening, for
example, proximal phalanx and calcaneal and ultrasound
screening are improving in terms of their sensitivity and
correlation with DEXAbut the latter still remains the gold
standard. Markers of bone formation and breakdown can
be useful in that changes occur more rapidly than with
bone density but their use is largely confined to research.
There has been some enthusiasm for the implemen-

tation of a national osteoporosis screening programme
by measurement of bone density, because prediction of
osteoporosis from clinical risk factors and the intensity of
short-term symptoms is unreliable. This judgement is pre-
mature as no studies have yet demonstrated that bone
densitometry is suitable for mass screening. The Royal
College of Physicians (RCP) has therefore issued guide-
lines as to which high-risk patients should be targeted for
DEXA screening (see ‘useful websites’). The RCP advises
that DEXAs are performed nomore frequently than every
2 years because changes in bone mineral density are so
small that they often do not exceed the margin of error of
the equipment and assessor.
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Therapeutic options

HRT

OESTROGEN

Dosage

There is general agreement now that patients should
be started on the minimum effective dose of oestradiol,
increasing the dose only if needed to alleviate symptoms.
Although there is no direct evidence that higher doses of
exogenous oestrogen are associated with increased risk
of breast cancer or heart disease there is a link with
venous thromboembolic risk. Importantly, lower doses
of oestrogen are less likely to produce breast tenderness
and bleeding problems which will reduce continuance of
therapy.
The minimum dosages of currently available systemic

oestrogen are as follows:
• 0.3–0.625 mg oral conjugated equine oestrogens
• 1mgof oralmicronized oestradiol or oestradiol valerate
• 25–50 mcg transdermal oestradiol
• 25–50 mg of implanted oestradiol
• 150 mcg transnasal oestradiol
• 50 mcg oestradiol silicone ring
Data suggest that the benefits of a 2 mg dose of oestradiol
for symptoms and bone protection can bemaintained by a
1 mg dose and similarly the benefits of a 50 mg oestradiol
implant are maintained by a 25 mg implant [13]. Studies
are currently ongoing to facilitate the licensing of a 0.5 mg
oestradiol containing preparation which appears to ade-
quately relieve symptoms. Exceptions to this ‘low dose
rule’ arewomenwhosufferprematureovarian failurewho
need higher doses of oestrogen to reproduce the physio-
logical hormone levels which would have been present
if the ovaries had not failed early. The optimum route of
administration or dosage in this group of young women
has yet to be determined.

Route of administration

If we adhere to the principle that we should try to repro-
duce the most physiological state possible with a 2:1
oestradiol: oestrone ratio then we should avoid the oral
route altogether. Oral oestradiol preparations are partially
metabolized to oestrone by hepatic first pass metabolism
and therefore do not fully restore this ratio. There are
twice weekly or once weekly changed transdermal sys-
tems containing either oestradiol alone or both oestradiol
and progestogen. The combined patches are available in
either sequential or continuous regimens. The hormone is
adsorbed onto the adhesive matrix which avoids the skin
reactions caused by the old alcohol reservoir patches.

Oestradiol can also be used transnasally in a ‘pulsed’
fashion which is thought to maintain the benefits while
minimizing the side effects of chronically elevated oestro-
gen, for example, breast tenderness. It is also available
as a low-volume daily transdermal gel or even as a sili-
cone vaginal ring delivering oestradiol systemically for 3
months. The nasal, gel and ring preparations are oestro-
gen alone and should be combined with progestogen in
women with a uterus (see ‘Progestogens’).

Local (vaginal) oestrogen [14]

Recently developed vaginal HRT regimens havemanaged
to avoid the problem of endometrial stimulation. Creams
using oestriol do not produce endometrial hyperplasia
and the 17β oestradiol vaginal tablet and silicone vaginal
ring also provide effective relief of local symptoms with-
out any significant endometrial effects. Thesepreparations
can beusedwithout progestogenic opposition but are only
licensed for 3 months use in the UK and 1 year in Europe.
Options for local vaginal oestrogen are as follows:
• 0.01% Oestriol cream and pessaries
• 0.1% Oestriol cream
• 25 mcg/24 h Oestradiol vaginal tablets
• 7.5 mcg/24 h Oestradiol releasing silicone ring
• Premarin cream – this preparation can potentially cause
endometrial hyperplasia and should not be used without
progestogenic opposition for more than 3 months.

PROGESTOGEN/PROGESTERONE

Regimens

Oestrogen was originally used unopposed in non-
hysterectomized women. It was noted that this led to
endometrial hyperplasia in up to 30% of cases. Progesto-
gen has therefore been added to oestrogen therapy for
the last 30 years to avoid hyperplasia and carcinoma. It is
generally accepted that women commencing HRT should
start on a sequential regimen, that is, continuous oestro-
gen with progestogen for 12 to 14 days per month. The
typical dosages of themore commonly used progestogens
are shown in Table 47.1.

Bleeding problems

If bleeding is heavy or erratic the dose of progestogen can
be doubled or duration increased to 21 days. Persistent
bleeding problems beyond 6 months warrant investiga-
tion with ultrasound scan and endometrial biopsy. After
1 year of therapy women can switch to a continuous
combined regimen which aims to give a bleed free HRT
regimen which will also minimize the risk of endometrial
hyperplasia. Alternatively, women can be switched to the
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Table 47.1 Minimum doses of progestogen given orally in
HRT as endometrial protection

Sequential Continuous
combined combined

Progestogen type daily dosage daily dosage

C19 – testosterone derived progestogens
Norethisterone 5 mg 0.5 mg
Levonorgestrel 75 mcg n/a
Levonorgestrel (IUS) n/a 20 mcg (10 mcg

in development)
Norgestrel 150 mcg 50 mcg

C21- progesterone derived progestogens
Dydrogesterone 10 mg 5 mg
Cyproterone 2 mg 1 mg
Medroxyprogesterone
acetate

5 mg 2.5 mg

Micronized
Progesterone

200 mg 100 mg

Cyclogest pessaries 400 mg 200 mg
Crinone gel (4 or 8 %) Alternate

day/12 days
of cycle

Twice weekly

IUS, Intrauterine system.

tissue selective agent tibolone. With both these regimens
there may be some erratic bleeding to begin with but 90%
of those that persist with this regimens will eventually be
completely bleed free. If startingHRT de novo a bleed free
regimen can be used from the outset if the last menstrual
period was over a year ago.

Progestogenic side effects

It is vital that we maximize compliance if patients are
to receive the full benefits from hormone replacement
therapy (HRT). One of the main factors for reduced com-
pliance is that of progestogen intolerance. Progestogens
have a variety of effects apart from the one for which their
use was intended, that of secretory transformation of the
endometrium. Symptoms of fluid retention are produced
by the sodium retaining effect of the renin-aldosterone
system which is triggered by stimulation of the miner-
alocorticoid receptor. Androgenic side effects such as acne
and hirsuitism are a problem of the testosterone derived
progestogens due to stimulation of the androgen recep-
tors. Mood swings and PMS-like side effects result from
stimulation of the central nervous system progesterone
receptors [15].

Minimizing progestogen intolerance

Thedose canbehalvedanddurationofprogestogen canbe
reduced to7–10days.However, thismay result inbleeding

problems and hyperplasia in a few cases (5–10%) so there
shouldbea low threshold forperformingultrasoundscans
and endometrial sampling in these women. Natural pro-
gesteronehas less side effects due to progesterone receptor
specificity but is only available in a vaginal form in theUK
(200–400 mg pessaries or 4–8% progesterone gel) though
micronized oral progesterone is available in France. The
levonorgestrel intrauterine system, recently granted a
4 year license in the UK for progestogenic opposition, also
minimizes systemicprogestogenic side effects by releasing
the progestogen directly into the endometrium with low
systemic levels. However, in severely progestogen intol-
erant women, even the low systemic levels of the 20 mcg
levonorgestrel intrauterine system can still produce side
effects. Asmaller, lower dose, 10mcg system is in phase III
clinical trial stage of development and should be ideal for
the severely progestogen intolerant woman [16]. A new
progestogen, drospirenone, a spironolactone analogue,
has recently been incorporated with low dose oestrogen
in a continuous combined formulation. It is not only pro-
gesterone receptor specific but also has anti-androgenic
and anti-mineralocorticoid properties, the former making
it useful for hirsuitism and the latter for fluid retention.
Also, it may have anti-hypertensive benefits.

Progestogenic risks

The Women’s Health Inititiative (WHI) [17] and Million
Women Study (MWS) [18] studies showed clearly that
there is an excess risk of breast cancer using oestrogen
and progestogen HRT compared to oestrogen alone. It
has therefore beenmooted that even non-hysterectomized
women should be treated with oestrogen-only containing
preparations. According to the MWS data, after 10 years
of oestrogen and progestogen HRT there would be an
extra 19 per 1000 cases of breast cancer and no cases of
endometrial cancer; after 10 years of oestrogen alone in
non-hystectomized women, there would be an extra 5
cases per 1000 of breast cancer and 10 cases per 1000 of
endometrial cancer (total 15:1000). From this simplistic
point of view, it would seem reasonable that all women
(evenwith a uterus) should receive oestrogen alone. How-
ever, this does not take into account the excess cases
of endometrial hyperplasia and bleeding problems. This
would generate excessive investigations such as endome-
trial sampling, hysteroscopies and even hysterectomies
which would not be without their own morbidity and
mortality.
Current advice remains that progestogenic opposition

should still be used. However, it is imperative that
we continue to seek improved ways of administering
the progestogens which are important in protecting the
endometrium to avoid progestogenic side effects and
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minimize effects on breast tissue, for example, vaginal
and intrauterine progestogens and natural progesterone.
However, there is a lack of data as to the risk of breast
cancer in women using oestrogen with a levonorgestrel
intrauterine system.

TESTOSTERONE

Preparations/regimens

Unfortunately, only 100 mg/6 months implanted testos-
terone pellets are licensed for use in women; 25 mg pellets
exist but must be ordered on a named patient basis. The
realization that there is currently an unfilled market for
female androgen replacement has led to the development
of the 300 mcg per day testosterone transdermal system
to treat ‘hypoactive sexual desire disorder’. While the
license for this product is awaited it is necessary to con-
tinue improvising if one wishes to use preparations other
than implants.
One option is to use testosterone gel which comes in

50 mg, 5 ml sachets at a dose of 0.5–1.0 ml/day. If the
free androgen index is keptwithin the physiological range
there are rarely any side effects such as hirsuitism. Levels
should be checked at baseline and repeated at 4–6 weeks.
Research so far has suggested at worst a neutral effect on
the cardiovascular system, for example, arterial compli-
ance and lipid effects. Alternatives to this include scaled
down dosages of testosterone injections and oral prepa-
rations though many avoid the latter route because of
hepatic concerns.

THE HRT CONTROVERSY

Over the last few years, health professionals and their
patients have been inundated with information regarding
the potential benefits and risks of hormone replacement
therapy. Information is available from a variety of sources;
some are more reliable than others. The popular press
subeditors, responsible for the headlines, often sensation-
alize the risks of HRT. This has left the average health
professional in a verydifficult position as towhat to advise
their patients and has left patients bemused as to where
they should turn to obtain reliable advice.

Breast

Recent prospective randomized data from the WHI com-
bined HRT study have confirmed the previous observa-
tional data from the Imperial Cancer Research Fund [19]
(now ‘Cancer Research UK’) regarding the risks of breast
cancer with HRT. The WHI study was stopped prema-
turely by the data safety monitoring board after running a

mean of 5.2 rather than 8.5 years. This was because it was
deemed that the risk versus benefit statistic was exceeded
due to an excess of breast cancer and coronary heart dis-
ease cases in the treatment arm (continuous combined
conjugated equine oestrogens 0.625 mg and medroxypro-
gesterone acetate 2.5 mg). The data from the WHI study
suggested an excess risk of breast cancer with combined
hormone therapy of 4 cases per 1000 women after 5 years.
A further analysis of the data this year detected a hazards
ratio for breast cancer of 1.24 (p > 0.001) for an average of
5.6 year’s exposure to HRT [20].
The MWS, a large questionnaire survey by Cancer

Research UK of women attending the NHS breast screen-
ingprogramme, reportedan increased riskof breast cancer
diagnosis with all HRT regimens (Relative Risk [RR] 1.66
95% CI 1.58–1.75); there was a statistically higher risk
with oestrogen/progestogen HRT (RR 2.00 [1.91–2.09])
than that seen with oestrogen alone (RR 1.30 [1.22–1.38])
or tibolone (RR 1.45 [1.25–1.67]). This was alarmingly
reported by the press as a doubling of risk of breast can-
cer with HRT, failing to mention the absolute risk in terms
of actual numbers of cases. For oestrogen alone it repre-
sented an additional 1.5 per 1000 cases after 5 years of use
and for oestrogen/progestogen, an additional 6 per 1000
cases after 5 years of HRT. In women aged 50–64, whose
baseline risk is 32:1000 anyway, this translated to 33.5 per
1000 and 38 per 1000 cases, respectively.
The higher risk estimates from the MWS compared to

WHIwere probably due to the observational nature of the
MWS which underestimated duration of usage of HRT
as it did not count years of HRT exposure from base-
line to breast cancer reporting on the UK cancer registry.
Also, bearing in mind the natural biology of breast can-
cer development, it is unlikely that the cancers diagnosed
after 1 year had developed de novo – it is more likely
that these cancers weremissed bymammography at base-
line and that HRT had acted as a promoter rather than
an initiator. Although the MWS reported on there being
an increase in mortality, this was of borderline signifi-
cance RR 1.22 (CI 1.00–1.48) (p = 0.05); the absence of
tumour details also made it difficult to draw any defini-
tive conclusions on this issue. Numerous authors have
expressed their reservations regarding the limitations of
both theMWS andWHI data [21,22]. On the positive side,
a second WHI study in hysterectomized women using
unopposed oestrogen reported that the rate of invasive
breast cancer diagnosed was 23% lower in the conjugated
oestrogen group compared to the placebo and this com-
parison narrowlymissed statistical significance (p = 0.06).
This result was unanticipated and appears to suggest
that it is the addition of progestogen to oestrogen which
leads to the increased risk of breast cancer, not oestrogen
alone [23].
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Cardiovascular (coronary heart disease and stroke)

Initial cardiovascular data fromobservational studies sug-
gested up to a 50% reduction in risk of coronary heart
disease in HRT users and a neutral effect on stroke. The
Heart Estrogen Replacement Study (HERS), however, did
not confirm these data in women started on HRT for sec-
ondary prevention of coronary heart disease and theWHI
did not show any benefit in a primary prevention setting
[24]. In fact, WHI suggested that after a mean usage of
5 years there was an excess of heart disease cases in the
active treatment arm of the study compared to placebo.
The study also found an excess of stroke. The cardiovascu-
lar risks inWHIwere small, equating to an extra 7–8 cases
per 10,000 women per year. These were largely accounted
for by an excess of cases in the first couple of years of
use, probably due to an initial pro-thrombotic effect of
the preparation used. The increase in risk for stroke was
clearly age related (age 50–59, 4 cases, 60–69, 9 cases and
70–79 years, 13 cases per 10,000 women per year).
Encouragingly, results from the conjugated oestrogen

only arm of the WHI study showed that there was no sig-
nificant effect on Coronary heart disease (CHD) (primary
outcome) compared with placebo (hazard ratio 0.91; 95%
CI 0.72–1.15). This latest result again suggests that pro-
gestogen may be the problem with HRT. In view of the
data fromHERSandWHI,guidelineswere issued fromthe
American Heart Association and Medicines and Health
Care Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) that HRT
should not be used for primary or secondary prevention
of CHD.
Future work should now focus on new preparations

in younger populations of women. A randomized pilot
study from the National Heart and Lung Institute in
women using another type of HRT (1 mg oestradiol
0.5mgnorethisterone) aftermyocardial infarction showed
a reduction in risk of re-infarction in the active arm of the
study. A larger study, funded by the MRC, is planned as a
result of these data [25].Arecentmeta-analysis of random-
ized controlled trials in women using HRT in over 26,000
women showed that in those who started HRT before the
age of 60 years there was a 39% lowermortality compared
to those on placebo RR 0.61 (CI 0.39–0.95) [26].

Dementia

Observational and case control data suggested a protec-
tive effect for oestrogen for the prevention of Alzheimer’s
disease. These data have not been supported by the recent
randomized controlled data from theWHImemory study
(WHIMS)which showed that therewas a two fold increase
risk of all-cause dementia [11]. However, theWHIMS data
were fromanolder age groupofwomen (average 67 years)

and it may be that the ‘window’ for Alzheimer’s pre-
vention may be in a much younger age group. There is
growing evidence that the chief mechanism of action in
all types of dementia is infarction secondary to cerebral
micro-emboli. This is much more likely to happen if HRT
is started in older age group women due to the predomi-
nance of pro-thrombotic events in the first few years. In a
younger age group, the beneficial physiological effects of
oestrogen on blood flow and lipids could potentially lead
to long-term benefits [27].

Endometrial cancer

Some authors suggest that sequential combined HRT
appears to slightly increase endometrial cancer risk with
long-term use [28]. However, continuous combined HRT
appears to confer a small protective effect as witnessed
by the trend towards protection in the WHI RR 0.83
(0.47–1.47) and other studies [16,29].
The MWS Investigators recently published the analy-

sis of the endometrial cancer data [30]. Non-HRT users
had a risk of 3 cases per 1000 women after 5 years.
Encouragingly, sequential combined HRT appeared to
have a neutral effect overall on the endometrium. The
study confirmed that continuous combined HRT had a
protective effect (2/1000 after 5 years) and that women
using oestrogen alone had an increased risk (5/1000 after
5 years). Surprisingly, there were also a larger number
of endometrial cancers reported in the users of the tis-
sue selective agent tibolone (6/1000 after 5 years). This
can possibly be explained by the fact that higher risk
women, for example, with a family history of endome-
trial cancer or with previous bleeding problems, have
preferentially been started on tibolone because it has
been viewed as a lower-risk product. The results of
a large (>3000 women) two year prospective random-
ized trial (THEBES) comparing the effect of tibolone to
placebo showed no evidence of endometrial hyperplasia
or carcinoma with tibolone [31]. The safety monitoring
board has encouragingly allowed the study to continue
unchanged.

Venous thromboembolism

It is clear from studies includingHERS andWHI that there
is a two to three fold increase in risk of venous throm-
boembolism (VTE) with oral HRT with the greatest risk
occurring in the first year of use. However, recent data
suggest that transdermal therapymaynot increase the risk
of VTE [32]. There is biological plausibility for this; avoid-
ance of hepatic first pass metabolism minimizes adverse
effects on clotting factors and the fibrinolytic system.
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Osteoporosis

For many years bone marker and bone density data sug-
gested thatHRThad abeneficial effect on the skeleton. The
data from the WHI study finally provided strong grade
A (randomized placebo controlled) evidence for the gold
standard outcomemeasure, that is, prevention of fractures
of the hip and spine (5 less cases per 10,000 women per
year).

Colorectal cancer

The WHI study confirmed previous observational stud-
ies for the beneficial effect of combined HRT in reducing
the incidence of colorectal cancer (6 less cases per 10,000
women per year) although interestingly not with oestro-
gen alone. As yet, there is still uncertainty as to the
mechanism of action of HRT in reducing the risk of
colorectal cancer.

CONTRAINDICATIONS TO HRT

Coronary heart disease, stroke and venous thromboem-
bolism were considered in the previous section.
Natural oestrogens when given to normotensive or

hypertensive women do not cause an elevation in blood
pressure, and when given in combination with oral pro-
gesterone may actually lower blood pressure; therefore,
there is no justification for withholding HRT from hyper-
tensive women.
Fibroids are responsive to oestrogens, and involute after

the menopause. HRT may continue to stimulate these
benign gynaecological tumours causing some to increase
in size. This can cause an increase in menstrual blood loss,
but in practice this does not usually represent a prob-
lem as treatment can easily be discontinued. However,
in patients with a good indication who wish to continue
therapy, fibroid resection, embolization, myomectomy or
hysterectomy are all options available.
Patients who have suffered with endometriosis and

become menopausal, are usually ‘cured’ of their symp-
toms. Some may wish to consider HRT and recurrence
rates of 4% on HRT can be expected. Recurrence of
symptoms is alleviated by stopping HRT.
Treatment of patients with a past history of endometrial

cancer is controversial, but there are reports of oestro-
gen use without any detrimental effects in stage I to III
disease [33]. Squamous cervical cancer is not oestrogen
sensitive. There are no adverse data in ovarian cancer sur-
vivors although theremaybe a very small increased risk of
ovarian cancer with long-term unopposed oestrogen use
in healthy women. There are no data for adenocarcinoma
of the cervix, vaginal or vulval cancer.

Breast cancer must be regarded as the principal con-
traindication to oestrogen treatment, but high-riskwomen
with a strong family history of breast malignancy or
those with benign breast disease should not necessarily
be denied treatment. It is unclear what the precise risk of
breast cancer recurrence iswithHRTuse.Astudy in breast
cancer survivors using HRT was terminated because of
an apparent excess risk. Unfortunately, this led to the
premature termination of two other studies running con-
comitantly in which no excess risk had been detected [34].
A large tibolone study (LIBERATE) in breast cancer sur-
vivors is still in progress and encouragingly has been
allowed to continue by the data monitoring board.

DURATION OF THERAPY

According to WHI, the risk of breast cancer appears to
increase after 4 years. The MWS has shown a significantly
increased risk after only 1 year. However, cancers appear-
ing at 1 year must have been present at baseline with HRT
acting as a promoter rather than an initiator. An editorial
lead in The Lancet written by an epidemiologist [35] unre-
alistically suggested that the duration of therapy should
be limited to 3–6 months. Unfortunately, it is recognized
that symptoms often return when HRT is ceased, even
after many years of use. If the underpinning principle of
HRT is that it should be used to improve and maintain a
good quality of life, in women in whom this principle is
maintained, it is difficult to argue that they should have
arbitrary deadlines imposed on them. Thus, duration of
therapy requires careful judgement of benefits and risks
on an individual basis. If therapy is to be discontinued,
the dose should be reduced in a stepwise fashion over a
minimum of 6 months to reduce the risk of immediate
severe symptom resurgence.

OFFICIAL PRESCRIBING ADVICE

How are health professionals supposed to react to these
data and advise their patients? Guidance from the
Medicine’s and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency
(MHRA) (see ‘useful websites’) has advised that HRT
should not be recommended for primary or secondary
prevention of heart disease. It is recommended that HRT
be used merely for symptom relief in the short term at
the lowest effective dose and alternatives should be con-
sidered in the long term for prevention of osteoporosis.
Annual reappraisal of HRT use should be carried out with
weighing up of the pros and cons on an individual basis.
However, the BritishMenopause Society (see ‘useful web-
sites’) consensus statement advises that prescribing habits
need not be changed by the recent studies because HRT
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use in the UK was primarily for symptom relief rather
than primary or secondary prevention.

Alternatives to HRT [36,37]

FOR SYMPTOMS

There is little scientific evidence that complementary and
alternative therapies can help menopausal symptoms or
provide the same benefits as conventional therapies. Yet
many women use them, believing them to be safer and
‘more natural’ especially following the current controver-
sies regarding HRT. The choice of treatments is confusing
and unlike conventional medicines, little is known about
their active ingredients, safety or side effects or how they
may interact with other therapies. They can interfere with
warfarin, antidepressants and anti-epileptics with poten-
tially fatal consequences. Some herbal preparations may
contain oestrogenic compounds and this is of concern for
women with hormone dependent disease such as breast
cancer. There is also concern about contaminants such as
mercury, arsenic, lead and pesticides. Legislation is soon
to be introduced which will make it mandatory for herbal
preparations to at least be registeredwith theMHRA. This
will at least allow some control over products which may
be completely ineffective or dangerous and it is essential
that alternatives to licensedpreparations shouldbe judged
by similar standards.

Why not HRT?

There are a number of reasons why alternatives to HRT
may be sought. The main reason is that an individual
does not wish to use hormone therapy because they are
concerned about the potential side effects and risks. There
maybe clinician concernsbecauseof thepersonal or family
history of the women, for example, cardiovascular dis-
ease, venous thromboembolism or breast cancer. It may be
deemed that an alternative preparation is actually a better
choice than traditional HRT. While many more exist (over
200!) focus here is on those preparations for which some
trial evidence exists. The increasing use of complemen-
tary therapies has been confirmed by recent studies; 68%
of women attending a menopause clinic in London had
ever tried an alternative treatment for symptoms and that
62% of these women were satisfied with the results [38].

Lifestyle measures

There is some evidence that women who are more active
tend to suffer less from the symptoms of the menopause
but not all types of activity lead to an improvement in
symptoms. High-impact infrequent exercise can actually

make symptoms worse; the best activity is aerobic sus-
tained regular exercise [39]. Avoidance or reduction of
intake of alcohol and caffeine can reduce the severity and
frequency of vasomotor symptoms.

Non-pharmacological alternatives

GELS FOR VAGINAL SYMPTOMS, E.G. REPLENS

This vaginal bioadhesivemoisturizer is amorephysiologi-
cal way of replacing vaginal secretions thanwith lubricant
vaginal gels such as KY jelly. It actually rehydrates the tis-
sues and provides a reasonable alternative to systemic or
vaginal HRT.

Pharmacological alternatives

PROGESTOGENS

Progestogenshave traditionallybeenapopular alternative
to combined HRT in women with intractable vasomo-
tor symptoms who have contraindications to oestrogen
[40]. However, recent studies, for example, WHI/MWS,
have questioned the safety of progestogens because of
concerns that the increase in risk of breast cancer with
HRT is due to the combination of oestrogen and progesto-
gen (rather than oestrogen alone). Thus, caution should
be exercised in treating women with progestogens who
have an increased risk of breast cancer. The potential risk
to the breast also needs to be taken into account when
using progestogens as an alternative in those at risk of
thromboembolism.

ALPHA 2 AGONISTS

Clonidine, a centrally active alpha2 agonist, has been one
of the most popular alternative preparations for the treat-
ment of vasomotor symptoms. Unfortunately it is also one
of the preparations for which the least evidence exists for
efficacy – at best the trial data show a weak benefit [41].

BETA BLOCKERS

Beta blockers have beenpostulated as a possible option for
treating vasomotor symptoms but the small trials which
have been conducted have been disappointing.

SELECTIVE SEROTONIN REUPTAKE INHIBITORS
SSRIS/SELECTIVE NORADRENALINE REUPTAKE
INHIBITORS SNRIS

A significant amount of evidence exists for the efficacy of
SSRIs andSNRIs in the treatment of vasomotor symptoms.
Although there are some data for SSRIs such as fluoxe-
tine and paroxetine, the most convincing data are for the
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SNRI (venlafaxine) at a dose of 37.5 mg bd [42]. The key
effect with these preparations appears to be stimulation
of the noradrenergic as opposed to the serotonergic path-
ways, hence the preferential effect of SNRIs. The trials
demonstrate a 50–60% reduction in hot flush frequency
and severity. This compares with an 80–90% symptom
reduction with traditional hormone therapy. The main
drawback with these preparations (especially the SNRIs)
is the high incidence of nausea which often leads to with-
drawal from therapy before maximum symptom relief
efficacy has been achieved. Trials in this area are ongoing.

GABAPENTIN

Recent work with the antiepileptic drug Gabapentin
has shown efficacy for hot flush reduction compared to
placebo. Gabapentin at a dose of 900 mg per day has been
shown to reduce hot flush frequency by 45% and symp-
tom severity by 54%. Further work is being conducted to
confirm the efficacy and safety of this preparation.

Complementary therapies

Among the largest group of users of complementary ther-
apies, middle age women, up to 33% of the population
have used these preparations at any one time (European
Menopause Survey 2005 [43]). It is estimated that the
cost of complementary therapies amounts to 17 billion US
dollars per annum. The majority of the costs are borne
by the consumer as these are unlicensed preparations.
These preparations are often used by women as they
are perceived to be a safe alternative to traditional hor-
mone therapies. However, the safety of a number of these
preparations has been called into question. The current
regulation of complementary and alternative medicine
is inadequate and fragmented with only osteopaths and
chiropractors currently regulated professions.

PHYTOESTROGENS

Phytoestrogens are plant substances that have effects sim-
ilar to those of oestrogens. Since the first discovery of the
oestrogenic activity of plant compounds, over 300 plants
have been found to have phytoestrogenic activity. Prepa-
rations vary from enriched foods such as bread or drinks
(soy milk) to more concentrated tablets. The most impor-
tant groups are called isoflavones and lignans. The major
isoflavones are genistein and daidzein. The major lignans
are enterolactone and enterodiol. Isoflavones are found
in soybeans, chick peas, red clover and probably other
legumes (beans and peas). Oilseeds such as flaxseed are
rich in lignans, and they are also found in cereal bran,
whole cereals, vegetables, legumes and fruit. The role of

phytoestrogens has stimulated considerable interest since
populations consuming a diet high in isoflavones such as
the Japanese appear to have lower rates of menopausal
vasomotor symptoms, cardiovascular disease, osteoporo-
sis; breast, colon, endometrial and ovarian cancers. The
evidence from randomized placebo-controlled trials in
Westernpopulations is conflicting for both soy andderiva-
tives from red clover. Similarly, there are also debates
about the effects on lipoproteins, endothelial function and
blood pressure. Currently other studies are underway to
assess these products.

Soy

Twelve randomized controlled trials have been published
comparing various preparations of soywith placebo. Only
four out of the nine studies with a treatment phase last-
ing more than 6 weeks showed a significant improvement
in symptoms compared to placebo. The most important
of these trials includes a study of 102 women treated for
12 weeks which showed a 45% reduction in hot flushes in
comparison to a 30% reduction in the placebo group [44].
Mammographic density, a risk marker for breast cancer,
does not appear to be affected by soy preparations even
after 2 year usage. However, long-term treatment with
soy has raised some concerns with regard to a low risk of
endometrial hyperplasia [45].

Red clover

Red clover has a high content of the isoflavones biochanin
A and formononetin, while soy contains predominantly
genistein, daidzein and glycitein. Soy isoflavones and
red clover isoflavones display different affinities for the
steroid receptors which may produce differential effects
on symptoms though this requires confirmation. Five
placebo-controlled studies evaluating the use of red clover
isoflavones in the treatment of vasomotor symptoms have
been conducted. While the doses of red clover isoflavones
(40–160 mg) and the duration of treatment (12–16 weeks)
varied in these studies, all showed a numerical reduc-
tion in the number of hot flushes compared to placebo
[46]. However, the differences only reached statistical
significance in two out of the five studies [47]. There
wereno serious safety concerns associatedwith short-term
administration of red clover isoflavones in any of these
studies. Breast density does not appear to be adversely
affected by red clover although long-term randomized
studies of breast cancer incidence are lacking. Endome-
trial biopsy data are also lacking though ultrasound scans
of endometrial thickness have been reassuring.
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Black cohosh

Black cohosh is a herbaceous perennial plant native to
North America, widely used to alleviate menopausal
symptoms. There are four randomized controlled trials
using black cohosh but only one of these was placebo
controlled. Three trials have shown benefit for vasomotor
symptoms including one where black cohosh was com-
pared to conjugated oestrogens but further efficacy data
are required [48]. There have been seven serious adverse
events reported recently due to hepatotoxicity; one case
requiring liver transplantation [49]. There does not appear
to be an endometrial effect and there are no clinical trials
assessing the effects of black cohosh on the breast.

Evening primrose oil

Evening primrose oil is rich in gamma linolenic acid. Even
though widely used by women, there is no evidence for
efficacy in the menopause [50].

Dong quai

Dong quai is a perennial plant native to southwest China,
commonly used in traditional Chinese medicine. It has
not been found to be superior to placebo for menopausal
symptoms in one randomized trial. Interaction with war-
farin and photosensitization has been reported due to the
presence of coumarins.

Ginkgo biloba

Use is widespread but there is little evidence to show that
it improves menopausal symptoms. Some studies have
shown a benefit for relief of anxiety and depression. There
are claims for cognitive benefits from recent studies in
postmenopausal women but these require confirmation
from large long-term studies [51].

St John’s Wort

St John’s Wort has been shown to be efficacious in mild
to moderate depression both in peri- and premenopausal
women due to its SSRI type effect [52], but its efficacy for
vasomotor symptomshas not beenproven. It has potential
interactions with various drugs including warfarin and
the pill due to induction of the cytochrome P450 enzymes.

STEROIDS

DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone)

Blood levels of DHEA drop dramatically with age. This
had led to suggestions that the effects of ageing can be

counteracted by DHEA ‘replacement therapy’. DHEA is
increasingly being used in the USA, where it is classed as
a food supplement, for its supposed anti-ageing effects.
Some studies have shown benefits on the skeleton, cog-
nition, well-being, libido and the vagina. There is no
evidence that DHEA has any effect on hot flushes. The
short-term effects of taking DHEA are still controversial
and possible harmful effects of long-term use are, as yet,
unknown.

Progesterone transdermal creams

Progesterone creams derived from wild yam have been
advocated for the treatment of menopausal symptoms
and skeletal protection. Claims have been made that
steroids (diosgenein) in yams (dioscorea villosa) can be
converted in the body toprogesterone, but this is biochem-
ically impossible. Progesterone creams have recently been
the subject of clinical trials, and no benefit on vasomo-
tor symptoms was demonstrated [53]. Despite previous
claims, there was no effect on bone mineral density.

VITAMINS AND MINERALS

Vitamins such as E [54] and C, and minerals such as sele-
nium are present in various supplements. The evidence
that they are of any benefit to postmenopausal women is
lacking.

HOMEOPATHY

Data from case histories, observational studies and a small
number of randomized trials are encouraging but clearly
more research is needed. A recent paper reported on an
investigation of the homeopathic approach to the man-
agement of symptoms of oestrogenwithdrawal in women
with breast cancer. Significant improvements in mean
symptom scores were seen over the study period and for
the primary end-point ’the effect on daily living’ scores.
Symptomsother thanhotflushes suchas fatigueandmood
disturbance also appear to be helped [55].

ACUPUNCTURE

A recent small randomized controlled trial of 45 post-
menopausal women undergoing shallow acupuncture,
electro-acupuncture or oral oestrogen administration
showed a significant reduction in hot flush frequency in
all three groups. The degree of symptom reduction was
greatest in the oestrogen group [56]. Although no adverse
effects were demonstrated in this study, rare adverse
effects such as cardiac tamponade, pneumothorax and
hepatitis have been described. Further data are required
to establish the precise benefits of acupuncture for the
menopause.
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REFLEXOLOGY

Reflexology aims to relieve stress or treat health condi-
tions through the application of pressure to specific points
or areas of the feet. While it has been used for various con-
ditions such as pain, anxiety and premenstrual syndrome
there have been few studies for menopausal complaints.
One randomized trial has been published so far where
67 women with vasomotor symptoms aged 45–60 years
were randomized to receive reflexology or non-specific
foot massage. There was a reduction in symptoms in both
groups but therewas no significant difference between the
groups [57].

Alternatives to HRT

SKELETAL PROTECTION

In December 2004, the European Medicines Agency ruled
that HRT should no longer be used as a first line treatment
for osteoporosis. This advice was mirrored by the MHRA
in the UK who proclaimed that the long-term risks of
HRT outweighed the benefits and that alternative prepa-
rations should be used for osteoporosis prophylaxis and
treatment. The National Institute for Clinical Excellence
(NICE) has recently carried out a technology appraisal for
three of the main alternatives to HRT, bisphosphonates,
raloxifene and parathyroid hormone. Treatment guide-
lines have been issued (Jan 2005 NICE website) but there
is a delay in the advice regarding prophylaxis as it was
only agreed to issue the latter advice after protests from
the National Osteoporosis and British Menopause Soci-
eties. The most commonly employed alternatives to HRT
for bone protection will now be considered.

Lifestyle measures

Every woman should be encouraged to take plenty of reg-
ular exercise in addition to having a well-balanced diet
and avoiding smoking. There are studies which show that
women who take regular weight-bearing exercise have
higher bonemineral densities compared to sedentary con-
trols. Exercise appears to reduce bone loss rather than
reverse osteoporosis. It also improves muscle tone thus
reducing falls. There is also evidence for reduction in bone
loss by the daily use of calcium (≈ 1500 mg elemental
calcium) and vitamin D (4–600 IU) supplements.

Bisphosphonates

Bisphosphonates are pyrophosphate analogues which
interfere with osteoclastic resorption. Etidronate was the
first bisphosphonate to be licensed but alendronate and
risedronate are much more commonly used now due to

their significantly higher antiresorptive power. Both these
products have grade A randomized controlled trial data
for both prevention and treatment of spine and hip frac-
tures (up to 50% reduction), now with 10 year efficacy
data for alendronate [58]. There is also good evidence
of bone preservation in women who discontinue alen-
dronate though not to the same extent as those who
continue therapy. The main side effects of these products
are gastro-oesophageal irritation and ulceration although
the once weekly preparations have made them more
tolerable. To improve compliance, a once a month (iban-
dronate) and a once a year (zolendronate) formulation are
in development.

Raloxifene

Raloxifene belongs to the group of compounds called
SERMS (Selective Estrogen Receptor Modulators) which
are agonistic in the skeleton and cardiovascular system
and antagonistic in the breast and endometrium. Ralox-
ifene is the first of these products to be licensed – it
producesmodest increases in bonemineral density (BMD)
(2–3% per annum) and is licensed for fracture reduction in
the spine [59]. However, as it lacks grade A evidence for
fracture prevention in the hip, NICEhave declared it a sec-
ond line preparation after bisphosphonates (raloxifene).

Strontium ranelate

Strontium ranelate is also antiresorptive and anabolic in
its action (dual action bone agent). It has recently been
licensed for fracture treatment inbothhipandspine (3year
efficacy data with 41% reduction in spine fractures). It
has the advantage over bisphosphonates that it does not
produce gastrointestinal side effects [60].

Parathyroid hormone (teriparatide)

The parathyroid hormone analogue teriparatide is both
antiresorptive and anabolic and is licensed for treatment
of spine fractures. Due to itsmode of administration (daily
injection) and its expenseNICEhaveadvised that it should
be used as third line treatment in elderly women with
previous fractures with the severest osteoporosis.

Statins

Thereare limiteddata for aneffect of statinson the skeleton
but benefits have not been confirmed by randomized trials
in human subjects.
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Conclusion

We must not underestimate women’s desire for a high
quality of life in the menopause. Women will continue
to demand HRT or a safe, effective alternative for their
symptoms. It is, therefore, our duty to strive to provide the
best therapy for women to achieve this goal. With every
new study there appears to be a change in advice given by
the regulatory agencies as to how we should advise our
patients, leading to a great deal of confusion.
Best practice should involve the following:

1 Discussion of lifestyle measures, HRT and alternatives
should take place from the outset.
2 Management should be individualized taking into
account risks and benefits.
3 The main indication for use of HRT should be for
symptom relief rather than for prevention of long-term
problems.
4 Low-dose HRT should usually be commenced, except
in premature ovarian failure, and increased, if necessary,
to achieve effective symptom relief.
5 Rigid cut off’s in duration of therapy should be avoided
with regular reappraisal (at least annual) of the benefits
and risks for each individual.
6 Delivery of services should be from a multidisciplinary
team if possible with close liaison with allied specialties
and experts.
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with_64_percent_experiencing_severe_problems.asp).
(European Menopause Survey 2005, Organon International
Website)
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Chapter 48: Pelvic floor dysfunction I:
uterovaginal prolapse
Anthony R.B. Smith

Introduction

Up to half of the normal female population will develop
uterovaginal prolapse during their lifetime. Twenty per-
cent of these women will be symptomatic and need treat-
ment [1]. A North American actuarial analysis revealed
that a woman up to the age of 80 years has an 11% risk of
needing surgery for pelvic floor weakness. Furthermore,
if she has an operation, she has a 29% risk of requiring
further surgery [2]. These figures suggest that the current
management of pelvic floor dysfunction is less than ideal.
As the population of the world continues to increase in
age, the prevalence of pelvic floor dysfunction is likely
to increase. Gynaecologists need to improve their under-
standing of pelvic floor dysfunction and its sequelae to
improve the outcomes from treatment.

Structure and function of the pelvic floor

The pelvic floor functions to support the pelvic and
abdominal viscera and help maintain control of their
contents. It has two major components which are inter-
dependent: the muscle and facia.

Muscle

Levator ani muscles consist of pubococcygeus, coccygeus
and ileococcygeus muscles on each side which together
form a muscular floor to the pelvis. The striated muscle
of levator ani is under voluntary control but is a unique
striated muscle in having a resting tone. As with other
striated muscles its strength can be increased by exer-
cise as with pelvic floor physiotherapy. Contraction of the
muscles results in a forward elevation of the pelvic floor
which is important in their role in continence. This for-
ward elevation helps to increase the angulation between
bladder and urethra anteriorly and rectum and anal canal
posteriorly. Increase in this angulation is one of the fun-
damental mechanisms which aid continence. Thus, the
healthy pelvic floor muscle will, at rest, provide support

andassistancewith continence.When the intra-abdominal
pressure rises levator ani muscles contract and provide
additional support and outlet resistance to the bladder
and rectum. This reflex response to intra-abdominal pres-
sure rises also requires an intact innervation. Damage to
the pelvic floor muscle innervation is likely to impair the
pelvic floor muscle responses.

Fascia

Fascia envelopes levator ani, attaches it to bone at its ori-
gin andholds the twomuscles together in themidline. The
urethra, vagina and rectum perforate this midline fascia.
Thus, the pelvic viscera are supported both by the leva-
tor ani muscle below and the fascial attachments which
are condensed in some areas and are often referred to as
ligaments – the uterosacral, cardinal and round ligaments
being examples. There has been much debate for over a
century about the structure and function of the pelvic fas-
cia. It is generally accepted that thepelvicfloorhasevolved
asman has assumed the upright stature and this evolution
has involved replacement of some of the muscular com-
ponent of the pelvic floorwith fascia to provide additional
supportive strength to copewith the effect of gravity. Thus,
any factor that influences the strength or integrity of pelvic
floor fascia will influence the function of the pelvic floor.
These factors may be congenital (such as hyperelasticity
of the collagenous component of fascia) or environmental,
such as stretching or tearing of fascia during childbirth or
heavy lifting.
Weakness of the pelvic floor, which may result from

impairment of function of either muscle or fascia, can
result in uterovaginal prolapse. Prolapse is largely a result
of loss of support from the pelvic floor but the pelvic floor
dysfunctionmay produce other accompanying symptoms
than thosedue to thedisplacementof thepelvicviscera.An
understanding of the pathophysiology of pelvic floor dys-
functionwill help to develop an appropriate management
strategy.

496
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Pathophysiology of pelvic floor dysfunction

Muscle

The striated muscle of the pelvic floor, in common with
other striated muscles throughout the body, undergoes a
gradual denervation with age [3]. This denervation will
result in a gradual weakening of the muscle over time.
While someof the aging effect canbe counteractedbymus-
cle training, the impact of denervation will be to diminish
the number of neuroneswhich can stimulatemuscle fibres
to contract. Pelvic floormuscle denervation is increasedby
vaginal delivery, particularly if the active second stage of
labour is prolonged [4].
Caesarean section may offer some protection from this

injury. Following childbirth some reinnervationwill occur
which will result in rehabilitation of the muscle at least
to some degree. Reinnervation results in more muscle
fibresbeing innervatedbyeach remainingnervefibre. This
results in the pelvic floor muscle beingmore vulnerable to
age-related denervation since further nerve loss with age
will result in a more marked loss of muscle fibre activ-
ity. Thus, the damage to the pelvic floor muscle during
childbirth often only becomes evident when age-related
changes are superimposed. The site of pelvic floor mus-
cle denervation during childbirth is unclear. It has been
proposed that stretching of the pudendal nerve distal to
Alcock’s canal at the ischial spine results in nerve injury
but crushing injury at the neuromuscular junction in the
muscle must also be possible.
In neurological diseases like multiple sclerosis, pelvic

floor muscle may behave unpredictably ranging from
inappropriate relaxation causing incontinence to spasm
resulting in voiding dysfunction.
Women with ectopia vesicae have incomplete develop-

ment of the pelvic floor anteriorly. This predisposes them
to uterovaginal prolapse which is an additional surgical
challenge to treat partly because of previous surgical pro-
cedures and partly because of anatomical distortion from
the absence of a normally formed anterior pelvis (bony
and soft tissue).

Fascia

Fascia is composed of a number of components includ-
ing collagen, elastin and smooth muscle embedded in a
connective tissue matrix. Each of the components may
influence the overall biomechanical properties of the fas-
cia. The following factors have a significant influence on
pelvic floor support.

CONGENITAL

Congenital differences in collagen behaviour are clinically
evident in women who have increased joint elasticity.

Fig. 48.1 Joint hyperextensibility as an index of fascial
stretchiness.

Women with hyperextensible joints will also have addi-
tional pelvic fascia stretchiness which may be manifested
in the development of uterovaginal prolapse at an earlier
age. Such women often excel at sports requiring increased
joint elasticity (such as gymnastics) and they develop
fewer striae gravidarum during pregnancy because of
increased skin elasticity. Labour may be rapid because of
reduced obstruction from the pelvic floor fascia. Extreme
forms of this are seen in Ehrlers Danos syndrome but
much more commonly seen are milder forms (see picture
of joint hyperextension). It is important for gynaecologists
to recognize women who have such problems because
their treatment may need to be different. Recurrence
after surgery is more likely and use of prosthetic sup-
port materials may be advisable (see Fig. 48.1). Some
forms of collagendisorder are also associatedwith clotting
problems.

AGE

With increasing age fascial tissues become stiffer andmore
liable to rupture. The young child is invariably stiffer in
movement than the elderly adult. The fascia of the pelvic
floor will provide weaker support with advancing years.
Gynaecologists repairing the pelvic floor often recognize
that the tissues used for building a repair are of poor qual-
ity and are poorly vascularized. The repair after surgery
will heal with less strength and more slowly. The recur-
rence of prolapse seen after surgery in one out of three
cases must in some part be due to a deterioration of fascial
strength with age. This is supported by the fact that the
longer the follow-up period after surgical treatment the
higher the risk of recurrence.
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CHILDBIRTH INJURY

Most women recognize that their pelvic floor is different
after vaginal delivery. Furthermore, regaining the tone
and shape of their anterior abdominal wall is also often a
difficult challenge. These changes aredue toa combination
of muscle and fascial changes. There has been much unre-
solved debate as to whether pelvic floor fascia stretches
or tears during pregnancy and childbirth. Some believe
that stretching occurs and therefore repair of the pelvic
floor during prolapse surgery should involve fascial pli-
cation. Others believe that fascia can only tear and does
not stretch and therefore repair should involve determin-
ing the site of the tears and repairing them (site specific
repair - see p. 500).

ENDOCRINE

The menstrual cycle, pregnancy and the menopause are
the most significant endocrine events which may influ-
ence pelvic floor fascia.Womenoften declare that prolapse
symptoms are worse around the time of menstruation.
This is thought to be secondary to higher progesterone lev-
els increasing fascial elasticity. Recent studies have shown
that women examined at the time of menstruation will
have a higher stage of prolapse than at other times of
the cycle. This has important implications when decid-
ing on treatment. During pregnancy, prolapse symptoms
will be more evident in the first trimester but dimin-
ish as the pregnant uterus enlarges out of the pelvis.
During pregnancy many women develop stress incon-
tinence of urine for the first time. Research has shown
that fascial elasticity increases in pregnancy [5] and this
probably results in diminished pelvic floor support and
a tendency to stress incontinence. Women who develop
stress incontinence of urine during pregnancy are more
likely to experience the same symptom after childbirth.
Theprevalenceofuterovaginal prolapse increases after the
menopause. Howmuch this is secondary to the endocrine
changes rather than age-related changes is not known.

Uterovaginal prolapse

Description

Prolapse is normally divided into anterior, uterine/vault
and posterior compartments. Although anterior vaginal
wall prolapse is still commonly called a cystocoele and
posterior prolapse a rectocoele or enterocoele thedifficulty
in providing reproducible descriptions for the purpose of
research has led to the development of scoring systems.
The most frequently used validated method in current lit-
erature is a systemcalled thePOPQ(PelvicOrganProlapse

3 cm
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Fig. 48.2 Abbreviations: Aa, anterior wall; Ap, posterior wall;
Ba, anterior wall; Bp, posterior wall; C, cervix or cuff; D,
posterior fornix; gh, genital hiatus; pb, perineal body; tvl, total
vaginal length.

Quantification [6]. The system is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 48.2.

Symptoms

Prolapse classically produces a sensation of fullness in the
vagina or a visible or palpable lump at the introitus. This
sensation is always posture dependant as are many pro-
lapse symptoms. If the symptoms do not resolve when
lying down an alternative aetiology should be considered.
Low backache is a common symptom but is also com-
monly experienced by women who do not have prolapse.
Vaginal atrophy, if present, will exacerbatemany prolapse
symptoms and should be treated as a first priority with
topical oestrogens unless clinically contraindicated.

URINARY SYMPTOMS

Anterior vaginal wall prolapse may result in a range
of urinary symptoms. While women who have anterior
prolapse may have stress incontinence, particularly if
the urethra is not well supported, they may also have
voiding dysfunction secondary to kinking of the ure-
thra. Voiding dysfunction may result in frequency (due to
incomplete bladder emptying), hesitancy and a poor uri-
nary stream. Incomplete bladder emptying may in turn
result in recurrent urinary infection with accompanying
frequency, urgency and urge incontinence. It is important
to realize that anterior vaginal wall prolapse does not of
itself produce detrusor overactivity which may have an
independent pathology. Thus, repair of anterior vaginal
wall prolapse may not resolve urinary symptoms if this
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is the case. Furthermore, if the anterior prolapse is kink-
ing the urethra, it may be preventing stress incontinence
of urine. Surgical repair may then result in the develop-
ment of stress incontinence de novo which will not please
the patient. Occasionally posterior vaginal wall prolapse
if associated with obstructed defaecation may result in
urinary voiding dysfunction.

BOWEL SYMPTOMS

Posterior vaginal wall prolapse may be associated with a
range of bowel symptoms. It is often difficult to know
whether the bowel symptoms are caused by the pro-
lapse or associated with a fascial weakness which may
also be affecting the bowel. Slow transit constipation and
diverticular disease are bowel disordersmore prevalent in
women with fascial weakness. Constipation is a common
symptom in women and may contribute to obstructed
defaecation. The presence of posterior vaginal wall pro-
lapse may not be the cause of the obstructed defaecation
but more a symptom of it. Posterior vaginal wall prolapse
does not normally result in ano-rectal incontinence.

COITAL SYMPTOMS

Uterovaginal prolapse in all but the most severe cases
regresses when a woman is lying in bed. Prolapse often
does not interfere with normal sexual activity. However,
many women feel unhappy with the vaginal discomfort
experienced through the day and the presence of the pro-
lapse can inhibit couples from continuing normal sexual
activity for mainly aesthetic reasons but also from con-
cern about causing harm. Additionally, concern about
continence or other urinary and bowel symptoms may
be inhibiting. Some couples find that the loss of tone in
the vagina leads to sexual dissatisfaction for both parties.
The growth in interest in cosmetic vaginal surgery and
drugs for male impotence may be influencing this area.

Investigation of prolapse symptoms

EXAMINATION

General examination should include fitness for surgery.
Abdominal examination should be performed to exclude
an intra-abdominal mass. A bimanual pelvic examination
or ultrasound should exclude a pelvic mass and delineate
the size of the uterus and ovaries if present.
The patient should be examined in the horizontal posi-

tion, conventionally in the left lateral position with a Sims
speculum. If prolapse is not evident, even with a Valsalva
manoeuvre, the patient should be examined in the upright
position. It is important to reproduce the symptoms and

signswithwhich the patient presents. If this is not possible
a further examination may be required. Many women are
only aware of their symptoms after a long period in the
upright position. An early morning clinic appointment
may preclude detection of the prolapse. Some clinicians
examine women in the lithotomy position. This enables
closer inspection of vaginal supports, particularly if look-
ing for site-specific defects in the endopelvic fascia. A
second retracting instrument will be required to do this
to visualize the lateral sulci.
The POPQ examination (see p. 498) gives an objective

record of the prolapse stage.

URODYNAMICS STUDIES

If there are no urinary symptoms urodynamic studies
are not justified outside the research setting. If a woman
has significant urinary symptoms urodynamics may help
define the cause of the symptoms which will enable
the gynaecologist to give some prognosis for treatment.
Hence, if urodynamics indicate obstructed voiding there
is a good prognosis for surgical repair of the cystocoele
resolving the voiding dysfunction while if the urodynam-
ics suggest the bladder is atonic the prognosis is less
favourable. If urodynamics indicate that the bladder is
overactive then it is unlikely that surgery will improve
the urinary symptoms. This may influence a woman’s
decision on whether to proceed with surgery.
The development of stress incontinence is an irritating

sequel to anterior vaginal wall repair in some women.
Some clinicians perform a urinary stress test with the
prolapse reduced either digitally with a sponge forceps
or a ring pessary. There is no evidence that this tech-
nique reliably predicts which women will develop stress
incontinence after surgery.

PROCTOGRAPHY

An anterior rectocoele may result in obstructed defaeca-
tion. Rectalmucosal prolapsemayalso result in obstructed
defaecation and will not be apparent on vaginal exami-
nation. Proctography can give some insight into factors
which may be contributing to difficulty with defaeca-
tion and may help avoid unnecessary, unhelpful vaginal
operations.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

Magnetic resonance imaging has been used as a research
tool to try to identify prolapse not clinically evident. It
has not been proved to aid or improve treatment outcome
to date.
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Treatment

CONSERVATIVE

Some women elect for non-surgical treatment of their
prolapse either because:
1 the prognosis offered for treatment is not sufficiently
attractive
2 they are unfit for surgery
3 they wish to delay surgical treatment for other reasons.
Conservative treatment may involve:
Lifestyle advice. This may include advice on diet and

weight loss including avoidance of caffeine containing
drinks, water intake, fibre content, laxative use and mod-
ification of drug regimes, e.g. diuretics. Avoidance of
high-impact exercise and lifting may improve symptoms.
Pelvic floor physiotherapy. There have been no studies

on the value of pelvic floor physiotherapy on vaginal
prolapse symptoms. While it is unlikely that advanced
prolapse will be helped by pelvic floor exercises, ear-
lier stage prolapse may be improved sufficiently to avoid
further intervention.
Vaginal pessary. Vaginal pessaries have been available

in some form for 4000 years. The first pessaries described
were pomegranate skins. Currently in the UK the most
frequently used pessary is the polypropylene ring pessary
(Fig. 48.3). Themost appropriate anatomical configuration
for the ringpessaryhas not beendefinedbut if there is little
or noposterior perineal support the ring pessarywill often
not be retained. The optimal size is usually determined
by trial and error. The optimal time interval for chang-
ing pessaries has also not been defined, nor has the role
of topical oestrogens. In North America a wider range of
vaginal pessaries is available (www.milexproducts.com).
Companies advise regular washing of the pessary by the
patient without any evidence for the value of so doing.

Fig. 48.3 Ring

Pessaries such as the ring can normally allow sexual inter-
course without problems although a few women prefer
to remove the pessary. Space occupying pessaries such as
the shelf pessary preclude normal sexual relations and are
therefore unsuitable for sexually active women. The shelf
pessary may be particularly helpful for uterine or vaginal
vault prolapse. The shelf pessary may be quite difficult
to change and can become embedded in the vaginal wall.
Careful examination, at least every 6 months is advisable
and topical oestrogens may reduce the risk of ulceration
and erosion.

SURGICAL

Over the last 100 years surgery has been considered to
be the treatment of choice for uterovaginal prolapse. The
surgical techniques employed until recently have differed
little from those described by the surgical icons of a cen-
tury ago. Increasingly it is being acknowledged that a
desirable outcome should include more than a satisfac-
tory anatomical result. Functional outcome may be more
important to the patient. There have been very few robust
studies of prolapse surgery performed which define both
the anatomical and functional outcome with some mea-
sure of the impact on the patient’s quality of life. Further
research is urgently needed in this field.
Surgically the key issues are:

1 which technique produces the best, long-lasting
anatomical result?
2 is the use of a synthetic support material helpful?
3 is the abdominal approach superior to the vaginal
approach?

Anterior vaginal wall prolapse

In 1909,White [7] described the vaginal paravaginal repair
to repair a cystocoele (see Fig. 48.4). Four years later Kelly
[8] described the anterior vaginal repair with a central pli-
cation of the pubocervical fascia (see Fig. 48.4). The Kelly
operation became the treatment of choice for anterior pro-
lapse partly because of the simplicity of the procedure
and partly because of Kelly’s high standing in the surgical
community.
Debate about the relative merits of the Kelly type

repair and the paravaginal repair continue to this day.
A literature review of over 90 articles between 1966 and
1995 by Weber and Walters [9] illustrated the deficiencies
of the literature and found that there was no signifi-
cant difference in success rate between the paravaginal
repair (failure rate 3–14%), whether performed vaginally
or abdominally, and the central plication repair (fail-
ure rate 0–20%). Beck [1] reviewed 246 anterior repairs
and noted that 5% women developed de novo stress
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Fig. 48.4
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incontinence and 5% de novo detrusor overactivity post-
operatively. Long-standing voiding problems occurred in
less than 1%. Post-operative pyrexia developed in 10%
of women but the overall morbidity can be described
as low.
There have been a few trials published on the use of

additional support materials such as polypropylene mesh
to strengthen the anterior vaginal repair. The results sug-
gest that a reduction in the risk of recurrence is accompa-
nied by a significant risk of mesh erosion. It would appear
that theoptimalmeshmaterial hasnot yet beendeveloped.
The use of support materials in primary repairs would
certainly not appear to be justified.

Posterior vaginal wall prolapse

The classical posterior vaginal repair involves not only
plication of the fascia underlying the vaginal skin but
also a central plication of the fascia overlying the pubo-
coccygeus muscle even including the muscle itself. There
can be little doubt that inclusion of the pubococcygeus
fascia and muscle will create a more solid repair with
accompanying intra- and post-operative morbidity but it

is unclear whether the functional outcome is better. Kahn
and Stanton [10] performed a 2-year follow-up of their
posterior vaginal repairs performed in the conventional
manner (including levator plication). They noted that in
addition to one in four of thewomenhaving posterior pro-
lapseonexaminationmorewomenvolunteered functional
problems with respect to bowel and dyspareunia than
pre-operatively. Some have suggested that a transanal
approach to rectocoele repair should be more effective for
treatment of defaecation difficulty but the limited robust
literature available does not support this [11]. Although
the site-specific fascial defect repair has been found to
be more effective by some surgeons [12] it has not been
studied in a robust, systematic manner.
Similarly, there have been few studies reported to assess

the value of adding support materials to a posterior vagi-
nal wall repair. The risk of mesh erosion must be weighed
against the potential benefit of reduced risk of recurrence.
Perineal descent is commonly seen with posterior vagi-

nal wall prolapse. Its clinical relevance is not clear but in
anatomical terms it indicates either that the perineum is
no longer supported by the pelvic floor or that there is
weakness of the pelvic floor as a whole. This may be an
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index of the support of the vaginal vault or the uterus and
vaginal apex.

Uterine prolapse

The current conventional approach to uterine prolapse
when awomanno longerwishes to have children is a vagi-
nal hysterectomywith any additional repair to the vaginal
walls as appropriate. The vaginal vault is then supported
by reattaching the uterosacral/cardinal ligaments to the
vagina. These ligaments can also be plicated together in
the midline to try to prevent the development of entero-
coele. The Manchester repair is now less popular but also
employed the cardinal ligaments brought together ante-
rior to the cervix which was amputated as part of the
operation. The use of the uterosacral/cardinal ligaments
has the fundamental problem that it is the weakness of
these ligaments that has contributed to the development
of the prolapse. Use of such weak tissues must make the
risk of recurrence a concern. There is no evidence that uter-
ine conservation, either by abdominal sacrohysteropexy
or sacrospinous hysteropexy provides a lower risk of pro-
lapse recurrence. Nor is there evidence that routine use
of sacrospinous colpopexy performed at the time of hys-
terectomy reduces the risk of vault prolapse though the
morbidity of the procedure is likely to be higher.
This would suggest that, in the absence of evidence to

the contrary, for uterine prolapse the gynaecologist should
performa vaginal hysterectomywith the provision of sup-
port to the vaginal vault from the uterosacral ligaments.
In the absence of defined support tissue a sacrospinous
colpopexy or sacrocolpopexy may be required.

Vaginal vault prolapse

Vaginal vault prolapse occurs in approximately 5% of
women after hysterectomy. Most studies indicate that
an equal proportion of women have had an abdominal
or a vaginal hysterectomy which, given that abdominal
hysterectomy is performed more frequently than vagi-
nal, suggests that vaginal hysterectomy predisposes to
vault prolapse. Vault prolapse is always accompanied
by some degree of upper anterior and posterior vaginal
prolapse, the latter usually being the predominant com-
ponent. Frequently extensive vaginal epithelial stretching
occurs and this is usually of the posterior vaginal wall (see
Fig. 48.5). Failure to treat extensive vault prolapse may
lead to ulceration and less commonly bowel extrusion.
Vaginal vault prolapse may be treated surgically by

a vaginal sacrospinous colpopexy or an abdominal (or
laparoscopic) sacrocolpopexy. ACochrane review [11] has
reported that the sacrocolpopexy has a higher cure rate
and recurrence, when it occurs, will occur sooner with

Fig. 48.5

a sacrospinous colpopexy. Dyspareunia appears to occur
more frequently after sacrospinous colpopexy. The two
procedures do not appear to produce any difference in
urinary and bowel symptoms post-operatively. Sacro-
colpopexy is associated with a longer recovery (when
performed as an open procedure) and is therefore more
expensive. Adverse events appear to occur with similar
frequency and patient satisfaction rates are similar. Both
procedureshave thepotential to cause largevolumehaem-
orrhage (sacrum for sacrocolpopexy andpudendal vessels
for sacospinous colpopexy). There is conflicting evidence
on which procedure produces a more correct anatomical
result.
Mesh erosion is a significant problem after sacro-

colpopexy and infrequently may lead to the need for
complete mesh removal. Colpocleisis, whereby the vagi-
nal lumen is completely occluded, may be used rarely in
womenwho are unfit formajor surgery and inwhom con-
servative measures have failed. Strips of vaginal skin are
removed from anterior and posterior vaginal walls and
the two are sutured together.

Conclusions

Pelvic floor weakness can result in prolapse with accom-
panyingmechanical and functional symptoms. Improving
our understanding of the aetiology of prolapse should
help direct the treatment including non-surgical and sur-
gical methods. More research is required into treatment
and outcome measures from treatment if gynaecologists
are to make significant progress in this field.
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Chapter 49: Urinary incontinence
D. Robinson and L. Cardozo

Urinary incontinence is a distressing condition that,
although rarely life threatening, severely affects all aspects
of a woman’s quality of life. Through ignorance, embar-
rassment and a belief that loss of bladder control is a
‘normal’ result of child birth and ageing, many women
suffer for years before seeking help [1]. This is unfortunate
because with appropriate investigations an accurate diag-
nosis can be made and many women can be cured, most
improved and all helped by various different management
strategies.

Urinary incontinence is defined as the complaint of any
involuntary loss of urine [2]. Conversely, continence is
the ability to hold urine within the bladder at all times
except during micturition. Both continence and micturi-
tion depend upon a lower urinary tract, consisting of the
bladder and urethra, which is structurally and function-
ally normal. In order to understand urinary incontinence
in women it is necessary to have a basic knowledge of the
embryology, anatomy and physiology of the lower urinary
tract.

Structure of the lower urinary tract

Embryology

In women the lower urinary and genital tracts develop in
close proximity. The gut is formed by an invagination of
the yolk sac and the most caudal part (hindgut) develops
a diverticulum, the allantois (Fig. 49.1a). That part of the
hindgut connected to the allantois is the cloaca. At about
28 days after fertilization a mesenchymal wedge of tis-
sue, the urorectal septum, starts to migrate caudally and
divides the cloaca into a ventral part, the urogenital sinus
and a dorsal part, which will become the anorectal canal
(Fig. 49.1b). The two are eventually separated from one
another when the septum fuses with the cloacal membrane
some 10 days later.

At the same time the pronephros develops within the
mesoderm but this undergoes early degeneration. The

mesonephros initially forms a primitive kidney drain-
ing into the mesonephric duct on each side. The tubules
undergo degeneration but the ducts remain and grow cau-
dally to enter the anterior part of the cloaca on each side.
This divides the urogenital sinus into two parts: the area
lying between the mesonephric ducts and allantois is the
vesicourethral canal and the area below the mesonephric
ducts is the urogenital sinus (Fig. 49.1c). The ureteric bud
develops as an outgrowth from the mesonephric duct by
proliferation of cells. It grows towards the caudal end of
the nephrogenic ridge and initiates the development of the
metanephros (later to become the kidney) between 30 and
37 days after fertilization.

Dilatation of the cranial portion of the vesicourethral
canal leads to the development of the bladder. The area of
the bladder bounded by the ureteric orifices cranially and
the termination of the mesonephric ducts caudally gives
rise to the trigone. The caudal part of the vesicourethral
canal narrows to form the upper urethra. The urogenital
sinus gives rise to the distal part of the urethra and part
of the vagina. These developments occur by 42 days after
fertilization (Fig. 49.1d).

Anatomy

The bladder is a hollow muscular organ normally situ-
ated behind the pubic symphysis and covered superiorly
and anteriorly by peritoneum. It is composed of a syn-
cytium of smooth muscle fibres known as the detrusor.
Contraction of this meshwork of fibres results in simul-
taneous reduction of the bladder in all its diameters. The
smooth muscle cells within the detrusor contain signifi-
cant amounts of acetylcholinesterase, representing their
cholinergic parasympathetic nerve supply.

The trigone is easily distinguishable from the rest of the
smooth muscle of the bladder as it is divided into two
layers. The deep trigonal muscle is similar to that of the
detrusor, whereas the superficial muscle of the trigone is
thin with small muscle bundles; the cells are devoid of
acetylcholinesterase and have a reduced cholinergic nerve
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Fig. 49.1 Longitudinal section through (a) a 4-week embryo; (b) a 5-week embryo; (c) a 6-week embryo; (d) an 8-week embryo.

supply. This superficial trigonal muscle merges into the
proximal urethra and into the ureteric smooth muscle. In
women the smooth muscle of the bladder neck is also dif-
ferent from that of the detrusor with orientation of the
muscle bundles obliquely or longitudinally; they do not
form a sphincter in women. The smooth muscle fibres of
the detrusor, trigone and urethra have been shown embry-
onically to be distinct from one another. The urothelium
lining the bladder is composed of two or three layers of
transitional cells.

The normal adult female urethra is between 3 and 5 cm
in length (Fig. 49.2). It is a hollow tubular structure join-
ing the bladder to the exterior and is located under the
pubic symphysis, piercing the pelvic diaphragm anterior
to the vagina. It is lined with pseudo-stratified transi-
tional cell epithelium in its proximal half and distally by
non-keratinized stratified squamous epithelium. Beneath
this is a rich vascular plexus which contributes up to
one-third of the urethral pressure and which decreases
with age. Beneath this there is longitudinally orientated
smooth muscle which is continuous morphologically with

the detrusor, but histochemically distinct. Contraction of
this muscle layer leads to shortening and opening of the
urethra. The main bulk of striated muscle is located in the
middle third of the urethra and is orientated in bundles of
circularly arranged fibres, thickest anteriorly, thinning lat-
erally and almost totally deficient posteriorly. This is the
rhabdosphincter urethrae, and has also been called the
external sphincter or the intrinsic sphincter mechanism.
The muscle fibres of the rhabdosphincter consist of small
diameter slow twitch fibres which are rich in acid-stable
myosin adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) and possess a
number of mitochondria. This muscle mass is responsible
for urethral closure at rest.

The extrinsic sphincter mechanism consists of striated
periurethral muscle (levator ani) which has no direct con-
nection with the urethra and is situated at the junction
of the middle and lower thirds of the urethra. This mus-
cle consists of large diameter fibres, most of which are
rich in alkaline-stable myosin ATPase characteristic of fast
twitch muscle fibres. This extrinsic sphincter mechanism
contributes an additional closure force at times of physical
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effort. Together the intrinsic and extrinsic sphincter mech-
anisms of the urethra produce a greater pressure within
the urethra than in the bladder. This is known as the pos-
itive closure pressure and is partly responsible for the
maintenance of continence.

The proximal urethra is supported by the pubourethral
ligaments which attach the proximal urethra to the poste-
rior aspect of the pubic symphysis. These were originally
described by Zacharin [3]) as consisting of parallel col-
lagen bundles and elastic connective tissue. However,
his histological examinations were of cadaveric speci-
mens and Wilson et al. [4] have shown in operative
specimens that these ligaments contain large numbers
of smooth muscle bundles. Gosling et al. [5] reported
that the pubourethral suspensory ligaments are histo-
chemically identical to the detrusor with an abundant
supply of cholinergic nerve fibres. But Wilson et al. [4]
failed to demonstrate acetylcholinesterase activity in these
fibres, thus their origin remains unclear. DeLancey [6]
has described two distinct entities: the pubourethral lig-
ament composed of collagen and a pubovesical ligament
containing muscle fibres.

Innervation

The detrusor muscle is innervated primarily by the
parasympathetic nerves S2–4 and receives a rich efferent
supply (Fig. 49.3). Adrenergic receptors have also been

shown to be present in the lower urinary tract, with β

receptors in the dome of the bladder and bladder neck,
and α receptors in the bladder neck and urethra [7]. Sym-
pathetic outflow is from T10 to L2 but it is unclear whether
it acts directly on β receptors in the bladder, causing relax-
ation, or indirectly via parasympathetic ganglia, causing
inhibition of the excitatory parasympathetic supply. Vis-
ceral afferent fibres travel with the thoracolumbar and
sacral efferent nerves conveying the sensation of bladder
distension.

Urethral smooth muscle is innervated by sympathetic
efferent fibres; cholinergic stimulation of these produces
contraction. The rhabdosphincter urethrae is supplied via
sacral nerve roots (S2–4) which travel with the pelvic
splanchnics to the intrinsic smooth muscle of the urethra.
The levator ani is also innervated by motor fibres of S2–4
origin, but these fibres travel via the pudendal nerve. This
explainswhyelectromyographicactivityof thepelvicfloor
and urethral sphincter are not necessarily the same.

The central nervous control of micturition is complex
and requires a sacral spinal reflex arc controlled by the
cerebral cortex, the cerebellum and subcortical areas,
including the thalamus, basal ganglia, limbic system,
hypothalamus and pontine reticular formation. There are
parasympathetic, sympathetic and somatic afferent and
efferent connections from the brainstem. Stretch recep-
tors within the bladder wall pass impulses through the
pelvic plexus and via the visceral afferent fibres travelling
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with the pelvic splanchnic nerves, ending in S2–4 of the
spinal cord. This visceral reflex arc is controlled by both the
excitatory and inhibitory centres which, under normal cir-
cumstances, prevent detrusor contractions and maintain
urethral sphincter control, thereby inhibiting micturition.

Functioning of the lower urinary tract

Physiology

The main role of the bladder is to store the urine which
continuously enters it, in order to achieve convenient
intermittent voiding. Thus the bladder must act as an
efficient low pressure continent reservoir. Urine from the
kidneys enters the bladder via the ureters at a rate of
0.5–5 ml/min. Normally, the first sensation of bladder
filling is noted at between 150 and 250 ml and there is
a strong desire to void at approximately 400–600 ml (blad-
der capacity). During filling the bladder pressure should
not normally rise by more than 10 cm of water to 300 ml,
or 15 cm of water to 500 ml. In order to maintain con-
tinence the maximum urethral pressure must exceed the
bladder pressure at all times except during micturition.
Thus, for continence to exist it is not only essential that the
intravesical pressure remains low but also that the urethral

lumenshould seal completely. Three essential components
of urethral function are required to achieve hermetic clo-
sure: (1) urethral inner wall softness; (2) inner urethral
compression; and (3) outer wall tension. These three func-
tions are dependent on an intact urothelium, together with
a major component from the submucosal vascular plexus
as well as the collagen and elastic tissue within the urethra
and the striated and smooth muscle.

storage phase

During this time the urethra remains closed as previ-
ously described. Proprioceptive afferent impulses from
the stretch receptors within the bladder wall pass via the
pelvic nerves to the sacral roots S2–4. These impulses
ascend the cord via the lateral spinothalamic tracts and
the detrusor motor response is subconsciously inhibited
by descending impulses from the basal ganglia. Grad-
ually, as the bladder volume increases, further afferent
impulses are sent to the cerebral cortex and the first sensa-
tion of desire to void is usually appreciated at about half
the functional bladder capacity. Inhibition of detrusor con-
traction becomes cortically mediated. As the bladder fills
further, these afferent impulses reinforce the desire to void
and conscious inhibition of micturition occurs until a suit-
able time. When functional capacity is reached, voluntary
pelvic floor contraction is initiated to aid urethral closure.
This may result in marked variations in urethral pressure
as the sensation of urgency develops.

voiding phase

At a suitable time and place, cortical inhibition is released
and relaxation of the pelvic floor occurs, together with
relaxation of the intrinsic striated muscle of the urethra.
This results in a fall in urethral pressure which occurs a few
seconds prior to the increase in bladder pressure. A few
seconds later, a rapid discharge of efferent parasympa-
thetic impulses via the pelvic nerve causes the detrusor to
contract and also possibly to open the bladder neck and
shorten the urethra. The detrusor pressure rises by a vari-
able amount, normally less than 60 cm of water in women.
However, it may not need to rise at all if the fall in urethral
resistance is adequate for the urethral pressure to be lower
than the intravesical pressure, so that urine is voided.

Oncemicturitionhasbeen initiated the intravesicalpres-
sure normally remains constant. The efficiency of detrusor
contraction increases as the muscle fibres of the detrusor
shorten, therefore decreasing the forces which are required
to maintain micturition.

Interruption of micturition is usually achieved by con-
traction of the extrinsic striated muscle of the pelvic floor,
associated with a rise in urethral pressure to exceed the
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intravesical pressure and thus stop the flow of urine.
Since the detrusor is composed of smooth muscle, it is
much slower to relax and therefore continues to con-
tract against the closed sphincter; this causes an isometric
detrusor contraction which will eventually die away to the
premicturition detrusor pressure.

When the bladder empties at the end of micturition, the
urinary flow stops, the pelvic floor and intrinsic striated
muscle of the urethra contract and any urine which is left in
the proximal urethra will be milked back into the bladder.
As the urethra closes off, subconscious inhibition of the
sacral micturition centre is reinstituted and the bladder
storage phase begins again.

Pathophysiology of urinary incontinence

Under normal circumstances, in a woman with a healthy
lower urinary tract, urine will only leave the bladder via
the urethra when the intravesical pressure exceeds the
maximum urethral pressure. In general terms and in the
majority of cases of urinary incontinence, the bladder pres-
sure exceeds the urethral pressure because the urethral
sphincter mechanism is weak (urodynamic stress inconti-
nence) or because the detrusor pressure is excessively high
(detrusor overactivity; neurogenic detrusor overactivity).

In urodynamic stress incontinence the factors which
maintain positive urethral closure pressure at rest may be
inadequate when there is an increase in intra-abdominal
pressure. This is particularly likely to occur if the blad-
der neck and proximal urethra are poorly supported or
have descended through the pelvic floor, as in cases of
concomitant cystourethrocele.

An abnormally high detrusor pressure may occur in
detrusor overactivity when there is inability to inhibit
detrusor contractions. In cases of a low compliance, incon-
tinence may occur when there is a failure of the bladder to
accommodate a large volume of urine for a small rise in
pressure.

Epidemiology

Prevalence of urinary incontinence

Urinary incontinence is common. Table 49.1 shows the
prevalence of urinary incontinence in women living at
home according to a report published by the Royal Col-
lege of Physicians [8]. Thomas et al. [9] have shown that
urinary incontinence occurs twice or more per month in
at least a third of the female population over the age of
35 years and, although there is a small rise with increas-
ing age, it is a very common problem in women of all
ages. The situation is worst amongst the elderly and in
psychogeriatric hospital wards, where up to 90% of female

Table 49.1 Prevalence of urinary incontinence

Age (years) Incontinence (%)

Women living at home 15–44 5–7
45–64 8–5
65+ 10–20

Men living at home 15–64 3
65+ 7–10

Both sexes living in institutions
Residential homes 25
Nursing homes 40
Hospital 50–70

Data from Royal College of Physicians (1995).

patients are incontinent of urine. AMORI poll [10] showed
that at last 3.5 million women in the UK suffer from uri-
nary incontinence and it is possible that the number is far
greater [11]. More recently a large epidemiological study of
urinary incontinence has been reported in 27,936 women
from Norway [12]. Overall 25% of women reported uri-
nary incontinence of which 7% felt it to be significant and
the prevalence of incontinence was found to increase with
age. When considering the type of incontinence 50% of
women complained of stress, 11% urge and 36% mixed
incontinence. Further analysis has also investigated the
effect of age and parity. The prevalence of urinary inconti-
nence among nulliparous women ranged from 8% to 32%
and increased with age. In general parity was associated
with incontinence and the first delivery was the most sig-
nificant. When considering stress incontinence in the age
group 20–34 years the relative risk was 2.7 (95%CI: 2.0–3.5)
for primiparous women and 4.0 (95%CI: 2.5–6.4) for multi-
parous women. There was a similar association for mixed
incontinence although not for urge incontinence [13].

In a large study of patients assessed after tertiary referral
60% of women were found to have delayed seeking treat-
ment for more than one year from the time their symptoms
became severe. Of these women 50% claimed that this was
because they were too embarrassed to discuss the prob-
lem with their doctor, and 17% said that they thought the
problem was normal for their age [1].

The financial burden of incontinence is also consider-
able. In 1998 the annual economic cost was projected to
be approximately £354 million [14]. Of this total £22.7 mil-
lion is spent on drugs, £58.6 million on appliances and
£69 million on containment products such as pads and
pants. Surgery only accounts for £13.3 million whilst the
largest amount is spent on staff costs, this amounting to
£189.9 million [15]. Worldwide the situation is similar with
$26 billion being spent per annum in the United States
alone [16].
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Age

The incidence of urinary incontinence increases with
increasing age. Elderly women have been found to have
a reduced flow rate, increased urinary residuals, higher
fillingpressures, reducedbladder capacityand lowermax-
imum voiding pressures. In a large study of 842 women
aged 17–64 years the prevalence rates of urinary incon-
tinence increased progressively over seven birth cohorts
(1900–1940) from 12% to 25%. These findings agree with
those of a large telephone survey in the United States of
America which reported a prevalence of urge incontinence
of 5% in the 18–44 age rising to 19% in women over 65 years
of age [17]. Conversely, as mobility and physical exercise
decrease with advancing age so does the prevalence of
stress urinary incontinence.

Race

Several studies have been performed examining the
impact of racial differences on the prevalence of urinary
incontinence in women. In general there is evidence that
there is a lower incidence of both urinary incontinence and
urogenital prolapse in black women and North American
studies have found a larger proportion of white than
African American women reported symptoms of stress
incontinence (31%versus7%)anda largerproportionwere
found to have demonstrable stress incontinence on objec-
tive assessment (61% versus 27%). Overall white women
had a prevalence of urodynamic stress incontinence 2.3
times higher than African American women [18]. Whilst
most studies confirm these findings there is little evidence
regarding the prevalence of urge incontinence or mixed
incontinence.

Pregnancy

Pregnancy is responsible for marked changes in the uri-
nary tract and consequently lower urinary tract symptoms
are more common and many are simply a reflection of
normal physiological change. Urine production increases
in pregnancy due to increasing cardiac output and a 25%
increase in renal perfusion and glomerular filtration rate.

Frequency of micturition is one of the earliest symptoms
of pregnancy affecting approximately 60% in the first- and
mid-trimester and 81% in the final trimester. Nocturia is
also a common symptom although it was only thought to
be a nuisance in 4% of cases. Overall frequency occurs in
over 90% of women in pregnancy.

Urgency and urge incontinence have also been shown to
increase in pregnancy. Urge incontinence has been shown
to have a peak incidence of 19% in multiparous women

whilst other authors have reported a rate of urge incon-
tinence of 10% and urgency of 60%. The incidence of
detrusor overactivity and low compliance in pregnancy
has been reported as 24% and 31%, respectively. The cause
of the former may be due to high progesterone levels
whilst the latter is probably a consequence of pressure
from the gravid uterus.

Stress incontinence has also been reported to be more
common in pregnancy, with 28% of women complaining
of symptoms although only 12% remained symptomatic
following delivery. The long-term prognosis for this group
of women remains guarded. Continent women delivered
vaginally have been compared to those who had a cae-
sarean section. Whilst there was initially a difference in
favour of caesarean section this effect was insignificant by
three months following delivery [19].

Childbirth

Childbirth may result in damage to the pelvic floor muscu-
lature as well as injury to the pudendal and pelvic nerves.
The association between increasing parity and urinary
incontinence has been reported in several studies. Some
authorities have found this relationship to be linear whilst
others have demonstrated a threshold at the first delivery
and some have shown that increasing age at first delivery
is significant. A large Australian study has demonstrated
a strong relationship between urinary incontinence and
parity in young women (18–23 years) although in middle
age (45–50 years) there was only a modest association and
this was lost in older women (70–75 years) [20].

Obstetric factors themselves may also have a direct
effect on continence following delivery. The risk of incon-
tinence increases by 5.7-fold in women who have had a
previous vaginal delivery although a previous caesarean
section did not increase the risk [21]. In addition, an
increased risk of urinary incontinence has been associ-
ated with increased exposure to oxytocic drugs, vacuum
extraction, forceps delivery and fetal macrosomia.

Menopause

The urogenital tract and lower urinary tract are sensitive
to the effects of oestrogen and progesterone throughout
adult life. Epidemiological studies have implicated oestro-
gen deficiency in the aetiology of lower urinary tract
symptoms occurring following the menopause with 70%
of women relating the onset of urinary incontinence to
their final menstrual period. Lower urinary tract symp-
toms have been shown to be common in postmenopausal
women attending a menopause clinic with 20% complain-
ing of severe urgency and almost 50% complaining of
stress incontinence. Urge incontinence in particular is
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more prevalent following the menopause and the preva-
lence would appear to rise with increasing years of oestro-
gen deficiency. Some studies have shown a peak incidence
in perimenopausal women whilst other evidence sug-
gests that many women develop incontinence at least 10
years prior to the cessation of menstruation with signifi-
cantly more premenopausal women than postmenopausal
women being affected.

Quality of life

Urinary incontinence is a common and distressing condi-
tion known to adversely affect quality of life [22]. Research
has often concentrated on the prevalence, aetiology, diag-
nosis and management of urinary incontinence with little
work being performed on the effects of this chronic con-
dition, or its treatment, on quality of life (QoL). Over the
last few decades interest in the incorporation of patient
assessed health status or QoL measures into the eval-
uation of the management of urinary incontinence has
increased [23].

The views of clinicians and patients regarding QoL and
the effects of treatments differ considerably. Consequently
there is increased recognition of the patients’ perception
when assessing new interventions in the management
of lower urinary tract dysfunction. The measurement of
QoL allows the quantification of morbidity, the evalu-
ation of treatment efficacy and also acts as a measure
of how lives are affected and coping strategies adopted.
It is estimated that 20% of adult women suffer some
degree of life disruption secondary to lower urinary tract
dysfunction [24].

The World Health Organisation has defined health as
‘not merely the absence of disease, but complete physical,
mental and social well-being’ [25]. Quality of life has been
used to mean a combination of patient assessed measures
of health including physical function, role function, social
function, emotional or mental state, burden of symptoms
and sense of well-being [26]. QoL has been defined as
including ‘those attributes valued by patients including
their resultant comfort or sense of well-being; the extent
to which they were able to maintain reasonable physical,
emotional, and intellectual function; the degree to which
they retain their ability to participate in valued activities
within the family and the community’ [27]. This helps
to emphasize the multidimensional nature of QoL and
the importance of considering patients perception of their
own situation with regard to non-health related aspects of
their life [28].

Whilst quality of life is highly subjective it has now
been acknowledged that it is as important as physical
disease state in the management of women with lower
urinary tract dysfunction [29]. Consequently the success

of treatment can no longer be judged on clinical param-
eters alone and quality of life needs to be considered in
both clinical and research settings [30].

Quality of life assessment

There are many validated questionnaires available
although all have the same structure, consisting of a
series of sections (domains) designed to gather informa-
tion regarding particular aspects of health (Table 49.2).
There are two types of QoL questionnaires, generic and
disease, or condition-specific.

More recently the International Consultation on Incon-
tinence (ICI) has published levels of recommendation
for both generic and disease-specific questionnaires [31]
(Table 49.3).

Generic QoL questionnaires

Generic questionnaires are designed as general measures
of QoLand are therefore applicable to a wide range of pop-
ulations and clinical conditions. Many different validated

Table 49.2 Quality of life domains

Domains of quality of life
Physical function, e.g. mobility, self-care, exercise
Emotional function, e.g. depression, anxiety, worry
Social function, e.g. intimacy, social support, social
contact leisure activities

Role performance, e.g. work, housework, shopping
Pain
Sleep/nausea
Disease-specific symptoms
Severity measures

Table 49.3 Criteria for the recommendation of
questionnaires

Grade of recommendation Evidence required

Grade A
Highly recommended Published data indicating that

it is valid, reliable and
responsive to change on
psychometric testing

Grade B
Recommended Published data indicating that

it is valid and reliable on
psychometric testing

Grade C
With potential Published data (including

abstracts) indicating that it is
valid or reliable or responsive
on psychometric testing
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Table 49.4 Generic quality of life questionnaires

Generic quality of life questionnaires (Grade A)
Short form 36 (SF-36) [32]

Generic quality of life questionnaires (Grade B)
Sickness impact profile [33]
Nottingham health profile [34]
Goteborg quality of life [35]

Table 49.5 Disease-specific quality of life questionnaires

Disease-specific quality of life questionnaires (Grade A)
Urogenital distress inventory (UDI) [36]
Urogenital distress inventory – 6 (UDI-6) [37]
Urge UDI [38]
Incontinence severity index [39]
Quality of life in persons with urinary incontinence
(I-QoL) [40]

King’s health questionnaire [22]
Incontinence impact questionnaire (IIQ) [41]

generic questionnaires have been developed although not
all are suitable for the assessment of lower urinary tract
problems Table 49.4. They are not specific to a partic-
ular disease, treatment or age group and hence allow
broad comparisons to be made. Consequently they lack
sensitivity when applied to women with lower urinary
tract symptoms and may be unable to detect clinically
important improvement.

Disease-specific QoL questionnaires

To improve the sensitivity of QoL questionnaires disease-
specific tools have been developed to assess particular
medical conditions more accurately and in greater detail
(Table 49.5). The questions are designed to focus on key
aspects associated with lower urinary tract symptoms
whilst scoring is performed so that clinically important
changes can be detected.

In general, perhaps the best solution when assessing
women with urinary incontinence is to use a generic and
a disease-specific questionnaire in combination, both of
which have been validated and used previously.

Classification

Urinary incontinence is best classified according to aetiol-
ogy as shown in Table 49.6. There are a number of addi-
tional causes of urinary incontinence in elderly woman
(Table 49.7), many of which can be reversed by appropriate
intervention.

More recently the term Overactive Bladder (OAB) has
been introduced to describe the symptom complex of
urgency with, or without urge incontinence, usually with

Table 49.6 Causes of urinary incontinence in women

Urodynamic stress incontinence (urethral sphincter
incompetence)

Detrusor overactivity (neurogenic detrusor overactivity)
Overactive bladder
Retention with overflow
Fistulae – vesicovaginal, ureterovaginal, urethrovaginal,
complex

Congenital abnormalities, e.g. epispadias, ectopic ureter,
spina bifida occulta

Urethral diverticulum
Temporary, for example, urinary tract infection, faecal
impaction

Functional, for example, immobility

Table 49.7 Causes of incontinence in the
elderly – many of which may be transient

Infection (e.g. urinary tract infection)
Confusional states (e.g. dementia)
Faecal impaction
Oestrogen deficiency
Restricted mobility
Depression
Drug therapy (e.g. diuretics)
Endocrine disorder (e.g. diabetes)
Limited independence

frequency and nocturia [2]. Recent epidemiological stud-
ies have reported the overall prevalence of OAB in women
to be 16.9% suggesting that there could be 17.5 million
women in the United States of America who suffer from
the condition. The prevalence increases with age, being
4.8% in women under 25 years to 30.9% in those over
the age of 65 years [17]. This is supported by recent
prevalence data from Europe in which 16,776 interviews
were conducted in a population based survey [42]. The
overall prevalence of overactive bladder in individuals
40 years and above was 16.6% and increased with age. Fre-
quency was the most commonly reported symptom (85%)
whilst 54% complained of urgency and 36% urge inconti-
nence. When considering management 60% had consulted
a physician although only 27% were currently receiving
treatment.

Clinical presentation of urinary incontinence

Symptoms of lower urinary tract dysfunction fall into
three main groups: (1) incontinence; (2) overactive bladder
symptoms; and (3) voiding difficulties.

Stress incontinence is the most common complaint. It
may be a symptom or a sign but it is not a diagnosis.
Apart from stress incontinence, women may complain of
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urge incontinence, dribble or giggle incontinence or incon-
tinenceduringsexual intercourse. Nocturnal enuresis (bed
wetting) may occur on its own or in conjunction with other
complaints. Symptoms of voiding difficulty include hes-
itancy, a poor stream, straining to void and incomplete
bladder emptying.

Apart from the symptoms of lower urinary tract dys-
function, it is important to take a full history from all
women who present with urinary incontinence. Other
gynaecological symptoms such as prolapse or menstrual
disturbances may be relevant. A fibroid uterus may com-
press the bladder and can cause urinary frequency and
urgency. There is an increased incidence of stress incon-
tinence amongst women who have had large babies,
particularly following instrumental vaginal delivery, so
an obstetric history may be helpful. Information regard-
ing other urological problems such as recurrent urinary
tract infections, episodes of acute urinary retention or
childhood enuresis should be sought.

Urinary incontinence is sometimes the first manifesta-
tion of a neurological problem (notable multiple sclerosis)
so it is important to enquire about neurological symptoms.
Endocrine disorders such as diabetes may be responsi-
ble for symptoms of lower urinary tract dysfunction and
should therefore be recorded.

Some drugs affect urinary tract function, especially
diuretics, which increase urine output. In older peo-
ple they may cause urinary incontinence where only
urgency existed previously. Other drugs which affect
detrusor function include tricyclic antidepressants, major
tranquillizers and α adrenergic blockers.

Unfortunately, clinical examination is usually unhelpful
in cases of female urinary incontinence. General examina-
tion should include the subject’s mental state and mobility
as well as the appearance of local tissues. Excoriation of
the vulva will indicate the severity of the problem and
atrophic changes may reveal long-standing hormone defi-
ciency. A gynaecological/urological examination should
be carried out and, although stress incontinence may be
demonstrated, this will only confirm the patient’s story; it
will not actually indicate the cause. If a neurological lesion
is suspected then the cranial nerves and sacral nerve roots
S2–4 should be examined.

The bladder has been described as an ‘unreliable wit-
ness’. The correlation between clinical diagnosis and uro-
dynamic diagnosis is poor and therefore it is unusual to be
able to make an accurate diagnosis based on history and
examination alone. Urodynamic stress incontinence is the
commonest cause of urinary incontinence in women and
detrusor overactivity is the second most common cause.
These two diagnoses account for over 90% of cases of
female urinary incontinence. As their treatment differs it
is important to make an accurate initial diagnosis. Jarvis

et al. [43] studied 41 women with urodynamic stress incon-
tinence and 34 women with detrusor overactivity. They
found that, although 98% of women with urodynamic
stress incontinence complained of the symptom of stress
incontinence, so did 25% of those with detrusor overactiv-
ity. In addition, 89% of women with detrusor overactivity
complained of the symptom of urge incontinence, but so
did 37% of those with urodynamic stress incontinence.
Thus, it is difficult to separate these two common con-
ditions on history alone. In fact, comparing the initial
clinical diagnosis with the accurate urodynamic diagnosis,
Jarvis et al. [43] found that 68% of those with urodynamic
stress incontinence were correctly diagnosed, whereas
only 51% of those with detrusor overactivity would have
been correctly allocated.

Investigations

Investigations range from the very simple to the highly
sophisticated and complex and are outlined in Table 49.8.

mid-stream urine (msu) sample

A mid-stream specimen of urine should always be sent
for culture and sensitivity prior to further investigation.
Although the patient’s symptoms are unlikely to be caused
by a urinary tract infection, they can be altered by one, and
catheterization in the presence of an infection could result
in septicaemia. In addition, the results of the investiga-
tions themselves may be inaccurate in the presence of an
infection.

Table 49.8 Investigations of female urinary
incontinence

General practitioner/outpatient
Mid-stream specimen of urine
Frequency/volume chart
Pad test

Basic urodynamics
Uroflowmetry
Cystometry
Videocystourethrography

Specialized
Urethral pressure profilometry
Cystourethroscopy
Ultrasound
Cystourethrography
Intravenous urography
Electromyography
Ambulatory urodynamics
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Fig. 49.4 King’s College Hospital frequency–volume chart.
Example of a frequency–volume chart showing frequent small
voided volumes.

frequency–volume charts

It is often helpful to ask women to complete a frequency–
volume chart or urinary diary (Fig. 49.4). This is informa-
tive for the doctor as well as the patient and may indicate
excessive drinking or bad habit as the cause of lower uri-
nary tract symptoms. There is a tendency for patients to
exaggerate their urinary symptoms when giving a history
[44] and their recall of incontinent episodes may not be
reliable. The frequency–volume chart (urinary or bladder
diary) provides an objective assessment of a patient’s fluid
input and urine output.

As well as the number of voids and incontinence
episodes, the mean volume voided over a 24-h period can
also be calculated as well as the diurnal and nocturnal
volumes. Frequency–volume charts have the advantage
of assessing symptom severity in the everyday situation.

Self-monitoring techniques may themselves modify the
behaviour they are assessing [45]. However, reported mic-
turition frequency and the number of incontinent episodes
have been found to be highly reproducible on test–retest
analysis [44, 46]. There is ongoing discussion regarding the
optimum duration that the charts should be completed

for. Clearly there needs to be a balance between asking
the patient to complete a diary for a long period of time
and thus increasing the reliability and the inconvenience
this causes. Current practice is to use a five-day chart
although some authorities would suggest only three days.
The results obtained in each week of a two week diary
have been compared [44] and there is a strong correlation
between the two weeks suggesting that seven days is an
acceptable alternative to fourteen. Ashort urinary diary of
only two days has also been assessed in 151 asymptomatic
women aged 19–81 years [46]. Of these women only 8%
had a micturition frequency of eight times or more in
24 h with a tendency for the number of nocturnal micturi-
tions to increase with age. Unfortunately, in symptomatic
women it is not possible to reliably distinguish patients
with urodynamic stress incontinence from those with
other urodynamic diagnoses using a frequency–volume
chart alone [47].

pad test

Incontinence can be confirmed (without diagnosing the
cause) by performing a pad weighing test. Many different
types of pad test have been described. The following is
just an example. The subject is asked to drink 500 ml of
water. She then applies a preweighed perineal pad (san-
itary towel) to her perineum and spends the next hour
walking around, performing normal household duties.
She performs a series of exercises, including coughing and
deep knee bending and washes her hands under running
water before the pad is reweighed. A weight gain of more
than 1 g in 1 h normally represents urinary incontinence.
The 24- and 48-h home pad tests have been described and,
although they may be more representative, they require
greater patient compliance and motivation to perform.

Urodynamics

The term urodynamic studies describes several inves-
tigations which are employed to determine bladder
function.

uroflowmetry

Uroflowmetry, the measurement of urine flow rate, is
a simple test which can exclude the presence of out-
flow obstruction, or a hypotonic detrusor, but on its own
will not differentiate between the two. Various different
types of flowmeter are available and utilize a strain gauge
weighing transducer, an electronic dipstick, a rotating disc
or ultrasound. In order to obtain a flow rate, the patient
is asked to void on to the flowmeter, in private, when
her bladder is comfortably full. The maximum flow rate
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45 ml/s

(a)

(b)

12.5 ml/s

Fig. 49.5 (a) Normal uroflowmetry (maximum flow 45 ml/s,
voided volume 330 ml); (b) reduced flow rate (maximum flow
rate 12.5 ml/s, voided volume 225 ml).

and volume voided are recorded. In women, the normal
recording is a bell-shaped curve with a peak flow rate of
at least 15 ml/s for a volume of 150 ml of urine voided
(Fig. 49.5a). A reduced flow rate in an asymptomatic
woman may be important if she is to undergo incontinence
surgery as she is more likely to develop voiding difficulties
in the postoperative period (Fig. 49.5b).

cystometry

Cystometry, which measures the pressure–volume rela-
tionship within the bladder, can differentiate between
urodynamic stress incontinence and detrusor overactiv-
ity in the majority of cases (Fig. 49.6). Simple cystometry is
easy to perform and can be carried out in all district general
hospitals. The bladder is filled with physiological saline
via a blood-giving set and urethral catheter (Fig. 49.7).
During bladder filling the intravesical (total bladder) pres-
sure is measured using a central venous pressure line
water manometer. This type of simple cystometry is sub-
ject to two major sources of error. First, the intravesical
pressure cannot be measured continuously during blad-
der filling so sequential bladder filling must be employed.

Fig. 49.6 The first cystometer. From Mosso and Pellacani (1882).

Filling
medium

Water manometer
(with ruler)

Bladder

Catheter

T-piece
connection

Fig. 49.7 Simple cystometry.

Second, measurement of the intravesical pressure does not
always accurately represent changes in detrusor pressure.
As the bladder is an intra-abdominal organ the detrusor is
subject to changes in intra-abdominal pressure and there-
fore subtracted cystometry, which involves measurement
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Fig. 49.8 Subtracted cystometry.

of both the intravesical and the intra-abdominal pressure
simultaneously, is more accurate.

subtracted cystometry

A subtracted cystometrogram can be performed in many
different ways, but in the UK the bladder is normally
filled with physiological saline at body temperature and
the pressure is measured via a narrow fluid-filled catheter
using a large external pressure transducer. The rectal (or
vaginal) pressure is recorded to represent intra-abdominal
pressure and this is subtracted from the bladder (intrav-
esical) pressure to give the detrusor pressure (Fig. 49.8).
Catheter-mounted solid state microtip pressure transduc-
ers are becoming increasingly popular for bladder and
rectal pressure measurements. They are more expensive
and less durable than the large external pressure trans-
ducers but have the advantage of reducing the bulk of the
urodynamic equipment.

The information which can be obtained from a sub-
tracted cystometrogram includes sensation, capacity, con-
tractility and compliance (Fig. 49.9). The urinary residual
volume is normally less than 50 ml, the first sensation of
desire to void is normally 150–250 ml and the cystometric
bladder capacity is normally 400–600 ml. Under normal
circumstances, the detrusor pressure does not rise more
than 10 cm of water for a volume of 300 ml, or 15 cm
of water for a volume of 500 ml, and there are no detru-
sor contractions during bladder filling. When the bladder
has been filled to capacity the woman is stood up and
the filling catheter removed. She is asked to cough sev-
eral times and to heel bounce and any rise in detrusor
pressure or leakage per urethram is recorded. She is then
asked to pass urine and the detrusor pressure is measured.
At some point during voiding she is told to interrupt
her urinary stream. The striated urethral sphincter and
pelvic floor will contract immediately, but the smooth
muscle of the detrusor will not relax instantaneously and
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Fig. 49.9 Subtracted cystometrogram trace showing a picture of low compliance.

the resulting rise in detrusor pressure is known as the
isometric detrusor contraction. When the detrusor pres-
sure has fallen to its premicturition level, the subject is
asked to empty her bladder completely and any urinary
residualvolumecanbenoted. Thenormalmaximumvoid-
ing pressure is not more than 60 cm of water in women
(Fig. 49.10).

videocystourethrography

Videocystourethrography with pressure and flow studies,
which combines cystometry, uroflowmetry and radiolog-
ical screening of the bladder and urethra, is the single
most informative investigation (Fig. 49.11). It is relatively
expensive and time consuming and is only available in
tertiary referral centres. A radiological contrast medium
such as Urografin is used to fill the bladder instead of
saline and a subtracted provocative cystometrogram is
performed in the normal way. After bladder filling the
patient is tilted erect on the X-ray screening table and

the image intensifier is used to visualize her bladder and
urethra. She is asked to cough with a full bladder and
the extent of bladder base descent and any leakage of
contrast medium are recorded. During voiding abnor-
mal bladder morphology can be assessed as well as the
presence of vesicoureteric reflux, trabeculation or divertic-
ula. Occasionally a urethral diverticulum or vesicovaginal
fistula may be identified (Fig. 49.12). In addition, bony
abnormalities of the pelvis may occasionally be seen. The
whole investigation can be recorded on video tape or com-
puter with a sound commentary for immediate and later
replay, in order to facilitate diagnosis, audit, data storage,
research and education. Although videocystourethrogra-
phy has no advantage over subtracted cystometry when
differentiating between urodynamic stress incontinence
and detrusor overactivity, there are some occasions when
videocystourethrography is particularly useful. These
include patients in whom previous incontinence surgery
has failed, mixed or unusual symptoms and neurological
disorders (Fig. 49.13).
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Fig. 49.10 A normal cystometrogram trace (the bottom line represents the flow rate, which is normal).

voiding cystometry

Following the completion of filling cystometry the filling
catheter is removed prior to voiding to prevent any unnec-
essary urethral obstruction. The intravesical and rectal
pressure recording lines are left in situ, allowing simul-
taneous measurement of detrusor pressure along with the
urine flow rate (Fig. 49.14). As with uroflowmetry, the
patient is asked to void while sitting on a flowmeter in
private.

During normal voiding there is a coordinated contrac-
tion of the bladder and at the same time relaxation of
the urethra which is sustained until the bladder is empty.
Women normally void with a detrusor pressure of less
than 60 cm H2O and a peak flow of >15 ml/s for a
voided volume of at least 150 ml (Benness 1997). Some
women have an excellent flow of urine with little or no
rise in detrusor pressure which is simply a reflection that
the contraction has occurred in the presence of low out-
let resistance. However, if the detrusor pressure during
voiding is reduced with low flow rates and a significant
postmicturition residual the patient is classified as hav-
ing voiding difficulty. In women, voiding problems are
rarely due to bladder outflow obstruction and much more
likely to be secondary to impaired detrusor contractil-
ity. Bladder outflow obstruction is characterized by a low
flow rate and raised detrusor pressure during voiding.
The patient may also be seen to use additional abdomi-
nal straining to try and improve the intravesical pressure.

The situation is further complicatedby the fact that in some
women with outflow obstruction the detrusor decompen-
sates with time, resulting in both low detrusor pressure
and low flow rate [48]. In some women, and particularly
those with overt neurological disease, pathological con-
traction of the external sphincter occurs during a bladder
contraction. This is called detrusor sphincter dyssynergia
(DSD). Characteristically there is a high detrusor pressure
during voiding associated with a poor flow rate. In some
women urinary retention may occur and catheterization
is therefore necessary.

Both relaxation of the urethral sphincter and initia-
tion of voiding are subject to cortical influence, so the
results of urodynamic investigation may be confounded
by embarrassment or an unfamiliar testing environment.
Most patients are able to pass urine at the end of the
investigation but their inability to do so does not nec-
essarily indicate a functional abnormality. Some women
will subsequently have free flow rates and residual urine
assessments which indicate normality.

Special investigations

Urethral pressure profilometry

The resting urethral pressure profile (UPP) is a graphi-
cal record of pressure within the urethra at successive
points along its length. A number of measurements can be
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Fig. 49.11 Videocystourethrography demonstrating urodynamic stress incontinence. Subtracted filling cystometry showing no
evidence of detrusor overactivity and synchronous screening demonstrating urethral sphincter incompetence on coughing.
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Fig. 49.12 Videocrystourethrography: Images.
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taken allowing an objective comparison of urethral func-
tion between patients and also before and after treatment.
Although the concept of measuring the urethral pressure
profile appears physiological there is considerable uncer-
tainty regarding its use as a measure of urethral function
and also as a prognostic tool.

Urethral pressure profilometry has been performed for
at least 50 years, initially using balloon catheters and sub-
sequently fluid perfusion. However, both these methods
were unsatisfactory as they only enabled urethral pressure

profile measurements to be made at rest and not under
stress. Solid state microtransducer catheters are now
employed. Two micro transducers are sited 6 cm apart on a
7 French silicone-coated solid catheter. They are gradually
withdrawn at a constant rate along the length of the ure-
thra, enabling the intraurethral and intravesical pressure
to be recorded simultaneously. Many different parameters
can be measured [49]; of particular interest are the max-
imum urethral closure pressure and functional urethral
length (Figs 49.15 and 49.16). In addition, stress pressure
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Fig. 49.13 Subtracted cystometrogram showing a picture of severe neurogenic detrusor overactivity in a patient with multiple
sclerosis.

profiles can be performed if the patient coughs repeatedly
during the procedure. This enables the pressure transmis-
sion ratio (the increment in urethral pressure, on stress, as
a percentage of the simultaneously recorded increment in
intravesical pressure) to be calculated. Urethral instabil-
ity or relaxation can also be identified. Although urethral
pressure profilometry is not useful in the diagnosis of uro-
dynamic stress incontinence [50, 51], it is helpful in women
whose incontinence operations have failed and also in
those with voiding difficulties.

cystourethroscopy

Cystourethroscopy is normally carried out under gen-
eral anaesthesia, but local anaesthesia is adequate if a
flexible cystoscope is employed. Cystoscopy is partic-
ularly useful when there is a history of haematuria or
recurrent urinary tract infections, or when no underlying
cause can be found for sensory urgency or the symptoms

of frequency, urgency or dysuria with normal urody-
namic results. Cystoscopy may reveal abnormalities of the
bladder epithelium, such as inflammation suggestive of
infection, petechial haemorrhages or shallow ulcers due
to interstitial cystitis. Papillomas or other tumours may
be seen. Biopsies can be taken to confirm the underlying
diagnosis, for example, mast cell infiltration in interstitial
cystitis or a possible transitional cell carcinoma.

imaging of the lower urinary tract

Imaging of the lower urinary tract can be informa-
tive and, although videocystourethrography and cys-
toscopy are still the most commonly employed techniques,
other forms of radiology, ultrasound and, most recently,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are being employed
increasingly frequently.

Micturition cystography has largely been replaced
by videocystourethrography, as the morphological
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Fig. 49.14 Voiding cystometry.

Fig. 49.15 Urethral pressure
profilometry – normal trace.

information it provides is similar. However, it can be
used to diagnose an anatomical abnormality such as a fis-
tula or a urethral diverticulum when lower urinary tract
dysfunction is not suspected.

Intravenous urography has now largely been replaced
by ultrasound of the upper urinary tract. However, it is
important to perform an intravenous urogram in cases

of haematuria, recurrent urinary tract infections, voiding
difficulties or vesicoureteric reflux (Fig. 49.17). Additional
pathology may be diagnosed, such as the presence of a
ureteric fistula, a transitional cell carcinoma or calculi.

Ultrasound is now routinely used for assessing blad-
der volumes [52]. Abdominal, vaginal, rectal, perineal
and introital ultrasound have all been employed and are
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Fig. 49.16 Normal urethral pressure profile trace.

useful for estimating bladder capacity, urinary residual
volume and assessing the upper urinary tracts. How-
ever, the role of ultrasound in the diagnosis of lower
urinary tract dysfunction is still undergoing evaluation.
Transvaginal ultrasound does allow clear visualization of
the urethra and urethral diverticula. Bladder wall thick-
ness of an empty bladder can be measured transvaginally
giving a reproducible, sensitive method of screening for
detrusor overactivity (a mean bladder wall thickness of
>5 mm gave a predictive value of 94% in the diagnosis
of detrusor overactivity) [53]. Measurement of bladder
wall thickness has also been shown to have a role as an
adjunctive test in those women whose lower urinary tract
symptoms are not explained by conventional urodynamic
investigations [54].

Rectal ultrasound [55] and perineal ultrasound [56] have
been employed to examine the anatomy and mobility

of the bladder neck and urethra, but it is important
to appreciate that ultrasound cannot be used instead
of urodynamic investigations which assesses the func-
tion rather than the morphology of the lower urinary
tract.

Three-dimensional ultrasound is currently being
employed mainly as a research tool. It can be used to
estimate the volume of irregularly shaped organs such
as the rhabdosphincter urethrae, which has been shown
to be smaller in women with urodynamic stress incon-
tinence than those with detrusor overactivity [57] and
has also been shown to correlate with maximum urethral
closure pressure [58]. Three-dimensional ultrasound has
also been used to measure the levator ani hiatus which is
significantly larger in women with prolapse than those
with urodynamic stress incontinence or asymptomatic
women [59].
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Fig. 49.17 Intravenous urogram showing a right duplex ureter.

MRI is non-invasive and non-ionizing and allows tis-
sues to be visualized in great detail. The urethra, bladder
neck and pelvic floor have been examined [60] and fast
MRI scan has been used to study prolapse [61]. Recently an
erect MRI scan has been described but its applications have
not yet been identified [62]. The use of this type of tech-
nology in clinical practice is contentious as it is expensive
for limited information.

electromyography

Electromyography can be employed to assess the integrity
of the nerve supply to a muscle. The electrical impulses to
a muscle fibre are measured following nervous stimula-
tion. Two main types of electromyography are employed
in the assessment of lower urinary tract dysfunction. Sur-
face electrodes can be placed on the perineum, vagina or
anal canal as an anal plug. The pudendal nerve is stim-
ulated and potentials measured via the electrode. This is
inaccurate as the muscular activity of the levator ani is not
necessarily representative of that of the rhabdosphincter
urethrae. Single fibre electromyography is more accurate

as it assesses the nerve latency within individual muscle
fibres of the rhabdosphincter. In this way denervation of
motor units can be assessed. Research from Manchester
has suggested that the occurrence of urodynamic stress
incontinence postpartum is due to partial denervation of
thepelvicfloormusculatureandrhabdosphincterurethrae
and is characterized by increased motor latencies [63].

Electromyography is not useful in the routine clini-
cal evaluation of patients with uncomplicated urinary
incontinence. However, it may be useful in the assess-
ment of women with neurological abnormalities or those
with voiding difficulties and retention of urine. How-
ever, work from our own unit showed no difference in
urethral sphincter electromyography parameters when
women with urodynamically proven urodynamic stress
incontinence (n = 33) and a continent control group (n =
35) were compared. Our findings suggested that dener-
vation and reinnervation of the striated urethral sphincter
may not be a major aetiological factor in the development
of urodynamic stress incontinence [64].

Urethral electric conductance has not gained wide
acceptance in the routine urodynamic assessment of
women with urinary incontinence [65, 66]. A 7 French
flexible probe with two ring electrodes 1 mm apart is with-
drawn along the urethra. It measures the passage of urine
along the urethra by registering the change in conductiv-
ity. This technique can be employed at the bladder neck
to assess bladder neck opening, or in the distal urethra
to detect urine loss. Different conductivity patterns are
associated with different urodynamic diagnoses, and dis-
tal urethral electrical conductance has been recommended
as a screening test for detrusor overactivity [67, 68]. It is
now seldom used in clinical practice.

ambulatory urodynamics

All urodynamic tests are unphysiological and most are
invasive. Various authors have suggested that long-term
ambulatory monitoring may be more physiological as the
assessment takes place over a prolonged period of time
and during normal daily activities [69].

Ambulatory urodynamic studies are defined as a func-
tional test of the lower urinary tract utilizing natural filling
and reproducing the subjects everyday activities [2].

There are three main components to an ambulatory uro-
dynamic system; the transducers, the recording unit and
the analysing system (Fig. 49.18). The transducers are solid
state andaremountedon5 frenchand7 frenchbladderand
rectal catheters. It is our practice to use two bladder trans-
ducers in order to reduce artefact. The recording system
should be portable in order to allow freedom of movement
with a digital memory aiding compression and expan-
sion of the traces which are obtained. An event marker
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is attached to the recording unit allowing the patient to
mark episodes of urgency and also to document voids.
In addition the recording unit is attached to an electronic
(urilos) pad to document episodes of leakage during the
study and should have the facility to attach to a flowmeter
so as to record pressure flow voiding studies. The ambu-
latory protocol at Kings College Hospital consists of a 4-h
period during which time the patient is asked to drink
200 ml of fluid every 30 min and also to keep a diary of
events and symptoms (Fig. 49.19). On completion of the
test the trace is then analysed with the patient using a
personal computer and the urinary diary. Detrusor over-
activity should only be diagnosed if there is a detrusor
contraction noted in both bladder lines in the presence of
symptoms (Fig. 49.20).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 49.18 Ambulatory urodynamic equipment demonstrating
the (a) digital recording unit, and urilos pad and (b) microtip
pressure transducer.

The clinical usefulness of ambulatory urodynamics is
limited by the high prevalence of abnormal detrusor
(38–69%)contractions inasymptomaticvolunteers [70, 71].
However the diagnosis of detrusor overactivity is highly
dependent on interpretation of the results; in a prospective
study of 26 asymptomatic women the incidence of detru-
sor overactivity varied from 11.5% to 76.9% depending on
the criteria used [72]. However, if the criteria for defin-
ing abnormal detrusor contractions are a simultaneous
pressure rise on both bladder lines in addition to patient
reported symptoms of urgency or urge incontinence the
findings are normal in 90% of women which is similar to
that reported in laboratory urodynamics.

Although ambulatory urodynamics is still considered
to be mainly a research tool there is no doubt that it
is often exceedingly helpful in cases where the clinical
and conventional urodynamic diagnoses differ, or when
no abnormality is found on laboratory urodynamics [73].
Ambulatory urodynamics have been shown to be more
sensitive than laboratory urodynamics in the diagnosis of
detrusor overactivity but less sensitive in the diagnosis of
urodynamic stress incontinence [74] although their role in
clinical practice remains controversial [75].

Causes of urinary incontinence

Urethral incontinence will occur whenever the intravesical
pressure involuntarily exceeds the intraurethral pressure.
This may be due to an increase in intravesical (or detrusor)
pressure or a reduction in urethral pressure or a combina-
tion of the two. Thus the fault which leads to incontinence
may lie in the urethra or the bladder or both.

Urodynamic stress incontinence

Urodynamic stress incontinence is defined as the involun-
tary leakage of urine during increased abdominal pressure

INPUT:
    Pressure catheters
    Urine loss detector
    Flow meter

Analogue to digital converter
Sampling at 10Hz

Solid state memory 2Mbyte
Internal clock

Personal computer
Recording downloaded
Traces analyzed on appropriate scale
Pressure/flow analysis
Diary merged with traces

OUTPUT: Diagnosis.

Diary kept by patient
throughout procedure

Fig. 49.19 Schematic flow diagram
representing ambulatory urodynamics:
4-h test, standardized fluid intake,
instruction sheet.
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Fig. 49.20 Ambulatory urodynamic trace showing detrusor overactivity which is associated with urine loss into the urilos pad.

Table 49.9 Causes of urodynamic stress
incontinence

Urethral hypermobility
Urogenital prolapse

Pelvic floor damage or denervation
Parturition
Pelvic surgery
Menopause

Urethral scarring
Vaginal (urethral) surgery
Incontinence surgery
Urethral dilatation or urethrotomy
Recurrent urinary tract infections
Radiotherapy

Raised intra-abdominal pressure
Pregnancy
Chronic cough (bronchitis)
Abdominal/pelvic mass
Faecal impaction
Ascites
(Obesity)

in the absence of a detrusor contraction [2]. There are vari-
ous different underlying causes which result in weakness
of one or more of the components of the urethral sphincter
mechanism (Table 49.9).

The bladder neck and proximal urethra are normally
situated in an intra-abdominal position above the pelvic
floor and are supported by the pubourethral ligaments.

Damage to either the pelvic floor musculature (levator
ani) or pubourethral ligaments may result in descent of
the proximal urethra such that it is no longer an intra-
abdominal organ and this results in leakage of urine per
urethram during stress.

It has been postulated that vaginal delivery results in
denervation of the urethral sphincter mechanism [63].
Snooks et al. [76] employed electromyography to reveal
evidence of pelvic floor denervation in women who had
delivered vaginally but not those who had undergone
caesarean section. They later compared antenatal with
postpartum women and confirmed that vaginal delivery
results in pelvic floor denervation [77]. In a study of 96
nulliparous women who delivered vaginally, Allen et al.
[78] have reported electromyographic evidence of den-
ervation of the pelvic floor in postpartum women with
urinary incontinence. A long active second stage of labour
was the only factor associated with severe damage.

Although pudendal function has been shown to recover
with time [76, 79] it has also been shown to deteriorate
progressively with ageing and subsequent vaginal deliv-
eries [80]. Because of the increased incidence of pelvic
floor trauma with vaginal delivery, especially instrumen-
tal delivery, it has been proposed that elective caesarean
section should be offered to women who are at increased
risk [81].

More recently the ‘mid-urethral theory’ or ‘integral the-
ory’ has been described by Petros and Ulmsten [82]. This
concept is based on earlier studies suggesting that the
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distal and mid-urethra play an important role in the con-
tinence mechanism [83] and that the maximal urethral
closure pressure is at the mid urethral point [84]. This the-
ory proposes that damage to the pubourethral ligaments
supporting the urethra, impaired support of the anterior
vaginal wall to the mid urethra, and weakened function of
part of the pubococcygeal muscles which insert adjacent to
the urethra are responsible for causing stress incontinence.

Urodynamic stress incontinence is the commonest cause
of urinary incontinence in women and represents over half
of those referred for a gynaecological opinion. Women
usually complain of the symptom of stress incontinence
with or without frequency, urgency, urge incontinence or
prolapse [85]. Stress incontinence may be demonstrated on
clinical examination, but this will only verify the patient’s
history and will not diagnose the cause of the incontinence.
Usually the diagnosis of urodynamic stress incontinence is
made by negative findings rather than positive ones. If cys-
tometry is normal and stress incontinence is observed, a
diagnosis of urodynamic stress incontinence can be made.
If a woman complains of stress incontinence as her sole
symptom and stress incontinence can be demonstrated
on coughing, there is a 95% chance that the diagnosis is
urodynamic stress incontinence. However, Haylen et al.
[86] have shown that only 2% of women who present for
urodynamic assessment fall into this category.

conservative treatment

Types of conservative treatment for urodynamic stress
incontinence are listed in Table 49.10. Conservative treat-
ment is indicated when the incontinence is mild, the
patient is medically unfit for surgery or does not wish
to undergo an operation, or in women who have not yet
completed their families. It may also be useful prior to
surgery when the patient’s name is on a long waiting list.
However, it is unusual for anything more than mild urody-
namic stress incontinence to be completely cured by these
conservative measures and most women require surgery
eventually [87].

Table 49.10 Conservative treatment for
urodynamic stress incontinence

Kegel (pelvic floor) exercises
Perineometry
Vaginal cones
Faradism
Interferential therapy
Maximum electrical stimulation
Duloxetine

Pelvic floor muscle training

Pelvic floor muscle training (PFMT) and pelvic floor phys-
iotherapy remain the first line conservative measure since
their introduction in 1948 [88]. PFMT appear to work in a
number of different ways:
1 Women learn to consciously pre-contract the pelvic
floor muscles before and during increases in abdominal
pressure to prevent leakage (‘the knack’).
2 Strength training builds up long-lasting muscle volume
and thus provides structural support.
3 Abdominal muscle training indirectly strengthens the
pelvic floor muscles [89].
In addition during a contraction the urethra may also
be pressed against the posterior aspect of the symphysis
pubis producing a mechanical rise in urethral pressure
[90]. Since up to 30% of women with stress incontinence
are unable to contract their pelvic floor correctly at presen-
tation [91], some patients may simply need to be re-taught
the ‘knack’of squeezing theappropriatemuscles at the cor-
rect time [92]. Cure rates varying between 21% and 84%
have been reported [88, 93, 94]. Success appears to depend
upon the type and severity of incontinence treated, the
instruction and follow-up given, the compliance of the
patient and the outcome measures used. However, the
evidence would suggest that PFMT is more effective if
patients are given a structured programme to follow rather
than simple verbal instructions [95].

The success of PFMT may be further enhanced by the
use of biofeedback [96]. This technique allows patients to
receive visual or audio feedback relating to contraction of
their pelvic floor. The most commonly used device in clin-
ical practice is the perineometer which may give women
an improved idea of a pelvic floor contraction and provide
an effective stimulus to encourage greater and continued
effort.

Perineometry

A perineometer is a cylindrical vaginal device which can
be used to assess the strength of pelvic floor contrac-
tions. It can be used to help an individual to contract
her pelvic floor muscles appropriately and is also useful
in detecting improvement following pelvic floor exer-
cises. Perineometers are available for both hospital and
home use.

Weighted vaginal cones

These are currently available as sets of five or three [97],
all of the same shape and size but of increasing weight
(20–90 g). When inserted into the vagina a cone stimu-
lates the pelvic floor to contract to prevent it from falling
out and this provides ‘vaginal weight training’. A 60–70%
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improvement rate has been reported using this technique
[98] and two studies have shown that cones are as effective
as more conventional forms of pelvic floor re-education
and require less supervision [99, 100]. However, longer
term studies suggest that initial improvement may not be
maintained [101] and their effectiveness in the treatment of
urodynamic stress incontinence is limited with a random-
ized controlled study of conservative treatments showing
that only 7.5% of women felt they no longer had a conti-
nence problem after using vaginal cones for six months. In
addition there was no difference in pelvic muscle strength
when compared with the control group [93]. Furthermore
there have been some reports that vaginal cones may pro-
duce prolonged isometric contraction of the pelvic floor
muscles and muscle injury if overused [102].

Maximal electrical stimulation

This can be carried out using a home device which uti-
lizes a vaginal electrode through which a variable current
is passed. The woman is able to adjust the strength of the
stimulus herself and is instructed to use the device for
20 min daily initially for 1 month. Maximum electrical
stimulation has been employed in both the management
of urodynamic stress incontinence and detrusor overactiv-
ity although it has not gained popularity. In a multicentre
trial Sand et al. (1995) have shown that this type of elec-
trical stimulator is more effective both subjectively and
objectively (pad weighing test) than a sham device in
the treatment of urodynamic stress incontinence. In addi-
tion a more recent meta-analysis has shown that electrical

stimulation is as effective as PFMT for the treatment of
urodynamic stress incontinence [103].

Vaginal devices

There are many women who for various reasons are not
suitable for or do not wish to undergo active treatment
of their incontinence. They do, however, require some
sort of ‘containment’ of their leakage and vaginal devices
may be useful for use during exercise on a short term
basis.

Sanitary tampons are easily available and reduce uri-
nary leakage by elevating the bladder neck and causing a
degree of outflow obstruction. However, they are irritant
to the vagina when used frequently and sponge tampons
are now available which can be soaked in water prior to
use and therefore remain moist whilst in situ. The Conveen
Continence Guard is a specially shaped vaginal tampon
which has been assessed in a multicentre trial of 85 women
with urodynamic stress incontinence aged 31–65 years. It
was used daily for 4 weeks and assessed both subjectively
and objectively using a pad weight test [104]. Overall
75% of the women were objectively improved whilst the
device was in situ. More recently the Conveen Continence
Guard (CCG) has been compared with the Contrelle Con-
tinence Tampon (CCT) (Fig. 49.21) in a prospective study
of 94 women with urodynamic stress incontinence [105].
Overall both devices were found to significantly reduce
the amount of urinary leakage but this was significantly
greater in the CCT group. In addition two-thirds of women
preferred the CCT to the CCG. There were no serious

Fig. 49.21 Vaginal continence devices.
(a) Contrelle (CCT) and (b) Conveen (CCG).

(a) (b)
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adverse events and no association with vaginal or lower
urinary tract infections.

Medical therapy

Whilst various agents such as α1-adrenoceptor agonists,
oestrogens and tricyclic antidepressants have all been
used anecdotally in the past for the treatment of stress
incontinence duloxetine is the first drug to be specifically
developed and licensed for this indication.

Duloxetine is a potent and balanced serotonin
(5-Hydroxytryptamine) and noradrenaline reuptake
inhibitor (SNRI) which enhances urethral striated sphinc-
ter activity via a centrally mediated pathway [106]. The
efficacy and safety of duloxetine (20 mg, 40 mg, 80 mg)
has been evaluated in a double-blind randomized parallel
group placebo controlled phase II dose finding study in
48 centres in the United States involving 553 women with
stress incontinence [107]. Duloxetine was associated with
significant and dose dependent decreases in incontinence
episode frequency. Reductions were 41% for placebo and
54%, 59% and 64% for the 20, 40 and 80 mg, groups respec-
tively. Discontinuation rates were also dose dependent;
5% for placebo and 9%, 12% and 15% of 20 mg, 40 mg and
80 mg respectively, the most frequently reported adverse
event being nausea.

A further global phase III study of 458 women has
also recently been reported [108]. There was a significant
decrease in incontinence episode frequency and improve-
ment in quality of life in those women taking duloxetine
40 mg od. when compared to placebo. Once again nausea
was the most frequently reported adverse event occurring
in25.1%ofwomenreceivingduloxetine compared toa rate
of 3.9% in those taking placebo. However, 60% of nausea
resolved by 7 days and 86% by 1 month. These findings are
supported by a further double-blind, placebo controlled
study of 109 women awaiting surgery for stress inconti-
nence [109]. Overall there was a significant improvement
in incontinence episode frequency and quality of life
in those women taking duloxetine when compared to
placebo. Furthermore, 20% of women who were await-
ing continence surgery changed their mind whilst taking
duloxetine. More recently the role of synergistic ther-
apy with pelvic floor muscle training and duloxetine has
been examined in a prospective study of 201 women
with stress incontinence. Women were randomized to one
of four treatment combinations; duloxetine 40 mg bd,
PFMT, combination therapy or placebo. Overall duloxe-
tine, with or without PFMT was found to be superior to
placebo or PFMT alone whilst pad test results and quality
of life analysis favoured combination therapy to single
treatment [110].

Surgery

Surgery is usually the most effective way of curing uro-
dynamic stress incontinence and a 90% cure rate can be
expected for an appropriate, properly performed primary
procedure. Surgery for urodynamic stress incontinence
aims to elevate the bladder neck and proximal urethra
into an intra-abdominal position, to support the bladder
neck and align it to the posterosuperior aspect of the pubic
symphysis, and in some cases to increase the outflow
resistance. Undoubtedly the results of suprapubic oper-
ations such as the Burch colposuspension or Marshall–
Marchetti–Krantz procedure are better than those for the
traditional, anterior colporrhaphy with bladder neck but-
tress [111]. Numerous operations have been described
and many are still performed today. Common opera-
tions for urodynamic stress incontinence are listed in
Table 49.11.

A systematic review of the effectiveness of surgery
for stress incontinence in women [112] revealed only
11 randomized controlled trials, 20 non-randomized tri-
als and 45 retrospective studies. This review showed
that evidence as to the effectiveness of surgery for stress
incontinence is weak, but that colposuspension is more
effective and long lasting than anterior colporrhaphy or
needle suspension. Reliable data on the frequency of
complications following surgery were lacking but repeat
operations were noted to be less successful than first
procedures.

Table 49.11 Operations for urodynamic stress
incontinence

Vaginal
Anterior colporrhaphy +/− Kelly/Pacey
suture

Urethrocliesis
Urethral bulking agents
Retropubic tape procedures
Transobturator tape procedures

Abdominal
Marshall–Marchetti–Krantz procedure
Burch colposuspension

Laparoscopic
Colposuspension

Combined
Sling
Endoscopic bladder neck suspension,
for example, Stamey, Raz

Complex
Neourethra
Artificial sphincter
Urinary diversion
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anterior colporrhaphy

Anterior colporrhaphy is still performed for stress incon-
tinence. Although it is usually the best operation for a
cystourethrocele, the cure rates for urodynamic stress
incontinence are poor compared to suprapubic proce-
dures [113]. Since prolapse is relatively easier to cure
than stress incontinence, it is appropriate to perform the
best operation for incontinence when the two conditions
coexist.

marshall–marchetti–krantz

The Marshall–Marchetti–Krantz procedure is a suprapu-
bic operation in which the paraurethral tissue at the level
of the bladder neck is sutured to the periostium and/or
perichondrium of the posterior aspect of the pubic sym-
physis. This procedure elevates the bladder neck but will
not correct any concomitant cystocele. It has been largely
superseded by the Burch colposuspension because its
complications include osteitis pubis in 2–7% of cases.

colposuspension

The Burch colposuspension has been modified by many
authors, since its original description [114]. Until recently
colposuspension has been the operation of choice in pri-
mary urodynamic stress incontinence as it corrects both
stress incontinence and a cystocele. It may not be suitable if
the vagina is scarred or narrowed by previous surgery. The
operation is performed via a low transverse suprapubic
incision. The bladder, bladder neck and proximal urethra
are dissected medially off the underlying paravaginal fas-
cia and three or four pairs of non-absorbable or long-term
absorbable sutures are inserted between the fascia and the
ipsilateral iliopectineal ligament. Haemostasis is secured
and the sutures are tied, thus elevating the bladder neck
and bladder base (Fig. 49.22). Simultaneous hysterectomy
does not improve results but if there is uterine pathol-
ogy (menorrhagia or uterovaginal prolapse) then a total
abdominal hysterectomy should be performed at the same
time. Postoperatively a suction drain is left in the retropu-
bic space and a suprapubic catheter is inserted into the
bladder. Perioperative antibiotics and/or subcutaneous
heparin may be employed. In virtually all reported series
comparing results of a Burch colposuspension with any
other procedure to cure urodynamic stress incontinence,
the results of the colposuspension have been the best.

Whilst the colposuspension isnowwell recognizedasan
effective procedure for stress incontinence it is not without
complications. Detrusor overactivity may occur de novo
or may be unmasked by the procedure [115] which may
lead to long-term urinary symptoms. Voiding difficulties
are common postoperatively and although they usually

Symphysis pubis

Ileopectineal
ligament

Bladder

Sutures

Fig. 49.22 Modified Burch colposuspension.

resolve within a short time after the operation, long-term
voiding dysfunction may result. In addition, a rectoen-
terocele may be exacerbated by repositioning the vagina
[116]. However, the colposuspension is the only inconti-
nence operation for which long-term data are available.
Alcalay et al. [117] have reported a series of 109 women
with an overall cure rate of 69% at a mean of 13.8 years.

laparoscopic colposuspension

Minimally invasive surgery is attractive and this trend
has extended to surgery for stress incontinence. Although
many authors have reported excellent short-term subjec-
tive results from laparoscopic colposuspension [118], early
studies have shown inferior results to the open procedure
[119, 120].

More recently two large prospective randomized con-
trolled trials have been reported from Australia and the
United Kingdom comparing laparoscopic and open colpo-
suspension. In the Australian study 200 women with uro-
dynamic stress incontinence were randomized to either
laparoscopic or open colposuspension [121]. Overall there
were no significant differences in objective and subjective
measures of cure or in patient satisfaction at 6 months,
24 months or 3–5 years. Whilst the laparoscopic approach
took longer (87 versus 42 min; p < 0.0001) it was associ-
ated with less blood loss (p = 0.03) and a quicker return
to normal activities (p = 0.01).

These findings are supported by the UK multicentre ran-
domized controlled trial of 291 women with urodynamic
stress incontinence comparing laparoscopic to open colpo-
suspension [122]. At 24 months intention to treat analysis
showed no significant difference in cure rates between
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the procedures. Objective cure rates for open and laparo-
scopic colposuspension were 70.1% and 79.7% respec-
tively whilst subjective cure rates were 54.6% and 54.9%,
respectively.

These studies have confirmed that the clinical effective-
ness of the two operations is comparable although the cost
effectiveness of laparoscopic colposuspension remains
unproven. Acost analysis comparing laparoscopic to open
colposuspension was also performed alongside the UK
study [123]. Healthcare resource use over the first six
month follow-up period translated into costs of £1805 for
the laparoscopic group versus £1433 for the open group.

It is important that this information is made available to
women who are undergoing incontinence surgery as most
would prefer their stress incontinence to be cured rather
than a reduced hospital stay. In addition it has been well
established that the first operation is the one most likely to
succeed and therefore it is unfortunate if a good outcome
is prejudiced by an inferior operation.

sling procedures

Sling procedures are normally performed as secondary
operations where there is scarring and narrowing of the
vagina. The sling material can either be organic (rectus
fascia, porcine dermis) or inorganic (Mersilene, Marlex,
Gore-tex or Silastic). The sling may be inserted either
abdominally, vaginally or by a combination of both. Nor-
mally the sling is used to elevate and support the blad-
der neck and proximal urethra, but not intentionally to
obstruct it. Sling procedures are associated with a high
incidence of side effects and complications. It is often
difficult to decide how tight to make the sling. If it is
too loose, incontinence will persist and if it is too tight,
voiding difficulties may be permanent. Women who are
going to undergo insertion of a sling must be prepared to
perform clean intermittent self-catheterization postopera-
tively. In addition, there is a risk of infection, especially
if inorganic material is used. The sling may erode into
the urethra or vagina, in which case it must be removed
and this can be exceedingly difficult. Early reports of
the use of needle suspension patch slings using fascia
or Gore-tex suggests a reduced complication rate with
similar efficacy but long-term series have been published
to date.

retro-pubic tape procedures

Tension free vaginal tape

The tension free vaginal tape (TVT, Gynaecare), first
described by Ulmsten in 1996 [124], is now the most
commonly performed procedure for stress urinary incon-
tinence in the UK and more than one million procedures

Fig. 49.23 Tension free vaginal (TVT).

have been performed worldwide. Aknitted 11 mm×40 cm
polypropylene mesh tape is inserted trans-vaginally at
the level of the mid-urethra, using two 5 mm trochars
(Fig. 49.23). The procedure may be performed under local,
spinal or general anaesthesia. Most women can go home
the same day, although some do require catheterization
for short term voiding difficulties (2.5–19.7%). Other com-
plications include bladder perforation (2.7–5.8%), de novo
urgency (0.2–15%) and bleeding (0.9–2.3%) [125].

Amulticentre study carried out in six centres in Sweden
has reported a 90% cure rate at one year in women under-
going their first operation for urodynamic stress inconti-
nence, without any major complications [126]. Long term
resultswouldconfirmdurabilityof the techniquewith suc-
cess rates of 86% at 3 years [127], 84.7% at 5 years [128] and
81.3% at 7 years [129].

The tension free vaginal tape has also been compared
to open colposuspension in a multicentre prospective
randomized trial of 344 women with urodynamic stress
incontinence [130]. Overall there was no significant dif-
ference in terms of objective cure; 66% in the tension
free vaginal tape group and 57% in the colposuspen-
sion group. However, operation time, postoperative stay
and return to normal activity were all longer in the col-
posuspension arm. Analysis of the long-term results at
24 months using a pad test, quality of life assessment
and symptom questionnaires showed an objective cure
rate of 63% in the tension free vaginal tape arm and
51% in the colposuspension arm [131]. At 5 years there
were no differences in subjective cure (63% in the tension
free vaginal tape group and 70% in the colposuspension
group), patient satisfaction and quality of life assessment.
However, whilst there was a significant reduction in cys-
tocele in both groups there was a higher incidence of
enterocele, rectocele and apical prolapse in the colposus-
pension group [132]. Furthermore, cost utility analysis
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has also shown that at six months follow up tension free
vaginal tape resulted in a mean cost saving of £243 when
compared to colposuspension [133].

A smaller randomized study has also compared ten-
sion free vaginal tape to laparoscopic colposuspension in
72womenwithurodynamic stress incontinence.Atamean
follow- up of 20 months objective cure rates were higher in
the tension free vaginal tape group when compared to the
laparoscopic colposuspension group; 96.8% versus 71.2%
respectively (p = 0.056) [134].

SPARC-mid urethral sling suspension system

The SPARC sling system (American Medical Systems) is a
minimally invasive sling procedure using a knitted 10 mm
wide polypropylene mesh which is placed at the level of
the mid-urethra by passing the needle via a suprapubic
to vaginal approach [135] Fig. 49.24. The procedure may
be performed under local, regional or general anaes-
thetic. Aprospective multicentre study of 104 women with
urodynamic stress incontinence has been reported from
France [136]. At a mean follow up of 11.9 months the objec-
tive cure rate was 90.4% and subjective cure 72%. There
was a 10.5% incidence of bladder perforation and 11.5%
of women complained of de novo urgency following the
procedure. More recently SPARC has been compared to
tension free vaginal tape in a prospective randomized trial
of 301 women [137]. At short-term follow-up there were
no significant differences in cure rates, bladder perforation
rates and de novo urgency. There was, however, a higher
incidence of voiding difficulties and vaginal erosions in
the SPARC group.

Fig. 49.24 SPARC-mid urethral sling suspension system.

transobturator sling procedures

The transobturator route for the placement of synthetic
mid-urethral slings was first described in 2001 [138]. As
with the retro-pubic sling procedures transobturator tapes
may be performed under local, regional or general anaes-
thetic and have the theoretical advantage of eliminating
some of the complications associated with the retropubic
route. However, the transobturator route may be associ-
ated with damage to the obturator nerve and vessels; in
an anatomical dissection model the tape passes 3.4–4.8 cm
from the anterior and posterior branches of the obtura-
tor nerve respectively and 1.1 cm from the most medial
branch of the obturator vessels [139]. Consequently nerve
and vessel injury in addition to bladder injury and vaginal
erosion remain a potential complication of the procedure.

The transobturator approach may be used as an
‘inside–out’ (TVT-O,Gynaecare) (Fig. 49.25)oralternatively
an ‘outside–in’ (Obtape, Mentor; Monarc, American Med-
ical Systems; Obtryx, Boston Scientific) technique. To
date there have been several studies documenting the
short-term efficacy of transobturator procedures but less
long-term evidence. Initial studies have reported cure and
improved rates of 80.5% and 7.5% respectively at 7 months
[140] and 90.6% and 9.4% respectively at 17 months [141].

More recently the transobturator approach (TVT-O)
has been compared to the retropubic approach (TVT) in
an Italian prospective multicentre randomized study of
231 women with urodynamic stress incontinence [142]. At
a mean of 9 months subjectively 92% of women in the
TVT group were cured compared to 87% in the TVT-O
group. Objectively, on pad test testing, cure rates were
92% and 89% respectively. There were no differences in
voiding difficulties and length of stay although there were
more bladder perforations in the TVT group; 4% versus

Fig. 49.25 Transobturator tape-‘inside–out’ procedure.
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Fig. 49.26 Stamey procedure.

none in the TVT-O group. A further multicentre prospec-
tive randomized trial comparing TVT and TVT-O has also
recently been reported from Finland in 267 women com-
plaining of stress urinary incontinence [143]. Objective
cure rates at 9 weeks were 98.5% in the TVT group and
95.4% in the TVT-O group (p = 0.1362). Whilst complica-
tion rates were low and similar in both arms of the study
there was a higher incidence of groin pain in the TVT-O
group (21 versus 2; p = 0.0001).

bladder neck suspension procedures

Endoscopically guided bladder neck suspensions
[144–146] are simple to perform but may be less effective
than open suprapubic procedures and are now seldom
used. In all these operations a long needle is used to insert
a loop of nylon on each side of the bladder neck; this is
tied over the rectus sheath to elevate the urethrovesical
junction (Fig. 49.26). Cystoscopy is employed to ensure
accurate placement of the sutures and to detect any dam-
age to the bladder caused by the needle or the suture.
In the Stamey procedure buffers are used to avoid the
sutures cutting through the tissues, and in the Raz pro-
cedure a helical suture of Prolene is inserted deep into the
endopelvic fascia lateral to the bladder neck to avoid cut-
ting through. The main problem with all these operations
is that they rely on two sutures and these may break or
pull through the tissues. However, endoscopically guided
bladder neck suspensions are quick and easy to perform.
They can be carried out under regional blockade and

postoperative recovery is fast. Temporary voiding difficul-
ties are common after long needle suspensions but these
usually resolve and there are few other complications.

urethral bulking agents

Urethral bulking agents are a minimally invasive sur-
gical procedure for the treatment of urodynamic stress
incontinence and may be useful in the elderly and those
women who have undergone previous operations and
have a fixed, scarred fibrosed urethra.

Although the actual substance which is injected may
differ the principle is the same. It is injected either peri-
urethrally or transurethrally on either side of the bladder
neck under cystoscopic control and is intended to ‘bulk’
the bladder neck, in order to stop premature bladder neck
opening, without causing out-flow obstruction. They may
be performed under local, regional or general anaesthe-
sia. There are now several different products available
(Table 49.12). The use of minimally invasive implantation
systems (Fig. 49.27) has also allowed some of these pro-
cedures to be performed in the office setting without the
need for cystoscopy.

In the first reported series 81% of 68 women were dry
following two injections with collagen [147]. There have
been longer term follow-up studies most of which give a
less than 50% objective cure rate at 2 years but a subjective
improvement rate of about 70% [148–150]. Macroplastique
has recently been compared to Contigen in a recent North
American study of 248 women with urodynamic stress
incontinence. Outcome was assessed objectively using
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Table 49.12 Urethral bulking agents

Urethral bulking agent Application technique

Gluteraldehyde cross linked bovine collagen Cystoscopic
(Contigen)
Polydimethylsiloxane Cystoscopic
(Macroplastique) MIS implantation system
Pyrolytic carbon coated zirconium oxide beads in β glucan gel Cystoscopic
(Durasphere)
Ethylene vinyl co-polymer in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) gel Cystoscopic
(Tegress, Uryx)
Calcium hydroxylapatite in carboxymethylcellulose gel Cystoscopic
(Coaptite)
Copolymer of hyaluronic acid and dextranomer Cystoscopic
(Zuidex) Implacer system
Polyacrylamide hydrogel Cystoscopic
(Bulkamid)

Fig. 49.27 Macroplastique urethral bulking agent and implantation device.

pad tests and subjectively at 12 months. Overall objec-
tive cure and improvement rates favoured Macroplastique
over Contigen (74% versus 65%; p = 0.13). Whilst this
difference was not significant subjective cure rates were
higher in the Macroplastique group (41% versus 29%;
p = 0.07) [151]. A 12 month open label European study of
142 women with urodynamic stress incontinence treated
with Zuidex has reported cure and improvement rates of
78% at 12 weeks and 77% at 12 months [152].

Whilst success rates with urethral bulking agents are
generally lower than those with conventional continence

surgery they are minimally invasive and have lower
complication rates meaning that they remain a useful
alternative in selected women.

artificial urinary sphincter

An artificial sphincter is an ingenious device which may
be employed when conventional surgery fails [153]. This
is implantable and consists of a fluid-filled inflatable
cuff which is surgically placed around the bladder neck.
A reservoir, containing fluid, is sited in the peritoneal
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cavity and a small finger-operated pump is situated in the
left labium majus. The three major components are con-
nected via a control valve. Under normal circumstances
the cuff is inflated, thus obstructing the urethra. When
voiding is desired the pump is utilized to empty the fluid
in the cuff back into the balloon reservoir so that void-
ing may occur. The cuff then gradually refills over the
next few minutes. Artificial sphincters are associated with
many problems. They are expensive, the surgery required
to insert them is complicated and the tissues around the
bladder neck following previous failed operations may
be unsuitable for the implantation of the cuff. In addi-
tion, mechanical failure may occur, necessitating further
surgery. However, there is a place for these devices and
their technology is likely to improve in the future.

There are a few unfortunate women in whom neither
conventional nor even the newer forms of incontinence
surgery produce an effective cure. For them a urinary
diversion may be a more satisfactory long-term solution
than the continued use of incontinence aids.

It is important to remember that the first operation for
stress incontinence is the most likely to succeed. Most
suprapubic operations in current use produce a cure rate in
excess of 85–90% in patients undergoing their first oper-
ation for correctly diagnosed urodynamic stress inconti-
nence. The Burch type of colposuspension has long been
recognized as the ‘best’ first operation although tension
free vaginal tape (TVT) is now the most commonly per-
formed continence procedure. Whilst transobturator tapes
are becoming increasingly popular at present there is lit-
tle long term data to support their use over the retropubic
approach. Subsequent surgery may have to be performed
on a vagina which is less mobile and where there is fibrosis

of the urethra. In such cases, a urethral bulking agent
may be easier to perform and more effective. Ultimately
it is important that the operative procedure performed is
tailored to suit the needs of the individual.

Detrusor overactivity

Detrusor overactivity is defined as a urodynamic observa-
tion characterized by involuntary contractions during the
filling phase which may be spontaneous or provoked [2]. It
is the second commonest cause of urinary incontinence in
women and accounts for 30–40% of cases. The incidence is
higher in the elderly and after failed incontinence surgery.
The actual cause of detrusor overactivity is unknown and
in the majority of cases it is idiopathic, occurring when
there is a failure of adequate bladder training in child-
hood or when the bladder escapes voluntary control in
adult life. Often emotional or other psychosomatic factors
are involved. In some cases detrusor overactivity may be
secondary to an upper motor neurone lesion, especially
multiple sclerosis. In such cases it is known as neurogenic
detrusor overactivity. In men detrusor overactivity may be
secondary to outflow obstruction and will be cured when
the obstruction is relieved. However, outflow obstruction
in women is rare.

Low compliance is said to exist when there is a sus-
tained rise in detrusor pressure without actual detrusor
contractions during bladder filling. There are a variety
of causes, including radical pelvic surgery, radiotherapy,
recurrent urinary tract infections and interstitial cysti-
tis; but the symptoms associated with phasic detrusor
overactivity and with low compliance may be indistin-
guishable without cystometry (Figs 49.28 and 49.29).

Fig. 49.28 Cystometrogram recording showing phasic detrusor instability.
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Fig. 49.29 Cystometrogram recording showing low compliance.

pathophysiology of detrusor overactivity

The pathophysiology of detrusor overactivity remains elu-
sive. In vitro studies have shown that the detrusor muscle
in cases of idiopathic detrusor overactivity contracts more
than normal detrusor muscle. These detrusor contractions
are not nerve mediated and can be inhibited by the neu-
ropeptide vasoactive intestinal polypeptide [154]. Other
studies have shown that increased α-adrenergic activ-
ity causes increased detrusor contractility [155]. There
is evidence to suggest that the pathophysiology of idio-
pathic and obstructive detrusor overactivity is different.
From animal and human studies on obstructive overac-
tivity it would seem that the detrusor develops postjunc-
tional supersensitivity possibly due to partial denervation
[156], with reduced sensitivity to electrical stimulation
of its nerve supply but a greater sensitivity to stimula-
tion with acetylcholine [157]. If outflow obstruction is
relieved the detrusor can return to normal behaviour and
reinnervation may occur [158].

Relaxation of the urethra is known to precede con-
traction of the detrusor in a proportion of women with
detrusor overactivity [159]. This may represent primary
pathology in the urethra which triggers a detrusor con-
traction, or may merely be part of a complex sequence of
events which originate elsewhere. It has been postulated
that incompetence of the bladder neck, allowing passage
of urine into the proximal urethra, may result in an unin-
hibited contraction of the detrusor. However, Sutherst and
Brown [160] were unable to provoke a detrusor contraction
in 50 women by rapidly infusing saline into the posterior
urethra using modified urodynamic equipment.

More recently Brading and Turner [161] have suggested
that the common feature in all cases of detrusor overac-
tivity is a change in the properties of the smooth muscle
of the detrusor which predisposes it to overactive con-
tractions. They hypothesize that partial denervation of the
detrusor may be responsible for altering the properties of
the smooth muscle leading to increased excitability and
increased ability of activity to spread between cells, result-
ing in coordinated myogenic contractions of the whole
detrusor [162]. They dispute the concept of neurogenic
detrusor overactivity, that is, increased motor activity to
the detrusor, as the underlying mechanism in detrusor
overactivity proposing that there is a fundamental abnor-
mality at the level of the bladder wall with evidence of
altered spontaneous contractile activity consistent with
increased electrical coupling of cells, a patchy denerva-
tion of the detrusor and a supersensitivity to potassium
[163]. Other authorities suggest that the primary defect
in the idiopathic and neurogenic bladders is a loss of
nerves accompanied by hypertrophy of the cells and an
increased production of elastin and collagen within the
muscle fascicles [164].

clinical symptoms

Most women with an overactive bladder exhibit a
multiplicity of symptoms, including urgency, urgency
incontinence, stress incontinence, enuresis, frequency and
especially nocturia and sometimes incontinence during
sexual intercourse. There are no specific clinical signs and
the diagnosis can only be made urodynamically when
there is a failure to inhibit detrusor contractions during
cystometry.

Treatment for detrusor overactivity aims to re-establish
central control or to alter peripheral control via bladder
innervation (Table 49.13). The fact that so many different
types of treatment are available for this condition shows
that none is universally successful. Various behavioural
interventions (habit retraining) have been successfully
used to treat idiopathic detrusor overactivity and have
been shown to improve symptoms in up to 80% of women
[165, 166]. Unfortunately, these types of therapy are time
consuming and require the patient to be fairly intelligent
and highly motivated. In addition, there is a high relapse
rate and patients do not seem to respond as well on a sec-
ond occasion. However, it is always appropriate to instruct
patients with detrusor overactivity regarding the use of
bladder drill, often as an adjunct to drug therapy. The reg-
imen suggested by [167] is commonly employed and is
described as follows.
1 Exclude pathology.
2 Explain rationale to the patient.
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Table 49.13 Treatment of detrusor overactivity

Psychotherapy
Bladder drill
Biofeedback
Hypnotherapy
Acupuncture

Drug therapy
Inhibit bladder contractions
anticholinergic agents
musculotrophic relaxants
tricyclic antidepressants
Improve local tissues
Oestrogens
Reduce urine production
DDAVP (synthetic vasopressin)

Intravesical therapy
Capsaicin
Resiniferatoxin
Botulinum toxin

Neuromodulation
Cystoplasty
Clam ileocystoplasty
Detrusor myectomy

Other
Maximum electrical stimulation
Acupuncture
Transcutaneous electrical neuromuscular stimulation (TENS)

3 Instruct to void every 1.5 h during the day; she must not
void between these times, she must wait or be incontinent.
4 Increase voiding interval by half an hour when initial
goal achieved, and continue with 2-hourly voiding and
so on.
5 Give normal volume of fluids.
6 Keep fluid balance chart.
7 Give encouragement.

Drug therapy

Drug therapy is the most widely employed treatment for
detrusor overactivity Table 49.14. From the number of
preparations studied it is clear that there are no ideal drugs
and very often the clinical results have been disappoint-
ing, this being partly due to poor efficacy and side effects
[168]. The symptoms of OAB are due to involuntary con-
tractions of the detrusor muscle during the filling phase of
the micturition cycle. These involuntary contractions are
mediated by acetylcholine-induced stimulation of bladder
muscarinic receptors [169].

muscarinic receptors

Molecular cloning studies have revealed five distinct
genes for muscarinic acetylcholine receptors in rats and

humans and it has been shown that five receptor sub-
types (M1–M5) correspond to these gene products [170].
In the human bladder the occurrence of mRNA encod-
ing M2 and M3 subtypes has been demonstrated although
not for M1 [171]. The M3 receptor is thought to cause a
direct smooth muscle contraction [172]. Whilst the role of
the M2 receptor has not yet been clarified it may oppose
sympathetically mediated smooth muscle relaxation [173]
or result in the activation of a non-specific cationic channel
and inactivation of potassium channels [174]. In general
it is thought that the M3 receptor is responsible for the
normal micturition contraction although in certain dis-
ease states, such as neurogenic bladder dysfunction, the
M2 receptors may become more important in mediating
detrusor contractions [175].

(A) Drugs that have a mixed action

Oxybutynin Oxybutynin is a tertiary amine that under-
goes extensive first-pass metabolism to an active metabo-
lite, N-desmethyl oxybutynin [176] which occurs in high
concentrations [177] and is thought to be responsible for
a significant part of the action of the parent drug. It has a
mixed action consisting of both an antimuscarinic and a
directmuscle relaxant effect in addition to local anaesthetic
properties. The later is important when given intravesi-
cally but probably has no effect when given systemically.
Oxybutynin has been shown to have a high affinity for
muscarinic receptors in the bladder [178] and has a higher
affinity for M1 and M3 receptors over M2 [179].

The effectiveness of oxybutynin in the management of
patients with detrusor overactivity is well documented.
A double-blind placebo controlled trial found oxybu-
tynin to be significantly better than placebo in improving
lower urinary tract symptoms although 80% of patients
complained of significant adverse effects, principally
dry mouth or dry skin [180]. Similar results have also
been demonstrated in further placebo-controlled trials
[181, 182].

The antimuscarinic adverse effects of oxybutynin are
well documented and are often dose limiting [183]. Using
an intravesical route of administration higher local levels
of oxybutynin can be achieved whilst limiting the sys-
temic adverse effects. Using this method oxybutynin has
been shown to increase bladder capacity and lead to a sig-
nificant clinical improvement [184]. Rectal administration
has also been shown to be associated with fewer adverse
effects when compared to oral administration [185].

More recently a controlled release oxybutynin prepara-
tion using an osmotic system (OROS) have been devel-
oped which have been shown to have comparable effi-
cacy when compared with immediate release oxybutynin
although are associated with fewer adverse effects [186].
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Table 49.14 Drugs used in the management of detrusor overactivity

Level of evidence Grade of recommendation

Antimuscarinic drugs
Tolterodine 1 A
Trospium 1 A
Solifenacin 1 A
Darifenacin 1 A
Propantheline 2 B
Atropine, hyoscamine 2 D
Drugs acting on membrane channels
Calcium channel antagonists Under investigation
Potassium channel openers Under investigation
Drugs with mixed actions
Oxybutynin 1 A
Propiverine 1 A
Dicyclomine 4 C
Flavoxate 4 D
Alpha-blockers
Alfuzosin 4 D
Doxazosin 4 D
Prazosin 4 D
Terazosin 4 D
Tamsulosin 4 D
Beta agonists
Terbutaline 4 D
Clenbuterol 4 D
Salbutamol 4 D
Antidepressants
Imipramine 2 C
Amitriptylline 3 (with caution)
Prostaglandin synthesis inhibitors
Indomethacin 4 C
Flurbiprofen 4 C
Vasopressin analogues
Desmopressin 1 A
Other drugs
Baclofen 2* C*
Capsaicin 3 C
Resiniferatoxin Under investigation

Levels of evidence and assessment with recommendations (see Appendix).
* Intrathecal.

These findings are in agreement with a further study
of controlled release oxybutynin (Lyrinel XL®) which
reported the incidence of moderate to severe dry mouth
to be 23% and only 1.6% of participants discontinuing the
medication due to adverse effects [187].

In order to maximize efficacy and minimize adverse
effects alternative delivery systems are currently under
evaluation. An oxybutynin transdermal delivery system
(Kentera)® has recently been developed and compared
with extended release tolterodine in 361 patients with
mixed urinary incontinence. Both agents significantly
reduced incontinence episodes, increased volume voided
and lead to an improvement in quality of life when com-
pared to placebo. The most common adverse event in the
oxybutynin patch arm was application site pruritis in 14%

although the incidence of dry mouth was reduced to 4.1%
compared to 7.3% in the tolterodine arm [188].

Propiverine Propiverine has been shown to combine
anticholinergic and calcium channel blocking actions [189]
and is the most popular drug for detrusor overactivity
in Germany, Austria and Japan. Open studies in patients
with detrusor overactivity have demonstrated a benefi-
cial effect [190] and in a double-blind placebo-controlled
trial of its use in neurogenic detrusor overactivity it has
been shown to significantly increase bladder capacity and
compliance in comparison to placebo. Dry mouth was
experienced by 37% in the treatment group as opposed
to 8% in the placebo group with dropout rates being 7%
and 4.5% respectively [191].
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(B) Antimuscarinic drugs

Tolterodine Tolterodine is a competitive muscarinic
receptor antagonist with relative functional selectivity for
bladder muscarinic receptors [192] and whilst it shows
no specificity for receptor subtypes it does appear to tar-
get the bladder over the salivary glands [193]. The drug is
metabolized in the liver to the 5-hydroxymethyl derivative
which is an active metabolite having a similar pharmacoki-
netic profile and is thought to significantly contribute to
the therapeutic effect [194].

Several randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled
trials both on patients with idiopathic detrusor overac-
tivity and neurogenic detrusor overactivity have demon-
strated a significant reduction in incontinent episodes and
micturition frequency [195–197]. Further studies have con-
firmed the safety of tolterodine and at the recommended
daily dosage the incidence of adverse events was no
different to that in patients taking placebo [198].

A pooled analysis of the safety, efficacy and accept-
ability of tolterodine in 1,120 patients in four random-
ized, double-blind, parallel, multicentre trials found that
both tolterodine and oxybutynin significantly decreased
incontinent episodes although tolterodine was associated
with fewer adverse events, dose reductions and patients
withdrawals than oxybutynin [199].

Tolterodine has also been developed as an extended
release once daily preparation, Detrusitol XL®. A recent
double blind multicentre trail of 1,235 women has
compared extended release tolterodine to immediate
release tolterodine and placebo. Whilst both formulations
were found to reduce the mean number of urge inconti-
nence episodes per week the extended release preparation
was found to be significantly more effective [200]. In addi-
tion to increased efficacy extended release tolterodine has
been shown to have better tolerability. In a double blind,
multicentre, randomized placebo controlled trial of 1,529
patients extended release tolterodine was found to be
18% more effective in the reduction of episodes of urge
incontinence whilst having a 23% lower incidence of dry
mouth [201].

Extended release oxybutynin (ER) and extended release
tolterodine (ER) have also been compared. In the OPERA
(Overactive bladder: Performance of Extended Release
Agents) study, which involved 71 centres in the United
States, improvements in episodes of urge incontinence
were similar for the two drugs although oxybutynin
ER was significantly more effective than tolterodine
ER in reducing frequency of micturition. Significantly
more women taking oxybutynin were also completely
dry (23% versus 16.8%; p = 0.03) although dry
mouth was significantly more common in the oxybutynin
group [202].

Trospium Trospium chloride is a quaternary ammonium
compound which is non selective for muscarinic receptor
subtypes, shows low biological availability [203]. It crosses
the blood brain barrier to a limited extent and hence would
appear to have few cognitive effects [204]. In a recent
placebo-controlled, randomized, double-blind, multicen-
tre trial trospium chloride produced significant improve-
ments in maximum cystometric capacity and bladder
volume at first unstable contraction. Clinical improvement
was significantly greater in the group receiving trospium
and the frequency of adverse events was similar in both
groups [205]. Trospium chloride has also been compared
to oxybutynin in a randomized, double-blind, multicentre
trial. With both agents there was a significant increase in
bladder capacity, a decrease in maximum voiding detrusor
pressure and a significant increase in compliance although
there were no statistically significant differences between
the two treatment groups. Those taking trospium had
a lower incidence of dry mouth (4% versus 23%) and
were also less likely to withdraw (6% versus 16%) when
compared to the group receiving oxybutynin [206].

Solifenacin Solifenacin is a potent M3 receptor antagonist
that has selectivity for the M3 receptors over M2 recep-
tors and has much higher potency against M3 receptors
in smooth muscle than it does against M3 receptors in
salivary glands.

The clinical efficacy of solifenacin has been assessed in
a multicentre, randomized, double-blind, parallel group,
placebo controlled study of solifenacin 5 and 10 mg once
daily in patients with overactive bladder [207]. The pri-
mary efficacy analysis showed a statistically significant
reduction of the micturition frequency following treat-
ment with both 5 and 10 mg doses when compared with
placebo although the largest effect was with the higher
dose. In addition solifenacin was found to be superior to
placebo with respect to the secondary efficacy variables of
mean volume voided per micturition, episodes of urgency
per 24 h, number of incontinence episodes and episodes of
urge incontinence. The most frequently reported adverse
events leading to discontinuation were dry mouth and
constipation. These were also found to be dose related.
In order to assess the long-term safety and efficacy of
solifenacin (5 and 10 mg once daily) a multicentre open
label long-term follow up study has recently been com-
pleted. This was essentially an extension of two previous
double-blind placebo controlled studies in 1,637 patients
[208]. Overall the efficacy of solifenacin was maintained
in the extension study with a sustained improvement in
symptoms of urgency, urge incontinence, frequency and
nocturia over the 12-month study period. The most com-
monly reported adverse events were dry mouth (20.5%),
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constipation (9.2%) and blurred vision (6.6%) and were the
primary reason for discontinuation in 4.7% of patients.

More recently solifenacin 5 and 10 mg od have been
compared with tolterodine ER 4 mg od in the Solifenacin
(flexible dosing) od and Tolterodine ER 4 mg od as an
Active comparator in a Randomized trial (STAR) [209].
This was a prospective double-blind, double dummy, two-
arm, parallel-group, 12-week study of 1,200 patients with
the primary aim of demonstrating non-inferiority of solife-
nacin to tolterodine ER. Solifenacin was non inferior to
tolterodine ER with respect to change from baseline in
the mean number of micturitions per 24 h (reduction
of 2.45 micturitions/24 h versus 2.24 micturitions/24 h;
p = 0.004). In addition solifenacin resulted in a statis-
tically significant improvement in urgency (p = 0.035),
urge incontinence (p = 0.001) and overall incontinence
when compared with tolterodine ER. In addition 59%
of solifenacin treated patients who were incontinent at
baseline became continent by the study endpoint com-
pared with 49% of those on tolterodine ER (p = 0.006).
The most commonly reported adverse events were dry
mouth constipation and blurred vision and were mostly
mild to moderate in severity. The number of patients
discontinuing medication was similar in both treatment
arms (3.5% in the solifenacin arm versus 3.0% in the
tolterodine arm).

Darifenacin Darifenacin is a tertiary amine with mod-
erate lipophilicity and is a highly selective M3 receptor
antagonist which has been found to have a 5-fold higher
affinity for the human M3 receptor relative to the M1
receptor [210].

A review of the pooled darifenacin data from the
three phase III, multi-centre, double-blind clinical tri-
als in patients with OAB has recently been reported in
1059 patients [211]. Darifenacin resulted in a dose-related
significant reduction in median number of incontinence
episodes per week. Significant decreases in the frequency
and severity of urgency, micturition frequency, and num-
ber of incontinence episodes resulting in a change of
clothing or pads were also apparent, along with an
increase in bladder capacity. Darifenacin was well toler-
ated. The most common treatment-related adverse events
were dry mouth and constipation, although together these
resulted in few discontinuations. The incidence of CNS
and cardiovascular adverse events were comparable to
placebo.

(C) Antidepressants

Imipramine Imipraminehasbeenshowntohave systemic
anticholinergic effects [212] and blocks the re-uptake of
serotonin. Some authorities have found a significant effect

in the treatment of patients with detrusor overactivity
[213] although others report little effect [214]. In light of
this evidence and the serious adverse effects associated
with tricyclic antidepressants their role in detrusor overac-
tivity remains of uncertain benefit although they are often
useful in patients complaining of nocturia or bladder pain.

(D) Prostaglandin synthetase inhibitors

Bladder mucosa has been shown to have the ability
to synthesize eicosanoids [215] although it is uncertain
whether they contribute to the pathogenesis of unin-
hibited detrusor contractions. However, they may have
a role in sensitizing sensory afferent nerves increasing
the afferent input produced by a given bladder volume.
Adouble-blind controlled study of flurbiprofen in women
with detrusor overactivity was shown to have an effect
although itwasassociatedwithahigh incidenceof adverse
effects (43%) including nausea, vomiting, headache and
gastrointestinal symptoms [216]. Indomethacin has also
been reported to give symptomatic relief although the
incidence of adverse effects was also high (59%) [217].
At present this evidence does not support their use in
detrusor overactivity.

(E) Antidiuretic agents

Desmopressin Desmopressin (1-desamino-8-D-arginine
vasopressin; DDAVP) is a synthetic vasopressin analogue.
It has strong antidiuretic effects without altering blood
pressure. The drug has been used primarily in the treat-
ment of nocturia and nocturnal enuresis in children [218]
and adults [219]. More recently nasal desmopressin has
been reported as a ‘designer drug’ for the treatment of
daytime urinary incontinence [220]. Desmopressin is safe
for long-term use, however the drug should be used with
care in the elderly due to the risk of hyponatraemia.

(F) Intravesical therapy

Capsaicin This is the pungent ingredient found in red
chillies and is a neurotoxin of substance P containing
(C) nerve fibres. Patients with neurogenic detrusor over-
activity secondary to multiple sclerosis appear to have
abnormal C fibre sensory innervation of the detrusor,
which leads to premature activation of the holding reflex
arc during bladder filling [221]. Intravesical application of
capsaicin dissolved in 30% alcohol solution appears to be
effective for up to 6 months. The effects are variable [222]
and the clinical effectiveness remains undefined.

Resiniferatoxin This is a phorbol related diterpene iso-
lated from the cactus and is a potent analogue of capsaicin
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that appears to have a similar efficacy but with fewer
side effects of pain and burning during intavesical instil-
lation [223]. It is 1,000 times more potent than capsaicin at
stimulating bladder activity [224]. As with capsaicin the
currently available evidence does not support the routine
clinicaluseof theagents although theymayprove tohavea
role as an intravesical preparation in neurological patients
with neurogenic detrusor overactivity.

Botulinum toxin In 1817 an illness caused by Clostridium
botulinum toxin was first recorded, when Justinus Kerner
described a link between a sausage, and a paralytic illness
that affected 230 people. He was a district health offi-
cer and made botulism (Latin ‘botulus’ meaning sausage)
a notifiable disease [225]. In 1897, the microbiologist
Emile-Pierre van Ermengen identified a gram-positive,
spore-forming, anaerobic bacterium in a ham that caused
23 cases of botulism in a Belgian nightclub. He termed
the bacterium Bacillus botulinus; it was later re-termed
Clostridium Botulinum [226].

The bacterium produces its effect by production of
a neurotoxin – different strains produce seven distinct
serotypes designated A–G. All seven have a similar struc-
ture and molecular weight, consisting of a heavy (H)
and a light (L) chain, joined by a disulphide bond [227].
They interfere with neural transmission by blocking the
calcium-dependent release of neurotransmitter, acetyl-
choline, causing the affected muscle to become weak and
atrophic. The affected nerves do not degenerate, but as
the blockage is irreversible, only the development of new
nerve terminals and synaptic contacts allows recovery of
function.

The use of intravesical Botulinum toxin was first
described in the treatment of intractable neurogenic detru-
sor overactivity in 31 patients with traumatic spinal cord
injury [228]. Subsequently a larger European study has
reported on 231 patients with neurogenic detrusor overac-
tivity [229]. All were treated with 300 units of Botulinum-A
toxin which was injected cystoscopically into the detrusor
muscle at 30 different sites sparing the trigone. At 12 and
36 week follow up there was a significant increase in cysto-
metric capacity and bladder compliance. Patient satisfac-
tion was high, the majority stopped taking antimuscarinic
medication and there were no significant complications.
More recently the first randomized placebo controlled trial
has been reported in 59 patients with neurogenic detru-
sor overactivity [230]. At 6 months there was a significant
reduction in incontinence episodes in the botox group
compared to placebo and a corresponding improvement
in quality of life evaluation.

Whilst the role of Botulinum toxin has been established
in the treatment of neurogenic detrusor overactivity the
data regarding its use in intractable idiopathic detrusor

overactivity is less robust. A prospective open label
study has recently been reported assessing the use of
Botulinum-A toxin in both neurogenic (300 units) and
idiopathic (200 units) detrusor overactivity in 75 patients
[231]. When considering urodynamic outcome parame-
ters in both groups there was a significant increase in
cystometric capacity and decrease in maximum detru-
sor pressure during filling in both groups. Clinically
there was also a significant reduction in frequency
and episodes of urge incontinence. Interestingly how-
ever 69% of patients with neurogenic detrusor overac-
tivity required self-catheterization following treatment
compared to 19.3% of those with idiopathic detrusor
overactivity.

At present the evidence would suggest that intrav-
esical administration of Botulinum toxin may offer an
alternative to surgery in those women with intractable
detrusor overactivity although the effect is only tempo-
rary and at present there is little long term data regarding
the efficacy and complications associated with repeat
injections [232].

Neuromodulation

Stimulation of the dorsal sacral nerve root using a per-
manent implantable device in the S3 sacral foramen has
been developed for use in patients with both idiopathic
and neurogenic detrusor overactivity. The sacral nerves
contain nerve fibres of the parasympathetic and sympa-
thetic systems providing innervation to the bladder as
well as somatic fibres providing innervation to the mus-
cles of the pelvic floor. The latter are larger in diameter
and hence have a lower threshold of activation meaning
that the pelvic floor may be stimulated selectively without
causing bladder activity. Prior to implantation, tempo-
rary cutaneous sacral nerve stimulation is performed to
check for a response, and if successful, a permanent
implant is inserted under general anaesthesia. Initial
studies in patients with detrusor overactivity refractory
to medical and behavioural therapy have demonstrated
that after 3 years, 59% of 41 urinary urge incontinent
patients showed greater than 50% reduction in inconti-
nence episodes with 46% of patients being completely dry
[233]. Whilst neuromodulation remains an invasive and
expensive procedure in the future, it offers a useful alter-
native to medical and surgical therapies in patients with
severe, intractable detrusor overactivity.

Surgery

For those women with severe detrusor overactivity which
is not amenable to simple types of treatment, surgery may
be employed.
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Fig. 49.30 Clam ileocystoplasty.

clam cystoplasty

In the clam cystoplasty [234, 235] the bladder is bisected
almost completely and a patch of gut (usually ileum)
equal in length to the circumference of the bisected blad-
der (about 25 cm) is sewn in place (Fig. 49.30). This
often cures the symptoms of detrusor overactivity [236]
by converting a high-pressure system into a low-pressure
system although inefficient voiding may result. Patients
have to learn to strain to void, or may have to resort
to clean intermittent self-catheterization, sometimes per-
manently. In addition, mucus retention in the bladder
may be a problem, but this can be partially overcome by
ingestion of 200 ml of cranberry juice each day [237] in
addition to intravesical mucolytics such as acetylcysteine.
The chronic exposure of the ileal mucosa to urine may
lead to malignant change [238]. There is a 5% risk of ade-
nocarcinoma arising in ureterosigmoidostomies, where
colonic mucosa is exposed to N-nitrosamines found in
both urine and faeces, and a similar risk may apply
to enterocystoplasty. Biopsies of the ileal segment taken
from patients with ‘clam’ cystoplasties show evidence of
chronic inflammation of villous atrophy, and diarrhoea
due to disruption of the bile acid cycle is common [239].
This may be treated using cholestyramine. In addition,
metabolic disturbances such as hyperchoraemic acidosis,
B12 deficiency and occasionally osteoporosis secondary to
decreased bone mineralization may occur.

detrusor myectomy

Detrusor myectomy offers an alternative to clam cysto-
plasty by increasing functional bladder capacity without
the complications of bowel interposition. In this proce-
dure, the whole thickness of the detrusor muscle is excised

from the dome of the bladder thereby creating a large
bladder diverticulum with no intrinsic contractility [240].
Whilst there is a reduction in episodes of incontinence,
there is little improvement in functional capacity, and thus
frequency remains problematic [241, 242].

urinary diversion

As a last resort for those women with severe detru-
sor overactivity or neurogenic detrusor overactivity who
cannot manage clean intermittent catheterization, it may
be more appropriate to perform a urinary diversion. Usu-
ally this will utilize an ileal conduit to create an abdominal
stoma for urinary diversion. An alternative is to form a
continent diversion using the appendix (Mitrofanoff) or
ileum (Koch pouch) which may then be drained using
self-catheterization.

Mixed incontinence

Although a large proportion of women complain of both
stress and urge incontinence, only about 5% suffer from
mixed detrusor overactivity and urethral sphincter incom-
petence. They pose a difficult management problem.
A study comparing medical and surgical treatment has
shown that of the 27 women who underwent a Burch
colposuspension, 59% were cured and 22% improved;
whereas of the 25 who received drug therapy (oxybu-
tynin, imipramine and oestrogen) 32% were cured and
28% improved. The authors concluded that combined
stress incontinence and detrusor overactivity should be
managed medically initially as this will reduce the need
for surgical intervention [243]. In such cases, it is our prac-
tice to treat the detrusor overactivity with antimuscarinic
agents and to repeat the urodynamic assessment while
the patient is taking her medication. If she still leaks with-
out significant detrusor activity and her main complaint
is stress incontinence, we would undertake conventional
bladder neck surgery. However, if urge incontinence still
predominates, surgery may aggravate her symptoms.

Retention with overflow

In women, chronic retention with resultant overflow
incontinence is uncommon and often no cause can be
found. It is one manifestation of the wide range of voiding
difficulties which may occur, the major causes of which
are shown in Table 49.15.

Women with overflow incontinence present in a vari-
ety of ways. They may complain of dribbling urine or of
voiding small amounts at frequent intervals, or of stress
incontinence. Alternatively, they may notice recurrent uri-
nary tract infections. The diagnosis is usually made by the
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Table 49.15 Causes of voiding difficulties
leading to overflow incontinence in women

Neurological
Lower motor neurone lesion
Upper motor neurone lesion

Inflammation
Urethritis, e.g. ‘honeymoon cystitis’
Vulvitis, e.g. herpes
Vaginitis, e.g. candidiasis

Drugs
Tricyclic antidepressants
Antimuscarinic agents
Ganglion blockers
Epidural anaesthesia
Patient-controlled analgesia

Obstruction
Urethral stenosis/stricture
Oedema following surgery or parturition
Fibrosis due to repeated dilatation or irradiation
Pelvic mass, e.g. fibroids, retroverted uterus,
ovarian cyst, faeces

Urethral distorsion due to large cystocele

Myogenic
Atonic detrusor secondary to over distension

Functional
Anxiety

discovery of a large bladder on clinical examination. This
can be confirmed by a postmicturition ultrasound scan
to assess the residual urine volume or by catheterization,
which will reveal a residual volume greater than 50% of
her bladder capacity. There may, in addition, be a reduced
peak flow rate of less than 15 ml/s.

Clinical examination will rule out many of the causes,
such as a pelvic mass or a cystocele. It is important to
investigate cases of urinary retention thoroughly in order
to exclude any treatable underlying pathology. A mid-
stream specimen of urine should be sent for culture and
sensitivity, and the appropriate swabs (urethral, vaginal
and cervical) should be sent. Radiological investigations
should include intravenous urography, an X-ray of the
lumbosacral spine and an MRI where indicated. It is par-
ticularly important to identify diabetes so that treatment
can be undertaken before permanent damage occurs.

Treatment for overflow incontinence will depend upon
the underlying pathology. If the detrusor is hypotonic,
cholinergic agents such as bethanechol 25 mg three times
a day may be helpful. If there is outflow obstruction,
urethral dilatation or urethrotomy may be required. In
cases where no cause can be found, clean intermittent
self-catheterization is the best long-term method of man-
agement for these patients.

If it is possible, it is far better to avoid urinary reten-
tion by implementing prophylactic measures. The human
female bladder, once overdistended, may never contract
normally again [244]. When bladder neck surgery for uri-
nary incontinence or radical pelvic surgery for malignant
disease is undertaken, adequate postoperative bladder
drainage (preferably with a suprapubic catheter) should
be employed until normal voiding per urethram has
resumed. When epidural anaesthesia is used for surgi-
cal procedures or childbirth, an indwelling Foley catheter
should be left in situ for at least 6 and probably 12 h
after normal sensation to the lower limbs is present. Those
women who are known to have inefficient voiding (a low
flow rate together with a low maximum voiding pressure)
should be taught clean intermittent self-catheterization
prior to any surgical intervention for urodynamic stress
incontinence.

Acute urinary retention needs to be dealt with as an
emergency. Acatheter, either indwelling urethral or supra-
pubic, should be inserted immediately and left on free
drainage. There is no need for intermittent clamping of
the catheter as this can lead to further overdistension
and there is no evidence to suggest that sudden decom-
pression of the bladder is harmful. The volume of urine
which drains should be recorded and if it is over a litre
the catheter should be left in situ on free drainage for a
week or two before initiating a trial of voiding per ure-
thram. It is, of course, easier to do this is if a suprapubic
catheter has been inserted. The urinary residuals should
be checked regularly once spontaneous micturition has
been resumed to ensure that the bladder is emptying ade-
quately. This can be achieved by ‘in–out’ catheterization,
or less invasively by transabdominal ultrasound. Unless
there is an obvious cause for the episode of acute retention,
investigations should be undertaken. If further episodes
of retention occur, it is prudent to teach the woman clean
intermittent self-catheterization to avoid damage to the
bladder by overdistension should she find herself in the
same position again.

Oestrogens in the management of incontinence

Oestrogen preparations have been used for many years in
the treatment of urinary incontinence [245, 246] although
their precise role remains controversial.

In order to clarify the situation a meta-analysis from
the Hormones and Urogenital Therapy (HUT) Committee
has been reported [247]. Of 166 articles identified which
were published in English between 1969 and 1992 only
6 were controlled trials and 17 were uncontrolled series.
Meta-analysis found an overall significant effect of oestro-
gen therapy on subjective improvement in all subjects and
for subjects with urodynamic stress incontinence alone.
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Subjective improvement rates with oestrogen therapy in
randomized controlled trials ranged from 64% to 75%
although placebo groups also reported an improvement of
10–56%. In uncontrolled series, subjective improvement
rates were 8–89% with subjects with urodynamic stress
incontinence showing improvement of 34–73%. However,
when assessing objective fluid loss there was no significant
effect.

A further meta-analysis performed in Italy has analysed
the results of randomized controlled clinical trials on the
efficacy of oestrogen treatment in postmenopausal women
with urinary incontinence [248]. A search of the litera-
ture (1965–1996) revealed 72 articles of which only four
were considered to meet the meta-analysis criteria. There
was a statistically significant difference in subjective out-
come between oestrogen and placebo although there was
no such difference in objective or urodynamic outcome.

The most recent meta-analysis of the effect of oestrogen
therapy on the lower urinary tract has been performed by
the Cochrane group [249]. Overall 28 trials were identified,
including 2,926 women. In the 15 trials comparing oestro-
gen to placebo there was a higher subjective impression
of improvement rate in those women taking oestrogen,
and this was the case for all types of incontinence (RR for
cure 1.61; 95% CI 1.04–2.49). Equally, when subjective cure
and improvement were taken together there was a statisti-
cally higher cure and improvement rate for both urge (57%
versus 28%) and stress (43% versus 27%) incontinence.
In those women with urge incontinence, the chance of
improvement was 25% higher than in women with stress
incontinence and, overall about 50% of women treated
with oestrogen were cured or improved compared to 25%
on placebo. The authors conclude that oestrogens can
improve or cure incontinence and that the effect may be
most useful in women complaining of urge incontinence.

systemic hrt and urinary incontinence

Several large scale systemic HRT studies have recently
been reported which have led to greater controversy
regarding the role of oral oestrogens on the lower urinary
tract.

The role of oestrogen replacement therapy in the pre-
vention of ischaemic heart disease has been assessed
in a 4-year randomized trial, the Heart and Estro-
gen/progestin Replacement Study (HERS) [250] involving
2,763 postmenopausal women younger than 80 years.
Overall combined hormone replacement therapy was
associated with worsening stress and urge urinary incon-
tinence, although there was no significant difference in
daytime frequency, nocturia or number of urinary tract
infections.

These findings have also been confirmed in the Nurse’s
Health Study which followed 39,436 postmenopausal
women aged 50–75 years over a four year period. The risk
of incontinence was found to be elevated in those women
taking HRT when compared to those who had never
taken HRT [251]. The most recent paper to be reported
by the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) writing group
has also studied the effect of oestrogens, with and with-
out progestogens, on urinary incontinence [252]. In this
study, 27,347 postmenopausal women aged 50–79 years
were assessed in a multicentre, double blind placebo con-
trolled trial. Of these, 23,296 were known to complain of
lower urinary tract symptoms at baseline and one year
follow-up. Overall, hormone replacement therapy was
found to increase the incidence of all types of urinary
incontinence at one year in those women continent at base-
line. The risk was highest for stress incontinence followed
by mixed incontinence whilst the effect on urge urinary
incontinence was not uniform.

These results, whilst supportive of the previously
reported HERS study and Nurse Health study, would
certainly seem to contradict much of the previous work
assessing the use of oestrogens in the management of
lower urinary tract symptoms. The current evidence from
all trials suggests that oestrogen replacement therapy may
have a minor role in lower urinary tract dysfunction
and the findings of the WHI studies should not pre-
vent its usage in women who complain of troublesome
menopausal symptoms after appropriate counselling and
discussion.

Fistulas

Urinary fistulas may be ureterovaginal, vesicovaginal,
urethrovaginal or complex, and can occur following pelvic
surgery or in cases of advanced pelvic malignancy, espe-
cially when there has been radiotherapy. The most com-
mon varieties in the UK are lower ureteric or bladder
fistulas occurring after an abdominal hysterectomy. In
developing countries, poor obstetrics with obstructed
labour resulting in ischaemic necrosis of the bladder base
is more likely to be the cause of a vesico- or urethrovaginal
fistula.

Fistulas give rise to incontinence which is continuous,
occurring both day and night. They are usually visible
on speculum examination but cystoscopy and intravenous
urography may be required to confirm the diagnosis.

Treatment is surgical. Ureterovaginal fistulas should be
repaired as quickly as possible to prevent upper urinary
tract damage. Vesicovaginal fistulas are usually treated
conservatively initially with bladder drainage and antibi-
otics, during which time some will close spontaneously.
Abdominal or vaginal repair is normally performed 2 or
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3 months after the initial injury, although there is now a
trend towards earlier repair; if a fistula is detected within
a very short period of time after the initial operation, it can
often be closed immediately.

Congenital abnormalities

Congenital abnormalities are uncommon and are usu-
ally diagnosed at birth or in childhood. The most gross
abnormality is ectopia vesicae, which requires surgical
reconstructionduring theneonatalperiod. Other lessobvi-
ous congenital abnormalities include epispadias, which
can be diagnosed by the bifid clitoris. This abnormality
is difficult to treat and may require reconstruction in the
form of a neourethra. An ectopic ureter may open into
the vagina and cause urinary incontinence which is not
diagnosed until childhood, and spina bifida occulta may
present with urinary symptoms during the prepubertal
growth spurt.

Urethral diverticulum

Urethral diverticula are becoming more common, pre-
sumably because of the increased incidence of sexually
transmitted diseases. They are found in women of any
age and lead to various complaints including pain, par-
ticularly after micturition, postmicturition dribble and
dyspareunia. Diagnosis can be made either radiologically
on a micturating cystogram or videocystourethrogram, or
by urethroscopy. Urethral diverticula should be managed
conservatively initially with intermittent courses of antibi-
otics if necessary; but if there are severe symptoms, then
surgical excision of the diverticulum may be required. It
is usual to perform a subtotal diverticulectomy in order to
avoid urethral stricture formation.

Temporary causes of urinary incontinence

Lower urinary tract infections (cystitis or urethritis) may
uncommonly cause incontinence of urine which is tempo-
rary and will resolve once treatment with the appropriate
antibiotics has been employed. Diuretics, especially in the
elderly, may also be responsible for urgency, frequency
and incontinence. In older people, anything which limits
their independence may cause urge incontinence where
only urgency existed before. This applies particularly to
immobility, and if an older person is unable to reach the
toilet in a short space of time, she may become incontinent.
Thus, the provision of appropriate facilities and adequate
lighting can alleviate the problem. Faecal impaction may
cause urinary incontinence or retention of urine which
will resolve once suitable laxatives or enemas have been
effective.

Functional incontinence

In a small proportion of women, no organic cause can
be found for incontinence. Some of them have anxi-
ety states which respond well to physiotherapy or to
psychotropic drugs such as diazepam. Immobility may
prevent a woman from reaching the lavatory in time and
for her simple remedies such as a toilet downstairs or the
use of a commode may prevent urinary leakage.

General therapeutic measures

All incontinent women benefit from simple measures such
as the provision of suitable incontinence pads and pants.
Those with a high fluid intake should be advised to restrict
their drinking to a litre a day, particularly if frequency of
micturition is a problem. Caffeine-containing drinks (such
as teas, coffee and cola) and alcohol are irritant to the blad-
der and act as diuretics, so should be avoided, if possible.
Anything which increases intra-abdominal pressure will
aggravate incontinence, so patients with a chronic cough
should be advised to give up smoking, and constipation
should be treated appropriately. Pelvic floor exercises may
be particularly helpful in the puerperium or after pelvic
surgery. For younger, more active women who have not
yet completed their family, adeviceor sponge tamponmay
be used during strenuous activity such as sport. Oestrogen
replacement therapy for postmenopausal women is often
beneficial as it improves quality of life as well as helps
with the overactive bladder symptoms. Diuretics, which
are often given to older people for fluid retention or mild
hypertension, may make their urinary symptoms worse
and should be stopped if possible.

Women with long-standing severe incontinence, espe-
cially the elderly, may be more comfortable and easier to
manage with a regularly changed indwelling suprapubic
catheter; and for the young disabled, urinary diversion
should be considered earlier rather than later. It is not
always possible to cure urinary incontinence but it is usu-
ally possible to help the sufferer and thus improve her
quality of life.

Other lower urinary tract disorders

Urethral lesions

urethral caruncle

Aurethral caruncle is a benign red polyp or lesion covered
by transitional epithelium usually found on the posterior
aspect of the urethral meatus. It is commonly seen in post-
menopausal women and although usually asymptomatic
it may cause pain, bleeding and dysuria. The cause is
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unknown. Treatment is by excision biopsy followed by
local or systemic oestrogens.

urethral mucosal prolapse

Prolapse of the urethral mucosa also occurs in the post-
menopausal woman but in addition, is sometimes seen in
girls (usually black) between the ages of 5 and 10 years. It is
a reddish lesion which encompasses the whole circumfer-
ence of the external urethral meatus, thus differentiating
it from the urethral caruncle. Urethral mucosal prolapse
is not painful but may cause bleeding, dysuria or urethral
discharge. It may be treated by excision or cautery.

urethral stenosis or stricture

Outflow obstruction due to urethral stenosis or a stricture
is rare in women. Such lesions usually present after the
menopause and are found in the distal urethra. They are
often the result of chronic urethritis or may follow fibrosis
from repeated urethral dilatations or other surgery to the
urethra. The most common symptoms are of voiding dif-
ficulties, but recurrent urinary tract infections may occur.
Diagnosis can be made using uroflowmetry in conjunction
with cystometry or by videocystourethrography. Urethral
pressure profilometry or cystourethroscopy will help to
localize the lesion. Urethrotomy, either Otis or open, is the
treatment of choice, and local oestrogen therapy may be
helpful in postmenopausal women.

carcinoma of the urethra

Urethral carcinoma is rare and is usually a transitional
cell carcinoma located in the proximal urethra. Sec-
ondary deposits may arise from adenocarcinoma of the
endometrium, transitional cell carcinoma of the bladder
or squamous carcinoma of the vulva or vagina. Symptoms
include haematuria, vaginal bleeding and discharge, fre-
quency of micturition, dysuria and recurrent urinary tract
infections. A mass may be palpable or may be seen on
speculum examination. The diagnosis can be confirmed
by taking urethroscopically directed biopsies. Treatment
consists of radical surgery, usually cystourethrectomy and
lymph node dissection followed by radiotherapy.

Urinary frequency and urgency

definitions [2]

1 Diurnal frequency. The complaint by the patient who
considers that she voids too often by day.
2 Nocturia. The complaint that the individual has to wake
one or more times at night to void.

3 Urgency. The complaint of a sudden compelling desire
to pass urine which is difficult to defer.
4 Urge incontinence. The complaint of involuntary leakage
accompanied by or immediately preceded by urgency.

prevalence

Frequency and urgency are common symptoms in women
of all ages which often coexist and may occur in conjunc-
tion with other symptoms such as urinary incontinence or
dysuria. It is unusual for urgency to occur alone because
once it is present it almost invariably leads to frequency
to avoid urge incontinence and to relieve the unpleasant
painful sensation. Bungay et al. [253] found that approx-
imately 20% of a group of 1120 women aged between 30
and 65 years admitted to frequency of micturition and
15% of women from the same series reported urgency.
In this study there was no specific increase in the preva-
lence of frequency or urgency with age or in relation to the
menopause.

Over the age of about 60 years it is common for women
to develop ‘nocturia’. This increases once per decade of life
so that it is not unusual for a woman in her eighties to have
to rise four times during the night to void. This represents a
relative impairment in cardiovascular function rather than
a urological abnormality.

causes and assessment

There are many different causes of frequency and urgency
of micturition; the more common ones are shown in
Table 49.16.

Clinical examination will exclude many of the causes.
This is important before expensive time-consuming inves-
tigations are undertaken. As one of the commonest causes
of frequency of micturition is a lower urinary tract infec-
tion it is important to send a mid-stream specimen of
urine for culture and sensitivity. If difficulty is encoun-
tered obtaining an uncontaminated mid-stream specimen
of urine suprapubic aspiration should be employed. When
urine culture is repeatedly negative in a woman with
urgency, frequency and dysuria where no other cause can
be found, urine should be sent for culture of fastidious
organisms such asMycoplasma hominis andUreaplasma ure-
alyticum, which are being seen with increasing frequency
in symptomatic women.

Those women who have an abnormal vaginal discharge,
history of sexually transmitted diseases or obvious vul-
val excoriation should have vaginal, cervical and urethral
swabs sent for culture. Chlamydia may be a causative
organism which requires a special culture medium for
its detection. If there is a history of haematuria, loin
or groin pain, and a urinary tract infection cannot be
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Table 49.16 Causes of urgency and frequency in women

Urological Urinary tract infection
Urethral syndrome
Detrusor overactivity
Bladder tumour
Bladder calculus
Small capacity bladder
Interstitial cystitis
Radiation cystitis/fibrosis
Chronic retention/residual
Urethral diverticulum

Gynaecological Cystocele
Pelvic mass, e.g. fibroids, ovarian cyst
Previous pelvic surgery

Genital Urethritis (‘honeymoon cystitis’)
Vulvovaginitis
Urethral caruncle
Herpes
Warts
Sexually transmitted diseases
Atrophy (hypo-oestrogenism)

Medical Upper motor neurone lesion
Impaired renal function
Diabetes mellitus
Diabetes insipidus
Hypothyroidism
Congestive cardiac failure
Diuretic therapy
Faecal impaction

General Excessive drinking habit
Anxiety
Pregnancy

identified, intravenous urography and cystoscopy should
be performed and the patient referred to a urologist. In
cases of impaired renal function serum urine electrolyte
concentration and urine osmolarity should be estimated.
A plain radiograph of the abdomen (kidneys, ureter
and bladder) is useful in the diagnosis of a calculus
and if a significant urinary residual volume is discov-
ered then an X-ray of the lumbar sacral spine should be
obtained.

The investigations performed should be organized
around the patient’s precise symptomatology. However,
a frequency-volume chart is often useful as it may iden-
tify excessive drinking as the cause of urinary frequency.
In addition cystourethroscopy may reveal underlying
pathology within the bladder or urethra. For women with
incontinence in addition to frequency with or without
urgency it is best to organize urodynamic studies prior
to cystoscopy as the latter is usually unrewarding. Sub-
tracted cystometry detects detrusor overactivity, which is
a major cause of urgency and frequency and also reveals
chronic retention of urine with an atonic bladder which

may lead to frequency or recurrent urinary tract infec-
tions. For women with frequency, urgency and dysuria
without incontinence a cystourethroscopy may be more
helpful than urodynamic assessment.

Urethral pressure profilometry may reveal urethral
relaxation which will cause incontinence [254, 255]. Unfor-
tunately the clinical significance of urethral relaxation
is poorly understood. In a series of 107 healthy female
volunteers from a gynaecology clinic none of whom
had previous urological complaints 16% had pressure
variations greater than one-third of their maximum
urethral pressures [256] but there was no association with
symptoms of lower urinary tract dysfunction.

In a large proportion of cases no obvious cause will be
found for the symptoms of frequency and urgency. Some
patients with negative findings void frequently from habit
which usually develops following an acute urinary tract
infection or an episode of incontinence. Alternatively bad
habits may have been present since childhood, especially
if one parent voids frequently. It is interesting that often
several members of the same family suffer from similar
urinary complaints.

treatment

This should be directed towards the underlying cause if
one has been identified. Those women who drink exces-
sively should be advised to limit their fluid intake to
between 1 and 1.5 l/day and to avoid drinking at times
when their frequency causes the most embarrassment.
Certain drinks such as tea, coffee and cola (all of which
contain caffeine) and alcohol precipitate frequency espe-
cially nocturia in some individuals and should therefore
be avoided.

Habit retraining (bladder drill) is useful for women
without organic disease and can be undertaken by patients
at home [166]. Inpatient bladder drill is more effective but
often impossible to organize, and the regimen described
by Jarvis and Millar [165] is easy to follow and effec-
tively improves symptoms in up to 80% of women ini-
tially. Unfortunately the relapse rate is high [257]. This is
mainly due to the underlying factors in the patient’s home
environment which exacerbate her symptoms.

Sometimes antimuscarinic drug therapy may be help-
ful. If anxiety or nocturia is a problem then imipramine
or amitriptyline 50 mg nocte can be tried. Desmopressin
nasal spray or tablets may also be useful in patients who
complain of nocturia alone.

Urethral pain syndrome

This is defined as the occurrence of recurrent episodic
urethral pain usually on voiding with daytime frequency
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and nocturia in the absence of infection or other obvious
pathology [2]. The urethral pain syndrome can occur at
any age. There are believed to be two basic causative fac-
tors – a bacterial and a urethral element. The bacterial
element is thought to be due to migration of Escherichia
coli across the perineum and up the urethra for which
Smith [258] has recommended perineal hygiene, espe-
cially after sexual intercourse. In the case of an acute attack
many authorities suggest a high fluid intake combined
with bicarbonate of soda to alter the pH of the urine and
short courses of antibiotics such as co-trimoxazole, nitro-
furantoin or, more recently, norfloxacin. Prolonged low
dose chemotherapy is sometimes necessary for relapsing
and chronic cases. Norfloxacin 400 mg nocte taken for
3 months can be employed. Chlamydia trachomatis is a pos-
sible causative organism [259] in which case doxycycline
100 mg nocte for 3 months is an effective antibiotic.

Various surgical manoeuvres have been tried for resis-
tant cases of urethral pain syndrome. Urethral dilatation
has been employed but there is no rationale behind its use
since it is rare to find outflow obstruction in these women.
Similarly urethrotomy is sometimes performed. However,
it is not indicated and may cause incontinence or a urethral
stricture. Rees et al. [260] found that less than 8% of 156
women with the urethral syndrome had outflow obstruc-
tion and that the results of urethral dilatation or internal
urethrotomy were no better than medication alone.

Interstitial cystitis

Painful bladder syndrome is the compliant of suprapubic
pain related to bladder filling accompanied by other symp-
toms such as increased daytime and night time frequency,
in the absence of proven urinary infection or other obvi-
ous pathology [2]. A cause of painful bladder syndrome
in women is interstitial cystitis.

Interstitial cystitis produces severe symptoms which
include frequency, dysuria, lower abdominal and urethral
pain. It affects individuals of both sexes although only
about 10% of sufferers are men. Although the peak age
is 30–50 years [261] it has also been found in children
[262]. The aetiology remains obscure but the absence of
any detectable bacterial or fungal agent is a prerequisite
for the diagnosis [263]. There is growing evidence that
interstitial cystitis is an autoimmune disease. Histologi-
cal changes in bladder wall biopsies are consistent with
a connective tissue disorder. The most common marker is
mast cell infiltration of the muscularis layer of the bladder.
This was first recognized in 1958 by Simmons and Bruce
and, although there is no consensus on the role of mast
cells and their usefulness as a diagnostic criterion, two
papers have investigated degranulation of mast cells [264,
265] both showing increased degranulation in patients

suffering from interstitial cystitis. Parsons et al. [266] pro-
posed that there is a failure of the protective function
of the mucosal glycosaminoglycan layer of the bladder
thus allowing infective agents to attack the underlying
epithelium and subsequently they postulated that patients
with interstitial cystitis have an abnormal sensitivity to
intravesical potassium [267].

The diagnosis of interstitial cystitis can be difficult to
make. Pain is the most common presenting complaint
and occurs in 70% of sufferers. This is usually supra-
pubic although urethritis, loin pain and dyspareunia are
also frequently encountered. A long history of a combina-
tion of overactive urinary symptoms (frequency, urgency
and dysuria) in the absence of proven infection is often
present. Other urinary complaints may coexist. Many
of the women have previously undergone hysterectomy
although it is difficult to know if this represents a true
relationship or just reflects desperate attempts on the part
of the doctor to relieve the patient’s symptoms.

Clinical examination is usually unrewarding and the
diagnosis is often based on the finding of sensory urgency
(painful catheterization, urgency and the absence of a
rise in detrusor pressure and a bladder capacity of less
than 300 ml) at dual-channel subtracted cystometry. Cys-
toscopy needs to be undertaken preferably under general
anaesthesia in order to obtain a good-sized bladder base
biopsy. Terminal haematuria at either urodynamic inves-
tigation or cystoscopy is suggestive of interstitial cystitis
(Fig. 49.31). Characteristically the cystoscopic findings
include petechial haemorrhages on distension, especially
second fill, reduced bladder capacity and classically,
although uncommonly, ulceration. There is still confusion
due to the lack of conformity in diagnostic parameters
commonly used. Bladder capacity in particular is a con-
tentious issue. Hanno [268] states that the bladder capacity
must not exceed 350 ml whereas Messing and Stamey [269]
demonstrated that the bladder capacity differed signifi-
cantly between cystoscopies performed under local or no
anaesthetic and those performed under general anaesthe-
sia concluding that bladder volumes were not a useful
guide to diagnosis. Gillespie [270] states that restricting the
maximum bladder capacity excludes patients who may
have early interstitial cystitis and may benefit from treat-
ment before an accepted diagnosis can be established.
Table 49.17 lists the criteria for excluding a diagnosis of
interstitial cystitis.

It is likely that the condition we call interstitial cystitis
is the final common pathway of a multifactorial disease
process and it is therefore not surprising that many dif-
ferent types of treatment have been proposed (none of
which has proved to be completely satisfactory). Both
non-steroidal and steroidal anti-inflammatory agents such
as azathioprine, sodium chromoglycate and chloroquine
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Fig. 49.31 Series of cystoscopic images showing gradual cystodistension with haemorrahage in a young woman with interstitial
cystitis.

Table 49.17 Criteria for the exclusion of a diagnosis of
interstitial cystitis

Bladder capacity of >350 ml on awake cystometry
Absence of an intense desire to void at 150 ml during
medium fill cystometry (30–100 ml/min)

Demonstration of phasic involuntary bladder contractions
on cystometry

Symptomatology of <9 months duration
Absence of nocturia
Symptoms relieved by antimicrobials, urinary antiseptics,
antimuscarinics or antispasmodics

Urinary diurnal frequency <9 times
A diagnosis of bacterial cystitis within last 3 months
Bladder calculi
Active genital herpes
Gynaecological malignancy
Urethral diverticulum
Chemical cystitis
Tuberculosis
Radiation cystitis
Bladder tumours
Vaginitis
Age <18 years

have been tried [271]. Sodium pentosanpolysulphate is
believed to decrease the bladder wall permeability and
variable success rates have been quoted from 27% [272]
to 83% [273]. It appears to be effective when administered
intravesically [274]. Heparin, which is thought to reduce

the available cations and have a similar effect to sodium
pentosanpolysulphate, has also been employed [267].

Those who prefer an infective hypothesis of causa-
tion have employed long-term antibiotics. Norfloxacin
can be given 400 mg nocte for 3 months or alterna-
tively a bladder antiseptic such as hexamine hipurate may
be used.

Dimethylsulphone (DMSO) has been instilled into the
bladder with some success [275]. Many clinicians believe
that this gives good symptomatic relief even if only
in the short term although there are concerns that it
may be carcinogenic. Other treatments which have been
tried include local anaesthetics, calcium channel block-
ers and tricyclic antidepressants which should probably
be used as an adjunct to treatment to help to relive
pain [268].

Although bladder distension has been used for the treat-
ment of sensory bladder disorders there is no evidence
to support use of this technique in interstitial cystitis.
Short-term benefit may be reported but repeated disten-
sions can lead to an exacerbation of symptoms. Denerva-
tion procedures using surgical techniques or phenol have
largely been abolished although recently Gillespie [276]
has described laser ablation of the vesicoureteric plexus
with impressive results. There is still a place for either
substitution cystoplasty or urinary diversion in severely
affected patients but augmentation cystoplasty is rarely
effective as pain continues to be a problem.
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Many patients benefit from simple self-help mea-
sures [270], and the avoidance of caffeine-containing
compounds (tea, coffee and cola). Gillespie [277] has
written extensively about the role of diet in the manage-
ment of interstitial cystitis.

The majority of women who suffer with interstitial cys-
titis do so for many years until they either find ways
of coping with their symptoms or eventually undergo
surgery. Fortunately the symptoms tend to wax and wane
and it is often possible to provide support and intermittent
therapy until a remission occurs [278].

Sexual problems

Many women develop an urgent desire to pass urine
during or immediately after sexual intercourse. This is
thought to be caused by the rigid nulliparous perineum
which allows irritation of the posterior bladder wall to
occur during repeated penile thrusting [279]. Postcoital
dysuria, commonly known as ‘honeymoon cystitis’, may
be followed by a urinary tract infection. The use of the
contraceptive diaphragm may lead to bouts of frequency,
urgency and dysuria as well as recurrent urinary tract
infections [280]. An alternative method of contraception
should be employed. Symptoms of urgency and fre-
quency following sexual intercourse can be helped by
simple measures such as perineal hygiene, change of coital
technique and voiding a fairly full bladder after sexual
intercourse.

For postmenopausal women, failure of adequate lubri-
cation during sexual intercourse may be a problem so a
lubricant gel or preferably oestrogen replacement should
be prescribed [281]. For those women with a uterus who
do not wish to suffer the recurrence of monthly with-
drawal bleeds local oestrogen therapy using oestriol pes-
saries, low dose sustained released 17β oestradiol tablets
(Vagifem) or a sustained release oestradiol impregnated
ring (Estring) may be employed.

Occasionally women who associate attacks of the ure-
thral syndrome with sexual intercourse have a urethral
meatus which is situated far back along the anterior
vaginal wall where it is vulnerable to trauma during
coitus. Symptoms in such women may be relieved by
urethrovaginoplasty with freeing and advancement of the
urethra or urethrolysis.

For premenopausal women who develop recurrent
urinary tract infections associated with sexual inter-
course, postcoital antibiotic prophylaxis has been shown
to be highly effective. Trimethoprim, nitrofurantoin or
cephalexin have all been employed and a more recent
highly satisfactory addition is norfloxacin 400 mg taken
at around the time of sexual intercourse.

Conclusion

Urinary incontinence is common and, whilst not life
threatening, is known to have a significant effect on qual-
ity of life. Appropriate investigation and management
allows an accurate diagnosis and avoids inappropriate
treatment. Whilst many forms of conservative therapy
may be initiated in primary care continence surgery, and
the investigation of more complex and recurrent cases of
incontinence, should be performed in specialist secondary
and tertiary referral units. Ultimately, an integrated path-
way utilizing a multidisciplinary team approach including
specialist nurses, continence advisors, physiotherapists,
urologists and colorectal surgeons will ensure the best pos-
sible outcomes in terms of ‘cure’ and patient satisfaction.

Appendix: Levels of evidence [282, 283]

I Systematic review of all relevant RCTs
IIA One randomized controlled trial (RCT) –

low probability of bias and high
probability of causal relationship

IIB One randomized controlled trial (RCT)
IIIA Well designed controlled trials (no

randomization)
IIIB Cohort or case-control studies
IIIC Multiple time series or dramatic results in

uncontrolled experiments
IV Expert opinion (traditional use)

Grades of recommendations
A A systematic review of RCTs or a body of

evidence consisting principally of studies
rated as 1 directly applicable to the target
population and demonstrating overall
consistency of results.

B A body of evidence including studies rated
as 2A directly applicable to the target
population and demonstrating overall
consistency of results or
Extrapolated evidence from studies rated
as 1.

C A body of evidence including studies rated
as 2B directly applicable to the target
population and demonstrating overall
consistency of results or
Extrapolated evidence from studies rated
as 2.

D Evidence level 3 or 4 or
Extrapolated evidence from studies rated
as 2.
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Chapter 50: Hysteroscopy and
laparoscopy
Adam Magos

If I were asked what has been the single most important
change in gynaecological surgical practice over the last 20–
30 years, I would have no hesitation in answering that it
is endoscopic surgery. Thanks to pioneers such as Semm
and Lindemann from Germany, Bruhat and Hamou from
France, Sutton from England, and Reich, Neuwirth and
Goldrath from the United States to name but a few, mod-
ern gynaecological surgery has undergone a revolution
since the1970sand1980s, a revolutioncharacterizedby the
realization that many patients formerly treated by laparo-
tomy or hysterectomy could be managed by laparoscopic
or hysteroscopic surgery.

In many ways, gynaecologists were the leaders in
this change of practice; whereas laparoscopic procedures
such as ovarian cystectomy, salpingo-oophorectomy and
myomectomy were described by Semm as early as 1979,
the first comparable general surgical procedure, laparo-
scopic cholecystectomy, was only described several years
later. Indeed, it was Semm, the gynaecologist, who
carried out the first laparoscopic appendicectomy in
1983 [1].

Since those early days, what has come to be known as
‘Minimal Access Surgery’ (MAS) has affected every area
of gynaecology, from diagnosis to therapy, from repro-
ductive medicine to urogynaecology to oncology. The
advantages seemed obvious – less post-operative pain,
shorter hospitalization and faster return to normal activ-
ities. While it has to be admitted that the widespread
adoption of endoscopic surgeryhas not always beenbased
on proof of its efficacy and safety compared with tra-
ditional surgery, and indeed many questions remain to
be answered, it is equally true to say that MAS has
introduced a scientific rigour into surgical practice which
was rarely seen with the ‘old’ surgery. As a result, the
medical literature on MAS across all surgical speciali-
ties is extensive and growing by the day, and random-
ized controlled trials, cost-benefit analysis, and quality
adjusted life years have become common currency among
surgeons just as they have been for many years for
physicians.

Instruments and equipment for endoscopy

Much more than is the case with conventional surgery,
endoscopic surgery relies heavily not only on the skill of
the surgeon but also on technology. The vision of the early
pioneers would have been but nothing without technical
developments in optics, illumination, video technology
and instrumentation. There has always been a close link
between the endosopic surgeon and industry, and it is not
an exaggeration to claim that the instruments and equip-
ment for MAS is an inherent part of the surgery. It is
therefore essential that the surgeon fully understands all
aspects of their use if he or she is to be a safe and effective
operator, frombasic physical principles to howequipment
is assembled and connected, from when and how to use a
particular instrument to what to do when it appears to be
malfunctioning.

Equipment common to hysteroscopy and
laparoscopy

LIGHT SOURCE AND LIGHT LEAD

Without adequate illumination, endoscopic surgery
becomes an impossibility. Illumination is primarily a
functionof thepowerof the light sourceand the light trans-
mission properties of the light lead, but is also influenced
by the size and tissue properties of what is being illumi-
nated; for instance, laparoscopy requires a brighter light to
sufficiently illuminate a larger cavity at a greater distance
compared with hysteroscopy, and the same is true in the
presence of bleeding as blood absorbs light.

Older tungsten andmetal halide light sources have been
superseded by more powerful xenon generators. When
used with modern auto-aperture cameras they should be
set to maximum illumination during surgery. Conversely,
the light source should not be switched off between cases
but merely put on standby to prolong the life of the bulb.
Although modern light bulbs are guaranteed for several
hundred hours use, a spare one should be available in the
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operating theatre in case the bulb fails in the middle of a
procedure.

Light leads are of two types, fibre optic or liquid. The
former are more common because they are cheaper, but
the fibres are prone to breaking with gradual deteriora-
tion in light transmission. Rough handling (e.g. kinking,
knotting or tight rolling) should be avoided as this will
tend to damage the delicate light fibres. The state of the
fibres is easily checked by aiming one end at a light and
looking at the other end for dark areas. Liquid light cables
do not suffer from this problem but can be irreversibly
damaged if the outer casing is punctured.

Whatever the power of the light source or the type of
light lead, and despite the common use of the term ‘cold
light fountain’ to describe medical light systems, the light
produced at the end of the light lead is very much ‘hot’
even in standby mode to the extent that it can burn drapes
as well as the patient if inadvertently left in contact.

CAMERA AND MONITOR SYSTEM

There is little doubt that the introduction of video cameras
and high resolution colour monitors in the 1980s played
a major role in popularizing endoscopic surgery. Until
then, only the surgeon could see the surgery, and it was
difficult for assistants to play a useful role as they were
blind to the procedure. An optical teaching aid could be
attached to the telescope, but this merely limited move-
ment of the endoscope and reduced illumination, andwas
not really a solution. Then, suddenly, after years of work-
ing in the dark as far as the rest of the operating theatre
staff were concerned, everyone could see the operation!
Assistants could assist, the surgeon could teach, and even
the anaesthetist felt more involved.

Early tube cameras were superseded by single CCD
(chargedcoupleddevice) chip cameras,which in turnhave
been superseded by current 3-chip cameras. Videolaparo-
scopes are now also available where the chips are built
into the end of the optic, as are 3D camera systems, but
these have not yet achieved popularity. Apart from focus,
various other functions can usually be controlled through
the camera itself (e.g. white balance, taking a still image),
and it is useful to be able to have a zoom facility. Some
cameras can be autoclaved, the alternative being to place
the camera and lead in a sterile sleeve.

The camera is connected to a control unit and thence to
a high-resolution colour monitor; an ordinary television,
which has a relatively low resolution, would provide a far
inferior image.

ELECTROSURGICAL GENERATOR

Electrosurgery, often referred to as ‘diathermy’, has been
used in surgery for over 100 years for haemostasis or

cutting, and has become a very important component of
both hysteroscopic and laparoscopic surgery. The modern
solid-state generator safely and reliably delivers a high-
frequency current at low voltage and is a very different
machine from the spark generators of years gone by. It
can be used in one of three modalities: bipolar, monopolar
cutting (including pure cut and blended cut) andmonopo-
lar coagulation (including desiccation, fulguration and
spray). Bipolar coagulation, for instance, is often used in
laparoscopy for haemostasis, whereas the resectoscope is
traditionally a monopolar instrument.

There is insufficient space in this chapter to discuss the
principles of electrosurgery fully, but the following are
useful practical points for the endoscopic surgeon, which
are not always appreciated:
1 The bipolar, monopolar cut andmonopolar coagulation
are three independent circuits within the generator. For
instance, blending amonopolar cut waveform is not influ-
enced at all by the setting on the monopolar coagulation
circuit.
2 Bipolar electrosurgery is inherently safer than monopo-
lar as the current only has to travel between the prongs
of the electrodes and not between the electrode and the
patient plate. It should therefore be used in preference to
monopolar electrosurgery whenever possible.
3 Theminimumpower and voltage should be usedwhich
will achieve the desired end result. Remember that the
current produced when activating the bipolar circuit has
the lowest voltage while monopolar coagulation the high-
est, monopolar cut being intermediate. Voltage is what
drives the current and also causes sparking. From this
point of view as well, bipolar electrosurgery is the safest
and monopolar coagulation the most dangerous when
working in a confined space such as the pelvis.
4 As the bipolar electrodes are in effect made up of the
active and return electrodes, a patient plate is not required
for bipolar electrosurgery.
5 The terms ‘cut’ and ‘coagulation’ are in some respects
a misnomer. Electrosurgical cutting depends on electri-
cal arcing between the electrode and tissue resulting in
vaporization and cell explosion, whereas coagulation is
achieved with the electrode in contact with tissue causing
heating and coagulation. As these effects are independent
of the current waveform, it is possible to achieve both
cutting and coagulation with a cutting current by simply
altering the position of the electrode; keeping the electrode
off the tissuewill result in cuttingwhiledeliberately touch-
ing the tissue will produce coagulation. As the cutting
current is at a lower voltage, coagulating with monopolar
cut is inherently safer than using monopolar coagulation,
although it may not be as effective.
6 Some other practical aspects of electrosurgery will be
addressed later in the chapter. Electrosurgery is, however,
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such a useful and powerful tool that I urge the reader to
study the subject in greater depth (see ‘Further reading’).

LASER

Lasers, an acronym for light amplification by stimulated
emission of radiation, have always had a mystique, per-
haps because they are expensive and therefore available
only to a few. Unlike electrosurgery, lasers are by no
means essential for effective endoscopic surgery as there
is no evidence that they produce a better end result. How-
ever, under certain conditions such as dissecting near vital
structures, lasers may represent a safer surgical modality
because thermal spread tends to be less (e.g. CO2 laser)
and distant burns, insulation failure and capacitive cou-
pling cannot happen. Conversely, lasers tend to be less
efficient at haemostasis than diathermy.

Several different lasers are available for endoscopy, but
of these CO2, Nd:YAG (neodymium:yttrium aluminium
garnet), argon and KTP (potassium titanyl phosphate)
lasers tend to be used for laparoscopy, and Nd:YAG for
hysteroscopy. The CO2 laser is an optical laser which is
delivered through a tubular arm containing mirrors. It
is almost completely absorbed by water, and is therefore
suited to laparoscopy because it cuts accurately with min-
imal thermal spread. On the negative side, CO2 lasers are
poor haemostats, and the need for an optical arm makes it
cumbersome to operate and prone to misalignment. The
Nd:YAG laser is a fibre-optic laser which makes it easier
to use, and as the energy is poorly absorbed by water,
this type of laser is suitable for hysteroscopic procedures
as well as laparoscopy. For the same reason, the thermal
spread with Nd:YAG is greater making it more suited to
tissue coagulation rather than vaporization. Tissue pene-
tration can, however, be reduced and precision increased
by using a sapphire tip at the end of the fibre-optic cable.
The argon and KTP lasers are also fibre lasers with tissue
effects intermediate between CO2 and Nd:YAG.

PHOTO AND VIDEO DOCUMENTATION

The universal use of video cameras at endoscopic surgery
lends itself to recording still images, short excerpts of pro-
cedures or evenwholeprocedures. Photographs areuseful
clinical records which can be discussed with the patient as
well as colleagues if a second opinion is sought. Video
recordings are excellent for teaching, and can also be used
for research, to measure performance and to assess instru-
mentation. We, for instance, record all our operations and
keep the recordings for at least 2 weeks in case there is
a post-operative complication; we can then review the
surgery to determine any possible intraoperative cause.

Not surprisingly, the instrument manufacturers all sell
equipment for photo and video recording. Digital systems
have replaced analogue recording, and typically consist
of a modified computer with a touch screen, DVD writer
and colour printer. Although convenient, commercial sys-
tems are generally expensive and have limited continuous
recording capabilities because they contain relatively lit-
tle memory. It is possible to construct a digital recording
system base around a standard personal computer whose
recording capacity is hundreds of times greater, limited
only by the size of the hard disk inside [2].

It must be remembered that local guidelines have to be
followedwhen any visual recordings aremade of patients.
In the UK, for instance, the General Medical Council has
issued guidelines which state that, in the case of laparo-
scopic images or images of internal organs, permission
or consent is not required from patients provided the
recording are effectively anonymized by removal of any
identifying marks.

Equipment for hysteroscopy

HYSTEROSCOPES

Both rigid and flexible hysteroscopes are available, the
majority of gynaecologists preferring the former because
the image tends to be superior, the equipment is more
robust, it can be used with a resectoscope, and not least,
the purchase cost is significantly less. Rigid hystero-
scopes generally have a Hopkins rod-lens optical system
whereas flexible and very narrow rigid hysteroscopes
contain optical fibres.

Rigid hysteroscopes come in different sizes in terms of
their outer diameter, 4 and 2.9 mm being popular sizes.
They are available at 0◦, 12◦, 15◦ or 30◦ angles of view, the
oblique view ones being most suited to working within
the uterine cavity. For any procedure other than contact
hysteroscopy, at least a single sheath has to be fitted to the
optic to allow uterine distension, while continuous flow
sheaths permit simultaneous irrigation/suction and tend
tobeused for surgery (inner sheath for inflow, outer sheath
for outflow).

UTERINE DISTENSION

The uterine cavity is a potential space and has to be dis-
tended at relatively high pressure to afford a panoramic
view. To achieve this, gas (CO2), low-viscosity fluids (e.g.
N/saline, 5% dextrose, 1.5% glycine, 3% sorbitol, 5%
mannitol) or high-viscosity fluid (e.g. Hyskon, which is
32% dextran 70 in dextrose) can be used. Diagnostic hys-
teroscopy is typically done using CO2 or N/saline, oper-
ative hysteroscopy with mechanical instruments or laser
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withN/saline, and resectoscopic surgerywith electrolyte-
free solutions such as glycine, sorbitol or mannitol.

The pressure required to provide an adequate view
of the uterine cavity depends on a number of factors,
but tends to be around 100 mmHg. An enlarged, non-
compliant uterus, leakage of distension medium through
the cervix or excessive suction when using a continuous
flow system will mean that a higher inflow pressure is
required. To achieve the desired distension, gravity, pres-
sure bags or special hysteroscopic pumps are available.
Modern pumps designed for low-viscosity fluids can not
only control the intrauterine pressurewith a press of a but-
ton, but also monitor fluid balance thereby reducing the
risk of fluid overload. Pumps which control flow rather
than pressure should not be used for hysteroscopy as they
tend to over-distend and promote fluid overload.

Similarly, if using CO2 for diagnostic hysteroscopy, a
special hysteroscopic insufflator must be used as laparo-
scopic insufflators produce toohigh apressure and too fast
a flow rate of gas and risk cardiac arrhythmias or worse.

MECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS

Miniature flexible or semi-rigid mechanical instruments
suchas scissors, graspingandbiopsy forcepsandmonopo-
lar electrodes canbeusedwithoperating sheaths forminor
procedures such as target biopsy or polypectomy. These
instruments tend to be fragile because of their size, typi-
cally 7 or 5Fr gauge (3 Fr = 1mm), so replacements should
be available should they break. On the plus side, they are
very unlikely to injure the patient.

RESECTOSCOPE

The resectoscope was introduced into gynaecology by
Robert Neuwirth in 1978 when he described its use to
resect small submucous fibroids [3]. It has since proved
itself to be a highly efficient and versatile operative tool for
gynaecologists just as it has been for urologists earlier, not
just for myomectomy, but for polypectomy, metroplasty,
adhesiolysis and endometrial resection/ablation.

The modern resectoscope consists of five components,
the optic, handle mechanism, inflow and outflow sheaths
and an electrode (Fig. 50.1). The handle mechanism can
be active or passive in design; for hysteroscopy, a passive
handle is preferable as it maintains the electrode inside
the sheathing system out of view and out of harms way.
A typical resectoscope has an outer diameter of 26 or 27
Fr gauge (8.7–9 mm), uses a 4-mm oblique view optic,
and is designed for use with electrolyte-free low-viscosity
distensionmedia. Smaller resectoscopes are also available,
but the electrodes are less robust because of their size. As

Fig. 50.1 A continuous flow resectoscope with a passive handle
mechanism.

already noted, it is essential to connect the inflow tubing
to the inner sheath and the outflow to the outer sheath.

Traditionally, the resectoscope uses monopolar electro-
surgical energy to activate the electrode although bipolar
resectoscopes are also nowavailable. The electrodes them-
selves come in different design, but the cutting loop (for
polypectomy, myomectomy and endometrial resection),
rollerball or rollerbar (for endometrial ablation or tissue
vaporization) and the knife electrode (for metroplasty)
are the most popular. The power settings for monopolar
electrosurgery depend on the characteristics of the elec-
trosurgical generator, the resectoscope and the patient’s
tissues, so it is difficult to be prescriptive, but 100–120 W
pure cut or blend 1 cut is usually sufficient to avoid too
much drag or charring. As always, the lowest power set-
ting shouldbeused tominimize the risks of electrosurgical
injury.

VERSAPOINT

Although bipolar resectoscopes are beginning to be intro-
duced, the Versapoint (Gynecare, USA) is already avail-
able. Based around 5 Fr electrodes of different design
(e.g. spring, twizzle, ball) and a dedicated electrosurgical
generator, it can be used via a standard rigid hysteroscope
or a dedicated Versascope for polypectomy, myomectomy
of small intracavitary fibroids, and metroplasty [4]. As it
is a bipolar instrument, physiological solutions such as
N/saline and Hartman’s solution can be used for uterine
distension.

LASER HYSTEROSCOPE

The clinical application of laser for intrauterine surgery
was first reported by Goldrath et al. [5]. The use of laser
energy for hysteroscopic surgery also has the advantage
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over the monopolar resectoscope that distension media
such as N/saline can be used. Nd:YAG is the preferred
laser energy, the fibre being passed down the operating
channel of a standard hysteroscope and used in contact or
non-contact mode to vaporize or coagulate, respectively.
Partly because of cost, longer operating time and higher
rates of equipment failure, laser intrauterine surgery has
lost much of its popularity [6].

Equipment for laparoscopy

LAPAROSCOPES

As with rigid hysteroscopes, most laparoscopes are built
around a rod-lens system and come in a number of diam-
eters (3–12 mm) and angles of view [0◦–30◦], with 10 mm
0◦ scopes being the most widely used; fibre-optical micro-
laparoscopes are also available but are much more fragile
and provide an inferior image. Operating laparoscopes
have an additional operating channel for instruments or
lasers but are less popular, most gynaecologists prefer-
ring to use a multipuncture approach with instruments
inserted through ancillary ports. Videolaparoscopes, with
CCD chips built into the tip of the instrument, are as yet
too new and expensive for widespread use.

VERESS NEEDLE

Traditionally, gynaecologists use a Veress needle to insuf-
flate the abdomen with gas at the start of laparoscopy.
Veress was a Hungarian chest physician who, in the 1930s
[7], invented the special needle which takes his name for
draining chest empyemas; when used at laparoscopy, the
Veress needle’s design is meant to reduce the risk of intra-
abdominal injury to bowel or major blood vessels. The
Veress needle is usually inserted transabdominally, but
in obese patients can be introduced through the uterine
fundus [8,9]. It is available in reusable and disposable
forms.

TROCARS AND CANNULAE

Trocars and cannulae act as a conduit for the laparo-
scope and other instruments. They come in a variety
of sizes depending on the diameter of the instrumenta-
tion to be accommodated, with 5 mm and 10–12 mm
ports being the most commonly required. Traditionally,
trocars and cannulae are made of surgical steel and are
non-disposable, but there is an ever growing array of
disposable plastic designs incorporating safety shields,
optical cannulae, expanding sleeves, various shaped tips
and different methods of anchoring to name but a few
of the options. Of the disposable instruments, pyramidal
trocar-cannula systems require the least force for insertion,

while blunt conical cannulae and those with expanding
sleeves produce the smallest fascial defect [10,11,73]. Dis-
posable instruments, of course, are more expensive, but if
non-disposable trocars and cannulae are being used it is
important that the trocar tips are regularly sharpened to
avoid having to use too much force during insertion.

Non-disposable cannulae typically contain a flap or
trumpet valve to prevent the leakage of gas. Such valves,
however, can damage instruments and make laparo-
scopic suturing difficult, so modern disposable cannulae
generally have a simple diaphragm valve.

LAPAROSCOPIC INSUFFLATOR

Although ‘gasless’ laparoscopy has its advocates [12], the
overwhelming majority of gynaecologists operate within
a CO2 pneumoperitoneum. Most of the principles of safe
abdominal insufflation were established by Kurt Semm in
the 1970s, and modern fast flow insufflators are merely
faster, computerized versions of his original design. As
in the case of hysteroscopy, these pumps control intra-
abdominal pressure rather than flow, and this should be
set at 12–15mmHg; a higher pressure of up to 25mmHg is
acceptable during the set-up phase as this has the effect of
increasing the distance between any trocar being inserted
andbowel or large bloodvessels, thereby in theory at least,
reducing the risk of injury [13]. Some insufflators allow the
CO2 to be warmed prior to insufflation and others have
smoke traps built into them, useful when doing CO2 laser
surgery.

SUCTION/IRRIGATION PUMP

An absolute requirement for operative procedures is a suc-
tion/irrigationpump.Not only can this beused to aspirate
bloodandclean thepelvis, but ovarian cysts canbequickly
deflated, ectopic pregnancies sucked out, and hydrodis-
section used in difficult cases. While a basic system using
pressure bags and ordinary theatre suction unit is use-
able, any serious laparoscopic surgeon benefits from the
convenience of a dedicated, high-pressure unit.

ANCILLARY INSTRUMENTS

There is an enormous range of disposable and non-
disposable instruments available for laparoscopy of var-
ious designs and sizes. The usual starting points are
5-mm instruments, although some specialist instruments
are only available in larger form (e.g. retrieval bags,
morcellators, certain staplers).

If the laparoscope is the eye of the surgeon, grasping
forceps are the surgeon’shands.Apair of atraumatic 5-mm
grasping forceps is therefore indispensable, ideally ones
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Fig. 50.2 5-mm laparoscopic grasping forceps.

whichare easy to lockandunlock (Fig. 50.2). Sharp scissors
is the other essential if surgery is to be done, and curved
Mayo type are arguably the most versatile. Similarly, a
suction/irrigation cannula is usually a basic requirement
for surgery.

Bipolar forceps should always be available for
haemostasis. While scissors can be used electrosurgically
to cut or coagulate, and may be considered more con-
venient, they are generally monopolar instruments and
therefore require greater care to avoid unintended burns;
monopolar electrosurgery is insufficient for larger vessels
(e.g. ovarian or uterine arteries). The argon beam coag-
ulator can be used for fulguration. Clips and staples are
also available for haemostasis. The harmonic scalpel and
the Ligasure device (Valleylab, USA) are relatively new
instruments which can be used both for dissection and
haemostasis andmaywell have an increasingly important
role in operative laparoscopy.

Pre-tied loop sutures, suture carriers and needle hold-
ers should be available for major procedures both for
haemostasis and repair.

Retrieval bags are extremely useful and a better option
than extending incisions for the removal of larger masses
from the pelvis (e.g. intact ovarian cyst). Once the spec-
imen is in the bag, it is sometimes easier to bring it out
through a posterior colpotomy. The gynaecologist is for-
tunate that, unless the Pouch of Douglas is obliterated, all
patients have this exit route. Powered morcellators are an
alternative, but small diameter ones tend to be time con-
suming whereas large ones, although time efficient, leave
a relatively large external scar.

Operating theatre organization

Hysteroscopy

While diagnostic hysteroscopy has become an outpa-
tient procedure in most cases, and even minor operative

Scrub nurse

Surgeon
Operating

table

Instrument
trolley

Equipment
trolley

Fluid assistant

Anaesthetist

Fig. 50.3 Theatre set-up for hysteroscopic surgery.

procedures can be done under local anaesthesia, more
major surgery (e.g. hysteroscopic myomectomy) usually
requires a general anaesthetic. Wherever it is being done,
there are a few basic principles to remember. It is best
to have all the necessary equipment together on a sur-
gical cart, with the monitor at a comfortable height and
position for the operator (and patient if she is awake)
(Fig. 50.3).

In the case of an operative procedure where fluid bal-
ance becomes an issue, a collecting drape should be placed
under the buttocks to save any cervical leakage of irrigant.
A member of staff should be appointed whose only duty
is to control and monitor fluid balance; for instance, it is
important to ensure that air bubbles do not get into the
inflow tubing as this risks air embolism.

Laparoscopy

The set-up for laparoscopy is more varied than for hys-
teroscopypartlybecause there tends tobemoreequipment
andpartly because laparoscopy is not ‘solo’ surgery but, as
is the casewith laparotomy, requires the help of assistants.
Where they stand, where the surgical carts are placed,
where the scrub nurse is situatedwith the ancillary instru-
ments, and so on, becomes largely a matter of personal
preference.

As most laparoscopists prefer to use 0◦ optics, it is com-
mon for one of the assistants to stand on the contralateral
side of the patient and control the laparoscope leaving
the main surgeon free to operate with two hands. Some,
including the author, prefer to use a 30◦ laparoscope as
the ability to ‘look around the corner’ often affords a bet-
ter view. On the negative side, the use of an oblique view
optic is more difficult, and I therefore prefer to control the
laparoscope myself and operate single-handedly (except
for suturing and tissue stripping); the first assistant’s role
then is to hold and retract tissue (Fig. 50.4).
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Fig. 50.4 Two schemes for theatre set-up for laparoscopic
surgery.

Diagnostic hysteroscopy

Diagnostic hysteroscopy has become a basic investiga-
tion in modern gynaecology and has essentially replaced
the time honoured D & C (dilation and curettage). It can
be done as an outpatient procedure, and is an integral
component of a One-Stop approach to the management
of menstrual symptoms [14]. Hysteroscopy provides a
virtually instant diagnosis, and is the logical precursor
to operative hysteroscopy. The Royal College of Obste-
tricians and Gynaecologists (RCOG) has recognized the
importance of diagnostic hysteroscopy and it is now part
of core training in our speciality. The indications and con-
traindications, of which there are few, are summarized in
Table 50.1. The hysteroscopic view is best in the immediate
postmenstrual phase, but a diagnosis is usually possible
at any time, even during menstruation. Liquid distension
has several advantages over the use of CO2 [15].

TECHNIQUE

The patient should be in the correct position, whichmeans
lithotomy with the hips well flexed and the buttocks

Table 50.1 Indications and contraindications to diagnostic
hysteroscopy

Indications Abnormal menstruation (age >40 years)
Abnormal menstruation not responsive
to medical treatment (age <40 years)

Intermenstrual bleeding (IMB) despite
normal cervical smear

Post coital bleeding (PCB) despite normal
cervical smear

Post menopausal bleeding (PMB)
(persistent or endometrial thickness
≥4 mm)

Abnormal pelvic ultrasound findings
(e.g. endometrial polyps, submucous
fibroids)

Subfertility
Recurrent miscarriage
Asherman’s syndrome
Congenital uterine anomaly
Lost intrauterine contraceptive device
(IUCD)

Contraindications Pelvic infection
Pregnancy
Cervical cancer
(Heavy uterine bleeding)

Hips at 90º

Buttocks over edge
of operating table

Fig. 50.5 Patient position for hysteroscopy.

slightly over the edge of the table to allow unimpeded
access irrespective of uterine position (Fig. 50.5). The per-
ineum and vagina are usually washed with a warmed
antiseptic solution, although there are those who do not
clean the vagina. Full draping of the perineum, legs and
lower abdomen is rarely required. A gentle bimanual
examination should be done to determine the size and
position of the uterus.

CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUE

The conventional approach to diagnostic hysteroscopy,
and certainly the one that is quickest and easiest if the
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Fig. 50.6 Collin speculum.

patient is asleep, is to insert a speculum into the vagina
to visualize the cervix (a single-hinged Collin speculum is
preferable to a Cuscoe as it can be removed once the hys-
teroscope has been inserted) (Fig. 50.6), hold the anterior
lip with a tenaculum, sound the cervix and uterine cav-
ity, and then insert the hysteroscope with or without prior
cervical dilatation depending on the calibre of the cervical
canal. A similar technique can also be used in the outpa-
tient setting, with the option of giving a local anaesthetic
if required (Table 50.2); the injection of 2–4 ml of 2.2% lig-
nocaine with 1:80,000 adrenaline via a dental syringe and
needle is arguably the easiest and safest. Pre-emptive an-
algesia with non-steroidals seems to make little difference
to any discomfort [16].

Table 50.2
Anaesthesia for
hysteroscopy

Intracervical L.A.
L.A. spray
L.A. gel
Paracervical L.A.
Regional anaesthesia
General anaesthesia
Nothing

L.A. Local anaesthetic

Unlike in cystoscopy, it is better to guide the hystero-
scope into the uterine cavity under direct vision rather
than blindly by means of on obturator. When using an
oblique-view optic, it is important to take account of
this angulation by adjusting the approach accordingly
(Fig. 50.7a–d). Once in the uterine cavity, it is simply amat-
ter of systematically inspecting the fundus, tubal areas and
the four walls of the uterus by a combination of rotating
(if using an oblique-view hysteroscope) and moving the
hysteroscope up/down and left/right. If the view is poor,
it is usually because the intrauterine pressure is too low,
either because thedistendingmedium is at a relatively low
pressure or pressure is lost through cervical leakage. Once
the uterine cavity has been inspected, the hysteroscope is
withdrawn which is the best time to inspect the endocer-
vical canal. A biopsy can then be taken, if indicated, using
a small curette or a device such as a Pipelle, or a change
made to an operative sheath for a target biopsy.

‘NO TOUCH’ HYSTEROSCOPY AND ‘NO TOUCH’ BIOPSY

An alternative approach to the above is ‘no touch’ or
vaginoscopic hysteroscopy [17]. This technique is ideally
suited to the outpatient clinic as it minimizes patient dis-
comfort by the simple fact that no additional instruments
(e.g. speculumand tenaculum) need to be inserted into the
vagina. Instead, the tip of the hysteroscope is introduced
into the vaginal introitus, the low-viscosity distension
medium is turned on, and the hysteroscope is guided
under direct vision to the external cervical os, along the
cervical canal and thence the uterine cavity. This method
works in the majority of cases unless there is cervical
stenosis, and it is uncommon to have to stop to give local
anaesthetic. As a result, this is now our default approach
to outpatient hysteroscopy.

It is now also possible to take an endometrial biopsy
using a ‘no touch’ technique without the need to instru-
ment the uterus. Based on the Pipelle, the H Pipelle
(Laboratoire C.C.D., France) is approximately twice as
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Fig. 50.7 How to insert an oblique view hysteroscope into the uterus. (a) Incorrect insertion hysteroscope looking upwards.
(b) Correct insertion hysteroscope looking upwards. (c) Incorrect insertion hysteroscope looking downwards. (d) Correct insertion
hysteroscope looking downwards.

long but narrow enough to be passed through even a
narrow diagnostic sheath. At the end of the hysteroscopy,
the hysteroscope is not fully withdrawn from the cervix.
The diagnostic sheath is then unlocked and the optic
removed to be replaced by the H Pipelle which is pushed
through the sheath into the uterine cavity (Fig. 50.8). Once
the uterine fundus is reached, the sheath is pulled out of
the cervix and an endometrial biopsy taken in the usual
fashion [18].

RESULTS

The medical literature is replete with studies of diag-
nostic hysteroscopy, and although arguments rage with
those who favour ultrasound, it remains the gold stan-
dard technique for the assessment of the uterine cav-
ity. Even outpatient hysteroscopy has been shown to
have a success rate of well over 90% [19]. The pick-up
rate of pathology depends on the indication, but about
40–50% of women with menstrual symptoms will have
positive findings, chiefly fibroids and polyps [19], and
figures as high as 60% have been reported in infertility
[20,21].

Fig. 50.8 The H Pipelle being used for biopsy after vaginoscopic
or ‘no touch’ hysteroscopy.

COMPLICATIONS

Diagnostic hysteroscopy is a safe procedure, and
complications are uncommon [19]. Perhaps the most fre-
quently seen problem is pain when negotiating the cervix
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or distending the uterine cavity, and a vaso-vagal reaction
to cervical dilatation. The simple act of stopping and
giving local anaesthesia is usually enough to solve the
problem, and it is rare to have to resort to giving atropine
for a bradycardia. Uterine perforation should not happen
if thehysteroscope is introducedunderdirect visionunless
there is extreme cervical stenosis; in this situation, inser-
tion of the hysteroscope under ultrasound guidance is a
useful ploy, as may be prior priming with a prostaglandin
[22]. Infection and excessive bleeding are rarely seen.

Operative hysteroscopy

Hysteroscopic surgery has a number of well-defined indi-
cations (Table 50.3), and is the treatment of choice for
polypectomy, myomectomy for intracavitary or submu-
cous fibroids, adhesiolysis and metroplasty. The various
techniques of endometrial destruction have been super-
seded to some extent by the newer, second generation
ablative techniqueswhichare technically easier toperform
[23]. Not listed in Table 50.3 is hysteroscopic sterilization
which has become a reality with the introduction of the
Essure device [24].

Any of the modalities already discussed can be used for
surgery, but even now the resectoscope remains the most
versatile of instruments and is a skill well worth learn-
ing. Pretreatment to thin the endometrium and make it
less fluffy is often worthwhile for the more major proce-
dures as it greatly facilitates the surgery [25]. The choice is
between using GnRH analogues, danazol, a progestogen
or the combined pill, usually for at least 6 weeks prior to
surgery. The alternative is either to time the operation to
just aftermenstruation, which can be difficult, or to curette
the endometrium prior to hysteroscopy, but neither is as
good as endometrial preparation.

Table 50.3 RCOG classification of operative hysteroscopy
procedures

Level 1 Diagnostic hysteroscopy with target biopsy
Removal of simple polyps
Removal of intrauterine contraceptive device

Level 2 Proximal fallopian tube cannulation
Minor Asherman’s syndrome
Removal of pedunculated fibroid (type 0) or large
polyp

Level 3 Division/resection of uterine septum
Major Asherman’s syndrome
Endometrial resection of ablation
Resection of submucous fibroid (type 1 or type 2)
Repeat endometrial ablation or resection

TECHNIQUES

Although minor procedures using mechanical instru-
ments or the Versapoint can be done under local anaesthe-
sia, more major cases are generally managed under gen-
eral anaesthesia. However, even such cases can be carried
out under local anaesthesia combined with light sedation.
Our regimen, for instance, consists of a diclofenac and
temazepam premed, followed by small doses of midazo-
lam and fentanyl or alfentanyl in the operating theatre,
finished with intracervical, paracervical and intrauterine
local anaesthetic injections, the latter given via an injection
needle option to our resectoscope [26].

There is insufficient space here to describe how to use all
the various instruments available to the hysteroscopic sur-
geon or how to carry out specific procedures, but because
of its versatility and usefulness, it is worthwhile dis-
cussing the principles of using the resectoscope safely and
effectively.

Using a resectoscope

The resectoscope is a very powerful instrument which has
to be used correctly to ensure the safety of the patient. The
first step is to dilate the cervix sufficiently to allow easy
insertion but not to over-dilate and risk excessive leak-
age of the uterine irrigant and poor distension; dilating
to 1 mm above the diameter of the resectoscope is ade-
quate for this. Once the resectoscope has been inserted and
the decisionmade that hysteroscopic surgery can proceed,
there are three cardinal rules to remember:
1 The electrode should only be activated as it is being
moved into the resectoscope sheath, that is, towards the
cervix; activating the electrode as it is being pushed out
risks uterine perforation, a potentially life-threatening
complication. The only exception to this rule is metro-
plasty when the cut has to be made towards the uterine
fundus.
2 The myometrium should not be cut too deeply, par-
ticularly at the cornu and in the cervix; if cut ends of
arterioles become visible, the resection is too deep. Cut-
ting deeply does not only risk uterine perforation, but also
major haemorrhage.
3 Fluid balance should be monitored continuously. Sev-
eral methods of fluid monitoring have been suggested
(e.g. assessment of central venous pressure, serial mea-
surement of serum Na +, osmolality or tracer substances
such as 1%ethanol, weighing the patient), but the simplest
is to keep an inflow/outflow chart. In any event, surgery
should be stopped if fluid absorption exceeds 1.5–2 l to
avoid serious fluid overload and a transurethral resection
of prostate (TURP)-like syndrome [27].
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RESULTS

Provided the indication is appropriate, hysteroscopic
surgery can be highly effective. The literature concern-
ing polypectomy is not extensive but logically, removal
of polyps under direct vision is likely to be superior to
blind curettage [71,28]. In contrast, there are numerous
series showing the efficacy of hysteroscopic myomectomy
particularly when the uterus is not grossly enlarged and
the fibroid(s) aremainly intracavitary [29,30]. Metroplasty
should no longer be done by laparotomy [31], and the
same applies to the treatment of Asherman’s syndrome
[32]. Hysteroscopic endometrial resection or ablation have
been subjected to numerous randomized trials and cost–
benefit analyses showing that they are effective and useful
alternatives to hysterectomy (e.g. [33,34,72]), but are no
more effective than the newer second generation tech-
niques [23]. TheMirena IUS (Schering) is of course another
effective alternative for such patients [35].

COMPLICATIONS

Although complications are uncommon with operative
hysteroscopy [36], anyone carrying out hysteroscopic
surgery should be aware of the risks, their prevention and
management (Table 50.4). Uterine perforation is the most
feared complication because if it occurs while the hystero-
scope is being activated, major intra-abdominal trauma
can result with haemorrhage and viscus injury. The first
sign of perforation might be a sudden loss of uterine dis-
tension or rapid absorption of fluid. A laparoscopy and
arguably a laparotomy is mandatory to check the abdomi-
nal contents; if there is no injury, hysteroscopic surgery can
continue once the perforation has been sutured. Perfora-
tion is most likely when using the resectoscope, although
proper technique can greatly reduce this risk [37].

Fluid overload with low-viscosity fluids, particularly
those which are electrolyte free, is the second fear of

Table 50.4 Complications of operative hysteroscopy

Early Uterine perforation
Fluid overload
Haemorrhage
Gas embolism
Infection
Cervical trauma

Late Intrauterine adhesions
Haematometra (after endometrial ablation)
Postablation sterilization syndrome (after endometrial
ablation)

Pregnancy (after endometrial ablation)
Cancer (after endometrial ablation)

the hysteroscopic surgeon. Fluid is absorbed throughout
surgery by intravasation and transtubal loss. Apart from
the cardiac and pulmonary effects, major electrolyte
imbalance can result [38]. This complication is totally
avoidable by proper monitoring during surgery and stop-
ping the procedure before the patient is placed at risk.
We also catheterize the bladder and give a low dose
of frusemide once glycine absorption exceeds 1.5 l to
induce a diuresis, monitoring recovery by regular assay
of serum Na + 0.

Intraoperative haemorrhage can accompany uterine
perforation but is more often a sign of surgery deep in the
myometrium. Electrocoagulation (or laser coagulation) of
the offending vessel can be one solution, but if the bleed-
ing persists at the end of the procedure, tamponade for a
few hours with a balloon catheter usually works [39].

Air embolism is a rare but devastating complication
[40]. It usually happens if air is allowed to get into
the distension tubing, typically when bags of irrigant
are being changed. Air embolism therefore is largely
preventable.

Infection is rare after hysteroscopic surgery. Although
there is no evidence in its favour [41], I prescribe pro-
phylactic antibiotics to women undergoing operative
hysteroscopy (usually 1.2 g Augmentin� i.v).

Cervicalprimingwithmisoprostolhasbeenproposedas
a means of reducing the risk of cervical lacerations during
dilatation [42], but in my experience this is a very rare
complication.

The late adverse consequences of endometrial ablation
are all relatively rare. Cervical stenosis in the presence of
functional endometrial tissue can lead to the development
of haematometra, and women who have been sterilized
can develop painful swellings of the fallopian tubes sec-
ondary to retrograde menstruation [43]. Pregnancies have
been reported, many with complications [44]. A hand-
ful of cases of endometrial cancer have been described
after endometrial ablation, but the majority had risk
factors [45].

Diagnostic laparoscopy

Having replaced culdoscopy in the 1960s and 1970s, diag-
nostic laparoscopy has been an accepted part of gynae-
cological care even longer than diagnostic hysteroscopy.
It is usually done as an inpatient procedure under gen-
eral anaesthesia, although microlaparoscopes have been
used with some success [46]. The main indication for
diagnostic laparoscopy is the investigation of pelvic pain
and subfertility (Table 50.5). While the list of contraindi-
cations is relatively long, few patients fall into these
categories.
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Table 50.5 Indications and contraindications for diagnostic
laparoscopy

Indications Acute or chronic pelvic pain
Ectopic pregnancy
Pelvic inflammatory disease (including TB)
Endometriosis
Adnexal torsion
Subfertility
Congenital pelvic abnormality
Abnormal pelvic scan
Unexplained pelvic mass
Staging for ovarian malignancy

Absolute and
relative
contraindications

Mechanical or paralytic bowel obstruction
Generalized peritonitis
Diaphragmatic hernia
Major intraperitoneal haemorrhage (e.g.
shock)

Severe cardiorespiratory disease
Massive obesity
Inflammatory bowel disease
Large abdominal mass
Advanced pregnancy
Multiple abdominal incisions
Irreducible external hernia

TECHNIQUES

Aswithhysteroscopy, it is important toposition thepatient
correctly on the operating table. Again, this means ensur-
ing that the buttocks are over the edge of the table to
allow full uterine anteversion. The legs are ideally placed
in hydraulic leg supports with the thighs at about 45◦
to the horizontal while ensuring that the hips can be
extended sufficiently to bring the thighs in line with the
trunk should the need arise for any abdominal (cf. pelvic)
surgery (Fig. 50.9).

After washing and draping, the bladder is checked and
if full, emptiedwith a catheter. Bimanual examinationwill
also confirm the size, position and mobility of the uterus
as well as any adnexal pathology. The uterus is sounded
and a uterine cannula inserted, firstly to permit effective
uterine manipulation and secondly to allow for hydrotu-
bation if required; should the uterus be retroverted, it is
worthwhile attempting to forcibly antevert it by rotating
the uterine cannula 180◦ as thiswill greatly improve access
to the Pouch of Douglas at laparoscopy.

Subumbilical insufflation

Although open and gasless laparoscopy have their pro-
ponents, for most gynaecologists laparoscopy starts with
insufflation of the peritoneal cavity with CO2 using a Ver-
ess needle. The spring mechanism of the Veress needle
should be checked as this is an essential safety feature. It

Hips at 90º

Buttocks over edge 
of operating table

Fig. 50.9 Patient positioning during laparoscopy.

Table 50.6 Technique for subumbilical insufflation and
insertion of the primary port

Palpate for aorta
Elevate anterior abdominal wall (to increase distance between
needle and bowel/major vessels)

Aim Veress needle and trocar and cannula towards the hollow
of the sacrum (away from major vessels)

Create a high-pressure pneumoperitoneum prior to inserting
umbilical trocar and cannula (to increase distance between
needle and bowel/major vessels)

Insert trocar and cannula no more than a few centimetres into
the peritoneal cavity (to reduce risk of bowel or vascular
injury)

Avoid Trendelenburg tilt (head down) until laparoscope has
been inserted (to avoid bringing major vessels closer to
umbilicus)

Avoid excessive force during insertion (to limit the distance
the instruments advance into the peritoneal cavity)

is also useful to check the flow of gas through the nee-
dle, making a note of the pressure in the tubing as this
information can be used later to confirm proper intraperi-
toneal placement. The usual insertion point for the Veress
needle is the inferior border of the umbilicus, and we pre-
fer to make a vertical midline incision long enough to
accommodate the umbilical trocar and cannula.

The actual technique of inserting the Veress needle and
subsequently the trocar and cannula for the laparoscope
are summarized in Table 50.6. The aim is to instrument
the peritoneal cavity without causing any unnecessary
trauma; it should be remembered, for instance that the
aortic bifurcation is inferior to the umbilicus in a signifi-
cant proportion of women, and account should be taken
of this with the umbilical instruments [47].

Once the Veress needle is in place, correct positioning
can be checked using Palmer’s test; the basis of the test is
that saline in a syringe shouldbe sucked into theperitoneal
cavity because of its negative pressure. Alternatively, the
gas tubing can be connected and the flow and pressure
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Fig. 50.10 CO2 insufflation via Palmer’s point.

of gas monitored; little flow at high pressure suggests
some obstruction, often retroperitoneal placement, and
the Veress should then be repositioned. It is reasonable
to insufflate to a relatively high intra-abdominal pressure
(e.g. 20–25 mmHg) to reduce the risk of viscus injury
during insertion of the primary trocar and cannula [13].

Once the correct distension has been reached, the gas
is switched off, the Veress needle removed and the trocar
and cannula inserted, again taking care to aim towards
the sacral hollow. Some gynaecologists manually elevate
the lower abdominal wall at this time, others press the
upper abdomen to increase the gas bubble in front of the
oncoming trocar.

Insufflation via Palmer’s point

A well-recognized alternative to subumbilical insuffla-
tion is the use of Palmer’s point, which is situated in
the left mid-clavicular line approximately 3 cm below
the costal margin (Fig. 50.10). The left upper quadrant
of the abdomen is the area least likely to be affected by
adhesions, so Palmer’s point is useful when there is a
concern about possible lower abdominal or peri-umbilical
adhesions (e.g. midline laparotomy incision, appendici-
tis). Palmer’s point is also useful when dealing with a
large pelvic mass. The technique of entry is similar to that
already described.

Open laparoscopy

There is much debate about the relative safety of ‘closed’
and ‘open’ laparoscopy, which was in fact first described
by Hasson, a gynaecologist, in 1970 (see for an update
and description of the technique the article by Hasson

et al. [48]). While open laparoscopy is favoured by sur-
geons, and this approach is claimed to reduce the risk of
vascular and bowel injury, this is by no means proven
[49]. However, there have been no large-scale random-
ized comparisons and for now at least, the overwhelming
majority of gynaecologists continue to use a Veress needle
for insufflation [50,51].

INSERTION OF ANCILLARY PORT(S)

Once the laparoscope has been inserted, the patient can
be placed head down to encourage the bowel out of the
pelvis and lower abdomen; the greater the tilt, the better
the view of the pelvis but the more difficult it is for the
anaesthetist to ventilate the patient. Aquick check ismade
of the abdominal cavity, and one or two ancillary ports
are inserted in the lower abdomen. Injury by the ancillary
ports can be minimized by inserting them under direct
visionhaving identified thedeepandsuperficial epigastric
vessels and the bladder [52].

A useful concept here is that of the ‘safe triangle’ which
is bounded by the umbilical ligaments (remnants of the
umbilical vessels) laterallywith the symphysis pubis as its
base and the umbilicus as its apex (Plate 50.1, facing p. 562);
although the position of the inferior epigastric vessels can
be variable [53], their course is always lateral to the safe
triangle (Plate 50.2, facing p. 562). Ports should therefore
be placed either inside the safe triangle or lateral to the
inferior epigastric vessels.

INSPECTING THE PELVIS AND ABDOMEN

It is not possible to inspect the pelvis properly without
using at least one probe or grasper to manipulate the
pelvic organs. Once the upper abdomenhas been checked,
bowel in the cul-de-sac should be gently pushed cephalad.
The best way to inspect the adnexa and pelvic side wall
is to grasp, lift and rotate the ovary towards the ipsilat-
eral round ligament, a manoeuvre which also reveals the
course of the ureter (Plate 50.3, facing p. 562). Don’t forget
to inspect the uterovesical fold which can be the sole site
of endometriosis. Tubal patency can then be checked by
hydrotubation with dilute methylene blue solution.

ENDING THE PROCEDURE

The ancillary ports should be removed under direct vision
followed by deflation of the abdomen via the port used for
the optic. By keeping the laparoscope inside the cannula
as it is being withdrawn, it is possible to check that this
port site is not bleeding and has not caught a loop of bowel
or omentum. The fascia in lateral ports≥ 10 mm should be
formally closed to prevent herniation [54].
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RESULTS

The rate of detection of pathology very much depends
on the indication for the laparoscopy. Some abnormalities
will be obvious from preoperative investigation, usually
ultrasound, where laparoscopy is merely used to confirm
or clarify the diagnosis. Although diagnostic laparoscopy
is no longer recommended as a standard investigation for
all infertile couples [55], the detection rate for unexpected
conditions such as endometriosis and pelvic adhesions is
about 20%[56]. In the caseof chronicpelvicpain, one study
reported positive findings in every one of the 141 patients
laparoscoped [57].

COMPLICATIONS

Diagnostic laparoscopy is a safe procedurewith published
complication rates of 2–4 per 1000 [58,59]. By definition,
as no laparoscopic surgery is being done, most compli-
cations occur during the set-up phase of the procedure
when the abdomen is being instrumented (e.g. injury to
the inferior epigastric vessels ormajor retroperitoneal ves-
sels, bowel injury). Bleeding from the inferior epigastrics
should be avoidable with good technique, but if does
occur, a variety of instruments and techniques have been
described to control the bleeding [60]. Injury to retroperi-
toneal vessels usually requires immediate laparotomy,
whereas bowel injury can be managed laparoscopically
provided the perforation is small and there is minimal
faecal soiling [58].

Operative laparoscopy

The question these days is not so much what can be
done laparoscopically, but what cannot? The answer is
that most procedures done by laparotomy can be done
laparoscopically provided there is no large pelvic mass
or extensive malignancy (Table 50.7). This does not mean
that laparoscopy is the best option or should be done
in all these cases, and there is much debate about the
more complex procedures in particular. In fact, only a
few procedures have been subjected to prospective ran-
domized comparisons (e.g. ectopic pregnancy, colposus-
pension, endometriosis, hysterectomy), so in many cases
the decision about the route of surgery depends more on
the particular skills of the gynaecologist, the presence of
contraindications, and the relative risks of complications.

TECHNIQUES

There is insufficient space to describe individual proce-
dures, but the following considerations and techniques
are generally applicable to operative laparoscopy.

Table 50.7 RCOG classification of laparoscopic procedures

Level 1 Diagnostic laparoscopy
Sterilization
Aspiration of ovarian cyst
Ovarian biopsy

Level 2 Division of filmy adhesions
Linear salpingotomy or salpingectomy for ectopic
pregnancy

Salpingostomy for infertility
Ovarian cystectomy
Treatment of endometrioma
Salpingo-oophorectomy
Ovarian drilling with laser or diathermy for
polycystic ovaries

Treatment of American Fertility Society (AFS) Stage I
and II endometriosis

Myomectomy for pedunculated subserous fibroid
Laparoscopic uterosacral nerve ablation (LUNA)
Laparoscopically assisted vaginal hysterectomy
(LAVH) without significant associated pathology

Level 3 Division of thick adhesions
LAVH with significant associated pathology
Total laparoscopic hysterectomy
Myomectomy for intramural fibroids
Treatment of AFS Stage III and IV endometriosis
Pelvic and aortic lymphadenectomy
Pelvic side wall and ureteric dissection
Presacral neurectomy
Incontinence procedures
Prolapse procedures

WHERE TO PLACE THE ANCILLARY PORTS

Operative laparoscopy inevitably requires multiple ports,
and 2–3 ancillary ports are the norm. The ports are most
usefully placed well lateral to the inferior epigastric ves-
sels, and should be inserted high enough so that any
instrument can be used on both sides of the pelvis. If
there is to be anything more than the occasional suturing,
a 10-mm port will allow the insertion of curved needles
withouthaving to remove theportswith each suture [61]; a
larger cannulawill also accept largerdiameter instruments
(e.g. SEMM claw forceps).

TISSUE DISSECTION AND HYDRODISSECTION

The principles of dissection and adhesiolysis are the same
as at laparotomy, that is traction and counter-traction.
Dissection can be done with scissors, and if monopolar
electrosurgery or CO2 laser is used, additional care has to
be taken to avoid thermal damage to nearby structures.
High-pressure irrigation can sometimes facilitate dissec-
tion as well as protect underlying structures from thermal
injury.
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SAFE USE OF ELECTROSURGERY

Electrosurgery is widely used at laparoscopy for
haemostasis as well as cutting. As electrosurgical injury is
one of the most feared of complications, it is essential that
every care is taken. Whatever instrument is used, it should
only be activated when in view of the laparoscope, and
the electrode(s) should be withdrawn fully into the can-
nula afterwards to avoid accidental injury. Electrosurgery
should only be used close to bowel or other vital structures
in short bursts, if at all. The surgeon should be aware of
risks due to insulation failure, direct and capacitive cou-
pling, and remember that the electrodes remain hot for a
few seconds after activation.

LAPAROSCOPIC SUTURING

The ability to suture extra- and intracorporeally is an
extremely useful skill and can mean the difference
between a successful laparoscopy and laparotomy. Pre-
tied loop sutures are the easiest to use and are ideal for
procedures such as salpingectomy. Untied ties can be used
to tie off adhesions or vascular pedicles (e.g. infundibulo-
ligament at hysterectomy or salpingo-oophorectomy) and
are secured with slip knots (e.g. Roeder, Weston or sur-
geon’s knot) and a knot pusher. Needle sutures are used
to repair incisions (e.g. uterine repair at myomectomy),
and can be tied extra-corporeally or tied inside the body
in the case of delicate tissue (e.g. ovarian repair after
cystectomy).

RESULTS

Laparoscopic surgery, forwhatever indication, is typically
associatedwith lesspostoperativediscomfort, shorterhos-
pitalization and faster return to normal activities than
laparotomy. On the down-side, the more complex pro-
cedures tend to take longer, and the operating time is
less predictable [62]. Cost comparisons produce variable
results, a longer operating time and the use disposable
instruments often outweighing any advantages of shorter
hospitalization.

COMPLICATIONS

Laparoscopic surgery appears to be inherently safer than
conventional surgery [63]. However, although the overall
complication rate is generally less, this is not inevitable
(e.g. [64]) (Table 50.8). What is definitely true is that
(1) major complications such as viscus injury and bleed-
ing from retroperitoneal vessels are more common, and,
unfortunately, (2) many of the injuries are not recognized
during the procedure.

Table 50.8 Complications of laparoscopic surgery

Intraoperative Bowel injury
Vascular injury
Bladder injury
Ureteric injury
Surgical emphysema
Anaesthetic complications

Post operative Unrecognized visceral or vascular injury
Venous thromboembolism
Infection
Port site hernia

The reported rate of complications from major national
surveys give an overall figure of 7–12.6 per 1000 proce-
dures, with themore complex procedures having a greater
risk of injury [59,65,66]. More specifically, the risk of intra-
operative intestinal injury has been estimated as 1.6–2.4
per 1000, major vascular injuries as 0.3 per 1000, and
damage to theurinary tract in 2–8.5per 1000 cases. Laparo-
scopic hysterectomy, in particular, places the ureter at
risk of injury [64,66,67]. About 1:3 complications occur
during the set-up phase, and 1:4 are not recognized dur-
ing the surgery, including more than half of bowel and
ureteric injuries. Conversion to laparotomy is required,
on average, in 2% of patients [68]. The mortality after
gynaecological laparoscopy is 4.4 per 100,000, which com-
pares with mortality of 150 per 100,000 for hysterectomy
for benign indications [68,69].

Informed consent for endoscopy

There is a common misconception among patients that
‘key hole’ surgery converts a ‘major’ surgical procedure
in to a ‘minor’ one, and not only is the cosmetic result bet-
ter and recovery faster, but the risks are also lessened. The
reality is that it is only the incision size which is different.
It is not surprising therefore that if there is a problem,
patients often assume there has been negligence. As a
result, endoscopic surgery has become one of the major
areas of medical litigation in gynaecology [70].

The Department of Health as well as the General Med-
ical council have issued guidelines regarding informed
consent for surgery, and there is also much useful infor-
mation available on the internet on this topic. While
appropriate indications for surgery and good surgical
technique are basic requirements for effective patient care,
the patients also have to be provided with sufficient infor-
mation on which to base their decision to undergo a
particular procedure. All patients should be told not only
what andwhy they areundergoing aparticular procedure,
but alsowarned about the relative risks ofMAS compared
with conventional surgery. In particular, patients need to
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be aware that any endoscopic operation may have to be
converted to laparotomy, that bowel, bladder and ureteric
injury are accepted risks with laparoscopy, and uterine
perforation and fluid overload with hysteroscopy.

Training in endoscopic surgery

OneareawhichMAShas changed for ever is surgical train-
ing. Endoscopic surgery is very different to conventional
surgery and it probably takes longer to acquire the neces-
sary skills to operate without the benefits of direct vision
and tissue handling.

As an acknowledgement of the importance of hystero-
scopic and laparoscopic surgery tomoderngynaecological
care coupled to a wish to improve and structure training
in this area, the Royal College of Obstetricians andGynae-
cologists have made basic endoscopic surgery (Level 1
hysteroscopy and laparoscopy) a core curriculum subject
for trainees. The College has appointed preceptors, and is
currently introducing Special SkillsModules for advanced
hysteroscopic and laparoscopic surgery as a means of
accreditation for those wishing to extend their skills. This
is the first time that surgical proficiency in a particular area
has been so tested and these modules may yet prove to be
models for other surgical procedures.
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Chapter 51: Benign disease of the vulva
Richard Staughton

Introduction

A large proportion of women with vulval symptomatol-
ogy have neither gynaecological nor venerological prob-
lems, but a vulval skin complaint [1–3]. Hence, since many
primary care physicians still refer such patients to gynae-
cological departments, it behoves all gynaecologists to
acquire a working knowledge of vulval skin disease. This
chapter is aimed squarely at them, with the encourage-
ment that identifying common skin conditions accurately
and using simple, safe, appropriate treatments is not only
helpful to their patients but rewarding in itself.

At many hospitals combined clinics have been formed
where patients with vulval symptomatology can be dis-
cussed and dealt with appropriately in a one-stop fash-
ion, saving time and expense. Combined clinics act as
important referral centres for other specialists.

In spite of the changes brought about by more open
journalism many patients, not always the older ones, are
embarrassed by vulval symptoms and are sometimes trag-
ically late in presenting. Anything that can be done to
mitigate this situation is desirable and an open, gentle and
tactful approach is not only good professional behaviour
but the essential first step towards helping them.

History taking

The embarrassment and delicacy of the situation can be
lessened by enquiring first about past and background
dermatological history – noting skin colour; sensitivity
to soaps and irritants; past history of atopy (eczema in
childhood, asthma and hay fever); allergies, e.g. nickel,
the commonest marker of a tendency to contact dermati-
tis and more relevantly perfumes, creams and latex; a
past and family history of psoriasis (scaly plaques on
scalp, knees and elbows) and symptoms suggestive of
seborrhoeic dermatitis (dandruff, para-nasal rash).

By this time the patient should be more relaxed and
a more fluent exposure of the history of the present
complaint can be obtained. Most importantly:
• What is the main symptom – itch or pain?
• What is its frequency?

• Have skin changes been seen or felt?
• Are there lesions elsewhere?
• Has there been any vaginal discharge and what is its
nature?
• What medications or other remedies have been
employed and what has been the response to these?

Examination

Good strong lighting, a trained chaperone and an appro-
priately positioned examination couch are essential; some
authorities use a colposcope, but a 4× lens magnifying
loop is equally effective.

A systematic approach is recommended and should
start with a general view of the vulva, looking at the skin
and hair of the mons pubis and labia majora.
1 General view

(a) Hairs
i. Distribution and extent (e.g. alopecia areata, evi-

dence of virilization)
ii. Quality and condition (e.g. colour, broken hairs
from friction)
iii. Infestation
(b) Skin colour
i. Pigmentary disturbance (e.g. vitiligo)
ii. Inflammation present or absent
(c) Skin texture
i. Abnormal thickness (e.g. lichenification or atrophy)
(d) Skin surface

i. Integrity
ii. Excoriation
iii. Erosions
(e) Palpation
i. Tenderness or underlying masses (e.g. cysts)

2 Labia minora
(a) Presence or absence
(b) Development abnormality

3 Clitoral area
(a) Hood
(b) Clitoris – normal size and surface

578
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4 Vestibule
(a) Urethral opening
(b) Vaginal aperture
(c) Epithelial surface – colour, texture and palpation
with cotton-tipped swab

5 Perianal area
An examination of the vulva is not complete without an

inspection of the whole perineum including the perianal
skin (embryologically derived from the cloaca)

Biopsy of the vulva

This is a simpleprocedure requiringa local anaesthetic and
should be performed as an outpatient procedure, taking
some 10 min. A punch biopsy is all that is usually needed,
using either a 3 or 4 mm dermatopunch (Plate 51.1, facing
p. 562). It is important to state the exact site that is biopsied
in the vulva, as the histology will differ according to the
area 4 sampled.

Indications for biopsy include:
1 Difficulty in establishing a clinical diagnosis.
2 All blistering disorders: separate punch biopsy for
immunofluorescence should be taken and placed in spe-
cial transport media.
3 All pigmented lesions.
4 Inflammatory lesions that do not respond as expected
to anti-inflammatory drugs in order to exclude neoplasia.
5 Persistently erosive lesions.

Procedure

1 Ten minutes before the biopsy an application of local
anaesthetic cream (e.g., lignocaine plus prilocaine or lig-
nocaine gel) from the interlabial sulcus inwards will blunt
the pain of injection of local anaesthetic.
2 The area is cleaned with diluted chlorhexidine
antiseptic.
3 Plain lidocaine (1%), with or without adrenaline, is
instilled with a fine needle.
4 Surgical procedure:
Punch biopsy. A 3 or 4 mm punch will usually be ade-

quate (Plate 51.1, facing p. 562). The punch is driven full
thickness through the epithelial surface. The surrounding
skin is pressed and theplugwill popoutwards. This canbe
‘harpooned’ with a fine needle. Taking care not to damage
the overlying epithelium the plug is lifted and snipped off
at its base with scissors.

Inflammatory skin diseases of the vulva

Lichen sclerosus

TERMINOLOGY

The old terms kraurosis vulvae, leukoplakia and leuko-
plastic vulvitis are no longer valid, but were undoubtedly

Fig. 51.1 Pre-pubertal lichen sclerosus – at the age of 5. Note the
well demarcated whitening, rubbery oedema of labia minora
and purpura. Such changes can be mistakenly taken as evidence
of sexual abuse. Note fissuring around the anal canal. This
causes painful defaecation and hence retention so that
constipation is a frequent presenting symptom in girls.

applied to cases of lichen sclerosus, lichen planus and cica-
tricial pemphigoid in the past. Likewise vulval dystrophy
and vulval squamous cell hyperplasia are unhelpful terms
that should no longer be used.

DEFINITION

Lichen sclerosus is a destructive inflammatory condi-
tion with a predilection for genital skin [5] (Fig. 51.1),
(Plates 51.2–51.9, facing p. 562).

AETIOLOGY

There is mounting evidence that lichen sclerosus is an
autoimmune disorder occurring in genetically predis-
posed individuals. In one study 44% had significant
auto-antibodies, 22% a family history and 21% a further
autoimmune disease [7]. Vitiligo and alopecia areata are
not uncommon in the vulval clinic, and myxoedema is not
infrequently diagnosed in follow-up patients.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

The autoimmune attack is by lymphocytes in the upper
dermis, andboth thedermo-epidermal junction above and
the dermis below suffer – there is liquefactive degenera-
tion of the basal cell layer with destruction of melanocytes
and stimulation of dermal fibroblasts to produce a vast
sheet of homogenized collagen in the upper dermis [6, 8]
(Plate 51.6, facing p. 562). This produces the physical
signs of bright whitening and scarring – the ‘primary’
lesion being a white spot often with follicular indenta-
tion (Plate 51.5, facing p. 562). The overlying epidermis
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sometimes responds with compensatory epidermal prolif-
eration, causing thickening and hyperkeratosis (Plate 51.8,
facing p. 562). This continuous ‘wounding’ process of
the dermo-epidermal junction by the autoimmune lym-
phocyte attack, and the prolonged stimulation of repair
processes is hypothesized by some to be the trigger for the
increased incidence of squamous cell carcinoma arising in
the setting of lichen sclerosus (and lichen planus) [9, 10].

INCIDENCE

Lichen sclerosus is seen in both sexes, at any body site
and in all races; but most commonly affects the genital
skin of white women. The peak ages for presentation are
childhood and around or after the menopause. The true
incidence is unknown, prevalence has been estimated at
between 1 in 300 and a 1:1000 of the population.

PRESENTATION IN CHILDHOOD

Phimosis due to lichen sclerosus is the chief reason for
young boys to require medical circumcision [4]. Lichen
sclerosus affects the perianal skin in females (but not
males) and fissuring around the anal canal causes painful
defaecation and hence retention. Constipation is a fre-
quent presenting symptom in girls [1] (Fig. 51.1).

PRESENTATION IN ADULTS

Affected women present with pruritus and only rarely is
pain ordyspareunia aprominent complaint [5]. The condi-
tion is commonly misdiagnosed as ‘recurrent candidiasis’,
and many years may pass until the correct diagnosis is
made. It is salutary that many of those newly referred have
longhistories aswell as physical signs that must have been
established over many years.

CLINICAL FINDINGS (PLATES 51.2–51.4, FACING P. 562)

The first changes occur on the labia minora and clitoral
hood. Close examination shows the normal supple pink
lips to become swollen with a rubbery oedema and take on
a dull creamy colour. Similar changes may extend to the
fourchette where small tears may be seen. If unchecked
inflammation progresses destroying melanocytes and
stimulating scarring. The whole perineum and geni-
tocrural folds may become bright white with progressive
shrinkage and resorption of normal vulval architecture.
The labia minora become ‘plastered down’ and the clitoris
buried as the hood tightens over it. The surface becomes
wrinkled, there is ‘cigarette-paper scarring’ and thepoorly
supported blood vessels rupture easily causing purpura

and ecchymoses; such changes can be mistakenly taken
as evidence of sexual abuse in young girls [12]. Contin-
ued resorption of the labia minora tightens the introitus,
(Plate 51.4, facing p. 562) sometimes alarmingly; however,
the vaginal mucosa is always spared and hence can be
used in reconstruction operations when necessary.

Every time a patient with lichen sclerosus is reviewed
the epidermis overlying the scarred white areas should
be closely scrutinized – the search is for the squamous
cell carcinoma that rarely supervenes (or approx. 3–4%)
[10] – thismaybeginas apersistent erosion, hyperkeratotic
papule or a firm fleshy nodule, which may ulcerate and
infiltrate deeply – any suspicious area or persistent erosion
should be biopsied [11] (Plate 51.7, facing p. 562). About a
thirdofpatientswith lichensclerosushavea thickenedepi-
dermis (hypertrophic lichen sclerosus) and although this
mostly resolveswithadequate topical cortico-steroid treat-
ment it is in such a setting that a squamous cell carcinoma
usually arises [10] (Plate 51.8, facing p. 562).

The histological pattern of lichen sclerosus associated
with squamous cell carcinoma includes epidermal hyper-
plasia and differentiated intraepithelial neoplasia (dys-
plastic changes confined to the basal layers) [10].

TREATMENT

The current treatment of choice is a super-potent topical
corticosteroid (e.g. clobetasol propionate ointment). The
precise regimen is important – small (30 gm) tubes of
ointment are preferred. The first tube should suffice for
3 months. A small ‘pea-sized’ amount is applied at night
to the vulva. The frequency should be nightly for 4 weeks,
alternate nights for four weeks and then twice weekly
for 4 weeks (Plate 51.9, facing p. 562). On review at three
months the patient is instructed to use the medication for
2–3 nights in succession if symptoms recur [1, 4]. Non-
responders should be carefully reviewed as some may
prove to have another more resistant condition, such as
lichen planus or cicatricial pemphigoid.

Topical testosterone has no role [14]. The place
of the newer non-steroidal anti-inflammatory immuno-
modulating topicals (e.g. tacrolimus and pimecrolimus) is
debatable. The author feels that care should be exercised
with agents that could theoretically accelerate cancerous
change. The use of these agents should probably be con-
fined to those rare patients not responding to super-potent
topical corticosteroids [15].

EXTRA-GENITAL LESIONS

These are rare inmen, but canbe found in 5–10%ofwomen
(Plate 51.5, facing p. 562). Common sites include upper
back, shoulders, hips and pressure sites (lichen sclerosus
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is one of the koebnerizing dermatoses, appearing at sites
of previous skin damage, for example, scars, vaccination,
radiation, etc.). Skin lesions may show follicular hyperk-
eratotic plugs giving a ‘nutmeg grater’ feel and after the
plugshavedislodgedprominent follicular ‘delling’ is char-
acteristic. Such changes help differentiate lichen sclerosus
from other white lesions such as morphoea, scleroderma,
scars or vitiligo [1].

HISTOLOGY

The most obvious change is the pale zone of acellular hya-
line scarring in the upper dermis. Beneath this is a heavy
bluishbandof infiltrating lymphocytes giving a ‘sandwich
effect’. The epidermis above is flattened with loss of rete
ridges and melanocytes, 30% of patients have overlying
epidermal hyperplasia [6] (Plate 51.6, facing p. 562).

LICHEN SCLEROSUS AND MALIGNANCY (PLATE 51.7,
FACING P. 562)

There is a bimodal incidence of vulval squamous cell
carcinoma, younger woman with vulval intraepithelial
neoplasia (VIN) usually carrying oncogenic strains of
humanpapillomavirus (HPV) andolderwithout evidence
of HPV infection [9, 10, 34]. Although there is undoubt-
edly an increased incidence of squamous cell carcinoma
in patients with lichen sclerosus [11, 13], this has been
exaggerated in the past and is certainly no justification
for prophylactic mutilating surgery. In practice the inci-
dence is well below 5%. When pathological specimens of
squamous cell carcinoma are reviewed concomitant lichen
sclerosus is found in over 50% [10,11, 13].

Lichen planus

‘The blue rash’ – lichen planus is characterized by
small purplish polygonal papules with shiny surfaces
(Plate 51.10, facing p. 562). These are most frequently found
on the inner wrists, axillary folds and genitalia [16]. Annu-
lar lesions and lesions appearing in recent scratch marks
(koebner phenomenon) are further diagnostic pointers.
Lesions are intensely itchy, almost as much as scabies.
The inner cheeks should be searched for white lace-like
areas and the tongue for asymmetrical ‘bald’ patches of
papillary loss with a bluish hue [1].

AETIOLOGY

The cause is unknownbut, like lichen sclerosus, it involves
a lymphocyte mediated attack. In this case it is more
closely focused on basal keratinocytes at the dermo-
epidermal junction and does not cause the hyaline band

of dermal scarring [6]. A heavy band of lymphocytes
lie beneath the basal keratinocytes, some of which die
by apoptosis leaving their corpses as colloid bodies in
a sea of liquefactive degeneration. There is pigmentary
incontinence, with tattooing of the dermis by pigment
laden macrophages. The overlying ridges are effaced in
a ‘saw-tooth’ pattern. As in lichen sclerosus there may be
overlying hyperkeratosis but without dysplasia.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Though the cause is unknown lichen planus seems likely
to be another autoimmune disease. T-lymphocytes mount
the immunological attack against basal keratinocytes and
the condition is associated in some patients with other
autoimmune conditions such as Primary Biliary Sclero-
sis. Moreover, similar ‘lichenoid’ changes can be seen in
bone marrow transplant patients with graft-versus-host
disease. Lichen planus can be triggered by drugs (e.g.
β blockers, gold). Familial cases have been described and
there is some evidence for association with HLA-DR1.
1 Diagnostic check list
• Intensely itchy blue papules (check wrists) may appear
in scratch marks, often annular lesions
• Check inner cheeks for lace-like pattern
• Primary lesion – flat topped shiny polygonal papule,
may show Wickham’s striae
• Nail changes can rarely occur
— Age: 25–40 year olds, rare in childhood and old age
2 Clinical setting and evolution
• Good prognosis, natural history usually 9–18 months
though some may have many years of disease
• Lesions leave pigmented tattoos which last 9–12 months
3 Management
• Punch biopsy for confirmation
• Raised active papules should respond well to (grade I)
super-potent topical corticosteroid (e.g. clobetasol propi-
onate)
• Second line treatment– topical immunomodulators (e.g.
tacrolimus – 0.1%)

Erosive lichen planus

Vulvo-vaginal-gingival syndrome – (syndrome of Hewitt
and Pelisse) [17, 18]. This rare condition presents with
vulval pain, caused by erosions of the labia minora and
vestibule (Plates 51.11 and 51.12, facing p. 562). The labia
majora and remaining skin are unaffected but anal, oral
(Plate 51.13, facing p. 562) and vaginal mucosa often
are. The condition rapidly leads to scarring, often with
synechiae, and causes alarming loss of normal architecture
with atrophy, fusion, scarring and burying of the clitoris.
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There may be characteristic milky striae at the margins
(Plates 51.11 and 51.12, facing p. 562). Vaginal examination
is often very painful and a virginal speculum should be
used. Touchbleeding and erosions are seenwith synechiae
and stenosis. Shortening of the vagina can occur.

The aetiology is unknown but histology shows an
aggressive form of lichen planus (though biopsies can
show only non-specific ulceration if samples are not taken
from the advancing edge of lesions) (Plate 51.12, facing
p. 562).

AETIOLOGY

There is an association with HLA-DQB, 0201.
1 Diagnostic check list

(a) Severely painful vulva
(b) Bleeding dyspareunia
(c) Vaginal discharge
(d) Eroded inner lips of labia minora and introitus
(e) Marginal milky striae
(f) Vaginal erosions, touch bleeding ± synechiae
(g) Gingivae denuded and ulcerated
(h) (Conjuctivae spared, cf cicatricial pemphigoid)

2 Evolution
(a) Poor prognosis, chronic relapsing condition
(b) Poor response to treatment
(c) Burnt-out cases leave considerable scarring

MANAGEMENT

This is exceedingly difficult. Swabs should be taken inter-
mittently searching for treatable secondary infection, for
example, β haemolytic streptococcus or candida. Antisep-
tic emollient soaks can soothe (e.g. Emulsiderm, Dermal.)
Specific treatment is aimed at the lymphocyte attack, for
example, topical steroidsof super-potent strength (e.g. clo-
betasol propionate or diflucortosone 0.3% – Nerisone forte
oily cream). These can be applied generously to dissolv-
able seaweed dressings (e.g. Sorbsan), applied directly to
the vulva or wrapped around a tampon inserted into the
introitus for 15–30 min. Daily attendance at a specialist
dermatological nursing day care establishment for a week
or so can be very helpful.

The newer non-steroidal remedies, for example, topical
tacrolimus, can produce benefit in some, but irritate oth-
ers, however theoretically these might provoke neoplastic
change [15]. Delivery of steroid into thevagina is relatively
easy.Asteroid cream can be introduced with an applicator,
steroid suppositories are available and steroid foams (used
for proctitis and colitis) can be used (e.g. hydrocortisone
acetate foam 10%).

Vaginal synechiae and stenosis can be managed by
gynaecologists and dermatologists together as post-
operative topical or sometimes oral steroids should be
used together with dilators to try and arrest re-sealing [4].

SYSTEMIC TREATMENT

Oral steroids may be tried but often disappoint. Stan-
dard immunosuppressive regimes with azathioprine,
ciclosporin and the like have not proved helpful.

Eczema

Eczema and dermatitis are terms used synonymously
for conditions causing epidermal inflammation of a non-
scarring and reversible nature. Whereas in urticaria sud-
den leakage of tissue fluid from dilated capillaries fills
the dermis to form wheals under an unchanged epider-
mis (hives, nettle rash), in eczema/dermatitis the epidermis
fillswithfluid. Histologically this is termedspongiosis and
in severe cases may ooze onto the surface (‘wet eczema’)
or pool in vesicles (vesicular eczema). The epidermis
and underlying dermis are infiltrated by inflammatory
cells (lymphocytes, eosinophils, basophils, polymorphic
leukocytes); epidermal macrophages (Langerhans cells)
probablyplay apivotal role inmarshalling such inflamma-
tion. The affected epidermis becomes hyperproliferative
and parakeratotic so that scaling is seen (which in moist
vulval areas becomes a macerated greyish white ‘dulling’
of the normal pink colour) [1, 4].

Vulval eczema is frequent and occurs in various clinical
situations, for example, atopic skin disease, seborrhoeic
eczema, irritant dermatitis, contact allergic dermatitis and
frictional eczema, for example, lichen simplex chronicus.

SEBORRHEIC DERMATITIS

This is a common itchy, red, scaly eruption with a predilec-
tion for face and scalp skin. A long history of intermittent
dandruff is usually forthcoming. Patients show poorly
demarcated red scaly patches in the seborrheic areas –
scalp, behind ears, sideburns and nasolabial gutters. The
eyebrows and external auditory meati often show scal-
ing on an erythematous base. A proportion of patients
show similar changes in other moist areas – central chest,
axillae, perineum and groins. Female patients may com-
plain of vulval itching and may well be labelled chronic
recurrent candidiasis although they will have no history
of discharge. In subtle cases the diagnosis may be diffi-
cult and search beneath the hairs in the labium majorae
for pink dry thickened scaly dermatitis should be made.
More severe cases show extension onto the pubic mound
and genitocrural folds.
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Aetiology

A genetic tendency to seborrheic dermatitis probably
exists in over 15% of the population and can occur at
any age – with peaks in infancy (cradle cap) and early
adulthood. Increasing evidence links the condition to
an individual’s reactivity to commensal lipophilic yeasts
(malassezia furfur) whose population is greatest in greasy
and occluded sites.

Treatment

Successful treatment involves first quelling the eczema
by (1) the avoidance of irritants and (2) the use of anti-
inflammatories (e.g. soap substitutes and topical corti-
costeroids, grade III or sometimes II) and then curtailing
the yeast population with anti-fungals (e.g. Imidazole
topicals).

Seborrheic dermatitis versus psoriasis

Text book examples of either condition give contrasting
physical signs, but often, especially in flexural areas such
as the vulva, a mixed picture is found. Chronic plaque
psoriasis gives the familiar well-demarcated dry scaly
meaty plaques over the extensor surfaces (e.g. elbows,
knees, sacrum and scalp). In flexural areas the scales
become macerated and less obvious, yet lesions are still
well demarcated (Plate 51.14, facing p. 562). Such crisp
demarcation is a diagnostic pointer to psoriasis whereas in
seborrheic dermatitis lesions melt imperceptibly into sur-
rounding normal skin. Pure seborrheic dermatitis itches
whereas psoriasis is either asymptomatic or sometimes
painful, especially when fissured. (Such fissures may
extend up the natal cleft.)

When confronted with a red perineum the following
may help differentiate:

Seborrheic
dermatitis Psoriasis

Symptoms Itch Asymptomatic – (unless
2◦ vulvodynia, q.v.)

Signs Vague
margins

Well demarcated
Extension up natal cleft

Scalp Dandruff Scaly thick plaques
Elbows
and knees

Nil Plaques

Nails Nil 10% thimble pitted
Incidence 15% of

population
2% of population

IRRITANT DERMATITIS

Vulval skin differs from skin elsewhere by being more
porous, like its male counterpart the scrotum, both to
transpiration and to easier penetration [19]. This leads
to a susceptibility to primary irritant dermatitis from, for
example, bubble bath, disinfectants, deodorants, infective
vaginal discharges, faeces andmedicines such as anti-wart
remedies and topical cytotoxics.

The diagnosis may or may not be obvious as patients
do not always readily recognize or volunteer the relevant
history.

Management

Treatment involves identification and withdrawal of the
irritant, the use of emollient soap substitutes, for example,
aqueous cream BP or Emulsiderm and the use of a grade
IV or sometimes III topical corticosteroid for 7–10 days.

CONTACT ALLERGIC ECZEMA

The possibility of contact allergic eczema is often over-
looked, probably because it is so much more uncommon
than in perianal skin [20]. However the skin over the pubic
mound and labia majora can certainly manifest a contact
dermatitis. Delayed (type IV) hypersensitivity is tested by
patch tests read at 48 h. Possible culprit allergens include
medicaments (e.g. neomycin, local anaesthetics, ethylene
diamine and even some corticosteroid molecules such as
hydrocortisone acetate or clobetasol propionate) rubber
(e.g. in condoms) or other chemicals (e.g. spermicides and
perfumes).

Management involves appropriate patch testing by spe-
cialist dermatological units and avoidance of the culprit
allergen. Grade II or in severe casesgrade I topical corticos-
teroids are needed, though in very severe cases systemic
steroidsareused (e.g. prednisolone30mgaday for5days).
In acute weeping eczema potassium permanganate soaks
for a few days are very helpful.

ALLERGIC CONTACT URTICARIA OF THE VULVA

Contact urticaria to latex is an increasing problem espe-
cially in regular wearers of rubber gloves such as health-
care workers [21]. Patients usually make the diagnosis
themselves and note lip swelling immediately after blow-
ing up balloons. In such individuals latex condoms can
cause immediate uncomfortable urticarial swelling of the
labia [21]. Contact urticaria to seminal fluid has been
described – either to the semen itself or to medication or
other allergens (e.g. penicillin) carried in the seminal flu-
ids [22]. Specific immunotherapy against semen has been
described [23].
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LICHEN SIMPLEX CHRONICUS

A vicious circle can be set up in which scratching (for
whatever reason) leads to thickened itchy patches of skin.
Further scratching worsens the situation and eventually a
subconscious scratching habit can become established. It
may be triggered by heat (e.g. in bed, after hot bathing),
irritants (e.g. soaps, bubble baths, etc.) or psychological
factors. The habit is difficult to break, especially because
patients are largely unaware of their scratching behaviour.

Common sites for lichen simplex chronicus include
areas easily accessible to the dominant hand, for exam-
ple, right side of the back of neck, right calf, right labia
majorum (and right side of the scrotum) [1].

The commonest clinical situation is of a patient com-
plaining bitterly of pruritus vulvae who, on initial exami-
nation, seems to have a normal vulva. However, a search
under the hairs on the labium majorum may reveal the
typical lichenified thickened dark red scaly patch. If the
patient is asked to point with one finger at the worst
area she will usually pinpoint the lesion (Plate 51.15,
facing p. 562).

Management involves reassurance and an explanation
of the ‘itch-scratch’ cycle. This often heightens at times of
stress and certainly a confrontational approach is seldom
helpful. An emollient and short-term grade I or II topical
cortico steroids can help break the habit. Behavioural ther-
apy can be particularly successful at helping to extinguish
the habit of scratching [24].

PSORIASIS

In both medical and lay minds psoriasis is rightly asso-
ciated with scaly plaques on extensor surfaces of knees,
elbows and scalp, rather than perineum. However, genital
psoriasis is very common. The genetic tendency to psori-
asis probably exists in some 5% of all populations with a
point incidence of some 2%.

Body psoriasis is not generally itchy but patients with
vulval lesions may complain of discomfort or pain. There
is often a secondary vulvodynia (q.v.).

Lesions can cause difficulty in diagnosis because at this
occluded site the usual silvery scales become macerated
and the plaque appears as an inflamed ‘beefy-red’ lesion.
The edge, however, remains crisply defined and plaques
have a symmetrical appearance (Plate 51.15, facing p. 562).

Any area within the perineum can be affected but the
vaginal mucosa is always spared. Perianal skin may well
be affected extending up the natal cleft where painful
fissures sometimes occur.

Corroborative lesions should be sought elsewhere. As
in many patients with vulval symptomatology close
inspection of the scalp can be very helpful – in this case

revealing well-demarcated scaly plaques. The classical
psoriatic areas of elbows, knees, sacrum and scalp should
be checked. Nails show signs of psoriasis in some 10% of
patients, with thimble pitting, sub-ungual hyperkerato-
sis and onycholysis. However, in some patients genital
lesions may be the only manifestation of psoriasis.

The etiology is entirely unknown but there is a genetic
predisposition and lesions can be precipitated (1) by
streptococcal infection (usually guttate psoriasis) and
(2) trauma (the Koebner phenomenon). Histopathology
shows marked thickening of the epidermis (acanthosis),
with the epidermal ridges projecting deep down into the
dermiswith roundedburgeoning tips. Nonuclear atypia is
seen. The thickened epidermis may show patches of spon-
giosis with neutrophil infiltration and overlying parak-
eratosis. The underlying blood vessels are often grossly
dilated with surrounding chronic inflammatory cells.

Management

A full explanation and reassurance about the non-
infectious nature of psoriasis is mandatory. A gentle
explanation that scratching exacerbates and that the use
of emollients and soap substitutes can soothe lesions at
this occluded warm site is necessary. Rarely can secondary
infection, for example, with candida albicans, be found.

Anti-psoriatic topical remedies, for example, dithranol
and calcipotriol, helpful elsewhere, may prove too irri-
tant at this occluded site. However, others can be very
helpful including tar, tacalcitol, calcitriol and topical cor-
ticosteroids no stronger than grade II (e.g. 1:4 Betnovate
ointment RD with or without 5% coal tar solution).

In patients with severe and extensive psoriasis sys-
temic treatments are sometimes used (e.g. weekly oral
methotrexate or retinoids or ciclosporin). Flexural sites
can be confidently expected to respond equally well, such
patients should be under the supervision of a specialist
clinic for such prescriptions to be considered.

Certain medications can exacerbate psoriasis (e.g.
lithium, chloroquine and betablockers).
Reiters’s disease (circinate ulcerative vulvitis). The asso-

ciated symptoms of uveitis and arthritis point to the
diagnosis. Circinate balanitis is well recognized but the
corresponding vulvitis is very much rarer [25]. Lesions
may be eroded, ulcerative or scaly. Histologically the
changes are similar to those seen in pustular psoriasis.

Pigmentary changes of vulval skin

White patches

Vitiligo is a common autoimmune disorder with strikingly
symmetrical areas of bright white complete depigmenta-
tion, usually in peri-orificial sites especially around the
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genitalia (Plate 51.16, facing p. 562). It is often also found
in the axillae and is cosmetically feared on the face and
hands.

Lichen Sclerosus lesions can be bright white but are
easilydifferentiated fromvitiligoby scarring andpurpura.

Dark patches

Post-inflammatory pigmentation is the commonest cause of
darkpatcheson thevulva. Thismostoften followsdestruc-
tive inflammation such as caused by lichen planus and less
often lichen sclerosus (Plate 51.17, facing p. 562). Pigment
is collected in the dermis by macrophages which are slow
to disperse. The larger asymmetrical patches that follow a
fixed drug eruption last many months.

An idiopathic acquired pigmentation (of Laugier) [26] is
well recognized, there is no history of antecedent inflam-
mation (Plate 51.18, facing p. 562) and histology does not
show melanocytic proliferation but increased pigmenta-
tion in the basal area and pigmentary incontinence. Such
lesions are fixed and biopsy confirms their benign nature.

Ulcerating and blistering (bullous) disorders

Such lesions usually cause pain rather than itch and most
of them are rare. It is important to examine other mucous
membranes for evidence of disease. Biopsy with special-
ized immunofluorescent pathology is often required to
establish the diagnosis and dermatological advice should
be sought.

Aphthae

Although oral aphthae are common and well known, their
vulval equivalent is often not recognized, or diagnosed as
‘recurrent herpes’. The vulval ulcers are usually single,
round with a yellowish floor and red rim.

Treatment of recurrent aphthae is notoriously difficult.
Five percent Lignocaine Ointment can give symptomatic
relief and some patients respond to topical tetracycline.

Erythema multiforme

This is an acute skin reaction pattern usually lasting
approximately a fortnight and some cases are confined to
the mucosae (oral, ocular and genital) but these are usu-
ally accompanied by small round areas of erythema on the
hands and feet, which have a typical target-like morphol-
ogy. In severe cases, extensive bullous lesions, sometimes
leading to chronic scarring can occur (the Stevens-Johnson
Syndrome). Severe cases are common in HIV disease.

Erythema multiforme can occur 8–10 days after an anti-
genic stimulation, such as a viral infection with herpes
simplex or drug exposure; but in half the patients no cause
is found.

MANAGEMENT

The trigger antigen should be sought, followed by puta-
tive drug avoidance or suppression of recurrent herpes
simplex virus with long-term low-dose Aciclovir if nec-
essary. Oral and ocular involvement should be evaluated
and treated. Cutaneous lesions can be treated with a grade
I topical corticosteroid for 1 to 2 weeks. Short courses of
systemic steroids can reduce fever, toxicity and ease local
pain, for example, prednisolone 40 mg per day reducing
over 6 days.

Toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN) (Lyell’s syndrome)

This is a more severe form of superficial reactive infarc-
tion which can cause extensive, even fatal, skin loss
[27]. Again such lesions are common in HIV disease.
Hypersensitivity to drugs is the usual cause (non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory agents, Carbamazepine, Phenytoin,
Co-Trimoxazole, Dapsone and Sulpha drugs.)

Management requires early diagnosis and rapid cessa-
tion of the triggering drug, as well as early transfer of
patients to a high-dependency treatment unit. Previously,
high-dose systemic steroids were used but can be asso-
ciated with increased mortality due to serious infections.
Intravenous immunoglobulin has been proposed and is
currently undergoing trials. Local treatment for both ocu-
lar and vulval skin lesions is required by experienced
nurses to prevent synechiae and permanent scarring. The
disease has a significant mortality.

A less severe and more superficial variant is seen
in childhood, caused by staphylococcal exotoxin – the
Staphylococcal Scalded Skin Syndrome [28].

Fixed drug eruption (FDE)

In this condition, asymmetrical patches of intense inflam-
mation occur both on skin and mucosal surfaces each time
the offending drug is taken. Patients rarely associate the
eruption with the medication, which may be a proprietary
one, for example, Codeine in an analgesic or a phe-
nolphthalein laxative [29]. Other drugs imputed include
paracetamol, non-steroid anti-inflammatory agents, tetra-
cycline, griseofulvin and cytotoxics. A challenge results in
reaction at exactly the same sites each time starting within
24 h. Healing often leaves darkly pigmented patches as
evidence for many months.
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MANAGEMENT

The history and physical signs should suggest the diag-
nosis but identifying the trigger drugs can take time.
Hypersensitivity is lifelong.

Bullous pemphigoid

This is an uncommon autoimmune bullous disease affect-
ingboth skinandmucousmembranes including thevulva.
It is more common in older women, but sometimes occurs
in children [30]. The condition is caused by a circulat-
ing antibody which reacts against the dermo-epidermal
junction. This can be identified by indirect or direct
immunofluorescent techniques. There is association with
other autoimmune diseases including lichen sclerosus.

For management dermatological advice should always
be obtained. Local super-potent topical steroids are a very
considerable aid to treatment but systemic steroids are
usually required with or without cytotoxic drugs.

Cicatricial pemphigoid

This is a rare variant of pemphigoid in which the mucous
membrane involvement is the most prominent feature.
This leads to scarring, particularly troublesome in the
vulva and conjunctivae. Again older women are most
often affected. Circulating antibodies arenot always found
but direct immunofluorescence of a biopsy is positive [31].

Pemphigus vulgaris

This is a rare severe immunologically mediated bullous
eruption affecting the mucous membranes and the skin.
Blisters are fragile and short lived leaving characteris-
tic erosions. Most patients are young adults Indian and
Semitic peoples are particularly affected. Dermatological
advice should be sought and high-dose systemic steroids,
cytotoxics or mycophenolate mofetil are usually required.

Benign familial pemphigus (Hailey-Hailey Disease)

This is a rare genetically determined disorder where fric-
tion causes erosions, most commonly of flexural skin, for
example, neck, axillae and vulva. Histology is diagnostic.

Benign Tumours of vulval skin

Congenital tumours

VASCULAR BIRTHMARKS

These are not uncommon. Capillary naevi are present at
birth and do not fade. They have no functional sequelae

and treatment, for example, with laser, must depend on
cosmetic considerations.

CAVERNOUS HAEMANGIOMA (STRAWBERRY NAEVUS)

Such lesions usually appear within the first 6 weeks,
can grow rapidly, and can occur at genital sites. Occa-
sionally they break down and can be a site of ingress
of serious infection. In general, they gradually resolve
spontaneously over a 10-year period but early assess-
ment in specialized Dermatological Laser Units should
be considered when lesions threaten functionally or
cosmetically.

Angiokeratomata

These appear as tiny ectatic dark red/blue vascular pro-
liferations with overlying hyperkeratosis. They occur in
some 2% of women. Similar lesions are seen on scrotal
skin [32].

Acrochordia (skin tags)

These are extremely common in all frictional and flex-
ural sites such as axillae, eyelids and groins. They
can achieve quite a large size and if they twist on
their stalk thrombose painfully. Treatment is by scissor
amputation.

VESTIBULAR/LABIAL PAPILLOMATOSIS

This is a variant of normal. Unusually prominent thicken-
ing and folding of the labial epithelium may be stimulated
by puberty or pregnancy. Such changes are often mis-
taken for HPV infection, especially as both types of lesions
demonstrate ‘aceto-whitening’ after application of 4%
acetic acid. (Warts are focal, asymmetrical and scattered.)
Biopsy results can also be confusing as the glycogen-
rich pale cells of the hypertrophic vestibular epithelium
stain pale and can be mistaken for viral koilocytes by an
inexperienced pathologist.

KERATINOUS CYSTS

Closed and open comedones are common on the labia
majora. Acniform inflammation or calcification can
occur.

VENOUS VARICOSITIES

These are asymptomatic but may enlarge during and
shrink after pregnancy.
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VESTIBULAR MUCINOUS CYSTS

These are not uncommon in adults but are occasionally
seen in adolescents and are harmless.

PAPILLARY HIDRADENOMATA

These are sweat gland adenomas with apocrine differ-
entiation. They occur most commonly in the ano-genital
region of middle-aged white women. A firm asymp-
tomatic papule or nodule is found on the labia majora
or any part of the perineum. Very occasionally multi-
ple lesions occur. Excision is required for histological
confirmation.

SYRINGOMATA [33]

These are uncommon eccrine duct tumours which are
usually asymptomatic multiple, bilateral and symmetri-
cal occurring on the labia majora. They can be destroyed
by electro-desiccation under local anaesthesia.

GIANT VENOUS ECTASIA

This is a florid form of venous varicosity of the labia. These
dilate further during pregnancy and can cause problems
during delivery.

Vulval cutaneous manifestations of
underlying systemic disease

1 Crohn’s disease
2 Pyoderma gangrenosum
3 Behcet’s Syndrome
4 Necrolytic migratory erythema (NME)
5 Acrodermatitis enteropathica
6 Acanthosis Nigricans

Crohn’s disease

Once seen, the ulceration, fissuring, sinuses and fistulae of
theperineumaccompanyingCrohn’sdisease arenot easily
forgotten (Plate 51.19, facing p. 562). Perineal involvement
can indeed precede, sometimes by many years, the recog-
nition of inflammatory bowel disease. Cutaneous lesions
in the ano-genital area are the commonest lesions and are
seen in up to 30% of Crohn’s disease patients. If the lesions
are clear of the anal margin they are often referred to as
‘metastatic lesions’. Vulval lesions are often of this nature.
The most usual presentation being with chronic unilateral
labial oedema (Plate 51.20, facing p. 562), later the more
familiar ulceration, fissuring and fistulae may occur [35].

Histology often shows granulomatous inflammation
but is not specific and diagnosis can be difficult partic-
ularly in the absence of demonstratable bowel disease.

Hidradenitis suppurativa can be clinically differenti-
ated by the presence of bridged comedones and typical
axillary and retro-auricular lesions.
Treatment is problematic. Local measures with antiseptic

soaks and topical anti-inflammatory steroids can assuage,
but often systemic treatment is required. There is some
evidence that suppression or removal of inflammatory
bowel can help. Oral steroids with or without azathio-
prine or cyclosporin can help. Recently there have been
encouraging anecdotal reports of benefit with Infliximab.

Pyoderma gangrenosum

In this condition violaceous purulent cutaneous ulcera-
tion most commonly occurs on the shins, but lesions can
be seen on the vulva [36] (Plate 51.21, facing p. 562). The
aetiology is unknown but lesions often Koebnerize and
thus any attempt at surgical treatment is often followed
by rapid extension of disease. An underlying inflamma-
tory process is found in some 50% of cases, including
rheumatoid arthritis, ulcerative colitis, Crohn’s disease,
myelo-proliferative disorders and paraproteinaemia. The
histology is inflammatory but non-specific and diagno-
sis is usually clinical. The condition usually responds
promptly to systemic steroids but sometimes other agents
are required to halt the progression (e.g. dapsone, azathio-
prine, minocycline and cyclosporin).

Behçets syndrome

In the 1930s Behçet described a triad of oral and genital
ulceration with ocular uveitis. The condition can in fact
affect many other systems and the diagnostic criteria have
been refined. Recurrent oral ulceration is obligatory and
must be accompanied by two of the following: recurrent
genital ulceration, eye lesions, cutaneous lesions and a
positive pathergy test. The causative agent may be viral,
and the pathogenesis of lesions is probably vascular. There
is an association with HLA-B5 in some parts of the world.

Onset is usually before the age of fifty.
Oral ulcers are indistinguishable from recurrent aph-

thae. Vulval ulcers most commonly occur on the labia
minora, are long lasting, recurrent, painful and heal with
scarring (Plate 51.22, facing p. 562).

Cutaneous lesions include sterile pustules following
trauma such as a needle prick (pathergy) or pyodermatous
plaques and erythema nodosum.

The histology may show non-specific ulceration but
sometimes thrombosed arterioles are seenbeneath lesions.
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The aim is to halt progression to blindness and neuro-
logical complications.

Vulval ulcers may respond to topical tetracycline and
corticosteroids. Resistant severe ulceration usually heals
with surprisingly low doses of Thalidomide but sup-
plies are difficult to obtain and the drug is teratogenic.
Treatment can be complicated by neuropathy and is best
handled in experienced centres. Recently intralesional
recombinant human granulocyte/macrophage colony-
stimulating factor (rhGM-CSF) has been reported as heal-
ing large ulcers.

Necrolytic migratory erythema (glucagonoma
syndrome)

This vanishingly rare syndrome comprises a distinctive
peri-orificial migrating erosive eruption associated with
pancreatic islet-cell glucagonoma [1, 4] (Plate 51.23, fac-
ing p. 562). The perineum is most severely affected but
peri-oral lesions are seen. There is associated glossitis
and often diabetes. Diagnosis is made by finding a raised
glucagon level. Subjects are usually middle-aged women,
but the linkbetweenpancreas and skin is still unexplained.
Theories include a deficiency of amino acids, fatty acids
and zinc.

Acrodermatitis enteropathica

This condition is usually seen in neonates or children and
characteristic red, eroded vesiculo-pustular lesions partic-
ularly affect the genital area but also peri-oral skin [1, 4].
Zinc deficiency is the cause and lesions heal swiftly once
this is administered. Deficiency can be caused by a reces-
sively inherited defect or acquired, for example, with total
parenteral nutrition, prematurity, gut bypass surgery or
penicillamine treatment of Wilson’s disease.

Acanthosis nigricans

Acanthosis nigricans can occur in obesity with or without
insulin resistance and is thought to be due to a growth
hormone-like effect. There is symmetrical velvety brown
thickened skin spreading out from the labia majora onto
the groins and extending peri-anally, often with similar
lesions in the axillae. There may be accompanying skin
tags. Rarely such changes are seen in thin individuals
and are a reliable and ominous marker of underlying
malignancy [4].

Vulvodynia and vestibulodynia [37–43]

The concept of the various pain syndromes has undergone
considerable debate and scrutiny over the past decade.

General practitioners, specialists and patients alike have
been perplexed by a history of disabling and significant
symptoms of discomfort in the absence of visible or his-
tological abnormality. Neurologists and pain physicians
have helped greatly in the understanding of such pain
syndromes. The names used depend on the anatomical
site affected – glossodynia (mouth), anodynia (perianal),
vulvodynia (vulva) and vestibulodynia (vulval vestibule).

The perception of touch/pain depends on complex neu-
rological pathways fromskin receptors, via sensorynerves
and spinal ganglia, to central pain reception areas. Such
pathways are also influenced by higher centers – fear of
pain being a potent exacerbator.

The pain is very real – understanding its cause and
alleviation more difficult.

Patients without overt pathology tend to fall into two
groups. Older sexually inactive women tend to have
severe intermittent symptoms – often using words such
as ‘burning’ or ‘aching’ – and cannot tolerate hard chairs
or prolonged sitting. Point tenderness is not a particu-
lar feature on examination with cotton buds. Dysaesthetic
vulvodynia isused todescribe thisgroup.Youngerwomen
on the other hand often experience vulval pain with touch
only. On examination tenderness can be elicited at 5 to 7
o’clock in the vulval vestibule. These patients complain
of superficial dyspareunia and inability to tolerate tam-
pons–hence the termVestibulodynia [37,38].Aproportion
of both groups of patients complain of urethral pain and
dysuria. They may be thought to have recurrent urinary
tract infections – cultures are always negative. The ure-
thral symptoms are thought to be part of the same pain
syndrome.

In addition it is now recognized by experienced vulvol-
ogists that vulvodynia can be precipitated by a previous
inflammatory dermatosis, for example, lichen planus or
psoriasis (secondary vulvodynia).

MANAGEMENT

Experience is required to help such patients. Careful and
patient listening to symptoms and a gentle confident
approach is required. Excessive investigation can under-
mine this and unnecessary biopsies or cystoscopies can
themselves trigger further post-operative pain.

A ‘neurological sensory’ based explanation can help
greatly. The use of topical local anaesthetics such as
Lidocaine 5% ointment helps and can build confidence
and allow continuing sexual relations.

The older fashioned tricyclic antidepressants and
centrally acting drugs such as Gabapentin and Carba-
mazepine form the mainstay of the physician’s armour-
mentarium. Amitriptyline (sedating), Imipramine and
Nortriptyline are the agents of first choice [42, 43]. It can
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help to explain that such drugs are used in higher dosages
for the treatment of depression but that lower dosages
may well prove adequate for suppression of vulval pain.
Patients should be started on 10 mg nightly, increasing
by 10 mg each week until pain relief is achieved. If at 90
mg there is no response this medication should be aban-
doned and another tried. The dosage at which pain relief
is achieved should then be continued for a full 3–6 months
before gradual withdrawal. Patients can be helped by
learning that painphysicians use such drugs to help allevi-
atepain inother circumstances and indeedco-consultation
with such colleagues can assist.

In general most young patients respond well to top-
ical treatments alone and in time the medications can
be stopped. Older women may require more prolonged
periods of treatment.
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Chapter 52: Malignant disease of the
vulva and the vagina
David M. Luesley

Background

Vulval cancer is rare accounting for 6% of gynaecologi-
cal malignancies and 1% of all cancers in women with an
incidence rate of 1.7/100,000. In 2000, 996 new cases were
registered in the UK [1].

Most vulval cancers occur after the menopause with
the peak incidence between 65 and 75 years (Fig. 52.1),
but the incidence has increased in younger women with
15% cases occurring in women less than 40 years of age.
These tumours appear to be more frequently associated
with vulval intraepithelial neoplasia, human papilloma
virus (HPV) infection, and immunosuppression. In older
women they are more frequently associated with non-
neoplastic epithelial disorders such as lichen sclerosus.
This suggests that there may be at least two oncogenic
pathways for the development of this cancer. The overall
increase in vulval cancer might be explained by the rise
in the average age of the female population and possi-
bly because of an increase in HPV infection in younger
women.

The most recent mortality figures (2002) recorded 364
deaths for all age groups, giving a death rate of 1.2 per
100,000 women (0.6/105 persons) ranking it the 19th most
common cause of cancer death in women (23rd overall).

There are recognized risk factors for developing vulval
cancer:
• Lichen sclerosus (4–7% risk of developing cancer) [2,3]
• Vulval intra epithelial neoplasia (VIN) and multifocal
disease (5–90%) [4,5]
• Paget disease [6]
• Melanoma, in situ [7,8]
• Smoking
• Immunosuppression
• Advanced age
• History of cervical neoplasia [9].

Aetiology

The aetiology remains unknown. Oncogenic HPVs
are, however, strongly associated with some vulvar

cancers [10] and non-neoplastic epithelial disorders
(lichen sclerosus) with others. Currently available data
suggest two hypotheses. First, the classic de novo neo-
plasm in the elderly frequently seen in association with
conditions such as lichen sclerosus (but no evidence of a
direct cause as yet). The second type is more often associ-
atedwith VIN, particularlymultifocal disease and disease
elsewhere in the lower genital tract. This ‘infectious like’
type is presumed to be HPV linked [11].

Histology

The majority of vulvar cancers are squamous in origin
(Fig. 52.2). Non-squamous cancers of the vulva account
for 10% of all vulval cancers. They include – Bartholin’s
gland cancer, malignant melanoma, Paget’s disease, sar-
comas, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, Kaposi’s sar-
coma, metastatic malignant disease and lymphomas.
Verrucous cancer and basal cell cancer are variants of
squamous cell carcinoma and account for the remainder.
Histology does have a bearing on management largely
because of the different risks of nodal metastases and the
predilection for distant spread.

Presentation

Most squamous cancers involve primarily the medial
aspects of the labia majora with the labia minora being
involved only a third as often. Other sites of predilection
include the clitoral and periurethral areas. Small lesions
may be asymptomatic and go unnoticed by the patient
although even now there would appear to be excessive
delay in diagnosis in a small group of women. The inti-
mate nature of the disease and the advanced age of many
patients probably accounts for delays such as those cited
by Monagham who found that 32 out of 335 patients
delayed more than 24 months and only 35 out of 335 pre-
sented within 3 months in his series [12]. Similar delays
ranging from 1 to 36 months with a mean of 10 months
were noted by Hacker et al. [13]. Whether this is due to
fear or ignorance on the patients’ part or delay in clinical
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Fig. 52.2 Histological variants of vulval cancer.

examination by her primary carers is unknown but large
tumours still present. The reasons for presenting have
been analysed by Podratz et al. [14].

Assessment

There are twophasesof investigation. First, confirming the
diagnosis and extent of disease (Stage). Second, assessing
the patient’s fitness and possibility of concurrent disease
that might influence management.

Examination

Theclinical assessmentof avulvalmalignancyshoulddoc-
ument both the size and location(s) of all the lesions. Care

should be taken to assess any involvement of the vagina,
urethra, base of bladder or anus. Palpation is important
with large tumours to determine whether the tumour is
infiltrating deep to the pubic and ischial bone. Discomfort
and tenderness are often associated with large tumours
necessitating examination under general anaesthesia. The
presence or absence of groin lymphadenopathy should
also be noted.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis is based upon a representative biopsy of the
tumour that should include an area where there is a
transition of normal to malignant tissue. Biopsies should
be of a sufficient size to allow differentiation between
superficially invasive and frankly invasive tumours and
orientated to allow quality pathological interpretation.
Occasionally an alternative strategy might be considered.
In certain situations where the clinical diagnosis is appar-
ent and the patient very symptomatic, that is heavy
bleeding and or pain, definitive surgery to the vulval
lesion may be performed but biopsy with frozen section
is recommended prior to proceeding with any radical
procedure.

Because of the potential for other genital tract malig-
nancy, the vagina and cervix should also be thoroughly
assessed and biopsied as necessary.

Spread

The tumour spreads both locally and by the lymphatics
to the regional lymph nodes. Local spread may involve
the vagina, perineum and anal canal, urethra, clitoris
and in late disease involvement of bone may occur. The
sites and extent of spread and the involvement of struc-
tures where function may be impaired (anal sphincter,
urethra, clitoris etc.) are of extreme importancewhenplan-
ning treatment. Skin beyond the vulva may also become
involved (Plate 52.1, facing p. 562), particularly over the
mons onto the lower abdominal wall and laterally to
involve the skin of the thighs. Lymphatic drainage of the
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Table 52.1 Histological types of vulval cancer

Histotype Comments

Squamous cell
Carcinomas

Account for 90% of malignant vulvar neoplasms
They metastasize to the local lymph nodes, primarily the superficial and deep inguinal nodes and they
may be involved bilaterally

The risk of nodal disease varies with location and degree of invasion
They usually present with a nodule or ulcer and may cause pruritus or soreness and pain. Bleeding
and an offensive odour may be present with larger lesions

Veruccous and basal
cell carcinomas

Squamous variants and rarely if ever metastasize locoregionally
Verrucous carcinomas present as slow growing wart like lesions with a tendency to local recurrence
after excision

Basal cell carcinomas usually present as an ulcerated nodule on the labia. They do not metastasize and
can be managed by local excision or radiation. Up to 20% recur locally after treatment

Malignant melanoma Has a poor prognosis and is generally managed as for cutaneous melanomas at other sites
The overall 5-year survival ranges between 8 and 50% and appears to be worse than for cutaneous
melanomas elsewhere

Three patterns of vulval melanoma are identified – mucosal lentinginous (commonest), superficial
spreading and nodular. Breslow’s thickness of invasion (invasion greater than 1.75 mm has a high
risk of recurrence), ulceration and amelanosis are significant prognostic factors. Surgical excision of
the lesion with wide margins remains the mainstay of the treatment

Adenocarcinomas Are exceedingly rare and are more likely to represent metastases from another site. There is an
association with vulvar Paget disease

Carcinoma of the
Bartholin gland

Is also rare and may be either squamous, adenocarcinoma or an adenoid cystic carcinoma. They occur
more often in younger, premenopausal women and overall have a survival of about 35% at 5 years

They usually present as a solid mass in the region of Bartholin’s gland with intact overlying skin.
Surgical management is similar to squamous cell carcinoma

Sarcomas Are very uncommon and in general are biologically similar to soft-tissue sarcomas at other sites.
Generally there is poor prognosis after the appearance of regional or distant relapse. Wide local
excision appears to offer the best chance of preventing local recurrence. Elective treatment of the
regional nodes is not indicated and there is no advantage in resecting metastatic nodes. The role of
adjuvant radiation and chemoradiation has not been assessed largely because of its rarity

Metastatic tumours Are rare and account for about 8% of all vulvar neoplasms. Cervix, endometrium and renal carcinomas
have been the most frequently documented primary sites

Paget disease Presents as a crusty, erythematous, dark pink/red eczematous ‘glazed’ area on the vulva. It is an
intraepithelial malignancy in 90%. Up to 10–15% of vulval Paget’s disease is associated with
underlying adenocarcinoma, which may be of the breast, stomach, bowel and bladder. Fluorescein
dye has been used to detect the lateral extent of disease spread. Wide local excision with closure of
large defects with advancement flaps is required to manage this condition

vulva is initially to the superficial inguinal nodes, thence
to the deep inguinofemoral chain and on to the pelvic
(iliac) nodes. In general, central vulvar structures drain
bilaterally whereas lateral structures drain to the ipsilat-
eral nodes primarily. Deep pelvic node involvement in the
absence of inguinal node disease is rare. Overall, about
30% of operable patients have nodal spread, 10–15% with
FIGO stage I and II tumours and greater for higher stage
tumours (Table 52.1) [15–20].

Haematogenous spreadcanalsooccurbut isuncommon
and tends to be associated with large tumours that have
already involved the regional nodes.

Premalignant and malignant change in the vagina and
cervix is not infrequently seen in association with vul-
var cancers. This is not necessarily a metastatic process
but may indicate a common aetiological event such as

oncogenic HPV infection that can render the whole lower
genital tract vulnerable to neoplastic transformation.

Staging

Vulval cancer is staged surgico-pathologically using the
International Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics
(FIGO) staging system last updated in 2000. FIGO stag-
ing employs the familiar four categories with substages
(Table 52.2). An alternative is the TNM system, which as
in other organs is a composite of primary tumour, nodal
and metastatic status. Both systems employ nodal status
to allocate stage. Many studies to date have demonstrated
the fallibility of clinical determination of nodal status and
thus while of value in comparative studies, management
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Table 52.2 Presenting symptoms in vulvar
carcinoma

Symptoms Frequency (%)

Pruritus 71
Vulvar lump or swelling 58
Vulvar ulceration 28
Bleeding 26
Pain or soreness 23
Urinary tract symptoms 14
Discharge 13

planningmust take other factors into account, particularly
the size, site and spread of the vulvar lesion.

Prognostic factors

The 5-year survival in cases with no lymph node involve-
ment is in excess of 80% falling to less than 50% if the
inguinal nodes are involved and 10–15% if the iliac or
other pelvic nodes are involved. Nodal status andprimary
lesion diameter, when considered together, are the only
variables associatedwith prognosis [21]. Several other fac-
torsmay also impact on outcome and need to be taken into
consideration when formulating a plan of treatment.

Site of the tumour. Central tumours located close to
midline structures such as the clitoris, urethra, vagina and
anus are at a higher risk of bilateral inguinal nodal spread
than tumours located on the lateral surface. In practice the
distance from the midline is somewhat arbitrary although
if the excision margin around the tumour is planned to be
2 cm and this would cross the midline, then this is defined
as a centrally placed tumour. If these tumours are invasive
then bilateral groin node dissection is required compared
to unilateral groin nodes for lateral tumours.

Tumour size. Tumours larger than 2 cm in diameter
have a greater chance of being frankly invasive and
metastasizing to the lymph nodes.

Depth of invasion. Invasion less than 1 mm (superficially
invasive or stage Ia) is associated with negligible risk of
lymph node involvement, but this rises to 8% for a depth
of 1–2 mm, 11% for 2–3 mm, and over 25% for lesions of
greater than 3 mm depth [22] (Table 52.3).

Lymphovascular space involvement. This factor alongwith
tumour border pattern (infiltrating versus pushing) and
perineural invasion although not included in the surgico-
pathological staging of vulval cancer is associated with an
increased risk of metastasis [23, 24].

Lymph node involvement. One of the most impor-
tant prognostic variables. The number of lymph nodes
involved and the type of involvement also influence the

Table 52.3 Relationship of
depth of invasion to risk of
nodal disease [20]

Invasion Percent node
depth (mm) positive (%)

<1 0
1.1–2 7.7
2.1–3 8.3
3.1–5 26.7
>5 34.2

prognosis. Metastasis to more than one node, involve-
ment of multiple nodal sites and extracapsular spread of
metastasis adversely influence the prognosis.

Lymph node status

The most important feature of vulvar cancer, and that,
which influences the outcome more than any other, is the
histological state of the lymph nodes. The overall survival
for all cases of histologically proven groin node negative
vulvar cancers is approximately 70–90% while that for
node positive is between 25 and 40%. Those with positive
pelvic lymph nodes rarely survive. Furthermore, recur-
rence in the groin is virtually always fatal whereas local
vulvar recurrence may often be amenable to either surgi-
cal or non-surgical salvage (Plate 52.2, facing p. 562). It is
therefore of vital importance that the risk of nodal disease
is properly addressed at the outset.

It is well recognized that groin node dissection is
associated with significant morbidity. Almost 50% of
patients undergoinggroinnodedissectionwill suffer post-
operative complications, most commonly wound infec-
tion, woundbreakdown and lymphoedema [25]. For these
reasons a pre-surgical investigation that could identify
those at least risk could have a significant therapeutic
benefit. Assessment by clinical palpation of the groins
is inadequate; of patients with clinically normal lymph
nodes, 16–24% have metastases, while 24–41% of those
with clinically involved nodes are negative when exam-
ined histologically [26,27]. Even though the majority of
vulval cancers are still assessed clinically, there is increas-
ing interest in utilizing additional imaging, particularly of
the regional node groups.

Groin node imaging

MRI

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows clear delin-
eation of tissue planes and detailed anatomical assess-
ment. MRI allows assessment of the depth of the tumour
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extension as well as clearly visualizing the involvement of
adjacent pelvic structures (e.g. urethra, bladder, vagina
and anal sphincters). MRI also allows the assessment
of nodal involvement [28], which has a high specificity
of 97–100% but low sensitivity of 40–50%. These find-
ings may assist in the pre-operative staging of vulval
cancer. Identifying nodal involvement is important pre-
operatively, as this will clearly identify a group of patients
who would benefit from groin lymphadenectomy. MR
imaging is also important in recurrent disease to exclude
distant metastases before any radical procedure such as
exenteration.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE LYMPHOGRAPHY

In this technique ultra-small-iron-oxide-peroxide (USIOP)
particles coated with dextran are administered intra-
venously. These particles are taken up by macrophages
in the lymph nodes and effectively reduce the signal
intensity on T1 and T2 weighted images. In metastatic
nodes, however, where malignant cells have replaced
macrophages, the signal intensity is not altered. This tech-
nique has improved the sensitivity of detecting involved
lymph nodes from 55 to 89% [29].

SENTINEL NODE LYMPHOSCINTIGRAPHY

The sentinel node is defined as the first node in the lym-
phatic chain draining an anatomical area. If the sentinel
node from the suspected lesion is negative for disease then
the remainder of the nodes should also be free of the dis-
ease (Fig. 52.3). The sentinel node for vulval lesions can be
identified by injectingmethylene blue dye into the tumour
edge or using immunoscintigraphy where a radiolabelled
marker (technetium 99) is injected into and around the
margins of the lesion. Ahand-held gamma camera is used
to identify the radioactive tracer uptake in the regional
lymph nodes [30,31].

ULTRASOUND

Ultrasonography is relatively cheap and widely available
[32,33]. It has also been shown to be of use in assessing
groin nodes. Suspicious sonographic features include:
• Larger than 1 cm in size
• Loss of oval shape
• Hypoechoic cortex
• Loss of echogenic hilar sinus fat
• Irregular margin
• Increasing low attenuation of the cortex.
• Increased peripheral vascularity on colour Doppler
(rather than a hilar perfusion in reactive nodes).

Positive sentinel node:
secondary nodes also

possibly positive
Negative sentinel node:

secondary nodes negative

Radiolabel injected into
tumour pre-operatively

Sentinel node detected by
hand held gamma detector

Fig. 52.3 Schematic of sentinel node sampling.

Ultrasound assessment of the nodes can be combinedwith
fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) but has a low sen-
sitivity of 58% due to sampling error. It is also associated
with a failure to obtain an analysable sample [32], false
negative histology [34] and a potential risk of metastatic
spread.

CT SCAN

Has a limited role in the assessment of vulval cancers as
its use has been superseded by MRI.

POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY

This technique is useful for detecting extranodal disease.
It is expensive and has limited availability; therefore, is
not routinely used. In one prospective evaluation of this
non-invasive technique it was found to have relatively
poor accuracy rates [35] making it unfeasible for routine
use. The reasons for this are unclear but may be related
to a reduced metabolic activity associated with tumour
necrosis.

Management of vulvar cancer

Managing the vulvar lesion

The objectives of managing the primary vulvar lesion are
to remove the cancer, minimize the risk of local recurrence
and preserve as much function as possible. These objec-
tives have initially been addressed bymodifications of the
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surgical approach and more latterly by considering com-
bined modality management, especially combinations of
surgery, radiotherapy and chemoradiation.

Surgical management of the primary vulvar lesion

The site, size and relation of the lesion to important
functional structures will determine the most appropri-
atemethod to treat the vulvar lesion. Similarly, the clinical
presence or absence of nodal or distant disease will affect
the strategies designed to manage non-vulvar, and to a
certain extent, vulvar disease. It would, for instance, be
illogical to embark upon radical local treatment for the
primary cancer in the presence of distant, untreatable
metastases unless there was no other suitable form of pal-
liation. Two broad categories of patient can be identified
at the outset.
• Those who have small unifocal vulvar lesions with no
clinical evidence of nodal involvement
• Those who have more advanced vulvar disease and
have clinical evidence of nodal involvement.
For the purposes of further discussion, these will be
termed early and late disease, respectively.

Surgical management of early vulvar cancer

Radical vulvectomy is excessive treatment for the major-
ity of unifocal and early cancers. Wide local excision is
usually sufficient for the majority of lesions between 1
and 10 mm tumours. The most important factor govern-
ing local recurrence is the margin of excision. The risk of
recurrence increases as the disease free margins decrease
(≥8mm 0%; 8–4.8 mm 8%; <4.8 mm 54%) [23,36]. Because
of shrinkage associated with fixing, this margin should be
increased. Surgical excision should therefore be at least
15 mm on all the tumour dimensions. The excision should
be taken to the depth of the fascia lata, which is copla-
nar with the fascia of the urogenital diaphragm. Lateral
margins should not be compromised even if this would
entail excision of a functional midline structure such as
the anus, clitoris or urethra. In situations where this per-
tains, that is, early but midline cancers, radiotherapy may
have a role in allowing local control without loss of func-
tion. Even if wide excision has been achieved, there may
be other variables identified after examination of the spec-
imen that some have suggested indicate a high risk of
relapse. These include tumour thickness (or invasiveness)
and capillary lymphatic space (CLS) involvement, but this
suggestion requires further confirmation. In addition the
adjacent epithelium, which may reflect the underlying
oncogenic process, may influence recurrence. Differenti-
ated VIN appears to have a higher rate of recurrence than

basaloid orwartyVINalthough this is based on very small
case series [37].

As one would expect, the local recurrence rate for
wide local excision compares favourablywith that follow-
ing radical vulvectomy. Hacker and Van der Velden [36]
have collated data from 12 published series including 530
patients. One hundred and sixty fivewere treated by radi-
cal local excision and 365 by radical vulvectomy. The local
recurrence rates were 7.2 and 6.3% respectively.

Surgical management of advanced vulvar lesions

The reader should appreciate that ‘advanced’ in vulvar
terms indicate that wide local excision would either be a
radical vulvectomy and or would compromise function.
The same principles apply here as with the smaller uni-
focal lesions in that the objective is to obtain clearance
by at least 15 mm on all of the resection margins. As
subsequent function and cosmesis are more likely to be
affected, consideration should also be given to adjunc-
tive treatment. It is important to consider the woman and
her feelingswhen constructing themanagement plan. The
elderly woman with extensive or multifocal disease with
an associated symptomatic non-neoplastic epithelial dis-
order such as lichen sclerosus might well gain an overall
benefit fromradical vulvectomywith subsequent grafting.
Conversely, the youngwomanwith a clitoral cancermight
initially be managed by radiotherapy, reserving surgery
for failed local control. These types of cases form the basis
for local management of advanced vulvar lesions. The
prime objective is to maximize local control, closely fol-
lowed by consideration of further function and cosmesis
in that particular woman.

Lymph node disease

Patients with superficially invasive vulvar cancer are at
minimal risk of nodal disease (Table 52.3). This is defined
as a depth of invasion of less than 1 mm. Depth of inva-
sion is closely related to the risk of nodal disease. It should
be measured from the most superficial dermal papilla
adjacent to the tumour.

Overall, about 30% of vulvar cancers will have
inguinofemoral nodal disease and about one fifth of those
with positive inguinofemoral nodes will have positive
pelvic nodes (i.e. about 5% overall). It has been known for
many years that pelvic nodes are rarely if ever involved
if the inguinal nodes are negative. The low frequency of
pelvic node involvement and the doubts surrounding the
ability of surgery to control disease at this site have led
most to conclude that the routine application of pelvic
node dissection in vulvar cancer should be discontinued.
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Some clinical factors can predict for the presence of
lymph node disease although clinical examination of the
nodes themselves is unreliable:
• Lesion size
• Whether or not the nodes are clinically suspicious
• Disease that involves both the labia minora and majora
has a 50% chance of nodal involvement whereas with one
of these structures only involved the risk is approximately
20%. Steheman et al. [38] also suggested that clitoral or
perineal siting of the tumour carried an increased risk of
nodal disease.

Others risk factors depend on histopathological assess-
ment of the primary lesion andnot surprisingly are similar
to thegeneral prognostic factors for outcome, they include:
• Tumour grade
• Capillary lymphatic space involvement
• Degree of invasion (tumour thickness) [27]
• Perineural invasion.

Management of the lymph nodes

Types of lymph node dissection

The primary lymphatic drainage of the vulva and dis-
tal vagina is to the inguinal (superficial femoral) and the
nodes lying along the femoral vein. Efferent vessels from
the superficial inguinal nodes drain to the deep inguinal
or femoral nodes. Themost cephalad femoral lymph node
is the node of Cloquet. This is not a constant anatomi-
cal finding and has been noted to be absent in 54% of
cadavers. The femoral nodes also receive somedirect affer-
ents particularly from the clitoris and anterior vulva thus
explaining theobservationof involved femoral nodeswith
uninvolved inguinal nodes. One prospective study [38]
has suggested that superficial lymphadenectomy alone
may be associated with a higher risk of groin relapse.

Laterality

Extensive crossover of lymphatic channels of the vulva
may result innodal involvement of the contralateral groins
in addition to the ipsilateral groin nodes. Because of this,
bilateral groin node dissection is usually required. How-
ever in small (<2 cm) lateral tumours only an ipsilateral
groin node dissection need initially be performed. A lat-
eralized lesion, agreed by consensus, is defined as one
in which wide excision, at least 1 cm beyond the visible
tumour edge, wouldnot impingeuponamidline structure
[consensus statement of the EORTC Vulva Group]. If the
ipsilateral nodes are subsequently shown to be positive
for cancer, the contralateral nodes should also be excised
or irradiated as the nodes are more likely to be positive in
this scenario.

Andrews et al. [39] noted that thiswas also the case forT2
lesionsdespite a relativelyhigh ipsilateralpositivity rateof
34%. Exceptions have, however, been reported. For larger
lateralized lesions the picture is more confused and until
further data become available, bilateral node dissection
would be advisable.

En bloc and separate groin incisions

The need for en bloc removal of the lymph nodes has
receivedmuch attention, largely as it has been felt that this
type of procedure accounts for a significant proportion of
the morbidity (Plate 52.3, facing p. 562) and that the tech-
niqueemploying separategroin incisions (Plate 52.4, facing
p. 562) results in a better cosmetic outcome. The triple inci-
sion technique was first described in 1965 although it only
became popular in the 1980s. Those that have reported on
its use have not shown any disadvantages in terms of sur-
vival or local relapse for early stage carcinomas and there
have been quite marked improvements in the morbidity.

The anxiety relating to the triple incision is the possi-
bility of relapse in the bridge of tissue left between the
vulvectomy or local excision and the groin nodes. This
tissue will contain lymphatic channels but whether lym-
phatic metastasis is an intermittent or embolic event or a
continuous or permeation event remains uncertain. Cer-
tainly if the lymphatic channels contain malignant cells at
the time of resection, then recurrence would seem to be a
real possibility.

Current consensus would suggest that en bloc dis-
section of the nodes is probably best retained for large
vulvar lesions and also in situations where there is gross
involvement of the groin nodes (Plate 52.5, facing p. 571).

MANAGEMENT OF INVOLVED LYMPH NODES

Resection of the groin lymph nodes provides prognostic
information and might also confer some survival benefit.
There are varying degrees of positivity from microscopic
deposits in one of many nodes to gross extracapsular
spread in the entire group of nodes. As with overall stage,
this spectrum is also associated with a spectrum of out-
comes (Table 52.4) and requires different approaches to
management. The most important variable influencing
survival is extracapsular spread fromthe lymphnodes and
for patients who have only one node involved the most
important prognostic factor is the greatest dimension of
the metastasis within the node (Table 52.5).

In the past, pelvic lymphadenectomy was considered
appropriate if the inguinal-femoral nodes were involved.
This practice has become increasingly uncommon as it has
been well demonstrated in GOG protocol 37 [38] that in
this situation, pelvic radiation confers a better outcome
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Table 52.4 Survival in relation to nodal status and size
of vulvar lesion [21]

Node status Primary size Survival (%)

Negative (N = 385) 2 cm or less 97.9
2–3 cm 90.5
>3 cm 75–80
All 90.9

Positive (N = 203) All 57.2
1 or 2 positive nodes 75
3 or 4 36
5 or 6 24
7 or more 0

Table 52.5 Management in relation to lymph node status

Groin nodes negative No further treatment

Groin nodes positive
after surgery

One node only involved∗ Observation only
Two or more nodes
involved

Inguinal and pelvic radiation

Clinically positive prior
to surgery

Resection followed by radiation
Radiation followed by resection
Radiation only

∗In the situation where there is only one node involved but the
node is either completely replaced by tumour or there is extra-
capsular spread, the author feels that adjuvant radiotherapy is
justifiable.

Table 52.6 Complications of surgery

Groin dissection Vulvar resection

Wound breakdown/cellulitis Wound breakdown/cellulitis
Lymphocyst Rectocoele
Lymphoedema Urinary problems

Psychological

than pelvic node dissection. Interestingly the survival dif-
ference appeared to reflect better control of disease in the
groin and not pelvic or distant disease.

Complications of surgical treatment

The complications of vulval and groin surgery are listed
in Table 52.6. Any major cancer procedure carries imme-
diate morbidity such as haemorrhage, thromboembolism
and infection and vulvar procedures are no exception to
this. Prophylactic anti-embolic strategies are of value and
should be used in all cases. Reducing the length of hos-
pitalization and early mobilization indirectly enhances

such prophylaxis and may result from modifications of
the radical approach.

Radical en-bloc dissection (radical vulvectomy and
bilateral node dissection) results in lymphoedema in
between 8 and 69% of cases. Wound breakdown is very
common occurring in anything between 27 and 85% of
cases and can become secondarily infected resulting in cel-
lulitis. The average hospital stay in days for this radical
procedure varies from 17 to 33 days. The triple inci-
sion technique has yielded significant improvements in
operative blood loss and length of stay although high
breakdown rates continue to be reported (22–52%) [39,40].
Theoccurrence of lymphocyst (Plate 52.5, facing p. 562) and
lymphoedema does not seem to be significantly less than
with the radical en bloc technique. Unilateral groin dis-
section does appear to lower the incidence of morbidity
but there is no significant difference in morbidity when
superficial is compared to deep groin node dissection.

Less radical approaches to the vulva have certainly
improved cosmesis and subsequent function. Other surgi-
cal modifications [41] to reduce morbidity are sparing the
saphenous vein at the time of surgery to reduce wound
and lower limb complications although the data on out-
come in terms of lymphoedema are inconclusive [42,43].
It has also been suggested that tissues most lateral in the
groinneednot be resected. Sartorius transposition to cover
the femoral vessels in thin and emaciated patients also
helps to reduce wound morbidity [43]. Wound healing is
also improvedby avoidingundermining of the skin edges,
performing tension free closures, using wound drainage
and administering prophylactic antibiotics. More recently
surgeons have employed grafting techniques either at the
time of initial surgery or as a second-stage procedure.
The grafts employed successfully have been the gracilis
and rectus muscle myocutaneous flaps and rotational full
thickness skin flaps taken from the inner thigh or buttock
(Plate 52.6, facing p. 562). The use of these flaps to fill
considerable defects and a more conservative approach
to excision have resulted in less scarring and more func-
tional vulvas. It has not been possible to demonstrate
as yet that this translates into improved psychological
well-being although the psychological trauma of radical
excision without reconstruction is well documented [44].

Management of complications

For lymphoedema, compression hosiery is prescribed
along with rest and exercise, avoidance of trauma (skin
care), simple gravity drainage and manual lymphatic
drainage (MLD). For lymphocyst a conservative approach
is adopted and drainage under antibiotic cover is recom-
mended only for symptomatic cases, but they tend to
reform.
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Wound healing can be promoted with manuka honey
dressing [45]. Recently there have been anecdotal reports
of using tissue sealant to promote healing in groinwounds
that have broken down [46]. Trials are ongoing to assess
these techniques.

Radiotherapy and chemotherapy

The role of radiotherapy and chemotherapy in the treat-
ment of vulvar cancer is less well defined than that for
surgery. There are, however, data quite clearly indicat-
ing that squamous vulvar cancers are sensitive to both
radiotherapy and chemotherapy.

Basal cell cancers arewell recognized as being radiosen-
sitive and radiotherapy may be the treatment of choice if
surgery is likely to result in either functional or cosmetic
impairment. Melanomas have not been shown to respond
and verrucous cancers have been reported as becoming
much more aggressive as a result of radiotherapy.

Adjuvant radiotherapy

The factors influencing theneed for adjuvant radiotherapy
are:
• Surgical margins
• Groin node positivity.
There is insufficient evidence to recommendadjuvant local
therapy routinely in patients with sub-optimal surgical
margins (<8 mm). Adjuvant treatment for positive mar-
gins is associatedwith improved survivalwhen compared
to observation alone [47].

Adjuvant radiotherapy should be consideredwhen two
or more lymph nodes are involved with microscopic
metastatic disease or there is complete replacement and
or extracapsular spread in any node [38,48,49]. Treat-
ment should be to the groins and the pelvic nodes
although there is no evidence to show whether treat-
ment should be directed at both sides or to the involved
side only.

Primary treatment

Radiotherapy with or without concurrent or sequential
chemotherapy is being used more frequently in the man-
agement of advanced vulval cancer. Radiotherapy may,
in certain circumstances be the sole treatment but more
usually it is used pre-operatively with a view to allow-
ing for sphincter preserving surgery. Radiotherapy may
also be of use in place of surgery for histologically proven
involved groin lymph nodes. Whether such irradiated
nodes require removal after treatment remains unknown.

Radiotherapy and chemotherapy schedules

Most schedules are based upon those developed by the
Toronto Group [50]. Fraction size is important with 1.7 Gy
being close to tolerance although it is recognized that some
centres may use slightly larger fractions (1.8 Gy). Doses
will have to be reduced for radical treatment if fractions
greater than 1.7 Gy are employed.

Radical treatment usually requires that a prophylactic
dose (45–50 Gy) is delivered to the primary and nodal
sites and the tumour then boosted by a second phase
of treatment using electrons, conformal radiotherapy or
brachytherapy to a total dose of 65Gy. The total prescribed
dose is determined by the clinical context.

A Cochrane review suggests that there is no evidence
that prophylactic groin irradiation should be used in
preference to surgery [51]. With regard to the use of con-
current chemotherapy and radiation therapy, there are
no robust prospective data. Several small retrospective
studies have suggested that there may be some improve-
ment in local control in regimens employing cisplatinum
and 5-fluorouracil, Mitomycin C and 5-fluorouracil and
5-fluorouracil alone.

When there is no obvious macroscopic disease and the
sole intention is adjuvant treatment the total dose is 45–50
Gy with no concurrent chemotherapy.

Complications of radiotherapy

The reason for the limited application of radiotherapy in
this disease lies in the poor record of tolerance and high
levels of complications reported in the older series. This
almost certainly relates to the type of treatments and tech-
niques available in these series. More modern equipment
and a greater understanding of its potential and applica-
tions have resulted in a marked improvement in tolerance
and morbidity.

Most women will note erythema and some moist
desquamation as a result of radiotherapy. With appropri-
ate care and attention to local hygiene, such problems are
rarely such as to result in a premature discontinuation of
treatment. Radiation induced cystitis requires bladder irri-
gation and treatment of any infection. Proctitis ismanaged
with steroid (Predfoam), normacol and loperamide.

More severe side effects include necrosis of bone (sym-
physis and femoral heads) and fistula formation. Careful
planning of field sizes, dose and fractionation minimize
such risks.

Recurrent disease

Between 15 and 30% of cases will develop recurrence. The
most common site is the residual vulva (70%) with the
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groin nodes accounting for almost 25 and 15 and 18% of
relapses occurring in the pelvis or as distant metastases,
respectively [52].

Up to 80% of recurrences occur 2 years after primary
treatment and close surveillance every 3 months in the
first 2 years is usually practised. This is reduced to 6
monthly surveillance for a further 2–3 years and annu-
ally thereafter [53]. Additionally patients are encouraged
to self-inspect and report any symptoms of pain, bleed-
ing or discharge. It should be stated that this schedule for
follow-up is empirical and is not evidence based.

Survival is poor following regional relapse; hence the
efforts to prevent this at the outset. Skin bridge recurrence
has been reported to be more likely to occur in patients
with positive lymph nodes [54].

Treatment

The management of relapsed disease will depend on the
site and extent of the recurrence [52].Wide excision of local
recurrences can result in a 5-year survival rate of 56% if the
inguinal nodes are negative [55]. If excision would risk
sphincter function radiotherapy should be considered as
the first choice. If radiotherapy has already been given to
maximum dose, then excision should be considered.

Groin recurrence has a much poorer prognosis and is
difficult to manage. In patients who have not been treated
previously with groin irradiation then radiotherapy (with
or without additional surgery) would be the preferred
option. The options are much more limited in those who
have already been irradiated and palliation, which may
include surgery, should be considered. There is no stan-
dard chemotherapy or other systemic treatment effective
in patients with metastatic disease.

Vaginal cancer

Background

Vaginal cancer is rare and accounts for only 1–2% of all
gynaecological malignancies. They arise as primary squa-
mous cancers or are the result of extension from the cervix
or vulva. Most authors report a wide age range (18–
95 years) with the peak incidence in the 6th decade of
life and a mean age of approximately 60–65 years. There
would appear to be no relationship with race or parity.

Aetiology

The cause is unknown although several predisposing and
associated factors have been noted. These include:
• Prior lower genital tract intraepithelial neoplasia and
neoplasia (mainly CIN and/or cervical carcinoma)
• HPV infection (Oncogenic subtypes).

• Previous gynaecological malignancy. Several authors
report approximately one out of four or as high as one
out of three of patients as having had a previous gynaeco-
logical malignancy.
Large case-controlled studies have not been able to con-
firm pelvic radiotherapy, previous hysterectomy, long-
term use of a vaginal pessary and chronic uterovaginal
prolapse as causative factors.

Presentation

The symptoms at presentation will depend on the stage
of tumour at presentation. The most common presenting
features are:
• Vaginal bleeding. Accounts for more than 50% of pre-
sentations.
• Vaginal discharge
• Urinary symptoms
• Abdominal mass or pain
• Asymptomatic. Approximately 10% of tumours will be
asymptomatic at the time of diagnosis.
Vaginal tumoursmaybeoverlookedduringvaginal exam-
ination, particularly when a bivalve speculum is used.
Careful inspection of the vaginal walls while withdraw-
ing the speculum is necessary to avoid this as otherwise
the blades of the speculum may obscure a tumour on the
anterior or posterior vaginal wall.

PATHOLOGY

Eighty to ninety percent of tumours in the larger series are
squamous. Other carcinomas include adenocarcinomas,
adenosquamous carcinomas and clear cell adenocarcino-
mas. Other rarer primary vaginal cancers are discussed
separately.

SITE AND SIZE

Tumours can occur at any site in the vagina. The upper
third of the vagina is the site most frequently involved
either alone or together with the middle third in approx-
imately two out of three of cases. Approximately one
in six will be found to involve the entire length of the
vagina. There is no predilection for any particular wall of
the vagina. Plate 52.7 (facing p. 562) demonstrates a well-
localized lesion in the lower vagina but not originating
from the vulva.

As with site the size of tumour shows great variation
at presentation ranging from small ulcers less than a cen-
timetre in diameter to large pelvic masses, although the
majority of tumours are 2–4 cm in maximum diameter.

Staging and assessment

Any tumour classified as a primary vaginal carcinoma
should not involve the uterine cervix. There should be no
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Table 52.7 FIGO clinical staging of primary vaginal carcinoma

FIGO
stage Definition

0 Vaginal intraepithelial neoplasia III (Carcinoma in situ)
I Invasive carcinoma limited to vaginal wall
IIa Carcinoma involves sub-vaginal tissue but does not

extend to parametrium
IIb Carcinoma involves parametrium but does not extend

to pelvic sidewall
III Carcinoma extends to pelvic sidewall
IVa Involvement of mucosa of bladder or rectum (bullous

oedema does not qualify for stage IV) or direct
extension beyond true pelvis

IVb Spread to distant organs

clinical evidence that the tumour represents metastatic or
recurrent disease. Staging should be carried out according
to the classification FIGO. This classification is summa-
rized in Table 52.7.

The staging process itself can present problems since it
may be difficult to differentiate one stage from another.
This applies particularly to stage I and II disease that may
be hard to separate clinically and similarly it is difficult to
separate stage IIa and b on purely clinical grounds. Dif-
ferences also exist in interpretations of the significance of
positive inguinal nodes and their effect on staging. The
current staging does not indicate in which group such
patients should be placed and some authors would assign
these patients to stage IIIwith others preferring IVa or IVb.

Themajority of series report that stage II disease is most
commonly found at presentation (approximately 50% of
all cases). Stages I and II combined consistently comprise
70–80% of cases.

Assessment

This is best performed under general anaesthesia.
• The site and limits of the tumour canbe accuratelydeter-
mined and a full thickness biopsy taken for histological
analysis.
• Combined rectal and vaginal examination is helpful to
determine if there is any extension of the tumour beyond
the vagina and the extent of any spread.
• Cystoscopy and sigmoidoscopy are required to exclude
or confirm the involvement of bladder or rectum.
• Chest X-ray.
• Intravenous urogram.
• More complex radiological investigations such as rectal
ultrasound scanning or magnetic resonance imaging may
be helpful in selected instances to define the dimensions
and extension of the tumour.

Treatment

The majority of cases of vaginal carcinoma are treated
using pelvic radiotherapy although surgical excision is
an appropriate form of management in selected cases.
Experimental chemotherapeutic regimes are being devel-
oped both alone and in conjunction with radiotherapy for
advanced cases or recurrent disease.

Radiotherapy

Theproximity of bladder and rectummeans that, except in
early cases, salvage of normal bladder and rectal function
can only be achieved using radiotherapeutic techniques.
Radiotherapy is certainly effective in treating vaginal can-
cer and survival rates have improved throughout the
century as techniques have developed and improved.
Techniques utilized have included:
• External beam radiotherapy (teletherapy)
• Brachytherapy (e.g. interstitial implants, intravaginal
cylinders or vaginal ovoids)
• Combination of the two.
There is little place for using external beam therapy alone
and themajority of tumours should be treated in combina-
tion with brachytherapy, with small early stage tumours
being suitable for treatment by brachytherapy alone. The
optimal dose remains unclear but the mid-tumour dose
should be at least 75 Gy. Above this dose any survival
benefit must be weighed against the increased toxicity of
therapy and doses of 98 Gy or more have been shown to
cause a higher incidence of severe side effects. Compli-
cation rates reported for radiotherapy vary according to
dosage and techniques used and to the different grading
systems used by different authors. Most report complica-
tions as occurring in 10–20% of patients. Life-threatening
complications have been reported to occur in 6% of those
undergoing radiotherapy for gynaecologicalmalignancies
and vaginal carcinoma is no exception.

Acute complications include
• Proctitis
• Radiation cystitis
• Vulvar excoriation or ulceration and even vaginal
necrosis.
Significant long-term complications reported include:
• Vesico-vaginal or recto-vaginal fistulae
• Rectal stricture
• Vaginal stenosis.
In younger women, vaginal stenosis may be a long-term
complication of great significance.

Surgery

There are relatively few reports of the use of surgery in
vaginal cancer. Given what little information does exist,
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there are three general situations where surgery might be
considered as first-line management. These are:
1 Patients presenting with a stage I tumour in the upper
1/3 of the vagina, particularly on the posterior wall
where resectionmaybe technically straightforward. These
patients canbe treatedwith radical hysterectomy (if uterus
in situ), pelvic lymphadenectomy and vaginectomy.
2 Patients with small mobile stage I tumours low down
in the vagina, which if amenable to excision can be treated
by vulvectomy with inguinal lymphadenectomy.
3 Bulky lesions that are unlikely to be cured by primary
radiotherapy may be considered for exenteration in a few
carefully selected cases.
It is undoubtedly possible in many instances to remove a
vaginal carcinoma by surgicalmeans and there is little evi-
dence to suggest that survival is improved followingeither
treatment modality. The choice of treatment will depend
on the potential toxicity of the proposed treatment in rela-
tion to an individual patient and an individual tumour.
Surgery is problematic in this respect since, to achieve ade-
quate margins around tumour, important structures (e.g.
bladder or rectum) may be compromised.

The addition of lymphadenectomy would appear
important as Stock et al. [56] reported that 10 (34%) out
of 29 patients undergoing pelvic node dissection and all 3
of their patients subjected to inguinal lymphadenectomy
had positive nodes. High rates of metastasis to inguinal
nodes from tumours of the lower third of the vagina have
been noted. Early reports suggested that morbidity after
surgical treatment of vaginal cancerwas both frequent and
serious.

However, the majority of complications were seen
in patients undergoing surgical management of post-
irradiation recurrence or following exenterative surgery
for advanced disease. Serious complications include uri-
naryproblems (stress and/orurge incontinence) andfistu-
lae. Lastly, any procedure requiring removal of the entire
vagina will render the patient apareunic although lesser
degrees of vaginal excision usually allow subsequent
sexual function.

Chemotherapy

There is little published work regarding the use of
chemotherapy in vaginal cancer. Reports that exist con-
cern combined chemoradiation as first-line treatment of
advanced disease and the palliative use of chemotherapy
for recurrent disease. In squamous vaginal cancer the use
of chemotherapy should be regarded as experimental.

Survival

Overall 5-year survival rates are now in the region of 50%
with rates of 39–66% reported. Survival is much higher in

early stage disease. However, there is some inconsistency
in the allocation of cases to stages I and II. Survival rates
for stage I disease are consistently reported between 70
and 80%.

Prognostic factors

Stage, size, site, histological grade and type have all been
proposed as factors that may influence survival. Only
tumour stage and site, however, are consistently reported
as being directly related to survival.

Recurrence

Recurrence occurs locally or within the pelvis in most
instances with about 20% relapsing with distant metas-
tasis. The majority of relapses occur soon after primary
therapy. Stock et al. [56] found a median time to relapse of
0.7 years. The outlook after failure of primary therapy is
poor and in the majority further treatment is unlikely to
be successful. As with cervical carcinoma, those patients
with purely pelvic recurrence are sometimes suitable for
salvage surgery by anterior and posterior exenteration.

Uncommon vaginal tumours

Sarcomas

Leiomyosarcomas are most frequently diagnosed with
other types reported including adenosarcoma and
angiosarcoma. Primary therapy is surgical involvingwide
local excision of the tumour with free margins. Adjuvant
radiotherapy has been advocated for high-grade tumours
or in recurrent disease. Adjuvant chemotherapy has been
utilized by some but has not been shown to confer a
survival advantage in soft-tissue sarcomas of the extrem-
ities. The majority of women present with discomfort or
bleeding.

Rhabdomyosarcoma (sarcoma botryroides)

Rhabdomyosarcoma accounts for <2% of vaginal sarco-
mas. It is the most common soft-tissue tumour in the
genito-urinary tract during childhood.About 90%of cases
occur in children less than 3 years of age and almost two
out of three occur in the first 2 years of life although rare
cases are reported in older women. Presentation is classi-
cally with a vaginal mass composed of soft ‘grape-like’
vesicles but others may present with vaginal bleeding,
discharge, a single small polyp or occasionally, a black
haemorrhagic mass.

Treatment involves conservative surgery (aimed at
preserving function of the female pelvic organs) but
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depends largely on combination chemotherapy using vin-
cristine, actinomycin-D and cyclophosphamide.Adjuvant
surgery or radiotherapy may be added dependent on
response to chemotherapy. Survival has been greatly
improved by the advent of combination chemotherapy
and over 90%of individuals have been reported to survive
following treatment.

Clear cell adenocarcinoma

As suggested by its name, it displays characteristic histo-
logical features that include the presence of solid sheets
of clear cells, or of tubules and cysts lined by hobnail
cells. The median age at diagnosis is 19 years (range 7–42)
and approximately 61% of patients have documented
exposure to diethylstilboestrol (DES) or to a chemically
related non-steroidal oestrogen in utero. Although the
risk of developing a clear cell adenocarcinoma following
exposure to such drugs in utero was thought to be con-
siderable it is now appreciated that the risks are in fact
very low at 0.014–0.14%. Highest risks are for exposure
which occurs early in pregnancy, the risk after exposure
in the first 12 weeks’ gestation being threefold that at
13weeks. Themajority occur in theupper third of the ante-
rior vaginal wall. Treatment is either by radical surgery or
radiotherapy dependent on stage in a fashion akin to the
management of cervical carcinoma.

Although thepeak incidenceofDESassociated clear-cell
carcinoma in the United States was in 1975 a recent report
suggests that there may also be an association with the
development of non-clear-cell adenocarcinomasoccurring
in older DES-exposed women [57].

Melanoma

Primary malignant melanoma of the vagina is an aggres-
sive and rare gynaecological malignancy. Less than 200
cases have been reported worldwide to date but it is
known that this disease has the worst prognosis of all
gynaecological malignancies. Malignant melanoma of the
vagina is 100-fold less common than melanoma of non-
genital skin. Thebehaviourof this tumouralsodiffers from
that of melanomas found in other sites in that it is more
aggressive than cutaneous melanomas (including vulvar
melanoma) and that there is no difference in incidence
between different races or skin types. The median age at
presentation is around66years and the incidence increases
with advancing age. The commonest presenting com-
plaint is vaginal bleeding, but presentation may also be
with a pelvic mass, vaginal discharge or dyspareunia. The
optimal mode of treatment remains unclear but whatever
method is used the outlook is bleak. Prognostic factors that
have been proposed include age, stage, tumour diameter

depth of invasion and mitotic rate. As with squamous
vaginal carcinoma the choice of treatment lies between
surgery, radiotherapy or a combined approach. A num-
ber of recent articles support the use of radical surgery as
a primary approach [58]. Radical surgery refers to either
anterior or complete exenteration and it is suggested that
although a 5-year survival is not necessarily increased by
such measures, the median and disease-free survival may
be prolonged.

Endodermal sinus tumour

Endodermal sinus tumours, which more commonly arise
in the ovary or testis of infants, are also recognized in
the vagina of very young girls. Approximately 50 cases
have been reported with no patient aged over 3 years of
age. Presentationwill usually follow an episode of vaginal
bleeding or discharge in a young girl who at examination
is found to have a friable, polypoid, exophytic tumour.

Immunohistochemistry will reveal positive staining for
alpha fetoprotein (αFP) and in some cases serum αFP
levels are elevated.

The behaviour of the tumour is locally aggressive but
metastasiswill alsooccurviahaematogenousor lymphatic
spread. Most tumours arise on the posterior vaginal wall
and, if untreated, patients are known to die within 2–4
months of diagnosis.

The emphasis for treatment has moved towards limited
excisional surgery combined with pre- or post-operative
chemotherapy. Multi-agent chemotherapy is used and
is the same as that used for the successful treatment of
ovarian endodermal sinus tumour.

Conclusions

The rarity of vaginal cancer means that many questions
regarding its management remain unanswered. Many
cases are amenable to treatment bymore than onemethod
with comparable results in terms of survival. Choice of
treatment may, therefore, often be made in relation to the
potential toxicities of different treatments and should be
tailored to each individual patient.
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Chapter 53: Benign diseases of the
vagina, cervix and ovary
D. Keith Edmonds

Vagina

The vagina is the lowest part of the internal genital tract
of the female. Frequently it is ignored by the clinician as
it merely allows the passage of the fetus from its in utero
existence to the outside world, or as it is bypassed with
both the speculum and vaginal fingers to gain access to
the cervix and uterus during pelvic examination.

The vagina consists of a non-keratinized squamous
epithelial lining supported by connective tissue and sur-
rounded by circular and longitudinal muscle coats. The
muscle coat is attached superiorly to the fibres of the
uterine cervix, and inferiorly and laterally to the pubococ-
cygeus, bulbospongiosus and perineum. The lower end
of the epithelium joins, near the hymen, the mucosal com-
ponents of the vestibule, and superiorly extends over the
uterine cervix to the squamocolumnar junction. The vagi-
nal epithelium has a longitudinal column in the anterior
andposteriorwall, and fromeachcolumn there arenumer-
ous transverse ridges or rugae extending laterally on each
side. The squamous epithelium during the reproductive
years is thick and rich in glycogen. It does not change sig-
nificantly during the menstrual cycle, although there is a
small increase in glycogen content in the luteal phase and
reduction immediately premenstrually. The prepubertal
and postmenopausal epithelium is thin or atrophic.

Vaginal infection

Between puberty and the menopause the presence of lac-
tobacilli maintains a pH between 3.8 and 4.2. This protects
against infection. Before puberty and after the menopause
the higher pH and urinary and faecal contamination
increase the risks of infection. The other timewhenvaginal
atrophy is noted is in the post-partum period or associated
with lactation. Normal physiological vaginal discharge
consists of transudate from the vaginal wall, squames con-
tainingglycogen, polymorphs, lactobacilli, cervicalmucus
and residual menstrual fluid, and a contribution from the
greater and lesser vestibular glands. Vaginal discharge

varies with oestrogen levels and does not automatically
mean infection. Non-specific vaginitis may be associated
with sexual trauma, allergy to deodorants or contracep-
tives and to chemical irritation from topical antimicrobial
treatment. Non-specific infectionmaybe furtherprovoked
by the presence of foreign bodies, for example, ring pes-
sary, continual use of tampons and the presence of an
intrauterine contraceptive device.

BACTERIAL VAGINOSIS

Bacterial vaginosis has been previously associated with
organisms of the Corynebacterium or Haemophilus species
and more recently with the organism Gardnerella vaginalis.
It is now believed to be due to a Vibrio or comma-
shaped organism namedMobiluncus. These organisms are
believed to be sexually transmitted. Usually the vagina
is not inflamed and therefore the term vaginosis is used
rather than vaginitis. Nearly half of ‘infected’ patients will
nothave symptoms [1]. Examinationwill reveal a thingrey
whitedischarge andavaginal pH increased to greater than
5; and a Gram stain of collected material will show ‘clue
cells’ which consist of vaginal epithelial cells covered with
microorganisms and the absence of lactobacilli. The diag-
nosis can also be confirmed by adding a drop of vaginal
discharge to saline on a glass slide and adding one drop
of 10% potassium hydroxide. This releases a characteristic
fishy amine smell. There are claims that bacterial vagi-
nosis is associated with increased risk of preterm labour
[2], endometriosis, pelvic inflammatory disease and post-
operative pelvic infection [3,4]. The treatment of bacterial
vaginosis is with metronidazole, either as 200 mg three
times a day for 7 days or as a single 2 g dose. Alternatively,
clindamycin can be used as a vaginal cream.

TRICHOMONIASIS AND GENITAL CANDIDIASIS

For a description of infection due to Trichomonas vagi-
nalis (Plate 53.1) and fungal infection associated with
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Candida albicans see Chapter 42. (Plates 53.1–53.16 facing
p. 562)

SYPHILITIC LESIONS OF THE VAGINA

Syphilis is uncommonamongwomen in theUK.However,
unusual vaginal lesions must be considered, particularly
if the patient or partner has recently travelled overseas.

The primary lesion may be in the vagina or on the
vulva or cervix. There is usually a single painless well-
demarcated ulcer with indurated edges, associated with
lymphadenopathy. Secondary lesions include condyloma
lata, mucous patches and snail-track ulcers.

Diagnosis is based on identification of the causative
organism,Treponemapallidum, ondarkgroundmicroscopy,
or by serological examination for syphilis, for example,
enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay (ELISA). For fur-
ther details, and details of treatment with Bicillin (i.e.
procaine penicillin with benzyl-penicillin sodium), see [5].

GONOCOCCAL VAGINITIS

Gonorrhoea may infect the cervix or Bartholin’s gland but
not vaginal epithelium except in prepubertal girls or post-
menopausal women. If there is suspicion of sexual abuse
in a young child with a vaginal discharge, a swab for cul-
ture for Neisseria gonorrhoeae (see Chapter 42) should be
taken.

VIRAL INFECTIONS

Lesionsdue tohumanpapillomaandherpes simplex virus
can be seen in the vagina. Further information is given in
Chapter 42.

Toxic shock syndrome

This topic has been included because it is associated with
the use of vaginal tampons during menstruation or less
frequently in the puerperium [6]. Although there is a
link between this syndrome and certain organisms found
within the vagina of affected women, it is not a vaginal
infection.

The syndrome was first described by Todd et al. [7] in
seven children and teenagers (aged 8–17 years) with par-
ticular multisystem manifestations and similarities with
other conditions produced by staphylococcal toxins. The
sudden appearance in the early 1980s of a large number
of similar cases in young women led to epidemiologi-
cal investigation, with the resultant finding that 92% of
reported cases were associated with menstruation, and
99% of these were in tampon users [8]. The majority of

cases were seen in USA, but occasionally in the UK or
elsewhere.

The characteristics of the syndrome are an abrupt onset
of pyrexia equal to or greater than 38.9◦C, myalgia, dif-
fuse skin rash with oedema and blanching erythema, like
sunburn, and subsequent (1–2 weeks later) desquama-
tion of the palms and soles. Less commonly vomiting
and diarrhoea symptomatic of hypotension is seen. Lab-
oratory results include leucocytosis, thrombocytopaenia,
and increased serum bilirubin, liver enzymes and crea-
tinephosphokinase. Staphylococcus aureus canbe identified
frequently from the vagina but blood cultures are usually
negative. It is believed that the syndrome is due to the sys-
temic features of a toxin (TSST-1; toxic shock syndrome
toxin) and subsequent release of bradykinin, tumour
necrosis factor or other biological response mediators.
Group A β haemolytic streptococci have also been impli-
catedbecause theycan releasea similar toxin (erythrogenic
toxin A) [9].

Initial studies [6] could find no association with the
brand of tampon used, degree of absorbency as stated
on the packet, frequency of tampon change, frequency
of coitus or coitus during menstruation or type of con-
traception. Subsequent assessment has suggested that the
inclusion of synthetic superabsorbent materials in certain
brands of tampons was responsible. Removal of these
brands from the market in the USAreduced the frequency
of the syndrome from 17 per 100,000 menstruating women
to only 1 per 100,000. However, this reduction also coin-
cided with increased public education and greater care in
tampon use including insertion.

Mortality rates from the syndrome were reported ini-
tially as high as 15% but fell to 3% by 1981 [8]. The high
mortality was probably due to earlier under-reporting
of less severe cases, but mortality fell with increasing
awareness of the diagnosis and early effective treatment
of the hypovolaemia in severe cases. Recommended treat-
ment is as for any septicaemia (as outlined in Chapter 42)
and includes intravenous fluids and, where necessary,
inotropic support. The cause, where possible, should be
eliminated and a β lactamase-resistant penicillin given
parenterally. Relapse can occur with subsequent men-
struation and it is recommended that tampons should
not be used until Staphylococcus aureus has been eradi-
cated from the vagina. Relapse has been described in the
puerperium [10].

Vaginal atrophy

This is seen following the menopause, but also prior
to puberty and during lactation. Examination shows
loss of rugal folds and prominent subepithelial vessels,
sometimes with adjacent ecchymoses. The patient may
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present with vaginal bleeding, vaginal discharge, or vagi-
nal dryness and dyspareunia. Superficial infection, with
Gram-positive cocci or Gram-negative bacilli, may be
associated.

Treatment requires oestrogen to restore the vaginal
epithelium and pH. This is usually by topical oestrogen
cream, but care must be taken to avoid excessive absorp-
tion through the thinned mucosa. Vaginal cream inserted
nightly for a week and repeated monthly should pre-
vent atrophy. Alternatively in postmenopausal women,
hormone replacement therapy can be used.

Vaginal trauma

This may follow coitus, with damage to the epithelium
or less frequently vaginal muscle wall, or breaking down
of adhesions at the vault following vaginal surgery (Plate
53.2 facing p. 562). It may be associated with parturition or
be iatrogenic, for example, ulceration associated with the
use of a ring pessary. Trauma may be associated with sig-
nificant haemorrhage and occasionally will leave vesical
or rectal fistulae.

Fistula

A fistula may be due to trauma, as described earlier, or
it may be due to carcinoma or Crohn’s disease. Fistula
of the anterior wall is now uncommon in association with
childbirth, but rectovaginal fistula may follow an obstetric
tear or extension of an episiotomy, and an incomplete or
inadequate repair. Fistulae involving ureter, bladder or
rectum may follow gynaecological surgery.

Endometriosis

Occasionally deposits of endometriosis can be found
beneath the vaginal epithelium, following surgery or epi-
siotomy. They may cause abnormal vaginal bleeding (e.g.
afterhysterectomy)orpain. Theyaremost easily identified
while they are bleeding. Treatment can be by laser vapor-
izationor excision, orbydrug therapyas for endometriosis
elsewhere.

VAGINAL INTRAEPITHELIAL NEOPLASIA

Vaginal intraepithelial neoplasia (VAIN) is seen coexist-
ing with cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) in 1–6%
of such patents (Plate 53.3). It is almost always in the
upper vagina, and confluent with the cervical lesion [11].
It is uncommon to find VAIN in the presence of a normal
cervix but Lenehan et al. [12] reported that 43% of their
patients with VAIN after hysterectomy had a history of
negative cervical smears and benign cervical pathology.

Imrie et al. [13] reported VAIN occurring in an artificial
vagina in a woman who had congenital absence of vagina
and cervix. VAINmaybepresent in vaginal vault or suture
line after hysterectomy (Plate 53.4) (this may be residual
afterCINhasbeen treated)ormaybedistant fromthevault
and associated with multicentric intraepithelial neoplasia.
Hummer et al. [14] reported a series of 66 patients with
VAIN and showed that one third had developed within
2 years of their previous cervical lesion being treated. The
longest time interval between the diagnosis of CIN and
VAIN was 17 years; the age of patients with VAIN in
that series ranged from 24 to 74 years with a mean age
of 52 years.

The aetiology of VAIN is probably similar to that of
CIN. Extension of the transformation zone into the for-
nices would seem responsible, even though no abnormal-
ity was recognized when the cervical lesion was treated.
A higher incidence of VAIN has been noted in patients on
chemotherapy or immunosuppressive therapy. The role
of radiotherapy for carcinoma of the cervix some 10–15
years prior to the development of VAIN has been noted,
particularly when a subsequent lesion is in the lower
vagina. It is thought by some that a sublethal dose of radi-
ation may induce tumour transformation and that VAIN
or vaginal sarcoma may result.

As for cervical lesions VAIN I is equivalent to mild dys-
plasia, VAIN II moderate dysplasia and VAIN III severe
dysplasia or carcinoma in situ. The disease is normally rec-
ognized as a result of abnormal cytology seen in a vaginal
vault smear specimen. Townsend [15] recommended that
vault smears should be performed annually for women
after hysterectomy performed for CIN, and 3-yearly if
the hysterectomy was for benign disease. Current teach-
ing discourages the need for any subsequent smears in
this latter group but recommends a follow-up of patients
who have had hysterectomy for cervical lesions. Gemmell
et al. [16] recommend that vault smears should be taken
6 months, 12 months and 2 years after hysterectomy; the
patient should then return to 5-yearly screening.

Colposcopic assessment ofpatientswith abnormalvault
smears will delineate areas of aceto-white epithelium.
Punctuation may be apparent in more that 50%, and areas
of abnormality will often fail to stain following the appli-
cation of Lugol’s iodine solution (Plate 53.5). However,
atrophic changes within the vagina may lead to extensive
areas of non-Lugol’s staining and difficulty in defining the
limits of lesions.Apreliminary 2-week course of oestrogen
cream to correct oestrogen deficiency and then colposcopy
examination 2 weeks following this will make definition
of lesions better. Problems may be encountered in inter-
preting or getting access to areas of change disappearing
into post-hysterectomy vaginal angles or suture line. Vagi-
nal biopsies from the vault can usually be taken without
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anaesthesia but occasionally difficult access into vaginal
angles may require the use of general anaesthesia and
appropriate vaginal retractors.

No adequate study on the progression of VAIN to
invasive disease has been reported. Among the series of
patients reported by McIndoe et al. [17] were patients who
had abnormal smears following hysterectomy; some of
these patients were followed up for almost 20 years before
developing invasive carcinoma while others progressed
more rapidly.

There have been a wide variety of treatments used to
treat VAIN. These include excision biopsy for smaller
lesions and 5-fluorouracil cream or laser vaporization for
more extensive lesions [18–20]. Experience with the use
of 5-fluorouracil has been less in the UK than in the USA.
Caglar et al. [21] claimed that the subsequent denudation
of epithelium was specific for only abnormal epithelium.
However, sometimes the epithelial ulceration is extensive,
accompanied by severe vaginal burning and subsequent
healingmay take severalmonths. Treatment failure is com-
mon. Use of the carbon dioxide laser is more likely to be
successful in treating those women who have not had hys-
terectomy and where the full extent of the lesion can be
demarcated. It must be noted that the vaginal wall may
be thin in postmenopausal women and bladder and rec-
tal mucosa less than 5 mm away. The advantage of the
carbon dioxide laser over other forms of selective abla-
tion, for example, diathermy or loop excision is that there
should be greater control of the area and depth of the
laser vaporization. Techniques using high-power density
and rapid beam movement minimize carbonization and
adjacent thermal necrosis to allow recognition of tissue
architecture with removal of lesional epithelium down
to the underlying stroma, thereby reducing the risk of
bladder or bowel damage.

The difficult patient to treat is the one who has already
undergone hysterectomy for a cervical lesion and returns
with an area of abnormality in the suture line. Whether
leaving the vault open at the time of hysterectomy avoids
sequestration of vaginal mucosal above the usual suture
line has not been proven. Ireland and Monaghan [22]
found 9 of their 32 patients with VAIN had invasive carci-
noma in the area of the suture line and they emphasized
both the difficulty in assessing the vaginal vault and the
need for obtaining adequate tissue for histological exam-
ination. They therefore advocated partial vaginectomy
whenever abnormal epithelium is seen at the angles or
suture line of the vault. This procedure [23] requires an
abdominal approach after packing the vaginal vault and
involves the mobilization of the ureters down to their
insertion into the bladder, dissection of bladder and rec-
tum from the vagina and sufficient mobilization to allow
removal of the upper 1–2 from the top of the vagina.

Definition of just how much to remove is usually best
achievedby commencingamucosal dissection frombelow
prior to packing the vagina. Occasionally more exten-
sive disease will require total vaginectomy followed by
either skin grafting or mobilization of a loop of bowel
to reconstruct the neovagina. There are some who advo-
cate a vaginal approach [24] but access may not be easy
and occasionally brisk bleeding from vaginal arteries may
be encountered [25]. The other option is to use radio-
therapy by the intravaginal approach [26,27]. Concerns
that such treatment may produce vaginal narrowing and
interfere with coitus have not been realized but some
younger women develop radiation-induced menopause
and require hormone replacement therapy. The latter
authors reported that all of their patients remained cyto-
logically normal and free of disease at follow-up of more
than 2 years; colposcopic appearances after radiotherapy
may be complex (Plate 53.6). Soutter [25] suggested the
managementofVAINafterhysterectomy inyoungwomen
is better by the surgical approach and recommended
radiotherapy in older women. Such treatment may not
be simple and referral to a centre with gynaecological
oncology expertise is desirable.

Diethylstilboestrol and related vaginal lesions

Diethylstilboestrol (DES) was used from the mid-1940s
for the treatment of recurrent or threatened abortion and
unexplained fetal loss late in pregnancy, predominantly in
the north-eastern states of the USA (where it is estimated
that 2 million women were treated) and also Canada,
Mexico, Western Australia and Western Europe.

Herbst and Scully [28] reported seven cases of clear
cell adenocarcinoma of the vagina seen and treated in
MassachusettsGeneralHospital, Boston, in youngwomen
aged between 14 and 22 years. A retrospective study by
them linked these carcinomas with the intrauterine expo-
sure of the patients to DES given to their mothers during
pregnancy. The more extensive survey [29] looked at 346
casesof clear cell adenocarcinomaof the cervix andvagina.
In 317 patients the maternal history was available and it
was found that two thirds of thepatients hadbeen exposed
in utero to DES or a similar non-steroid oestrogen given
to the mothers during pregnancy. In a further 10% drugs
of doubtful origin were given, but in 25% no history of
maternal hormone therapy could be obtained. They found
that the age incidence for clear cell adenocarcinoma of the
vagina in young women began at age 14 years, peaked at
19 years and then subsequently declined. They estimate
that the probable risk of development of clear cell carci-
noma in women exposed to DES in utero to be 0.14–1.4 per
1000 women. DES produced various other vaginal and
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cervical lesions. Vaginal adenosis was often seen in com-
bination with cervical eversion or ectropion. The patients
often had a ridge between the vaginal and cervical tissue
referred to as a collar, a rim or a ‘cock’s comb cervix’. Such
appearances occurred in approximately 25% of exposed
patients. The adenosis can affect the anterior and posterior
vaginal walls and lateral vaginal fornices, but is usually
restricted to the upper third of the vagina. Sometimes
there will be cytological abnormality, extensive imma-
ture metaplasia and CIN. Originally it was recommended
that women who were known to have been DES exposed
in utero should be screened from the age of 14 years
with both cytology and colposcopy. DES exposure was
uncommon in the UK and associated vaginal changes will
be seen infrequently. Such patients should be managed
by annual cervical and vaginal cytological surveillance
and colposcopic assessment. It is still not known if the
risk of adenocarcinoma persists, for example, after the
menopause.

Benign vaginal tumours

These are uncommon but occur within the vaginal wall
and include myoma, fibromyoma, neurofibroma, papil-
loma, myxoma and adenomyoma.

Cystic lesions may be found within the vagina, usually
laterally and occasionally extending from the fornix down
to the introitus. These are usually of Gartner’s or Wolffian
duct origin. They may increase to such a size as to interfere
with coitus or tampon use. They can usually be managed
by de-roofing but care must be taken in the fornices to
avoid large uterine and vesical vessels.

Cervix

Benign lesions

POSITION OF THE SQUAMOCOLUMNAR JUNCTION
AND CHANGES WITHIN THE TRANSFORMATION ZONE

It is known that the uterine cervix increases in size in
response to oestrogens; because the cervix is anchored at
the fornices the end result of any enlargement is eversion
to expose the columnar epithelium of the endocervi-
cal canal. This occurs dramatically in the neonate and
under the influence of maternal oestrogens, at puberty
under the influence of rising oestrogen levels, during the
use of the combined oral contraceptive pill and during the
first pregnancy (Plate 53.7, facing p. 562). Ectopy is the
preferred term for this display of columnar epithelium
(rather than ‘erosion’); colposcopic examination demon-
strates the folding of the epithelium into villi (Plate
53.8). Upon withdrawal of oestrogen, for example, in the
puerperium or at the menopause, the squamocolumnar

junction approaches the external os once more and indeed
may be found within the endocervical canal.

In approximately 5% of women there will be exten-
sion of the squamocolumnar junction into the anterior and
posterior fornices so that on subsequent examination an
extensive area of change will be noted – the so-called con-
genital transformation zone. The presence of this may not
be apparent to the naked eye but can be demonstrated
following the application of Lugol’s iodine. Biopsy will
show no evidence of intraepithelial neoplasia but delayed
or immature metaplasia.

CERVICAL METAPLASIA

Exposure of the columnar epithelium to low pH as found
within the vagina promotes a series of physiological
changes, known as metaplasia. It is believed that reserve
cells lying within the monolayer of columnar epithelium
will proliferate giving a multilayered epithelium with the
columnar cells left perched on the surface (Plate 53.9).
These cells will initially appear immature and undifferen-
tiated but with the passage of time will show the usual
differentiation to resume a squamous epithelium with
glycogenation of the superficial squamous cells. This pro-
cess occurs at the squamocolumnar junction, or transfor-
mation zone, starting in the neonate and continuing until
well after the menopause. Examination of the endocervix
will show a series of longitudinal ridges with columnar
cells lining both the tops of the ridges and extending down
into the depths or crypts (Plate 53.10). Metaplasia usually
occurs initially in the ridges and may well bridge over
these leaving a squamous coverwith columnar epithelium
remaining within the crypts. If a crypt cannot expel the
mucus produced from the columnar epithelium a reten-
tion cyst or Nabothian follicle will occur (Plate 53.11);
sometimes these follicles are large and extensive across
the transformation zone. They are entirely benign and are
not associated with infection, that is they are not a sign of
cervicitis.

ENDOCERVICAL POLYPS

The recognition of endocervical polyps at the time of tak-
ing a cervical smear is common and usually increases with
age up to the menopause (Plates 53.12, 53.13). Occasion-
ally these polyps will be symptomatic producing heavy
vaginal discharge or bleeding upon coital contact. His-
tology of these polyps will show that they consist of
columnar epithelium sometimes with metaplastic squa-
mous epithelium across the tip. Malignant change is
most unusual. However, if these polyps are removed, for
example by polypectomy, tissue should be sent for histol-
ogy, recognizing that some 15% of uterine tumours will
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be polypoidal and occasionally will extrude through the
external os.

CHRONIC CERVICITIS

There was previous enthusiasm for treating by cautery
or diathermy those patients who complained of chronic
watery vaginal discharge and were found to have an ‘ero-
sion’. As explained earlier, these areas of ectopy or everted
columnar epithelium are not pathological and the term
cervicitis is not appropriate.

However, some women with Chlamydia trachomatis
(and rarely with Neisseria gonorrhoeae) will present with
symptoms of discharge and an abnormal cervix will be
noted. Brunham et al. [30] described ‘mucopurulent cer-
vicitis’ in association with Chlamydia, and Hare et al.
[31] the colposcopy appearances of ‘follicular cervicitis’
(see Chapter 54). Providing these organisms have been
excluded by appropriate microbiology, ‘cervicitis’ does
not require treatment except by increasing vaginal acidity
(Aci-jel) to promote squamous metaplasia.

Ovaries

Benign disorders

ANATOMY

The ovaries are attached to the lateral pelvic side walls by
the suspensory ligament containing the ovarian vessels,
and to the cornua of the uterus by a ligamentous conden-
sation of the broad ligament. Each ovary is 3 × 2 × 1 cm3

in size in the resting or inactive state, but will increase
in size during physiological stimulus; they will shrink
after the menopause. The surface is covered by a flat-
tened monolayer of epithelial cells, and beneath this are
the ovarian follicles, with oocyte, granulosa layer and sur-
rounding theca. Beneath this cortical layer are a stromal
medulla and a hilum where the vessels enter through
the mesovarium. The events that are associated with
follicular development and ovulation are described else-
where (Chapter 35). The size and position of the ovaries
varies between puberty and menopause – the mean vol-
ume, as assessed by transvaginal ultrasound scan of a
premenopausal ovary is 6.8 cm3 (upper limit of normal
18 cm3) compared to a mean postmenopausal size of 3 cm3

(upper limit 8 cm3) [32].

OVARIAN ENLARGEMENT

Ovarian enlargement will occur in response to follicle-
stimulating and luteinizing hormones. Follicular and
luteal cysts can occur, and theca lutein cysts up to 15 cm
in size will develop in response to very high levels of

chorionic gonadotrophin as seen with trophoblastic dis-
ease. Hyperstimulation syndrome canoccur, withmassive
enlargement of the ovaries and development of ascites,
in response to doses of gonadotrophin injections during
fertility treatment.

POLYCYSTIC DISEASE

Polycystic enlargement of the ovaries has been described
under a variety of names. Stein and Leventhal [33]
described seven cases of amenorrhoea or irregular men-
struation with enlarged polycystic ovaries demonstrated
by ‘pneumoroentgenography’, and restoration of nor-
mal physiological function after wedge resection. Judd
et al. [34] demonstrated that the mildly elevated andro-
gen levels found in this syndrome were of ovarian origin.
The changes in gonadotrophin ratios and androgen lev-
els are not always consistent with the appearances of the
ovaries and increasingly the diagnosis of polycystic ovar-
ian disease is based on ultrasound findings of peripheral
distribution of 10 or more follicles of 2–8 mm in diameter,
with increased ovarian volume (see Chapter 39).

OVARIAN PREGNANCY

Ovarian ectopic pregnancy is uncommon, with an esti-
mated incidenceof 1per 25000of all pregnancies, although
Grimes et al. [35] reported an incidence of 1 per 7000
deliveries in their Chicago series. There appears to be
an association with intrauterine contraceptive device use
[36] or tubal pathology and infertility [35]. Patients usu-
ally present with features of an extrauterine pregnancy or
bleeding from a corpus luteum. The Spiegelberg criteria
[37] to fulfil the diagnosis are as follows:
1 that the tube including the fimbria is intact and separate
from the ovary;
2 that the gestation sac definitely occupies the normal
position of the ovary;
3 that the sac be connected with the uterus by the ovarian
ligament; and
4 that unquestionable ovarian tissue be demonstrated in
the walls of the sac.

OVARIAN ENDOMETRIOSIS

Ovarian enlargement may be found secondary to
endometriosis, that is, endometriomas. Endometriomas
of more than 10 cm in diameter will not respond to
medical management alone, and either require laparo-
tomy with the risks of eventually having to perform
oophorectomy, or laparoscopic cyst aspiration, 3-months
treatment with luteinizing hormone releasing hormone
analogue, and then laparoscopic dissection of the cyst
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lining or destruction with, for example, a KTP (potassium-
titanylphosphate) laser [38].

OVARIAN TUMOURS

There is a large list of benign ovarian tumours (cystic,
solid or a mixture of both) contained within the World
HealthOrganizationCommittee on theNomenclature and
Terminology of Ovarian Tumour Classification. Common
benign tumours include mature cystic teratomas (Plate
53.14, facing p. 562), epithelial (serous or mucinous) cys-
tadenoma and various soft tissue tumours not specific to
the ovary, for example, fibroma (Plate 53.15).

These cysts may be asymptomatic and found coinciden-
tally or until their size increases the abdominal girth or
causes bladder or bowel symptoms. Pain due to rupture,
haemorrhage intoa cyst, venous congestionor torsionmay
be of sudden onset, or of a more chronic nature. Haemor-
rhage from a cyst, for example, corpus luteum, may be
dramatic and cause hypovolaemia in association with the
resulting haemoperitoneum. Torsion of the ovary is often
colicky in nature with pain referred to the sacroiliac joint
or onto the upper medial thigh, before the development
of ischaemia (from occlusion of the artery), and initially
causes localized and then more generalized peritonism –
systemic signs of pyrexia and tachycardia will develop
along with nausea, vomiting and bowel upset, and may
be confused with acute pyelonephritis or appendicitis. At
surgery the tube may also be involved, and there may
be no viable ovarian tissue to salvage (Plate 53.16). Fur-
ther description of ovarian tumours and their malignant
counterparts is found in Chapter 55.
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Chapter 54: Premalignant and
malignant disease of the cervix
Mahmood I. Shafi

Introduction

Carcinoma of the cervix is the second commonest cancer
amongwomenworldwide, with only breast cancer occur-
ringmore commonly.Worldwide, cervical cancer accounts
for about 500,000 new cases diagnosed and 250,000 deaths
every year. Of the new cases, 80% occur in the less devel-
oped countries and in some of these countries, cervical
cancer is the commonest cancer inwomen. This situation is
compounded by the fact that in underdeveloped countries
75%presentwith an advanced stage, which is the converse
of presentations in the developed countries where 75%
present early and cure can be realistically expected. This
is partly due to education and empowerment of women
so that in developed countries they present early because
of symptoms and as part of screening programmes for
cervical cancer.

While the natural history of breast cancer is poorly
understood, cervical cancer is a preventable condition and
considerable effort goes into detecting and treating the
preinvasive disease, primarily in the developed countries.
This should have a direct effect on incidence andmortality
from this condition.

The National Health Service cervical screening pro-
gramme (NHSCSP) established in 1988 has made signifi-
cant inroads into the toll from cervical cancer in theUnited
Kingdom. Cervical cancer incidence fell by 42% between
1988 and 1997 in England and Wales. The cervical screen-
ing programme is estimated to save approximately 4,500
livesperyear inEngland. For thefirst timeever, death rates
from cervical cancer have fallen below 1,000 in England –
in 2002, 927 deaths were registered. One anticipates that
the falling incidence and mortality will continue but sev-
eral areas of the screening programme could be refined
further (Fig. 54.1).

One of the areas that has greatly contributed to the
overall success of the programme has been the wide cov-
erage of the at-risk population. In England and Wales,
women between the ages of 25 and 64 are offered cer-
vical cytology screening every 3–5 years (Table 54.1) [1].
Prior to the introduction of the national programme, the

target age coveragewas 42% and this has increased to 82%
by 2002.

Historical perspective

Preinvasive lesions of the cervix have been recognized for
over 100 years. In 1886, Sir John Williams presented the
Harveian Lectures at which he described eight cases of
cervical cancer, one of which was equivalent to carcinoma
in situ or CIN 3 [2]. In his lecture he stated that ‘this is the
earliest condition of undoubted cancer of the portio vagi-
nalis that I have met with, and it is the earliest condition
which is recognizable as cancer. It presented no distinct
symptoms, and was discovered accidentally’.

In themid-1920s the basic principles of colposcopywere
described [3]. A system of low power magnification and
illumination of the cervix was developed. Hinselmann
hoped that with this system he would be able recognize
the earliest lesions of the cervix that were invisible to the
naked eye. Schiller described the Schiller iodine test a
few years later. Schillers iodine solution when applied
to the cervix stained normal squamous epithelium rich
in glycogen but failed to stain columnar epithelium and
abnormal epithelium which contained little or no glyco-
gen. Colposcopic technique was further developed by the
introduction of a green filter which enhanced recognition
of vascular patterns. Colposcopy went into decline when
cervical cytology was first described for the screening and
detection of premalignant lesions of the cervix [4]. The
realization that the techniqueswere complementary rather
thanbeing competitive led to the resurgence of colposcopy
and its widespread introduction worldwide.

Cervical cytology classification

The NHSCSP has developed guidance on laboratory
reporting for cervical cytology [5]. The cytology report
should consist of a concise description of cells in precisely
defined and generally accepted cytological terms. This

614
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Fig. 54.1 Age standardized incidence of, and mortality from, cervical cancer, Great Britain, 1971–2002.

Table 54.1 Screening intervals for national cervical screening
programme [11]

Age group
(years) Frequency of screening

25 First invitation
25–49 Three yearly
50–64 Five yearly
65+ Only screen those who have not been screened

since age 50 or those who have had recent
abnormal tests

may be followed, if appropriate, by a prediction of the his-
tological conditionbasedon theoverall picture and should
include a recommendation for further management of
the patient. In North America and many other countries,
the Bethesda reporting system has been adopted [6]. The
classification consists of a statement of adequacy, gen-
eral categorization (normal, epithelial cell abnormality
or other) and descriptive diagnoses (organisms, other).
The classification uses the term squamous intraepithelial
lesion (SIL) to encompass all grades of CIN. SIL is fur-
ther subdivided into two categories – low grade which
includes cellular changes associated with human papil-
loma virus (HPV) infection andCIN 1, and high-grade SIL
which includes CIN 2 and 3. The atypical squamous cells
have two subcategories – atypical squamous cells of unde-
termined significance (ASC-US) and atypical squamous
cells that cannot exclude high-grade SIL (ASC-H).

Management of abnormal cervical smears

Ideally allwomenwith abnormal cervical cytology should
have colposcopic assessment (Fig. 54.2). The aim of

colposcopy is first to exclude an invasive process and sec-
ondarily to identify the extent of the abnormality and
its likely grade which may allow a more conservative
approach to management. For adequate colposcopy, the
whole of the transformation zone (TZ) needs to be visu-
alized. If the TZ is not fully visualized, then colposcopy
is deemed unsatisfactory. This inability to visualize the
squamocolumnar junction (SCJ) may be an indication for
excisional biopsy of the cervical transformation zone.

Classification of CIN

The CIN classification has almost universally replaced the
World Health Organization classification; CIN 1, 2 and
3 corresponding to mild, moderate and severe dyspla-
sia/carcinoma in situ, respectively.Arevised classification
has been introduced with high-grade lesions (CIN 2 and
3) that are likely to behave as cancer precursors and
low-grade lesions (CIN 1 and HPV associated changes)
with unknown but a likely low progressive potential
[7]. Whichever classification is used, there is intra- and
inter-observervariation in thehistopathological reporting.

Progressive potential of CIN

The progressive potential of high-grade lesions or CIN 3
is not questioned [8]. The progressive potential has been
calculated to be 18% at 10 years and 36% at 20 years.
Women with continuing abnormal cytology after initial
management of carcinoma in situ of the cervix were
almost 25 times more likely to develop invasive carci-
noma than women who have normal follow-up cytology.
When compared with the population at large, the chances
of women with normal follow-up cytology developing
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Clinical examination

Abnormal cytology

Colposcopy

Directed punch biopsy

CIN II-III

No Yes

Normal
colposcopy

Abnormal findings
Colposcopy unsatisfactory—
lesion not fully visualized or
lesion more advanced than
CIN on colposcopy

Diagnostic conization
or diagnostic LLETZ

? Malignant cells
on cytology

Repeat
cytology

Abnormal
cytology

Diagnostic conization
or diagnostic LLETZ

Invasive carcinoma
diagnosed by biopsy

Radical surgery
Radiotherapy
Chemotherapy

Abnormal findings
Colposcopy satisfactory

HPV
infection only

LLETZ
Laser excision

Cryocautery
Electrodiathermy
'Cold' coagulation
Laser vaporization

Hysterectomy
Therapeutic conization

Observe by
cytology +/-
colposcopy

CIN I

Observe or treat according
to clinical situation

Fig. 54.2 Flow diagram for management of abnormal cervical cytology.

invasive cervical or vaginal vault carcinoma increase
threefold over women who have never had carcinoma in
situ of the cervix. As a result, there appears to be complete
unanimity for the immediate treatment of CIN 3 lesions
once diagnosed.

Colposcopy

Various parameters of the colposcopic assessment are
studied including the vascular patterns, the degree
of acetowhite epithelium, the border characteristics,
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Table 54.2 Clinico-Colposcopic Index (CCI) – Shafi and Nazeer [9] – maximum score = 10

Score

Variable Zero points One point Two points

Index cytology Low grade – High grade
Smoking status No – Yes
Age ≤30 years >30 years –
Acetowhitening Slight Marked –
Surface area of lesion ≤1 cm2 (small lesion) >1 cm2 (large lesion) –
Intercapillary distance ≤350 µm (fine/no mosaic or punctation) >350 µm (coarse mosaic or punctation) –
Focality of lesion Unifocal or multifocal Annular –
Surface pattern Smooth Irregular –

the surface pattern and the surface area of the lesion under
study. Using these variables an assessment of the likely
nature of the lesion can be gauged. Various grading sys-
tems are advocated and one of these has been developed
[9] using clinical and colposcopic parameters (Table 54.2).
Using the clinico-colposcopic index (CCI) to devise a score
for each individual patient helps in predicting the histo-
logical abnormality and management options. The CCI
takes into account the important prognostic factors and
for each patient a maximum score of 10 can be achieved.
Those scoring 0–2 on this scale invariably have insignif-
icant lesions. Those scoring 6–10 on this scale generally
have high-grade disease present. In those scoring between
3 and 5, the histological pattern is mixed with a tendency
of the lesion to harbour CIN grade 1 or 2.

If the transformation zone is fully visualized, biopsy
of the worst atypical epithelium may be undertaken.
Excisional methods such as laser excision or diathermy
loop provide considerably more histopathological mate-
rial than apunch biopsy. If thewhole of the transformation
zone is not visualized, then colposcopy is deemed to be
unsatisfactory making a colposcopically directed punch
biopsy of the worst area impossible. In this situation,
recourse to a cone biopsy or an extended diathermy loop
procedure is recommended.

If the woman is pregnant at the time of colposcopic
assessment, a conservative approach is usually employed
and treatment undertaken after delivery. If cancer is sus-
pected, then a large biopsy, usually a wedge biopsy, is
taken under general anaesthesia as there is a risk for
significant haemorrhage.

Treatment of CIN

In an ideal world, all women with truly premalignant
lesions destined to develop cancer could be selected and
treated with a simple, rapid, non-morbid and effective
office technique. The two main methods of treatment are
ablative or excisional techniques (Table 54.3). Cure rates

Table 54.3 Methods for treatment of CIN

Excisional methods Ablative methods

Loop TZ excision (LLETZ/LEEP) Cryocautery
Laser TZ excision Electrodiathermy
Knife cone biopsy Cold coagulation
Laser cone biopsy Carbon dioxide laser
Loop cone biopsy
Hysterectomy

for both ablative and excisional techniques are in excess
of 90% [10]. Recently there has been a tendency towards
using excisional methods. This allows better histopatho-
logical interpretation of the excised specimen and in
certain circumstances allows a ‘see and treat’ strategy
if the colposcopic assessment is consistent with a lesion
requiring local treatment and the patient is agreeable to
treatment under local anaesthetic at the initial visit. This
policy can lead to overtreatment of insignificant lesions
[11] and with this realization a ‘select and treat’ strategy
is employed in most colposcopy units. The CCI scor-
ing system described is a useful aid in this management
strategy.

The treatmentmethod used is subjective influenced. An
important aspect is the depth of destruction of any local
treatment modality. Studies to assess the depth of crypt
involvement with CIN suggest that a depth of destruction
to 3.8 mmwould eradicate premalignant disease in 99.7%
of cases. However, some gland crypts with involvement
by CIN to 5 mm in depth were observed, and therefore a
destructive depth greater than this is desirable. Ablation
to a depth of 5–8 mm has been recommended. If depth of
destruction is inadequate, then this deep-seated compo-
nent may be a source of residual or recurrent disease.

Ablative techniques

Cryocautery destroys tissue by freezing using probes of
various shapes and sizes and is probably best reserved for
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small lesions. While lesion size is important in determin-
ing success or failure using any of the treatmentmodalities
[12], it is especially important with cryocautery. When
using cryocautery, a double freeze-thaw-freeze technique
is advocated tominimize failure rates. With larger lesions,
multiple applications may be necessary. The depth of
destruction is approximately 4 mm and this may be inad-
equate for some of the CIN lesions. Depth of destruction
cannot be accurately gauged and incomplete eradication
of disease may lead to regenerating epithelium covering
the residual disease.

While electrodiathermy destroys tissuemore effectively
than cryocautery, it does require general, regional or local
anaesthesia. Under colposcopic control, it is possible to
destroy up to 1 cm depth using a combination of nee-
dle and ball electrodes. An extension of this technique
using a wire loop allows electrodiathermy to be used in
an excisional mode.

Cold coagulation was a term coined by Kurt Semm,
the inventor of the instrument in 1966. Heat is applied to
tissue using a Teflon-coated thermosound. Using overlap-
ping applications of the thermosound for 20 s at 100◦C, the
whole of the transformation zonemay be treated. The pro-
cedure does not usually require analgesia. Measurement
of the depth of destruction is difficult. Depth of destruc-
tion is approximately 2.5–4 mm or more after treatment at
100◦C for 30 s and always exceeds 4 mm after treatment at
120◦C for 30 s.

Laser is an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimu-
lated Emission of Radiation.Amicromanipulator attached
to the colposcope is used tomanipulate the laser and treat-
ment is conducted under direct vision. As the technique is
precise, it allows good control of the depth of destruction,
good haemostasis and excellent healing as there is mini-
mal thermal damage to the adjacent tissue. The technique
is particularly useful for treating premalignant disease
with vaginal involvement. As there are no gland crypts
in the vaginal epithelium, destruction to 2–3 mm depth is
adequate.

Excisional methods

Transformation zone excision has been developed as a
conservative excisional technique. Both the laser and
diathermy loop have been used for this purpose. Laser
excision is technically more demanding than laser vapor-
ization and requires a high-power density beam with a
small spot size that can function in a cutting mode. Both
methods can also be used to fashion cone biopsies of the
cervix. Diathermy loop excision using low power voltage
apparatus is now widely practised [13]. The technique is
referred to as large loop excision of transformation zone
(LLETZ) in Europe and as loop electrosurgical excision

Fig. 54.3 Diagrammatic representation of large loop excision of
the transformation zone (LLETZ).

procedure (LEEP) in North America (Fig. 54.3). Using
this technique, a ‘see and treat’ management strategy for
women with abnormal cervical smears can be adopted,
whereby women are treated at their first visit to the col-
poscopy clinic. Strict guidelines need to be adhered to as
this policywill undoubtedly lead toovertreatment in some
women and will also result in an increased histopatho-
logical workload compared to processing punch biopsies.
While histopathology workload is increased, this also
results in excisional techniques providing considerably
more material for assessment allowing a more reliable
interpretation.

Success rates following local excisional techniques is
similar to those quoted for laser ablation and cold coag-
ulation. There appears to be no adverse effect on fertility
and the outcome of subsequent pregnancies.

Cone biopsy and hysterectomy still retain a place in
the management of CIN. Hysterectomy may need to be
contemplated if CIN is present in a woman with other
gynaecological conditions such as fibroids, menorrhagia
or prolapse. Prior to operation, colposcopy will iden-
tify the extent of the lesion and avoid incomplete exci-
sion which may result in vaginal intraepithelial neoplasia
(VAIN). If the lesion is seen to extend on to the vagina,
thismay be excised as part of the hysterectomy procedure.
An alternative is to ablate the vaginal extension of CIN
(using laser or diathermy) and then proceed to excision or
hysterectomy as indicated.

The size and shape of the cone biopsy is governed by
the colposcopic findings. The internal os and as much of
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the endocervical canal are left intact as is possible within
the confines of disease eradication. This limits haemor-
rhagic morbidity and fertility will be little compromised.

Histological incomplete excision at the time of cone
biopsy represents amanagement dilemma. Cervical cytol-
ogy may in fact be a more useful prognostic guide to
residual disease than excision cone margins. In this study
no patient had residual disease if the post-cone smear was
negative. In those women with severe cervical stenosis,
hysterectomy may be contemplated. The risk of invasive
disease following incomplete excision is related to the
presence of cytological abnormality following treatment.
Apersistent cytological abnormality after cone biopsy is a
good indicator of residual disease; such women warrant
further treatment.

Treatment failures

The primary objective of treating women with CIN is to
prevent invasive cervical cancer. If invasive disease devel-
ops or indeed if there is residual CIN, the initial treatment
is deemed a failure.

Women who have undergone treatment of CIN remain
at higher risk for invasive cervical disease. Those women
that have abnormal cervical cytology following treatment
are at much increased risk compared to those with nor-
mal cytology after treatment [8]. Therefore women who
have been treated for CIN need long-term follow-up.
Reports of invasive disease after local destructive ther-
apy have been reviewed and many, but not all, of the
invasive carcinomas are as a result of inappropriate selec-
tion for treatment and a failure to recognize early invasive
disease at the time of initial assessment. Invasive dis-
ease following transformation zone excision has also been
reported. It is suggested that the use of excisional pro-
cedures should further reduce the small risk of invasive
carcinoma developing after treatment for CIN. Cytolog-
ical abnormality following treatment, no matter how
minor, should be regarded as an indication for colposcopic
reassessment.

Colposcopic assessment is technically more difficult in
those that have undergone previous treatment. Islands
of CIN and indeed invasive disease can be buried under
an apparently normal surface epithelium. For failures of
initial treatment, it is generally recommended that an
excisional method of treatment be used in preference to
ablative techniques.

Human papilloma virus

Cervical cancer is a rare outcome of human papilloma
virus (HPV) infection. HPV is a common and mainly sex-
ually transmitted infection. It can be found in almost all

cases of cervical cancer. However, most HPV infections
will not progress to CIN or cancer. The invasive disease
does not develop unless there is persistence of HPV DNA
and it has been proposed as the first ever identified ‘neces-
sary cause’ of a human cancer. Out of the 80 known HPV
genotypes, 30 are known to infect the genital tract. Out of
these 20 have been identified as carcinogenic with types
16 and 18 found most commonly in malignant lesions.

The common types are classified according to their
oncogenic potential as follows:
• Low risk : 6, 11, 41, 44
• Intermediate risk : 31, 33, 35,
• High risk : 16, 18, 45, 56
There are many proposals to include HPV subtyping into
management protocols for abnormal cervical cytology.
Commercially available kits are available that will test for
the common oncogenic virus subtypes. Although the use
of such techniques has shown considerable promise in
cross-sectional studies, this has not been translated into
any meaningful longitudinal results with regards to pro-
gressive potential. Evaluation of the HPV/LBC (liquid
based cytology) cervical screening pilots in the United
Kingdom have concluded that caution be exercised in
implementing HPV testing to triage women with minor
cervical cytological abnormalities [1].

Currently, vaccines against HPV are being evaluated.
In theory, cervical cancer can be prevented and treated by
HPV vaccine therapy. Important progress has been made
towards producing recombinant, type specific, vaccines
both, preventive and therapeutic. Studies have shown
significant effect on prevention of cervical cytological
abnormalities and CIN and these are now moving to the
next phase in terms of evaluation [14,15]. The conclusion
from these studies is that vaccination could substantially
reduce incidence of cervical cancer.

Non-treatment and serial colposcopy

Theprogressivepotential of low-grade lesions is unknown
and cannot be predicted from cytological, colposcopic
or histological criteria. Many of these low-grade lesions
will regress, but others will persist or progress. National
recommendations for the United Kingdom allow CIN 1
lesions to be treated or kept under close surveillance [11].
However, some women are unlikely to accept even a
low risk of malignancy and would prefer treatment. Also
in a transient population, early intervention may be the
preferred option as women are unlikely to adhere to a
surveillanceprogramme. The introductionofdigital imag-
ing colposcopy and video colposcopy allows scope for
close surveillance and will allow serial colposcopy to be
performed with comparison of the colposcopic images
easily undertaken [16,17].
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Cervical cancer presentation

Women may present asymptomatically when their dis-
ease is detected as a result of abnormal cervical cytology.
In more advanced lesions, there are usually symptoms
raising the possibility of cervical cancer. These include
post-coital bleeding, postmenopausal bleeding and offen-
sive blood-stained vaginal discharge. If there is abnormal
bleeding during pregnancy, then a cervical lesion needs to
be excluded. In somewomen presentingwith late disease,
there may be backache, leg pain/oedema, haematuria,
bowel changes, malaise and weight loss.

Diagnosis

Afull history and clinical examination is undertaken. If the
referral is due to cervical cytology suspicious of invasion,
then a colposcopic examination should be performed.
Suspicious features at colposcopy include intense ace-
towhiteness, atypical vessels, raised/ulcerated surface,
contact bleeding and atypical consistency on bimanual
examination. Diagnosis is based on histology and appro-
priate biopsies should be taken. This biopsy should be
either wedge or cone shaped to obtain sufficient material
for histological assessment. Once cancer has been diag-
nosed, it is important to stage the disease so that treatment
can beplanned appropriately. The stagingwill also give an
idea of prognosis and facilitates exchange of information
between treatment centres.

Staging

Staging should include an assessment of disease extent
and sites of spread (Table 54.4). Staging of cervical cancer
is clinical although early cancers are staged according to
the surgical specimen. All women with stage Ib or worse
should have a chest X-ray (CXR) and an intravenous uro-
gram (IVU) to exclude distantmetastasis and complete the
staging process by looking for obstructive uropathy and
therefore disease extending to the pelvic side wall.

Staging should include:
• Examination under anaesthetic which should include a
combined recto-vaginal assessment.
• Biopsy of the suspicious area. This should be suitably
large to make a definitive diagnosis.
• Cystoscopy should be considered.
• Sigmoidoscopy should be considered.
• CXR and IVU.
• Other imaging as indicated and according to facilities
available. Thesemight include computerized axial tomog-
raphy (CT) scan and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
scan.

Table 54.4 FIGO staging of cervical cancer (1994)

Stage Features

0 Carcinoma in situ, intraepithelial carcinoma (cases of
stage 0 should not be included in any therapeutic
statistics for invasive carcinoma)

I Carcinoma strictly confined to the cervix (extension to
the corpus should be disregarded)

Ia Preclinical carcinoma of the cervix, i.e. diagnosed by
microscopy

Ia1 Minimal microscopically evident stromal invasion
<3 mm in depth and a horizontal spread ≤7 mm

Ia2 Lesions with a depth of invasion >3 mm and no more
than 5 mm, and horizontal spread ≤7 mm

Ib Clinical lesions confined to the cervix or preclinical
lesions greater than stage Ia

Ib1 Clinical lesions <4 cm in diameter
Ib2 Clinical lesions ≥4 cm in diameter

II The carcinoma extends beyond the cervix, but has not
extended on to the pelvic wall; the carcinoma
involves the vagina but not as far as the lower third

IIa No obvious parametrial involvement
IIb Obvious parametrial involvement

III The carcinoma has extended on to the pelvic wall; on
rectal examination there is no cancer-free space
between the tumour and the pelvic wall; the tumour
involves the lower third of the vagina; all cases with a
hydronephrosis or non-functioning kidney should be
included unless they are known to be due to another
cause

IIIa No extension to the pelvic wall, but involvement of the
lower third of the vagina

IIIb Extension onto the pelvic wall or hydronephrosis or
non-functioning kidney

IV The carcinoma has extended beyond the true pelvis or
has clinically involved the mucosa of the bladder or
rectum

IVa Spread of the growth to adjacent organs
IVb Spread to distant organs

In theUnitedKingdom, it has become common practice to
omit the IVU and place more reliance onMRI assessment.

Survival

Survival is stage dependent and the advanced stages are
associated with a poor outlook. The national 5-year rel-
ative survival rate for all women treated for invasive
cervical cancer is 61% [18]. The 5-year relative survival
rates is 79% for stage I, 47% for stage II, 22% for stage III
and 7% for stage IV.

Histology

The majority of cervical cancers are squamous (80–85%)
and the remainder have an adenocarcinoma element.
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Cervical cancer

Clinical staging

Stage Ia Stage Ib1 Stage Ib2, IIa-IV

Conservative
surgery

Assess nodal
status

laparoscopically

Chemoradiation

Node negative Node positive

Radical
hysterectomy

Radical
trachelectomy

Fig. 54.4 Flow chart showing management options available
with suspicion of cervical cancer incorporating minimal access
surgery.

The proportion containing adenocarcinoma elements has
been rising. Rarer histological types include clear cell,
lymphomas and sarcomas.

Management

The management options to be considered include
surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy and combinations
of these modalities (Fig. 54.4). Age in itself is not a barrier
to full assessment and definitive treatment. The women
should be divided into those in whom the treatment is
curative or palliative. For those with early stage cervical
cancer curative intent with surgery or radiotherapy needs
to be contemplated. In those with more advanced disease,
chemoradiotherapy is the optimalmethodofmanagement
but surgery may have a role in a palliative setting.

Stage Ia

Stage Ia disease presents a paradox, in that they breach the
basement membrane yet are rarely associated withmetas-
tasis. It is now considered appropriate for such cases to
be managed by simple hysterectomy or even cone biopsy
in the majority of cases. This dilemma is only pertinent
in those young women wishing to retain fertility. A suit-
ably planned cone biopsy may be both diagnostic and
therapeutic. The entire abnormality must be included in
the pathological specimen. If the cone biopsy margins are
positive for CIN or invasive disease, this is a significant
risk factor for finding residual invasive disease in the re-
excision specimen. The risk of distant spread is <1% in

stage Ia1 and <5% in stage Ia2 disease. Some authorities
recommend a more aggressive surgical procedure with
pelvic node dissection and a modified radical hysterec-
tomy depending on the volume of the tumour. Tumours
with less than 420 mm3 have virtually no risk of metas-
tases. Lesions that invade beyond 5 mm in depth should
be considered stage Ib carcinoma and undergo radical
surgery or radiotherapy.

No generally accepted definition exists for microinva-
sive adenocarcinoma. At present the preferred term for a
small invasive adenocarcinoma is ‘early invasive adeno-
carcinoma’. It is very difficult to differentiate extensive
high-grade cervical glandular intraepithelial neoplasia
(CGIN) from early invasive disease and borderline cases
should probably be treated as invasive.

Stage Ib1

For those with stage Ib1 disease, the options lie between
radical surgery (radical hysterectomywith bilateral pelvic
lymphadenectomywithorwithout oophorectomy)or rad-
ical radiotherapy. The optimal therapy is that which has
the highest cure rates with the least associated morbid-
ity. For youngwomen, surgery also offers the opportunity
to preserve the ovaries, reduces the risk of sexual dys-
function and is not associated with the late sequelae seen
with radiotherapy. The small but definite risk of radiation
carcinogenesis is also avoided. The nodal status impacts
long-term survival – the 5-year survival rate is approxi-
mately twice as good in node negative patients (90%) as
in node positive patients (46%). For those women offered
surgical treatment, this should be undertaken by appro-
priately trained doctors in the context of full support
services.

Radical radiotherapy is preferred in those centreswhere
surgical expertise is not available or inwomenwho are not
medically fit for surgery. Contraindications to surgery are
relative, and some of the factors may also compromise
delivery of the radiotherapy schedule (e.g. obesity). Radi-
cal radiotherapy aims to control the primary tumour and
also to treat any lymphatic spread. Usually a combination
of intracavitary (to treat the primary tumour) and exter-
nal beam therapy (to treat pelvic lymph nodes) is used.
Planned combinations of radiotherapy and surgery are
not advocated as this increases morbidity with no atten-
dant gain in cure or survival rates. As a general rule,
intracavitary brachytherapy is given with the addition of
external beam therapy. Using modern after loading tech-
niques with the high dose regimens (HDR) reduces both
the patient morbidity and exposure of staff.

Adjuvant chemoradiotherapy is not routinely indicated
but should be offered to those with pelvic lymph node
spread, tumour at the excision margins and other risk
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factors that make a recurrence likely. Neither the over-
all response rate nor the complete response rate has been
reproducibly improved by adding other drugs to cisplat-
inum. The attendant morbidity is highest when surgery is
combined with chemoradiotherapy.

While the incidence of ovarian involvement is <1% in
squamous cell cancers, the incidence rises to 5–10% in ade-
nocarcinomas. In the latter an oophorectomy is usually
recommended if the surgical option is taken.

Stage Ib2-IVa

For those with stage Ib2-IVa disease, chemoradiother-
apy is preferred [19]. Several studies indicate overall
survival advantage for cisplatin-based chemotherapy in
conjunction with radiotherapy.

Radiotherapy may be given either as radical or in a
palliative setting. Radical radiotherapy is given with the
intent of cure whereas palliative radiotherapy does not
prolong survival but can control symptoms, especially
pain.

Stage IVb

No ‘standard’ therapeutic protocol applies. The treat-
ment is individualized according to location and extent
of disease.

Minimal access surgery

An important factor in outcome for women with cervi-
cal cancer is whether there is lymphatic spread at the
time of diagnosis. This has a significant effect on survival
figures and current imagingmodalities are unable to iden-
tify accurately those individuals with metastatic disease
to the lymph nodes. Several surgical centres now rou-
tinely assess the lymph nodes surgically prior to planning
treatment. This can either be done using minimal access
surgery or using an extraperitoneal approach. Lymph
node yield at laparoscopy is certainly equivalent to the
open approach. Lymph nodes that are removed are sub-
mitted for histological and immunohistochemical assess-
ment and further management planned. In those with
negative nodes, surgical cure is feasible and these indi-
viduals proceed with radical or fertility sparing surgery.
In those with metastatic disease, cure from surgery is not
possible, and thesewomenareofferedchemoradiotherapy
as their best option to attain cure (Fig. 54.4).

Fertility sparing surgery

In those women who wish to preserve fertility options,
radical trachelectomy is a surgical option. This technique

has evolved from the radical vaginal hysterectomy and
involves removing the cervix, parametrium and upper
one third of the vagina in those with histologically neg-
ative pelvic lymph nodes [20]. Cervical cerclage with a
non-absorbable suture is inserted at the end of the surgical
procedure tomaintain closure of the uterine isthmus in the
event of future pregnancy. Caesarean section is advocated
for delivery.

Trachelectomy is not appropriate for those women that
have completed their family as long-term data are being
accrued. Those women with tumours of ≤2 cm are most
suitable. In those achieving a pregnancy, preterm labour
is a significant risk factor.

Recurrent cervical cancer

These women should be referred to those with expertise
in managing this situation. This may involve the gynae-
cological, radiation or medical oncologist (Fig. 54.5). If
further treatment is planned it should be conducted in
centres suitably equipped and with appropriate support
facilities including an intensive care unit.

Cases of pelvic recurrence are considered for themodal-
ity of treatment that has not previously been utilized.
Recurrence after surgery is generally treated with radio-
therapy (with someprotocols includingchemotherapy). In
post-radiation failureswhere the disease is confined to the
pelvis, pelvic exenteration is offered to those women who
are surgical candidates. This shouldonlybeundertakenby
thosewith theappropriate training in surgical gynaecolog-
ical oncology working in centres with a multidisciplinary
team.

No single treatment protocol exists for recurrent disease
beyond the pelvis, or in those women who have failed
radiotherapy and are not candidates for further surgery.
In thosewherepalliation is appropriate, early involvement
of clinicians specializing in palliative care and Macmillan
cancer relief nurses can be extremely beneficial, not only
for the patient but also the family concerned.

Cervical cancer in pregnancy

The presentation is usually abnormal bleeding, though
some20%areasymptomatic. The survivalfigures are stage
for stage the same as those for women who are not preg-
nant. It is now believed that the route of delivery does not
affect the ultimate 5-year survival.

Cone biopsy can result in excessive bleeding and spon-
taneous abortion. The absolute indications for cone biopsy
include aPap smear suspicious for invasive cancerwith no
colposcopic proof, and colposcopic suspicion or directed
biopsy indicating an invasive lesion.
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Histological confirmation of
relapsed disease

Suitable for pelvic exenterative
procedure

Extra pelvic recurrenceLocal pelvic recurrence

Unsuitable for pelvic
exenterative procedure

Palliative approach to care
? Chemotherapy
? Radiotherapy

Fig. 54.5 Flow chart of management options with recurrence of cervical cancer.

Prior to 24 weeks, the treatment recommended is the
same as for womenwho are not pregnant. If the treatment
is radiotherapy, patients in the first trimester usually abort
during the external beam therapy. In the second trimester,
spontaneous abortion often is not the case, and the fetus
must be removed surgically prior to radiation.

Radical hysterectomyandpelvic lymphadenectomycan
be accomplished at any gestational age. When cancer is
detected at the time of fetal viability, radical Caesarean
hysterectomy can be offered or the fetus can be delivered
and therapy instituted thereafter. The route of delivery has
traditionally been Caesarean section, though this is more
related to the possibility of increased bleeding, rather than
the older concept of spread of disease if the vaginal route
is chosen.

Patients diagnosed a few weeks prior to fetal viability,
or those who refuse abortion based on moral or religious
views present the greatest challenge. In such cases, with
appropriate counselling, the fetus is carried to earliest
viability and therapy then undertaken.

Key points

1 Colposcopic assessmentofwomenwithabnormal cervi-
cal cytology should be undertaken prior to any treatment.
2 Whichever localmethod is used for treatment, thedepth
of destruction should be at least 5–8 mm as gland crypts
may be involved with CIN.
3 Success rates for local ablative and local excisional
techniques are similar after a single treatment episode
(90–95%).

4 After local treatment for CIN,women remain at a higher
risk for development of invasive disease as compared to
the general population. Those women that have continu-
ing abnormal cervical cytology following treatment are at
greatest risk of developing an invasive lesion.
5 Survival for cervical cancer is stage specific and volume
of disease has a major influence on outcomes.
6 For early stage invasive disease (Ib1) there appears to
be no difference in survival outcomes between radical
surgery and radical radiotherapy.
7 For locallyadvancedcervical cancers (Ib2-IVa), chemora-
diotherapy is the preferred management.
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Chapter 55: Epithelial ovarian cancer
Hani Gabra

Ovarian cancer is a common solid tumour and is the
leading cause of death from gynaecological cancer. It is
a serious disease particularly in advanced stages with a
course that is punctuated by frequent tumour recurrence
and negative impact on quality and length of life.

Disease progression and patient decline is typically due
to locoregional peritoneal dissemination and its conse-
quence rather than due to visceral metastatic disease and
this brings opportunities for therapy research that cannot
be contemplated for other types of cancer.

Some patients are cured completely even of advanced
ovarian cancer with multimodality therapy and therefore
research interest in reducing the incidence and improving
the prognosis of the disease is intense.

Aetiology, epidemiology and genetics

The current lifetime risk is 1 per 48, the incidence being
approximately 22 per 100,000 population. Epithelial ovar-
ian cancer is a disease of older women, the incidence
peaking at the age of 67.

There are about 7000 cases of ovarian cancer in the
United Kingdom annually with about 5400 deaths, and in
most centres the overall survival at 5 years is about 30%.

There is geographic variation of ovarian cancer, being
commoner in northern Europe and in the United States
and less common in Africa and Japan. The aetiology of
ovarian cancer is incompletely understood.

Incessant ovulation is thought to be an important fac-
tor (ref fathalla). In large case-control studies, factors that
interferewith ovulation are found to affect the incidence of
ovarian cancer. Use of the oral contraceptive pill reduces
the risk of ovarian cancer by 50% in some studies (refs).
Other factors include early menarche, late menopause,
pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, infertility and the
use of hyperovulating drugs.

However, the risk of ovarian cancer is seen to be reduced
bymechanical sterilizationandbyhysterectomy, and there
is an increased risk associated with inflammatory con-
ditions such as pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) and

perineal dusting with talc. This suggests that chronic
inflammation has an important role in the aetiology of
ovarian cancer. Factors such as cytokine and outside-in
signalling molecule components may be of importance in
this process.

Endometriosis is also known to be associated with
endometrioid (and sometimes clear cell) Mullerian ade-
nocarcinomas, and particularly so when present on the
surface of the ovary.

Environmental factors are dominant in the aetiology of
ovarian cancer. The daughters of Japanese migrants to the
United States were noted to have an incidence of ovarian
cancer approximating to that of the US population as a
whole, as compared with much lower levels observed in
Japan.

Genetic factors in ovarian cancer are important. How-
ever only 5–10% of ovarian cancer is associated with an
autosomal dominant syndrome where there is an inher-
ited defect in one of three gene classes; BRCA1, BRCA2
(site-specific ovarian cancer syndrome and breast-ovarian
cancer syndrome) and the mismatch repair genes (iden-
tified in the type 2 Lynch syndrome or hereditary non-
polyposis colorectal cancer [HNPCC]). There is currently
much controversy about the relevance of these genes
to non-inherited breast cancer, and somatic methylation
alongwithother epigeneticmechanismsmaybe important
in inactivation of these genes in a substantial proportion
of somatic (as opposed to familial) common epithelial
ovarian cancers.

Themolecular basis of sporadic ovarian cancer is slowly
being unravelled. P53 mutation is a common molecular
lesion in ovarian cancer, particularly in serous ovarian
cancer. Although this is an important molecular lesion in
the aetiology, its clinical significance is less certain with
respect to diagnosis, prediction, prognosis or therapy.
K-ras mutation and PTEN disruption are associated with
clinical endometrioid ovarian cancer, and elegant mouse
models show the multistep process that takes normal
ovarian surface epithelium to endometriosis with K-ras
mutationand then to endometrioidadenocarcinomaswith

625
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PTEN knockout. In fact, PTEN knockout represents an
extremely important component of a disrupted PI3Kinase
pathway. PI3K and AKT activation are both common
lesions in ovarian cancer and form attractive targets for
ovarian cancer treatment by inhibitors. Activation of tyro-
sine kinases is also common in ovarian cancer. This growth
factor ‘addiction’ extends to members of the EGF recep-
tor tyrosine kinase family commonly including EGFR and
HER2. c-fms is also commonlyupregulated inovarian can-
cer. Doubtless thismolecular classificationwill continue to
grow with empirical scientific progress until a more com-
plete understanding is achieved, and this is likely to be
accompanied with recognition of redundancy and a bet-
ter understanding of the therapeutic targets thatwillmake
a difference to the evolution of the disease.

Screening and prophylactic oophorectomy

Successful screening is defined as an intervention that
results in reduction in the mortality of the screened pop-
ulation relative to the unscreened population. There is
no evidence that screening of the general population or
of targeted at-risk populations achieve reduction in mor-
tality. Screening requires high sensitivity and specificity.
High sensitivity maximizes the potential for influencing
survival, whereas high specificity reduces the chances of
false positives that result in unnecessary operations. These
issues are compounded by the fact that ovarian cancer is
a relatively rare condition; thus around 99.6% specificity
is required to detect one case of ovarian cancer in every
10women testing positive (10%positive predictive value).
Lower specificity (e.g. 92% in BRCA1 mutant ovarian can-
cer), however, will achieve this level of positive predictive
value in high-risk groups for ovarian cancer who have
much higher incidence of the disease.

Importantdatademonstrates thatprophylacticoophorec-
tomy irrespective of screening in those with BRCA1 and
BRCA2 germline mutations essentially abolishes the inci-
dence of ovarian cancer and also markedly reduces the
incidence of breast cancer in the oophorectomized pop-
ulation as compared with controls (NEJM article). This
is increasingly considered the approach of choice where
the high-risk patient is able to rationalize the cost/benefit
equation. In general, where it is recommended, pro-
phylactic bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy is performed
with completion of childbearing and hormone replace-
ment therapy is commenced thereafter until a point that
appropriately corresponds to natural menopause, that is,
around 50 years (JCO article Armstrong).

Large randomized controlled trials are now underway
for screening in ovarian cancer. The endpoint in these tri-
als is cause specific mortality reduction in the screened
population.

In theUnitedKingdom, the largeUKCTOCS trial is now
underway. It seeks to recruit 200,000 women at average
risk for ovarian cancer. There is a 3-way randomization
to, first, a control unscreened group (group 3), to annual
CA125 and, if abnormal, then subsequent transvaginal
ultrasound (group 1) or annual transvaginal ultrasound
and, if abnormal, then CA125 (group 2).

For those at higher genetic risk, the UKFOCSS study
is investigating the benefit of screening for those with
…5000 women are being recruited for this study where
annual transvaginal ultrasound is performed, with CA125
at the time of TVS, and also 4 months preceding and fol-
lowing it. The endpoints are early detection and cancer
mortality.

It is entirely unclear whether it will ever be feasible,
effective or cost-effective to screen the general population
for ovarian cancer. Furthermore, with the clear impact of
prophylactic oophorectomy for targeted groups, it is also
unclearwhether screening of targeted groups even if effec-
tive will approach the definite benefits to be obtained by
removal of ovaries after completion of childbearing.

Nevertheless, recent developments in proteomics have
claimed specificities and sensitivities approaching 100%
in diagnosis of ovarian cancer, and these may if correct
alter the prospects of screening in both the general popu-
lation and in targeted groups. However, a note of caution
should be expressed in that the field of proteomics is cur-
rently controversial with many issues of sample quality
control for both pre-analytical variables (sample collection
and storage protocols) and analytical variables (day to day
variation of complex machinery required for proteomics).

Clinical presentation

Ovarian cancer presents with non-specific symptoms.
These symptoms include abdominal bloating and dis-
comfort, and pressure symptoms such as nausea, early
repletionor colickyabdominalpain. It is obvious that these
symptoms may be due to advanced disease. More spe-
cific symptoms that are more likely to be associated with
earlier stage diagnosis include postmenopausal bleeding
(when associatedwith endometrial carcinoma) and signif-
icant pelvic pressure symptoms such as urinary frequency,
pelvic paindue to torsion or haemorrhage of the ovary and
rectosigmoid symptoms such as constipationordiarrhoea.

Signs include gaseous abdominal distension, a pelvic
mass, abnormal bowel sounds, ascites, palpable abdom-
inal masses, lymphadenopathy, pleural effusion, an
umbilical mass (Sister Mary Joseph nodule) and, rarely,
intra-abdominal organomegaly.

It is of interest that recent work (ref) suggests that it is
not the nature of the symptoms themselves, rather their
frequency after they commence that are associated with
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ovarian cancer as a diagnosis subsequently. However, this
was a retrospective survey.

In retrospective analyses of General Practitioners’ refer-
rals, a variety of medical speciality destinations in
response to the symptoms and signs described above
ensuredheterogeneityof routes todefinitivemanagement.
However, it has not been established that these delays
from primary care in any way affect the outcomes in
ovarian cancer management. Many subsequent factors
are unknown, for instance, is there a point at which the
tumour may become inoperable, even if advanced but
operable from the outset (see below)?

Despite not having complete answers to these issues, it
is important to say that raising awareness among women
and among health-care professionals is desirable to allow
early appropriate referral of all stages of ovarian cancer, as
this may yet ultimately be shown to impact on survival.

Pathobiology of epithelial ovarian cancer

The ovaries are covered by a polarized cuboidal epithe-
lial monolayer that is in continuity with the rest of the
peritoneal mesothelium. It is this surface that gives rise to
epithelial ovarian cancer, either directly from the surface
or from trapped surface epithelial cells within inclusion
cysts (see below).

Is there an early ovarian cancer lesion?

Unlike cervical and colorectal cancer there are not defined
anatomical steps in early tumour progression that allow
screening of the preneoplastic or preinvasive states in
ovarian cancer. There is considerable doubt that there
exists anatomical stage progression and there is some evi-
dence that malignant ovarian neoplasms arising on the
surface of the ovarymaydisseminate to bulky stage III dis-
ease without stepwise FIGO stage progression. This intro-
duces considerable uncertainty to the notion of screening
by anatomical characteristics such as those currently per-
formed for breast cancer. New and very interesting data
suggest that at least some ovarian cancers arise from sur-
face epithelial inclusion cysts, and if this data remains
robust and is extended to most ovarian cancers arising
in this way, there may be a feasible route to ovarian cancer
prevention, having identified a precursor lesion.

Borderline lesions and invasive cancer: evolving
concepts

Borderline epithelial tumours (tumours of low-malignant
potential) of the ovary in general have differing char-
acteristics to epithelial ovarian cancer. The hallmark of
borderline tumours is the absence of basement membrane

invasion. The conversion rate of borderline tumours to
ovarian cancer is extremely low, and in general these
lesions are compatiblewithprolonged survival evenwhen
disseminated either as a monoclonal or polyclonal pro-
cess. It is possible that there is a biologically aggressive
subgroup of borderline tumours and several studies have
tried to define these characteristics, among them histo-
logical features of a ‘proliferative state’ and aneuploidy.
Rarely some cases of borderline tumours do truly progress
to invasive ovarian cancer, and therefore definitive pro-
tocols for dealing with this clinical entity are essential.
Borderline tumours, particularly serous are also associ-
ated with a definite incidence perhaps as high as 10% of
de novo primary peritoneal carcinoma.

Pathology of epithelial ovarian cancer

Most ovarian cancers have serous histology, which have
histology reminiscent of fallopian tube origin, and often
have characteristic psammomabodies. Endometrioid ade-
nocarcinomas and clear cell carcinomas are the next com-
monest histological type, and mucinous carcinomas are
less common still. Uncommonly ovarian carcinosarcomas
do present and are epithelial tumours with sarcomatous
differentiation. There is evidence that clear cell and muci-
nous ovarian cancers are far less responsive to chemother-
apy than serous and endometrioid ovarian cancers. An
important feature of histological classification is the grade
of the cancer, ranging from well differentiated (Grade 1)
to moderately differentiated (Grade 2) to poorly differen-
tiated (Grade 3). Borderline tumours are not regarded as
cancers and in general have an excellent prognosis. These
are not considered further here.

Patterns of spread of ovarian cancer

The FIGO classification for ovarian cancer is shown in
Table 55.1, and is based on surgical staging. Like other
malignant neoplasms, ovarian cancer can disseminate
along locoregional, lymphatic and blood-borne routes.
However there are patterns of dissemination that are char-
acteristic of ovarian cancer, and also patterns that are
characteristic of histological subtypes of ovarian cancer.

In the common serous ovarian carcinomas, the domi-
nant pattern is that of transperitoneal locoregional dissem-
ination resulting often in bulky intra-abdominal disease
particularly involving the omentum as well as other peri-
toneal surfaces. This is often accompanied by malignant
ascites. With the exception ofmalignant unilateral or bilat-
eral pleural effusion, and involvement of the umbilicus
due to tumour spread along the remnant of the umbilical
vein, it is unusual to present with visceral metastatic dis-
ease, for example, visceral hepaticmetastases, pulmonary,
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Table 55.1 FIGO staging for ovarian cancer

Stage

I Growth limited to the ovaries
Ia Tumour in one ovary; no ascites, capsule intact, no

tumour on surface
Ib As in Ia but tumour in both ovaries
Ic Tumour either as in Ia or Ib, but ascites with cancer

cells, or capsule ruptured or tumour on surface, or
positive peritoneal washings

II Growth on one or both ovaries with peritoneal
implants within the pelvis

IIa Extension or metastases to uterus or fallopian tubes
IIb Extension to other pelvic organs
IIc Tumour either IIa or IIb, but with findings as in Ic
III Tumour in one or both ovaries with peritoneal

implants outside the pelvis, or retroperitoneal node
metastases

IIIa Tumour grossly limited to the true pelvis; negative
nodes, but microscopic implants on abdominal
peritoneal surfaces

IIIb As in IIIa, but abdominal implants are <2 cm in
diameter

IIIc Abdominal implants >2 cm, ± retroperitoneal lymph
node metastases

IV Tumour involving one or both ovaries with distant
metastases, e.g. malignant pleural fluid,
parenchymal liver metastases

cerebral or bone metastases that are so common in other
gynaecological tumours such as breast or cervical can-
cer. Lymph node involvement (which stages the patient
as stage IIIc) is relatively common.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of ovarian cancer is histopathological,
and most large centres will require the fine details of
histopathological diagnosis to manage the patient ratio-
nally. Histopathological type, Tumour Grade and FIGO
stage are all determined by adequate biopsy obtained
by procedures such as radiologically guided core biopsy,
laparoscopic biopsy, and formal staging laparotomy. In
general, many centres would regard a CA125, CEA and
cytological diagnosis from a sample of ascites as inade-
quate for management of the patient with ovarian cancer,
and that is certainly the case for the West London Gynae-
cological Cancer Centre.

CA125, a glycoprotein serum marker is neither a diag-
nostic nor a screening marker for ovarian cancer. It is
elevated in a variety of benign and malignant condi-
tions. It is helpful in prognostication about 3 months into
chemotherapeutic; however, its main role is in evaluating

responsenot in initial therapybut in treatment for relapsed
disease.

Prognostic factors

The majority of patients with ovarian cancer will relapse
and ultimately die from their disease. While the progno-
sis in stage I ovarian cancer is excellent with earlier lower
grade stages having a cure rate of greater than 90%, over-
all, prognosis leaves much room for improvement, with
1-year survival of 70%, 2-year survival of 50%, 5-year
survival of 30% and 10-year survival of 20%.

Analysing large cohorts of newly diagnosed patients
with carefully collected clinical data has revealedprognos-
tic factors that have been subsequently validated in other
clinical datasets. Important factors that predict survival
include performance status, FIGO staging, tumour grade,
surgical debulking status, histological subtype, age at
diagnosis and albumin. Heterogeneity in the sample pop-
ulations with respect particularly to treatment effects has
limited extrapolation to real cohorts of patients. Ongoing
research is now applying whole genome molecular profil-
ing analysis as well as individual characterized molecular
targets to the refinement of predictive and prognostic
models.

For patients with recurrent ovarian cancer, there are
several factors that predict favourable response to plat-
inum retreatment. These include serous histology, disease
bulk of less than 5 cm, and number of tumour sites (<3).
A conventional definition of this platinum sensitivity that
closely correlates with residual disease bulk is that of an
interval since last chemotherapy of greater than 6 months.

Treatment of newly diagnosed ovarian
cancer

Integrated multidisciplinary care of ovarian cancer

Ovarian cancer is best managed in centralized integrated
multidisciplinary teams. This has been shown to improve
outcomes in this disease. In general, the team consists
of a surgical oncologist and a non-surgical oncologist, a
radiologist and a pathologist specialized in ovarian cancer
management. The team crucially also requires a specialist
nurse who acts as glue and conduit between the patient
and the multidisciplinary team and is available for the
patient throughout his or her journey. Palliative care spe-
cialist input may be required in all phases of the disease.
Increasingly multidisciplinary teams are developing inte-
grated care pathways for patientswith ovarian cancer that
bring together hospital and community services within
one framework.
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SURGERY

The aim of surgery is total macroscopic debulking of
tumour. The purpose of this is to minimize the volume
of tumour prior to further non-surgical treatment.

The procedure is really only valuable if the disease is
debulked to less than 2 cm maximum diameter in terms of
impact of survival, and is a powerful independent prog-
nostic variable in ovarian cancer outcome (Griffiths). Opti-
mal cytoreduction is feasiblevariably according to surgical
effort and experience, and if one compares chemotherapy
studies with similar entry criteria the proportion opti-
mally debulked can vary from 30% (ICON 3) up to 85% in
some studies and series, with apparently acceptable oper-
ative morbidity. There have been various definitions of
what constitutes ‘optimal debulking’. At the West London
Gynaecological Cancer Centre the definition is <1 cm
maximum diameter.

Where the surgeon regards macroscopic debulking as a
realistic objective for a patient, a midline incision is per-
formed. After evaluation, the surgeon performs bilateral
salpingo-oophorectomy, total abdominal hysterectomy
and omentectomy. Removal of all visible deposits is also
undertaken. If the surgeon is not able to achieve total
macroscopic debulking, it may nevertheless be possible
to achieve optimal debulking (Wharton and Herson).

Is surgery important?

This is an important question. There has been no ran-
domized trial of surgery versus no surgery; however,
the survival of patients with advanced ovarian cancer
receiving no surgery in the pre-chemotherapy era was
of the order of 12–14%, and several small retrospective
studies implied a relationship between optimal debulking
and better survival. In an influential study by Van Den
Berg (ref) and colleagues, patients achieving suboptimal
debulkingwere randomized to interval debulking surgery
or not. Those patients receiving interval debulking had
better survival. Although this study has been criticized,
it is important in that it shows a survival benefit associ-
ated with surgery in a randomized setting. An important
recent studywas the surgical studywithin the SCOTROC1
chemotherapy trial. In SCOTROC 1 all post-operative
patients received carboplatin and were randomized to
either Paclitaxel or Docetaxel, with progression-free sur-
vival as an endpoint. Surgical data was collected from
this trial, and 2 out of 3 of patients were from the United
Kingdom, with 1 out of 3 fromoutwith. This allowed com-
parison of surgical practice and of relationship of surgery
to outcome since the case-mix and chemotherapy were
identical in all countries where patients were operated
on. In the United Kingdom although similar rates of
TAH BSO and omentectomy were performed, there were

significantly less bowel resections and para-aortic/pelvic
lymphadenectomy procedures performed, particularly
in those patients who were optimally debulked. Fur-
thermore the United Kingdom had significantly inferior
complete debulking rates compared with non-UK cen-
tres. It was found that the United Kingdom had signifi-
cantly less operating time per patient than non-UK centres
across all stages. As an independent prognostic variable
with respect to progression-free survival, residual disease
(>2 cm) carries an adverse hazard ratio of 1.6; however,
this depends on the extent of pre-surgical disease. In less
extensive disease, optimal debulking is associated with a
large survival benefit, whereas with more extensive dis-
ease the benefit was much less. However, UK patients
who were completely debulked (as opposed to optimally)
did much less well than those who were completely
debulkedoverseas (HR2). However, in thoseoptimally (as
opposed to completely) or suboptimally debulked there
was no such adverse effect of being operated in theUnited
Kingdom (Crawford et al. JCO 2005).

Lymphadenectomy in ovarian cancer

The role of lymphadenectomy in ovarian cancer remains
debatable. In the UK lymphadenectomy is not performed
routinely for ovarian cancer and this is the case whether
the ovarian cancer is early (limited) or advanced stage.

Lymphadenectomy in early (limited) stage ovarian
cancer

The general argument is that lymphadenectomy in early
ovarian cancer carries additional morbidity and confers
no therapeutic survival advantage to the patient, and
the chances of upstaging a patient who does not have a
Grade 3 tumour is relatively low. In the United States,
Australia and Europe it is generally the rule that lym-
phadenectomy is undertaken. This of course provides
better staging for thepatient; however, there isnoevidence
of an ensuing survival advantage. In the ICON1/ACTION
studies of immediate versus delayed carboplatin in early
ovarian cancer, it was found that no subgroup overall
failed to benefit from chemotherapy, and this has been
interpreted as ‘all early ovarian cancer patients should
generally receive chemotherapy; therefore, there is no
advantage in selection of higher risk groups by lym-
phadenectomy, and therefore it should not be performed’.
However, chemotherapy carries significantmorbidity and
mortality risks also. In subgroup analysis of the ACTION
study (which was a parallel European study to ICON1)
it was found that those who had complete debulking
including lymphadenectomy appeared not to benefit from
chemotherapy. Therefore there is an argument to be made
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that patients with stage Ia and Ib disease which is surgi-
cally fully staged (i.e. lymphadenectomy), where there is
no room for doubt that the case might be stage IIIc and
where the patient has Grade 1 or Grade 2 carcinoma could
be spared chemotherapy. This approach is the one utilized
at the West London Gynaecological Cancer Centre.

Lymphadenectomy in advanced ovarian cancer

Lymphadenectomy for advanced ovarian cancer is gen-
erally not regarded as important in the United Kingdom;
however, recent data from the SCOTROC1 surgical study
(Crawford et al.) suggest that it may have an influence
on patient outcome and this area needs to be looked at
more closely. In our centre this procedure is not routinely
performed in advanced ovarian cancer unless there are
overtly involved bulky nodes.

Interval debulking

In patients who have been suboptimally debulked, a
single European study has demonstrated benefit for re-
operating after three cycles of chemotherapy, so-called
interval debulking surgery. In the trial conducted, patients
had an approximately x month survival advantage. In a
subsequent study, no benefit was seen for interval debulk-
ing if the initial surgical procedure was performed by a
specialist gynaecological oncologist; therefore, the value
of this approach is controversial.

ADVANCED OVARIAN CANCER

Front-line chemotherapy post-surgery: benefit and toxicity

The chemotherapy debate for advanced ovarian can-
cer is constantly shifting and in doing so is constantly
attempting to address the balance between toxicity and
benefit.

There are some relatively stable facts now about ovar-
ian cancer chemotherapy that lay down the framework for
the current debates. First, systemic platinum agents given
after surgery are the single best and most important drugs
in ovarian cancer either alone or in combination. Second,
systemic therapy carboplatin is as effective as cisplatin
but with an improved toxicity profile. Third, cisplatin
with paclitaxel as a chemotherapy regime is definitely bet-
ter than cisplatin with cyclophosphamide (but not than
platinum alone necessarily) as systemic therapy. Almost
everythingelse inovariancancer chemotherapy is adebate
currently.

Carboplatin and paclitaxel as front-line therapy

Where a patient is fit, lacking in co-morbidities (espe-
cially those exacerbated by the treatment or its supportive

therapies) and able to cope with combination chemother-
apy, particularly when optimally debulked, our standard
of care is carboplatin and paclitaxel. The evidence for
this is based on two seminal studies, the GOG111 study
reported in 1996 and the OV10 study reported in 2000.
These studies virtually replicate each other with almost
identical survival curves and demonstrate beyond any
doubt that cisplatin with cyclophosphamide is inferior to
cisplatin and paclitaxel. The AGO study in 1999 demon-
strated that carboplatin and paclitaxel was equivalent to
cisplatin and paclitaxel, so at least for systemic therapy of
advanced ovarian cancer, carboplatin and paclitaxel is the
regime of choice.

It is important to note that there are differences in
response rate between histological types. In serous and
endometrioid ovarian cancers the response rates are rela-
tively high (∼ 70–80%) with carboplatin and paclitaxel,
and not dissimilar with single-agent carboplatin and
cisplatin. However, for advanced mucinous and clear-
cell cancers, the response rate to single-agent platinum
in the front-line setting is particularly low, of the order
of 12–14% overall response rate in several series, and
carboplatin–paclitaxel have a higher response rate of 23–
25%. Currently therefore single-agent platinum is not
an attractive option for patients with these unusual and
prognostically poorer histologies in advanced disease.

THE TOXICITIES OF CARBOPLATIN–PACLITAXEL
COMBINATION CHEMOTHERAPY

There are significant toxicities from this standard com-
bination. Alopecia occurs early and is inevitable but
reversible. Patients do not generally retain their hair using
the pre-chemotherapy ‘cold cap’ although interestingly in
a few anecdotal cases they have managed to do so. All
other toxicities are not inevitable but may be severe and
debilitating. Due to the hypersensitivity potential of the
cremaphor vehicle necessitating the use of dexametha-
sone there is potential for significant weight gain for the
patient and worsening of diabetic control (if a concurrent
co-morbidity) that may have significant consequences if
there is additional neutropenic sepsis as part of the tox-
icity profile. With the use of paclitaxel there is a risk of
neurotoxicity, mainly peripheral sensory neuropathy in
fingers and toes which occurs in about a third of patients,
but is usually mild and generally settles after the end of
chemotherapy; however, in a small proportion of patients
neurotoxicity is severe and may interfere with function
substantially with patients left unable to use their hands
accurately and with sufficient power. Rarely the paclitaxel
neuropathy is permanent and does not resolve. Another
adverse toxicity of paclitaxel is the joint-pain syndrome
that comes on typically 3 days after chemotherapy and
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lasts typically 3 days. This usually affects the small joints
of the hand, and the knees as well as the small joints
of the feet. It can be severe and sometimes the duration
extends beyond 3 days. Its severity may necessitate the
use (pre-emptively) of analgesics such as paracetamol and
ibuprofen at full dose. Although emesis is unusual with
this regimen, nausea can be a problem, particularly with
younger patients. Neutropenic sepsis is also a risk of this
combination chemotherapy.

Single agent carboplatin as front-line therapy

In most European, Australasian and North American
countries, standard treatment is considered to be carbo-
platin and paclitaxel. The basis for this was the superior
outcomes seen for the paclitaxel and cisplatin arms in
the GOG111 and OV10 studies. However, the control
arm for these studies was cyclophosphamide and cis-
platin, and in the influential meta-analysis by Parmar,
this control arm was clearly inferior to the single-agent
platinum-control arms seen in GOG132 and ICON3 ran-
domized trials. These latter trials showed no difference
between platinum and platinum plus Taxol. Hence, this
leads to the current NICE guidelines that suggest discus-
sion between doctor and patient and choice for the patient
between single-agent carboplatin and carboplatin and
paclitaxel. There are many centres in the United Kingdom
that regard carbopatin as an appropriate standard of care
for many patients. At the West London Gynaecological
Cancer Centre currently around 60% of patients receive
combination therapy with paclitaxel and carboplatin with
40% receiving single-agent carboplatin.

ARE HIGHER-DOSE INTENSITY OR MORE CYCLES
BETTER?

Several studies have been conducted of more versus less
cycles of chemotherapy (greater total dose) and higher
versus lower doses (greater dose-intensity) and in general
these studies have shownno benefit for either greater total
dose or dose intensity. In terms of total dose, Bertelsen in
1993 showednodifference for 6 versus 12 cycles and ledby
this institution, Lambert and colleagues in 1997 showed
no difference for five versus eight cycles, with a smaller
study also showing no difference for five versus ten cycles
(Hakes 1992). With respect to dose intensity, eight tri-
als have compared differing dose intensities, all of these
essentially comparing one dose intensity with double that
dose intensity, and with the exception of two trials there
was no difference in survival (refs). Furthermore, two ran-
domizedcontrolled trialsofhigh-dose chemotherapyhave
been performed and the mature data show no difference
in survival for standard versus high-dose chemotherapy

(Cure et al., Ledermann et al.). Dose density, however,
remains an issue to be explored. This is where the interval
between cycles of chemotherapy is reduced to less than
the 3 weeks typically utilized in standard regimens. For
breast and cervical cancer, this increase of dose density is
seen to improve survival of patients and this remains an
open question in ovarian cancer.

NEOADJUVANT SYSTEMIC THERAPY AND PRIMARY
MEDICAL TREATMENT OF OVARIAN CANCER

The gold standard for treating ovarian cancer has long
been held to include upfront surgery. However, there is
no doubt that if there is no adverse impact on survival
it would be desirable to treat patients with neoadjuvant
chemotherapy as this would make the delayed primary
operation much easier and more complete as a result of
control of the disease by chemotherapy prior to surgery.
This is currently the subject of the CHORUS and EORTC
trials. However, a note of caution is indicated, which is to
say thatwholesale adoptionofneoadjuvant chemotherapy
should not be adopted until these trials report. There are
theoretical considerations that chemotherapy may be less
effective in a high tumour burden environment and that
surgical debulking may enhance the chemotherapy effect
by debulking chemo-resistant clones and also by creating
a cytokine environment that drives cells into cyclemaking
them more sensitive to chemotherapy, and these potential
consequences need to be considered.

INTRAPERITONEAL THERAPY

Ovarian cancer is principally a disease of locoregional
peritoneal dissemination within the abdominal cavity.
Control of locoregional dissemination is the top priority
in the control of advanced ovarian cancer. The idea of
intraperitoneal therapy is an old one, having been per-
formed for 30 years or more. Over the last 10 years there
have been seven randomized trials comparing intraperi-
toneal (IP) chemotherapy intravenous intravenously (IV).
The common factor is that all includedplatinum, andmost
added a second drug. Metanalysis of these trials shows
a significant reduction in hazards of 0.78 with confidence
intervals of 0.69–0.89 andan improvement inmedianover-
all survival of about 12 months over IV-chemo beyond
an expected median survival of this optimally debulked
group of 4 years.

The most recent of the three large trials, GOG 172
showed the largest difference ever in a randomized ovar-
ian cancer trial with median overall survival of 67 months
against the IV control arm of 49 months, the improve-
ment being 17.4 months with a hazard ratio of 0.71. This
regimen utilized IV paclitaxel on day 1, IP cisplatin on
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day 2 and IP taxol on day 8, on a 21-day cycle for six
cycles. However, IP chemotherapy was associated with
enhanced toxicities including neuropathy, gastrointestinal
toxicity and myelotoxicity. It is likely that this approach
will become a standard option for women with optimally
debulked ovarian cancer in the near future.

The treatment of recurrent ovarian cancer

Recurrent ovarian cancer is currently an incurable clin-
ical state, although survival improvement can still be
realized by utilizing appropriate chemotherapy and over-
all multidisciplinary clinical effort. Nevertheless, palli-
ation and optimization of quality of life are important
considerations in this clinical scenario utilizing aggres-
sive symptom management, chemotherapy radiotherapy
and surgery, with palliative care in the community and
hospice provision being important components in this
phase of disease. Limitation of treatment toxicity is a
major aim too when considering treatment in this clinical
scenario.

The timing of reintroduction of therapy in ovarian can-
cer recurrence is a controversial issuewhichwill hopefully
be addressed by an important trial, MRC-OVO5, which is
now closed to recruitment and will report in the future.
In this trial, ovarian cancer patients in complete remis-
sion with a normal CA125 are monitored with CA125
levels blinded to physician and patient. When CA125 lev-
els reach twice the upper limit of normal the patients are
randomized to either immediate treatment by informing
the physician or not informing the physician until clinical
recurrence demands treatment. The current UK guidance
is to not treat until symptomatic recurrence of ovarian
cancer, since there is no evidence that this improves out-
come and may interfere with what otherwise is excellent
quality of life in asymptomatic marker recurrence, for
instance.At theWest LondonGynaecological Cancer Cen-
tre, our current policy is to try and avoid treatment until
early symptomatic progression, but this demands fairly
intensive watchful waiting and can generate considerable
anxiety for patients. Upon early symptomatic progression
or if there is evidence that the recurrence may cause sig-
nificant anatomical damage if unchecked (‘prophylactic
palliation’) palliative treatment can be instituted and this
typically consists of chemotherapy, although sometimes
multimodality therapy including surgery or radiother-
apy may be required. Recurrent ovarian cancer may be
considered as platinum refractory, resistant or potentially
sensitive. Platinum-refractory ovarian cancer represents
an extremely poor situation of primary non-response to
chemotherapy, and implies that it is unlikely that these
patients will respond to further standard chemotherapy
agents. These patients often have aggressive disease and

poor prognosis. They can be considered for phase I, and
some phase II trials if sufficiently fit.

Chemotherapy

PLATINUM-SENSITIVE RECURRENCE

Platinum-sensitive recurrence has several definitions.
Apragmatic definition is that of recurrence of ovarian can-
cer requiring treatmentoccurringmore than6monthsafter
last chemotherapy. Thesepatients arepotentiallyplatinum
sensitive, and the likelihood of overall response to rechal-
lenge with platinum-based chemotherapy is a function
of time, with those relapsing more than 18 months after
previous chemotherapy having up to a 94% chance of
response to subsequent platinum-based therapy (as com-
pared with 10% response rate in those relapsing within
6 months of last platinum therapy) from the findings of
Blackledge.

Eisenhauer and colleagues looked at factors predicting
response to subsequent chemotherapy in platinum pre-
treated ovarian cancer using data from 13 randomized
trials of 6 chemotherapy agents (not just platinum). They
found that serous histology, tumour bulk (<5 cm) and
number of disease sites (<3) were significant factors; yet
treatment-free interval was not, a feature at first sight at
odds with Blackledge’s findings. These biological predic-
tors of subsequent response were the main determinants
of response, with the treatment-free interval correlating
closely with tumour size.

A seminal randomized clinical trial, MRC ICON4, was
conducted in patients relapsing more than 6 months after
last chemotherapy requiring chemotherapy. This trial
asked if the addition of paclitaxel to carboplatin improved
survival in platinum-resistant disease. This study was
extremely important because the MRC ICON3 study had
shown no improvement in survival for carboplatin and
taxol as front-line chemotherapy in advanced ovarian can-
cer. In the ICON4 trial, addition of paclitaxel significantly
improved survival in platinum-sensitive recurrent ovar-
ian cancerwith ahazards ratio of 0.82, an absolute survival
advantage at 2 years of 7% and an improvement tomedian
survival of 5 months, in other words, benefit of similar
magnitude to the addition of chemotherapy in front-line
ovarian cancer. There were no real differences in patient
perceived toxicity and, in general, where there are not
reasons to avoid paclitaxel (e.g. previous severe neuropa-
thy, concurrentmedical co-morbidity especially advanced
diabetes etc.) it can be recommended for patients relaps-
ing > 12 months from last chemotherapy. However, this
trial does have some cautions in that more trials are
needed in the 6–12 month group, and in those who previ-
ously received paclitaxel–carboplatin, where the benefits
in survival are not completely clear.
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In patients who are platinum sensitive but platinum
allergic, pegylated liposomal doxorubicin (Caelyx) can
be considered as it has been shown to have a survival
advantage in platinum-sensitive disease in comparison to
topotecan, a commonly used topoisomerase I inhibitor.

At the West London Gynaecological Cancer Centre we
offer combination chemotherapy to all platinum-sensitive
recurrent patients if it is not medically contraindicated,
although we do make it clear that carboplatin monother-
apy is an effective and low-toxicity alternative.

PLATINUM-RESISTANT RECURRENCE

There are various definitions of platinum-resistant recur-
rence; however, a pragmatic definition is one of recurrent
disease requiring treatmentwithin6monthsof completing
last chemotherapy. In this group of patients it is unlikely
that re-challengewith conventional schedules of platinum
will result in response (<10% chance of response). These
patients appear to benefit (or fail to benefit) equally from
all conventionally dosed and scheduled chemotherapeu-
tic agents. These monotherapies all have a 10–20% overall
response rate, and combination chemotherapy in conven-
tional dose and schedule has not been shown to improve
survival or response rate. Agents that can be considered
in this indication include Caelyx, topotecan, oral etopo-
side, paclitaxel and gemcitabine. Where oestrogen and
progestin receptors are strongly positive, disease stabi-
lization may be achieved by the use of endocrine therapy,
usually tamoxifen or a progestin.

It is important to note that this platinum-resistant group
of patients should be strongly considered for phase II and
some phase I clinical trials.

Where patients are platinum resistant, symptomatic
and exceptionally fit The Rustin/Van der Berg regime
can be considered. This regime increases dose density
and dose intensity of platinum to overcome clinical plat-
inumresistance, delivering 60–70mg/m2 cisplatinweekly
(double the conventional dose intensity of 25–33 mg/m2)
for six cycles over 7 weeks, with daily oral etoposide.
Using this regime, in two studies, platinum-resistant
patients achieveda46%response ratewhich is a significant
improvement over the conventionally dosed monothera-
pies (10–20%) and a much higher response than would
be expected with conventional platinum (<10%) in this
group.

SURGERY AND RADIOTHERAPY

The use of surgery in recurrent ovarian cancer is contro-
versial and lacking in a strong evidence base. Patients
with malignant bowel obstruction should not be given
chemotherapy in general, and these patients may benefit

from a palliative surgical procedure to correct their bowel
obstruction and then continue with chemotherapy.

Occasionally solitary recurrence can be resected fully
and in these cases individual outcomes can be good. The
German AGO group is currently validating a model of
factors that predict for successful secondary debulking
and this evidence-based approachwillmore clearly define
the role of surgery in this context. Radiotherapy is in
general reserved forpalliationof symptomaticdiseasepar-
ticularly symptomatic pelvic recurrence, cutaneous and
intracerebral disease.

Future developments

CYTOTOXIC REGIME DEVELOPMENTS

The further development and refinement of cytotoxic
chemotherapy combinations continues. Recent trials of
adding a third drug, epirubicin, to paclitaxel and car-
boplatin have shown no benefit, and the outcome of
the ICON5/GOG trial is awaited which compares sev-
eral combination regimens. The toxicity of triple therapy
is significant and feasibility studies of four cycles of
carboplatinmonotherapy followedbydoublet chemother-
apy consisting of paclitaxel and gemcitabine are being
explored currently. Increasingly, it is becoming clear that
the histological heterogeneity of ovarian cancer has ther-
apeutic importance with significantly inferior response
outcomes observed for clear cell and mucinous carcino-
mas of the ovary. The same is also true for carcinosar-
coma of the ovary. The Gynaecological Cancer Intergroup
(GCIG) has commenced a phase III clinical trial compar-
ing cisplatin and irinotecan versus paclitaxel–carboplatin
in advanced clear cell carcinoma of the ovary. A similar
trial of chemotherapy for advanced mucinous carcinoma
of the ovary is in discussion and this is likely to utilize
bowel cancer-type chemotherapy in a randomized setting
against paclitaxel–carboplatin.

The intriguing results of intraperitoneal therapy will
continue to ensure that this will be a growth area in
terms of understanding the biology and immunology
of the peritoneum as well as developing chemotherapy
intraperitoneally.

Biotherapeutic targets

Antiangiogenic agents are an attractive target for ovar-
ian cancer treatment. Bevacizumab will shortly be
integrated with paclitaxel–carboplatin in a front-line ran-
domized ovarian cancer trial against chemotherapy alone
(MRC-ICON 7).

Lung cancer studies havedemonstrated interestingdata
as to likely responders and survivors by mutation and
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expression status respectively of EGF receptor tyrosine
kinase with the EGF receptor tyrosine kinase inhibtors
Tarceva and Iressa.

Manipulating the PTEN/AKT pathway will be likely
to provide rich therapeutic benefits ultimately. The
PI3Kinase pathway is very frequently disrupted in differ-
entways indifferent histological subgroups and treatment
states of ovarian cancer. PTEN disruption is very fre-
quent in endometrioid and clear cell ovarian cancer, PI3K
and AKT activation is frequent in serous carcinomas of
the ovary. PI3Kinase activation is involved in clinical
platinum resistance in ovarian cancer. PI3K, AKT and
mTOR inhibitors will therefore find indications once suc-
cessfully integrated with chemotherapy. The wealth of
new targeted agents to use singly or in combination is
astounding, and the challenge will be how to integrate
these molecular therapies with chemotherapy both sys-
temic and intraperitoneal over thenext fewyears to further
improve the prognosis of ovarian cancer; but I would
predict that realistically we stand on the threshold of sig-
nificant numerically substantial improvement in survival
at least for optimally debulked patients over the next
5–10 years, but whether such substantial improvements
will occur for suboptimally debulked patients remains
uncertain at this time.
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Chapter 56: Benign disease of the uterus
Mary Ann Lumsden

Introduction

Benign disease of the uterus is an important problem
for many women and their gynaecologists. The com-
monest condition in this category is fibroids but adeno-
myosis and uterine polyps are also of importance. Both
fibroids and endometrial polyps are very common and
although asymptomatic in many women, they can cause
considerable morbidity for others.

This chapter will discuss each of these conditions and
consider the aetiology, pathogenesis, presenting symp-
toms and treatment with inclusion of new developments,
particularly in the treatment of fibroids.

Adenomyosis

Definition

Adenomyosis is defined as the benign invasion of
endometrium into the myometrium. Both endometrial
glands and endometrial stroma must be present and
some pathologists also consider that these should be
surrounded by hypertrophic, hyperplastic musculature.
Since the endometrial myometrial border is irregular, the
definition usually includes depth of penetration that may
vary from 2.5 to 5 mm or, it can be determined in terms
of microscope fields, one low power field being equiva-
lent to 1 cm [1]. Since the symptoms appear to be related
to the depth of penetration, then it would seem rea-
sonable to include only those with a greater degree of
invasion. The result is enlarged uteri in which the adeno-
myosis may be either diffuse or present as focal deposits
or adenomyomas.

Incidence

Because of the difficulties in definition as outlined above,
the incidence of adenomyosis reported in the literature
varies considerably from between 8 and 61%, the pre-
operative diagnosis usually being less than 10%. It is
a post-hysterectomy diagnosis and some discrepancy is

likely to result from thedifferencewithwhichpathologists
will search for it.

Clinical presentation

The commonest presentation is that of heavy menstrual
bleeding associated with worsening dysmenorrhoea, the
latter beingworse in deep, infiltrating disease [2]. The con-
dition is characteristic of the 5th decade with the age of 45
being the commonest age of presentation and is very rare
in nulliparous women [3].

Aetiology

The ectopic endometrium is responsive to steroid hor-
mones and gene polymorphisms have been identified in
the oestrogen receptor with mutations of the oestrogen
receptor alpha; therefore, bleeding will occur each month.
It is possible that this contributes to the symptom of dys-
menorrhoea. In addition, there is abnormal prostaglandin
production and this could contribute to both the pain and
the heavy bleeding. These symptoms are associatedwith a
gradually enlarging uterus although this is unlikely to be
picked up clinically unless repeated vaginal examinations
are performed.

The diagnosis is normally made on histological exami-
nation of the uterus after hysterectomy. However, mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) has been shown to be
more accurate than ultrasound in diagnosing adeno-
myosis (Fig. 56.1) [4]. Thismodality enables the clinician to
distinguish adenomyosis from other pathologies such as
uterine fibroids that might also present with an enlarged
uterus. Early diagnosis can impact significantly on the
treatment offered to an individual patient.

Treatment

Treatment is likely to be hysterectomy since this is the only
method of curing the problem. Endometrial ablation is rel-
atively contraindicated since it will fail to remove deeply

636
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Fig. 56.1 Diffuse adenomyosis of the uterus. By kind
permission of Dr Nigel McMillan, Consultant Radiologist, The
Western Infirmary, Glasgow.

infiltrating glands and is unlikely to be successful. In fact,
it has been suggested that it is a common cause of fail-
ure of this procedure. It is possible that modalities such as
the levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine systemoruterine
artery embolizationmay be useful in this context although
few data are yet published concerning these possibilities.

Endometrial polyps

Endometrial polyps are discreet outgrowths of the
endometrium that contain a variable amount of gland
stroma and blood vessel. They are attached to the
endometrium by a pedicle and theymay be pedunculated
or sessile. It would appear that they are relatively insensi-
tive to cyclical hormonal changes and so are not shed at the
time ofmenstruation. In addition, theymay contain hyper
plastic foci particularly in those that are symptomatic.

Epidemiology

The presence of endometrial polyps is being increasingly
recognized since the widespread adoption of transvaginal

Fig. 56.2 An ultrasound scan demonstrating an endometrial
polyp. By kind permission of Dr Justine Clark, Consultant
Gynaecologist, Birmingham Women’s Hospital.

ultrasound and outpatients hysteroscopy. It is probable
that they are present in 25% of women with abnormal
vaginal bleeding although at least 10% of asymptomatic
womenarealso likely tohavepolyps. Theyareparticularly
common inwomen takingpreparations suchas tamoxifen.

Presentation

Unscheduled vaginal bleeding or spotting is the com-
monest presentation for endometrial polyps. They are
frequently found in association with women experienc-
ing abnormal bleedingwhile taking hormone replacement
theory (HRT) or tamoxifen. In the latter case, the whole
endometrial surface may appear polypoid.

Diagnosis

Endometrial polyps are frequently missed with blind
endometrial sampling such as performed at the time of
dilatation and curettage. Uterine imaging ismore sensitive
in diagnosing these focal lesions, particularly transvaginal
ultrasound, which might identify them singly or as part
of abnormally thickening endometrium (Fig. 56.2). How-
ever, studies have noted marked inter-observer variation
in interpretation of the ultrasound images. Intrauterine
injection of saline can markedly increase the diagnostic
performance of transvaginal ultrasound.

Hysteroscopic characteristics

The best method for diagnosing polyps is hysteroscopy;
so it is a possibility that they might then be treated at the
same time (Plate 56.1, facing p. 562). They can be peduncu-
lated or sessile single or multiple but can be distinguished
from pedunculated fibroids since they have fewer vessels
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over the surface. Malignant polyps are more likely to be
irregular, vascular or friable. Biopsy should be carried out
to confirm the diagnosis since appearance is not sufficient.

Treatment

In the symptomatic women, treatment will normally be
performed under general anaesthesia. However, they can
also be treated in the outpatients setting either by removal
under direct vision or by treatment with specially devel-
oped diathermy instrumentation. One possibility is to
separate the polyp at the base and then remove the whole
lesion intact. Alternatively, the lesion can be cut up into
small pieces and removed using direct vision.

Uterine leiomyomata (fibroids)

These common tumours are clinically apparent in 20% of
women of reproductive age andmaybe present in asmany
as 70% of uteri removed at hysterectomy. Their incidence
is increased in women of Afro-Caribbean origin [5]. The
incidence is decreased with prolonged use of the oral con-
traceptive pill as well as with increasing numbers of term
pregnancies.

Fibroids consist of varying proportions of smooth mus-
cle and fibroblasts. They may be single or multiple and
can occur anywhere in the uterus (Fig. 56.3). The assump-
tion is oftenmade that only those impinging on the uterine
cavity cause symptoms (other than size related). However,
data suggest that even subserosal lesionsmay lead tomen-
strual problems. They also vary in size from less than 1 cm
to over 30 cm in diameter. What determines the final size
is unknown.

Sub-mucosal

Sub-serosal

Pedunculated

Intra-mural

Fig. 56.3 The position of fibroids in the uterus.

Aetiology

Clonality studies using the homozygosity of glucose-
6-phosphate dehydrogenase forms show that multiple
tumours in the same uterus are derived from individual
myometrial cells and not through a metastatic process.
This, together with the high prevalence suggests that ini-
tial development arises from a frequently occurring event,
the nature of which is currently unknown. Growth of
fibroids is partly dependent on the ovarian steroids, as
is discussed later, that act through receptors present on
both fibroid and myometrial cells. It is likely that the con-
trol of growth is due, in part, to alterations in apoptosis.
Bcl-2, an inhibitor of apoptosis is significantly increased
in cultured leiomyoma cells and, moreover, is influenced
by the steroid hormone milieu.

Cytogenetic abnormalities occur in 50% of uterine
fibroids. Most commonly, these involve translocation
within or deletion of chromosome 7, translocations of
chromosome 12 and 14 and, occasionally, structural aber-
rations of chromosome 6 [6]. These cytogenetic abnormal-
ities are not observed in normal myometrial tissue and
may not be present in all the fibroids in a single uterus,
depending on their site [7]. In addition, mutations in the
gene encoding fumarate hydratase (an enzyme of the tri-
carboxylic acid cycle) were shown to predispose women
to multiple fibroids in association with cutaneous leiomy-
omata and renal cell carcinoma. This is an interesting
example of a mutation in a gene with a general func-
tion causing disease in a highly restricted range of tissue.
Whether this is relevant to fibroids in general is unknown.

Malignancy in uterine fibroids is extremely uncommon.
Leiomyosarcoma is a disease largely occurring in the sev-
enth decade whereas fibroids tend to occur in women 20
to 30 years younger. The cytogenetic profile is completely
different between the two conditions and there is the
possibility that their origins are separate. However, gynae-
cologistswithan interest in this areawill all haveanecdotal
examples ofmalignancy occurring in youngerwomen and
so the possibility must be considered in fibroid disease
that differs from the norm in presentation or response to
treatment.

Myometrium and fibroids consist of spindled cells
arranged in fasicles with abundant eosinophilic cyto-
plasmanduniformnuclei.Amalignant leiomyosarcoma is
hypercellular and consists of atypical smooth muscle cells
with hyperchromatic, enlarged nuclei. Increased mitotic
figures and necrosis occur commonly. However, benign
fibroids may have one or more of these characteristics and
prediction ofmalignant potential is extremely difficult [8].

Abnormalities in uterine blood vessels and angiogenic
growth factors are also involved in the pathobiology of
uterine fibroids. The myomatous uterus has increased
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Pre

Uterine artery embolization

Post

Fig. 56.4 The left hand image shows an angiogram of the
uterine arteries illustrating the vascularity of the fibroid. The
right hand image is post uterine artery embolization and little
flow is seen.

numbers of arterioles and venules as well as venule
ectasia. It was thought that this was due to pressure
from the large tumours but it could also be due sim-
ply to increased numbers of vessels. However, there
are no mature vessels running through uterine fibroids
even though they have a well-developed blood supply
(Fig. 56.4, pre-embolization). This feature might be use-
ful in trying to distinguish clinically between a benign
and malignant lesion as a sarcoma may have large vessels
running through it that could be identified using colour
Doppler. The angiogenic fibroblast growth factor is also
present in higher amounts in fibroid than the surrounding
myometrium.

Growth factors may also be of importance in the control
of growth of fibroids and composition. The function of
transforming growth factor β, granulocyte-macrophage
colony-stimulating factor, and epidermal growth factor,
among others has been shown to differ between fibroid
and normal myometrium [8].

CONTROL OF GROWTH

More information is available on the control of the growth
of uterine fibroids than on their aetiology. Since fibroids
have not been identified in pre-pubertal girls and usu-
ally shrink at the time of the menopause, it has long been
assumed that theyaredependent on thepresenceof the sex
steroid oestrogen and progesterone. Much of the research
has concentrated on this area that has been exploited for
the purposes of developing novel medical treatments for
fibroids.

The sex steroids act via receptors. The steroid combines
with the receptor that is then translocated to the nucleus of
the cell. Studies have identified that steroid receptors are

present in higher concentrations in the fibroid than in
surrounding myometrium and that the concentration of
receptors is significantly affected by administration of
agents that alter circulating oestradiol concentration. Fur-
ther work has centred on the relationship between steroid
hormones and growth factors such as epidermal growth
factor and insulin like growth factor and it would appear
that these are important, possibly as mediators for oestro-
gen action. The role of progesterone is less clear. The
number of progesterone receptors is greater in fibroids
than the surrounding myometrium. Like oestrogen it
has an impact on epidermal growth factor (EGF) recep-
tor content and also suppresses apoptosis. From studies
using antiprogestins, progesterone receptor modulators
and also administration of progestogens to hypoestro-
genic women, it has been inferred that progesterone may
stimulate fibroid growth as will be discussed more fully
later in the chapter in the section on treatments. The
relative contribution of oestradiol and progesterone is
unclear.

Symptoms associated with uterine fibroids

Uterine fibroids commonly present with menstrual prob-
lems particularly heavymenstrual bleeding [9]. Inwomen
with dysfunctional uterine bleeding, at least half of those
who complain of heavy menstrual loss have a blood loss
in the normal range on objective assessment. This is not
so for uterine fibroids where a vast majority are likely
to have objectively confirmed menorrhagia, sometimes
with more than a litre being lost with every period. This
is then likely to be associated with anaemia and also,
considerably impacts on lifestyle. Dysmenorrhoea can be
an additional problem leading to misery for the women
affected. Menorrhagia is not just confined to those who
have submucous fibroids but can also be associated with
subserosal lesions as mentioned above. However, it is
probable that those with intracavity fibroids are more
likely to get unscheduled bleeding andmenorrhagia, pos-
sibly due to the surface vessels of the fibroid and the
increased area of the uterine cavity. There has been much
speculation over the years as to why the heavy bleeding
occurs and abnormalities of endometrial function are still
considered to be a likely option [3,10].

Not all women will present with a menstrual problem.
Some experience symptoms related purely to the size of
thefibroid. Thismaybe a feelingofdraggingorpressure in
thepelvis or simply that of abdominal swelling. In a young
woman, a 32-week size fibroid uterus can cause consider-
able embarrassment particularly in those who are slim.
The relationship of fibroids with fertility is unclear [9]. It
is often assumed that fibroids cause infertility since preg-
nancies do occur after myomectomy and other treatments
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Table 56.1 Presenting symptoms of uterine fibroids

Menstrual problems
Menorrhagia
Dysmenorrhoea

Abdominal discomfort
Feelings of pressure

Abdominal distension
Urinary problems

Frequency of micturition
Urinary retention

Bowel problems
Subfertility

Difficulty in conceiving
Pregnancy loss
Intrapartum bleeding (particularly Caesarian section)

where the fibroids are removed. However, there are no
randomized data of, for example, myomectomy and no
treatment and it is well known to all those involved in
obstetric practice that women sometimes with very large
fibroid uteri containing many fibroids do become preg-
nant. The best data to support a direct association comes
from the study of success rates in assisted conception since
fibroids adversely affect the outcome. However, whether
this applies only to intracavity and submucosal is not clear.
This is an important issue since many myomectomies are
carried out where fibroids are subserosal or intramural
and it would be of value to know if this does improve the
outcome of future pregnancies.

It would appear that there is a definite association
between fibroids and difficulty in conceiving and thus, the
suggestion of surgical treatments that may result in hys-
terectomy can cause considerable distress. Consequently,
non-surgical options have been developed as will be dis-
cussed below and their impact on fertility is discussed by
Olive and colleagues [11].

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, approxi-
mately 50% of fibroids are asymptomatic and it is unclear
as to why some do produce symptoms and others do
not [3].

Other possible presenting symptoms, such as urinary
and bowel problems, are outlined in Table 56.1, Urinary
retention is the presenting symptom for fibroids although
some will only be identified on routine examination, for
example, at the time of having a cervical smear or when
pregnant.

Diagnosis

The uterus is often found to be enlarged on abdominal
examination. However, it may be difficult to distinguish
between an enlarged uterus and an ovarian mass and so
further imaging is mandatory. Ultrasonography is very

Fig. 56.5 An ultrasound scan showing an intrauterine fibroid.
By kind permission of Dr Justine Clark, Consultant
Gynaecologist, Birmingham Women’s Hospital.

Fig. 56.6 An MRI image of a uterine fibroid. The fibroid is
enhanced in the right hand image using gadolinium that
provides an indication of the vascularity of the lesion. By kind
permission of Dr Alan Reid, Consultant Radiologist, Glasgow
Royal Infirmary.

useful as a first line (Fig. 56.5), unless the uterus is very
large or distorted leading to difficulty in visualizing the
ovaries. Under these circumstances an MRI scan can give
excellent visualization of the uterus and ovaries. In addi-
tion, enhancement with gadolinium gives an indication
of the vascularity of the uterus (Fig. 56.6). Biopsy of the
fibroid is not commonly undertaken.

Treatment of uterine fibroids

The treatment of fibroids has historically been surgery,
usually hysterectomy. Myomectomy is an option in
womenwishing tomaintain fertility and for those desiring
to keep their uterus. However, with the shift of empha-
sis of gynaecological practice towards medical therapies,
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research has been made over the past 20 or 30 years for
effective medical options.

Medical treatments do not cure the problem but are
designed to bring symptom relief. The most established
medical option is administration of the gonadotrophin
releasing hormone agonists (GnRHagonists). These drugs
lead to downregulation of pituitary receptors that results
initially in stimulation of gonadotrophin release but
within 2–3weeks of initiationof treatment, gonadotrophin
output decreases and consequently, that of ovarian
steroids (Fig. 56.6). The decreased output of ovarian
steroids continues while treatment is ongoing. This is
usually given bymonthly depot injections as themost con-
venient option although other methods of administration
such as the nasal spray are available. Fibroid shrinkage
occurs rapidly in the first 3 months but then tends to slow
down with little further decrease. The reason for this is
likely to be related to the alteration in the blood supply to
the uterus that occurs with GnRH agonist administration.
The principal disadvantages of administration of these
agents are that the fibroids grow again when treatment
has stopped and also, they are associated with post-
menopausal type side effects. These consist of hot flushing
and vaginal dryness but what is more important from a
public health perspective is that they can lead to signifi-
cant bone loss. It is possible to counteract these side effects
by administration of low-dose hormone replacement ther-
apy. The fibroids do not appear to re-grow, the symptoms
do not occur and side effects are halted. This is an option
that is available if awoman is unsuitable for surgery possi-
bly due either tomultiple previous abdominal operations,
medical problems or morbid obesity.

GnRH agonists are also useful prior to surgery [12,13]
and have a license for use in the UK in women with
severe anaemia. Their administration results in amenor-
rhoea and this is associated with a significant increase
in haemoglobin. They also enable more procedures to
be carried out vaginally, with or without laparoscopic
assistance, or through a small transverse incision and
blood loss at the time of surgery is decreased when
compared with a group who do not receive agonists.
Consequently, although they are not widely used pre-
operatively, they can be very useful for large fibroids or
if they are in a particularly awkward position. GnRH
agonists may be useful prior to myomectomy for the
same reasons although the chance of recurrence of fibroids
is increased. However, it is also noted that the plane
of cleavage between the fibroid and the surrounding
myometriumcanbemaskedand this canmake the surgery
significantly more difficult. Despite these benefits, GnRH
agonists are not thought to be cost-effective [14] and there-
fore should be used in highly selected, anaemic patients
only.

Progesterone receptor modulators

Although the antiprogestins have been shown to lead to
the shrinkage of uterine fibroids, they are not widely used
in clinical practice. However, further development of new
preparations that affect the progesterone receptors have
led to the testing of the progesterone receptormodulators.
Thesedrugsare still in the researchdomainbut are likely to
becomean important treatment option foruterinefibroids.
When administered towomen, they cause amenorrhoea in
a vast majority of cases without causing anovulation, that
is, they have a direct effect on the endometrium and it is
thought that themain site of action is the endometrial vas-
culature. In addition, preliminarydata suggest that fibroid
shrinkage occurs associated with a significant decrease in
vaginal bleeding. Short-term administration appears to be
safe and they are likely to have a profound effect on the
treatment of this common problem [15].

Levonorgestrel-secreting intrauterine system

This device has revolutionized the treatment of dysfunc-
tional uterine bleeding and evidence suggests that it may
be one of the reasons why the hysterectomy rate has
declined over recent years. However, the use of the device
in women with fibroids has not been widely studied in
that it has been deemed a relative contraindication. This
may partly be due to the fact the device is more likely to
be expelled during a very heavy menstruation and also
because of the presence of a very distorted cavity as is
often found with uterine fibroids. Intuitively, if the cavity
is normal then a trial with the device maybe appropriate
although it should be checked after a very heavy men-
struation. It is well known that this device is associated
with irregular bleeding for many months after insertion
in manywomen. However, it is not known if this problem
is worsened in those with fibroids.

Other treatments used for uterine fibroids are usu-
ally those involving the induction of amenorhoea when
patients may be satisfied with their treatment although
the fibroids have not themselves decreased in size. Data
are available to support this in relation to administra-
tion of progestogens and also, some women find the oral
contraceptive pill beneficial. Danazol and gestrenone are
also possible ways of achieving amenorrhoea but are not
widely used.

Surgical treatment of uterine fibroids

The commonest option for the treatment ofuterinefibroids
is still hysterectomy. Since a common presentation is that
of heavy menstrual bleeding, then this operation is
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associated with a high likelihood of success. However,
major complications occur with hysterectomy and data
from a recent large UK audit (the VALUE audit) suggest
that complications are all increased in the presence of uter-
ine fibroids [16]. In addition, many women do not wish to
lose theiruterus, either because theywish tomaintain their
fertility or because they feel that this is not an appropriate
option for them. In these women, uterine sparing options
must be considered. The first of these is obviously that
of myomectomy, which involves removing the fibroids
only. This can be carried out as an open, laparoscopic or
as a hysteroscopic procedure. Small pedunculated intra-
cavity fibroids lend themselves to hysteroscopic removal
and this has been documented as being associated with
decreased blood loss and improved fertility although ran-
domized data are lacking for the latter. The main problem
with myomectomy is that fibroids are often multiple and
therefore, it is extremely difficult to remove them all at
surgery. Also, bleeding can be heavy and this may lead
in a small number of cases to the need for hysterectomy
to stop the bleeding. Also, it is very difficult to achieve
perfect haemostasis after myomectomy and adhesion for-
mation maybe a major problem. These issues are likely to
be evenmore significantwhen laparoscopicmyomectomy
is considered to be the best treatment option. Rupture of
the uterus is also a possibility although it ismuch less com-
mon than the risk after lower segment Caesarean section.
Myomectomy is thus not the perfect answer for someone
wishing to maintain their fertility and, therefore, other
options have been sought.

Uterine artery embolization

This option has been offered in specialist units over the
last 10 years. Pelvic arterial embolization has been used in

the treatment of massive obstetric haemorrhage for a long
time but it was not until a French gynaecologist, Ravina,
published a paper suggesting that it might be useful in
the treatment of uterine fibroids that this became reason-
ablywidespread. Uterine artery embolization involves the
canulation of the femoral artery and a small plastic tube
is fed around the aortic arch through the iliac vessels and
into the uterine artery of the contra lateral side. Emboliza-
tion material is then injected down into the artery until
flow ceases. This procedure is then carried out on the
other side. For poorly understood reasons, the blood sup-
ply to the normal myometrium renews itself via collateral
circulation with the ovarian vessels and those supplying
the vagina. However, the fibroids do not usually revas-
cularize to the significant extent. This leads to shrinkage
of the fibroids that, unlike with GnRH agonists, contin-
ues in some cases for as long as follow-up has occurred.
In addition, observational data suggest that there is a
significant beneficial effect on menstrual blood loss and
patient satisfaction with the procedure seems high [17].

There has been much discussion in the literature of the
pros and cons of uterine artery embolization (UAE) [18].
Personal series have been reported with promising early
andmidterm results [17]. The advantages of embolization
are that although procedure is painful and opiate anal-
gesia is required post-procedure, the stay in hospital is
usually short andmostpatients aredischargedwithin 24h.
Recovery time is also shorter than with hysterectomy or
myomectomy and the uterus is conserved. The average
uterine shrinkage is 40% although in some instances this
can be greater (Fig. 56.7). A cervical or submucosal fibroid
may also pass vaginally resulting in an anatomically nor-
mal uterus (Fig. 56.8). On the other hand, complications
do occur (Table 56.2) and these may be serious particu-
larly if severe sepsis occurs. There is no guarantee that the

Pre-embolization
(GAD enhanced) 

3 months post embolization 
(GAD enhanced)
71% vol reduction

1 year post embolization
(GAD enhanced)
88% vol reduction

Fig. 56.7 These MRIs were taken before (left hand image), 3 months (middle image) and 12 months after uterine artery embolization.
Fibroid shrinkage is continuing even up to 1 year. By kind permission of Dr Nigel McMillan, Consultant Radiologist, The Western
Infirmary, Glasgow.
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Fig. 56.8 This image illustrates a cervical fibroid that was
passed after uterine artery embolization leaving a normal
uterus. By kind permission of Dr Nigel McMillan, Consultant
Radiologist, The Western Infirmary, Glasgow.

Table 56.2 The complications of
uterine artery embolization

Sepsis
Vaginal discharge
Groin injury
Non-target embolization

Ovary
Bowel or bladder

Amenorrhoea
Premature ovarian failure
Endometrial atrophy
Intrauterine adhesions

Post-embolization syndrome
Treatment failure

Failed canulation of uterine artery
Further surgery required

procedurewillworkand revascularizationoffibroidsdoes
occur. In addition, a significant number of women require
further treatment either with hysterectomy, myomectomy
or a repeat embolization. The recurrence rate for fibroids
after embolization is as yet unknown although it is likely
to occur as is well documented with myomectomy.

There are further problems that are specific to emboliza-
tion. The first of these is post-embolization syndrome that
occurs 7–10 days after the procedure and consists of a
flu-like illness with a mild pyrexia, raised white count
and general malaise. This is not as a result of infection
but cytokine release at the time of necrosis of the fibroid.
However, it is often very difficult to distinguish from
infection and that is another significant problem resulting
from embolization that has led to the death of at least one
woman. The second problem is premature ovarian failure
that probably occurs following non-target embolization of
the ovarian vessels. This occurs in 5–10% of women but is

significantlymore likely in those over the age of 45. Conse-
quently, caremust be takenwhen considering carrying out
this procedure in those wishing to conceive in the future.

There are few studies reported in the literature of preg-
nancies but those available suggest that the outcome is
not adversely affected [19]. However, it is clear that long-
term studies must be carried out to ensure that this is
a safe option for woman. In addition, randomized data
are needed to allow appropriate comparison with the
currently available options.

Comparisons are now being made with other treat-
ments such as myomectomy or hysterectomy [18,20]
although no randomized studies have yet been reported.
Cost-effectiveness has been discussed [21] but no firm
conclusions can be drawn without randomized data.

Other radiological techniques

Laser ablation of fibroids can be carried out at surgery
either using a hysteroscope or a laparoscope depending
on the position of the fibroids. Laser can also be used with
MRI or ultrasound guidance.

These techniques allow target treatment and lead to
significant fibroid shrinkage and decrease in menstrual
blood loss [22]. MRI guided laser treatment requires an
open MRI machine and few are available in the United
Kingdom. However, ultrasound guided laser does not
require such sophisticated equipment and is an interest-
ing option for the future. Alternatively MRI guidance can
be used to focus ultrasound and fibroid necrosis occurs
without significant adverse outcomes.

Endometrial ablation

Endometrial ablation is a popular option with women
withmenorrhagia and a successful outcome is obtained in
approximately 75%. A number of the studies carried out
where ablation has been evaluated have included women
with small fibroids. Overall, provided that the cavity is not
too enlargedor distorted, then this is a successful option. It
would appear that microwave endometrial ablation may
be the best of the second generation techniques although
randomized data looking at fibroids in particular are not
available. Endometrial ablationmay be performedwith or
without myomectomy and is associated with a high rate
of amenorrhoea.

Conclusions

Benign gynaecological disease causes womenmany prob-
lems, some ofwhich can have a significant impact on qual-
ity of life. Although medical treatments for adenomyosis
and endometrial polyps are lacking, new modalities are
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being sort for uterine fibroids. This together with work
studying the aetiology and pathogenesis of this common
problem should lead to progress and the development of
new treatment options.
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Chapter 57: Cancer of the uterine corpus
Henry C. Kitchener

Introduction

Cancers of theuterine corpus include endometrial cancers,
by far the commonest and accounting for 95%, carcinosar-
comas and sarcomas. Overall cancers of the corpus rank
second in incidence among gynaecological cancers in the
European Union at 13/100,000 per year and the death
rates of 2.5/100,000 per year, lower than cervical cancer
which has a low incidence. This relatively low death rate
of 20% ranks endometrial cancer among the most cur-
able, which is due primarily to its early presentation. In
the last century, there was a fair amount of complacency
about endometrial cancer because its management was
relatively straightforward and successful. There is now
considerably increased interest because its incidence is ris-
ing and there is a need to improve treatment for advanced
and recurrent disease. Recently reported randomized tri-
als and research in progress are adding to the evidence
based on which the most effective treatment protocols can
be developed. This chapter will review investigation and
current treatment strategies and will conclude with some
future perspectives for the next 5–10 years.

Aetiology

The precise nature of endometrial carcinogenesis is far
from understood, but there are a number of epidemi-
ological observations that indicate a link with hyperoe-
strogenism for the endometrial cancers at least, which
constitute the large majority. For many years obesity and
related co-morbidity such as diabetes and hypertension
have been associated with endometrial cancer. There is
no doubt that trends in affluent countries, for example,
Northern Europe and North America, have seen increases
in obesity related morbidity and it is, therefore, not sur-
prising that the highest incidence of endometrial cancer
is seen in North America and Northern Europe. The inci-
dence in Japanese women is low but women of Japanese
origin living an altered lifestyle in Hawaii have exhibited
an increased incidence. This epidemic of obesity over the
past 30 years has been accompanied by an increase in the
incidence of endometrial cancer.

The obese woman experiences increased circulating
oestrogen from conversion of androgens in peripheral
fat, which provides a plausible link between obesity and
endometrial changes. A number of unrelated gynaecolog-
ical conditions such as polycystic ovary syndrome and
granulosa cell tumours, both of which can produce hyper-
oestrogenism are frequently associated with endometrial
hyperplasia. Indeed thismaybe somarked that cytological
atypia develops, which is widely acknowledged as a pre-
malignant condition. Corroborative evidence is available
from reports linking unopposed oestrogen replacement
therapy with increased rates of endometrial cancer.

If oestrogen and oestrogenic effects can imitate cytolog-
ical atypia other factors are probably required for promo-
tion to cancer, because while some women acquire cancer
from a background of cytological atypia, the majority
do not.

Another factor involved in the rising incidence of
endometrial cancer, and probably also carcinosarcoma,
is tamoxifen, an antioestrogenic drug widely used as an
adjuvant therapy in breast cancer. Tamoxifen exerts pro-
oestrogenic effect in the endometrium and 5 years use of
tamoxifen induces a relative risk of around 6.0 of develop-
ing endometrial cancer. Importantly though any potential
mortality from endometrial cancer is greatly outweighed
by the protective effect from recurrent breast cancer.

There are groups of women who are genetically pre-
disposed to endometrial cancer, particularly those with
hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer (HNPCC). These
women carry a lifetime risk of up to a 30% chance of
developing endometrial cancer. In this case it is clear that
genetic mutations are responsible, possibly with oestro-
gen as a cofactor. Other evidence pointing to a different
pathway from the endometrial tumours are the papillary
serous tumours, ahighproportionofwhichexhibitmutant
p53, a potent tumour suppressor gene.

Pathology

Although endometrioid carcinoma contributes about
90% of tumours, other histotypes are found and their

645
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Table 57.1 Classification of differentiation for endometrial
cancer

Well differentiated, G1 ≥5% of non-squamous or
non-morula solid growth pattern

Moderately
differentiated, G2

6–50% of a non-squamous or
non-morula solid growth pattern

Poorly differentiated, G3 >50% of a non-squamous or
non-morula solid growth pattern

Significant nuclear atypia raises the grade by one

Table 57.2 Endometrial cancer histotypes; WHO classification

Endometrioid adenocarcinoma, not otherwise specified (NOS)
Variants
Ciliated cells
Secretory cells

Adenocarcinoma, NOS, with squamous differentiation
Mucous adenocarcinoma
Serous adenocarcinoma
Clear cell carcinoma
Squamous carcinoma
Undifferentiated carcinoma (large and small cell type)
Mixed carcinoma
Metastatic carcinoma

importance often lies in their worse prognosis. Papillary
serous, clear cell carcinoma and carcinosarcoma are all
associated with higher rates of metastases at presentation,
and are also more resistant to conventional therapy.

In addition to the histotype, there are other pathologi-
cal features of importance at least for endometrial cancer.
These include the degree of differentiation and the extent
of myometrial infiltration. The power of the differen-
tiation and the deeper the myometrial infiltration, the
greater the risk of extrauterine disease particularly lymph
node metastases, which is the key prognostic factor in
most cases of corpus cancer, where there is otherwise no
evidence of distal spread.

The classification of differentiation for endometrial can-
cer is shown in Table 57.1 and the World Health Orga-
nization classification of endometrial cancer histotypes is
listed in Table 57.2.

The pattern of spread in endometrial cancer is gen-
erally through the myometrial thickness to the serosal
surface of the uterus and then involvement of the ovaries
and fallopian tubes. At any point lymph node metastases
may occur but the majority of lymph node metastases
are found in association with deeper involvement of the
myometrium. The association of lymph node involvement
with myometrial invasion and degree of differentiation
is shown in Table 57.3. It is clear that the large majority
of node involvement is seen with G3 (polydifferentiated)

Table 57.3 Incidence of pelvic lymph node involvement as a
function of tumour grade and myometrial invasion in clinical
stage I endometrial cancer – results of a prospective
Surgicopathological study

Grade

Depth of invasion G1 G2 G3

Endometrium only 0/44 (0%) 1/31 (3%) 0/11 (0%)
Inner 1/3rd 3/96 (3%) 7/131 (5%) 5/54 (9%)
Middle 1/3rd 0/22 (0%) 6/69 (9%) 1/24 (4%)
Deep 1/3rd 2/18 (11%) 11/57 (19%) 22/64 (34%)

(Creasman et al. (1987) Cancer 60:2035).

Table 57.4 FIGO surgicopathological staging for carcinoma
of the uterine corpus

Stage I Tumour is confined to the corpus uteri

Stage IA Tumour limited to endometrium
Stage IB Invasion to less than half of the

myometrium
Stage IC Invasion to greater than half of the

myometrium

Stage II Tumour involves the corpus and the cervix, but
has not extended outside the uterus

Stage IIA Endocervical glandular involvement
only

Stage IIB Cervical stromal invasion

Stage III Tumour extends outside of the uterus but is
confined to the true pelvis

Stage IIIA Tumour invades serosa and/or
adnexae and/or positive peritoneal
cytology

Stage IIIB Vaginal metastases
Stage IIIC Metastases to pelvic and/or

para-aortic lymph nodes

Stage IV Tumour invades bladder or bowel mucosa or
metastasis to distant sites

Stage IVA Tumour invasion of the bladder
and/or bowel mucosa

Stage IVB Distant metastases, including
intra-abdominal and/or inguinal
lymph nodes

disease and outer involvement of the myometrium. Con-
versely women with G1 (well differentiated) disease and
inner myometrial involvement have a very low risk of
lymph node involvement. This is important for treatment
planning (see p. 647). Staging is important in endometrial
cancer and the FIGO staging rules are shown in Table 57.4.
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Investigation including staging

Tissue diagnosis

The diagnosis of endometrial cancer is usually made
following the clinical presentation of post-menopausal
bleeding. The definitive diagnosis requires a biopsy but
ultrasound, which is a useful first screen for PMB, is capa-
ble of demonstrating not only a likely tumour but also
myometrium invasion. A critical review of the manage-
ment of PMB is outside the scope of this chapter and the
role of hysteroscopy will not be discussed. However it
is obtained, whether by an outpatient procedure using
devices such as Endocell or Pipelle or by formal curettage,
there needs to be an adequate biopsy for the patholo-
gist to be able to distinguish between severe atypia and
invasive disease. Without stroma it may be impossible to
distinguish severe cytological atypia and well differenti-
ated intraendometrial carcinoma. Furthermore, invasive
disease, unsampled by the biopsy, may occur within a
field of cytological atypia. Therefore, there needs to be
an index of suspicion that severe cytological atypia may
be associated with invasive cancer.

The histopathology report should clearly indicate the
histotype of invasive disease and the degree of differ-
entiation which are the minimum data required to plan
management. Examples of some different tumours are
shown in Plate 57.1a–f (facing p. 562).

Radiological investigation

Because of surgical management, it is desirable to stage
the disease at least radiologically, prior to surgery. The
principal reasons for this are:
1 to determine whether a full surgical staging is required;
2 if surgical staging is warranted, referral should be made
to a gynaecological oncologist.
The optimal method of radiological assessment is MR
scan, which although not superior to CT scanning at iden-
tifying nodal involvement, is superior at assessing both
myometrial invasion and cervical involvement, and direct
extension of tumour outside the uterus. Examples of MR
scans are shown in Fig. 57.1a–c.

Pre-anaesthesia assessment

In addition to radiological assessment of the tumour, care-
ful investigation of associated co-morbidity is extremely
important. As previously mentioned many of these
women are elderly and obese, with a high prevalence
of ischaemic heart disease, hypertension and chronic
obstructive airways disease. This means that a careful pre-
operative assessment is essential. Full haematological and
biochemical screening is essential, together with ECG and

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 57.1 (a) Sagittal section showing a uterine cavity filled with
tumour. (b) Sagittal section showing cervical involvement.
(c) Transverse section showing grossly involved pelvic nodes
(with thanks to Dr. J Hawnaur).

chest X-ray, which is also required to exclude pulmonary
metastases. It may be that although a woman would
normally benefit from full surgical staging, the presence
of co-morbidity means that it would be more judicious
simply to remove the uterus. Such decisions should be
discussed by the multidisciplinary team, including the
anaesthetist.

Treatment

The principal treatment for endometrial cancer is surgery,
and because endometrial cancer usually presents when
the disease is confined to the uterus, surgical excision
is curative in the majority of cases. In high-risk cases,
adjuvant therapy is employed and in a minority of cases,
either advanced disease or in the presence of extreme co-
morbidity, non-surgical treatment needs to be considered.
Less common histotypes such as papillary serous tumours
and carcinosarcoma merit special consideration.

Endometrioid tumours

Early disease

Ninety percent of uterine tumours are endometrioid
endometrial cancer andof these 80%present in the absence
of obvious extrauterine disease. The standard manage-
ment is governed largely by prior allocation of the case
to either high or low risk. Low risk would include cases
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comprising well and moderately differentiated tumours
with less than 50% myometrial invasion on radiologi-
cal assessment. Tumours that are poorly differentiated or
with greater than myometrial invasion and/or suspicion
ofpelvicnode involvement inMRscanwouldbe classedas
high risk. While low-risk cases can safely be managed by
general gynaecologists, high-risk cases should be referred
to gynaecological oncologists because of the requirements
for full surgical staging.

Low-risk tumours can be managed by total abdominal
and bilateral salpingo oophorectomy performed through
a vertical incision. A thorough palpation of the contents of
the peritoneal cavity should be made including the pelvic
and para-aortic nodes. The omentum should be visualized
and any suspicious mass should be sampled.

A staging laparotomy is often performed for high risk
tumors. A full pelvic lymphadenectomy and is performed
if there is a suspicion of involved pelvic or para-aortic
nodes the latter should be sampled. The role of peri-
toneal washings is controversial because interpretation
can be difficult and there is debate as to whether positive
cytology would affect adjuvant treatment decisions in the
absence of other relevant features such as positive nodes
or evidence of serosal involvement and whether high- or
low-risk tumours, thromboprophylaxis and prophylactic
antibiotics should be used.

The decision to undertake lymphadenectomy may be
moderated by the presence of co-morbidity leading to
anaesthetic risk and a desire to undertake the least com-
plex surgery possible and discretion by the operating
surgeon need to be exercised.

The uterus should not be opened prior to fixation
because this can lead to distortion and present difficulty to
the pathologist. Some have advocated opening the uterus
and assessing whether the depth of invasion suggests
the need for lymphadenectomy; however, proper pre-
operative evaluation should avoid the need for this. A full
pathological assessment is crucial for further management
decisions, in particular differentiation, degree of myome-
trial invasions, lymph/vascular channel involvement, his-
totype and involvement of fallopian tubes, ovaries, cervix
and nodes needs to be documented.

The two principal controversies in the management of
endometrial cancer have been the role of lymphadenec-
tomy and that of adjuvant radiotherapy. While everyone
agrees that a thorough lymphadenectomy, not sampling,
should be a part of FIGO staging, there is little evidence
as to whether this has any therapeutic benefit. Lym-
phadenectomy could be therapeutically effective either
(1) indirectly, if it directed subsequent effective adju-
vant therapy or (2) directly, if removal of involved nodes
improved survival. There is not yet strong evidence that
either of these is true, but the MRC ASTEC trial which

will report late 2005 was designed to answer the ques-
tion of therapeutic benefit by randomizing women to
either lymphadenectomy or no lymphadenectomy with-
out the result influencing thedecision togive radiotherapy.
Earlier studies have reported cohorts who have received
lymphadenectomy or no lymphadenectomy with some
evidence of improved survival but these results could be
confounded by surgeon skill, case mix, co-morbidity and
stage shift, i.e. staging renders stage 1 of lower risk than
unstaged “stage 1”, which will include some occult stage
3 disease.

Adjuvant radiotherapy

Until recently there was little consensus regarding adju-
vant radiotherapy. In North America and Australia the
general approach by gynaecological oncologists was to
reserve adjuvant radiotherapy (meaning following com-
plete surgical excision) for those in whom staging had
demonstrated extrauterine disease, usually involving
nodes. In Europe, the approach has placed emphasis
on, pathological criteria to determine the use of adju-
vant radiotherapy. This was certainly the situation in
the United Kingdom and many other countries in the
European Union until the late 1990s, with rates of radio-
therapy reaching 40%. This was despite a randomized trial
reported from Norway in 1980, which showed no survival
benefits for adjuvant radiotherapy in stage I endometrial
cancer. Although it did show fewer pelvic relapses in irra-
diated women, more irradiated women developed distal
disease.

More recently thePORTECstudyhas begun to influence
the use of adjuvant radiotherapy. In this trial women with
intermediate risk disease (G1/outer invasion; G2/any
invasion; G3/inner invasion) were again randomized to
receive adjuvant external beam radiotherapy. Again there
was evidence of improved pelvic control but no overall
survival benefit, although there was a benefit for women
over 60 years compared with younger women. These data
have resulted in fewer women receiving radiotherapy.

ASTEC has also randomized women, for all risk cate-
gories to receive radiotherapy or no radiotherapy, inde-
pendent of the lymph node status, and these results
expected in 2007, will include the effect on high-risk dis-
ease. Brachytherapy has been widely used in the past to
reduce the risk of vault recurrence.

Until further data are available radiotherapy should
be offered to women with nodal involvement and those
with poorly differentiated tumours extending to the outer
half of the myometrium or any degree of differentiation
with serosal or tubal/ovarian involvement. Women with
intermediate risk disease over 60 years may be offered
radiotherapy.
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If the endocervix is affected with very superficial stroma
involvement radiotherapy is probably not required but
significant stromal involvement would be an indication
for radiotherapy. If MR scanning indicates significant cer-
vical involvement pre-operatively, a radial hysterectomy
can be considered as a potentially curative procedure.

Advanced disease

Where disease has spread beyond the uterus but is consid-
ered potentially resectable, surgery should be attempted
to debulk a tumour that may be resistant to other forms of
treatment. Following surgery, residual disease, if confined
to the pelvis, can be treated by additional radiotherapy.
If disease has spread beyond the pelvis then chemother-
apy should be considered. Active agents doxorubicin
and cisplatin in combination are associated with at least
short-term response rates of 30–40% but with significant
haematological toxicity. There is now increasinguse of car-
boplatin in combination with paclitaxel, which is better
tolerated although no large randomized trials of its use
have been reported.

Hormone therapy in the form of progestogens has been
widely used in the past and although it has been shown
not to be effective as a routine adjuvant following pri-
mary treatment, there is a response rate in recurrent
disease. There are now new hormonal therapies avail-
able, for example, anastrozole and tamoxifen and there is
a need to evaluate those formally in clinical trials. Another
group of drugs showing promise in a variety of tumours
is the biological agents or small molecules which block
key molecular pathways, and these are now being con-
sidered for clinical trials. Unfortunately due to tumour
resistance, most women with advanced disease will die
within 2 years.

Recurrent disease

The situation with recurrent disease is similar in some
respects for advanced disease. The most straightforward
category of recurrence is central disease confined to the
vagina in non-irradiated women. In these cases there is
a salvage rate of up to 70% with radiation alone. In all
cases of pelvic recurrence without prior radiation, women
should be offered radiotherapy although salvage rates for
disease involving the pelvic side wall are around 30%.
When there is disease outside the pelvis, radiotherapy can
be offered as outlined for advanced disease but response
in previously irradiated tumours is low, and the prospects
for salvage is poor. Hormone therapy may be used using
megestrol acetate 100–200 mg BD.

Less common histotypes

Themost commonnon-endometrial carcinomas arisingon
the endometrium are uterine papillary serous carcinoma
(UPSC), clear cell carcinoma (CCC) and carcinosarcoma
formerly known as mixed mullerian tumours. These
tumours, which account for about 10% of all endome-
trial cancers, are important because they carry a far higher
death rate compared with endometrioid. Endometrioid
tumours have an overall 5-year survival of around 75%
compared with 42% and 27% for CCC and UPSC respec-
tively. This is largely due to stage at presentation. Whereas
80% of endometrioid tumours are Stage I at presenta-
tion, corresponding figures for CCC and UPSC have
been reported at 58 and 26% respectively. UPSC tumours
behave rather like serous ovarian tumours in terms of
spread. This makes surgical staging important for these
tumours because the risk of extrauterine disease is so high.

Uterine papillary serous carcinoma. In fully surgical staged
patients, with no evidence of extrauterine disease follow-
ing hysterectomy, there is no proven benefit for adjuvant
therapy. Radiotherapy is not effective for UPSC and a
5-year survival in a GOG randomized trial of whole
abdominal radiotherapy is only 35%. Chemotherapy is
the accepted modality with either cisplatin/adriamycin
or carboplatin/paclitaxel combinations. In advanced or
recurrent disease chemotherapy is again recommended
with a platinum-based combination.

Carcinosarcoma. This tumour behaves rather like a high-
grade endometrial carcinoma which spread via lymph
nodes, though at a higher rate than high-grade endometri-
oid. Management relies on surgical staging and additional
treatment on the form of radiotherapy and chemotherapy.
There have been few trials in carcinosarcoma with little
evidence of benefit from radiotherapy. In the absence of
other proven effective therapy, when extrauterine disease
is confined to the pelvis, radiotherapy is reasonable. When
there is disease spread beyond the pelvis chemotherapy
may be offered. Again the most commonly used regiment
is a combination of cisplatin/adriamycin and ifosfamide
may be added though this triplet is rather toxic. The prog-
nosis for women with extrauterine disease at presentation
is poor.

Uterine leiomyosarcoma. This is rare accounting for about
1% of all corpus tumours. Treatment which relies on
surgical excision is possible and chemotherapy is recom-
mended for node positive or residual disease. Chemother-
apy regiment of ifosfamide and doxorubicin is usually
used and the response rates are around 30–40% but with
poor survival rates.
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Endometrial stromal sarcoma. This is another rare tumour
but is far more indolent than leiomyosarcoma. If the dis-
ease is confined to the uterus, hysterectomy is usually
curative. If there is residual disease following hysterec-
tomy, it is usually resistant to radiotherapy or chemother-
apy, and recurrences are best treated by repeated surgical
excision.

Future perspectives

The management of endometrial cancer has become more
evidence based in recent years. Future research will
focus on chemotherapy designed to treat advanced and
recurrent disease, including new hormone and biologi-
cal therapy. There will be increased interest in trying to
understand the molecular pathogenesis of endometrial

cancer, which will offer insights into possible strategies
for biological therapy. Recent data suggests, for example,
that targeting c-Kit, abl and platelet-derived growth fac-
tor receptor may be relevant. The drug imatimib mesylate
(Gleevec, Novartis) targets some of these kinases suggest-
ing a possible strategy for treatment. HNPCC, which is
associated with mutation of the mismatch repair (MMR)
gene, is the subject of increasing interest and we need to
know how we can reduce the risk of endometrial cancer in
these women, for example, by screening with ultrasound
and hysteroscopy or even by a progestogen intrauterine
system (IUCD).

Witha rising incidence, endometrial cancermaybecome
the commonest gynaecological tumour over the next
20 years. Improved forms of treatment are required for
advanced/recurrent disease.
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Chapter 58: Sexual dysfunction
Fran Reader

Introduction

The sex drive is not about individual survival, but sur-
vival of the species. However, sexual expression has a far
broader role than procreation. It is used recreationally to
confirm bonding in an environment of trust and affection.
On the ‘darker side’ it may also be used or withheld to
dominate or humiliate.

Human sexual behaviour became a legitimate topic
for research beginning with Kinsey in 1948 and extended
by Masters & Johnson in the 1950s. Greater expectations
of sexual fulfilment followed this knowledge. A nor-
mal physiological response to sexual arousal will occur
when there is physical and psychological health, so that
a couple can choose and enjoy a full range of mutu-
ally agreed sexual behaviours. However, when there
are problems it can be devastating for the individual
and the relationship. Studies suggest that 40–45% of
women have at least one sexual dysfunction, low desire
is the most frequent presentation with the prevalence
increasing with age, followed by orgasmic dysfunc-
tion [1]. Women are more likely to present for help
than men.

Orgasm

Pre-orgasm

High
arousal

Early
arousal

Desire

Fig. 58.1 The arousal staircase.

The sexual response

The biological function of sexual intercourse is to ensure
that sperm are released into the woman’s vagina so they
can fertilize the egg. Vaginal penetration is just one formof
sexual expression. Couples may enjoy giving or receiving
oral sex, anal intercourse or non-penetrative mutual mas-
turbation. The Kama Sutra lists 64 elements in love play
and 41 positions in copulation.

Slangwords used to describe sexual intercourse usually
depict the act as being male active and female passive.
However, both partners can enjoy being active or passive
and may change roles during the same sexual encounter.

Understanding the stages of the human
sexual response cycle

All humans possess a biological sex drive. The stages of
sexual response cycle arise from this drive beginningwith
desire progressing through arousal to orgasm and ending
with resolution.

Imagine the journey from desire to orgasm is like going
upstairs (Fig. 58.1). Ground level is non-sexual. Step 1 – is

651
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desire without any physical change. Step 2 – early arousal
begins and the man’s penis begins to get firm, but not
firm enough for penetration, and the woman begins to
lubricate. Step 3 – arousal progresses to give themanafirm
erection that couldpenetrate andawoman lubricatesmore
and the inner part of the vagina lengthens and widens.
Step 4 – orgasm is recognized as being imminent. Step 5 –
orgasm itself. Sliding down the banisters is the process of
returning back to the ground. With this analogy you can
understand that you can climb on to the banister from any
step on the staircase. As you slide down you takewith you
all the thoughts and feelings surrounding that particular
sexual encounter. It is normal for both men and women to
spend time going up and down some of the steps and not
to go directly to Step 5 in one dash.

Men and women often progress up the stairs at differ-
ent rates. Physiologically a man on Step 3 can penetrate a
womanwhocould still beonStep1. The reverse is impossi-
ble. The important concept forbothpartners tounderstand
is that each is responsible for their own progression up
the staircase and the point they choose to step off. The
man is responsible for his orgasm and the woman for
hers. Communication and respect for each other’s needs is
therefore essential. There is no need to aim for synchronic-
ity or even to make orgasm the goal. It is important that
each individual is comfortablewith their progress and that
the thoughts and feelings that are around when returning
down the banister are of fulfilment and contentment, not
anger, resentment or a sense of failure.

Sexual dysfunctions

Sexualdysfunctions canbeprimary, secondary, situational
or global, organic (including physiological or iatrogenic)
or non-organic (psychosocial).

Classification – based on ICD-10

• Sexual desire disorders – hypoactive sexual desire dis-
order, sexual aversion disorder, hyperactive sexual desire.
• Sexual arousal disorders – female sexual arousal disor-
der (FSAD), male erectile disorder
• Orgasmic disorders – female orgasmic disorder, male
orgasmic disorders (1) premature; (2) delayed and (3)
retrograde
• Sexual pain disorders – dyspareunia, vaginismus
These definitions are based on a genitally focused model
and are currently under revision [2].

Aetiology

1 Physiological
(a) Menstrual cycle

(b) Childbirth
(c) Menopause
(d) Ageing process

2 Organic or iatrogenic
(a) Affecting the sexual response, e.g. diabetic
neuropathy
(b) Affecting genital autonomy, e.g. vulvectomy
(c) Affecting mobility, e.g. cerebrovascular accident
(d) Limited by pain, e.g. arthritis, angina
(e) Limited by genital pain, e.g. endometriosis
(f) Limited by fatigue or chronic illness, e.g. renal
failure
(g) Side-effect or medication
(h) Combinations of the above

3 Psychosocial
(a) Lack of or incorrect information about sex. Even in this
day and age sex education may be inadequate and lack
of knowledge lead to guesswork, incorrect information
from peers, dirty jokes or medical sensationalism.
(b) Sexual myths and taboos. Sexual beliefs, attitudes
and value systems develop within our family, social,
cultural and religious experiences. What is acceptable
sexual behaviour to one person may trigger guilt in
another.
Example of sexual myths:
• Performance is everything
• Nice women do not initiate sex or ask for what they
want
• Good sex is always spontaneous
• The man is responsible for the woman’s climax
• The woman is responsible for the man’s erection
• The man automatically mind reads what the woman
wants ‘if he really loves me’
• Sex equals intercourse
• Women need penetration to climax
• A woman cannot be sexually satisfied without a
climax
(c) Communication problems. It may be sexual commu-
nication that is the problem. Alternatively unresolved
general relationshipproblemsmay lead to anger, resent-
ment or guilt that sour the sexual relationship.
(d) Predisposing and precipitating factors. Related to past
experiences or life events can contribute to sexual
problems (Table 58.1).
(e) Differing and unrealistic expectations. Problems can
arise when one partner wants sex more than the other
or unrealistic expectations lead to performance pressure
and fear of failure.
Examples of unrealistic expectations:
• Sexual interest will stay unchanged by tiredness,
illness, bereavement, childbirth or ageing
• Simultaneous orgasm should happen on every
occasion.
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Table 58.1 Common predisposing and precipitating factors

Predisposing factors Precipitating factors

Physical, emotional or sexual
abuse in childhood

Parenthood

Restrictive upbringing Illness
Lack of information Random failure
Poor self-esteem Life stresses
Poor body language Performance pressure
Communication problems Sexual trauma
Uncertain sexual identity Loss of trust in relationship
Psychiatric illness

Assessment

Taking a sexual history

Talking about a sexual problem can be embarrassing. It is
therefore important that health professionals are trained
todevelop anopennon-judgemental style that encourages
talking about delicate matters such as sexual orientation,
masturbation, fantasies and infidelities. It is important to
be confident about the use of sexually explicit words. It
can be helpful to check out the understanding of words to
ensure they will be understood and help the patient feel
comfortable when talking about their sexual problem.

Sexual history taking

BACKGROUND

• Family and important relationships
• Education, culture and religion
• Attitudes to sexuality, intimacy and expression of
emotion
• Traumatic sexual or other life experiences.

ADOLESCENT EXPERIENCES

• Sex education
• Experience of puberty – periods, wet dreams, etc.
• Sexual opportunities, masturbation, non-coital and
coital experiences
• Traumatic sexual and other experiences
• Ease of transition to adult identity.

ADULT EXPERIENCES

• Past relationships
• Traumatic life events.

CURRENT EXPERIENCES

• History of the presenting problem
• Details of the current sexual dysfunction

• Present sexual practices and preferences includingmas-
turbation
• Present relationship(s)
• Sexual orientation
• The use of fantasy, erotic material or sex aids.

MEDICAL HISTORY

• Past medical and surgical history
• Past obstetric and gynaecological history – especially
factors that may affect sexual responsiveness such as,
endometriosis, chronicpelvic infection, pelvicfloorobstet-
ric damage, pelvic organ prolapse, urinary or faecal
incontinence
• Drug history both social and therapeutic
• Contraception/infertility
• Sexually transmitted infections
• Dermatological problems
• Vulva and vaginal hygiene – possible irritants
(Table 58.2).

Examination

Examining patients with a sexual problem needs to be
done sensitively particularly for the patient with a past
history of sexual abuse. Privacymust be guaranteed and a
chaperone must always be offered and should be present
when a man is examining a woman.

General examination

Check secondary sexual characteristics and look for
signs of:
• Anaemia
• Thyroid disease
• Cardiovascular disease
• Central nervous system disorders
• Dermatological conditions
• Any chronic illness.

Genital examination

How awoman approaches a genital examinationwill give
non-verbal or verbal clues to how comfortable she is with
her sexuality.

VULVAL INSPECTION

• Anatomical appearances, e.g. juvenile external geni-
talia, large labia minora
• Dermatological problems, e.g. lichen sclerosis, lichen
planus, eczema, psoriasis
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Table 58.2 Examples of drugs that can affect sexual function

Cardiovascular Mental health Hormonal Other Recreational

Antihypertensives Antidepressants Antiandrogens Antiemetics Alcohol
Beta blockers Anxiolytics Steroids Antiepileptics Canabis
Diogoxin Antipsychotics Hormonal contraception Antihistamines Opiates/cocaine/amphetamines

See recommended reading – Sexual pharmacology fast facts.

• Sexually transmitted infections, e.g. genital ulceration
(herpes, syphilis), warts
• Changes suspicious of benign or malignant lesions
• Scar tissue.

VAGINAL INSPECTION

• Anatomical abnormalities, e.g. vaginal septum
• Atrophic changes
• Pelvic organ prolapse
• Discharge suggestive of candida or bacterial vaginosis
or sexually transmitted infection.

VAGINAL EXAMINATION

• High tone in the pubococcygeus muscle indicating
vaginismus
• Tenderness anteriorly (possible bladder pathology)
• Posteriorly (possible ouch of Douglas or rectal
pathology)
• Right fornix (possible pathology in right adnexae)
• Left fornix (possible pathology in sigmoid colon or left
adnexae)
• Size, shape, position, mobility and tenderness of the
uterus.

Investigations

Specific sexual problems

LACK OR LOSS OF DESIRE

Personalproblemsor relationshipdifficultiesoftenpresent
in thisway. Chronicphysical illness frequently leads to low
desire because of fatigue, loss of self-esteem, altered body
image or as a side-effect of medication. It is possible for
low desire to exist in isolation, but it may be secondary to
other sexual problems because of fear of failure.

Recently there has been research interest in the differ-
ence between desire in men and women. Desire may be
biological and innate, or responsive and linked to main-
taining self-esteem and a contented sexual partnership.
It appears that for women the responsive desire is more
important, especially after the menopause when fertil-
ity has ended [2]. Women report that they initiate sex

Table 58.3 Investigations for specific sexual problems

Low desire Prolactin
Thyroid function tests
Testosterone, estradiol, follicle
stimulating hormone (FSH)/
luteinizing hormone (LH)

Full blood count (FBC), B12, urea and
electrolyte (U&E), liver function tests
(LFT) – if clinically indicated

Arousal problems/
orgasmic problems

Similar tests as for desire, also fasting
blood sugar and lipid profile

Superficial
dyspareunia

Test for sexually transmitted infections
(STIs) and other vaginal or urinary
infections

Deep dyspareunia As for superficial dyspareunia plus
ultrasound scan, diagnostic
laparoscopy

less frequently when innate desire fades but they can still
experience responsive desire at the same time as arousal.

Physical options

• Look for physical factors. If they exist, treat them and
recognize their significance to the maintenance of the
sexual problem
• Change medication if this might be contributing to the
problem (see Table 58.3) and recommended reading
• Oestrogen dominant combined oral contraception for
women who are hypooestrogenic, e.g. low body mass
index from an eating disorder or excessive exercise
• Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) if menopausal
(Tibilone is licensed for treatment of low desire)
• Testosterone implants (licensed) or gel (unlicensed) for
postmenopausal women, especially if the menopause
occurs prematurely through iatrogenic loss of ovarian
function
• Treat depression
• Treat hypoprolactinaemia.

Psychosexual options

• Individual or couple therapy as appropriate
• Treat any preceding sexual problem
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• ‘Homework’ exercises to improve understanding and
communication of sexual needs.

SEXUAL AVERSION AND LACK OF SEXUAL ENJOYMENT

Sexual avoidance, aversions and phobias often stem from
some traumatic experience suchas childhood sexual abuse
or rape. They may also stem from receiving strongly neg-
ative messages about sex that leads to feelings of guilt or
shame. Sexual aversion may mimic low desire because
frequency of sexual activity is low. Sexual aversion and
phobis can be total (in which case all sexual activity is
avoided) or situationalwhen specific sexual activitiesmay
trigger the phobic response. A woman who needs to
remain in control may panic when she feels aroused espe-
cially if childhood conditioning has enforced the idea that
sexual pleasure is wrong.

Psychosexual options

• Individual therapy to help to discover the predisposing
or precipitating factors
• Abuse resolution work before dealing with the sexual
problem
• Gradual desensitization to sexual activities that lead to
the aversive response.

Physical options

• Serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs) can reduce the
physical phobic response.

FEMALE SEXUAL AROUSAL DISORDER

The physiological arousal response in the female is invis-
ible, unlike the male erection. Most men and women
know that vaginal lubrication indicates arousal, but have
no knowledge of the pelvic congestion and ballooning of
the inner two thirds of the vagina that occurs with high
arousal.

It is uncommon for women to present with arousal
problems in isolation. They are usually linked to low
desire, sexual avoidance or orgasmic dysfunction. FSAD
has been subdivided into ‘genital arousal disorder’, ‘sub-
jective sexual arousal disorder’ and ‘combined genital and
subjective arousal disorder’ [2]. Genital arousal problems
often present as painful sex. Lack of lubrication makes
penetration sore and lack of vaginal ballooning can lead to
the woman experiencing deep dyspareunia. The problem
is rarely a true inability to become aroused, but rather that
her partner is ahead of her in his arousal and penetrated
her too soon and thewoman is unable to communicate the
problem.

Psychosexual options

• ‘Homework’ exercises to improve understanding and
communication of sexual needs
• Use of fantasy, erotic material or sex aids (see ’Useful
websites’)
• Reading self-help books (see ’Further reading’).

Physical options

• Change medication if appropriate
• HRT or vaginal oestrogen – if oestrogen deficiency is a
factor in failure of lubrication
• Artificial lubricants
• Sildenafil or other 5 phophodiesterase inhibitors may
be worth trying on an unlicensed basis. There is evidence
that they may help, especially in premenopausal women
with no desire disorder [3]
• Zestra [4]
• Eros clitoral therapy device [5].

ORGASMIC DYSFUNCTION

Studies suggest that about 25% of women experience
orgasmic dysfunction [6]. Women tend to climax less
readily compared to men and can feel sexually satisfied
without an orgasm. Biologically they do not need to reach
a climax to achieve a pregnancy. Of the women who are
orgasmic 50% will orgasm through manual, rather than
vaginal, stimulation. When there is a problem it is usually
psychosexual and related to either inadequate stimulation
or to difficulty in letting go and losing control. It is often
situational so that orgasm may occur with masturbation
but not with a partner. When anorgasmia is secondary it is
important to consider physical causes. The most common
causebeinga side effect of anSSRIused to treatdepression.
Other physical causes to exclude are neurological such as
diabetic neuropathy or multiple sclerosis.

Psychosexual options

• Exploring the use of fantasy, erotic material and sexual
aids
• Reading self-help books (see ‘Further reading’)
• Using nipple stimulation during sexual arousal to
enhance orgasmic response due to oxytocin release.

Physical options

• Change medication if appropriate
• Sildenafil to assist arousal may help orgasmic release.
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VAGINISMUS

In this condition the woman has an involuntary spasm of
the pubococcygeus muscle. The muscle tightens in antic-
ipation of physical or emotional pain. The vaginal spasm
may also be accompanied by spasm of the adductor mus-
cles of the thigh. The reasons for vaginismus are various,
such as traumatic past experiences, or growing up with
negative messages about sex leading to fear or intimacy
or loss of control.

Psychosexual options

• Give information about genital anatomy and the female
sexual response
• Individual therapy to explore and resolve predisposing
factors
• Couple therapy where couples collude to maintain the
problem
• Gradual desensitization using such items as fingers,
tampon covers, specifically designed vaginal Amielle
dilators – plus plenty of synthetic lubrication.
• Gradually move to penile penetration with the woman
maintaining control.

DYSPAREUNIA

In women there are many physical causes for superficial
and deep dyspareunia that need to be treated appro-
priately; however, for some there will be no obvious
underlying disease process. Sometimes the disease pro-
cess has been cured but the woman had developed a
secondary vaginismus in response to anticipated dyspare-
unia. Emotional pain can also be expressed as genuine
physical pain that has the unconscious gain of avoiding
intimacy with a partner.

Physical options

• Treat vulvovaginal infections
• Topical steroids may help dermatological problems
• Topical oestrogens may improve atrophic changes
• Topical local anaesthetic
• Amitryptiline or gabapentin for neuropathic pain.

Psychosexual options

• The management is similar to vaginismus
• Adaption of sexual positions may minimize pain.

Specific issues

Puberty

The physical changes that occur at puberty are welcomed
by most young women, but can be disturbing for young
women who are in conflict about their emerging adult
sexuality, gender identity or sexual orientation [7]. Ado-
lescence is also a time of separation from parents and
authority figures to find ones personal identity. Achieving
this separation involves experimentation and risk taking,
which may also be of a sexual nature. Low self-esteem or
poor body image may manifest itself in sexual hyperac-
tivity as the young woman seeks reassurance about her
attractiveness. Adolescent identity crises may present as
menstrual problems, contraceptive problems, unintended
pregnancy or sexually transmitted infections. It can be
difficult to remain non-judgemental when confronted by
an ‘irresponsible teenager with attitude’ presenting yet
again with a vaginal discharge or unintended pregnancy.
It is important to build rapport with these young women
and treat them respectfully. It could be the first time they
experience respect.

PARENTHOOD

The transition tomotherhood involves enormous changes
to awoman’s lifestyle, roles and career opportunities. This
can be another time of crisis as she adds the role of mother
to wife/partner and lover. Conflict over parenting roles
may arise leaving her partner feeling marginalized and
jealous. The pregnancy or birth experience may lead to
sexual avoidance because of a fear of repeating a traumatic
experience. Her body is likely tohave changed,whichmay
lead to doubts about physical/sexual activeness. If she is
breastfeeding high prolactin levels will reduce sex drive
and low oestrogen levels contribute to vaginal dryness.
Sleepless nights and exhaustion put the final nail in the
coffin for sexual activity [8].

The typical sexual problems that occur post-natally are
either loss of interest or sexual avoidance. Both present
with reduced frequency of sexual activity.

Infertility

Sexual problems may cause infertility or infertility may
trigger sexual problems. Taking a good sexual history is
important in infertility work to pick up low frequency
of sexual activity from loss of interest or sexual avoid-
ance, dyspareunia, vaginismus or male factors, such as
erectile dysfunction, premature ejaculation, retarded or
retrograde ejaculation.

Finally it is important to never assume what a couple
mean by ‘having sex’. Even in the twenty-first century
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some couple remain naïve. Anal sex, umbilical sex or
mutual masturbation may be the couples’ sexual activity
and they may not understand that sperm cannot meet the
egg without vaginal penetration [9].

Menopause and beyond

Most women report relief or neutral feelings towards the
menopause. The main physical factors linked to negative
feelings are physical symptoms of persistent hot flushes,
night sweats and vaginal dryness. Pelvic organ prolapse
and incontinencemay also contribute. Declining hormone
levelsmay be responsible for depression and loss of sexual
interest around the menopause, but so too may life events
involving loss or role change, such as children leaving
home, death of parents, redundancy or retirement.

It is therefore best to take a holistic approach to man-
aging sexual problems that occur around the menopause.
The increasing use of successful oral treatments for age-
related erectile dysfunction is leading to an increased
presentation of older women with sexual problems [10].

Genital cancers

Loss of genital anatomy or physiological responsiveness
occurswith treatment formost femalegenital cancers. This
may have a profound effect on the individual or couple.
Counselling and support may be helpful as well as practi-
cal support suchasvaginaldilators tohelpmaintainvulval
patency or vaginal depth [11].
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Chapter 59: Ethical dilemmas in
obstetrics and gynaecology
Gordon M. Stirrat

Introduction

Those who aspire to practice Obstetrics and Gynaecol-
ogy accept several necessary characteristics shared by all
medical practitioners. There is, for example, a tradition of
practice based on a body of knowledge. Not only is it nec-
essary that this bodyof knowledgebe continually updated
on the best available evidence, but also each of us must
keep abreast of the aspects of that knowledge required for
best practice. In addition practitioners must meet required
standards of competence, care and conduct so that we are,
at all times, striving to make best use of our skills and
knowledge.

Unfortunately self-motivation is not sufficient to guar-
antee minimum, let alone high, standards of practice. That
is why one of the defining characteristics of a profession
is that it is regulated by a body to which all who practice
it must belong. The Royal College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists (RCOG) in the UK (and comparable orga-
nizations elsewhere) is central to the setting, achievingand
maintaining standards of care to improve women’s health.
It is not, however, a regulatory authority. In the UK this is
the statutory responsibility of the General Medical Coun-
cil (GMC) for the profession as a whole and similar bodies
exist in other countries. The GMC’s stated vision is ‘to
be recognised as delivering and safeguarding the high-
est standards of medical ethics, education and practice,
in the interests of patients, public and the profession’. In
‘Duties of a Doctor’ [1] they state, ‘Patients must be able
to trust doctors with their lives and well-being. To justify
that trust, we as a profession have a duty to maintain a
good standard of practice and care and to show respect for
human life.’ Those duties are further stated in Table 59.1
and are amplified in the GMC’s document ‘Good Medical
Practice’ [2] (http://www.gmc-uk.org/standards). They
speak for themselves. The focus of this book is quite appro-
priately on clinical practice and the authors, all of whom
are eminent in their field, have brought to you the current
best available evidence on how to manage specific prob-
lems in our specialty. They tell you what Can be done and
give some guidance on how to do it (the latter needs to

Table 59.1 Duties of a doctor [1]

As a doctor you must:
• Make the care of your patient your first concern
• Treat every patient politely and considerately
• Respect patients’ dignity and privacy
• Listen to patients and respect their views
• Give patients information in a way they can understand
• Respect the rights of patients to be fully informed in
decisions about their care
• Keep your professional knowledge up to date
• Recognize the limits of your professional competence
• Be honest and trustworthy
• Respect and protect confidential information
• Make sure that your personal beliefs do not prejudice your
patients’ care
• Act quickly to protect patients from risk if you have good
reason to believe that you or a colleague may not be fit to
practise
• Avoid abusing your position as a doctor
• Work with colleagues in the ways that best serve patients’
interests
In all these matters you must never discriminate unfairly
against your patients or colleagues and you must always be
prepared to justify your actions to them

be further developed by hands-on practice). They usually
neither tell you what Should nor what Ought to be done
(though they will, where necessary, make it clear what
should not be done). The word ‘can’ makes a statement
one of fact and nothing more. ‘Should’ and ‘ought’ are
different – they both imply obligation but ‘ought’ is the
stronger because it speaks of duty, which is definitely a
moral action. One of the purposes of this chapter is to
explore the ethical dimensions of the practice of obstetrics
and gynaecology to increase ethical awareness and guide
moral reasoning. In other words, it is a guide as to how
to think ethically but it is not an ethical rulebook that tells
you what to think or do in specific circumstances.

We have already noted that duty implies moral action
but it goes further than this because it is the kind of
moral action in which one is blameworthy if one does not

658
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perform it. In other words it is obligatory. An example of
this would be if a woman collapsed on the antenatal ward
and the on-call obstetrician, having received an urgent call
to attend, failed to do so for no good reason. The doc-
tor would have failed in the ‘duty of care’ and not only
would be morally culpable but also would be liable for at
least civil proceedings against him/her.Amoral action can
also be self-sacrificing, altruistic and an ideal ‘beyond the
call of duty’. The technical word for this is ‘supereroga-
tory’. An example of this might be a junior doctor who
voluntarily stays on the ward when off duty to help a
colleague who is finding it difficult to cope with their
workload.

In its stated purpose, which we have noted above, the
GMC gives medical ethics precedence over education and
practice. In addition, if we look carefully at the ‘Duties
of a Doctor’ [1] (see Table 59.1) there are several words
that have a strong moral sense. Among them are honesty,
trust and trustworthiness; respect (for human life, dignity
and privacy, rights of the patient and confidentiality); and
avoidance of unfair discrimination. Thus, ethics is at the
very heart of being a doctor (let alone a good doctor). This
includes an absolute commitment to these duties and, of
course, onewill beheld to account if one fails tomeet them.

The basis for ethics

Ethics (or moral philosophy) is the discipline that under-
pins moral judgements when we are faced with such
fundamental questions as ‘How do we know what is
good?’, ‘What is the right thing to do?’ or ‘What is justice?’
It attempts to provide a rational framework for under-
standing the complexities of moral judgement [3]. Morals
are not only the specific judgements, codes or beliefs of
particular groups or societies but also the actions that fol-
low from them. Ethics and morals can, perhaps be better
understood if we compare them with DNA and the cell
proteins coded for in the genome (Fig. 59.1). Ethics can
be seen as a system of thought encompassing the actions
of people in society which, if adhered to, is most likely to
lead to the welfare, health and happiness of the individual
and the society in which he or she lives. Table 59.2 outlines
some essentials of medical ethics [4].

Ethics is often said to be nothing more than ‘common
sense’ based on experience but one of the problems with
common sense is that it is not so common! But how does
one determine what ought to be done? This is consid-
ered below. Let us also put common sense to the test in
a hypothetical clinical example.

CASE 1
Mrs AB, aged 34, having failed to conceive for
6 years, becomes pregnant with triplets following assisted

conception.Anultrasound scan shows that shehas amajor
degree of placenta praevia and the potential implications
of this are discussed with her. Both she and her husband
have a devout religious objection to blood transfusion
and they make it clear in writing that she is not to be
given blood under any circumstances. She is admitted for
long-term stay in hospital after several episodes of vagi-
nal bleeding. A major antepartum haemorrhage occurs at
34 weeks that is of such severity that it is considered nec-
essary to proceed to delivery by Caesarean section under
general anaesthatic (GA) and she gives her consent. She
repeats her absolute refusal to allow blood transfusion
despite being told the risk that she might die without it if
bleeding cannot be controlled. All three babies are deliv-
ered in good condition but she continues to bleed. The
possibility that she might die as a result of this decision is
again made clear to her husband. He supports his wife’s
prior decision despite the potential outcome.

What do you think the ordinary man or woman would
say? Would it be ‘Here is a couple who have been trying to
have a family for 6 years and have gone to the lengths of
assistedconception todoso. If shedies the threebabieswill
be left motherless. Surely no one in their right mind would
wish to die under these circumstances? Her objection to
receiving blood must be irrational! Surely common sense
suggests that she must be given blood!’ If you share that
‘common sense’ view you might say, ‘Let’s give her the
blood – she doesn’t even need to know we have done so!’
The problem with that pragmatic approach is that, despite
acting in what clearly seems to be in the best interests of
herself, her husband and the three babies, a transfusion
wouldnot only contravenedesires clearly expressedwhen
she was fully competent but it would also technically be
an assault. So there is more to resolution of this problem
than common sense.

CASE 1: Outcome
You consult with the hospital legal department and advise
them that, if the woman’s life is to be saved, there is not
enough time for the case to be taken to court. The lawyer
advises that the woman was competent (see Table 59.3)
when she made her original decision and that, in his opin-
ion, blood cannot legally be given. You comply with this
view. The bleeding cannot be halted. Mrs AB dies.

In light of the outcome was that ethically the ‘right’ or
‘wrong’ decision?

The late Professor Gordon Dunstan [5] suggested that
the criteria for the practice of Ethics in Medicine are:
• Good moral theories;
• The elucidation of principles to which implicit or
explicit appeal can be made;
• The discipline of logic for the framing of good argu-
ments and the exposure of bad ones;
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Ethics and moralsDNA/cell proteins

DNA contains thefundamental
information shared by every cell

in the boidy necessary for the
cell to function and prosper

Ethics provides the
fundamental ideas required
for individuals and societies
to function and prosper

Similarly morals are the
interpretation of ethics

The proteins produced by the
cells interpret and follow the

information from the DNA

Cells of all different types and
functions must work together

within and among bodily
structures and organs

Proteins express the nature
and character of the cell and

also perform its specific
function

The cell that expresses its
individuality at the expence of

its neighbours is termed
neoplastic and may become

‘malignant’

Thus ethics and morals
are about individuals
living and working in
relationship with others

Morals define our personal
character and allow us to
function as an integral part
of a community or society

If morals are expressed
individualistically at the
expense of others might
that have a similar malign
influence on society?

Fig. 59.1 The similarities between ethics/morals and DNA/cell proteins.

• Learning the art of moral reasoning;
• Discipline in the use of words without clichés;
• And wisdom above all.
This transcends ‘common sense’ and the aim of this
chapter is to guide you to an understanding of ethical the-
ory to assist you in making appropriate moral judgements
in clinical situations such as that of Mrs AB.

Diversity of moral theory

Dealing with uncertainty is difficult and can be stressful
in both clinical medicine and, indeed, life itself. It is a
defining characteristic of Homo sapiens that we try to make
sense out of uncertainty by classification and codification
of what we think we know. As a result, a multiplicity of
theoretical approaches to ethics has arisen. It has been sug-
gested [3] that the diversity of ethical theories is about as

wide as that of the ways we understand the relationship
between the human race and our environment. Thus, in
the same way that mariners need charts as they travel
across the oceans, we need frameworks as reference points
to allow us to progress through our lives as individuals in
society. Thus, while principles provide an indispensable
general guiding direction, other features of the problem
must be taken into consideration as the passage from
moral question to moral answer is navigated [6].

The two most frequently referred to systematic accounts
of what makes actions morally right or wrong (or ‘theo-
ries of obligation’) are Deontological theories (or ‘duties in
action’) [7] and Consequentialist theories [8]. These are sum-
marized in Tables 59.4 and 59.5. Clearly these theories are
not, of themselves, sufficient for the resolution of clinical
problems in real life and several other views have been
developed to try to deal with their inherent problems.
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Table 59.2 Some essentials of medical ethics

Ethics is for something and must be translatable into moral
action

• It has to work in real life
Each one of us is required to think ethically and act morally
(i.e. we are all ‘moral agents’)

• This is not an optional extra
Ethics is about individuals living and working in community
• It is not just about ‘me’ and ‘mine’
Individuals not only have rights but also duties/obligations
towards others

The fundamental principles underpinning medical ethics are
(or should be) those of society in general

We as doctors in the UK have special obligations or duties to
our patients that are clearly laid down by the General
Medical Council

Clinical medicine, ethical analysis and moral action cannot be
practiced in isolation from one another

• Ethics is a necessary part of good clinical practice

Reproduced from Stirrat [4]. With the permission of the Royal
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists.

Table 59.3 Competence – a brief guide

Men and women over the age of 16 years are presumed to have
the capacity (i.e. be competent) to make decisions including
those involving proposed medical interventions unless this
can be shown not to be so. The doctor proposing the
treatment can usually assess the patient’s competence.
Specialist advice (e.g. from a psychiatrist) should be sought if
there is any doubt or if, for example, the procedure proposed
is associated with significant risks

The following is a brief guide to the criteria to be considered.
Fuller information can be found in ‘Further reading’

A person has the capacity to decide if she can:
• Understand when explained in simple language

— what the medical treatment is
— its purpose and nature and
— why it is needed

• Understand the main benefits, risks and alternatives
• Understand in broad terms what will be the consequences
of not receiving the proposed treatment
• Retain the information for long enough to make an effective
decision
• Properly assess the information given
• Make her choice free from pressure by others (including
yourself)

Full contemporary and signed notes should be made of all such
consultations.

The Four Principle Approach [9] (otherwise known as
‘Principlism’ (sic)) – was formulated as a basis for working
out practical solutions for problems in Medical Ethics.
The four main principles and the associated obligations

Table 59.4 Deontological theories or ‘Duties in Action’

Deontology derives from a Greek word meaning ‘that which is
obligatory’

This theory of obligation is ‘backward looking’ because it
holds that an action is made right or wrong by a criterion prior
to the action

The essence of Kant’s ethics is that
• Certain kinds of acts are intrinsically right and others
intrinsically wrong determined by a set of rules
• The rules must be universally applicable, coherent (i.e. not
contradictory) within what Kant called ’a rational system of
nature’ and capable of being freely adopted by ’a community
of rational beings’
• Among the rules are ‘do not kill, cause pain, disable,
deprive of freedom or pleasure’; and ‘do not deceive, break
promises, cheat, break laws or neglect one’s duty’
• Each of us has a set of obligations or duties to our fellow
men and women
• He set these out in a series of ‘maxims’ one of the most
important of which is to ‘act so that you treat humanity,
whether in your own person or in that of any other, always as
an end, and never as a means only’ [7]
• An action should not be judged to have been right or wrong
by its consequences in individual situations

Kant’s dismissal of consequences as totally irrelevant (‘Do
your duty though the heavens may fall!’) has been modified
to consider that consequences are one factor among many
relevant to obligation

No theory is without problems and the main difficulties with
Kant are defining the meaning of ‘rational’ and agreeing on
universally applicable rules. Superficial analysis suggests
that it also removes incentives to act morally. As also noted in
Table 59.5 the present day use of the word ‘pleasure’ makes it
problematic

This is based on the work of the eighteenth-century philosopher
Immanuel Kant [7].

are shown in Table 59.6. We may feel much more com-
fortable with these because the obligations attached to the
principles are familiar to us as part of our daily practice as
obstetricians and gynaecologists. Perhaps because of this,
they are often used uncritically and are assumed to pro-
vide an easy answer to every problem. This they neither
can nor were designed to do. When specific clinical prob-
lems are considered later in the chapter we will discover
that theprinciples canoftenbe in conflictwith one another.

The concept of autonomy requires some further consid-
eration. Dunstan suggested that the currently dominant
view of autonomy is that it confers a right to act on one’s
own judgment about matters affecting one’s life, without
interference by others [5]. There is an increasing body of
thought [10–12] that this so-called individualistic version
of autonomous choice is fundamentally flawed. Medical
ethics, properly understood, should always be set in the
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Table 59.5 Consequentialist and utilitarian theories [7]

Consequentialism is a ‘forward-looking’ theory of obligation in
which the rightness or wrongness of an action is totally
determined by the action’s consequences.

• Consequentialist theories differ over what is the nature of
the good consequences arising from ‘right’ actions (e.g.
‘pleasure’ or biological survival, etc.) and also against whose
good rightness is to be measured. At one extreme some base it
on what produces good for the individual (‘egoistic’): at the
other extreme the criterion is those right actions that produce
good for everyone affected by it (‘universalistic’).
• The most popular consequentialist theory of ‘universal
ethical hedonism’ or ‘Utilitarianism’ was developed in the
nineteenth century by Jeremy Bentham, John Stuart Mill and
Henry Sidgwick. They argued that the maximization of
pleasure or happiness was what made acts right. This has been
summarized as ‘the greatest happiness of the greatest number’.
The word ‘pleasure’ is now problematic and it has been
replaced by the opaque phrase ‘preference satisfaction’.
• Consequentialist theories can be further divided. ‘Act
consequentialism’ holds that the right action is the one that
produces the most good. In ‘rule consequentialism’ the test is
whether an action accords with a set of rules whose general
acceptance would result in the most good.
• Many versions have become mechanistic requiring that
goods and ills be measured, added and subtracted according to
some agreed scale. This has proved to be unsatisfactory.

Among the problems with consequentialism are that although
consequences are undoubtedly important in moral judgments
and actions:

• We are rarely capable of predicting the long-term outcomes
of our actions.
• Happiness is highly subjective and what is good (let alone
the ‘greatest good’) is not always easy to determine.
• Benefiting the majority could result in ignoring vulnerable
minorities.

— Where do the seriously disadvantaged in our society
such as the very pre-term infant, the severely disabled
child, the terminally ill or the elderly with dementia fit
with this philosophy?
— A rule to protect the vulnerable could be set aside if it
did not promote general happiness.

Table 59.6 The Four Principles [9]

Principle The obligation/duty

Beneficence To do what is in the patient’s best interests
To provide benefits balanced against risks

Non-maleficence Not to cause harm and, indeed, seek to
prevent it

Autonomy
(‘self-rule’)

To respect the right of the individual to make
choices about her own life in the context of
equal respect for everyone else involved

Justice To treat patients fairly and without unfair
discrimination

Fairness in the distribution of benefits and
risks

context of relationships and community [5]. An alterna-
tive, ‘principled’, version of patient autonomy has been
proposed that is well founded in moral philosophy and,
it is suggested, fits better the optimal patient/doctor rela-
tionship [11,12]. In this model patients with the capacity
to make a settled choice about medical interventions on
themselves do so responsibly in a manner considerate to
others having been provided with sufficient and under-
standable information and adequate space for reflection.
Thus, principled autonomy implies a settledviewof the indi-
vidual reached by deliberation as to what is in his or her
own long-term best interests. It is also to be balanced with
the interests and autonomy of others, including, in this
context, medical staff caring for a patient.

Unfortunately there is no such thing as a single, com-
prehensive theory that can be applied to all cases. Sherwin
[13] finds it preferable to view different theoretical per-
spectives as providing a set of lenses. Thus, by using the
appropriate lens, one can get a clearer view of complex
moral problems. One lens will provide clearer under-
standing than others in any given situation. Whatever
one’s criticisms of the Four Principles, they can provide a
useful framework foranalysingethicalproblems if one rec-
ognizes their shortcomings and incorporates some other
‘lenses’ such as:

Narrative ethics. This takes account of the patient’s and
the clinician’s context, emotions and relationships [14,15].
Virtue ethics. Instead of asking, ’How should I act?’ this

asks ’How should I live?’ [16]. This system tries to define
’excellences’ of character or behaviour to which individ-
uals or groups should aspire. One aspect is caring about
someone rather than just caring for him or her and it can
provide a useful perspective in, for example, those faced
with chronic and/or serious illness or disability.
Feminist approaches to ethics. One aspect of feminist

ethics considers that women have been and continue to be
oppressed and that such oppression is morally and polit-
ically unacceptable [17]. Feminist ethics also attempts to
balance the dominant masculine ethos of traditional ethics
with a more feminine perspective. The ethics is one of car-
ing for individuals and, although caring resolutions may
be different in their outcomes, they are linked by personal
regard and respect given to individuals [18].

Making ethical judgements

Medical ethics is not solely a matter of moral theory: it is
‘an ethics of relation and practice’ [5].

Some of the ethical issues we face can be dealt with rel-
atively straightforwardly. Others are highly complex and
may be intractable – true dilemmas. How then do we go
about making ethical judgements in the clinical context?
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Table 59.7 The nature of ethical judgements in medicine

Ethical judgements are integral to the clinical process We have been making ethical decisions every day since we
qualified perhaps without recognizing it!

The process must be carried out sincerely and honestly
‘making the care of your patient your first concern’

Whatever method is used it must fit with the realities of the clinical
setting

There is no magic formula (beware those who suggest that
there is) and each case is different from any other

There is seldom an absolutely ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ decision. One is
often trying to balance the greater good or the lesser evil!

This does NOT mean that ethical decision making is
arbitrary

Although some decisions must be reached quickly, the process of
decision making should be no less rigorous

Criteria for rigorous ethical reasoning [20]
Clarity Terms and concepts must have precise meaning
Consistency Those terms must always be used with that precise meaning:

reasoning must be free of contradiction
Coherence Ethical deliberations must be internally consistent
Applicability The process results in comprehensive and clinically relevant

judgements
Adequacy These judgements allow ethical conflicts to be identified, managed

or, preferably, prevented

Reproduced from Stirrat [4]. With the permission of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists.

Table 59.8 Making ethical judgements – 1: analysis

Define the problem(s)
Analyse the problem(s)

What are its elements? – e.g. medical, ethical, legal etc.
What parties are involved? – the patient, her family, statutory authorities (e.g. social workers, police), health-care professionals etc.
How do their perspectives fit together or conflict and, if the latter, what are the appropriate mechanisms for resolution?
What is its context? – e.g. social, economic (within this may be issues about ‘rationing’)

Consider the underlying principles involved
It may be useful to start with the ‘Four Principles’ (see Table 59.6)
• What is in the patient’s best interests?
• How can I balance this with the avoidance of harm?
• Is the patient competent? If so:

— Is she expressing her ‘settled’ view on what she wants?
— Am I respecting her right to make choices about her own life?
— Does this conflict with the autonomy of others and, if so, how is this to be resolved?

• If she is not competent (e.g. a minor or an unconscious adult) or if this is open to question (e.g. a child aged 12–13) how is this to
be dealt with?
• Are there any issues of justice? e.g.

— Is the patient being unfairly discriminated against?
— Is there any conflict between what I consider to be in the patient’s best interest and what can be provided in the NHS?

What other perspectives could assist in resolution?
• Have the patient’s social context, emotions and relationships been adequately considered?
• Am I sure that I am treating the patient as a person?
• Are we both ‘caring for’ and ‘caring about’ the patient?

Reproduced from Stirrat GM [4]. With the permission of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists.

Some necessary characteristics of ethical judgements and
the guiding criteria for rigorous ethical analysis are shown
in Table 59.7 [4]. A practical mechanism for moving from
ethical analysis to clinical action is shown in Tables 59.8
and 59.9 [4]. It must, however, be emphasized that this

is not a mathematical exercise in which ‘plusses’ and
‘minuses’ can determine the correct decision. Each prob-
lem must be dealt with in its context and with empathy
for all involved. The establishment of clinical ethics com-
mittees by some hospital has helped both in dealing with
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Table 59.9 Making ethical judgements – 2: action

Move towards recommending actions that best meet the above criteria
What are the proposed objectives? e.g. cure, relief of symptoms (e.g. pain and suffering) or prevention of disease?
• Which objectives are essential and which desirable?
• What alternatives are available (including doing nothing)?
• What are the risks of acting (or failing to act) and what is their probability and severity?
• Do the expected benefits outweigh the potential risks?

— Has the patient been properly informed of the available options?
• Is she competent to give consent?

— If so, has the consent been obtained properly?
— If yes, put chosen option into effect
— If she is not competent who, if anyone, can legally give consent?

Dealing with potential or actual conflict:
This difficult area cannot be dealt with comprehensively here but examples include

The patient refuses to accept the recommended interventions
• If competent, she has the right to do so even if it leads to harm of herself (or unborn child). Do not coerce her.Among the
things to do are:

— If junior, inform more senior colleagues: if senior, seek advice through clinical governance channels
— Make sure that full contemporaneous notes are made

She requests intervention that informed medical opinion suggests is not justified or in her best interests
• You are not bound to do as she asks particularly if it is contrary to your principles
• Offer referral for another opinion or, if needs be, transfer care to another team. (If the patient is requesting TOP you are
obliged to refer to another practitioner)
• (And then as above)
Another party tries to intervene inappropriately, e.g.
• A member of the family tries to influence the patient in her decision making contrary to the former’s autonomous choice
• The family or another third party asks for confidential information

— The presumption is that confidentiality must be kept (see Table 59.11).
— Any breach can only be justified in ‘exceptional circumstances’

• It is preferable that this be with the knowledge of the patient
• However, if, for example, it is judged that the patient would be seriously harmed by knowing that her illness is
terminal but that it would be in her best interests that a close relative should know about it, information may be
divulged without consent. Do not make this decision without appropriate consultation

• The family asks that the patient be not told the truth of her illness
— The assumption (possibly rebuttable with good grounds – see example above) must be to tell the truth at all times
— Not to do so can have regrettable consequences, e.g. who is she to trust when she discovers any deception?
— Remember that your primary duty of care is to your patient and not her family

Good communication skills in general and knowing how to impart bad news in particular are central to being a good doctor

Review the outcome
Ethical issues do not lend themselves easily to audit but it may be useful to record and review major cases from time to time
In individual cases remember that a good or bad outcome does not necessarily mean that the intervention was ‘right’ or ‘wrong’

Reproduced from Stirrat [4]. With the permission of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists.

particularly difficult problems (e.g. end of life decisions)
and the development of guidelines for good practice in
dealing with them.

The impact of law on ethics

Chapter 60 describes current legislation as it affects the
practice of obstetrics and gynaecology and tries to predict
what further developments might be expected in the
future particularly in the context of human rights legisla-
tion. What then is the relationship between ethics and the
law? We have already noted that ethics is to do with moral

judgement; the law, however, concerns public policy. At
one level it defines what one can/cannot or must/must
not do to avoid risk of legal penalty: for example, practi-
tioners must at all times comply with the law on induced
abortion. The usage of the words ‘should’ and ‘ought’ in
a legal context implies an obligation that can be enforced
by law. We have already noted that when used in an eth-
ical sense they imply ‘duty’ – a moral action that is not
necessarily prescribed or proscribed in law. For exam-
ple, failure to tell a patient the truth about her condition
may not be illegal but, in most instances, it is unethical.
Thus ethics encompasses much more than the law. Ethics
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can help determine what is ‘right’ in the sense that it is
‘good’: the intention of the law is to define what is ‘right’
in the sense that it is or is not permitted. We can, there-
fore, conclude that not only is ‘determining that something
is unethical neither a necessary nor a sufficient reason to
make it illegal’ [21] but also that determining that some-
thing is lawful does not necessarily make it good ethics.
In practice there are many occasions in which the law
assists clinical decision making (see, for example, ‘Con-
traception’, below) by setting parameters that help both
the patient and the clinician.

Specific issues in obstetrics and
gynaecology

‘Reproduction differs from many other areas of medical
practice because of its complexity and because tension can
sometimes arise between the rights of women to make
decisions about their own bodies and the moral duties
owed to unborn children’ [22]. We have already alluded
to the diversity of moral theory in general let alone in pub-
lic opinion on issues in reproductive issues. It is, therefore,
perhaps not surprising that some of the issues that obste-
tricians and gynaecologists face ‘can never be resolved to
the satisfaction of all sections of society but will be the sub-
ject of continuing ethical debate’ [22]. Table 59.10 outlines
some of the general principles relevant to the issues about
to bediscussed that havebeenderived from theHandbook
of Ethics and Law [22].

Table 59.10 General principles that apply to reproductive
ethics [22]

The confidentiality of all patients, including those aged under
16, should be respected except in exceptional cases

Young people who are sufficiently mature to understand the
nature and implications of the treatment requested are able to
give valid consent, but parental involvement should be
encouraged

No treatment may be provided to a competent adult without
valid consent

Adults are presumed to be competent unless there is clear
evidence to the contrary. (Being in labour does not, in itself,
render a woman incompetent to make decisions)

Women should be encouraged to participate to the greatest
possible extent in decisions about their pregnancy

A woman who plans to carry her fetus to term has special
moral responsibilities towards the unborn child, but neither
health professionals nor society can force her to fulfil those
duties

Discussion about reproduction inevitably focuses primarily on
women, but the role of men should not be undermined

Contraception and sexual health are the responsibility of
both sexes

Is there a ‘right’ to procreate?

To address this, one must consider the difference between
a negative right (or liberty) and a positive right. The
former involves not being prevented from procreating by,
for example, forced sterilization. Thus Article 12 of the
European Convention on Human Rights [24] states, ‘Men
and women of marriageable age have the right to marry
and found a family according to the national laws govern-
ing the exercise of this right’. This is a liberty or negative
right. But does Article 12 describe a positive right that
places a corresponding obligation on health services or
the State to fulfil this right in, for example, those who find
themselves unable to have children without assistance?
Warnock [25] concludes that procreation is neither a fun-
damental right nor a universal need generating a right.
In addition, courts in the UK have, up to the time of
writing, consistently decided that no such legal obligation
exists.

Consideration of a series of topics that pose ethical
dilemmas across the broad range of our specialty follows.
They are intentionally not comprehensive but are meant
to both indicate the nature of the issues they raise and
also provide guides to their resolution. Resolution of the
problems should be assisted by reference to Tables 59.8
and 59.9. Most of the topics are illustrated by hypothet-
ical cases for consideration. The suggested resolutions
are not necessarily the only ethical outcomes and fur-
ther reflection and, perhaps, discussion with colleagues is
encouraged.

Contraception

CASE 2: Contraception for BC, a girl aged under 16
You are working in a Family Planning Clinic. A 14-year-
old girl consults you to request oral contraception. She is
already in an active sexual relationship with an 18-year-
old man. She wants to keep her parents from knowing
about this consultation and she does not wish her general
practitioner (GP) to know either because ‘I don’t trust him
not to tell my parents.’

What ethical considerations influence your clinical
decision?

The three main issues here are competence (see
Table 59.3), confidentiality (see Table 59.11) and ‘best
interests’. In a legal judgement made in 1985 [26] it was
determined that a patient, though a minor, is deemed
competent if the doctor involved decides, after careful
consideration, that she has maturity to understand the
nature of the consultation and of the treatment proposed.
That being so her autonomy and confidentiality should be
respected. The doctor should, of course, try to persuade
the patient to agree to parental involvement but, if she
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Table 59.11 Confidentiality [1, 23]

Confidentiality is the basis of trust between doctor and patient

The GMC [1] states ‘Patients have a right to expect that you will not disclose any personal information which you learn during the
course of your professional duties, unless they give permission.’

Breaches of confidentiality can lead to:
• Breakdown of the patient–doctor relationship
• Lack of confidence and trust in other doctors
• Failure by patient to seek future medical treatment as a result of which their health may suffer
• Disciplinary action by the GMC
• Civil action for compensation

Confidentiality may be breached in exceptional circumstances but only when that can be justified and preferably with the patient’s
knowledge

• Requests to disclose patient information to the media must be treated with the greatest care and the usual rules of confidentiality
apply. Advice should be sought from hospital legal services departments
• Confidential information should not be disclosed over the telephone without the express consent of the patient. The person to
whom you are speaking may not be who he or she claims to be!

Disclosure of confidential information in the ‘public interest’

Occasionally disclosure is ‘essential to prevent or lessen a serious and imminent threat to public health or the life or health of
another individual’ [23]

The BMA [23] advise that, when considering; disclosing information to protect the public interest, doctors must:
• Consider how the benefits of making the disclosure balance against the harms associated with breaching a patient’s
confidentiality
• Assess the urgency of the need for disclosure
• Consider whether the person could be persuaded to disclose voluntarily
• Inform the person before making the disclosure and seek his or her consent, unless to do so would enhance the risk of harm
• Reveal only the minimum information necessary to achieve the objective
• Seek assurances that the information will be used only for the purpose for which it was disclosed
• Be able to justify the decision

In addition full contemporary notes must be made

Advice on all of these issues can be sought from medical defence organizations and professional or regulatory authorities
(e.g. the GMC)

refuses, there is a duty to maintain the confidentiality of
the consultation.

The Fraser Guidelines (named after one of the
judges in the case) derive from the above case. These
state [22]:

‘Before providing contraception to young people, health
professionals must:
• Consider whether the patient understands the potential
risks and benefits of the treatment
• Consider whether the patient understands the advice
given
• Discuss with the patient the value of parental support
(Doctors must encourage young people to inform parents
of the consultation and explore the reasons if the patient is
unwilling to do so. It is important for persons aged under
16 who are seeking contraceptive advice to be aware that,
although the doctor is obliged to discuss the value of parental
support, he or she will respect their confidentiality)
• Take into account whether the patient is likely to have
sexual intercourse without contraception

• Assesswhether thepatient’s physical and/ormental health
are likely to suffer if the patient does not receive contraceptive
advice or treatment
• Consider whether the patient’s best interests would require
the provision of contraceptive advice or treatment or both
without parental consent’.
The British Medical Association (BMA) Handbook [22]
advises that, ‘even if the doctor is unwilling to supply
contraception on the grounds of the patient’s immaturity,
he or she still maintains a general duty of confidential-
ity (see Table 59.11) unless there are exceptional reasons
for disclosing information without consent. Such reasons
could occur when, for example, the request for contracep-
tion arises in the context of sexual exploitation, incest, or
other sexual abuse. In such exceptional cases the doctor
has a duty to protect the patient and this may eventually
involve a breach of confidentiality, although with coun-
selling and support the patient may feel able to agree to
disclosure. Nevertheless, it is important that doctors avoid
making completely unconditional promises about secrecy
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to individual youngpeople, while at the same timemaking
it clear that confidentiality as a general principle extends
to all consultations’ [27,28].

CASE 2: Outcome
You decide that the benefits of prescribing an oral contra-
ceptive pill outweigh the risks for BC. You strongly advise
that shediscuss itwithherparentsbut she refuses. Youalso
request that you be allowed to inform her GP and you give
heryour reasons fordoing so. Shealso refuses. Youcomply
with both wishes and arrange to see her again in 6 weeks
with the long-term objective of maintaining a good clinical
relationship with her. You consider that, in this case, your
pledge of confidentiality outweighs any responsibility to
inform the police about BC being involved in under-age
sexual intercourse.

Sterilization

CASE 3: Sterilization of women with learning
difficulties
AGP refers CS, a 26-year-old woman with severe learning
difficulties, to your gynaecological clinic for consideration
of sterilization. A formal assessment of her competence
has been performed and she has the mental capacity of a
5-year-old child. She also has an atrial septal defect (ASD).

Her widowed mother, who is incapacitated because of
severe rheumatoid arthritis, attends the clinic with her.
CS is currently living at home but on weekdays attends a
day centre for people with learning difficulties. She has a
social worker assigned to her there. CS is very friendly and
naïve but she is also sexually aware. She has already had
sexual advances from young men with similar learning
difficulties in thedaycentre.Althoughhermotherdoesnot
wish to deprive her of ‘intimate relationships’, she is, for
several understandable reasons, ‘terrified’ that CS might
become pregnant. CS’s menstrual cycle is very erratic and
the bleeding is quite heavy. She also becomes so agitated
during her menses (including smearing the walls of the
house with blood) that her mother finds it impossible to
cope. The mother thinks that sterilization will stop her
periods and, thus, would solve both problems.

The GP has already tried to prescribe a combined oral
contraceptive pill but CS would not take them. He also
suggested using a long-acting depot for contraception
and menstrual regulation but, despite several attempts,
she would not allow the nurse or doctor to give her the
injection.

Consider how you would proceed and what ethi-
cal/legal considerations would influence your clinical
decision.

The first principle to be considered is that people with
learning difficulties should be encouraged to make deci-
sions for themselves, the implications of which they
broadly understand and with which they are happy. In
this context let us assume that youdiscover that she is inca-
pable of understanding what you are saying even when
expressed as simply as possible.

People with learning disabilities are also considered
to have the right to enjoy sexual relationships in pri-
vate and, in this case CS’s mother does not wish to
deprive her daughter of this. The first clinical problem
to consider, therefore, is that of contraception. Therefore,
the second principle to be considered is ‘contraceptive
services for people with learning difficulties should not
impede the exercise of autonomy more drastically than is
essential to protect against an unwanted pregnancy’ [22].
Given the previous experience of the referring GP, your
room for manoeuvre is limited. An intrauterine device
is not thought clinically appropriate because of the dif-
ficulties with fitting and the problems associated with
menstruation.

You therefore proceed to discuss tubal occlusion. Steril-
ization of women (or men) who lack the capacity to give
valid consent is controversial. The case of Re F in 1989 [29]
set out the legal conditions to be filled in the medical treat-
ment of adults who are unable to consent for themselves.
It confirmed that the courts cannot, in fact, give consent on
behalf of an adult and that, in all cases any proposed treat-
ment must be in the patient’s ‘best interest’. This means
that the treatment must be:
• Necessary to save the life of the person; or either ensure
improvement/prevent deterioration in her physical or
mental health and
• ‘In accordance with a practice accepted at the time
by a responsible body of medical opinion skilled in the
particular form of treatment in question’.
Unless carried out for ‘therapeutic reasons’ such inter-
ventions must not be performed without applying for
permission from the court. This is because of the intention
to deprive the person permanently of the right to bear a
child contravenes Article 12 of the European Convention
on Human Rights ([24] and see Chapter 60).

In the case of CS you would, for example:
• Explain to her mother all of the aspects of the procedure
as in any other case including, of course, the small fail-
ure rate and the fact that it will not make the menstrual
problems any easier;
• Consider whether any proposed intervention was
clearly in her best interests with the benefit clearly out-
weighing any risk;
• Consider whether you would be acting more in
the interests of her mother and other carers than
of CS.
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CASE 3: Outcome
• The consultation ends there because you need to con-
sult with the hospital legal department; seek further
information from CS’s GP and social worker (including
any perceived added risk of CS being exposed to sexual
abuse following sterilization); and consider anyadditional
peri-operative risks as a result of her general condition
and ASD.
• The result of the assessment is that:

— It is deemed that sterilization would be in CS’s best
interests.
— Her GP confirms that menstruation causes CS such
distress that it would also be clearly in her best interests
not to have menses.
— The social worker states that, in her opinion, there
would be no added risk of sexual abuse.
— The anaesthetist considers that laparoscopy is con-
traindicated.

• Application is made to the court and, following care-
ful consideration, you are permitted to perform such
interventions as you consider to be in CS’s best interests.
• In light of the above you see CS and her mother
again and discuss the option of performing a subtotal
hysterectomy.
• Subtotal hysterectomy is subsequently performed
uneventfully.
In your opinion was this procedure ethically justified?

Moral status of the human embryo and fetus

It is necessary to provide a brief guide to this impor-
tant matter prior to considering further specific issues in
reproductive ethics. It is not possible to consider in full
the different views, often firmly held and vehemently
defended (the ‘Further reading’ and ‘Reference’ lists pro-
vide the sources for more detailed study). An additional
level of complexity is often provided by the question of the
moral status of the embryo/fetus being posed as ‘when
do persons come into existence?’ Unfortunately the use
of the word ‘person’ by those arguing for their viewpoint
tends to support Humpty Dumpty’s statement ‘When I
use a word it means just what I choose it to mean – nei-
ther more nor less’ [30]. Although exploration of what is
meant by a person is not insignificant, the emphasis in this
section focuses more on moral status per se. It also asks
‘How ought we to treat the embryo/fetus?’ or ‘When is the
embryo/fetus to be regarded as a patient?’ [31]. The main
philosophical positions on the questions of if and when
the conceptus achieves significant or full moral status can
be summarized as follows:
1 The conceptus has full moral status from the time of
fertilization.

2 Full moral status is gained at one of several points
during development or at birth.
3 Moral status gradually increases throughoutpregnancy.

THE CONCEPTUS HAS FULL MORAL STATUS FROM THE
TIME OF FERTILIZATION

One of the defining characteristics of full moral status is
that it confers on the individual a right to life. In the view
expressed above moral status derives from the fact that
the conceptus is fully (and never anything other) than
human from fertilization. Finnis [32], one of the most
cogent exponents of this position, argues, ‘On all biolog-
ically and philosophically pertinent criteria (fertilisation)
marks substantial changeandnosubsequentdevelopment
or event can be identified plausibly as a genuine substan-
tial change’. One consequence of this view is that from
fertilization the embryo must be treated as one would a
mature human. Finnis [32] recognizes that ‘our imagina-
tion balks at equating the intelligent adult with a one-cell
zygote’. He argues, ‘reason can find no event or princi-
ple or criterion by which to judge that the typical adult
or newborn child or full-term or mid-term unborn child is
anything other than one and the same individual human
being as the one-cell, 46 chromosome zygote whose emer-
gence was the beginning of the personal history of that
same child and adult. In short, science and philosophy
concur in the conclusion: every living human individual
must be regarded as a person’ (i.e. with full moral sta-
tus). Iglesias [33] distinguishes between development into
a person and development of a person believing that there
is no stage of the pregnancy when the conceptus/fetus is
not a person. She too concludes that, even at the earliest
stage in development, they should be accorded absolute
respect. Given the premise that biological continuity is to
be seen as the same as personal identity, the argument may
be consistent but, despite Finnis’s [32] appeal to reason, it
inevitably causes unreasonable moral dilemmas in the real
clinical world. Consider the following cases.

CASE 4: Ectopic pregnancy
Mrs FW, a 40-year-old nulliparous woman presents to the
early pregnancy unit with 8 weeks’ amenorrhoea, left-
sided lower abdominal pain, and slight vaginal bleeding.
She is desperately anxious to have a child having been
trying for 10 years. She is a devout Roman Catholic.
Astrong clinical suspicion of a left tubal ectopic pregnancy
is confirmed. A beating heart is seen in the embryo.

You recommend that laparoscopy be undertaken to
remove the ectopic pregnancy. You also explain to her the
risks (including those to her life) if, as could well occur, the
tube ruptures. You recommend that, in her best interests,
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Table 59.12 The principle of double effect

This applies when the primary intention of one’s actions is to
produce a good effect but that this also contributes to or
brings about a secondary unintended bad effect

The principle permits one to perform such acts if the bad
effect is:
Truly unintended,
Not disproportionate to the intended good effect, and
Unavoidable if the good effect is to be achieved

laparoscopy be carried out immediately. She asks about
the chances of the pregnancy continuing to viability and
youexplain that theyare infinitesimally small. Despite this
she remains concerned that this would be seen as killing
the embryo.

According to the conservative position described on
p. 668 Mrs FW and the living embryo have equal moral
status. However remote the possibility of a good outcome
would be, the embryo would have to be given a chance
of life and laparoscopy could not be morally justified at
this time. In fact most who hold that conservative position
would allow the laparoscopy to take place in the mother’s
interests. This scenario cannot properly be justified by the
‘principle of double effect’ (see Table 59.12). The only pos-
sible rational reason is that, while holding that the embryo
has moral worth, the value of the life of the mother takes
precedence over that of the early embryo.

Let us consider another scenario that has been adapted
from Strong [34].

CASE 5
You are walking past the Reproductive Medicine labora-
tory inyourhospital andnotice smoke coming through the
open door. In the laboratory there is a container that holds
fifty embryos intended for transfer to the maternal uterus
at some time in the future. You raise the alarm and go in
to be immediately faced with smoke and flames. You first
notice the container that holds the embryos but you also
see a technician, who has been overcome by the smoke,
lying unconscious on the floor. Both the container and
the technician are close to being engulfed in the flames.
You must choose between saving the technician or the
embryos but cannot do both. Which would you choose
to save?

Surely the only morally correct choice is to save the
technician? However, if one held that the embryos and
the technician had equal moral status then one would be
driven to the inescapable conclusion that itwouldbebetter
to save 50 embryos than one technician.

Do the intuitive moral responses to Cases 4 and 5 not
suggest that, when a choice has to be made between them,
the life of the mother and the technician respectively have

greater moral worth than that of the early embryo? This
is discussed further later when the issue of potentiality is
considered.

SIGNIFICANT MORAL STATUS IS GAINED AT ONE OF
SEVERAL POINTS DURING DEVELOPMENT OR AT BIRTH

It has been suggested that moral status depends on the
acquisition of sentience defined as the capacity for feel-
ing and perception. Singer [35], for example, considers
that the conceptus is a ‘thing’ with no moral rights until
the onset of brain function. Unfortunately any decision
about when this occurs can only be arbitrary. The range of
suggestions for the onset of brain development sufficient
for sentience ranges from 6 to 28 weeks’ gestation [36]!
Strong [33] considers that sentience is a necessary but not
sufficient defining characteristic of personhood.

The capacity for self-consciousness is a more demanding
standard for full moral status. In this view, expounded for
example by Tooley [37] and Singer [35] and see ‘Further
reading’, fullmoral statusdependson thebeinghaving the
recognizable ability to reflect on what it is to be himself
or herself. Thus, since according to the stated definition
the embryo/fetus are not, ‘self-conscious’, they cannot
have full moral status. Singer [35] suggests that we should
‘accord the life of the fetus no greater value than the life of
a non-human animal at a similar level of rationality, self-
consciousness, awareness, capacity to feel, etc’. He goes
on to describe an inescapable consequence of this view;
namely that, since an infant is not, in his terms, a ratio-
nal and self-conscious being, ‘if the fetus does not have
the same claim to life as a person it appears that the new-
born baby does not either’. According to this argument,
since patients with severe dementia or in a persistent veg-
etative state have lost self-consciousness, they must also
have lost all moral worth. It is here that the law backs up
the moral consensus of our society that infants, elderly
people with dementia and patients in a persistent vege-
tative state (legal cases relating to patients in a persistent
vegetative state have been determined on the best inter-
ests of the patient and not on whether he or she still
had moral and legal status as a person) have full moral
interests that demand protection. Thus the argument for
self-consciousness as the defining criterion for full moral
status inevitably fails.

This argument focuses one’s mind on some important
issues. For example, it is universally agreed that every-
one who is self-conscious has full moral standing because
of that capacity. However, the clear acceptance of moral
status of infants shows that one does not have to be self-
conscious to have moral standing [34]. Second, if one
accepts that the infant has such standing what can the
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morally significant difference be between it and itself as
a fetus a few days or even weeks before birth?
Birth, of course, marks a categorical dividing line in

the life of the viable fetus/infant and is the legally defin-
ing moment for personhood. However, Singer [35], in
questioning birth as the moral defining point at which a
right to life is gained, points out that ‘the fetus/baby is the
same entity, whether inside or outside the womb, with the
same human features (whether we can see them or not)
and the same degree of awareness and capacity for feeling
pain’. Given that a pre-term infant born at, say, 28 weeks
is less well developed than the 34 weeks fetus it cannot be
logical togive the latter greatermoral status and, therefore,
much more protection than the former. As Singer argues,
the location of a being – inside or outside the womb –
should not define his or her right to life.
Potential viability has also been suggested as the time

when the fetus acquires full moral status. It, at least,
resolves the issue of the suggested moral difference
between the fetus before and the infant after birth.
Although the capacity for at least some degree of indepen-
dent existence is technology dependent, it is the point at
which obstetricians generally accept that the fetus is to be
regarded as a patient and tends to put it into a different cat-
egory from the pre-viable fetus. Viability is not, however,
an absolute criterion for the fetus as a patient as shown by
interventions that treat pre-viable fetuses (e.g. intrauterine
transfusion for Rhesus haemolytic disease and an increas-
ing ability to carry out surgery on somepre-viable fetuses).
Thus, like self-consciousness, viabilitymaybea significant
criterion for fullmoral standingbut the fetusdoesnot have
to be viable to have moral standing.

MORAL STATUS GRADUALLY INCREASES
THROUGHOUT PREGNANCY

This viewpoint has been well expressed by Campbell et al.
[36]. It, they say, recognizes the fact of the continuum of
biological development, and does not draw arbitrary lines
to denote the acquisition of full moral status with all of
the flaws associated with them noted above. They sug-
gest, ‘There is no point in development, regardless of how
early, when the embryo or foetus fails to display the poten-
tial for personhood – no matter how rudimentary. This
bestows upon the conceptus and the fetus some claim to
life and respect. This claim, however, becomes stronger as
development proceeds, so that by some time in the third
trimester the claim is so strong that the consequences of
killinga foetusmaybe the sameas thoseof killinganactual
person – whether child or adult. Consequently, the fetus
in the last trimester should be treated as a ‘patient’. This
reflects most people’s responses in ordinary life, where we
recognize a difference between the accidental loss of an

embryo or early foetus and the birth of a stillborn child’
[36]. They realize that this ‘potential person position’ sat-
isfies neither the conservative view because it is too liberal
nor the liberal view because it is too conservative. How-
ever, they consider that ‘its gradualist emphasis strikes
a chord with many people, on biological, philosophical,
intuitive, andpragmatic grounds’. It also can act as a guide
for tackling the specific ethical issues raised in this chapter.

Induced abortion and pregnancy reduction

Induced abortion is one of the most polarized and divi-
sive ethical issues that we face. It is as though there are
two armies in conflict: each carries a banner, one labelled
‘pro-life’ and the other ‘pro-choice’. Neither is willing to
listen to theother, so convincedare theyof theabsolute cor-
rectness of their own position. Thus ‘the vast complexity
of the moral discourse is whittled down to a simple deci-
sion – either an absolute stance in favour of the unborn or
an absolute stance in favour of the mother’s right to self-
determination’ [36]. Both arguments are simplistic and
such polarization can never be the basis for good clini-
cal practice. All doctors have both a duty of care towards
their patients and also responsibilities towards colleagues
who have different and sincerely held value systems. The
BMA Handbook of Ethics and Law [22] has set down the
main arguments relating to those positions and also that of
the middle ground. The ethical principles underpinning
them have been outlined in Moral Status of the human
embryo and fetus, (see p. 668) and the intention of this
section is to attempt to navigate a way through the mine-
field by providing a framework with which most if not
all readers can agree. What are the specific ethical factors
that need to be taken into account in considering the ethics
of requests for termination of pregnancy? The first prin-
ciple is that all must work within the confines of the law
(see Chapter 60). Campbell et al. [35] suggest that among
the other factors are the wishes of the pregnant woman,
the ethical demands made on us by the fetus, the stage of
fetal development and the conflicting ethical assessments
of abortion within society.

ETHICS AND THE LAW ON INDUCED ABORTION

There are several things that need to be noted about the
law in this context. First, the law tells one what is per-
mitted; not necessarily what is the good or best thing to
do. Indeed, one is usually trying to determine the lesser
of two evils in each tragic case. Second, although the law
does not provide a comprehensive ethical position on any
subject let alone induced abortion (see ‘The impact of law
on ethics’, p. 664), it undoubtedly influences public opin-
ion. Without any real change in the ethical arguments for
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or against induced abortion, the 1967 Abortion Act in the
UK led to it becoming more socially acceptable although
serious conflicting ethical assessments of abortion remain
within society. Third, the law is open to interpretation and
this process must be undertaken with ethical integrity. For
example, termination on the grounds of fetal sex alone
is not included within the current abortion legislation
in Great Britain and the British Medical Association [22]
advise that termination of pregnancy on the grounds of
fetal sex alone (save in cases of severe sex-linkeddisorders)
is normally unethical and unlawful.

Let us now consider the example of a request for termi-
nation of pregnancy after 24 weeks in Great Britain under
the Abortion Act (1990). One ground on which this is per-
mitted is if there is ‘a substantial risk that if the child were
born it would suffer from such physical or mental abnor-
malities as to be seriously handicapped’: but what do
‘substantial risk’ and ‘seriously handicapped’ mean? Nei-
ther is defined in theAbortionAct. Consider the following
example.

CASE 6
You request an ultrasound scan for assessment of fetal
growth on Ms BN who is 34 weeks pregnant. This shows
an appropriately grown fetus but detects a left-sided tal-
ipes. All other assessments (including an amniocentesis
for fetal karyotype) are normal.

You reassure BN about the likely good outcome for an
isolated ‘club foot’. Despite this she requests termination
of pregnancy on the grounds that she and her partner con-
sider a club foot to be a ‘serious handicap’ and that, if
surgery is required, it will cause her child to suffer; and,
also, you cannot guarantee that there is nothing elsewrong
with her baby.

The word substantial means of real significance, impor-
tant, sizeable, fairly large, real, or having substance [38].
Thus, since the talipes was clearly evident, it is real. What
then is ‘a serious handicap?’ Although the meaning has
not, at the time of writing, been decided by case law, prac-
tical guidance from the RCOG [39] suggests some criteria
for the assessment of the seriousness of a handicap that
must be considered. They are shown in Table 59.13.

Application of the best available criteria therefore sug-
gest in this hypothetical case that termination of the
pregnancy would be both morally wrong and illegal and
should not be performed whatever the wishes of the
pregnant woman.

Such cases arise rarely but when they do it would be
wise to consult with senior colleagues and with the legal
department in your hospital. Full note keeping is also
mandatory.

THE WISHES OF THE PREGNANT WOMAN

The importance of the principle of autonomy has been
discussed in ‘Diversity of moral theory’ (see p. 660) where
it was defined as a settled view of the individual reached
by deliberation as to what is in his or her own long-term
best interests balanced with the interests and autonomy of
others. In this context the relevant interests are those of the
embryo/fetus. What should happen if a third party tries
to influence a woman to have a termination of pregnancy?
Consider the following case.

CASE 7
KM, a 23-year-old unmarried woman, attends an antena-
tal clinic at 16 weeks in her first pregnancy. Amidwife asks
her ‘do you want the test to see if your baby is normal’?
On that basis alone she has a combined test carried out.
The result suggests a greater than expected risk of Down
syndrome and she is referred to a fetal medicine special-
ist. After appropriate counselling she says that ‘she wishes
to know the answer one way or another’ but ‘she doesn’t
agree with abortion’. She is found to be carrying a fetus
with Down syndrome and a congenital cardiac defect.
Despite this KM states that she does not wish to have a ter-
mination of pregnancy. Her mother tries to persuade her
to do so because she does not think that KM could cope
with ‘a handicapped baby’ with the result that she, the
mother, would have to carry the burden. She also thinks
that KM is being irresponsible in ‘bringing such a baby
into the world’. KM is referred back to your clinic with a
view to her having an induced abortion. In discussion it is
clear that KM’s views have not actually changed but she
is afraid that her mother will not give her the support that
she badly needs. What should you do?

The first point in this hypothetical case is that it could
probably have been avoided if proper counselling had
been carried out before the combined test was carried out.
However, as we shall find again later, one has to deal with
the situation as it is, not as it might have been. Let us
assume that you agree with KM’s mother that termination
of pregnancy is the ‘correct decision’ for her to make. It
would be unethical and unlawful for you to try to coerce
her. You must, therefore, not only support her decision to
continue with the pregnancy but also work to ensure that
she has support following the birth of the baby (e.g. by
referral to a social worker).

What, however, of the autonomy of the woman who
attends requesting termination of pregnancy? If you have
willingly accepted the responsibility of being involved
in counselling or contributing to such a service for your
patients, the only ethically consistent approach is to make
it clear to the woman from the very beginning that, if her
request falls within the terms of the Abortion Act, she will
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Table 59.13 Assessment of seriousness of a ‘handicap’

RCOG criteria [39] Possible comments re. case of BN

The probability of effective treatment either in utero or
after birth

This was clearly available after birth in this case

The child’s probable degree of self-awareness and of
ability to communicate with others

Neither of these should be impaired

The suffering that would be experienced (both by the
child when born or by the people caring for the child)

The child would undoubtedly experience some physical pain if surgery
were required. She may also be teased by other children if there was any
residual problem with her foot. Does the severity of either of these mean
that it would be preferable if she were born dead?

Would any parental suffering be of such a different order to warrant
termination?

The extent to which actions essential for health that
normal individuals perform unaided would have to
be provided by others

Not relevant in this case

The probability of being able to live alone and to be
self-supporting as an adult

Unimpaired

be the one who decides whether or not to proceed. Respect
for her autonomy does not necessarily mean that you need
to agree with her choice.

THE ETHICAL DEMANDS MADE ON US BY THE FETUS
AND THE STAGE OF FETAL DEVELOPMENT

Mature reflection surely suggests ‘abortion demands seri-
ous ethical assessment of the situation of both woman and
fetus’ [36]. Campbell et al. [36] argue that the degree of pro-
tection afforded to the fetus should increase as pregnancy
progresses and this fits with the view, considered above,
that moral status gradually increases throughout preg-
nancy. Thus, a 28-week fetus merits significantly greater
protection than a 3-day-old embryo. There will be occa-
sions on which when the interests of the mother and the
fetus will conflict and ‘criteria have to be formulated for
taking seriously the welfare of both’ [36], any irresolvable
conflict of interests should, they argue, be settled in favour
of the mother.

Let us now reconsider Case 6 with one significant differ-
ence – the talipes has been discovered at 20 weeks. What
difference would this make to the decision and on what
grounds? In practice, BN’s request at 20 weeks is much
more likely to result in the pregnancy being terminated.
This cannot be on the grounds of risk to the life of the
woman nor have the criteria about substantial risk of seri-
ous handicap changed in any way. It would have to be on
the basis that ‘the continuance of the pregnancy would
involve risk, greater than if the pregnancy were termi-
nated, of injury to the physical or mental health of the
pregnant woman’. Whether it can be ethically justified or
not, this clause is currently liberally interpreted particu-
larly in the context of first trimester induced abortions.

Based on what we have considered above, I leave you to
reflect on what the morally significant difference between
the fetus may be at 20 compared with 34 weeks’ gestation
in this case.

SELECTIVE REDUCTION OF MULTIPLE PREGNANCY

This procedure involves the killing of one or more fetuses
in utero to provide the remaining fetus or fetuses with
a greater chance of a better outcome. The same legal
considerations apply as to the termination of a single-
ton pregnancy. The commonest indication is in high-order
multiple pregnancies (triplets and greater) that are known
to be associated with a greatly increased risk of perinatal
death or severe handicap. Thus one or more fetus must
die in the interests of the survivor(s). This is an ethical
dilemma that can only be resolved pragmatically usually
by making a random choice however unsatisfactory that
may seem. It would normally be unethical to select on
the basis of fetal sex alone (save in cases of sex-linked
disorders) [22]. Consider the following hypothetical case.

CASE 8
Miss TD, aged 22, was born with a serious congenital car-
diac defect that required surgical correction. She has no
insight into the severity of her condition and her current
cardiac status is poor partly because of her failure to com-
ply with medical advice or take necessary medication. She
has no contact with her family.

TD has been desperately trying to become pregnant for
the past 3 years and has been found to have bilateral tubal
occlusion due to chronic pelvic inflammatory disease. She
has sought in vitro fertilization (IVF) from several centres
because she considers that ‘she has a right to have a child’
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but this has been refused partly because of her cardiac
status. However, one centre agrees to carry out IVF and
three embryos are transferred (for the purposes of this case
it is assumed it took place when transfer of three embryos
was an acceptable practice). All three embryos implant.

She is referred to your antenatal clinic at 14 weeks with a
triplet pregnancy and on the verge of cardiac failure. What
should you do?

This scenario is set out to show, once more, that one has
to deal with the clinical situation as it is, not as it might or
even should have been. You are faced with several dilem-
mas in this case. In your opinion, backed by that of a
cardiologist with a special interest in congenital cardiac
disease, her medical condition is such that even a single-
ton pregnancy will be hazardous and continuation of a
triplet pregnancy has a significant risk of maternal death
and a poor chance of good fetal outcomes. You wish to act
in TD’s best interests.

CASE 8: (contd)
The cardiologist and yourself discuss at great length with
her the risks associated with triplet pregnancy to her and
the fetuses. You raise the possibility of selective reduc-
tion to a singleton fetus. The potential benefits and risks
of this are fully discussed. She refuses to consider it. At
18 weeks she is admitted with cardiac failure and for the
first time she fully realizes the seriousness of her condi-
tion. Following treatment her cardiac status is improved
and she agrees to selective reduction. You perform this
at 20 weeks. Unfortunately her membranes subsequently
rupture and she develops chorio-amnionitis. As a result
of this she miscarries and develops septicaemia for which
admission to ITU is necessary. Her condition is critical for
several days but she survives albeit with further deterio-
ration in her pre-pregnancy cardiac status. Contact is lost
with her once she is discharged from hospital.

If you were to be faced with such a case, the tragic
outcome would understandably make you question the
correctness of your advice. We have already noted in
Table 59.8 that a bad outcome in individual cases does not
necessarily mean that the intervention was ‘wrong’. Given
that you acted in what was felt by yourself and colleagues
to be the clear best interests of both TD and the randomly
selected surviving fetus, selective reduction was ethically
justified. It would be wise to subject the whole case to
detailed review particularly in relation to the technique
used for selective reduction. The IVF clinic should also
be fully informed of the outcome. This is discussed again
later.

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION TO INDUCED ABORTION

Doctors are legally permitted to refuse to participate in
termination of pregnancy services but should they see a
woman requesting termination of pregnancy they must
enable her to see another doctor without delay. Consider
the following situation.

CASE 9
You are clinical director of an Obstetrics and Gynaecology
unit in a District General Hospital. Dr SP, one of the senior
house officers (SHOs) asks to see you. She states that she
has a conscientious objection to termination of pregnancy
but that her consultant is pressurizing her to clerk women
being admitted for termination and to be involved in the
theatre list. He argues that her refusal to be involved in the
clerking is unfair to her colleagues and that she needs to
attend the list as part of her training. What should you do?

It is inappropriate for the consultant to pressurize SP to
attend the theatre list and observe terminations being per-
formed and you advise him of this. However, the BMA
considers [22] that clerking of the woman is incidental
to the procedure and, therefore, not covered by the con-
science clause. You discuss this with SP and, after further
consultation with the other SHOs, you suggest that she
perform other work for her colleagues in return for them
clerking the women being admitted for termination. SP
and her colleagues agree to this.

Two weeks later Sister in the gynaecological ward
advises you that SPhad refused to treat a woman who was
bleeding vaginally after having had a termination of preg-
nancy because of SP’s conscientious objection. Another
SHO attended and the woman came to no harm. What
should you do now?

Neither the conscience clause nor one’s ‘duty of care’
permit doctors to refuse to provide emergency treatment
to a woman who has had an induced abortion. Not to do
so contravenes the General Medical Council’s ‘duties of a
doctor’ [2] that state that care of the patient must be one’s
first concern and that personal beliefs must not prejudice
patient care. You advise SP that, despite the fact that the
woman came to no harm, her refusal was a failure of duty
of care and that, unless she guarantees that this will never
happen again, she will face disciplinary action.

Assisted reproduction

Theclinical and legal aspects of assisted reproductionhave
been considered elsewhere but some of the profound ethi-
cal issues raisedwill be consideredbrieflyhere. Oncemore
the ‘References’ and the ‘Further reading’ provide oppor-
tunities for their further and deeper study. The highly
relevant questions of ‘is there a right to procreate?’ and
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‘what is the moral status of the human embryo/fetus?’
have been considered in ‘Is there a “right” to procreate’
(see p. 665) and ‘Moral status of the human embryo and
fetus’ (see p. 668), respectively. The BMA Handbook [39]
points out that interventions such as donated gametes or
surrogacy challenge, for example, our basic concepts of
personal identity, family and inter-family relationships,
and definitions of ‘mother’ and ‘father’. ‘Techniques that
were originally developed to help people to overcome
some pathology that meant they were unable to reproduce
are increasingly being used to allow people greater choice
in their reproductive decisions’ [40]. One consequence is
that some women can have children long beyond the natu-
ral span of their reproductive ability. This revives the ‘can
v. ought’ question raised in ‘Introduction’ (see p. 658) and
makes some people consider whether barriers have been
reached that society should not breach.

WHO SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT BE TREATED USING
ASSISTED REPRODUCTION TECHNIQUES?

It has already been argued in ‘Is there a “right” to procre-
ate’ (see p. 665) that procreation is neither a fundamental
right nor a universal need generating a right [25]. How-
ever, Warnock also argues [25] ‘the infertile who want to
conceive are entitled to expect that they will be given the
medical assistance they need, even if they have to pay for
it’. This entitlement cannot be unconditional and judge-
ments are still required about who should or should not
be treated. These fall into two main categories – clini-
cal and non-clinical. The hypothetical Case 8 in which
Miss TD was provided with IVF despite her poor cardiac
status shows that even clinical judgements have ethical
components. It can be argued that the fertility specialist’s
acquiescence to a strongly desired intervention contrary
to reasonable clinical judgement on the basis that he was
honouring ‘patient autonomy’ was actually an abrogation
of his duty as a doctor.

TheBMA[22] suggests somegeneral principles formak-
ing judgements as to who should or should not be treated
by assisted conception techniques. The two most relevant
to this discussion are:
• Doctors who help to initiate a pregnancy have legal
and ethical duties to address the welfare of any future
child. This principle is enshrined in British law under the

Table 59.14 Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act [41]

A woman shall not be provided with treatment services unless
account has been taken of the welfare of any child who may
be born as a result of the treatment (including the need of that
child for a father), and of any other child who may be affected
by the birth

Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act (HFEA) – 1990
(Table 59.14).
• All people are entitled to a fair andunprejudiced consid-
eration of their request for treatment, so individual cases
should be considered and blanket restrictions should not
be applied to certain groups.
Although at first glance, the first of these guiding prin-
ciples seems entirely reasonable, it requires that the state
of existence and non-existence (‘any future child’) be com-
pared with one another. This is rather like trying to add (or
subtract) any number from infinity. However, to change
the metaphor, in clinical practice it is a circle that must
be squared. Hope and McMillan [41] quote Derek Parfit
as referring to it as the ‘non-identity’ problem. Several
philosophers and bio-ethicists argue [43–45] that, since
existence must in almost all circumstances be a benefit
over not existing, any life is invariably better than no life.
Murray [46] suggests that uncritical acceptance of that
view could be used to justify ethically any novel repro-
ductive technology. What is more, if existence is indeed
invariably better than non-existence, the argument must
be applied equally to end of life decisions in the context
of, for example, euthanasia.

There has been considerable debate about whether
duties can be owed to a ‘potential person’. Whereas many
individuals experiencing pain, abuse, neglect, or other
substantial disadvantages are nevertheless glad to have
been born, most people regard it as axiomatic that it would
be wrong to generate a pregnancy knowing that the future
child would be harmed.

Warnock [47] suggests that refusal to treat on grounds
other than clinical unfitness should happen rarely with
each case being judged on its own merits and the grounds
for refusal being openly declared. Clinics providing these
services should have ethics committees to advise them on
such matters.

As in other areas of medicine, focus on rights without
anydiscussionofduties and responsibilities is both incom-
plete and inappropriate. In many circumstances, however,
doctors’ duties are primarily focused on the patient before
them, whereas in assisted reproduction there is another
party to be considered, that is, the child born as a result of
medical intervention. Disputes continue about the ethical
obligations, if any, owed to theunborn child. TheBMA[40]
suggests that the fetus deserves respect but does not have
absolute claims that can override those of an autonomous
person, usually the mother. In the case of any form of
assisted reproduction, however, the ‘person’ to whom a
duty isowed isnotonlyunborn, but alsonotyet conceived.
The BMA Handbook of Ethics and Law [40] states, ‘In the
BMA’s view, as well as in the view of the law, doctors who
are asked to intervene tohelp togenerate apregnancyhave
particular duties to consider the welfare of any resulting
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children. The child is the most vulnerable party and doc-
tors’ obligations are held to be significantly greater than
in any case in which the doctor assumes management of
an already existing pregnancy’.

The HFEA [48] provides guidance on what kind of fac-
tors should be taken into account when assessing whether
people should be accepted for assisted reproduction.
These should include:
• Their commitment to having and bringing up a child or
children
• Their ability to provide a stable and supportive envi-
ronment for any child produced as a result of treatment
• Their personal and family medical histories
• Their health and consequent future ability to look after
or provide for a child’s needs
• Their ages and likely future ability to look after or
provide for a child’s needs
• Their future ability tomeet theneeds of any child or chil-
dren who may be born as a result of treatment, including
the implications of a possible multiple birth
• Any risk of harm to the child or children who may be
born, including the risk of inherited disorders or transmis-
sible diseases, problems during pregnancy and of neglect
or abuse
• The effect of a new baby or babies upon any existing
child of the family.
Such judgements are very difficult to make and, to avoid
any claim of unfair discrimination, it would be wise for
clinics to refer to their ethics committee cases in which
doubt as to suitability arises. It is argued that no such
limitations are placed on couples who conceive naturally
so why should they apply to couples requesting assisted
conception? The key difference is that, in the latter case,
the responsibility for bringing children into the world is
shared by the parents and the health care professionals
involved in the treatment. In essence the biological par-
ents have the autonomous right to be irresponsible: health
care professionals have a duty of care not to abrogate that
responsibility.

GAMETE DONATION

CASE 10
AL and her partner, MF (both aged 29 years) attend your
infertility clinic having been trying unsuccessfully to con-
ceive for 3 years. Investigations suggest that AL is poten-
tially fertile but that MF has azoospermia following severe
mumps orchitis as a child. After appropriate counselling,
they elect to proceed with donor insemination (DI). You
discusswith themthe issueof tellinganychildarising from
DI how he or she was conceived. They promise to think
about it but would rather wait to see if the DI is successful
first. The sperm donor has consented to being identifiable.

AL conceives and the pregnancy progresses normally
to the full-term normal delivery of a healthy male infant.
They inform you that they have decided not to tell the
child how he was conceived. The reasons they give are:
• ‘There really isn’t any need to tell him – what good will
it do? The news would be too upsetting for him’.
• MF thinks it would make people think he ‘wasn’t quite
a man’ and it could cause problems between him and
‘his son’.
• The donor should be protected.

Gametedonationper se no longer seems to raisemajor eth-
ical concerns. The main focus of interest is the anonymity
of donors. The main arguments for removing anonymity
include:
• It is important to know one’s genetic heritage for both
emotional and medical reasons.
• It contravenes Articles 8 and 14 of the Human Rights
Act (24). These respectively confer ‘the right of respect for
private and family life’ and prevent ‘discrimination in the
enjoyment of that right’. (This was the main argument for
the recent non-retrospective change in English law.)
• If adopted children are able, in law, to have access to
information about their birth parents why should it be
different for those conceived by gamete donation?
• Secrecy in a family is, generally, a bad thing.
The main arguments against removing anonymity are:
• The effect on the number of donors. However, expe-
rience in those countries in which anonymity has been
removed suggests that, after an initial fall in numbers, they
were replaced but with a different kind of sperm donor.
He was more likely to be altruistically motivated, older
and married [49].
• It implies a presumption that there should be a relation-
ship between the donor and any donor children.
• As noted above, consistent application of any human
rights argument must arguably allow retrospective dis-
closure even when anonymity was guaranteed.

The arguments for and against anonymity are ‘finely
balanced’ [40]. However, although knowledge of one’s
genetic parents may be desirable, the argument that it
is a fundamental right in this context but not others is
illogical. For example, as previously noted, not only does
a human rights based argument necessarily mean that
disclosure would also have to be retrospective (despite
previous donors being guaranteed anonymity) but the
same right would have to be afforded to all offspring no
matter how conceived! Such arguments are, of course,
rendered redundant in the hypothetical case presented
above because the couple decided not to tell the child
about his origins. Not only is this consistent with expe-
rience reported from around the world [40] in which 70
to 80% of parents decided not to tell children born after
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donor insemination of the manner of their conception but
the reasons given by the couple are those most commonly
reported. Thus, another argument against involvement
of the Human Rights Act in this context is that it would
inevitably mean that such decisions could not be left to
parental discretion!

Fuller discussion on this can be found in ‘Further
reading’.

SURROGATE MOTHERHOOD

Although in practice requests for surrogacy arrangements
are uncommon they raise profound questions. Indeed,
in 1984 the Committee of Inquiry into Human Fertilisa-
tion and Embryology [50] opined, ‘it is inconsistent with
human dignity that a woman should use her uterus for
financial profit and treat it as an incubator for someone
else’s child’. Furthermore the separation of the carrying
and social roles of motherhood deeply challenges both
emotional and legal concepts ofwhat amother is. Baroness
Warnock, who chaired the above Committee, while con-
tinuing to accept that ‘surrogacy is an extremely risky
enterprise and liable toend in tears’, nowsuspectsonprag-
matic grounds that the legislation following the report of
her Committee may have been mistaken [51]. However
rational the arguments and despite the understandable
wish of couples who cannot have a child by any other
means, can the deliberate breaking of the fundamental
(and not yet fully understood) relationship between the
birth mother and the child ever be justified? The fact that
the surrogate mother usually does so for financial gain
adds to the concern. Although the use of another family
member (e.g. sister or even mother) as the surrogate may
remove the financial incentive it adds another extremely
complex dynamic to family relationships.

The BMA accepts surrogacy as ‘a treatment of the last
resort’ when it is ‘impossible or highly undesirable for
medical reasons for the intended mother to carry a child
herself’. Details of the current regulatory framework for
surrogacyarrangements canbe foundonp. 299of theBMA
handbook of ethics and law [50].

Preimplantation and prenatal testing for genetic or
other reasons

The clinical aspects of this subject have been dealt with
elsewhere and they illustrate the dramatic rise in our
knowledge of genetically determined conditions and in
the sophistication of the technology at our disposal to
detect them. It is likely that many, if not all, of the readers
of this book who practice obstetrics and gynaecology will
either have faced, or will almost certainly have to face in
the future, clinical and ethical dilemmas relating to genetic
testing or therapy.

THE PURPOSE OF PREIMPLANTATION AND PRENATAL
TESTING

Although these topics do not, of themselves, raise new
ethical issues they lift them to new levels of complexity
that need to be addressed. The purpose of this section is
to allow those of us in this field to stand back and reflect
on our practice.

The focus of current preimplantation and prenatal test-
ing is mainly, but not solely, on serious genetic disorders.
In his book, the Worth of a Child, Murray wrote in 1996,
‘Prenatal testing (if written today he would probably have
included preimplantation testing) was created as a means
for adults to avoid the birth of children with problems
ranging fromsignificant toabsolutelydevastating. Inprac-
tice, the barriers of invasiveness and risk were too high
to tempt prospective parents to use prenatal testing to
detect anything less than severehealthproblemswith their
fetuses. Now that the barriers are on the verge of crum-
bling and the menu of genetic information about to grow
exceedingly long, the time has come to take a hard look at
the moral foundations of prenatal testing. Can the current
understanding of the ethics of prenatal testing guide us
through the thicket of increased demand for prenatal test-
ing for a potentially massive list of human genes, many of
which may have nothing to do with disease or disability?
The answer, I fear, is no’ [52].

It is likely that, in the relatively near future further
advances will, for example, lead to:
• Genetic testing of the fetus from cellular or free DNA in
maternal plasma
• Increased ability to test future risk of common diseases
(e.g. diabetes, heart disease or an increasing number of
cancers)
• The ability to predict a series of non-disease character-
istics, e.g. height, athleticism and, possibly, intelligence.

Further in the future lies the prospect of beneficial, effec-
tive, and safe somatic cell gene transfer. This does not
fall within the compass of this chapter and is considered
only briefly. Somatic gene transfer uses vectors (usually
viruses) to carry the required human gene in an attempt
to make the cells of the individual express the gene. Germ
line gene therapy involves transfer of a gene to gametes
and, unlike somatic therapy, would affect the genome
for all future generations. The risk of harm for all future
generations by interfering with the genome is so great
that germ line gene transfer is ethically absolutely con-
traindicated. Currently the use of viruses as vectors is
associated with a series of major risks [53] including an
observed incorporation of the new gene in the germ line,
unquantified effects on gene expression and the immune
system, and long-term pathological effects from possible
latency of viral vectors. The ethical issues arising as a
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result of the possibility of genetic enhancement of children
should gene transfer ever be found to be safe and effective
are similar to those dealt with in ‘The quest for the per-
fect child’ (see p. 679) and have also been discussed by
Tong [54].

Murray [52] suggests, ‘In concert with some of the
values implicit in alternative reproductive technologies,
prenatal’ (and now preimplantation) ‘testing makes chil-
dren increasingly the product of explicit adult choices.
Prenatal testing involves the choice whether or not to have
this particular child rather than the choice whether to have
a child’.

WHAT KIND OF CHILD DO PARENTS WANT?

At one level the answer is obvious – they want a child
who is ‘normal’ by which they usually mean not having
any disabilities. This raises two different kinds of ques-
tions. The first is about the meaning of the words ‘normal’
and ‘disability’. The second is the role of health care pro-
fessionals in helping them to achieve their desires. Neither
of these questions can be dealt with extensively here but
the following two hypothetical scenarios (based on Hope
and McMillan [42]) are relevant to them.

CASE 11: Deafening an embryo
Acouple, EF andGM,whobothhave a knowngenetic con-
dition causing deafness wish to have a child who is also
deaf. This is so that the child is part of the deaf community.
They also consider that being deaf is not to be ‘disabled’
but to be ‘alternatively enabled’. The woman becomes
pregnant. They attend your clinic requesting genetic test-
ing to determine whether the fetus has the gene causing
deafness. They provide literature from the Internet about
a drug that, if taken by a pregnant woman, will cause a
normal fetus to become deaf. It has no other effect and is
otherwise safe for embryo and mother. They state that, if
testing suggested that the fetus is likely to become a hear-
ing child they wish you to prescribe this drug to make
it deaf.

Harming a fetus is clearly a moral wrong where harm is
defined as any action that detracts from ‘species-typical
functioning’ [55]. In the above case, whereas it may
arguably be appropriate to accede to the request to per-
form genetic testing to determine whether the child would
or would not be deaf, it would be morally wrong both for
you to harm the fetus by prescribing the drug to cause
deafness and for the couple to take it. This is both because
it is typical for humanbeings to be able tohear andbecause
the drug would be ‘identity-altering’ [42]. Now consider
the following somewhat different scenario.

CASE 12: Choosing a deaf embryo
Acouple, HJ and FS, with the same genetic condition caus-
ing deafness as EF and GM attend your fertility clinic
requesting assisted conception and preimplantation diag-
nosis todeterminewhether the embryos carry thedeafness
gene. They further request that only an embryo that car-
ries the deafness be implanted for the same reasons as EF
and GM.

Would you accede to their request? If ‘yes’ why and if
‘no’ why not?

Hope and McMillan [42] postulate that the main dif-
ference in the two scenarios is that, even though the
outcome would be the same, in the first case the fetus
had an identity and would be harmed and in the second
they contend that it did not have an identity and could,
therefore, not be harmed (whether one agrees with this
or not is not pertinent to the current argument). On the
basis of what they consider to be a ‘non-identity prob-
lem’ (see ‘who should or should not be treated using
assisted reproduction techniques’, p. 648) and the great
weight given to parental reproductive choice, they argue
that the request should be acceded to. Although the fol-
lowing scenario (adapted from Murray [21]) may stretch
one’s imagination, it illustrates a point that questions their
recommendation.

CASE 13
A terrorist conceals a time bomb in a nursery school with
the intention of harming the children who are all 3 years
of age or under. His intention is that it goes off in 4 days.
He is apprehended and the bomb is both discovered and
defused.

He is clearly morally culpable and should be punished
accordingly.

The same terrorist conceals the bomb in the nursery
school and, for reasons known only to him, sets it to deto-
nate in 4 years time. Once more he is apprehended and the
bomb is both discovered and defused. The children who
would have been in the nursery at that time have not yet
been conceived.

Is his moral culpability different in this scenario? The
answer is surely ‘no’ despite the fact that the children who
would have been harmed have not yet been conceived
and, therefore, do not have an identity. Thus it is actually
possible to apply concepts of morality and even harm to
those not yet conceived let alone born. Applying the same
lineof thought toCases 11and12 it can, perhaps, beargued
that, since the end result is the same in both (namely that
the child is deaf), it is no more or less justifiable to produce
a ‘non-species typical’ deaf fetus in the latter as it is in the
former. Harris [44] argues that it would, in fact be morally
wrong to create a life that is likely to have more suffering
than other possible lives. The above is far from being the
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last word on the subject but it is intended to give food for
thought.

PREIMPLANTATION GENETIC DIAGNOSIS AND
‘SAVIOUR SIBLINGS’

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is currently per-
mitted in the UK for the determination of sex in the
context of a risk of sex-linked disorders; the detection
of single gene defects (e.g. cystic fibrosis); and for chro-
mosomal translocations, inversion and deletions (but not
aneuploidy). Robertson [56] considers that its use can be
ethically justified for the identification of genes indicating
susceptibility to, and the late onset of, disease and HLA
matching. Its use to detect non-medical characteristics is
more questionable and he suggests that this ‘depends on
the parental needs served and the harm posed to embryos,
children and society’. This consequentialist argument has
to be considered in the context of other factors such as
those discussed below.

The term ‘saviour siblings’ is an emotive term to
describe the use of PGD to select a matched donor for
a seriously ill child (but not a parent). As doctors we
obviously wish to do all we can to help those families
in this terrible predicament. Many of us would do the
same in their position! The main ethical arguments about
it surround the best interests of the ‘saviour sibling’ and
the risk of ‘using an unborn child as a commodity’ (see
Table 58.3). Boyle and Savalescu [57] deal with these and
other lesser points and ask, ‘Who is harmed by allowing
PGD to be performed solely for the benefit of a relative?
Not the couple who wish to produce an embryo: nor the
child who would not otherwise have existed: nor the per-
son who receives the stem cell transplant that might save
his or her life’. They conclude, ‘We must avoid the trap
of interfering with individual liberty by preventing such
procedures for no good reason’. The following case, how-
ever, shows that there may be more to the issue than this.
It is loosely based on Jodi Picoult’s novel ‘My Sister’s
Keeper’ [58].

CASE 14
Kate develops a rare form of leukaemia at 2 years of age.
She requires a bone-marrow transplant but no suitable
donor can be found. Her parents, Brian and Sara, decide
to go ahead with IVF and PGD to provide an embryo
that is an exact HLA match. Anna is conceived and born.
Umbilical cord cells are taken to provide stem cells.

Unfortunately the stem cell infusion is only temporarily
effective. Over the next few years Anna provides a series
of donations of bone marrow. Her parents love her for her-
self but she increasingly becomes aware of the purpose for
which she was conceived. Brian and Sara seem to assume

that she would always consent to be a donor for her sis-
ter but it is never discussed with her and her consent is
assumed.

Kate has to undergo a series of treatments with cytotoxic
drugs as a result of which she develops renal failure when
she is 16yearsof age. Theonly remedy is a renal transplant.
Anna is now 13 years old and her parents, once again,
assume that she will willingly be a kidney donor because
she is a perfect match. What ethical issues does this raise
in your mind?

The rest of the story, andparticularly the complex family
dynamics involved, are compellingly told in the novel but
the above illustrates that the role of the ‘saviour sibling’
does not end with umbilical cord blood donation. This is
seldom considered. The novel also shows the burden that
Anna has to bear in relation to whether her sister dies or
lives and we can learn from this in real life too.

SEX SELECTION FOR NON-MEDICAL REASONS

In 1999, the Ethics Committee of the American Society
of Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) concluded, ‘The initia-
tion of IVF with pre-implantation diagnosis solely for sex
selection holds even greater risk of unwarranted gender
bias, social harm and the diversion of medical resources
from genuine medical need. It therefore should be dis-
couraged’ [59]. They were concerned that the emphasis
that gender selection places on a child’s genetic character-
istics rather than his or her inherent worth tends to treat
the fetus as a commodity rather than an end in itself (see
Table 59.4). In addition, if sex were to be allowed as a sole
criterion for choice, then selection for other characteristics
(e.g. intelligence, beauty, sporting prowess etc.) would be
permissible should the techniques for doing so become
available.

In 1994 the International Federation of Gynecology and
Obstetrics (FIGO) recommended that sex selection ‘could
be justified on social grounds in certain cases with the
objective of allowing children of the two sexes to enjoy
the love and care of parents. For this social indication to
be justified, it must not conflict with other society values
where it is practiced’ [60]. In 2001 the ASRM modified
their position to state, ‘If – methods of preconception gen-
der selection are found to be safe and effective, physicians
should be free to offer (them) in clinical settings to couples
whoare seekinggendervariety in their offspring if the cou-
ples (1) are fully informed of the risks of failure, (2) affirm
that they will fully accept children of the opposite sex if
the preconception gender selection fails, (3) are counseled
about having unrealistic expectations about the behavior
of children of the preferred gender, and (4) are offered the
opportunity to participate in research to track and access
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the safety, efficacy and demographics of preconception
gender selection. Practitioners offering assisted reproduc-
tive services are under no legal or ethical obligation to
provide non-medically indicated preconception methods
of gender selection’ [61].

There are arguably only two internally consistent and
logical ethical positions on sex selection for non-medical
reasons. The first would not allow it under any circum-
stances enforced by law. The second is that expressed by
the ASRM in which, as long as the techniques are safe
and effective, physicians should be free to offer precon-
ception gender selection within the very clear parameters
they suggest and with the proviso that they were under
no legal or moral obligation to do so. If it were to be
permitted it should be regulated by a statutory licensing
authority.

THE QUEST FOR THE PERFECT CHILD

Murray [52] defines the quest for the perfect child as ‘the
desire to attain something that is wholly without flaw’.
He points out that ‘the quest for perfection in Western cul-
ture is an ancient one, with roots in Greek philosophy long
beforeSocrates. ThroughmostofWesternhistory thequest
for perfection took the shape of a spiritual or metaphysical
striving. More recently the search for human perfectibility
allied itself with the ideas of science and of progress’. He
continues, ‘The quest for perfection was primed and ready
tomeetmodern science in the formof genetics’ and ‘is now
poised to enlist in its service the ever-growing power of
genetic technology’. Bromage [62] suggests, ‘Through a
lens forged in post-modern society we may see these new
obstetric technologies as one method of “aesthetic normal-
isation”, aimed at satisfying the post-modern predilection
for faultlessness’.

Tong [54] hopes that ‘the public has the courage to
answer honestly the question of why so many parents
want to have “perfect” babies’. She considers that ‘the
quest for the “perfect child” is, at root, not a quest to make
sure that all children have an equal opportunity to lead a
normal and meaningful life, but a quest to guarantee that
one’s own child will have what it takes to get more pieces
of the pie than one’s neighbour’s child’.

Murray [52] suggests that modern parents, with so
much at stake in their children, might want to protect
themselves against the hurt and disappointment that they
fear a child with a disability or disfigurement might bring.
But, he asks, ‘Is the worth of the parent–child relationship
to be judged by how successfully it avoids unpleasantness
and totes up its pleasures? The more we come to see our
children’s characteristics as theproduct of choice, themore
vulnerable we become to the likelihood – indeed the near
certainty – of disappointment’.

ATTITUDES TOWARDS DISABILITY

The BMA [63] state, ‘A challenge for society as a whole
is to help people who want to avoid passing on a genetic
disorder to future children while providing unambiguous
respect and proper support for those who suffer disabling
genetic conditions’. Newell [64]wrote, ‘Thevoices of those
with disability, and those utilising social and human rights
approaches to disability, have particular value in assisting
us to critique the project which is bioethics’. Parens and
Asch [65] argue in theirDisabilityRightsCritiqueof Prena-
tal Genetic Testing that ‘prenatal genetic testing followed
by selective abortion is morally problematic and that it
is driven by misinformation’. The moral problems are,
they suggest, twofold. ‘First, selective abortion expresses
negative or discriminatory attitudes not merely about a
disabling trait, but about those who carry it. Second, it sig-
nals an intolerance of diversity not merely in the society
but in the family, and ultimately it could harm parental
attitudes towards children’. The second problem is that
‘prenatal testing depends on a misunderstanding of what
life with a disability is like for children with disabilities’.
They assert, ‘Recent studies suggest that many members
of the health professions view childhood disability as pre-
dominantly negative for children and their families, in
contrast to what research on the life satisfaction of people
with disabilities and their families has actually shown’.
They also point out that families that include disabled
children fare, on average, no better or worse than fami-
lies in general’. Others, however, agree with Gillam [66]
that discrimination against people with disabilities is nei-
ther an inevitable result of prenatal diagnosis, nor is it
a necessary conceptual part of it. She accepts that there
is the potential for significant negative effects on people
with disabilities and ‘if prenatal diagnosis is to proceed in
an ethically acceptable way, these negative effects must
be recognised, acknowledged and countered as far as
possible’. Parens and Asch [65] write, ‘It is crucial that
prospective parents are offered both information about
disability and the opportunity to explore the values and
dreams that enter into deciding what to do with prenatal
genetic information. Equally crucial is that professionals
honor both acceptances and refusals of those offers’.

There is a moral, ethical and professional obligation of
doctors to honestly and unbiasedly impart information to
couples and not to bias towards termination of pregnancy.

Obstetric interventions

Clinical aspects of obstetric interventions are considered
in their respective chapters. The issue of the illegality of
performing a Caesarean section on a competent woman
without her consent no matter what the outcome for
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herself andher baby isdealtwith inChapter 58. Legal deci-
sions are based on such an intervention being an assault
and focus on whether the woman is competent when
making her decision. This is not considered further here.

REQUEST FOR CAESAREAN SECTION IN THE ABSENCE
OF MEDICAL INDICATIONS

The current guidelines on Caesarean section from the
National Institute for Clinical Excellence in the UK [67]
state that ‘maternal request is not on its own an indication
for caesarean section’. Other authors have argued that it
should be so [68–70]. The following illustrates an ethical
dilemma surrounding such a case.

CASE 15
CJ is 32 years of age and in her second pregnancy. Her first
child, a boy, is now 3 years old and was born at term after
an uneventful pregnancy and normal labour and delivery.
His birth-weight was on the 60th centile.

She is referred to your hospital at 37 weeks not having
felt fetal movements for two days. There is no history of,
for example, abdominal pain or vaginal bleeding. She is
not in labour. Her blood pressure is normal and there is no
other evidence of a causative factor such as pre-eclampsia.
Intrauterine fetal death is confirmed.

She requests delivery by Caesarean section under gen-
eral anaesthesia because she ‘doesn’t want to deliver a
dead baby’ or ‘spoil the wonderful experience of her last
delivery’.

Would you accede to her request? If so why and if
not why not? Your decision should be based on the bal-
ance between the exercise of her autonomy and what
you consider to be in her best interests from your clinical
experience. The very strong likelihood is that, if labour
were to be induced, she would labour normally. She
would also be able to go home soon afterwards which
would not be possible after Caesarean section. Delivery by
Caesarean section under general anaesthesia (or regional
block) would be associated with greater risk for her with-
out any balancing benefit to the fetus. The uterine scar
would also add to risk in any future pregnancy. There is
no absolutely right or wrong answer to this dilemma but
let us assume that you advise against Caesarean section
and that she ultimately accepts this.

Labour is induced and, 5 hours later, she delivers a
stillborn male infant. There is no obvious cause of death
although he is small for gestational age. She goes home
within a few hours of delivery. She returns in 2 weeks to
discuss the pregnancy and thanks you for ‘not doing as
she asked because if you had it would have been treating
my dead baby as a tumour’.

Of course, the fact that she now feels what happens was
appropriate does not of itself make your decision right or
wrong. How would you have responded on this situation?
In twin articles on the ‘unethics’ and ‘unfacts’ of request
Caesarean section, Bewley and Cockburn [71,72] state,
‘taking women’s views seriously is ordinary good prac-
tice but it is not the over-riding consideration in decision
making’. This has been already discussed in ‘Diversity of
moral theory’, (see p. 660). Balancing the current clinical
evidence they conclude that elective Caesarean section has
not been shown to be safer than labour.

Gynaecological oncology

CASE 16
Mrs LW is a 58-year-old woman who had surgery and
chemotherapy 4 years ago for ovarian carcinoma. The
tumour has recurred and is now widespread. She is admit-
ted and you present the options for treatment including
a new course of aggressive chemotherapy. You also tell
her that the treatment would probably make her feel very
unwell and that the likelihood of success is limited. You
do not tell her that the chemotherapy is very expensive.

LW states that she does not want another course of
chemotherapy but wishes to go home and receive pallia-
tive treatment as it becomes necessary. Let us assume that
you consider this to be the ‘correct decision’.

A few days later she returns to see you to say that, fol-
lowing discussions with her husband, her older sister and
her three children she has changed her mind and wishes
to receive chemotherapy.

What should you do?

You must now judge between two alternatives. First,
that LW’s initial decision reflected her true state of mind
but she has been influenced inappropriately by her family
to make her change her mind. Second, in the initial consul-
tation she perceived that you felt she should not have the
treatment and she thought that ‘you probably knew best’.
It was only when she consulted with her family that she
really understood her true preferences. In the context of a
busy ward or clinic it may be more difficult to perceive the
importance of the latter. Her General Practitioner might be
able to help here but, unfortunately, she might not know
LW and the family much better than you do! This case
emphasizes the importance of the patient’s narrative (see
‘Diversity of moral theory’ p. 634) and the risk of rushing
too soon to ethical judgement.

Conclusion

If it were not so before, it should be clear by now that
ethical judgements are integral to all aspects of clinical
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practice. This chapter aimed to emphasize the importance
of rigorous, clear, consistent, coherent and relevant ethical
reflection and analysis in your practice. You may, perhaps,
feel that you have been provided with as many (or more)
questions than answers. You should, however, also have
the wherewithal to answer those questions either directly
by what is written in the text or in the ‘Further reading’
section.
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Chapter 60: The law and the obstetrician
and gynaecologist
Bertie Leigh

One plausible approach to the predicament of the law in
managing society’s expectations of your profession is to
see it as a by-product of clinical success. The achievements
of obstetrics over the last 60 years have been remarkable.
The decline of maternal and infant mortality would have
astonished our grandparents. The virtual elimination of
mortality from anaesthesia and the achievement of safe
and predictable remedies for a wide range of gynaeco-
logical diseases has naturally brought with it a process
of adjustment. Where it used to be the case that a doc-
tor sheltered behind the threat of disease and offered a
possible andunreliablebridgeoverdistinctly troubledsur-
gical waters, now that the threat of the disease and the
troubles of the waters have largely been eliminated there
is inevitably a revaluation of the clinician. Paradoxically,
the advent of a safe and predictable service has led to a
diminution in confidence in the person who provides the
service. Where safe and predictable clinical excellence can
be produced, which means that service remains fallible,
the human agency is regularlyweighed in the balance and
occasionally found wanting.

The rise of autonomy

Furthermore, because the service is safe and predictable,
society demands that it be delivered on the patient’s own
terms. If the survival of mother and child is a hazardous
matter the clinicianwho is responsible for thedeliverymay
reasonably demand that it takes place on his own terms
andat aplaceand in circumstancesdeterminedbyhim. If it
is safe and easy to deliver a child, then it is comparatively
easy to understand how it may be viewed as a ‘lifestyle
choice’ in which the pleasure to be derived from the occa-
sion is a higher priority than the elimination of an already
very modest risk. Although society generally is more risk
averse than ever before, it is also predisposed to doubt
risks described by experts. It is odd that the first genera-
tion to embrace evidence-based medicine and to limit the
ability of clinicians to introduce new therapies that have
not been subjected to adouble-blind trial, is alsomorewill-
ing than ever before to embrace complementary medicine

and to advocate thewoman’s right to home deliverywhen
that has never been subjected to any such gold standard
evidence-based assessment of risk.

Much of this development is not confined to obstet-
rics and gynaecology. Most aspects of medicine have
become safer and more predictable. As a consequence
across medicine the relative strength of different ethical
considerations and obligations of the doctor has changed.
Twenty years ago when medical ethics was first recog-
nized as having practical implications which should be
utilized by mainstream clinicians, it was accepted that
there were four different ethical obligations which it was
the duty of the doctor to balance. The primary obligation
was to do good, and that preoccupied the thoughts of the
clinicians of the 1970s. They might say ‘first of all do not
harm’, but in reality that usually meant take reasonable
care and the aspiration to non-maleficence took second
place since itwas seen as being of less practical importance
in most circumstances. Third was the obligation to act
justly, since it was crucial in circumstances where doctors
were more responsible for the management of the service
and therefore the allocation of resources. For example, the
modern reader of a 1970s textbook such as Ian Donald’s
Practical Obstetric Problems (1979) will be surprised by the
extent of the advice on how to manage the labour ward
effectively. The idea that the patient’s autonomy should
be respected enjoyed no primacy and was barely entitled
to parity of esteem. It was seen as a good thing doubtless,
and a part of good manners, but hardly a fundamental
aspiration of the service. The 1970s woman took herself
to a doctor for the treatment of an ailment rather than the
exercise of her autonomy.

Today respect for the patient’s autonomyhas grown like
a cuckoo in the nest and threatens to drive all other con-
siderations to the margin. A vivid illustration of this was
seen in a case involving spinal surgery which came to the
House of Lords in 2004. The court foundMiss Chester was
not told that there was a 1% risk of significant morbidity
associated with spinal surgery. The defence accepted that
every reasonable surgeon would have warned of this risk,
which is in itself a striking change since Sidaway’s case

684
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failed on precisely that issue in 1985. She said that if she
had been told she probably would have undergone the
surgery in any event and very likely in the hands of the
same surgeon, but only after obtaining a second opinion.
On a conventional analysis this meant that Miss Chester
could not prove that Mr Afshar had caused her any dam-
age. However, theHouse of Lords felt that in these circum-
stances the plain meaning of the English language needed
some trifling adjustment. It did so on a twofold basis.

First, that it was of vital importance that Miss Chester’s
autonomy be respected and in circumstances where she
was contemplating spinal surgery this demanded that she
must be told the risks that she was letting herself in for.
Otherwise shewouldbe strippedofherdignityasahuman
being when she disrobed on admission. Second, that if it
was not held that the erring doctor became the insurer
of the patient’s damage, the duty would be emptied of
its content. The law would not be upholding the duty.
Thus to enforce the duty the law should hold that in these
circumstances the doctor has caused the patient damage.
Some felt that there would have been more logic about it
if the House of Lords had invented a new tort of Showing
Disrespect, or Dis for short, and said that in these cir-
cumstances they would order the surgeon to compensate
the patient for the complete tort of advising and treating
with disrespect; that would have the advantage of forc-
ing the surgeon to compensate the patient for the insult he
had rendered, whether or not she was unlucky enough to
get a complication which sounded in damages. A minor
solatium of £500 would uphold the duty and reflect soci-
ety’s real evaluation of the insult. Since he had not really
caused the complication it seems illogical to pretend that
the law is enforcing the duty to advise which is equally
important whether the complication results or not.

Another oddity of the case was thatMiss Chester was at
no less risk if she had opted for conservative therapy. The
evidence was conflicting, but some experts thought that
she was at greater risk of long-term disability if she had
not undergone surgery. Since she was in significant pain
pre-operatively, shewould need to persuade the court that
she would have undergone surgery or recovered sponta-
neously to recover full compensation when her quantum
was assessed.

The controversy surrounding the Judgment in Chester v.
Afshar was not diminished a month later when the House
of Lords had to deal with a member of the Bar who had
failed tomention that therewas a 50%chance that anappli-
cation to get in a medical report might be turned down.
Jacqueline Perry advised a claimant in a medical negli-
gence case to turn down an offer of damages because she
thought that shehada50%chanceof getting a crucialmed-
ical report in and that she thought that he could probably
sue his solicitors afterwards if she failed, if he could find

the resources and stomach for a further bout of litigation.
Shedidnot troublehimwith thesedetails, simply advising
him to turn down the payment into court. The House said
that there was a respectable body of opinion that held that
a client still paid an advocate for her advice and her opin-
ion rather than her doubts. That it would be a sad day if an
advocate in the heat of battle had to watch her own back.
This demonstrates how the member of the Bar is still seen
as delivering an uncertain service which cannot be based
in evidence. She deals with an essentially human agency,
the reaction of one judge to a set of facts and his impres-
sion of the witnesses who appear before him in deciding
how to do justice. A doctor is seen as delivering a com-
paratively impersonal service that should be consistent.
As the art progresses in the direction of certainty the artist
becomes more of a cipher if not a technician.

The problem is more acute for obstetricians and gynae-
cologists than it is for other specialties for a number of
different reasons. In gynaecology most procedures per-
formed outside cancer are designed primarily to enhance
the woman’s comfort or reproductive choices. They are
elective procedures, which the woman is free to accept or
reject on her own terms. Many of them are seen as affect-
ing her reproduction and control of her reproduction in
a fashion that it is held should be free for her to choose.
In obstetrics the reduction of maternal mortality and the
marginalization of infant mortality have meant that the
woman feels that she should be put in a more powerful
position. But it is in abortion that matters have reached
the most unfortunate predicament.

Abortion

Doctors have been in the front line of the legal control of
abortion since R v Bourne in 1938. They have consistently
beenseenas the servantsof the lawaswell as theirpatients.
Until the Abortion Act 1967 was passed the doctor who
performed an abortion in most circumstances commit-
ted a professional offence as well as a criminal offence
and would be struck off on conviction. The day after the
Abortion Act was passed, the doctor who performed an
abortionmoreor less ondemandceased to commit a crime.
At the same time prosecutions of doctors for perform-
ing abortions before the General Medical Council (GMC)
ceased as abruptly. This struck no one as odd because the
law had been changed by the Queen in Parliament and
if the abortions were going to be performed lawfully then
theGMChad topermit them. Theprofessional offence had
been to break the law. Yet the change in GMC policy con-
sequent upon the change in the law served to emphasize
the fact that the GMC in this respect did not impose any
distinct medical ethic or code of behaviour upon doctors,
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it simply reflected the law. It further served to demon-
strate that in this respect at least there was no separate
stream of medical law controlling the activities of doctors.
In 1967 the change in abortion law was not that which
was foreseen by Parliament when it passed theAct. When
Parliament decided that it should be lawful to perform an
abortionwhen the continuationof thepregnancywouldbe
more hazardous to the health of the mother or other chil-
dren in the family than the termination of the pregnancy,
it did not appreciate that this in effect legalized abortion
on demand since sufficient doctors believed that such a
continuation would always be more hazardous.

Thepredicament of the obstetricianwho is asked to treat
a woman for an unwanted pregnancy was made more
complicated in 1990. In essence MPs were faced with a
widespread doubt about the wisdom of the existing law
when the new Human Embryology and Fertilization Act
was being debated. A sizeable group of MPs wished to
bring down the upper limit for abortion, which was then
when the fetus would be capable of being born alive. Oth-
ers took amore liberal view. The compromise agreed upon
was that up to 24weeks’ gestation, which probablymeans
26 weeks from the last menstrual period, abortion should
be free on the existing criteria, which effectively meant
abortion on demand. Over 24 weeks doctors should be
free to perform abortions when there was a substantial
risk that the child if born, would suffer from a significant
handicap. The meaning of neither significant nor serious
was discussed in detail. In essence what MPs who could
not agree among themselves decided was that matters
should be left to doctors and women to discuss between
themselves. The doctor was given the power to decide in
consultation with the patient when it would be appropri-
ate to perform an abortion. A substantial risk is, generally
speaking, regarded as one which is something of sub-
stance, to be taken into account in the organization of one’s
affairs. This implies that it means less than the balance of
probabilities. If right, this would have the odd effect of
making it lawful for a doctor to perform an abortion on a
fetus, who on the balance of probabilities will be normal
at any point up to delivery.

Parliament did not consider such questions as whether
the child had to be abnormal at birth, so that it would not
be lawful to terminate in the case of Huntington’s chorea,
which does not usually afflict a person until the fourth
decade of life. Nor did it determine whether the surgical
or medical remediability of the disability should be taken
into account.

The intervening years have not been kind to a compro-
mise based upon deference to the medical judgment of an
individual clinician. Todaywith the rise of personal auton-
omy and the decline ofmedical authority there is little role
for a doctor to decide what is best for a patient and there

is much less role for a doctor to tell a patient what they
must and must not do. If a medical service is available the
assumption is that the doctormust provide it if the patient
demands it and it is clinically appropriate. Something of
a crunch point was reached in 2004 when a Curate of the
Church of England recognized in the statistics issued by
the Department of Health that a pregnancy had been ter-
minated at 26weekswhere the indication givenwas a cleft
palate. If the lesionwas apart of a broader syndrome itwas
not apparent in the information published by the Depart-
ment of Health. The Curate, Miss Jepson, complained to
the Police who sought guidance from the Royal College of
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists. The Police decided not
to investigate further andMiss Jepson applied for Judicial
Review of that decision. The Police agreed to reconsider
matters and did investigate with a view to prosecution.
Eventually they decided that the evidence available did
not enable themto conclude that aprosecutionwouldhave
a better than 50% chance of persuading a jury that the doc-
tors did not bona fide believe that the circumstances of the
Act were satisfied.

However, the case triggered a debate around several
issues. The first is whether the compromise decided by
Parliament was far more liberal than can be defended,
particularly in viewof interveningmedical developments.
Where advances in ultrasound have made it possible to
visualize the unborn child more clearly than ever before,
the difficulty in defending a decision to terminate on
grounds of cleft lip and palate is harder to justify. As
advances in neonatology have brought the age of viabil-
ity down still further, the fetus that is being killed is more
often capable of being born alive and of surviving than
ever before.

This is something about which obstetricians may pro-
vide expert advice to the legislature but must remain
essentially neutral. It is not the role of the Royal College
or any other professional body as a whole to advance a
corporate view as to the circumstances in which it should
be lawful to perform an abortion. Doctors may express
individual views as citizens and have a statutory right
to decide whether they are prepared to be involved in
this work, but the corporate view that society seeks from
the profession should be rendered in neutral professional
terms, simply explaining what is and what is not prac-
tical and helping the rest of society to understand the
implications of a given decision.

However, there is a second underlying debate about
the role of the clinician in these cases. Is the doctor
expected to exercise a judgement about whether the pro-
cedure is in the patient’s best interests? If so onwhat basis?
The indication for the procedure is choice and how can or
should the doctor second guess the patient? When Parlia-
ment said that itwanted thedecision tobe takenbydoctors
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and patients together, did it mean that the patient should
have complete freedomtodecide if thedoctorwas satisfied
that the unborn child would suffer from any recognizable
handicap in the case of a post 24-week pregnancy? What
is the extent to which it is proper to expect obstetricians
to be put in the guise of judges at all in such circum-
stances? The assessment of the degree of handicap should
surely be taken by those in another specialty: in some
places such patients are referred to paediatric surgeons for
advice, but perhaps the assessment of long-term handicap
ought to involve amultidisciplinary assessment involving
specialists in mental handicap, physiotherapists, speech
therapists and occupational therapists, since the effect
of a given physical lesion will vary greatly from case to
case, depending on the personality of the victim and the
resources available as well as the severity of the lesion.
How can such an assessment be organized swiftly enough
when the pregnancy is advancing?

The law here has to balance society’s interest in protect-
ing the autonomy of the pregnant woman and ensuring
that she is not forced to carry to termababywhich shedoes
not want. That right has to be balanced against the right
of the unborn child. Few think it appropriate to provide
women with an unqualified right to demand the destruc-
tion of a normal third trimester fetus. The need to balance
these issues calls for a political and judicial assessment.
Whereas doctors were placed in the front line, it is increas-
ingly hard to understand what role society allots to them
or how it equips them for this task. In few other areas of
medicine aredoctors asked to legislate between conflicting
interests in this fashion andwhere theyhavebeenhitherto,
that obligation is being removed.

In these circumstances the individual clinician needs to
be aware of the conflicting obligations which are imposed
by the law and patients. My own advice is that so far as
possible obstetricians should ensure that they have objec-
tive advice from appropriate specialists on which to base
their advice. In contentious cases I suspect that we will
soon advise obstetricians to transfer the decision to the
place where it should properly be made, Her Majesty’s
Judiciary. At least that way wewill get some guidelines. It
will beveryunfortunate if thefirst time that anyguidelines
as to the law’s assessment of the meaning of substantial
risk of serious handicap comes to be decided is in the con-
text of a criminal prosecution. Under the law until 1990
the reluctance of the police to intervene meant that no one
attempted to find out what ‘capable of being born alive’
meant between its passage into law in 1929 and the advent
of a negligence action in respect of an obstetrician’s fail-
ure to advise a woman of the failure of an α-feto protein
(AFP) test. The Court ducked the question then and was
forced to determine it in 1989when a radiologist was sued
in respect of his failure to recognize spina bifida. Only then

was it established that ‘capable of being born alive’ meant
capable of maintaining life by means of one’s own breath-
ing, even though 60 years had elapsed since the Act was
passed.

Professional discipline

Another feature of the landscape of which clinicians need
to be more aware than in the past is the changing role
of the GMC. After the profession suffered body blows in
public esteem through a series of scandals such as those
surrounding the sale of kidneys, the advent of second
generation minimal access surgery, the career of Rodney
Ledward and the Bristol Cardiac Babies, the GMC was
reformed so as to make itself much tougher on the under-
performing doctor. The innovations were surrounded
with honeyed words about reform and rehabilitation, but
in practice those doctors who have been identified as
underperforming through the GMC processes have rarely
found their way back into mainstream practice again. The
National Clinical Assessment Authority was started in
1998 tohelpdealwith theproblemof theunderperforming
doctor. Again its hit rate for getting doctors back into prac-
tice once they have been identified as underperforming
has not been good. These processes usually lead to the end
of the clinician’s career. Itwasalsoagreedby theprofession
that it should embark on some formal system of revalida-
tion. Continuing professional education was instigated in
the 1990s in response to the minimal access surgery furore
and as a result the RCOG was the first College to insti-
gate a system of formal recorded continuing professional
education. But it was agreed revalidation needed to be
something more, involving not only evidence of learning
but also evidence of continuing ability.

Revalidationwas going to be introduced by the GMC in
2005 when the powers that be were hit by a long-awaited
exocet in the form of the Fifth Report from the Shipman
Inquiry. Dr Shipman was a very good GP who happened
to be amass murderer. He poisoned his patients by giving
them lethal doses of intravenous morphine and probably
killed well over 200 people. Dame Janet Smith, a High
Court Judge, ran an Inquiry which lasted over 5 years.
In the course of this Inquiry she considered a series of
measures designed to detect the underperforming doctor
and found them wanting inter alia because they would
not have prevented another Shipman. It was of course
recognized that since Dr Shipman was not an underper-
forming doctor, it was unlikely that any such measures
would have detected him. But such was the diminution in
public esteem for the medical profession associated with
the discovery that its goodwill and benevolent aspirations
could not be taken for granted that there is a general cloud
of uncertainty at the time of writing about the future of
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professional regulation. The GMC’s proposals for revali-
dation have beenwithdrawn and are going to be redrafted
in the light of the Shipman Inquiry’s strictures. There are
proposals afoot to make it impossible for any doctor who
has been convicted of a criminal offence ever to practise
again and the GMC is unlikely to retain much discretion
in such cases. One cannot at the time of writing predict
the future landscape, save to say that it will be more anti-
medical, more unforgiving and more inflexible. Whether
this will be a temporary phase it is hard to tell.

Post graduate training

Another problem which makes one concerned for the
future of the profession arises from the developments in
professional training over the last 10 years. The introduc-
tion of the working time directive in the UK has reduced
the number of hours perweek that the junior hospital doc-
torworks byhalf. The introduction of theCalmanReforms
and the Specialist Registrar Grade has reduced the num-
ber of years of experience in training grades that a newly
appointed consultant can be expected to have achieved by
a similar proportion. The result is that the newly minted
consultant is to have about 25% of the clinical hours of
experience of her predecessor 20 years ago.

In dealing with junior hospital doctors over the last
30 years one feels that the profession has squandered a
monastic tradition of devotion and apprenticeship. Arti-
cles in the British Medical Journal (BMJ) report Senior
House Officer’s (SHO’s) in surgery who have not learned
to tie knots. Seniors report occasions when assistants have
walked out at 17:00 sharp, although the operation has
reached a critical point.

Furthermore, the experience of the junior doctor in each
hour of experience that is gained is markedly reduced.
Whereas a newly appointed Senior Registrar of the 1970s
would be likely to have performed more surgical pro-
cedures on his own and to have experienced significant
complications, such as venous bleeding, more often than
the newly appointed consultant of today. At the moment
the position is still being mitigated by the presence of
senior consultants who benefited from the old fashioned
model of training. Every year they retire and are replaced
by colleagues who simply do not have the same sort
of training. To some extent the problems can be miti-
gated in elective surgery by increasing sub-speciality and
post-appointment higher training, but we are already
encountering a brave new world of District General Hos-
pitals in which there is no consultant who benefited from
the old fashioned sort of training. The idea that junior con-
sultants are going to acquire the experience and training
that they need in the course of their early consultant years
overlooks the fact that they are not in a training grade and

that increasingly there is no one there to train them if they
do have the modesty to ask for help and guidance.

The conflict between the lack of training
and the hostile environment

The combination of this crisis in professional training and
the less forgiving professional environment in which doc-
tors work means that the prospects for the individual
doctor are ever gloomier. The basic premise of the reforms
proposed by the Shipman Inquiry is that there is an almost
unlimited supply of newly minted doctors available to
replace those who are found not to have kept their pro-
fessional skills up to date. This premise is profoundly
mistaken and the unprincipled attempt to entice doctors
to quit poorer countries cannot provide a sustainable solu-
tion. In defending doctors before the GMC we already
find an unforgiving atmosphere and an assumption that
someone must have done something wrong whenever a
patient has died. Some aspects of the Shipman Report
suggest that the idea that many complaints may be ill-
founded would come as a surprise to the author. The
notion of being just to the doctor who is the respondent
to a complaint is low down on a set of priorities that are
headed by making sure that the Service is ‘safe’ and giv-
ing satisfaction to somebody simply because they have
complained.

Outside the portals of the GMC the complaints system
within hospitals has been reformed and made similarly
more hostile to the profession. The advice that one gives
to professionals in these circumstances is much the same
as it has always been. Spend time with patients, talk-
ing to them and listening to them; explain in detail what
is proposed; recognize that the purpose of the consulta-
tion is to put your knowledge at the patient’s disposal so
that she can make her decision about what she wants to
do. This explicitly involves an acceptance of the propo-
sition that sometimes patients will make decisions which
the doctor thinks are surprising, if not profoundly mis-
conceived. The patient has an unfettered right to refuse
surgery for good reason, bad reason or no reason. Make
sure that the risks of inaction are spelled out as clearly as
the risks of the intervention in question. The doctor’s role
is to advise and to recognize that while her skills are for
her patient, her notes are for herself and her own protec-
tion. It is as important to make detailed records of what
is said to and by the patient as it is to make records of
the clinical history that is elicited and the signs that are
found.

It must also be recognized that the patient’s right to
choose in effect must sometimes mean a right to demand
therapy which the doctor thinks is contraindicated. This
is an issue that the profession and the service are only
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beginning to grapplewith. It found its first utterance in the
NICEguidelines concerningCaesarean section. Itmightbe
unkind to summarize those guidelines with the proposi-
tion that maternal request is not on its own an indication
for a Caesarean section, but the clinician should elicit the
reason for the request and the woman’s decision should
be respected. The patient who demands an unfair share
of resources in the form of a Caesarean section which
the doctor thinks is not in their best interest should be
offered referral elsewhere and the doctor is given a list
of contraindications which may well exhaust the interval
before a spontaneous delivery inmany cases. As I say, that
may be an unfair summary, but several hours could easily
be spent in discussing the various contraindications that
the professional should point out to the woman who is
contemplating a Caesarean section which has no clinical
indication other than her choice.

In other areas the Service operates on the premise that
patients will not demand surgery which is not in their
interests. How far that premise is well founded is unclear.
We do have some experience of professionals being sued
for unnecessary procedures in the context of dentistry.
There is a long established line of cases in which patients
have demanded extravagant, conservative restoration of
teeth whose roots are unsuitable. The smile may be attrac-
tive atfirst but the life expectancyof thebridge is short. The
Courts almost invariably criticize the dentist for having
performed a procedure contrary to the patient’s best inter-
ests as theprofessional saw them. The conventional advice
to a professional is that when a patient demands a proce-
dure which appears to be contrary to their best interests,
the professional should decline to perform it and offer to
refer to someone else. That conventional advice must still
be good in 2005, but as professional autonomy advances
the question must arise as to whether the patient’s right
to choose will sooner or later entitle them to demand
surgery which the doctor thinks is contraindicated, with
the same freedomas thewaiter should acceptmy order for
an unsuitable combination of dishes. If the autonomy of
the patient is paramount and the playing field of knowl-
edge of the implications of medical procedures becomes
evermore level, it is difficult to understand how the status
quo can be preserved indefinitely.

Cerebral palsy

All this is a long way from the core of the issues which
were at the forefront of professional concern when I wrote
this chapter’s predecessor in 1999. Then, the concern of
the obstetrician with the law, was as it had been since
1980 when the House of Lords gave Judgment in Jordan v.
Whitehouse that they would be sued by children suffering

from cerebral palsy who sought to blame their disability
on the doctor. Although Mr Jordan’s case resulted in a
victory for the defence, the experience of the defence orga-
nizationswas that plaintiffs at large remembered only that
a claim had been brought in respect of a brain damaged
child, not that it was lost. (See Litigation and Obstet-
rics & Gynaecology proceedings of 14th Study Group
of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecolo-
gists May 1985, see p. 22 contribution of Dr R N Palmer
of the MPS). Although the defence witness who gave
evidence that the damage could not have been caused
by the actions of which complaint was made, Professor
Ronald Illingworth found his evidence rejected at trial.
He subsequently wrote an influential article in the BMJ
‘Don’t Blame the Obstetrician’ (BMJ 1979) which drew
on work already being done by neonatologists in Amer-
ica and which over the succeeding 25 years has led to a
much more measured assessment of causation in these
cases.

To date it is still true that two thirds of the expendi-
ture of the National Health Service Litigation Authority
(NHSLA) which deals with claims against the service is
devoted to cases of this sort. It is also true that the number
of children in the population suffering from cerebral palsy
has remained roughly constant despite the improvements
in obstetrics and paediatrics, which have transformed the
infant mortality and the prospects of survival of the child
once delivered. It is also true that the expectations of Soci-
ety for a perfect result have made it difficult for us to
defend such cases savewhere the extremity of prematurity
makes it clear that survival at all is astonishing.

Yet the problem is no longer at the forefront of profes-
sional thinking. There are a number of reasons for this.
First and foremost, the advent of National Health Service
(NHS) indemnity in 1990 has taken the financial burden
of these sort of cases off the shoulders of the medical pro-
fession. Claim handlingwas centralized under the clinical
negligence scheme for NHS Trusts in 2002 and the claims
experience of the Trust does not affect the premium that
trusts pay to be members of the scheme, so that there is
an additional level of insulation between the individual
doctor and the damage. Risk management and clinical
governance demand ever higher andmore intolerant stan-
dards, but the purely financial impact of these claims is
well removed from the services delivered in the individ-
ual Trust. There was a period when a multimillion pound
claim against the Trust would or could cause cash flow
problems which sent the Chief Executive cap in hand to
the Regional Office of the Department of Health. That
has gone.

Other measures have been adopted in most other juris-
dictions to limit the direct fiscal impact of these claims on
the profession.
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The state will provide

However, another reform is now coming into practice in
England that may have an even greater effect. In 1999 a
lady called Mrs Coghlan sued Devon Health Authority
because they proposed to close the home in which she
lived and she felt that they had given her a reasonable
expectation that theywouldnotdo this. Shewon. This case
triggered an appreciation that continuing care rendered
in the community is of an unsatisfactory standard. The
Department of Health issued Guidelines requiring indi-
vidualHealthAuthorities, andPrimaryCareTrusts as they
are now called, to publish Eligibility Criteria for continu-
ing care. Similar obligations have been imposed on Social
Services. Where a patient qualifies for complete care, then
whatever the patient is ascertained to need by a multidis-
ciplinary team is provided free of charge. This has been
introduced first patchily and now up and down the coun-
try. The initial guidance from the Department of Health
has been reinforced and tightened up as a result of a series
of critical reports from the NHS Ombudsman. Every time
theDepartment publishes a set of guidelines theOmbuds-
man finds a case which does not meet them and criticizes.
The Department publishes tighter guidelines requiring a
higher standard of care and the Ombudsman finds a case
where those guidelines are not being met. The result of
this process is that ever higher standards of continuing
care in the community are being delivered up and down
the country.

The extension of this pattern of care to children is more
patchy but it is already happening. We are seeing cases
coming to litigation where the Primary Care Trust (PCT)
is already supplying packages of care to children in their
homes costingover £100,000 a year. These are the real fiscal
core of the negligence claims made against the service in
respect of cerebral palsy children andas this pattern of care
become widespread the justification for awarding such
damages through the tort system becomes much harder
to understand. Apart from anything else the judge can
only assess a child’s needs on the daywhen the decision is
taken. Theone thing that is clear is that thoseneedswill not
remain constant. The claimant in respect of a structured
settlement has with effect, from 1April 2005, acquired the
right to seek a variation of their package when it becomes
apparent that their condition has deteriorated but there
is no obligation upon them to notify the erstwhile tort-
feasor when their condition improves or their need for
care is reduced until the point of death. By contrast the
multidisciplinary team must reassess the client at regular
intervals.

One unsatisfactory feature of the landscape which has
not yet been resolved is that since care of this sort is free
at the point of delivery and there is no means of testing

its validity, there is nothing to stop a claimant from recov-
ering damages through the tort system and then seeking
to demand care from the local multidisciplinary teams.
It may be possible for a PCT to argue that the claimant
does not need any care because they are already receiving
it from the package which they purchased but that will
depend upon the detail of regulations.

Reforming the system: redress 1

The Department of Health produced a report entitled
‘Making Amends’ in 2001 which proposed two Redress
schemes. In the intervening 4 years there was a great
deal of debate about the detail of these schemes. Broadly
speaking Redress 1 will provide an alternative to the
tort system to determine liability in small claims. With-
out needing to use lawyers, the claimant or complainant
would make a claim to the Health Service which would
assess it on the basis of a single expert and either make
an offer in respect of claims worth up to £20,000 or up to
£30,000 where it is thought there is liability. If the claimant
chooses to accept the offer then they would forfeit their
legal right to sue and compromise their claim. If they
chose to reject the offer they could elect to use the tort
system.

The principal objection to Redress 1 is that no evidence-
based assessment of it has been done to ascertain what it
will cost. It has been a characteristic of the service over
recent years that massive reforms have been introduced
without any controlled trial to assess the costs. This inno-
vation will for the first time provide a financial incentive
to patients to complain. Since complaints against various
aspects of the NHS are running at about 10 times the rate
that claims are made, it seems likely that there will be a
prodigious expansion in the present bill for NHS dam-
ages. This may be no bad thing: at the moment the total
bill for NHS damages each year is static at about £500 mil-
lion. Ignoring the cerebral palsy babies, the figure comes
down to about £200 million, which is a quarter of 1% of
NHS turnover. The number of claimsmade to the NHSLA
is falling steadily. At the moment it is at about 7000 per
annum. By contrast althoughno centralized store of data is
available, 19,000 LegalAid certificates were issued in 1991
and it seems that the number of Certificates has fallen to
one third of this figure over the last 15 years. This is partly
as a result of reforms in the provision of Legal Aid: it is
now difficult, if not impossible to get Legal Aid for small
claims where a reasonable person would not spend their
own money to bring litigation and one criterion which is
being used to assess applications for Legal Aid is whether
or not use has been made of the NHS complaints proce-
dure. Givenwhatweknowof iatropathy in the service and
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hospital acquired infections it seemsextraordinary that the
number of claims should have fallen to this extent, and if
the volumeandvalue of claimswere to rise substantially, it
might well be thought appropriate. However, the scope to
introduce a true compensation culture inwhich any trivial
complication or delay while the person is in pain will be
followed routinely by a claim threatens to introduce a true
claims culture such as we have only seen in this country

in the context of slipping claims against the Council in
Liverpool where it is widely said that if you fall over at
paving stones you will find five people queuing to fall
over it after you before you can get up.

The second scheme, Redress 2, would have provided no
fault care for brain damaged babies. That was abandoned
area it was realised how unfair it would be to favour this
group of disabled people rather than any other groups.
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Chapter 61: Domestic violence and
sexual assault
Maureen Dalton

The effects of domestic violence, rape, and child sexual
abuse are seen daily in the practice of the obstetrician
and gynaecologist. So it is important to be aware of the
problems and the correct care of victims.

Domestic violence

Domestic violence (DV) is a major cause of maternal mor-
tality and morbidity. One in four women is a victim of
DV [1] and it is not just accident and emergency (A&E)
that manages the aftermath. It is now being recognized
that the consequences of DV are commonly seen in obstet-
rics and gynaecology. It is not always possible to spot the
victim but it is important to try.

Domestic violencedoesnot have to bephysical violence.
The threat of financial and psychological controls are also
forms of DV [2].

Identification

The first step to identifying a victim is to think about the
possibility that she is being abused. In the past profession-
alswere either unaware of the problemor thought thatDV
was nothing to do with them, being between the patient
and her partner or family. However, as it is health that
picks up the consequences and, if the underlying abuse
is missed, she will repeatedly re-present and be inappro-
priately investigated and treated, domestic violence has
become a part of the ‘diagnostic’ aspect of medicine.

Domestic violence can occur in any social class and
affects people of all educational abilities. However, the
less well able are not as skilled at getting out of the situa-
tion and are more likely to turn to drink or drugs to numb
the pain.

The importance of DV has been stressed in the latest
CEMACH (3) report ‘WhyMother’s Die’ and in the RCOG
publication ‘Violence Against Women’ [2].

The abused woman has very low self-confidence and
esteem. She feels ashamed of her situation and finds it
difficult to ask for help. During their care all women

should have the opportunity to have at least one consul-
tation alone, without partner, friends or relatives, to allow
inquiries about DV to be made. This may be very difficult
to arrange in practice. There are standard questionnaires
that can be handed out to women but they must be given
when thewoman is alone, filled out when she is alone and
handed in when she is alone.

Asimple but effective extrawayof helping victims come
forward is the ‘red spot’ system. Notices are placed in
women’s toilets in the clinics and wards, asking the ques-
tions ‘Are You Living with Fear? You are not alone. 1 in
4 women are living with domestic violence. If you would
like to talk to someone about your situation put a red spot
on your urine sample andwewill find a time to talk to you
in confidence about this’. Plastic bags and some adhesive
red spotsmust also be provided. It is unlikely anyonewith
the woman is going to realize that there was not a red spot
on the sample before. The staff then have to find the time
to see the woman alone and help her (Fig. 61.1).

The victims need to be asked specific questions not gen-
eralizations such as ‘are things alright at home’. Women
may be desperate to reveal what is going on but only if
asked directly and with privacy. The woman needs to be
seen in a room with closed windows and doors, in the
absence of relatives or friends. Interpreters may be part of
the same community even if not members of the family
and so may inhibit the revelations.

‘…Are You Living in Fear?
You are not alone 1 in 4 women are living with
domestic violence. If you would like to talk to
someone about your situation put a red spot on your
urine sample and we will find a time to talk to you in
confidence about this.’

Fig. 61.1 …Are You Living with Fear? You are not alone: 1 in 4
women are living with domestic violence. If you would like to
talk to someone about your situation put a red spot on your
urine sample and we will find a time to talk to you in
confidence about this’.

692
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Reveals domestic violence

Children involved

Yes

Child
protection
issues

Yes

Involve
consultant
paediatrician

No

Does she wish
to leave him
now

No

Plan exit strategy
Give appropriate
telephone
numbers etc
Arrange to see
again

Yes

Arrange place
of safety
Admit or
transport to
refuge

Fig. 61.2 Diagram of management of DV.

Drawing the curtains around a bed on a ward is def-
initely nota way to create privacy. Evidence suggests
that repeated questioning helps. So it does not matter if
someone else has already asked about DV.

Action when domestic violence is revealed
(Fig. 61.2)

1 Acknowledge how difficult it has been for the woman
to tell another person about it.
2 Reassureher thatwhathasbeendone toher is absolutely
wrong and that she did not ‘deserve it’.
3 Assure her about confidentiality, about who will know,
how much and show her or agree what is written in the
notes to demonstrate trust. Remember she has a right of
access to her notes but that in reality within a hospital set
up many people have access to these notes. It is possible
that someone who is connected to the perpetrator may be
able to read what is in the notes.
4 Ask herwhat shewants to do. Shemaywish to return to
her home despite what is happening. She may be worried
about her children or afraid of her partner or shemayhope
he will change.
5 Thewoman shouldNOT be forced to leave home as this
would be another form of bullying, controlling behaviour
and would contribute to the abuse.
6 Advice on leaving the perpetrator should be given if she
wishes to receive it, e.g. to give her the telephone numbers
of national help lines and localwomen’s refuge, the names
of local solicitors interested in family law can be given.

Reassure her that the police now take DV seriously and
changes in the law have strengthened what they can do.
7 WRITE CAREFUL NOTES.

Child protection issues

If there are children involved, there is a legal obligation to
consider whether the children are significantly at risk. If
this seems to be the case, the woman’s wishes can be over-
ruled. Often she will agree to some form of compromise
if there are significant child protection issues. It is vital at
this point to godown the agreed child protection protocols
drawn up for the local area. Involve the consultant paedi-
atrician on call. Hospital social work departments should
also be contacted for advice. It is not appropriate or nec-
essary to go down child protection protocols in every case
of DV, but the possibility should always be considered.

Support for staff

Staff should be reassured that they have made successful
use of their communication skills if they have uncov-
ered upsetting levels of grim abuse. The woman trusted
them enough to tell them the situation and was given a
choice. Staff may find that they went back to the perpe-
trator, was severely injured or even murdered but IT WAS
NOT THEIR FAULT.At least the woman had been given a
chance to talk about changing her situation. On the other
hand, never asking about DV and never giving the victim
an opportunity to reveal what was happening would be a
definite failure.

Health consequences

Research in this area is difficult. It is not possible to do
double blind randomized control trials and even cohort
studies in this area rely on the ‘non-abused’ cohort being
genuinely non-abused rather than just too scared to reveal.
The number of times seen by the researcher in privacy
will increase the chance a woman will reveal DV. There is
conflicting evidence therefore on the effects.

The following generalizations can probably be made.

Obstetrics

Pregnancy is a time when DV often starts or increases.
It is highest among teenage pregnancies. There is an
association with increased risk of:

Miscarriage
Low birth weight
Unintendedpregnancyand increased terminateofpreg-
nancy (TOP) requests
Preterm labour
Chorioamnionitis
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The ‘Why Mother’s Die’ [3] report confirms the tendency
of women who were murdered to present late or to be
frequent non-attendees. It must be remembered that this
vulnerable group may not be able to attend hospital
appointments because they are not allowed to. It is impor-
tant to consider why a woman has failed to attend a clinic
and give further appointments. A ‘one strike and you are
out’ policy will only victimize the victims.

Partner’s who perpetrate violence are often with their
women the whole time with a noticeable controlling and
dominating attitude.

Gynaecology (Table 61.1)

It is now being recognized that the consequences of DV
are commonly seen in gynaecology as well as obstetrics.
Women who are victims of DV are more likely to present
complaining of:

Pelvic pain
Menstrual disturbances
Dyspareunia
Vaginal discharge
Sterilization
TOP requests
Pelvic inflammatory disease (PID)

The list is similar to that seen in a routine gynaecology
clinic but they are also more likely to have:

Psychiatric problems
Irritable bowel syndrome

Table 61.1 Presentation of DV

Obstetrics
Miscarriage

Low birth weight
Unintended pregnancy and increased TOP requests
Preterm labour
Chorioamnionitis

Gynaecology
Pelvic pain
Menstrual disturbances
Dyspareaunia
Vaginal discharge
Sterilization
Top requests
PID

General
They are also more likely to have

Psychiatric problems
Irritable bowel syndrome
Asthma
Chest pain
Headache

Asthma
Chest pain
Headache
Alcohol or drug abuse problems.

Sexual assault (Fig. 61.3)

Any woman who is seen in Obstetric and Gynaecology
clinics could have been a victim of sexual assault. The
British Crime survey 4 found that 1 in 20 women had
been sexually assaulted. After they have been assaulted
they are more likely to perceive their health as poor or
fair than good. They become heavy users of the health
service, presentingmore frequently than otherswith vagi-
nal discharge, psychiatric problems, menstrual disorders,
dyspareunia, abdominal pain, IBS and headache. It is
therefore important to provide good initial care for a
victim, that does not necessarily involve the police, to
help with her long-term healthcare. This must be done
sensitively and accurately to maximize possible forensic
evidence.

They will often not have gone to the police for many
reasons including:

Fear of not being believed,
Fear of the court process,
Fear of the assailant (especially as the assailant is usually
known to the victim)
Embarrassment and fear of further examinations.

Reveals rape Any immediate
healthcare issues?

Yes

Attend to
immediate
healthcare
needs

No

Give privacy
and security

Does she wish
police involved

No

Yes

Call police
Transport
to SARC

Careful examination
and documentation

Does she need
emergency
contraception

Yes: prescribe levonelle
No

Risk of acquiring
chlamydia

Yes, give
azithromycinGUM

issues Yes

High HIV risk Yes, arrange to start
treatmentArrange

psychological
support GP, rape crisis victim support

Fig. 61.3 Diagram of management of acute sexual assault.
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The development of post-traumatic stress disorders and
the fear of damage from the assault results in frequent
visits to health care providers.

Initial action following a revelation of an acute
sexual assault

The victim may reveal she has been recently assaulted
during a consultation, when presenting to the Emergency
department or during an admission for a supposed other
problem.

Immediate health needs must obviously be checked
first. If she is bleeding heavily, she needs a drip and appro-
priate resuscitation. When she is stable move her into
a room where she can have some privacy and then ask
if she wishes the police to be involved. Save any urine
passed before the police arrive (they may wish to screen
for drugs).

Check briefly whether there was forced oral sex. If yes,
no drinks should be offered until the police can provide
an early evidence kit that provides a mouth sample for
sperm.

Sexual assault referral centres

Police forces around the country are being encouraged to
collaborate with health services to develop Sexual assault
referral centres (SARCs) such as the long-standing centres
at St Mary’ in Manchester and REACH in the northeast
of England. The victim can go to the SARC for examina-
tion but also in addition counselling and support can be
arranged.Most SARCsdonot need thevictim tohavebeen
to the police.

When initially seen in a SARC, the doctor has first to
consider if the victim can consent to examination. If she
has been drugged or is very drunk she may need more
time before the examination can take place.

A general history, including asking for bleeding prob-
lems and psychiatric problems should be taken initially

The doctor’s role is not to be the detective and decide
if the woman has or has not been raped. The doctor must
appear to believe her for the sake of her long-term recov-
ery, BUT if a written statement is required for the court, it
should be independent and NOT written on her behalf or
that of the defendant.

The doctor will be seeing the woman before she has
given a statement to the police and so should not ask
too many questions about the incident as inadvertent
suggestions may be made.

The examination (Table 61.2)

The advantage of examining in a SARC is that they are
specially designed to minimize DNA contamination. If

Table 61.2 Management of sexual assault
victim

Management of rape victim
Assess immediate health needs
Arrange privacy
Ask if wishes police involvement
Consent to examine
Examine from head to toe
Careful documentation
Swabs if appropriate
Emergency contraception
Infection prophylaxis
Psychological support

there is no alternative to examining the victim in a ward
or emergency department contact with any people before
examination shouldbeminimized. Gloves shouldbeworn
and theatre clothes or gowns are less contaminated than
ordinary clothes. A careful head to toe examination look-
ing for bruises, scratches and grazes should be performed.
Swabs dampened with sterile water taken from areas the
perpetrator has kissed such as face and nipples, and even
from areas where he has gripped if taken soon enough
after the event, can reveal his DNA.

Most normally sexually active victims do not have geni-
tal injuries but may have other injuries, e.g. where she has
been forcibly helddown. Careful, accurate documentation
is one of the most important parts of the examination; it is
helpful to use body diagrams to show where the injuries
are. Bruises need the size, shape and colour recorded. It is
not possible to accurately age bruises.

Abrasions (scratches and grazes) also need the size and
shape recorded. It is often possible to tell the direction
of the force in a scratch and if fresh the loops of skin are
present. These rub off once they have dried.

From April 2004 the Royal College of Paediatrics
and Child Health & Association of Forensic Physicians
(RCPCH&AFP) guidelines [5] for examination of victims
of sexual assault under the age of 18, recommend the use
a colposcope for genital examination. This should be con-
sideredbest practice for all female victims. The injuries can
be better recorded. All examinations in children should be
totally recorded but for adults, when the majority do not
have genital injuries, it is appropriate to use it to record
injuries so that they can be discussed with another medi-
cal expert. A colposcope also allows intimate examination
without invading the victim’s personal space too much
when looking and taking swabs. Using amagnifying glass
and light close in between her knees is intrusive for the
victim. In addition more injuries can be identified using a
colposcope.

There must be consent for any photographs or videos
taken and access must be restricted. They become part
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Table 61.3 Persistence of sperm

Persistence of sperm
Vagina 7 days
Anal canal/rectum 3 days
Mouth Usually 6 h up to 2 days

Cervix 7–10 days
Skin/hair Unknown but may persist after cleaning

of the medical records not the police notes. Photographs
relating to an assault should only be revealed to a medical
expert who must confirm they will not show them to any
oneelsewithout thevictim’spermissionoron thedirection
of a judge.

Unfortunately there have been occasions when these
pictures have fallen into the wrong hands and if care is
not taken women will not allow these useful records to be
taken.

Swabs should be taken during the genital examination
from outside in, that is, starting with the perineum, then
the labia, introitus, lower vagina, higher vagina and then
cervix.

The time since the assault and the details of the assault
are important in deciding which swabs to take (see
Table 61.3).

Aftercare

Once the examination is complete, the woman may take a
shower or bath, as she is likely to feel dirty.

These are then the other issues to be discussed:
1 Emergency contraception if appropriate.
2 Infection. Azithromycin should be offered if there is any
possibility of Chlamydia infection.
HIV prophylaxis. Is the perpetrator likely to have HIV? Is
he an IVdrug abuser or does he come fromahigh-risk area
for HIV, were there multiple assailants, anal intercourse
or many bleeding injuries? If so, HIV prophylaxis may be
appropriate and most hospitals have a protocol for how to
access the start of treatment out of hours.
Encourage victims to visit their local geneto urinary
medicine (GUM) clinic within the following few days
whereHIV risk and hepatitis vaccination can be discussed
further.
3 Psychological support. If the local SARC does not have
access to counselling services early involvement of the
GP should be encouraged as initial careful management
reduces long-term health risks and it is the GP that will
be in the first line when these problems arise. Everyone
benefits from helping the victim initially.

Guilt feelings arepart of a victim’s psychological response,
so it is useful to stress to her that she has done nothing
wrong; the guilt and the shame lie with the perpetrator.

The statement

The duty is to provide a statement to the court, even if it
is the police that ask for it. If a doctor is found to have
misled the court with their evidence or statements this is
taken seriously by the GMC.

In a ‘professional’ statement it should be made clear to
the police, Crown prosecution service and, if necessary, to
the judge that the doctor has just acted as a professional
without the expertise to interpret the injuries.

An expert view considers the cause but must remem-
ber all reasonable possible alternative causations for each
injury. Certainty of causation can be expressed on a scale
of one to five where:

(1) – no suggestion that the injury is explained by (or
relates to) any particular causation …

To:
(5) – certainty that the injury has been caused by …
Any statement must be accurate and look professional.

Qualifications and experience should be stated. Conclu-
sions should consider both causation and consistencywith
the history.

The statement should end with a phrase such as ‘based
on information given to me to date’ as new information
may come to light that means conclusions need to be
reviewed. Help and advice in writing a statement may
be available from the nurse or doctor designated for child
protection in your hospital or area.

Child sexual abuse

Manywomenattendinggynaecology clinicswere sexually
abused as children. Like the rape victim they presentmore
commonly with gynaecological problems than the non-
abused. They may find pelvic examinations difficult. It
is helpful to allow her to feel in control. She may find it
easier to pass the speculum herself. She may find a male
doctor more frightening and get flashbacks to her abuse.
This may result in her feeling violated and reluctant to
return for further treatment.

She may not be suitable for outpatient procedures and
day case admission and anaestheticmay be a better option
for her.

There is evidence that child sex abuse (CSA) is another
area that is underdiagnosed currently. When a gynaecol-
ogist sees any child it is appropriate to consider CSA.
Clearly this does not mean that every child seen by the
gynaecologist is abused but many of the presentations are
similar and so it will frequently be part of the differential
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All examinations of children where there is a possibility of
sexual assault should be combined with a paediatrician and
involve two doctors

Fig. 61.4 All examinations of children where there is a
possibility of sexual assault should be combined with a
paediatrician and involve doctors.

diagnosis. Has the child seen in the emergency depart-
ment really fallen astride a bicycle or is the injury a result
of abuse. What about the child with a vaginal discharge?

A child who is old enough to talk will do so, if they feel
safe in the environment, and are allowed to use their own
terms, to give a relevant history. Often the right privacy
for disclosure is not provided. Unlike physical abuse of a
child, sexual abuse rarely presents acutely and themedical
examination findings are usually only a small part of the
evidence that decides a child has been abused. Often there
are no clear indications of abuse on examination.

If a gynaecologist has any concerns about the possibil-
ity of sexual abuse it is essential to discuss this with a
paediatrician who has expertise in this area or the on-
call paediatric consultant. A joint examination with a
paediatrician is best practice [5] so there are two people
independently assessing the injuries (Fig. 61.4).

The initial examination should be the same as for any
forensic examination. A head to toe examination, looking
for bruising, scratches and other injuries thatmay support
the allegation, must be performed. The stage of puberty
must always be noted.

If the genitalia of a child in whom there may have been
a history of abuse if needs to be examined. It should be a
joint examination and a colposcope is a very useful way
of recording the findings.

A young child may feel more secure sitting on her
mother’s knee. The interpretation of a normal hymen is
difficult. Minor clefts or bumpsmay be normal and redun-
dant folds of the hymen may hide significant tears. The
hymen must be gently inspected all around. Posterior-
lateral traction of the hymen may improve visualiza-
tion as may gently ‘floating’ the hymen with warmed
normal saline or water. Passing a small catheter into the

vagina, then blowing up the balloon and gently retract-
ing may also allow the whole hymen to be visualized. It
is now appreciated that the size of the hymenal orifice
varies considerably especially in obese children and so
great significance should not be placed on measurements
of its size.

When examining the anus care must be taken to avoid
too much pressure for too long or venous suffusion by the
separation process can be produced.

Many sexually abused children do not have abnor-
malities, even when the perpetrator has admitted full
penetration. As in adult assault the finding of no injury
does not mean nothing has happened.

Summary

The gynaecologist will see a number of women who have
been sexually assaulted as children or an adult and this
must be remembered as itmay have a significant influence
on the presenting problem and how she should be exam-
ined and managed. Domestic violence is common and
victims may not attend clinics but are high-risk patients
who should not be rapidly discharged. When they are
pregnant they are at a greater risk of complications and
maternal death.
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fetal alloimmune thrombocytopaenia
139

fetal anomalies 132–43
aneuploidy

prenatal diagnosis 129
and recurrent miscarriage 100–1

diagnosis 132
Down’s syndrome

combined test 133
integrated test 133, 133, 134
nuchal translucency 125–6, 126,

132–3
quadruple test 133
screening 42–3, 132–3
triple test 132

management options 137–8
congenital cystic adenomatous

malformation 141–2
continuation of pregnancy 138–9
fetal in utero surgery 140–1
fetal therapy in utero 139
medical interventions and stem

cell therapy 142
multifetal pregnancy reduction 140
pregnancy termination 138
red cell and platelet

alloimmunization 139–40
twin-twin transfusion syndrome

140
ultrasound screening 133–4, 134

mid-trimester ultrasound markers
134, 135

see also prenatal diagnosis
fetal asphyxia

and brain damage 56–7, 56, 57
intrapartum 57, 57
prediction and diagnosis 57–9

clinical risk scoring 58
fetal heart rate monitoring 58–9

predictive algorithm 59–60, 59
fetal complications 42–3
fetal fibronectin testing 186, 193
fetal growth 28–33

assessment of 250, 251
clinical assessment 163
curves 32
disorders see intrauterine growth

restriction
endocrine regulation 159
genomic imprinting 159–60, 160
gestational age 28–9, 29
length of pregnancy 28
placental regulation 159, 160
small for gestational age 29–30
ultrasound biometry 163–4
weight gain 30–3, 31, 32

fetal heart rate
cardiotocography 164–5

prolonged pregnancy 197–8
electronic monitoring 58–9

clinical management guidelines
58–9

as screening test 58

predictive algorithm 59–60, 59
fetal membranes 20, 23, 24–5

characteristics 25
chorion laeve see chorion laeve
in labour 53

fetal monitoring
challenges in 60–1
in labour 56–61
supplementary assessments 60
see also fetal asphyxia

fetal movement counting 198, 198
fetal stress, and preterm labour 182
fetoplacental unit 48
fetus

arterial/venous Doppler 164, 164
blood sampling 137
brain damage 56–7, 56, 57
cardiotocography 165–6
cystoscopy 142
effects of maternal hyperglycaemia

247
electrocardiogram 60
heart block 142
in utero surgery 140–1

congenital cystic adenomatous
malformation 141–2

congenital diaphragmatic hernia
141

lower urinary tract obstruction 142
sacrococcygeal teratoma 141
spina bifida 141
stenosis of semilunar valves 142

in utero therapy 139
moral status 668–70, 669
pulse oximetry 60
structural abnormalities 43
viability 42
well-being 43
see also fetal

fibrin-type fibrinoid 23
fibroids see uterine leiomyomata
FIGO scoring system, trophoblast
disease 120, 120
fistulas 543–4, 608
Fitz-Hugh Curtis syndrome 416
fixed drug eruption 585–6
flavoxate 537
fluid balance

neonatal 83
in pre-eclampsia 233

fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
126–7, 127

flurbiprofen 401, 537
focal glomerular sclerosis 263
folate deficiency 270
Foley catheter, extra-amniotic 210
folic acid 34
folinic acid, in trophoblast disease 120,

121
follicle stimulating hormone 349
follicular phase 348–51, 349–51,

350
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folliculogenesis 348–51, 349–51,
350

forceps delivery 221–2, 221
complications of 222
Keilland’s forceps 221

fourchette 2, 3
frequency-volume charts 513, 513
frozen embryo replacement 473

gabapentin 490
galactosaemia 373
gamete donation 473–4, 476

ethical issues 675–6
gamete intrafallopian tube transfer

470, 472–3, 472
Gardnerella vaginalis 415
gastrointestinal system

disorders in neonates 92–3
pregnancy-related changes 15–16, 16

gastroschisis 92
gemeprost, pregnancy termination 321
gender detection, prenatal 128
genital candidiasis 606–7
genital tract

development 327–46, 327, 328
see also individual organs

epithelium 2
infection, and preterm labour 181–2,

181
intersex disorders 337–46

clinical presentation 338
male intersex and true

hermaphrodites 341–6, 342–6
presentation in neonatal period

338–40, 338–40
malformations 330–7

ectopic ureter 336–7, 337
renal tract abnormalities 336
uterine anomalies 330–1, 332
vaginal anomalies 331–6, 332–5
vulval anomalies 336, 336
Wolffian duct anomalies 336

postpartum infection 72–3
genomic imprinting, and fetal growth

159–60
gentamycin 419
gestational age 28–9, 29
gestational diabetes 42, 246

screening and management 252–3,
252

gestrinone 401, 403
giant venous ectasia 587
ginkgo biloba 491
glomerular filtration rate 248, 260
glomerulonephritis, chronic 263
GnRH 16

deficiency 372
GnRH analogues

menorrhagia 401, 403
polycystic ovary syndrome 453
premenstrual syndrome

diagnosis 409–10
treatment 411

gonadal agenesis 373
gonadal development 329–30, 330,

331
gonadal dysgenesis 373
gonadotrophin-releasing hormone see

GnRH
gonadotrophins

male infertility 456
polycystic ovary syndrome 453

gonococcal vaginitis 607
group B streptococcus 91
growth hormone 159

haematocolpos 334–5, 335
haematological problems 270–80

anaemia 270–1, 271
deficiency 270, 270
diagnosis 270–1, 271
haematinic requirements 270
prophylaxis 271
treatment 271

haemolytic disease of the newborn
273–4, 273

thalassaemias 271–3
alpha thalassaemia 271–2
beta thalassaemia 272
screening for 272
sickle cell disease 272–3

thrombocytopaenia 274–6, 275
immune thrombocytopaenic

purpura 274–5, 275
thrombotic thrombocytopaenic

purpura/haemolytic uraemic
syndrome 274–6, 275

venous thromboembolism 276–80
diagnosis and treatment 278–80,

278, 279
pathogenesis and risk factors

276–7, 276, 277, 277
thromboprophylaxis 277–8

haematology, pregnancy-related
changes 12–13, 13, 13

haemoglobin, neonatal 82
haemolytic disease of the newborn

273–4, 273
antenatal diagnosis and monitoring

273–4, 273
fetal presentation 274
intrauterine management 274
non-RhD antibodies 274
prevention 274

haemolytic uraemic syndrome 274–6,
275

Haemophilus influenzae 415
haemorrhage 149–52, 150, 151

life-saving measures 153–7,
153–6

activated factor VIIa 156–7
aortic compression 153
brace suture 154–5
cell salvage 156
intervention radiology 155–6
uterine packing 153–4

misoprostol-induced labour 209
and preterm labour 182
secondary 73–4

haemorrhoids 41
Hailey-Hailey disease 586
hair loss, post-partum 71
hCG see human chorionic

gonadotrophin
head circumference 164
heart

congenital disorders 87–8, 88
neonatal 81–2

heartburn 41
heart disease 236–44

acyanotic 238–9
aortic stenosis 238
atrial septal defect 238
coarctation of aorta 238–9
Marfan syndrome 239
patent arterial duct 238
pulmonary stenosis 238
ventricular septal defect 238

arrhythmias 244
cardiac arrest 244
cardiac investigations 237–8
congenital heart disease 238
coronary artery disease 242–4

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
242–3

peripartum cardiomyopathy
243–4

cyanotic congenital 239–40
Eisenmenger syndrome and

pulmonary hypertension
239–40

postoperative congenital heart
disease 239

tetralogy of Fallot 239
endocarditis prophylaxis 244, 244
mechanical heart valves 241–2
mitral valve prolapse 240
rheumatic

mitral stenosis 240–1, 241
regurgitant valve disease 241

heart murmurs 88
heart rate

fetal
clinical management guidelines

58–9
electronic monitoring 58–9
as screening test 58

in pregnancy 11
HELLP syndrome 231
hermaphroditism 343–4, 344

and amenorrhoea 374
herpes simplex virus 415, 416
hirsutism 368, 368

Ferriman-Gallwey Hirsutism Scoring
System 387

polycystic ovary syndrome 386–7,
386
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HIV 287
with associated nephropathy 263
and pelvic inflammatory disease 421

home birth, and prolonged pregnancy
195

homeopathy 491
hormonal contraception 301–9

combined 301–5, 304
contraindications 303, 303, 304
dysmenorrhoea 405
efficacy 303
injectable 302
menorrhagia 401, 402

hormonal contraception (condt.)
mode of action 303
oral 302
practical prescribing 305
risks and side effects 303–5
transdermal 302
vaginal 302

progestogen-only 305–9, 306
efficacy 306
indications/contraindications 306,

307
injectable 306
intrauterine 306
mechanism of action 306
oral 306
side effects 306–8
subdermal 306

hormone replacement therapy 484–9
contraindications 488
controversies 486–8

breast cancer 486
cardiovascular 487
colorectal cancer 488
dementia 487
endometrial cancer 487
osteoporosis 488
venous thromboembolism 487–8

duration of therapy 488
oestrogen 484
official guidelines 488–9
progestogen/progesterone 484–6,

485
testosterone 486

and urinary incontinence 543
see also menopause

hormones, involvement in labour 46–7,
47

HRT see hormone replacement therapy
human chorionic gonadotropin 350

ectopic pregnancy 109–10
trophoblast disease 119–20

Human Fertilisation and Embryology
Act 674

human immunodeficiency virus see
HIV

human papilloma virus see cervical
cancer

hydatidiform mole see trophoblast
disease

hydrosalpinges 463

15-hydroxyprostaglandin
dehydrogenase 49, 50

hymen 3
hyperandrogenism 386–7, 386
hyperemesis gravidarum 35, 40, 286
hyperglycaemia 148

effects of 247
hypergonadotrophic hypogonadism

441–2
hyperparathyroidism 257
hyperprolactinaemia 442

and amenorrhoea 373, 391–2
drug therapy 392
treatment 454

hypertensive disease 42, 227–34
see also pre-eclampsia

hyperthyroidism 254, 254
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 242–3
hypoadrenalism 257
hypoglycaemia 148

neonatal 90–1
prevention of 249–50

hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism
394, 441

male infertility 444
hypothalamus 16
hypothyroidism 253–4
hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy 89,

89
hysterectomy 403–4
hystero-contrast sonography 462
hysterosalpingography 462
hysteroscopy 448–9, 462, 560–75

diagnostic 566–9
anaesthesia 567
complications 568–9
conventional technique 566–7, 567
indications and contraindications

566
no-touch 567–8, 568
results 568
technique 566, 566

equipment 560–2
camera and monitor system 561
electrosurgical generator 561–2
hysteroscope 562
laser 562
laser hysteroscope 563–4
light source and light lead 560–1
mechanical instruments 563
photo and video documentation

562
resectoscope 563, 563
uterine distension 562–3
Versapoint 563

informed consent 574–5
operating theatre organization 565
operative 569–70

complications 570, 570
RCOG classification 569
results 570
techniques 569–70

training 575

ibuprofen 401
IgA nephropathy 263
imipramine 537, 539
immune dysfunction, and recurrent

miscarriage 103
immune thrombocytopaenic purpura

274–5, 275
imperforate hymen 371
incontinence see urinary incontinence
individual patient risk 291, 291
indomethacin 537
induction of labour 205–12

cervical ripeness 205–6, 206
favourable cervix 206
methods 207–10, 208

amniotomy 207
castor oil, bath and/or enema 210
extra-amniotic saline infusion 210
intravenous oxytocin 207
mechanical 210
membrane sweeping 210
misoprostol 207–10, 208
prostaglandins 206, 207

preterm birth 210–11
with previous Caesarean

seecion 210
prolonged pregnancy 199

women’s views of 200–1
RCOG guidelines 206
and risk of Caesarean section 200
timing 205
unfavourable cervix 206

infection
congenital 373–4
genital tract 72–3
maternal 41–2
neonatal 91–2
protective effect of breastfeeding 75
puerperal 72, 72
respiratory tract

maternal 72
neonatal 87

tubal factor infertility 444–5
urinary tract

maternal 72
neonatal 91

vagina 606–7
bacterial vaginosis 606
gonococcal vaginitis 607
syphilitic lesions 607
trichomoniasis and genital

candidiasis 606–7
viral lesions 607

inferior vena cava 2, 2
infertility 440–58

diagnostic categories 440–5
male infertility 442–4, 442–4
ovulatory disorders 441–2, 441
tubal factor infertility 444–5

endometriosis-associated 433, 437,
438, 445, 445

assisted reproduction 437
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hormonal treatment 435, 436
surgical treatment 435–6

epidemiology 440, 440
investigations 445–50

female infertility 446–9, 447, 448,
449

history 446, 446, 447
initial 446
male infertility 449–50, 450
when to investigate 445

polycystic ovary syndrome 387–8,
388

and sexual dysfunction 656–7
treatment 450–8, 451

anovulation 451–4, 452, 453
endometriosis 456–7
male infertility 454–6
tubal factor infertility 456
unexplained infertility 457–8
see also assisted reproduction

ultrasound 361–2, 362
unexplained 445, 446, 457–8

informed consent 66
instrumental vaginal delivery 219–23,

221, 222
choice of instruments 220–1
forceps delivery 221–2, 221
trial of 223
ventouse delivery 222–3, 222

insulin-like growth factors 159
insulin resistance in pregnancy 15
insulin-sensitizing agents 389
intersex disorders 337–46

clinical presentation 338
male intersex and true

hermaphrodites 341–6, 342–6
presentation in neonatal period

338–40, 338–40
interstitial cystitis 547–9, 548, 548
interstitial ectopic pregnancy 112–13,

113
interstitial trophoblast 22
intervention radiology 155–6
intervillous space 21
intestinal obstruction 93
intracerebral bleeding 148
intracytoplasmic sperm injection 456,

469–70
intramural trophoblast 22
intrapartum care 145
intrauterine contraceptive device

309–10
contraindications 309
efficacy 309
insertion and removal 310

expulsion 310
perforation 310

mechanism of action 309
and pelvic inflammatory

disease 421
side effects 309–10

dysmenorrhoea 310
ectopic pregnancy 310

menstrual disturbance 309
pelvic infection 310

intrauterine growth restriction 29–30,
159–65

consequences 161–2, 162
definition 160
epidemiology 160–1, 160
investigation and management 162
multiple pregnancy 170
physiological basis 161, 161
prediction of 162–3, 163
timing of delivery 165

intrauterine insemination 456, 457,
457–8, 464–5

advantages 465
complications 464–5
disadvantages 465
indications 465
monitoring 464
protocols 464

invasive fetal tests 125–6, 126, 134–5
amniocentesis 136
chorionic villous sampling 125,

136–7
fetal blood sampling 137
multiple pregnancies 137
nuchal translucency 125–6, 126,

132–3
in-vitro fertilization 456, 457, 465–9

agonist cycles 465
antagonist protocols 465–6
embryo transfer 466–8, 467, 468
hCG injection 466
indications 465
luteal phase support 468–9
monitoring 466
oocyte retrieval 466
pregnancy test 469
results 469
see also assisted reproduction

iron deficiency 270
irritant dermatitis of vulva 583
ischial spine 4

jaundice, neonatal 90

Kallman syndrome 372
Kartegener’s syndrome 442
Keilland’s forceps 221
keratinous cysts 586
ketamine 64
kidney transplant patients 265–9

antenatal strategy 266–8
allograft function 266–7
diabetes mellitus 267
fetal surveillance and timing of

delivery 267–8
hypertension and pre-eclampsia

267
immunosuppressive therapy 267
infections 267
transplant rejection 267

maternal follow-up 268–9
contraception 268–9
gynaecological problems 269

post-delivery management 268, 268
breastfeeding 268
long-term assessment 268
paediatric management 268

prospects for pregnancy 265–6, 266

labial adhesions 365–6
labia majora 2, 3
labia minora 2, 3
labour and delivery 46–54

augmentation of labour 211
cervical effacement 49
cervical ripening 48
clinical course 49–50
emergency procedures 157
fetal membranes in 53
fetal monitoring 56–61
hormonal and immunological

mechanisms 46–7, 47
induction see induction of labour
instrumental see instrumental vaginal

delivery
integration of control pathways

48–9, 48, 49
management and supervision 53, 54,

54
multiple pregnancy 172–3

Caesarean section 173
timing 172
vaginal delivery 172–3, 173, 173

myometrial activation 48
pain relief 53–4
partography 50–1, 50, 51, 52
physiological adaptations 236–7
preterm see preterm labour
progress in labour 51–3
prostaglandins in 49, 50
special situations

diabetes mellitus 251
heparin treatment 280, 280
intrauterine growth restriction 165

transition from pregnancy to labour
47–8, 47

lactation
milk-ejection reflex 78–9, 79
milk production 78, 78
physiology of 77, 77
volumes of breast milk 79
see also breastfeeding

lactational amenorrhoea 77, 315–16
laparoscopic colposuspension 529–30
laparoscopic ovarian drilling 454
laparoscopy 560–75

diagnostic 570–2
indications and contraindications

571
techniques 571–2, 571, 571, 572

endometriosis 433
equipment 560–2
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laparoscopy (continued)
ancillary instruments 564–5, 565
camera and monitor system 561
electrosurgical generator 561–2
insufflator 564
laparoscopes 564
laser 562
light source and light lead 560–1
photo and video documentation

562
suction/irrigation pump 564
trocars and cannulae 564
Veress needle 564

informed consent 574–5
open 572–3

complications 573
ending procedure 572
insertion of ancillary ports 572
inspection of pelvis and

abdomen 572
results 573

operating theatre organization
565, 566

operative 573–4, 573
ancillary port placement 573
complications 574, 574
electrosurgery 574
laparoscopic suturing 574
results 574
techniques 573
tissue dissection and

hydrodissection 573
training 575

large for gestational age 160
leflunemide, washout period 37
legal issues 684–91

autonomy 684–5
cerebral palsy 689
lack of training and hostile

environment 688–90
postgraduate training 688
pregnancy termination 318–19,

318, 685–7
professional discipline 687–8
redress 1 690–1
state provision of services 690

leiomyosarcoma 358
levator ani muscle 5
levonorgestrel 401
lichen planus 581

erosive 581–2
lichen sclerosus 579–81, 579

aetiology 579
clinical findings 580
definition 579
extra-genital lesions 580–1
histology 581
incidence 580
and malignancy 581
pathophysiology 579–80
presentation in adults 580
terminology 579
treatment 580

lichen simplex chronicus 584
lifestyle 39–40
likelihood ratios 293–4, 294
linea alba 1
lipids, in pregnancy 15–16
listeria 39
liver cancer, and contraceptive use 305
liver disorders 285–6
lochia 69
lochia serosa 69–70
Lovset manoeuvre 216, 216
lungs, neonatal 81
luteinizing hormone 350

surge 352
lymph nodes in vulval cancer 594,

596–8, 598
lymphocytic hypophysitis 256

magnesium sulphate
pre-eclampsia 233
preterm labour 187

magnetic resonance imaging 594–5
magnetic resonance lymphography 595
male infertility 442–4, 442–4

causes 442
coital dysfunction 444, 444
cryptorchidism 443
genetic 443
genital tract obstruction 443
hypogonadotrophic

hypogonadism 444
iatrogenic 443, 443
immunological 444
male accessory gland infection

443–4
occupational and environmental

factors 443
orchitis 443
varicocele 443

investigations 446, 449–50, 450
antisperm antibodies 450
chromosomal and genetic

studies 450
endocrine tests 449–50, 450
male genital tract imaging 450
semen microbiology 450
sperm function tests 450
testicular biopsy 450

semen analysis 442
treatment 454–6

donor insemination 456
ejaculatory failure 456
gonadotrophins 456
intrauterine insemination 456
IVF/ICSI 456
surgery 456

see also infertility
male intersex 341–6, 342–6

end-organ insensitivity 342–3, 343
XY females 341–2, 342

malposition 213, 213, 214
malpresentation 213, 213, 214

breech presentation 214–17, 214–17
brow presentation 217
face presentation 217–18, 218
shoulder presentation 218

Marfan syndrome 239
maternal

age 34
collapse 147–9

airway problems 149
breathing problems 149
cardiac arrest 147–9, 147
causes 148
circulatory problems 149
obstetric causes 157

complications, screening for 41–2
drug ingestion 90
infection 41–2
mortality 290

causes 287, 288
ectopic pregnancy 107
hypertensive 233

obesity 34
physiology 10–17

cardiovascular system 10–11, 10,
11, 11

endocrine systems 16–17
gastrointestinal system 15–16, 16
haematology 12–13, 13, 13
renal system 13–15, 14, 15
respiratory system 11–12, 11, 12

stress, and preterm labour 182
Mauriceau-Smellie Veit manoeuvre

216, 217
Mayer-Rokitansky Kuster Hauser

syndrome 330
mean arterial pressure 232
mean pulmonary arterial

pressure 11
mechanical heart valves 241–2
Meckel’s diverticulum 2
meclofenamic acid 401
meconium aspiration 87
meconium-stained liquor 209
medical disorders, pre-existing

35–6, 36
medroxyprogesterone acetate 401
mefenanic acid 401
melanoma, vaginal 603
Mendelson’s syndrome 148
meningitis 91
menopause 479–93

consequences 481–3, 482
immediate 481
intermediate 481–2
long term 482–3

demographics 479, 479
patient assessment 483
physiology 479–81

ccompensated and decompensated
failure 480

declining oocyte pool 479–80
hormonal changes 480
menstrual cycle 480, 481
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ovarian reserve 480
premature ovarian failure 480–1

and sexual dysfunction 657
therapeutic options

alternatives to HRT 489, 492
complementary therapies 490–2
HRT 484–9
lifestyle measures 489
non-pharmacological

alternatives 489
pharmacological alternatives

489–90
urinary incontinence 509–10

menorrhagia 399–404
causes 399
decision aids 404
drug therapy 400–3

hormonal 402–3
non-hormonal 401–2, 401

investigations 400
endometrial sampling 400
haematology and biochemistry

400
imaging 400

management 400, 400
presentation and assessment

399–400, 399
surgery 403–4

endometrial ablation 404, 404
hysterectomy 403–4

menstrual cycle 348–56
endometrial development 352–6, 353
folliculogenesis and ’follicular phase’

348–51, 349–51, 350
LH surge and ovulation 352, 352

menstrual problems 399–406
adolescents 367–8
amenorrhoea 369–76
dysmenorrhoea 368, 404–6
menorrhagia 399–404
see also premenstrual syndrome

menstruation 356
retrograde 2, 431

meta-analysis 297–8, 297
metabolic syndrome 249
metformin 389, 453–4
methotrexate

ectopic pregnancy 111–12
trophoblast disease 120, 121
washout period 37

metronidazole 419
microalbuminuria 248
microprolactinoma 392, 393
mid-stream urine sample 512
mifepristone

management of miscarriage 97–8
menorrhagia 403
pregnancy termination 321

migraine 284
miscarriage see recurrent miscarriage;

spontaneous miscarriage
misoprostol 207–10, 208

buccal vs sublingual 208–9

complications 209–10
Caesarean section 209
meconium-stained liquor 209
perinatal outcome 209
postpartum haemorrhage 209–10
precipitate delivery 209
uterine hyperstimulation 209
uterine rupture 209

dosage 209
effectiveness of 208
oral vs vaginal route 208
pregnancy termination 321, 323
rectal 209

mitral stenosis 240–1, 241
mitral valve prolapse 240
mixed incontinence 541
monoamniotic twins 172
monogenic disorders, prenatal

detection 129
mons pubis 2
morphine 64
mother-infant bonding 71
moxifloxacin 419
Müllerian inhibitor, absent 374
Müllerian tubercle 328, 328
multinucleated trophoblast giant

cells 22
multiple pregnancy 166–74

chorionicity and zygosity 166–8,
167, 168

ultrasonic determination
167–8, 168

zygosity determination 168
delivery 172–3

Caesarean section 173
timing 172
vaginal delivery 172–3, 173, 173

high order multiples 173–4, 174
incidence 166
intrauterine growth restriction 170
invasive fetal tests 137
maternal responses 169–70
miscarriage 168
monochorionic twinning 171–2

acute transfusion 171
monoamniotic twins 172
twin reversed arterial perfusion

sequence 172
twin-twin transfusion syndrome

40, 171–2
perinatal wastage 166
prenatal diagnosis 168–9

aneuploidy 169
invasive procedures 169
structural anomalies 168–9

preterm labour 170–1
management 171
prediction 170–1
prevention 170

reduction 140
Mycobacterium tuberculosis 415–16,

415
Mycoplasma genitalium 415, 415

Mycoplasma hominis 415
myometrial activation 48

naproxen 401
natural contraception 315
near-infrared spectroscopy 0
necrolytic migratory erythema

(glucagonoma syndrome) 588
necrotizing enterocolitis, neonatal 93
Neisseria gonorrhoeae 415, 415
neonatal encephalopathy 88–9, 89
neonatal unit 85
neonate 81–93

body composition, fluids and
electrolytes 83, 83

cardiac disorders 87–8, 88
effects of maternal drug ingestion 90
examination of 85–6
feeding and nutrition 82–3, 82
gastrointestinal disorders 92–3, 93
haemoglobin 82
heart and circulation 81–2
hypoglycaemia 90–1
infections 91–2
jaundice 90
lungs 81
neurological disorders 88–90, 89
preterm 86–7, 86
respiratory disorders 87
resuscitation 83–5, 84
temperature control 83

neural tube defects 40
neuraxial anaesthesia 65–6, 66
neurological conditions 284
niradozole, and male infertility 443
nitrofurantoin, and male infertility 443
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

see NSAIDs
norethisterone 401
normogonadotrophic hypogonadism

441
NSAIDs

dysmenorrhoea 405
menorrhagia 401–2, 401
preterm labour

prevention 185
treatment 187

nuchal translucency 125–6, 126,
132–3

obesity
childhood, protective effect of

breastfeeding 77
and infertility 464
maternal 34
polycystic ovary syndrome 386

obstetric complications 37
obstetric emergencies 145–57

collapse 147–9
airway problems 149
breathing problems 149
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obstetric emergencies (continued)
cardiac arrest 147–9, 147
causes 148
circulatory problems 149
obstetric causes 157

eclampsia 152, 157
haemorrhage 149–52, 150, 151

life-saving measures 153–7, 153–6
minimization of adverse

consequences 146–7
communication and teamworking

146
documentation 146
emergency training 146–7
risk management 146

minimization of risk
good antenatal health 145
intrapartum care 145
triage 145–6

obturator internus muscle 4
odds ratio 296–7
oesophageal atresia 92
oestradiol, in premenstrual

syndrome 411
oestrogens

in urinary incontinence 542–3
see also hormonal contraception;

hormone replacement therapy
ofloxacin 419
olfactogenital syndrome 372
oophorectomy 411
ophthalmia neonatorum 91–2
orchitis 443
orgasmic dysfunction 655
osteoporosis 482, 482, 488
outcome, biased assessment 296
ovarian cancer 386, 625–34

aetiology, epidemiology and genetics
625–6

biotherapeutic targets 633–4
clinical presentation 626–7
and contraceptive use 305
diagnosis 628
future developments 633–4
pathobiology 627–8, 628
prognostic factors 628
recurrent 632–3
screening and prophylactic

oophorectomy 626
treatment 628–32

carboplatin alone 631–2
carboplatin and paclitaxel 630–1
integrated multidisciplinary care

628–9
interval debulking 630
lymphadenectomy 629–30
role of surgery 629

ultrasound screening 362–3
ovarian cyst, ultrasound 358–9, 358,

359–60, 359
ovarian ectopic pregnancy 114, 114
ovarian endometrioma 432, 432, 436
ovarian failure 373, 390–1

ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome
351, 476–7

ovarian research 449
ovarian reserve 480
ovaries 7

anatomy 611
benign disorders 611–12
development of 329, 330
endometriosis 432, 432, 611–12
ovarian enlargement 611
ovarian pregnancy 611
polycystic disease 611
post-partum changes 70
tumours 612
see also ovarian

ovulation 352, 352
ovulatory disorders 441–2, 441

hypergonadotrophic hypogonadism
441–2

hyperprolactinaemia 442
hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism

441
normogonadotrophic hypogonadism

441
oxybutynin 536–7, 537
oxytocin

induction of labour 207
preterm labour 179–80
role in labour 47

oxytocin antagonists in preterm labour
187–8, 188

paclitaxel, in ovarian cancer 630–1
pad test 513
pain 63
pain relief see analgesia
Palmer’s point 2
pancreas 17
papillary hidradenomata 587
parathyroid disease 257
parathyroid glands 17
parathyroid hormone 492
parity, and prolonged pregnancy 195
partography 50–1, 50, 51, 52
patent ductus arteriosus 238
patient-controlled analgesia 64
pelvic floor

childbirth injury 498
dysfunction

anterior vaginal wall prolapse
500–1

pathophysiology 497–8, 497
posterior vaginal wall prolapse

501–2
uterine prolapse 502, 502
uterovaginal prolapse 498–500,

498
vaginal vault prolapse 502

fascia 496, 497–8
muscles 496, 497
muscle training 526
structure and function 496

pelvic inflammatory disease 414–21
clinical features 416, 416
cost of treatment 414
differential diagnosis 416–17, 416
Fitz-Hugh Curtis syndrome 416
histology and pathology 418
incidence 414
investigation 417
microbiological tests 417
microbiology 415–16, 415
prevention 421
prognosis 420–1

chronic pelvic pain 420
HIV 421
intrauterine contraceptive

devices 421
post-pelvic surgery 420
subfertility and ectopic

pregnancy 420
radiology investigations 417–18
risk factors 414
surgical interventions 419–20
surgical investigation 418
treatment 418–19, 419, 420
ultrasound 360, 360
see also chronic pelvic pain

pelvic kidneys 263
pelvic mass

ultrasound 357–9
enlarged uterus 357–8, 357
ovarian cysts 358–9, 358, 359

pelvic pain
ultrasound 359–60

endometriosis 360
ovarian cysts 359–60, 359
pelvic inflammatory disease 360,

360
pelvic ultrasound 448–9
pelvis

anatomy 3–8
shape 219
see also cephalopelvic disproportion;

pelvic
pemphigoid gestationis 286
pemphigus vulgaris 586
periarteritisi nodosa 263
perinatal infant death 74

multiple pregnancy 166
perinatal morbidity, and prolonged

pregnancy 195
perinatal mortality, prolonged

pregnancy 193–5, 193, 194,
199–200

perinatal outcome,
misoprostol-induced labour 209

perineal lacerations 224–6
third and fourth degree tears 226

perineometry 526
peripartum cardiomyopathy 243–4
peritoneal dialysis 265
see also dialysis patients

peritoneum 2, 3
pethidine 64
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phaeochromocytoma 257
phenylketonutria 36
physical abuse 424
phytoestrogens 490–1

black cohosh 491
dong quai 491
evening primrose oil 491
ginkgo biloba 491
red clover 490
St John’s Wort 491
soy 490

pituitary disease 255–6
ACTH-secreting tumours 256
diabetes insipidus 256
lymphocytic hypophysitis 256
prolactinomas 255–6
Sheehan’s syndrome 256

pituitary gland 16
placenta 19–24

development
early villous stage 21
extravillous trophoblast 22, 22, 23
lacunar stage 21
onset of maternal blood

flow 22–3
plugging of spiral arteries 22, 23
prelacunar stage 21
trophoblast cell columns 21–2, 22
trophoblast lineage 20–1, 21

discoidal 19
hemichorial 19
hormones 16
measurements 19
praevia 42
regulation of fetal growth 159, 160
tissue arrangements 19–20
tissue interactions 19, 20
tissue interdigitations 19, 20
vascular arrangement 19, 20

placental site trophoblast tumour 119
prognostic factors and treatment

121–2, 121, 122
platelets 231
pneumonia 283

congenital 87
polycystic kidney disease 263

definition of 381–3, 382
polycystic ovary syndrome 381–9, 441,

441, 463
definition of 377–9
endocrine investigationa 378,

379–81, 380, 381
examination and investigations

377–8, 378, 378
genetics 383
glucose tolerance 378, 379
health consequences 384–5
heterogeneity 383–4, 384
karyotype 380
management 386–9

hyperandrogenism and hirsutism
386–7, 386

infertility 387–8, 388

insulin-sensitizing agents and
metformin 389

menstrual irregularities 386
obesity 386

pathophysiology 383
racial differences in expression 383
and recurrent miscarriage 101
treatment 378–9, 451–4, 453

aromatase inhibitors 454
clomifene citrate 452–3
GnRH analogues 453
gonadotrophins 453
laparoscopic ovarian drilling 454
metformin 453–4
tamoxifen 453
weight loss and dietary measures

451–2
in younger women 385–6

breast cancer 385
endometrial cancer 385
ovarian cancer 386

positron emission tomography 595
post-coital test 449
postgraduate training 688
postnatal depression 72, 74
postnatal psychosis 74
post-partum haemorrhage see

haemorrhage
post-partum respiratory failure 284
post-partum thyroiditis 254–5
potassium channel openers 537
pouch of Douglas 2
prazosin 537
precocious puberty 366–7, 366
pre-conception counselling 34–7

age 34
conditions contraindicating

pregnancy 36
diet and weight 34–5
low-risk setting 35, 35
obstetric complications 37
organizational issues 37
prepregnancy care 34
psychiatric disease 37
teratogens 36–7, 36, 37
women with medical disorders

35–6, 36
pre-eclampsia 227–34

anaesthetic management 233–4
anticonvulsant management 233
blood pressure control 232
classification 227–8, 228
clinical risk factors 228–9, 228
definition 227–8, 228
diagnosis 129
fetal assessment 232, 232
fluid balance control 233
incidence 227–8, 228
intrapartum care 232
investigations 229–30, 229
maternal assessment 230–2, 231
maternal mortality 233
multiple pregnancy 169

pathophysiology 228
post-natal management 234
prophylaxis 230, 230

pregnancy
common symptoms 40–1
complications

acute abdomen 286
cervical cancer 622–3
dermatoses 286–7
diabetes mellitus 246–53
endocrine disease 253–7
haematological problems 270–80
heart disease 236–44
hyperemesis gravidarum 35, 40,

286
liver disorders 285–6
neurological conditions 284
pre-eclampsia see pre-eclampsia
renal disease 260–9
respiratory disorders 282–4
rheumatological conditions 285

contraindications 36
ectopic see ectopic pregnancy
length of 28
multiple see multiple pregnancy
ovarian 611
physiological adaptations 236–7
physiological changes

cardiovascular 10–11, 10, 11, 11
gastrointestinal system 15–16, 16
haematological 12–13, 13, 13
renal system 13–15, 14, 15
respiratory 11–12, 11, 12

post-term 28
prolonged see prolonged pregnancy
transition to labour 47–8, 47
twin see multiple pregnancy

pregnancy associated plasma
protein 159

pregnancy reduction 140
ethical issues 670–3, 672

pregnancy termination 138, 318–25
analgesia 322
choice of method 320–2, 321, 321

first trimester 321–2, 321
midtrimester 322

complications and problems
324–5

counselling and pre-assessment
319–20

ethical issues 670–3, 672
follow-up 325
legal aspects 318–19, 318, 685–7
surgical 323, 323

technique 323–5
see also recurrent miscarriage;

spontaneous miscarriage
pregnancy tests 294
preimplantation genetic diagnosis

129–30, 475
ethical issues 676–9
see also prenatal diagnosis
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preimplantation genetic
screening 475

prelabour 47, 47, 48
premature ovarian failure 480–1
prematurity see preterm labour
premenstrual syndrome 408–13

in adolescents 368
aetiology 410
definition 408, 408
diagnosis 409–10, 412

GnRH agonists in 409–10
gestagen-induced, avoidance of

412–13
neurotransmitters 410–11
symptoms 408–9, 409
treatment 412

cycle suppression 411
medical therapies 411
non-medical therapies 411
oestradiol 411
oophorectomy 411
SSRIs 411

prenatal diagnosis 125–30
cytogenetics 126–8, 136

fluorescent in situ hybridization
126–7, 127

quantitative fluorescent
polymerase chain reaction
127–8

ethical issues 676–9
invasive fetal tests 125–6, 126, 134–5

amniocentesis 136
chorionic villous sampling 125,

136–7
fetal blood sampling 137
multiple pregnancies 137
nuchal translucency 125–6, 126,

132–3
molecular genetics 125
multiple pregnancy 168–9

aneuploidy 169
invasive procedures 169
structural anomalies 168–9

non-invasive 128–9
aneuploidy diagnosis 129
gender detection 128
monogenic disorders 129
pre-eclampsia 129

preimplantation genetic diagnosis
129–30

prepregnancy care 34
prepubertal children see children
prepuce 2, 3
preterm infants 86–7, 86

brain injury in 89–90
preterm labour 177–90

causes 180–2, 180
cervical function 180–1, 181
fetal and maternal stress 182
genital tract infection 181–2, 181
haemorrhage 182

definitions 177, 178

endocrinology and biochemistry
179–80

labour as inflammatory
process 179

progesterone, corticotrophin
releasing hormone and oxytocin
179–80

epidemiology 177–9, 178
fetal viability 28
incidence 177
induction of labour 210–11
management 186–9

acute tocolysis 186–7
antibiotics 189
calcium channel blockers 188, 188
conduct of delivery 189
corticosteroid therapy 188–9, 188
diagnosis 186
fetal fibronectin testing 186
magnesium sulphate 187
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs 187
oxytocin antagonists 187–8, 188

multiple pregnancy 170–1
management 171
prediction 170–1

neonatal outcome 177–9, 178
prediction of 182–3

bacterial vaginosis 183
past obstetric history 182–3, 182
ultrasound measurement of

cervical length 183
prevention 183–6

cervical cerclage 184–5
emergency rescue cerclage 185
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs 185
progesterone 185–6

survival rates 181
preterm labour syndrome 178
preterm prelabour rupture of

membranes 190
professional discipline 687–8
progesterone

ectopic pregnancy 110
labour 47
menorrhagia 401
preterm labour 179–80

prevention 185–6
transdermal creams 491

progesterone receptor modulators 641
progestogens

menopause symptoms 489
menorrhagia 401, 402
see also hormonal contraception;

hormone replacement therapy
prolactinomas 255–6
prolonged pregnancy 192–202

aetiology 192–3
antenatal tests 196–8

biophysical profile 197
cardiotocography 197–8
Doppler velocimetry 198

fetal movement counting 198, 198
ultrasound assessment of amniotic

fluid 196–7
clinical guidelines for management

201
epidemiology 192
establishment of accurate gestational

age 198–9
evidence-based management 198–9
induction of labour 199

and risk of Caesarean section 200
women’s views on 200–1

perinatal mortality 199–200
practical management 201–2
risks associated with

cerebral palsy 195–6
home birth 195
parity and birthweight 195
perinatal morbidity 195
perinatal mortality 193–5,

193, 194
propantheline 537
propiverine 536–7, 537, 537
prostacyclin 17

role in labour 47
prostaglandins

induction of labour 49, 50, 206–7, 208
intracervical 207

prostaglandin synthetase
inhibitors 539

proteinuria 231, 248
prurigo 287
psoriasis of vulva 584
psychiatric disease 37

antenatal 287
puberty 366–7, 369–70, 370

precocious 366–7, 366
sexual dysfunction 656
see also adolescents

puborectalis muscle 4, 5
puerperal infection 72, 72
puerperium 69–79

ambulation 71
complications 71–4

genital tract infection 72–3
postnatal depression 72, 74
postnatal psychosis 74
puerperal infection 72, 72
secondary post-partum

haemorrhage 73–4
thrombosis and embolism 72, 72
urinary tract 73

management of 71, 71
perinatal death 74
physiology 69–71

cardiovascular and coagulation
system 70, 70

hair loss 71
ovarian function 70
thyroid function 71
urinary tract 70
uterus 69–70
weight loss 70–1
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routine observations 71
see also breastfeeding; lactation

pulmonary embolism 72, 72, 148
pulmonary hypertension 239–40
pulmonary stenosis 238
pyelonephritis, chronic 263
pyoderma gangrenosum 587
pyosalpinx 360

quadruple test 132
quantitative fluorescent polymerase

chain reaction 127–8

radiotherapy
vaginal cancer 601
vulval cancer 599

raloxifene 492
receiver operating characteristic

292, 293
rectum 8
recurrent miscarriage 100–4

aetiology 100–4
genetic 100–3
immune dysfunction 103
structural uterine abnormalities

103–4
management 104, 104

red clover 490
5α-reductase deficiency 342, 343, 374

reflexology 492
regional analgesia 64
regurgitant valve disease 241
remifentanil 64
renal disease 260–9

chronic renal disease 261–4
antenatal strategy 262–4, 263
prospects for pregnancy 261–2,

262
dialysis patients 264–5

antenatal strategy 264–5
peritoneal dialysis 265
prospects for pregnancy 264

kidney transplant patients 265–9
antenatal strategy 266–8
maternal follow-up 268–9
post-delivery management 268,

268
prospects for pregnancy 265–6,

266
normal pregnancy 260
patient information 260

renal hormones 17
renal system, pregnancy-related

changes 13–15, 14, 15
renal tract anomalies 336, 337
renin-angiotensin system 17
reproductive tract, anatomy 1–9
resiniferatoxin 537, 539
resistant ovary syndrome 372
respiratory disorders 282–4

asthma 283
cystic fibrosis 283–4

pneumonia 283
post-partum respiratory failure 284
tuberculosis 283

respiratory tract
infection

maternal 72
neonatal 87

pregnancy-related changes 11–12,
11, 12

resuscitation 83–5, 84
admission to neonatal units 85
advanced life support 84–5

retinoic acid 35
retinoids, teratogenicity 36
rhabdomyosarcoma, vaginal 602–3
rheumatic heart disease 240–1, 240
rheumatoid arthritis 285
rheumatological conditions 285
Rokitansky syndrome 375
rubella 41
rubella immunity 35

sacrococcygeal teratoma, in utero
surgery 141

sacroiliac joint 4
sacrospinous ligament 4, 5
sacrotuberous ligament 4, 5
St John’s wort 413, 491
salbutamol 537
saline infusion, extra-amniotic 210
sarcoma, vaginal 602
scleroderma 263, 285
screening
Chlamydia trachomatis 421, 449
diabetes mellitus

chromosomal anomalies 250
congenital abnormalities 250
diabetic complications 248–9
non-diabetic co-morbidities 249

fetal complications 42–3
Down’s syndrome 42–3
fetal viability 42
fetal well-being 43
structural abnormalities 43

gestational diabetes 252–3, 252
maternal complications 41–2

anaemia 41
blood groups 41
diabetes mellitus 248–9
gestational diabetes 42
hypertensive disease 42
infection 41–2
placenta praevia 42

thalassaemias 272
see also antenatal care

seborrheic dermatitis of vulva 582–3
selective noradrenaline reuptake

inhibitors 489–90
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors

see SSRIs
semilunar valves, stenosis of 142
sentinel node lymphoscintigraphy 595

septicaemia 91
sexual abuse 424, 694–6, 694

aftercare 696
children 696–7, 697
examination 695–6, 695, 696
initial action 695
referral centres 695
statement 696

sexual aversion 655
sexual differentiation 327
sexual dysfunction 651–7

aetiology 652
assessment 653, 654
classification 652, 653
examination 653–4
investigations

dyspareunia 656
female sexual arousal disorder 655
lack or loss of desire 654–5, 654
orgasmic dysfunction 655
sexual aversion and lack of sexual

enjoyment 655
vaginismus 656

sexual response 651–2, 651
specific issues

genital cancers 657
infertility 656–7
menopause 657
puberty 656

and urinary urgency 549
Sheehan’s syndrome 256
shock syndrome 88, 88
shoulder dystocia 155, 157
shoulder presentation 218
sickle cell disease 272–3
Silver-Russell syndrome 160
Simpson, James Young 63, 66
skeletal protection 492
skin infection in neonates 92
small for gestational age 29–30, 160
smoking 40
solifenacin 537, 538–9
soy 490
SPARC-mid urethral sling suspension

system 531, 531
sperm donation 476
spina bifida, in utero surgery 141
spinal epidural haematoma 65
spironolactone, and male

infertility 443
spontaneous miscarriage 94–8

classification 95–6, 96, 97
definition 94
diagnosis 94–5, 95, 95
management 96–8, 97

expectant 97
medical 97–8
surgical evaluation

96–7
multiple pregnancy 168

SSRIs
menopause 489–90
premenstrual syndrome 411
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state provision of services 690
static magnetic therapy 427
statins

skeletal protection 492
teratogenicity 36

statistics 289–98
counting 289–90

birth 290
live birth 289
maternal deaths 290
stillbirth 289

diagnosing 290–4
Bayes theorem and likelihood

ratios 293–4, 294
individual patient risk 291, 291
pregnancy tests 294
test cut-off point 291–3, 292, 293
test performance 290–1, 291

meta-analysis 297–8, 297
treating 294–8

bias 295
biased assessment of

outcome 296
effective treatments 294–5
odds ratio and confidence limits

296–7
type 1 error 296
type 2 error 296

stem cell therapy 142
sterilization 311–14

counselling 314, 314
ethical issues 667–8
female 311–13
reversal of 314
vasectomy 313–14

stillbirths 289
Streptococcus pneumoniae 415
Streptococcus pyogenes 415
stroke volume in pregnancy 11
strontium ranelate 492
subtracted cystometry 515–16, 515, 516
sudden infant death syndrome 162
sulphasalazine, and male infertility 443
superovulation 351
surfactant deficiency 87
surgery

ectopic pregnancy
diagnosis 108, 108
management 111

surrogacy 474
ethical issues 676

sympathomimetics, acute tocolysis
186–7

symphysis pubis 3, 5
syncytial knots 23
syncytiotrophoblast 23
syphilis 42
syringomata 587
systemic lupus erythematosus 263, 285

tachypnoea, transient of newborn 87
tamoxifen 453

tamsulosin 537
temperature control, neonatal 83
tension free vaginal tape 530–1, 530
teratogens 36–7, 36, 37
terazosin 537
terbutaline 537
testicular biopsy 450
testicular development 329
tetracyclines, teratogenicity 36
tetralogy of Fallot 239
thalassaemias 271–3

alpha thalassaemia 271–2
beta thalassaemia 272
screening for 272
sickle cell disease 272–3

thrombocytopaenia 274–6, 275
immune thrombocytopaenic purpura

274–5, 275
thrombotic thrombocytopaenic

purpura/haemolytic uraemic
syndrome 274–6, 275

thrombophilia 277
thrombophilic defects, and recurrent

miscarriage 102, 103
thrombosis, post-partum 72, 72
thrombotic thrombocytopaenic

purpura 274–6, 275
thromboxane A2 230
thyroid disease 253–5, 253, 255

hyperthyroidism 254, 254
hypothyroidism 253–4
post-partum thyroiditis 254–5
thyroid function in normal

pregnancy 253, 253
thyroid gland 16–17

post-partum changes 70
thyroid-stimulating hormone 16
thyrotropin-releasing hormone 16
tiredness 40
tocolysis, acute 67, 186–7

sympathomimetics 186–7
tolterodine 537, 538
total peripheral resistance in

pregnancy 11
toxic epidermal necrolysis (Lyell’s

syndrome) 585
toxic shock syndrome 607
toxoplasmosis 39–40
tracheo-oesophageal fistula 92
training

emergency 146–7
lack of 688–90
postgraduate 688

tranexamic acid 401, 402
transabdominal ultrasound 357
transobturator sling procedures 531–2,

532
transvaginal ultrasound 356

pelvic inflammatory disease 417
triage 145–6
trichomoniasis 606–7
triple test 132
trisomy 21 see Down’s syndrome

trophoblast disease 117–23
classification 117
genetic formation 118
malignant pathology/presentation

choriocarcinoma 119
human chorionic gonadotropin

119–20
hyperglycosylated hCG 120
invasive mole (chorioadenoma

destruens) 119
placental site trophoblast tumour

119
personal and psychological

issues 123
premalignant

pathology/presentation
complete mole 117–18
partial mole 117

prognostic factors and treatment
groups 120–3, 120, 121, 122, 122

FIGO scoring system 120, 120
high-risk disease management

121, 121
long-term toxicities 123
low-risk disease management

120–1, 121
placental site trophoblast disease

121–2, 121, 122
subsequent fertility 122–3

registration and surveillance 118,
119

trophoblastic cell columns 22
trophoblasts

release 24
turnover 23–4
villous 23

trospium 537, 538
tubal factor infertility 444–5

infection 444–5
surgery 445
treatment 456

tubal patency testing 447–8, 462
tuberculosis 283

neonatal 92
tumours 374

androgen-secreting 374
Turner syndrome 374
twin pregnancy see multiple pregnancy
twin reversed arterial perfusion

sequence 172
twin-twin transfusion syndrome 140,

171–2
type 1 error 296
type 2 error 296

ultrasound 25, 356–63
abnormal uterine bleeding 360–1,

361, 361
amniotic fluid assessment 196–7
determination of chorionicity 167–8,

168
diagnosis of miscarriage 94–5, 95, 95
early pregnancy 361, 361
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ectopic pregnancy 108–9, 109, 109,
110, 361

establishing gestational age 198–9
fetal anomalies 133–4, 134, 135
infertility 361–2, 362, 462
ovarian cancer screening 362–3
pelvic 448–9
pelvic mass 357–9

enlarged uterus 357–8, 357
ovarian cysts 358–9, 358, 359

pelvic pain 359–60
endometriosis 360
ovarian cysts 359–60, 359
pelvic

inflammatory disease 360, 360
techniques 356–7, 356

transabdominal method 357
transvaginal 356

vulval cancer 595
ultrasound biometry 163–4
umbilical artery, blood gas and

acid-base measures 57
umbilical cord prolapse 156, 157
umbilical vein, blood gas and acid-base

measures 57
umbilicus 1–2
urachus 1
Ureaplasma urealyticum 415
ureters 8
urethra 2, 3, 8, 506
urethral bulking agents 532–3, 533, 533
urethral diverticulum 544
urethral lesions 544–5

carcinoma 545
stenosis or stricture 545
urethral caruncle 544–5
urethral mucosal prolapse 545

urethral pain syndrome 546–7
urethral pressure profilometry 517,

519–20
urinary frequency/urgency 545–6

definitions 545
causes and assessment 545–6, 546

prevalence 545
treatment 546

urinary incontinence 73, 504–49
causes 524, 525
classification 511, 511
clinical presentation 511–12
congenital abnormalities 544
detrusor overactivity 534–41, 534

clinical symptoms 535–6
drug therapy 536–40, 537
neuromodulation 540
pathophysiology 535, 535
surgery 540–1, 541

epidemiology 508–10
age 509
childbirth 509
menopause 509–10
pregnancy 509
prevalence 508, 508
race 509

fistulas 543–4
functional incontinence 544
investigations 512–13, 512

frequency-volume charts 513, 513
mid-stream urine sample 512
pad test 513

mixed 541
oestrogens in management of 542–3
pathophysiology 508
quality of life 510

questionnaires 510–11, 510, 511
retention with overflow 541–2, 542
special investigations

ambulatory urodynamics 523–4,
524

cystourethroscopy 520
electromyography 523
imaging of lower urinary tract

520–3, 523
urethral pressure profilometry

517, 519–20
temporary causes 544
treatment 544
urethral diverticulum 544
urodynamics 513–17

cystometry 514–15, 514
subtracted cystometry 515–16,

515, 516
uroflowmetry 513–14, 514
videocystourethrography 516,

518, 519
voiding cystometry 517, 521

urodynamic stress incontinence
524–8

causes 525
conservative treatment 526–8,

526, 527
medical therapy 528
surgery 528–34

urinary retention with overflow 541–2,
542

urinary tract
fetal, obstruction of 142
infection

maternal 72
neonatal 91

lower
anatomy 504–6, 506
embryology 504, 505
innervation 506–7, 507
physiology 507–8

post-partum changes 70
post-partum complications 73

urodynamic stress incontinence 524–8
causes 525
conservative treatment 526–8, 526,

527
maximal electrical stimulation 527
pelvic floor muscle training 526
perineometry 526
vaginal devices 527–8, 527
weighted vaginal cones 526–7

medical therapy 528

surgery 528–34, 528
anterior colporrhaphy 529
artificial urethral sphincter 533–4
bladder neck suspension

procedures 532
Burch colposuspension 529, 529
laparoscopic colposuspension

529–30
Marshall-Marchetti-Krantz

procedure 529
sling procedures 530
SPARC-mid urethral sling

suspension system 531, 531
tension free vaginal tape 530–1,

530
transobturator sling procedures

531–2, 532
urethral bulking agents 532–3,

533, 533
uroflowmetry 513–14, 514
urolithiasis 263
uterine anomalies 330–1, 332

absence of uterus 330–1
fusion anomalies 331, 332

uterine artery embolization 642–3, 642,
643, 643

uterine fibroids 463
uterine hyperstimulation,

misoprostol-induced labour 209
uterine leiomyomata (fibroids) 638–43,

638
aetiology 638–9, 639
diagnosis 640, 640
symptoms 630, 639–40
treatment 640–3

endometrial ablation 643
levonorgestrel-secreting

intrauterine system 641
progesterone

receptor modulators 641
surgery 641–2
uterine artery embolization 642–3,

642, 643, 643
uterine prolapse 502, 502
uterovaginal prolapse 498–501,

498
description 498, 498
investigation

examination 499
magnetic resonance imaging 499
proctography 499
urodynamics 499

symptoms 498–9
bowel symptoms 499
coital symptoms 499
urinary 498–9

treatment
conservative 500, 500
surgical 500

uterus 6, 7
absence of 330–1
benign disease 636–44

adenomyosis 636–7, 637
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uterus (continued)
endometrial polyps 637–8
uterine leiomyomata (fibroids)

638–43, 638
cancer 645–50

aetiology 645
carcinosarcoma 649
endometrial stromal sarcoma 650
endometrioid tumours 647–9
leiomyosarcoma 649
papillary serous carcinoma 649
pathology 645–6, 646
pre-anaesthesia assessment 647
radiological investigation 647, 647
tissue diagnosis 647
treatment 647

contractility 47
development 328, 328
enlarged 357–8, 357
inversion 153, 157
packing 153–4
post-partum changes 69–70
rupture 154, 157

misoprostol-induced labour 209
structural abnormalities 103–4

vacuum delivery 222–3, 222
vagina 2, 3, 6

absent 331–4, 332–4
counselling 333
direct therapy 333–4, 333, 334
with functioning uterus 371–2
with non-functioning uterus 372

anterior wall prolapse 500–1, 501
atrophy 607–8
benign disease 606–10
benign tumours 610
development 328–9
endometriosis 608–9
examination 654
fistula 608
infection 606–7

bacterial vaginosis 606
gonococcal vaginitis 607
syphilitic lesions 607
trichomoniasis and genital

candidiasis 606–7
viral lesions 607

inspection 654
malignant disease see vaginal cancer
posterior wall prolapse 501–2
toxic shock syndrome 607
trauma 608
vault prolapse 502

vaginal anomalies 331–6, 332–6
absence of vagina see vagina,

absent
haematocolpos 334–5, 335
longitudinal septum 335–6
transverse septum 371

vaginal cancer 600–3
aetiology 600
background 600

presentation 600
prognosis 602
recurrence 602
staging and assessment

600–1, 601
survival 602
treatment 601–2

chemotherapy 602
radiotherapy 601
surgery 601–2

uncommon tumours
clear cell adenocarcinoma 603
endodermal sinus tumour 603
melanoma 603
rhabdomyosarcoma 602–3
sarcoma 602

vaginal cones 526–7
vaginal dilators 333, 333
vaginal gels 489
vaginal intraepithelial neoplasia

608–9
vaginismus 656
vaginoplasty 333–4, 334
valproate, teratogenicity 36
vanishing twin 168
varicocele 443
varicose veins 40

of vulva 586
vasectomy 313–14
venous thromboembolism 276–80

diagnosis and treatment 278–80, 278,
279

and HRT 487
pathogenesis and risk factors 276–7,

276, 277, 277
physiological changes in

pregnancy 276
risk factors 276–7, 277
thrombophilia 277

thromboprophylaxis 277–8
ventouse delivery 222–3, 222
ventricular septal defect 238
vesico-ureteric shunting 142
vestibular/labial papillomatosis 586
vestibular mucinous cysts 587
vestibulodynia 588–9
vibroacoustic stimulation 60
videocystourethrography 516,

518, 519
villi

anchoring 21
floating 21
oxygen as regulator of

development 24
primary 21
secondary 21
tertiary 21
see also villous

villous stroma 24
villous trees 20
villous trophoblast 23
vincristine, in trophoblast

disease 121

virilization 378–9
vitamin A, limitation of

intake 40
vitamin B 6 410
vitamin B 1 2 deficiency 270
vitamin C

menopause 491
prophylaxis of pre-eclampsia 230,

230
vitamin D deficiency 257–8
vitamin E

menopause 491
prophylaxis of pre-eclampsia 230,

230
vitelline duct 2
vitiligo of vulva 584–5
voiding cystometry 517, 521
vulva 2, 3

anomalies 336, 336
benign disease 578–89

benign tumours 586–7
biopsy 579
cutaneous manifestations of

systemic disease 587–9
eczema 582–4, 583
erosive lichen planus 581–2
examination 578–9
history taking 578
lichen planus 581
lichen sclerosus 579–81, 579
pigmentary changes 584–5
ulcerating and blistering disorders

585–6
blood supply 3
inspection 653–4
malignant disease see

vulval cancer
nerve supply 3

vulval cancer 591–600
aetiology 591, 592
background 591
diagnosis 592
examination 592
groin node imaging 594–5, 595
histology 591, 592
lymph node status 594
management 595–7

chemotherapy 599
complications 598, 599
lymph node disease 596–8, 598
radiotherapy 599
radiotherapy and chemotherapy

599
recurrent disease 599–600
surgical 596

presentation 591–2
prognostic factors 594, 594
spread 592–3, 593
staging 593–4, 594

vulvodynia 588–9
vulvovaginitis 364–5, 364
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warfarin, teratogenicity 36
weight loss

and amenorrhoea 372, 394–5
post-partum 70–1

Wolffian duct anomalies 336
writing therapy 427

XY females 341–2, 342

amenorrhoea 372

zygosity 166–8, 167, 168




